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COLORADO (U.S.A.) FELTA PAIN
AND SAWA DOCTOR. H EX-

M/SSWG TO0TH
HEX THUMB. CHECK sAJ

RCGVLAK
BKUSH/NGS. KOIYWS 8UB81&
ZEMOVE

ABOR/GINALS
THE TWNGlLLf
TRIBE 6URIEO

THEIR DISLODGED
MOUTH. WH/TE/V
YOUR TEETH.

TEETH NEAR
A LAGOON
TO MAKE
LILIES .

GROW/

KOLYNQS SAY&S
YOU MO/VY TW/C
A PAY. GOES
AS
TOOTHPASTE BECAUSE
HALF AA/ WCH O/V
A
/S

Stop it faster with ANACIN! Aiiacin contains

an extra ingredient. It is a prescription for

pain and aches.
Tr.,dp M,.rk
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Collars and Necklines.

Both high and low necklines are the

fashion at the moment, but they must be
distinctive. Not the plain timorous &quot;V&quot;

or the conservative high. Wide necklines
are a great favourite for day as well as

evening.

Sketched are a few ideas: A: The new
large collar which is becoming very
popular. B: The deep, wide neckline and
collar. C: The utterly demure choir boy
type with gold bow. D: The draped neck
line. E: The wide, oval neckline; and F,
the very popular &quot;U&quot; shape.
To make a neckline &quot;different&quot; will give

added smartness to your frock.

Important Sleeres.

Sleeves and shoulders are very import
ant to the success of your frock. Long r

short, they must be new-looking. Here
we show a variety. The short cup sleeve;
the below elbow with a cuff; the long, full

Gibson girl sleeve with the latest idea an
elastic garter of velvet ribbon with bow,
worn just above the elbow.

Then the large dolman armhole and the

threequarter sleeve gathered up into folds
at end; then the gracious Lady Winder-
mere style with wide lace edge. Sleeves

really catch the eye on any frock.
Another demure style is the long bell

sleeve with narrow cuff and wide lace

edge falling over hands a lvely style for

wedding gown.

Wipe a little oil or vaseline over silver
and other bright metal ornaments before
putting them away while you go on holi

day. Then you will not find them tarn-
ish-ed on your return.

K-:oXxvK. ;:-..........,.-..;. .....,..: .. . . ...

The modern woman, living as she does an *almost

non-stop existence, demands TRUE relief whenever

pain comes. She must have a pain reliever which
not only acts quickly but does not have after-effects
which prevent her from going about things as usual

after - effects such as dizziness, depression or

&quot;slowing-up&quot;;
or sometimes harm to the system.

That is why Aspro has a special appeal for women, not only
in Australia, but all over the world. Aspro . free from harmful

drugs, leaves you fresh and fit again after the pain has gone.

THE PURITY OF ASPRO
The purity of Aspro conforms to the
standard laid down by the British

Pharmacopoeia a guiding authority
of the Medical Profession.

ASPRO
NO DEPRESSING AFTER-EFFECTS
NO &quot;SLOWING-UP&quot;

NO HAZINESS
NO HARM TO HEART OR STOMACH

THE SAFE WAY TO RELIEVE

HEADACHE&PAIN
COPYRIGHT

/UcnoiaA
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MIDDLE-AGED MAN OFFERS ADVICE

TO FATHER

It is imperative that your body be thoroughly clean inside if it is

to have the best chance of escaping ailments of all kinds.

When the liver and kidneys function less efficiently because of old

age, over-indulgence or other causes, they then no longer keep the

system fully cleansed of poisonous wastes.

A teaspoonful of Kruschen taken daily before breakfast in a tumbler

of hot water stimulates the liver, washes out the kidneys and helps

them to keep the system free of poisonous wastes.

A clean internal system keeps the bloodstream clean and healthy.

Gone are the causes that may lead to such ailments as ...

RHEUMATISM ACHING JOINTS

LUMBAGO BACKACHE NEURITIS

KRUSCHEN
SALTS
1/6 & 2/t
at Chemists
and Stom.

The Tonic Effect of Kruschen Keeps Millions of People FJf.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
[The columns of this department for the answer$ t&amp;lt;i

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help tn4
benefit to readers who desire information concerning
matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which will

never be published under any circumstances), corre

spondents are requested to send a pen-name, to which
the answer may be addressed.]

SMOKE STAINS. An easy and sure way
to remove smoke stains from common plain
ceilings is to mix wood ashes with the
whitewash just before applying. A pint of
ashes to a small pail of whitewash is suffi

cient, but a little more or less will do no
harm. Mary C.

SALADS. Mrs. E. G. writes: &quot;I never
seem to make satisfactory salads. Mine
are always amateurish. Can you give
me a few general hints?&quot; Toss salads

together lightly and quickly if you wish
them to be successful. Use crisp greens
and a well-seasoned dressing. Give the re

frigerator a chance to chill all ingredients.
Then let imagination be your guide. Care
ful measurements may be thrown to the
winds and a dash of this or a drop of that
added as fancy dictates. The salad created
in this manner will be individual, flavour-
some and inviting.
PINEAPPLE AND CUCUMBER SALAD. One

cupful crushed pineapple, 1 cupful diced

cucumber, i cupful whipped cream, \ cup
ful mayonnaise. Combine pineapple and
cucumber. Add whipped cream mixed with

mayonnaise. Serve on lettuce and garnish
each salad with two strips of red and green
pepper. Time in combining, 10 minutes.

Recipe makes six servings. W.W.
LOMBARDS. &quot;Who and what were the Lom

bards?&quot; Londoner. From the 13th cen

tury Italian merchants, known as the Lom
bards, traded largely in England as bankers
and money-lenders, whence the name Lom
bard street, in London. The Lombards
were originally a German people who in

vaded northern Italy during the first cen

tury.

SALAD CBEAM (to be bottled for future

use). Take 1^ gills salad oil, gill malt

vinegar, 1 gill white vinegar, 1 teaspoons-
ful caster sugar, 3 teaspoonsful made mus

tard, salt and pepper to taste, 2 ozs. flour,

^ pint milk and water, 2 ozs. margarine.
Make a white sauce with the flour, mar

garine, milk and water, boiling five min

utes; when cold, whisk the sauce, add oil

gradually, then vinegar drop by drop, still

whisking. Add seasonings. Miss E. A. E.

ABOUT GLOVES. If you get calfskin or

other strong kid gloves wet, rub a tiny

drop of castor oil well in while they are

still on your hands. This prevents them
from drying hard and stiff, as they usually
do after getting wet. Miss F. F.

CHEESE PUDDING. Required: 6 ozs. of

good quality cheese, 3 ozs. of breadcrumbs,
2 fresh eggs, enough milk to make it the

consistency of batter, salt and pepper.

Thickly butter a pie-dish. Mix together
the crumbs, cheese and a good seasoning
of salt and pepper. Beat up the eggs, add
a little milk, then stir these into the cheese

and crumbs, adding more milk if necessary.
Turn the mixture into the pie-dish and

bake it in a moderate oven until it is just

set and nicely coloured on top. Eeader.

RAW SPINACH SALAD. One Ib. spinach,
4 or 5 strips of bacon (diced), 1 small

onion (minced), J cupful wine vinegar,
salt and pepper to taste. (1) Remove roots

and, if desired, coarse stems of spinach.
Wash thoroughly and dry. Tear coarsely
into a warm bowl. (2) Saute bacon with

onion till bacon is crisp. Add vinegar, re-
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heat and pour over spinach. (3) Season
to taste with salt and pepper and toss

together till all leaves are well coated with
the dressing. Yield: four servings.

DR. W. G. GRACE. This world-famous
cricketer was born near Bristol in 1848

and died at the age of 67. He played first-

class cricket for 36 years and scored 51,000

runs, with an average of 45 per innings.
As a bowler his average was 20 runs per
wicket. He made 121 centuries. Miss
MeG. - nuppy about n^ .. ,.._

arrangement, though I would have pre
ferred being married here. He had only
been away two months when I received a
letter from him saying the marriage was
off, as he had met a most wonderful girl,
and would be married to her by the time
his letter reached me. He had also a lot

to say about his being a rotter and was
absolutely ashamd of himself. Could I

find it in my heart to forgive and forget
him for ever? It is noble to forgive he
added as a postscript.&quot; Jan. On his
letter alone you have certainly a first

class breach of promise case; but is he
worth .it ? If I were in your place I would
not go about with a long face and look
to your friends for sympathy. In fact, I
would keep the whole episode to myself.
Don t let this experience make you bitter
and nurse thoughts of revenge. Be
thankful and think of the escape you
^have had. A man who is so unstable and

It originafe^^x
m?^e a Poor substitute for

Kings of Siam,~~who
3

&quot;presen%!/&amp;lt;i

e(l13r is
.

un-

elephant to a courtier it was desired to&quot;

ruin. Netta O.

FRIED BANANAS. Peel the bananas, cut
in halves crosswise or in quarters, and roll

in sifted, dry bread crumbs or in rolled
corn-flake crumbs. Fry in very hot, deep
fat (395 degrees F.) until light brown.
Drain on soft paper and serve with broiled

chops, steaks, or ham. A simpler method
is to split the bananas, roll in flour, and
saute on both sides, using a small amount
of butter in a hot frying pan. Bananas
may also be broiled in 3 or 4 minutes. Peel
and place under the broiler during the
last few minutes that the meat is broiling.
New Chum.
ICENIS. &quot;Who were the Icenis?&quot; L.L.B.
The Iceni was an ancient British race

who in early times lived in Norfolk and
other parts of eastern England. Their
most famous ruler was Queen Boadicea,
who led her people against the Romans.
X-word.

WHITE FELT HATS. To clean them, make
a thin paste of magnesia and water and
rub in with a small brush; dry in the sun,
after which brush out with a stiff brush.
Linda Y.

WINTER CATALOGUE, 1949
The Australian Home Journal Catalogue of

Autumn and Winter Fashions is now ready.
Forty pages of the latest and best fashion
designs for the new season. All the illustrations

are printed in colours some of them in three,
four and five tones. Readers will appreciate this

publication, depicting artistically Winter sea
son modes. All departments of dressmaking
are fully colored for; frocks of all kinds for

adults and children, including Evening, Dinner
and Wedding Frocks, Maternity and Matron s

frocks; Blouses, Sports wear and Undies are
shown with careful attention to detail. Young
Folks and Baby Fashions have a section to

themselves. Price, 1/4J (postal note, I/- and
4Jd- in stamps). Australian Home Journal, 407-
409 Kent St., Sydney.

&quot;

: ;
::-&amp;gt;:&amp;gt;-:::

::-;::-:: ::*:::*

&quot;Hollywood-Maxwell,&quot; Australia s most

asked for brassiere . . . Continuous whirlpool

stitching row after row of it

gives the beauty Nature intended.

Faultless support, perfect separation

even after countless laundering*.

AS WORN BY THE STARS
nso.it
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with Meds
safe internal protection

Women who long to try new-fashioned protection
will find the new &quot;small-diameter&quot; Meds

Slender the perfect way to begin.
But whether you try New Meds Slender

or New Meds Regular (for greater security) you
will enjoy internal protection at its bestl

Next-time try Meds and ask for Meds
Slender or Meds Regular.

In boxes of 70

With or without

applicators

THE MODESS TAMPON

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

Daily Health Habits.
Dally health habits Include care for
your hair. Koko, the famous
British Hair Preparation, supplies
the means of attending to your
hair. Massage the scalp with Koko,
then brush your hair vigorously.
You will be surprised with the
improvement. Ask your chemist
JCor:

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of

excessive drinking? EUCRASY has

changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Established

52 years it destroys all desire for

Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be

given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State which required.

SEND 20/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

Heart to Heart
The Wedding Ring:

&quot;I married a widow and we are very
happy, as she is loving and kind, and
is a first-rate housekeeper and home-lover;
but she annoys me by wearing her first

husband s wedding ring. Is it correct for
her to do so?&quot; Arthur L. It is wrong.
&quot;Off with the old and on with the new&quot;

applies to ^ &quot;--. -JTifirs as to many other
oej-i-^igs is to mix wooa u^^^^ i ,u u^
whitewash just before applying. A pint of
ashes to a small pail of whitewash is suffi

cient, but a little more or less will do no
harm. Mary C.

SALADS. Mrs. E. G. writes: &quot;I never
seem to make satisfactory salads. Mine
are always amateurish. Can you give
me a few general hints ?

* Toss salads
together lightly and quickly if you wish
them to be successful. Use crisp greens
and a well-seasoned dressing. Give the re

frigerator a chance to chill all ingredients.
Then let imagination be your guide. Care
ful measurements may be thrown to the
winds and a dash of this or a drop of that
added as fancy dictates. The salad created
in this manner will be individual, flavour-
some and inviting.
PINEAPPLE AND CUCUMBER SALAD. One

cupful crushed pineapple, 1 cupful diced

cucumber, J cupful whipped cream, J cup
ful mayonnaise. Combine

pineapple, /yii
cucumber. Add whlpge^L

~&quot;

_ ^ \^ t

S^would serve no useful purpose to even
talk about it now. If the boot were on
the other foot would you expect him to

speak about it? Let the dead past bury
its dead.

Not So Young:
&quot;I don t seem to keep as young as my

husband. I am in the forties and so is he,
but he looks younger and has not put on
weight, while I have to a considerable
extent. When we are out at a party he
chats and dances with the young ones, and
has a good time, while I just sit around or

gossip with some women older than myself.
I feel catty and jealous, and often have
arguments, although I know my husband
is true to me and loves me very much.
Do other middle-aged women feel as I do?&quot;

S.P.R. In the forties you should be

very charming, bright and alert. You have
let yourself grow old. Go in for massage
and exercise and hair-do s and don t let

yourself slip. So many find it much easier
to be careless and slouch along, and make
the excuse that housework and home duties
have played havoc with them. We have to be

up and doing, look after ourselves, and
keep young by mixing with young folks
and stay away from the older set, with
whom we have not much in common. A
bright, healthful outlook and careful per
sonal attention can work wonders.

Adopted Child:

&quot;The doctor has told me I can never
have a baby, and both my husband and
self want to adopt one. I am wondering
if I could ever love an adopted baby as

though she were my own child?&quot; Anxious.
Don t approach the subject from that

angle. I know a number of parents who
have adopted children and have brought
them up as their own. The experiment
has been eminently successful. When you
have brought a child up from babyhood
you get to love it just as though it were

your own flesh and blood. You will both
be very happy with an adopted baby,
more particularly as you will be able to

give it a good home. You will be surprised
what a difference this will make in your
married life. Just look at the other side
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of the picture a childless couple can

quickly drift apart. Children are the

golden link that bind the home.

Broken Engagement:
&quot;I am heartbroken. I was engaged to a

young man holding a good position in one

of our interstate firms. We were to have
been married in a few months time; then

he was shifted to West Australia, and was

given an increase of salary. He said as

soon as he got settled down he would post
me my fare and we could be married in

Perth. I was quite happy about the whole

arrangement, though I would have pre
ferred being married here. He had only
been away two months when I received a

letter from him saying the marriage was
off, as he had met a most wonderful girl,

and would be married to her by the time
his letter reached me. He had also a lot

to say about his being a rotter and was
absolutely ashamd of himself. Could I

find it in my heart to forgive and forget
him for ever? It is noble to forgive he
added as a postscript.&quot; Jan. On his

letter alone you have certainly a first

class breach of promise case; but is he
worth .it ? If I were in your place I would
not go about with a long face and look
to your friends for sympathy. In fact, I

would keep the whole episode to myself.
Don t let this experience make you bitter

and nurse thoughts of revenge. Be
thankful and think of the escape you
have had. A man who is so unstable and
untrue would make a poor substitute for
a husband. His conduct admittedly is un
speakably callous and brutal and he is a
fit subject for a horse-whipping; but even
that won t get you anywhere. The sins
we commit in this world are often paid for
in this world. There are some things so
low that you would not even touch them
with a long stick. Forget that he ever
existed and look to the future cheerfully.

Returned Visit:

&quot;I have a girl friend with whom I used
to go to school who has married a big
noise in the city. He is the managing
director of a public company. They have
been married for ten years and have a
beautiful home at Vaucluse and a lovely
seaside residence at Palm Beach. I have
not married, but hold a good position with
a business firm. I have my own little flat,
well furnished, and comfortable, and am
always busy and happy. I often go down
to their seaside home for week-ends, and
have spent quite a number of holidays
with them; but I feel I cannot recipro
cate adequately and am just like a poor
relation. I have told my girl friend
this but she just laughs at me, and tells
me not to be a fool. They both just love

having me with them.&quot; Madge. 1
would not worry if I were you. They cannot
expect a single girl who is not in their
class for money to reciprocate to any
extent. Why not occasionally get theatre
matinee tickets for a Saturday and ask
them to have lunch at your flat before
going to the show. They will like that.
Folks who live in the high life way would
like nothing better than to see how you
manage in your little two-by-two flat.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will
be accepted.

A single conversation across the table
with a wise person is worth a month s study
of books.

The Doctor Answers
ABOUT BACKACHE:

Patient: &quot;Why do so many people suffer with Backache
Doctor?&quot;

Doctor: &quot;Because your back muscles are working constantly
holding up your body, any extra strain is quickly felt-
again, uric acid and other poisons often collect in
these muscles if your kidneys and bowels are not
functioning well and correctly.&quot;

Patient: &quot;But, why. Doctor, do these poisons in the blood
so often affect the muscles of the back?&quot;

Doctor: &quot;For the reason I gave just now you feel the effect
of these blood poisons in the weakest or mst over
worked parts of your body first. If you feel the
effects m your back muscles, you can be sure theyare everywhere in your muscles and joints, and the
sensible thing to do is to get rid of these poisons as
quickly as you can.&quot;

If you suffer from Backache, rheumatic pains, sciatica, himbago, kidney and
bladder weaknesses, neuritis, gout, or similar aches and pains, you will be

delighted with the relief and renewed energy Menthoids
will give you. Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids contain Thionine

the great blood medicine which does so much to drive
out these crippling poisons from your blood, strengthen
your kidneys and tone mp your whole system.

Get a month s treatment fiask of Dr. Mackenzie s

Menthoids for 6/6 with Diet Chart, or a 12-day
flask for 3/6, from your nearest chemist or store,
or a postal note to British Medical Laboratories,
Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney, will bring yon
Menthoids by return mail.

MENTHOIDS* BACKACHE
HER RHEUMATISM GOES AS SHE LOSES UGLY FAT
Great London Hosprtal endorses famous Youth-0-Forra
&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;I have boen crippled with rheumatism,
until some friends recommended me to take Youth-O-FDrm to reduce my weight.
[ DID KEDUCE and, more marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared.
That was four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and this year I
got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions were useless. I told my doctor,who is leading physician at one of the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Poi-n: was
the only thing that ever did me any good, and he advised me to try it again and
that the Youth-O-Form prescription was
well known. Once again I am quite well
and fit.&quot;

If you are overweight and
suffer from Rheumatism,
Indigestion, Constipation,
or constant headaches,
Youth-0-Form will help
you, too.

Mrs. Darley, pictured below, ts only
one of countless Australian women
who have regained health and appear

ance through Youth-O-Form.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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of difference tojour dress materials .

Now it makes a world of difference to all

furnishing fabrics, too

Now you can buy a complete range
of Grafton furnishing fabrics.

All guaranteed fadeless. Every linen, glazed
chintz and cretonne in the Grafton range can be

washed and washed as often as you would
wash a dress should you ever wish to. And
remember the glazed chintz is permanent.
The patterns ? Lovely ! For every type of room.

Ask to see Grafton furnishing fabrics for

curtains and loose covers in all leading furnishing

departments throughout Australia.

THE GRAFTON
FURNISHING RANGE

Linens 31 and 48

Cretones 3 1 and 48

Merriecolor 48

Brocaded rayon-and-cotton 48&quot;

Ptrmanent Glazed Chintz 31 and 43

GP.5.
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[This Reindeer Sports-Jumper will find

a lot of admirers. The lady in the photo
in Joan Lorring, of Warner Bros. First

National Pictures, who have kindly given
us permission to reproduce this photograph.
The knitting instructions are by our

Needlework Expert.]
Materials: 8 skeins of 3-ply crepe red

wool and 7 skeins of white; 2 bone knitting
needles No. 10 and 2 No. 12.

Measurements: Length of jumper from

shoulder, 18^ inches; width at under-arm,
32-34 inches; sleeve, 18 inches.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; R., red; W., white.

Tension: 8 sts. equals 1 inch in width
and 9 rows equals 1 inch in depth.

The Front.

Using No. 12 needles and red wool, cast

on 124 sts. and work in a ribbing of k. 2,

p. 2 for 3$ inches, increasing 1 st. at end
of last row (125 sts.). Join white wool
and weave at back of red wool when not
in use; also weave red wool at back of

white wool when not in use, as follows:

Pass the wool out of action once over the

working thread before working each st.

with the second colour so that the spare
thread is caught at the back of work with

every stitch. Change to No. 10 needles
and work as follows:
Row 1 Knit.
Row 2 Purl.

Repeat these 2 rows once.
Row 6 k. 6 R.,

* 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 1 R.,
1 W., 7 R. Repeat from * to last 11 sts.,

1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 6 R.
Row 6 p. 7 R.,

*
1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 9 R.

Repeat from * to last 10 sts., 1 W., 1 R.,
1 W., 7 R.
Row 7 k. 8 R.,

*
1 W., 11 R. Repeat

from * to last 9 sts., 1 W., 8 R.
Row 8 p. with red.

Row 9 k. with red.

Row 10 p. with red.

Row 11* k. 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W.,
T R. Repeat from * to last 5 sts., 1 W.,
1 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W.
Row 12 p. 1 R.,

* 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 9 R.

Repeat from * to last 4 sts., 1 R., 1 W.,
1 R., 1 W.
Row IS k. 2 R., 1 W., 11 R. Repeat

from * to last 3 sts., 1 W., 2 R.
Row 14 p. with red.

Row 15 k. with red.
Row 16 p. with red.

Repeat these 12 rows, increasing 1 st.

at both ends of the needle of every 8th

row, keeping continuity of pattern until
there are 133 sts. Work then without
shaping until there are 10 rows of white
triangles, ending with the three rows
worked in red; then work as follows:
Row 1 *

k. 1 W., 11 R. Repeat from *

to last st., 1 W.
Row 2 p. 1 R., 1 W., 9 R., 1 W. Repeat

from * to last st., 1 R.
Row 3* k. 1, W., 1 R., 1 W., 7 R., 1 W.,

1 R. Repeat from *
to last st., 1 W.

Row 4 p. 1 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 5 R.,
1 W., 1 R., 1 W. Repeat from * to last st.,
1 R.
Row 5 k. 1 W.. 1 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W.,

8 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 1 R. Repeat from *

to last st., 1 W.
Row 6* p. 1 R., 1 W. Repeat from *

to last st., 1 R.
Row 7* k. 2 R., (1 W., 1 R.) 5 times.

Repeat from *
to last st., 1 R.

Row 8* p. 3 R., (1 W., 1 R) 4 times,
1 R. Repeat from * to last st., 1 R.

Row 9 * k. 4 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 1 R.,
1 W., 3 R. Repeat from * to last st., 1 R.
Row 10* p. 5 R., 1 W., 1 R., 1 W., 4 R.

Repeat from * to last st., 1 R.

Row 11* k. 6 R., 1 W., 5 R. Repeat
from * to last st., 1 R.
Row 12 p. with red wool.
Row 13 k. 21 R., 3 W., 31 R., 4 W.,

15 R., 4 W., 31 R., 3 W., 21 R.
Row 14 p. 19 R., 3 W., 2 R., 3 W., 2 R.,

2 W., 22 R., 2 W., 23 R, 2 W., 22 R., 2 W.,
2 R., 3 W., 2 B., 3 W., 19 R.

4 R., 1 W., 11 R., 1 W., 2 R., 2 W., 1 R,

3 W., 45 R., 3 W., 1 R., 2 W., 2 R., 1 W,
11 R., 1 W., 4 R., 1 W., 12 R.

Row 19 k. 2 tog., k. 10 R., 1 W., 3 R
2 W., 11 R., 1 W., 4 R., 1 W., 51 R., 1 W
4 R., 1 W., 11 R., 2 W., 3 R., 1 W., 10 R
k. 2 tog. R.

Row 20 p. 10 R., 2 W., 3 R., 1 W
18 R., 3 W., 45 R., 3 W., 18 R., 1 W., 3 R
2 W., 10 R.

Row 21 k. 2 tog., k. 8 R., 2 W., 3 R
1 W., 18 R., 1 W., 2 R., 2 W., 41 R., 2 W
2 R., 1 W., 18 R., 1 W., 3 R., 2 W., 8 R
k. 2 tog. R.

Row 22 p. 8 R., 2 W., 3 R., 2 W., 18 R
1 W., 1 R., 2 W., 1 R., 2 W., 37 R., 2 W

Row 16 k. 19 R., 1 W., 4 R., 1 W., 3 R.,
2 W., 1 R., 3 W., 16 R., 3 W., 2 R., 1 W.,
21 R., 1 W., 2 R., 3 W., 16 R., 3 W., 1 R.,
2 W., 3 R, 1 W., 4 R., 1 W., 19 R. .

Row 16 p. 19 R., 1 W., 4 R., 1 W.,
9 R., 3 W., 10 R., 3 W., 33 R., 3 W., 10 R.,
3 W., 9 R., 1 W., 4 R., 1 W., 19 R.

Row 17 Cast off 6 sts, k. 12 R. (count
ing the st. on needle after cast off), 2 W.,
3 R., 1 W., 12 R., 2 W., 6 R., 3 W., 39 R.,
3 W., 6 R., 2 W., 12 R., 1 W., 3 R., 2 W.,
18 R.
Row 18 Cast off 6 sts., p. 12 R. (count

ing the st. on needle after cast off), 1 W.,

1 R., 2 W., 1 R., 1 W., 18 R., 2 W., 3 R.
2 W., 8 R.
Row 23 k. 2 tog., R., k. 6 R., 2 W., 2 R.

2 W., 19 R., 1 W., 4 R., 3 W., 35 R., 3 W.
4 R., 1 W., 19 R., 2 W., 2 R., 2 W., 6 R,
k. 2 tog. R.

Row 24 p. 7 R., 2 W., 2 R., 2 W., 19 R.
1 W., 1 R., 2 W., 1 R., 2 W., 37 R., 2 W.i
1 R., 2 W., 1 R., 1 W., 19 R., 2 W., 2 R.i

2 W., 7 R.

Row 25 k. 2 tog. R., k. 5 R., 2 W., 2 R.
3 W., 18 R., 1 W., 6 R., 1 W., 35 R., 1 W.;
6 R., 1 W., 18 R., 3 W., 2 R., 2 W., 5 R.,
k. 2 tog. R.

[Turn to page 50j
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CALL ME JOHNNIE
By LILIAN CHISHOLM.

Falling in love is a very unaccountable thing because it is quite easy to be

desperately in love and not know it.

The sound of Helen s heels was like that

of hail against a window-pane, as she hur
ried down the hospital corridor towards the

exit. She was thoroughly annoyed, and
for several reasons.

The first and most important reason was
that she had quite expected to be Derek s

only visitor. She had looked forward to

playing a rather romantic part had

planned that Derek should realise that one
friend alone out of all the noisy crowd
which surrounded him in health, only one

loyal friend re

membered him
when he was ill.

wretched place, flowers, book and all her
rehearsed speeches complete.

She stopped abruptly, noticing a rubbish
bin hanging against the brick wall. With
an impatient gesture she was just about
to drop the roses into the bin when a
voice said urgently:

&quot;Here, you can t do that!&quot;

Helen stopped, all her mounting anger
gathering itself into a fury. She turned
and looked at a man in a white coat

probably a student.

reluctantly, &quot;but he had so many. Who
do you want them for, then; one of the
patients here!&quot;

He took the roses and turned to go.
Then suddenly he turned back to her.

&quot;You give them to him,&quot; he said

abruptly. &quot;Would you? It might help a
lot if he saw

you.&quot;

She stared at him, wondering if every
body in this hospital was either mad or
mean.

&quot;I m sorry,&quot; she began firmly, &quot;but I
don t think you understand. I came to
visit my fiance . . .&quot; she swallowed hard
over the exaggeration, &quot;and I don t think
he would care for me to go round present
ing roses to strange young men . . .&quot;

&quot;Bah!&quot; said the man. Just that. Then
he took hold of her arm, and turned her
round.

&quot;This way,&quot; he said shortly, &quot;and if

you ve ever . done any thinking in your
precious life, start

thinking now. And
if you ever did any
acting in your life
and I never knew a
female who didn t
want to! act for
dear life now. A lot

She had bought the
roses with such care,
carried them so tenderly,
had spent almost three-quarters of her

precious lunch hour choosing a book she

thought he would enjoy, and what hap
pened? People literally thronged Derek s

private room, and it wasn t until Matron,
red-faced and portly, had dispelled them
with a glance that Helen had had a chance
to speak to Derek at all.

One of the hospital nurses, obviously
with no sense of romance in her entire

make-up, had hung around the doorway, so

that Helen could not bring herself to give
Derek the flowers, nor the book, nor say
any of the things she had rehearsed so

carefully.

Finally, with a superior smile, the nurse
had ordered Helen from the room, and
here she was hiwrying to be rid of this

&quot;You don t have to come
to see me, Miss,&quot; he told
her bluntly, &quot;I m OK.&quot;

It occurred to her that he was quite

ugly, and obviously bad-tempered.
&quot;Is it one of your hospital by-laws that

flowers may not be dumped in rubbish
bins?&quot; she inquired icily.
He glared at her, his eyes almost hidden

by ferocious dark brows.
&quot;Just because you don t want them, it

doesn t mean nobody does,&quot; he said im
patiently. &quot;Let me have them.&quot; Then,
quite obviously as an afterthought, he

added, &quot;Please.&quot;

She lifted the flowers hesitantly, and
!ooked at them.

&quot;They are rather
nice,&quot; she tdmitted

depends on this, re-

; member.&quot;

She started to re

monstrate, but the
ward doors had

opened and closed behind
them before she had time
to get going. The man in

the white coat approached
a bed in the corner, a bed around which
stood a high screen.

&quot;You have a visitor,&quot; Helen heard him
say to what seemed to be a mound in the

very middle of the bed. No face appeared,
and for a moment nothing at all happened.
Then, out of the depths, came a very small
voice.

&quot;Stop kiddin
,&quot;

said the voice, &quot;I don t

have no visitors.&quot;

Helen s hand tightened round the roses.

She bent down and gave the little mound a

push.
&quot;Perhaps not,&quot; she said clearly. &quot;But
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you have one now. I ve brought you some
flowers.&quot;

At that, the bed-clothes went down, and
what must surely have been the smallest

face in the world looked out.

It might have been any age, that face,
from five to fifteen, for, whilst it still

carried the delicate curves of childhood,
the eyes were as old, and as tired, as those

of an aged man.
Helen drew a swift breath. She wanted,

more than anything in the world, to turn

and run away from this something that

she did not understand.

&quot;Bill,
old chap,&quot; said the man in the

white coat, &quot;say something to your visitor,

won t you?&quot;

The boy sat up. His hair, against his

white face, was a pitiless red, and freckles

stood OMt across the snub nose. He looked
at Helen.

&quot;You don t have to come to see me,
miss,&quot; he told her bluntly. &quot;I m O.K.&quot;

Helen sat down beside the bed, still

holding the flowers.

&quot;You don t remember me, of course,&quot;

she said on the spur of the moment. &quot;You

were only a baby last time I saw you. I ve
been away, for for years. As soon as I

heard you were ill I came at once, Bill.

You must hurry up and get well.&quot;

&quot;Why?&quot; asked Bill.

She couldn t do anything but stare at

the boy. The question hung in the air

between them like some small, ugly spider,

ready to drop on its prey. She sought
desperately, feverishly for an answer, the

right answer. She looked up, and saw the
man watching her, his eyes urging her to

say something something right. But what
did you say to an ageless boy who asked
the whyfor of his reason for living?

She thought hard. She thought of Derek,
comfortable upstairs, surrounded by books
and flowers, probably even now writing
her a loving letter. She thought of the

past weeks, when love had -seemed to be
blooming before her very eyes, of the night
when it had seemed certain that Derek
was about to propose to her, until an angry
appendix had snatched him away to this

place in a nightmare of excitement and
emergency, and then she knew what to

say.
She leaned forward persuasively.
&quot;Because it s so exciting and such

fun,&quot;

she pronounced triumphantly. &quot;That s why
you have to get well quickly.&quot;

The man in the white coat turned away.
For a moment Bill watched that white-
clad back. Then he suddenly grinned.

&quot;What s fun about itf&quot; he asked curi

ously, and she realised, with a pang, that
he really wanted to know. She took a

deep breath and put the roses on the bed.
&quot;Lots of things are

fun,&quot; she said firmly,
her mind going back to her own childhood.
&quot;Like running on the heath; walking
across the pond when it is frozen; eating
toast in front of a huge fire on cold nights;
going for long walks in the rain . . .&quot;

She paused, feeling foolish. Besides,
when had she found those things fun?
Weren t they all the ridiculous, childish

things she had determined to push out of
her life from now onwards? Derek had
taught Her about a new kind of life where
those things seemed trivial and useless.

&quot;Go
on,&quot; the boy said. &quot;What else?&quot;

The man turned then. He pushed the
boy back against the pillows, and he
smiled.

&quot;Not to-night, old chap,&quot; he said easily.
&quot;She ll come again to-morrow. You must
Bleep now.&quot;

A flash of frank incredulity touched the
small face.

&quot;Garn!&quot; he said bluntly, &quot;she won t come

again. Why should she?&quot;

Indeed, she asked herself, once more out
in the corridor, why should she? Derek
would soon be well again, and she would
wipe the memory of this cold, horrible

place out of her mind and memory. This
man must be crazy if he thought she had
nothing else to do but run round visiting
queer little boys.

He s eight,&quot; he told her casually, as she

began to wish him good-night. &quot;He has
no people, and he won t get better.&quot;

She felt angry. She gathered her short
fur coat around her, suddenly cold.

&quot;How can you possibly know that?&quot; she

objected. &quot;He s pale, of course, but chil

dren are often pale, and he doesn t seem to

be in any pain at all. And I m sorry, but
I can t possibly come again . . .&quot;

&quot;No, I suppose not,&quot;
he said quietly.

&quot;It s just that when you are interested in

a patient you are apt to forget that every
body does not share that interest. It was
good of you tp see him at all. His operation
is to-morrow, and he s scared stiff. I

thought it might help a bit, seeing you
thinking somebody cared about him.&quot;

She turned and hurried down the corri

dor, her eyes hostile. It was only a trick
to win her sympathy, of course. These
doctors were impossible; a race of people
who thought nothing mattered but the

patient they happened to be interested in
at the moment. Of course, he was exag
gerating about the boy . . .

At the exit she turned and saw that the
doctor had not moved, but was standing
still, staring down at his hands. She took a

step back . . .

&quot;Why don t you think he will get well?&quot;

she asked abruptly.
&quot;Because he doesn t see any reason why

he should,&quot; he told her without looking
up. &quot;His operation is at five in the even

ing. Good-night.&quot;

She went home to her flat and told her

self, very firmly, that she must put the
whole matter out of her mind. To-morrow
afternoon, at five, she would be at the

office, as usual, thinking of the letter from
Derek which was sure to be waiting when
she arrived home, and which might very
well contain the question she had been

waiting, so long. Derek, with time to think,
might have come to the conclusion that he
could not live without Helen, just as she
had come to the same conclusion about
him. Together they would make of life a

merry, glorious thing, filled with laughter
and romance, adventure and success.
Derek had no time for the silly senti

mental things of life, and neither had she,
not any more . . .

The phone rang, and she answered it

eagerly.
&quot;I m ringing from St. Dominic s Hos

pital,&quot; a girl s voice told her. &quot;Mr. Derek

Simpson asked me to ring you when I

came off duty. He says will you come to

see him to-morrow afternoon, round about
four? There is something he particularly
wishes to ask you.&quot;

She mumbled something she never
knew quite what it was. She replaced the
receiver and sat down, smiling into space.
It had come at last. Derek was anxious
to see her, and he was going to ask her to

marry him . . .

All through the next day she felt rest

less, and told herself it was because she
was to see Derek in the afternoon. For
tunately she had an afternoon off due to

her, so that by three o clock she was hurry
ing along towards the hospital, her eyes
bright, more flowers clutched in her hand.
As she went along the corridor of the

hospital her heels clicked sharply, recall

ing the previous night. Then her foot

steps slowed a little, hesitated outside the
ward door. Another two hours and a small

boy would be trundled down this corridor
towards

She turned and plunged in, the doors

swishing angrily behind her, a nurse turn

ing to look at her in swift surprise.
The screen was still around the bed, and

the doctor was standing there, talking to

the boy. The man looked tired, and the

boy sullen.

They both stared at Helen as she came
towards them.

&quot;Look,&quot;
she said firmly, sitting down

and ignoring the doctor. &quot;I hate saying
this but aren t you a bit of a coward?&quot;

The colour ran up those thin cheeks like

a crimson banner.
&quot;I ain t

&quot;

began the boy indignantly,
but she put the flowers into his hands and
leaned forward.

&quot;There s something you ve forgotten,&quot;

she said clearly. &quot;You re not the only
lonely person in the world; do you realise

that? I m just as lonely as you are, but
I don t start moaning about it, and refus

ing to get well, just because I m lonely,
do I? If you re lonely, too, why don t we
get together about it? I ve got a house;
it s quite small, but it s rather cosy.&quot;

The .doctor turned to the window and
stared out. The boy fixed his eyes on
Helen s face.

&quot;Tell me about the house. Can you see

a fellow in it what is clumsy with his

feet?&quot;

She had a momentary vision of her

immaculate little flat, with the high-gloss

paint, the delicate brocade. She laughed.
&quot;Who cares?&quot; she demanded, &quot;this is a

real house, Bill! The carpets are old, so

that we don t have to worry about them.
In the hall there s a big log fire, always
summer and winter. It s there we shall

eat toast in the winter, Bill. Down the
foot of the hill there s a pond, and in sum
mer we ll swim there, Bill. You can swim?&quot;

&quot;Beckon I could if he taught me,&quot; he
offered shyly.

&quot;He?&quot;

He grinned sheepishly.
&quot;We d want to make it right,&quot; his voice

was practical. &quot;One home has two folks,

don t it? All the chaps I know have a
mother and a father, like. You d have to

have a fellow, wouldn t you? Then you d

marry him, and it d make things right.
What sort of fellow shall you have, miss?&quot;

She remembered her -secret that secret

love upstairs, waiting for her.

&quot;Yes,&quot;
she said complacently. &quot;I ll have

a fellow, Bill. Tall and dark and hand
some . . .&quot;

&quot;Garn!&quot; scoffed Bill disgustedly. &quot;That

sounds like a softy. Our fellow has to be

real, see? It don t matter what he looks
like so long as he s a sport . . .&quot;

Helen gave him that, and from there

they went on building an imaginary world
which would never exist anywhere but in

the heart of a small boy who was who
was

She got up abruptly, pushing back her
chair.

&quot;Bill, now you see why you must get
well, don t you?&quot; She hoped her voice
didn t sound as choky as it felt. &quot;Because

I ll be waiting for you along with the
house and . . .&quot;
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&quot;The fellow?&quot; asked Bill, winking. &quot;Let s

call him Johnnie, shall we?&quot;

It was almost five o clock when Helen
went upstairs.
Derek s nurse met her at the door of

his room, and eyed her reproachfully.
&quot;You re too

late,&quot;
she said firmly, &quot;he is

resting now. He has been expecting you
all the afternoon.&quot;

So Helen went home, somewhat deflated,
and wrote a long letter to Derek, explain

ing everything.
Somehow, when the words were down on

paper they seemed rather flat and uncon

vincing. Evidently Derek shared her

opinion, for he didn t bother to reply.
She did not go near the hospital for a

chap who promised to decorate my flat for
me? Also the boss I want to introduce

you to him, so put on your best bib and
tucker, won t you?&quot;

She was late leaving the office that even
ing, so that it was almost seven when she
arrived at the hospital.
The doctor came to her in the small

waiting room.
&quot;He came through the operation,&quot; he

told her simply. &quot;But he isn t rallying
too well. I want you to help him, if you
will. He seems to need a constant incen
tive to live, and at present he hasn t one.
If you would just persuade him to believe
in that stuff you told him, we can easily
tell him the truth when he is quite well
and strong again. He s a sensible kid
he ll understand. It s just to help him

through this critical period.
I know it s asking a lot of
you, but &quot; he smiled

wearily, &quot;the kid seemed
to take a fancy to you, and
has asked for you to-day.&quot;

She was late for the
party, of course, but it

didn t seem to matter, be
cause there were
so many people
in the small flat

that it seemed

nobody had rea
lised that she

made it up. It s queer, because all the
time you were telling Bill about it, it

made me think of my own home. Hadn t

thought of the old place for years
&quot;

&quot;I don t know how it happened, but as
soon as I started trying to build a home
for Bill, I remembered my own home. It

was bombed, you know, during the war,
and my parents live in a different house
now. I hope he won t be too disappointed
when he sees it?&quot;

&quot;You ve been wonderful to Bill.&quot; The
doctor smiled at her. &quot;I didn t think he
would ever survive the operation. Now,
if he goes on as he is doing, he ll be well

enough to go to your mother s place in a
few weeks, all being well. Do you think

you should warn him that it isn t quite the
same house?&quot;

&quot;I don t know . . .&quot;

Bill worried her as he grew stronger,
for he could talk of nothing but the house.
When the day came that he was strong

enough to travel, Bill was so excited that
the doctor eyed Helen anxiously.

&quot;You ll need to tackle this thing care

fully,&quot; he told her gravely. &quot;Sometimes

I wonder if I did a foolish thing in allow

ing it all to start. I only knew Bill was
desperately ill. I didn t realise the tremen
dous will-power he had when well. It s

not going to be pleasant telling Bill you
have been leading him up the garden all

these weeks. I wish . . .&quot;

Helen nver knew what he wished be
cause she was so disturbed she re
fused to listen to any more of the
doctor s anxieties.

Derek had been im
possible when he knew

&quot;You ve been in the picture all

along, Doc so far as I m con
cerned.&quot;

week. She phoned to know the result of
the operation, and was given an evasive

reply, the only sure fact of which seemed
to be that Bill could have no visitors. She
received the same answer day after day,
until at last, about a week later, when she

phoned, she was asked to call at the hos
pital that afternoon.

It was unfortunate that Derek should
also ring, just after the hospital call, to
tell her that he was back home again, fit

and well, and holding a &quot;house warming&quot;

party that night, to which, of course, she
was invited.

&quot;I have forgiven you everything, sweet,&quot;

Derek told her blithely, &quot;you must come
to-night, because there s something very
special 1 want to discuss with you. Eankin
is coming, too you know, darling, the

was missing. Derek was so terribly busy
making a good impression on his boss that
he had no time to listen to her explanation
as to her lateness.

&quot;Tell me some other time, sweetheart,&quot;

he told her anxiously. &quot;Nothing matters
now but old Kathers.&quot;

She went to see Bill day after day and
that helped her not to fret quite so much
about Derek s rather casual behaviour.
She drew on her own childhood, trying to

reconstruct it for him. She found herself

building up a picture which fascinated her
almost as much as it did Bill.

On an impulse one evening, after leav

ing the hospital, she wrote to her mother,
asking if she could bring Bill to stay with
her for a time when he was strong enough.

&quot;You mean that the house you have
been describing is a real one?&quot; the doctor
asked her, surprised when she told him of
this plan. &quot;I always thought you had

she was giving up a
week-end to BUI and
had asked some rather

leading questions, almost suggesting that
Bill was not a child at all, but a mysteri
ous rival to himself!

When she had convinced him as to Bill s

age, he laughed at her rather unpleasantly.
&quot;What you want is a real job to

do,&quot;
he

told her. &quot;When we re married I won t

allow any of this Lady Bountiful* stuff.

People only take advantage of it, you
know.&quot;

The long journey tired Bill. He was
fretful and sleepy when they arrived at
the small stone house.

Bill eyed the place silently, and allowed
himself to be taken indoors by a large,

plump woman remarkably like Helen when
she smiled.

He sat silent all through tea, inspecting
the small room, the faded carpet, the small

fireplace. There was no open log-fire, no
long wide banisters down which a chap
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could slide, no bead curtains at the door,
and obviously no pond anywhere near.

It was when it was time for bed that he
came out into the open.

&quot;You was just kidding, wasn t you?&quot; he
asked Helen simply. &quot;This house don t

belong to you. I ain t going to live here,
not really. There s none of the things you
said, and I want to go back to the doctor.
He don t tell me lies

&quot;

Helen looked at the small, pale, accusing
face of the boy on the couch. Then she
went and knelt down beside him.

&quot;I didn t tell you lies, Bill,&quot; she said

carefully. &quot;The house I described to you
was just any house, any home, don t you
see? I knew a house like it when I was
a child; I lived in it with my mother. It
was the only real home I knew, so when I
wanted to describe one I naturally de
scribed that. But my mother lost her
house in the war. Lots of people lost lots
of things more preci6us than houses in
the war. Bill you know that.

&quot;But that didn t stop them wanting
homes, just as you want one, you under
stand? They had to start all over again,
building up new lives, new homes.

&quot;But all the things that matter go into
the new homes, just as they did in the old
ones. It isn t the rooms, or the fireplaces,
or the surroundings, that make homes, Bill

it s the people inside them. Wherever my
mother was, there would be my home, until
the day I make one for myself and those
I love.

&quot;We re going to find a house, Bill, one
day you and me; do you believe that? I
want you to stay here until that time
comes, and I swear to make it soon. It ll

be our house, Bill. We ll have a dog, our
favourite walks, our favourite days, every
thing of our own . . .&quot;

He was watching her intently.
&quot;And the fellow?&quot; he asked. &quot;You don t

have a fellow, either, do you?&quot;

&quot;No, Bill,&quot;
she said. &quot;I don t have a

fellow. That was the only real mistake.
I did have one, but he wouldn t belong in

our home, Bill. He could never learn to

like the things we like. He was tall, and
dark, and handsome and he was no use to

you and me, old boy. We ll have to find

another fellow one day. We ll both have
to wait, Bill, for a while, but it will all

come true one day, if you help me.&quot;

&quot;Helen,&quot; said her mother at the door,
&quot;there s somebody called to see you.&quot;

A man stood in the doorway. He was
rather plain, and his eyes were the eyes of
a man who has spent many long vigils
whilst others slept.

&quot;I had to come,&quot; said the doctor, &quot;just to
make sure you had both arrived safely
and were all right.&quot;

&quot;Everything is O.K., doctor,&quot; Bill chipped
in, and nodded quickly, with an impish
grin; &quot;her and me, we ve decided to make
our own home, see? Only thing we re

short of is the Johnnie fellow, remember?
There had to be a Johnnie in our house,
and so far we ain t got one. Any sugges
tions?&quot;

The doctor looked at Helen.
She saw him, for the first time, not just

as a doctor, but as a lonely young man who
was so busy looking after others he had
forgotten to look after himself ... a man
she could love.

&quot;I thought all that was arranged,&quot; he

said, a sudden light in his eyes. &quot;But if

I can help in any way I ll gladly do so.

Helen do you think you could call me
Johnnie? I d try to fit into the picture.&quot;

Bill laughed for the first time since

they had known him.

&quot;Garn,&quot; he said, &quot;you ve been in the pic
ture all along, Doc. far as I m concerned.
What do you say, miss?&quot;

Helen stood up, her cheeks flushed, her

eyes shy.
She played for time, seeing that the

doctor was watching her intently.
&quot;I don t know,&quot; she said hesitantly.

&quot;What is your real name, anyway?&quot;

It was the doctor s turn to smile.

&quot;Johnnie,&quot; he said simply as he took a

step towards them, &quot;John s my name!&quot;

*
T

Eain can ruin your hair-wave if you are

not wearing a hat. Always have a hair net
in your bag, so that you can put it on if

you are caught in a shower. It will prevent
your set coming out.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS
We have published a booklet which

will be appreciated by those interested in

knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions

and illustrations are given for the follow

ing: The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Boottees, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pilchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted

Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;

Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

iiilM MARYSBAKING
POWDER
(IN THE NEW RED AND WHITE LABEL.)

Use Aunt Mary s Baking Powder according to instructions

in any recognised Recipe or Cookery Book.

Ask for AUNT MARY S Pure Food Products.
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This pretty twin set!

Just one of the ciiarming new styles in Sun-glo Knitting

Book Series 117, now on sale. You can buy Sun-glo

Knitting Books at all newsagents and retailers or order

direct from &quot;Knitting Book Dept.&quot;, Alexandria Spinning

Mills, 30 Grosvenor St., Sydney. Price 7^d. (posted 9d).

Frock or Children s Wear Books 1/ld. (posted l/2}d.)

SHRINKPROOF

Sun.rfk.Kja,,, K N I TT
WOOL

N G

Made in Australia by F. W. HUGHES
PTY. LTD. at their Alexandria Spin
ning Mills. Distributors: PATERSON,
LAING d BRUCE LTD.

SUN-GLO STYLES FREE!
Alexandria Spinning Mill* Dept. E.572
30 Grosvenor St., Sydney.

Please send me FREE illustrated faldfr of Sun-glo styles. I enclose l$d.

in stamps for postage.

NAME. .
;

ADDRESS

SG57

Treasure your SILVER
POLISH IT THE
KINDLIEST WAY
Such a lovely possession

deserves the best of care !

Tarnish and marring stains

vanish with the safe and

gentle kiss of Silvo . . . foi

Silvo revives theenchantinu

glow borne by new silver

Silvo
LIQUID SILVER POLISH

Traffic is where you sit in your car and
watch the pedestrians whiz by.

To keep a clothes prop on my wire
clothesline from slipping I place a clothes

pin on each side of the prop. It will stay
nut this wav. M.C.

What people say behind your back is

your standing in the community. .

A careful driver approached a railroad:

he stopped, looked and listened. All he
heard was the car behind him crashing
into his petrol tank.

BRITISH-MADE

BEBARFALD-VICKERS

BUREAU SEWING MACHINES

A truly magnificent
machine. The English Vickers Head
pews both backwards and forwards.
Other special features include Auto
matic Bobbin Winder, Stitch Adjuster
and Tension Control. Handsome
Bureau Cabinet, as illustrated, in light
Maple colour.

--- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON -

BEBARFALDS LTD.,
Cnr. George & Park Stt., SYD\EY
Please forward full details of the &quot;Bebarfald-

Vicktrs&quot; Bureau Sewing Machine, with detail*

of your Specialised Easy Terms.

ADDRESS.

-...A.H.J.39.

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

Make
baby s

hair

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

BUNIONS
Amazing New Appliance (worn at

night). Quickly Banishes Bunions

by removing the cause. Sent
en Trial! Send Outline of

Foot and 2$d. stamp for

Postage of Literature.
G. Primsett Appliance Co.,

10 Rawion Place, Sydney.
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BROTHERLY WARMTH
Eight and ten-year-olds will appreciate a pullover each with different necklines

according to individual taste.

The V-neck pullover is knitted in a zigzag cable, the round-nock one in a cable rib.

For Round-neck Pullover
Materials: 6 07,s. 3-ply wool; a pair each

of No. 9 and No. 12 knitting needles; a

spare needle pointed both ends for cabling.
Measurements: Length from shoulder,

1G ins.; to fit up to a 27-in. chest measure

ment; sleeve seam, 13 ins.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; rep., repeat; tog., together; inc.,

increase; dec., decrease; patt., pattern;

beg., beginning; ins., inches.

Back.
With No. 12 needles cast on 107 sts. and

work 3i ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to

No. 9 needles and the patt. as follows:

1st row P. 3,
*

k. 1, p. 1, k. 1, p. 1, k. 1,

p. 3; rep. from * to end. 2nd row K. 3 *

rib 5, k. 3; rep. from * to end. Eep. these 2

rows twice more.

7th row P. 3,
*

slip next 3 sts. on to

spare needle, twist them back to front and
k. the first at., p. the second st. and k. the

third st., slip next 2 sts. on to spare needle,
twist them back to front, p. the first st.

and k. the second st., p. 3; rep. from * to

end. 8th row As 2nd.

These 8 rows form one patt. Continue in

patt. until work measures 11 ins. from

beg.
Armhole Shaping: Cast off 8 sts. at beg.

of next 2 rows, dec. 1 st. at both end? of

next 4 rows then dec. 1 st. at both ends
of next 4 alternate rows. Continue with
out shaping until work measures 16J ins.

from beg.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 5 sta. at beg.
of next 10 rows. Leave remaining ats. on
a spare needle.

Front.
Work as given for back until armhole

shaping has been completed, then continue
without shaping until work measures 14$
ins. from beg, ending with a wrong side
row.

Neck Shaping: Next row Patt. 28, take
2 tog., turn, leaving remaining sts. on a

spare needle. Now dec. 1 st. at neck edge
on next 4 alternate rows. Continue without
shaping until work measures 16$ ins. from
beg., ending at armhole edge.

Shoulder Shaping: .Cast off 5 sts. at beg.
of next row and next 4 alternate rows.
With right side of work facing you, slip

the first l,i sts. on to a spare needle, join

wool to remaining sts. and work up this

side to match first.

Sleeves.

Begin at the top. With No. 9 needles
cast on 19 sts. and work in patt., but inc.

1 st. at both ends of 3rd row and every
following row until there are 59 sts., then
inc. 1 st. at both ends of every alternate

row until there are 77 sts. Work 5 rows
on these sts., then dec. 1 st. at both ends
of next row and every following 8th row
until 55 sts. remain, after which dee. 1 at.

at both ends of every 4th row until 45 sts.

remain.
Continue without shaping until work

measures 11^ ins. from beg. Change to

No. 12 needles and work 2 ins. in k. 1, p. 1

rib. Cast off ribwise.
Neck Band.

Join right shoulder seam, then with

right side of work facing you and using
No. 12 needles pick up and k. 24 sts. along
side edge &quot;of neck, k. the 15 sts. from spare
needle, pick up and k. 24 sts. along other
side edge of neck, then k. the 25 sts. from
back neck. Work 1 in. in k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Cast off loosely ribwise.

Making-iip.
Press work lightly on wrong side. Join

left shoulder seam, sew in sleeves, then
sew up side and sleeve seams.

V-neck Jersey
Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool; 1 pair each

of No. 10 and No. 12 knitting needles; a

spare needle pointed both ends for cabling.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
17-J ins.; to fit up to a 30-in. chest measure-
ment: sleeve seam, 16 ina.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; ats.,

stitches; rep., repeat; tog., together; inc.,

increase; dec., decrease; patt., pattern;
beg., beginning; ins., inches.

Back.
With No. 12 needles cast on 113 sts. and

work 2 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to

No. 10 needles an.l work in patt. as fol

lows: 1st row K. 1,
*

si. next 2 sts. on to

spare needle and leave in front of work,
k. 2, then k. the 2 sts. from spare needle

(cable front), k. 4; rep. from * to end.
2nd and alternate rows P. 3rd row * K.

3, cable front, k. 1: rep. from * to last st.,

k. 1. 5th row * K. 3, &1. next 2 sts. on to

spare needle and leave at back of work,
k. 2, then k. the 2 sts. from spare needle

(cable back), k. 1; rep. from * to last st.,

k. 1.

7th row K. 1,
* cable back, k. 4; rep.

from *
to end. 8th row P. These 8 rows

fo&quot;m one patt. Continue in patt. until
work measures 12 ins. from beg., ending
with an 8th patt. row.

Armhole Shaping: Cast off 8 sts. at beg.
of -next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at beg. of

every row until 91 sts. remain. Continue
without shaping until work measures 17
ins. from beg.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 12 sts. at

)&amp;gt;eg.
of next 4 rows. Leave remaining sts.

on a spare needle.

Front.
Work as given for back until work

measures 12 ins. from beg., ending with an
8th patt. row.

Armhole and Neck Shaping: Next row
Cast off 7, work until th?re are 48 sts. on

[Turn, to page 38.]
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INC

FOUNDATION GARMENTS
Incorporate me action back , an amazing new

principle mat prevents riding-up ana gives per

fect control witn ease of movement. Nu Back

is the perfect foundation for all figures.

FOUNDATIONS

LIBERTY

CORSETS AND

BRASSIERES
Give you the freedom as well as

the figure of youth in a slim,

smootn line of beauty from

I!;;, bust to tbigb. Exquisite

design and expert work

manship combine to

create corsets and

brassieres ol

extraordinary

sk attractiveness

FROM ALL LEADING STORES
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Wool Jersey.
Star of the new season s collection of velvety

woollens produced by French fabric manu

facturers, according to cable messages received

by the Australian Wool Hoard, is wool jersey.

It ranges from diaphanously fine weaves to

others, weighty and solid as woven coatings,

which make magnificent coats and can ever

be used for the tailoring of men s suits.
* Some of the jersey fabrics are being used

for draped blouses, while many designers have

made jumper shapes from woven materials,

cutting them rather long to be worn outside

a skirt. Finest wool crepes are in high favour

for delicate lingerie blouses made with

tucked bodices, with drawn-thread work out

lining yokes and with long, softly-full

sleeves. &amp;gt;

awe
11

\

Evening Frock,
7100 3s.

f yds. 36 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 38 ins. Evening Frock.
7316 3s.

7
| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 38 ins.

Ballerina

Evening Frock,
7315 3s.

5| yds. 36 ins. wid
Sizes 32, 34, 36 ins.

Country Clothes.

Rich tawny, autumn foliage colours pre
dominate in the current collections of
casual type or country clothes. The cos
tumes stress individuality, which is

achieved with the high coloured materials,

including imported and domestic tweeds
and the first fleeces of light weight, plus expert workman
ship and great imagination of design.

Among these first autumn fashions are the classic jacket
and dress combines, a duet that looks like a specially designed
ensemble, but either dress or jacket can be worn with other

pieces in a wardrobe.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
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Sportswear.
Autumn sports fashions shown

us by an exclusive house included

active ski wear and riding habits.

Important for skiing was an all-

prey water-repellant gabardine
suit.

IJlue and white checked trous-

were ensembled with blue

weather - resistant cotton

parka.
Hiding habits ranged from

formal blacks with silk top
hat to matching trousers and

jacket ensembles in soft

blue.

Interchangeable sportswear in

cluded a guardsman stripe in

brown and beige, shown Avith

solid yellow.
Several models wearing various

combinations of the various pieces
in the collection demonstrated

possible individual treatment.
Wool dresses topped with long

jackets were described as two
costumes in one because the

dress could be worn alone and
the jackets could be Avorn Avith

other pieces in the wardrobe.

Outstanding among these was
an all-grey costume.

Matron s Frock,
7127 1s. 10d.

7\ yds. 54 ins. wide,

Sizes 34 to 48 ins.

Coat and Hood,
7310 1 S . 6d.

J yds. 54 ins. wide
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Coat, 7142 1s. 6d.

yds. 54 ins. wide

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Two-Piecer,
7307 1s. 6d.

.

31 yds.
54 ins. wide.

Skirt cut on bias.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Pnffern \ 4-/7 cvtrn 1
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Brassiere and Scanties

10,554 1s. 3d

1 yds. 36 ins.

Scanties on the

Sizes 32 to 40

wide,

cros

ins.

Gown, 13,125 2s. 2d.

| yds. 54 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Evening Slip,

10,566 1s. 6d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Cut on bias.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Pyjamas,
10,557 Is. 10d.

4f yds. 36 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Girl s Pyjamas,
10,551 1s. 3d.

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, ld. extra.]
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Cearn

Vressmaking,
Know the joy of cutting and making perfect

fitting clothes. In quite a short time we can

teach you thoroughly.

DAY, EVENING AND
POSTAL LESSONS

Be sure of the best tuition. Our schools are

known for our successful students and our

methods endorsed by leading fashion houses.

CALL, WRITE OR PHONE
FOR FREE BOOKLET

I MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH ~ I

I McCabe Academy,

i Please send me, without obligation, your free i

I Booklet about Dressmaking lessons for which 1 I

|
enclose 2Jd. stamp. |

I

Name

Address

Personal or Postal Tuition.I Personal or Postal

McCABE ACADEMY of DRESSMAKING
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION.

Sydney: Canberra House, 295 Elizabeth St. Box 2424.

Melbourne: Manchester Unity Bldgs., Swanston and Collins Sts. Box 330C.
Brisbane: Penny s Buildings, Adelaide St. Entrance. Box 1816W, G.P.O.

Perth: National House. William St Box 482.

Adelaide: Shell House. North Terrace. Box 5I9E.
South Africa: Shakespeare House. Commission St., Johannesburg. P.O Box 5811.

After that last

rinse in BLUE

Reckitt s

Blue
&quot;Out of the blue comes the whitest wash

Australian actor. Eon Eandell, plays the
lead in &quot;The Lone Wolf and His Lady,&quot; and
has already been mentioned for headlines
in other productions.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have started on
a Technicolor version of &quot;Eobinson Crusoe.&quot;

Location is in the West Indies and Spencer
Tracy will take the part of Crusoe.

IN 3 MINUTES

1. Apply Veet Cream straight
from the tube.

2. After 3 minutes wash off.

Not a trace of hair remains.

3. Skin is soft and smooth as

if no ugly hair ever existed.

This is what Veet Cream will do
for you. It removes every trace

of hair in three minutes. Skin
is left velvety, smooth and white.

No stubble or shadow shows.

This dainty white cream gently
dissolves away thus hair below the

skin surface. It actually weakens,
and thus checks new growth. Get
a tube of Veet Cream to-day.
Successful results guaranteed or

money refunded.

Veet Cream is available at all

chemists 2/9 a tube.

V.7A.IO

Distributors:

Commonwealth & Dominion

Agencies Pty. Ltd.

Box 2949, G.P.O., Sydney
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Costutae. Jewellery.
Good is gold when it comes to cos

tume jewellery this autumn Or to

any costume accessories It s the day
time choice for chunky flexible brace

lets, big earrings, gold metal belts

wonderful with the new spice tones. darl&amp;lt; suits,

or the new pale neutrals.

But it s all in how you do it.

Coil a necklace about your throat, and clip on
to it a shiny brooch

Buckle a gold bracelet over a long tight sleeve

or softly crushed gloves
Wear a touch of gold on your handbag, about

the crown of your cloche perhaps with a wisp
of gold veiling

For evening, gold goes to your feet, your hands.

your head, and you make a fashion point of it

Don t overdo but do use gold, in your own
individual way, for shining emphasis, to make
your costume carry your signature in gold.

Pinafore Frock, 9062-1 s. 3d
6 and 8 years.

Blouse, 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 1| yds
36 ins.

Frock, 9057 Is. 6d.
16 to 18 years.
32 inches Bust.

Plain-

Is yds. 54 ins. wide.

| yds. 54 ms. Wide.

Frock, 9053 1s. 3d.

10 and 12 years.

-s yds. 54 ins. wide.

Coat and
(

Hood. V
9047

1s. 3d.

0, 12, 14

years.
3 yds.

54 ins. wide.

Wool for evening.
FVom France comes the news

that many designers are using
wool in conjunction with

glamorous silks for evening,
and Maggy Rouff presents a

fully-gathered white wool skirt

with a tightly-fitting bodice of

white ottoman, while Robert figuet
uses a black wool mousseliire shawl
to make the bodice of an evening
gown with an immense skirt of tor-

toiseshell-brown satin.

Another effective dance frock from
the same house has a full ankle-

length skirt of black wool crepe
matched by a fringed triangular
kerchief knotted about bare should
ers above a yellow ottoman bodice
stretched with black lace.

For Autumn.
Featured colours include: Van Oo{

green ; Fitch Pine green , Venetii

wine; Florentine purple, and a wi&amp;lt;

range of tapestry shades Much me
tioued fabrics include broadcloth, reg
velvet, lustre satin, sheer wool wii

chiffon. Metal cloths, described as coi

ing back, are represented in silk co
tumes as the formal dinner suit of sat

with metal cloth blouse and the sho

length gold lame dinner dress.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal.&quot; 407-409 Kent Street. Svdnev. N.S W PnstnPP nn enrh Pattern. 14-/T PYtrn 1
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Famous

STAGE and RADIO Star

4/lM
S&/RK

says:

&quot;Horlicks is the 1

most nourishing

food drink

of all&quot;

Rehearsals, recordings and
performances demand keen

physical and mental energy.
That is why Hilda Scurr drinks
Horlicks during the day, and
at night.

Horlicks is a satisfying drink
in every way. Its distinctive,
delicious flavour comes from a

PfiOTEM

careful blend of fresh full-cream
milk and the nutritive extracts of

malted^ barley and wheat. It is

Nature s flavour . . . that s why
you never tire of it.

And Horlicks is rich in the vital
food values you need every day.
Horlicks will build you up, nour
ish body and nerves, induce deep,
restful sleep and guard against
&quot;Night Starvation&quot;. Equally deli
cious hot or cold.

Ask your storekeeper for

HORLICKS
16-02 tin

3/6
8-oz. fin

2 2

&quot;During strenuous rehearsals, when I
feel I need something to give me new
life and energy, I always have a
Horlicks,&quot; says Hilda Scurr.
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Overcoat, 9986 1s. 3d.

6, 8, 10, 12 years.
2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Plain Tweeds.
While the fashion for boldly

patterned and coloured tweeds is

expected to take a leap upward in

popularity, plain tweeds are ex

pected to continue in pood stand

ing, providing they are given new
promotional interest through new
dyes.

While gay colours are promised
an important play, also expect to

see muted pastels again making
headline news.

Indicated for special promotion
will he the mauvy pinks and hlues,
the wood rose tones, the rosy beiges
and the pale yellows.

Lightweight wool looks especially
salable in oatmeal and in goldenrod
yellow. Special mention should go to

the white which recurs in half-and-half
colour effects ns well as background
for gay prints. White wool jersey
scores with geometric scroll of greeji.

Tartans and Plaids.

You cannot go wrong with tartans
and plaids for all classes of children s

wear.

Safari Suit,

9068 1s. 3d.

4, 6, 8, 10 years.

Jacket :

1 yds. 54 ins. wide j

Pants: -

f yd. 54 ins. wide, ^p

Cape and Hood,
9977 1s. 3d.

2, 4, 6, 8 years.

1| yds. 54 ins. wide.

Frock, 9061 1s. 3d.

6 and 8 years.

1| yds. 54 ins. wide.

It was thought this coming winter
that plaids would have outstayed their

popularity, but the demand seems to

be greater than ever.

They can be worn as an allover dress

or separately as a blouse or skirt with
contrast garments.

Taken all in all for the children it

will be a particularly bright and colour
ful season. Whether you stick to checks
or not you can employ the most striking
colours and tones for dresses for the

wee mites and toddlers. So strike out

for striking colours!

Checks.
Checks are also scheduled for

more than usual attention be
cause designers want them to

look new and exciting. They do
not care for any houndstooth

checks, of which there was an
abundance during the war years.

However, they will take the
houndstooth in new arrange
ments, as seen in the hounds-
tooth stripe of this season pro
moted by one house. Colours

will be largely depended
upon to give new life

and interest to checks
of classic character.

Among colour com
binations are the mauve
rose tones with grape-
tones or black, the
vibrant blues with blue-

purples, and possibly
wine for accent.

Frock, 9993 1s. 3d.
1 to 2

years.
1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
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Coat, 9056 1s. 3d.

2 and 4 years.

1| yds. 54 ins. wide.

Frock, 9066 1s. 3d.

2 and 4 years

1f yds.
36 ins. wide
Contrast :

&amp;gt; yd-.
36 ins. wide.

Suit, 9984 1s. 3d

2, 4, 6, 8 years
Shirt, 1| yds.
36 ins. wide.

Pants, 1 yd.
36 ins. wide,

Flares Prominent, ^^
Flares are prominent and ive

a new promotional slant to simpleautumn dresses. [ s lim skirts I

which really predominate at a
number of stores, the excitement
is m border treatments either
effected by black skirt and used

J

nder very long, printed torso; or
horizontal stripes in sharp con
trast to vertical stripes of d r( &amp;gt;ss

Hie latter is shown in slonder-
iookmg skirt with front gatlu
Diving subtle release.

Stripe themes promise ,

carry on as importantly as ev f
with a further develop
ment of the bolder effects
seen as necessary with the
wider promotion of tweeds
for country living. This
idea of broad stripes has
already taken hold in a
significant way this

season, especially in

combinations of colours
a neutral.

Frock, 9992 1 S . 3d.
1 to 2 years.

1J;yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be

&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W

Hand-knitted Woollens.
Keen interest among French

women in Britain s Royal baby has

inspired many attractive displays at

shops specialising in children s wear
and, from these, it is obvious that
vvool is the predominant material,
while hand-knitted woollies are the
most popular. Incidentally, the
influence of grown-up fashions on
clothes for the young is marked, too,

Among the most attractive little

garments are frock and romper sets

knitted in white wool and often
decorated with Fair Isle patterns
instead of embroidery. White with
blue designs are in high favour, many
of them recalling the elaborate pat
terns on grown-up evening dresses,
while animal designs borrowed from
classic nursery rhymes are popular,

too. Cosy shawls with hoods,
knitted in fine Shetland wool
in two layers, one white and
the other in pink, are made
up so that they can be used

alternatively on the white
and the pink side, states a

special message received by
the Australian Wool. Board.

Overcoat, 9987 1 S . 3d
2 and 4 years.

H yds. 54 ins. wide,

m postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]
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Lasting Beauty
/or Lovely Hair

For children and adults there is

nothing more beneficial to the

hair than regular care with

Barry s Tri-coph-erous. This treat

ment helps prevent falling hair,

dandruff, premature greyness,
brittle hair and itching scalp.

BARRYS B6 87

Tri-coph-erous
FAMOUS HAIR TONIC

Sold by all Chemists & Stores

Just as the name Paul Storr stands for excellence in

silver craftsmanship, so the name Goddard s stands

for excellence in silver polishes. Australian house

wives will welcome the return of these fine polishes

to restore the beauty of their silverware.

Goddard s Silver Polishes
Plate Powder Silver Polish Silver Cloths
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&quot;The Velvet Touch,&quot; Century.

other artist of note. Andre

Martin, the man with the

dancing fingers, comes
from Paris. Joey Porter
returns with another
Australian act that has
won fame abroad for the

past eleven years.
* * *

In &quot;Silver River,&quot; at

the Regent, Mike Mc-
Comb (Errol Flynn),
cashiered from the Union
Army, turns riverboat

gambler. Aboard a steam

boat, plying his trade, he
meets Georgia Moore
(Ann Sheridan), whose
husband (Bruce Bennett)
owns the Silver River
mine. Flynn opens a

gaudy gambling establish
ment close by in Silver

City. He is soon the rul

ing gambler and banker
of the town, and has now

The Ploy and Film
oQo oQ-o
New acts at the Tivoli

&quot;Starry Nights&quot; revue in

troduce eight overseas

variety turns. Foremost of
the newcomers is Maurice
Colleano, with Joyce,
George and Lyn Colleano,
in a comedy dancing acro
batic specialty. The special
engagement of the world-
famous recording piano
duetists, Ivor Morton and
Dave Kaye, is sure to prove
popular with Tivoli patrons.
Tod Hilton, romantic bari

tone, returns to his native
home after a successful

/red and bally tiartnell, Tivoli.

tour abroad, especially with the
B.B.C. The Juvelys, from U.S.A.,
provide balancing feats extraordin
ary; while Elise Bower, with Jas
mine, present songs and music.
English comedian, Oliver Wake-
field, who has won fame on radio
and gramophone recordings, is an-

&quot;The Search,&quot; Liberty.

fallen madly in love with Ann.
When her husband is killed by the

Indians, Flynn, now a full-scale

robber-baron, appears and asks her
to marry him. He builds a man
sion for Ann nearby the town and
is apparently happy as a married
man. But his old enemies set out
to wreck his empire. There isv a
run on Flynn s bank. . Disaster piles

up, and Ann leaves him suddenly
when she hears whispers that Flynn
was responsible for her husband s

death. After all that Flynn de
cides to become a good boy and
the ending is quite satisfactory.

* *

&quot;Miss Tatlock s Millions,&quot; at the
Prince Edward, is a complicated
story of intrigue and deception. A
movie stunt man is persuaded to

impersonate a feeble-minded old

gentleman whose presence is re

quired at the reading of the Tat-
lock will. A guardian who does
not want to lose a lucrative job
arranges the imposture. All the

expectant beneficiaries are present
and they are shocked when they
find the old lady has left everything to the totter

ing old man. There are plots and counter plots
and much heartburnings and disappointments. But
the showdown is a knockout when the impersona
tor is exposed and the real heir arrives on the
scene with his Hawaiian wife and children! In
the cast: John Lund, Wanda Hendrix, Barry

Fitzgerald, Monty Woolley, Ilka Chase,
Robert Stack, Dorothy Stickney.

* * *

Both in Hollywood and England the
movie business has fallen on evil times.
America is bemoaning the drop in attend
ances something like 20 per cent. Also, the

publicity some stars are receiving is far
from being of a satisfactory character.
The last thing film magnates want is con
duct on the part of stars that brings them
in contact with the law or visualises them
in an undesirable light. As one executive

put it: &quot;Wrong publicity kills glamour.
We do not want that, but we seem to be

getting more than our share.&quot;

* *

In Great Britain the Rank organisation
has made itself unpopular because it has
eut down drastically on expensive produc
tions. No longer will there be those mass
ive, spectacular films in which many hun
dreds of individuals engage in combat,
fitted out regardless of cost in specially
made old-time costumes. It has been dis
covered at last that lavish monumental
affairs are mostly a flop from the box office

viewpoint. And so there is

a return to simplicity,
where painted back sheets

may take the place of out
door fixings. In travel ex

penses alone this will save
thousands of pounds. After
all, it is the work of the

producer and the actors
that sell a picture. If these
are not up to standard, all

the costly locations, plus
hundreds of supernumeraries
and advertising ballyhoo,
are as nothing.

&quot;Annie, Get Your Gun,&quot;

at the Theatre Royal, ia

still playing to quantity
houses and there is no talk

yet about a successor to the

lady who bemoans the fact

Miss Tatlock s Millions,&quot; Prince Edward.
that you can t get a man with a gun. The
musical comedy moves along briskly and
is likely to do so for months ahead. Songs
and ensembles follow each other in quick
succession. Principals: Evie Hayes as
&quot;Annie

Oakley&quot;, with Webb Tilton as
&quot;Frank Butler.&quot;
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Bacall s assignment is a more

sympathetic one than usual, as

she depicts a serious-minded

young lady here, instead of the

sultry, enchantress. Bogart is

cast as an escaped convict from
San Quentin who tries to prove
his innocence. All of this is shot
in and near San Francisco. The
Golden Gate Bridge figures pro
minently in the action and the
camera makes wide use of this

engineering structure to motivate
the more exciting moments in the

picture.
* # *

&quot;The Luck of the Irish,&quot; starring
Tyrone Power and Anne Baxter, at

the Mayfair, is acclaimed as one
of the funniest pictures of the

year. The film unfolds the story
of the strange and hilarious com
plications that fill the life of an
American foreign correspondent

Fred Hilton, Tivoli.

If all battles were like the ones

fought by Red Skelton in &quot;A Southern

Yankee,&quot; at St. James
,
wars would be

a pleasure! Bed is a howling travesty
of Aubrey Filmore, a bungling and
blundering bellhop, determined to be
come a member of the Union s Secret
Service and to track down the South s

most dangerous and elusive spy, the

Grey Spider. When circumstances en

tirely beyond his control enable Aubrey
to capture the Grey Spider in a St.

Louis hotel bedroom, the Secret Service
is forced against its will to enlist the
aid of Aubrey and, disguised as the

Spider, he is sent on a mission to Con
federate headquarters. The devious
means by which he crosses the Confed
erate lines in the midst of roaring cross- &quot;Silver River,&quot; Regent.

upon his return to New York from
Ireland where he had a brief
romance with a comely colleen,
and stumbled across a sly old gent
who takes the romance in hand
and sends it on a dizzy course.
Power is Stephen Fitzgerald, the

reporter, while Miss Baxter is

Nora, the Irish girl
who chased after her
heart and found it

being given the run-
around in a New York
subway. Others in the
cast: Cecil Kellaway,
Lee J. Cobb, James
Todd, Jayne Meadows,
J. M. Kerrigan, Phil

Brown and Charles
I r win.

A Southern Yankee,&quot; St. James.

and a very beautiful
one. To Paul s astonish

ment, she calmly proposes
that she will show him
how to return to the shore
if he will take her to
London. The doctor takes
her to London as an in

valid in a wheelchair; she

surprises everyone with
her beauty and charm.
There are plenty of em-
barrassing moments when
the doctor s wife doubts
tLe bona fides of the in

valid. A first rate comedy,
breaking entirely new
ground, full of laughs and
comical situations. Pre

posterous, perhaps, but

you ll enjoy it.

* *

&quot;Station West,&quot; at the Palace, offers a
realistic story of conflict between an Army
investigator and outlaws led by an allur

ing gambling queen in a wild western
town. The town is under control of one

&quot;Charlie,&quot; who turns out to be also the
beautiful singer in the dance hall. She
rules through Prince, a gambler, and Mick,

&quot;

Miranda,&quot; Embassy.

fire, his uproarious experiences in an
evacuation hospital where he is mistaken
for a victim of shell shock, the ruses by
which he makes himself out to be the
greatest hero of the Civil War to an admir
ing Southern belle, and his final expose
under hilarious circumstances, make for

original and uproarious comedy.
* * *

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall are
cast together in Warner Bros. dramatic
&quot;Dark Passage,&quot; at the Plaza. This is an
action-packed screen version of the David
Goodis novel of the same name. In sup
port of the leading duo are: Agnes Moore-
licad, Bruce Bennett, Tom D Andrea, Clif
ton Young and Rory Mallinson. Miss

Can you imagine for
a moment the sensational ex

perience of a Harley Street
doctor on a holiday at a fish

ing village, as disclosed by
&quot;Miranda.&quot; at the Embassy?
Thinking he has a large catch,
he drags in the line, only to
find the bait gone. He re-baits
and casts again. Suddenly two
beautiful arms appear, tug the line,
and he falls overboard. Miranda seizes
him by the legs and swims away with him.
Paul recovers consciousness in the mer
maid s cave. He is shocked and bewildered
by the sight of the half-fish, half-human
creature. Miranda is a real live mermaid

&quot;My Own True Love,&quot; Victory.

a burly bouncer. Stressing strongly etched
characters and suspenseful gun duels, the
action rolls up to a fine climax. Dick
Powell has another hard-bitten hero role,
while Jane Greer plays the exotic woman
on the other side of the law, but not

[Turn to page 36.]
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SUPPORT FOR

GOVERNMENT

LOANS

help provide

the

in pr policy

If you are the owner of a life assurance policy you

probably enjoy benefits not guaranteed in your con

tract . . . the
&quot;plus&quot;

of added bonuses. These arise

because your Life Office invests your savings in a wide

range of community services. The interest earned,

coupled with the fact that costs of iJfe assurance

management in Australia are the lowest in the world,

ensures that you receive that welcome
&quot;plus&quot;

in

your policy . . . the benefit of added bonuses.

THREE MILLION POLICYHOLDERS, SEVEN AND A HALF

MILLION AUSTRALIANS, MATERIALLY BENEFIT THROUGH

LIFE ASSURANCE
ISSUED BY THE LEADING LIFE ASSURANCE OFFICES N AUSTRALIA

2/169

family

loves that

s/ivor
flavour

You haven t tasted reo/

spaghetti or macaroni until

you try SAVOY . . . made in

the true Continental style . . .

tasty, tempting, delicious and

nutritious. Always ask for

SAVOY by name.

MACARONI
SPAGHETTI

SAVOY NUTRIFOODS PTY. LTD.,

20 George St., Leichhardt, N.S.W., LM5602
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THE ROSE JUMPER
-o-o-iH-l-o-o-

There is something entirely different in

the way of colour being introduced into a

jumper, as this rose looks like a piece of
old tapestry worked in three shades of rose
and two of green. The coloured wools may
be carried across the back, or short pieces
of each colour being knitted in, darning
the ends in neatly at back of work when
finished.

Materials: 8 ozs. brown 3-ply crepe wool;
^ oz. each of dark rose, vieux rose, pink,
dark green, light green, and a short length
of white; 2 small press studs; 2 bone knit

ting needles No. 12 and 2 No. 10.

Measurements: Length from shoulder, 18

inches; bust, 32 inches; sleeve, 6^ inches.
Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together; DR., dark rose;

VR., vieux rose; P., pink; W., white; LG.,
light green; DG., dark green; B., brown.

Back.
Cast on 100 sts. with brown wool on No.

12 needles and work in a ribbing of k. 1,

p. 1 for 3 inches. Change to No. 10
needles and work in stocking-st., increas

ing 1 st. at both ends of the needle in the
10th and every following 6th row until

there are 106 sts.; then work as follows:

Row 1 k. 1,
*

k. 2 tog.; repeat from *

to last st., k. 1.

Row 2 k. 1,
*

k. 1; then k. the loop
before the next st.; repeat from * to last

st., k. 1.

Row 3 Knit.
Row 4 Purl.

Repeat these 4 rows on-3, then 4 rows in

stocking-st., remembering to increase at
both ends of every 6th row.

Repeat these 12 rows until you have five

rows of insertion pattern and 120 sts. on
the needle. Continue in stocking-st. for
8 more rows; then shape armholes as fol

lows: Cast off 6 sts. at beginning of next
2 rows; then k. 2 tog. at both ends of the
needle every 2nd row until there are 96
sts. Continue on these 96 sts. for 2 inches,
then divide for back opening as follows:
*

k. 48 turn, k. 3, p. to end of row; repeat
from * until armhole is 6| inches (measure
on the straight); then cast off 6 sts. when
beginning each row at armhole edge 5
times (30 sts.). Cast off remaining sts. for
back of neck. Return to centre of back

opening and cast on 3 sts., and knit to end
of row. Work on these sts. to match side

just completed.

Front.

Cast on 100 sta.

and work exactly as

given for back to

armhole; then as fol

lows:

Row 1 Cast off 6

sts., k. to end of row.
Row 2 Cast off 6

Bts., p. to end of row.

Row 3 k. 2 tog., k. 77 B., 2 LG., 25 B.,
k. 2 tog.
Row 4 p. 26 B., 2 LG.. 2 DG., 6 B., 1

LG., 27 B., 3 DG., 5 B., 1 DG., 33 B.
Row 5 k. 2 tog., k. 28 B., 2 DG., 1 B.,

1 DG., 4 B., 2 Dj}., 2 LG., 26 B., 1 DG.,
1 LG., 5 B., 2 DG., 3 LG., 23 B., k. 2 tog.
Row 6 p. 25 B., 3 LG., 3 DG., 3 B., 2

LG., 2 DG., 25 B., 2 LG., 3 DG., 3 B.,
3 DG., 30 B.
Row 7 k. 2 tog., k. 29 B., 2 Dfi., 2 B.,

3 DG., 3 LG., 24 B., 3 DG., 3 iG., 1 B.,
4 DG., 3LG., 23 B., k. 2 tog.
Row 8 p. 24 B., 4 LG., 3 DG., 4 LG.,

4 DG., 23 B., 4 DG., 2 LG., 1 B., 2 DG.,
31 B.
Row 9 k. 2 tog., k. 29 P., 3 DG., 2 LG.,

4 DG., 21 B., 4 DG., 4 LG., 3 DG., 4 LG., 24

B., k. 2 tog.
Row 10 p. Z6 B., 6 DG., 4 LG., 3 DG.,

25 B., ] DG., 2 LG., 2 DG., 1 B., 1 DG.,
5 LG., 24 B.
Row 11 k. 2 tog., k. 21 B., 5 LG., 2 DG.,

1 B., 2 DG., 1 LG., 11 B.. 1 VR., 2 DR.,
2 VR., 3 B., 2 DR, 3 VR., 3 B., 2 DG.,
4 LG.. 1 DG., 1 B., 3 LG., 26 B., k. 2 tog. B.
Row 12 P. 32 B., 1 DG., 3 LG., 1 DG.,

2 B., 2 VR., 6 DR.. 1 B., 1 P., 1 VR., 4 DR.,
11 B., 2 DG., 2 B., 1 DG., 1 B., 1 DG.,
4 LG., 22 B.
Row 13 k. 2 tog., 19 B., 4 LG., 2 DG.,

1 B., 1 DG., 1 B., 1 DG., 9 B., 4 VR., 3 DR.,
4 P., 1 VR., 6 P., 1 VR., 3 B., 1 DG., 2 LG.,
1 B., 5 DG., 25 B., k. 2 tog.
Row 14 p. 25 B., 6 DG., 1 LG., 1 B.,

2 DG., 2 B., 2 VR., 8 P., 3 VR., 1 P., 5 DR.,
3 VR., 2 B.. 4 LG., 2 B., 2 DG., 2 B., 3 DG.,
2 LG., 18 B.
Row 15 k. 18 B., 5 LG., 1 DG., 1 B.,

2 DG., 1 B., 2&quot; DG., 3 LG., 1 B., 2 VR.,
2 DR., 5 P., 2 VR., 1 P.. 1 W., 2 DR., 1 P.,
3 VR., 1 DR., 2 VR., 3 P., 1 DG., 2 B..
3 LG., 6 DG., 25 B.
Row 16 p. 25 B., 4 DG., 5 LG., 3 B.,

1 P., 1 VR., 1 DR.. 2 W., 2 P., 1 VR., 3 DR.,
1 W., 3 P., 1 DR., 1 VR., 5 P., 2 DR., 2 VR ,

3 DG., 2 LG., 4 B., 5 LG., 19 B.
Row 17 k. 26 B., 1 DG., 1 B., 3 LG.,

2 DG., 1 P., 1 VR., 1 DR.. 6 P., 1 DR., 4 P.,
1 W., 3 DR., 1 VR., 3 P., 1 W., 2 DR.,
4 DG., 1 B., 5 LG., 3 DG., 25 B.
Row 18 p. 25 B\, 6 LG., ^2 B., 5 DG.,

2 W., 1 P., 2 VR., 2 DR., 3 VR., 2 W.,
2 P., 2 DR., 1 VR., 2 DR., 2 P., 2 VR.,

1 LG., 1 DG., 2 B.,1 P., 1 VR., 2 DG.,
1 DG., 26 B.

[Turn to page 31.1
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SPEED BATHROOM CLEANING

So fine . . . will not scratch! Play safe

with the shiny &quot;new&quot; look of your bath

and sink. Fine, white Bon Ami cleans

without grit. No dirt-catching scratches.

No hard ruhbing. No red, rough hands.

So fast . . . polishes as it cleans! You

save time with Bon Ami because you get

Bon Ami

a polish as you clean. And the shine lasts

longer, too. That s why Bon Ami s better

for windows, also. It s so easy. Wipe on.

Wipe off. And what a sparkle it leaves!

Buy either Bon Ami
Cake or Bon Ami Pow
der. Start cleaning to

day the safe, easy way!

POWDER
and CAKE

BUM
^&amp;gt; THE SPEEDY CLEANSER that

Houstk*a
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THE ROSE JUMPER
{From page 29.]

Row 19 k. 26 B., 1 DG., 2 B., 4 DG.,
1 B., 1 VR., 1 P., 3 VR., 1 DR., 2 VR.. 1

DR., 2 P./ 1 W., 2 DR.. 3 VR., 1 P., 2 DR.,
2 P., 2 W., 5 DG., 32 B.

Row 20 p. 33 B., 4 DG., 1 W., 3 P.,
2 VR., 1 DR., 1 W., 3 P., 2 DR., 1 VR.,
2 W., 2 P., 1 DR., 1 VR., 1 DR., 2 VR.,
1 P, 1 VR., 2 B., 3 DG., 2 B., 1 DG., 26 B.
Row 21 k. 26 B., 1 LG., 3 B., 2 DG.,

1 B., 3 VR,, 6 DR., 1 VR., 1 W., 3 VR.,
1 DR., 3 P., 2 W., 1 DR., 5 P., 1 W., 2

DG., 34 B.

Row 22 p. 38 B., 3 P., 2 VR., 1 DR.,
2 P., 7 VR., 1 W., 2 P., 2 DR., 1 VR.,
3 DR., 2 VR., &amp;lt;5 B., 1 DG., 26 B.

Row 23 k. 26 B., 1 DG., 5 B., 2 VR.,
2 DR., 2 VR., 2 DR., 2 P., 2 DR., 1 P.,
3 VR., 3 W., 2 P., 1 DR., 3 P., 39 B.

Row 24 p. 42 B., 1 W., 2 P., 1 W., 5 P.,
3 DR., 1 W., 2 P., 1 DR., 3 VR., 2 DR.,
2 VR., 4 B., 1 DG., 11 B., 3 DG., 22 B.

Row 25 k. 20 B., 5 DG., 1 B., 1 G., 4 B,,
2 VR., 3 DR., 2 VR., 1 DR., 2 P., 1 W.,
2 VR., 1 DR., 1 P., 2 DR., 1 VR., 1 P.,
1 W., 3 P., 1 W., 41 B.

Row 26 p. 40 B., 1 W., 3 P., 2 VR.,
1 P., 1 VR., 2 DR., 1 P., 2 DR., 1 P., 2 DR.,
3 P., 3 VR., 2 DR., 2 VR., 3 B., 1 DG., 1 B.,
3 LG., 3 DG., 19 B.
Row 27 k. 18 B., 3 DG., 5 LG., 1 B.,

2 LG., 5 P., 4 VR., 3 P., 2 DR., 2 VR.,
2 P., 2 W., 2 VR., 5 P., 40 B.
Row 28 p. 41 B., 1 DG., 8 P., 1 VR..

2 P., 1 VR., 1 DR., 1 P., 5 VR., 2 B., 2 P.,
4 LG., 1 B., 4 LG., 5 DG., 17 B.
Row 29 k. 17 B., 4 DG., 5 LG., 1 B.,

2 DG., 4 LG., 2 B., 1 VR., 2 P., 2 VR., 3 P.,
1 DR., 4 P., 1 W., 1 B., 3 P., 1 B., 1 DG.,
41 B.

Row 30 p. 41 B., 1 DG., 5 B., 3 W.,
1 P., 2 VR., 3 P., 1 VR., 1 W., 3 P., 1 B.,
4 LG., 3 DG., 2 B., 6 LG., 2 DG., 17 B.
Row 31 k. 17 B., 1 DG., 2 B., 3 LG.,

3 B., 3 DG., 5 LG., 1 B., 3 P., 1 W., 2 DG.,
5 P., 1 DR., 1 P., 3 DG., 4 B., 1 DG., 1 B.,
8 DG., 31 B.
Row 32 p. 29 B., 1 DG., 2 B., 2 DG.,

4 DR., 2 DG., 3 B., 5 DG., 1 B., 4 P., 2 B.,
3 DG., 2 W., 2 P., 4 LG., 4 DG., 2 B.,
3 DG., 21 B.

Row 33 k. 20 B., 3 DG., 3 LG., 2 B.,
2 DG., 2 LG., 3 B., 2 DG., 5 LG., 1 B.,
3 P., 2 B., 5 DG., 3 B., 3 DG., 3 DR.,
2 VR., 2 DG., 30 B.
Row 34 p. 31B., 3 VR., 2 DR., 2 LG.,

2 DG., 4 B., 4 DG., 1 LG., 4 B., 3 LG.,
3 DG., 6 B., 1 LG., 1 DG., 2 B., 3 LG.,
3 DG., 21 B.
Row 35 k. 21 B., 2 DG., 4 LG., 11 B.,

2 DG., 2 LG., 6 B., 3 DG., 5 B., 5 LG.,
1 P., 4 VR., 30 B.
Row 36 p. 31 B., 1 VR., 3 P., 2 LG.,

2 DG., 7 B., 1 DG., 8 B., 1 LG., 2 DG.,
12 B., 3 LG., 2 DG., 21 B.
Row 37 k. 21 B., 1 DG., 2 LG., 14 B.,

1 DG., 1 LG., 18 B., 1 DG., 6 LG., 31 B.
Row 38 p. 31 B., 1 LG., 6 B., 1 DG.,

17 B., 1 DG., 16 B., 1 DG., 22 B.
Row 39 Knit in brown.
Row 40 p.; continue now in brown

only.
Row 41 k. 35, cast off 26, k. 35.

On the last 35 sts. continue working in

stocking-st., decreasing 1 st. at neck edge
every 2nd row until you have . 30 sts.

Work without shaping until armhole is

samp as back, then shape shoulder by cast
ing off 6 sts. at armhole edge when begin
ning each row until all are cast off. Return
to remaining 35 sts. and work to match
side just completed.

Sleeves (both alike).
Cast on 80 sts. with brown wool on No.

12 needles and work in a ribbing of k. 1,

p. 1 for 1 inch. Change to No. 10 needles
and knit one row increasing to 88 sts., then

purl back.

Work in the pattern as given for back,
commencing on the next row and increas

ing at both &quot;ends of the needle in the 6th
and every following 6th row until there
are 96 sts. When you have 5 rows of
insertion pattern, work 8 rows of stocking-
st., then shape top by casting off 4 sts. at

beginning of next 2 rows; then k. 2 tog.
at both ends of the needle every 2nd row
until there are 66 sts., then both ends of

the needle every 3rd row until there are 54

sts., then at both ends of the needle every
row until there are 24 sts. Cast off remain
ing stitches loosely.

To Make Up.
Darn all ends in neatly if short lengths

of wool have been used. Press carefully
with a hot iron over a damp cloth. Sew up
shoulder, side and sleeve seams. Sew in

sleeves, placing seam at underarm. With
No. 12 needles pick up and knit from
wrong side of work 66 sts. from centre
front round to back of neck to the border
sts. Work in a ribbing of k. 1, p. 1 for
22 rows and cast off loosely ribwise from
wrong side. Work other half-collar the
same. Sew on press studs. Buckram
shoulder pads may be used if desired.

SCARF MAGIC.

What s in a scarf? Just so many ways
to wear it. No scissors; just the way you
fold the square. Sketched are a few sug
gestions. A: The popular mammy style

which, when folded as A, tie round head,
leaving the double point XX falling over
centre forehead.

Bring up the ends X and tie centre fore

head, pull back
t
the double points and

fasten over the tie with a brooch. B: Hold

large square by its top corners, slip it

beneath your back hair, knot corners at

top, as Bl. Bring the other corners up
and tie over the first knot. C: The snood
effect. Hold large square by its top corners,

slip it beneath your back hair, knot
corners on top, as CB. Bring the other

corners up over your head, twist into a
firm roll (sketch C2). Lift the roll over

original knot, fold the end under on top
of your head. C3 shows how you fold ends

loosely, instead of twisting up.

A young matron was enjoying the atten
tions of her dinner partner, a handsome
Westerner. &quot;But how old do you think I
am?&quot; she asked.

&quot;Shucks,&quot; he replied. &quot;I don t know,
ma am, but if I snw you on the street I d
whistle first and estimate afterwards.&quot;

There is good reason to hope that in a
hundred years motoring, will have become
so fatal a pursuit that it will have been
prohibited as a criminal occupation.

In courtship a man pursues a woman
until she catches him!
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FISHER S
Polishing WAX
FOR FLOORS, LINO S & FURNITURE

For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)

0\
.&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Zebo works at top speed making grates and stoves gleaming black

and clean. For quickness and ease ask your grocer for Zebo.

LIQUID
STOVE POLISH

ALSO ZEBRA IN PASTE OR PACKETS

^\ Overnight or while you dress

^ &quot;Steradent&quot; cleans your Dentures
&quot;

fc\

You can now clean your false

teeth simply, merely by placing
them in &quot;Steradent&quot; solution.

Stains and film caused by smoking
disappear every crevice is

sterilized.

&quot;Steradent&quot; is harmless to the
materials of whkh dentures are

usually made, including the new
acrylic resins.

Sold by Chemists only

Steradent
Reckitt & Colman (Aust.) Ltd.,

(Pharmaceutical Divn.) Sydney
4102

Dr. Evatt,- Minister for External Affairs,
has been awarded tho Grand Cross of the

Legion of Honour because of his services
as President of the third General Assembly

To clean a fountain pen, empty out the

ink, then fill and empty the pen several
times with a solution of vinegar and water.
This will remove anything which is likely
to clog up the tube.

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause
WHEN waste matter is

to accumulate in the colon it has
three effects. It weakens the
muscular power of the body to

remove it. It creates poisonous
products which through the cir

culation reach every cell in the
body. It forms a breeding-
ground for germs by the mil
lions. That is the reason high
authority to-day regards consti

pation as primarily resnon^hle
for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of serious illness. Way
sneHalist? all over the world
have made Internal cleanness
their slogan.

Coloseptic overcomes the pos
sibility of Autoxima from the
words auto (self), toxin (poison)

by inducing better Internal
Cleanness.

Coloseptic is the product of In
tensive research to find a remedy
which would combat constipa
tion at its source, the colon
A level teaspoonful in a glass

of water morning or night, once
or twice a week, is sufficient after
perfect relief is obtained

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLEANNESS
At all chemists and stores

333

HAPPY
T THING TIME/
for every babe in the safes), most natural

way with Martin (, Pleasance Teethmg
Powders

They slop pain and restlessness. Keep
motions gentle and regular, and the

bloodstream cool. Provide Caloum for

sound, healthy teeth.

For over 80 ytan, Mothers everywhere
have in.iislrd on

MARTI N& PLEASANCE

TEETHIWG /
POWDfRS 1 6

to Boys & Girls

Wrist Watches, Cameras. Ma -Ma Do/is.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

se//ing sma// parcels of tested garden seeds. Send

for parce/ and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money now, only name and address. Write to-dap.
i_i. n M..,,, A&1K George St. .Sydney
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STARRED WITH DAISIES
Wear circlets of flowers and you ll look fresher than a meadow in the morning sun.

A crocheted circle of piping cord makes each daisy.

Daisy chains in the right setting can be as decorative
as any jewel. These are simple and quick to make and
they ll last longer than the ones you twined together
as a child.

Each daisy is made from piping cord worked into
a circle of crochet. The leaves are tiny strips of felt.

For the hairband and its matching bracelet

you need 24 yards white piping cord of medium
thickness; scraps of yellow material for the
flower centres, a small square of green felt for
the leaves, 6 inches of narrow elastic and a hook

and eye, and a large crochet hook.

Eight flower heads, graded in size, are

joined to make the hairband. For the two
centre flowers crochet a row of 12 chain with
the piping cord, close into a circle with a slip-

stitch, then work a row of slip-stitches into
the chain round the circle; finish off by catcli-

stitching the end underneath. For each pair
of the smaller flowers reduce the chain to 11,
10 and 8 stitches each. Cut circles 1^ inches
in diameter from the yellow fabric for the
flower centres. Gather round edge and pull
up slightly and insert in centre of piping cord

circles, gathers underneath.

For the leaves cut four green felt strips 4
inches by ^ inch, sloping the ends, and three

strips 2 inches by f inch, pointing the ends.

Join the edges of the flowers into a strip.
Stitch a small leaf lengthwise between the
centre flowers, oversewing the centre of felt

to shape it. Cross larger leaf strips in pairs
and sew a pair between flowers each side of
centre.

Sew last little leaves between last two
flowers each side. Finish the flower band at
each end with a felt strip If inches by inch
and join into a circle by elastic. Cover the joins
with a rosette of piping cord made by 6 chain

and slip-stitches. For the bracelet work five flowers
of 12 chain and cut two small and two large leaves.

Join flowers together, cross large leaves and stitch
cross at back of centre flower. Stitch small leaves
between the end bracelet flowers. Fasten with a hook
and eye.

Salads for Health.

Salads are Nature s tonics and beauty
foods. They put a sparkle in the eyes,
gloss on the hair and spring in the step.
They re doubly important now; they have
not only to play their own good part, but
take the place of fruit as well. A salad
a day should be your rule; a good big
plateful, not just a finicky spoonful or so!

All green vegetables, and young, tender
root vegetables, are at home in the salad
bowl. Cabbage is not just a winter sub
stitute for lettuce, it s much richer than
that conventional plant in vitamin C. Don t

be afraid to experiment with salads. Test
and taste it s worth it.

For Vitamin A: The richest are spinach,
cauliflower leaves and parsley. Carrots,
of course, but you absorb more A when
they re cooked, strangely enough!
For Vitamin C: At least twice as good

as oranges are cabbage, broccoli tops,
parsley, kale, spinach, cauliflower (with
the greon), watercress, mustard and cress.
As good as oranges: turnips, tomatoes,
s\vedes. Good, but not so good as oranges:
lettuce, parsnips, potatoes.
Of course, that doesn t exhaust the list

of good salad ingredients. All others are
good, and give you necessary vitamins and
minerals.

Tender leaves can be broken with the

fingers, but avoid bruising or fine chopping
or grating, as this destroys the vitamin C.

Root vegetables can be diced, sliced, or
cut in slivers with a potato peeler. No long
soaking; the goodness seeps out. Wash as

quickly as possible. Use as soon after

buying or picking as possible, but if they
must be kept, then wrap in a damp cloth
and put into something airtight a sauce

pan with the lid on will do.
Salad as a main dish is refreshing, saves

time, work and fuel. Include cold cooked
potatoes and cheese grated or sliced, or
cold diced meat, flaked fish, some sar
dines, pilchards or salmon, cooked dried
beans. If some members of the family
insist on &quot;something hot&quot; begin with some
hot soup.

During the past six months Government
employees increased by 10,400 to 559,300.
Of the 10,400 new employees, 9,400 were
men and 1,000 women. Somewhere we
heard that with the end of the war and
the elimination of wartime bureaucracies
there would be less Government servants,
and private employers would be able to

get much-needed staff. That time is not
yet. One in every four workers is now in
Government employ.

Eiderdown Cover.

Usually a divan bed is used as a settee

by day. So, what to do with the eider
down? Why not make it into a bolster
cushion? You can never have too many
cushions on a divan.

Firstly, fold the long sides of the eider
down in half, roll the resulting double pad
into a cylinder, and secure it loosely by
two bands of elastic, as sketch C. Measure
a piece of contrast matching or floral

material to fit round packed eiderdown by

measuring round, as X on sketch D shows;
make a circle of material size of XX.
Stitch one circular piece on and the other
leave open, and add a zipp fastener round
about three-quarter way, so you can slip
eiderdown in easily, or add patent fasten
ers, although zippers (large ones) are sold
now at most stores. You will certainly be
pleased with the result, as clearly shown in
sketches A and B.

An Old Russian Custom.
If anyone is still so fatuously optimistic

as to imagine that the peril to peace is

exaggerated let him study the statement
by Mr. Stalin, broadcast from Moscow.
The Russian dictator accuses the Western

Powers of precisely the double-dealing of
which the Soviet Union is guilty. &quot;They

want, not agreement and co-operation, but
talk about agreement and co-operation, in
order to thwart agreement, to throw the
blame on the U.S.S.R.,&quot; says Mr. Stalin.
Substitute &quot;the Russians&quot; for

&quot;they&quot;
and

&quot;Western Powers&quot; for &quot;U.S.S.R.&quot; and the
true position is accurately described.
Such inversion of the truth is an old

Russian custom. It lends special signifi
cance to the accusation which follows:
&quot;The policy of the present leaders of the
United States and Britain is a policy of
aggression and the unleashing of a new
war.&quot;

Objection is being taken by several
clergymen to the Prime Minister s political
broadcasts on Sunday nights, and it is

suggested he could choose some other suit
able day for this talk. Unfortunately there
are far too many inroads being made on
the sacredness of the Sabbath, and those
in high places should set a lead that
others could follow.
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This breakfast

gives you yyL
of your

daily food needs . . .

FOOD EXPERTS say:

that one plate of Kellogg s Corn Flakes with

milk and sugar plus fresh fruit and bread

and butter (or toast) gives you 1/3 of your

daily food needs.

And compare the

cost with this typical

heavy breakfast!

It isn t necessary to quote prices
. . . you know what you have to

pay for eggs, bacon, tomatoes,
fish, lamb s fry (etc.) these

days! One serving of Kellogg s

Corn Flakes is but a fraction of

that cost. What s more, one

plate of Kellogg s Corn Flakes
with milk and sugar is equal in

energy value to three eggs, two
big helpings of lamb s fry vr

three fish !

So light. . .

delicious . . . and so satisfying!
These big, golden Kellogg s Corn Flakes not only
taste luscious, but they are packed with energy value.

Only 30 seconds to serve ... no greasy washing

up ... no messy pots and pans. So serve Kel

logg s Corn Flakes to all your family. Remember
to say &quot;Kellogg s&quot; before you say Corn Flakes

because nothing else can equal them for flavour,

energy value or freshness.

FREE RECIPE BOOK. Send your name and address to

Kelloggs, Box 8, P.O., Mascot, N S.ff7 . and you ll receive

a wonderful new Recipe Book. FREE and POST FREE.

CORN FLAKES
SAVE TIME. TROUBLE AND MONEY
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For Your Easter Table
o-Qo- o-o

Easter Cake. (Illustrated).
Easter decorations for a cake may be

made by spreading cream cheese half an
inch thick on a sheet of waxed paper or a

candy slab and cutting the desired shape
with a cookie cutter.

The Cake: Sift 2 cupsful of flour with 3

teaspoonsful of baking powder, 1 teaspoon
ful of salt and f cupful of sugar. Chop fine

J cupful of nuts and 1^ cupsful of seeded
raisins. Mix the fruit and nuts with 1

cupful of whole-wheat flour and add to the
other mixture wit* i teaspoonful of cin

namon and the same of nutmeg. Beat 2

eggs well and add to \\ cupsful of milk;
combine the ingredients; fold in ^ cupful
of melted shortening. Bake in a round
cake-tin about 1 hour. Turn out, ice with
coffee icing made by mixing confectioner s

sugar to a paste with cream and flavouring
with clear hot coffee. A richer icing is

obtained by adding a teaspoonful of soft
ened butter during the mixing of the

sugar, cream and coffee. Decorate.

Fish Moochie.
Flake into pieces suitable for serving \

cupful of crab meat and cupful of lob

ster, and combine these with \ cupful of

prawns. In the chafing dish melt 3 table-

spoonsful of butter, add 2 tablespoonsful
of flour and simmer to a smooth paste. Then
slowly stir in \ cupful of milk and cook till

thick. Beat 2 eggs and add then to \ cup
ful of milk, then add this mixture care

fully to the sauce in the chafing dish. When
thick, stir in \ cupful of mushrooms, 1
small pimiento cut into strips, the fish, \
teaspoonful of salt, \ teaspoonful each of
white pepper and paprika, a dash of mace
and 3 grains of cayenne. Cook until the
mixture is thoroughly heated, then add 3

tablespoonsful of cooking sherry. Serve
at once on toasted crackers.

For Fish Days.
Dip haddock, halibut or white fish in

flour, then in beaten egg to which 1 table-

spoonful of lemon juice has been added.
Eoll in dry crumbs or corn meal and fry.
To cream sauce used with any fish add
gratings of lemon peel and dash of nutmeg.
Very good with tuna fish.

Fish Moulds.
Three cupsful cornflakes, \\ cupsful milk,

2 tablespoonsful mayonnaise, 2 table-

spoonsful chopped parsley, 1^ tablespoons
ful minced onion, 2 tablespoonsful lemon
juice, \ teaspoonful thyme, \\ teaspoonsful
salt, dash pepper, 2 eggs (well-beaten), 2

cupsful flaked cooked fish.

Crush cornflakes into fine crumbs; com
bine with milk. Add mayonnaise, pars
ley, onion, lemon juice and seasonings;
mix well. Stir in egg and fish. Pour into

well-greased individual moulds or muffin
tins. Bake in moderate oven about 45
minutes. Unmould.

Drumfish with Freedom Sauce.
Three Ibs. fillet of drumfish, 4 cupsful

of tomatoes, 2 tnblespoonsf.ul of dripping,
i cupful of finely-cut onion, $ cupful of
chopped green pepper, 1 tablespoonful
salt, 1 tablespoonful of table sauce, pepper
to taste, cornflour to make a thick sauce.
The onion and the dripping are put into

a frying pan; fry until brown; add the
tomatoes, and boil for 20 minutes; rub
through a strainer, return to the fire and
add the cornflour, which has been mixed
with a little cold water; boil for 15 min

utes; add the seasoning and the green
pepper; wash and dry the fish, put into a

greased baking dLsh, pour the sauce over
the fish, put into a hot oven and bake for

from 30 to 35 minutes; remove to a hot

platter and sprinkle with parsley. Garnish
with slices of lemon.

Olive and Mushroom Stuffed Fish.

One 3-4 Ib. fish prepared for stuffing,

\ Ib. mushrooms (sliced), i cupful mar
garine, 4 large ripe olives (chopped), \

teaspoonful thyme, \ teaspoonful salt, \

teaspoonful pepper, 2 cupsful toasted
bread cubes.
Brown mushrooms lightly in margarine

and mix with olives, seasonings, and
bread. Stuff fish cavity which has been
seasoned with salt and pepper. Sew or

skewer opening, place fish in greased shal-

(the slices should be very thin), place a

portion of the mixture on a slice of bacon
and roll it up neatly. Do the same with
the other rashers. Whip the white of egg
to a very stiff froth and stir it lightly into

the batter. Dip each little roll into the

batter, then fry in hot fat until light
brown.

Egg and Bacon Loaf.

One and a half Ibs. lean steak, \ Ib.

bacon, 1 breakfastcupful white bread

crumbs, ^ teaspoonful salt, \ teaspoonful
pepper, 1 tablespoonful tomato sauce, 1

tablespoonful Worcester sauce, 1 egg, a

little stock or gravy, 3 hard-boiled eggs.
Put the steak and bacon through the

miacer twice. Add the breadcrumbs,
seasoning and sauces and when well mixed
add the beaten egg, and, if necessary, a

little stock. Well grease a baking mould
with clarified dripping and cover the bot
tom with some of the meat mixture. Re
move the shells from the eggs and arrange

low baking pan and bake at 375 degrees
for \ hour or until tender. Serve with
lemon or cucumber sauce.

Kromeskies of Eggs.
Three hard-boiled fresh eggs, about \

Ib. of streaky bacon, 2 tablespoonsful of

crumbs, 2 teaspoonsful of chopped pars

ley, \ teaspoonful of chopped onion, 2 or

3 tablespoonsful of any sauce, salt and

pepper.
For the Frying Batter: 2 ozs. of plain

flour, 1 fresh egg and 1 extra yolk, 1 table-

spoonful of salad oil, 2 tablespoonsful of

milk, salt.

First prepare the batter. Mix the fl,our

and salt, make a well in the centre and
put in the two yolks and the oil. Stir these
into the flour, adding the milk gradually
at the same time. Beat the batter well.

Put aside while the egg mixture is being
made. Shell the eggs, chop them coarsely
and mix with the crumbs, onion, parsley,
and enough sauce to bind the mixture.
Season it carefully. Cut off the bacon rind

them end to end down the centre. Pack
the meat mixture well around them and
cover over with the meat. Bake in a mod
erate oven for one hour. When cold, turn
out and cut in thin slices.

Nut and Potato Balls.

About a Ib. of cold, boiled potatoes; 2

ozs. of margarine or dripping; 1 table-

spoonful of chopped parsley; a little chop
ped onion; 2 or more ozs. of chopped nuts;
salt and pepper.
Mash the potatoes smoothly, then put

them in a saucepan with the margarine,
parsley, onion, and seasoning, adding a

little milk, if necessary, to bind. Beat the
mixture until it is quite smooth, then

shape it into neat balls. Make a hole in

the centre of each ball and fill it with

chopped nuts; cover the nuts with some of
the potato mixture. Slightly grease a fire

proof dish, put the balls in it, and cook
them in a moderate oven for about i hour
or until they are hot through. Serve very
hot with savoury sauce and egg and bacon
loaf.

&amp;lt; .
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WRITE
NOW
FOR
YOUR
COPIES

&quot;MAKE IT IN WOOL
caters for all the

family s needs and

offers a wide range
of styles for the

corning seasons.

pflions t BfliDioins LTD.
DEPT 5 BOX 1606 M. MELBOURNE or BOX 3718 SS. SYDNEY

The Play and Film
[From page 27.]

without sympathetic qualities. Featured
in support are Burl Ives, and Agnes Moore-
head.

* * *

The &quot;Oliver Twist&quot; film is meeting with
a stormy reception from Jewish people on
the Continent and elsewhere; objection is

taken to the portrayal of Fagin the Jew.
* * #

Old friend Cecil Kellaway is making
great headway in Hollywood. His latest

characterisation, that of a leprechaun (a

pixie) in &quot;Luck of the Irish&quot;, has won for
him an Oscar nomination for the best sup
porting role. Can you imagine the 16-stone
Cecil as a pixie?

* * #

Hollywood managements are tightening
up control on the stars and near stars. In
future if a star disappoints in attendances,
film controllers will have no hesitancy
in cancellifig contracts. They have
been long-suffering for quite a time, but
that has now ended. A sign of the times?

* * *

Starring role in &quot;The Devil s Doorway&quot;
a large-scale outdoor drama will go to

Kobert Taylor. He ll play a young Indian
war veteran of the American Civil War
who txrns outlaw.

Which is larger

YOUR BUST or

YOUR KIPS?
For figure beauty all

measurements and
weight must be in pro

portion to height. The

hips must measure the

same as the bust, the

calf the same as the

knee.

FILL THIS IN TO-NIGHT !

FREE! Complete Chart,

Diagnosis Questionnaire

and Booklet.

The Chart gives you the ideal

weight and measurements for

your age and height.

The Questionnaire, when com

pleted, enables me to diagnose

your figure faults and to correct

them by graduated Figure Cul

ture and Physiological Move
ments, Diet, etc.

Age is no bar to figure beauty
and no one is too old to begin.

WRITE TO-DAY. ENCLOSE lid. IN
STAMPS FOR POSTAGE.

T. A. LANGRIDGE
GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY

PHYSICAL CULTURE
2/461
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Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon will

be together for the sixth time in &quot;The

Forsyte Saga.&quot;
Errol Flynn and Eobert

Young will share starring honours and
Janet Leigh and Reginald Owen will head
the supporting cast.

* # *

After her fine dramatic work in &quot;Act of

Violence,&quot; Janet Leigh draws the role of

the ballerina heroine in M-G-M s &quot;Storm

over Vienna,&quot; in which she stars with
Peter Lawford and Audrey Totter.

* * *

Judy Garland s daughter, Liza, will make
her screen debut in the M-G-M musical,
&quot;In the Good Old Summer Time.&quot; Judy is

trying to persuade co-star Van Johnson to

permit his daughter, Schuyjer Van, to

appear in the same sequence.
* * #

James Mason has decided to settle in

Hollywood and is buying a home near the

Beverly Hills Hotel. Now that his role in

&quot;Caught&quot; is finished, the actor plans to

move in with his wife, baby daughter, his

secretary, and eight cats.
* * *

Another honour has come Danny Kaye s

way. He is modelled in wax at Madame
Tussaud s. At the unveiling ceremony he
was the life of the party with his wise
cracks and jokes about the other dumb
figures around him.

LEARN THE

Hill-Billy Guitar
Hawaiian Steel Guitar,

Spanish Guitar, Ukulele,

Hill-Billy Guitar,

Cow-Boy Guitar,
Mandolin and Banjo-Mandolin.

in 30 minutes
Let Norm. Scott, the Singing

Stockman, teach you!
You can learn to play your favourite melody or

accompaniment to your favourite cowboy or popular
song in :;n minutes. Be the most popular member
of your set play around the camp -fire, at dances,
parties, or over the radio. Jt tosts only 2/6
weekly to learn in the comfort of your own home.
AND the Postal Instruction Course is so simple
the srntll&quot;St buck-ip) &amp;gt;n follow it.

MONEY - RACK GUARANTEE
Don t forget there s a MONEY-BACK GUAR
ANTEE if you are not satisfied. Decide to-day
to change your whole life through the magic
and popularity of real hill-billy music.

NORM. SCOTT, the Singing Stockman
HAWAIIAN CLUB

P- ~ POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
,

i
&quot;

The Howoiion Club,&quot; AHJ i

Kemb/o Building 58 Margaret St., Sydney. .

pieose senc me by return mail complete
detail!, of your Home f&amp;gt;tuay Course without .

obligation. Tell me how i con obtain a
Hill-tilly Guitar Howoiion Guitar, Spanish
Guitar, Ukulele. Marco/in and Banjo-Man
dolin on a small Deposit

Nome .

Thii Offer obtainablt ONLY from above odoress

THROW OFF THE MASK!
PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS are UGLY FEATURES

Refined Folk Avoid Your Acquaintance
I tell readers of this Journal free how to remove blemishes in ten days
Stubborn cases that baffled physicians and beauty
specialists have been cured You have never used or
heard of anything like it Makes muddv complexions,
red spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions, vanish
almost like magic. No cream, lotion, enamel, salve
plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus,
nothing to swallow. It doesn t matter if your com
plexion is a &quot;fright,&quot; whether your face is full of muddy
spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing pimples and
eruptions or if your skin is rough and &quot;porey,&quot; and
vou ve tried almost everything under the sun to get
rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just
ten days, positively removes every blemish, and beau
tifies your skin in a marvellous way You look years
vounger. It gives the skin the bloom, tint and purity
of a freshly blown rose. In ten days you can be the
subject of wild admiration by your friends, no matter
what your age

ALL METHODS NOW KNOWN ARE CAST ASIDE
There is nothing to wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands, shoulders are
beautified bevond your fondest dreams All this I will absolutely prove to you before your own eves

i your mirror in ten days This treatment is absolutely harmless to the most delicate skin and
very pleasant to use No change in your mode of living necessary A few minutes daily does it.To every reader of this Journal I will give full details of this really astounding treatment. Let meshow

you
You risk nothing. Send me 4d. in stamps, your name and address, and I will givevou lull details.

MISS GRACE DUNCAN (Suite H8), BOX 4138 G.P.O., SYDNEY
491 PITT STREET. SYDNEY

185 Little Mothers Wanted
for these darling

Hurry, before they all go
Secure a &quot;JAY&quot; Doll for

YOUR little girl !

Here s the loveliest gift a little girl could wish |

for ... a &quot;JAY&quot; doll ... a life-like, baby- I

ize doll that says &quot;Ma-Ma,&quot; shuts her pretty
blue eyes and goes to sleep . . . the dearest,

cuddliest doll that will delight every little

mother lucky enough to own onel

First Release in Australia

Limited Supplies
Only a limited quantity of the first

&quot;Jay&quot;

dolls to be received from the manufac
turer are available for direct sale to the

public. These dolls are exceptional value

almost unbreakable composition head,

legs, and arms, cuddly body, hand-painted
features with curls, daintily dressed in

pretty pastel silks, trimmed with lace,

with undies, and stands 18 inches high
in her leather shoes. The price is only
5.2, post extra, but HURRY with your
order supplies are limited!

Satisfaction or

MONEY BACK !

JAY&quot; Dolls!

1 Worldwide Mail Order Pty. Ltd.
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YOUR BRASS
SHINES BRIGHTER

CLEANED WITH

Itrasso

^ THE

1 QUALITY

i METAL

POLISH

The Daily Diet of

EVERY EXPECTANT MOTHER
should be well balanced and sheuld include essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts, for these play a vital part in the building of a strong,

healthy, well-developed baby.

BIO-CHEM1C TREATMENT now will supply these essential Vitamins

and Mineral Salts by natural means through the Twelve Bio-Chemic
Nerve and Tissue building Cell Salts. They will also safeguard your
own system to meet the added strain, and ensure a rich supply of

natural milk, a more comfortable confinement and a speedy recovery.

Consultations and expert advice free of charge no obligation.
Write to Dept. AHJ. 4 for FREE BOOKLET.

Established 20 years.

B lOrCHEM 1C INSTITUTE
BOX 1249 L, GP.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

R. for Starch !

Thank you Freddie Fledg
ling for that answer. You

are quite right. R. stands for Robin, and
Robin has always stood for the whitest
starch starch that lends wings to the iron.

ROBIN Starch
IT S SO EASY WITH ROBIN

BROTHERLY WARMTH
[From page .75.]

right-hand needle, take 2 tog., turn, leav

ing remaining sts. on a spare needle.
Continue on these sts., but dec. 1 st. at

armhole edge on next 4 alternate rows,
and at the same time dec. 1 st. at neck
edge on every alternate row until 24 sts.

remain. Continue without shaping until
work measures 18 ins. from beg., ending
at armhole edge.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 12 sts. at beg.
of next row and next alternate row. Join
wool to neck edge of sts. for other side
and work up this to match first.

Sleeves.
With No. 12 needles cast on 65 sts. and

work 2 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Change to No. 10 needles and work in

patt., but inc. 1, st. at both ends of llth
row and every following 12th row until
there are 85 sts. Continue without shap
ing until work measures 16 ins. from beg.,
then shape top by dec. 1 st. at both ends
of every row until 15 sts. remain. Cast off.

Neck Band.
Join left shoulder seam, then with right

$ (jJLl&amp;gt; JOftufrWi C
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side of work facing you and using No. 12

needles pick up and k. 190 sts. all round
neck edge. Work 10 rows in k. 1, p. 1 rib,

but dec. 1 st. at each side of centre front

on every row. Cast off ribwise.

Making-up.
Press work lightly on wrong side. Join

right shoulder seam, sew in sleeves, then
sew up side and sleeve seams.

Home Training.
Cardinal Griffin, Roman Catholic Arch

bishop of Westminster, has warned parents
of their responsibility towards their child

ren and the great necessity for proper
home training. Home training, obedience
and discipline mean good children. &quot;Don t

allow the State,&quot; he said, &quot;to relieve you of

these responsibilities, because if you do it

will certainly relieve you of the children.&quot;

Men and women who lead a full Christian
life every day and every hour are a shining
example to their children. If the home
life is good the children will be good.
Gambling and drinking and easy-going,
tolerant parents are a menace to the State.
It is from such homes that the young
criminals come.

It is interesting to note that less than 1

per cent, of Australia s national income is

spent on motion picture entertainment.
Australia s national income is approxi
mately .1,650 millions. Of this amount
only* 13 millions less than 1% repre
sents the aggregate box-office takings of
all the theatres in Australia.

Put a tablespoonful of kerosene in the
water with which you wash your linoleum.
Then the lino, will last longer and retain
its colour.

ARE YOU OVERWEIGHT?
To be overweight is both unhealthy and un
lovely makes you look years older! Get rid
of it by my perfect method. No dieting no irk
some exercises. The sum of !/!/- covers the
whole cost, no further expense. Result guaran
teed, no matter how long-standing the fat con
dition. Send 6d. in stamps for full particulars to,

MATRON MARION GOSS, Dept. J,
Box 32, P.O., North Sydney, N.S.W.

GRAHAM SPEARS, of 9 Greenhill Road, Dulwich, S.A.

Dear Sirs, Enclosed you will find a photograph of my son

&quot;Graham,&quot; aged 2 years and 3 months. I first started Graham

on Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits at the age of 6 months,

giving him one biscuit twice a day, soaked only in unsweetened

boiling water. At nine months he was having three biscuits

this way every day at midday, as well as nibbling them during

the day.
Graham is strong and healthy and has never had any serious

illness.

I still give him Arnott s biscuits. (Signed) Mrs. F. Spears.

A MO U :

--S

MILKMRROWROQT
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There is no Substitute for Quality/

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test

for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye

j

the width and depth)
of colour in the

black bars of
all;

four circles are
uni-j

form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the]
width and depth ofj
bars.

If you suffer from
SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM

TIRED EYES, GLARE,
TURNED EYES

STRAIN EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes) write for my BOOK
or call for free consultation at

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA.5455

HOW TO GET MY BOOK FREE
Just write (enclosing 2Jd. postage) or
call TO-DAY for 32-page Free
Booklet, &quot;Better Natural Sight With
out Wearing: Glasses&quot; This includes
testimonials from happy people who have
discarded glasses. It will open up a new
avenue of hope for you.

FREE CONSULTATION
Ring MA 5455 for Free Consultation.
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YOU CAN NOW QUICKLY LEARN TO

PLAY THE

PIANO

If you have ever wanted to

here is your opportunity to

remarkable English system.
You may never have touched a

piano before. It makes no difference.

No matter how little you may know
about music no matter if you do
not know one note from another,

you can quickly learn to play by the

new, rapid Graphonote System.
You need no knowledge whatever

of music or notes in order to be
able to read music by the Graphonote
System and to play it.

If you have already tried to learn

the piano in the ordinary way with
wearisome scales, exercises and tedious

practice the new Graphonote System
will come as a positive revelation to you.

In England where the Graphonote
System originated, over ten thousand

people most of whom had no

previous knowledge of music have
learned to play by means of this

revolutionary system.

NO &quot;DRUDGERY&quot;

The Graphonote System is indeed

revolutionary. In the past it took

years of practice to store the player s

mind with &quot;mental pictures&quot; of the

notes so that they could be easily

found on the keyboard. With the

Graphonote System the &quot;mental

pictures&quot; of the notes are already

provided. They are clearly before

your eyes. Years of drudgery are thus

at one stroke eliminated.

PLAY STANDARD MUSIC
When playing by the Graphonote

System you read from real, standard

&quot;five-line&quot; music the sort that is

recognised by musicians all the world
over.

be able to play the piano, then
learn quickly by means of a

The Graphonote System provides
the most rapid and natural me;hod
of mastering ordinary standard music.
It should not in any way be confused
with &quot;patent,&quot;

&quot;trick&quot; or &quot;number&quot;

systems or other similar &quot;dead end&quot;

makeshifts. Those who learn by such

systems never master the standard
musical notation and are lost when
later they are confronted with a sheet
of ordinary music.
The more you play by the Grapho

note System, on the other hand, the

more familiar you become with standard
musical notation.

YOU LEARN AT HOME
By the Graphonote System, which

consists of a course of carefully graded
postal lessons, you learn privately in

your own home. It does not matter
where you live, you can learn anywhere.
You learn in your own time at your own
convenience, without anyone present
to embarrass you. If you make a slip

&quot;Graphonote&quot; shows you at once where
you are wrong.

ILLUSTRATED BOOK FREE
You want to be able to play the

Piano well here is your opportunity.
What thousands of others HAVE
DONE you too CAN DO.
The Graphonote System is described
in a booklet entitled, &quot;A New Way
to Learn the Piano at Home.&quot; This
booklet is FREE. Simply send your
name and address NOW and let us

post you a copy at once.

ST. JAMES SCHOOL OF MUSIC

(Dept. 3 ) 66 King St., Sydney

USE IODEX FOR: Stiff and Swollen

Joints, Sprains and Bruises, Swollen

Glands, Rheumatic Twinges, Neuralgia
Pains, Chest Congestion, Muscular Cramp,
Stiff Neck, Synovitis, Neuritis, Lumbago.

End nagging muscular
pains now. Rub in
IODEX iodine ointment

rub out the pain.
IODEX possesses nearly
twice the strength of tinc

ture of iodine but does
not stain, blister or
harden the skin. IODEX
is excellent First Aid, but
in stubborn cases see your
Doctor.

if Where skin is not broken
and there is much pain, use
Green Label lodex a com
bination of lodex with
Methyl Salicylate, which
possesses quite remarkable

pain-relieving properties.

IODEYH NO-STAIN IODINE ^^^
At all Chemists

James Stewart is popularly regarded as
one of cinemaland s most eligible bachelors,
and he may remain just that. In a recent
interview at Warner Bros., where he
starred in

&quot;Hope&quot;,
a forthcoming Trans

atlantic Picture we shall shortly see here,
he denied any romantic entanglements
whatsoever. &quot;I ve waited this long for

marriage and I don t aim to be rushed,&quot; he
said. &quot;In fact, I may just keep right on
waiting.&quot;

You remember Sabu, the Elephant Boy,
who paid a short visit to Australia a couple
of years ago. He is 24 now and plans to
make a jungle picture in full Technicolor.
It will be an ambitious effort, made in
India at one-sixth of what it would cost in
America.

Nasturtium Vinegar.
Pick sufficient nasturtium flowers (heads

only) to fill a pickle bottle. Press in well,
add a pinch of salt and a very little cay
enne pepper. Boil sufficient vinegar to
cover and allow to become quite cold before

pouring over the flowers. Cork down
tightly.

To stiffen the bristles of old brushes

hang them over a basin of cold water so

that only the bristles are submerged. Leave
overnight and then dry in the ordinary
way.

FORD PILLS
are the gentle, tasteless,

painless laxative for all

your family.

FORD RILLS
are liked

&quot;by Hospitals for

patients before and after

operations.

FORD PILLS
help remove the toxins that
often cause your rheumatic
aches and pains and

headaches.

Get Ford Pills

in handy plastic tubes,

2 6 everywhere F.P.8

WITH *tW

OatiilOHIGINATCO IN ENGIAN D \

OATINE Snow (Vanishing Cream)

OATINE Cold Cream

OATINE Powder Base

OATINE Skin Tonic

OATINE Hand Lotion
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Dramatic Deceptive Sleeve.

These little sleeves add a new and
dramatic effect to a sleeveless dinner

frock, therefore giving you two frocks
one an evening frock and the other a party
or dinner frock. You may have a favourite

frock without sleeves and you sometimes
wish for sleeves, so why not make a pair?
As you can see by diagrams B. C and D
it s just a straight piece of material

gathered on elastic (garter style). The
elastic made to fit your arms, of course.

PTURE UNTOLD PLEASURE
Friends invitations

outings!

LEARN AT HOME
Be playing oil your
Favourite tunes and
Screen hits in a few

weeks with a

SAMPSON
POSTAL COURSE
casts nothing if

net satisfied.

LEARN AT
HOME FOR

2/6
WEEKLY

No scales or exercises.

No need to be clever.

Beginners start playing
in 30 minutes.

LESSONS
INSTRUMENTS

From 2/6 weekly wherever

you live for either

if Banjo Mandolin

if Hill-billy Guitar

if Steel Guitar

if Piano Accordion

if Button Accordion

if Mouth Oregon
Piano if Ukulele

if Banjo Ukulele

if Saxophone
if Violin if Clarinet

FREE. Write for free catalogue
and booklet (state instrument

favoured) to

SAMPSONS, Depi C
481 Kent Si

Bo 4I84X, G.P.O., Sydney

Austrolio s FOREMOST School

LAXETTES
for their children and themselves

18 IN TINS 1/9

The

LAXATIVE
KNOWN and TRUSTED
FOR 40 YEARS

GENTLE, EFFECTIVE,

SAFE, RELIABLE
LAXETTES contain phenolphlhalein, which is

non- habit forming and is one of the safest

and most reliable laxative substances known

to medical science. This is incorporated in the

finest block chocolate by an exclusive,

scientific process, which ensures accurate

dosage and strict conformity to British

Pharmacopoeia standards.

SAMPLE (BLOCK
COUPON ^LETTERS

SEND2^d iPLEASE
stamp to cover
postage and
packing . . . to Laxetfe Mfg. Co., 346 Swanston

&quot;street&quot;, NeFboiirn*
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F.SCHONBACH

I IT S BILL S BIRTHDAY -

WB ll GIVE HIM A SURPRISE -PARTY.*. 2. ..AND 50 TO BILL S HOUSE.,

. 5VRPR/5E . .AND WAS BILL SURPRISED !

^FOILED

S I CAN

STTLl WIN HIM / NAY KRA^FT
SAVOURIES Will DO THE TRICK.

6. ..NO DOUBT ABOUT YOU. MARGE-YOU D

MAKE A WONDERFUL WIFE? SAYS BILL.

Kraft Cheese TASTES better because it s BLENDED BETTER /

You can count on Kraft Cheddar Cheese for

flavour the same rich, delicious flavour and blended

goodness in every mouthful the same creamy
smoothness and freshness from the first to the last

slice in the packet !

And you can count on Kraft Cheese for food

value. Ounce for ounce, there s no basic food to

equal cheese for complete, high quality proteins . . .

for calcium, phosphorus and other valuable
nutrients of milk.

Lbten to &quot;MARY LIVINGSTONE, M.D.&quot; NOTE: Kraft Cheese has an extra high calorific

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday content which means that it supplies you and your
t^ in all States. family with abundant energy.
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LONDON TOWN JUMPER
&amp;gt;Qo-

A London knitting expert has designed this gay jumper for you to knit.

Make it in a brave Guardsman scarlet,

with those familiar landmarks of London
Town St. Paul s, Tower Bridge and Nel
son s Column in dazzling white across the

yoke.
It s a &quot;knitted&quot; you re going to love, and

quite the nicest thing about it is that it s

all made in stocking-stitch, except for

simple ribbing at neck, sleeves and waist,
so even a beginner can tackle it.

Materials: 6 ozs. 3-ply wool in red, 1 oz.

of the same wool in white. A pair each
of Nos. 10 and 12 knitting needles.

Measurements: Length, 18^ ins. To fit

32-inch bust measurement. Sleeve seam, 6

ins.

Tension: 8 sts. and 9 rows to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; st.-st., stocking-
stitch; rep., repeat; beg., begin or begin
ning; ptn., pattern; cont., continue; ins.,

inches; E., red; W., white.

The Back.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 100 sts.

with red wool and work in a k. 1, p. 1 rib
for 3 ins. Change to No. 10 needles and
cont. in st.-st., inc. 1 st. at each end of the
7th and every following 8th row until
there are 120 sts. and work measures 12
ins. Shape armholes: Cast off 5 sts. at

beg. of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at each
end of every k. row until 96 sts. rem. Cont.
without shaping until armholes measure 6
ins. in depth. Shape shoulders: Cast off
10 sts. at beg. of 6 rows. Cast off.

The Front.
Work as for back until armhole shaping

is completed. Now cont. in the ptn. thus:
Join on white. 1st row K. 4 E., 16 W.,
1 E., 13 W., 17 E., 13 W., 2 E., 23 W., 7 E.
2nd row P. 7 E., 23 W., 2 E., 14 W., 15
E., 14 W., 2 E., 14 W., 5 E. 3rd row K. 4

E., 1 W., 3 E., 7 W., 4 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
5 E., 9 W., 13 E., 9 W., 4 E., 2 W., 3 E.,
2 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 2 W., 8 E. 4th row
P. 8 E., 2 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 2 W., 3 E.,
3 W., 4 E., 5 W., 2 E., 2 W., 11 E., 2 W.,
2 E., 5 W., 5 E., 2 W., 7 E., 5 W., 9 E.
6th row K. 9 E., 5 W., 8 E., 2 W., 4 E.,
5 W., 3 E., 2 W., 9 E., 2 W., 3 E., 5 W.,
3 E., 2 W., 5 E., 2 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
2 W., 8 E. 6th row P. 8 E., 2 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.
1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., I E.,
1 W., 1 E., 2 W., 6 E., 2 W., 2 E., 5 W.,
4 E., 2 W., 7 E., 2 W., 4 E., 5 W., 3 E.,
2 W., 9 E., 5 W., 9 E. 7th row K. 9 E.,
5 W., 10 E., 2 W., 2 E., 5 W., 5 E., 2 W.,
5 E., 2 W., 5 E., 5 W., 1 E., 2 W., 7 E.,
2 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.
1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.; 1 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 2 W., 8 E. 8th row
P. 8 E., 2 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 2 W., 8 E.,
7 W., 6 E., 2 W., 3 E., 2 W., 6 E., 5 W.,
1 E., 2 W., 10 E., 7 W., 8 E. 9th row
K. 9 E., 5 W., 12 E., 7 W., 7 E., 1 W.,
3 E., 1 W., 7 E., 6 W., 9 E., 2 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 2 W., 8 E. 10th row P. 8 E.,

2 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
1 E,, 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E., 2 W., 9 E., 6 W.,
19 E., 6 W., 14 E., 3 W., 10 E. llth row
K. 10 E., 3 W., 14 E., 6 W., 19 E., 5 W.,
10 E., 21 W., 8 E. 12th row P. 8 E.,
21 W., 10 E., 29 W., 15 E., 3 W., 10 E.
13th row K. 10 E., 3 W., 15 E., 29 W.,
10 E., 21 W., 8 E. 14th row P. 10 E.,
17 W., 12 E., 5 W., 19 E., 5 W., 15 E.,
3 W., 10 E. 15th row K. 10 E., 3 W.,
16 E., 3 W., 21 E., 3 W., 13 E., 17 W.,
10 E. 16th tow P. 10 E., 17 W., 14

&quot;E.,

1 W., 23 E., 1 W., 17 E., 3 W., 10 E. 17th
row K. 10 E., 3 W., 17 E., 1 W., 23 E.,
1 W., 14 E., 17 W., 10 E. 18th row
P. 11 E., 15 W., 57 E., 3 W., 10 E. 19th
row K. 10 E., 3 W., 57 E., 15 W., 11 B.
20th row P. 12 E., 13 W., 58 E., 3 W.,

10 E. 21st row K. 10 E., 3 W., 59 E.,
11 W., 13 E. 22nd row P. 13 E., 11 W.,
59 E., 3 W., 10 E. 23rd row K. 10 E.,
3 W., 61 E., 7 W., 15 E. 24th row P. 16

E., 5 W., 62 E., 3 W., 10 E. Shape neck:
25th row K. 10 E., 3 W., 25 E., turn.
26th row P. 25 E., 3 W., 10 E. 27th
row K. 10 E., 3 W., k. E. to last 2 sts.,
k. 2 tog. 28th row P. 24 E., 3 W., 10 E.
29th row K. 10 E., 3 W., k. to last 2 sts.,
k. 2 tog. 30th row P. 22 E., 5 W., p. 9 E.
31st row K. 10 E., 3 W., k. E to last 2

sts., k. 2 tog. 32nd row P. 23 E., 1 W.,
11 E. 33rd row K. 11 E., 1 W., k. to last
2 sts., k. 2 tog. 34th row P. 22 E., 1 W.,
11 E. 35th row K. 11 E., 1 W., k. to last

2 sts., k. 2 tog. 36th row P. 21 E., 1 W.,
10 E. Break off W. Cont. with E., dec.
1 st. at neck edge on every k. row until
30 sts. remain. Cont. until armhole meas
ures 7 ins. Shape shoulder by casting off

10 sts. 3 times.

Slip centre 2 sts. on a safety-pin. Join

[Turn to page 50.]
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BABY: This may not be any joy ride for you, Mummy,
now that you are being me for a day.
MUMMY: Joy ride! My skin is so uncomfortable I

could howl!

BABY: You see it my way now, Mummy! Now maybe
you know why you ought to keep my skin protected
with Johnson s Baby Powder and Johnson s Baby Cream.
MUMMY: Write your own ticket, lamb! But tell me,

why do you need both?

BABY: A cinch, Mummy! Pure, gentle Johnson s

Baby Cream to soothe me over after my bath, and at

other times lots of soft, soothing sprinkles of Johnson s

Baby Powder to chase chafes and prickles.
MUMMY: Angel, step on the gas and let s be on our

way to the nearest headquarters for Johnson s.

PRODUCTS OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

LEG ULCER DISAPPEARS

Another &quot;VAREX&quot; Success
&quot;Just a line to tell you that Varex Treat
ment has been quite a success in my case,&quot;

writes one grateful user. &quot;The ulcer, with
its consequent pain and swelling, has en

tirely disappeared, and the leg is quite
normal.&quot; &quot;Varex&quot; is a simple, inexpen
sive home treatment. No resting required.
Only one dressing per week. Write for

free booklet. Ernest Healey, Pharma
ceutical Chemist. Varex, Rooms 523-524,
5th Floor, St. James Building, 1 09W
Elizabeth Street. Svdnev.

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State
Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

They can t tell

the difference
when hair has

beenlNECTO D
(it looks so natural!)

Get

from

18
*&quot;&amp;lt;l Cades I

IN.9.10

INECTO
R4WD

HAIR COLOUftINO
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JHarig,old Beret and THiHens

Materials: 1 oz. Natural, ^ oz. each of

Brown, Bust and Yellow Paton and Bald
win s 3-ply wool; one set No. 13 and one
et No. 10 needles.

Measurements: Across crown, 9 inches;
around head, 18 inches. Length of hand,
6 inches; width, 3 inches.

Abbreviations: B., brown; E., rust; Y.,

yellow; N., natural; k., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; tog., together; rep., repeat; m. 1,

make 1 (by knitting twice into st.) ; pat.,

pattern.
Tension: 7 sts. and 9 rows to 1 inch.

Beret.

Using the set of No. 13 needles cast on
each of 3 needles 33 33 34 sts. (100 in

all).
Rib in k. 1, p. 1, for 12 rounds.

Using the 10 needles, k. 1 round, knitting
twice into every 5th st. to end (120 sts.).
K. 1 round.
Next round K., knitting twice into

every 6th st. to end (140 sta.).

Next round K.
Now join B. wool and work
exactly as for first round of
chart 7 times.

Complete 16 rounds of
chart.

17th round-K. in B.,

knitting twice into every
7th st. to end (160
ets.).

18th to 21st rounds
K. in N.

22nd round In B.,

k., knitting every 7th
and 8th sts. tog. (140
sts.).

23rd round Work
as 2nd round of

chart.

Complete the 16

rounds of chart

pat.
40th round In

B. wool, k. 5, k. 2

tog. to end (120
sts.).

41st to 45th
rounds Change to

the No. 13 needles.
K. in N.
46th round Join

B. wool *
k. 8 N.,

then with B. wool,
k. 2 tog., rep. from
* to end.

47th round K.
1 B., 6 N., 2 B.,

rep. to end.

48th round K.
2 B., 4 N., 1 B., k. 2
B. tog., rep. to end.

49th round Join
in E. 4 B., 1 E., 3 B.,

rep. to end.
50th round K. 3 B.,

3 E., k. 2 B. tog., rep. to

end.

51st round Join Y., k. 1,
k. 2 B. tog., 2 E., 1 Y., 2 E.

Eepeat to end.
52nd round K. 1 E., 3 Y.,

k. 2 Y. tog. Eepeat to end.
63rd round K. 1 Y., 4 E. Eep.

to end.
54th round K. 3 E., k. 2 tog. in

B. Eepeat to end.
55th round K. 1 B., 1 E., k. 2 tog.

in B. Eepeat to end.

56th round K. 1 B., k. 2 B. tog. Eepeat
to end.

57th round K. in B.

58th round With B. wool k. 2 tog. all

round. Break off, leaving enough wool to

thread through sts. and finish off securely.
Press all except ribing with warm iron
over damp cloth. Finally press flatly with
beret upside down.

Mittens.

Left Hand: Using No. 10 needle and B.
wool double, cast on each of 3 needles 20
sts. (60 sts.).

Using single wool, k. one round in B.
into backs of sts.

Next round Eib, k. 1, p. 1 in B.

Now work in Fair Isle as chart for 13
rounds (rounds 3 to 15 inclusive).
K. next 2 rounds in B.

K. next round in N.

Next round With N. wool, k. 1, p. 1, k.

1, p. 1, k. 2 tog., p. 1, k. 1, p. 1, k. 1, p. 2

tog. Rep. all round.
Next round K. 1, p. 1 all round.

Change to No. 13 needles and k. 1, p. 1

for 4 rounds.
Next round K. 1, p. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 2

tog., p. 1, k. 1, p. 1, m. 1, p. 2 tog. Eep. all

round.
Next 7 rounds Eib in N.

Change to No. 10 needles and st.st. 2

rounds. Still using N. wool k. 4, k. twice
into next st. Rep. all round (60 sts.).

Next round Commence thumb: K. 20

N., k. next 9 sts. and put on spare needle.

Now cast on 9 sts. to end of first needle

and k. them, k. to end of round.
Next 2 rounds K. in B.

Now work in Fair Isle as instructed,
round 3 to round 15 inclusive.

K. in B. for 2 rounds.

Change to N. wool, k. 1, k. 2 tog. all

round (40 sts.).

K. 10 rounds.
Next round K. 2, k. 2 tog. to end (30

sts.).
Next 4 rounds K.
Next round K. 1, k. 2 tog. to end (20

sts.).
Next 2 rounds K.
Next round K. 2 tog. to end (10 sts.).

Now place 5 sts. on each of 2 needles
and graft tog. Fasten off end.

Thumb: Put the 9 sts. from needle on to

No. 10 needle. Pick up 9 sts. at back of

thumb on to needle. Pick up 1 st. at each
end. Arrange on 3 needles. K. 16 rounds.
Next round K. 1, k. 2 tog. Eep. to last

st., k. 1. Now k. 2 tog. all round, break

off, leaving enough wool to pass through
sts. and finish off.

Bight Hand: Work as Left Hand to com
mencement of Thumb.

K. 31, k. next 9 sts. and put on spare
needle. Cast on 9 to end of needle and k.

to end of round.
Now continue as for first mitt to end.

V
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V
Obtainable from

all Chemists

The modern antiseptic;

deadly to germs, yet so safe that,

in emergency, it could even be

used in the dark.

RECKITT & COLMAN (AUST.) LTD. (PHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION), SYDNEX.

4171

There s no Better Toothbrush . .

TOOTHBRUSH 454S

! to barked

shin aqain/

IN PKTS. OF

24 FOR 1/3

12 FOR 8d.

Protective

Gauze

Adhesive
Plaster

Gauze Pad

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed. Send

stamped addressed envelope
for particulars. Confidential.

Janet Glanville, 247H Eliza

beth Street, Sydney.

MB ^ &quot; &quot;&quot;^ *^&quot; *^&quot;

SKIN DISEASES
i For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases

| send 2d. stamp for Examination

9
Chart to

DERMOPATHIC INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

B 271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822 \\
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
ITURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]
FROCK, 7335.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Jacket Front and Back. If padded should

ers are not needed, shorten shoulder seams

by cutting off \ inch at the armhole end
and shape a new armhole curve off to

nothing about halfway down the armhole,
as shown on cutting guide. Cut off \ inch
at armhole end of shoulder seam on both
front and back and taper the seam line to

nothing at neck end.
Sleeve. Pin the half-sleeve to

a large sheet of paper, mark
along punchholes indicating
underarm curve. Fold paper
along straight edge and cut

around armhole, underarm
and lower edge through both
thicknesses. Notch armhole,
open out new pattern and cut

PART
OF

SKIRT

PLEAT TO FIT WAI&T 7335

PART

OF

SKIRT
1OTH 8 3-3 INCHtS OF 54&quot;

E.RIA.L LENGTH - 3O INCHES

along previously
marked underarm
curve.

Cuff. Make this 2f
inches wide, long enough to fit lower end
of sleeve and shape as shown in diagram.

Skirt. Cut a straight strip of material
54 inches wide and another 39 inches wide,
both 30 inches long, or desired length.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As this

pattern has been cut for the average 36-
inch figure it will be necessary to Bee
whether alterations are needed for the in
dividual figure. Pin pieces together, re

membering that seam and hem allowances
are not included. Place pattern over figure

and observe fitting. If waistline is too low,
shorten front and back by taking a fold in

pattern between armhole and waistline,
and if too short, cut in same place and
insert sufficient paper to provide additional

length required.
To increase pattern, pin additional strips

of paper along seam edges where the extra
width is required, and to decrease pattern,
trim away pattern edges where additional
width is not needed. Remove pattern from

figure, take apart, press flat, then even

up all seam edges.
Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin pattern

to material as shown in cutting guide.
Cut out with allowance of 2 inches for
skirt hem, 1 inch on underarm seams
and inch on all other edges. Before

removing pattern from material, mark
clearly with tailor s chalk or tacking

the exact seam lines, notches and

punchholes.
Step 4. Skirt: Join the two

pieces together in plain seams
and leave an opening 7 inches
below waistline on one seam for
the side opening. Arrange upper
edge in wide box-pleats, taking
up sufficient material to enable
skirt to fit the waistline closely.
Tack each pleat in place along

waistline.

Step 5. Side Opening: Attach a

zipper to side opening or finish

with two facing strips of self-

material If inches wide and 1

inch longer than the opening,
with one edge along selvedge. Pin

strips to front and back edges of

opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing.
Machine inch from raw edge,
press seams open and fold strips
under so that selvedges are

exactly under seam lines. Tack
in place, press front or upper-side
under on seam line but allow
back or under-side to extend
under front. Tie-stitch strips

together at the bottom.

Step 6. Waist Band: Cut a self-

material waist band 3 inches wide
and 2 inches longer than close
waist measurement. This provides
an overlap of 1 inch and ^ inch

seam allowance on all edges. Pin outside
of waist band to the inside of skirt and
machine in place. Turn under seam allow
ance along top and across ends, fold over
to the outside so that the edges are

exactly over the previous row of stitching.
Machine around entire band through all

thicknesses of material. Sew hooks and
bars to band and close the side opening
with snap fasteners if a zipper is not used.

Step 7. Hem: Try skirt on and mark a

becoming length with chalk or pins,

measuring up an even distance from floor

with a skirt-marker or yard-stick. &quot;Remove,

turn the hem, secure by hand and press
again.

Step 8. Buttonholes: Mark position and
size of each butonhole (which should be a
trifle larger than the width of buttons)
on the right-hand side of jacket, and
arrange for the end of buttonhole to be J
inch from front edge. Cut binding strips
| inch wide and J inch longer than size

of buttonhole. Fold strips in halves length
wise, press, tack to jacket with raw edges
meeting exactly over mark and ends ex

tending an even distance beyond mark.
Machine along centre of each strip and do
not take stitching beyond marked line.

Tie all ends of threads securely on the
inside.

Cut along marked line to within \ inch
of each end and then diagonally to ends
of stitching. Turn raw edges of binding
strips to the inside and press with folded

edges meeting exactly in centre. On the
inside pin the triangular piece at each end
to binding strips, fold garment back out
of the way and machine across each end

through all thicknesses. Tie threads and
press again.

Step 9. Pockets: Mark position of pocket
openings in the fronts, and apply binding
strips in exactly the same way as for but

tonholes, but make these 1 inch wide and
1 inches longer than the opening. Cut a

pouch piece for each pocket 1 inches
wider than the opening and 8 inches long.
Join one end to binding strip along the
lower side. Machine along the pocket
opening just outside the binding along
lower side only. Fold pouch upwards so

that the raw edge is just above raw edge
of the upper binding strip. Tack, machine
across both ends of pocket along upper
edge through all thicknesses. Draw threads
to inside, tie carefully, machine pouch
together along the sides on the inside and

press again.

Step 10. Seams: Pin darts in front and
back on the inside and machine from
waistline up to notch. Tie threads and

press towards centre front and centre
back. Cut away portion below the waist
line on back. Join front to back shoulders
and underarms in plain seams; join under
arms of sleeves. Press all seams open and
aeaten raw edges.

Step 11. Collar and Cuffs: Fold cuffs in

halves lengthwise, with right sides to

gether, and machine across ends. Pin

facing to collar with right sides together,
machine around outer edge, cut away
excess seam allowance to within a bare i
inch of stitching, turn right side out,

press, trim collar and cuffs with plaid
material cut on the bias, as shown in illus

tration. Pin collar to jacket, and cuffs to

sleeves on the outside. Turn facings
down the front edges to the outside.

Cut self-material bias strips 1 inch wide,
tack to neck edge and join ends to front

facings in plain seams. Press open and
machine around the entire neck edge
through all thicknesses. Tack bias strips
to sleeves and machine in the same way.
Cut away excess seam allowance, turn

facings to inside, press, turn under raw
edges, and slip-stitch in place. Tack fac

ings in place down fronts, cut openings in

facing exactly under each buttonhole, turn
under raw edges, hem to bindings and

press again. Sew buttons on left side to

correspond.
Step 12. Sleeves and Pads: Pin sleeves

to armholes with notches meeting and ease
fulness evenly across top. Provide a piece
of cotton wool same size as pad, but omit
seam allowance. Pin to inside of pad and
draw padding away from outside edges,

tapering it to nothing at points and keep
ing it thickest in centre of the longest
side. Tack together and keep all long
stitches on the cotton wool side. Pin pad
ding facing to pad, right sides together
and machine along two sides. Turn right
side out, turn under raw edges and over
sew together.

Pin pads to jacket with longest side

extending J inch beyond armhole seam

[Turn to page 49.1
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Be sure switch today to safe, new
Odorono Cream.

New Odorono Cream
safely stops perspiration
and odour up to three days
NEW OOORONO CREAM not

only protectsyour daintiness up to

three days, with the most effective

perspiration-stopper known, but,

IT GIVES YOU the ex
clusive EXTRA protection of
other perfected Odorono
ingredients which check

perspiration ODOUR in

stantly.

Greaseless . . . Odorono
leaves no sticky film. . . .

Protects dresses from pers

piration stain and odour.

Stays soft and smooth
down to the last dab.
Never grainy. Never gritty.

(Even if you leave the cap
off.)

Try ODO-RO-NO ! It s

economical! It s the best!

And comes in liquid form
also.

A.O.l-t

BABY

CARE.

If unable to

breast - feed,

watch baby gain

health and strength on a diet

of Robinson s Patent Barley

with cow s milk. At weaning

time the ideal food is Robinson s

Patent Groats.

ROBINSON S
PATENT

BARLEY

GROATS
Ri/ea

set his heart a-flutter

The touch of your hands will

thrill the depths of his heart
if you keep them perpetually

fascinating, forever lovely with

creamy, beautifying Hindi
now spec;o7/y enriched with

lanolin.

Hin ds
cream

In two handy sizes everywhere
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 47.1

into sleeve and point in line with shoulder
scam. Try jacket on and note whether
shoulder width is becoming and sleeves

correctly set in. Alter if necessary, unpin
pads, machine sleeves, press seams open
across upper half of armnole, replace pads,
tie-stitch to seam allowance around arm-
holes and neaten raw edges by overcasting.

Step 13. Finishing: Cut a fitted facing 2
inches wide for lower edge of jacket and
2 inches longer than the openings. Join

together in one piece and join ends to
front facings. Pin to jacket with right
Bides together. Machine exactly on marked
Beam line across bottom and up and around
openings. Cut away excess seam allow

ance, turn facing to inside, press, turn
under raw edge, machine through fold only
and hem in place. Press again, trim with
bows made from the plaid material cut on
the bias and complete with final pressing.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:
3$ yards 54 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take ^ inch off side
seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow ^ inch on side seams of front and
back.] ^ t ^

FROCK, 7336.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Bodice. Use pattern provided for 7335

and fold under the portion below waistline
on both front and back.
Cut in a straight line

through punchholes in

dicating centre front
line and also across

upper edge. If padded
shoulders are not de

sired, follow Step 1,
Pattern 7335.

Sleeve. Use
sleeve for Pattern
7335 and fold
under portion
below notches for
three -

quarter
length.

IM
liS

Tie and Bow Trimming. Cut two strips
of paper 4 inches wide and long enough to

extend across front and tie in a bow on
the left side. Place bodice front over the
alternate ends and shape to fit armhole.

Skirt Back. Use pattern given for front
and fold under 1 inches along the entire
side.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: See
Step 2, Pattern 7335.

Step 3. Cutting Material: See Step 3,
Pattern 7335.

Step 4. Bodice: Lengthen machine stitch
a trifle and along yoke edges marked
&quot;Gather&quot;, machine on seam line and again

inch from first stitching on seam allow
ance. Draw up both threads to a space of
4 inches. Tie threads and arrange fulness
in even gathers. Join yoke to correspond
ing seam edge in plain seams, press with
allowances together and downwards. Join
shoulders in plain seams, press open and
neaten.

Cut a self-material fitted facing for neck
edge 1$ inches wide, join at shoulders,
press open and pin to neck edge of bodice
with right sides together. Machine exactly
on marked seam line, cut away excess seam
allowance, turn to inside, press, turn under
raw edge, machine through fold only and
slip-stitch in place. Pin darts in front
and back, stitch and press.

Step 5. Trimmings: Cut out as in dia

gram. Turn a small fold along upper edges
of trimmings, tack in place exactly over
machining across yoke and front as far as
bow position, and from left armhole back
to bow. Machine, remove tackings.
Machine a rolled edge around bow and
lower edges. Make sure armholes
and trimmings match, and tack together.
Press. The lower edges of trimming are
free to allow for pressing and keeping the
bow uncrushed. Tie ends in an attractive

bow, as shown.

Step 6. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Turn
O under allowance on skirt waistline and

pin to bodice, tack, machine, press and
neaten. Pin front and back together at
sides in plain seams and leave an open-
ing above notch on left side. Try on
wearer to observe the fitting and let

-j
out or take in allowance if necessary.
Eemove, machine seams, press open and

^ neaten.

Step 7. Side Opening: Finish as in

Step 5, Pattern 7335.

,
Step 8. Sleeves:

Join at under
arms in plain
seams, press open
and neaten; fin

ish edges with
self-material bias

strips 1$ inches

wide, applied in

same way as
neck facing.

Make sleeve

pads and apply
and finish as

suggested in

Step 12, Frock
7335, making

sure to catch in

the front trim

ming at each
front armhole.

Step 9. Belt:

Make belt, finish

with a buckle
and apply loops
at sides to hold
it in place.

Step 10. Finishing: Allow frock to hang
at least 48 hours to give material an oppor
tunity of stretching evenly. Try on and
mark an even distance up from floor. Turn
the hem, secure by hand and complete with
final pressing.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

2f yards 54 inches wide.

[For alteration of sizes, see description
No. 7335..]

FROCK, 9041.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:

Collar. Pin bodice back to paper and
mark a line from one notch through all

punchholes back to the other notch, and
use centre back of bodice for centre back
of collar. Cut out on marked outline.

Sleeve. See Step 1, Pattern 7335.

Skirt. Mark off 1$ widths of 36-inch
material 16^ inches long,

plus the usual seam and
hem allowances. This

length provides for 1

inch tuck which is placed
3 inches below waist
line and takes up 2

inches of material.

Strap. Cut this by
placing bodice
front to a piece
of paper and cut

along front edge,
across top and
bottom, and
through line

indicated by
punchholea.
Step 2. Test-

Ing Pattern:
Alter bodice if

necessary, fol

lowing sugges
tions given in

Step 2, Pattern
7335.

Step 3. Cut
ting Material:
See Step 3,

Pattern 7335.

Step 4. Seams:
J o

%
in bodice

front and back

together at

shoulders and
underarms in plain
seams, press open
and neaten. Join
sleeve seams, press
and finish lower

edge in same way
as those of Pattern
7336. Join the two
skirt pieces together, press and neaten.

Step 5. Strap: Make buttonholes on
this as in Pattern 7335. Pin the

right side of strap to the inside of the

right-hand side of bodice. Machine, turn

strap to outside, turn under raw edge,
machine in place and press. Cut openings
in bodice under each buttonhole and finish

as in Step 11, Pattern 7335. Turn under
seam allowance on left side, press, turn
under raw edge, machine in place, lap right
side over left with centre front lines

exactly over each other and tack in place.
Step 6. Collar and Sleeves: Face collar

and apply to frock as collar of Pat
tern 7335. Apply sleeves to armholes
with seam of sleeve meeting seam of
bodice. Tack, machine, press and neaten.

Step 7. Skirt: Fold the 1 inch tuck in

place 3$ inches below waistline, press,

[Turn to page 50.]
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 49.&quot;]

machine 1 inch up from fold. Gather

upper edge of skirt to fit lower edge of

bodice, using two rows of gathering to

hold fulness
evenly in place.

Turn under
lower edge of bod

ice, pin to skirt

and machine as

close as possible
to seam edge. Sew
buttons on left

side to correspond
with buttonholes.

Try on, mark a

becoming length,
turn the hem,
secure by hand
and complete with
final pressing.

Pattern is for a
child 8 years. Ma
terial: If yards
36 inches wide.
Contrast: yard
36 inches wide.

TUCK

3AJHER TO FIT BODICE

TUCK -
I INCH WVDE.

SKIRT
ONE & A HALF WIDTHS
36 INCH MATERIAL

-ie z INCHES PI.US HEM

Dance Frock.

We noted a
dance frock that
deserves special
mention. It was in

banana coloured

crepe with bright
bands of satin
veiled in lace. An
other one was in

a deep turquoise
to tone, shaped
adroitly to look

simple, very full,
of double layer
pink net no less,
with huge ruche
of the net for a
border.

Reindeer Sports- lumperJL \jf JL

[From page 9.&quot;]

Bow 26 p. 7 B., 2 W., 2 E., 2 W., 17 E.,
2 W., 6 E., 1 W., 35 E., 1 W., 6 E., 2 W.,
17 E., 2 W., 2 E., 2 W., 7 E.

Bow 27 k. 2 tog. E., 5 E., 3 W., 1 E.,
2 W., 17 E., 2 W., 6 E., 1 W., 35 E., 1 W.,
6 E., 2 W., 17 E., 2 W., 1 E., 3 W., 5 E.,
k. 2 tog. E.

Bow 28 p. 5 E., 4 W., 1 E., 4 W., 15 E.,
2 W., 5 E., 2 W., 35 E., 2 W., 5 E., 2 W.,
15 E., 4 W., 1 E., 4 W., 5 E.
Bow 20 k. 2 tog. E., 2 E., 4 W., 1 E.,

5 W., 14 E., 3 W., 4 E., 2 W., 37 E., 2 W.,
4 E., 3 W., 14 E., 5 W., 1 E., 4 W., 2 E.,
k. 2 tog. E.
Bow 30 p. 2 E., 11 W., 13 E., 4 W.,

4 E., 1 W., 39 E., 1 W., 4 E., 4 W., 13 E.,
11 W., 2 E.

Bow 31 k. 2 tog. E., 13 W., 3 E., 2 W.,
1 E., 4 W., 8 E., 2 W., 39 E., 2 W., 8 E., 4 W.,
1 E., 2 W., 3 E., 13 W., k. 2 tog. E.
Bow 32 p 1 E., 13 W., 1 E., 5 W., 1 E.,

3 W., 1 E., 8 W., 41 E., 8 W., 1 E., 3^V\,
1 E., 5 W., 1 E., 13 W., 1 E.

Bow 33 k. 1 E., 12 W., 1 E., 7 W., 1 E.,
11 W., 41 E., 11 W., 1 E., 7 W., 1 E.,
12 W., 1 E.

Bow 34 p. 2 E., 10 W., 1 E., 8 W., 1 E.,
4 W., 55 E., 4 W., 1 E., 8 W., 1 E., 10 W.,
2 E.

Bow 35 k. 3 E., 8 W., 1 E., 9 W., 1 E.,
6 W., 1 E., 2 W., 45 E., 2 W., 1 E., 6 W.,
1 E., 9 W., 1 E., 8 W., 3 E.
Bow 36 p. 3 E., 8 W., 1 E., 10 W., 1 E.,

6 W., 1 E., 2 W., 43 E., 2 W., 1 E., 6 W.,
1 E., 10 W., 1 E., 8 W., 3 E.
Bow 37 k. 4 E., 18 W., 1 E., 6 W., 1 E.,

3 W., 41 E., 3 W., 1 E., 6 W., 1 E., 18 W.,
4 E.
Bow 38 p. 5 E., 24 W., 1 E., 3 W., 41 E.,

3 W., 1 E., 24 W., 5 E.
Bow 39 k. 7 E., 27 W., 39 E., 27 W.,

7 E.
Bow 40 p. 10 E., 24 W., 39 E., 24 W.,

10 E.
Bow 41 k. 13 E., 21 W., 39 E., 21 W.,

13 E.

Bow 42 p. 15 E., 7 W., 3 E,, 9 W., 39 E.,
9 W.. 3 E., 7 W., 15 E.
Bow 43 k. 25 E., 9 W., 39 E., 9 W.,

25 E.
Bow 44 p. 26 E., 8 W., 39 E., 8 W.,

26 E.
Bow 45 k. 27 E., 7 W., 39 E., 7 W.,

27 E.
Bow 46 p. 28 E., 5 W., 41 E., 5 W.,

28 E.
Bow 47 k. 28 E., 5 W., 41 E., 5 W.,

28 E.
Bow 48 p. 28 E., 6 W., 39 E., 6 W.,

28 E.

Bow 49 k. 29 E., 8 W., 33 E., 8 W.,
29 E.
Bow 50 p. 29 E., 8 W., 33 E., 8 W.,

29 E.
BOW 51 k. 29 E., 10 W., 29 E., 10 W.,

29 E,
Bow 52 p. 30 E., 9 W., 29 E., 9 W.,

30 E.

Bow 53 k. 30 E., 9 W., 29 E., 9 W.,
30 E.
Bow 54 p. 30 E., 6 W.. 1 E., 1 W.,

39 E., 1 W., 1 E., 6 W., 80 E.
Bow 55 k. 31 E., 6 W., 33 E., 6 W.,

31 E.
Bow 56 p. 31 E., 1 W., 1 E., 3 W.,

35 E., 3 W., I E., 1 W., 31 E.
Bow 57 k. 29 E., 3 W., 1 E., 2 W.,

37 E., 2 W., 1 E., 3 W., 29 E.
Bow 58 p. 29 E., 3 W., 3 E., 2 W.,

35 E., 2 W., 1 E., 3 W., 29 E.
Bow 59 k. 28 E., 3 W., 4 E., 1 W.,

35 E., 1 W., 4 E., 3 W., 28 E.
Bow 60 p. 28 E., 1 W., 6 E., 1 W.,

35 E., 1 W., 6 E., 1 W., 28 E.
Bow 61 k. 35 E., 1 W., 35 E., 1 W.,

35 E.

Bow 62 p. in red.

Work 6 rows in stocking-st., weaving
the white wool at back of work; then

shape neck and shoulders as follows:
k. 40 sts., cast off 27 sts. loosely, k. remain

ing 40 sts. Continue in stocking-st. on
last 40 sts., decreasing 1 st. at neck edge
every row until there are 36 sts; work on
these 36 sts. until armhole is 6^ inches

(measure on the straight) ;
then cast off

9 sts. when commencing the row at arm-
hole edge four times. Eeturn to remaining
40 sts. and work to match side just com
pleted.

The Back.
Work exactly as given for front to row

12 of vandyke stripe. Work four rows in

stocking-st., weaving the white wool at
back of work. Cast off 6 sts. at beginning
of next two rows; then k. 2 tog. at both
ends of the needle each alternate row until
there are 107 sts. Work without shaping
until armhole is 6J inches. Shape back
of neck and shoulders thus: k. 38 sts.,
cast off 31 sts., k. 38 sts. On the last 38
sts. continue shaping of k. 2 tog. at neck
edge every row until there are 36 sts.,
then cast off 9 sts. at beginning of every

row at armhole edge four times. Eeturn
to remaining 38 sts. and work to match.

Sleeve.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 52 sts,

with red wool and work in a ribbing of
k. 2, p. 2 for 3$ inches. Purl one row,
increasing to 72 sts.

Change to No. 10 needles and work the

triangle pattern rows as given at com
mencement of front of juniper. Taking
care to keep continuity of pattern, in
crease 1 st. at both ends of the needle in
the 10th and every following 6th row
until there are 106 sts., working the new
sts. into the pattern as they appear. Con
tinue without shaping until sleeve is 18$
inches, then shape top by casting off 6 sts.

at beginning of next two rows; then k. 2
tog. at both ends of the needle every
alternate row until there are 30 sts. Cast
off loosely. Make other sleeve exactly the
same.

To Make Up.
Press carefully with a hot iron over a

damp cloth. Sew up under-arm, sleeve
and right shoulder seams. Sew left shoulder
seam together 1 inch, commencing from
armhole edge.
With right side of work towards you,

pick up the sts. along front edge; work
three rows in stocking-st. and cast off.

Slip-stitch back to make a hem. Pick up
the sts. along the back edge and knit four
rows and cast off. Sew in sleeves, placing
seam at under-arm. Using No. 12 needles
and from right side of work, pick up and
knit all the sts. round neckline; then work
in a ribbing of k. 2, p. 2 for 1J inches.
Cast off loosely ribwise from wrong side
of work. Fasten shoulder opening with
tiny press studs or hoops.

LONDON TOWN JUMPER
[From page 43.]

wool to inside edge of remaining sts. 1st

row K. 18 E., 3 W., 17 E. 2nd row P.
17 E., 3 W., 18 E. 3rd row K. 2 tog. E.,
16 E., 3 W., 17 E. 4th row P. 17 E.,
3 W., 17 E. 5th row K. 2 tog. E., 15 E.,
3 W., 17 E. 6th row P. 18 E., 1 W., 17
E. 7th row K. 2 tog., 15 E., 1 W., 18 E.
8th row P. 18 E., 1 W., 16 E. Now cont.
in K. only, and finish to match other side.

The Sleeves.
Cast on 80 sts. with E. wool and No. 12

needles and work in a k. 1, p. 1 rib for
2 ins. Change to No. 10 needles and st.-st.,

inc. 1 st. at each end of next and every
following 6th row until there are 100 sts.

Cont. until sleeve measures 6 ins. Shape
top: Cast off 5 sts. at beg. of next 2 rows,
then dec. 1 st. at each end of every k. row
until 20 sts. remain. Cast off.

Using No. 12 needles and E. wool, pick
up and k. sts. round front neck and work
in a k. 1, p. 1 rib for 1 in. Cast off. Pick

up sts. across back and work to match.
Sew up all seams.

A visitor coming to town for the Eoyal
Show wants to know what is the correct

amount to expend in tips. If staying at

a hotel you should be prepared to spend
ten per cent, of your hotel bill in tips to

housemaid, porter, dining-room waiter, lift

man, etc. Distribute this in proportion to

the service given at the end of your visit.

Do not tip for individual hotel meals. If

you dine at a restaurant, allow ten per
cent, of the bill as a waiter s tip.

*

A free country is one in which there is

no particular individual to blame for the

existing tyranny.
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&quot;Dri-Glo&quot; Naps

for baby s comfort
&quot;Dri-Glo&quot; are famous for their Mwnderftltiv luxuri

ous bath towels. And now they are making the

softest naps for baby. ()nl\ the finest super-quality

cotton beautifully bleached and one hundred per

cent, hygienic goes into these &quot;Dri-Glo&quot; baby

naps. That means they are read) for instant use.

And they re so super-soft and cushiony, so highly

absorbent they protect bab&amp;gt; against all changes of

climate.

Knowing how many times they have to be washed,

we make our &quot;Dri-Glo&quot; naps in extra-strong double-

warp \arii. with a special non-fray edge that won t

go
&quot;

raggy&quot;
with washing. That s why Dri-Glo&quot;

outlast any other naps for wear.

-itlo&quot; also ma lie spcrinl super-soft

nursery towels for baby.

Available at Stores throughout Australia

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published bv lames RuaselLfor
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CLrnotts

FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s a tasty
snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

There i* no Substitute for Quality!
for your 2SM e Monday. Wednesday and Friday. 7.15 Dm.

&quot; Arnott s Milk

enjoyment

2SM every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7.15 p.m.
2KY every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 7.30 p.m.
2CH every Tuesday and Thursday, 7.45 p.m.

Arrowroot Melodies
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Breeze through bathroom cleaning

EASY WAY/

Say &quot;good-bye&quot; to dulling scratches that

catch and hold onto dirt and make your

cleaning harder. Fine, white Bon Ami
cleans without harmful grit. No hard

scrubbing. No red, rough hands. No gritty

particles left behind.

When you clean with Bon Ami you get a

Bon Ami

polish, too. Baths and sinks sparkle with

bright lustre and keep that shiny, &quot;new&quot;

look longer. Bon Ami is best for windows

and mirrors. Just wipe on. Wipe off. And
the job s all done. Buy Bon Ami either

Powder or Cake to-day.

See how it speeds all

your household cleaning.

THE SPEEDY CLEANSER that

/
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The Velvet Cravat.

The velvet cravat is such a useful and
smart accessory. Worn with any type of
suit especially charming with the soft

dressmaker suit. Made in velvet it can
look particularly smart say, black or

cherry velvet on a light fawn or grey suit.

Quite easily made. First make a straight
double strip to fit the neck (as sketch B).
Then a wide double strip about 14 inches
long and 8 inches wide (when doubled),
as sketch C. Gather up and sew on to
band B where crosses are shown. Sew on
top side, so the gathered frill hangs softly
over, as clearly shown in sketch D.

*--
Scarfs.

Scarfs of infinite variety have again
crept into fashion news; in fact they have
already become very popular, being one
of those fashions which take on because
they are both practical and becoming.A: For day wear, a plain scarf on a pat
terned frock is most effective, or a check
or striped scarf on a plain frock is smart
ness.

B: Glamorous and
romantic is a chiffon scarf,

worn in the evening. C: The old-
world cross-over style, edged with fringe.When not wearing your scarf, it makes a
lovely splash of colour draped over your
arm. All you need is a straight length of
material. To line the scarf with a different
shade is also most attractive. Wear a
scarf, round your shoulder, tucked into
your belt, or over your head Sari fashion.

The Vest they don t

grow out of . .

Little girls shoot up like corn

stalks. They grow out of their

clothes so fast it s hard to keep

up with them.

That s why Bond s make their

Tru-sife Vests for children with

added length.

They fashion their Vests

and matching panties too

from Dreamglo cotton interlock

or unshrinkable wool and rayon
. . . long-wearing fabrics that

come up smiling, washing after

washing.

* That TRU-SIZE label you
find on all Bond s underwear
is your guarantee of fit.

It

means that every garment is

true-to-size.

BOND S TRU-SIZE UNDERWEAR FOR CHILDREN
CU3A
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ROSS and ROBERT BRYANT, of 23 The Avenue. Hurstville.

Dear Sirs, Enclosed you will find a photograph of my two sons,

Robert David, aged 5 years, and Ross John, aged 2 years.
I think you will agree with me they are a credit to your won
derful Biscuits, which they never tire of eating. I strongly
recommend Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits to all mothers with

young children. My mother gave them to her eight children,

tob.

(Signed) Mrs. D. Bryant.

MILKARROWROOT
BISCUITS

There is no Substitute for Quality !

Old-time Father:

From Amelia: &quot;I am a girl of neaily 17

years, and my father objects to me going
to dances. Mother doesn t mind, but father
is adamant. Other girls of my age and
younger go to these dances which are more
in the nature of dancing classes than a
social event. What can I do? I am grow
ing up and father is so old-fashioned that
he has become a spoil-sport. He himself is

a good man, but frightfully narrow and
bosses mum and the rest of us.&quot;- There
are still, unfortunately, some of these mid-
Victorian fathers about, and though they
may not wear the impressive side levers
or other facial herbage of the old times,
they strut about pompously, and are under
the delusion that everything they do is

right, and that other people are wrong The
trouble with them is that they don t grow
up and they don t know it.

I remember some years ago a school
master and schoolmasters and school
teachers are definitely in a class by them
selves who had three beautiful daughters
much sought after by the local

lads; well brought up boys of good char
acter and education. Somewhere about

half-past eight the schoolmaster would put
his head into the drawingroom where the

girls would be having a sing-song with

boy-friends, and say in a cultured and well
modulated voice: &quot;Grace, Edith and Janet,
we are now having family worship. If

your friends would like to join us, they
will be very welcome.&quot; The youths did not

appreciate this kind and sincere invitation,
with the result that they ceased visiting
the house. That was a considerable number
of years ago. The schoolmaster is dead;
so are his daughters, and they all died

spinsters.

That is not a parallel case, but it shows
how parents mistakenly may do their
children a deal of harm. Why not, &quot;Amelia&quot;,

get some older and more broadminded
friend to talk to your father and bring
him out of his dream world. The idea of
a girl nearly 17 being barred from going
to a dancing class or social is just old-

time piffle. Do not disobey your father
but be persistent in asking his permission,
and get your girl friends to help you. Why
not show dad this paragraph? , He maj
take a good laugh at himself.

The Placid Man:
&quot;Is there anything that can move th&

placid type of man. I am naturally vola

tile, fond of excitement and love change
of atmosphere. My husband is the most
regular individual you can meet. Goes to

work at the same time every day and
returns at the same time. He is quiet and
methodical, and I cannot get him out of
his stick-in-the-mud ways.&quot; Vera B.

Why try? If you were married to the vol
canic type of man he would tire you out

quickly, and between you, with your love
of excitement, and his energetic restless

ness, you would both be nervous wreck
cases in a very short time. Be thankful

you have got your placid man, who is

evidently also a good meal ticket. With
a little tactfulness on your part, and a
fair amount of gumption, your married life

should run along smooth lines. There are
thousands of women who would like to

change places with you.

A Drinker:

&quot;I am engaged to a man who is a heavy
drinker and a flirt. My friends say I am
only looking for trouble and that I ought
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perfectly candid with you, I love him in

spite of these handicaps. What should I

do?&quot; Why not go along and put your

problem to a psychiatrist? He, I take it,

would talk to you in a brutally candid

way. If you are looking for trouble, and
lots of it, marry your boose-hound and
Don Juan.

The Other Woman:
&quot;I read your answer to the man whose

wife won t give him a divorce in order

that he may marry the other woman, and

thus forces him to live in sin . Cases of

this kind can be different. I am married

and have three lovely children four, six

and nine years. My husband has become
infatuated with another woman, and I

know he spends money and time with her.

What am I to do? Get a divorce and have

myself and children on the near-breadline?

At present my husband allows me sufficient

to run the home and clothe the^ children;

they arc more than tfe itself to me. Their

father knows I am aware he is untrue to

me, and so for the sake of the children,

though we are polite to each other, we
lead our separate lives. To some folks the

position would be intolerable. I am hope
ful that things may alter. I pray nightly
that this liaison may end, or failing that

that I may live long enough to see my
children grow up and be happily married.&quot;

Sufferer. There are always two sides

to every question and we gladly print
&quot;Sufferer s&quot; letter. The case we referred

to* was that of an avowedly Christian

woman, well-to-do, and who had a hand
some separation allowance sanctioned by
the Court. There were no children involved;

yet this woman would not consent to the

separation being turned into a divorce

decree, and thus caused her husband and
the other woman to continue to &quot;live in

sin&quot;. This, we said, savoured of the dog-

in-the-manger, and was unchristianlike

conduct. In &quot;Sufferer s&quot; case we think she

is, in all the circumstances, pursuing a

wise course. Very often these irregular
affairs end suddenly when the lady in the

case finds what the Americans call a
better &quot;sugar daddy&quot;, or the couple quarrel
between themselves. There are many, kinds
of possibilities that can happen to break

up an irregular attachment.

The Auditor-General has reported to

Parliament that during the year 1947-

1948 52 public servants were responsible
for deficiencies totalling 17,583. Of this

5,427 was recovered. Thefts, robberies
and frauds cost the Commonwealth

72,085.

Anxious mothers are advised to put into

the pocket of their children s coats a card
with their name and address on it when
they are travelling either alone or in com

pany.

AUSTRALIAN HOME JOURNAL
BABY BOOK No 5.

All that is latest and best in Knitting
and Crochet for Baby, clearly illustrated

with instructions set out in the simplest
way possible. It consists of: Pram Suit

for the Baby Girl; Knitted Shell Set; Pram
Cover; Roseleaf Layette; Mauryeen Cro
chet Set; Coat and Bonnet, Bubble Stitch;
The Berry and Leaf Set; Alice Baby Set;
Pamela Outfit; The Graham Suit; Baby s

Shawl; Jessica Coat and Bonnet; Billie-

Boy, Outdoor Suit. Price 1/3 (by Postal

Note) to Australian Home Journal, 407-
409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

BUT NEVER ILL

FAMILY HEALTH RULE KEEPS RHEUMATISM AT BAY

&quot;It s more years than we care to remember since an old friend of my husband s

family put us on to the habit of taking the small daily dose of Kruschen Salts.

Since then we ve scarcely had a day s illness certainly nothing serious. When we

hear of friends of our own age suffering with rheumatism and old people s

complaints we realise just how much we owe to Kruschen.

&quot;/ can assure you we are a family of confirmed

Kruschen regulars.

&quot;We only have one daughter, who we started off on our

daily health rule about the time she came of age. Her

radiant health and energy are the envy of her friends. She s

to be married shortly, and I feel sure that that will be the

beginning of another household of Kruschen regulars .&quot;

CLEANSE YOUR SYSTEM
OF POISONOUS WASTES

The world s best health assurance is to

always place paramount importance on keep

ing your system free of poisonous wastes

which, if retained, may seep into the blood

stream and lead to painful rheumatic ailments.

Kruschen s skilful combination of six salts

stimulates the liver and washes out the kidneys

and helps them to keep the system cleansed

of poisonous wastes.

TWO WAYS TO TAKE
KRUSCHEN

Medicinal Dose. Sufferers -from severe muscular

pains and aching joints of rheumatism, lumbago,
etc., need one teaspoonful of Kruschen taken daily
in a tumbler of hot water before breakfast.

&quot;Little Daily Dose.&quot; As much Kruschen as would
cover a sixpence is tasteless in the first morning
cup of tea or coffee. Yet it has a stimulating tonic

effect, tones up the system, corrects constipation.

SALTS

The Tonic Effect of Kruschen

Keeps Millions of People Fit!

K22.AHJ.
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THOUSANDS Learn to Make
. LOVELY CLOTHES
at HOME-this New Easy Way
Amazing NEW SIMPLIFIED METHOD brings expert
HOME DRESSMAKING ability to EVERY woman and

girl.
So unique so streamlinedso simple it teaches you in

FEW WEEKS, in your OWN HOME by latest SHORT
CUT METHODS, all the SECRETS of DRESSMAKING-
MEASURING, DESIGNING, CUTTING and
PROFESSIONAL FINISHING.

SAVE 50 THIS YEAR
You can start to-day to possess a wardrobe

full of lovely clothes at so little cost.

Something NEW for every occasion. You

can save pounds upon pounds on children s

clothes. You can re-make and renovate.

ANYONE can learn the fascinating art of

Modern Dressmaking by these astoundingly

Simplified and Practical Methods.

FREE ADVICE SERVICE
This course carries a FREE ADVICE
SERVICE. At any time, and on any point,

you may write to the Ross Kynes College,

Sydney, and will receive a prompt and full

reply just as you would in a class. No other
course in Australia can give you this service.

INDRESSMAKING

Mr. Ross Hynes,
Principal of the Ross

Hynes College of Dress

making, Sydney, is

recognised as the leading
authority on style and
clothes.

Mr. Hynes has con

densed his 5/5/0 class

instruction course into a
home course so thai every
woman and girl can

enjoy the same modern
instruction.

COMPLETE HOME TUITION COURSE
FULL COURSE

ONLY
The &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot; is not just a &quot;book on dressmaking.&quot; It is a

complete course which shows you everything in a new, practical, easy-
to-follow way. No matter where you live, Mr. Ross Hynes remarkable
new Home Dressmaking Course brings Sydney instruction right to your
own home. Everything is-explained for you. There are 160 illustrations.

You cannot make a mistake. Mr. Ross Hynes is a Dressmaking tutor of

International repute. He has discovered this amazingly simplified a-nd

practical method of instruction after 20 years experience. There is

nothing like it in Australia.

FARM MftNFY AT HOMF When y u have made al1

cai\r& munci HI iunc. the Cloth
7

es you need yourself

you will find many friends who will gladly pay for your services. Your

spare time will bring you exrta money for dress materials-, holidays and
other pleasures.

STRICT MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. t

u ^
penny. If you are not entirely satisfied in every way that you
will become a successful dressmaker you may return the &quot;Home

Dressmaker&quot; within 10 days and your money will be fully refunded.

FREE! MASTER FOUNDATION PATTERN
with this Edition. Order your copy now !

The Mister Foundation Pattern enables you to cut your own paper
patterns in any style and in 16 different sizes. It is the most astounding
invention that has ever come to dressmaking and completely eliminates all

charts and drafting. By ordering your course of the &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot;

now, you will receive this 5/- Master Foundation Pattern absolutely free.

POST THIS COUPON IMMEDIATELY !.

The Rpss Hynes Home Dressmaker, Mail Cept., G.P.O. Box 3503, Sydney, N.S.W.
Dear Sir,

Please send me your complete Ross Hynes Home Dressmaker course with
Free Master Foundation Pattern. I understand that if after 10 days I am not
entirely satisfied that this course is all that is claimed of it I may return it and
my money will be refunded in full.

NAME K you haven t the

money just now,
ADDRESS send only 5/- and

a course will be
reserved for you.

(AHJ S/49)

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help and

benefit to readers who desire information concerning

matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which will

never be published under any circumstances) , corre

spondents are requested to send a pen-name, to which

the answer may be addressed.]

NEW BOOTS. A simple remedy for new
leather boots which will not polish is to

rub them -with half a lemon, and leave

until thoroughly dry before cleaning. The

application may be repeated on-ce or twice

to still further improve them. Mother.
HOME TYPEWRITING. &quot;I have a type

writer at home and intend taking some

typing in, but don t know what prices to

charge for such work. Perhaps you can

help me?&quot; E.S. The usual price is 3d.

per folio of 72 words. If one carbon copy
is also wanted the overall charge would
be 4d. per folio.

^

COCONUT FRUIT BALLS. Ingredients: i

Ib. of glace cherries, \ Ib. of icing sugar,
2 ozs. of desiccated coconut, 1 teaspoonful
of lemon juice, white of egg. Cut the

cherries in small pieces, mix them with the

sugar finely sifted, add the coconut and
lemon juice and enough white of egg to

form a stiff paste. Leave it for an hour or

two in a warm room. Then dip your
fingers in icing sugar and form the paste
into balls. Roll them in coconut mixed
with a little caster sugar and leave to dry.

Miss L. M.
BORGIA. Lucrezia Borgia was a sister of

Caesar Borgia. Her fat-her gave her in

marriage to a nephew of the King of

Naples, who was murdered by her brother s

assassins. She then married the Duke of

Ferrara. She was celebrated for her beauty,
and has been accused of many enormities.

All this happened over 400 years ago.
Student.

ORANGE SOUFFLE. Peel and cut four

oranges, removing seeds. Add one cupful
of sugar and pour into glass dish. Then
blend two tablespoonsful cornflour with a

little milk, placing the remainder of one

pint of milk in saucepan. When almost

boiling, add the cornflour and cook five

minutes. Remove, add \ cupful of sugar,

yolks of two eggs and pinch of salt. Add
one heaped tablespoonful of sugar and
beat again. Pile on top of mixture. Serve

perfectly cold. Marie.
GREASE SPOTS. To clean grease spots

before painting a wall, wash over smoky
or greasy parts with saltpetre, or very thin

lime whitewash. If so-apsuds are used,

they must be washed off thoroughly, as

they prevent the paint from drying hard.

F.F.T.

FRANKENSTEIN. This is not a word of

German origin. It really meams any crea

ture that brings anxiety or disaster to its

author. It is from the Frankenstein
romance by Mrs. Shelley. A student cre

ated a soulless monster, purely animal and

powerful for evil, that eventually killed

its creator. Miss D. D.

ROSE PUNCH is very pretty at an informal

debutante dance. Over a cake of ice in

the punch bowl empty a pint bottle of

raspberry juice and enough sparkling white

grape juice to produce a pale rose tint.

Scatter a few rose petals over the surface

of the punch and serve with very tiny
watercress sandwiches and little pink iced

cakes, decorated with candles, rose petals
or mint leaves. &quot;Bnlli Girl.&quot;

HOME OF GOLF. St. Andrew s, in Fife-

shire, Scotland, is especially famed as the
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&quot;home of
golf&quot;,

where the Koyal and

Ancient Club, with its splendid links, is

located. It has numerous interesting

historic ruins. No reflection on the golfers

intended. Fred. S.

CHEBBY AND PINEAPPLE CAP. Seed a

quart of large, sweet cherries, and shred

the pulp of a pineapple. Mix the cherries

and pineapple with \ cupful of sugar, and

chill. Keep cool on ice until ready to

serve. Just before serving, pour over the

fruit \ cupful of lemon juice and \ cupful

or orange juice mixed with \ cupful of

sugar. Serve in punch cups.
FINNAN HADDIE RAREBIT (Serves six).

\\ Ibs. finnan haddie, 1 cupful cream, 5

cupful milk, \\ cupsful grated cheese, 2

teaspoonsful Worcestershire sauce, 3 eggs

(slightly beaten), toast. Cover finnan

haddie with water and let stand 1 hour;

drain, cover with fresh water, and simmer

until tender. Drain again, cool, remove

bones, and flake. Add flaked fish to cream,

milk, cheese and Worcestershire sauce.

Season with salt if desired. Heat in top

of double boiler until cheese melts. Add

eggs and stir constantly until thick^ Serve

at once on hot toast. &quot;Set Up.&quot;

PBICKLY HEAT. Dress lightly, removing
flannels. Bathe in cool (not cold) water,
often enough to remove the irritating

perspiratory secretions. After the bath,

dry the skin with soft towels. If the

itching is excessive, apply lotions contain

ing one teaspoonful of saleratus to a pint
of water. If the eruption covers the

entire surface of the body, take a bath in

tepid water containing from two to four

ounces of washing soda. MBS. L.

CABBAGE-APPLE SALAD. Mix together
well 1 cupful of shredded cabbage, \ cup
ful of shredded or diced apple, \ teaspooa-
ful of mustard, i teaspoonful of salt, \

tablespoonful of sugar, 1 tablespoonful of

lemon juice, a sprinkling of cayenne pep
per, and 2 tablespoonsful of cream. Set

in a cool place until ready to serve. Yield:

two half-cupful servings. Miss G. M.
OXFORD UNIVERSITY. &quot;I am told that

Oxford University comprises a large num
ber of colleges. Can you tell me the names
of some of them?&quot; Student. Here they
are: Balliol, Exeter, Merton, Oriel, Queen s

New, Lincoln, All Souls, Magdalen, Brasen-

ose, Corpus Christi, Christ Church, Trinity,
St. John s, Jesus, Wadham, Pembroke,
Worcester, Hertford, Keble, St. Edmund
Hall; 5 Women s Societies.

BANANA PUFFS. Quarter pint of water,
1 oz. butter, 3 ozs. flour (plain), 2 eggs.
Boil water with the butter, stir in flou-r,

and beat until smooth. Let it cool a little,

then add eggs, one at a time, and beat
well. Put a dessertspoonful on greased
slides for each puff. Cook in moderate
oven until golden brown, about 25 min
utes generally. When cool, fill with the

following mixture: 1 oz. cornflour, \ oz.

sugar, barley, \ pint of milk, 1 egg, 3

bananas. Boil the milk, add cornflour

previously mixed with milk, add sugar.
Boil three minutes, and then add beaten

egg and banana pulped. Miss O E.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have published a booklet which

will be appreciated by those interested in

knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions
and illustrations are given for the follow

ing: The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Boottees, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pitchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a CODV.

The Doctor Answers
Patient: &quot;But why should I have Rheumatism, Doctor?&quot;

Doctor: &quot;Well, Rheumatism can be caused by two things:

an injury to a joint or muscle or by an accumulation

of poisons in the blood stream which is a condition

we call toxaemia. Thousands of people like yourself,

in the last few years, have overworked and neg
lected their health, letting poisons collect in the

blood stream so that the ranks of sufferers from

Rheumatism have increased enormously.&quot;

Patient: &quot;But, Doctor, how do these poisons accumulate?&quot;

Doctor: &quot;Your blood is constantly flowing through your

kidneys to be purified from uric acid and other

poisons. If your kidneys fail to do this, these poisons circulate back through

your body and collect in the muscles and joints, causing the aches and

pains that most people call Rheumatism.&quot;

Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids help drive out the crippling poisons from your blood

stream that are the cause of Rheumatic aches and pains; your kidneys are cleansed

and strengthened and you get a new feeling of good health and energy.

If you suffer from Rheumatic pains, backache, sciatica, lumbago, kidney and bladder

weaknesses, neuritis, gout, etc., start a course of Menthoids right away.

Get a month s treatment flask of Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids for 6/6 with Diet Chart,

or a 12-day flask for 3/6, from your nearest chemist or store, or a postal note to

British Medical Laboratories, Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney, will bring you Menthoids

by return mail.

MENTHOIDS FOR RHEUMATISM
HER RHEUMATISM GOES AS SHE LOSES UGLY FAT
Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-0-Form
&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;I have been crippled with rheumatism,
until some friends recommended me to take Youth-O-Form to reduce my weight.
I DID REDUCE and, more marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared.
That was four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and this year I

got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions were useless. I told my doctor,

who is leading physician at one of the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Form was
the only thing that ever did me any good, and he advised me to try it again, and
that the Youth-O-Form prescription was
well known. Once again I am quite well

and fit.&quot;

If you are overweight and
suffer from Rheumatism,
Indigestion, Constipation,
or constant headaches,
Youth-O-Form will help

you, too.

Mrs. Darley, pictured below, is only
one of countless Australian women
who have regained health and appear-

x ance through Youth-O-Form.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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RECENT AMERICAN
DfNTAL CONVENT/ON ADVOCATED

A DENTAL CHAIR BUILT
FORTWO-THE PATIENT
AND THE DENTIST! SEE
XOUR DENTIST TWICE

KOLYNOS TWICE DAILY.

KOLYNO5 BUBBLES

KOLVNOS GOES TWICE AS FAR AS
ORDINARY DENTAL CREAM BECAUSE
IT IS CONCENTRATED.
HALF-AN-INCHONA
DRV BRUSH IS

PLENTY/

KOtYNO5 CtE4NS BETTER, TASTED BETTER

Stop your Headache
Auaciii stops headaches faster. Firs* because it

contains an extra ingredient.- Secondly because
it is a prescription for pain and aches. ANACBV.
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Be Heady for the Snow
Here we have one of the snap pullovers

for the^ skiing season. We give the colour

scheme as red and white, but there are

ever so many combinations which may be
used to advantage to harmonise with the

rest of your outfit.

Materials: 9 skeins of red crepe 3-ply

wool, 8 skeins of white; 2 bone knitting
needles No. 10 and 2 No. 11; 2 snap
fasteners.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,

19 inches; width at under-arm, 32-33

inches; sleeve, 18 inches.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together; W., white; E., red.

Weave each colour wool across back by
holding loosely the unused wool at back
of each stitch when other wool is in action.

The Front.

Using No. 11 needles and red wool cast

on 124 sts. and work in a ribbing of k. 1,

p. 1 for 3 inches.

Change to No. 10 needles and purl one

row, increasing 3 sts. along the row (127

sts.). Join white wool and work the pattern
as follows, taking care not to pull the

wool not in action to spoil its elasticity.
Row 1 k. 4 E., 1 W., 4 E., I W.,

*

15 E., 1 W., 4 E., 1 W. Eepeat from * to

last 12 sts., 12 E.
Row 2 p. 11 E.,

* 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
4 W., 13 E. Eepeat from * to last 11 sts.,

1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 4 E., 1 W., 3 E.

Row 3 k. 2 E., 1 W., 4 E., 1 W., 3 E.,
*

I W., 11 E., 6 W., 3 E. Eepeat from * to

last 11 sts., 1 W., 10 E.

Row 4 p. 11 E.,
* 4 E., 3 W., 2 E., 1 W.,

II E. Eepeat from *
to last 11 sts., 9 E.,

1 W., 1 E.
Row 5 k. 1 W., 10 E.,

* 10 E., 1 W., 3 E.,
3 W., 4 E. Eepeat from * to last 11 sts.,

10 E., 1 W.
Row 6 p. 1 E., 1 W., 9 E.,

* 4 E., 4 W.,
3 E., 1 W., 9 E. Eepeat from * to last 11

sts., 11 E.
Row 7 k. 11 E.,

* 8 E., 1 W., 3 E., 4 W.,
5 E. Eepeat from * to last 11 sts., 8 E.,
1 W., 2 E.
Row 8 p. 3 E., 1 W., 6 E., 1 W.,

* 10

W., 3 E., 1 W., 6 E., 1 W. Eepeat from *

to last 32 sts., 10 W., 3 E., 1 W., 18 E,
Row 9 k. 17 E., 1 W., 3 E., 11 W.,

*

1 W., 5 E., 1 W., 3 E., 11 W. Eepeat from
to last 11 sts., 1 W., 5 E., 1 W., 4 E.
Row 10 p. 5 E., 1 W., 4 E., 1 W., *

10 W., 1 E., 1 W., 3 E., 1 W., 4 E., 1 W.
Eepeat from * to last 32 sts., 10 W., 1 E.,
1 W., 3 E., 1 W., 16 E.

Row 11 k. lS E., 1 W., 3 E., 1 W., 4 E.,
8 W.,

*
1 W., 3 E., I W., 3 E., 1 W., 4 E.,

8 W. Eepeat from * to last 11 sts., 1 W.,
3 E., 1 W., 6 E.
Row 12 p. 7 E., 1 W., 3 E.,

* 13 E., 1 W.,
3 E., 1 W., 3 E. Eepeat from * to last 11

sts., 11 E.
Row 13 k. 11 E.,

* 2 E., 1 W., 3 E.,
1 W., 6 E., 7 W., 1 E. Eepeat from * to

last 11 sts., 2 E., 1 W., 8 E.

ROW 14 p. 9 E., 1 W., 1 E.,
* 2 E., 7 W.,

6 E., 1 W., 3 E., 1 W., 1 E. Eepeat from
11 E.

E.,
* 1 W., 3

Eepeat from *
E., 2 W.,
to last 11

to last 11 sts.,

Row 15 k. 11
5 E., 7 W., 3 E.

sts., 1 W., 10 E.
Row 16 p. 10 E., 1 W.,

*
1 E., 1 W.,

2 E., 6 W., 1 E., 7 W., 2 E., 1 W. Eepeat
from * to last 11 sts., 1 E., 1 W., 9 E.
Row 17 k. 8 E., 1 W., 2 E.,

*
1 W.,

2 E., 13 W., 2 E., 1 W., 2 E. Eepeat from
to last 11 sts., 1 W., 10 E.
Row 18 p. 10 E., 1 W.,

* 3 E., 1 W.,

2 E., 5 W., 9 E., 1 W. Eepeat from * to

last 11 sts., 3 E., 1 W., 7 E.
. Row 19 k. 6 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 2 E.,

*

11 E., 3 W., 2 E., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 2 E.

Eepeat from * to last 11 sts., 11 E.
Row 20 p. 11 E.,

*
1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,

2 E., 1 W., 4 E., 4 W., 7 E. Eepeat from
* to last 11 sts., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 2 E.,
1 W., 5 E.
Row 21 k. 4 E., 1 W., 4 E., 1 W., 1 E.,

*

7 E., 4 W., 3 E., 1 W., 4 E,, 1 W., 1 E.

Eepeat from * to last 11 sts., 11 E.

Row 22 p. 11 E.,
*

1 W., 1 E., 1 W.,
1 E., 4 W., 3 E., 4 W., 6 E. Eepeat from
* to last 11 sts., 1 W., 1 E., 1 W., 4 E.,
1 W., 3 E.

Row 23 k. 2 E., 1 W., 4 E., 1 W., 3 E,
*

1 W., 6 E., 3 W., 2 E., 6 W., 3 E. Eepeat
from * to last 11 sts., 1 W., 10 E.

Row 24 p. 11 E.,
* 4 E., 3 W., 2 E.,

1 W., 11 E. Eepeat from * to last 11 sts.,
9 E., 1 W., 1 E.

Eepeat rows 5 to 24 until work measures
12 inches from commencement for 19-inch

length pullover, or 13 inches for 20-inch.

Taking care to keep continuity of pat
tern, cast off 8 sts. at beginning of next 2

rows; then k. 2 tog. at both ends of the~

needle every alternate row until there are

99 sts.

Work without shaping until armhole is

4i inches (measure on the straight). Shape
neck by working over 38 sts., slip next 23

sts. on a safety pin, leave remaining 38

sts. On the first 38 sts. continue working,
taking care to keep pattern correct;
decrease 1 st. at neck edge every 2nd row
until there are 34 sts. Work without shap
ing until armhole is 6f inches; then cast

off 6 sts. at armhole edge 5 times, then

remaining 4 sts. Join wool at neck edge
of remaining 38 sts. and work to match
the shaping of side just completed,

Back.
Cast on 127 sts. and work exactly as

given for front until there are 99 sts.

Continue on these 99 stitches until arm-
hole is 6| inches, then cast off 6 sts. at

beginning of next 10 rows, then 4 sts. at

beginning of next 2 rows. Slip remaining
sts. on safety pin and leave for time being.

Sleeves (both alike).
Cast on 60 sts. on No. 11 needles with

red wool and work in a ribbing of k. 1,

[Turn to page 50.&quot;]
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WHITE SUNDAY
By LILIAN CHISHOLM.

A white frock and a child s faith in a

Hope believed she had found the answer
to her problem.

It had all happened so very simply, aa

things do sometimes happen, when you
least expect them. Of all places in the

world, surely, you would least expect to

solve a life-time problem at Granny s, and

yet that was exactly the way
it had happened. One moment
Hope had been perplexed and
confused, like she had been
for a very, very long time

past, and then quite suddenly
things came nice and clear

it was a little bit like the

time she had gas at the den

tist, and came float

ing through a thick
white mist into beau-
tiful clear air again.

It wasn t that

Hope liked
being a Prob-

lem Child. The
first time she

had heard her

mother describe

her as a &quot;prob

lem&quot; she had
been rather flattered.

But the conversation

changed quickly, and
it was then that Hope
realised there might
be something &quot;not :

quite nice&quot; about being a

problem. She had asked

Daddy that night, on
one of his rare visits to

his little daughter s

room.
&quot;Am I would you

say I was a problem,
Daddy?&quot; she had asked

anxiously, and she could
remember him now, the

way he had stood there
on the white skin rug
staring at her, and his

cheeks rather pale.
&quot;You re a problem all

right, my sweet,&quot; he had
said slowly, not as if he
was really talking to her
at all. &quot;Perhaps you re the

biggest problem of all.&quot;

She had come to dread
the word. It got itself all

tangled up with lots of

funny things that happened
soon afterwards. It was
somehow mixed up with
Daddy going away for

much, much longer than
usual, and with Mummy
being too busy to remember
she had a little girl to play with, and with
people stopping talking when Hope came
into the room.

It was as if the whole world knew she
was a problem, and had politely turned
its back on her and was pretending not to
see. Even Mrs. Charring, who came to
&quot;do&quot; for Mummy some mornings, knew
about it.

&quot;They re sending the poor little mite to
her Granny s, and small

wonder,&quot; Mrs.

beloved tradition made a dream come true!

Charring confided to the milkman. &quot;She s

a problem and no mistake.&quot;

* *

And so they had sent her to Granny s.

Leastways, Mummy had sent her really,
because Daddy it seemed had gone on a

journey that was likely to last a very long
time.

never was a problem child who couldn t be
cured by a slap when it s naughty and a

hug when it s good. Problem, fiddlesticks!

Don t pay any attention to such stuff,
child. Supposing I tell you about Whit-

sun, hm? You know what Whitsun really

is, don t you! Whitsun means White Sun
day.&quot;

Hope s eyes brightened and she held her
breath eagerly. White Sunday! That
sounded beautiful. Nobody could hurt

you on a White Sunday, nobody could be

unhappy or cross or puzzled.
&quot;And when your mother was young,&quot;

Granny went on, leaning back in her chair,

&quot;all little girls wore white on Whit Sun

day. It was quite a disgrace for a nice

little girl not to have a pretty white frock

There at the gate stood
Hope in a white starched

frock. . . .

Granny was old and a little bit twisted,
and some days, when the weather found
her out, she could scarcely walk at all. But
she had a fund of stories, which seemed
never ending. She knew everything
except about problems, of course. Granny
had never had a problem child. She had
looked -quite cross when Hope asked her.

&quot;What sort of nonsense is that you re

talking, child?&quot; she had said, glaring at

Hope through her keen dark eyes. &quot;There

% to go to church
% in on Whit
\ Sunday. I can

remember my
white frock
even now. It

was all stiff,

and it had hun
dreds of starched frills

round the hem, and it made
a lovely swishy noise as I

walked to church. I can re

member lots and lots of
little girls walking down this

very village street, all in

white, singing because they
were happy, and God had
been very good to us all. The
old women of the village
used to say that if a little

maid prayed a wish on Whit
Sunday it was bound to come
true there wasn t anything
you couldn t put right at
Whitsun. Some of the little

girls, if they had been

naughty, used to badger their
mother into making a white

frock, because they thought
all their sins would be for

given when they went to

church.

Hope hardly dared to

breathe. It was more wonderful than
Father Christmas, more, more special than
Peter Pan, more true than fairies, and
much oh, much more lovely than all the

Bible stories put together. Little girl*
could be as bad as anything all the year
round, but if they wore white frocks and
went to church on White Sunday, they,

too, became white and good and lovely,
and everybody forgave them and loved

them again. It solved everything, even
the problem! It was almost too simple to

be true.
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&quot;You you proved it, Granny?&quot; she asked.

&quot;Aye, I proved it, right enough, and so

did your mother,&quot; Granny said serenely.
&quot;There s nothing like white for catching
the eye, you know. But run along now,
darling, and ask Milly to make us some
nice buttered toast for a treat, hm? We ve
talked enough.&quot;

Hope skipped away to the kitchen, her

face flushed, her hair tousled, and plump,
rose-cheeked Milly surveyed her indul

gently.
&quot;Well, it s a rosy little girl you re look

ing, to be sure,&quot; she said equably. &quot;Would

you like to come home with me after tea?
I ve made a scone round for my mother,
and if your Granny can spare you, we ll

be off, shall wef&quot;

* * *

Hope loved going to the funny, shabby
little cottage where Milly s family
Jived. She liked to sit in a corner, &amp;gt;&amp;gt;|

out of the way, and watch that jjfgg

strange couple who were Milly s

mother and father. She would wait
till they started one of their argu
ments, and sometimes she

laughed till she had to stuff

her hankie into her mouth

&quot;Dear Mummy,&quot; the letter read. &quot;I must
have a white frock quickly. It s very im
portant, and I hope it will not be a problem
for you. Please.&quot;

Nothing to make such a fuss about,

surely? Yet Milly seemed to peer so

closely at the letter her eyes got all red
and crumpled-looking and her lips were

tightly folded.

&quot;White frock, indeed!&quot; she muttered, as

she stuck the stamp on with unnecessary
violence. &quot;Them and their problems
pshaw!&quot;

* * *

There couldn t possibly be a frock for
two days, of course. Hope knew a letter

&quot;People like that don t deserve to have &quot;

&quot;Milly!&quot; Granny s mouth was all tight,
and her eyes quite hard. &quot;You forget your
self! There is always an explanation, you
know. Ah, look for yourself!&quot; She hurried
to J;he window. &quot;He s coming back, and he
has a parcel! Hope, my dear, there s a

parcel, and it must be the frock.&quot;

* *

It was a pink frock.

Sometimes you just can t believe things,
and this was one thing Hope couldn t

believe. She swallowed very, very hard,
and she shut her eyes and opened them
again, but it was still pink.

&quot;Darling, white is 80

,,:.; dreadfully old-fashioned, so

pyi I am sending an adorable

:|f| little rose-pink frock which
you will love. I wish
I could see you, but I

in case they thought her rude. At first

he had been a little bit embarrassed, but
Milly had soon put that right.

&quot;Mark my words, husband and wife that
never get to squabbling don t love one
another a row of brass buttons!&quot; she had
aid.

Hope remembered the way her mother
and father talked when she was with them.
Always polite, never contradicting. But
that, of course, was because she herself
was a problem, and nobody could be happy
with a problem in the house.
She pulled at Milly s apron.
&quot;Will you write a letter for me before

we
go?&quot; she demanded. &quot;It s the most im

portant letter in the world, and I have to
send it quickly.&quot;

Milly was no scholar, but even allowing
for that she seemed to find the simple let
ter extremely difficult. And when it was
done she read it through and through, and
looked at Hope queerly.

The doctor came
very late at night.

took all night and always arrived at break
fast-time. Then Mother had to go out and
buy the frock, and pack it in tissue paper
and send it back to Granny s, and that
would take another day and night.
Hope didn t seem particularly interested

in meals any more, somehow. She liked
to curl up at the window and watch for the
postman, and when, on four consecutive
days, he either didn t come at all, or only
came with letters for Granny and Milly,
she grew less and less interested in food.
And when Whitsun was nearly upon them,
Milly could stand it no longer.

&quot;She ought to be ashamed!&quot; she said

shortly, when the postman passed the door.

am so busy. Be a good
girl. . . .&quot;

&quot;Darling, it s beau
tiful!&quot; Granny offered unhappily,
touching the pink frills. &quot;Mummy
is quite right white is old-fashioned,

you know.&quot;

Milly looked furious. She crumpled up
the tissue paper and she stamped to the
door.

&quot;It s your own fault,&quot; she said hotly.
&quot;You stuffing her little head up with all

that nonsense about Whitsun. She d never
have thought of it without you putting
the idea into her head.&quot;

&quot;Heaven forgive me for being a foolish
old woman,&quot; Granny said in a whisper. &quot;I

forgot it all the moment I had told her.
So that s why it had to be white? Hope,
don t cry, my poppet.&quot;

&quot;I m not crying,&quot; the little girl told her
in a polite voice, &quot;and it s a lovely frock.
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But I&quot; her voice cracked suddenly, &quot;but

I hate it!&quot;

Milly offered to take Hope home in the

evening, the only treat her poor, honest

heart oould think of for the child. Hope
didn t want to go. Her Granny offered h^er

the freedom of the old oak chest in the

attic a hitherto incredible delight to Hope
but now she only half-heartedly accepted.
&quot;I ll take you home to-morrow,&quot; Milly

offered indulgently. &quot;We always have high
tea on Whit Sunday, and my parents will

be proud to have you, dearie.&quot;

&quot;Is it White Sunday to-morrow ?&quot; Hope
asked slowly, and they nodded silently.
She went up into the attic, and there she

stayed until darkness crept down over the

house and Milly came to fetch her for bed.

To Milly s surprise the child seemed to

have forgotten her grief, snuggling down
quite happily into her bed and smiling at

Milly. Milly frowned, perplexed.
&quot;You re a queer one,&quot; she teased. &quot;Cry

ing one moment and laughing the next,
eh? My mother is making you a special

jelly to-morrow as near white as no mat
ter I&quot;

And when Milly had gone, Hope took
her great discovery from beneath her bed
and held it against her face. It smelt of
lavender and camphor and dust, and some
indefinable bitter-sweet smell that she had
never smelt before. And it was a white
frock.

It was soft against her cheek, and she
troked it and laughed a little, and prayed
to God about it.

&quot;Thauk You very much,&quot; she kept on
Baying over and over again. &quot;Thank You
for letting me be a little white girl. Now
the problem will come right. You said so,
didn t you? Granny said so, too, so it

must be true. Granny knows she proved
it. and so did Mummy, and so will I, won t

If Thank You!&quot;
-

She put the pink frock on for church in
the morning. Her Granny heaved a sigh
of relief when she saw the child s serene
face above the rose-coloured frock.

&quot;I shan t be able to come with you,
Hope,&quot; she said, &quot;but you can meet Milly
at the church gates. She is going home to
fetch her parents. Don t fidget, there s a
good girl, and say a prayer for your poor
old granny, ehf&quot;

Milly went home, and Hope set off for
church. It wasn t quite so warm as every
body hopes for Whitsun to be, but in spite
of that Milly wore her new straw hat, and
she took her umbrella

&quot;just in case, like.
And you must take your coat, pet. It often
turns cold after a morning like this.&quot;

* *

The last bell was ringing by the time
Milly and her parents reached the lane
leading to the church. They put on an
extra spurt, and half-way down the lane
they stopped, of one accord, and stared at
the queer little figure waiting for them at
the church gate.
The pink frock was gone, and so was the

eoat. There stood Hope, erect and defiant,
in a white, starched frock, with frills
around the hem.

&quot;It s the old lady s,&quot; said Milly slowly,
as they started on again. &quot;The child must
have found it in the attic. She ll be the
laughing stock of the village, the poor
darling but what ll we do?&quot;

&quot;For
myself,&quot; said Milly s father sav

agely, &quot;I ll slay the first one as laughs at
the maid be it my best friend or no!&quot;

And so, with the final pealing of the

bell, Milly s father led his family and

Hope into a crowded church. Some eyes
wrinkled into laughter, and others turned

away, swiftly, that they might not be

noticed.

Hope saw none of them, heard none of

the suppressed laughter, the sidelong

glances passed her by. After to-day there

would be no problem, and her mother and
father would love her, and everybody
would be as happy as as Milly s people!
No greater Heaven than that could she

hope for anyone
* * *

The wind blew up whilst they were in

church. Milly, who had sat very close to

Hope so that she might not feel the draught
from the big stained glass window beside

them, frowned anxiously.
&quot;Where did you leave your coat, dear?&quot;

she asked, under cover of the final hymn,
and Hope, her eyes shining, her face radi

ant, looked at Milly.
&quot;In the barn,&quot; she confessed happily. &quot;It

wasn t really wicked, was it? My pink
froek is there, too. Has the problem gone
now, do you suppose?&quot;

&quot;More likely just starting,&quot; muttered

Milly irately, as they came out of the
church to find the first heavy raindrops
just beginning. &quot;You ll have to run, my
dear and run fast. You ll catch your
death, so you will. Run on now and get
changed into your proper clothes before

your Granny sees
you.&quot;

But Hope didn t run. She wanted to see

all the nice villagers, who seemed to have
become, quite suddenly, terribly kind. One
old man stopped to put a hand on her head,
as if to bless her. &quot;The dear little maid,&quot;

he said softly. &quot;You don t know what
good you ve done to-day, bless your heart.
You re like a little bit of the past come to
life a little memory in white.&quot;

Soon after she arrived home Hope began
to feel ill. First she was hot, then she
was cold, and finally she didn t care much
which she was because everything was
behaving so strangely it didn t really mat
ter. Granny looked at Milly and Milly
looked at Granny. In the evening, when
Hope was saying for the twentieth time
she was thirsty, Milly burst into tears.

&quot;It s all along of the white frock,&quot; she
blurted out to Granny. &quot;I know you ll

never forgive me, but what could we do?
There she stood, poor little maid at the
church gate, in your old white frock &quot;

The doctor came very late that night.
He examined Hope and he heard Granny s

story, and he sniffed, quite rudely for a
very nice doctor.

&quot;The sooner you get those young fools
down here, madam,&quot; he said to Granny,
&quot;the better for that poor child. I d like
to give them a little piece of my mind, so
I would! I heard it from my wife. The
village can talk of nothing else.&quot;

* * *

And so poor old Granny had to start

phoning, and there was a lot of wiring and
cross-phoning, and arguing, and explana
tion, and then, quite suddenly Hope came
out of a thick blanket of mist, and saw
her mother and father in the room, and

It couldn t be true, of course. Miracles
might happen if you prayed hard enough,
but this was something she had forgotten
to pray about because she was so busy
praying about the Problem. But but
her lips parted into a cracked little smile
but it was true! Her mother and father

were behaving like real, husband-and-w^fe
people they were quarrelling! They

weren t being a little bit polite, or even

pretending to me! Even Milly s father
never glowered quite so fiercely as Daddy
was doing now.

&quot;If anything happens to the child,&quot; he
was saying harshly. &quot;I ll never forgive
you. I knew this would happen as soon as

my back was turned! You never did know
the first thing about looking after her; J

even had to teach you to put on a napkin!
You can t deny it, you young idiot! What
kind of a mother do you think you are?

Sending that fool dress when the child

specially asked for white so wrapped up
in that stupid, silly career of yours, you
couldn t take time off to wonder why it

had to be white, could you? For two pins
I d spank you and I m not joking

&quot;

And mother s cheeks were a glorious
red, and her eyes were full of little sparks.

&quot;If I hadn t been so worried about you,

imagining all kinds of things happening
to you in that idiotic flat of yours,&quot; she

said swiftly, &quot;this would never have hap
pened, because I d never have sent her

away in the first place! But what kind of

a home was it for her with you gone, and
me weeping all over the place, and &quot;

Then it all worked according to plan,
like a neat jig-saw puzzle, just like Milly s

people. Quite suddenly they weren t apart
any longer, but close together, and

Mummy s head was on Daddy s shoulder,

and she was crying, and he was smiling,
and they spoke so very, very softly

&quot;You wept because I was gone, you little

scatterbrain?&quot; he asked gently. &quot;Then, all

those things you said when we agreed to

separate, they didn t mean a thing? I was
so darned worried about what would hap
pen to the child, darling it was all such a

problem but I love you so much, you
little idiot you must have known it

&quot;

&quot;But if anything happens to her, it will

be my fault &quot; said Mummy, crying.
&quot;Oh, John, I ve been such a fool! If she

doesn t get better, I shall die. Life is

such a problem
&quot;

&quot;Problem, fiddlesticks!&quot; snapped Granny H

voice from the doorway. &quot;Don t you two
ever talk of anything but problems^ The

only problem at this minute is how to

make you two foolish children realise that
all the child wants is for you to turn round
and talk to her instead of weeping on each
other s shoulders! There never was any
thing wrong with that child except that

you were so busy deciding who was to have

her, and who loved her the most, that you
forgot to love her as little g-irls want to

be loved. Get along with you, do!&quot;

They came and stood beside Hope, and
she lay there looking at them.

&quot;It worked, didn t it?&quot; she croaked

thinly. &quot;I prayed that the Problem would

go, and it went, didn t it? You shouted
and that means you love one another
Millie said so. It was rather a funnv

frock, Mummy but it worked, didn t it?

Granny said all little girls wore white
and they always got what they wanted.
She said it worked for you, Mummy. How
did it?&quot;

Her mother giggled yes, actually

giggled!
&quot;I wore white on the Whitsunday I first

met your Daddy,&quot; she said, blushing ador

ably. &quot;Granny always made us wear white.

I m sorry I was so silly about the pink,
dear &quot;

Hope clapped her hands delightedly.
&quot;And you prayed for Daddy and got

him!&quot; she said happily. &quot;And if you hadn t
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worn a white frock you might never have

found him!&quot;

Mummy choked a little.

&quot;And if my little girl hadn t worn a

white frock yesterday, I might have lost

him again,&quot;
she said shakily. &quot;Darling

when you have a little girl of your own,
never forget what I forgot, will you?
Never raind what she asks for make sure

she really wants it, and then get it, no

matter what you have to do to get it. It

may sound awfully silly to you then, but

try to understand, will you?&quot;

Hope snuggled down contentedly, one

hand held by her father, the other by her

mother. Then she frowned.

&quot;But, Mummy supposing I have a little

boy,&quot; she demanded, &quot;what do I do then?&quot;

Daddy looked at Mummy and there it

was, that beautiful look which she had

seen in the eyes of Milly s mother and
father warm, and cosy, and sure.

&quot;Tell your little boy to fall in love with

a little girl in white,&quot; he teased softly;

&quot;tell him that little girls all nice little

girls, wear white!&quot;

A String of Pearls.

What a delight to a woman is a long
string of pearls: a treasure in itself, as it

can be used so many ways. Perhaps you
have already used it to ornament a

frock, and now sketched are a few of the

latest ways:

Enamelled furniture needs special treat

ment. There are lots of excellent products
on the market for cleaning enamelled fur

niture. But just for a minor &quot;pick-me-

up,&quot; give it a wash with a flannel dipped
in a solution of one tablespoonful of bi

carbonate of soda to a quart of water.
You ll find your furniture quite &quot;cheered&quot;

by this simple treatment.

A pessimist is one who makes difficulties

of his opportunities; an optimist is one
who makes opportunities of his difficulties.

A: The pearls round throat, knotted at

one side. B: Bound the neck and undsr
the revere. C: Wound round wrist. D: As
a waist belt. E: As a high neck collar.

F: Another idea for under the collar.

Many of you still have a long string of

pearls or beads; beads of any sort would
look most attractive.

Juvenile Crime.

A leading British newspaper threw opem
its columns to the discussion of juvenile
crime, which is just as rampant and alarm

ing there as it is in Australia. Magistrate*,
members of the Clergy, youth leaders.

school teachers and scores of others inti

mately connected with &quot;Young Britain&quot;

wrote long and thoughtful letters.

The big answer contained in almost

every letter was a return to Christianity.
There are practical suggestions for more

scripture films, for making Church activi-

tiete more attractive. There is also a call

for a new outlook. Wrote one reader:

&quot;The answer to crime is not more police

men, but a change of heart a definite

practising and positive Christian faith.&quot;

Eeaders demand a revival of religion*

training for boys and girls. They want the
children back in the Sunday Schools aud

away from the Sunday am-usements.
And this the revival of religious train

ing in its widest aspect is feu by prac
tically all readers to be the most important
answer of all.

A little eucalyptus oil applied to collar*

of coats and mackintoshes will remove all

grease marks. It is also good for cleaning

panama hats.

Ah ! that s the way
scones and pastry

should taste

ALWAYS USE

BAKING POWDER
Ask for all the Aunt Mary s. Pure Food Products
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You feel lovely

(and look it!)

in

LIBERTY
There are good reasons for this,

rirst is the unquestioned superiority

of Liberty design, then exquisite

workmanship. Expert fitting that

cannot go wrong because of the unique

Liberty five figure type chart is

another reason why you will be glad

you chose Liberty Corsets and

Brassieres to give you loveliness. For

Liberty means loveliness, youthfu

contours and the grace of

radiant well being.

There is a Lib

erty garment to
fit every figure
type at a price
that appeols.

Liberty Corsets
and Brassieres
are available at
all leading

stores.

Corsets 8 Brassiere
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Child s Bolero w#/t Rose Urimminq in Jair Jsle
o-o-Q-o-o

Materials: 2 ozs. 3-ply wool in blue, i

oz. each of red and green and yellow; 1

pair of No. 10 and 1 pair of No. 12 needles;
1 medium size crochet hook.

Measurements: Length from shoulder to

lower edge, 7 ins.; sleeve seam, 2J ins.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 in.

Abbreviations: B., Blue; G., green; Y.,

yellow; B., red; k., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; st., stitch; st.-st., stocking-stitch;

rep., repeat; beg., beginning; dec., de
crease.

Note: After casting off any number of

sts., the sts. quoted immediately following
do not include the loop remaining on the

right-hand needle.

To Make the Back.

Using the No. 10 needles and B. wool,
cast on 80 sts.

Garter st. 4 rows.

Change to st.-st. and work 30 rows.
Armhole Shaping: Cast off 3 sts. at the

beg. of the next 2 rows.
Next row K. 2 tog., k. to last 2 ets.,

k. 2 tog.
Next row P. 2 tog., p. to last 2 Bts.,

p. 2 tog.

Rep. the last 2 rows once more.
Next row K. 2 tog., k to .last 2 sts.,

k. 2 tog.
Next row P. to end.

Repeat the last 2 rows once and the 1st

row once. There are now 60 sts. on the
needles.

Work 23 rows more in st.-st.

Cast off 8 sts. at the beg. of each of the
next 2 rows.

Cast off the remainder loosely.

Left Front.
Cast on 40 sts. on No. 10 needles in B.

wool and work 4 rows in garter st.

Next row K. to the end.
Next row K. 4, p. to the end.
3rd row K. 23 B., 2 G., 15 B.
4th row K. 4 B., p. (11 B., 2 G., 1 B.,

2 G., 20 B.).
5th row K. (20 B., 2 G., 1 B., 2 G.,

15 B.).
6th row K. 4 B., p. (9 B., 2 G., 1 B.,

1 G., 2 B., 1 G., 3 B., 1 G., 16 B.).
7th row K. (16 B., 1 G., 4 B., 2 G., 1 B.,

3 G., 13 B.).
8th row K. 4 B., p. (12 B., 3 G., 3 B.,

2 G., 16 B.).
9th row K. (17 B., 5 G., 18 B.).
10th row K. 4 B., p. (8 B., 2 R., 9 B.,

1 G., 16 B.).
llth row K. (14 B., 2 G., 1 B., 1 G., 7

B., 3 R., 1 B., 2 R., 9 B.).
12th row K. 4 B., p. (5 B., 2 R., 1 B.,

3 R., 1 B., 2 R., 3 B., 1 G., 2 B., 1 G., 1 B.,
1 G., 13 B.).

13th row K. (12 B., 1 G., 1 B., 2 G.,
3 B., 1 G., 2 B., 2 R., 1 B., 2 R., 1 B., 3 R.,
9 B.).

14th row K. 4 B., p. (6 B., 3 R., 2 B.,
3 R., 1 B., 1 G., 4 B., 3 G., 1 B., 1 G.,
11 B.).

15th row K. (11 B., 1 G., 1 B., 3 G.,
9 B., 2 Y., 2 B., 1 R., 10 B.).

16th row K. 4 B., p. (4 B., 4 R., 1 B.,
2 Y., 1 B., 4 R., 4 B., 3 G., 1 B., 1 G.,
11 B.).

17th row K. (11 B., 4 G., 4 B., 4 R.,
1 B., 1 R., 3 B., 4 R., 8 B.).

18th row K. 4 B., p. (5 B., 2 R., 2 B.,
2 R., 1 B., 1 R., 9 B., 3 G., 11 B.).

19th row K. (11 B., 1 G., 9 B., 3 R.,
1 B., 3 R., 12 B.).

20th row K. 4 B., p. (8 B., 3 R., 1 B.,
4 R., 20 B.).

21st row K. (20 B., 2 R., 4 B., 2 R.,
12 B.).

This completes the Rose. Continue in

st.-st. in all B. Work 9 more rows (30
rows in st.-st. in all).

Shape for the Armhole: Cast off 3 sts.

at the beg. of the next row, k. to end.

Next row P.

Dec. 1 st. at the armhole edge on the next
and each of the following rows for 5 decs.,
then dec. twice more on alternate rows.
There are now 30 sts. on the needle.

Work 16 rows more in st.-st., ending
at the neck edge.
Next row Cast off 4 sts. P. to the end.
Next row K. to last 2 sts., k. 2 tog.
Next row P. 2 tog., p. to end.

Rep. the last 2 rows 3 times (18 sta.).
Next row Cast off 8 sts., k. to the end.
Next row P. Cast off the remaining 10

sts.

Eight Front.
Work as for the Left Front, reversing

all shapings and the pat. for the Rose, Le.,
1st row of st.-st. K. to the end.
2nd row P. to last 4 sts., k. 4.

3rd row K. (15 B., 2 G., 23 B.), etc.

Work 1 row more in st.-st. before shap
ing at the armhole.

Sleeves.

Cast on 60 sts. on No. 10 needles in B.
wool.
Work 4 rows in garter st., then 10 rows

in st.st., commencing with a k. row.

Change to No. 12 needles a-ad reverse
the work, i.e.: Next row P. to the end.
Next row K. to the end.

Rep. the last 2 rows 4 times, p. 1 row.

Change to No. 10 needles and keep to

st.-st. for the next 4 rows. Inc. 1 st. at
the beg. and end of the next row, work 3

rows more (62 sts.). Dec. 1 st. at the beg.

[Turn to page 36.]
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TRUE
TO THE HIGHEST PITCH OF QUALITY, IN LOVELY COLOUR TONES.

DEPENDABLE KNITTING WOOLS
ati Zfoteit

PRODUCT OF LINCOLN MILLS (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED 139

DAPHNE * TRIPLE TWIST v THISTLEDOWN * GOLDEN WATTLE
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About Skirts.

From Paris we are advised that

skirts arc of many kinds, most of

them slightly fuller and sometimes
tiered in spiral fashion for after
noon wear, while hips are often

emphasised by slanting basques, by
flaring draperies caught on the left

side or by pocket effects.

Back interest is in favour and
some skirts pleated in front flare

away at the back, although others
flare out in equal fulness around
the knees.

Front interest is introduced by
Sehiaparelli and Maggy Rouff in

skirts which have important pouched
drapery across the stomach.

Paris Fashipns.
Paris waiter fashions feature

greatly modified lines, states a

special message received by the Aus
tralian Wool Board.

Waist lines will remain tightly
nipped, but skirts will not be ex

travagant in length nor will they
be full enough to consume unneces

sary quantities of precious wool
materials.

Pleats will bi&amp;gt; in high
favour, with accordeon

pleats to give a slim, almost
tubular line well to the

fore, while many skirts will

flare out in fully pleated
effects.

%

i

Suit, 7123 1 S . 6d.
3 yds. 54 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Suit, 7113 1 S . 6d.

2J yds. 54 ms. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ms.

1 if

Frock, 7319 1 S . 6d.
4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Coat, 7309 1 S . 6d.
3 1 yds. 54 ms. wide!
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \d. extra.]
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Accessories.

To-day s fashion accent is on accessories. Those
I found included :

... a clock bag in black antelope with the hands
and. hours marked in diamante.

... a &quot;date&quot; belt in pink suede with the owner s

name and telephone numbe r printed on it.

. . . ten real miniature lipsticks in different shades

of red on the front of a black belt.

. . . an hourglass belt with lead soldiers on it and
with drum buttons to match.

... a brown, fringed belt with lead Red Indians

as ornaments, and a romantic black belt with gilt

lovers knots.

. . huge hat-pins in gilt-\vork with coloured

paste stones, pearls, or multi-coloured beads in th

centre, perfect to spear through the new Tudor
berets.

... a Victorian flower-holder in gilt to be us&amp;lt;

as a lapel clip. / ^W^,
. . . the latest velvet chokers with HHl

pearl studs or large pearl clusters in

the centre.

7334 1s. 10d

2| yds.
-&amp;gt;4 ms. wide.
Sizes 32, 34,

36 ins.

:

*fo,.** ;*)^ ^S?** &quot;*

W t-^^i Suit 71 43 1s.~6d. si

I 2f yds. 54 ms. wide.&quot;

r
X

t; Sizes 32 to 40 ms.
T $?!*

Matron s Frock
7300 1 S . 10d.

3 yds.
54 ins. wide.

Sizes 34 to 48 ins.!Two Piecer,
7308 1 S . 6d

3i yds.
54 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated.- Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-40.) Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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Frock,
7322 1s. 6d.

21 yds.
54 ins. wide.

Sizes 32

to 40 ins.

Frock, 7325 1s. 6d
2f yds. 54 ins. wide
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Coat, 7115 1 S . 6c

2|yds. 54 ins. widi
Sizes 32 to 40 ins

Jackets.

Jackets generally are shorter

and many houses feature brief

semi-fitted boleros ^of all kinds.

Still in high favour is the thigh-

length jacket, usually in a bright
colour, lined with a contrasting
shade, or sometimes with fur,
states a fashion message received

by the Australian Wool Hoard.
Scarf collars are widely used

on these coats, as well as on many
loose, full-length coats in which

sloping shoulder lines are em
phasised by cowl-like collars

which serve as hoods and by shawl
or scarf collars. Generally, loose

coats are made on cloche lines

and redingotes are rarely seen.

Designers favour all the softer

wool fabrics, Avith bright but not

velvety surfaces for coals, and

pastel-coloured blanket cloths are

well to the fore, while there arc a

few speckly tweeds in subdued
shades.

Coats.

Of two types of
eo^it featured,,

one will be the fitting redingote

type of classic cut, while the

other will be a loose, straightly

falling model, often with con

cealed buttoning down the front.

or with such ample fulness

that no fastenings are re

quired.
In some, smooth semi-

velours will be worked in

broad bands to imitate the

working of a fur coat, each

one separated by a narrow

piping of satin or faille.

Incidentally, coats will be of

moderate length, just cover

ing the calf.

Maternity Frock/
7331 1s. 10d.

3f yds. 54 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

-}nook.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, ld. extra.]
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&quot;Darling...

where s the

Johnson s?&quot;

Refreshing to every man
as his daily shower is a

brisk follow-up with

Johnson s Baby Powder.

No more chafes and

irritations, just a feeling

of smooth comfort that

lasts all day. Johnson s,

too, is a great compliment
to any shave!

jf By no means for

men only! Naturally,

women, too, know and

appreciate the. quality -

of Johnson s Baby
Powder, the perfect

daily talcum.
|

&quot;BEST FOR BABY, BEST FOR YOU

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of

excessive drinking? EUCRASY has.

changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Established

52 years it^ destroys all desire for

Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be

given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State -which required.

SEND 20/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
J97 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

as**
For the relief of

Rheumatism,

Sciatica, Lum
bago, Neuritis,

always use

WAWN S
WONDfiRWOOL

EVERY WOMAN SHOULD

READ THIS TABLE

HEIGHT
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Coat, 9876 1 S . 3d

,
10,12, 14 years.

2 a yds. 54 ins. wide.

* Pinafore FroTk,
9059 1 S . 3d.

12 and 14 years.
Blouse : Br

, yds. 36 ins. wide.
Frock :

\ yds. 54 ins. wide.

Coat, 9060 1 S . 3d.
12 and 14 years.

2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Wool Robes.
Wool robes this year reach

a new high for decorative

eye appeal.
You ll find them in angelic

blues, pinks, and snowy
whites. The materials are

as thin as chiffon and the

warmth equal to heavy duty
jerseys or even heavier
woollens.

They are made with soft

folds where the extra fulness

in skirt and bodice make
them appear as a gracious
house robe.

They are very flattering,
trimmed with lace dyed the same
lovely colour as the wool of the
robe. These wool affairs come in

extremely simple nun-like robes,

complete to cowl head-dress and
a loose cord to be tied around the
waistline.

Coat, 9978 1 S . 3d
4,6,8,10,12, 14 years.

f yds. 54 ins. wide.

Suit, 9957 1 S . 6d.
16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

2? yds. 54 ins. wide

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated.* Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \%d. extra.}
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v&WSwSSi^^S

Atep forward wltk

Hninmc BOOK no. 258
JjujJ Styling that gives smooth
WOOLS sophistication to good .Jhand-knitting

Price of Book 7d.. posted 6%d. If unobtainable locally write to

PATONS & BALDWINS LTD.
PEPT.S BOX 1606 M. MELBOURNE or BOX )7II SS. SYDNIT

Makes it

really white

Reckitt s

Blue
Out of the blue comes the whitest wash&quot;

Oil-stains can be taken out of carpets
by covering the affected parts with fuller s

earth and water. Leave to dry, then brush
out.

Never iron embroidery on the right side.

Lay the article face down on several thick
nesses of Turkish towelling, and iron the
back.

_( A X

\ v

Add that

SAVOY
Flavour

to your

fem/fy menu

Here is spaghetti (or

macaroni) at its delicious,

nutritious best! SAVOY . . .

made in the true Continental

style, and unanimous choice

of Continental chefs here in

Australia. Try SAVOY, and

always ask for it by name.

NUTRSFOODS/^/
MACARONI
SPAGHETTI

SAVOY NUTRIFOODS PTY. LTD.,
20 George St., Leichhardt, N.S.W., LM5602
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Men s Shirt, 7013 1 S . 3d.
3 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Neck sizes, 14, 15f,

16J ins. f^f
Also in Boys sizes,

4 to 14 years.

Princess Margaret s Dress Secrets.

Skirts that are at least thirteen inches from the

ground. A minimum of jewellery in the daytime;
no fancy trinkets. Clothes should be comfortable
rather than complicated. Xo startling colours; no

black, but a decided fancy for greens and pastel
shades. Heart-shaped necklines, but high-necked
dinner dresses with long sleeves. Every dress

brushed and pressed after one wearing.

Colour takes the driver s seat in

suits, coats and casual or tailored

dresses, with brandy brown
featured as a fall bracer. Grey
loves itself dearly and will have
traffic with no other colour but

grey. The result is a series of

dresses and suits and dresses in

two- or three-tone grey. This is

done in vertical or cross bands,
on skirt or from shoulder to

hemline.

Men s Pyjamas,
9744 1s. 6d.

5A yds.
36 ins. wide.

Chest sizes, 36, 38,

40, 44 ins.

Also boys sizes,
4 to 14 years.

Men s Lumber Jacket
9982 Is. 3d.

1f yds. 54 ins. wide.
Chest sizes, 36, 38,

40, 44 inches.

..Also boys sizes, 6, 8,
V 10, 12, 14 years.

Pyjamas,
9452W| S . 3d.

4,6,8,10,12,
14 years.

3f yds.
36 ins. wide.

Pyjamas,
9169 1 S . 3d

2 and 4

years.
2 yds.
36 ins.

wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, Urf. extra.}
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Frock,
9065 1s 3d.

2 and 4 years.

1f Yds. :

36 ins. wide.

Play Suit,
9740 1s. 3d.

2 and 4

years.

Shirt, 1 yd.
36 ins. wide

Suit, 1 yd.
36 ins. wide

Frock, 9064 1 S . 3d.
2 and 4 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast :

yd. 36 ins. wide.

Overalls,
9566 1s. 3d.

1,2,4-6,
8-10 years.

2&amp;gt;
yds.

36 ins. widej

New Colours.

There is less black this season and newest
colours include a whole range of blue, from royal
and violet shades to those of duck-wing feathers.
Greens range from soft brownish greens to emer
alds and subtle olive or sage tonings, while beige
shades, running from true beige to the darker
camel hair shades, promise to replace the greys

of early autumn. Mauves, including
amethyst, orchid, cyclamen and even

prune are often used, and Jacques Fath
combines heliotrope with light green
for evening. True pinks, including old
rose and the dark pot-pourri pinks are
also seen, whilst palest pink, together
with soft yellows and greens, promises to be

among the spring favourites.

Quality Items.

At a leading store the skating skirt has
been welcomed back by customers and is

shown in solid flannel with bright hem out
lined in braid. Customers are willing to

accept long-withheld merchandise of this

type in whatever fabric is offered, as long as quality
of fabric is present.

GJassic sweaters are
a &quot;must&quot; at this

shop, with only one

novelty sweater
stocked a simple
pull-over with a

small, embroidered
motif on the front.

Suit, 9054 1s. 3d.

4, 6, 8 years.

Jacket, 1 yds. 54 ins. wide

Skirt, | yd. 54 ins. wide.

Bodice, yd. 36 ins. wide
Skirt cut on bias.

[We supply Paper Patterns
for

all designs illustrated. &amp;gt;&amp;gt;

Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
__AustmhanJiom^Journair 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.Z.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]
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UGLY

ENDED
IN 3 MINUTES

1. Apply Vcet Cream straight
from the tube.

2. After 3 minutes wash off.

Not a trace of hair remains.

3. Skin is soft and smooth as

if no ugly hair ever existed.

This is what Veet Cream will do
for you. It removes every trace

of hair in three minutes. Skin
is left velvety, smooth and white.

No stubble or shadow shows.
This dainty white cream gently
dissolves away the hair below the

skin surface. Tt actually weakens,
and thus checks new growth. Get
a tube of Veet Cream to-day.
Successful results guaranteed or

money refunded.

Veet Cream is available at all

chemists 2/9 a tube.

VEET
V.7A.IO

Distributors:

X Commonwealth & Dominion

Agencies Pty. Ltd.

Box 2949. G.P.O.. Sydney

MORE and MORE MOTHERS
choose

LAXETTES
for iheir children and themselves

18 IN TINS 1/9

The

LAXATIVE
KNOWN and TRUSTED
FOR 40 YEARS

GENTLE, EFFECTIVE,

SAFE, RELIABLE
LAXETTES contain phenolphthalein, which is

non- habit forming and is one of the safest

and most reliable laxative substances known

to medical science. This is incorporated in the

finest block chocolate by an exclusive,

scientific process, which ensures accurate

dosage and strict conformity to British

Pharmacopoeia standards.

SAMPLE (BLOCK
COUPON

-&quot; -
&amp;lt; LETTERS

M I PLEASE

stamp to covor
postage and
packing . . . to Laxett* Mfg. Co., 3 Swnston~S~trt/Meibo\Trn

AHJ!.4
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&quot;Red Shoes&quot; Embassy.

The Play and Film
&+&amp;lt;, &+-0-

&quot;Easter Parade,&quot; at St. James, ,

starring Fred Astaire and Judy Gar

land, is a first class musical comedy,
with plenty of snap, songs, and dances.

This was the film in which Gene Kelly
was cast for the dancing role when he

broke his ankle, and Fred Astaire came
back from his retirement to take the

place. Bad luck for Gene, and Fred
was not anxious to take on the part.

However, he has made a tremendous
success of it and is ably assisted by
the irrepressible Judy. Apart from the

suberb dancing, and it is a treat to

watch Astaire, because of the ex

quisite artistic finish of his work, the

songs and ensemble are delightful.
New tunes are: &quot;It Only Happens
When I Dance With You,&quot; &quot;Mr. Mon
otony,&quot; &quot;Better Luck Next Time,&quot;

&quot;Steppin Out With My Baby,&quot; &quot;A

Couple of Swells,&quot; &quot;Drum Crazy,&quot; &quot;A

Fella With an Umbrella&quot; and &quot;Happy

Easter.&quot; Judy solos for three num
bers, Astaire dances alone to two of

them, Astaire and Judy pair for an
other. The other two numbers team

Astaire and Ann Miller,
and Judy and Lawford.

* * *

Annie has been getting
her gun at the Theatre

Eoyal for many months

past, and finds when she

demonstrates she is an ex

pert shot, she loses her man.
In between times Annie
moves about, mixes with
Ked Indians and takes a

sea voyage; also, there are

a lot of songs and dances,
and everybody about the

place seems happy except
Annie. Then she finds if

she misses out with the gun
she may get her man. Annie
has discovered the old-time

philosophy that if you
praise and flatter a man
he is yours for the taking!

Good Sam&quot; Regent.

Ivor Moreton and Dave Kaye, Tivoli.

&quot;The Snake
Pit,&quot;

at the May-
fair, deals with
a married woman
who has become
mental. She is

unable to grasp
the fact that she

is in an institu

tion and shows
no sign of even

recognising her
husband. Hubby
does not know
much about her

past. They met
in a big city;
saw a great deal
of each other;
then one day she

suddenly fled

from him. The
film goes through
the different

phases of the

patient s life till

sanity at last re

turns. Not a

pleasant subject
by any means,
but one that is

Maurice Callernot Tivoli.

very prominently in the public eye at the

present time when there is such severe

criticism of the lack of facilities for treat

ing mental patients. In the cast: Olivia

De Havilland, Mark Stevens, Leo Genn,
Celeste Holm, Glenn Langan, Helen Craig,
Leif Erickson, Beulah Bondi, Lee Patrick.

* *.
The much-talked-of Australian picture,

&quot;Eureka Stockade,&quot; which was not so well

received in England, is now showing at the

Lyceum. Headliners are Chips Rafferty,
Jane Barrett, and associated with them
are Gordon Jackson, Jack Lambert, Peter

Illing and Ealph Truman. It,, as every
Australian knows, is the story of the gold
fever of the fifties, culminating in the
riot of the Eureka Stockade when the
miners were harassed and worried by
officialdom, and they decided on drastic

steps in asserting their rights. It is un

doubtedly a fine picture, but could have
been produced on a more lavish scale. All

the same, as featuring a forward step in

Australian history, it should be seen by aH
freedom-loving folks. Possibly the big
reason for its cold reception elsewhere may
be due to its purely local colour. The same
is equally true of many American and
British pictures.

* it-

Oversights in &quot;Oliver Twist&quot;: When
Oliver was walking up to ask for more you
could hear his feet clattering on the floor

although he was barefooted. When the
soldiers were going to arrest Bill Sikes

they shouted, &quot;Open this door in the name
of the King&quot; and story takes place in

Queen Victoria s reign.
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&quot;The Red Shoes&quot; (Embassy) has a great
story the simple, poignant story of Hans
Andersen, grown up in terms of modern
people and emotions. It has a great cast
not only of established fihn-stars, but of

many actors, musicians, dancers and artists

who are famous in their own countries and
their special spheres of art. Its setting is

the International Ballet touring the capi
tals of Europe. Fine musical the sound
track filled with a variety of music, from
symphony orchestra through simple ballet

melody to the best of swing. It is, in

addition, a film experiment, because it

brings to the screen the first full ballet

written, composed and designed for the
cinema. Beyond all this you will like
&quot;The Re* Shoes&quot; because it is artistic,
and brealts entirely new ground.

* * *

The delightful comedy-drama, &quot;Good

Sam,&quot; at the Regent, is sure to get a big
share of laughter and
applause just because it is

different. Gary Cooper, as
Sam Clayton, is an incur

ably Good Samaritan affec

tionately known as &quot;Good

Sam&quot;; but his goodness
gets him into all kind of
trouble. He lends some folks
his car and is stuck with
a garage bill and a damage
suit. Sam rescues one of
the shop girls from suicide
and instals her in his own
home. All pure and above
board, but wifie does not
like it, and there is more
trouble. Sam s crowning
misfortune occurs when he
is on his way to the bank
to deposit the employee s

benefit fund. A slick lady
faints in his arms and per
suades him to see her home.
He emerges from this with
a bump on the head and
minus the money. Un
successful in his efforts to

Collins, Edmund Lowe, Joan

Lorring.
# *

When Tod Hilton, who is

appearing in Tivoli &quot;Starry

Night&quot; Revue, left Aus
tralia in 1941 he sailed on a

troopship as a sergeant-
pilot in the R.A.A.F., but

by the time he was de
mobbed in 1946 he had be
come a Wing-Commander.
Soon after he made his first

BBC broadcast, since when
he s been heard regularly
on the BBC s network. He
acted as feature singer in

a revue performed for the
summer season in the Isle
of Man, and it was when
appearing in this revue he
was seen by David N.

&quot;Whispering Smith,&quot; Prince Edward.

raise money from his many debtors or from
his banker, Sam reaches the depths of

despair and enters a bar where he meets a

tramp with whom he exchanges clothes.
Some time afterwards, he gets caught up
in a Salvation Army parade and finds him
self inside the rescue mission he helped
found. Here the misunderstood Sam is re-

hnited to his distracted wife. Cast includes:

Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan, Bobby Dolan,
Laura Lee Michaels, Louise Beavers, Ray

&quot;Easter Parade&quot; St. James*.

Martin, Tivoli s Managing
Director, and was booked
up immediately for Aus-
ralia ahd &quot;Starry Nights.&quot;

* * *

&quot;Winter Meeting,&quot; at the

Century, features Bette
Davis as a New England
(U.S.A.) poetess who, at a

party given by John Iloyt,
meets a young, returned
Naval hero, James Davis,

accompanied by Hoyt s

secretary (Janis Paige).
Strangely attracted, the

two pour out their hearts

to each other at the poetess

country place one weekend.
She lias for years blamed
her mother for her father s

death, and he, while want

ing to enter the priesthood,
has been troubled by the

fact that he had inadvert

ently sent his submarine crew to its death

though he himself had been captured and
had lived through the war. They fall deeply
in love, but they part, however, after an

argument and when later they meet in

Hoyt s home again, he asks her to marry
him. She declines she would always be in

love with the man, she says, but he would
remain dedicated to his ideals. The prim
spinster won t be stampeded. No actress

in films has displayed the versatility of

Winter Meeting&quot; Century.

Bette Davis. She can sub

merge her usual vivacioui
self into a character anc

completely lose herself. Sb(
does not stop at the beaut;,

kit, for she will age or dis

guise her looks with

thoroughness that is alto

gether unusual in the

accepted film glamour. Anc
she has made the transitior
from ingenue to adult rolef

like no other actress W!K
has achieved stardon

through the cinema.
* * *

In &quot;The Great Waltz,&quot; al

the Liberty, Luise Rainer
Fernand Gravet (Frencl:
star of &quot;The King and th

Chorus Girl&quot;) and Milizs

Korjus, brilliant European
opera star and Continental

beauty, head the cast
Gravet plays Strauss, Luis?

Rainer, Poldi, his wife, and
Miliza Korjus, Carla, tht

singer he adored but whc
sent him back to his wife who loved him
The story covers Strauss rise to fame, hi?

marriage, his great love, his opera triumph
the Revolution, and finally as an old man
his triumph at the court of Emperor Fran?
Josef. Spectacular opera sequences with

[Turn to page 38.&quot;]

Loretta Young.
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NOW!
(1

ia

/t
Make your covered
buttons this easy way

WITH THE NEW JIFFY RE-

COYERABLE BUTTON MOULD

Here s good news for the home
dressmaker. A new, simple way
to make your own buttons to

match any frock. And look at all

these advantages. You can re
cover the Jiffy Button Mould as

often as you like. Any type of
material can be used. It only
takes a few minutes to prepare a

complete set of buttons and
they cannot come apart in use.

Ask to see them at your store now.

I. Cover dome
with material.

2. Fold material over

rim of dome and in

sert back-plate, then

insert locking-ring.

CANNOT COME APART IN USE
3. Button complete.

H any difficulty in obtaining
write the manufacturers:

AUSTRALIAN BUTTONS A
BUCKLES PTY. LTD..

40 Dawson Street, SYDNEY.

Telephone: MX 1149.

MADK IN 4 HANDY
No. 11 SI SI

Site approx.
J&quot; |

M
|&quot;

Price per

picket:

Contenti:

Regd.

l/61d l/8d 1/H
IDoz. IDox. IDoc.

POSTAGE PAID

A. soft collar hint . . .

^~

Prevent the

five o clock
^ collar collapse by

lightly starching col

lars with Robin Starch.

Robin is the easy starch

that gives the expert finish.

ROBIN
Starch

TO YOU**
*

Dip hair brushes in tepid water and
ammonia without wetting the backs, till

quite clean. Einse in clean, cold water and
stand them up on end to dry.

Bemove fly spots from windows and mir
rors with spirits of wine, or wash with
sand soap; then rub well with a damp
newspaper and polish with a dry one.

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause
WHEN waste matter Is allowed
to accumulate In the colon it has
three effects. It weakens the
muscular power of the body to
remove It. It creates poisonous
products which through the cir

culation reach every cell in the
body. It forms a breeding-
ground for germs by the mil
lions. That is the reason high
authority to-day regards consti
pation as primarily respons ; ble
for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of serious illness. Way
specialists all over the world
have made internal cleanness
their slogan.

Coloseptic overcomes the pos
sibility* of Autoxima from the
Hords auto (self), toxin (poison)

by inducing better Internal
Cleanness.

Coloseptic is the product of In
tensive research to find a remedy
which would combat constipa
tion at its source, the colon.

A level teaspoonful in a glass
of water morning or night, once
or twice a week, is sufficient after
perfect relief is obtained.

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLEANNESS
At all chemist* and stores.

4231

weave a web for romance

His eyes will be caught, his

heart bewitched by soft,

graceful hands kept forever

lovely with creamy, beautifying
Hinds now specially enriched

wifh lanolin,

Hinds
cream
1 wo handy s/zes

H.5.4-
:

verywhere

&quot;He was a strong, silent man. His friends

thought him clever. He knew when to hold
his tongue, and that passed for mental
strength.&quot; Dickens.
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WINE
[A most attractive design for the larger

Materials required: 10 ozs. 3-ply wool in

wine, and 1 oz. light blue wool for trim

mings, and 9 buttons to match. One set of

No. 11 needles.

Measurements: Length, 23 inches; bust,

38/40 inches; sleeve, 19^ inches.

Tension: 9 sts. and IT rows equals 1 inch.

Abbreviatioss: K., knit; p., purl; wl.

fwd., wool forward; si., slip; st., stitch;

st.-st., stocking-stitch; beg.,, beginning;
dec., decrease; rep., repeat; inc., increase;

tog., together.
To Make the Back.

Cast on 135 sts., work in double knitting
as follows:

1st row K. 1, bring wl. fwd. as for purl
ing, si. 1 purlways; rep. from beg. to end

ing k. 1.

2nd row SI. 1 purlways, k. 1; rep. to

ending si. 1 purlways.
Rep. these two rows 7 times (16 rows in

all).
Work next 46 rows in st.-st.

Continuing in st.-st., inc. at each end of

next, then every 8lii row, until 157 sts. on
needle.

Complete 14 inches in depth (154 rows).
Shape Armhole: Cast off 2 sts. at beg. of

the next 6 rows, then dec. at each end of
the next 3 rows (139 sts. on needle).
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Today s

Suggestion
by ELIZABETH COOKE

KRAFT GOLDEN GLORY CASSEROLE
Cut three hard cooked eggs in half

lengthwise. Remove yolks, mash and
combine with two tablespoons Kraft

Mayonnaise. Season with salt and

pepper and fill the whites with the

mixture. Cook 6 ozs. spaghetti or

macaroni in boiling salted water until

tender. Drain and place in a shallow
casserole.

I/&quot;&quot;

I
f M/he/?

# &amp;lt;L
theres on/yone cheese fo use
- KRAFT CHEPPAK

VI, o 07S shredded Kraft Cheese
into a double boiler with cup milk.

\. lien siuuumiy melted, mix half of it

thoroughly with the spaghetti.

Arrange the stuffed eggs on top of

the casserole and pour the remainder of

the cheese sauce on top of the* eggs.
Bake 20 minutes in a moderate oven

(350F.) Place the casserole on a

warmed plate and surround with grilled
tomato halves.

IMPORTANT. Always use Kraft

Cheese for your cooking. It melts

easier, cooks more smoothly, tastes

extra delicious.

soys ELIZABETH COOKE famous Kraft Cookery and Nutrition Expert

Elizabeth Cooke is right. Kraft Cheese
is best for cooking, and for salads,

sandwiches, savouries and snacks, too.

Kraft Cheese tastes better because it s

blended better. Every delicious mouth
ful has the same rich, tempting flavour.

Not too mild, not too strong just
too good for words! And, the same

creamy smoothness and freshness is in

every packet.

Packed With Nourishing Goodness
Kraft Cheese is rich in high quality

proteins, Vitamins A, B2 and D, plus
the valuable milk minerals, calcium

and phosphorus.
Kraft Cheese Saves You Money

Kraft Cheese stays FRESH in its

special foil wrapper. No rind. No
waste. You enjoy every bit right
down to the last delicious slice.

KRAFT CHEESE
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Hobble Stitch Yoked Jumper
o-Q-o- o-Q-o-

A six-row pattern makes the hobble stitch on yokes, neck, sleeves and hem line.

Materials: 7 ozs. of 3-plywool; 1 pair
of No. 12 knitting needles; 6 No. 12 knit

ting needles pointed each end; yard
matching ribbon or binding; 6 small but
tons.

Measurements: Length, 24 ins.; to fit up
to a 34-in. bust measurement; sleeve seam,
6$ ins.

Tension: 17 sts. to 2 ins. in width and
25 rows to 2 ins. in depth.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; st.-st., stocking-stitch; rep., re

peat; tog., together; inc., increase; dec.,

decrease; patt., pattern; beg., beginning;
ins., inches.

Front.

With the pair of needles cast on 130 sts.

loosely and do not k. into backs of sts. on
1st row. Work 16 rows in st.-st., then
make a hem as follows:

Next row Insert needle into first st. on
next row and at same time into first st. on
cast-on edge and k. these 2 sts. tog.,

*

insert needle into next st. and to next st.

on cast-on edge and k. these 2 sts. tog.;

rep. from *
to end. Next row P. Work

2 more rows in st.-st., then work the patt.
band as follows:

1st row P. 2nd row * K. 5 (pick up
thread between st. just knitted and next
st. on left-hand needle and p. twice into
this st.) 3 times, k. 5; rep. from *

to end.
3rd row* P. 5, k. 6, p. 5; rep. from * to
end. 4th row * K. 5, p. 6, k. 5; rep. from
* to end. 5th row *

P. 4, then slip the 6
k. sts. over the first st. on left-hand needle
and off the needle, p. this st., p. 5; rep.
from * to end. 6th row P. These 6 rows
form the patt. band. Change to st.-st. and
continue in this until work measures 9 ins.

from beg., then inc. 1 st. at both ends of
next row and every following 8th row
until there are 140 sts. Continue without
shaping until work measures 15 ins. from
beg., ending with a p. row.

Armhole and Neck Shaping: Next row
K. 2 tog., k. to last 2 sts., k. 2 tog. Next
row P. 61, turn. Next row K. 61. Next
row P. 2 tog., p. 57, turn. Next row
K. 58. Next row P. 56, turn. Next row
K. 54, k. 2 tog. Continue in this way, dec.
at armhole edge on every 3rd row and at
the same time working 2 sts. less at neck
edge on every p. row until 2 sts. remain.
Leave these sts. on a spare needle.

With wrong side of work facing you
slip the first (centre) 16 sts. on to a spare
needle, join wool to remaining sts. and p.
to end. Next row K. 61, turn. Next row
P. Next row K. 2 tog., k. 57, turn. Now
work up this side to match first, then cast
off all sts. of front.

Back.
Work as given for front.

Sleeves.
With the pair of No. 12 needles cast on

90 sts. and work the hem and patt. band
as given for front, then continue in st.-st.

until work measures 6^ ins. rrom beg. Now
shape top by dec. 1 st. at both ends of next
row and every following 3rd row until 60
sts. remain. Cast off on a k. row.

Yoke.
Join decreased edges of front, back and

sleeves by back-stitches, then, with right
side of work facing you, and using te 6

needles, count 6 sts. to the right of centre

back and pick up and k. these 6 sts., then

pick up and k. 54 sts. along yoke, 58 sts.

along top of left sleeve, 108 sts. round
front neck, 58 sts. along top of right

sleeve, 54 sts. along back yoke, then pick
up and k. 6 sts. from the same 6 sts. at

beg. of row. This makes a firm overlapping
back opening.
Work 5 rows in st.-st., beg. with a p.

row, but k. first

and last st. on

every p. row. Next
row * P. 5, p. 2

tog., p. 3; rep.
from * to last 4

sts.; p. 4. Now
work the patt.

band, beg. with
the 2nd row, after
which work 2 rows
in st.-st., then

beg. shaping yoke
as follows:

1st row K. 15

(k. 2 tog. through
back loops, k. 12,

k. 2 tog., k. 4) 7

times, k. 12, then

rep. the bracket
sts. 7 times, k. 3.

Work 7 rows in

st.-st., beg. with a

p. row. 9th row
K. 15, (k. 2 tog.

through back
loops, k. 10, k. 2

tog., k. 4) 7 times,
k. 12, then rep.
the bracket sts. 7

times, k. 3.

Work 7 rows in

st.-st. Continue to

dec. as before,

working 2 sts. less

between each dec.

on next row and
every following
8th row until 6

dec. rows have
been worked from

beg.

Work 3 rows in

st.-st., then work
5 rows of the patt.
band, but beg. and

ending 2nd row
with k. 6 instead
of k. 5. 6th row
* P. 6, p. 2 tog.,

p. 1; rep. from *

to last 7 sts., p. 7.

Work 18 rows in

st.-st.

Cast off loosely.
Turn over a

matching hem and
sew down lightly.

Making Up.
Press work lightly on the wrong side

with a warm iron and damp cloth. Face
the back opening with ribbon or binding.
Join side and sleeve seams. Work 6 loops
on right side of back opening, then sew
on buttons to correspond with the loops.
Press seams.

Sunday Broadcasts.

Explaining why strict Sabbatarian rules
had been abandoned for Sunday broadcast

ing, Sir William Haley, Director-General
of the B.B.C., told the British Council of
Churches in London that they had to start

by holding listeners. &quot;It is important,&quot;
he said, &quot;to meet their just needs, and
Sunday entertainment is, to our minds,
one of them. So now we have a freer Sun
day programme than before the war.&quot; Sir
William said that the B.B.C. had added
religious controversy to its broadcasts be
cause it had discovered the need among
millions of people to-day who were hunger
ing for information on spiritual issues.

Anglo-U.S. naval manoeuvres in Ameri
can waters this month promise a big occa
sion for research-and-development experts,
particularly atomic scientists who will be
observers.

&quot;The courage we desire and prize is not
the courage to die decently, but to live

manfully.&quot; Thomas Carlyle.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)
clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.
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Lady Maureen He Poer Trench

For that

Blush-Cleanse your skin

Lady Maureen Le Poer Trench is unusually lovely with

light brown hair and greenish-brown eyes. Lady Maureen

says : &quot;There s something about a Blush-Cleanse with

Pond s Cold Cream that gives skin a wonderful, fresh-alive

feeling. It brings up a lovely rosy colour and makes my face

beautifully clean and so soft.&quot;

HOW TO &quot;BLUSH-CLEANSE&quot;

1. Rouse your face with warm water. Dip deep into Pond s Cold

Cream and swirl it in soft, creamy circles up over your face and throat.

Tissue off.

2. Blush-rinse. Cream again with snowy-soft Pond s Cold Cream.

Swirl about 25 more creamy circles over your face and throat. Tissue well.

3. Tingle your face with a splash of cold water. Blot dry.

RESULT : Fresh color floods your skin. It has an

instant clean, sweet look, an instant softer, silkier feel!

PC9-4

No one knows

when hair has

beenlNECTO D
(it looks so natural!)

IN.7.10

ECTO
RAPID

liXlR COLOURrNO
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OUR RAINBOW CARDIGAN
Brightly coloured for winter

Start knitting this charming cardigan

right away in readiness for the winter

months ahead. The rainbow pattern is

easy to knit and is an excellent way of

using up oddments of wool, for it doesn t

matter how many colours you use. The
back and fronts are worked in the coloured

wools and the sleeves, border, cuffs and
front band in the main colour.

Materials: 6 ozs. of 3-ply knit

ting wool, in main colour; 1 oz.

each of 2nd, 3rd and 4th colours;
1 pair each of Nos.-9 and 12 knit

ting needles; 7 buttons.

Measurements: Length from
shoulder to lower edge, 19 ins.;
to fit a 34-35-inch bust; sleeve

seam, 18 ins.

Tension: 7 sts. in width and 9

rows in depth to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit: p.,

purl; st., stitch; sts., stitches;

beg., begin or beginning ; alt.,

alternate or alternately; inc., in

crease or increasing; dec., de
crease or decreasing; ptn., pat
tern; rep., repeat; tog., together;
cont., continue.

The Back.

Using main colour and No. 12
needes cast on 1-07 sts. and work
in ribbing as follows: 1st row
K. 1,

*
p. 1, k. 1, rep. from * to

end. 2nd row P. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 1,

rep. from * to end of row. Eep.
these 2 rows 16 times (34 rows

altogether).

Change to No. 9 needles. Pro
ceed in the patterned design as
follows:

1st row of ptn. Join on 2nd
colour.

* K. 3, slip 1, rep. from
*, finishing with k. 3, instead of

slip 1. 2nd row P. 3rd row
Join on 3rd colour. K. 1,

*
slip

1, k. 3, rep. from *, ending slip 1.

k. 1, instead of k. 3. 4th row P.
5th row Join on 4th colour. Rep.
1st row of ptn. 6th row Rep.
2nd row of ptn. 7th row Take
up main colour and rep. 3rd row
of ptn. 8th row P. in

_
main

colour. These 8 rows form the

ptn. throughout.
Note: Do not break off the

wools, but carry them loosely up
the side and k. the first st. of
each knit row with the last colour
used and the new colour.

Inc. 1 st. each end of needle^ on
the next row and every following
Cth row 6 times (121 sts.), working the
extra sts. into the ptn. as the work pro
ceeds. If you watch the ptn. it is quite
easy to keep it correct as the

&quot;slipped&quot;

sts. stand out and act as a guide. Cont.

working ptn. until back measures 12^ ins.

from the beg., finishing after a p. row.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 4 sts. at beg.
of next 2 rows. Dec. 1 st. each end of

every row 9 times, leaving 95 sts. Cont.
in ptn. without further shaping until arm-
holes measure 6 ins. in depth, measured
straight up.
Shape Shoulders: Cast off 10 sts. at the

beg. of each of the next G rows. Cast off.

TJie Left Front.
* With the main colour wool cast on 59

sts. on No. 12 needles and work in same

and long-sleeved for warmth. -&amp;gt;Q&amp;lt;*

ribbing as on lower edge of Back for 34
rows. Change to No. 9 needles, join on
1st colour wool and work in ptn. as on
Back for 8 rows. * Inc. 1 st. at beg. of
next row and on every following Gth row
(at same edge) 6 times more (66 sts.).
Cont. without further inc., until front
measures same as Back up to armholes,
finishing after a p. row.

Now shape armhole and beg. front shap
ing:

1st row: Shape Armhole Cast off 5 sts.,

ptn. to last 2 sts., work 2 tog. 2nd row
P. to last 2 sts., p. 2 tog. 3rd row Work
2 tog., ptu. to end. 4th row P. to last 2

sts., p. 2 tog. Oth row K. 2 tog., ptn.
until 2 sts. remain, k. 2 tog. Now dec. 1

st. at armhole edge on every row 6- times,
then on every alt. row 4 times, at the same
time dec. 1 st. at front edge on every fol

lowing 4th row until 32 remain. Cont.
without shaping until armhole measures 7

ins. in depth, finishing at armhole edge.

Shape Shoulder: * Cast off 10 sts., work
to neck and back again. Rep. from * once
more. Cast off.

The Right Front.
Work as for Left Front from * to *.

Inc. 1 st. at end of next row and on every
following 6th row (at same edge) 6 times
more (66 sts.). Cont. without further inc.,
until front measures the same as the Left
Front, finishing after a ptn. row.

Shape Armhole: 1st row Cast off 5 sts.,

p. to last 2 sts., p.- 2 tog. 2nd row Ptn.
to last 2 sts., k. 2 tog. 3rd row P. 2 tog.,

p. to end. 4th row Ptn. to last 2 sts., k.
2 tog. 5th row P. 2 tog., p. to last 2 sts.,

p. 2 tog. Now finish as for Left Front by
following the same directions.

The Sleeves.
With the main colour wool and

No. 12 needles cast on 55 sts.

and work in ribbing as for lower
edge of Back for 3 ins. Change
to No. 9 needles, and proceed in

st.-st., for 6 rows. Inc. 1 st. each
end of next row and every follow

ing Gth row until there are 91
sts. Cont. straight until sleeve
measures 18 ins. from beg. Cast
off 4 sts. at beg. of next 2 rows,
then dec. 1 st. at beg. of every
row until 43 sts. remain, then
dec. 1 st. at each end of the next
10 rows. Cast eff.

The Front Band.
With No. 12 needles and main

wool cast on 13 sts. 1st row
(right side) K. 2, p. 1,

*
k. 1,

p. 1, rep. from * until 2 sts.

remain, k. 2. 2nd row K. 1,
*

p. 1, k. 1, rep. from * to end.

Rep. these 2 rows until 5 rows
have been worked. 1st Button
hole row (wrong side) K. 1,
cast off 5 sts., rib to end. 2nd
Buttonhole row Rib 7, cast on 5
hts. over those cast off to com
plete the buttonhole, k. 1. Rib
16 rows more. Rep. the last 13
rows until the 7th buttonhole has
been finished. Work straight for

length required to fit both fronts
and the back neck edge. Do not
cast off until all but an inch has
been sewn on.

To Make Up the Cardigan.
First press the back and two

.fronts on the wrong side with a
hot iron over a damp cloth, omit
ting all ribbing. Join the shoulder
seams, set the sleeves into the
armholes and press these seams.
Sew the front band in position,
beginning at the buttonhole end,
which is sewn to the Right Front,
and stretching the band slightly
as it is sewn on, then cast off the
stitches. Join the sleeve and side
seams and press these seams. Sew
buttons to Left Front to corre

spond with the buttonholes.

You can disguise scratches on furniture
so effectively that none but your own
&quot;eagle eye&quot; will be able to detect them.
Get a soft brush and the iodine bottle, and
gently paint the scratches. Leave to dry,
and give a second coat if you think it

necessary. Then, when the iodine is dry,
polish the whole thing very thoroughly.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will
be accepted.
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Irasso

Cathrine the Great is credited with say
ing: &quot;If the Eussians knew how to read,
they would write me off.&quot; Since that day
many kings and queens have been written
off owing to their own misconduct.

To clean chamois leather wash in warm
water with a little ammonia; press out the

water, but do not wring. Hang in the sun
to dry quickly, and pull into shape while

drying, or it will be very stiff.

PTURE UNTOLD PLEASURE
Friends invitations

outings!

LEARN AT HOME
Be playing all your
Favourite tunes and
Screen hits in a few

weeks with a

SAMPSON
POSTAL COURSE
costs nothing if

not satisfied.

IT S A
REVELATION
IN MUSIC

LEARN AT
HOME FOR

2/6
WEEKLY

No scales or exercises.

No need to be clever.

Beginners start playing
in 30 minutes.

LESSONS
INSTRUMENTS

From 2/6 weekly wherever

you live for either

if Banjo Mandolin

if Hill-billy Guitar

if Steel Guitar

fa Piano Accordion

if Button Accordion

fa Mouth Organ
if Piano if UkuieU

if Banjo Ukulele

if Saxophone
ir Violin if Clarinet

fREE. Write for free catalogue
and booklet ,(state instrument

favoured) to

SAMPSONS, Dept. C
48 1 Kent St.

Box 4I84X, G.P.O., Sydney

Australia s FOREMOST School

Make
baby s

hair

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

|SKIN DISEASES
For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases
send 2yd. stamp for Examination
Chart to

DERMOPATH1C INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

271-9 Collins St., Mclb., C.I.C.I. F6822 |mmmmm
To keep piano keys white make a paste

of lemon-juice and whiting. Let it dry
on, then brush off very carefully.
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Lovely Ann Todd, Paramount star,

doesnt mind whether it s cold or even

snowy; she is ready for it all. She

snuggles into this cape collar, which is

trimmed with fur. Her hat is halo type,

trimmed with fur and tied under the

chin with velvet ribbon. Coat is bustled

at the back and double-breasted.

Be Graceful.

Take particular notice of the women in

a tram car. Watch them carefully as they
take the-ir seats. One flops down limply,

dropping everything including her meta

phorical bundle: another sits hunched up,

or, better still, all screwed up; a stout

woman sits gingerly on the edge of the
seat as if afraid to trust her weight on it;

while fully half the young women and girls
are painfully conscious of their hands and
feet.

The woman who sits down gracefully is

rare indeed.
A well-poised woman learns to place her

feet firmly, but lightly, on the floor, letting
the weight rest on the foot nearest the

chair, and to sink gracefully down.
A wise rule to remember is: Put your

foot on the floor and leave it there.

Sureness on the feet is the first lesson
that women&quot; should le;mi.

Here are some of the requirements for
the lessons of grace:
A knowledge of your own limitations.
A training of the recalcitrant members

of the body.
A serene, kindly and sincere mind, which

will add a softness to the expression and
give a dignified bearing to the body.
And, finally, don t stand on your dignity
carry it about with you.

Soak slimy sponges in strong tartaric
su id and water for at least 24 hours, rinse
in two or three waters and dry in the air.

Repeat if necessary. New sponges should
*be washed in the same way.

J

To smile at the jest that plants a thorn

&quot;gAnother
a breast is to become a principal

:he mischief. Too many so-called jokes

MEN ONLY !

A brand new range of

designs for men only
makes up the new Sun-

glo Knitting Book 116,

now on sale. Sun-glo
books are at newsagents
and retailers, or order
from &quot;Knitting Book
Dept.&quot;, Alexandria Spin
ning Mills, 30 Grosvenor
St., Sydney. Price, 7}d.

(posted, 9d.) Frock or
Children s Wear Books,
1/1 (posted, 1/2$).

SHRINKPROOF

KNITTING
Made \n Aust. by F. IV. Hughes
Pty. Ltd., at their Alexandria
Stunning Mills. Distributors:
Paterson, Lamg 6&quot; Bruce Ltd.

sfy/
es

CUT OUT AND POST

Alexandria Spinning Mills Dept, E563.,

30 Grosvenor Street, Sydney.
Please send me free illustrated folder of Sun-glo styles.

I enclose l}d. in stamps for postage.

NAME
ADDRESS

....STATE

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
XTUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test

for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the

black bars of all

four circles are uni

form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the
width and depth of

bars.

If you suffer from
SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM

TIRED EYES, GLARE,
TURNED EYES

STRAIN EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes) write for my BOOK
or call for free consultation at

EYESIGHT TRAiNiNG
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA.5455

HOW TO GET MY BOOK FREE
Just write (enclosing 2 Id. postage) or
call TO-DAY for 32-page Free
Booklet, &quot;Better Natural Sight With
out Wearing Glasses&quot; This includes
testimonials from happy people who have
discarded glasses. It will open up a new
avenue of hope for you.

FREE CONSULTATION
Ring MA 5455 for Free Consultation.
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The woven-wire mattress is now

superseded.

Have you got used to suffering on a

sagging coiled spring mattress like this?

Well, how about really enjoying going
to bed again? Read about this new
Vono Spring Base from England.

Made in England.

Note this illustra

tion of the Vono Spring

base. Supporting cross

bars take care of the

heavy part of the body

but are not used under

the head or feet, where

little weight has to be

supported. A feeling of

resting on air results.

Any mattress can be

used on a Vono Spring

Base but greatest com

fort comes with a Vono

Inner Spring mattress

made in England.

Look for

the bed with

the

VONO
SPRING BASE

It makes any type

of mattress far
i

more comfy.

All leading furniture manu
facturers are now fitting their bed

steads with Vono Spring bases.

You ll see them in stores everywhere.
Or you can buy a Vono Spring base

separately as a replacement for youi

present old woven wire mattress.

At all leading stores

THE PLAY AND FILM
[From page 27.]

Albertina Raseh ballets, courtroom epi
sodes, scenes in the Vienna Wooda, Strauss
debut at Dommayer s Casino, the street

riots, and the great ballroom scene provide
spectacle for Strauss music sung by Aftliza

Korjus to -lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II.

Dmitri Tiomkin arranged the music and
Dr. Arthur Guttmann, first conductor of
the Strauss Theatre in Vienna, conducted
the 90-piece symphony orchestras and
choruses.

* * *

It has become the fashion for film writers
and star boosters to depict actors and
actresses as mortals far removed from the

ordinary run of life. You know the kind
of stuff if they had not been in the film

business they would have starred as

doctors, businessmen and archbishops.
&quot;Film stars,&quot; said one commentator, &quot;are

normal people. Indeed, some of their re
marks would lead one to believe they were
lacking even average intelligence. Why.
then, raise them to the ranks of supermen
and women?&quot;

* * *

Fully 90 per cent, of all the &quot;alcoholic&quot;

drinks served in motion pictures, according
to Warner Bros. statisticians, is made of
tea. The rest, such as gin, champagne,
etc., is just plain water.

* * *

A little-known, 27-years-old French
actor is to play one of the most coveted
screen roles of the year. His name is Ivan
Desny and he will star with Ann Todd in

Cineguild s next film, &quot;Madeleine,&quot; story
of a Glasgow girl who was tried for tie
murder of her lover in the 1850 a.

A Steedman s baby is a
HAPPY BABY!

When baby starts cutting tiny
teeth, it s time to turn to Steedman s

Powders. They work safely, and
gently, cooling the blood stream and

keeping baby s habits regular.
Steedman s will ease baby through
the difficult teething period and

keep him healthy and contented.

..

STIEEDMANiS
POWDERS

ON SALE AT ALL CHEMISTS
8833 B

BUNIOMS
Amazing New Appliance (worn at

night). Quickly Banishes Bunions
by removing the cause. Sent
on Trial! Send Outline of
Foot and 2^d. stamp for

Postage of Literature.
G. Priouett Appliance Co.,
! Rawcon Place, Sydney.
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Laurence Olivier s &quot;Hamlet&quot; has been
chosen as the best picture of 1948 from

any source by the British Film Academy.
Award for the best British picture has
been won by &quot;The Fallen Idol.&quot; Best docu

mentary is Robert Flaherty s &quot;Louisiana

Story,&quot; and a special award for work out
side the feature and documentary fields

goes to G.B. Instructional s &quot;Atomis

Physics.&quot;
* * *

&quot;Hamlet,&quot; produced and directed by its

star, Laurence Olivier, has been outstand

ingly successful all over the world since it

was first shown in London last May. It

has been nominated for the Hollywood
Academy Award for the best picture of
the year. New York film critics selected
Laurence Olivier as the year s best actor
for his performance in the film.

* * *

According to the cables, film star Panl-
ette Goddard has separated from her actor

husband, Burgess Meredith. Distance and
living apart has apparently been the big
factor in this regrettable happening.
Hubby is mostly working in New York,
and Paulette at Hollywood.

* * *

As showing the depression in the film

industry in Great Britain, no less than
twelve studios have put the shutters up,
and many hundreds of employees have
been dismissed. Cinema prices have been
reduced, and expensive productions are
taboo.

Foot Trouble.

There are few foot troubles which can
not be relieved these days. Tired feet,
swollen feet, weak feet there s a remedy
*for practically all of them.

Give your feet the scrupulous attention
that most of you do to your face, and
they ll be no trouble to you at all. Neglect
them, and they ll react on your looks. You
just can t look carefree and happy walk
with a free, swinging stride, if your feet
hurt.

Try hot and cold water bathing for
tired feet. Stand the feet first in a basin
of hot water ... as hot as you can bear.
Then run cold water over them. Another
hot soaking, then more cold water.

Too, there is a medicated foot cream
which brings marvellous relief to hot and
tired feet, if you massage it into them
every night. It quickly takes away all

that burning sensation.

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State
Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed. Send
stamped addressed envelope
for particulars. Confidential.
Janet Glanville. 247H Eliza
beth Street, Sydney.

Pimples!
Learn WHY
they come
and clear
them OUT!

If your blood is &quot;tired&quot;. . . lacking
in IRON, then you get ugly
pimples, blotchy skin and un
sightly blemishes.

More IRON that s the secret!

Kellogg s All-Bran is a rich,
natural source of iron actually
richer than spinach. And this iron
comes in a way that is quickly put
to good use by your system.

Natural Health Food
As well as iron, this nut-sweet

health food is an important source
of Vitamins B,, B 2 , Niacin, Phos
phorus and Calcium. It builds up
your general health as it gets at
the cause of constipation.

Kellogg s All-Bran soon makes
&quot;tired blood&quot; strong and rich . . .

cleanses those impurities from the
bloodstream as it cleanses internal
impurities from the intestines.

Don t &quot;put up&quot; with pimples!
Remember! &quot;Tired blood&quot; and

constipation go hand in hand. So
get at the real cause of these
troubles - your blood and intes
tines.

You ll enjoy Kellogg s All-Bran
straight out of the packet with
stewed fruit and milk, or just
sprinkle it over your favorite
breakfast cereal. Sold by all

grocers.

,
BULK in a
delicious

form.
Modern foods are often soft,
mushy, over-cooked . . . little
or no bulk in them. But
Kelloffg s All-Kran supplies
bulk in a delicious, nut-sweet
form. This smooth-acting
LuiK helps prepare internal
wastes for quick, easy a.id
daily elimination. It smarts
your system functioning asain
the untiirnl way.

ALL-BRAN
Registered Trade Mark
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AND PATS TRIBUTE TO

AS PRO

.. Winning Tip from youthful
Victorian Champion Woman Cyclist

ss IRIS BENT

ASPRO
DOES NOT HARM THE HEARToR STOMACH

TiicfuolaA WuxLujcL

A l5/-*8

CASSEROLE DISHES
[From page 35.]

Skim off the fat, add ^ pint milk and cook
for another ^ hour. Stir the juice of $ a
lemon into the gravy before serving.

Fry Casserole.

One lamb s fry, ^ Ib. bacon rashers, f

cupful soft bread crumbs, 1 large onion,
salt, pepper and herbs to taste. Wash and
dry the fry thoroughly, cut it in thin slices

and roll well in flour, also the bacon
rashers. Chop onion fine, put in a casser
ole in alternate layers, sprinkle each layer
well with flour and bake in moderate oven
about 2 hours.

Cabin Casserole.

Six pork chops, cut inch thick; 2 cups-
ful sliced potatoes; 2 tablespoonsful flour;
salt and pepper; 2 cupsful milk; 1 table-

spoonful parsley.
Brown the chops on both sides in a hot

frying pan. Place ,3 of the chops in a

greased casserole and sprinkle with the
salt and pepper. Cover with the sliced

potatoes and sprinkle with flour over the

top. Place the remaining pork chops on

top, sprinkle with the parsley, salt and

pepper, and add the heated milk. Cover
the dish and bake for 1^ hours in a moder
ate oven. Uncover for the last half-hour
to brown the top.

&amp;gt;--

Canberra Orchestra.
It takes a judge to say in a few succinct

sentences what most of us think of those

parliamentary broadcasts, with their

quaint grammatical interludes. Sir Owen
Dixon referred to the &quot;Canberra Orchestra&quot;

that could be divided into two parts
those who played the fool and those who
blew their own trumpets! It was at a

gathering of the English-speaking Union.
He also made mention of Mr. Menzies, who
did not belong to either category, which
removed him from &quot;the common run of

people you hear when you turn on the

wireless.&quot;

0|||atiire
OIIGINATCO IN INCIAND

OATINE Snow (Vanishing Cream)

OATINE Cold Cream

OATINE Powder Bas*

OATINE Skin Tonic

OATINE Hand Lotion

ARE YOU OVERWEIGHT?
To be overweight is both unhealthy and un
lovely makes you look years older! Get rid

of it by my perfect method. No dieting no irk

some exercises. The sum o-f !/!/- covers the
whole cost, no further expense. Result guaran
teed, no matter how long-standing the fat con
dition. Send 6d. in stamps for full particulars to

MATRON MARION GOSS, Dept. J,

Box 32, P.O., North Sydney, N.S.W.
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Hair Conditioned?
A few unfounded prejudices against hair

brushing exist. Some women hesitate to

brush the hair because they feel it will

interfere with the wave or setting;. Others

on seeing a few hairs on the brush rush to

the conclusion that brushing pulls out, or

encourages the hair to fall out.

Properly done, brushing will actually

prolong the life of the wave. And as for

hair falling, any hairs that come out are

just as well out, because they are dead
hairs ready for the fall. Providing the hair

follicle is normal and health}*? there should

be a new baby hair at the root.

We know of no harm that brushing floes.

But what good! It cleanses the hair of

surface dust and grime, distributes the oil

evenly along the hairshaft, polishes the

hair, increasing the normal lustre of the

coat. A single brushing session will often

soften hair that has become quite dry,
harsh and brittle.

If you aren t accustomed to brushing the

hair, do start at once to form the habit.

And don t be alarmed if the scalp feels

a bit hurt. It will tingle. It should. That
indicates that the blood is rushing to the

surface, that circulation is speeding up a

bit. &quot;Which is exactly what you want, be
cause the health of the scalp and hair de

pends on the nourishment from the blood
stream.
Let s take for granted that your brush

is a good one. Be sure the bristles are

fairly long they should reach through the
hair and over the scalp; if they merely
ride over the hair they don t do enough.
How to brush is the next step. Up and

out. Never flat and down except when you
are ready to dress the hair.

Brushing flat and down may pu.ll the

hair, may even upset the wave.
But brushing strand by strand up and

out and manueuvring the brush so that

you really form a semi-circle over the scalp
and through the hair, that acts as scalp
treatment and cleanser in one.

The man who waits for things to turn

up finds his toes do it first.

FORD PILLS
are the gentle, tasteless,

painless laxative for all

your family.

FORD PILLS
are liked by Hospitals for

patients before and after

operations.

FORD PILLS
help remove the toxins that

often cause your rheumatic
aches and pains and

headaches.

Get Ford Pills

in handy plastic tubes,

2 6 everywhere K ,.

to Boys & Girls

Wriit Watches, Cameras. /Via -Ma DO//S.
Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

selling small parcels of tesied garden seeds. 3end
for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no
money now. only name and address. Writ? to-day
John B. Hurray. 64 I K G.OI re Si Sv.ln.w

Famous STAGE and RADIO star

says:

Now you can get HORLICKS in

this NEW thrifty 8-oz. size!&quot;

Horlicks is the most nourishing

food drink of all&quot; says Hilda.

&quot;During strenuous rehearsals,
when I feel -I need something to

give me new life and energy, 1

always have a Horlicks,&quot; says
Hilda Scurr.

Horlicks is rich in the vital

food values you need every day.
Horlicks will build you up,
nourish body and nerves, induce

deep restful sleep, and guard
against &quot;Night Starvation.&quot; You
can be sure that you will enjoy

and go on enjoying its

delicious, satisfying flavour. Ask
for Horlicks in the new, thrifty
8 oz. size.

Auk your storekeeper for

HORLICKS

16-oz. tin 3 76

8-oz. tin 2 72

(Prices slightly higher in

country areas}
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Elegantly smart yet

delightfully simple is the

modern women s answer

to fashions of long ago.

Smart, too, is the modern

woman who chooses

Modess . . . the depend
able sanitary napkin.
Modess is softer, safer,

more economical. It

is made by the world s

largest manufacturers

of surgical dressings

your guarantee of

superior quality.

MODERN WOMEN PREFER

it VEMO deodorant
powder, the perfect
aid to personal

hygiene.

SANITARY
-* cel&un

cA 0(i}aica J&teJJe/igJv / /

Retain the natural

loveliness of your hair.

Twlce-a-day, massage your scalp
with Koko. Koko tones up the
hair roots and eradicates unsightly
dandruff. Koko is free from oil,

grease or dye and is perfectly safe
to use on the most delicate scalp.
Ask your chemist for:

KOKO
- FOR THE HAIR

MAN WORKED OVERTIME

WHILE LEG HEALED
Varex Treatment has been quite suc

cessful on that bad leg of mine a miracle
in fact. In five weeks the wound healed

up completely and I never lost an hour**
work from the first day. In fact, I have
been working overtime on it three days a

week. I have not failed to tell people of

your simple and cheap cure.&quot; Write

to-day for free Varex Booklet. Ernest

Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex,
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor, St. James
Buildine, 109W Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

Bring
South Sea
Romance
Into

Your
Home!

Learn to Play a Tune

in 30 Minutes

on

Hawaiian Steel Guitar,
Spanish Guitar, Ukulele,

Hill-Billy Guitar,

Cow-Boy Guitar,
Mandolin and Banjo-Mandolin.
NO TEDIOUS SCALES OR EXERCISES

Play a Tune at your First Lesson!

The Hawaiian Club will teach you in

the comfort of your own home, and the

cost is only 2/6 per week. Send for full

particulars of the Hawaiian Club s

specialised Postal Courses.

POST THIS COUPON JO-DAY

&quot;

The Hawaiian Club,&quot; AHJ
Kembla Building. 58 Margaret St., Sydney. !

Please send me by return mail complete
details of your Home Study Course. Te// I

me how i can obtain an Hawaiian Steel I

Guitar, Spanish Guitar, Hill-Billy Guitar !

Ukulele, Mandolin and Banjo-Mandolin.

Name .

Address

This Offer obtainable ONLY from the

above address.

&quot;JM HAPPY-
TKTHMG TIME!
for every babe in the safest, most natural

way with Martin 6. Pleasance Teething

Powders

They stop pain and restlessness. Keep

motions gentle and regular, and the

bloodstream cool. Provide Calcium for

sound, healthy teeth

For over 80 years.
Mothers everywhere

havt insisted an

MARTI N& PLEASANCE

Tr///WG ,/
POWDfRS I 6 BOX
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Our CittleVutch TH.Ul Cardigan
Will make his head

Gay Dutch figures and cute little coloured

windmills adorn this smart knitted cardi

gan. It is worked in simple stocking-

stitch, with snug-fitting sleeves in rib.

Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool, in hyaainth
blue, i oz. yellow, ^ oz. nigger brown, 6

yards royal blue, 20 yards white, 24 yards
red, 24 yards flesh, 24 yards snuff brown
and 2 yards green; one pair each of Nos.
10 and 12 knitting needles; 10 buttons.

Measurements: Length, 19 ins.; to fit a
34-inch bust; sleeve seam, 18 ins.

Tension: 7 sts. and 9 rows to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; beg., begin; alt., alternate; cont.,

-continue; rep., repeat; inc., increase; dec.,

decrease; st.-st., stocking-stitch; rem., re

main; Hb, Hyacinth blue; Y., yellow; Roy.,
Royal blue; W., white; R., red; F., flesh;

N., nigger brown; G., green; and Sb, snuff

brown.
The Back.

With No. 12 needles and Hb. wool, cast
on 112 sts. Work in k. 1, p. 1 rib for 36
rows. Change to No. 10 needles, and cont.
in rib, inc. 1 st. each end of next row and
every following 6th row until 130 sts.

Cont. until back measures 12 ins. Shape
Armholes: Cast off 6 sts. beg. of next 2
rows. Dec. each end of needle on every
row until 100 sts. remain. Cont. in rib
until armholes measure 6^ ins. in depth.
Shape Shoulders: Cast off 8 sts. beg. of
next 8 rows. Cast off.

The Sleeves.
With No. 12 needles and Hb. wool, cast

on 60 sts. Work 3 ins. in k; 1, p. 1 rib.

Change to No. 10 needles. Inc. 1 st. each
end of every following 6th row until there
are 104 sts. Cont. until sleeve measures
18 ins. Shape top. Cast off 6 sts. at
beg. of next 2 rows. Dec. 1 st. beg. of
every row, until 44 rem., then 1 st. each
end of every row until 26 sts. rem. Cast off.

The Right Front.
With No. 12 needles and Hb. wool, cast

on 82 sts. Work in k. 1, p. 1 rib for 3 rows.
Next row: * Rib 5, cast off 3, rib to end.

Following row: Rib to cast off sts., cast on
3, rib 5. Rib 12 rows. Rep. from * once
more. Make another buttonhole in next 2
rows. Slip first 14 sts. to a spare needle.
Change to No. 10 needles. Join in N. wool
and work 8 rows st.-st. 9th row: K. 24 N
6 Y., 8 N., 6 Y., 24 N. 10th row: P. 24 N,
6 Y., 8 N., 6 Y., 24 N. llth row: K. 24 N.,
1 Y., 2 N., 4 W., 6 N., 4 W., 2 N., 1 Y., 24
N. 12th row: P. 23 N., 22 Roy., 23 N.
13th row: K. 19 N., 5 Roy., 20 Y., 5 Roy.,
19 N. 14th row: P. 18 N., 2 R., 5 Y., 18 R
5 Y., 2 Roy., 18 N. 15th row: K. 16 N.,
3 Roy., 2 Y., 5 R., 16 Y., 5 R., 2 Y., 3 R.,
16 N. 16th row: P. 16 N., 4 Y., 2 R., 24 Y.,
2 R., 4 Y., 16 N. 17th row: K. 16 N.. 5 R
26 Y., 5 R., 16 N. 18th row: P. 17 N, 34
Y., 17 N. 19th row: K. 17 N., 34 Y., 17 N.
20th and 21st rows: Rep. 18th and 19th
rows.

22nd row: P. 18 Hb., 32 Y., 18 Hb.
23rd row: K. 18 Hb., 32 Y., 18 Hb.
24th row: P. 18 Hb., 32 Y., 18 Hb.
25th row: K. 19 Hb., 30 Y., 19 Hb.
26th row: P. 20 Hb., 28 Y., 20 lib.
27th row: K. 20 Hb., 28 Y., 20 Hb.
28th row: P. 20 Hb., 28 Y., 20 Hb
29th row: ft. 21 Hb., 26 Y., 21 Hb.
30th row: P. 21 Hb., 26 Y., 21 Hb
31st row: K 21 Hb., 26 Y., 21 Hb.

go round and
32nd row:
33rd row:
34th row:
35th row:
36th row:
37th row:
38th row:
39th row:
40th row:

Hb.
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HOLD
YOUR Rupture SECURELY!
Use a Roussel Appliance for 14 Days Free. It is Light, Hygienic, Safe and

Comfortable, No hard Pads to gouge painfully into the flesh, no stiff

punishing springs, no metal girdle to rust, no buckles to stick, no unhygienic

Understrnps, and is adjustable in a few seconds. Doctors everywhere re

commend the Roussel. Thousands

One leading Doctor says :

/ order your appliance*

for my patients because I consider them pre

ferable to any other type.&quot;

Mr. W. A. faascord, 26 Albemarle Avenue,
Rose Bay, N.S.W., says :

&quot; The hernia I

had for four years has entirety disappeared,
and I fully believe the credit is due to your

appliance.&quot;

of users say it definitely holds
the Rupture at work and sport, and many
state it has done away entirely with the Rupture.
Call or send Stamp for details, Self-measurement
Form, and 14 Days Trial Offer. There s no obliga
tion. No matter where you live, we guarantee
absolute satisfaction or refund your money.
ADDRESS: THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO.,
DEPT. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY.

MuefciMUCHmore
Relief for Children s

COUGHS and COLDS

Because.,

It works both

INSIDE and

OUTSIDE... for

hours and hours!

YOUR LITTLE ONE gets instant comfort when VapoRub
is rubbed on the chest, throat and back at bedtime.

Then, minute by minute, relief grows stronger, and

Baby feels better and better, because . . .

OUTside, on

the body surface,

VapoRub warms
and stimulates like .Z^/

a soothing poultice, easing
tightness and &quot;drawing

out&quot; painful congestion.
And at the same time . . .

INside, with

every breath,
VapoRub s sooth

ing medicinal va-

pours are carried direct to

every sore nook and cranny
of the troubled breathing

passages.

Coughing soon stops... breathing becomes cool and
clear . . . tightness and soreness are warmed away. . .

often, by morning, the worst of the cold is over and

Babyfeels much better.

If Your Toothbrush
Warns of Bleeding
Gums Look Out!

ITou May Have

PYORRHEA

4 Out of 5.

Regardless of Age . . .

May Have it !

Dreaded Pyorrhea the natural

enemy of beautiful teeth and
firm, healthy gums is no re

specter of persons. Actually, 4
out of 5 may get it.

Neglect of Pyorrhea may lead
to soft, spongy gums ... to

loosening teeth which must be

pulled. So why take chances?
See your dentist. Then, at home,
massage your gums and brush

your teeth twice daily with
Forhan s Toothpaste the only
toothpaste containing R. J.
Forhan s, D.D.S., special anli-

pyorrhea astringent.

Recent clinical tests have shown
that 95% of Pyorrhea-threatened
cases improved after 30 days of

using Forhan s.

Start taking better care of

your teeth and gums. Get a tube
of Forhan s to-day! Prices:

1/10; extra large tube, 2/9.

&quot;Brush your teeth with it&quot;

Forhan s
F2 does two jobs

Cleans teeth
saves gums

&quot;Forhan s is the only den

tifrice containing special

anti-pyorrhea astringent&quot;

Australasian Agents:

The Sheldon Drug Co. Pty. Ltd., Sydney.
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Our Little Dutch Mill Cardigan
[From page 43.&quot;]

4 W., 32 Hb. 65th, 66th and 67th rows:

In Hb. 68th row: P. 47 Hb., 11 W., 10

Hb. 69th row: K. 18 Hb., 3 W., 47 Hb.
70th row: P. in Hb. 71st row: K. 12 Hb.,
7 Sb., 49 Hb. 72nd, 73rd and 74th rows:

In Hb. 75th row: K. 15 Hb., 3 Sb., 50 Hb.
76th row: P. in Hb. 77th row: K. 6 Hb., 4

W., 58 Hb. 78th row: P. 53 Hb., 4 Sb., 11

Hb. 79th row: K. in Hb.

Shape Armhole. 80th row: Cast off 8

(1 st. on needle), then p. 36 Hb., 3 W., 20

Hb. 81st row: K. 11 Hb., 7 Sb., 40 Hb.,
k. 2 tog. 82nd, 83rd and 84th rows: In

Hb., dec. at armhole edge. 85th row: K.
10 Hb., 9 Sb., 35 Hb., dec. 86th row: PC. 2

tog., 34 Hb., 9 Sb., 10 Hb. 87th row: K. 6

Hb., 2 W., 44 Hb., dec. 88th row: P. 2

tog., p. in Hb. to end. 89th row: K. 10 G.,

9 Sb., 31 G., dec. 90th row: P. 10 G., 22

Hb., 9 Sb., 10 Hb. 91st row: K. 10 Hb.,
9 Sb., 32 Hb. 92nd row: P. 32 Hb., 9 Sb.,
10 Hb. 93rd row: K. 11 Hb., 7 Sb., 33 Hb.
94th row: P. 28 Hb., 1 W., 4 Hb., 7 Sb., 4

Hb., 1 W., 6 Hb. 95th row: K. 5 Hb., 3

W., 3 Hb., 7 Sb., 3 Hb., 3 W., 27 Hb. 96th
row: P. 28 Hb., 3 W., 2 Hb., 7 Sb., 2 Hb.,
3 W., 6 Hb. 97th row: K. 7 Hb., 3 W., 1

Hb., 7 Sb., 1 Hb., 3 W., 29 Hb. 98th row:
P. 30 Hb., 3 W., 7 Sb., 3 W., 8 Hb. 99th
row: K. 9 Hb., 3 W., 5 Sb., 3 W., 31 Hb.
100th row: P. 32 Hb., 3 W., 3 Sb., 3 W.,
10 Hb. 101st row: K. 11 Hb., 3 W., 1 Sb.,
3 W., 33 Hb. 102nd row: P. 33 Hb., 3 W.,
1 Sb., 2 W., 12 Hb. 103rd row: K. 12 Hb.,
2 Sb., 1 W., 2 Sb., 34 Hb. 104th row: P.
34 Hb., 2 W., 1 Sb. 2 W., 12 Hb. 105th
row: K. 11 Hb., 3 W., 1 Sb., 3 W., 33 Hb.
106th row: P. 32 Hb., 3 W., 3 Sb., 3 W., 10
Hb. 107th row: K. 9 Hb., 3 W., 5 Sb., 3

W., 31 Hb. 108th row: P. 30 Hb., 3 W.,
2 Hb., 3 Sb., 2 Hb., 3 W., 8 Hb. 109th row:
K. 7 Hb., 3 W., 9 Hb., 3 W., 29 Hb. 110th
row: P. 28 Hb., 3 W., 11 Hb., 3 W., 6 Hb.
lllth row: K. 5 Hb., 3 W., 13 Hb., 3 W.,
27 Hb. 112th row: P. 28 Hb., 1 W., 15

Hb., 1 W., 6 Hb. 113th row: K. 22 Hb.,
1 W., 28 Hb. Cont. in st.-st. in Hb. for 9

rows, finishing at front edge.
Shape Neck: Cast off 6, work to end.

Dec. at neck edge in every row until 32
sts. rem. Cont. for 3 rows.
Shape Shoulder: * Cast off 8 sts. at arm-

hole edge 4 times. Slip border sts. on to a
No. 12 needle, join Hb. wool and work
border in rib, making a buttonhole in

every 17th and 18th rows until there are
10. Work until border is exact length of
front. Cast off. Oversew to front.

The Left Front.
With No. 12 needles and Hb. wool, cast

on 82 sts. Work 36 rows in rib. Change to
No. 10 needles and N. wool and k. to last
14 sts. Slip these on to a safety-pin for
border. P. back. Work 6 rows in st.-st.

Proceed exactly as for Right front up to
and including 67th row. Cont. from 68th
to 80th rows of Eight front, BUT reading
rows backwards as follows:

68th row: P. 10 Hb., 11 W., 47 Hb. When
80th row is completed, cont. as follows:
Shape Armhole. 81st row: Cast off 8 sts.

(1 st. on needle), k. 42 Hb., 7 Sb., 10 Hb.
82nd, 83rd and 84th rows: Work in Hb.,
dec. at armhole in every row. 85th row:
K. 2 tog., then 36 Hb.,. 9 Sb., 10 Hb. 86th
row: P. 10 Hb., 9 Sb., 35 Hb., dec. 87th
row: K. 2 tog. (1 st. on needle), k. 45 Hb.,
2 W., 6 Hb. 88th row: P. in Hb. to last 2

sts., dec. 89th row: K. 2 tog. (1 st. on
needle), 32 G., 9 Sb., 10 G. 90th row: P.
10 Hb., 9 Sb., 22 Hb., 9 G., p. 2 tog. 91st
row: K. 32*Hb., 9 Sb., 10 Hb. 92nd row:

P. 10 Hb., 9 Sb., 32 Hb. 93rd row: K. 33

Hb., 7 Sb., 11 Hb. 94th row: P. 6 Hb., 1

W., 4 Hb., 7 Sb., 4 Hb., 1 W., 28 Hb. 95th
row: K. 27 Hb., 3 W., 3 Hb., 7 Sb., 3 Hb.,
3 W., 5 Hb. 96th row: P. 6 Hb., 3 W., 2

Hb., 7 Sb., 2 Hb., 3 W., 28 Hb. 97th row:
K. 29 Hb., 3 W., 1 Hb., 7 Sb., 1 Hb., 3 W.,
7 Hb. 98th row: P. 8 Hb., 3 W., 7 Sb.,
3 W., 30 Hb. 99th row: K. 31 Hb., 3 W.,
5 Sb., 3 W., 9 Hb. 100th row: P. 10 Hb.,
3 W., 3 Sb., 3 W., 32 Hb. 101st row: K. 33

Hb., 3 W., 1 Sb., 3 W., 11 Hb. 102nd row:
P. 12 Hb., 2 W., 1 Sb., 3 W., 33 Hb. 103rd
row: K. 34 Hb., 2 Sb., 1 W., 2 Sb., 12 Hb.
104th row: P. 12 Hb., 2 W., 1 Sb., 2 W.,
34 Hb. 105th row: K. 33 Hb., 3 W., 1 Sb.,
3 W., 11 Hb. 106th row: P. 10 Hb., 3 W.,
3 Sb., 3 W., 32 Hb. 107th row: K. 31 Hb.,
3 W., 5 Sb., 3 W., 9 Hb. 108th row: P. 8

Hb., 3 W., 2 Hb., 3 Sb., 2 Hb., 3 W., 30 Hb.
109th row: K. 29 Hb., 3 W., 9 Hb., 3 W.,
7 Hb. 110th row: P. 6 Hb., 3 W., 11 Hb.,
3 W., 28 Hb. lllth row: K. 27 Hb., 3 W.,
13 Hb., 3 W., 5 Hb. 112th row: P. 6 Hb.,
1 W., 15 Hb., 1 W., 28 lib. 113th row:
K. 28 Hb., 1 W., 22 Hb. Break off W.
wool. Cont. in st.-st. in Hb. for 8 rows,
finishing at front edge. Now finish as for

Eight front. Slip border sts. on to a No.
12 needle and work in rib until it is exact

length of front.

The Neck Band.
Using No. 12 needles and Hb. wool, cast

on 115 sts. for 10 rows, making a button
hole on the 4th row. Cast off. Sew to
neck. Sew up seams. Sew on buttons.

Modish Large Collars.
For the coming winter days large collars

will be greatly in vogue. On coats, com
bined with all the latest fashion points,
they certainly add to distinction, and are

very comfortable and warm. Another asset
is that the large heavy collar style helps
to accentuate the smaller waist, which is

such a help with a heavy coat.

Sketches A, B and C show how well
over the shoulder line the collar comes.
C gives an idea of the large collar and
revere style. Some of the loose coats
also have large style collars, but they cer

tainly suit the nipped-in waist effect.

Pocket Features.
Have you noticed how important pockets

are on the new season s frocks, coats and
suits? They certainly are popular and
very novel. Note the sketches:

A: The one-sided double pocket for a
frock. B: The one-sided slit pocket, em
broidered for frock. C: The double tab
style for coat or suit. D: The pocket in

seams, with buttons each side. E: The
three-tab style, each tab buttoned. F:
The pocket with tab from belt fastened
over pocket.

Old gossips are the worst of all gossips.
Scandal is the press agent of old age.

&quot;Key Money&quot; Scandal.
In England there are bitter complaints

about monies being paid for key money,
and here is a letter on the subject:

&quot;A friend of mine inquiring after a flat
at Streatham was told it would cost

1,000 300 key money and the rest for
indifferent furniture in the flat. Naturally
my friend did not take the flat. The second
case was of another friend at Surbiton
who, after a five-year search, signed up to
lease a flat. Shortly before he was to take
possession he was asked for 50 key
money. In desperation he paid. I know
the victims of this kind of thing are
usually reluctant to give information to

authorities, but it does seem to me to be
tragic that some step cannot be taken to

stamp out this scandal.&quot;

These key money pirates are polite and
gentlemanly compared with the under
ground harpies in Australia who wax fat
because of the great shortage of home
accommodation. The few cases that have
been exposed through the Courts are mild
compared with those not publicized. When
folks are desperate they will pay anything
for a home, and the key brokers, and flat
tenants who wish to quit, take the fullest

advantage of necessitous prospects. In one
case brought to our knowledge a flat occu
pant asked the landlord s approval of the
transfer of his tenancy. He was being paid

400 for the key!
The only effective way to eradicate this

form of blackmail is to impose a stiff gaol
penalty with no fine option.

Men are great, only as they are kind.
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Cearn

Vressmaking,
Know the joy of cutting and making perfect

fitting clothes. In quite a short time we can

teach you thoroughly.

DAY, EVENING AND
POSTAL LESSONS
IN DRESSCUTTING,
DESIGNING, MAKING

Be sure of the best tuition. Our schools are

known for our successful students and our

methods endorsed by leading fashion houses.

CALL, WRITE OR PHONE
FOR FREE BOOKLET

I MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH 1

I McCabe Academy, I

I

Please send me, without obligation, your free i

Booklet about Dressmaking lessons for which I I

|
enclose 2 id. stamp.

I

Name

Address

Personal or Postal Tuition.
LL

McCABE ACADEMY of DRESSMAKING
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION.

Sydney: Canberra House, 295 Elizabeth St. Box 2424.

Melbourne: Manchester Unity Bldgs., Swanston and Collins Sts. Box 330C.
Brisbane: Penny s Buildings. Adelaide St. Entrance. Box I8I6W, G.P.O.

Perth: National House. William St. Box 482.

Adelaide: Shell House. North Terrace. Box 5I9E.

South Africa: Shakespeare House. Commission St.. Johannesburg. P.O Box 5811.

SWOLLEN
GLANDS
SORE THROAT I

TN simple cases of sore throat

and swollen glands, early

treatment with IODEX will

reduce the inflammation and

swelling, relieve the pain, and

help to prevent more serious

developments.

In case of persistent glandular
swelling, consult your Doctor. It

rnay be serious.

Where the &amp;gt;kin is not broken and

there is much pain, yon ihould u

Green Label lodex a combinatioa

of Todex with Methyl Salicylatc,
&quot; which possesses quite remarkable pain-

relieving properties.

ODEY
NO-STAIN IODINE ^m.

At all Chemists

BABY
WILL
THRIVE

In the early stages, the ideal

alternative to natural feeding

is Robinson s Patent Barley

with cow s milk Then, at

weaning time, give baby

Robinson s Patent Groats, a

creamy-smooth cereal that is

very nourishing and easy for

baby to digest

ROBINSON S

ROBINSONS

i PARLEY:,
ROBINSONS]

GROATS .CROATS

Ke&effam,
*tteadacJte&

BAYERS
AS PI R | N

TABLETS
24 for 1,3... JOO for 4/-
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]
FROCK, 7337.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Bodice Front and Back. If padded

shoulders are not needed, shorten shoulder
seams by cutting off inch *#$%**.

at armhole end and shape
a new armhole curve off to

nothing about halfway
down armhole, as shown on

cutting guide. Cut off

inch at armhole end of
shoulder seam on
both front and back
and taper seam line V
to nothing at neck J||
end. |?

Sleeve. For the Jf
three -

quarter jl||
sleeve fold under
in a straight line / :

from notch to
;

notch.

Skirt. Mark off
:: 7

7337

TIE

BACK
SKIRT

GATHER

2 inches below
waistline of

pattern sup
plied, pin pat
tern to paper
and cut around
the entire outer

edge.

O Strap and
Tie. Cut a strap
1 inches wide

&amp;gt; and use vest as
a guide for

70 cutting the
length. Then a

T~ straight piece
2\ inches wide
and 45 inches

long for the
tie and bow.

Step 2. Test

ing for Correct
Size: As this

pattern has
been cut for
the average 36-

inch figure it

will be necessary to see whether alterations
are needed for the individual figure. Pin
pieces together, remembering that seam
and hem allowances are not included. Place
pattern over figure and observe fitting. If

bodice front and back are too long, shorten

by folding between armhole and waistline,
and, if too short, cut in sa,me place and
insert sufficient paper to provide additional

length required.
To increase pattern, pin additional strips

of paper along seam edges where extra
width is required, and, to decrease pattern,
trim away pattern edges where additional
width is not needed. Remove pattern from
figure, take apart, press flat, then even up
all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin pattern
to material as shown in cutting guide.
Cut out with allowances of 2 inches for
skirt hem, 1 inch on underarm seams
and ^ inch on all other edges. Before

removing pattern from material, mark
clearly with tailors chalk or tacking
exact seam lines, notches and punch-
holes.

Step 4. Bodice: Pin darts in front
and back on the inside and machine
from lower edge, tapering stitching
gradually to nothing. Tie threads and
press with darts extending towards
sides. Tuck material for vest, pin pat

tern in place and cut out with \ inch
seam allowance on all raw edges. Pin
right side of strap to the inside of
vest on the right-hand side, machine
in place, commencing at centre front,
and continue across top to outer

edge, then down front.

Cut away excess seam allowance
to within | inch of stitching. Turn
strap to outside, press, turn under
raw edge, press again and machine
in place. Finish left side with the
other strap, but in this instance

apply on the outside, turn and secure

by machine on the inside. Lap the

right-hand side over left with centre
front lines exactly over each other

I
and tack in place.

Clip around curved neck edge of
bodice front every \ inch, turn under
allowance, pin over vest with marked
seam lines over each other and tack

in place. Machine as close as possible to
seam- edge, press, join back to front at
shoulders in .plain seams, press open and
neaten.

Step 5. Skirt: Lengthen machine stitch
a trifle and along upper edge of skirt,
machine on marked seam line, then on
seam allowance \ inch from the first stitch

ing, commencing 5 inches from centre front
and centre back on one side and continu
ing across waistline to a point 5 inches
beyond centre front and centre back on
the other side. Draw up both threads to
fit lower edge of bodice front and back,
tie threads and arrange fulness evenly.
Turn under seam allowance along lower
edge of bodice, pin over skirt front and
back. Tack, machine as close as possible
to seam edge, press and neaten.

Step 6. Side Seams and Opening: Pin
frwit and back together at sides and leave
an opening 3 inches above and 4 inches
below waistline on left side. Try on, let
out or take in allowance if necessary.
Remove, machine seams, press and neaten.
Attach a zipper to side opening or cut two
facing strips of self-material 1J inches
wide and 1 inch longer than opening, with
one edge along selvedge. Pin strips to
front and back edges of opening with raw
edges together and right sides of material

facing.

Machine \ inch from edges, press seams
open and fold strips under so that selv

edges are exactly under seam lines. Tack
in place, machine \ inch from edge, press
front or upper-side under on seam line,
but allow back to extend under front. Tie-
stitch strips together at top and bottom.
Sew a hook and bar to waistline and snap
fasteners above and below.

Step 7-. Sleeves: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open .and neaten. Cut
self-material bias facing strips 2 inches
wide for lower edges. Pin to sleeves with

right sides together, machine, cut away
excess seam allowance, turn facing to

inside, press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only and slip-stitch in place.
Pin sleeves to armholes with notches meet
ing and ease evenly across tops.

Step 8. Sleeve Pads: Cut a pattern for
sleeve pads from a circle 10 inches in

diameter. Fold in halves and cut off

rounded ends each side to form a triangle.
Provide a piece of cotton wool same size

as each triangle, but omit seam allowance.

Open out triangle (now a diamond shap_e)
and tack cotton wool to one side. Draw
padding away from outside edge, tapering
it to nothing ;md keeping it thickest across
the centre. Turn under raw edges, fold
in halves and oversew edges together.

Pin- pads to frock with centre in line

with shoulder seams, point towards
neckline and extend f inch beyend
armhole seam into sleeve. Try on and
note whether shoulder width is becoming
and sleeves correctly set in. Alter if

necessary, unpin pads, machine sleeves,
trim allowance to within f inch of stitch

ing, overcast raw edges, replace pads and
tie-stitch to seam allowance at shoulders.

Step 9. Bow and Buttons: Pin centre of
neck tie to centre back of bodice with

right sides of material together. Tack to

centre front line on both sides, secure by
machine. Fold the ends in halves length
wise, machine from centre front to each
end. turn right side out and press. Sew
buttons. to vest and snap fasteners under
neath.

Step 10. Finishing: Allow frock to hang
overnight. Try on and mark a becoming
length with chalk or pins, measuring up
an even distance from floor. Turn the

hem, secure by hand and complete with
final pressing.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

2^ yards 54 inches wide. Contrast: | yard
36 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take ^ inch off side
seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow $ inch on side seams of front and
back.]

-&quot;

FROCK, 7338.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Bodice Back. Fold under in a straight

line through punchholes and use the folded

edge for waistline.

Collar and Facing. Cut a straight piece
of paper 16 inches long and 5 inches wide
for the collar. Fold in halves lengthwise,
then crosswise and cut diagonally across
the end from the fold to a point 1 inch
from cut edges, making the neck edge of
collar 14 inehes long. Mark shape of fac

ing on bodice pattern as indicated in cut

ting guide; trace to paper and cut out.

Skirt. Use pattern supplied for Pattern
7337 and fold under in a straight line from
notch at Avaistline to notch at lower edge
and use the resulting pattern for side
front and side back. For the skirt trim

ming, make a pattern from a strip of

[Turn to page 49.]
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or after the ball,

Into the street from the sheltering hall ;

Then is the cold catching time for us all,

The moment of danger be sure.

Winter mischances our happiness mar,
Sore throat, bronchitis and nasal catarrh;
Then for its advent how grateful we are,
Woods Great Peppermint Cure.

For Coughs, Colds remember
Wood* Great Peppermint Cnre

Tell me,
vJLf^r V^ 1/fJJL ... If it s catching, how
am I going to keep it from spreading all through
the house? In a big hospital, of course, you
can take all sorts of special precautions, but at

home . . .

In fighting infection in your own home, learn from the hospital.
Modern science provides you with a powerful weapon against the germs
that cause so many all-too-common infections. In the leading maternity
hospitals in Australia, and in almost every hospital in the British

Commonwealth, doctors, surgeons and nurses protect their patients,
and protect themselves, with Dettol . And Dettol is at your own
Chemist shop now !

Strange as it seems here is a highly efficient germicide, tested and
proved in literally millions of cases and it is non-poisonous; it does
not even stain linen.

Thus, Dettol , so deadly to germs, is kind to you. On the cut or
scratch that may fester, in the room from which infection may spread,
on your own hands when you act as nurse, use Dettol

, as hospitals do.

REGD.THE MODERN ANTISEPTIC
RECKITT * COLMAN (AUST.) LTD. (PHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION). S/DNE*

Joan couldn t do a
thing with it...

Her hair, we mean.
Until she heard
about the S.R.S.
hair routine.

SHAMPOO
\ with Camilatone

for deep-down
cleansing that floats away
dirt and loose dandruff.

Makes your hair soft and

lovely. Price with Tonrlnz 7d.

RINSE
with Tonrinz leaves
no dulling film. Tonrinz puts
the sunshine in your clean,
clean hair. A packet is in

cluded with your Camilatone.
Extra packets 3^d.

ith Lustrset the
tonic fixative that

makes your lovely hair so

easy to manage. Keeps it

healthy and beautiful. Large
tube 2/-.

Sold everywhere.

s no trouble now

beauty shampoo and Tonrinz

Puts sunshine in your hair
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 47.]

paper 1\ inches long and 4f inches wide.
Fold in halves, cut from
folded edge up to a point
about 2 inches from
corners, then diagonally
to upper edge to a point

inches from centre.

Shape upper edge to fol

low skirt waistline.

Step 2. Testing for Cor

rect Size: See Step
2, Pattern 7337.

Step 3. Cutting
Material: See Step
3, Pattern 7337.

Step 4. Button
holes: Mark posi
tion and size for

buttonholes on

right-hand side of

bodice, making
these a trifle longer
than size of but
tons. Cut binding
strips f inch wide
and f inch longer
than size of button
hole.

Fold strips in

halves lengthwise,
press, tack to garment with raw edges
meeting exactly over mark and ends ex

tending an even distance beyond mark.
Machine along centre of each strip and do
not take stitching beyond marked line. Tie
all ends of threads securely on the inside.
Cut along marked line to within \ inch of
each end, then diagonally to ends of

stitching. Turn raw edges of binding
strips to the inside and press with folded

edges meeting exactly in centre. On the
inside pin the triangular piece at each end
to binding strips, fold garment back out
of the way and machine across each end
through all thicknesses. Tie threads and
press again.

Step 5. Collar and Facing: Join front to

back at shoulders in plain seams, press
open and neateri. Pin neck edge of collar

to the outside of bodice neck edge. Tack,
machine; do not take the stitching beyond
seam allowance at ends. Clip seam allow
ance across fronts and press seam open on
fronts only. Join neck edge of facings to

the other side of collar in same way. Clip
allowance and press. Pin facing to bodice
with right sides together, machine across
ends of collar and down fronts.

Cut away excess seam allowance, turn

facings to inside, press, turn under raw
edge of facing, machine through fold only,
tack in place down front. Turn under raw
edge of collar and hem to previous row of

stitching across back neckline. Cut open
ings in facing exactly under each button

hole, turn under raw edge, machine to

binding and press again. Lap right-hand
side over left and tack together at waist
line. Sew buttons on left side to cor

respond with buttonholes. If desired,
attach buttons to trimming as
illustrated.

Step 6. Skirt: Join skirt front to

side fronts and skirt back to side

backs in plain seams, press open
and neaten. Pin facings to skirt

trimmings right sides together,
machine around outer edge, cut

away excess seam allowance, turn

right side out, press, complete but
tonholes and tack to skirt waist
line as shown. Turn under allow
ance on skirt, pin to

bodice and ease fulness tTv^j
in front and back to fit pews!
skirt. Tack, machine, (PI y (I

press and neaten. pi TO

Step 7. Side Seams and
&amp;lt;|

Opening: See Step 6, !

JJ
Pattern 7337.

Step 8. Sleeves: See
i&quot;|
2

Step 7, Pattern 7337.
|

Step 9. Sleeve Pads:
See Step 8, Pattern 7337.

Step 10. Belt: Make 2 WAI &amp;lt;y,

belt, finish with a buckle
and apply loops at sides

to hold it In place.

Step 11. Finishing:
See Step 10, Pattern
7337.

Pattern is for 36-inch
bust. Material: 2| yards
54 inches wide.

[For alteration of

sizes, see description No.

7337.]

Step 2. Testing Pattern: See Step 2,
Pattern 7337.

Step 3. Cutting Material: See Step 3,
Pattern 7337. When cutting the back yoke
allow If inches seam allowance along
centre back to provide for an overlap of

inch, and 1^ inches for facing.

Step 4. Bodice: Join front to back at
shoulders in plain seams, press open and
neaten. Cut a self-material fitted facing
for neck edge 1 inches wide and omit
portion covered by the facing down centre
back. Join at shoulders, press open, join
ends to back facings, press, pin facing to
bodice with right sides together, machine
exactly on marked seam, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn facing to inside,

press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only and tie-stitch to seam
allowance at shoulders. Lap right-hand
side over left with centre back lines

exactly over each other and tack in place.

Step 5. Sleeves: Pin darts in sleeves on
the inside, tack in place, then machine,
commencing 3 inches from wrist end and
taper stitching gradu
ally to nothing. Tie
threads and press dart
towards front. Cut

away excess seam
allowance to within J
inch of tacking.
Turn under raw

edges . for inch,
machine through folds

FROCK, 7339.

Step 1. Completing Pat- D* &amp;lt;.4lwcHe*
- ae INCHES L

tern:

Bodice. For the side
front use pattern given
for front of Frock 7337

and mark off from notch at waist
line, up through punchholes to
notch at neck edge and through
punchhole to armhole. For the

back, mark off from notch at

centre back through punchholes
to armhole.

Sleeve. Mark off upper por
tion of sleeve from notch at front

through punchholes to notch at
back.

Skirt. This is a straight piece

PART OF SKIRT

on both front and
back. Remove tacking,
join at underarms in

plain seams, press open
and finish lower edge
with a self-material
bias strip 1 inch wide

applied in same way
as the facing to sleeves
of Frock 7337.

PA.RT or SKIRT

of material cut from two widths of 54-inch
material and another strip 4J inches wide
and 26 inches long, or desired length, plus
the usual seam and hem allowances.

Step 6. Seams: Pin side fronts to back at
underarms and machine for a distance of
2 inches only from armhole downwards

[Turn to page 50.]
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 49.]

and press seams open. Pin sleeves to arm-
holes with notches meeting, tack and
machine in place. Make a diagonal cut

right to seam allowance at corners of

front panels. Pin back and side fronts
with sleeves attached to front and yoke
sections in a plain seam and take care to

keep all seam lines exactly over each
other.

Tack, machine carefully. Press with
seam allowances together extending up
wards on yoke and towards centre front
on side fronts; neaten all raw edges. Make
shoulder pads as described in Step 8, Pat
tern 7337, and attach with centre in line

with the shoulder seam. Try on and let

out or take in allowance down sides if

necessary. Finish the stitching on side

seams and leave an opening on left side.

Step 7. Skirt: Join the three pieces
together in plain seams, press open and
pleat the upper edge to fit the lower edge
of bodice. Arrange for one seam to come
at the side opening. Apply bodice to skirt
and finish the opening as suggested in

Steps 5 and 6, Frock 7337.

Step 8. Bow: Use spotted material for

bow, cut on bias; make and apply as
shown in illustration.

Step 9. Finishing: Sew buttons down
back of bodice and snap fasteners under
neath. If preferred, buttonholes may be
made. Close wrist openings also with

snap fasteners. Turn the hem and finish
as described in Step 10, Frock 7337.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:
3 yards 54 inches wide.

[For alteration to other sizes, see de

scription No. 7337.]

[From page 9.~\

p. 1 for 3^ inches. Change to No. 10

needles, purl 1 row, increasing to 84 sts.

Repeat the pattern rows as given for
front of pullover, omitting the 11 sts. each
end of row; that is, commence from * in
each row. Work 5 rows, then increase 1
st. at each end of the next and everv fol

lowing 8th row until there are 106 sts.,

working the new sts. into the pattern as

they appear. Continue on the 106 sts. until
sleeve is 18 inches. Cast off 8 sts. at be
ginning of next two rows; then, keeping
pattern correct, k. 2 tog. at both ends of
the needle every 2nd row until there are
38 sts. Cast off loosely.

To Make Up.
Press the edges of shoulders and arm-

holes. Sew up right shoulder seam and

1^ inches of left shoulder seam. With No.
11 needles pick up from right side of work
the stitches along shoulder front, work 4
in stocking-st. Cast off. Then sew back
to form a hem. Work other side of seam
the same, working 2 rows of stocking-st.
only. Do not turn this under. Sew in

sleeves. With a hot iron over a damp
cloth, press the whole well. Sew up under
arm and sleeve seams. Using the No. 11
needles, pick up and knit from right side
of work all the sts. along side of neck from
shoulder opening, then the sts. across front
from the safety pin. Pick up and knit all

the sts. along other side of neck, then all

the sts. from the pin across back of neck.
Work in a ribbing of k. 1, p. 1 for 1 inch
and cast off loosely ribwise from wrong
side of work. Sew snap fasteners at
shoulder.

Quilted Hot Water Bag Cover.
An acceptable gift for Mothers Day.

We have chilly nights and a hot water bag
is very drab without a cover. Cut a paper
pattern of the cover shapes. Then cut out

of material, plain or floral. Cut a wadding
lining and stitch across to form diamond-
shape stitching. Bind all edges with bias

binding and oversew sides together. Sew
on buttons and make buttonholes on tabs,
as sketch A. Embroider a flower or initial
in centre if plain material.
A novel cover for a kiddie is one that is

&quot;buttoned
up&quot;;

as sketch C, and with the
child s name embroidered on it. Made in
flannel or felt. Of course, with the hot
water bag included it would make a doubly
special gift.

++&amp;gt;

Sir Stafford Cripps said at a pliblic meet
ing recently that he stuck to a statement
he made at Hull in 1935 that it was essen
tial to Socialism that the British Empire
should be liquidated. &quot;That is what we
have done,&quot; he said to a questioner. &quot;We

have done it in the cases of India, Paki
stan, Burma and Ceylon.&quot; Something to
be proud of!

The best way to get evens is to forget.

Sports Belts and Fobs.
The modern girls usually wear slacks-

for shootin
,
huntin , and fishin

;
but they

also like to look smart with an individual

ity of their own. To cater for this the
stores are now selling rather smart and
novel belts, usually with a fob attached-

Sketched are a few ideas. A: The sash
and slotted end of gay contrast. B: One
of the newest belts, with a leather fob,
studded with brass and engraved horse s

head. C: Cummerbund of spotted silk and
chain fob. C: The &quot;Annie, Get Your Gun&quot;

belt of thonged and punched leather. E:
The fob with sailing ship depicted, and F
with the skis embossed on fob.

Stars Salaries.

The absurdly high salaries paid to film
stars has been the subject of correspond
ence in the public press of England.
In America there is also a crusade for a
substantial reduction in stars salaries.
There can be little doubt that the conduct
of some stars has much to do with the

public resentment. Here is one letter
that about sums up the general opinion on
the subject:--

&quot;One of the leading film actors is re

ported as saying: You ve got to keep a

secretary, a chauffeur, valet and a Eolls-

Bentley . As one who goes to the films, on
the rare occasions that there is anything
worth seeing, I could not care less whether
the star keeps a Rolls-Bentley or merely
a small nine-horse like myself. I do,
however, object to being charged the pre
sent ridiculously high prices in the larger
cinemas largely, it would appear, in order
that actors can attempt to dispense with
good taste and moderation in their style of

living. No star is worth 25,000 to

30,000 a year. Most of them are too
dear at a Prime Minister s salary. Let us
have lower salaries and cheaper seats,
otherwise the cinemas will become half

empty, because their wares are too dear.&quot;

Pickles should never be made in metal
utensils. When a pickle needs boiling, it

should be done in an enamel or fireproof
earthenware utensil.
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The makers of the famous

\ ANTI-SHRINK. dress fabric*

NOW ANNOUNCE .

furnishing fabrics

You know what a wonderful difference the Grafton

process made to dress fabrics.

Now you can buy a complete range of Grafton

curtains and loose cover materials too.

7 hey are FADELESS and guaranteed, oj course.

All of the linens, glazed chintzes and cretonnes

in the Grafton range can be washed . . . (and remember
the glazed chintz has a permanent glazed finish). They
dry rapidly . . . easy to iron . . . and so they can be

back on your furniture or windows on the same day.

In patterns and widths to suit every type ot room

All leading stores throughout Australia

arc now opening their first shipments.

With a sigh a e must admit that, like everything else frart*

England, supplies are limited. So see them as soon asyou can.

THE GRAFTON
FURNISHING RANGE

Linens 31&quot; and 48

Cretonnes 31* and 48

Merriecolor 48

Brocaded

rayon-and-cotton 48*

Permanent Glazed
Chintz 3T.48

Gf/6

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by James Russell, for the Proprietors, at the Australian Horn*
lournal Offirga. &quot;Horn* lournal&quot; Houaa. 4Q7-4Q9 Kent St.. Sydney.
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality
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IN _S? CENTURY ENGLAND DEVIL WORSHIPPERS

WERE CONSULTED TO CURE TOOTHACHE/
TO PREVENT TOOTHACHE TODAY,

VISIT YOUR DENTIST REGULARLY^
USE KOLYNOS TWICE A

&quot;

KOLYNOS KEEPS YOUR

TEETH SPARK1ING-

YOUR BREATH ^
FRAGRANT/

l7S

^
/

PfNICIUIN
tOLLIES

LOZ6N6E5 OF PENICILLIN
ARE NOW BEING MADE .

FOR DENTAL DISEASES/

_ SCIENTISTS SAY WE SMELL _ _
AND FEEL FLAVOUR AS WELL AS TASTE IT/ THAT

COOL, REFRESHING KOLYNOS FLAVOUR LASTS LONG;;

AFTER YOU HAVE CLEANED YOUR TEETH.
THE&quot;FEEL&quot; OF IT9$&P b QfcuaCh o

^//V(?5 BAP we*
IT WAS OMCE THOUGHT
TO KWSE THE MOUTH W/TH
AN UN6VN NUMBER OF
MOUTHFULLS OF WATt

M MNSE YOf/A MOUTH Wt

fj
ANT/$Pr/C KOLYMOS -

&quot;rl KOLYA/OS FRESHENS YOUR.
,

I
BRfATH AS /T PKES

I o ^ A/*P f&amp;gt;OUSHS &
YOUR TEETH

KOLYNOS 5AVE5 YOU MONEY EVERY
TIME YOU CLEAN YOUR TEETH - 6ECAU56

IT5 CONCENTRATED. /T GOES TWC6 AS
FAR A5 ORDINARY TOOTHPASTE
REMEMBER HALF-AN-fNCH ON

DRY BRUSH 16 PLENTY /

O O

V

Oo

Neuralgia?
They work quickly and safely because, in them, pure
Aspirin is balanced with Phenacetin, Caffeine and
Quinine, the products known to for.if\ and sustain t!ie

effects of Aspirin whilst eliminating undesirable after

effect*.

Take a couple of

ANACIN
Tablets instead For Safe, Quick relief.
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Esther Williams models a pink chiffon
evening gown which features a wide
scarf that drapes to form innumerable
neck lines. The full skirt has a wide
band, which can be discarded and worn
as a bare midriff gown with a matching
bra. A diamond clip, bracelet and ear

rings lend the only bit of decoration to
the gown.

Charity.
The wiles of the charity organisers are

many. One is to send a book of lottery
tickets (24, for which you pay 1) by
registered post, generally to folks whose
names are on the telephone list. The assumption is that people who have a phone are
better off than those who have not. You
are not bound to either dispose of these or
return them to the sender. Another trick
is to ring up at dinner time a number of
selected contacts, and remind them that
the so-and-so art union closes in a few daysand suggesting the purchase of some
tickets.

*

SUMMER CATALOGUE
READY AUGUST 9th

The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata
logue of Spring and Summer Fashions will
be ready on August 9th. It covers 40
pages of all that is latest and best in
fashion designs for the new season. The
illustrations are printed in high-class col
our effect. Our readers will be pleased
with this publication, which depicts artisti
cally the latest designs for the Spring and
Rummer Season. All departments of
dressmaking are catered for; frocks of all
kinds for adults and children, frocks for
ifferent occasions, and frocks for the

matron. Sports wear, blouses, and undies
have been very carefully selected. Child
ren s fashions girls and boys are allotted
a section to themselves. Price: Is 4d
(postal note I/- and 4d. in stamps).
Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent

Mreet, Sydney.

Blush-Cleanse your skin

Lady Dudley, one of the loveliest ofEngland s younger
peeresses, with the fairest of hair and hazel eyes, says:
&quot;I really enjoy caring for my face the new &quot;Blush-

Cleanse&quot; way with Pond s Cold Cream. It makes
my skin feel so wonderfully soft and fresh . . . gives
it a clean, glowing look.&quot;

HOW TO &quot;BLUSH-CLEANSE&quot;

1. Rouse your face with warm water. Dip deep into Pond s

Cold Cream and swirl it in soft, creamy circles up over your
face and throat. Tissue off.

2. Blush-rinse. Cream again with snowy soft Pond s Cold Cream.
Swirl about 25 more creamy circles over your face. Tissue well.

3. Tingle your face with a splash of
cold water. Blot dry.

RESULT: The freshest, softest face that
ever looked back at you from your mirror !

So every night this complete Pond s

&quot;Blush-cleansing&quot; . . . Every morning
for a bright awake look a once-over

&quot;Blush-cleansing&quot; with

Pond s Cold Cream
PC 9-5
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Qrrvotts

Dear Sirs, I am forward

ing you a photograph of

my little boy, Robert,

aged 2 years 10 months.

He was reared onArnott s

famous Milk Arrowroot

Biscuits. They were the

first step he took on solid

food and are still in

cluded in his diet to-day.

Robert weighs 2 stone.

(Signed) Mrs. A. Irvine.

ROBERT LEE IRVINE

of 57 Oakland Ave., The Entrance, N.S.W.

FAMOUS

Ml Jf ARROWROOT
B I SG U I TS

There is no Substitute for Quality

USE IODEX FOR: Stiff and Swollen

Joints, Sprains and Bruises, Swollen

Glands, Rheumatic Twinges, Neuralgia
Pains, Chest Congestion, Muscular Cramp,
Stiff Neck, Synovitis, Neuritis, Lumbago.

End nagging muscular
pains now. Rub in
IODEX iodine ointment

rub out the pain.
IODEX possesses nearly
twice the strength of tinc

ture of iodine but does
not stain, blister or
harden the skin. IODEX
is excellent First Aid, but
in stubborn cases see your
Doctor.

-A- Where skin U not broken
and there is much pain, use
Green Label lodex a com
bination of lodex with

Methyl Salicy ate, which

possesses quite remarkable

pain-relieving properties.

Heart to Heart
Bridesmaids?

&quot;I am to be married in a couple of
months time, and am in a quandary about

my bridesmaids. My sister expects to be

one, and I am not too friendly with her;
also I have two girl friends who wish to be
bridesmaids. I really only want to have
two bridesmaids, as I think three would be
a crowd. What would you do?&quot; Judith.

Yours is an easy problem. Have the
three bridesmaids, your sister to be the

principal one, and this will not cause

jealousy with the two girl friends, one of

whom, otherwise, would have to be the
head one. Also it may make a great
difference between you and your sister in

your future relations. She will always re

member you chose her for first place. In

your married life you will appreciate any
kindness and attention from your sister.

She will be delighted to be chief brides

maid, and from your point of view it will

be a happy solution of the difficulty, and

very tactful!

She is Worried:
&quot;A year or so ago I had rather a dreadful

experience, when I found on my wedding
day that the man I was about to wed was
already married. Later on he was arrested

on some fraud charge and put in gaol. Now
I have become fond of another man who is

some years my senior. He is very devoted
to me, very kind, most sincere, and gentle
manly. As he is in constant employment at

a good salary, I feel I would be secure and

happy; but somehow the memory of the

previous happening seems to haunt me.&quot;

I would not allow that to interfere with

your happiness. No doubt you have learned

something of your new fiance s background,
his relations and friends, and that will

help you in any doubts you entertain. A
man is known by the company he keeps,
and it is there that you will doubtless be
reassured. The fact is the previous horror is

still in your mind. Dismiss it from your
thoughts and start on the new life.

Beware the Tempter:
&quot;For four years now I have been married

and am very happy. Eecently at a dinner

party and dance I met a young man whom
I was very fond of some years back. In
fact we were on the point of being engaged
when he unaccountably fell in love with
someone else and married within a month
of his first meeting her. When I was danc

ing with him he told me his marriage had
been a failure, and he was now living apart
from his wife. He added that when our

friendship was broken up he now realised

it was the saddest day of his life. He sug
gested it would be nice if we wrote to each
other occasionally just for old time s sake.

It would also help to keep him straight, as
he was very miserable and really did not
care what happened to him. He said my
husband need never know. Do you think I

should write him?&quot; Edna W. Have
nothing at all to do with him. To my mind
he is altogether unprincipled, and is

possessed of a certain kind of low-down

cunning which might involve you if your
letters were produced. You are happily
married, so don t do anything to mar that

happiness. These renewed acquaintances,
&quot;warmed-up affairs&quot; they call them in

America, are dangerous. Do not write or

see him.

Too Young:
&quot;I have a boy who is respectable and

who never keeps me out late at nights. I

am fond of dancing, but as he doesn t

dance I have never been to any for his

sake. I would have no one to take me and-
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he is of a jealous nature. He has no
ambition to learn dancing

1

. He, however,
is very fond of races and billiards, and

spends hours in the billiard room. I think
he should give up some of this and take
me to a dance, say once a fortnight. I am
really fond of him, but what would you
advise? I am 16 years old and he is 20.

He knows that I have always disapproved
of races, but it doesn t worry him at all.&quot;

V.J.P. A boy of 20 who is keen on

racing and billiards is not worth troubling
over. Also at 16 you are too young to

think of any boy seriously. Forget him,
and get hold of some agreeable girl friends
or join a tennis club, where you will meet
a lot of nice folks.

Down-trodden Father:
&quot;In the course of the next few months I

will be leaving home to be married and I

do so with regret for father s sake. My
mother treats him shabbily. He is a well-
educated and refined man in an excellent

position, and has kept the home most com
fortably as long as I can remember. We
received a good education, everything we
wanted. Father was most generous to us
on our birthdays and on other little cele
bration occasions. He is just an ideal,

generous dad; but he gets a shocking time
of it from mother. She never takes him
into her confidence about anything, and
talks to him in a way that is both rude
and humiliating. He apparently takes no
notice, but I can see that her bullying ,

unkind mannerisms hurt him. I spoke to
him on one occasion about this, but he told
me he could not discuss mother with me;
it would be disloyal.

&quot;Now I am leaving home (my other
three sisters are married), and I feel real

sorry for dad, as I know my absence will
make it all the harder for him. My pfle-

sence, I am sure, was a restraint on mum.
Can I do anything in this matter?&quot;

Sarah E. There is nothing you can do
beyond visiting the old home when oppor
tunity offers. The remedy was in your
father s hands in his early marriage days
when he allowed his wife all her own way,
and spoiled her. And now, with the passing
of the years, she has become more arrogant
and offensive, and perhaps does not know
it. A somewhat similar case was mentioned
in the newspapers some months ago when
the husband sought a divorce from his
wife after many years of marriage. He
said he wanted peace in his old age. He
had waited till his children were all mar
ried, because he did not want to cause any
publicity or scandal; but now he was quite
prepared to make his wife a generous
allowance, and all he asked in return was
to be let alone, and allowed to live what
was left of his life in peace and quiet
no nagging, no fault-finding, no pushing
around, and no abusing.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have published a booklet which

will be appreciated by those interested in
knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions
and illustrations are given for the follow
ing: The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Bootless, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pilchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

The best time to settle a strike is before
it starts.

THROW OFF THE MASK!
PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS are UGLY FEATURES

Refined Folk Avoid Your Acquaintance
I tell readers of this Journal free how to remove blemishes in ten days
Stubborn cases that baffled physicians and beauty
specialists Rave been cured. You have never used or
heard of anything like it Makes muddy complexions,
red spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions, vanish
almost like magic. No cream, lotion, enamel, salve
plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus,
nothing to swallow. It doesn t matter if your com
plexion is a &quot;fright,&quot; whether your face is full of muddy
spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing pimples and
eruptions or if your skin is rough and &quot;porey,&quot; and
vou ve tried almost everything under the sun to get
rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just
ten days, positively removes every blemish, and beau
tifies your skin in a marvellous way You look years
vounger. It gives the skin the bloom, tint and purity
of a freshly blown rose. In ten days you can be the
subject of wild admiration by vour friends, no matter
what vour aee

ALL METHODS NOW KNOWN ARE CAST ASIDE
There is nothing to wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands, shoulders are
beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes
in your mirror in ten days. This treatment is absolutely harmless to the most delicate skin, and
very pleasant to use. No change in your mode of living necessary. A few minutes daily does it.
To every reader of this Journal I will give full details of this really astounding treatment. Let m
show you. You risk nothing. Send me 4d. in stamps, your name and address, and I will givvou full details.

MISS GRACE DUNCAN (Suite H8), BOX 4138 G.P.O., SYDNEY
491 PITT STREET, SYDNEY

A Day to learn to Play

this amazing new way!

JUST ARRIVED A limited .apply of am.-._.^_- zing new lesson books

hal will quickly teach you ai home to play either the

Guitar, Banjo Mandolin, Piano, Saxophone, Piano

Accordion, Clarinet, Violin, Mouth Organ, Ukulele, or

Button Accordion. Think oJ it you can star! play

ing in thirty minutes and play all popular tunes in a

few weeks without previous knowledge ol music.

HOW YOU LEARN
privateiy,

.*
just

and you instrument nobody else and no other teacher.

The Lessons show you everything. You pav as von

learn but there s no charge at all il vow re not

satisfied. Each student receives our special

30-DAY MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

If you ve ever wanted to learn, this is your chance. The coupon below

is your passport lo a new and fascinating hobby to friend*, fun,

outings, extra money perhaps a career-

INSTRUMENTS Exclusive models available

on weekly payments freight / *

free to wherever you live. Ask for our new catalogue when writing
mention instrument favoured.

JO00
ONLY

Mail the coupon to-day and get your copy. Don t delay. This fact

packed book will tell you how to start playing in 30 minutes and play

all popular tunes in a few weeks. How |&quot;

&quot;&quot;

to learn at home without the cost of

visits to a teacher, and how to banish

nervousness and play ai parties even

ings, whether you are a beginner or not.

But avoid delay there are only 1000 free

books bound to go quickly. Post the

Coupon to-day for yours.

TO SAMPSON S Depu JO,

481 KF.M ST., BOX 4184X. G.P.O., SYDNEY.

Please forward full particulars and free book without

obligation. I enclose 2Jd. postage stamp.

NAME

ADDRESS..

\
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Mrs. B. WEST,
formerly of Eng
land, and now of

Rathay St., Vic-
toria Park, W.A.

FOR RECENT ARRIVAL
FROM ENGLAND
Arriving in Australia to start life

anew, Mrs. West very soon had a

reminder of England on seeing an

ASPRO packet. Apparently it was

such a happy link with old associa

tions and a good first impression of

Australia that Mrs. West felt

prompted to write, straight away, as

follows: &quot;As a recent arrival from
the Old Country I was very pleased
to be greeted with the familiar

ASPRO packet when I stepped
ashore at Fremantle. My brother-in-law and his wife first

recommended ASPRO 1

to us many years ago in England
since when my husband and I have always received mar
vellous relief, when treating colds and flu with ASPRO .&quot;

Do you know that ASPRO,
1

an Australian discovery, is

now sold in nearly every corner of the globe? It has the

biggest sale in the world of any medicine of its kind

because it never fails to do what it is claimed to do.

ASPRO
DOB NOT HARM the HEARTorSTOMACH

Swift, Certain,

SAFE relieffor

COLDS
INFLUENZA
SLEEPLESSNESS
TEMPERATURE
FEVERISHNESS
SORE THROAT
IRRITABILITY
RHEUMATISM
TOOTHACHE
NEURALGIA
LUMBAGO
SCIATICA
NEURITIS
HFADACHE
NERVE PAINS

Two ASPRO 1

tab

lets and a cup of

tea soothe headache
and nerviness away
in a few minutes.

ASPRO andWoter-
o splendid gargle
for Sore Throat

EVEN A CHILD
CAN TAKE ASPRO

The purity of Aspro conforms to the

standard laid down by the British Phar

macopoeia the guiding authority of the
Medical Profession.

COBYRIGHT

[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help and

benefit to readers who desire information concerning
matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which will

never be published under any circumstances) , corre

spondents are requested to send a pen-name, to which
the answer may be addressed.}

STRAWBERRY CHARTREUSE. One and a
half pint packets of lemon jelly, a gill of

cream, a pint of custard, i a Ib. of straw
berries. Make i a pint of jelly according
to directions. Put a thin layer in the bot
tom of a mould, stand it in cold water to

set, then on this place a quarter of the
strawberries. Cover them with the re

mainder of the jelly, put it in gently with
a spoon and leave until set. Cut in pieces
the pint tablet of jelly and melt it in a

^ of a pint of hot Water, cool, then stir in

the custard, the cream whipped stiff, and
the remainder of the strawberries cut in

quarters. Stir to mix well. Put, by spoons
ful, into the mould containing the jelly,
be careful not to disturb the latter. And
turn out when set. Sweets such as this

containing jelly and cream need careful

turning out. It is best to plunge the mould,
as far as the cream reaches, in hot water
for a few seconds. If the jelly is shaken
out it will most probably break. Mrs.
W. D.
FOE FLUFFY HAIB.

&quot;Ginger&quot;
is anxious

to know how to cure greasy hair and to

stop it falling out. Wash your hair not
more often than once a week with a good
shampoo, and brush it vigorously for 10
minutes every night. Eub the scalp with
hair tonic twice a week. A henna rinse

made by pouring a pint of boiling water
over 1 oz. of powdered henna and straining
wken cool, will restore the original colour

to &quot;Ginger s&quot; hair.

STRENGTHENING THE EYELASHES. &quot;What

can I do to make my eyebrows grow
darker? I am very fair, and they hardly
show up at

all,&quot;
writes &quot;Fair.&quot; Scanty

and blonde eyelashes and eyebrows can be
darkened and strengthened by the appli
cation of castor oil. Apply this with a
camel s hair brush.

CHICKEN PATTIES. Take i Ib. cold

chicken, 1 oz. butter, a gill of stock made
from chicken bones, \ a teaspoonful grated
rind of lemon, i Ib. lean cooked ham, a

gill cream or milk, \ a teaspoonful salt, a

pinch of pepper, a pinch of grated nutmeg,
flaky pastry. Line some rather deep patty
pans with good flaky pastry, put a piece
of crust of bread in each, cover with pastry,
and bake in a quick oven for 15 minutes.
Remove the cover, take out the bread, fill

with cream of chicken, replace the cover,
and brush the edges with white of an egg
to make them adhere. To make the cream,

of chicken, mince the chicken and ham
very finely, roll the butter in a saltspoon-
ful of flour, put these in a saucepan with
the other ingredients, and simmer gently
for 10 minutes. Stir to prevent burning.
The stock used should be a thick jelly; if

not, dissolve a leaf of gelatine in it before

using. Mrs. F. P.

SPINACH AND EGGS ON TOAST. Chop 1

small onion very fine and cook 5 minutes
in 3 tablespoonsful fat. Add 2 cupsful

spinach, cooked or canned, chopped fine,

and 2 or 3 hard-cooked eggs coarsely

chopped, reserving slices of egg for gar
nish. Stir and cook until heated through
and serve on squares of toast, garnished
with egg slices and toast points. Mrs.

W. O B.
WEDDING INVITATION. The wedding invi-
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tations are generally sent out in letter

form on specially selected and printed
sheets. The paper must be very good, but

plain white. The usual form is as follows:

&quot;Mr. and Mrs. Grey request the pleasure of

presence at the

marriage of their daughter Sybil with
Arthur Thompson at six o clock at St.

Mary s Church, and afterwards at &quot;Hat-

tersley,&quot; Cremorne. K.S.V.P.&quot; Miss M.
L. L.

FISH SOUFFLE. Half a Ib. of boiled fish,

1 gill of milk, 2 eggs, 1 oz. of butter, 1

level tablespoonful of flour, a squeeze of

lemon juice, salt and pepper. Melt the

butter, stir in the flour and cook gently
until it is a smooth paste. Add the milk

gradually and boil for 5 minutes. Remove
any bnes from the fish, divide it into

flakes and stir it into the sauce. Add the
well-beaten yolks and stiffly-whipped
whites of eggs, a seasoning of salt and

pepper and the lemon juice. Fill a souffle

case or pudding mould three parts full

with the mixture. Steam gently for ^ an

hour, and serve. Reader.
So EMBARRASSING! &quot;Would you please

tell me how to prevent and cure sticky,

clammy hands?&quot; writes Phyllis P. Ask
your chemist to make you up a lotion con

sisting of 20 grains of tannic acid dis

solved in 1 oz. of eau-de-Cologne. A few
drops of the refreshing lotion rubbed into

the palms of the hands will keep them cool

and dry in the hottest weather.

TOMATOES FOB BABY. &quot;Is it all right to

give tomatoes to my little boy of three?
He is very fond of them.&quot; A.G.L.
Strained tomato juice is excellent for him,
and you can give him sandwiches made
from the pulp, but try to avoid the pips
and skin, as these may prove irritating.
It is wisest not to give seeds or pips to

children, but the juices of all the &quot;soft&quot;

fruits are splendid for them, and, after
all it is in these that the chief value lies.

TOMATO AND PRAWN SALAD. Two large
tomatoes, 2 doz. prawns, a few grains of

cayenne pepper, 4 tablespoonsful of thick

mayonnaise, 2 tablespoonsful of cream, 6

drops of anchovy essence, 1 lettuce. Cut
the tomatoes in halves across, scoop out
the seeds and soft pulp, leave the firm part
intact. Shell the prawns, add the cayenne
to 2 tablespoonsful of mayonnaise and in

this toss the prawns. Put the prawns in
the tomato cases, dividing them equally,
whip the cream, add the remaining mayon
naise and anchovy. Mix well. Pile or

pipe on to the tomato cases. Garnish with
a lettuce cut in quarters and serve. F.C.
WASHING WHITE FUR. Take 3 table-

spoonsful of Lux, add about 1$ cupsful
boiling water, let stand for a while until
Lux is melted and water cold, then add a

couple of pints of cold water. Let fur
stand in this for about i hour or till you
see that all the dirt is out: then put
through clean, cool water, but do not
wring, just squeeze water out of it as

drying, tease the fur up with finger. L.X.

AUSTRALIAN HOME JOURNAL
BABY BOOK No. 5.

All that is latest and best in Knitting and
Crochet for Baby, clearly illustrated with
instructions set out in the simplest way poss
ible. It consists of: Pram Suit for the Baby
Girl; Knitted Shell Set; Pram Cover; Roseleaf

Layette; Mauryeen Crochet Set; Coat and
Bonnet, Bubble Stitch; The Berry and Leaf
Set; Alice Baby Set; Pamela Outfit; The
Graham Suit; Baby s Shawl; Jessica Coat and
Bonnet; Billie-Boy Outdoor Suit. Price 1/3
(by Postal Note) to Australian Home Journal,
407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. [Knitting
Books 1, 2, 3, 4 sold out.]

The Doctor Answers
ABOUT BACKACHE:

Patient: &quot;Why do so many people suffer with Backache,
Doctor?&quot;

Doctor: &quot;Because your back muscles are working constantly
holding up your body, any extra strain is quickly felt;
again, uric acid and other poisons often collect in
these muscles if your kidneys and bowels are not
functioning well and correctly.&quot;

Patient: &quot;But, why. Doctor, do these poisons in the blood
so often affect the muscles of the back?&quot;

Doctor: &quot;For the reason I gave just now you feel the effect
of these blood poisons in the weakest or most over
worked parts of your body first. If you feel the
effects in your back muscles, you can be sure they
are everywhere in your muscles and joints, and the
sensible thing to do is to get rid of these poisons as
quickly as you can.&quot;

If you suffer from Backache, rheumatic pains, sciatica, lumbago, kidney and
bladder weaknesses, neuritis, gout, or similar aches and pains, you will be

delighted with the relief and renewed energy Menthoids
jpill give you. Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids contain Thionine

the great blood medicine which does so much to drive
out these crippling poisons from your blood, strengthen
ye-ur kidneys and tone up your whole system.

Get a month s treatment fiask of Dr. Mackenzie s

Menthoids for 6/6 with Diet Chart, or a 12-day
flask for 3/6, from your nearest chemist or store,
or a postal note to British Medical Laboratories,
Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney, will bring you
Menthoids by return mail.

M64

MENTHOIDSM BACKACHE
HER RHEUMATISM GOES AS SHE LOSES UGLY FAT
Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-0-Form
&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;I have been crippled with rheumatism,
until some friends recommended me to take Youth-O-Form to reduce my weight.
I DID REDUCE and, more marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared.
That was four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and this year I
got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions were useless. I told my doctor,
who is leading physician at one of the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Form wat
the only thing that ever did me any good, and he advised me to try it again, and
that the Youth-O-Form prescription was
well known. Once again I am quite well
and fit.&quot;

If you are overweight and
suffer from Rheumatism,
Indigestion, Constipation,
or constant headaches,
Youth-O-Form will help
you, too.

Mrt. Darley, pictured below, is only
one of countless Australian women
u&amp;lt;ho have regained health and appear-

ance through Youth-O-Form.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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its FPST!easy/ SQFE.I
What a world of difference a better

cleanser can make!

Grit-free Bon Ami is so fast so easy

so safe. Removes dirt quickly with

out leaving dirt-catcking scratches to

dull a shining surface, without redden

ing or roughening your pretty hands.

And it actually polishes as it cleans.

That means you work much less to

get a brilliant lustre on your bath^

basins and kitchen sink. Try

Bon Ami to-day. See how

much better it is!

BON AMI
Jiasnf- scratched yef/

POWDER
and CAKE

w
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PENELOPE FROCK
Materials: 6 ozs. Paton s Azelea crochet

wool; 1 pair No. 10 knitting needles; 3

small buttons; 1 yard narrow ribbon for

sleeve; a medium crochet hook.

Measurements: Length from top of

shoulder, 16 ins.; width all round at

underarm, 20 ins.; length of sleeve from

underarm, 2$ ins.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; tog., together; wl. fwd., wool for

ward; d.c., double crochet.

Tension: To obtain the above measure
ments it is absolutely necessary to work
at a tension to produce 8 sts. to the inch
in width. If this tension is not obtain
able on the needles recommended, use
finer or coarser as necessary.

Proceed as follows (with right side of
work facing) :

1st row: K. 3, p. 1, (k. 3 tog., p. 1) 14

times, work 31 sts. in pattern. (P. 1, k. 3

tog.) 14 times, p. 1, k. 3 (95 sts.).

2nd row: K. 1, p. 2, (k. 1, p. 1) 14 times,
k. 33, (p. 1, k. 1) 14 times, p. 2, k. 1.

Work 10 more rows, working the centre
31 sts. in pattern, the 29 sts. at either side

of the pattern panel in rib of k. 1, p. 1,

and the 3 sts. at each end in plain, smooth
fabric.

Next row (right side of work facing) :

(K. 2, k. 2 tog.) 8 times, k. 31, (k. 2 tog.,
k. 2) 8 times (79 sts.).

Continue in plain, smooth fabric, cast

ing off 4 sts. at beginning of each of the

The Front.
Cast on 151 sts. very loosely.
1st row: K. 1,

* wl. fwd., k. 3, k. 3 tog.,
k. 3, wl. fwd., k. 1; repeat from *

to end
of row.

2nd row: K. 1, p. to last st., k. 1.

3rd row: As 1st row.
4th row: Knit.

Kepeat these 4 rows 5 times more, then
the 1st and 2nd once more.

Proceed as follows:
1st row: K. 60. work next 31 in pattern,

k. 60.

2nd row: K. 1, p. 59, k. 31, p. 59, k. 1.

Continue working the centre 31 sts. in

pattern and the 60 sts. at each side plain,
smooth fabric until the work measures
11J ins. from commencement, ending with
the 2nd pattern row in the centre panel.

next 2 rows and 1 st. at beginning of each
of the following 12 rows (59 sts.).

Continue without further decrease until

3^ ins. of plain, smooth fabric have been
knitted.

Next row (front of work facing) : k. 19,
cast off 21, k. 19.

Continue on last 19 sts., casting off one
at neck edge in the 2nd and following
alternate row.

With back of work facing, shape shoulder
as follows:

Cast off 8 sts., purl to end.

Cast off 1 st. at beginning of next row,
and knit to end. Cast off remaining 8 sts.

Return to the 19 sts. left on needle, and
work other shoulder to correspond, re

versing neck and shoulder shaping.

The Back.
Work exactly as for front until the arm-

holes are reached.
Cast off 4 sts. at beginning of each of

the next 2 rows (71 sts.).

With front of work facing, slip 38 sts.

on a spare needle for right side of back
of bodice. Joining wool at centre back,
cast on 5 sts.; knit these 5 and then the

remaining 33 sts., giving 38 sts. for left

side of back of bodice.

Proceed in plain, smooth fabric, casting
off 1 st. at armhole end of every alternate
row until 32 sts. are left.

Continue without further decrease until

the armhole measures the same as front
armhole.

Cast off 8 sts. at shoulder end of next
and following alternate row.
Work one more row, then east off remain

ing 16 sts.

Return to the 38 sts. left on spare
needle, and work right side of bodice to

correspond, reversing armhole and shoulder

shapings and making a buttonhole every
1J ins. as follows:

1st buttonhole row: Knit to last 4 sts.,
cast off 2, k. 2.

2nd butonhole row: K. 1, p. 1, cast on 2

sts., p. to last st., k. 1.

The Sleeves (both alike).
Cast on 71 sts. very loosely.
Work in pattern as given at beginning

of front of frock for 2$ ins. Decrease 2
sts. at beginning of each of the next 4

rows, and 1 st. at beginning of each of
the following 24 rows, being careful to
allow for the variations in the patter*
caused by knitting 3 tog. and making sts.

Cast off in threes as follows:
K. 3 tog.,

*
k. 3 tog., pass 1st st. on

right-hand needle over 2nd. Eepeat from
* until all sts. are cast off.

The Collar (two pieces alike).
Cast on 51 sts. very loosely.
Work 12 rows in pattern as given for

front of frock.
Proceed as follows:
1st row: K. 1,

*
k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 3, k. 1;

repeat from * to end of row.
2nd row: K. 1, p. to last st., k. 1.

3rd row: K. 2,
*

k. 2 tog., k. 1; repeat
from * to end of row. Cast off.

To Make Up.
Using a damp cloth and a warm iron,

press all parts lightly. Work honeycomb
smocking over the four panels f k. 1,

p. 1, rib, catching together the ribs of
knit st. in pairs.

Join shoulder, side and sleeve seams,
and set in sleeves, placing seam to seam.
Work a row of d.c. down each side of back
opening, and stitch underlap into place.
Sew collar into position. Thread ribbom

through sleeves at the level of the 4th row
of holes, and up from the lower edge of
sleeves. Sew on buttons to correspond
with buttonholes.

The luxury homes of the stars are for
sale cheap a sure sign of the times in

extravagant Hollywood. Places with swim
ming pools and ornate tennis courts are on
the bargain counter. Among the sellers

arc Nelson Eddy, Robert Taylor and Bar
bara Stanwyck, Lilli Palmer and Rex Har
rison. The late Wallace Beery s and Earl
Carroll s mansions are on the market. Al
Jolson gave his home to the Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital.

Money to-day is about as useful as a

glass eye at a keyhole.
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This is the Beginning
NAN E. PATTINSON.

When you have been trying to forget a man for a year and then he telephones you
asking you to meet him and arrives with another girl what are you to think?

At first Sue hadn t recognised his voice.

It was so absolutely unexpected. So very
much what she had once longed for unbear

ably and then put resolutely behind her.

For over a year she had been trying to

forget Charle s ever since she came out of

the W.A.A.F. It had been a hard and

painful process and not entirely successful.

Now here he was, saying:

&quot;Hello, is that Sue? This is Charles

Bristowe, if you re

member me. I m here
in Market Eosing

farmhouse; Mother in her apron and Dad
in his shirtsleeves. Cows in the shippen
waiting to be milked; the distant smell of

pigs. The utter homeliness of it all. It

was that kind of farm.

She said quickly:
&quot;I I was coming into the town this

morning.&quot;

&quot;Oh, good. What
about 12.30 at the

least friendship. And friendship deserved

something better than the empty silence
that had followed.
You had fought the desolation. The

knowledge that it was all one-sided. That
Charles hadn t really cared. After all,

why should anyone as utterly marvellous
as Charles care for a girl like yourself? A
farmer s daughter. The sort of girl who
was a little too tall and a little too quiet.
Who wasn t glamorous or smart or gay.
A dull sort of girl really.
Her mother was calling again.
&quot;Sue, dear, one of the pigs got out.&quot;

&quot;All right, Mother. I ll catch him.&quot;

The March sun gilded the edges of the
straw stack. Across a bright blue sky

like

see
very
you

and I d
much to

again.&quot;

Sue swallowed,
fought down
confusion

and awkward
ness and a sud
den sense of
almost unbear
able joy.

&quot;Hello, Charles! What
a what a nice sur

prise!&quot; She longed for a
flow of easy small talk,
to be one of those girls who
-could chatter gaily and

amusingly over the tele

phone putting themselves across.

&quot;I m staying at the Green Dragon,&quot; he

went, on. &quot;Do you live very far out of

the town? I wondered if you could have
luncheon here with me? Or I could come
out and see you whenever it s convenient.&quot;

The telephone was in the stone-flagged
ihall. Through the window Sue caught a

iglimpse of the yard beyond; the . hens

pecking about among untidy straw, a

string of ducks waddling across to the

nearby pond.
&quot;Come out and see you,&quot; Charles had

just said. She was panic-stricken. Not
this first meeting here, after so long! This
was no setting for romance. The shabby

Dragon? I ll be

waiting for you
in the lounge.
It will be great
to see you
again, Sue, I &quot;

Mother was
calling a rising
crescendo of sound
from the kitchen.

&quot;Sue Sue!&quot;

&quot;I must go,
Charles. I ll see

you at 12.30, and
thank you very
much.&quot;

She replaced the receiver.

It was like a dream. You waited and
waited. Because you were so sure Charles

would call or write. Because it was so hard
to believe that the shared months at

Heteringham hadn t meant something deep
and good to both of you. If not love, at

It was Linda, Sue s

cousin, and standing
beside her, tall and
broad-shouldered and
unforgettably the
same, was Charles.

clouds, like little balls of
white cotton-wool, drifted.

The duck pond was an up
turned mirror. In the mead

ows beyond the young lambs were
bleating.

It was as if someone had drawn a
curtain back overnight. Look, they
said, it s really spring. Spring, clear
and tender and radiant, as if it had
never all happened before. She

thought, what a wonderful day! As if

everything had just been born ... as if

everything were just beginning . . .

The pig scuttled grunting back into the

sty. She latched the gate firmly after him
and walked back to the house.
Her mother was rolling out pastry in the

big, white-washed kitchen.

&quot;Mother, someone telephoned and asked
me out to lunch. A friend I knew in the
W.A.A.F. Is it all right if I go into town
this morning? Did you want me for any
thing?&quot;

Her mother looked up, brushing her rosy
cheek with a plump, befloured hand.

&quot;I don t think so, dear. David s plough
ing Long Christie and Ted will be back for
the yard work. You won t be able to take
the car; Dad is going over to Burberrys
this afternoon.&quot;

&quot;I ll
cycle,&quot; Sue said.

&quot;You might call about the broken pig
trough. And bring some fish from Macey s

plaice, I think I m glad you re meeting
one of your friends, dear. You must miss
them at times. Was she with you in the

Meteorological ?&quot;
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&quot;It s a
he,&quot;

she answered. &quot;Charles Brifl-

towe.&quot; She hesitated. &quot;I think I ll go
and change into a skirt.&quot;

Mrs. Graham fluted the edges of the

rhubarb pie without looking up.
&quot;I should do. Wear your blue.&quot;

The blue was so countrified. Sue eyed
the simply cut tweed coat and skirt un

enthusiastically. It wasn t good enough for

Charles. He had never seen her in civilian

clothes. The W.A.A.F. uniform had suited

her as well as anything she had ever worn.
She must look as nice as Charles remem
bered her, better, in fact.

Nothing pleased her. She seemed to

have spent her demobilisation coupons on
all the wrong sorts of thing. Corduroy
slacks and an odd jacket and underwear;
wedge shoes and a couple of sweaters.

The only thing was her green suit, the
one she d had for Jean s wedding. It was
rather on the dressy side for a lunch date
in Market Kosing, but at least it was
smart and more the sort of thing Charles
was used to. She managed to adjust the
small green hat that matched it to her
satisfaction and went to tell her mother
she was going.

If she was more dressed up than usual
Mrs. Graham made no observation upon it.

She straightened up from the oven and
turned a flushed cheek for Sue s kiss and
aid:

&quot;Have a nice time, dear.&quot;

&quot;Thanks, Mummy.&quot;
Sue went to collect her bicycle from the

shed.

&quot;Don t forget to call at Eaynor s to see
if the paraffin is in

yet,&quot;
her mother called

from the doorway.
&quot;I won t.&quot;

A pity she had to cycle, especially in her
best stockings, and unfamiliarly high
heels. I ll take it slowly, Sue told herself;
I ll just dawdle along.
The trees and hedges were dusted with

a film of green, so delicate and intangible
that you felt you almost imagined it. In
the newly ploughed field beyond the road
a lark was singing, a sweet and rapturous
sound.
Now she could really begin to think of

seeing Charles again; to wonder why he
had never written after she had suddenly
left the W.A.A.F. because her brother
David had been injured in a car smash and
her parents had wanted her back to help
nurse him and help on the farm.

I ll do all the shopping first, Sue plan
ned, then cool down and powder my nose
and go to meet Charles. It was just strik

ing twelve by the Market Hall clock as
she jumped off her bicycle and left it

behind Mr. Raynor s shop and went in to

inquire about the paraffin.
She bought the plaice and arranged to

call back for it, then recrossed the street
to Higson s.

Someone said gaily:
&quot;Why, there she is! Hello, Sue. We

were just going across to the Dragon to
wait for

you.&quot;

It was Linda, Sue s cousin. And stand
ing beside her, tall and broad shouldered
and unforgettably the same, was Charles.
He said:

&quot;Hello, Sue.&quot;

He hadn t changed, not one scrap. The
same thin, brown face; the same dark
hazel eyes; the same smile that seemed so

specially warm and friendly. The only
difference was an unfamiliar brown suit
in place of the remembered Air Force blue.
She held out a hand.
&quot;Hello, Charles. How are you?&quot;

&quot;Isn t it simply astonishing?&quot; Linda

cried. &quot;Imagine the phone rang and it

was Charles. I didn t even recognise his

voice!&quot;

Nor did I, Sue thought. She looked at
Linda. She was hatless with her glistening
red gold hair, casual frock of cinnamon
wool crepe, the bright emerald green of

her scarf deepening the green of her eyes.
Sue felt like Alice in Wonderland after

she had eaten the piece of cake marked
&quot;Eat Me&quot;; as if she were growing larger
and larger, as if her wrists were shooting
beyond the sleeves of her green suit and
her neck elongating itself like a snake.

Involuntarily her eyes went to Charles
and found him watching her. He said

quickly:
&quot;I didn t have a chance to tell you on

the phone that Linda was coming. You
rang off so quickly.&quot;

&quot;It s such fun to all meet again,&quot; Sue
said bravely.
She and Linda had been in the W.A.A.F.

together, stationed at Heteringham at the

same time that Charles was there.

Some brightness had gone out of the day.
A gust of chill March wind rattled round
the corner at them, swirling the torn

papers along the gutter.
&quot;Come on,&quot;

Linda urged. &quot;Don t let s

waste time standing here. Let s go over
to the Dragon.&quot;

Sue looked towards the shop doorway.
&quot;I have to go in

here,&quot; she said. Mad
ness descended upon her. She heard her
self explaining, &quot;I have to call about a
broken pig trough.&quot;

Linda burst into a shrill peal of laughter.
&quot;Oh, darling, a pig trough! You re always

on the most devastating errands. We ll go
over and order you a drink and be wait

ing. Come on, Charles.&quot; She slid one arm
through his. &quot;Hurry up,&quot; she called over
her shoulder.

Sue watched them walk away in the

direction of the hotel. How odd that
Charles had telephoned Linda, too, she

thought.
But not really odd at all. Quite natural,

in fact. Why hadn t she seen it before
that Linda was the reason for Charles
defection? Linda had always liked him.
She had stayed on at Heteringham after

Sue had left. Perhaps because of that,
and because Sue had been busy on the

farm, they had seen very little of each
other for some time.

Maybe it was Linda s idea that they
should all meet. Like Old Home Week. She
wanted to giggle, yet ridiculously she felt

tears pricking her eyes so that she had to

stand and stare very hard at the farm

implements in Higson s window. She could
see a shadowy reflection of herself in the

green suit that was suddenly all wrong
and over-dressed. The green hat had

tipped back from her fair hair and looked

incongruous above the broad cheek-bones
and candid grey eyes staring back at her.

She had a childish impulse to put her

tongue out at herself.

Peasant face, she thought disparagingly.
She wondered at the calm immobility of
her expression.
The pig trough was still being repaired.

She thanked the man and walked reluct

antly back into the street.

Now for the Green Dragon. She would
give anything to be able to go home
never have to set eyes on Charles or Linda
again, but she must go through with the
luncheon.
Linda waved at her across the low,

heavily beamed room.

&quot;Cheers, Sue. Here s your gin and
French ; we re one up on you.&quot;

Above the rim of his glass Charles was
staring at her.

Amazed, no doubt. Amazed and amused
at the metamorphosis from efficient

W.A.A.F. to country bumpkin. All I want
are straws in my hair, Sue thought bit

terly.
The second gin was unloosening Linda s

tongue. She was being rather amusing in
a sharp way.

I can t compete, Sue thought. I ll just
sit here and chew my cud reflectively.

&quot;Those certainly were the days,&quot; Charles
aaid. &quot;Do you miss it, Suet&quot;

&quot;Sometimes,&quot; Sue answered. &quot;Not

really, I suppose. I m too
busy.&quot;

&quot;I can t think why you ever joined the
W.A.A.F.,&quot; Linda said. &quot;You ought to
have stayed on the farm and been a Land
Girl.&quot;

&quot;Sometimes you feel like a change,&quot; Sue
observed. She turned to Charles. &quot;What

are you doing now you re out of the Air

Force, Charles?&quot;

&quot;I m going to Kenya,&quot; Charles replied
unexpectedly.
Kenya. A thousand or more miles away.

But no farther from her than he had al

ready travelled.

&quot;What fun,&quot; Linda said, lighting another

cigarette from the stump of her old one.
&quot;I should adore Kenya.&quot;

&quot;It s quite a place,&quot; Charles said. &quot;I ve
a great pal who trained out there. He
used to tell me about the flamingos on
Lake Nakuru. Said they were like a pink
cloud shot with crimson when they rose
in flight, thousands and thousands of em.&quot;

A pink cloud of flamingos. A strange
and beautiful sight in a strange and beau
tiful land. I ll never see anything like

that, Sue thought. She remembered chas

ing the pig back into the sty and smiled

wryly.
&quot;What s the joke?&quot; Charles asked.
She shook her head.

&quot;Nothing,&quot; she answered. I m the joke,
she thought. The joke s on me. Being so

thrilled and excited to see you dressing
up ... only to find myself the awkward
side of a triangle . . .

She wondered why Charles wasn t stay
ing at Linda s home. She could picture
Uncle Robert, bland and urbane over his

after-dinner cigar; Aunt Muriel, hospitable
and charming, with her tinted hair neatly
waved above the mauve and lilac twin sets

she habitually wore.
&quot;Food seems to be indicated,&quot; Charles

remarked. &quot;Let s
go.&quot;

It seemed an interminable meal. Linda
and Charles did most of the talking be
tween them while Sue sat and listened.

She longed for it to be over so that she
could escape and cycle home.

&quot;Charles, do come home and see the

parents,&quot; Linda invited. &quot;I warned them
you might and they re hoping to meet
you.&quot;

Charles hesitated. He looked across at

Sue.
&quot;What about you, Sue?&quot; he asked

politely. His look held an expression she
couldn t analyse. A question a sort of

pleading. For what? Not forgiveness.
There was nothing to forgive because there
had never been anything concrete between
them.

&quot;You come, too,&quot;
Linda added hastily.

&quot;I d love you to, Sue. I didn t ask be
cause you re always so busy.&quot;

&quot;I m afraid I am,&quot; Sue agreed. &quot;Thanks

all the same, Linda, but I do hare to get
back.&quot;

&quot;I thought so,&quot;
Linda answered, with

some satisfaction.
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They had finished their coffee in the

lounge.
&quot;I really think &quot; Sue began.
&quot;Yea, we must go, too,&quot; Linda said,

jumping p. &quot;I ve got the car here; can
we give you a lift?&quot;

&quot;No, thank you,&quot; Sue said. She held
oat her hand.

It s been such fun to all meet again,
Charles. I have enjoyed it. Thank you
very much for lunch.&quot;

Charles seemed reluctant to let go of
her hand.

&quot;I ve enjoyed it, too,&quot; ^

he said. &quot;I ll be around
f|i; :

for a couple of days, ||1
Sue. What about meet

ing again?&quot;

The questioning
look was still 4/-

there, bt it
;
T- :

eouldm t mean any
thing.

and Linda meant well enough. They were
trying to be kind and friendly.

This morning had seemed to be the be
ginning of everything the bright sunny
spring day, the meeting ahead of her, the
dream come true.
Now it was ending. She pedalled labori

ously up the hill towards home, her green
hat resting on the fish in the basket in
front of her.

Her mother was still in the kitchen, only
now she was ironing.

&quot;Did you have a nice time, dearf&quot; she

asked, looked up at Sue for a
probing second and then looked
away again. &quot;Oh, you remembered
the fish. What a

help.&quot;

jmi ;:*::%

The afternoon wore on. Now the colour
had gone out of the day and the light was
beginning to fade. David came in from
the fields with the horses. They stood

stamping and steaming in the yard, wait
ing to g-o across to the stables to be fed
and watered.

Sue shut the ducks up for the night and
then carried a bucket of potato peelings
across to the washhonse to be &quot;boiled for
the pigs. She stirred the unappetising
mess with a long stick. No matter what
your feelings were the insistent farm life
went on, crowding out personal emotion
and despair.

A first star pricked
the shaft of sky be

yond the open door

way. A cow coughed
from the shed. Mike
began to bark from
his kennel.

&quot;I m awfully
busy,&quot; Sue said

brightly, trying to sound

gay and inconsequential
like Linda. &quot;So in case
we don t meet, Charles,

good-bye and good
luck.&quot;

&quot;Good-bye,&quot; Charles said abruptly.
Linda leant forward and laid a cool,

pink cheek against Sue s.

&quot;We ll be seeing each other quite soon.
Give my love to Aunt Rose and Uncle
David. Bye, Sue darling.&quot;

A dreadful sense of anti-climax de
scended on Sue as she made her way back
towards Mr. Raynor s shop. There was a
hard, heavy lump inside her that hurt.

Why couldn t they have left her alone?
What had made them do this to her?&quot;

She blinked the tears away fiercely. Don t

be such a fool, she admonished. Charles

&quot;You never answered my
letter, Sue. I thought you

had forgotten me.&quot;

&quot;I had a very nice time,&quot;

Sue said slowly. &quot;Linda was
there, too. We all knew each
other at Heteringham.&quot;

&quot;Linda! What a surprise. What is she

doing with herself now?&quot; Mrs. Graham
gently smoothed the sleeve of the shirt

across the ironing board. &quot;Dear, I didn t

feed the hens. Will you do itf And shut
the ducks

up.&quot;

&quot;I ll go and change first,&quot; Sue said.

She pushed the green suit to the back of
her wardrobe as if by so doing she could

forget it and the day s disillusionment.
She slipped on her corduroy slacks and a
blue woollen skirt-blouse, and then went
downstairs to do some of the many jobs
always waiting to be attended to.

Someone said &quot;Hello, Sue,&quot; and she
turned in amazement.

It was Charles.

He stood, a bulky shadow outlined

against the blue dusk.
Sue pushed back a strand of hair.

&quot;Why, Charles! Whatever are you doing
here?&quot;

He folded his arms, leaned against the
lintel.

&quot;Your mother told me where to find you.
I had an idea there were one or two things
we hadn t cleared up, Sue. Linda s so

very shall we say appropriative, she
didn t give me much chance.&quot;

Sue couldn t think of anything to say.
She went on stirring the pig food which
had begun to bubble.

Charles went on speaking.
&quot;You see, I telephoned Linda by mis

take to-day. I thought it was you. I asked
for Miss Graham and it was Linda, so 1

asked her for your number. I never had
your actual home address; I just knew it

was somewhere near Market Bosing, so I

looked it up in the telephoe directory.
Got Linda s number thinking it was yours.&quot;

Sue stopped stirring and looked up at
him. Somewhere inside her a current of

warmth, a sense of relief, of reprieve, was
beginning to flow. She said:

&quot;That s understandable. Linda is Manor
House Farm, we re just Manor Farm. Uncle
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Robert isn t a farmer like father; he rents

the land out.&quot;

&quot;I didn t like to seem rude, especially
when she was BO hearty and friendly,&quot;

Charles explained. &quot;I thought we could
all have lunch together and then I d have

you on my own. It didn t work out like

that.&quot;

The current stopped flowing. Sue remem
bered the empty gap; the long silence.

Wasn t this rather a belated desire to see

her again?
As if in answer to her thoughts, Charles

said:

&quot;You never answered my letter, Sue. I

thought you d forgotten me or got hitched

up or something. Then when this Kenya
job came up and I knew I d be clearing out

of England I felt I just had to see you
again, to see which way the land

lay.&quot;

&quot;But I never had any letter,&quot; Sue pro
tested. &quot;I wondered why you never
wrote after I left Heteringham.&quot;

&quot;I gave the letter to Linda, to send on
to you,&quot;

Charles said. &quot;She was your
cousin, and we were all friendly.&quot;

There was a small silence. Charles added

quickly:
&quot;I left Heteringham the week after you

did. I was posted to Germany, and I

asked you to write to me there.&quot;

They stared at one another.

Now the current was a tide. A warm,
swelling tide of love and happiness.

Charles straightened up from the door

post, moved so that he was suddenly close

beside her. He said:

&quot;I love you, Sue. There s no one else

for me you re so calm and kind and

gentle.&quot; He put out a hand and smoothed
the strand of silky hair back from her

face. &quot;So real, Sue. Real and beautiful.
Will you marry me and come to Kenya!
You re the sort of girl Kenya wants.&quot;

&quot;Oh, Charles.&quot; Sue wanted to cry.
Above the evening star the moon had
appeared, bathing the straw stack in

radiance, glinting on the curved tiles of
the house. Charles and Kenya. And the

flamingos rising like a pink cloud. . .

&quot;I thought it was Linda,&quot; Sue said. &quot;I

thought you didn t care.&quot;

&quot;But I do
care,&quot; Charles said. His arms

closed round her. He said: &quot;As long as

you care, too.&quot;

&quot;I ve always cared,&quot; Sue answered

serenely. She heard one of the farm hands

bang the barn door to; heard him call

&quot;good-night&quot; and hia footsteps go crunch

ing across the yard.
&quot;The end of the day,&quot;

Sue thought,

raising her face to meet Charles kiss.

&quot;And the beginning of so much.&quot;

Free Spectacles.

It is sad to think that people in Scotland
are going hungry, yet in the last ten

months the Health Department had issued

450,000 pairs of spectacles to the public

absolutely free, and that after a high-class
technical test.

&quot; For I was an hungered
and ye gave me no meat, but thank good
ness ye gave me spectacles&quot;. There is some

thing lop-sided and twisted in the control

of a democracy that will let its people go
hungry, and yet be able to find money to

provide them with free spectacles!

Bright men are in demand in the busi

ness world. They are needed to think up
new reasons for lifting prices.

Ski-ing enthusiasts will be interested in

this photo of Jane Wyman, Warner
Bros star, appearing in &quot;Johnny

Belinda.&quot; Note the snow-white jumper
in cable stitch with polo neck and

chocker trimming of dinky red golly-

wogs which she made herself. The golly-

wog idea is carried out on her waist belt.

Just that little bit of unusual etcetera

which lifts an outfit right out of the

ordinary.

MARYS
BAKING
POWDER
(IN THE NEW RED AND WHITE LABEL.)

Use Aunt Mary s Baking Powder according to instructions

in any recognised Recipe or Cookery Book.

Ask for AUNT MARY S Pure Food Products.
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Liberty designers express, in Liberty

corsets and brassieres, the beauty of line which

any woman may possess, whatever Ker

natural figure characteristics may be.

This supreme interpretation of figure

beauty means that Liberty corsets and bras

sieres will give you the smooth, graceful flow

from bust to knee, which, with ample freedom

of movement, are the outstanding features of

Liberty garments.

I IDEDTV
LIDball

CORSETS m BRASSIERES
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PARTY TWOSOME
Baby will look adorable if dressed

Materials: 6 ozs. of baby wool, 3-ply; 1 pair
each of No. 10 and 11 knitting needles; a
medium-sized crochet hook; 9 small buttons;
li yds. of ribbon.

Measurements Frock: Length from
shoulder, 15 ins.: width all round under the

arms, 22 ins.; sleeve seam, 2 ins. Coat:

Length from shoulder, 10$ ins.; width all

round under the arms, 24 ins.; sleeve seam,
7 ins.

Tension: 8 sts. to 1 in., measured over the

moss st.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; rep., repeat; tog., together; si., slip;

p.s.s.o., pass slipped stitch over; m., make;
inc., increase; dec., decrease; patt., pattern;
beg., beginning; ins., inches.

Frock.
The little dress has a delicate diamond-

patterned skirt with contrasting yoke and
sleeves in moss stitch.

Back.
With No. 11 needles cast on- 163 sts. and k.

1, p. 1 alternately across row, working into

the backs of the k. sts. only. Next row: p.
Now work in patt. as follows: 1st row: k. 2,
* m. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 3, k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 1; rep. from * to last st., k. 1. 2nd and
alternate rows: p. 3rd row: k. 3,

* m. 1, si. 1,

k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3; rep.
from * to end. 5th row: k. 4,

* m. 1, si. 1,

k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., m. 1, k. 5; rep. from * to

last 7 sts., m. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., m. 1,

k. 4. 7th row: k. 3,
* k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 3; rep. from * to

end. 9th row: k. 2,
*

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3,

in. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1; rep. from * to

last st., k. 1. llth row: k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1,
* k. 5, m. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., m. 1 ;

rep. from * to last 8 sts., k. 5, m. 1, si. 1,

k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1. 12th row: p. These 12

in this little set of softest wool.

rows form one patt. Continue in patt.
until work measures 10 ins. from beg.,

ending with an llth row. Next row:

p. 5,
*

p. 2 tog.; rep. from * to last (5

sts., p. 6. Now work 1 in. in k. 1, p. 1

rib, then change to No. 10 needles and
work in moss st. for 1 in.

Armhole Shaping.
Cast off 3 sts. at beg. of next 4 rows,

then dec. 1 st. at both ends of next 3 alternate rows. Con
tinue without shaping until work measures 1.5 ins. from beg.
Next row: Moss st. 21, cast off 27, moss st. to end. Work 4

rows in moss st. on last set of sts. Cast off. Join wool to

neck edge of sts. for other side, then work 4 rows in moss st.

Cast off.

Front.
Work as given for back until the yoke measures 2$ ins.

above waist ribbing, ending with a wrong side row.

Neck Shaping.
Next row: Moss st. 31, cast off 7, moss st. to end. Con

tinue on last set of sts., but cast off 4 sts. at beg. of next 2

alternate rows, then dec. 1 st. at same edge on next 2 alter

nate rows. Continue without shaping until work measures
15 ins. from beg. Cast off. Join wool to neck edge of sts.

for other side and work this to match first.

Sleeves.
With No. 10 needles cast on 71 sts. and work 1 in. in moss

st. Now shape top by casting off 3 sts. at beg. of next 4

rows, then dec. 1 st. at beg. of every row until 51 sts. remain,
after which dec. 1 st. at both ends of every row until 21 sts.

remain. Cast off.

Sleeve Bands.
With No. 10 needles cast on 8 sts. aiid work 1 in. in

moss st. Cast off.

Coat Back.
With No. 11 needles cast on 115 sts. nnd work in patt. as

given for frock for 5} ins., ending with an llth row. Next
row: p. 4,

*
p. 2 tog., p. 2; rep. from * to last 3 sts., p. 3. Change

to k. 1. p. 1 rib and work over the first 19 sts. for 1 in., end
ing with a right side row. Break wool and leave these sts.

on a spare needle. Work over the next 1!) sts. in the same
way, then work over the next 12, after which work over the
next 19 sts., and the last 19 sts. Do not break wool after

working last set of sts., but change to No. 10 needles an&amp;lt;l

work in moss st. across all sts. Continue in moss st. for 1 in.

[Turn to page 29.&quot;]
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^Dressmaking,

JHadt asy

Be competent to cut and make perfect fitting
clothes for every figure. Sar-e money and know
the joy of wearing perfect fitting garments.

PERSONAL AND POSTAL
LESSONS BY EXPERTS

Our schools are known everywhere for our suc
cessful graduates, and our methods endorsed by
leading Fashion houses throughout the British

Empire. Be sure of the best tuition.

LESSONS ARE SIMPLE AND
INEXPENSIVE

r MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH

McCab Academy
1 Kindly mail me, without obligation, your Free

|
Booklet about Dressmaking, for which 1 enclose 1

I
2 id. stamp.

Name

Address

Are you interested in Postal Lessons?

McCABE ACADEMY of DRESSMAKING
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION.

Sydney: Canberra House, 295 Elizabeth St., Box 2424.
Melbourne: Manchester Unity Bldg.. -Svranston and Collins Sts., Box 330C
Brisbane: Penny s Buildings, Adelaide St. Entrance, Box I816W. G.P.O.
Perth: National House, William St.. Box 482.
Adelaide: Shell House, North Terrace, Box 5I9E.
South Africa: Shakespeare House, Commission St., Johannesburg. P.O. Box 5811.

&quot;ITS SUCH A

RELIEF TO HAVE

NO TROUBLE

WITH TEETHING . .

&quot;

Try giving your baby
Ashton 8c Parsons Infants

Powders, which are wonder

fully soothing at teething
time. These Powders en
sure regular, easy motions,

promote restful sleep, and
are absolutely SAFE!

Box of 20 Powders, 1/6

ASHTON & PARSONS
INFANTS POWDERS

Green: &quot;My wife threatens to leave me
unless I give up golf.

Brown:
&quot;By Jove, that s awkward.&quot;

Green: &amp;lt;f

Yes, I shall miss her.&quot;

There was the Scotsman who painted a

sign on his gate: &quot;No Hawkers or Canvass

ers Admitted.&quot; But on second thought he

added: &quot;Except with samples.&quot;

YOU CAN NOW QUICKLY LEARN TO

PLAY THE

PIANO
If you have ever wanted to be able to
play the piano, then here Is yonr oppor
tunity to learii quickly by means of
remarkable English system.
You may never have touched a piano befor*.

It makes no difference. No matter how HttU
you may know about music no matter if you
do not know one note from another, you can
quickly learn to play by the new, rapid Crapho-
note System.
You need no knowledge whatever of music

or notes in order to be able to read music by
the Graphonote System and to play it.

If you have already tried to learn the piano
In the ordinary way with wearisome scales,
exercises and tedious practice the new Grapho
note System uill come as a positive revelation
to you.

In England, where the Graphonote System
originated, over ten thbusand people most of
whom had no previous knowledge of music
have learned to play by means of this revolu
tionary system.

NO &quot;DRUDGERY&quot;

The Graphonote System is indeed revolu
tionary. In the past it took years of prnr.tlc*
to wtore the player s mind with &quot;mental pic
tures&quot; of the notes so that they could be easily
found on the keyboard. With the Graphonot*
System the &quot;mental pictures&quot; of the notes r

already provided. They are clearly before your
eyes. Years of drudgery are thus at one strok*
eliminated.

PLAY STANDARD MUSIC
When playing by the Graphonote System you

read from real standard &quot;five-line&quot; music th
sort that is recognised by musicians all th
world over.

The Graphonote System provides the most
rapid and natural method of mastering ordinary
standard music. !t should not in any way b
confused with &quot;patent,&quot; &quot;trick&quot; or &quot;number&quot;

systems or other similar &quot;dead end&quot; makeshifts.
Those who learn by such systems never master
the standard musical notation and are lost when
later they are confronted with a sheet of ordin
ary music.

The more you play by the Grarptttmote System.
on the other hand, the more familiar you become
with standard musical notation.

YOU LEARN AT HOME
By the Grap ionote System, which consists of

a course of carefully graded postal lessons, you
learn privately in your own home. It does not
matter where you live, you can learn anywhere.
You learn in your own time at your own con
venience, without anyone present to embarrass
you. If you make a slip &quot;Graphonote&quot; show*
you at once where you are wrong.

ILLUSTRATED BOOK FREE
You want to be able to play the Piano

well here is your opportunity. What thousand*
of others HAVE DONE you too CAN DO.

The Graphonote System is described in

booklet entitled: &quot;A New Way to Learn th

Piano at Home.&quot; This booklet if FREE. Simply
send your name and address NOW and let u

post you a copy at once.

ST. JAMES SCHOOL OF MUSIC
(Dept. 77), 66 King St., Sydney.
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Frock, 7320 1 S . 6d.
2 yds. 54 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Smart Dressers.

Joan Crawford is one of the most

perfectly groomed worn^n in Holly
wood film circles .she is meticulous
over every little detail of her dress

ing and thns rightly pains the title

of being one of Hollywood s best-

dressed women. Joan chooses the

smartest clothes, wears them with
an air and is always perfect in every
detail from top to toe.

It has been a study that has paid
her profitable dividends, for she has

gone to the top of her profession
.since she started in filmland as an

over-dressed, over-anxious extra.

Ingrid Bergman is another of

Hollywood s best-dressed women
yet she is akin to .loan in only one

way. She selects far less spectacular
styles, does not follow fashion

slavishly. But her grooming is as

meticulous as .Miss Crawford s.

Frock, 7408 1 S . 6d.
yds. 36 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins

Suit, 7237 1 S . 6d.

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Long sleeves, | yd. extra. V
Sizes 32 to 40 ins. *

Frock, 7401
4 yds. 36 ins

Sizes 32 to 4

Wool for Spring.
Complete success of wool

as a spring fabric has been
established in Paris this
season and the bevy of dia

phanous wools produced by
French manufacturers
especially for spring and
summer collections have
proved a revelation.

Gossamer wool chiffons and
gauzes, some of them daintily
pin-spotted and polka-
dotted, have been hailed with
delight by leading designers.
and Paris designer, Pierre

Balmain, chooses palest
shell pink wool chiffon for
an afternoon frock in ihe

garden party tradition.

10d

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not he accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Svdnev. N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern. ld. extra.}
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Design for youth is the theme of Paris

, mid-season collections presented by lead-

\ ing designers with wool fabrics starring for

everything from blouses to swim-suits.

Cowslip Yellow.

In pale cowslip-yellow crepe, Pierre

Balmain makes a charmingly youthful
frock with a full skirt topped by a fitted

buttoned bodice embroidered with circles

of drawn-thread work and finished with a

starched white collar folding back in wings
on either side of the pointed neck-line.

Among the highlights too is a Jacques
Fath swim suit, impeccably tailored in

spinach-green wool gabardine with jetted

pockets on either hip.
Another fashion for the young girls is a

full ankle-length skirt of navy wool worn
with a trim blouse in red and white checked
delaine with a demure white collar and
cuffs, while short-sleeved sweaters in

narrow stripes of pink and

gold or black and gold worn
with long skirts are in favour

for evening too.

Frock,
304 1 S . 6d.

yds.
4 ins. wide.

Frock, 7406 1s. 6d.

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Topper, 11,482 11 d.

yds. 54 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Bridal Displays.
This Spring some of our leading stores

plan to have a bridal display, following
the lead that has been set by English
and American firms. One invitation

bridal fashion show in the salon was com

plete with organ music, white flowers and

tapers, and eyen a couple of giant wed

ding cakes, which later were served to

the guests, drew wide-eyed interest of

brides-to-be and their mothers.

Prices ranged from 10 to 90, and

interest obviously was strongest in the

budget items. For example, a pink

marquisette dance or bridesmaid s

dress, topped by a pink pique waistline

jacket, priced at 10
;
a green and w.hite

printed organza formed gown as cool as

a mint julep and retailing at 11/13/4.

and a full-skirted white organdie, with

eyelet bands, over ynllow taffeta, an

other bridesmaid s number, priced at

13/10/-, were some of the pieces which

were loudly applauded.
Bridal outfits, intimate bridal ap

parel, etc., were shown, with a complete

range of trousseau for the bride.

Matron s Frock, 7328 1s. 10d.

/ 2f yds. 54 ins. wide. Sizes 34 to 48 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

f-fnmp fniirnal.&quot; 407-409 Kent Street. Svdnev. N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, Hrf. extra.]
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Old Time Woollens.
This season old-time woollens are cropping upwith names that must be unfamiliar to the

goneratioas of today. Largely responsible for
heir return are the men s wear fabric houses
which are bidding for women s wear business
1 hey bring into the fashion vocabulary woollen
names which should have appeal. So if you see
light-weight woollens in a variety of pleasing
colours you will recognise them as old friends
masquerading under names that assist the manu-

t

facturors or repeat orders. This class of fabric
twin ho popular right up to midsummer.

mm

Peplum Frock,

c i. 7//w 7313 1s. 6d.

g*
7*04-1s - *d

3i yds. 54 ins. wide.
4|yds 36ms wide. Contrast:
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

| yd . 54 ms wkk
Paris Modes. Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Capturing the imagination of the young Parisienne, checks make
fashion nows. with tartans in red and green, dark blue and green or

yellow and black and rod featured for dresses and skirts, while small

shepherd s plaid makes a light-hearted Maggy Rouff model with a

draped shawl collar, buttoned bodice and skirt fullness drawn to the
left hip, states a special message received by the Australian Wool
Board.

Pretty Fashions.

Other pretty fashions include effective little skull caps in wool
crochet, some embroidered and others worked in alternating rows of

contrasting colour. Incidentally, wool embroidery strikes the
newest fashion note for the younger set and a typical example is seen
in a frock of black and white shepherd s plaid made with a full skirt
and patch pockets on. either hip, gaily embroidered with field flowers
in thick wools. Making use of old scraps of wool, clever French
women are embroidering similar motifs to refurbish last season s

dresses, using several strands of the thinner wools together.

Coat and Hood,
7310 1 S . 6d.

3f yds. 54 ins. wide
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Maternity Frock,
7234 1 S . 6d.

*i yds. 36 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated.^ Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal.&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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&quot;&quot;/i

Make your
buttons this

covered
ea.^v way

BUTTON MOULD

Here s good news for the home
dressmaker. A new, simple way
to make your own buttons to

match any frock. And look at all

these advantages. You can re
cover the Jiffy Button Mould an
often as you like. Any type of
material can be used. It only
takes a few minutes to prepare a

complete set of buttons and
they cannot come apart in use.

Atk to see them at your store now.

I. Cover dome
with material.

2. Fold material ovei

rim of dome and in

sert back-plate, then

insert locking-ring.

CANNOT COME APART IN USE
3. Button complete.

If any difficulty in obtaining
writ* the manufacturers:

AUSTRALIAN BUTTONS &

BUCKLES PTY. LTD.,

40 Dawson Street, SYDNEY.

Telephone: MX 1149.

HANDY 8IZB8

3* 3* 45

MADE IN 4

No. 22

Sl appro*,
j&quot; |&quot; |&quot; \l&quot;

Prire ixr

picket: I/lid l/8d J/1J 1/4.1

Content*: IDoz. IDoz. IDoi. JUo*.

Regd. POSTAGE PAID

A soft collar hint . . .

Prevent the

five o clock
collar collapse by

lightly starching col

lars with Robin Starch.

Robin is the easy starch

that gives the expert finish.

ROBIN
Starch

&quot;Give us back the old days with low
wages, for we were better fed, happier, and
better tempered. Above all, we had our
freedom. Now we are half-starved and
worried to distraction.&quot; British newspaper.

Some men are born clever. Others believe

anything their wives tell them.

Those who bring sunshine into the lives
of others cannot keep it out of their own.

Nevgr wglct a

Mister

The smallest injury can
become infected. Never
take a rhanre!

Always use BAMD-AID ad
hesive bumluge, (he ready-
made dressing for all minor
injuries.

IIS PACKETS OF 12 FOR
8d. OR FAMILY SIZE 24
FOR I/3d. at all chemist*
and stores.

THE PERFECT

READY-MADE
DRESSING

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNS01
WORLDS LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

OF SURGICAL DRSSINGS
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Pinafore Frock,
9077 1 S . 3d.

4, 6, 8 years.
v Blouse, 1 yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 1- yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9078 1s. 3d.

2 and 4 years.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9007 1 S . 3d
6 and 8 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide

Frock,
9053 1s. 3d.

10 and 12 years.

^- yds. 54 ins. wide

For Afternoon Wear.
Afternoon dresses call for

attention as necklines descend
ever lower. They are often

magnificently scooped out and

partly filled again with chiffon,

lulle, lace or silk.

With others the neckline is*

a deep V.

livening dresses make a

{Treat deal of use of softly

Mowing chiffon for a classical

silhouette.

Stiff brocades and satins

are the most popular materials

for full-skirted hall gowns or

pre-1914 &quot;hour-glass&quot; dresses

that mould the figure and swing
out at the hem-line.

The New Season.

Colour forecast for the com
ing season neutral shades of.

grey, hiscuit, cafe-au-lait,
&quot; washed - out

&quot;

pastel

colours, bronze, green and
a lot of navy.

Hats will be smaller

than ever and based on
the cloche., fitted tightly to the

head and often with a sideways
slant.

There will, however, be some

flattering wide-brimmed straws
for summer.

Fabrics will include Uedford

cord, face cloth. tropical

weight barathea. grosgrain,
tweeds and jersey Frock, 9028 Is. 3d.

1 to 2 years.
U yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9005 1s. 3d.

2 and 4 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot; * -- TT i &amp;gt;

&amp;gt; *ni 4f\n v . {. , c..j_-, K.T c \rr ;-&amp;gt;,.* ,., D-,,,,,,-,, llxJ ovtm 1
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B e r I e i

The Brassiere to Flatter

the woman who cares

The new &quot;Contro-Bra&quot; is fashioned by Berlei

to fit four different bust fittings . . . medium,
medium full, full and deep.

All of these &quot;Contro-Bras&quot; have much in common
. . . they give flattering support and subtle

fhaping to heavier bustlines . . . they re
&quot;Longer-line&quot;

for diaphragm and waist control . . . with
elastic waist-release gussets for perfect comfort . . .

some have smoothing, built-up shoulders . . .

til are made in long-wearing nude batiste, with upper
cups of strongly lined, embroidered net.

Shoulder straps are strong and adjustable.
Berlei &quot;Contro-Bra&quot; Brassieres launder splendidly and

are moderately priced from 21/6 to 31/6 (approx.).

Fine Figure Foundations
M.I8

. .. for a long and colourml life

FORD PILLS
are the gentle, tasteless,

painless laxative for all

your family.

FORD PILLS
are liked by Hospitals for

patients before and after

operations.

FORD PILLS
help remove the toxins that

often cause your rheumatic
aches and pains and

headaches.

Get Ford Pills

In handy plastic tubes,

2 6 everywhere F.P.8

A lot of motor accidents are the result

of eager drivers recklessly hugging the

wrong curves.
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Jacket Suit,
9019 1 S . 6d.
16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

3 yds.
36 ins. wide.

Coming Down.
Cotton prices will be reduced

shortly. In both Sudanese and

Egyptian cotton there has been a

reduction announced by the Raw
Cotton Commission in Liverpool.
This will affect dress goods and

shirtings. The vagaries of the

market are strange. It was not so

long ago the great shortage in

cotton was publicised.

Crepe Dresses.

A need for cool but versatile soft

crepe basic dresses in the better

budget category is expressed l&amp;gt;y
a

number of small specialty shops.

Up to now these stores have done
so much on their polka dots, color

ful prints on gay grounds, or spaced

bouquets on dark grounds that basic

crepes have been relatively unim
portant. They report more calls-

recently for dark simple basics.

Fabrics Forecast.

Fabrics cited &quot;in work&quot; for
spring&quot;

showing, quality worsted jerseys,

companion fancy and plain prestige
woollens for costumes, new crisp
novelties including satin brocades
with colourful figures, reps with
silk-wool mixture, faconne novelties

of taffeta family. Pure dye crepe
for versatile figure line dresses.

Satin alone and as contrast to dull

face fabrics. Distinguished little

patterns in supple
thin worsted for

walking dresses.

Suit, 9945 1s. 6d.

16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

yds.
54 ins. wide.

Frock, 9084 1 S . 3d,
12 and 14 years.

2| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9020 1s. 3d.
10 and 12 years.

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast :

| yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9051 1 S . 3d.

\ 10 and 12 years.

54 ms. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
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Men s

Sports
Shirt,

9494 1 S . 3d

2* yds.
ins. wide.

Also sizes 10,
14 years.

A Look Ahead.
Watch out for those particularly smart and sophisti

cated prints especially appealing for town dresses

amusing young prints for children and juniors dainty
fresh designs of interest to be featured in the new
season.

In the city prints there is one outstanding allover

print that arrests interest through its deep but spark
ling colours, which include a combination of bottle

green with yellow and rose.

Another pattern, effective in a combination of warm
taupe with lime and rose. Also outstanding is a colour

scheme of lime yellow with grey, white and turquoise
blue and rose.

While some of these prints are conversational

in their themes, the tendency is away from this

type to simple geometric ideas done with a new
twist and in novelty colour effects.

*

Another notable fabric feature for spring
and summer is a pique seersucker which boasts

of a new construction with mat-like surface.

The ehalky white seersucker gives the impres
sion of being finely shirretl and then pique
waled in colours that include royal with black,

yellow with black, jade
with black, red with black.

Suit, 9033 1s. 3d.

1 to 2 years.

Shirt, | yd. 36 ins. wide

Pants, | yd. 36 ins. wide

Suit, 9483 1s.

2, 4, 6, 8 years.
Shirt, IA yds. 36

Pants, 1 yd. 36 ins. wide.

Safari Suit, 9068 1s. 3d.

4, 6, 8, 10 years.

Jacket, 1 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Pants, f yd. 54 ins. wide.

Pyjamas, 9003 1 S . 3d.
2 and 4 years.

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal.&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \%d. extra.}
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PLAY ALL

THE LATEST

HITS

MANDOLINE-BANJO
Hawa.ian Steel Guitar

Hill-Biily Guitar

Cow-Boy Guitar

Spanish Guitar
Ukulele

in 30 Minutes!
Play a Tune at your first

Lesson
NO TEDIOUS SCALES OR

EXERCISES
The Hawaiian Club will teach

you in the comfort of your own
home, and the coat it only 2/6
per week. Send (or full parti
cular* of the Hawaiian Club *

specialised Postal Courses.

Post this Coupon today

To The Hawaiian Club, A.H.J.
Kembla Building,
58 Margaret St., Sydney.
Please send me by return mail

complete details of your Horn*
Study Course. Tell me how [

can obtain an Hawaiian Steel

Guitar, Spanish Guitar, Hill-

Billy Guitar, Ukulele, Mando
lin and Banjo-Mandolin.

Name..

Addies

Thii Ogtr obtainable ONLY from the
abort addren. 48 1 A

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
MEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

SKIN DISEASES
,

For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases
&quot;

1 send 2d. stamp for Examination
Chart to

g DERMOPATHIC INSTITUTE
H National Bank Building,
a 271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822

Minister: &quot;The collection on Sunday
last amounted to six shillings and four
buttons. The choir will now sing the
anthem: Bend your hearts and not your
garments/

&quot;

HOLD
YOUR Rupture SECURELY!
Use a Roussel Appliance for 14 Day* Fre. It Is Light, Hygienic, Safe and

Comfortable. No hard Pad* to gouge painfully into the flesh, no stiff

punishing springs, no metal girdle to rust, no buckles to stick, no unhygienic

Understraps, and is adjustable in a few seconds. Doctors everywhere re

commend the Roussel. Thousands

DROOP* One leading Doctor says :

I\V^W r . / order your appliance*

for my patients because I consider them pre

ferable to any other type.&quot;

Mr. W. A. Mascord, 26 Albemarle Avtnae,
Rose Bay, N.S.W., says :

&quot; The hernia I

had for four years has entirely disappeared,
and I fully believe the credit is due to your
appliance.&quot;

of users says it definitely holds
the Rupture at work and sport, and many ev
tate it has done away entirely with the Rupture.

Call or send Stamp for details, Self-meaurement
Form, and 14 Days Trial Offer. There s BO obliga
tion. No matter where you live, we guaranty*
absolute satisfaction or refund your money.
ADDRESS: THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO,
DEPT. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY.

BABY
POWDER

Small wonder that mother choose*

Johnson s Baby Powder to keep

baby s tender skin soft and

smooth as petals!

And baby knows how Johnson j

chases every painful chafe and

prickle how it soothes his skin

and keeps it that way. He loves

the soothe-him-to-sleep comfort

of tliis finest and gentlest of

all baby powders I

&quot;Best for Baby Best for you!&quot;

JOHNSON S

PRODUCTS OF JOHNSON
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Paul Regan, livoli.

The Play and Film

At long last the &quot;Miranda&quot; film

has been released, at the Embassy.
A Harley Street doctor goes
on a fishing trip and catches a

mermaid, who seizes him by the

legs and swims away with him.
He recovers consciousness in the

mermaid s cave. Miranda is a
real live mermaid and very beau
tiful. She calmly proposes that
the medico will take her to Lon
don. He does so and has some
wonderful explanations to offer

his wife. Miranda has a gay
time in London and plays havoc
with male admirers. The film

breaks new ground and is a big laugh
because of its absurdity and joyous gaiety.

Eventually it is the doctor s wife who dis

covers the truth about Miranda. From the

Encyclopedia Brittanica she learns a more
homely definition of mermaids. Indeed, it

is her subsequent description of her guest

as a &quot;sea cow&quot; that greatly expedites
Miranda s return to the ocean. In the
cast: Glynis Johns (in the name part),
Googie Withers, Griffith Jones, John Mc-
Callum, Margaret Rutherford, David Tom-
linson, Yvonne Owen, Sonia Holm.

* * *

&quot;Sorrowful Jones,&quot; at the Prince Edward,
is not a sad story, as its name would seem
to imply. Bob Hope, with his assistant,

Eegret, runs an S.P. betting shop in New
York. Although against the law, he man
ages to make a living, just as thousands of
S.P. men do in Australia. A crooked race
combine adopts stand-over methods with
the betting shops, demanding money for

protection. As a side-line they dope horses
and tip the betting shops when the horses
are really running. Sounds homely. A
little girl (Martha Jane) is left with Jones
as security that her father will come back
with money for a bet; but her father is

killed by the betting crooks and Sorrowful
takes the kiddie home. The Big Bad
Eacing Crook assigns a horse to Sorrowful
so as to throw off clues, and the horse is

registered in the name of Martha. And
when the Dope King wants the kid back
because as the horse owner she has a hold
on him, Sorrowful won t hand her over.

Film star Jane Russell, who hopes to visit

Australia shortly.

&quot;That Wonderful l/ree&quot; Mavfair.

Later the racket

eers are arrested.

Sorrowful s penu
rious past is for

given by the girl

of his dreams, who

promises to marry
him, and they will

adopt Martha Jane.

Cast: Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball, Mary
Jane Saunders,
William Demajr-

est, Bruce Cabot.
* * *

The producer
sums up the story
values of &quot;To the

Victor,&quot; at the

Plaza, aside from
its lofty over

tones, as an account of &quot;two people who
are faced with the decision of whether

they should participate in helping to re

store a good world against their personal
interests.&quot; The two people are, of course,

Miss Lindfors in the role of a Swedish

girl once charged as a collaborationist,
and Denis Morgan as the American veteran

who was in the battle of the Normandy
beachhead and stayed on in Paris. The
film was made for the French and other

Europeans just as much as for Americans,

British, etc. They will know what is a
real background and what isn t. This time

they won t be disappointed. It is really
the Champs Elysees and the Eiffel Tower
and Montmartre streets and Normandy
villages in and around which Morgan and
Miss Lindfors perform. Not only were all

the exteriors filmed in France, but some
of the interiors, most notable of which is

Parisian courtrooms. A fine dramatic and
interesting production, full of thrills, that
holds the audience spellbound.

* * *

Oliver Wakefield, B.B.C. comedian, billed

as &quot;The Voice of Inexperience,&quot; and

appearing in Tivoli Theatre s &quot;Starry

Nights&quot; revue, was born in South Africa
but went to England at the age of 17,
studied at the Eoyal Academy of Drama
tic Art and began his theatrical career in

Shakespearean roles. His comedy act was
evolved some years later aboard the ship
taking him back to South Africa on holi

day. The new style of humour scored well
with passengers, and since then Oliver
Wakefield has found it more profitable to

make people laugh than to make them cry.
His act has been successful in every
entertainment medium screen, cabaret,
non-stop variety, radio, recording and tele

vision.

June Allyson, who plays Jo
in M-G-M s Technicolor film,
&quot;Little Women,&quot; at the Lib

erty, has worthy predecessors
in the role. Katharine Cornell

played Jo in her first London
stage appearance in 1919,
while Katharine Hepburn
appeared in a Hollywood pro
duction back in 1933. Alice

Brady played Meg in 1912 in

the William A. Brady Broad
way stage production of
&quot;Little Women.&quot; Janet Leigh
plays her here.

*

&quot;Annie Get Your Gun&quot; is

still showing to crowded houses

Mother is a Freshman,&quot; Regent.

at the Theatre Eoyal, and although the

play has been running for many months

past, there is not the slightest diminution
in attendances. The Melbourne record is

sure to be broken.
* * *

Most interested spectator at the big

wedding scene in which Gary Grant slips

a ring on Ann Sheridan s finger in 20th

Century-Fox s &quot;I Was a Male War Bride&quot;

was Betsy Drake. &quot;This is something I

wouldn t want to miss,&quot; smiled the actress,
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&quot;if only for the opportunity to stand in

the background and hiss.&quot; Although Grant
and Miss Drake have been reported to be
altar bound, they have not as yet set a
date for a marriage.

* *

&quot;Mother is a Freshman&quot; (Regent). Any
thing can happen when a pretty young
widow (Loretta Young) decides to take

advantage of her grandmother s unusual

scholarship bequest and joins her second-

year student daughter in the co-ed Pointer

College. The stuffy family lawyer (Rudy
Valee), who wants to marry her, strongly
objects. She enrolls in an English litera

ture class to meet Professor Michaels

(Van Johnson), of whom her daughter is

enamoured. Unaware of a romance that has

developed between the professor and her
mother, the daughter snubs the campus
hero an awful offence. The big college
dance is the climax, when mother and
daughter make a scene and daughter
charges mum with stealing her man! There
is a regular how-de-do, a shindy, a wordy
scruffle, a bickering. Daughter charges
mother with duplicity, and
the latter decides to leave
the dance and start pack
ing for home. She has had
more than enough.
Daughter, having worked so
much havoc, relents, and
before Ma can catch the
train there is a reconcilia
tion and an understanding.
Mum goes back to the dance
with her professor and
daughter makes up with
the college hero. Others in

the cast: Barbara Law
rence, Eobert Arthur, Betty
Lynn.

* * *

At the Mayfair, &quot;That

Wonderful
Urge&quot; hops

along at express speed. A
grocery heiress goes to Sun
Valley for a vacation, and

to believe the marriage is

just a canard invented by
the irate damsel. Then fol

lows all kinds of crossfire

fighting, ending in a first-

class libel action. Incidents
succeed in rapid succession
and in a tempestuous at

mosphere; but both come to

realise they are in love and
melt into each other s arms.

Principals: Tyrone Power,
Gene Tierney, Reginald
Gardiner, Arleen Whelan,
Lucile Watson, Gene Lock-
hart, Lloyd Gough, Porter
Hall.

* *

Physical directors in

Hollywood studios have
launched a series of annual
selections to be called &quot;He-

Men of the Year,&quot; and for
1948 they chose William Bendix, Victor
Mature and Errol Flynn as the strongest
gents in pictures, based on exploits of the

a newspaper reporter follows her
information for some hot articles

writing about her life and loves

&quot;Miranda&quot; Embassy.

enjoys herself in the company of her aunt.

The press man proceeds to make a play
for the lovely heiress; they see a great
deal of each other, and she believes him
to be the one man in the world who is not
after her money. Newspaper publicity
reveals that the reporter is the man who
is doing her unwanted biography. She is

furious; he takes safety in flight. She
follows him and spreads a story about

being married to him and has settled a

fortune on the embarrassed biographer.
He is fired by a digusted editor, who refuses

&quot;Little W omen&quot; Liberty.
to get starg jn fiimg produced during the year,he

^
is They decided that William Bendix should

&quot;he be picked for having trounced a pair of
l.eavies in &quot;The Life of Riley,&quot;

and for belting a baseball out
of Yankee Stadium during
filming of &quot;The Babe Ruth
Story&quot;; that Victor Mature
should be chosen for his ex
ploits as Samson in &quot;Samson

and Delilah&quot;; and that Errol
Flynn rates mention for extra

ordinary feats of sword play
in &quot;The Adventures of Don
Juan.&quot;

* *

Robert Taylor and Ava
Gardner played their big
romantic scene in Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer s &quot;The Bribe,&quot;

and the result was a kiss that
lasted five hours. By the time
the scene was completed from
all angles long-shot, medium-

shot, close-up and over the shoulders of
both participants twenty-seven kisses
were required for what will be one kiss on
the screen.

* * *

Gary Grant is currently undergoing
Hollywood s most complicated make-up
procedure for his current role in 20th

Century-Fox s &quot;I Was a Male War Bride.&quot;

Since suffering a yellow jaundice attack
while on location overseas for the romantic

comedy, in which he is teamed with Ann
Sheridan, the actor had had minor recur-

&quot;Sorrowful Jones&quot; Prince Edward.

rences of the ailment. Whenever the

jaundice returns hia skin tones, on face
and hands, change to a saffron hue, whicli

gradually fades out as the
attack disappears.

* *

Laurence Olivier is help
ing another young member
of the &quot;Great Expectations&quot;
cast along the road to fame.
First it was Jean Simmons,
when he cast her as Ophelia,
and now it is 18-years-old
John Forrest, to whom he
has given an important part
in his forthcoming London
stage production of the
New York success, &quot;A

Street Car Named Desire.&quot;

John, who plays the pale
young gentleman in &quot;Great

Expectations,&quot; will be seen
with Jean again in &quot;Adam

and Evelyne,&quot; a new com
edy in which she co-stars
with Stewart Granger.

* * *

Designer Molyneaux, who has created a

[Turn to page 40.]

To the Victor&quot; Plaza.
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rv&quot; 1 S Retreat from the risks of cramp and flu.
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To sip the solace all golfers know;
And glowing warmth in &quot;a spot&quot; they fine

With Woods* Great PepperniMt Care combined.

with Meds
safe internal protection

Women who long to try new-fashioned protection
will find the new &quot;small-diameter&quot; Meds

Slender the perfect way to begin.
But whether you try New Meds Slender

or New Mods Regular (for greater security) you
will enjoy internal protection at its best.

Next-time try Meds and ask for Meds
Slender or Meds Regular.

In boxes of TO

With or without

applicators

THE MODESS TAMPON

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

Rheumatism
An English Re
search Chemist has
discovered that Uric
Acid has nothing
to do with the pain,

swelling, and stiff

ness of Rheumat
ism.

Mr. Doaglat Canon s

revolutionary discovery
has opened the way to

one of the most remark
able offers ever publicly
made to Rheumatic suf
ferer*.

Rheumatic- toxins are first

produced in the deep vein*
of the lega, and are then
carried by the blood to

every part of the body, re

sulting In (1) sluggish cir

culation
; (2) congestion ;

and (3) pain ami swelling.

THE TRUE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
Is a toxic condition of the blood originat
ing in the deep veins of the leg. These
toxins cause the stiffening of the muscle 1*

and the hardening of the joints by be
coming localised in certain parts of tho
body and there producing exactly the
hume sort of inflammatory thickening of
the tissues as results from a boil.

To remove the cause, whether Muscular Rheu
matism, Neuritis, Sciatica, Arthritis, or Syno-
vitis, it is necessary to (I) relieve the pain;
(2) eliminate the poisons from tke blood; and
(3) build up the Nervous System. Mr. Douglai
Curzon s new development scientifically com
bines and provides these essentials, and by its

speedy, safe, and certain action not only defin

itely assists in banishing the pain, swelling, and
stiffness, but builds resistance against futur*
attacks.

FREE TREATMENT
Send the form at the foot of this announcement
and receive:

(1) A supply of Analgesic Tablets to give in

stant relief in every case of Muscular Nerv*
or Arthritic Rheumatism. These tablets
are guaranteed to be absolutely harmless,
relieving Rheumatic Pains wherever situ
ated.

(2) A supply of Rheumatoxin Eliminant. This
scientific combination tones up the liver,

Ftomach, and digestive organs. By its

direct action on the blood it quickly and
safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

&quot;Your treatment has done my husband a
wonderful lot of good. He can walk five

miles now; and, before taking your treat

ment, he couldn t walk one mile; so I can
highly recommend your treatment for
Rheumatism.&quot; E.H.B.. Wilson, S.A.

&quot;I am very pleased to be able to say that I

am free from pain after 12 months sH-fferin&amp;lt;j

with muscular Rheumatism in the neck.&quot;

A.E.D., Orroroo, S.A.

APPLICATION FORM
The Controller, *

Anglo-Australian Laboratories,
26 Hunter St. (Box 4242XX), Sydney.

Please send me the supply of Analgesic
Tablets and Rheumatoxin Eliminant
promised free of charge and obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS

(Print in Block Letters and enclose 2Jd.
stamp for return.) AHJ 8/49
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PARTY TWO-SOME
[From page 15.&quot;]

Armhole Shaping.
Cast off 3 sts. at beg. of next 4 rows,

then dec. 1 st. at both ends of next 3

alternate rows. Continue without shaping
until work measures 10$ ins. from beg.
Cast off.

Bight Front.

With No. 11 needles cast on 67 sts. and

k. 1, p. 1 alternately across row. Next row:

p. to last 8 sts., rib 8. Now work in patt.,

but keeping the 8 border sts. in rib, until

work measures 5$ ins. from beg., ending
with an llth row. Next row: *

p. 2, p. 2

tog.,; rep. from * to last 11 sts., p. 3,

rib 8. Next row: Kib 8, turn and work 1

in. on these sts., ending with a right side

row. Leave these sts. on a spare needle

and work over the next 22 sts. in the same

way, then work over the last 23 sts. as

before. Change to No. 10 needles and work
in moss st. across all sts. to last 8, rib 8.

Work 4 rows in moss st., still keeping the

8 border sts. in rib, then make a button

hole on next row. Next row: Kib 3, take 2

tog., m. 1, rib 3, moss st. to end. Continue
to make buttonholes 1 in. apart until there

are 3 in all, but when 1 in. of moss st. has

been worked above waist ribbing and end

ing at armhole edge, shape armholes as

follows:

Armhole Shaping.
Cast off 3 sts. at beg. of next row and

next alternate row, then dee. 1 st. at same

edge on next 3 alternate rows. Continue
without shaping until 3rd buttonhole has

been worked, then work bdck to front

end of neck edge, then work in dc. across
second shoulder. Work front shoulders
and neck in the same way, but make 3

loops on each shoulder to form button

holes. Sew on buttons. Sew in sleeves of

coat, then sew up side and sleeve seams.
Sew on buttons. Thread ribbon through the
slots at waist.

Neck Shaping.
Next row: Bib 8 and si. these sts. on to

a spare needle, cast off 4 sts., moss st. to

end. Work back to neck, then cast off 4

sts. at beg. of next row and 2 sts. at beg.
of next 2 alternate rows at neck edge.
Continue without shaping until work meas
ures 10| in*, from beg. Cast off.

Left Front.

Work as given for right front, but with
all shapings at opposite edges and omit

ting buttonholes in border.

Sleeves.

With No. 11 needles cast on 45 sts. and
work li ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to

No. 10 needles and moss st., but inc. 1 st.

at both ends of the 13th row and every
following 4th row until there are 67 sts.

Continue without shaping until work meas
ures 7 ins. from beg. Now shape top by
dec. 1 st. at beg. of every row until 55 sts.

remain, then dec. 1 st. at both ends of

every row until 31 sts. remain. Cast off.

Neck Band.
Join shoulder seams, then with right

side of work facing you and using No. 11

needles, rib the 8 border sts. of right front,

pick up and k. every st. round neck edge,
then rib the 8 border sts. of left front.

Work next row in rib, but taking every
3rd and 4th st. tog. along cast-off edges,
but not shaped edges of work. Work 4

rows in rib without shaping. Cast off.

Making-up.
Press work on wrong side. Place front

shoulders of frock over the 4 rows of back
and catch down at armhole edge. Sew in

sleeves, then sew up side and sleeve seams.
Sew bands to sleeve edges, easing in the
fulness of sleeve at centre. With the right
side of work facing you work 1 row of dc.

across one back shoulder, then continue
round neck edge as follows: * 1 dc. into
next st., 4 ch., 1 dc. in same st., 1 dc. in

each of next 2 sts. of edge; rep. from * to

ROCK-A-BYE COT COVER
Only a tiny head will be visible as Baby sleeps peacefully beneath the folds of this

enchanting coverlet. The simple eight-row pattern forms an attractive diamond design.
Materials: 9 ozs. blanket wool; 1 pair

of No. 5 knitting needles; a fairly large
crochet hook; 3 yards of 1-inch ribbon; 1

yard of 2i-inch ribbon.
Measurements: Length, 25 ins.; width,

21 ins.

Tension: 5 sts. to 1 inch in width.
Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; rep., repeat; si., slip.

To Make.
Cast on 100 sts. and k. 2 rows, then work

in pattern as follows:
1st row: K. 2,

*
si. 2, k. 2; rep. from *

to last 2 sts., k. 2.

2nd row: K. 2,
*

p. 2, si. 2; rep. from *

to last 2 sts., k. 2.

3rd row: K.

4th row: P.
5th row: K. 2,

*
k. 2, si. 2; rep. from &quot;

to last 2 sts., k. 2.

6th row: K. 2,
*

si. 2, p. 2; rep. from &quot;

to last 2 sts., k. 2.

7th row: K.
8th row: P.

These 8 rows form one pattern. Eep.
them until work measures 23j ins. from
beg. K. 2 rows, then cast off.

Making-up.
Press work. Work 1 row of double

crochet all round edge, working 3 double
crochet into each corner to keep work flat.

Bind edge with the narrow ribbon. Tie
the wider ribbon into a bow and sew to

one corner.

Handbags.
Handbags are smaller than they have

been for many seasons. The majority are
decorated with elaborate clasps in lacquer
work, tooled gold, or studded with precious
stones.

The latest accessory for your handbag
is a tiny perfume bottle in the form of a

heart, or you may fancy Marcel Eochas s

flat handbag flask in pastel-coloured glass
covered with black Chantilly lace.

At least, that is what they are saying in

Paris.

Rice.

The vagaries of rice are past finding out.
In New South Waes it is unobtainable,
and unless you visit a Chinese restaurant

you will forget what it tastes like. You
can still, of course, get it on the black-
market if you like to pay the price; but
even that is very hush-hush.

In Victoria rice can be bought on the

open market, and in England rice is re

appearing in the shops and is being
enthusiastically welcomed by housewives.
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THERE S MORE TO

THI$ than

meets the

uppose you had to choose between fine

new curtains for the lounge and a Life

Assurance policy which would you
take? Beauty for the home and comfort

for the present; or protection for a future

that seems a long way off. Would you

weigh pros and cons and admit, &quot;There s

more to this than meets the eye&quot;?

For Life Assurance is the one insti

tution which makes systematic saving

easy. It is the one institution which

provides full benefits in the event of

early death. No system of individual

saving and investment can hope to give
such complete protection, no matter how
carefully it is followed.

But that is only part of the story. Life Assurance not only

protects you all through life, it makes money for you. These

profits are added to the sum for which your husband is

assured and are known as &quot;bonuses&quot;. They are additions

which increase the value of his policy from year to year . . .

they are the material
&quot;plus&quot;

in his policy.

THREE MILLION POLICYHOLDERS SEVEN AND

A HALF MILLION AUSTRALIANS, ., .BENEFIT BY

LIFE ASSURANCE

HIGHLIGHT
Y01 itllAftlt

To keep ttie beauty
of shining hair . . .

for children and adults there

is nothing more beneficial to

the hair than reqular care wfth

Barry s Tri-c o p h-e ro us. This

treatment he ps prevent falling

hair, dandruff, premature grey-
ness, brittl* hair, itching scalp.

^.BARRYS

jri-coph erous
FAMOUS HAIR TONIC

Sold by all Chemists & Stores___ _^^_ BS/57

Amazingly

FAST

from

HEADACHE
with

BAYERS
ASPIRIN

Tablets

24. fori S

100 for 4 -

&quot;These new fashions are absolutely freak

ish,&quot;
said Mr. Eogers. &quot;Every time I look

at that new hat of yours it makes me
laugh.&quot;

&quot;That s splendid, darling,&quot; said his wife.
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PRA:
Materials: 8 ozs. baby wool, 3-ply. Coat

takes 5 ozs., leggings 3 ozs. Knitting
needles, No. 11. Elastic to fit waist. 4

buttons. 4 press-studs. A medium-size
crochet hook.
Measurements. Leggings: Front seam,

7 ins. Leg seam (inside to seam across

foot), 9 ins. Width across widest part, 25

ins. Coat: Length from shoulder, 13$ ins.

Width all round at underarm, 26 ins. Sleeve

seam, 6 ins.

Tension: 8 sta. to the inch, meas
ured over st.-st.

Abbreviations: K., knit; in., inch

or inches; p., purl; St., stitch; sts.,

stitches; st.-st., stocking-stitch: k.

on the right side and p. on the wrong;
g.s., garter-stitch: plain knitting in

every row, 2 rows make one ridge of

knitting; wtn., wool twice round

needle; wft., leave wool in front of

work; s., slip; p.2.s.s.o., pass the two

slipped sts. over; rep., repeat; tog.,

together; wfd., wool forward; p.s.s.o.,

pass the slipped st. over; inc., in

crease or increasing; dec., decrease
or decreasing; beg., begin or begin
ning; pat., pattern.

The Leggings.
Cast on 188 sts., and work in k. 2,

p. 2 ribbing for 6 rows.
Next row: K. 2,

*
wtn., p. 2 tog.,

k. 2, p. 2, k. 2, rep. from * to last 2,

p. 2. Continue in ribbing for a
further inch, then shape back thus:
Eow 1: K. 104. Turn. Eow 2: S. 1,

p. 18. Turn. Bow 3: S. 1, k. 30.

FOR THE SIX- TO
TWELVE-MONTHS OLD.

Turn. Continue in st.-st. upon these 94 sts.,

dec. at each end of every alternate row
until 42 sts. remain. Work 10 rows of

st.-st. without shaping, then shape foot
thus:

Eow 1: K. 2,
*
wfd., k. 2 tog., k. 2, rep.

from * to end. Bow 2: K. Bow 3: K. 18.

Turn. Bow 4: K. 14. Turn. Work 34 rows
of g.s. on these 14 sts. Now dec. at each
end of the next and every following alter

nate row until 8 sts. remain. Break off

Bow 9: K. 26 (k. 2 tog.) twice, k. 30,

(k. 2 tog.) twice, k. 8. Bow 10: K. Bow
11: K. 25, (k. 2 tog.) twice, k. 28, (k. 2

tog.) twice, k. 7. K. 2 rows, then cast off.

Eejoin wool at inside edge of the 94 sts.

which were left and k. to end of row. Con
tinue as for first leg until the ribbon holes
have been worked. K. the next row. Next
row: K. 38. Turn. Next row: K. 14. Turn.
Work 34 rows of g.s. on these 14 sts., then
dec. at each end of every alternate row
until 8 sts. remain. Break off wool. Eejoin
wool at the inside edge of the 4 sts. which
were left and k. 4.

Next row: K. 4, k. up 18 sts. along side

Turn. Eow 4: S. 1, p. 42. Turn. Bow 6:

S. 1, k. 54. Turn. Bow 6: S. 1, p. 66. Turn.
Continue in the above manner, working 12
sts. more before each turn, until you have
worked s. 1, p. 162. Turn and k. all sts.

Continue in st.-st. for a further 6 ins.,

finishing on a p. row. Next row: K. 94.

wool. Rejoin wool at the inside edge of
the 24 sts., and k. to end.
Next row: K. 24, k. up the 18 sts. along

side of foot, k. across the 8 Bts. from toe,
18 sts. across the other side of foot, and
k. the 4 sts. which were left (72 sts.).
Work 8 rows of g.s.

of foot, 8 sts. across toe, 18 sts. along other
side of foot, and the remaining 24 sts.

Work 8 rows of g.s. Bow 9: K. 8, (k. 2

tog.) twice, k. 30, (k. 2 tog.) twice, k. 26.

Bow 10: K. Bow 11: K. 7, (k. 2 tog.) twice,
k. 28, (k. 2 tog.) twice, k. 25. K. 2 rows,
then cast off.

Making-up: Oversew front and side

seams. Sew up foot seams. Pass elastic

through slots at waist. Crochet two chains
each 16 ins. long and finish each end with
a tassel. Pass these through slots at ankles.

The Back of Coat.
Note: Please read abbreviations before

starting coat. Cast on 171 sts. and work
in g.s. for 7 rows. Continue in pat. thus:
Bow 1: S. 1, (k. 1, p. 1) twice, wft.,

k. 1, s. 2, k. 1, p.2.8.8.o., k. 1, wtn., p. 1,

k. 1, p. 1, rep. from * to last 2, k. 2. Bow
2: S. 1,

*
(p. 1, k. 1) twice), (p. 2, k. 1)

twice, p. 1, k. 1, rep. from * to last 2, p. 1,
k. 1. Bep. the last 2 rows 3 times. Bow 9:

S. 1, k. 2 tog.,
*

k. 1, wtn., (p. 1, k. 1) 3

times, p. 1, wft., k. 1, s. 2, k. 1, p.2.s.s.o.,

rep. from *
to last 12, k. 1, wtn., (p. 1,

k. 1) 3 times, p. 1, wft., k. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 1. Bow 10: S. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 2,

(k. 1, p. 1) 3 times, k. 1, p. 2, rep. from *

to last 2. k. 2. Eep. the last 2 rows 3
times. These 16 rows form one pat. Con
tinue in pat. until work measures 8 ins.

from the cast-on edge, then shape body
thus:
Next row: K. 1 (k. 2 tog.) 85 times (86

sts.).

Change to all st.-st. for 10 rows, then

shape armholes by casting off 4 sts. at the

beg. of the next 2 rows and dec. at each
end of the following 5 rows (68 sts.). Con
tinue in st.-st. without further shaping,
until work measures 13 ins. from the cast-

on edge, then shape shoulders by casting
off 6 sts. at the beg. of the next 8 rows.
Cast off remaining sts.

[7uni to
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THE GENTLE LOOK
. .Materials: 4 oza. knitting cotton equal to

about Ne. 20 in thickness; 2 No. 12 and 2

No. 14 knitting needles; 2 No. 10 knitting
needles (for casting on); 4 No. 12 knitting
needles with points both ends; 6 buttons;
3$ yds. ribbon velvet.

Measurements: Length, 20 ins.; bust, 34-

35 ins.; sleeve seam, 7 ins.

Tension: 8 sts. to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together; rep., repeat; nl.,

slip; m. 1, make 1; g.st., garter stitch

(every row k.); patt., pattern; p.s.s.o, pass
slipped stitch over; cont., continue; dec.,

decrease; inc., increase; ins., inches.

Back and Front Alike.
With No. 10 needles, cast on 112 sts.

Change to No. 14 needles and work 4 rows
in g.st. Work in patt. thus: 1st row *

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 2. Rep. from * to end.

Rep. this row until work measures 3 ins.

Change to 2 No. 12 needles and cont. in

patt. inc. 1 st. at both ends of next row
and every following 8th row until there
are 136 gts. Cont. straight until work
measures 12$ ins.

Shape Armholes: Dec. 1 st. at both ends
of alternate rows until 112 sts. remain.
Leave sts. on a spare needle and work a
second piece in the same way.

Sleeves.
With 2 No. 12 needles, cast on 128 sts.

and work in patt. as back for 6 ins.

Shape Top: Dec. 1 st. at both ends of
alternate rows until 104 sts. remain. Leave
sts. on a spare needle and work a second
sleeve in the same way.

Yoke.

Slip first 56 sts. of back on a spare
needle pointed at both ends; with the No.
12 needles pointed both ends cast on 6

sts., then on to same needle k. across re

maining 56 sts. of back, work across sts.

of one sleeve thus: *
k. 5, k. 2 tog., k. 6.

Rep. from *
to end (96. sts.), with 2nd

needle k. sts. of front, with 3rd needle
work across sts. of second sleeve thus:
* k. 5, k. 2 tog., k. 6. Rep. from * to end
96 sts.), then k. remaining 56 sts. of back

from spare needle.
Work in rows, beg. and ending at

centre back (the extra needles may
be discarded when the back opening
is long enough to allow the sts. to be

placed on one needle). Work 5 rows
in g.st.

**Next row K. 6, si. 1,
*

k. 1, m.
1, k. 2 tog., si. 2. Rep. from * to last

10 sts., k. 1, m. 1, k. 2 tog., si. 1, k. 6.

Next row K. 6, si. 1,
*

k. 1, m. 1,
k. 2 tog., cotton forward, si. 2, cotton
back. Rep. from * to last 10 sts., k.

1, m. 1, k. 2 tog., cotton forward, si.

1, cotton back, k. 6.
** Work 2 rows

in g.st. Make a buttonhole in next
2 rows thus: Next row K. to last

4 sts., cast off 2, k. 2. Next row
K. 2, cast on 2, k. to end. Work in

patt. thus: 1st row K. 5,
*

k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 15. Rep. from * to last

9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. 2nd row
K. 5,

*
k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 2, p. 13.

Rep. from * to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 7. Rep. last 2 rows twice
more. 7th row K. 5,

*
k. 2 tog., m.

1, k. 7, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 5.

Rep. from * to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 7.

8th row K. 5,
* k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 2, p. 11. Rep. from *
to last 9 sts.,

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. 9&quot;th row K. 5,
*

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 13. Rep. from *

to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7.

Rep. last 2 rows twice more, then
8th row again, making a buttonhole
above previous buttonhole in llth
and 12th rows. 15th row K. 5,

*
k.

2 tog., m. 1, k. 6, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.s.o., k. 4. Rep. from * to last 9

sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. 16th row
K. 5,

* k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 2, p. 9. Rep.
from* to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 7. 17th row K. 5,
*

k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 11. Rep. from * to last L&amp;gt;

sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. Rep. last 2

rows twice more, then 16th row

again. 23rd row K. 5,
*

k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 5, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 3. Rep. from
*

to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3, cast

off 2, k. 2.

24th row K. 2, cast on 2, k. 1,
* k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 2, p. 7. Rep. from * to last 9

sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. 25th row K. 5,
*

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 9. Rep. from * to last

9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. Rep. last 2 rows
twice more, then 24th row again, omitting
the cast-on of buttonhole in 24th row in

the repeats.
31st row K. 5,

*
k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 4,

si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 2. Rep. from *

to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. 32nd
row K. 5,

*
k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 2, p. 5. Rep.

from * to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7.

33rd row K. 5,
*

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. Rep.

from * to end. Rep. last 2 rows twice more
then 32nd row again, making a bnttohole
in 35th and 36th rows. 39tk rw K. 5,

*

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o.,
k. 1. Rep. from * to last 9 ts., k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 7. 40th row K. 5,

* k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 2, p. 3. Rep. from *

t last 9 sts.,
k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. 41st row K. 5,

*
k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 5. Rep. from *
t last 2 sts.,

k. 2. Rep. last 2 rows twice more, then
40th row again. 47th row K. 5,

*
k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 2, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o. Rep.
from * to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3,
cast off 2, k. 2. 48th row K. 2, east on 2,
k. 1,

* k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 2, p. 1. Bp. from
* to last 9 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7. 49th
row K. 5,

*
k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 8. Bep.

from * to last 4 sts., k. 4. Rep. last 2 rows
twice more then 48th row again, omitting
the cast-on of buttonhole in 48th row in
the repeats. Change to No. 14 meedles.
Next row* k. 10, el. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.0.,
k. 9. Rep. from * to last 2 sts., k. 2 (122
sts.). Work 5 rows in g.st. Now rep. from
*

to **. Work 4 rows in g.st., making a
buttonhole in first 2 rows. Cast off.

Sleeve Borders (make 2).
With No. 14 needles, cast on 82 sts. and

work 6 rows in g.et. Next row K. 1, si.

1,
*

k. 1, m. 1, k. 2 tog., si. 2. Bep. from
*

to last 5 sts., k. 1, m. 1, k. 2 tog., si. 1,
k. 1. Next row K. 1, si. 1, k. 1, m. 1,
k. 2 tog., cotton forward, si. 2, cotton back.
Rep. from * to last 5 sts., k. 1, m. 1, k. 2

tog., si. 1, k. 1. Work 4 rows in g.st. Cast
off.

Make Up.
Press work lightly on wrong side with

hot iron and damp cloth. Join sleeve top
shapings to armhole shapings om front and
back. Join side and sleeve seams. Sew
sleeve borders to sleeves, gathering fulness
in centre. Sew on buttons to match but
tonholes. Thread ribbon at neek, base of
yoke and sleeve edges.

White Bread.
As showing how acute the food position

in Britain still remains, white bread is quite
unobtainable. To the men and women of
the old land it is only a memory. Millions
of British children have never tasted it.

One writer in a British paper very appeal-
ingly says: &quot;Let the subsidised dingy war
time loaf still be available for all who want
it. But let those wh0 prefer white bread
have the chance of buying it, unsubsidised,
at the full economic price.

&quot;There would be a substantial saving in

the cost of the subsidy and there is real
need for saving on food subsidies. They
make some things cheaper, but we pay for
them every time we buy a packet of cigar
ettes or a glass of beer.&quot;

The British Government s idea is to

supply the people with false teeth and

spectacles, free doctors and medicine,
before urgently needed foodstnffs.

A schoolmistress riding in a bus saw a
man opposite whom she thought she re

cognised as the father of one of her pupils,
and she spoke to him. He responded with
a stony stare, and she then recognised she
had made a mistake. The other passengers
tittered, and to justify herself, she said:

&quot;I am sorry, but I really thought you were
the father of one of my children.&quot;

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscription* kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)

clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.
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.

Makes it

really white

Reckitt s

Blue

Out of the blue comes the whitest wash&quot;

Many a woman thinks she can do nothing
without a husband; then when she gets one
she finds she can do nothing with him.

The greatest mistake you can make in

this life is to be continually fearing you
will make one.

BRITISH-MADE

BEBARFALD-YICKERS

BUREAU SEWING MACHINES

A truly magnificent
machine. The English Vickers Head
sews both backwards and forwards.
Other special features include Auto
matic Bobbin Winder. Stitch Adjuster
and Tension Control. Handsome
Bureau Cabinet, as illustrated, in light
Maple colour.

-- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON -
BEBARFALDS LTD.,
Cnr. George & Park Sts., SYD\EY
Please forward full details of the &quot;Bebarfald-

Vickers&quot; Bureau Sewing Machine, with details

of your Specialised Easy Terms.

NAME_ ........

ADDRESS

___-*.H.J.

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

Oktm
For the relief of
Tonsillitis, Laryn

gitis, Mumps,
Bronchitis,

always use

WAWN S
WONDER
WOOL

ARE YOU OVERWEIGHT?
To be overweight is both unhealthy and un
lovely makes you look years older I Get rid

of it by my perfect method. No dieting no irk

some exercises. The sum of !/!/- covers the
whole cost, no further expense. Result guaran
teed, no matter how long-standing the fat con
dition. Send 6d. in stamps for full particulars to

MATRON MARION GOSS, Dept. J,
Box 32, P.O., North Sydney, N.S.W.

Let us be of good cheer, remembering
that the misfortunes hardest to bear are

those that never come.
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VERSATILE POTATOES portion thickly round a block of cheese.

Dip in beaten egg and coat with crumbs.
Fry in hot fat till a golden brown.

Potatoes go round the clock in a health
ful budget diet. For breakfast, hash-
browned or fried with eggs, or in potato
pancakes or griddle scones. For luncheon,
in chowder, soup and as nests for left-over

vegetables and meat or eggs. At dinner,

again in soups, as the main vegetable, or
iu the dessert. Their variety is endless

always good, always good budget value.

Mashed Potato Nests with Peas and Bacon.
(Illus.).

Nine medium potatoes, J cupful milk, 1

tablespoonful margarine, 12 slices bacon,
2 eupsful cooked peas, 1 tablespoonful mar
garine.
Cook potatoes in salted water; mash.

Beat in milk and 1 tablespoonful mar
garine. Continue beating potatoes until

they are light and fluffy. If too dry, add
more milk to mashed potato. Cook bacon
slices until done but not crisp. /Line 6
heat-resistant glass deep pie dishes with
bacon, using two slices in each dish.

Arrange mashed potatoes in nests in deep
pie dishes. Fill mashed potato nests with
peas. Dot peas with margarine. Bake in

moderate oven for about 15 minutes.

Lemon Pudding.
Two tablespoonsful table fat, $ tea-

spoonful salt, | cupful sugar, 1 cupful
smoothly-mashed potatoes (no seasonings
or milk added), 2 egg yolks, $ cupful milk,
1 teaspoonful grated lemon rind, 1$ table-

spoonsful lemon juice, 2 egg whites.
Cream together fat, salt and half of the

sugar. Mix in potatoes. Beat egg yolks
until thick and lemon coloured. Add to

potato mixture with the milk, lemon rind
and juice. Beat egg whites until nearly
stiff, add remaining sugar and beat until

glossy. Fold meringue into potato mix
ture. Dip into custard cups and place in
hot water in baking dish. Bake in moder
ately slow oven 40 to 50 minutes or until
firm and browned. One and a half tea-

spoonsful lemon juice plus 3 tablespoonsful
orange juice may be used in place of 1

tablespoonsful lemon juice.

Potato Puffs.
Two cupsful mashed potato, 2 table-

spoonsful butter, 2 eggs, } cupful milk, salt
and pepper.

Stir the butter into the potatoes; add the
eggs, beaten until foamy, and then the
milk. Season to taste with the salt and
pepper. Beat well and drop by spoonsful
2 inches apart on a greased slide. Bake in
a quick oven until brown, and serve hot.

Potato and Egg Scramble.
Four tablespoonsful dripping, 1 medium

onion (sliced), 4 medium potatoes (thinly
sliced), 3 or 4 eggs (beaten), 1 teaspoonful
salt, pepper.

Heat fat in a heavy frying pan with a
cover. Add onions and potatoes and cook,
covered, over a moderate flame, stirring
occasionally, till potatoes are almost ten
der, about 15 minutes. Eemove cover and
brown potatoes, stirring often. Add eggs,
salt and pepper and cook, covered, till

eggs are set.

Hearty Potatoes.
Put alternate layers of raw sliced pota

toes, creamed corn and bacon slices, in

radiating spokes, in a casserole. Season.
Repeat. Pour on milk nearly to top. Bake
in moderate oven 1$ hours.

Ginger Cake.
Four ozs. of flour, 2 ozs. of oatmeal, 3

ozs. of potatoes (boiled and hot), 1 egg,
2 teaspoonsful of baking powder, 1 oz. of

dripping, 1 tablespoonful of treacle, 1 tea-

spoonful of ginger.
Place the flour and oatmeal in a basin,

put a sieve over, and rub through the pota
toes. Mix all well together, add the baking
powder and ginger, and again mix well.
Place the treacle and dripping in a small

saucepan, and warm them over a slow
fire until the dripping has melted. Beat
the egg and add it. Pour all into the basin,
stir well and place the mixture in a

greased tin. Bake in a moderate oven for
hour.

Casserole of Sweet Potatoes and Apple.
-Boil 6 large sweet potatoes, peel and

slice. Pare 4 apples and slice. Arrange a
layer of potatoes in the bottom of a greased
casserole. Over these a layer of apple. Dot
with butter, sprinkle with brown sugar
and a faint touch of mace. Then proceed
with the remainder of the potatoes and
apples, giving each double layer the sugar-
and-butter treatment. Mix \ cupful of
hot water with $ cupful of honey and pour
over the apple and potatoes. Bake in an
oven until the syrup is thick and the apples
are tender. Maple syrup may take the
place of honey; and if you use the maple,
dilute it with less water, say i water to
} syrup.

Victory Sponge.
Grate one large raw potato and 2 medium

raw carrots; mix in 1 breakfastcupful of

breadcrumbs, 1 breakfastcupful self-rais

ing flour, 2 tablespoonsful sugar, $ tea-

spoonful flavouring, such as vanilla or
lemon. Thoroughly stir in 1 teaspoonful
baking powder. Put 2 or 3 tablespoonsful
of jam in a heated basin, run it round to
cover the inside. Cool. Put in the pudding
mixture, tie on a cover of greased paper,
steam 2 hours.

Cheese and Potato Blocks.

Small blocks of cheese about 1 inch

square, mustard, 6 large potatoes, i oz.

margarine, 1 egg; egg, breadcrumbs and
hot fat.

Spread the little cheese blocks with mus
tard, steam the potatoes and rub them
through a sieve. Add the margarine and
bind into a paste with the egg. Season
well. Divide into portions and wrap each

Potato Hash.
Combine and blend $ cupful cooked, diced

potato, J cupful cooked, diced onions,
I cupful diced green pepper, 2 cupsful
cooked, diced meat. Then beat together 1

cupful left-over gravy, J cupful tomato
puree, 1 tablespoonful margarine.
Add meat and potato mixture, season

with salt and pepper to taste and 1 tea-

spoonful Worcestershire sauce.
Pour into greased casserole or individual

baking dishes and bake until browned in

moderate oven, or heat over hot water.
Before baking, the top may be sprinkled
with a mixture of equal parts of grated
cheese and bread-crumbs.

Nut and Potato Balls.

One Ib. of cold, cooked potatoes; 1

tablespoonful of chopped onion; 1 table-

spoonful of chopped parsley; 2 ozs. of

margarine; 2 ozs. or more of mixed,

[Turn to page 36.1
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these 4 luscious

centres

&quot;CREAM CARAMEL&quot; STRAWBERRY CREAM&quot;

TURKISH
DELIGHT&quot;

&quot;FRUIT

SUNDAE

No less than twelve separate chocolates in every

-lb. block that s what &quot;Snack&quot; gives you! Three

each of those four motith-watering centres and

every one lavishly coated with Mac. Robertson s

nourishing full-cream milk chocolate. So ask

for &quot;Snack&quot; for your sweet tooth.

Mode by

The Greaf Name in Confectionery

VERSATILE POTATOES
[From page 35.]

chopped nuts; salt and pepper; a few
almonds (blanched, skinned, and
shredded).
Mash the potatoes and heat them in *

saucepan with the margarine, parsley,
onion and seasoning, adding a little milk
if necessary. Beat this mixture over the
fire until it is quite smooth. When it is

heated through, shape it into neat balls.

Potato Soup.

Three-quarter Ib. potatoes, 1 oe. butter, ]

dessertspoonful prepared barley, seasoning.
$ pint milk, 1 pints hot water, 2 onions.

Peel the potatoes and onions and slice

thinly. Melt the butter in a saucepan and
add the potatoes and onions. Cook for 5

minutes. Add the seasoning and water
and boil slowly for 35 minutes. Euli

through a sieve and return to the sauce

pan with the barley mixed with the milk
and heated. Simmer for another 10 min-
utea. %
Meat stock may be used instead of

water.

Potato Biscuits.

One Ib. of hot mashed potato, 2 dried

eggs, 1 oz. of margarine, 1 teaspoonful of
salt.

Beat the eggs thoroughly, and
add them to the hot potato with the

margarine and salt. Mix to a stiff paste,
using a little potato water if necessary.
Koll out on a floured board to the thick
ness of ^ inch, and cut into little biscuits
with a sharp cutter. Eoll it very lightly,
or it may stick to the board. Bake on a

greased slide in a very hot oven till nicely
browned, and eat hot. These are not ea
to make at first, for they are brittle, btn
with a little practice they can be handled

successfully, and they are so delicious
that they repay a little trouble.

Correct Walking.
Watch people walking into any public

place, such as a restaurant or a wedding
reception, where they feel they are under
observation.

To walk well it is essential to have good
shoes which fit perfectly; but there should
be no tottering on heels of a height to

which one is unused.

The-book-on-your-head-and-march-round-
the-room drill should be done both bare
footed and wearing shoes.

Other barefoot exercises help, such as

pressing your weight forward from the
heel to the ball of your foot and toes, then
reverse.

One point worth remembering: When
you are on the threshold of a room full of

people pause for a second and take your
bearing.
A quick look round will give you time

to locate your hostess and her time to

locate you. You will find that this second s

pause is a great asset in developing car

riage.

This is also when your facial poise comes
into its own. The sea of strangers or

friends beyond the door will not bring n

simpering grimace to your mouth or a

haunted look to your eyes.

&quot;I shall pass through this world but once.

Any good that I can do, or any kindness
that I can show any human being, let me
do it now and not defer it, for I shall not

pass this way again.&quot;
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PRAM SET
g| [From page 31.]

The Eight Front.
Cast on 106 sts., and work in g.s. for 7

rows. Change to pat. as on back, keeping
7 sts. at front edge in g.s. until work meas
ures 8 ins. from the cast-on edge, then

shape body -thus:

Next row (right side of work): K. 8 (k.
2 tog.) 49 times (57 sts.). Change to st.-st.

with 7 sts. at front edge in g.s. for 10
rows. Shape armhole by casting off 4 sts.

at the beg. of the next row, starting at

scam edge and dec. at the same edge on
the following 5 rows (48 sts.). Continue
without further shaping until work meas
ures 12 ins. from the cast-on edge. Then
shape neck by casting off 18 sts. at the

beg. of the next row, starting at front

edge and dec. at the same edge on the next
6 rows (24 ets.). Now shape shoulder by
casting off 6 sts. at the beg. of the next 4

rows, starting at armhole edge.
The Left Front.

Work as for right front but reversing
all shapings. Work g.s. border at end of
row instead of at the beg. Shape body
thus (right side of work): (K. 2 tog.) 49
times, k. 8 (57 sts.).

The Collar.

Join the shoulders by back-stitching the

edges together. Now, holding the wrong
side of work towards you, pick up and
draw through 61 sts. round neck, starting
and finishing at 3rd st. from front edge.
Work in st.-st., keeping 3 sts. at each end
in g.s. for 4 rows, then inc. in every 5th st.

on the next row (on st.-st. part only), 4
rows without shaping, then inc. in every
6th st. on the next row. Continue without
further shaping until collar measures 2 ins.
in depth, then work in all g.s. for 6 rows.
Cast off.

The Sleeves.
Cast on 24 sts., and work in st.-st., cast

ing on 2 sts. at the beg. of every row until
60 sts. are on needle. Continue in st.-st., dec.
at each end of every 6th row until 48 sts.

remain. Continue without further shaping
until seam measures 6$ ins. Now reverse
the st.-st. for turned-back cuff for 1 in.

Finish with 7 rows of g.s., then cast off.
Work another sleeve to match.
Making-np: Press carefully. Back-stitch

all seams i in. from the edges, and insert
sleeves in the same way. Fasten coat with
press-studs and stitch four buttons on top.

A Biting Question.
A hitherto invisible export of National

Health Service British dentures was men
tioned in the House of Lords recently.
Lord Hawke asked tfce Earl of Listowel

if he was aware &quot;that Lascar crews are
arriving without teeth in their heads, get
ting national teeth and going back and
selling them in bazaars of their own
country?&quot;

Lord Saltoun: &quot;Will he inquire how these
people get their spectacles and teeth so
much sooner than those who belong to this

country?&quot;

Lord L-istowel, who had previously said
the National Health Act covered foreigners
visiting Britain, did not reply.

*

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will
be accepted.

&quot;Children thrive on

KRAFT CHEESE 99

says MATRON ARMSTRONG

Doctors, nurses and clinics

recommend Kraft Cheese for

children from the age of two

years. They know Kraft Cheese
is rich in the vital food values

growing children need every

day. High quality proteins,
Vitamins A, B2 and D plus
the valuable milk minerals,
calcium and phosphorus. Kraft

Cheese helps build sturdy limbs

. strong teeth.

When you give your child

Kraft Cheese sandwiches to

lake to school, you KNOW he

will enjoy a really nourishing
and sustaining lunch. Matron

Armstrong says: &quot;Children s

lunches should always be tasty,

nourishing and easily
digested.&quot; That s Trfoy -she

recommends Kraft Cheese.

No rind. No waste. Kraft

Cheese saves you money. And
remember, Kraft Cheese stays
fresh to the last delicious slice.

KRAFT

CHEESE
Tersfes better because it s BLENDED BETTER
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The Daily Diet of
EVERY EXPECTANT MOTHER

should be well balanced and should include essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts, for these play a vital part in the building of a strong,

healthy, well-developed baby.

BIO-CHEM1C TREATMENT now will supply these essential Vitamins
and Mineral Salts by natural means through the Twelve Bio-Chemic
Nerve and Tissue building Cell Salts. They will also safeguard your
own system to meet the added strain, and ensure a rich supply of
natural milk, a more comfortable confinement and a speedy recovery.

Consu/tatiom and expert ad&amp;lt; ice free of charge no obligation.
Write to Dept. AW. 8 for FREE BOOKLET.

Established 20 years.

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
BCX 1243 U, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 103 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 197t.

1104

To clean and sterilize

Dentures . . .

There is no excdse for stains

on false teeth. &quot;Steradent&quot; was

specially invented to remove
such stains.

To make a stained and dis

coloured denture clean and lus

trous once more place it in

&quot;Steradent&quot; overnight or while

you dress. You will take it out

fresh and clean.

&quot;Steradent&quot; is harmless to the

materials of which dentures are

usually made, including the new
acrylic resins.

Steradent
-. -.;

&quot;

:;.- ;
: ; &amp;gt;- Vf- OfCn. :-.

Reckitt & Colman (Aust.) Ltd.,

(Pharmaceutical Divn.) Sydney

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

m

Try this simple test

for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all

four circles are uni

form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the
width and depth of

bars.

If you suffer from
SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM

TIRED EYES, GLARE,
TURNED EYES

STRAIN EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes) write for my BOOK
or call for free consultation at

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA.5455

*
HOW TO GET MY BOOK FREE

Just write (enclosing 2ld. postage) or
call TO-DAY for 32-page Free
Booklet, &quot;Better Natural Sight With
out Wearing Glasses&quot; This includes
testimonials from happy people who have
discarded glasses. It will open up a new
avenue of hope for you.

FREE CONSULTATION
Ring MA 5455 for Free Consultation.

PRINCESS CHARMING
Small daughters can go to the party in a
new dress, even, with a last-minute
invitation. The dress will fit any little girl
between three and five years of age.

This enchanting little frock, made from

just 1 yard square of material, is so simple
to make and it needs no pattern. The
finished length of the dress can be up
to 22 inches and the waist and neek are,
of course, adjustable.

As well as the material which should
have no up or down, you need 2J yards
narrow ribbon to match and 2 yards bias

binding.
From the square, cut a piece 23 inches by

36 inches and a piece 23 inches by 13

inches (this leaves a 13-inch square). Join
both pieces together along the 23-incli

sides, to form a tube. Pin the two layers
of material together with the narrow panel
central at back.

Mark centre of top of front and back.

For neck cut out a curve between the

seams of the back panel, making it 1 incli

deep at centre back and 2 inches deep at

centre front, tapering off to nothyig at

each side. Seam shoulders for 2$ inches

from each side of neck opening.

For armholes, slit down each side for

5 inches. From remaining material cut

four 1-inch wide strips. Join to make two

strips each 26 inches long. Hem one edge
and gather the other, to make frills. Edge
all round each armhole with these. Face
neck edge with bias binding to form casing
for drawstring, and at waist level sew

binding flat on the wrong side to make a

similar casing. Make openings at centre

front in casings. Thread ribbon at neck
and waist. Turn up hem to the lengtli

required.
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Kathryn Grayson, M G M star, favours
ice blue satin for her dressing gown. It

is embroidered with white and silver

doves along the shoulders, down the

right front, continuing to the hem line.

Back of gown is flared from the centre

back in bustle effect.

Up to Date.
A small neat bead is a &quot;must&quot; so that

women who do not want to cut their hair
can ceil it in earphones over their ears.

Little black velvet or satin toques which
more closely resemble caps or pillbox
shapes are the right millinery wear for

evening restaurants or theatre-going.
Fur muffs flourish. You see them in

every kind of fur, skunk, leopard, fox,
panther, and astrakhan.

Heels continue to gain in height. The
smartest shoes are those with thin soles,

incredibly thin heels. One of the newest
sandals shown in Paris is of Italian crea

tion, a mere sole crossed by transparent
bands or threads of colourless nylon.

Beauty Hint.
&quot;Whenever I am not tied down to a

more elaborate hair-do for filming pur
poses,&quot; writes Anna Neagle, &quot;I like to
wear my hair in a very simple and straight
forward style.

&quot;On the whole plainer hair styles are
more nattering to most women and most
important they stay neat and look appro
priate on every occasion.

&quot;Whenever possible wash your hair in
rain water . . . and use a reliable brand of
shampoo.

&quot;A once a week shampoo is essential for
the well-groomed woman.

&quot;Always wash your brush and comb
when you shampoo your hair. If the ends
start splaying, have your hair trimmed.
Once hair splits its stops growing.&quot;*+
Cold water to drink every day, and a

thorough cleansing of the face every night
with cold cream before going to bed, will

keep the skin in good condition, while a
mixture of lemon juice and cold water
makes an excellent lotion for freeing the
pores from spots and other blemishes, and
for countering a shiny nose.

WHEN BABY NEEDS A LAXATIVE
choose

LAXETTES
they re particularly suitable for infants

and nursing mothers.

18 IN TINS 1/9

The

LAXATIVE
KNOWN and TRUSTED

GENTLE, EFFECTIVE,

SAFE, RELIABLE
LAXETTES contain phenolphthalein, which is

non- habit forming and is one of the safest

and most reliable laxative substances known

to medical science. This is incorporated in the

finest block chocolate by an exclusive,

scientific process, which ensures accurate

dosage and strict conformity to British

FOR 40 YEARS Pharmacopoeia standards.

SAMPLE
COUPON

......

-SEND2^d --- .......... --

stamp fo covor AH j 849

postage and - ------ ________________
packing . . . to Laxette Mfg. Co., 3&amp;lt; Swanston Street, Melbourne
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WHITEBAIT! Tiny inch-long fish,

found only in the sparkling streams
of New Zealand. For a distinctive,
delicious treat you cannot find their

equal. Their delicate flavour is

unique and retained in St. George
by quick canninq which seals the full

freshness and delicate taste in every
tin. Serve Whitebait for every
occasion where an unusual dish is

required.

AT ALL LEADING
AUSTRALIAN STORES

ST. GEORGE

Dunedin

WHITEBAIT
IRVINE STEVENSON S ST. GEORGE CO. LTD. N,w z,a |and

Treasure your SILVER
POLISH IT THE
KINDLIEST WAY
Such a lovely possession

deserves the best of care!

1 arnish and marring stains

vanish with the safe and

gentle kiss of Silvo . . . fot

Silvo revives the enchanting

glow borne by new silver.

Silvo
LIQUID SILVER POLISH

Reduce WITHOUT DRUGS!
1,000

Guarantee
1 guarantee that these
testimonials are true
extracts from un
solicited letters re
ceived and are open
for inspection at my
offices.

(Sgd.) Joan Powell.

Reduced 1 Stone
Already

&quot;I was list. 31b. when
I started your reduc
ing method. I am now
lOst. 31b.&quot;

Later: &quot;I am quite
pleased with myself
now. I can wear a

tight-fitting dress with

pleasure.&quot; Miss M.I.A.

R., Qld.

Lost a Stone in

Weight
&quot;1 am thrilled with

the results of the

treatment and have

already lost over a

stone in weight. I

think the treatment is

wonderful.&quot;

Miss M.C. F.. N.Z.

Reduce Ugly Fat Quickly
Now you can actually reduce those unnat

ural bulging hips and that huge, unlovely
waist-by a NEW, simple method. Without
dangerous drugs. Secretly in your own room
you can really watch those bulging hips dis

appearing. An over-prominent, sagging bust.
fat arms and legs, thick ankles, and double
chin can be quickly banished with this mar
vellous new reducing treat

ment-it s something entirely

BANISH :

Wide Hips

Large Bust

Big Waist

Fat Arms
and Legs

Double Chin,
etc.

JOAN POWELL. SALES DEPT. A.H..
24 Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

I
Please send me, with no obligation, your amazing &quot;SOMETHING.&quot; 1

enclose 2 id. in stamps.

I

|
Address.

Name
Address Aug. 49

The Play and Film
[From page 27.]

wardrobe of glamorous gowns for Margaret
Leighton to wear in &quot;The &amp;gt; Astonished
Heart,&quot; in which she stars with Celia John
son and Michael Eedgrave, describes her

figure is
&quot;exquisite&quot; and Bays she is the

perfect English type.
*

Bette Davis apparently wasn t kidding
when she said that her daughter, Barbara
Davis Sherry, now going-on two, was to be
kept out of the spotlight. Three producers
who want to put the star s offspring into

pictures as soon as possible got this terse

reply: &quot;Barbara will never appear on the
screen until she is old enough to say yes
or no on her own. One actress in a family,
I think, is enough.&quot;

* *

Take it from Gene Kelly, Frank Sinatra
will some day be among Hollywood s top
dramatic actors. So sure is Kelly of this
that he is working on an original screen
drama which he hopes to direct with
Sinatra as his star. Kelly wrote &quot;Take

Me Out to the Ball Game&quot; in which he co-

stars with Sinatra.
* *

Robert Walker and Peter Lawford will

be Deborah Kerr s leading men in the
M-G-M comedy, &quot;Please Believe Me.&quot; It s

the story of an English girl who believes
she has inherited a valuable ranch property
in America.

*

Esther Williams first purchase in the

way of furniture for the new home she and
husband, Ben Gage, are building, is an

antique cradle for the nursery. It dates
back to about 1810 and is of walnut. The
M-G-M star s baby is expected this month.

The More Attractive Age.
By 30, the pretty woman, the average

pretty girl, has passed the summit of her
looks. The woman whose mind lives and

grows is often more lovely and more attrac
tive after 30 than before. An intelligent
woman is generally an attractive one. I

don t mean by intelligence &quot;intellectual

ity.&quot; Intellect may or may not form the

large part of intelligence. In itself, merely
&quot;knowing&quot; has no value, and highbrowism
is as desiccating a quality as stupidity,
and even more boring.
The quality which is so ranch easier to

feel than describe, the quality which keeps
a woman beautiful past 60, because its

presence in them has kept at bay the age
ing forces, the thickening and shrivelling
influences of character, is a woman s

capacity to learn and feel by every kind
of experience. This is no mere generalisa
tion. Look at the women who are still

lovely at 45, beautiful at 60.

Neither cosmetics nor plastic .surgery
has produced in them an effect of syn
thetic youth. They are not the women
who by attendances at beauty parlours
and observance of cults and creams, wear
themselves out in exhausting imitation of

girlhood.
Watch them in their contacts with

people. Each one of them is interested in

life learning and feeling, giving out in

terest and sympathy. Their minds are active.

Bound up with this activity of mind and

spirit there is activity of body. A certain

organic health and vitality are undoubtedly
connected with the endurance of beauty.

It is better to know what to do in your
own place than what you would do in the

other woman s place.

It is better to laugh your head off than

cry your eyes out.
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As feminine as anything that ever came
out of the court of Louis XV is this eye
let embroidery bastiste blouse which
reveals the perfect shoulder-line of
Paramount star Diana Lynn. With a

black velvet bow topping her curls and
a full black souffle swish skirt beneath,

she s delightful.

Happy Housework.

Housework, the bugbear of so many
women, is really one of the best means of

keeping fit if tackled in th right spirit.
It will do more towards keeping a youth

ful figure than dozens of &quot;daily dozens.&quot;

But not just playing around with a duster
and &quot;doing the flowers.&quot; It s the vigorous
exercise of sweeping and polishing and
mattress turning that does all the good.
Housework s monotonous, did you say?

Have you tried working to wireless? Switch
on and you will find it makes even dusting
a pleasure.
Do you find stair-climbing a burden? It

shouldn t be, if taken easily; but if it is

it might be wise to consult your doctor.

There might be some slight derangement
of the system which can be easily
remedied, for to the healthy woman climb

ing stairs is a fine tonic and very slimming
to the ankles.
A healthy body is reflected in a healthy,

happy face; so if your feet are not to
blame for those wrinkles, perhaps your
eyesight i. Probably spectacles are

needed, and there is no need to object to

spectacles as an obvious sign of old age.
It would be wise to consult the best oculist

you can afford, and if he advises &quot;spectacles

hare them eorrectly fitted and choose the
new frames shaped and coloured to suit

your face. You will find frowns will go
and wrinkles be chased away.

Triplets were born to a family where
there was already a little girl of five. She
was most annoyed at the arrival of the
three, and complained to her mother:
&quot;That s the worst of sending Dad to order
the baby. You know how he stutters.&quot;

Australian Open
and Professional

Go/f Champion

says:

&quot;We re a family of Horlicks drinkers at

home. We agree it s the most nourishing

of all food drinks.&quot;

&quot;Playing championship golf is a

matter of skill and concentration

plus plenty of hard work&quot;, says
Ossie. &quot;You need all those to gel

to the top and you need to be

really fit to stay there, too. I ve

proved that Horlicks gives me the

nourishment and that extra energy
which makes all the difference.&quot;

The full, satisfying flavour of

Horlicks comes from a careful

blend of fresh, full-cream milk

and the nutritive extracts of malted

barley and wheat. It is Nature s

flavour . . . that s why you never

tire of it.

Many people drink Horlicks

simply because they enjoy that

distinctive flavour. Others drink

it because they need it to build

them up ... to nourish the body
and nerves . . . and to induce deep.

refreshing sleep. Bui uhate\er
ihe reason everyone enjoys
Horlicks. Equally delicious hoi

or cold.

Rich in these food values

when mned as directed

OSSIE PICKWORTH holds b&amp;lt;*h th&amp;lt;-

Open and Australian Professional
titles a double no other player
has ever icon. &quot;Playing golf for m

living is strenuous and tiring,&quot; say
Ossie, &quot;that s why I like Horlicks.
I find it the most nourishing fond
drink of all.&quot;

Ask your storekeeper for

HORLICKS
8-oz. tin 22 16-oz. tin 3 6

Price* slightly higher in country aretn
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According to an Australian wide survey

conducted by an independent Research Organisation

more than 8 out of 10 Dentists recommend IPANA

in preference to any other Tooth Paste.

Dentists

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

SOLO ONLY BY CHEMISTS

810 -

Chafed Skin?
Keep it Soft and Supple

Nivea soothes, nourishes

heals . . restores natural

skin oils. Doctors use and
recommend it. 2/- every
where. Set a tin to-day.

Skin needs

NIVEA
The All-purpose Creme

NEED A
CHANGE?
Feel at the end of your tether?
Can t go on? Every little thing
is getting you down? The only
thing is a complete change,
but you can t have it? then

try WINCARNIS, the marvel
lous tonic that tones up your
whole system, strengthens your
nerves and makes everything
bright again. WINCARNIS i

a blend of choice selected wines
with nourishing ingredients and
special fortifying elements,
rich in essentials for the good
health and energy you envy
so much in others. Many thou
sands of recommendations by
medical men prove how effec

tive WINCARNIS is for getting
tired, worried men and women
back to vital buoyant health.

Ask your Chemist for WIN
CARNIS ... the Wine of Life.

Hair Needs

Nourishment . . .

just the some as the rest of your Body.

This is supplied by twice-a-day scalp

massage with KOKO. then brush your

Hair vigorously; you will be surprised

with the improvement KOKO. tb

famous British Hair Preparation, i fr

from oil. grease and dya

Ask youi Chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

Jones: &quot;How s the pain in the neck this

morning?&quot;

Brown: &quot;Oh, she was in a rile temper
when I left home.&quot;
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PRETTY AS A PICTURE
-Knit it then frill it.

K. 3,
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 5,

, ending k. 1, instead of k. 5.

Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply; 1 pair No. 10 and
1 pair No. 12 needles; 1 No. 16 Stratnoid
crochet hook; 2 yds. frilling.
Measurements: Length from shoulder,

20$ ins.; width all round at underarm; to

fit 34-inch bust; sleeve seam (cuff turned

back), 5 ins.

Tension: 7 sts. to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

-sts., stitch, stitches; pat., pattern; tog.,

together; m., make; rep., repeat; inc.,

increase or increasing; dec., decrease or

decreasing: beg., beginning; st.-st., stock

ing-stitch (1 row k., 1 row p.); eh., chain;
&amp;lt;l.c.,

double crochet; g.s., garter stitch

(every row k.).
The Back.

With No. 12 needles, cast on 110 sts.

Work 3 ins. K. 1, p. 1 rib., inc. 1 st. at
end of last row. (Ill sts.) Change to No.
10 needles and pat.

1st row: * K. 5, k. 2 tog., m. 1, rep. from
* to last 6 sts., k. 6.

2nd row: P.
3rd row: K.
4th row: P.
5th row: K.
6th row: P.
7th row

rep. from

Eep. rows 2 to 6.

These 12 rows form patt. Inc. 1 st. each
end of next row, and every following 6th
row until 125 sts. Work without further

shaping until 13 ins. from beg.
Shape Armholes.

Cast off 3 sts. at beg. of next 8 rows,
then dee. 1 st. at each end of every row
until 97 sts. remain. Work 3^ ins.

Yoke.
Work 4 rows g.s. Work 3 ins. st.-st.

Shape Shoulders.
Cast off 8 sts. at beg. of next 8 rows.

Cast off remaining sts.

The Front.
Work as given for back until armhole

shaping is complete, then divide sts. for

yoke.
1st row: Work 40 sts., cast off 17 ats.,

work 40 sts. Continue in turn on each set
of 40 sts., dec. 1 st. in every row at neck
edge until 32 sts. remain, then in every
row until 20 sts. remain. Cast off.

Right Yoke.
With No. 10 needles, cast on 6 sta.

1st row: K.
2nd row: Cast on 2 sts., p. to end. Eep.

rows 1 and 2 three times.
9th row: K. to last st., inc. in last st.

10th row: P. Eep. rows 9 and 10 until
26 sts. (32 rows).

33rd row: K.
34th row: Cast on 20 sts. P. to end. Work
inch without shaping.

Shape Neck.
(Eight side of work facing.)
Cast off 6 sts. at beg. of next neck edge

row, then work 2 ins., dec. 1 st. in every
row at neck edge until 32 sts. remain.

Shape Shoulder.
Cast off 8 sts. at beg. of next 4 armhole

end rows. With No. 10 needles pick up
and k. 54 sts. round lower edge of yoke.
K. 3 rows g.s. Cast off. Work another
yoke, with shapings at opposite edges.

The Sleeves.
With No. 12 needles, cast on 82 sts.

K. 4 rows g.s., then work in k. 1, p. 1 rib
until 2 ins. from beg., inc. 1 st. at end of
last row.

Change to No. 10 needles and work in

pat. Inc. 1 st. each end of every 6th row
until 97 sts. Work without further shap
ing until 6 ins. from beg.

Shape Top.
Cast off 1 st. at beg. of every row until

39 sts. remain.
Next row: K. 3 tog. to end. P. 1 row.

Cast off.

The Collar.

With No. 12 needles, cast on 120 sts.

Work 1J ins. K. 1, p. 1 rib.

Next row: Cast on 18 sts., k. to end. Eep.
this row once. K. 2 rows g.s. Cast off.

Stitch cast-on edges of these 18 sts. to
sides of ribbing.

Underwrap.
With No. 12 needles, cast on 8 sts. Work

5 ins. K. 1, p. 1 rib. Cast off.

Button-catch.
With No. 12 needles, cast on 8 sts. Work

J inch. K. 1, p. 1 rib. Make buttonhole:

Eib 2 sts., k. 2 tog., m. 2, k. 2 tog., rib/2
sts. Work 4 more buttonholes 1 inch apart.
Eib i inch. Cast off.

Buttons (5).
With crochet hook, work 3 ch. Join in

ring with slip st. Work 2 d.c. into each
ch. Work 2 rounds of d.c. in each d.c.

Cut wool. Pill with cotton wool and draw
up.

To Make Up.
Press on wrong side, using hot iron over

damp cloth. Sew front yokes in position.
Sew side, shoulder and sleeve seams. Sew
in sleeves, arranging fulness to tops of
shoulders. Sew button-catch and under-
wrap in position. Sew collar to neck.
Press seams. Sew on buttons. Stitch the

frilling to edges of collar, cuffs and front
yoke, arranging fulness evenly.

-*-&amp;gt;

Bleeding from the Nose: Plug the nos
trils with a piece of absorbent wool dipped
in Friar s Balsam. Or, apply ice-water to
the root of the nose and to the nape of the
neck. Syringing with alum and water is
also good.

t

-

I |
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MIDDLE-AGED MAN OFFERS ADVICE

TO FATHER

AND SON

It is imperative that your body be thoroughly clean inside if it is

to have the best chance of escaping ailments of all kinds.

When the liver and kidneys function less efficiently because of old

age, over-indulgence or other causes, they then no longer keep the

system fully cleansed of poisonous wastes.

A teaspoonful of Kruschen taken daily before breakfast in a tumbler

of hot water stimulates the liver, washes out the kidneys and helps

them to keep the system free of poisonous wastes.

A clean internal system keeps the bloodstream clean and healthy.

Gone are the causes that may lead to such ailments as ...

RHEUMATISM ACHING JOINTS
LUMBAGO BACKACHE NEURITIS

KRUSCHE
The Tonic Effect of Kruschen Keeps Millions of People Fit.

SALTS
1/6 & 2/9
at Chemists
and Stores.

BABY
WILL
THRIVE

la the early stages, the ideal

alternative to natural feeding

is Robinson s Patent Barley

with cow s milk. Then, at

weaning time, give baby

Robinson s Patent Groats, a

creamy-smooth cereal that is

very nourishing and easy for

baby to digest

ROBINSON S

ROBINSONS

BARLEY
&

GROATS
ROBINSONS]

.CROATS
.*W&quot;*n,t &quot; 3

in witho

HALF MEASURES
TAKE FOOLISH CHANCES

Get after your chest cold with moist heat a
time-proven treatment endorsed by many doctors
all over the world. Antiphlogistine Poultice gives
you the benefits of moist heat right in your
own home. Just do these two simple things
recommended by many doctors:
1. Put an Antiphlogistine Poultice on back and
chest. Throat, too if it s sore.

2. Go to bed. Antiphlogistine Poultice works all

through the night. Helps you get a good night s
sleep.

The soothing warmth of
Antiphlogistine Poultice relaxes
tense or aching muscles, stimulates
circulation, helps ease coughs due
to colds.

Wrist Watches, Cameras, Ma -Ma DO//S.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

selling small parcels of tested garden seeds. Send

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money nov, onlyname and address. Write to-day.

John B. Murray, Ml K George St., Sydney
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Jumper with Jair 3sle Bands
Materials: 5 ozs. 3-ply, in royal blue, 1

oz. white and a small ball each of red and

green; a pair each of Nos. 11 and 10

Stratnoid knitting needles; a No. 15 cro
chet hook.
Measurements: Length from shoulder,

18 ins. To fit 35-inch bust measurement.
Sleeve seam, 6 ins.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; st.-st., stocking-
stitch; rep., repeat; beg., begin or begin
ning; cont., continue: dec., decrease or de

creasing; inc., increasing or increase;
ptn., pattern; G., green; W., white; K.,
red.

K. into the backs of the cast-on sts. to

produce firm edges.
The Back.

Using royal blue wool and No. 11 needles,
oast on 100 sts. and work in a k. 1, p. 1

rib for 3 ins. Change to No. 10 needles
and k. twice into every 5th st. all aloug
(120 sts.). Cont. in st.-st. until work
measures 12 ins. from lower edge, finishing
after a p. row.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 5 sts. at beg.
of next 4 rows (100 sts.). Cont. without
further shaping until armholes measure 7
.ins. in depth. Shape shoulder by casting
off 8 sts. at beg. of next 8 rows. Cast off.

The Front.
Work as for back until work measures

12 in. from lower edge, finishing after a
p. row.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 5 sts. at beg.
of next 2 rows. Change to W. and cast off

5 sts. at beg. of following 2 rows.
Commence Fair Isle yoke. 1st row: *

K. 4 W., 2 E.; rep. from * over 48 sts.,
k. 2 W., turn. Put remaining sts. oa a
st. holder for now. 2nd row: P. 2 W.,

*

2 K., 4 W.; rep. from *
to end. 3rd row:

K. *
1 G., 2 W., 1 G.; rep. from *, ending

1 W. 4th row: P. 5 W.,
* 2 G., 4 W.; rep.

from *
to end. 5th row: As 3rd row.

6th row: As 2nd row. 7th row: As 1st row.
8th row: P. W. 9th row: K. W. 10th row:
P. B. llth row: K. B. 12th row: P. B.

These 12 rows form the ptn. Rep. last
12 rows twice more, ending last ptu. with
2 rows B. instead of 3 and finishing at
front edge. Cout. with B. only and shape
neck:

1st row: Cast off 12 sts. and work to
end. Now coiit. in st.-st., dec. 1 st. at neck
edge on every row until 32 st. remain.
Shape Shoulder: Cast off 8 sts. at arm-

hole edge 4 times.
Join wool to inside edge of remaining

sts. and work up this side to correspond,
but reading the Fair Isle ptn. rows back
wards, as follows: 1st row: K. 2 W.,

* 2
R. 4 W.; rep. from *

to end.
The Sleeves.

Using No. 11 needles and royal blue
wool, cast on 72 sts. and work in a k. 1,

p. 1 rib for 2 ins.

Change to No. 10 needles and inc. thus:
K. twice into every 3rd st. all along (96
sts.). Cont. in st.-st. for 4 ins. Shape
top: Cast off 5 sts. at beg. of next 2 B.
rews, then 5 sts. at beg. of next 2 W. rows.
Now cont. in the Fair Isle ptn., dec. 1

st. at beg. of every row until 3 Fair Isle
bands have been worked, then cont, with
B. only and dec. at beg. of every row
until 30 sts. remain. Cast off.

To Make Up.
Press. Sew up shoulder seams. Sew

sleeves into armholes, sew up side and

o-Qo-

sleeve seams. With W. wool and crochet
hook work a row of d.c. round front open
ing and neck. Starting at top of right
front, work 4 more rows of d.c. round
neck, finishing- at top of right front. Make
buttonhole loops down front thus: * 4 ch.,
miss 1 d.c., 1 d.c. into each of next 5 d.c.;

rep. from * until 5 loops have been made.
Fasten off. Sew on buttons. Press seams.

Sprains: Rub well with turpentine lini

ment, and bandage the part with a linen

bandage. Rest the injured limb and apply
hot fomentations. Aconite liniment is also

good.

Making Raw Starch.
It is better to make raw starch for shirts

and collars the day before it is required.
Mix $ Ib. starch with about a quart of cold
water. When required for use, pour that
water off without disturbing the settled

starch, add 1 pint of water, mix well, strain

through muslin. Boil two teaspoonsful of

powdered borax in half a pint of water and
add to the starch while boiling. For
shirts, the starch is all the better used
warm. Some laundresses add a teaspoon-
ful of pure turpentine to the borax water.
It adds to the polish, but its too frequent
use turns linen yellow.

Never throw away remains of raw starch.
When it has settled, pour off the water and
keep the starch to use up when making
boiled starch.
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COLDS
GET BETTER

I FASTER!

There s no waiting for reliefwhen

you rub VapoRub on chest,
throat and back at bedtime. And
how children love it !

FIGHTS COLDS OUTSIDE

This

LIKE A POULTICE, VapoRub starts

immediately to work on the skin,

wanning away tightness and pain
and &quot;drawing out&quot; congestion.

INHALEDVAPOURS releasedbybody
warmth and breathed in, start to
clear stuffy nose,
soothe sore throat
and relieve cough
ing the very min
ute VapoRub is ^^
applied. And- ^ VA P O R U B

inside-outside&quot; action
works for hours
. . . while the child

sleeps comfort
ably. By morning,
usually, the worst
of the cold is over.

LEG ULCER DISAPPEARS

Another &quot;VAREX&quot; Success

&quot;Just a line to tell you that Varex Treat-

.ment has been quite a success in my case,&quot;

writes one grateful user. &quot;The ulcer, with

its consequent pain and swelling, has en

tirely disappeared, and the leg is qu.te
normal.&quot; &quot;Varex&quot; is a simple, inexpen
sive home treatment. No resting required.

Only one dressing per week. Write for

free booklet. Ernest Healey, Pharma
ceutical Chemist. Varex, Rooms 523-524,
5th Floor. St. James Building, 1 09W
Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of

excessive drinking? EUCRASY has

changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Established

52 years it destroys all desire for

Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be

given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State which required.

SEND 20/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

Just take
a i-tea-

spoo nful

TWO or
three
times a

day, for

health.

\ration
of any kind required.

NATURE S WAY
TO HEALTH .

Monastery Herbs are Nature s own
remedy a mixture of herbs, seeds,
barks and flowers, finely ground and
blended in the true tradition of the
monks of old. A quarter of a tea-

spoonful taken regularly with meals
will make you gloriously well. Take

Nature s own treatment for CONSTI
PATION, INDIGESTION, ACIDITY,
RHEUMATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT,
LIVER and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS.
SKIN DISEASES.

Taken regularly, Monastery Herbs will

quitkly cleanse your system of the

poisons that cause painful symptoms.
Joint and muscle pains vanish, stomach
and intestines are cleansed, the blood

purified. Boils and blemishes dis

appear in no time. Send for your sup
ply of Nature s own remedy, NOW!
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBAL
ISTS LTD.. 52 Peru St., Salford. 3 Lane*..

England.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW/ -

Send 1/6 Postal Note for I 01. package
of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of this
natural aid to good health. Send to-day.
8 oz. size also available at IO/-, post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION AGENCIES
PTY. LTD., Box 2949, 6.P.O.. Sydney. N.S.W.

NAME...

ADDRESS

Make
baby s

hair

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]
FROCK, 7440.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:

Skirt. Pin skirt pattern over a double
thickness of paper and mark in all punch
holes along the upper edge. Cut around the
entire outer edge through both thicknesses
of paper; fold under portion above punch
holes. Use one piece for front of skirt and
the other piece for back, and cut off 1$
inches along the entire side.

Bodice. Fold under portion below
notches on bodice back before pin
ning pattern to material, and if

padded shoulders are not needed,
shorten shoulder seams by cutting
off i inch at armhole end and shape
a new armhole curve off to

nothing about halfway
down armhole as shown on

cutting guide. Cut off inch
at armhole end of shoulder
seam on both front and
back and taper the seam
line to nothing at neck end.

Sleeve. Pin the half-

sleeve to a large sheet of

paper, mark along punch-
holes indicating underarm
curve. Fold paper along

HALF

BACK

~~~-i

HALF
BACK
SKIRT

FOLD OF

straight edge and cut around armhole,
underarm and lower edge through both
thicknesses. Notch armhole, open out new
pattern and cut along previously marked
underarm curve.
Front Facings. Pin bodice front to paper,

then pin upper edge of mid-section to
lower edge of bodice with centre front
lines meeting. Cut a pattern for front

facing as shown, using pattern as guide.
Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As this

pattern has been cut for the average 36-
inch figure it will be necessary to see
whether alterations are needed. Pin pieces
together, remembering that seam and hem

allowances are not included. Place pattern
over figure and observe fitting. If bodice
front and back are too long, shorten by
folding between armhole and waistline,
and if too short, cut in same place and
insert sufficient paper to provide additional

length required.

To increase pattern, pin additional strips
of paper along seam edges where extra

width is required, and to decrease

pattern, trim away pattern edges
where additional width is not needed.
Remove pattern from figure, take

apart, press flat, even up all seam
edges.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin pat
tern to material as shown in cutting

guide. Cut out with allowance
of 2 inches for skirt hem, 1 inch
on underarm seams and \ inch
on all other edges. Before re

moving pattern from material,
mark clearly with tailor s chalk
or tacking the exact seam lines,
notches and punchholes.

Step 4. Bodice: Join collar at
centre back in a plain seam and
press open. Machine f inch
from neck end of front shoulder
seam just outside marked
shoulder seam line right to

corner and then along neck edge
for inch just outside marked
neck line. Make a diagonal cut

right to stitching at corner, but
take care not to cut the stitch

ing. Pin bodice front and back
together at shoulders and neck
edge of collar to neck edge of

bodice, with right sides of
material facing.

Machine from one end of
shoulder across to other end in
one continuous seam. Press
shoulder seams open and neaten
raw edges, press seam across
neck with allowances together
and extending upwards. Pin
tucks at lower edge on the in

side and machine in line with
punchholes. Tie threads and

; press with tucks towards centre
x ?a front.

Step 5. Mid-Section and Facing: Turn
under the allowance along upper edge of
front and back mid-sections and pin to
lower edge of bodice front and back, easing
fulness in back to fit back mid-section.

Tack, machine as close as possible to seam
edge, press and neaten. Join facing at
centre back in a plain seam, press open and
pin to bodice with right sides together.
Machine up front, around collar and down
front on other side. Cut away excess seam
allowance to a \ inch of stitching, turn

facing to inside, press, turn under all raw
edges, machine through fold only and tack
in place down fronts. Hem turned edge
across shoulders and neck edge to the pre
vious row of stitching on the inside. Lap
right-hand side of bodice over left with
centre front lines exactly over each other
and tack together.

Step 6. Skirt: Join fronts at centre front
in a plain seam, then join backs at centre
back, press open and neaten all raw edges.
Pin pleats in skirt front and back exactly
in line with punchholes along upper edge
and tack in place. Turn under allowance
along lower edge of mid-section and pin to

upper edge of skirt front and back. Tack,
machine as close as possible to seam edge,
press and neaten. Pin front to back at
sides and leave an opening about 3 inches
above and 4 inches below waistline on the
left side. Try on to observe fitting. Let
out or take in seam allowance if desirable.
Machine seams, press open and neaten.

Step 7. Side Opening: Attach a zipper to
side opening or cut two facing strips of
self-material If inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing.

Machine \ inch from edges, press seams
open and fold strips under so that selv

edges are exactly under seam lines. Tack
in place, machine \ inch from edge, press
front or upper-side under on seam line, but
allow back to extend under front. Tie-
stitch- strips together at top and bottom.
Sew hooks and bars to side opening if

zipper is not used.

Step 8. Sleeves: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open and neaten. Cut
self-material bias facing strips 2 inches
wide for lower edges. Pin to sleeves with
right sides together, machine, cut away
excess seam allowance, turn facing to

inside, press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only and slip-stitch in place.
Pin sleeves to armholes with notches meet
ing and ease evenly across tops.

Step 9. Sleeve Pads: Cut a pattern for
sleeve pads from a piece of paper 9$ inches
long and 5J inches wide. Fold paper in
halves crosswise and cut from the centre
on one side in a curved line to cut ends
on the other side. Open out pattern and
cut four pieces of self-material from it.

Provide a piece of cotton wool same shape
as each pad, but omit seam allowance. Fin
to inside of pad and draw padding away
from outside edges, tapering it to nothing
at points and keeping it thickest in centre
of longest side.

Tack together and keep all long stitches
on the cotton wool side. Pin padding fac

ing to pad, right sides together, and
machine along two sides. Turn right side

out, turn under raw edges and oversew
together. Pin pads to frock with longest
side extending f inch beyond armhole seam
into sleeve and point in line with shoulder
seam. Try on and note whether shoulder
width is becoming and sleeves correctly
set in. Alter if necessary, unpin pads,
machine sleeves, press seams open across
upper half of armhole, replace pads, &quot;tie-

stitch to seam allowance around armholes
and neaten raw edges by overcasting.

Step 10. Finishing: Sew fancy buttons to
mid-section as shown in illustration. Close
the portion above with snap fasteners and
fasten mid-section with hooks and eyes,
taking care to conceal all stitches on right
side. Buttonholes may be made on mid-
section if desired. Allow frock to hang
overnight. Try on and mark a becoming
length with chalk or pins, measuring up
an even distance from floor. Turn the hem,
secure by hand and complete with final

pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

4| yards 36 inches wide.

[For 38-inch bust, allow $ inch on side
seams of front and back. For 34-inch bust
take \ inch off side seams of front and
back.]

FROCK, 7441.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt. Fold under pattern supplied from

notch at top to one at lower edge. Pin

[Turn to page 49.&quot;]
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V
Obtainable from

all Chemists

The modern antiseptic;

deadly to germs, yet so safe that,

in emergency, it could even be

used in the dark.

RECKITT & COLMAN (AUST.) LTD. (PHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION), SYDNEY
4173

iirasso

It may be true that worry kills more
people than work; but it s probably be
cause more people worry than work.

A piece of luck for the Eussian women
is that they have got the vote in a country
where therfi STP. no filpp.t.ions.

There used to be an expression, &quot;It is a
shame to take the money.&quot; But nobody
is using it these days.

It used to be that two could live as

cheaply as one. Now one can live as ex-

nensivelv as two.

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause
WHEN waste matter is allowed
to accumulate in the colon it has
three effects. It weakens the
muscular power of the body to

remove it. It creates poisonous
products which through the cir

culation reach every cell in the

body. It forms a breeding-
ground for germs by the mil
lions. That is the reason high
authority to-day regards consti

pation as primarilv responsible
for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of serious illness. Wny
pnecialists all over the world
have made internal cleanness
their slogan.

Coloseptic overcomes the pos
sibility of Autoxima from the
words auto (self), toxin (poison)

br inducing better Internal
Cleanness.

Coloseptic is the product of in
tensive research to find a remedy
which would combat constipa
tion at its source, the colon

A level teaspoonful in a glass
of water morning or night, once
or twice a week, is sufficient after
perfect relief is obtained.

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLEANNESS
At all chemists and stores.

aa

A healthy baby is

a happy baby!

You can keep baby happy and

healthy, even during the difficult

teething period by giving Steedman s

Powders regularly. Steedman s

safely and gently cook the blood
stream and keep baby s habits

regular. Steedman s have been used

by mothers for over 100 years!

Sive;.....

STEEDMANiS
POWDERS

ON SALE AT ALL CHEMISTS
8832B

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed. Send
stamped addressed envelope
for particulars. Confidential.
Janet Glanville, 247H Eliza
beth Street, Sydney
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 47.&quot;]

pattern thus folded to a double thickness

of paper and cut out. Use folded edge for

centre front and centre back lines, then

cut off 1 inches along the entire side of

one pattern piece and use this for the back.

Bodice. If padded shoulders are not re

quired follow directions given for altering

pattern in Step 1, Pattern 7440.

Sleeves. Be guided
by suggestions given
for Pattern 7440,
but fold under the

portion below the
lower notches.

Peplum. Cut a

straight strip of

paper 25 inches
wide and 15^ inches

long for front, and
22 inches wide and

inches long for
back.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: Step 2,
Pattern 7440.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Step 3. Pattern
7440.

Step 4. Bodice: Join front to back at
shoulders in plain seams, press open and
neaten. Cut a self-material fitted facing
1$ inches wide and 1^ inches longer than
the opening indicated by notch at centre
back. Join at shoulders, press open, pin to
bodice with right sides together, machine
around neck edge and $ inch each side of
centre back line and across bottom of open
ing. Cut on centre back line almost to

stitching at bottom, cut away excess seam
allowance around neck, turn facing to

inside, press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only and tie-stitch to seam
allowance at shoulders. Close opening with
a hook and bar and trim with twin buttons.
Join front to back at underarms and leave
an opening 3 inches above waistline on
left side.

Step 5. Peplum: Join front to back at
sides and leave an opening 4 inches below
waistline on left side. Press open, turn a
hem 1} inches wide at lower edge, and
machine in place. Arrange for two tucks
1^ inches wide, as shown, thus taking up
2^ inches of material in each one and also
machine these in place. Lengthen machine
stitch a trifle, and across upper edge,
machine on seam line, commencing at 2^
inches from the centre front and back and
continuing to within 3 inches of side seam.
Stitch again a J inch above first stitching.
Draw up all threads to a space of 3 inches.
Tie threads and arrange fulness in even
gathers.

Step 6. Skirt: Join front to back at sides
and leave an opening 4 inches below waist
line on left side. Pin peplum to skirt with
waistlines together; join to lower edge of
bodice in a plain seam and ease fulness in
bodice to fit skirt. Press and neaten.

Step 7. Side Opening: See Step 7, Pat
tern 7440.

Step 8. Sleeve: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open, turn up lower edge
and arrange for the one tuck in exactly
the same way as hem and tucks in peplum.
Pin sleeves to armholes and apply and
finish pads as described in Steps 8 and 9
of Pattern 7440.

Step 9. Belt: Make belt, finish with a
buckle and apply loops at side to hold it

in place.

Step 10. Finishing: Apply floral trim
ming to left front as

shown, then turn up
hem as in Step 10, &
Pattern 7440.

if
Pattern is for 36-

inoh bust. Material:
3f yards 36 inches
wide.

[For alteration to
other sizes, see

description No.
7440.]

*

FROCK, No. 7442.

Step 1. Completing
Pattern:

Skirt. Follow

suggestions given
in Step 1, Pattern
7440.

Bodice and
Sleeves. See also

Step 1, Pattern

7440, and in

this instance
&quot;fold under por- (

tion below
upper notch for |

short sleeve.

Mark off f

shape of bodice /

front, following :

:

curved neckline
outlined by (

punchholes and
cut a new pat- |&amp;lt;

tern for bodice
j

..

front.

Mid -section. K

Fold under the
front pattern
on the punch
holes indicating

centre front line and use folded edge for
centre front of pattern.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: Step 2,
Pattern 7440.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Step 3, Pat
tern 7440.

Step 4. Bodice: Join front to back at
shoulders in plain seams, press open and
neaten. Cut a self-material fitted facing
1 inches wide for neck edge and join at
shoulders in plain seams. Press open and
pin to neck edge with right sides facing.
Machine on seam line, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn facing to inside,

press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only and tack in place. Work
eyelets through both thicknesses of

material, as shown in illustration, then
insert narrow velvet ribbon in and out
and tie in a bow at centre front.

Step 5. Gathering: Join skirt fronts at
centre front and backs at centre back in

plain seams, press open and neaten.

Lengthen machine stitch a trifle, and
across upper edge of skirt front and back,
machine on seam line, commencing about
4 inches from, side seam and continuing
across top to within 4 inches of seam on
the other side. Machine again a bare i
inch above first stitching. Along lower

edge of bodice front, machine in same way.
Draw up all gathering threads to fit cor

responding seam edge on upper and lower

edges of mid-
section.

Step 6. Join

ing Mid-sec
tion: Turn
under allow
ance on upper
and lower
edges of mid-
section and pin
to lower edge
of bodice front
and back, and
upper edge of
skirt front and
back. Tack,
machine as
close as pos
sible to seam
edge, press and m
neaten.

Joint front
to back at
sides and finish

side opening in
same way as in

Steps 6 and 7,

Pattern 7440.

Step 7.

Sleeves: Join
at underarms
in plain seams,
press open,
face lower edge
and work eye
lets in the
same way

FOLD OF MATERIM

7442

bodice, and insert ribbon. Apply sleeve to
armholes and make pads, following sugges
tions given in Steps 8 and 9 of Pattern

7440.

Step 8. Finishing: Finish the hem
after first allowing frock to hang
overnight, as in Step 10, Pattern
7440. Complete with final pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Ma

terial: 4 yards 36 inches wide.

[For alterations to other sizes, see

description No. 7440.]
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Observe Jane Wyman, Warner Bros.

star, in this very neat tailored costume.

Jane tells us quite candidly she does not

like frills and furbelows and trimmings
on a costume. It has to be well tailored

and good fitting; that is the secret of a

suit one enjoys wearing. The unusual

shaped collar will have a strong appeal
to woman folk.

*--

Communism.
Womenfolk should be very much alive to

the danger of Communism. It is the ideolo

gical policy of Kussia which, in short,
means repression, frustration and an ab
sence of individual liberty and freedom.
It is hard to understand why intelli

gent Australians should fall for it.

Its methods of propaganda are always
indirect and insiduous. When you meet
someone who, when challenged about being
a Communist, replies: &quot;I will neither deny
nor confirm,&quot; you don t want to hear any
more. Any person who is not a Communist
will readily say so. The point to remember
is that there is much silent propaganda
going on among womenfolk and the younger
set, propaganda that does not declare itself

openly, because Communism is always an
undercover affair. So it masquerades under
different names and different associations
and makes use of any vehicle for the dis
semination of its doctrines.

There is still much concern in Hollywood
owing to the increasing use of drugs among
the film folk. A police psychiatrist says:
&quot;It s a well-known fact that Hollywood
people are jaded,&quot; he said. &quot;They have
tried everything. The only way they can
get any stimulation is to indulge in mari
juana. It s the only way they have left
to get any thrill from romance. Marijuana
acts as a potent romantic stimulant.&quot;

*

Once price was an indication of value;
now it is an indication of nerve.

Materials: 2 ozs. of blue and 2 ozs.

of pink 3-ply wool; 1 pair of No. 6 and
1 pair of No. 10 needles; medium crochet
hook.

Tension: 5 sts. and 7 rows equal
1 inch.

Abbreviations: P., purl; k.,

knit; m., make; pat., pattern;
rep., repeat; st., stitch; tog.,

together; cii., chain; d.c.,

double crochet.
Cast on 48 sts. on the

No. 6 needles with blue
wool.
Next row K. 6,

*

m. 1, k. 4; rep. from
* 7 times, m. 1, k. 10.

Next row P.
Now work in pat.

as follows:
1st row K.
2nd row P.

Rep. these 2 rows
3 times.

Change to pink
wool.

9th row P.
10th row K.

Eep. 9th and 10th
rows 3 times.

These 16 rows form
pattern. Continue to

work in these two
wools until 30 pats,
have been worked,
then work from 1st

to 8th row.

Cast off 6 sts.

loosely,
*

drop 1, cast

off 4 loosely; rep. from
* 7 times, drop 1, cast off

10 sts.

With No. 10 needles and blue

(or pink) wool pick up every
other st. along top of cape (183

sts.), k. 2 tog. all along, knitting
last st (92 sts.). Eib in k. 1, p. 1

for 2 inches. Cast off loosely.

Edging.
Join blue wool on at neck edge, 1 d.e.

in 1st st.,
* 3 ch., miss 2 sts., 1 d.c. in next

st.; rep. from *
all down sides and along

bottom of cape, putting in 1 d.c., 3 ch., 1

d.c. in 1 st. at corners.

Work right round cape and along top
edge of neck.

CAPM

Make chain in blue wool 33 inches,
thread this where neck band joins cape.
Two motifs at end of chain. Make 4

ch., join in ring, 1 d.c., 3 ch., 1 d.e. 6 times
in ring; break off and sew one to each end
of chain.

Press lightly under a damp cloth with a
warm iron.

Drink Traffic.

From one of our States it is reported
that while the population has increased by
14 per cent, during the past few years, the

consumption ojf drink has increased by 60

per cent, for the same period. This is

attributed to the fact that people start

drinking at an earlier age, that more
women (including young women) must
have their glass of beer. Cocktail parties
and night clubs have increased; also, the

increase in wages can account for more

drinking.

All of this is to be deplored. The war,
of course, can be blamed to a large extent
when soldiers from other lands were here,
and there was a great deal of excitement
and free and easy living. These days are

happily gone, and it behoves the commun
ity to settle down to what we might call

pre-war sobriety in a comparative sense.

In this connection it has to be remembered
that the night clubs get through a terrific

amount of liquor. Just where it comes
from and how they get it should be a mat
ter for official enquiry. Also, the sly-grog
sellers seem to secure unlimited quantities
of drink. One of them arrested some weeks
back had no less than 25 dozen bottles of

beer. A big clean up is wanted.

Luxury Spending.

According to the advertisements in the

daily press we are gradually getting back
to the bad old days of luxury spending. It

is a great pity when taxation is so heavy,
and the world prospects ahead so uncer

tain, that gourmets apparently have to be
catered for. Here are some of the items:

Gorgonzola cheese from Italy, 8/3 a lb.;

Dutch Edam cheese, 8/3 a lb.; blue vein

cheese from Denmark, 7/3 a lb.; assorted

biscuits from England, 8/3 for a 1 lb. tin;

pate de foie gras, 6/1 a tin: mushrooms in

pure olive oil, 3/9 a tin; French dressed

sauerkraut with sausages, 8/3 a tin;
Italian olive oil, 2/6 for a 5-oz. tin.
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This J/QUVIUy& breakfast

gives you */Q of your

daily food needs . . .

FOO/&amp;gt; EXPERTS say:

tliat one plate of Kellogg s Corn Flakes with

milk and sugar plus fresh fruit and bread

and butter (or toast) gives you 1/3 of your
dailv food needs.

And compare the

cost with this typical

heavy breakfast!

It isn t necessary to quote prices
. . . you know what you have to

pay for eggs, bacon, tomatoes,

fish, lamb s fry (etc.) these

days! One serving of Kellogg s

Corn Flakes is but a fraction of

that cost. What s more, one

plate of Kellogg s (lorn Flakes

with milk and sugar is equal in

energy value to three eggs, two

big helpings of lamb s fry ir

So light. . .

delicious ... and so satisfying!
These big, golden Kellogg s Corn Flakes not only

taste luscious, but they are packed with energy value.

Only 30 seconds to serve ... no greasy washing

up ... no messy pots and pans. So serve Kel

logg s Corn Flakes to all your family. Remembe:
to say &quot;Kellogg s&quot; before you say Corn Flake.-

because nothing else can equal them for flavour,

energy value or freshness.

FREE RECIPE BOOK. Send your name and address t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Kelloggs, Box 8, P.O., Mascot, N.S.W. and you ll receive

a wonderful new Recipe Book. FREE and POST FREE.

SERVE

CORN FLAKES
SAVE TIME. TROUBLE 4*0 HONEY

Printed by John bands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by James Russell, tor the Proprietors, at the Australian Hon.e
!,, ! Oflfi^. . &quot;U !., ,! U~,, 4O7 AC\Q k ^t ^f i,,J^



Australian

CLrnotts

*i$

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s

a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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VSD TO ADO TO
THE FLAVOUK

THE FLAVOUR
OFKOLYNOS
Of/VTAL C&EAM /S
A SPEC/AL SCIENTIFIC

TH PALATE
AMD LEAVES YOVG
MOVTH COOL

IN SOUTHERN INDIA IT

WAS BELIEVED THAT IF

A PERSON DIED WITH ANY

FRONT TEETH
MISSING -

HIS GHOST
COULD NEVER
COME BACK

AND
HPOJ/VT-

A MATS/ OF 8O IN
H?ANCISCO (US A3
NEVER HAD A

DENTAL CAVrrY
&quot;EVER LOST A
TOOTH. NEVER
SEEN TO A
DENTIST. NEVERHAD TOOTHACHE
AND HIS TEETH ARE
PEARLY WHITE.*
G/V6 YOUR TEETH
LONG, HEALTHY
UFE-USE ANTISEPTIC
KOLYNOS

n~ CHECKS
DECAY GERMS

I
A

KOLVNOS saves you money
KOLYNOS IS THE ArtOST .

ECONOMICAL DENTAL R*
CREAM BECAUSE IT S _ *

CONCENTRATED. -

HALF-AN -INCH
ON A DRY BRUSH .._
IS PLENTY/ \A

^i.^ t

&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

%&M3B;^
XOIYNOS ClA#$07T&?t IHSTK6&T&J.IAS7S ICWG&?

Headache?
They work quickly and safely because, in them, pure
Aspirin u balanced with Phen&amp;lt;uetin, Caffeine and
Quinine, the products known to fortify and sustain the
effects of Aspirin whilst eliminating undesirable after

effects.

Take a couple of

ANACIN
Tablets instead For Safe, Quick relief.
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Family Life.

A revival of family life is urgently
necessary in Australia to-day. A renewed
sense of family responsibility, of family
unity, must bring fresh strength and hope
to the nation in these times of difficulty.

To-day men are at war with each other a
cold war, as the Communists call it. The
law of the land is too often treated with

contempt, and all because there is an

absolutely wrong outlook on life. Men go
on strike or leave work over a paltry issue

without any regard to the privations and
sorrow and injuries they inflict on their

fellow men. If family life is good, if

parents and children have love and affec

tion for each other, that same family unity
is reflected in their actions with their
fellow men.

Unfortunately, the various amusements
and distractions and liberties that have
followed the war have had a bad influence
on family life, and this is reflected in the
motto that a great many follow: &quot;Get all

you can jn whatever way you can, and it

does not matter who you trample on and
what injuries you inflict on the way.&quot;

With them the end always justifies the

method, and so the policy of selfish ruth-
lessness holds sway. This cannot continue

always, and must come to a stop which
can end in both personal and national
disaster.

And so we say, let us return to first

principles good wholesome family life,
observance of the ten commandments, the

following of Christian education and pre
cepts, and observance of the golden rule,
&quot;Do so to others as you would wish them
to do to you.&quot;

A sign of the times: The trade in cash
orders has increased by 13 per cent, this

year as compared with last. This, it is ex
plained, is due to increased prices for
retail clothing. It is also due to the buy
ing of luxury goods and other non-essentials.
Firms that formerly refused cash orders
and lay-byes are now handling them. Also,
ready cash is a much scarcer commodity.

A well-known politician tells how, on one
occasion at a banquet he attended, be was
listed to reply to a toast. He was not feel

ing particularly happy about it, and his
embarrassment was not lessened when the
master of ceremonies approached him and
asked in a fairly audible whisper: &quot;Sir

John, will you make your speech now, or
will you let the guests enjoy themselves a
little longer?&quot;

SUMMER CATALOGUE
NOW READY

The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata
logue of Spring and Summer Fashions is

now available. It covers 40 pages of all

that is latest and best in fashion designs
for the new season. The illustrations are
printed in high-class colour effect. Our
readers will be pleased with this publica
tion, which depicts artistically the latest

designs for the Spring and Summer Sea
son. All departments of dressmaking are
catered for; frocks of all kinds for adults
and children, frocks for different occa
sions, and frocks for the matron. Sports
wear, blouses, and undies have been very
carefully selected. Children s fashions
girls and boys are allotted a section to
themselves. Price: Is. 4j|d. (postal note
I/- and 4|d. in stamps). &quot;Australian

Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street,
Sydney.

All leading furniture manufac
turers are fitting Vono Spring
Bases to their beds. Or you
can buy a separate Vono Spring
Base, put it on your present
bed, and greatly increase your
sleeping comfort. At all lead

ing stores.

Note this drawing of the Vono Spring Base. Support

ing cross bars take care of the heavy part of the body
but are not used under the head or feet, where little

weight has to be supported. A feeling of resting on

air results. Any mattress can be used on a Vono

Spring Base but greatest comfort comes with a Vono
Inner Spring mattress made in England.

Buy the bed fitted with the

VONO
SPRING BASE

There is a Vono Spring Base for all standard size beds.

Don t buy imitations. Look for the name Vono.

Made in England.
Sou Australian Agents: Sunge (Aust.) Pt\. Ltd..

Sydney. Melbourne. Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth.
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Cu/mq 9-idtures
42 Brougham Street,

EAST SYDNEY.

Dear Sirs, I am sending you a photograph of my son Denis

Patrick, at the age of 18 months. I have fed him on ARNOTT S

MILK ARROWROOT BISCUITS since the age of 6 months and
he has come on wonderfully well and is now 20i months old

and weighs 30 Ibs. 8 ozs. (Signed) Mrs. D. Clendenning.

There is no Substitute for Quality.

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
JH.UNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain nori lal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include mei for lie Navy and Air

Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test

for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the

black bars of all

four circles are uni

form. When astig
matism exists there

is variation in the

width and depth of

bars.

If you suffer from
SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM

TIRED EYES, GLARE,
TURNED EYES

STRAIN EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes) write for my BOOK
or call for free consultation at

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA.5455

*
HOW TO GET MY BOOK FREE

Just write (enclosing 2Jd. postage) or
call TO-DAY for 32-page Free
Booklet, &quot;Better Natural Sight With
out Wearing Glasses&quot; This includes
testimonials from happy people who have
discarded glasses. It will open up a new
avenue of hope for you.

FREE CONSULTATION
Ring MA 5455 for Free Consultation.

Heart to Heart
Hard-hearted Parents:

&quot;I go to business and have a good posi
tion in an insurance company, but my
parents make it very hard for me to save

money. They charge me 2 per week for
board and lodging. I think this is ex-

horbitant, but they say as I am earning a

good salary that is little enough to pay.
They are reasonably well-to-do, and have
their own home. I am 22 years old and
can, of course, leave home if I want to.

Do you think they are unsympathetic in

their treatment of me?&quot; Maude G.

No, I do not think so. If you left home
you could not get as good value for your

2 anywhere else. You must remember in

these days of high wages ^he cost of living
meat, groceries, bread, milk, gas, electric

light have also gone up. Also, your parents
have spent a lot in your general education,
plus your commercial training. Like many
other parents, they no doubt had to screw
and save and do without things in order
that you should qualify for a commercial

position. There is no reason why they
should keep you when you are fully capable
of keeping yourself. In fact, you should
be glad you are now enabled, in part, to

recoup them for the monies they have ex

pended on your behalf. I think your
attitude is selfish. Even after paying your
folks board and lodging money you will

have at least 3 over, which is not bad

going. I know plenty of girls living out
who cannot manage on 2 per week,

He Keeps Away:
&quot;I have a boy friend of whom I am very

fond, but his conduct at times causes me
misgivings. When we come home from the

pictures or a dance he gets somewhat
fresh . I think you know what I mean. I

object strongly to being manicured in this

way. I told him so and said that if he
continued that kind of treatment he should

keep away altogether. That was a month
ago. and I have not seen him since. I am
sorry because, apart from this fault, he is

really a very likeable lad. Did I do
right?&quot; Amelia. Of course you did. No
respectable girl would stand for that sort
of thing. Also, if the boy friend had
respect for you he would not attempt such
conduct. If he stays away altogether his
absence will be no loss to you. I am not a

prude by any means, but loose conduct of
this kind should not be tolerated by any
decent girl.

Being Domesticated:
&quot;I am being married in three months

time, but I am not a bit domesticated, as I

have been engaged in office work, and
before that my people kept a guest-house,
and meals and service were always avail
able. Do you think I should postpone the

marriage till I have some sound training in

cooking and domestic affairs?&quot; Edith C.

Certainly not. If you are possessed of

ordinary intelligence it would be wrong to

postpone happiness because you are not
domesticated. Eunning a house is a matter
of plain commonsense and gumption and
the ability to do work where work has to

be done. As for cooking, start off with

simple dishes, get the help of some of your
married friends, and follow carefully the
instructions in a good plain cookery book.
You could even attend daytime cookery
classes at the Gas Company or the Electri

city Dept., or the Technical College. So

you have plenty of opportunities for acquir
ing cookery knowledge. Do not let these

things be a bugbear. Go right ahead with
the marriage preparations. Kemember, a

postponed marriage may never eventuate.
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A Changeling:

&quot;Can I get your help? I am engaged to

a really nice and agreeable girl. A few
weeks ago we visited her aunt s home, and
there I met her cousin. The moment I saw
the cousin I knew she was the only girl

in the world for me, and I am sure the

cousin felt the same way. It was very
definitely love at first sight on both sides.

This girl has come into my life and I can
never do without her. I have spoken to

the cousin and she feels the same way. I

know I feel a cad, but what can I do?&quot;

C.G.B. A most unhappy situation, and
it seems to me somewhat unreal. In any
case, see your fiancee as soon as possible,
and make a frank statement in asking for

your release. She will no doubt be glad to

get rid of you. What will happen to you
if this cousin is so indiscreet as to visit

another cousin? Maybe another love-at-

first-sight episode.

A Bad Lot:

&quot;I am very friendly with a young lady
of good family and I have every reason to

think she is fond of me. I don t want to

let our friendship go too far, as our family

history is not too good, and I feel I should

disclose this. My elder brother is a real

bad lot. He has been in gaol several times

and really should be declared an habitual

criminal. He has brought disgrace on the

family on several occasions, so much
so that we have given up visiting acquaint
ances, as there is always a restraint about
the conversation and we feel they are not

anxious for us to call. Is it my duty to

make the lady acquainted with these

facts?&quot; David G. Most certainly. It

is hard on you and the other members of

your family, but it always happens that

the chief sufferer is not the evil-doer. The

principal repercussion is against entirely
innocent folks. It is a stigma on your
family from which you must suffer. Give
all the facts to the young lady, and you
must expect that both she and her parents
will break off the friendship. It may
sound to you a snobbish solution, but as

the world is constituted to-day people have
no wish to be associated with the relatives

of criminals.

Inferiority Complex:
&quot;I am slightly lame and that has always

made me shy and sensitive, and, not being
strong like other girls, I have developed an

inferiority complex; always content to keep
in the background. No one ever seems to

take notice of me, and I am quite happy
to let it remain so. For some months now
I have been friendly with a man I meet on
the train each morning. He would be
about six or seven years older than me.
We have been out together to the pictures,
and to several football matches. Now, to

my surprise, he has proposed to me. He is

in a good financial position, and holds down
an excellent job. I have just looked on
him as a good pal who was putting some
enjoyment my way. Now he is anxious
to marry me, and when I point out that I

am lame, he says that does not matter at

all, and there is no one else in the world
for him. Do you think I should accept
him, handicapped as I am? I would want
to make him a good wife. I have been
well trained by my mother, who thought
that a business life was not for me, and I

became chief cook and bottle-washer at
home. My lameness is very slight.&quot;

Mary F. 1 think Dame Fortune has
been very kind to you, and you should

accept the gift she offers. The man evi

dently loves you very much. Forget all

about yourself and your physical defect.
I feel sure you will both be very happy.

World famous baritone

h

says:

&quot;Horlicks and I are old friends.

I ve found it the most nourishing of ail

food drinks.
11

Peter Dawson and Horlicks are

life-long friends. Peter says:
&quot;Wherever I go in the British Em
pire I enjoy my Horlicks. I find

it helps to keep me going in top
form. And, believe me, a concert

artist needs to be fit all the

time.&quot;

Just like Peter Dawson, you II

enjoy the delicious, distinctive

flavour of Horlicks. And, like

Peter, you ll find that Horlicks

will give you extra energy.
The full, satisfying flavour of

Horlicks comes from a careful

blend of fresh, full-cream milk
and the nutritive extracts of

malted barley and wheat. It is

Nature s flavour . . . that s why
you never tire of it.

Many people drink Horlicks

simply because they enjoy that

distinctive flavour. Others drink

Horlicks because they need it to

build them up ... to nourish the

body and nerves . . . and to induce

deep, refreshing sleep. But
whatever the reason everyone
enjoys Horlicks. It is equally
delicious hot or cold.

Rich in these food values

when mined as directed

Ask your storekeeper for

HORLICKS
the delicious,

NOURISHING food drink

8-oz.tin 2 r
2 16-oz.tin

Prices slightly higher in country areas
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Well-known society leader reveals beauty

&quot;pick-up&quot; for special occasions

Mrs. Nicholas R. du Pont, charming
American society beauty has dramatically
beautiful coloring . . . platinum blonde

hair, china-blue eyes, ivory-white skin.

Mrs. du Pont says: &quot;The 1 -Minute Mask
of Pond s Vanishing Cream brightens my
complexion in one minute ! Makes my
skin look clearer and glowing right away.
Smoother too, with a soft, silky finish

that takes make-up to perfection.&quot;

How to apply the 1-Minute Mask

1. Smooth a cool white mask of Pond s over your
whole Vanishing Cream face except eyes.

2. Instantly the
&quot;keratolytic&quot; action of Pond s Vanish

ing Cream starts to loosen dried skin flakes. Dissolves

them off.

3. After just one minute, tissue off clean. Your skin
has come to life . . . looks brighter, fresher, feels adorably
sefter.

POND S VANISHING CREAM

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help and
benefit to readers who desire information concerning,
matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which will

never be published under any circumstances), corre

spondents are requested to send a pen-name, to which
the answer may be addressed.]

MULLIGATAWNY Soup. Eequired: Two-

quarts of stock or water, 3 ozs. of split

peas, 3 onions (or leeks), 2 carrots and
turnips, a bunch of herbs, salt, pepper,
curry powder; if possible, a few bacon*
rinds or trimmings. Wash and prepare the
carrots and turnips, and cut them into small

pieces. Peel and slice the onions. Put all

the vegetables in a large saucepan with
the stock or water. Add the herbs and
bacon rinds, all tied together, having first

washed and scraped the latter. Bring all to&amp;gt;

the boil. Add about a tablespoonful of

curry powder more or less according to&amp;gt;

taste and mix smoothly and thinly with a

little cold water. Add to the vegetables,
stirring until the soup thickens slightly.
Season, put the lid on the pan and let the
contents boil steadily until the carrot is-

tender, then take out the herbs and bacon
rinds and rub the rest through a sieve.

This, of course, is not necessary, but it is&amp;lt;

quicker than mashing the vegetables with
a spoon, and the result is far better. Rinse
out the pan, put back the soup and bring it

to the boil. See if the curry flavour is as&amp;gt;

you like it if more curry is liked mix it

smoothly with a little cold liquid before

adding it, and let the soup boil again after

adding the curry. Boiled rice is an im
provement to this soup, besides adding
extra nourishment to it. Miss McW.

FASTING. There is much to be said in,

favour of fasting, particularly in your
case, where you suffer from stomach dis

orders. Fasting is at times the best medi
cine, the means of removing incipient:
disease, and restoring to the body its usual
healthful sensations. Howard Franklin,
often fasted one day in the week; and
Bonaparte, when his system was unstrung,
omitted his wonted meal, and took exer
cise on horseback as his only remedies.
Bondi.

SARDINE CANAPES. Mash some sardines*

to a paste and flavour with Worcestershire
sauce and cayenne. Fry some rounds of

bread, drain well, and when cold spread
with the sardine mixture. JJtone some
olives and fill with the sardine mixture
and place one on each crouton. Sprinkle
round the edge some finely chopped white
of a hard-boiled egg. B.M.

SYRUP AND POTATO PUDDING (this can be-

steamed or baked). Required: ^ Ib. of
mashed potato, 4 ozs. of plain flour, 2 ozs.

of chopped suet or dripping, 2 ozs. of stale

breadcrumbs, \ teaspoonful of bicarbonate
of soda, 3 tablespoonsful of syrup or

treacle, a little water or fruit juice. Mix
together the flour, fat, crumbs and soda,,
then add the potatoes lightly. Mix the

syrup with 3 tablespoonsful of water or

juice, and stir into the flour, etc., adding
as much more liquid as is needed to moisten
the mixture (it should drop heavily fronv

the spoon). Press the mixture into a

greased basin, cover it with greased paper
and steam for 3 hours, or make the mixture
rather moister, turn it into a greased pie-
dish or baking-tin and bake for from 1 to-

\\ hours. (Regulo 5; Electric 400 deg.).
A cheap and good winter sweet. Mrs.
E. C.

TOMATO ROLLS. Ingredients: 1 egg, 1

tomato, \ oz. butter, salt and pepper, tea*

rolls. Peel and cut up the tomato and put
into a saucepan with the whipped egg and
butter. Simmer until thick, beating all
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the time to make a smooth paste. Seasou
with salt and pepper, and when cold spread
thickly between buttered rolls. Nora M.

STALE CAKE. &quot;We often have pieces of

stale cake left over, and the children won t

at it when it becomes hard. Can you sug
gest how this cake may be used up? I

hate to see food wasted.&quot; Mrs. B.
Soak the cake in milk until thoroughly
moist, then grate some nutmeg over it and
.add a tablcspoonful of golden syrup. Put
the mixture into a pudding-bowl and steam
for 1 to 1^ hours. Serve with custard.

BARLEY CREAM (for the Invalid). Take
2 Ibs. of lean veal, free from fat or skin,
cut it into pieces the size of a nutmeg, and
put it into a stewpan with \ Ib. of pearl
barley and 2 quarts of water, let it simmer
till reduced to half the quantity, then rub
it through a sieve, add salt to taste. It

should be the consistency of thick cream.
Nurse F.

CLEANING BLACK LACE. First brush the
dust from it carefully, then sponge it with
either gin or green tea or sal volatile and
water 1 oz. to a pint of water. Put it in

a towel and squeeze it but do not wring it.

Fill a bottle with hot water and wind the
lace round it. Leave till dry but do not
iron it. Mrs. E. G.

STEWED MUSHROOMS. Eequired: Half a
Ib. of mushrooms, f of a pint of milk, 1 oz.

of butter, a heaped tablespoonful of flour,

salt, pepper, and lemon juice. Peel, stalk
and examine the mushrooms. Put them in
a saucepan with the milk and simmer until
tender. Melt the butter, mix with the
flour smoothly and add a little cold milk;
add to the hot milk and mushrooms and
stir over the fire until the sauce boils well
and thickens. Season it to taste with salt,

pepper and lemon juice. Serve it on a
hot dish with sippets of fried bread or
toast. Emily H.

GARNISHING. A pretty garnish adds

greatly to the appetising appearance of a
dish. Fried fish, cutlets, rissoles and cold
meats of any kind should always be gar
nished with sprigs of fresh parsley, nicely
washed and dried, and thin slices of lemon,
or with parsley finely minced. Scalding for
a minute in very hot water gives the pars-
Icy a bright green colour. Slices of lemon
may be used whole or cut in halves or

quarters. Fried croutons, or sippets of

toast, are used for hot dishes which are
served with gravy. Henrietta.

SCORCHED LINEN. To restore, extract the

juice of two peeled onions by pounding
them, mix with the juice \ pint of vinegar,
\ oz. of white soap cut into small pieces,
and 2 ozs. of Fuller s earth. Boil this

composition well, and, when cool, spread it

on the scorched part of the linen; let it

remain till dry, and afterwards wash the
linen. Avon.

WILLIAM PENN was an English Quaker,
born in London, and founder of Penn
sylvania. He spent several periods of

imprisonment writing books in defence of

religious liberty. Later on his friendship
with King James II brought many advan
tages to the Quakers. There are several
books of his life published. Sue.

BAKED EGG WITH SPINACH AND CHEESE.
Half cupful chopped cooked spinach, 3

tablespoonsful grated cheese, 1 egg, salt

and pepper, ^ cupful medium white sauce,
1 slice bread (cubed), 1 teaspoonful
margarine. Place spinach in an in

dividual casserole and sprinkle with half
the cheese. Press a hollow into the spinach
and drop an egg into it. Sprinkle with
salt and pepper, add white sauce and re

maining cheese. Top with bread cubes and
dot with bits of margarine. Bake in a slow
oven till egg is set, about 10 minutes.
Serves one. E.E.K.

HER RHEUMATISM GOES AS SHE LOSES UGLY FAT
Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-0-Form
&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;I have been crippled with rheumatism,
until some friends recommended me to take Youth-O-Form to reduce my weight.
I DID REDUCE and, more marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared.
That was four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and this year I

got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions were useless. I told my doctor,
who is leading physician at one of the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Form was
the only thing that ever did me any good, and he advised me to try it again, and
that the Youth-O-Form prescription was
well known. Once again I am quite well
and fit.&quot;

If you are overweight and
suffer from Rheumatism,
Indigestion, Constipation,
or constant headaches,
Youth-O-Form will help
you, too.

Mrs. Darley, pictured below, is only
one of countless Australian women
who have regained health and appear

ance through Youth-O-Form.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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What other

does ALLthis?
CLEARS STUFFY NOSE!

SOOTHES SORE THROAT!

EASES ACHY CHEST!

CALMS RASPY COUGH!

mbbecfon at bedtime
-

WORKS OUTSIDE

His chest, back and

WORKS

VapoRub s deep-reaching
ore

clearing the nose,

poukice action eases achy air^ ^ easmg

tightness
and helps; break uf

bothersome cough,

congestion.
Feels so fi(

INSIDE

With every breath,

smeaicmal

Just as the name Paul Storr stands for excellence in

silver craftsmanship, so the name Goddard s stands

for excellence in silver polishes. Australian house

wives will welcome the return of these fine polishes

to restore the beauty of their silverware.

Goddard s Silver Polishes
Plate Powder Silver Polish Silver Cloths

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause

WHEN waste matter is allowed
to accumulate in the colon it haa
three effects. It weakens the

muscular power of the body to

remove it. It creates poisonous
products which through the cir

culation reach every cell in the

body. It forms a breeding-

ground for germs by the mil
lions. That is the reason high
authority to-day regards consti

pation as primarilv respor^ hle

for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of serious illness. Wny
cr&amp;gt;poialist,? all over the world
have made internal cleanness
their slogan.

Coloseptic overcomes the pos
sibility of Autoxima from the
words auto (self), toxin (poison)

by inducing better Internal

Cleanness.

Coloseptic Is the product of in

tensive research to find a remedy
which would combat constipa
tion at its source, the colon

A level teaspoonful in a glass

of water morning or night, once
or twice a week, is sufficient after
perfect relief is obtained

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLEANNESS
At all chemists and stores.

4333
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on 120 sis. and work in st.-st. for 20 rows,

ending with a p. row. Now, still working
in st.-st., dec. 1 st. at each
end of next row and every
following 4th row until

100 sts. remain.

Work 9 rows straight
after last dec., ending
with a p. row. Now inc. 1

st. at each end of next

SPRING WAISTCOAT

Step straight into spring in this gay
little waistcoat, with its plain back and
checked fronts. The original was made in

eunny green and daffodil yellow.
Materials: 6 ozs. 3-ply wool (3 ozs. each

colour); 1 pair each No. 10 and No. 12

knitting needles; 5 small buttons.

Tension: 8 stitches and 10 rows to 1
inch on No. 10 needles.

Measurements: To fit a 34-inch bust;
length from shoulder to lower edge, 21
inches; waist, 24 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; sts., stitches: rep., repeat; tog.,
together; inc., increase (by working twice
into the same st. before slipping it off left-
hand needle); dec., decrease (by taking 2
sts. tog.); patt., pattern; M., main; C.,

contrast; st.-st., stocking-stitch.

The Back.
With No. 10 needles and M. wool, cast

row and every following 4th row until sts.

number 136. Work 7 rows straight after
last inc., ending with a p. row.

To shape armholes cast off 8 sts. at start
of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at each end
of next 9 rows (102 sts.). Work 59 rows
straight, ending with a p. row. To shape
shoulders cast off 12 sts. at start of next 6
rows. Cast off remaining 30 sts. for back
neck.

The Eight Front.

With No. 10 needles and M. wool cast
on 36 sts. and work 2 rows st.-st. Join on
C. Next row: With M. inc. 1 st. in 1st st.,
k. 3 M.,

* 4 C., 4 M.; rep. from *
to last 4

sts., 4 C. Next row: P. 4 C., 4 M. all along
row to last st., inc. 1 st. in this. Rep. last
2 rows once more. Now continue the front

increasings on every row until there are 54
sts., but on every 5th row reverse the
colour sequence of the squares. When there

o-Q-

are 54 sts., continue as follows, always
working in square pattern:
Next row: Inc. 1 st. in 1st st., work in

patt. to last 2 sts., take 2 tog. Work 3

rows in pattern, increasing at front edge
on each row. Next row: Inc. 1 st. in 1st

st., work in patt. to last 2 sts., take 2 tog.
Next row: Work in patt. to last st., inc. iu

this. Work 2 rows in patt. without shap
ing.

Now, keeping front edge straight, con
tinue in patt. but dec. 1 st. at end of next
row and every following 4th row until 50
sts. remain. Work 9 rows straight in patt.,

ending with a p. row. Now inc. 1 st. at

end of next row and every following 4th
row until there are 68 sts. Work 8 rows

straight after last inc., ending with a k-.

row.

To shape armhole, cast off 8 sts. at start,

of next row, then dec. 1 st. at same edge
on each of the next 9 rows (51 sts.). Work
3 rows straight after last dec., ending with
a p. row. To shape front edge, dec. 1 st..

at start of next row and every following
4th row until only 36 sts. remain.

Shape shoulder by casting off 12 sts. at.

start of next 2 rows which commence from
armhole end, work 1 row, then cast off re

maining 12 sts. Work the left front to

correspond but reverse all shapings.

The Front Strapping.
With No. 12 needles and C. wool cast

on 24 sts. and work 4 inches in
st.-st. Make a double buttonhole on next
2 rows thus: Next row: K. 6, cast off 4,
k. 4, cast off 4, k. 6. Next row: P. 6, cast
on 4, p. 4, cast on 4, p. 6. **Work 2|
inches st.-st., then work the 2 buttonhole
rows again. Rep. from ** 3 times, making
5 buttonholes in all.

Now, continuing in st.-st. until strap is

long enough to go up right front, along
back neck (where it should be slightly
stretched on) and down left front.

The Armhole Strapping.
(Two pieces alike.)

With No. 12 needles and C. wool, east oa
24 sts. and work in st.-st. until strap is

long enough to go all round armhole.

To Complete.
Press all sections from wrong side with

a hot iron over a damp cloth. Join shoulder
and side seams. Fold the front strapping
in half, lengthwise, so that the two sets of
buttonholes come exactly over each other,
and stitch strapping to fronrts. Work round
buttonholes with matching thread. Fold
the armhole straps in half lengthwise and
stitch round armholes. Add buttons to left
front strap.

+ *

Britain has so little natural oil or oil-

bearing shale and finds so many difficulties

in the development of oil from coal that,
in the near future, she has no real alter
native to oil from overseas. Her needs*,
and those of a world at peace, are no less

great than in times of war. So the search*
for oil in a score of lands across the world
goes on.

A cart was ambling along a country road
one dark night. A large ear was approach
ing in the opposite direction. The driver
of the car dipped his glaring headlights to
avoid dazzling the carrier.

&quot;George,&quot; said the carrier to hia mate,
&quot;we must return the compliment. Just
blow that offside candle out.&quot;
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Married at Gretna Green
By A. EEYNOLDS COOPEE.

* To be married at Gretna Green! Could
- there be anything more exciting more
..romantic in the whole world?

Peggy Brown had to pinch herself to

make sure she was awake, not dreaming
. that she was being married to the man at

.her side.

She looked round the dark Smithy, lit

only by a lantern. How thrilled Aunt
Maggie, who had brought her up, would be
when she heard all about it. This kindly

4
old maid was largely responsible for

Peggy s romantic
ideas. From her
earliest years, the

&quot;Confound the fellows,&quot; Keggie exploded
to the man who had performed the cere

mony. &quot;How did they knew we were to
be married this evening?&quot;

&quot;Bless you, sir, they weren t expecting
to see a stranger married. They expected
a runaway couple from London. Miss
Sprott, the American heiress. But she

changed her mind at the last minute. So
they took you instead. You and your young
lady may be front page news.&quot; The man
laughed heartily, and seemed surprised that

off her feet. He was going away for his
firm and he had urged her to marry him
before he went. And there was Gretna
Green only a few miles way. What girl
could resist?

But, as the minutes passed and Curzon
had not returned, somehow Peggy felt a
little flat. The rain was falling in real
earnest now, splashing up on her new silk

stockings.
What could be keeping him? She glanced

at her wrist watch, his present to her.

Goodness, he had been gone more than half
an hour. She began to feel frightened.
Had something happened to him? But
how could it? The garage was only just
around the corner. The best thing would be
to go there and enquire.

But at the garage most dis

quieting news awaited her.

&quot;Young gent with an Austin?&quot;

said the mechanic there; &quot;why,

yes, he came in, must be about
forty minutes ago. Filled his
tank and went off south. Took a
couple of tins with him as well.
Said he d a long journey in front
of him.&quot;

: girl could recall

seeing her aunt
buried in some
novel or journal. She herself

. had caught the habit, and
. had lived in a world of

.handsome heroes who rescued poor but

, -beauteous maidens.
. -She made the responses in a low, shy
. voice said the words that made her the
. wife of the dark, good-looking man stand

ing next to her.

&quot;There, my darling, it s all over,&quot; he
said, bending down to kiss her; &quot;you are
.no longer Peggy Brown, but Mrs. Eeginald

.. Curzon. Come along, pet.&quot;

r Then, as they passed through the door

way, a brilliant flash of light made Peggy
/jump. She thought she heard Eeggie say
a strong word. Some reporters had taken
their photos.

There, my Darl
ing, it s all
over.&quot; he said.

the newlywed husband didn t join in. But
he only scowled angrily.

&quot;Come along,&quot; he said curtly to Peggy;
&quot;let s get out of this. Stand in this door

way while I get the car from the garage.&quot;

Obediently, Peggy stood where she was
told, watching the rain which had com
menced to fall. She saw her bus, the last

one that night, go by, and was glad she
wasn t dependent on it to get back home.
She wasn t going to have her honey

moon just yet. Eeggie couldn t get away
from business for a while.
But his wooing had been so passionate

so tempestuous that he had whirled her

Peggy stood for a few
moments outside the

garage, utterly bewildered. What could

it mean? At last reason told her the best

thing to do would be to get back home.
But how? The last bus had gone and

it was a walk of more than ten miles,
unless she could get a lift tm the way.

So, making the best of things, Peggy
started her long tramp. But, as her excite

ment faded, she grew more and more tired.

And wet! She had never been so wet
in all her life. Hearing the sound of a
car behind her, she stood in the middle of

the road, hands outstretched.

With a grinding of brakes, the car, a
most dilapidated old one, stopped and a

man got out. His face, bright and youth
ful, seemed faintly familiar to Peggy. And
as he saw her in the light of his lamps,
she saw that he recognised her, too.

&quot;Why, Great Scott, if it isn t our little

bride from Gretna Green! What in the

world are you doing here? And alone I
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Are you are you by any chance running
a way?&quot;

And poor Peggy was too overwrought
and weary to keep her own council.

&quot;No, it is my husband who is doing the

running away,&quot; she said bitterly. &quot;And I

want to get to Wynlough. So I thought if

you were going that way . . . But, who
are you? How is it you know me?&quot;

&quot;I had the pleasure shared with an
other fellow of taking your photo as you
came out from your wedding a while back.&quot;

&quot;Why, then, you re a reporter! Peggy
shrank away from him as if he were some

thing dangerous. &quot;Oh!&quot; she said blankly,
and after a moment s pause went on hur

riedly: &quot;I don t think I ll trouble you
after all. I don t want all my troubles

made public.&quot;

&quot;Don t you be a silly little girl. Just

you hop into the car and you ll be at Wyn
lough in no time. And see here, I won t

write a thing about you that you don t

want me to. Not even publish the portrait
if you d rather I didn t. Though, of

course, the other paper will have it
in,&quot;

he

finished, a trifle regretfully.
With a quick look at hig face, Peggy

got into the car and they drove off through
the rain. Soon they were passing through
the little town of Wynlough and Jimmy
Vane glanced at his passenger. She had
been very silent and, guessing something
of what she was going through, he had not

spoken either. In the light of a street

lamp he could see she was deadly white
and shaking.

&quot;Look here, little
girl,&quot;

he exclaimed,
&quot;I m going to stop and get you a cup of

scalding coffee. You re just about all in.&quot;

He pulled up at a cafe, and soon Peggy
was sipping gratefully the steaming drink.

&quot;That s better. Now eat a few mouths-
ful of the poached egg or I won t touch
mine. And I m simply starving.&quot;

Gradually some colour came back to the

girl s face and Jimmy thought what a
sweet little thing she was. . Not strictly

speaking pretty, perhaps; but the big, dark
eyes, set widely apart in the heart-shaped
face, were beautiful. In strong contrast
to the fair tendrils of hair peeping out
from under her beret.

&quot;Why don t you tell me about things?&quot;

Jimmy spoke persuasively; he felt it

would do her good to open her heart a
little. &quot;I promise you honest injun I
won t print it. Though it would make a
wonderful story. But I won t.&quot;

Peggy looked at him in silence for a
minute, her eyes searching his face.

&quot;Yes, I d like to tell
you,&quot; she decided.

&quot;I have no one I can ask what to do.

Only Aunt Maggie, and now I d rather she
didn t know about it.&quot; She sighed deeply.
&quot;Not until things come right, that is. If

they ever do.&quot;

&quot;They will come right, sure enough,&quot;

Jimmy affirmed, &quot;but tell me all about it.

Had you known your husband long? And
why^the wedding at Gretna Green?&quot;

&quot;No, I hadn t known Reggie any time,
not to speak to, that is. He is a traveller
for a fancygoods firm, and he called at
our house. Oh, I didn t tell you I m a
companion-help to a lady near Wynlough.
FTe came to see if I would like to buy a
wrist-watch.&quot;

She glanced at her wrist with a sigh.
&quot;And, after all, he gave it to me. Be

cause he he, well, he said he fell in love
with me that very first

day.&quot;

&quot;I m not surprised at
that,&quot; Jimmy put

in. And somehow he didn t sound as if he
were trying to flatter her. &quot;And you re

turned his affection, I suppose. Else you
wouldn t have married him.&quot;

&quot;I thought I did,&quot; said Peggy slowly.
&quot;You see, it was a sort of romance in

itself, meeting him like that. Directly 1

saw him I knew him. He s the son of a

man in the town I come from, the other
side of Gretna Green. Reggie waa sup
posed to be a bit wild in those days. Then
one day he went away, and I didn t see
him again till he came to our place. I

didn t tell him I knew who he was till he
asked me if I recognised him, and I said
I did. But we didn t have much time for

talking. It was all so sudden.&quot;

&quot;Why? What was the reason for the

hurry?&quot;

&quot;He d got to go abroad for his firm.

Might be away for three months, perhaps
longer. And he said he couldn t rest if I

were free to pick up with someone else.

And he was so good looking and so gener
ous well, ho just talked me over.&quot;

&quot;But why Gretna Green?&quot;

&quot;It was the only place. We couldn t

have got married anywhere else in the
time. You see, all this took place under a

fortnight. And it did seem so so lovely
to be married there. I kept picturing to

myself what Auntie would say when 1

told her. She so dearly loves a bit of
romance.&quot;

&quot;You poor little kid! But go on.&quot;

&quot;That s about all. After the wedding
Reg was going to drive me home; I ve

only got the evening off. When we came
out of the Smithy after the photos were
taken he went to the garage to get his
car. And he didn t come back. The man
there said he drove off Londonwards. Oh,
dear, whatever can it mean?&quot;

&quot;There s sure to be some explanation.
You ll hear to-morrow, for sure. Try not
to worry. Now, I suppose we d better

get along. Just where is your place?&quot;

Jimmy asked as soon as they were on their

way again.
&quot;It s a house called Rosele.V, about three

miles on.&quot;

&quot;Why, isn t Unit the place where&quot; the

burglary was a mdnth ago? The poor old

lady there was blinded by the wretch who
broke in.&quot;

&quot;Yes, that s the place. It was my mis
tress who was hurt; Mrs. Garland her name
is. I was away on my holidays at the
time. Mrs. Garland s niece was staying
with lu;r, and she walked right in on the
man.&quot;

&quot;Why, it said in the report that it was
the maid who nearly caught him.&quot;

&quot;I know; it was a mistake. It was Miss
Vera Garland.&quot;

&quot;Did she actually see him, as they said;
his face, I mean?&quot;

&quot;Yes, distinctly. She says she d know
him anywhere.&quot;

&quot;I wonder he didn t turn on her, attack
her.&quot;

&quot;She had a pistol. A real one, not an
ammonia one like his. Hearing a noise. Miss
Vera seized her gun she s a good shot
and ran into the bedroom. She turned her

flashlight right on to him, so I suppose he
didn t see her properly. He may have
thought she was a man. Anyway, he just
turned and jumped out of the window,
otherwise she might have caught him. And
now. it s the next place on the left.&quot;

&quot;Well, I hope you have good news very
soon. May I call one day to know how
you get on?&quot;

Peggy hesitated a moment.
&quot;Very well. But mind you come to the

back door. I m only a servant, really, you
know.&quot; And the smile that shone for a

second on her worried face showed Jimmy
what a pretty girl she must be when she
was happy.

* *

As Peggy slipped into the kitchen, ahe
was sorry to see that Vera Garland was
waiting there. Vera was a hard-faced
woman nearing forty. She looked from
Peggy to the clo^k on the wall and back
again.

&quot;You re very late,&quot; she said sonrly. &quot;1

heard the bus go by an hour ago at
least.&quot;

&quot;Yes,
I know. I missed it and waa afraid

I d have to walk all the way, and it s pour-,
ing. But a motorist kindlv gave ice a
lift.&quot;

&quot;Why, \vhero were you, then?&quot;

&quot;I went to Gretna Green.&quot;

&quot;Really! I suppose you wandered round
the Smithy trying to picture yourself as a

blushing bride.&quot; Vera s thick, greedy-
looking lips curled in a sneer.

Peggy s face flushed vividly, but she did
not answer and the other went ou:

&quot;I don t know what my aunt will say
when she hears you let yourself be picked
up by ft stranger. She s not used to the

ways of the girls of to-day.&quot;

&quot;I ll explain to Mrs. Garland when I

take up her malted milk,&quot; Peggy said

coldly as she went to get a saucepan.
&quot;My aunt had her milk at the proper

time, Vera said spitefully. &quot;It doesn t

do to keep an invalid like her waiting till

you condescend to come in. But you can
cut me some sandwiches and bring them
into the dining-room.&quot;

. Peggy sighed as the woman went off.

She understood why Vera disliked her.

She had come here to look after her aunt
while Peggy was away on her holiday. Mrs.

Garland, even before the affair with the

burglar, had been very frail. Then, when
her eyes were so badly injured, she had to

get Vera to see to various business matters
for her. And the younger woman found
out two things: One that the old lady was
far better off than had been thought, and
the other that she intended to leave a

large portion of her money to Peggy in

return for the girl s attention.

Peggy was sharp enough to guess all

this, and to know that Vera would leave
no stone unturned to blacken her in the

eyes of her mistress.

Peggy watched for the postman anxiously
next morning, but there was nothing for

her. She felt rather blank, then wondered
why she didn t feel more grief. She didn t

realise how short a time she had known
her husband.. She wondered, too, why the
face of Jimmy Vane kept rising in her
mind. The thought of him seemed like a

sheet anchor in her trouble.

She bought copies of the two papers
when she went out for an errand. Jimmy
had kept his word. Though it must have
annoyed him to miss sending in an item of

news, he had not done so.

But the photo was in the other paper,
and Peggy hoped no one would bring it to
the notice of Vera Garland. It was life

like, especially of Reggie. Anyone who
knew him could not mistake it. The cap
tion underneath put her name as Miss
Margaret Brown. Such an ordinary name
might belong to anyone, she tried to re

assure herself.

All that day she went about her work in

a sort of dream. Once she pinched herself
to see if she were really awake. It seemed
incredible to think she could have been
married yesterday. And more incredible
still that she was not brokenhearted at

the mysterious loss of her husband.
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But, somehow, as she looked at the pic
ture in the newspaper, it seemed to be the

face of a stranger there. Sho had known
him BO short a time. A pleasing appear
ance, a smooth tongue, and her own love

of romance had led her to this mad act.

She would have given much to have been
able to undo it.

In the afternoon Vera went to the Vicar

age to tea, Peggy guessed that she

wanted to make herself liked in the

neighbourhood, that she looked forward
to the time when, as mistress of Roselea

,

he would be somebody in the countryside.
But Peggy put her out of her mind. She

gave Mr. Garland her tea, then sat down
to have her own in peace for once. When

&quot;Well, that wouldn t have mattered.

Still, come in now.&quot;

He followed her into the cosy kitchen
and when Peggy saw him in the light of

the lamp she gave an exclamation.

&quot;Why, you do look bad, Reggie! What s

the matter? And whatever happened last

night? What made you go off like that?&quot;

&quot;I couldn t help myself.&quot; He was warm
ing his hands by the fire with his back t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

her as he spoke, and she could not see his

face. &quot;If I hadn t hopped off like that

they d have had me. Those beastly re

porters . . .&quot;

&quot;What do you mean? Who would have
had vou?&quot;

&quot;Oh,

course.

don t be dumb! The police, of
Even if those fellows didn t know

mean and crafty. Was it because she
could see another face in Jww mind, one
frank and kindly-looking? &quot;So, what are

you going to do? Why didn t you come
straight awav here to met What did you
do?&quot;

&quot;I was afraid of being seen. I hung
about in the woods till this evening. I m
simply starving. Got anything to eatT
Got

.&quot;.ny spirits or beer?&quot;

&quot;No, we re all teetotal here. But I ll

soon make you some tea.&quot;

The man wolfed some food ravenously,
and drank the tea in great gulps. At last

he turned to Peggy again.

&quot;Can you let me have a bit of money to

get on with, Peg? I ll go to London; that s

the best place to lie low in. H,ow much
have you got?&quot;

&quot;Oh, Reg, I m afraid I haven t very
much. I could get some out of the poet

office, but that ll take. . .&quot;

&quot;That s no good. I

want it now at once,&quot;

said Reggie violently.
&quot;Are you a born fool?

I suppose the- old womau
keeps some in the
house. Go and get
me some of that.&quot;

&quot;But, Reggie. 1

I couldn t do a

&quot;WeU, BOW, I want you to
tell me all about the affair.&quot;

she was finished she went into the garden
to throw the crumbs to the birds.

A sound in the bushes made her start.

It was almost dark now, and she had
difficulty in keeping back a scream when a
man burst out from the bushes. Then, as
her eyes grew accustomed to the dim light,
she gave a little gasp.
The man was Reggie Curzon her hus

band of a day I

&quot;Why. Reggie; whatever are you doing
heret What . . .&quot;

&quot;Let me in, can t you?&quot; he whispered
savagely. &quot;I ve been hanging round in
these bushes for over an hour. I was
afraid to knock in case you weren t alone.&quot;

me, the picture this morning would have
done me. I m pretty well known in this

district. Of all the ghastly luck . . .&quot;

Peggy looked at him in horrified silence.

What could he mean. Was he out of his

mind?

&quot;Then, to top it all, I had an accident
after I went. Didn t see the road turn
the rain and mist were so thick and I

drove right into a blasted loch. How I

managed to jump clear I don t know. But
I did. The car is at the bottom of the
water and my clothes and money in it.&quot;

&quot;Oh, you poor thing!&quot; Reggie had
turned round now and Peggy, searching
his face, wondered why it suddenly looked

thing like that. It wouldn t be
honest.&quot;

&quot;Honest, be biowed. I ve got
to get away. I ve j^ot to get money some
how. Do you hear? Just you go and get
it.&quot;

&quot;Rut. oli, Reggie I I

&quot;Oh, don t pretend you ve suddenly got
all pure and good,&quot; the man sneered, and

Peggy shuddered as she saw* his real self

appear from under its mask. &quot;You knew
what I was when you married me.&quot;

&quot;Why, what do you mean?&quot;

&quot;You saw me that night the niglit 1

gave the old woman what she was asking
for. When you threw that cursed flash

light, on me, you saw me right enough. I

wouldn t have run like I did if I hadn t

seen your pistol.&quot;
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&quot;Keg Reg
&quot;

Peggy could hardly

speak, her mouth and lips were dry, like

sandpaper. &quot;That man that wasn t you!
Oh, it couldn t have been you . . .&quot;

&quot;By gum!&quot; The man s eyea narrowed as

he looked at the shrinking girl. &quot;By gum.
you mean to say you didn t see me? And
I thought you did and . . . Well, if that

doesn t beat the band.&quot; He laughed
harshly, then went on: &quot;But you said you
knew me when I asked you, now didn t

you?&quot;

&quot;Yes, I did know you. I knew you
were Reggie Ourzon, who used to live in

my own town till about tive years ago.&quot;

&quot;You knew me as Why, I thought
you recognised me as the man who :

&quot;

&quot;As the dirty coward who nearly blinded

a poor old lady. And you thought I d

have had a word to say to you if I had.

That I wouldn t at once have given you
away to the police. What do you take me
for? What sort of girl

&quot;

She was interrupted by the door of the

kitchen being suddenly opened. Vera
Garland entered, followed by the gardener
from the Rectory carrying a basket of

fruit and vegetables for Mrs. Garland. She

gave a searching glance at the couple.
For a moment she was dazzled by the

light. Then a sudden gleam of recognition
came into her eyes.

&amp;lt;f

Why, you re the burglar! You villain

you Quick, Harris, catch hold of him

quick, quick.&quot;

But Reggie was gone. With one bound
he was out the door, Harris close on his

heels. Vera ran into the hall to the phone
and Peggy could hear her calling up the

police station. Then she returned to the
kitchen.

&quot;And now perhaps you ll give me an

explanation, if you please,&quot; she began
sternly. &quot;Or, rather, I should say, make a

confession. What were you doing with
that man what is he to you? You are

his accomplice, of course.

&quot;Xo. no indeed, no. I I
&quot;

&quot;Rubbish! I ve always thought you a

very sly girl. Too meek and sweet to be
real. Your best policy will be to own up.
If you don t know that man, what was he

doing, then, in your kitchen?&quot;

&quot;I didn t say I didn t know him. But I

did not know he was the man who broke
in.&quot; Peggy was in deadly fear of giving
away the fact of her- marriage to this

woman.&quot; He came here a week or two

ago,&quot;
she went on jerkily, &quot;said he was

selling jewellery. I I had this from him.&quot;

Peggy held up her arm with the watch, of
which she had been so proud, on it.

&quot;A likely tale,&quot; scoffed Vora. &quot;But

there s the phone.&quot; She rushed off and
a few minutes after announced trium

phantly that the villain had been caught
and was now safely under lock and key.

&quot;Well,&quot;
she went on, &quot;I must go aud

tell my aunt all about it. Nice thing to

happen in a respectable house. It will seem
a funny thing to me if the police don t

have you up, too, us an accomplice.&quot;

Poor Peggy had the most miserable night
of her life. As the slow hours crawled by,
she wondered what the future held in

store for her. Tied to a crook a man
both cruel and ruthless.

What a fool she d been! With a feeling
of shame she realised that she hadn t even

th^ faintest affection for him. It was
only her love of romance which hud made
her think she cared for him.
Romance! Well, she d got all romance

knocked out of her now, that was certain.

Yet even as she said these words to herself

she thought of Jimmy Vane, then wondered

why.
Next morning, contrary to her usual

custom, Vera was down as soon as Peggy.
She wandered up and down like a beaat of

prey in the 7,00 waiting to be fed.

&quot;Go and bring in the paper,&quot; she ordered
as she heard it come through the letter

box.

Peggy picked the paper up, then stood

as if turned to stone. The photo of her-

eelf and Reggie at Gretna Green had been

copied, this time much enlarged. And
underneath it said:

&quot;Reginald Curx.on, the wanted crook, being
married at Gi-etna Green. This man, only

recently released from prison for neftj .y

blinding an old man, has been eau^iit at

last. He had repeated hia dastardly trick,

this time the victim being an old ladv.

Mrs. Garland.&quot;

It went on to describe the crime, Hieu

gave an account of the man*s cajrwr as a

burglar since he left his native place, a

little town not far from Gr^toa Gret-n.

&quot;What are you doing with that paper?&quot;

Vera s strident tones broke in on the girl s

bewildered dismay. The paper .was almost
snatched from her. Then Vera saw the

front page and the photo.
&quot;I m not surprised,&quot; she said, when she

had taken it in, &quot;not at all surprised. I

knew you were in league with that man. I

was sure of it. Well, I should say the

police will be here any time now for
you.&quot;

Even as she said these words, a- loud

knock at the door made them both jump.
&quot;Here they are,&quot; said Vera with satis

faction. &quot;Go and open the door.&quot;

[Tarn to page 50.1
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-FOR EVENING OR SUMMER WEAR-

Peggy Evans, enchanting young J.

Arthur Rank actress, who stars in

Penay and the Pownall Case&quot; a fa*t-

moving and entertaining second feature
film from Highbury Studios, rejoices in

(i wardrobe of ravishing cottons, de

signed specially for the film by HOT*
rockses. She i,s seen here displaying one
&amp;lt;/ress of pronounced peasant influence
--white, ruffly blouse, skin-slim royal
blue bodice and whirlwind skirt of
lemon yellow, royal and white, banded
ivith royal.--*- - ,

The sales manager had been finding it

difficult to obtain the services of a com
petent typist for his office. A few days
after his latest attempt to get a suitable

girl, he was asked by the works manager:
&quot;How is your new typist turning out?&quot;

&quot;Well,&quot; waa the reply, &quot;so far, she has
been making so many slips and bloomers,
that I think she would be more suitable
for a job in a garment factory.&quot;

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have published a booklet which

will be appreciated by those interested in

knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions
and illustrations are given for the follow

ing: The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Boottees, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pilchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted

Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

Materials: 5 ozs. 3-ply

wool; 1 pair of No. 13

and 1 pair No. 10 needles.

Measurements: Bust, 32-

34 inches; sleeve, 5 inches;

length, 18 inches.

For 34-36 inches bust:

length, 19$ inches; sleeve,

5J inches; use No. 9

needles and No. 12 for

rib.

Tension: 7 sts. and 8

rows, 1 inch. On No. 9

needles, 15 sts. and 17

rows, 2 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit:

p., purl; pat., pattern; m.,

make; si., slip; tog., to

gether; p.s.s.o., pass slip
btitch over; rep., repeat;
sts., stitches; beg., begin
ning; dec., decrease.

To Make the Back.

Using No. 13 needles
cast on 121 sts.

Work in p. 1, then k. 1,

p. 1 rib for 30 rows.

Change to No. 10
needles and work pat. as

follows:
1st row (wrong side of

work ) K.
2nd row P.

3rd row K.
4th row K. 1,

* m. 1,

k. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.s.o., k. 1, m. 1, k. J,

rep. from * to end.
5th row P.

6th row As 4th.

7th row P.

8tli row As 4th.

These 8 rows form pat
tern.

Continue until 10 pats.
have been worked in all.

To Extend for Sleeves.

Cast on 6 sts. at beg. of

next 8 rows. Continue on
these 169 sts. for 7 pats,
and the first 3 rows of the 8th pat. Leave
sts. on a spare needle.

To Make the Front.

Work exactly as for back, but when 2

pats, and 2 rows of the 3rd pat. have been
worked on the 36!) sts. divide for neck

opening thus: k. 0], cast off 47, k. 61. Con
tinue on each side separately until 8 pats,
have been worked on the sleeve sts.

Do not cast off but join shoulders by
grafting these 61 sts. to the matching 61

sts. of back, each side.

Sleeve Edges.
With No. 13 needles, and right side of

work facing, k. up 96 sts. along sleeve

edges. Work 8 rows in k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Cast off fairly loosely.

Neck Bibbing.
Centre front: With No. 13 needles and

right side of work facing, k. up 49 sts.

along the cast off, sts. of centre front (47
cast off sts. aud 1 st. in e.-u-h corner).
Work in k. 1, p. 1 rib for 1 inch, dec. 1

st. at beg. of every row. Cast off.

Work across the remaining 47 sts. of

centre back in same way.
Side edges: K. up 43 sts. each side. Work

8 rows in rib, dec. 1 st. at beg. of every
row. 8,jw the mitred edges together.

Bows.
Take 8 strands of wool, about 1 yard

long. Twist into a rope, then double over
lo make a cord. Knot ends. Tie into bows
:uid aew to each front coriu-r of squan-
neck.

Sew up side seams.

Press lightly under a damp cloth ami
warm iron.

After rinsing thoroughly to remove all

traces of soap, silk dresses may be dipped
in a warm vinegar solution (1 cupful
vinegnr to 1 quart water) if you want to&quot;

restore some of the &quot;sheen&quot; and the
&quot;body&quot;

which it had originally. Silks often be
come &quot;flimsy after washing and the acid
rinse helps to restore the finish.

A Scotsman rushed into hospital bleeding
from a cut in the check.

&quot;Done while shaving, 1 suppose?&quot; said
the doctor. &quot;You want me to stop that for

you f&quot;

&quot;I dinna.&quot; replied the Scot, indignantly
&quot;I was juist wpnderin how mu-h ye |uiii
for blood transfusions!&quot;
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Effective Accessories.

Models at a recent fashion display wore matching shantung
shoes with afternoon and evening costumes, straw handbags with

the cotton casuals, and large calf bags for travelling. Hats played
up cartwheel organdies and tiny flower-trimmed cloches for the

suits.

For the finale, a bride and her attendants appeared on the

runway in full wedding costumes. The bride s dress

of white organdie had a wide appliqued and embroid
ered bertha. Bridesmaids dresses were of white

organdie worn over peach taffeta with taffeta sashes.

Tulips were, of course, featured flowers in the

weddings scene and throughout the &quot;tea.&quot;

Odds and Ends.
Belts will be wider in front than at the back.

Those not in leather are almost like scarves, but
are made of materials ranging from raffia and

string to snakeskin and cork encrusted with

semi-precious stones.

fl

.

:

Coat,
7423

1s. 6d.

4| yds.
36 ins. wide*

Sizes :

32 to 40 ins.

YtevT

Frock, 7437 1s. 6d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Sizes 32-to 40 ins.

tia

Efc

;\i

-. *M

fi

&quot;I

Frock,
7220 1s. 6d.

31 yds.
36 ins. wide.

Sizes :

32 tO 40 ins.

Frock, 7405 1s. 6d.
4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Sizes 32, 34, 36 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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wr?

Maternity
Ensemble,

[7419 2s. 6d

6 yds.
36 ins. wide

Sizes :

32 to 40 ins

V

I

*

\ ,/

Suit, 7416 1s. 6d.
3 yds. 36 ins. wide
Skirt cut on bias.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Pointers.

Emphasis is still on symmetrical lines expressed in

uneven hems, saw-edged necklines and in the placing of

trimmings and fastenings. Square sheer wool scarves

tucked into belts or pockets heighten this impression,
while buttons are used in slanting rows to fasten jackets,

on both backs and fronts of bodices and even on side

seams. Although matching buttons are in high favour,

there arc some in natural and smoked mother o pearl
and others in glass centred with flowers or fishermen s flies.

New Season Coats.
Girls spring coats continue to have lots of back

interest. Yokes are more detailed. Red and green
arc expected to be among the colours receiving best

acceptance.

Newsworthy in little girls
1

dresses is the use of

wrinkle-proof cotton prints.

m
/ f

-llll

Frcck,
7231 1s. 6d.

/
31 yds. 1

1

36 ins. wide. /

Sizes 32, 34. 36 ms.

Frock, 7415 1 S . 6d
3| yds. 36 ins. wide
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, l?d. extra.]
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All New.
For the young folk this season

you will see weskit front gabardine

jumpers with checked gingham
blouses ; dirndls in cotton, cor

duroy and velveteen ; soft plaid
taffeta dresses with bow backs, ruf

fled oif shoulder, square, or piped
gathered necklines ; Princess

button fronts with Irish lace

collars. They are showing
some two-piece red corduroy
suits with silver ball buttons,
tailored patch pocketed jac
kets with notched lapel col

lars. Raspberry and myrtle
green are featured colours.

Gown, 13,126 2s. 2d.

5f yds. 36 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Nightdress,
10,568 1s. 6d.

yds. 36 ins. wide

Sizes 32 to 40 it

Brassiere and Scanties,

10,554 1s. 3d.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Scanties cut on bias.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

, 10,576 1 S . 3d.

yds. 36 ins. wide,

yds. lace edging.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Pyjamas,
10,550 1s. 10d.

t
yds.

e 36 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney. N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern. \d. extra.]
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O

CRISP COOL WHITE

FOUNDATIONS BY BERLEI

Beautifully fashioned, &quot;Off-the-

Shoulder&quot; Bra in exquisite

white satin at 29/6. Plastic

honing from waist to ensure

gentle shaping and support.

Lovely lines for the young
slender under decollete even

ing or bridal gowns.

White slide-fastening Step-in

for active wear. Three fittings,

Prices from 47/- to 62/-. Bras

siere is longer-line &quot;Hollywood-

Maxwell&quot; with Broderie Anglais

bust cups. Two fittingt at 27/

and 29/6.

* Ask for a Personal Fitting

&quot;Apple Blossom&quot; White Foundations

GENUINE FREE TRIAL
and proof that you need not suffer

Rheumatism
An English Ite-

seareh Chemist has
discovered that Uric

Acid li;i&amp;gt; nothing
to do with the pain,

swelling, and stiff

ness of Rheumat
ism

Mr. Douglas Curton s

Ai?yo/i/t/Ofltfry dtscovery
has oixrted the wav to

one of thf most remark
able offers ever (mblicly
made *o Rheumatic suf
ferers.

KiiruuiHtir Umnt&amp;gt; ,.;v tu:
produced ;n the deep vi-irx

of the Ifirs, and are tfirij

carried by the Mood to

every part of tbe body, if-

sultinsi in (1) arupirlsti cir

culation ; (21 eorijreslion ;

and (8) pain ami -welling.

THE TRUE CAUSEOF RHEUMATISM
is a toxic condition of the blood originat
ing in the deep veins of the leg. Thewe
toxins cause the stiffening of the muscle*
and the hardening of the joints by he-
coming1 localised in certain parts of the
body and there producing exactly the
same sort of inflammatory thickening of
the tissues as results from a boil.

To remove the cause, whether Muscular Rheu
matism, Neuritis, Sciatica. Arthritis, or Syno-
vitis, it is necessary .to (1) relieve the pain;
(2) eliminate the poisons from the b ood; and
(3) build up the Nervous System. Mr. Douglas
Curzon s new development scientifically com
bines and provides these essentials, and by its

speedy, safe, and certain action not only defin

itely assists in banishing the pain, swelling, and
stiffness, but builds resistance against future
attacks.

FREE TREATMENT
Send the form at the foot of this announcement
and receive:

(1) A supply of Analgesic Tablets to give in

stant relief in every case of Muscular Nervn
or Arthritic Rheumatism. These tablets
are guaranteed to be absolutely harmless,
relieving Rheumatic Pains wherever situ
ated.

(2) A supply of Rheumatoxin Elimlnant. This
scientific combination tones up the fiver,

stomach, and digestive organs. By its

direct action on the blood it quickly and
safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

&quot;Your treatment has done my husband a
wonderful lot of &amp;lt;*ood. He can walk five
miles now; and, before taking your treat

ment, he couldn t walk one mile; so I can
highly recommend your treatment for
Rheumatism.&quot; E.H.B.. Wilson, S.A.

&quot;I am very pleased to be able to say that I

am free from pain after 12 months suffering
with muscular Rheumatism in the neck.&quot;

A.E.D., Orroroo, S.A.

APPLICATION FORM
The Controller.

Anglo-Australian Laboratories,
26 Hunter St. (Box 4242XX), Svdney.

Please send me the supply of Analgesic
Tablets and Rheumatoxin EHminartt
promised free of charge and obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS

(Print in Block Letters and enclose 2jd.
stamp for return.) AHJ9/49
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A^Frock, 9009 1s. 6d. 16 to 18 years. 32 ins.

bust. 3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

B Frock, 9076 1s. 3d. 10 and 12 years. 2 yds.
36 ins. wide. Contrast : yd. 36 ins. wide.

C Frock, 9075 1s. 3d. 12 and U years. 3|

yds. 36 ins. wide.

D Frock, 9036 1s. 3d. 12 and U years. 3|

yds. 36 ins. wide.

E Frock, 9021 1s. 3d. 10 and 12 years. 2|

yds. 36, ins. wide.

supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Austrian fame Journal \ 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. -

Postage on each Pattern, \\d. extra.]
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DRESSMAKING
MADE EASY
Learn Dresscutting

-

Designing

and Dressmaking . . .

Be competent to cut and make perfect fitting

clothes for every figure. Save money and know
the joy of wearing perfect fitting garmenta.

PERSONAL AND POSTAL
LESSONS BY EXPERTS

Our chool are known everywhere for our uc-

ccasful graduate*, and our methods endorsed by
leading Fashion houses throughout the British

Empire. Be sure of the best tuition.

LESSONS ARE SIMPLE AND
INEXPENSIVE

I
MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH

McCabe Academy

Kindly mail me, without obligation, your Free
J

I Booklet about Dressmaking, for which I enclose
|

2 id. stamp.

I Name
|

Address

I Are you interested in Postal Lessoin? I

McCABE ACADEMY of DRESSMAKING
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION.

Sydney: Canberra House, 295 Elizabeth St.. Box 2424.

Melbourne: Manchester Unity Bldgs., Swanston and Collins Sts.. Box 330C.
Brisbane: Penny s Buildings, Adelaide St. Entrance, Box I8I6W. G.P.O.
Perth: National House, William St.. Box 482.

Adelaide: Shell House, North Terrace, Box 5I9E.
South Africa: Shakespeare House, Commission St., Johannesburg, P.O. Box 5811.

Zealattd
From the crystal-clear streams of New Zealand come WHITEBAIT tiny

inch-long fish, the most delicately flavoured in the world. ST. GEORGE
retains the fj!i freshness and unique flavour of Whitebait by quick

canning and provides you with a special treat for every occasion. Serve

St. George Whitebait to your guests and your family it s delightful.

At all leading
Australian Stores

ST. GEORGE
WHITEBAIT

Dunedin
IRVINE STEVENSON S ST. GEORGE CO LTD New Zealand

As showing what can happen these days,
a woman in a London hospital was oper
ated on twice in the one day, once by a

mistake. She accepted 350 agreed dam
ages against a surgeon, a London hospital
aind an anaesthetist. She was confused
with another patient and operated on again
before the error was discovered.

Each of the partners in a truly happy
marriage is responsible for the combined

peace and comfort of them both.

When children come, they, in turn, be
come responsible for everything that re

flects on the well-being of the family unit

as a whole. It is the love of parents for

their children which fostera this.

Lasting Beauty

for Lovely Hair
For children and adults there is

nothing more beneficial to the

hair than regular core with

Barry s Tri-coph-etous. This treat

ment helps prevent falling hair,

dandruff, premature gteyness,

brittle hair and itching scalp.

BARRYS &quot;

Tri-coph-erous
FAMOUS HAIR TONIC

by all Cftem/sfs & Stores

Women Often

Need This Help
Tiredness, depression and that

nervy feeling often cause un
necessary -suffering to busy
women. When you feel that

nothing is going right, when
you re nervy, irritable and have
that horrible depressed fueling,
start taking WINCARNIS, th.
wonderful recuperative tonic

which picks you up so quickly.
WINCARNIS is rich in basic
elements to fortify your nerves
and generally tone up your
system, making you feel &quot;on

top of the world&quot; again in no
time. i

Thousands of recommendations
from the medical profession
tesify to the valuable health-
giving qualities of WINCARNIS.
Start a course of this sreat
tonic right away and feel it

doing you good . . . Ask your
Chemist for WINCARNIS . . .

the Wine of L,ife.

&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE
EARPHONES. 2I/- Pr.

Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat

teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.

&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un

interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.

HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.
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Frock, 9074 1s. 3d.

10 and 12 years.

3* yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9105 1s. 6d.

16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

5 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9008 1s. 3d.
12 and 14 years.

21 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Skirt cut on bias.

Suit 9079 1s. 3d.

tO, 12, 14 years.

3| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Skirt cut on bias.

Apart from changes in clothing fashions,
the woman who wishes to keep an up-to-the-
minute appearance in Paris just now has

many other things to think about.

Coinciding with a &quot;swish&quot; show the other
week came new fashions in feminine acces

sories ranging from handbags and shoes to

belts and parasols.
The changes are slight this year, but cou

turiers have as usual devoted their skill to inventing

something that will lend a note of individuality to

every woman s ensemble.

Children s Choice.
Children who have their own preferences in

colour should be allowed to make the colour

selection for psychological reasons. Other
factors in the choice of colour are attrac

tiveness, suitability to child s age, size and

personality and fastness of colour to wash
ings and sunlight. Vat dyed cottons should
be selected.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-400 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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Safari Jacket
9104 1s. 10d.

yds. 36ins. wide.

Sizes 34 to 44 chest.

Men s Shorts,
380 1s. 3d.

s|Sizes 32 to 42 waist.

If yds.
36 ins. wide.

Lining, | yd,
36 ins. wide.
Also sizes

6 to 14 years.

Sun Suit,
9089 1 S . 3d

1 yd. 36 ins. wide

Lining, | yd.
36 ins. wide.

Handbags and Gloves.

Handbags are completely feminine

and mostly in suede. They are smaller

but likely to be especially popular are

those with petal-shaped tiered skirts.

The box-shaped variety, however, still

remains popular.

Many of the latest handbags are made
in two parts, one reserved for lipstick,

powder and so on, an^ the rest as the Sizes 2, 4, 6 years
handbag proper. It is regarded here in

Paris as the first step to making women
moderately tidy.

Shoes are spiky-heeled. Indeed, they look quite

dangerous. Carpet slippers are practically without
heels.

Gloves arc being made so short that they hardly
reach the wrist-bone. They have tiny cuffs or are

gathered drawstring fashion. For evening wear,
they are so long that they nearly reach the shoulder.
The latter variety are in either Jersey or in black
leather.

Fashion leaders also decree that parasols shaJl

be of frilly white pique.

Suit, 9082, 1 S . 3d.
1 to 2 years. . ^ _

Shirt, 1 yd. 36 ins. wide.VA
Pants, | yd. 36 ins. wide^-

:

Suit, 9035 1s.

2 and 4 years
Jacket, 1 yd. 36 ins

_ Pants, | yd. 36 ins

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]

3d.

. wide,

wide.
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iiimi-iiM
BEBARFALD-VICKERS

BUREAU SEWING MACHINES

A truly magnificent
machine. The Enplish Viokers Head
sews both backwards&quot; and forwards.
Other special features include Auto
matic Bobbin Winder. Stitch Adjuster
and Tension Control. Handsome
Bureau Cabinet, as illustrated, in light
Maple colour.

- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON -

BEBARFALU* LTD..
Cnr. Gforgr * Park St.,.. SYD\EY
Please /onrard fall details of the &quot;Bebaitald-

Vicken&quot; Bureau Sewing Machine, tilth details

of your Specialised tat) Terns.

NAME

ADDRESS

A.H.J. 99.

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

&quot;Iron Starvation&quot; is

often the cause of lack
of energy, anaemia and
that run-down feeling.
Iron &quot;Jelloids&quot; provide,
in in easy-to-take form,
the iron needed to build
np rich, red blood.

Iron

to Boys & Girls

Wrtot Watch*.. Cumtras, M t -Ma Dolli.

fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

selling iman parcels v ttsted garden seedi. Send
for parcel and bif catalogue of presents. Send no

monrynow.on/xfiafne* Jar/dress. W. iff fo-da/.

lohn B. Murray, Ml K &amp;lt;iorga St., Sydney

If brushes, mops and brooms are to be
efficient in cleaning, they have to be kept
clean themselves. Wash brittle brushes in
lukewarm water, with one tablespoonfulof ammonia added to each quart of water.
After scouring well, hang out to dry.

out of

Dentists recommend

IPANA
t TOOTH PASTE

According to an Australian wide survey

conducted by an independent Research Organisation

more than 8 out of 10 Dentists recommend IPANA

in preference to any other Tooth Paste.
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The Great Gatsby&quot; Prince Edward

nice, lovable fam
ily circle, each of

the Little Women
having a different

personality, such
as you will find in

many families to

day the torn-boy,
the soft-hearted

one, the beauty of

the family, the

severely practical
one. The many
thousands who
have read the
book it was
issued in . 1868
will enjoy again
making the ac

quaintance of

Meg, Jo, Beth, and

Amy-all intensely
human and con

vincing. In the
cast : Peter Law-
ford, Margaret

The Play and Film

Humphrey Bogart, ex-Army
major, arrives in the midst of

the summer heat at a Key Largo,
Florida hotel which is run by
Lionel Barrymore and his war-
widowed daughter - in - law,
Lauren Bacall. Upstairs, a mob
ster, played by Edward G. Rob-

inson, is hiding out with his

men, waiting for nightfall and
a visit from another mob from
Miami. A hurricane strikes and
forces the gang to remain longer
than anticipated. Tension

mounts, and the air is filled with

menace, as the law pays a visit

and regards the strange
assembly suspiciously. Kobinson
threatens the entire gathering, but Bogart
intervenes. Gun-play follows, and the ex-

Army major eliminates the mobsters.

Dramatic, thrilling and tensive. Others in

the cast: Claire Trevor, Thomas Gomez,
Harry Lewis, John Rodney, Marc Law
rence, Dan Seymour, Monte Blue (Regent).

* * *

Ingrid Bergman has completed in real

life the journey she enacted on Hollywood
sets as the Maid of Orleans, in her new
picture, &quot;Joan of Arc,&quot; at the Century.
During the pilgrimage, which covered the
route taken by the real Joan from the time
she left her native Domremy in Lorraine
until ehe was burned at the stake in Rouen,
Miss Bergman visited the historic buildings
and locations which are associated witffthe
name of the famous Saint. While in

Rheims she visited the Cathedral in which
Joan had the Dauphin of France crowned
King, and lunched with his excellency,
Marmottin, Archbishop of Rheims. Her
trip ended at Orleans, where an official re

ception was held in her honour. The cast
is a long one, dating from the time when
the sixteen-year-old peasant girl in the
little village of Domremy hears angel voices
that tell her she is destined to drive the

enemy from her country. One writer calls

it a play of intrigue and simple faith, and
simple faith wins.

*

Liberty is showing &quot;Little Women,&quot; per
haps one of the best stories by that prolific
writer, the late Louisa May Alcott. A

&quot;Key Largo&quot; Regent.

O Brien, Elizabeth Taylor,
Janet Leigh, Mary Astor,
Lucile Wilson, Sir C.

Aubrey Smith, Elizabeth

Patterson, and Leon Anies.

* * *

The cast of M-G-M s

Technicolour film, &quot;Little

Women,&quot; had a wedding-
cake recently and, while
the wedding was a part of
the production, the cake
had nothing to do with it.

The scene depicted the mar
riage of Janet Leigh, as

Meg, to Richard Stapley,
as Brooke. After the final

words of the ceremony the

sequence ended, without

showing the reception.
After the &quot;take&quot; the cast
was called to Janet s dressing-room, where
a cake awaited them. The accompaning
note read: &quot;What s a wedding without a
cake?&quot; It was a surprise gift to Mervyn
LeRoy and his cast from Janet Leigh s

mother and home-made!
* * *

&quot;The Barklays of Broadway,&quot; starring
Ginger -Rogers and Fred Astaire, at St.

James Theatre, definitely marks an era in
theatrical enterprises. It was understood
the dancing pair would never be together
again. Ginger developed a flair for prob
lem plays. Fred established his own
schools of dancing all over America, and
announced he was finished with film and

theatrical appearances. And now it is all

altered. One enthusiastic American critic

puts it this way: &quot;Fred s dancing with

Ginger, and Broadway s dancing with
joy.&quot;

The reunion of these two caused the

,
staid New York &quot;Times&quot; to say: &quot;one of
the most felicitous combinations the screen
has ever known.&quot; They are a joyous treat
to watch, and in &quot;The Barklays of Broad
way&quot; they excel themselves.

*

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers are pre
paring to drive on the seventh hole at the
Bel Air Country Club, California. Set off

to one side are a Technicolor camera and
a battery of reflectors, because their golfing
is for a scene in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer s

&quot;The Barklays of Broadway.&quot; Just before

Ginger steps up to her tee Astaire says
suddenly: &quot;Say, Ginger, do you remember
this spot! Two years ago?&quot; His partner
thinks a moment, then her face lights up
as she recalls. &quot;Yes. You and your wife
and Jack (Jack Briggs, Ginger s husband)
and I were right here when we decided we
should make another picture together.&quot;

&quot;That s right,&quot; added Astaire.
&quot;As soon as we finished the
round we called Irving Berlin
and had a conference about it.

But we couldn t find a story.
And now here we are, doing a

picture together right in the
same place.&quot; Director Charles
Walters halts the reminiscing
by starting the scene. Ginger
swings and hits a bad slice into
the rough at the right. Where
upon Astaire steps up to her
and remarks: &quot;You re slicing
better to-day, though!&quot;

* * *

&quot;The Great Gatsby&quot; (Prince
Edward) is the story of a man
who started from small begin
nings and at the absurdly early
age of thirty had made a for
tune. His experience, unfor-

&quot;Tarzan s Magic Fountain,&quot; Civic.

tunately, had taught him that money can

buy anything, and with this thwarted idea
of human relations he puts his belief to

the test. He throws lavish parties, but
finds the right folk dq not come along.
Earlier in his career he had met a beauti
ful spoiled young socialite and they fell

madly in love. She wanted to marry him
at once, but as it was wartime he deferred
the wedding. On his return he learned that

she, in his absence, had married a rich foot
ball hero, so he sets out to get enough money
to win her back. Later, with the assist

ance of a mutual friend, a meeting.between
him and his former sweetheart is arranged.
She tells him she still loves him and she
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knows her husband is playing around.
Dramatic events follow, fights, motor acci

dents, and the versatile and ambitious

Gatsby is shot through the back! In the
cast: Alan Ladd, Betty Field, Macdonald
Carey, Buth Hussey, Barry Sullivan,
Howard da Silva, Shelley Winters, Henry
Hull.

* *

Veronica Lake is making certain that
the hair-over-one-eye coiffure which
ushered in her film career can t happen
again. The actress had 20th Century-Fox s

hair stylist, Irene Brocks, snip her blonde
tresses into an extremely short action bob,
with not a single strand left long enough
to dangle below brow level. As Miss Lake
gees it, the over-the-eye coiffure, used in
&quot;I Wanted Wings,&quot; served its purpose in

getting her launched on a screen career,
but is permanently in discard as far as her
future roles are concerned.

*

Loretta Young has to perform with ex-
wrestler and screen tough guy, Mike
Mazurki, in her next picture. She
found Mike s neck was the same size

as her waist 21 inches.
* * *

Barbara Stanwyck re-issues her

legs for the first time before the
camera in five years in &quot;The Lady
Gambles.&quot; That s no gamble; it s a
cert eye-view.

* * *

Adventure and peril in the African

jungle provide action in &quot;Tarzan s

Magic Fountain,&quot; at the Civic, star

ing Lex Barker in the role of the
famous ape man, with Brenda Joyce,
as his mate, sharing stellar honours.
A remarkable spring possesses re

juvenating qualities enjoyed by
natives. An English woman flyer
whose plane cracked up in the valley
many years before has retained her

youth by drinking the waters. No
one else, except Tarzan, knows of
the secret until the aviatrix decides
to return to England. Immediately a .

band of crooked traders set out to
make a fortune from the magic
water. Tarzan s efforts to stop them
lead to a thrilling climax in which the en
raged natives attack the traders with

deadly flaming
arrows, and the

ape man braves
the danger to res

cue Jane from the

massacre. Barker
makes his debut
as the famed
Edgar Bice Bur

roughs jungle hero.

Albert Dekker,
Evelyn Ankers,
Charles Drake and
Alan Napier give
the other princi

pal portrayals.
*

Ivor Novello s

musical play, &quot;The

Dancing Years,&quot;

which has taken
over a million

pounds at theatres,
is to be filmed at

&quot;Joan of Arc&quot; Century.
last. It will be made in colour at Elstree.

The Barfdtrys of Broadway&quot; St. James.

worn by the actress with her volu
minous hoop-skirts.

* *

Charlie Chaplin has now decided
that his next picture will be a silent
one. It will be a circus story in

which Charlie Chaplin plays a clown.
He s going back to pantomime which
made millions of dollars for him in

the silent picture days. The story, ]

understand, is more or less a rehash
of Chaplin s life.

* *

Esther Williams has opened her
own petrol station at Santa Monica.
She insists that all the attendants
wear evening dress; checks up her
self on sales in an old pair of dun
garees.

* * *

Stewart Granger has been asked
for hia photograph by Mrs. Eleanor
Gallagher, of the Molescroft Inn.

Beverley, Yorkshire. She was his

landlady when he had his first pro
fessional engagement with the Hull

Eepertory Company at 3 a week.

Little Women,&quot; Liberty,

The marriage is an
nounced of Jennifer
Jones to David O. Selz-

nick pn board a yacht
off the coast of Italy.
Jennifer was the star

of the film, &quot;Song of
Bernadette.&quot;

* * *

There was never a dull

moment on the set of

M-G-M s film, &quot;Little

Women.&quot; In the midst
of an important scene

Mary Astor, who por
trays the role of Mar-

mee, broke a bone. A
trouper to her fingertips,
the actress continued
with the scene until it was
safely recorded on film.

Only then did she clutch
her side and return to

her dressing-room, close

the door and call for aid.

A wardrobe girl and

pliers effected a speedy
cure. The bone was one
one the mainstays of the
waist - binding corset

{Tarn to page

Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire, St. James.
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WHY
ASPRO
NASA
SPECIAL
APPEAL

FOR

WOMEN

The modern woman, living as she does an &quot;almost

non-stop existence, demands TRUE relief whenever

pain comes. She must have a pain reliever which

not only acts quickly but does not have after-effects

which prevent her from going about things as usual

after - effects such as dizziness, depression or

&quot;slowing-up&quot;;
or sometimes harm to the system.

That ii why Aspro hat a special appeal for women, not only

in Australia, but all over the world. Aspro , free from
.
harmful

drugs leaves you fresh and fir again after the pain has gone.

THE PURITY OF ASPRO
The purity of Aspro conforms to the

standard laid down by the British

Pharmacopoeia a guiding authority
of the Medical Profession.

ASPRO
NO DEPRESSING AFTER-EFFECTS
NO &quot;SLOWING-UP&quot;

NO HAZINESS
NO HARM TO HEART OR STOMACH

THE SAFE WAY TO RELIEVE

HEADACHE&PAIN
COPYRIGHT

750 FREE BOOKS oh

DANCING!
For a limited time Profeor Bolot, Aus
tralia s leading Ballroom Dancing Instruc

tor and Authority, is offering absolutely

FREE to all readers of &quot;Australian Home
Journal&quot; a copy of his brand-new book,
&quot;DANCING AS A FINE ART.&quot; This

book will show you how to learn dancing
at home in the privacy of your own
room, without music or partner. Dancing
is the short-cut to good times non-
dancers and bad dancers miss all the fun

in life. Now is the time to start learning.

Post the Coupon for your Fr* Book.

TEAR COUPON POST NOW

PROFESSOR J. BOLOT, F-AJL.
French Dancing Academy,

Studio 44, Oxford Street, Sydney.

Dear Sir. Please send me by return

mail a copy of your FREE book,

&quot;Dancing As a Fine Art.&quot; 1 encloso

2 id. stamp.

Name.

Address. Sept. 49

STOP YOUR

Rupture
Worries/

Try the new Roussel Appliance
Free. Enables you to do hard
work or indulge in your favourite

sport with comfort and security.
Definitely holds, a condition

absolutely necessary for im
provement or recovery. Recom
mended by Doctors and thou
sands of men and women users

throughout Australia. Many say
it has done away entirely with
their Rupture.
Mr. R. O. W. Uneharn, of Farm
13O6. Griffith, N.S.W., who was
fitted by post, says :

&quot; The belt I purchased from

you a few years ago is as good as new. Last vear I

didn t have to wear the belt once, and cam do as bar*
a day s work as I ever did. I can load 1 cwt. bags aa4
boxes without the slightest effort or pain. Your belt

saved .me great pain and allowed me to carry oat ifl

my defence contracts by growing vegetables during th

last 3} years of war. Thanking you for your kindnes*
and courtesy.&quot;

If* matter where you KTC we guarantee Mtufaetton
rrfand roar money in Calk

Call or send :if&amp;lt;i. Stamp for details, Self-measurement

Form, and 14 Day* Free Trial Offer. Y wiH be
&quot;

ADDRESS : THE ROUSSEL APPUAflGB O.,
DEFT. 39, 9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY.
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JASMINE CROCHET SET
Uere illustrated is a very lovely set for

baby, worked in a soft, open crochet pat-
torn. The coat shows a very full skirt,

giving plenty of warmth.
Materials: 5 balls Lady Betty wool; 1

yard wide satin ribbon; ]} yards ^-inch

ribbon, and 1 yard bebe ribbon; bone cro

chet hook, coarse for the skirt of coat, and
medium for yoke, bonnet and bootees.

Measurements: Length of coat from

shoulder, 19 inches; width at underarm, 21

inches; sleeve, 6 inches; bonnet and
bootees to match.

Abbreviations: Ch., chain; s.s., slip-

stitch; d.c., double crochet; tr., treble; d.t.,

double treble (made by putting wool over
hook twice) ; h.t., half treble (made by
putting wool over once, hook through work
and draw through 1 loop, wool over and
draw through all the loops.

The Coat.

Using the fine needles make 55 ch., turn
and make 1 H.H. into 2nd ch. from hook, 1

s.s. into each eh. to end.
Bow 2 1 g.s. into each st., working into

hack of loop of B.S. of previous row.
Row 3 Repeat row 2.

Bow 4 *
7 ch., miss 1 st., 1 d.c. into

next st. Repeat from * to end of row,
turn with 4 ch.

Bow 5 *
1 s.s. into centre of 7 ch., 1 ch.

Repeat from *.

Repeat the last four rows until five rows
of zig-zag pattern insertion are complete,
then work 7 ch. groups for shoulder, turn
and continue on these shoulder sts. until

you have four rows of insertion; extend
across front of neck by making 14 ch. and
continue in pattern on these sts. and
shoulder sta. until three rows of insertion

are worked. Break off wool.
Join again at neck and work other

shoulder and front to match. When this

is complete work two rows of the insertion

(8 rows) straight across fronts and back,
joining the underarm whilst doing so.

Make a row of ribbon holes across waist

by working
*

1 tr. into each of next 2 sts.,

miss 1 st. Repeat from *, ending row with
2 tr.

Change to other needle and work the

pattern for skirt as follows:

Foundation row * 5 ch., miss 2 sta., 1

s.s. into next st. Repeat from * to end.

Bow 2* 5 ch., 2 d.t. into 1st loop, 5 ch.,
1 d.c. into centre of next loop. Repeat
from * to end, turn.

Bow 3 * 5 ch., 1 d.c. into 5 ch. of d.t.

group, 5 ch., 1 d.c. into 5 ch. loop of pre
vious row. Repeat from *, turn.
Bow 4 * 5 ch., 2 d.t. into loop on top of

tr., 5 ch., 1 d.c. into centre of next 5 ch.

loop. Repeat from *.

Repeat rows 3 and 4 until coat is 18j
inches from commencement.
As the pattern has a tendency to slant

to one side it is easily adjusted by light

pressing; then work an edging round coat
as follows: Along lower edge

*
1 d.c. into

d.c., 3 tr., 3 ch., 3 tr. into loop. Repeat
from *.

Along each front edge work af follows,
taking care to work firmly to keep edge
straight:

* 3 ch., 2 tr. into same st., miss
4 sts., 1 d.c. into next st. Repeat from *.

Work a beading round neck to match bead
ing at waist.

Sleeve.
Join wool at underarm, using the fine

needle, and work the foundation row,
spacing so as to make 10 loops in all round
armhole. Work rows 3 and 4 of skirt pat
tern until there are seven rows of treble

groups. Join underarms of sleeve neatly.

[Turn to page 31
.]
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Always use

FISHERS
Polishing WAX
FOR FLOORS, LINOS & FURNITURE
For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN IWAXTANE)
f 4

Ashton & Parsons Infants Powders are wonder-

OUT fuMv soothing at teething times. They ensure

regular, easy motions, cool the blood and are

Mother tO absolutely safe. Try . them next time baby is

. fretful through teething.

give you BOX of 20 Powder*, 1/6

ASHTON & PARSONS
INFANTS POWDERS&quot;

Hostess (gushingly ) : &quot;You know, I ve
heard a great deal about you.&quot;

Prominent Politician (absently) : &quot;Pos

sibly, but you can t prove anything.&quot;

Out in California they are now filming
the &quot;Ten Commandments.&quot; This ought to be
a mighty good thing for Hollywood, in

more ways than one.

long and colourful IHc

COLD
RELY ON HALF MEASURES
TAKE FOOLISH CHANCES

Get after your chest co i w th moist h&amp;lt;&amp;gt;at a
time-proven treatment endorsed by many doctors
all over the world. Antiphlogistine Poultice C VPS
you the benefits of moist heat right tn vour
own home. Just do these two simple things
recommended by many doctors:

1. Put an Antiphlogistine Pou tice on back and
chest. Throat, too if it s sore.

2. Go to bed. Antiphlogistine Poultice works all

through the night. Helps you get a good night s
sleep.

The soothing warmth 01
Antiphlogistine Poultice relaxes
tense or achine muscles, stimulates
circulation, helps ease coughs due
to colds.

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of
excessive drinking? EUCRASY has
changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Esiablished
52 years it destroys all desire for
Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be
given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State which required.

SEND 20/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

It is estimated that each child born is

burdened with eleven pounds of National
debt. That explains why babies cry so

much.
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JASMINE CROCHET SET
[From page 29.]

Cuff.

Work 2 d.c. into each loop all round and
2 d.c. into each treble group. Now work
the four rows of zig-zag insertion pattern,
then one row of s.s., finishing with a shell

edging thus: * 3 ch., 2 tr. into same at.,

miss 2 sts., 1 d.c. into next st. Eepeat
from *

all round. Work other sleeve the

same.
Bonnet.

Using the fine needle make C ch., join
with a s.s. into the ring. Work (1 d.c.,

. ! tr., 1 d.c.) five times.

Bound 2 S. to centre of back of 1st

petal,
* 4 ch., 1 s.s. into centre of back of

next petal. Kepeat from * all round.

Bound 3 1 d.c., 6 tr., 1 d.c. into each

loop all round.
Bound 4* 6 ch., 1 d.c. into next petal.

Repeat from * all round.
Bound 5 8 d.e. over each loop (40 d.c.).

Bound 6 * 1 d.c. into each of 4 d.c., 2

d.o. into next d.c. Eepeat from *
all round.

Bound 7 * 7 ch., miss 1 st., 1 s.s. into

next st. Eepeat from *
all round.

Bound 8 1 s.s. into 4th of each 7 ch.,

with 1 ch. between all round.
Bound 9 1 s.s. into each of 5 s.s. (work

ing into back of st.), 2 s.s. into next st.

Repeat from *
all round.

Bound 10 Bepeat round 7.

Bound 11 1 s.s. into 4, st. of 7 ch., with
2 ch. between all round.

Bound 12 1 d.c. into each st. all round.
Bound 13 1 d.c. into each st. until you

have 65 d.c., turn, and work pattern thus:

Foundation row * 5 ch., miss 4 d.c., 1

s.s. into next st. Eepeat from * to end of
row.
Now work the two pattern rows to match

coat five times.

Front Border.
Work 3 d.c. into each loop of previous

row.
Bow 2 Work the 7 ch. row of zig-zag

pattern, then the following row of same;
then work a row of shell pattern to match
cuff, and two. rows of d.c. across back of

bonnet, pulling into a straight line whilst

working the d.e.

Bootee.
Make 38 ch. with the fine needle, turn,

and work 1 d.c. into 2nd ch. from hook and
1 d.c. into each st. to end. Now work the
four rows of zig-zag pattern, then one row
of d.c. Now make the foundation row as
for bonnet, working seven loops across.
Work the two pattern rows five times for a

long bootee or four times for a shorter oiu&amp;gt;.

In the next row work 36 d.c.

Bibbon holes 1 h.t. into first st.,
* miss

1 d.c., 1 ch., 1 h.t. into next st.

Eepeat from * to end of row. There will

be 18 spaces.
Instep.

Join wool at -7th h.t. (that is, leave six

spaces). Work row 4 of zig-zag pattern
across, leaving six spaces unworked at

other side, turn and work until you have

completed two rows of insertion, finishing
with a row of d.c. Break off wool. Join

again at beginning of row and work 1 d.c.

into next st., 2 d.c. into each space, 11 d.c.

down side of instep flap, 12 sts. across toe,

11 down other side, and 13 along the ankle.

(60 d.c.).

Work rows 4, 5 and 2 of the zig-zag pat
tern, then two rows of d.e. Shape as

follows:

Bow 1 24 d.c. over 24 d.c., miss next

d.c., 10 d.c. over 10 d.c., miss next d.c., 24

d.c.

Bow 2 24 d.c. over 24 d.c., miss next

d.c., 8 d.c., miss next d.c., 24 d.c.

Bow 3 24 d.c. over 24 d.c., miss next

d.c., 6 d.c., miss next d.c., 24 d.c.

Work two more rows, decreasing 1 st.

each end of row and at the same place at

toe. Break off wool. Make another the

same.
To Finish.

Sew up the seam of bootee. Embroider

tiny roses on bootees, yoke and front of

bonnet. Make two flowers as crown of

bonnet (one row of petals only), and thread

bebe ribbon through the zig-zag sts. of

bonnet across front. Sew a flower each
side of bonnet, making a small satin centre

whilst attaching streamers. Thread bebe
ribbon through slots of bootee, also at neck
and waist of coat.

Bread Hints.

To Make Good Yeast: Put 1 teaspoonful

hops into a 2-pint saucepan and three-parts
fill with hot water. Boil for a few minutes,
then strain and add 3 tablespoonsful of

sugar. When cool, add 3 tablespoonsful of

plain flour, and bottle. Leave till worked
for 6 or 8 hours less if in a hurry for

your bread.
To Make the Bread Sponge: Sieve 4

or 5 sievesful of flour into a basin. Take
out 3 or 4 big handsful and put into a smaller

bowl. If cold weather, warm the flour in

the small bowl and then make a hole in

the centre of flour and pour in the bottle of

yeast. Have ready a jug of warm water,
with potato water added. Strain water
from potatoes one has for dinner; it does

nicely. Add enough of the warm water
with the yeast to make it soft and spongy
when mixing flour and yeast together for

the bread sponge. Sprinkle top with a

little flour, cover up and keep warm until

it works well; i.e., make yeast at 2

o clock in the afternoon. Make sponge at

8 at night and in the morning warm the
flour in the bigger dish.

The Bread: After warming the flour,
make a hole in the centre, same as for thu

sponge. Have ready about 2 pints of warm
water, with a handful of salt added.
Put sponge into the flour, then water,

and mix up gradually until it does not
stick to the hands, take $ hour or more
to knead it well. Leave to rise well,
almost ready to run over the dish; cut off

required sizes and knead up for bread
loaves. Put into greased tins or baking
dishes. Leave to rise well once more.

Have ready a good, hot, steady oven.
Place in. the bread, which should be risen

nicely, but not over-risen, or it will fall

over the tins in the oven. Leave in oven
for 1 hour, and turn right round, bringing
the back loaves to the front and front
loaves to the back. Leave for another 20
minutes or $ hour, when bread should be
baked through.

I have always made my bread this way
and always have good bread. If you are a

beginner always get a wee drop of yeast
from a baker or neighbour to put with
yours. It starts the bottle quicker for you,
otherwise you will be a week getting your
first bottle of yeast to work properly. Never
let your bread get cold, for it will not rise.

(Signed) &quot;A Woman of the West.&quot;

Grimy Hands.
When the hands have become grimy

through some household, gardening, or
motor-car service, take a generous amount
of cold cream, cleansing cream, or bath
oil and work it into the skin before wash
ing the hands in warm water with a good
neutral soap. You will find after drying
them that the skin is soft and never dry,
drawn, and taut, as it so frequently is after

exposure to dirt, grease and grime and the
use of household soaps.
Lemon juice or hand lotion will take

away that shrivelled appearance of the
skin that comes from long immersion in

water. So, remember, immediately after

washing the -hands, no matter^ how many
times a day and especially during the
winter months, to be sure to massage them
well with hand lotion. Most hand lotions
are quickly absorbed by the skin, leaving
it neither sticky nor greasy. In fact

gloves, even of delicate shades, will show
no trace of the lotion, and they may be

pulled on with no resistance.

Usually, during the winter, after return

ing from hours spent out of doors, the

hands, like the face, become flushed if not

quite red. Do not wash them immediately,
but use instead a good hand lotion and
work into the skin.

The burden of Government still lies

heavy on Australia. Expense of running
the Commonwealth increased by 2,000,000
this last financial year. Administrative

expense tvs-o years ago was 15$ millions;

to-day it is nearly 28 millions. The whole
of the Social Service requirements last

year (80,000,000) were entirely from
revenue. More than 29,000,000, balance
over from social service contributions and

pay-roll tax monies, has been transferred
to the National Service Fund, which now
has nearly 100,000,000! We certainly are

overtaxed.

If movies cause all the wickedness now,
what caused it in the old days when there
were no movies!
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HUR OWN CLOTHES

Yes, it s easy to make your own clothes at home by the Ross Hynes
&quot;Home Dressmaker&quot; Course. This new simplified method brings expert

home dressmaking ability to every woman and girl. There s no need to

deny yourself the &quot;for every occasion&quot; wardrobe you ve been wanting. Your dreams of plenty to wear
can really come true. The magic of the &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot; makes dressmaking unbelievably easy. It

ieaches you in a few weeks, in your own home, afl the secrets of

dressmaking measuring, designing, cutting and professional

finishing by the latest short-cut methods.

COMPLETE HOME TUITION COURSE

IN DRESSMAKING
FULL COURSE ONLY . . .

The &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot; is a complete course which shows

you everything in a new practical, easy-to-follow way. This

truly (emaritoble course has been produced by Mr. Ross

Hynes Principal of the Ross Hynes College of Dressmaking,

Sydney who is recognised as one of the leading authorities

on style and clothes. No matter where you live, Mr. Ross

Hynes remarkable Home Dressmaking Course brings Sydney
instruction right into your home.

EARN MONEY AT HOME
When you have made all the clothes you need yourself you
will find many friends who will gladly pay for your services.

Your spare time will bring you extra money for dress materials,

holidays and other pleasures.

oecome o successful dressmaker you may
return the &quot;Home Dressmnker&quot; within JO days
and your money will be fully refunded.

SAVE POUNDS
You can ttarf to-day to possess o ward

robe full of lovely clothes at so little cost

create glamorous new eren/ng gowns,

smart street wear and gorgeous play

clothes all with the professional touch

that will amaze your friends. Best of all,

you can sore pounds and pounds on

children s clothes new, re - made or

renovated.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
It does not matter if you have &quot;never

sewn a stitch,&quot; everything is explained
for you, step by step, in simple, easy-to-
understand language and with hundreds
of illustrations. You cannot make a

mistake. Mr. Ross Hynes is a Dress

making tutor of International repute.
He has discovered this amazingly sim

plified and practical method of instruc

tion after 20 years experience.

FREE ADVICE SERVICE
This course carries a FREE ADVICE SERVICE.
At any time, and on any point, you may
write to the Ross Hynes College,

Sydney, and will receive a prompt and
full reply just as you would in a class.

No other course in Australia can give

you this service.

FREE MASTER FOUNDATION PATTERN
if you order NOW!

The Master Foundation Pa tern enables you to cut your own

paper patterns in any style and in 16 different sizes. It is the

most asTounding invention that has ever come to dressmaking
and completely eliminates all charts and drafting. By ordering

your course of the &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot; now, you will receive

this 5/- Masier Foundation Pattern absolutely free.

SENSAT10RA1 OFFER!

SEND CQ0WN ,10-DAY-wmU SFOCKS USI

Service Department,
ROSS HYNES COLLEGE OF DRESSMAKING.
Suite 608, Manchester Unity Building,
185 Elizabeth Street, Sydney. N.S.W.

I lease send me, titider your money-bafk guarantee, the

complete and fully illustrated Ross Hynes &quot;Jhrme Drest-
inaker&quot; Course, together with the Master Foundation
Pattern, and enrol me in your free Afler-Advict Service.
I enclose ?0/-, being the full cost of this Course.

SAFE DELIVERY GUARANTEED.
If you wish your

NAME &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot;

to be sent C.O.D..
ADDRESS please mark

a cross in

this square.
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BABY S FIRST SUIT
Knitted in baby wool with lace insets

and lazy daisies worked in white with a

tiny yellow centre makes an adorable first

suit for baby.
Materials: 3 balls baby wool: thread of

white and yellow wool; 4 small press studs;

k. 2 tog. at both ends of the needle every
2nd row until there are 57 sts. Continue
on these 57 sts. until 68 rows have been
worked from top of ribbing. Work two
rows in stocking-st. and shape neck and
shoulders as follows: K. 18, turn, and con-

1 yard narrow ribbon; 2

bone knitting needles \o.
12 and 2 No. 10.

Measurements: Length
of jumper, 9$ inches;

sleeve, 7^ inches; side of

punts, 9 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit;

p., purl; tog., together;
sts., stitches; t.b.s.,

through back of st.

The Jumper Front.
Cast on &amp;lt;J8 sts. on No. 12 needles

and work in a ribbing of k. 2, p. 2

for 14 rows. Change to No. 10 needles and
work as follows, decreasing 1 st. in end st.

(67 sts.):
Row 1 K. 27, p. 1, k. 1, p. 4, increase 4

sts. for the shell thus: Drop next st. down
1 row, then place that st. and the cross bar

(made when the st. is dropped) on the let t-

haiid needle: now k. 1, p. 1, k. 1, p. 1 all

into the st. and bar that you just placed
on the left-hand needle: p. next 4 sts., k. 1,

p. 1, k. 27.

Row 2 P. 27, k. 1, p. 1, k. 2, k. 2 tog.,

p. 5, k. 2 tog., k. 2. p. 1, k.. 1, p. 27.

Row 3 K. 27, p. 1, k. 1, p. 2, m. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 3, H. 1, k. 1. p.s.s.o., m. 1, p. 2, k. 1,

p. 1, k. 27.

Row 4 P. 27. k. 1, p. 1, k. 2. k. 1, t.b.s.,
m. 1, p. 2 tog., p. 1, p. 2 tog., in. 1, k. 1.,

t.b.s., k. 2, p. 1. k. ], p. 27.

Row 6 K. 27. p. 1, k. 1, p. 3, k. 1, t.b.s.,
s. 1. k. 2 tog., p. B.s.o. , k. 1, t.b.s., p. 3, k. 1,

p. 1, k. 27.

Row 6 P. 27. k. 1, ]). 1. k. 9, p. 1, k. 1,

p. 27.

Repeat these six rows seven times more;
then, keeping continuity of centre panel,

tinue in Ntocking-st. on these 18 shoulder
sts. for 12 rows. Cast off.

Join wool at neck and cast off 21 sts.

loosely for neck and work on remaining 18
sts. to match other side. Cast off.

Back.
Cast on 68 sts. and work exactly as

front ribbing until you have 67 sts. and
changed to No. 10 needles.
Continue in stocking-st. until same

length as front to arinhole. then k. 2 tog.
at both ends of the needle every 2nd row
until you have 57 sts. Continue on. these
.&quot;&amp;gt;7 sts. until back ie five rows shorter than
front. Work on 18 sts., turn and work
five rows. Cast off.

Join wool at neck and cast off 21 sts.

for neck, then work on remaining 18 sts.

to match other side.

Sleeve.

Cast on 36 sts. on No. 12 needles and
work in a ribbing of k. 2, p. 2 for 8 rows.

Change to No. 10 needles, increasing 1 st.

in end st. 37 sts. Now work in the centre

panel of 13 sts. to match the juniper but
commence and end with 10 sts. each side
in stocking st. instead of 27 as in front of

jumper. Work six rows on the 37 sts., then,
taking care to keep centre correct, increase
1 st. at both ends of the needle in the next
and every following 6th row until you have
53 sts. Shape top by k. 2 tog. at both ends
of the needle in the next and every fol

lowing 3rd row until 43 sts. remain. Cast
off. Make other sleeve exactly the same.

The Pants Front.

Cast on 68 sts. on No. 10 needles and
work in a ribbing of k. 2, p. 2 for six rows.
Then make the ribbonholes thus:

Row 7 * K. 2, m. 1,. k 2 tog., repeat
from * to end of row.

Work nine more rows of k. 2, p. 2 rib

bing. Continue now in stocking stitch on
the 68 sts. for six rows, then increase 1 st
at both ends of the needle in the next and
every following 6th row until there are !Sl

sts. Work five rows without shaping, then
cast off 4 sts. at beginning of everv row
until there are 18 sts. Cast off.

Back.
Cast on 68 sts. and work ribbing as front,

then shape as follows:
Row 1 Knit to last 6 sts., turn.
Row 2 P. to last 6 sts., turn.
Continue in this way, working 6 ate.

less each row until 20 centre sts. remain,
turn and knit 24, turn and purl to end of
row. Work six rows, then increase as

given for front until there are 82 sts.

Work five rows without shaping and cast
off.

Join centre seam together neatly and,
using No. 12 needles, pick up and knit
from right side of work 72 sts. across leg.
Work in a ribbing of k. 2, p. 2 for six

rows and cast off neatly ribwise. Work
across other leg the same.

To Make Up.
Press carefully with a hot iron over a

damp cloth; sew up side seams of pant*
and thread ribbon through waist. Using
No. 12 needles pick up and knit from right
side of work, 9 sts. along side of neck of
front of jumper, 18 sts. across front and
9 sts. along other side. Knit four rows
and cast off loosely. Work back of jumper
with 4 sts. down each side of neck and 18
sts. across back. Knit four rows and e-ast

off. Sew front of jumper over back at

armhole edge for $ inch. Sew in sleeves,
then sew underarm and sleeve -Seams.
Embroider three daisies along each side of
centre panel and sew press-studs to fasten
at shoulders.

Designed for coolness and comfort, this

smart beige linen working dress,

modelled by B.C.P.A. hostess, Judy
Marchant, has been specially made for
wear while flying through the tropics.
The dress, which will be worn only in

the aircraft, features short sjeeves with

turn-back cuffs and fly front,

One critic has stated we need not go
short of gas as there is plenty in Canberra.

Unfortunately it is not the illuminating
type.
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UUM imff

PRIFERMtBEST

\our Dentist

knows best . .

He recommends &quot;Steradent
11

&quot;Steradent is recommended
as the most modern, scientific

way to clean false teeth.

&quot;Steradent&quot; harmlessly removes

unsightly stains on false teeth,

dentures, or bridges. Discoloured

teeth become clean and lustrous.

&quot;Steradent&quot; is harmless to the

materials of which dentures are

usually made, including the new

acrylic resins.

So/c/ by Cftemis. s only. 4105

Steradent
Reckitt & Colman (Australia) Ltd.

naceutical D

So busy have British doctors become,
under Health Act conditions, that one is

reported to have a sign in his waiting-
room: &quot;Please have your symptoms ready.&quot;

A lot of &quot;Reds,&quot; who spend their time

declaring war on organised society, always
seem to be pained and surprised when
organised society takes up the challenge.

HEADACHE
fast Relief

vtiih

BAYERS

ASPIRIN
TABLETS!

24 for 1 3

100 for 4

Make
baby s

hair

grow
curly

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

sore
for the relief of

Chest Colds,

Chills, Pleurisy,

Pneumonia,
always use

WAWN S
WONDER
WOOL

Left-over vegetables can be heated up
this way: Put them into a colander on a

piece of greaseproof paper and steam over
a little boiling water for a few minutes.
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Smocking, gathers, shirring, etc., are

often difficult to keep fresh and clean. The
use of an ordinary nail brush, together
with warm sudsy water, will help con

siderably. Just brush the parts gently
with the brush which has been dipped in

the sudsy water. Wash and rinse in the

ordinary way. For stubborn soiled marks
at collar and cuff lines this brush idea is

ideal.

Water is a very important factor in

washing. Soft water is preferred for wash
ing because it reacts with the soap to form
suds quickly and with no waste of soap.
Hard water uses up more soap because part
of the soap has to go towards softening
the water, unless some water-softener is

used. The most common of water soften
ers are trisodium phosphate, washing soda,
and borax. Borax is not as effective, but
it is less damaging to the skin and to finer

fabrics.

Sorting.
The first step of any family wash con

sists of sorting the clothes. Separate the
white things from the coloured, so that
the former may have the advantage of hot
suds which would be hard on colours.

Divide the silks and wools from the cot

tons, because both of these fabrics are less

sturdy and require more careful handling.

Separate the heavy things from the thin
ones and the very dirty from the slightly
soiled. If they were put in together the
clean things would be contaminated. Sort

ing saves times and effort later on and
often prevents more or less serious damage.
Ask any woman how much havoc one black
cotton sock can cause in a tub of white
clothes; how one very dirty cleaning cloth

[Turn to page 40.]

PAINFUL FEET.
Bunions We have an excellent home remedy
for bunions, it will help reduce them and banish
all pain, 7/6 post free. Corns hard or soft,
removed by our special corn salve, 3/6 jar post
free. Callous on feet permanently removed no
matter how long-standing. KALOS. 6/- jar
post free. Send 6d. for advice on all foot
troubles to SISTER WARD SMITH. Desk I,
Box 32. P.O.. Pacific Highway. Crow s Nest.

&quot;Sandwiches 1

are more nourishing with

KRAFT CHEESE&quot;

says

EL1ZAMTH COOKE
Kraft Cookery and

Nutrition Expert

It s true! Kraft Cheese is

chock full of Proteins, Vita

mins A, B2, D, calcium,

phosphorus and other valuable

nutrients of milk. And what

flavour! Kraft Cheese captures
I hat true cheddar flavour

everybody enjoys. When you
eat sandwiches make sure some

of them contain thick, generous

slices of mellow, golden Kraft

Cheese it s so good for you.

Kraft Cheese is a

Bargain in Nutrition.

There is no rind on Kraft

Cheese. Kvery half pound

packet contains a full eight

ounces of smooth, matured

cheese there s not a bit of

waste because Kraft Cheese

sta&amp;gt;s fresh to the last slice in

I
its hygienic foil wrapper.

KRAFT

CHEESE
TASTES BETTER BEC4USE IT S BLENDED BETTER

(-97
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CUT OUT THIS RECIPE

A Cadbury Kecipe

Jor the Children s launch-box

CHOCOLATE MUFFINS
J Ib. S.R. flour i teaspoon salt

3 ozs. brown sugar 3 ozs. margarine or butter

1 heaped tablespoonful Bournvillc cocoa

1 egg 1 cup milk grated lemon rind

1 tablespoonful candied peel, shredded

Method: Sift flour, cocoa and salt. Melt shortening with

sugar, add rind, peel, beaten egg and enough milk to make
a rather stiff cake mixture. Half fill 8 deep greased patty
or muffin tins. Bake in a quick oven (400F) for 15 minutes.

Give the children Bournville Cocoa regularly, its nourish

ing goodness will do them a world of good as a daily
drink. In cooking it imparts that rich chocolaty flavour

which they cannot resist. Not only is Bournvillc Cocoa
wholesome it economical too. You get &quot;120 cups
to the Ib.&quot; and the price is now reduced to l/7d. a hall

pound. (In Metropolitan areas.)

BOURNVILLE COCOA
822 1 29

EVERY
EXPECTANT MOTHER
TWEEDS a well-balanced diet throughout

Pregnancy, with emphasis laid on
Vitamins and Mineral Salts elements ab.io
Icteiy essential to make good the strain on
her own system, and ior the building up ot
the child s frame, muscles and nervous
ystem. These essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts are often lacking in t &amp;lt;e

ordinary daily food and it is here that Bio
Chemistry can help the Expectant Mother
so much.
There are Twelve Bio-Chemic Nerve and Tissue-Building Cell Salts, supplying every
need of the human system. Individual requirements are thoroughly investigated
only one or two of these vital life-giving Cell Salts may be lacking and your exact
need supplied. Thus the Expectant Mother is assured of an abundant reserve of
nerve force, a more comfortable confinement, more speedy recovery and a rich supply
of natural milk. All consultations tree of charge or obligation.

Write for FREE BOOKLET giving valuable advice and information.
S,,nd to Dept. A.H.J. 9.

Established 20 Year*.

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
BOX 1249 L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET. MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

Tht-orists who try to abolish poverty
seldom are able to see that a lot of other

things must be abolished first.

The trouble about some of the aliens who
knock at our gates is that they intend to

knock at our Government.

Caundry
[From page 39.]

can distribute its greyness over a whole
tub of table linen and sheets; what hap
pens to a woollen garment accidentally put
into the boiler with other clothes. Look
for stains while sorting, and those which
need special attention can be treated
before washing.

Soaking.
There are several satisfactory ways of

soaking clothes and, of course, it is under
stood that only the white and fast-coloured
cottons and linens should receive this pre
liminary treatment. They may be covered
with clear cold water alone, or with the
addition of a small amount of washing
soda. A light suda may be used, luke
warm or cold. Or the badly soiled parts
of clothes may be rubbed with soap, rolled

up in individual bundles, placed in a tub
and covered with cold water.

Insufficient rinsing is probably respons
ible for more than half of the dingy-
looking clothes encountered in a day s

walk. Two rinses are essential and more
will tend to make the clothes whiter.

Clothes should never be put into the

bluing rinse without loosening the folds,
for unless the blue can reach all parts of
each piece it is very likely to b deposited
in streaks. .

Although heavy starching went out of

style with stiff-bosomed shirts, it ia still

advisable to use a light starch for curtains.

aprons, children s cotton dresses, etc., for
it will help keep the articles clean a longer
time, as dirt will not stick to smooth stir

faces as it does to rough ones.
In hanging clothes out to dry, it is more

convenient to place like garments together.
This makes a better appearance and saven

re-sorting when the clothes are removed
from the line ready for folding and

sprinkling.

Warm water is more satisfactory than
cold water for dampening clothes, aa it

penetrates the fabric more qniekly. Some
times clothes can be removed from the line

before thoroughly dry and rolled up with
out sprinkling. This saves time and

handling. When rolling dampened clothe?

always fold in the hems and edges. Cover
the damp clothes with another damp cloth

to prevent escape of moisture. Never leave

dampened clothes long before ironing, for

mildew will form.

Folding.

Folding of clothes is largely a matter of

convenience. Sheets, pillowcases, towels
and other flat things should be folded to

fit the shelves or drawers where they are

kept. Sheets are usually folded in half

lengthwise then again folded in half

lengthwise. Now fold in as many cross

wise folds as desired; folding thus makes
it easier to distinguish between single and
double sheets. Table linen is usually folded
in half and again in fourths, or in the case

of serviettes often in thirds. It is a wise

practice to change the position of the folds

occasionally,, as table linen is often worn
out more by pressing than by use.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.
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That Empty Biscuit Barrel!
[From page 35.]

n cool plaee until it becomes firm. Take
small pieces of the dough and form into

halls about the size of a walnut. Mix to

Aether a tablespoonful of canter sugar and

J level teaapoonful ground cinnamon, and
coat the balls with this. Place some dis

tance apart on a greused oven tray, and
hake in a moderate oven for about lf&amp;gt;

minutes.

Savoy Biscuits.

Beat well together \ Ib. of caster

sugar, with .1 eggs, for about 20 min
utes, then add 1 Ib. of fine, dry flour.

Work all together lightly into a soft, light

dough or thick batter, lay a wafer-paper
on a baking tin, then put the mixture into

a biscuit funnel and drop it out on the

paper about the size of a walnut. Sift

sugar over them and bake them in a hot
oven. These biscuits would be much richer
if more eggs could be allowed.

&quot;Drop biscuits&quot; can be made in the sa mi-

way, only some caraway seeds should be
added.

Embroidered tablecloths, table runners,
duchesse. seta, and traycloths should always
be ironed on the wrong side to press up the

embroidery; other starched articles are
ironed on the right side to give a glossy
finish.

EVERY WOMAN SHOULD

READ THIS TABLE

HEIGHT



&amp;gt;

I 7*17

Many a husband is deceived

into thinking that women have

no interest outside their home

and clothes . . . that such things

as finance arc- out of their world. However, the average

housewife, who balances her weekly budget, has a far better

financial brain than many a business executive! That is why
women should know something about this business of Life

Assurance, which affects them so vitally.

Life Assurance enables a man to make provision for a defin

ite sum of money to be paid by die Life Office upon his death

or when he reaches a particular age.

But there is even more to it than this! By the careful in

vestment of your premiums your Life Offices earn extra profits

which are added to the sum for whkh you are assured. These

additional benefits arc known as bonuses . . . they are the

&quot;plus&quot;
in your policy.

At the same time, these premiums which have been invested

for your benefit, are al&amp;gt;o aiding the development of Australia.

That is why . . .

THREE MILLION POLICYHOLDERS ... SEVEN AND
A HALF MILLION AUSTRALIANS ... BENEFIT BY

LIFE ASSURANCE
ISSUED BY THE LEADING LIFE ASSURANCE OFFICES IN AUSTRALIA

, ,, .,,,,,,,.......,

For baby s
good health

Only a healthy baby can be a

happy baby. Steedman s Powders
can help ensure the good health of
your child, for Steedman s is a safe
and gentle aperient that aids regular
habits and cools the blixxlstreaiu.
You can give Steedman s with full

confidence for they have been usec!

by thousands of Mothers for over
100 years. Remember, for baby s

good health . . .

.

SFEEDMANiS
POWDERS

ON SALE AT ALL CHEMISTS
&quot;&quot; &quot; &quot;&quot;

9004B

FORD PILLS

Mary, Mary, was contrary,
But now is bright and gay;
Her headaches are vanished.

Her pimples are banished;

She takes Ford Pills each day.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

tasteless, painless laxative for

all your family. In plastic

tubes, 2/6 everywhere.

FORD PILLS

MAN WORKED OVERTIME

WHILE LEG HEALED
Varex Treatment has been quite suc

cessful on that bad leg of mine a miracle

in fact. In five weeks the wound healed

up completely and I never lost an hour s

work from the first day. In fact, I have
been working overtime on it three days a

week. I have not failed to tell people of

your simple and cheap cure.&quot; Write

to-day for free Varex Booklet. Ernest

Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex.
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor, St. James
Building, I09W Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]
FROCK, 7444.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Front and Back. Pin skirt pattern

over a double thickness of paper and mark
from notch at side through all punchholes
and then in a straight line to centre front.

Cut around the entire outer edge, then cut

along the marked line. Use one piece for

the front and the other piece for the back,
and along the side of back piece cut off l|
inches. Cut a pattern for back

hip yoke from the one provided
for the front, and along the side

cut off 1^ inches to correspond
with skirt back.

Collar and Facing. Cut a

straight piece of paper 5 inches
wide and 16 inches long. Told in

halves lengthwise and then cross

wise; cut from the folded

edge through all thick
nesses to a point 1 inch
from the end, thus making
the outside edge 16 inches

long and neck edge 14
inches. Mark the facing
on bodice front as indi

cated, 1$ inches wide at

shoulders and 1$ inches

longer than the opening
at centre front. Trace the

shape of this to paper and
cut out as shown.

FOLD OF MATERIAL

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As this

pattern has been cut for the average 36-
inch figure it will be necessary to see
whether alterations are needed for the in
dividual figure. Pin pieces together, re

membering that seam and hem allowances
are not included. Place pattern over figure
and observe fitting. If bodice front anol
back are too long, shorten by folding be
tween armhole and waistline, and if too
short, cut in same place and insert sufficient

paper to provide additional length required.
To increase pattern, pin additional strips

of paper along seam edges where the extra

width is required, and to decrease pattern,
trim away pattern edges where additional

width is not needed. Remove pattern from

figure, take apart, press flat, even up all

seam edges.
Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin pattern to

material as shown in cutting guide. Cut
out with allowance of 2 inches
for skirt hem, 1 inch on under
arm seams and \ inch on all

other edges. Before removing
pattern from material, mark
clearly with tailor s chalk or

tacking exact seam lines,
notches and punchholes to en
sure accuracy when joining

pieces together.
Step 4. Gathering: Lengthen

machine stitch a trifle, and

along bodice and skirt edges
marked &quot;Gather&quot;, do five rows
of stitching \ inch apart and

commencing | inch from raw

edge. Draw up threads on in

side only to fit spaces between
notches on bodice back, and

hip yokes. Tie threads and

arrange fulness evenly.
Step 5. Bodice: Join front to

back at shoulders in plain
seams, press open and neaten.
Pin neck edge of collar to neck

edge of bodice with right sides

together. Machine in place,

clip allowance every \ inch
across fronts, and press
seam open on fronts only.
Pin other edge of collar to

i neck edge of facings and
4 join together in same way.
\ Pin facings to fronts with

right sides together, mach
ine across ends of collar

and down to notch at centre
front on both sides.

; r] Pin fronts together in a

plain seam and machine
from notch down to lower

edge. Press centre front
seam open, turn collar and
facings right side out. Slip-
stitch edges of facing to

gether below notch at centre front, turn
under raw edges on facing, machine
through fold only and tie-stitch to seam
allowance at centre front and shoulder.
Turn under raw edge of collar and hem

to previous row of stitching across back
neck line. Pin darts in back on the inside
and machine from waistline, tapering
stitching gradually to nothing. Tie threads
and press away from centre.

Step 6. Skirt: Join fronts together at
centre front and backs together at centre
back in plain seams, press open and neaten.
Turn under allowance on lower edges of

yokes and pin to gathered edges of skirt.

Tack, machine as close as possible to seam
edge, press and neaten. Turn under allow
ance at waistline, pin to bodice, tack,

machine, press and neaten. Pin front and
back at sides and leave an opening about
3 inches above and 4 inches below waist
line on left side. Try on to observe fitting.
Let out or take in searn allowance if desir
able. Machine seams, press open and
neaten.

Step 7. Side Opening: Attach a zipper to
side opening or cut two facing strips of
self-material If inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing. Machine
\ inch from edges, press seams open and
fold strips under so that selvedges are

exactly under seam lines. Tack in place,
machine \ inch from edge, press front or

upper-side under on seam line, but allow
back to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at top and bottom. Sew
hooks and bars to side opening if zipper
is not used.

Step 8. Sleeve Edges and Pads: Finish
lower edges with self-material bias facing
strips \\ inches wide. Machine on right
side, turn to inside, press, turn under raw
edge and slip-stitch in place. Cut a pat
tern for sleeve pads from a piece of paper
9 inches long and 5 inches wide. Fold

paper in halves crosswise and cut from the
centre on one side in a curved line to tho
cut ends on the other side. Open out pat
tern and cut four pieces of self-material
from it.

For each shoulder pad, provide a piece
of cotton wool same shape as pad, but omit
seam allowance. Pin to inside of pad and
draw padding away from outside edges,
tapering it to nothing at points and keep
ing it thickest in centre of longest side.

Tack together and keep all long stitches on
the cotton wool side. Pin padding facing
to pad, right sides together, and machine
along two sides. Turn right side out, turn
under raw edges and oversew together.
Tie-stitch pads to frock with the centre in

line with shoulder seam and the longest
side extending about f inch beyond the
normal length of shoulder seam.

Step 9. Belt: -Make belt, finish with a
buckle and apply loops at sides to hold it

in place.
Step 10. Finishing: Allow frock to hang

overnight. Try on and mark a becoming
length with chalk or pins, measuring up an
even distance from floor. Turn the hem,
secure by hand and complete with final

pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

3f yards 36 inches wide.

[
For 34-inch bust, take \ inch off side

seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow \ inch on side seams of front and
back.]

-

FROCK, 9112.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Bodice. Separate front from back by cut

ting along shoulder line which is indicated

by punchholes. For side front cut from
the waistline up through punchholes to
the notch at neck line.

Collar. Pin centre back of bodice to a
fold of paper and mark the shape of collar
from one notch through all punchholes-
back to the other notch. Cut out on marked
line.

Sleeve. Place straight edge to a fold of

paper and cut out around the entire outer

edge through both thicknesses.

Step 2. Cutting Material: Pin pattern to-

material as shown in cutting guide and
mark off \\ widths 8 inches deep for skirt,,
and 3 widths 2 inches wide, plus the usual
seam allowances for skirt frill. For bodice
and sleeve frills cut strips \\ inches wide
three times the spaces to which they are to
be attached, or use a lace edging.

Step 3. Gathering: Join skirt pieces to

gether in plain seams, join skirt frills in

[Turn to page 49.]
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WEEK
AFTERWEEK

Week after week, on
the same day, you will

see the same people de

positing money to their
Commonwealth Savings Bank

Accounts. It may be pounds,
or perhaps a few shillings, but

it is steadily accumulating to

provide for their future comfort
and security. They realise how
wise it is to save regularly so

that money will buy more
when production can meet
the demand. Experience a
sense of security by
opening and using an

account in the

MMNWEALT
C.S.B. 29-42

When

Dimness, stain and tarnish

vanish beneath the gentle

touch of Silvo. This safe

liquid polish will preserve

and protect the lovely sur

face of silverware.

The ability to speak several languages is

valuable, but the ability to keep your
mouth shut in one language is priceless.

&quot;Father, what s a committee?&quot;

&quot;A committee is a body that keeps
minutes and wastes hours.&quot;

They are truly blessed&quot;

act

A mixture of
finely ground
curative herbs,
blended in the
tradition of thu
monks of old. No
preparation
needed.

FATHER, w PIERRESm , w PIERRES
&amp;lt;^ *

Monastery Betts
Nature s own treatment for CONSTIPA
TION, INDIGESTION, ACIDITY, RHEU
MATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT, LIVER and
KIDNEY COMPLAINTS. SKIM DISEASES.

Monastery Herbs quickly cleanse the

system and blood of their disease-causing
poisons. Painful and distressing symptoms
are banished by taking a quarter tea-

spoonful of Monastery Herbs with meals
two or three times a day. They may be
taken dry on the tongue and washed
down by a drink, if preferred. Taken
regularly, Monastery Herbs will rouse the
liver, purify the stomach and intestines
and cleanse the blood. Relief comes
quickly. Constipation, Indigestion, Rheu
matism vanish rapidly.

Nature will restore your health.

Monastery Herbs contain no drugs.
minerals or chemicals. They are Nature s

own remedy, skilfully prepared to restore

your health, good spirits and energy.
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBALISTS
LTD.. 52 Peru St., Salford, 3 Lanes., England.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW/
Send 1/6 Postal Note for I 01. package
of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of this
natural aid to good healrh. Send to-day.
8 oz. size also available at IO/-, post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION AGENCIES
PTY. LTD., Box 2949, G.P.O., Sydney. N.S.W.

NAME.

ADDRESS-

For Nearly
Half a Century

Men and women have relied upon
KOKO for the Hair. Twice-a-day
scalp massage with KOKO tones up
the hair roots and eradicates unsightly
dandruff. KOKO, the famous British

Hair Preparation, is free from oil,

grease and dye.

Ask your Chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

You can get just about anything you
want in life if you just wait until you
don t want it.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 47.]

one continuous piece. Finish lower edge
of all frills with a narrow hem secured by
machine. Lengthen machine stitch a trifle

and along upper and lower edges of sleeves
do two rows of stitching i inch apart and
commencing \ inch from raw
edge. Draw up both threads on
lower edge of sleeves to fit the
child s arm. Tie threads and
arrange fulness in even gathers.
Do two rows of stitching on upper
edge of all frills and upper edge
of skirt in same way. Draw
up all gathering threads,
those on bodice frill to fit

the side front and back
bodice edges, on sleeve frills

S PART OF SKIRT
ALLOW (^ WIDTHS
OF 36&quot; MATERIAL

to fit lower edge of sleeves, on skirt frill

to fit lower edge of skirt and on skirt to

fit bodice waistline. Tie threads and

arrange all fulness in even gathers.
Step 4. Bodice: Join side fronts to back

at underarms in plain seams, press open
and neaten. Clip around side fronts at

intervals, then turn under seam allowance,
continuing from front neckline right round
back bodice up again to front neckline.
Tack frilling in position, machine as close

as possible to seam edges.

Join front panel to front skirt in an

overlap seam. Tack side fronts to panel
and back bodice to back skirt, being care
ful in so doing to catch in all edges and
seeing that frilling is in position. Machine
close to seam edge. Join front to back at

shoulders in plain seams, press open and
neaten.

Step 5. Collar and Neck Opening: Pin
collar to facing with right sides together,
machine around outer edge, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn right side out and
press. Pin collar to outside of bodice with
neck edges together. Cut a facing 2$ inches
wide and \\ inches longer than opening at

.centre front. Place centre of this facing

exactly over centre of bodice. Cut a self-

material bias strip f inch wide, tack to

neck edge and join ends to front facings.
Machine around marked neck line and then

\ inch each side of centre front line down to

bottom of opening. Cut on centre front line

almost to stitching at bottom, cut away
excess seam allowance around neck, turn

facing to inside, press, turn
under raw edge of front facing,
machine through fold only, turn
under raw edge of bias and hem
to bodice. Close neck opening
with tiny buttons and work but
tonhole bars to match.

Step 6. Seams: Join sleeve
seams in plain seams, press
open and neaten. Pin frills

to sleeves, finish lower edge
with a self-material bias fac

ing strip | inch wide, applied
in same way as facing around

\ neckline. Pin sleeves
to armholes with seams

matching and draw up
both threads across

tops and arrange ful

ness in even gathers.
Machine and neaten

raw edges by overcast

ing. Finish with final

pressing.
Pattern is for child

of 4 years. Material:
i yard 36 inches wide.

Contrast: \ yard 36 inches
wide.

FROCK, 7445.

Step 1, Completing Pat
tern:

Skirt. Use pat
tern provided
and cut in a

straight line
from notch at

top to one at bottom and use
the other edge of this panel for
centre front and centre back
line. Pin remaining piece to
another piece of paper, cut
out around the outer edge,
then cut off \\ inches from
the entire side for the side
back panel.

Bodice Back. Using back
given for Pattern 7444,
mark from notch at the
shoulder seam, following
punchholes, and then off to

nothing at the waistline. If

padded shoulders are not

needed, shorten shoulder
seams by cutting off \ inch
at armhole end and shape a
new armhole curve off to

nothing about halfway
down armhole, as shown on

cutting guide. Cut off \
inch at armhole end of
shoulder seam on both front
and back and taper seam
line to nothing at neck end.

Sleeve. Pin half-sleeve
to a large sheet of paper,
mark along punchholes in

dicating underarm curve.
Fold paper along straight
edge and cut around arm-

hole, underarm and lower

edge through both thick
nesses. Notch armhole,

open out new pattern and
cut along previously
marked underarm curve.

Front Facing. Mark a facing for front
and collar as indicated by broken line on
cutting guide and cut out as shown.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: See Step
2, Pattern 7444.

Step 3. Cutting Material: See Step 3,
Pattern 7444.

Step 4. Buttonholes: Mark position and
size of each buttonhole (which should be a
trifle larger than width of buttons) on

right-hand side of bodice and arrange for

end of buttonhole to be inch from front

edge. Cut binding strips f inch wide and
f inch longer than size of buttonhole. Fold

strips in halves lengthwise, press, tack to

garment with raw edges meeting exactly
over mark and ends extending an even
distance beyond mark. Machine along
centre of each strip and do not take stitch

ing beyond marked line. Tie all ends

securely on the inside. Cut along marked
line to within \ inch of each end and then

diagonally to ends of stitching. Turn raw

edges of binding strips Jo the inside and

press with folded edges meeting exactly in

centre. On the inside pin the triangular
piece at each end to binding strips, fold

garment back out of way and machine
across each end through all thicknesses.

Tie threads and press again.

Step 5. Bodice: Join collar at centre back
in a plain seam and press open. Machine
| inch from neck end of shoulder seam

just outside the marked shoulder line right
to the corner and then along neck edge for

| inch just outside marked neck line. Make
a diagonal cut right
to stitching at corner,
but take care not to

cut the stitching. Pin
bodice front and back

together at shoulders
and neck edge of col

lar to neck edge of

bodice with right
sides of material fac

ing. Machine from
one end of shoulder
across to other end in
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OUR FREE PATTERNS Married at Gretna Green
[From page 49.&quot;]

one continuous seam. Press shoulder seams

open and neateu raw edges, press seam
across neck with allowances together and

extending upwards.

Step 6. Collar Facing: Join facing at

centre back in a plain seam, press open
and pin to bodice with right sides together.
Machine up front, around collar and down
front on other side. Cut away excess seam
allowance to a inch of stitching, turn

facing to inside, press, turn under all raw
edges, machine through fold only and tack
in place down fronts. Hem turned edge
across shoulders and neck edge to the pre
vious row of stitching on the inside. Cut

openings in facing exactly under each

buttonhole, turn under raw edges, hem to

bindings and press again. Lap right-hand
side of bodice over left with centre front
lines exactly over each other and tack

together. Sew buttons on left side to

correspond with buttonholes, then on the

right-hand side for double-breasted effect.

Step 7. Skirt: Join front and back panels
to side fronts and side backs in plain seams.
Press open and neaten. Fold pleats on
single punchholes and pin with edges
exactly over seams. Press lightly, tack

together along top. Join skirt to bodice
and finish opening at side in same way as
described in Steps 6 and 7, Pattern No.
7444.

Step 8. Sleeves: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open and neaten. Cut
a self-material fitted facing 2 inches wide
for lower edge. Join at underarm in a
plain seam, press open, pin right side of

facing to inside of sleeve, machine, turn
facing to outside, turn under raw edge,
pin to sleeve and machine in place. Pin
sleeves to armholes with notches meeting
and ease across tops. Make pads as de
scribed in Step 8 and pin to sleeves. Try
on and note whether shoulder width is be
coming and sleeves correctly set in. Alter
if necessary, unpin pads, machine sleeves,
press seams open across upper half of arm-
hole, replace pads, tie-stitch to seam allow
ance around armholes and neaten raw
edges by overcasting.

Step 9. Finishing: Make belt and finish
hem as described in Steps 9 and 10, Pat
tern No. 7444.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:
3J yards 36 inches wide.

[For alterations to other sizes, see No.
7444 description.]

St. Peter: &quot;You say that you were a poli
tician while on earth?&quot;

Applicant: &quot;Yes.&quot;

St. Peter: &quot;This lift, please.&quot;

Applicant: &quot;How soon does it go up?&quot;

St. Peter: &quot;It doesn t go up; it goes
down.&quot;

Picture shows and amusements generally
are being hard hit these days. Owing to
the limited transport, people in the suburbs
are forced to stay at home, and the stagger
ing of amusement hours, while suitable to
the electric lighting heads, is very awkward
for the public.

A Capetown newspaper correspondent
says the South African Government will
eliminate the Union Jack from the South
African flag and will also abolish &quot;God

Save the King.&quot; The disintegration of the
British Empire is certainly continuing,
and the work of its builders is being slowly
but surely undone.

[From page 13.]

With knees which seemed to have
turned to jelly, Peggy went along the

passage, Vera following her. A tall man
in sergeant s uniform stood outside.

&quot;My name is Cairns,&quot; he announced;
&quot;I m from the police station at Wynlougli.
I want to see a girl named Margaret
Brown.&quot;

&quot;Come into the parlour,&quot; said Vera, &quot;and

you, too, Peggy. - I don t want my aunt
to hear the disgrace you ve brought upon
us.&quot;

&quot;You ve no right to say that yet, ma am,
unless you know more than we do.&quot; He
turned to Peggy as he spoke: &quot;Are you
the lassie known as Margaret Brown?&quot; His

searching but kindly eyes softened as they
looked at the giri. He had young daught
ers of his own, and Peggy, though she was
twenty-two, looked like a girl of sixteen
in her simple cotton frock.

&quot;My name is Margaret Brown.&quot; she

answered, &quot;though I m always known as

Peggy.&quot;

&quot;Well, now, I want you to tell us all

about this affair.&quot; He had a copy of the

paper with him and he pointed to the

photo.
Vera frowned. She considered he was

speaking far too gently to this chit of a

girl. Peggy, sensing his kindly feeling,
told him the whole story of what had hap
pened, including last night.

&quot;Well, lassie,&quot; said the sergeant when
she had finished, &quot;you ve told that nice
and clearly. I think now the best thing
will be to come along to the station and
repeat it to the Inspector. He ll be able,

likely, to give you some advice, too, about
this marriage of yours. Oh, you fool
ish girls, with your love of romance.&quot;

&quot;I m cured of romance once and for
all,&quot;

Peggy declared, and wondered why the

sergeant smiled.

Peggy, shaking with nervousness as she
entered the police station, was strangely
comforted by the sight of Jimmy Vane
standing talking to the Inspector. There
was also a flashy, highly-painted woman
sitting on a bench. She sprang up on see

ing Peggy.
&quot;Why, this is the girl who stole my hus

band,&quot; she burst out; &quot;you thief, you
husband-snatcher. If I hadn t seen the

photo in &quot;

&quot;That s enough,&quot; said the sergeant
sternly. Then he said to the Inspector:
&quot;This young lady seems to have had a

rough deal, sir. I d like you to hear what
she has told me.&quot;

&quot;Very good; she can tell me in front of

the prisoner. I want to confront him with
this woman.&quot; He led the way into his

office and a few minutes later Keggie was
brought in.

The woman sprang to her feet again
when she saw him.

&quot;You villain,&quot; she shrieked; &quot;I ll give
you away for this. I ll tell all I know
about you, yeu bigamist. Am I or am I

not, your lawful wife? Isn t this girl

only your accomplice?&quot;

Eeggie glanced from her raddled, painted
face to the pure childish one of Peggy.
His hard eyes softened as he met the

pleading look of the girl.

&quot;Yes, unfortunately, you are my wife,&quot;

he drawled. &quot;But this young lady is not

my accomplice, only my victim as the
melodramas used to say. Also, I find she s

from my own town, where the girjs are a

very different sort from you Londoners.
Look here. Inspector,&quot; he turned around to

the officer, &quot;I ll come clean; I ll make a

statement, owning up to it all. Peggy
Brown had nothing to do with it what
ever. She was away at the time. I had
never seen her before in my life. I went
to the house afterwards, thinking it was
she who had seen me, and recognised me
as a native of these parts.&quot; He stopped
for breath and nodded to the man taking
down what he was saying in shorthand.
Then he went on:

&quot;We misunderstood each other. She
said she had recognised me. She meant
she d seen me in old times. I thought she
meant on that night. So I persuaded her
to marry me in order that she couldn t give
evidence against me. If it hadn t been
for those nosey reporters with their

cameras, I d have got away all right.&quot;

&quot;And left Miss Brown with the idea that
she was married! You re a thorough scoun
drel and deserve all that s coming to you.&quot;

The Inspector turned away from him in

disgust and spoke to Peggy.
&quot;Well, my dear, you can go now. I m

thankful you ve had such a lucky escape.
But I m afraid you will have to be a wit
ness. Still, your troubles are over, I

hope.&quot;

&quot;I ll see Peggy home, Inspector,&quot; said

Jimmy eagerly, and the good man smiled
as the young people went out together.

&quot;Peggy, how can I tell you how glad I
am that things have turned out all

right,&quot;

said Jimmy, as they reached the street.

&quot;How thankful, too, that you are free.

Free to really care for someone to get
married if you want to.&quot;

&quot;I may care for someone; I may even
get married someday.&quot; Peggy s blushes
and eloquent eyes told Jimmy many things
he wanted to know. &quot;But never again do
I wish to be married at Gretna Green.&quot;

School for Brides.
Most girls marry, well at least four out of

every five, and that means a home (if they
can find one) and the care of a home. We all

know it and often we do nothing about it.

It is surely commonsense to prepare for an

activity in which we wish to take part. If
we want to swim, we learn to swim in pre
ference to being thrown into the water. How
often it is that the bride knows very little

about cooking, just tossed into a kitchen

ette, and thus she starts, handicapped from
the start.

Realising this ignorance about cooking,
a number of States in America have estab
lished Brides Cooking Schools, in which

girls about to marry may learn a deal about

cooking. In other words, they are being
taught what their mothers omitted to teach
them. Many of the quarrels in early mar
ried life are due to the fact that the young
wife knows almost nothing about cooking,
and then there follows disappointment, the

spoiling of food, waste, and all round un

pleasantness.
At these schools, which are equipped in

the same way as a small domestic kitchen,
the girls are taught how to cook, how to

economically purchase foodstuffs, and how
to make a small income go further, at

smaller cost, and yet provide appetising
dishes. The tuition is largely individual,
and no girl is passed from one section till

she has mastered the previous one. A three

months course at the brides schools has

worked wonders, and the students have a

good workable knowledge of cooking, and
a feeling of confidence where previously
there had been timidity and fear.

Here is an opportunity for public-spirited
bodies in Australia to do something i* the

same direction. Local councils, Commtry
Women s Associations, and Domestic-

Economy Schools could all help in this mew
departure.
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Tired of trying for a spotless shine on your sink and bath?

Then try Bon Ami. It cleans without grit. Leaves no dulling,

dirt-catching scratches to make you scrub and scrub. And

more Bon Ami polishes as it cleans. Saves extra work leaves

a brilliant, lasting lustre. Millions of housewives the world

over prefer Bon Ami. Try it yourself to-day. It s fast, easy,

safe and safe for your hands, too!

BON AMI
1

hasnf scratched yef !

POWDER
and CAKE

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by James Russell, for the Proprietors, at the Australian Home
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FAMOUS

iuc most pieasaui DrcuK in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

Thi-re is no Substitute /or Quality f
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COLORADO (U.S.A.) ffLTA
AA/PSAWA DOCTOR,

M/SS//VG TOOTH
THUMB/

YW&
MOUTH. WH/TE/V
YOVf TEETH.

&quot;&amp;gt; TEETH NEAR,
A LAGOON
TO MAKE

KOLY/VOS
YOU MO/Vy

TOOTHPASTE
HALFAN WCH

ST0PP&FMS3& .

Stop it faster with ANACIN! Aiiacin contains
an extra ingredient. It is a prescription for

pain and aches. |^ Beglitered
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World famous baritone

Jean Kent, star of the coming Two
Cities production, &quot;Sleeping Car to

Trieste&quot; poses in the housecoat she

wears in the film. It has marked charm
and distinction, designed in cherry-
cream wool delaine, with a slim bodice

and wide sleeves, full-skirted for grace
ful movement, embroidered on the

double-rolled revers, cuffs and sash-

ends in chunky white cord-stitch. It is

simple, clever and colourful.

Scrawny Hands.

Very thin, scrawny hands should be

gently massaged every day with a fatten

ing cream; and the use of a tissue tightener
every other night might help to tighten
loose, wrinkled skin. There is one thing
that will help to disguise the wrinkled
effect of loose skin over the knuckles and
that is the use of vanishing cream for fin

ishing the hands before an evening engage
ment. It takes away that dry, shiny
appearance of such skin and leaves a

velvety softness that is most flattering. It
is far better for such a skin condition than
the finishing lotions, for the liquid powder
is likely to settle in the network of fine
lines and accentuate them. The latter,
however, is excellent for very young or

plump hands as well as for the shoulders,
neck, and arms.

+-++
There is more news of James Mason. He

is to co-star with Joan Bennett in Walter
Wanger s production of &quot;The Blank Wall,&quot;

screen adaptation of the novel of crime
and punishment by Elizabeth Sanxay Hold
ing.

says:

&quot;Horiicks and I are old friends.

I ve found it the most nourishing of all

food drinks.
11

Peter Dawson and Horiicks are

life-long friends. Peter says:
&quot;Wherever I go in the British Em
pire I enjoy my Horiicks. I find
it helps to keep me going in top
form. And, believe me, a concert
artist needs to be fit all the
time.&quot;

Just like Peter Dawson, you ll

enjoy the delicious, distinctive
flavour of Horiicks. And, like

Peter, you ll find that Horiicks
will give you extra energy.
The full, satisfying flavour of
Horiicks comes from a careful

blend of fresh, full-cream milk
and the nutritive extracts of
malted barley and wheat. It is

Nature s flavour . . . that s why
you never tire of it.

Many people drink Horiicks

simply because they enjoy that
distinctive flavour. Others drink
Horiicks because they need it to
build them up ... to nourish the

body and nerves . . . and to induce

deep, refreshing sleep. But
whatever the reason --

everyone
enjoys Horiicks. It is equally
delicious hot or cold.

Rich in these food values

when m/jred en directed

Ask your storekeeper for

HORLICKS
the delicious,

NOURISHING food drink

8-oz.tin 2 f
2 16-oz.tin 3 S

Men tlightlf higher in country areot
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All leading furniture manufac
turers are fitting Vono Spring
Bases to their beds. Or you
can buy a separate Vono Spring
Base, put it on your present

bed, and greatly increase your
sleeping comfort. At all lead

ing stores.

Note this drawing of the Vono Spring Base. Support

ing cross bars take care of the heavy part of the body

but are not used under the head or feet, where little

weight has to be supported. A feeling of resting on

air results. Any mattress can be used on a Vono

Spring Base but greatest comfort comes with a Vono

Inner Spring mattress made m England.

Buy the bed fitted with the

VONO
SPRING BASE

There is a Vono Spring Base for all standard size beds.

Don t buy imitations. Look for the name Vono.

Made in England.
Sole Australian Agents: Bunge (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.,

Sydney, Melbourne. Brtsbane. Adelaide, Perth. \

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help and
benefit to readers who desire information concerning
matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which will

never, be published under any circumstances), corre

spondents are requested to send a pen-name, to which
ike answer may be addressed.}

FAINTING. Sorry to hear your sister is

subject to fainting fits. When one comes
on make no attempt to hold her up; but

lay her flat on the back with the head as

low as the feet. Give her an abundance of

fresh air. Loosen all the clothing about
the neck and waist. Gently sprinkle the

face with cold water. After consciousness

returns, a cup of coffee is far better than

any kind of alcoholic drink to give the

patient temporary strength. Annie G.

POTATO SOUP. Here is the old-time

recipe you are asking for: Two cupsful
mashed potatoes, 1 quart economical stock,
1 small carrot grated, 1 white turnip, 1

onion, 2 or 3 stalks of celery, 2 teaspoons-
ful sago, \ pint milk, pepper and salt to

taste. Boil the stock, add vegetables cut
in dice, grated carrot and sago, and sim
mer till tender; pass the potatoes through
a sieve; add them with the milk and
minced parsley, simmer 10 minutes and
serve. The soup should be of the consist

ency of cream; if too thick, add more milk.
L.L.H.
GREGORY IX was born in Campania. He

had contacts with the Emperor Barbarossa,
whom he excommunicated on two occasions.

He was a personal friend of St. Francis of

Assisi, whom he canonised. He died in

1241 at a very advanced age. H.M.
INVALID GRUEL. Mix a tablespoonful of

medium Scotch oatmeal with 2 tablespoons-
ful of cold water, then pour on one of boil

ing water gradually while stirring. Set all

ina small saucepan, bring to the boil, and
let it simmer for f of an hour, or till it is

a smooth jelly. Strain into a basin, sweeten
and flavour to taste. Teletype.

FRUIT SCONES. f Ib. flour, pinch of salt,
1 teaspoonful cream of tartar, J teaspoon-
ful of soda, 1 oz. lard, 1 oz. margarine, 2

ozs. granulated sugar, 3 ozs. currants, milk
or milk-and-water to mix (about \\ gills).
Wash and dry the currants, mix the flour

with the salt, cream of tartar, and soda,
and sieve them into a basin. Hub in the

lard and margarine until mixture is like

fine crumbs. Next add sugar and currants,
an.d mix all dry ingredients together. Pour
in the milk and mix to a stiff paste. Roll

out on a pastry board until it is about \
inch thick, cut into triangles, and bake on
a greased baking-sheet from 15 to 20 min
utes in a hot oven. Mrs. B.

PEANUT BUTTER MACAROONS. 2 egg
whites, \ cupful sugar, \ teasponful almond
extract, $ cupful peanut butter, 2 cupsful

oven-popped rice cereal. Beat egg whites
until stiff but not dry. Fold in sugar,

flavouring and peanut butter. Add rice

cereal, stirring only enough to combine.

Drop from teaspoon onto well-greased bak

ing sheet; bake in moderate oven (375

deg. F.) about 20 minutes. Yield: \\
dozen macaroons (2 inches in diameter).
Elsa.

MACARONI PUDDING. Break 4 ozs. of

macaroni into inch lengths, and boil in a

quart of water in an uncovered saucepan
for 15 minutes. Drain, and boil again with
a pint of milk and 2 ozs. of sugar till

tender but unbroken. When cool add 2

beaten eggs, and flavour pleasantly. Put
the mixture into a buttered dish, and bake
till brown. For a superior pudding, take
additional eggs and stir in a glass of noyau
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or a little brandy. A little orange marma-
late or apricot jam may, if liked, be put in

the dish under the macaroni. Mrs. W. W.

QUOTATION. &quot;The inaudible and noise

less foot of time&quot; is from &quot;All s well that

ends well.&quot; Juvenal, the Eoman satirical

poet, many hundreds of years before

Shakespeare, put it this way: &quot;The noise

less foot of time steals swiftly by, and
ere we dream of manhood, age is nigh!&quot;

Miss G. B.

GINGEB, PRESERVED. &quot;Having on hand a

quantity of green ginger I would be pleased
if you could tell me a method of making
this ginger into preserved ginger.&quot; Mrs.
I. M. This is made by boiling the ginger
in syrup when green. It is a favourite
dish for dessert, and should be bright and
clear. If dark and stringy, it is not good.

SMALL WEDDING. &quot;I am to have a small

wedding at home. Must it be informal
that is, must my dress be street- or floor-

length with no train? A number of my
friends tell me that. I must be married in

church if I want to wear bridal white.&quot;

D.S. Your friends are mistaken. Even
with only the immediate families and very
close friends present, it is still the pre
rogative of the bride to wear a bridal gown
with all the trimmings.

IRISH BREAD. 1 Ib. self-raising flour, 14
ozs. wholemeal, 2 ozs. rolled or medium
oats, 2 teaspoonsful bi-carbonate soda, 1

level teaspoonful cream of tartar, 2 tea-

spoonsful salt, ^ pint whey or sour milk.
Turn oven on full. Sieve dry ingredients.
Mix well together, then add liquid and stir

quickly with a knife. Gather together fnto

a lump and knead slightly, flour well and
either cut in halves or shape into a long
roll and place on floured baking sheet.

Bake for 45 minutes in a hot oven.

(Eegulo 6.) Mrs. S. S.

BUFFET SERVICE. &quot;I should like to have

something unusual for buffet service at my
wedding reception. It seems to me that
the same things are served at every wed
ding I attend. What do you suggest? I am
not planning an elaborate menu.&quot; Maisie.

One very good reason for the uniform

ity of wedding menus in addition to

scarcities is the number of varied tastes
to be satisfied. For this reason old friends
such as chicken a la king and lobster New-
burg, chicken or lobster salad, or at times
whole turkeys and roast Virginia ham with
salad are encountered most often. They
please everyone. A combination of oysters,
prawns and lobster in Newburg sauce is

excellent, or a combination of sea foods au
gratin may be added for variety. Excellent
food will always make up for a not-too-

original menu. A very good dish for buffet
service is creamed chicken hash in pan
cakes, but it means first-rate catering if it

is to be perfect when served.

AUSTRALIAN HOME JOURNAL
BABY BOOK No. 5

All that is latest and best in Knitting and
Crochet for Baby, clearly illustrated with
instructions set out in the simplest way poss
ible. It consists of: Pram Suit for the Baby
Girl; Knitted Shell Set; Pram Cover; Roseleaf

Layette; Mauryeen Crochet Set; Coat and
Bonnet, Bubble Stitch; The Berry and Leaf
Set; Alice Baby Set; Pamela Outfit; The
Graham Suit; Baby s Shawl; Jessica Coat and
Bonnet; Billie-Boy Outdoor Suit. Price 1/3
(by Postal Note) to Australian Home Journal,
407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. [Knitting
Books 1, 2, 3, 4 sold out.]

Matching cotton

on every card!

Always Matches

Never Clashes

OPAL-CLO BUTTON

I
-

per card, in all

popular colours

Each colour beautifully iri

descent . . . matching perfectly

lighter or darker shades.

Other Beutron Buttons in a

range of 22 colours to match

every shade of material.

They boil. They dry clean.

Hot irons can t hurt them.

BEUTRON CARDIGAN
BUTTONS. With special

backing disc to hold button

securely are obtainable

everywhere.

A Product of G. Herring (Aust.) Pty. Ltd., Sydney.
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MORE and MORE
MOTHERS

choose this laxative
for their children & themselves

Gentle, Effective, Safe, Reliable

LAXETTES contain phenolphthalein, which is non-habit forming

and is one of the safest and most reliable laxative substances

known to medical science. This is incorporated in the finest

block chocolate by an exclusive, scientific process which

ensures accurate dosage and strict conformity to British

Pharmacopoeia standards.

SAMPLE
COUPON
SEND2^d _

stamp to cover

postage and . AMI IJ49

packing ... to Laxette Mfg. Co., 366 Swanston Street, Melbourne

( BLOCK
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LETTERS

I PLEASE

Heart to Heart
Drunken Husbands:

From &quot;Social Worker&quot;: &quot;I read a letter
in your heart to heart page by Grand
mother

,
in which she mentioned about mar

riages being wrecked by dominating wives.
I agree with every word she says, but I
think more marriages are failures because
of selfish, inconsiderate husbands. As a
social worker I visit many homes and can
assure you, in the great majority of cases,
the trouble can be laid at the door of the
husband. Here is one case that is typical
of many. The couple have three children,
and although the husband is earning good
money he does not allow the wife sufficient

cash to run the home, but expects the
best for his meals; and not that alone, but
if he brings home a friend or friends with
whom he has been drinking they must also

be served with a meal. He is a heavy
drinker, and when he comes home drunk is

very abusive, and the children have to

slink off to bed.

Expects Service:

&quot;He expects service of every kind, his

shirts and collars to be always laundered,
his clothes mended and pressed, no missing
buttons, no holes in his socks. Leaving
aside his drinking habits, no woman with
three young children can carry out the
duties imposed en her, and in this case if

it were not for the young wife s two sisters

giving her a helping hand, very often she
could not manage at all. Yet the drunk,
swaggering husband thinks he is badly
done by if everything is not always in

apple-pie order. It is beyond me why re

spectable, well educated, and well brought-
up girls marry beer-soakers of this kind.

Drudgery:
&quot;The life of the wife is one long series

of drudgeries, few or no pleasures, seldom

going to even a picture show, to bed late

and up early. Nothing in life for these

young women. Personally I would put
these drunken swines of husbands in a

penitentiary, provide work for them there,
and send their wages to their wives. When
they gave evidence of sincere reform I
would release them for work at their own
jobs; but with this hanging over them, if

you transgress again, the cooler is wait

ing
7

.&quot; This letter from &quot;Social Worker&quot;

is unfortunately a true picture of many
homes. These married men are regular
attendants at the 6 o clock pig troughs
where they swill beer they can ill-afford to

pay for, and the wives and children have
to go short in order that they may imbibe
this tanglefoot. The remedy suggested is

drastic and if it could be enforced would
be effective. Habitual drunkenness is a

ground for divorce, but thousands of
women and children suffer in silence rather
than face legal publicity. The churches of

every denomination should show a strong
front against excessive drinking, and dif

ferent organisations that have the good of

the community at heart could join in. Also
the police could warn publicans that their

houses are under observation, and the

supplying of liquor to already drunken
men will be duly noted when their licence

comes up for renewal.

Going to Dances:

&quot;I am fond of dancing, and my husband,
who used to dance before we were married,
does not go dancing at all. He says he
does not mind me going to dances with his

brother Bill. Bill and I have been to

several dances, but I don t like the idea at

all, as it places me in an invidious posi-
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Hon. Bill is a bachelor and very good-
looking, and I know people are already
talking. Have you any advice? I don t

want my marriage to go on the rocks.&quot;

Minnie. Even if your husband does not
like dancing now, he should go with you
occasionally, and not make it necessary
for you to go unescorted or with his

brother. In any case, I would stop going
with his brother. If hubby goes with you,
even if he does not dance but talks to

other folks, he is doing something to bring
you happiness and enjoyment. If he
wanted you to go to a football match, al

though you may not know much about it,

I am sure you would go, just as many other
wives go. Much trouble is often caused by
the fact that one party likes dancing and
the other does not. It is such a small mat
ter to cause disturbance in a marriage,
when a little give and take can solve the

problem.

The Casual One:

&quot;I was almost on the point of being
engaged to a boy who is clever and hard

working and very likeable. One thing
holds me back he is always late for

appointments, and thinks nothing of it at
all. He has kept me waiting for him on

many occasions. The other night we were
going to a concert, and had to be there by
8 o clock. It was a very dressy affair, and
I was all ready in a long frock by half-

past seven, the time arranged for him to

call. He did not arrive till nearly 8.30,

and when I made complaint he said we
would be in plenty of time for the second
half! We did not go at all and he seemed
quite oblivious to my disappointment. We
have not seen each other since.&quot; Nellie.

If I were in your place I would give
him his conge. A man who is so stupid
and irresponsible would make an indiffer

ent kind of husband, and your nerves
would be worn to a frazzle by his complete
lack of consideration for you in attempting
to run a household on any kind of schedule.
Behind all this casualness is a selt-centred
selfishness. Let him have all that to him
self.

The Burden-bearer:

&quot;The whole of my life I have worked for

my people, an invalid father who is very
demanding and exacting, a mother who is

weak and daren t cross father in any way.
I also have a sister who is a great sufferer

and not able to work much. There are two
brothers who are married, and have their

own troubles and family upkeep and do

nothing to support the home. I have been
the burden-bearer, earning good money, all

going to support the family, and nothing
left for myself. At 40 I have met a man,
a widower, with no family and in excellent
financial circumstances, who wants to

marry me and make me happy. He has
also offered to allocate 100 a year to

help the family. He wants, as he says, to

take m-j away from it all, as I have sacri

ficed myself far too long. I am wondering if

at 40 I could make a satisfactory wife &quot;

By all means seize with both hands this

chance of happiness and comfort and free
dom from worry. Forty is not old these

days, so don t worry about that. Your
family should get along very well under
this arrangement.

Wife: &quot;Henry, what does this note mean
that I found in your pocket? It savs:

Mary Ellen 3.30 .&quot;

Husband:
&quot;Oh, nothing. Only the name

of a horse in the 3.30 race.&quot;

When the husband returned in the even
ing, the wife said:

&quot;Oh, darling, your
horse rang you up.&quot;

HER RHEUMATISM GOES AS SHE LOSES UGLY FAT
Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-0-Form
&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;I have been crippled with rheumatism,
until some friends recommended me to take Youth-O-Form to reduce my weight.
I DID REDUCE and, more marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared.
That was four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and this year I
got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions were useless. I told my doctor,
who is leading physician at one of the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Form was
the only thing that ever did me any good, and he advised me to try it again, and
that the Youth-O-Form prescription was
well known. Once again I am quite well
and lit.&quot;

If you are overweight and
suffer from Rheumatism,
Indigestion, Constipation,
or constant headaches,
Youth-O-Form will help
you, too.

Mrs. Darley, pictured below, ts only
one of countless Australian women
who have regained health and appear

ance through Youth-O-Form.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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Materials: 6 ozs. Buttercup 3-ply wool;
1 set each of No. 9 and No. 10 knitting
needles with points at both ends; 4 buttons

aud a crochet hook.
Tension: Approximately 8 sts. to 1 inch

in width, and 17 rows to 2 inches in depth,
measured over ribbed section worked on
No. 9 needles.

Measurements: Bust size, 33-36 inches;

length from back neck to lower edge, 21

inches; sleeve down underarm, 4f inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st(s).,

:stiteh(es) ; in(s)., inch(es); pat., pattern;

tog., together; inc., increase (by knitting
twice into same st.); rep., repeat; d.c.,

double crochet.

The Front and Back (both sections alike).

Using two No. 10 needles cast on 90 sts.

and work 1 row into the back of these

cast-on sts. Now work in pat., thus:

1st pat. row * P. 4, k. 5; rep. from * to

end.
2nd pat. row * P. 5, k. 4; rep. from *

to end.
3rd pat. row * P. 4, slip 1, k. 4, then

pass the slipped st. over these 4 sts.; rep.
from *

to end.

4th pat. row * P. 2, make 1 by putting
wool over needle, p. 2, k. 4;

rep. from * to end.

These 4 rows form the pat.
Proceed until the- 8th pat. has
been completed, then change
to two No. 9 needles and, tak

ing care to keep the continuity,
of pat., inc. 1 st. at both ends
of needle on the next row and

every following 4th row until

Bts. number 134. Continue
without further shaping until

work measures 14 inches from
cast-on edge, ending on a 4th

pat. row.

Shape the armholes by cast

ing off 15 sts. at start of next
2 rows, then take 2 tog. at

start of next 14 rows. Leave
the remaining 90 sts. on st.-

holder for time being.
The Sleeves (two alike).

Using two No. 10 needles cast
oa 90 sts. and work 1 row into

the back of these cast-on sts.,

then work in pat. as given ft&amp;gt;r

main part. When the 2nd pat.
has been completed, change to

two No. 9 needles and, taking
care to keep the continuity of
the pat., inc. 1 st. at both ends
of needles on the next row and
every following 4th row until

ats. number 102. Proceed in

pat. without further shaping
until work measures 4f inches
from cast-on edge, ending on
a 4th pat. row.

Shape the top by casting off

8 sts. at start of next 2 rows,
then take 2 tog. at start of
next 14 rows. (72 sts.).

The Yoke.
First take the back section of main part

and with right side of work facing slip
the last 45 sts. on to a No. 9 needle to
form the left side of back, then on to the
same needle slip 61 sts. of one sleeve; now,
on to another No. 9 needle slip the remain
ing 11 sts. of sleeve, the 90 sts. of front
section and 11 sts. of 2nd sleeve, then with
a 3rd No. 9 needle slip the remaining 61

sleeve sts., and the 45 sts. remaining on^
back section.

Join on wool to inner end of back section

and, starting at left side of back, cast on
4 sts.

Next row (1st pat. row) K. 4, pat. to

end; turn, and cast on 4. (332 sts.).

Next 11 rows K. 4, pat. to within 4 sts.
of end, k. 4.

Now shape work thus:
Next row K. 4,

*
p. 1, p . 2 tog., p. 1,

k. 5; rep. from *
to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row** K. 4,
*

p. 5, k. 3; rep. from
*

to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 3, slip 1, k. 4, then
pass slipped st. over; rep. from *

to 4 sts.
of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2, make 1, p. 2, k.

3; rep. from * to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 3, k. 5; rep. from *

to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.**

Eep. from ** to ** once.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 5, k. 3; rep. from *

to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 3, slip 1, k. 4, pass
slipped st. over; rep. from * to 4 sts. of

end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2, make 1, p. 2,

k. 3; rep. from * to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2 tog., p. 1, k. 5;

rep. from * to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 5, k. 2; rep. from *

to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2, slip 1, k. 4, pass
slipped st. over; rep. from * to 4 sts. of

end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2, make 1, p. 2, k_

2; rep. from * to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p, 2, k. 5; rep. from *

to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 5, k. 2; rep. from *

to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2, slip 1, k. 4, pass
slipped st. over; rep. from * to 4 sts. of

end, k. 4.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2, make 1, p. 2, k.

2; rep. from * to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Change to No. 10 needles.

Next row K. 4,
*

p. 2 tog., k. 5; rep.
from * to 4 sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K.

4, p. 5, k. 1;

rep. from * to 4

sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K.

4, p. 1, slip 1,

k. 4, pass slipped
at. over; rep.
from * to 4 sts.

of end, k. 4.

Next row K.

4,
*

p. 2, make 1,

p. 2, k. 1; rep.
from * to 4 sts.

of end, k. 4.

Next row K.

4,
*

p. 1, k. 5;

rep. from * to 4

sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K.

4,
*

p. 5, k. 1;

rep. from * to 4

sts. of end, k. 4.

Next row K.

4,
*

p. 1, slip 1,

k. 4, pass slipped
st. over; rep.
from * to 4 sts.

of end, k. 4.

Next row E.

4,
* k. 2 tog.;

rep. from * to 4 1

sts. of end, k. 4.

(98 sts.).

Knit 5 rows in

garter-st. (every
row k.). Cast off.

To Make Up.
Join the sleeve

and side seams,
then sew lower

part of sleeve into armhole. Turn under
and catch down the k. 4 border on right
back edge, then catch down the cast-on
edge of border on left back edge. Sew
buttons to left back edge, then work 4
crochet loops on right edge to form bnt-
tonlioles. Lightly press work.

*-&quot;

The more we watch man s efforts to

straighten out the affairs of the world, the
more we believe in prayer.
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THE NEW CHIEF
By MARGARET DALE.

If you don t like someone who doesn t like you,,perhaps there is a more exciting reason

than you have guessed for that mutual antipathy.

Sally knew her voice sounded unusually

urgent as she said: &quot;Pat so sorry, but I

can t make it. I can t lunch with you to

day. It s impossible.&quot;

She could guess that Pat, hearing that

note in her voice, would wonder what was
the matter, but she could not help that,

and she could not ex

plain. Pat was a dear.

She had known her

since they were at

school together, but the

very last thing she
could cope with was
Pat s merry, &quot;newly

engaged&quot; complacency.
&quot;Another day, Pat.

She expected that in

her office half a mile

away Pat would be

piqued with her; she

had not expected there

would be disapproval at

this end also, and she

jumped nervously as a voice

said stonily somewhere
above her head:

&quot;There is that address,
Miss Mallard. I m going
out to lunch now.&quot;

&quot;Oh,
thank you, Mr.

Albany,&quot; Sally said faintly,

grasping the telephone for

comfort, wondering why he

had to sound so unfriendly,
and if Pat had heard it. If

she had, perhaps it would

convey something to her.

Sure enough, Pat had

caught the brief inter

change, and she asked

interestedly: &quot;Was that the

new chief, Sally t&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot;
said Sally, adding

as the office door closed

sharply, &quot;He s hateful.&quot;

She had never meant
anything more sincerely,
but the telephone did not

convey that to her friend :

Patricia, whose voice came
back promptly, cheerful
and superior:

&quot;Oh, they all are at first,

darling. You ll soon tame
him. What? Never? Non
sense!&quot; she went on firmly.

It was a wonderful world
to Pat, full of wonderful

people. She was sure all

troubles were imaginary as she
added: &quot;We ll make it Thurs
day, then, Sally. The usual
time and place and no excuses.
because I m dying to show you
the cameo Roland s aunt sent
me.&quot;

&quot;All
right,&quot; said Sally, who

was only dying to ring off and
get away. She wanted to be
somewhere where she need not
speak to anyone, even a friend,
and she plunged- out of the
office and down the stairs in the wake of
Mr. Albany, but with an expression on her
face quite unlike his.

He had looked (as usual) grim as gran
ite. Sally s tanned, fair face under the

tawny wave of hair on her brow was un

usually downcast as she turned her back

on the right-hand direction where lay
streets, shops, restaurants and people.
She struck sharply to the left where there
was a common, where she could sit on a
bench by the river and stare dispiritedly
at the swans and their cygnets, marvelling
miserably all over again at the way her

pleasant daily life had suddenly clashed
into discord.

She had been happy enough at Bristow s

till Mr. Albany came there.

She had been happy enough working for

dear old Mr. Morgan-Freehold, who was
kind and liked her and the way she did

things.
&quot;And not only M.F.,&quot; she told

herself for the hundredth time.

&quot;Other people, too. It isn t as if I

am a beginner. I m twenty-five; I

know what I m about. At least I

did know, till he came, but now
for the past fortnight . . .&quot;

Her eyes, which were as grey
and clear and bright beneath
their thick, tangled lashea

as the water she was watch

ing but not seeing, pictured
instead a dozen little scenes
of disapproval and un
friendliness.

There had been the day
Mr. Albany first came and

&quot;There is that address,
Miss Mallard. I mm
going out to lunch now.&quot;

his tall figure dwarfed tubby Mr.
Bristow s in the doorway; Mr.
Bristow had smiled as he said:
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&quot;This is Miss Sally Mallard, who ll look

after you.
1

But from that very first second Mr.

Albany s bleak smile had daunted her. Old
Mr. Morgan-Freehold had called her Sally
from the beginning and let her look after

him. Mr. Albany had kept her at an
immense and icy distance from the moment
he occupied M.-F s. familiar chair.

The next day he had asked her, with

judicial displeasure: &quot;Does your machine
need overhauling, Miss Mallard, or are you
a poor typist?&quot; The day after . . . but Sally
couldn t bear to remember all the inci

dents; they were too much for her. She
had laughed at first, prepared to take it

all as part of the inevitable breaking-in
process, but after ten days of it there was
no laughter left.

She was unnerved, there was no doubt
of it. She tried to tell herself that it

didn t matter, but she knew it did matter
to her. She was jumpy and miserable

as if a spell had been laid on her.

She had reached the stage when even to

lunch with Pat and listen to her chatter
was too much for her. She could not bear
it. Pat would ask questions, demand
descriptions; it was better to get away by
herself and sit gazing at the proud swans.
She could have sat gazing a good deal

longer if she hadn t awakened from her
reverie to a sudden panic that she was
going to be late and start the afternoon

badly.
* * *

She hurried. She almost ran back to

Bristow s, but she was late, a bare ten
minutes that M.F. wouldn t even have
noticed-
But the minute she opened her office

door the buzzer sounded from the inner

room, and she knew that the afternoon had
started badly. This meant that once again
she would have to put off mentioning that
she wanted to leave early on Wednesday.
And to-day was Tuesday!
She put down her bag at once and

hurried into Mr. Albany s room, her cheeks
flushed from the run, her neat little skull

cap perched above the line of her lovely
hair.

Mr. Albany, remote and glacial behind
his desk^ glanced at it meaningly. He did
not see the charm of her hair. He merely
asked frostily:

&quot;Do you usually work in your hat, Miss
Mallard?&quot;

That fetched Sally: she might be wor
ried and flurried at present, but she was
not timid by nature, and there was a sud
den answering curtness in her own tone as
she said:

&quot;Sometimes. You wanted me, Mr.
Albany?&quot;

She stood very erect and stiff, waiting
to ward off the next comment, but possibly
Mr. Albany was not in a mood for battle,
for he left the subject abruptly and out
lined the job he wanted done.
When she was in her own little office

with the Tuesday on her tear-off calendar
facing her like a challenge, Sally s courage
cooled off somewhat.

She wished she had been mollifying in
stead of hasty; she wished even more that
she hadn t sat so long by the river. It had
been an idiotic thing to do when she had
wanted this afternoon to go so smoothly.
But she had put paid to that, she realised,
still defiantly wearing her cap but feeling
far from happy. She tried to concentrate,
but the thought of Wednesday kept com
ing back, and it did not help to remember
how different, how very different it had
been a fortnight ago.

So easy, then, to say to M.-F., &quot;It s my
hospital Wednesday,&quot; so that they could

arrange the work accordingly, fixing it so

that she could go off at four o clock with
a clear conscience, and in plenty of time
to catch the four-fifteen bus to Steeple-
Burden. M.-F. had just said pleasantly,
&quot;Eemember me to Bill, Sally,&quot; and thought
no more about it. But M.-F. was kind and
human, whereas Mr. Albany . . . she could

imagine how Mr. Albany s granite face
would become even harder when (and if)
she asked to go off early.

&quot;And there is no if I must
go,&quot; thought

Sally, for, however much she disliked it

and put it off, she never really contem

plated shirking that issue. There was no

question of letting Bill down, either for
his own sake or for Norma s. Both Bill

and Norma had been too good to her
when she was unhappy for her ever to

think of that now.
It was Bill who had written to her so

understandingly when her fiance, John,
was killed. Bill had been his friend. It

was Norma, her first friend when she joined
the A.T.S., who had taken forty-eight
hours leave and travelled half across

England to comfort her. And now all that
was in the past and no more than a sting
to catch her by the throat at rare inter

vals, it was her turn to help them. To go
out every other Wednesday to spend the

evening with poor, blinded Bill, because
Norma was working in town and couldn t

get down every week.
Bill was cheerful and uncomplaining and

divinely optimistic about the outcome of

his next and final operation, but while he
was waiting for it he needed all the en

couraging companionship he could have.
&quot;I must

go,&quot; thought Sally, wondering
how in the world was she going to fix it,

startled out of her preoccupation by the

telephone ringing, startled again as a
feminine voice inquired, &quot;Bonnie?&quot;

&quot;This is Mr. Albany s office,&quot; she began
briefly.

&quot;That s right. I want to speak to Mr.
Ronnie Albany. Is he in?&quot; asked the
voice, and Sally put the call through to

the inner office, thinking jadedly, &quot;So

that s his name, Eonnie, is it? It sounds
much too ordinary.&quot;

She hated him so much that she had not
even wondered Vrhat the &quot;R&quot; in his name
stood for, or conjectured about his feminine
friends. He was young enough for any
girl to wonder what sort of girl he liked,
but Sally hated him too much for that.

Even now she only supposed that he some
times found it worth while to be pleasant
to someone, probably to suit some business
end or ambition.

Perhaps someone who seemed important
to him was able to strike some pleasant
ness out of him but if that feminine
caller had done so, her influence was as
brief as her call. The buzzer sounded
again. Sally could see no sign of soften

ing on his flint-like face, and the glance
he directed at her cap, which she had for

gotten, was venomous.
&quot;I can only suppose, Miss Mallard,&quot; he

said coldly, &quot;that at some time or other

your boy-friend has told you it suits
you.&quot;

* * *

Then it was Wednesday, and, with her

request still unmade, Sally turned in very
soberly in the morning, to find that for
some unexplained reason a more cordial
note was striking.

She was quick to appreciate it, but with
a certain sense of shame. It seemed silly
and childish to let anyone develop such a

hoodoo over her, and she scolded herself

inwardly^ &quot;It s so weak.&quot;

But for all that she was glad for the
rush of work and succession of visitors

that kept Mr. Albanj fully occupied.
&quot;Ronnie ha!&quot; she thought disbeliev-

ingly. but towards the end of the morn
ing she had a brief glimpse of what might
pass for more Ronnie-ish qualities in that
rock-like personage. He brought out some
letters to her, and paused by her chair to

say:
&quot;Miss Mallard, yesterday I made some

remarks about your appearance. They were
uncalled-for and I m sorry.&quot;

His voice was still aloof, but at least,
reflected Sally, he was trying to be decent,
and that was something. He sounded like

a prig, but a nice prig, if there can be
such a thing.
Her usual warm friendliness, which

hatred had banked down so firmly, rose

in quick response. She said hurriedly,
&quot;I d forgotten it,&quot;

but she perceived for

the first time that there was something
companionable about the man.
He might even be quite well disposed

away from the office and among his own
friends.

The possibility made it easier for her to

open the afternoon with a well. rehearsed:
&quot;Would it be possible for me to leave a

little earlier this afternoon, Mr. Albany?&quot;

It sounded like one of his own office

phrases, and Sally put it across neatly, her

fingers well crossed, fortified by the knowl

edge that she had been punctual, and that

her cap hung on its proper place on a peg.
But it was no use. Neither the phrase

nor the exemplary behaviour got her any
where. Iciness settled swiftly on Mr.

Albany s face as he said:

&quot;This afternoon? Haven t you noticed

we re very busy to-day, Miss Mallard?&quot;

&quot;We were, this morning,&quot; Sally shot back

hotly; she always meant to conduct her

side of these monotonously regular ex

changes with a beautiful restraint that

should have made him feel boorish. But

invariably she was so nettled that her sen
tences jerked out incoherently, as now.
&quot;We ve broken the back of the work,&quot; she

pointed out. &quot;I could easily be finished by
four.&quot;

&quot;By
four? I thought you said a little

early?&quot; said Mr. Albany, such deadly in

tent in his tone that Sally s face flushed

scarlet.

&quot;It is important.&quot;

&quot;These things always are,&quot;
said Mr.

Albany sceptically, watching her from be
hind his desk, and looking so unmoved
and hateful that she knew it would be

quite impossible to tell him why it was so

important.
Much he d care! Small chance that he

would understand!

And it was only the thought of Bill, so

gallant and so dependent on the strength
that Norma s love and Sally s friendship

gave him it was only the thought of Bill

expecting her so confidently that made
her persist:

&quot;But I must Bill he . . .&quot;

&quot;Your friend is not my concern,&quot; Mr.

Albany interrupted her coldly, &quot;and if

you ve given him the idea that you can
meet him at four I can only suggest that

when you do see him you tell him differ

ently.&quot;*

&quot;I didn t say I d meet him at four,&quot; poor
Sally riposted, utterly dismayed at the

way she had only to speak to this horrible

person for things to get out of hand. &quot;It s

a question of the buses. The four-fifteen s
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all right; you can get on that. But tilt-

later ones are so crowded.&quot;

Then she stopped abruptly, because it

was obviously no u.se going on. He did
not care. It was nothing to him, and he
was quite incapable of putting himself in

anyone else s place. .The certainty of that
realisation gave her the dignity she had
wished for before; she finished quietly:

&quot;However, that is that. What is there
to do now, Mr. Albany?&quot;

&quot;The report for Mr.
Bristow,&quot; said Mr.

Albany dismissingly.
But lie may have been affected by her

new dignity, for he said in a tone of con
cession:

&quot;And if you ve cleared everything up
by a quarter or ten to five, there s no
objection to your going then. But fcm-
o clock! Nonsense!&quot;

Sally said nothing. The situation was
;

so completely beyond her that for the I

present she could not even try to sort i

it out, much less understand why behind
her immediate concern for Bill there
was a hollow, aching disillusionment
that Mr. Albany could be so small-
minded.

* * *

Sally was accompanied throughout
the afternoon by a steely resolution not
to leave a second before five.

But, exactly at a

quarter to, Mr. Al

bany loomed beside

her, seemingly tall as
a lighthouse, seem
ingly chilly as the

green waters at a

lighthouse s base. He
said:

&quot;If you can

ready in two
minutes, Miss

Mallard, 111
run you out to

Steeple - Bur
den.&quot;

Sally rose
mechanically to
her feet, star

ing at him
helplessly for a

moment before
she picked up
her hat and
bag.
She was

ready in two
minutes. She
walked out be
side him as if

she were in a

dream. Only
the constant

thought of Bill wait
ing for her consoled
her for her own de
plorable weakness. She
would have given anything
to say, &quot;Thank you very
much, I d rather

not,&quot; but
she couldn t. There was Bill . . .

&quot;You ll be there at the same time as if

you d caught the bus,&quot; Mr. Albany told
her decisively as they walked to where he
parked his car.

She contrived to say briefly: &quot;Thank

you. I didn t want to keep Billy waiting.&quot;
&quot;You won

t,&quot;
he said tersely.

She glanced at him cautiously. He didn t
look small-minded.

His profile gave an impression of strengthand humour; meeting him casually, she
would have liked him.

when they were at Bristow s he d have
She could even wonder if he were differ- _ _

cut at home. She jumped guiltily as he Saul7 &quot;Miss

&quot;

Mallardf^^ christenedfr\f\ao ThOT rv\ f\m n - r 4- ^ r&amp;gt; n Ir . -_-. - ._ ., __ .

Ronald.&quot; But it was very little help to
chose that moment to ask:

&quot;Miss Mallard, do you remember at what
time my mother telephoned yesterday?&quot;

&quot;Your mother how should I?*&quot; she asked,
and he said:

&quot;You took the call.&quot;

&quot;Ah it was she who
called you
Bonnie ?&quot; Sally
asked, recalling
not so much the
time as her

&quot;As long as we re together
to talk . . . nothing else

matters.&quot;

own furious indignation of yesterday after
noon; but Mr. Albany said quite mildly:

&quot;Of course she did. It s my nan:&amp;lt;v

He sounded so human. Was it because
they had left the office behind them? -Did
he keep an entirely different personality
for working hours?

Certainly, if he had had for some un
imaginable reason to tell her his name

know he could be pleasant outside, since
it was a quite different personality Sally

had to cope with from nine to five

daily, and she said sparsely:
&quot;It was the afternoon.&quot;

&quot;Thought so. But she would have
it was the morn
ing,&quot;

he said, add

ing, &quot;And you know
how impossible it is

to argue with
mothers. Anyhow, it

is with mine,&quot; he
told her.

But Sally had no
time to savour
either the alto

gether unprecedent
ed, friendly con
fidence in his voice,
or his sudden gay
smile. They were

already running
into Steeple-Burden,
and the Convales
cent Home was the

first place one
came to.

They were

driving under
its walls and
she did not
want to over
shoot the gates,
so she inter

rupted him
swiftly:

&quot;Mr. Albany,
here we are.

There is the

Home, to the
left. Bill will

be at the gates.
Would you put
me down
there?&quot;

Without
thinking, she

^^^ put her hand
on his arm to accen
tuate her wtjrds, and

perhaps he didn t like
it. Perhaps he thought
it forward, perhaps

|*
. . . and whatever he

thought, the grin and
the friendliness vanished

like a gleam of winter s sun
shine; his habitual hauteur
reclaimed him as he said:

&quot;Oh, of course. Certainly.&quot;

They were at the gates
now, and Bill was waiting.

Sally could see him through
the scroll-work, tall and
soldierly and stalwart just
a little more soldierly and
stalwart than he had ever
bothered to look in the days
when he was still an alto

gether fit young man. Noth
ing about Bill demanded
pity and, since she never

ec that without admiration, it

chimed in her voice as she said, &quot;There s

Bill!&quot; then, more soberly, &quot;Thank you very
much.&quot;

&quot;Not at
all,&quot; said Mr. Albany.

But, as if to counterbalance the warmth
in hers, his voice was colder than she had
ever heard it. and ho was off before she
was through the gates, to be greeted by

could
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Bill s interested: &quot;You came by car thi*

afternoon, Sally?&quot;

Bill had developed the blind man s sure-

ness of hearing. He had not yet, Sally

noted, developed that other compensatory
perception vouchsafed to those whose sight
is darkened. For when she had told him
who had brought her, he said pleasantly,
&quot;A very decent type, I could tell that,&quot;

and she knew well enough that for Bill

the word &quot;decent&quot; covered a multitude of

graces and generosities that Mr. Albany
just did not possess.

* * *

&quot;Mr. Albany, in my hurry 1 didn t thank

you properly yesterday for giving me a

lift, but I m really very grateful. I hate

letting Bill down.&quot;

&quot;Of course.&quot; Mr. Albany s voice was as

grave as his face, but less icy than Sally
was accustomed to, and he even played
with his pen for a second before saying in

a sort of embarrassed burst she might have

expected from herself but never from him:
&quot;I m afraid I didn t kno\v till after

wards that the men at Steeple-Burden are

blind.&quot;

Sally was so convinced that her preju
dice against him was unassailable that she

did not recognise what the sympathy in

his voice did to her. or the \Yarning nature

of her own swift thought, &quot;However much
I detest him in the future, I ll always re

member he could be decent Bill s word
about another man s blindness.&quot;

She said aloud, quietly: &quot;Yes, but lots

of them will recover their sight. They
aren t hopeless cases. There s a very good
chance for Bill. He s due for his final

operation in a fortnight, and if it s suc

cessful you can imagine how we hope it

will be!&quot;

. i r. Aiii.Miiy watched her, and for one

instant it looked as if he could not take

his eyes from her face. The office seemed

unnaturally quiet, as if the intensity of

that hope held both of them in a spell.

Yet, of course, it meant nothing to him:
it was Mere conventional sympathy that

made him say:
&quot;It must be ghastly for him the wait

ing. And for
you.&quot;

&quot;Yes. I do care what happens to Bill,&quot;

said Sally, a little defensively. She had

grown used to defending that loyal affec

tion before the attacks of friends like

Pat, who had shrugged shoulders over the

sacrifice of even one evening a fortnight
when one might be at a party, or dancing.
Sweet of Sally, they said, but silly. And
for all that Mr. Albany seemed so amaz
ingly capable of a genuine understanding
about Bill, it was likely enough he d see

it that way, too.

Sally said: &quot;Norma and Bill are both my
friends.&quot;

&quot;Norma? Norma?&quot; Unpredictable as

ever, Mr. Albany brought the name out

like a pistol-shot, adding, &quot;Who s she?&quot;

&quot;Why, Bill s wife, of course,&quot; said Sally.
The whole story was so well known to

M.-F. that she had vaguely assumed Mr.

Albany must know it, too, but he leaned
forward so attentively, and with such an
odd expression on his face, that she won
dered if he could possibly know Norma.
But no, obviously he didn t; there must be
some other reason for that almost tense

stare, and she explained: &quot;And my best

friend, too. They were both very good to

me when the man I was going to marry
was killed. That s one of the reasons I

like to help Bill now.&quot;

&quot;But I d no idea. I thought . . . good

heavens, girl, why didn t you tell me! Why
in the world didn t you tell me?&quot; demanded
Eonald Albany.

Since by this time Sally had given up
any attempt to understand him at all, she

could only gaze surprisingly at him as he

got up and walked across to her. Then all

at once something so human and ruffled

and boyish in his face banished all thought
of Bill and Norma and precipitated her

into a curious state of auger and curiosity
and something less easily recognisable, all

of it concentrated against this same Rotuu&quot;

Albany whose moods and temperaments
had blown like storms through the last

few days. What did he think? What did

he think? she asked herself in a sudden
blaze of bright-eyed fury.

&quot;Because you were so beastly, that s why
I didn t tell you,&quot;

she said.

&quot;I? Beastly? To you?&quot;

&quot;Yes. Hateful. Detestable. You wort

utterly, wickedly inhuman . . .&quot;

&quot;Inhuman? I?&quot; said Bonnie.
He had run his hand through his hair,

and below its ruffled (and oddly endearing)
line, his own eyes accused her in turn as

he said:

&quot;And what do you think you were! What
was I supposed to feel when it was more
than you could do to smile at me? When
all you did was to tell me what old M.-F.

did? When you just whisked in and out

of the office as if you thought I had

leprosv . . .&quot;

&quot;I didn
t,&quot;

said Sally.
She tried to sound fierce, but she couldn t.

For pride s sake she tried to remember she
was still very angry, but she couldn t do
it. Not with her heart dancing wildly

[Turn to page 50.]

tarts
crisp.

scones
light,

cakes Piecrusts
delightful

Use Aunt Mary s Baking
Powder and you ll discover the secret of all

delicious Baking.
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BAKING POWDER
Ask for all the Aunt Mary s. Pure Food Products
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tiowto make twUlytoft Toys

TOYMAKING*
T contains

It takes just 30 minutes to learn to make Cuddly Soft Toys at home and
almost no time to make many beautiful Toys and Gifts

WHEN YOU HAVE A
&quot;Perfection&quot; Soft Toymaking Kit

No knowledge of Toymaking whatever is required before starting a
&quot;

Perfection
&quot;

Kit shows you everything in clear illustrations and simply
written explanations how to cat, stitch, assemble and finish a fascinating variety of toys and gift* step by
step. It s so easy, a child can learn.

Patterns for all Toys and Gifts are included

JUST ARRIVED 1st Australian Release

1000 Cuddly Toymaking Kits
AVAILABLE NOW and WHILE THEY LAST

10 beautifully produced simple lesson books that literally SHOW YOU HOW TO MAKE EACH TOY
AND GIFT step by step. Attached in them (in the order required) are more than 45/- worth of

beautifully printed and clearly marked PATTERNS on heavy paper. These perfect lesson books so

easy to follow are as good as having a teacher beside you telling you what to do and how to do it.

You simply can t go wrong they re foolproof, and include :

140 stcp-by-step illustrations showing all the stages of catting, stitching, assembling and finishing.
Also explanations of how to make Toys for Sale and HOW TO SELL THEM quickly and easily.

18 master cuddly toy patterns to make a host of fascinating Balls, Puppies, Pussies, Giraffes, MORE T HAN
Bears, Penguins, Rabbits and Dolls with step by step instructions for making. 4 1 T O c
12 delightful adult gift patterns with instructions for making Pin and Thimble Cushions, Ash WORTH FOR
tray holders, Pot holders, Cushion covers, Book marks, artificial flowers, Book covers and
other pleasing gifts. While They Last

a iiii ni.-7iijr

39 6

HOW TO ORDER
And get your Kit before they all go

*Fill in and mail the Coupon with 39/6 (plus 6d. for packing and
postage). Your complete

&quot;

Perfection
&quot;

Toymaking Kit will be

posted to you by return on 5 days FREE TRIAL. But don t delay
there are only 1000 Kits available bound to be sold out quickly.

To get your Kit before they all go MAIL THE COUPON NOW.
LAY-BY, 10/- with coupon will reserve a Kit delivery when fully

paid in this case.

RICARDS .... For Service by Mail
Dept. P. 481 Kent St., Box 3848T. G.P.O., Sydney.

Please send me a
&quot;

Perfection
&quot;

Toymaking Kit on 5 days free
trial for which I enclose 39/6 plus (id. for packing and postage.
It is agreed that if I m not pleased I will return the kit within
5 days for refund.

Name

Address

NEW ZEALAND RESIDENTS. Forward the coupon and payment to
Ricardi & Lucas Distributors, Dept. P. Box 2196, G.P.O., Auckland.

I

5 DAYS FREE TRIAL
IN YOUR HOME

Examine one of these wonderful Toymaking KiU yourself have
it on 5 days Free Trial in your home. Then, if you don t think

you ve made a
&quot;

find,&quot; return it and your money will be refunded.

Yes, it s

Satisfaction or Money Back Guaranteed
If you ve ever wanted a fascinating hobby or an extra money earner,
a

&quot;

Perfection&quot; Toymaking Kit is the answer.
NOTE : All shades of felts, etc. (the only thing you ll require apart
from the Kit) are available at all larger stores or direct from as.

BE IN TIME
Strictly 1000 only bound to sell out quickly. To get your Kit

before they all go you must act immediately. To avoid disappoint-
ment. clip and mail the coupon NOW it s first received, first

supplied.
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DIAMOND YOKE JUMPER
This well-shaped little jumper is one of

the easiest Fair Isle garments to make. It

is knitted in simple stocking-stitch in

cyclamen with a yoke back and front

worked in dark purple and cyclamen in

&quot;diamond&quot; pattern.
Materials: 6 ozs. fingering cyclamen 3-

ply wool, and 1 oz. in dark purple; 1 pair
each of Nos. 10 and 12 knitting needles;
3 small buttons; a No. 12 crochet hook

- Measurements: Length, 21 inches. Bust,
34-35 inches. Sleeve seams, 5$ inches.

Tension: 7 ats. in width and 9 rows in

depth to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; sts., stitches; beg., begin or begin
ning; alt., alternate or alternately; tog.,

together; fin., finish or finishing; st.-st.,

stocking-stitch; k. on the right side and p.
on the wrong alternately; inc., increase or

increasing; dec., decrease or decreasing;
cyl., cyclamen; pur., purple; rep., repeat;

ptn., pattern; rem., remain or remaining;
cont., continue.

The Front.

Using No. 12 needles and cyl. wool cast

on 108 sts., and work in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing
for 3J ins. Change to No. 10 needles and

proceed in st.-st. for 2 ins. Inc. 1 st. each
end of next k. row and every following

6th row 9 times, making 128 sts. Gout,
without further inc., until front measures

12$ ins. from beg., fin. after a p. row.

Shape Annholes: Cast off 5 sts. at start

of next 4 rows. Dec. 1 st. each end of

following 5 rows, leaving 98 sts. P. next
row. Join on pur., and *

k. 1 pur., 1 cyl.,

rep. from * to end of row. P. next row in

pur. Now beg. ptn.
1st row * K. 4 pur., 2 cyl., 2 pur. Bep.

from * to last 2 sts., 2 pur.
2nd row * P. 3 pur., 4 cyl., 1 pur. Hep.

from * to last 2 sts., 2 pur.
3rd row * K. 2 pur., 6 cyl. Eep. from *

to last 2 sts., 2 pur.
4th row As 2nd row.
5th row As 1st row.
6th row* P. 2 cyl., 6 pur. Eep. from *

4 pur., 4 eyl. Eep.

to last 2 sts., 2 cyl.
7th row K. 3 cyl.,

from *, ending 3 cyl.
8th row * P. 4 cyl., 2 pur., 2 cyl. Eep.

from * to last 2 sts., 2 cyl.
9th row * K. 3 cyl., 4 pur., 1 cyl. Eep.

from * to last 2 sts., 2 cyl.
10th row *

P. 2 cyl., 6 pur. Eep. from *

to last 2 stitches, 2 eyl.
These 10 rows form the &quot;diamond&quot; ptn.

Eep. them until armholes measure 5 ins.

in depth, measured straight up; fin. after

a p. row.

Shape Neck:
Ptn. 41, turn.

Cont. in ptn. oh
these 41 sts., dee.

1 st. at neck edge
on every row until

30 sts. remain.
Work without

shaping until arm-
hole measures 7

inches in depth,
finishing at arm-
hole edge.

Shape Shoulder:
Next row Cast

off 7 sts., work to

neck.

Following row
Work to end of

row. Eep. these 2

rows twice. Cast
off rem. sts. Slip
the centre 16 sts.

on to a spare
needle and leave
for the present.
Ee-join wool to

inside edge of

rem. sts., and cont.

in ptn., dec. 1 st.

at neck edge on

every row until 30
sts. rem. Work
without shaping
until armhole
measures 7 ins. in

depth, fin. at arm-
hole edge.
Next row Cast

off 7 sts., work to

neck.
Next row Work

to end of row. Eep.
these 2 rows twice.
Cast off.

Front Neckband :

With the right
side of the work

facing and using No. 12 needles join on

cyl. wool and pick up and k. 25 sts. along
the neck edge, 16 sts. from the spare
needle, 25 sts. along the neck edge to the
shoulder (66 sts.). Work in k. 1, p. 1 rib
for 1 inch. Cast off loosely in ribbing.

The Back.

Using No. 12 needles and cyl. wool, cast
on 108 sts. and work as given for the front
until the armhole shapings are completed
and 98 sts. rem. Cont. in &quot;diamond&quot; ptn.
without shaping until armholes measure
6J inches in depth, measured straight up
and not round armhole, and ending with a

purl row.

Shape Neck and Shoulders:
Next row Cast off 7 sts., ptn. 28, count

ing sts. already on right-hand needle after

casting off, turn. Work on these sts. thus:
1st row P. 2 tog., ptn. to the end.
2nd row Cast off 7 sts., ptn. to the last

2 sts., k. 2 tog. Eep. these 2 rows once
more.

5th row As the 1st row. Cast off the
rem. sts.

Slip the centre 28 sts. on to a spare
needle and leave for the neck. Eejoin wool
at needle point and work one row to the
armhole.
Next row Cast off 7 sts., ptn. to the last

2 sts., p. 2 tog.
Next row K. 2 tog., ptn. to the end of

the row. Eep. these 2 rows twice more.
Cast off.

Back Neckband:
With the right side of work facing and

using cyl. wool and No. 12 needles, pick up
and k. 12 sts. along the neck edge, 28 from
the spare needle and 12 sts. along the neck
edge (52 sts.). Work in k. 1, p. 1 rib for
1 inch. Cast off loosely in the rib.

Sleeves.

Using No. 12 needles and cyl. wool, cast
on 78 sts. Work in k. 1, p. 1 rib for 1$
inches. Change to No. 10 needles.

Inc. row K. 5,
*

k. twice into next st..

k. 3, rep. from * until 4 sts. rem., k. 4.

P. the next row. Cont. in st.-st., inc. 1 st.

each end of every following 6th row until

there are 102 sts. Cont. without further
inc. until the sleeve measures 5$ inches
from the beg. Shape the top. Cast off 4
sts. at the beg. of the next two rows, then
dec. at the end of every row until there
are 48 sts. Cast off 6 sts. at the beg. of
the following 8 rows. Fasten off.

To Make Up.
Lightly press the yokes on the wrong

side. Join the right shoulder seam. Join
the left shoulder seatn for about one inch
from armhole edge. With crochet hook,
work three rows of double-crochet along
back shoulder edge and one row along the
front shoulder. On the second row, make
three loop buttonholes and sew buttons on
back shoulder to correspond. Pin in the

tops of sleeves and back-stitch to armholes.
Press open sleeve seams whilst the work is

flat. Seam up the sides and sleeve seams
and lightly press these. Finally, lightly
press jumper on wrong side, omitting all

ribbing.

When working in two-colour knitting,
note when you change from one colour to

another that the wool discarded should be
woven in with your knitting along the
back of work to the next position in the
row at which you will require it. The wool
to be woven in should be held in the left

hand as for crochet, the working wool to

be held in the right hand. The wool should
be woven in with every alternate stitch.

To weave in one colour with another on

[Turn to page 3/5.]
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Socks of

Quality & Distinction

Of COURSfl

All Wool Socks for men are made of

yarn spun by Lincoln frfcm Australia s

finest fleeces. They fit perfectly and

give lasting comfortable service. Pre

sented in a range of attractive colour

ful designs suitable for all occasions.

PRODUCT OF LINCOLN MILLS (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED
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Frock, 7410 Is. 6d.

3| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Skirt cut on bias.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Blouse, 11,493 Is. 3d.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

32, 36, 40 ins. bust.

Skirt, 12,194 Is. 3d.

2jj yds. 36 ins. wide.

27 to 35 ins. waist.

&amp;gt;Q

Coat, 7238 Is. 6d.

4i{ yds. 36 ins. wide

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Sfteuc

x--r??r!r

1 I

A Bride s Dress
A bridal gown shown at an exclusive

house was of lustrous satin. The long

sweep of the train was accented further

with a wide band around the entire skirt

and train. This band was exquisitely em
broidered in champagne tinted sequins and

embroidery. Full length sleeves tapered
to fit the wrists ; the bodice was pointed in

front, and around the shoulders was a band

repeating the embroidery and sequins of
the band on the skirt. A sheer, almost

invisible, yoke of fine net extended to the
round neck line. The skirt was shirred

decoratively to the bodice.

Bridesmaid dresses are delightfully young
and romantic. They are fashioned of

champagne tinted net and are worn over a

gleaming satin under-skirt.

\

Frock, 7412 Is. 6d.
4i yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast : ] yd. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. -Payment mast be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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Frock, 7402 Is. 6d
4 yds. 36 ins. wide

Skirt on bias

Sizes 32

Frock, 7433 Is. 6d.

3J yds. 36 ins. wide
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Matron s Frock,
Is. lOd.

4 yds. 36 ins.

Sizes 34 to 48

The way that women look

will not have greatly changed
due to the Paris Spring
dress collections.

Skirts, as in the London
dress shows, are shorter, of
that there is no doubt. But
thirteen and a half to four

teen inches from the ground
was already general usage for

tailored dresses and suits so

that the eye is not startled

when afternoon dresses also

rise to that height.

Shoulders, despite a move-
to square them, remain on
the slope. And there are

still plenty of princess, belt-

less dresses although we have
said goodbye to the difficult

Empire lines which rose so

high under. the bust, retain

ing instead the smooth, small

natural waist.

Frock, 7428 Is. 6d.

4} yds. 36 ins. wide
Contrast | yd. 36 ins. wide

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postqge on each Pattern, l%d. extra.]
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Frock, 9085 Is. 6d.

16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

41 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9073 Is. 3d.

10 and 12 years.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Plain, If yds. 36 ins. wide

Frock, 9097 Is. 3d.

12 and 14 years.
3 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast :

yd. 36 ins. wide.

Pinafore Frock,
9999 Is. 3d.

6 and 8 years.

Blouse, 1
j- yds. 36 ins. wide.

Skirt, Ig yds. 36 ins. wide.

Necklines
Necklines are styled this

year. For example, there are

star-pointed collars, a man
darin neckline which develops
from a bib-yoke of contrast

stitch, a button-opening neck

line with small Peter Pan col

lar and bodice-pocket flaps

repeating the curve of the

collar.

There is more style in the

skirts, too (the line spotlights

two-piece styles). There are

four-gore moderately flared

skirts for young customers
who prefer not - too - slim

skirts ; there are also new
&quot;

pleat
&quot;

effects via ribbing.

(Often the pattern of ribbing
in the skirt is picked up in a

ribbed section of the bodice.)
All the skirts have elasticized

waistbands,
&quot;

and each dress

has a self belt (backed).

From Paris
Paris in summer and

sheer delicate wools are star

red wherever fashionable

Parisiennes meet.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]
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CUT OUT THIS RECIPE

A Cadbury Recipe that you ll use often

PUDDING

Ingredients :

5 ozs. stale bread cut into i inch dice.

3 O2s. sugar, 2 tablespoons water,

1 table spoon finely chopped candied

peel, a handful of sultanas, grated rind

and juice of 1 lemon, 1 large egg,
1 heaped dessertspoon Bournville Cocoa,

pint milk.

Method : Put sugar and water into a small sauccpa : and boil

till a light golden-brown caramel. Cool slightly, add hot

milk. Beat egg, add cocoa and mix well. Add milk

and caramel. Pour over bread ; add fruits, rind and

juice of lemon. A few tablespoons sherry and cream may
be added if available. (Sugar and fruit juice mav be

added to bread in lieu of caramel.) Place in greased
basin with greased paper covering and steam for two hours.

Cadbury s Bournville Cocoa is the two-way food as a

daily drink it is delicious and nourishing and when used

in cooking it gives every dish a really satisfying chocolaty
flavour. Children especially need its sustaining goodness.
Serve it regularly . . . it s ever so economical . . . there s

&quot;120 cups o the Ib
&quot; and it s now only l/7d. the half

pound (in Metropolitan Areas).

Goodbye to

in S minutes

B*ir Just smooth on this dainty white

cream. Leave it on for 3 minutes

only. Then wash it away. All ugly hair

is gone leaving your skin soft, white and
silken smooth. This is the modern safe

scientific Veet method of melting away
disfiguring hair without cuts, stubble or

shadow. Veet actually discourages regrowth
of hair. Get a 29 tube today. Successful

results absolutely guaranteed with Veet
or money refunded.

VEET CREAM

For a burnt or stained aluminium pan,
boil an onion in it, or rhubarb, or cover
bottom with salad oil and let stand.

To clean nickel make a paste of whiting
and kerosene, rub well, leave for an hour
or so and polish.

FORD PILLS

Wise Mother Hubbard
Goes to the cupboard,
But not to get a bone.
She gets Ford Pills

For the simple ills

That bother every home.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

tasteless, painless laxative for

all your family. In plastic

tubes, 2/6 everywhere. FP . U

FORD PILLS

Pain soothed instantly

BROUGHT TO A HEAD

Nature often causes a boil to
come to a head and thus easc-
palnful misery . . . BUT
doctors agree that moist heat
coupled with a poultice action
helps bring boils to a
head quicker. An
easy, practical way
for you to apply moist
heat is by using
proven, world-famous

MEOICATEO

POULTICE!

VAREX&quot; FOR BAD LEGS

NO RESTING REQUIRED
There s no need to lie up with a bad leg.
One man actually worked overtime while

using &quot;Varex&quot; Treatment. 4 to 6 dress

ings one a week usually suffice.

&quot;Varex&quot; heals all ulcers, old or new.

Very soothing, and relieves pain quickly
and permanently. Easy and inexpensive.
Write for free booklet to-day, to Ernest

Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex,
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor, St. Jamea
Building. I09W Elizabeth Street. Sydney.

Water in which sweet com has been
cooked makes delicious soup. Add thicken

ing and milk.
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Pyjanias, 10,574 Is. lOd.

4 yds. 36 ins. v/ide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Slip, 10,567 Is. 3d.

J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

Slip, 10,570-
2|- yds. 36 ins

Lace, | yd. 36
Sizes 32 to

Nightdress Ensemble,
10,569 Is. lOd.

4| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Sizes 32 to 40 ins.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal,

1

407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, ld. extra.]
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Fashion as

a Career
Learn Dresscutting

Designing and Dressmaking
Be compel ;nt to cut and make perfect fitting

clothes for every figure. Save money and know
the joy of wearing perfect fitting garments.

PERSONAL AND POSTAL LESSONS
Our schools are known everywhere for our suc

cessful graduates, and our methods endorsed by
leading Fashion houses throughout the British

Empire. Lessons are simple, inexpensive and
given by expert teachers.

Call, Write or Phone for Free Booklet

I

MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH 1

IMcCabe
Academy I

Please send me, without obligation, your Free
I Booklet about Dressmaking Lessons, for which I I

enclose 2Jd. stamp.
I

I Name

I Address

Personal or Postal Tuition?

I

u:

McCABE ACADEMY of DRESSMAKING
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION.

Sydney: Canberra House, 295 Elizabeth St., Box 2424.
,

Melbourne: Manchester Unity Bldgs., Swanston and Collins Sts., Box 338C.
Brisbane: Penny s Buildings, Adelaide St. Entrance, Box I8I6W, G.P.O.
Perth: National House, William St., Box 482.

Adelaide: Shell House, North Terrace, Box 5I9E.
South Africa: Shakespeare House, Commission St., Johannesburg, P.O. Box 3611.

INSTANTLY REDUCE
Your Waist

and Hips

Residents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FIGURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or telephone MA5308

You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a FIGURE
CONTROL CORSET. Its gentle changing pressure will slim

your hips and waistline, and beautify your figure with every move
you make. Gives natural balanced support and soothing control.

Made of superfine fabrics, and is individually fashioned ior every
client.

FIGURE CONTROL has these improvements : I. Cross-over pull-front
no busks or lacing. 2. Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simplified front

tastering, instantly adjustable for reduction 4. Spiral boning for reedom.
flexibility, figure loveliness.

7 Days Trial
You can try the Figure Control Corset for 7 days AT MY RISK, to prove it

wrll give comforting support and uplift, and, lovely, slim, youthful grace and
energy to your figure.

The FIGURE CONTROL COPSET can be suoplied by post to country
and interstate residents. Wr/te now for free illustrated Booklet
and Measurement Form. Mention this fa&amp;gt;er.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO.,

5th Floor, P.A. Building,
243 ELIZABETH STREET. SYDNEY.

MYEf.LACK OF ENERGY.
FAILING MEMORY ETC.

THYTHKNIW1

HORMONE

PRODUCT

I MEMORY ETC.

THEI*
FREE
Science has proved
that our physical and
mental energy are de

pendent upon our

supplies of hormones,
and that any hormone
deficiency may be bal

anced by taking in

ternally a genuine hor
mone preparation.
Science has also ascer
tained that the taking
of such a preparation
will considerably stim

ulate the hormone formation in the body.
We have a genuine hormone product that
renews energy, improves the memory,
restores nerves and overcomes general
fatigue, restlessness, irritability, and. re

vitalises the system. Do not confuse this

product with ordinary patent medicines.
It is something different and carries a

Money-Back Guarantee of Complete Satis

faction in 10 days. Send stamp with name
and address, stating if Mr., Mrs. or Miss,
and a Free Sample will be posted under
sealed cover.

FREE SAMPLE
A. O. BALDWIN & CO.,

9 Martin Place, Sydney.
Send sample of your Hormone product,
enclose stamp for postage.

NAME
(Mr., Mrs., Miss)

ADDRESS

STATE
(Block letters, please)

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.

&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un

interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.

HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed. Send
stamped addressed envelop*
for particulars. Confidential.
Janet Clanville, 247H Eliza
beth Street, Sydney.

To make Everton Toffee boil 1 Ib. of best
brown sugar in a pint of water, until a
little will harden if dropped into cold

water; then add 2 ozs. of butter and boil

a few moments until it will harden again.
Tflavmir with Ipmnn. if HpsiTAfV
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Play Suit,

9930 Is. 3d.

6,8, 10, 12 years

Blouse,

U yds.
36 ins. wide.

Shorts,

1? yds.
36 ins. xvide.

Sun Frock, 9106 Is. 3d. Soft Colours
6 and 8 years.

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Soft colours predominate at Paris mid-season collectic

and newest shades include straw, honey and lemon yeilo

together with the warmer biscuit, apricot and spice tor

Other favourites are wistaria mauves, rich blues, grass gre
and true candy or soft blotting-paper pinks as well as a li

orange and tangerine. Black is featured for formal wear :

white makes important summer fashion news, while m
coatfrocks and suits appear in grey or navy wool accented v

white. Generally the trend is toward main ensembles in i

colour only

Girls Overalls,
9574 Is. 3d.

2,4, 6, 8, &quot;10,
12 years.

2| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast : 2

L
yd. 36 ins. wide Sun Frock, 9098 Is. 3d.

2, 4, 6, 8 years.
1 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Blouse and Shorts,
9100 Is. 3d.

6,8, 10, 12, 14 years.

2| yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \\d. extra.}
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Frock and Bloomers,
9088 Is. 3d.

2 and 4 years.

2J yds. 36 ins. wide

Carrying Coat,

9094 Is. 3d.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Baby s Frock,
9093 Is. 3d.

yds.
36 ins. wide,

Sun Suit, 9103 Is. 3d.

1 to 2 years .

1 yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9000 Is. 3d.
1 to 2 years.

H yds. 36 ins. wide.

Shorter Skirts

Skirts, which are definitely
shorter with day dresses 13

inches from the ground, may be
either full or straight but not

too tight. Floating panels
strike a new note and, although
full swinging skirts below close

fitting bodices still hold sway
for evening, there are many
long tubular skirts covered by
sheer detachable overskirts.

&amp;gt;: * *

Emphasis is still on asyme-
trical lines expressed in uneven

hems, sawedged necklines and
in the placing of trimmings and

fastenings. Square sheer wool
scarves tucked into belts or

pockets heighten this impres
sion, while buttons are used

in slanting rows to fasten jack

ets, on both backs and fronts of

bodices and even on side-

seams. Although matching
buttons are in high favour,
there are some in natural and
smoked mother o pearl and
others in glass centred with
flowers or fishermen s flies.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. s Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal/ 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]
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1500 Books on

DRESSMAKING
Absolutely FREE!

LOVELY DRESSES FOR YOURSELF AND
CLOTHES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.

You do want smart, attractive c oLhes, don t

you&amp;gt; Of course you do things with style and
originality; but when shopping for them you
find it practically impossible to gt a frock
within your means, or one that isn t duplicated
at least a dozen times wh?n you walk down the
street. But still it is possible for YOU to bo
one of the smartest dressers. It is possible tor
you to make clothes for all your loved onus
and YOU RE SAVING MONEY all the time.
This is the opportunity of a lifetime. Send for
this splendidly illustrated free Bock, &quot;How to
Design, Cut and Make Smarter Clothes.&quot; It
tells you how. But you must hurry

HURRY COUPON FOR YOUR COPY
SEND KO MONEY
THE DUNRICH SCHOOL OF

|
DRESSMAKING

IDept. 8, 21 Cl.-.renre Street,
Sydney, N.S.W. 4

I Dear Madame
Send me by return mail your FREE BOOK

| all about Dressmaking and Designing, en

(titled
&quot;How to Design, Cut, and Make Smarter

Clothes.&quot; Enclosed 2 Id in stamps.

| NAME ,

I ADDRESS. .

1 1/49

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
EASILY REMOVED

AT HOME
Hundreds of women are

overjoyed ar the e?sy way
the famous Swedish Wax
Pencils remove unsightly
hairs without d scomfort.
leaving the skin clean,

velvety, baby-smooth and
lovely. Successfully re
moves rtubborn hairs in a

ew seconds. The hair

comes right OUT not

merely off from face,

ams, legs and back o
neck. Superior to all

known methods. No
stubby regrowth, no &quot;shaved off&quot; look.
Pure, safe natural ingredients no smelly
chemicals Positively non-irritating. Sold
on Money-back Guarantee for only IO/- post
free. Sent under plain wrapper. Send Money
Order (obtainable at any P.O.) to-day to :

Department O.,
SOUTHERN GILBERT CO. LTD.,
8 Boulcott St., Wellington, N.Z.

Writt Watchei, Cameras. Ma -Ma Dolls.
fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for
selling small parcels of tested garden seed*. Send
for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no
money now, on/y name a^d address. Write to-day.
John B. Murray, 461KGoro St.. Sydney

NOW you can get back

REGULARITY
and build

yourself
UP

without
medicines

Kellogg s All-Bran is a natural

LAXATIVE. .HEALTH FOOD. .BLOOD TONIC
Your health depends on what you
eat every day. To-day s soft,

mushy, over cooked foods often

lack the vital bulk your system
needs for regular elimination.

Kellogg s All-Bran supplies
smooth-acting bulk which helps
prepare internal wastes for easy,

gentle and natural elimination . . .

no medicines needed.

Health Food
Made from the vital outer layers
of wheat, Kellogg s All-Bran

brings you more protective food
elements than whole wheat itself!

Kellogg s All-Bran is actually
richer in iron than spinach and
it is a natural source of Vitamins
B, for the nerves, B, for the eyes,
Calcium for the teeth, Phosphorus
for the bones and Niacin for the
skin. It not only relieves con

stipation but builds you up day
by day at the same time.

Kellogg s All-Bran has a tasty
toasted, nutty flavour. You may
prefer to eat it sprinkled over
your favourite breakfast cereal or
straight out of the packet with
sliced fruit, milk and sugar. Sold
at all grocers.

&quot;TIRED

BLOOD&quot;

and
Blemishes

Kellog-gr s All-Bran is a tonic
for your blood rich in iron.
Richer than spinach. It helps
keep your blood at its proper
iron level. Does away with
&quot;tired blood&quot; . . . cleanses away
blood impurities as it cleanses
put internal impurities. The
iron in KellogR s All-Bran pro
tects your skin from ugly
pimples .and blemishes.

ALL-BRAN
fc Registered Trade Mark
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&quot;My Friend Irma,&quot; Prince Edward.

entertain the enemy with a

jam session, and prevail
over them with the help of

the music itself. Others in

the cast: Benny Goodman,
Hugh Herbert, Steve Coch-

ran, J. Edward Bromberg,
Felix Bressart, Ludwig
Stossel, O. Z. Whitehead
and Esther Dale.

* * *

At the Liberty, in

&quot;Edward, My Son,&quot; Spencer
Tracy plays Arnold Boult,
a man whose frantic ob
session to provide the best
for his only child brings
ruin to everyone with whom
his life is bound. In a

sequence of events covering
a period of thirty years,
Arnold Boult rises from an

The Ploy and Film

The new Danny Kaye
film, &quot;A Song is Born,&quot; at

the Eegent, is, as you would

expect, a mad, whimsical
affair concerning seven pro
fessors who have worked
for years on a history of

music. Professor Frisbee

(Danny Kaye), in charge
of the American section, is

confident ragtime is right

up to the minute; but when
two window washers intro

duce him to swing and jive
and boogie woogie, Frisbee
determines to explore the
world of jazz. He invites to

his house a lot of musical

bigwigs and a beauteous
torch singer named Honey
(Virginia Mayo). Honey,
unfortunately, is engaged
to an underworld character
who wants to marry her.

It s all so complicated.

&quot;Quartet&quot; Embassy.
Frisbee haa fallen in love with Honey.
The bad man and his henchmen steal

Honey, but she baulks at marrying him.
He takes her back to Friabee s and
there threatens to liquidate Frisbee if

she stiH is stubborn. Covered by machine
guns, Friabee and his jazz companions

&quot;A Song is Born,&quot; Regent.
obscure middle-class London businessman to become
a peer and one of the richest financiers in the land.
But at what a cost! He drives his business partner
to suicide, he changes his wife from a happy, de
voted woman, to a bitter and disillusioned alcoholic;
he almost succeeds in debarring his best friend
from the medical profession; he tries to wrest his

son s illegitimate child from its mother. In the end
his world crumples about him and he emerges from

prison the obscure man he started out. Tracy com
bines a burning intensity with cold ruthlessness in

his portrait of Arnold Boult, making it stand out
as one of the most memorable acting achievements
of his brilliant career. He is ably seconded in the
work by Deborah Kerr in the role of the wife whose
character and integrity he destroys. Excellent sup
port is given by Ian Hunter as the family doctor,
Larry Woodhope; Leueen MacGrath as the secretary
with whom Boult has an affair; Mervyn Johns as
his ill-fated business partner; Tilsa Page as the girl
who bears his son s child, and a large group of other
well-known players.

* *

Tivoli Theatre has revived vaudeville again with
the revue, &quot;Talk of the Town,&quot; and a galaxy of
overseas talent, starring Ben Wrigley, young English
comedian, who has set a new standard for clowning
and turns on something different in comedy that is

most amusing. Other members of his eccentric
rubber-necked type of act are his wife, Joy Dexter,
and Dick Thorpe. Another artist, who also rates as
a top liner, is French comedy pianist, Eolly Bolls,
born in Paris and famed in Europe prior to World

War II as a concert pianist, gives a hint
of his real pianistie skill in the Chopin
medley, although Bach and boogie woogie
come alike to his dippling fingers. The
tumbling of the Elwardos, the acrobatic
feats of the Swiss Stars, the dancing of

Eileen O Dare, the droll Oliver Wakefield,
the clever impersonations of Paul Began
and many others highlight a well-balanced

programme of variety.
* * *

At the Plaza we have an extraordinary
picture about a girl who lives with her
father in the African Congo. Her constant

companion is Joe, a baby gorilla. Ten

years later a Hollywood night club pro
prietor yearns for a new sensation and
decides to capture wild animals in Africa,
He purposes introducing them to his gar
ish night club for the amusement of his

jaded and blase patrons. It would have
been cheaper to take his patrons to the zoo,

but script writers don t

worry about that sort of

thing. Among other animals,
the baby gorilla, now fully

grown, is secured, and the

girl, now seventeen years,
is persuaded to sign a con

tract; but neither are

happy in the atmosphere of

the night club. Some drunks
toss full whisky bottles into

the gorilla s cage, who goes

b^ serk and wrecks the
club. Later the gorilla re

habilitates himself when he
saves a lot of children from
a burning orphanage. In the
cast: Terry Moore, Ben
Johnson, Bobert Armstrong,
Joseph Young, Frank
M Hugh, Eegis Toomey,
Denis Green. Plenty of
action and certainly origi
nal in conception.

* * *

In
&quot;Quartet&quot; (Embassy)

a father gives his nineteen-

year-old son three pieces of

advice. He tells him not to

Eileen O Dare, Tivoli.

gamble, not to lend money, and to

have nothing to do with women. The
son does well in a tennis tournament
on the Continent and the night before
the team leaves he visits the Sport
ing Club. A member of the English
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Stewart the picture brings
one of his colourful roles,

as well as his return to

M-G-M for the first time
since the war. Opposite
him for the first time is

June Allyson, who steps
into the dramatic por
trayal of Stratton s sweet
heart and wife and whose
encouragement proves the

inspiration behind his

whole life. Supporting
them are &quot;Frank Morgan,
Agues Moorehead and Bill

Williams.
* * *

Oliver Hardy is at

present playing a comic
role in John Wayne s com
ing Eepublic film,

&quot;Strange Car-avan,&quot; in
which Vera Kalston has

&quot;Mighty Joe

RoUy Rolls, Tivoli.

team persuades him to try his luck
at the tables. Nicky puts on a
100-franc note. He wins, and
then goes on winning. As he
leaves the table an attractive
adventuress borrows a thousand
francs. So you see the son has
not followed in father s verbal

footsteps. Unusual happenings
follow, and Nicky is in the midst
of it all. The play is bright and
entertaining and is a screen

adaptation of four of Somerset
Maugham s short stories. Summed
up: Bright, fast-moving, delight
fully unfolded and interest- hold

ing. In the cast: Basil Eadford,
Nauntbn Wayne, Ian Fleming,
Jack Baine, Angela Baddeley,
James Robertson Justice, Jack

&quot;Stratton Story,&quot; St. James .

Watling, Nigel Buchanan, Mai Zetterling,
Jean Cavall.

* * *

&quot;The Stratton Story,&quot; at St. James
,

is

about a real-life American who came
from Texas to win fame as a pitching base
ball star. After two seasons that appeared
to put him on the verge of all-time great
ness, he suffered a hunting accident that
caused amputation of his right leg. How he
came hack, eight years later, to resume a

pitching careejr in the game he loved and
to be named the &quot;most courageous athlete
of the year&quot; is one of the real inspiring
stories in the history of sports. For James

&quot;Britannia Mews,&quot; Century.

the feminine lead.

This marks only the
second time since the
rotund , comedian
joined up with Stan
Laurel in 1926 to be
come one of the most
famous comic teams
in pictures that the
two have been separ
ated- in their profes
sional careers. How
ever, ,thc separation
is not permanent, and
the two will be to

gether as soon as they
find a good script.

* *

Film star Sonja
Henie has married
New York socialite

Winthrop Gardiner.
Henie divorced millionaire Dan Top
ping in April. Gardiner, a business

executive, also has been divorced.

&quot;Britannia Mews,&quot; at the Century, is

the story of Adelaide Culver, a girl who
forsakes her family s fashionable London
home for her art teacher, only to find
domestic drudgery and unhappiness in the
slums of London s

&quot;mews,&quot; which are nar
row, cobble-lined carriageways lined by
stables that have been converted into shops
and quarters designed for coachmen and
grooms. When tragedy intervenes, Adelaide

Young&quot; Plaza.

feeJs she can again regain the
life she had known, but the
machinations of a blackmailer

keeps her in the mews. Soon,
however, a charming, ne er-do-

well lawyer comes into her life

and this time she is rewarded
with the happiness she so

richly deserves. Headliners in

the cast: Dana Andrews,
Maureen O Hara, Dame Sybil
Thorndyke, Diane Hart, Anne
Butchart, Fay Compton.

* * *

John Agar is having a test

ing time in &quot;I Married a Com
munist.&quot; He will play his first

love scenes with someone other
than his wife, Shirley Temple.
There are plenty of kisses be
tween him and Janet Carter.
John is still new to film

making and he blushed about
it. He did not want Shirley

&quot;Edward, My Son,&quot; Liberty.
to be watching these kissing sequences.

* * *

Harold Lloyd is happy about his son s

acting} ability, and he proposes staging a
co-star comedy soon in which father and
son will play the leads.

Bing Crosby objects to playing the part
of a drunk on the screen. It is more than

likely that Danny Kaye will be starred in

the film version of
&quot;Harvey.&quot;

* * *

[Turn to page 32.]
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THE way to stop these head
aches.

EFFECTS&quot; (doesn t slow you

2.

up, leave you dizzy or de
pressed)

ASPRO DOES NOT HARM HEART
OR STOMACH (call on Aspro as
often as you need without the
slightest fear. It is also non habit-
forming)

ASPRO ACTS SWIFTLY
( Ascro has to be effective to
have the biggest sale in the
world of any medicine of its

kind).

NOHFIER-EmaS~.il

ASPRO
OOEf HOT HARM THE HEART OR STOMACH

Try ASPRO Tablets
with your cup of tea! v\\//

When housework makes you feel jaded, nerve-
racked and &quot;headachy,&quot; try ASPRO AND -
A CUP OF TEA. The Aspro soothes and /
calms you the tea gives you a lift. It s a /.
wonderful combination every housewife should , .

know.

AI5/19

Never MI

toe
splinter

The smallest injury can
become infected. Never
take a chance!

Always use BAND-AID ad
hesive bandage, the ready-
made dressing for all minor
injuries.
l!\ PACKETS OF 12 FOR
8d. OR FAMILY SIZE 24
FOR I/3d. at all chemist*
and stores. M, .,

.,,.

THE PERFECT &amp;gt;^- /

READY-MADE
DRESSING

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON
WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

OF SURGICAL DRESSINGS
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Materials required: 1 ball crochet cotton

No. 3; 1 crochet hook No. 5i; f yard linen

20 inches wide; suitable transfer; 4 skeins

each of stranded fast-colour cotton in blue,

pink, mauve and green.
Finished Size.

18 inches by 25 inches.

Lace edging 1 inches without small edg
ing. Work for 18 inches in width and 25

inches in length to join to cloth.

To Make.
Draw 3 to 4 threads to size, i.e. (18

inches in width and 25 inches in length).
Fold over border to form J-iuch hem and
hemstitch.

To Hemstitch: After drawing the

threads, fold over hem to width required
and tack to outer edge of drawn thread
line.

To work the stitching join thread to

underneath of edge of hem and oversew
for 3 sts. Now pick up 3 or 4 threads

immediately below, pull through thread
and g o back into same place as before but
this time put needle into the hem immedi
ately, above the position from which it

previously came out. Proceed likewise to

end of row. Buttonhole stitch around
corners, as by drawing threads both ways
you would have an open square in each
corner.

Work the inside edge likewise.

Press well under a damp cloth

and warm iron on wrong side.

Press transfer on cloth

and, using three strands of

the cotton at a time,
commence to em
broider, keep
ing sts. exactly

6th

spaces.
7th

block,
8th

row 2

row 4

1 space,
row 1

1 block

O-jjjij-O-

blocks, 5

spaces,
1 block.

block,
3 spaces,

spaces, 1

1 block.

block,
1 space.

pat.

spaces,
9th row 2

block, 3 spaces,
10th row 1

spaces, 1 block,
These 10 rows form
Work corner:
1st row 1 block, 5 spaces, 1 block.
2nd row 5 spaces, 1 block, 1 space.
3rd row 2 spaces, 1 block, 4 spaces.
4th row 3 spaces, 1 block, 3 spaces.
5th row 4 spaces, 1 block, 2 spaces.
6th row 1 space, 1 block, 5 spaces.
7th row 6 spaces, 1 block.

Now turn with 5 ch. 1st row of corner turn and
work into edge of last 7 rows as follows: 1 space,
1 block, 4

spaces, 1 block.

2nd row 1

Gsmmerice
4 treble = 1 block,
2 ch., I tr. in 3 ch. = 1 spai

the size of the pat
tern and finishing
off neatly at l&amp;gt;;ick.

(No knots, either for

joining or finishing
1

; run
in ends for at least an in-.-li).

On completion press on the

wrong side under a damp cloth and
warm iron.

To Make the Edging.
Commence with 22 ch. 1 inches in length.
1st row Turn with 3 ch. for first treble,

3 tr., to complete first block 5 spaces (of
2 ch.. 1 tr. into 3rd ch.) 1 block.
2nd row Turn with 3 ch. (when work

ing tr. beg. of row and 5 ch. when working
1 space at beg

1

, of row), complete 1 block,
4 spaces, 1 block, 1 space.

3rd row Turn with 5 ch., 2 spaces, 1

block, 3 spaces, 1 block.
4th row 1 block, 2 spaces, 1 block, 3

spaces.
6th row 4 spaces, 1 block, 1 space, 1

blok.

block, 3 spaces,
1 block, 2

spaces.

Pattern
should now be easy to follow from chart.
Continue all around likewise. Join with

a s.s. Now work 3 ch. over first tr.
* 1

d.c. into next
tr., 3 ch., re

peat from * to

end, working an
extra 3 ch., 1 d.c.,
3 ch. into corners

to turn. Join with s.s.

and work 3 ch., 1 d.c.
into each 3 ch. of pre

vious round, working an extra
3 ch., 1 d.c., 3 ch. into each
corner to turn. Join with s.s.

and fasten off end.
To Finish,

Join on the straight with a row
of slip sts. (i.e., insert hook as for

any other st. and pull thread right
through). Work likewise into eacii ch. Run
in end.

Join neatly to edge of cloth by over
sewing or, if preferred, faggot stitch to
edge.

Press well under a damp cloth and warm
iron.

To work small edging around crochet:
Join to first space at centre. 3 ch. for first

tr., then * 2 ch., 1 tr. into next space.
Repeat from * to last space of same side.
Work 1 extra tr. right into corner with
3 ch. either side to turn.
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Smart women everywhere insist on the

gentle, safe protection of soft Modess.

They know it is the one sanitary naplcin that affords

complete comfort with absolute peace of mind.

MODESS the sale, sure,

economical sanitary naplcin.

Modess is at chemists and

stores everywhere.

A Product of

JOHNSON 4 JOHNSON
WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF SURGICAL DRESSINGS

/?e-v/fo//se your Sco/p

Lifeless Hoir denotes your scalp needs

twice-a-day massage with KOKO. which

clanses the scalp and promotes the

growth of healthy hair KOKO, the

famous British Hair Preparation, it free

from oil, grease and dye.

Ask your Chemist for

KOKO
- FOR THE HAIR

&quot;Iron Starvation&quot;

often the cause of lack
of energy, anaemia and
that run-down feeling.
Iron &quot;Jelloids&quot; provide,
in an easy-to-take form,
the iron needed te build

up rich, red blood.

Iron
Jelloids

*Zkle-1ree
Teething

No need for trouble at teething
timel Give baby Steedman s Pow
ders to keep habits regular and the
bloodstream cool. These famous
powders are a safe and gentle
aperient which have been used by
Mothers for over 100 years. For
trouble-free teething

STEEDMANiS
POWDERS

ON SALE AT ALL CHEMISTS

063 IB

(&amp;lt;fjjjf long and colourful lilo

/ /

Sewing Hints: Always use double thread
for gathering. Always use as fine a thread
and needle as the garment will allow. When
threading your needle make the knot on the
end broken from the reel. The rule for

frilling is one and a quarter the length of
the edge to be trimmed. In facing a sleeve,
turn it, and place the facing inside the
sleeve before sewing it on. Gathers should

always be set on the right side, but never
with a needle; use a large pin. When sew
ing on a button, place the knot on the

right side of the cloth directly under the

button. In sewing a seam, put the stitches

closely together, but lightly, into the cloth,

being careful not to pull the thread tight,
as this causes the seam to draw.
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Oakleaf Crochet Centre and Doyley
-oIHx Why Not Make a Start on Your Christmas Presents Now ?

Materials: Coats Mercer Croohet Cotton
No. 40 (colour, ecru) ;

steel crochet needle
No. 4f

Abbreviations: Ch., chain; d.c., double

crochet; tr., treble; l.tr., long treble; pic.,

picot; bet., between; st.-st., slip-stitch;

bg., beginning; rep., repeat; s.c., single

crpchet; tog., together; pet., petal; sp.,

space: lp., loop.
Leaves.

15 ch., miss the first ch. by the needle
and work 13 consecutive d.c., 3 d.c. in end
stitch by the tag of the cotton and 13 d.c.

down the opposite side of the ch., also
3 d.c. in the next st. (which becomes the

top of the leaf). Consecutive 13 d.c. along
the stitches of the first side.

Now turn the work, 3 ch., miss 1 d.c.,

working into back thread of previous row.
Work 13 d.c. down side, 3 d.c. in st. at top,
13 d.c. down, opposite side, turn.* 3 ch.

Working into back thread of previous row
miss 1 st., work 13 d.c. in stitches down
side, 3 d.c. in st. at top, 13 d.c. down
opposite side *, turn. Rep. from * to *

twice. Fasten off. Join one leaf to an
other before fastening off, or, if preferred,
join by sewing them together.

There are 36 leaves.
Centre Rings.

12 ch., join in a ring, 3 ch. to stand for
1 tr., make 27 tr. into ring, join by sl.-st.

in 3rd ch., making 28 tr. in all.

2nd round 4 ch., 1 tr. with 1 ch. bet. on

every tr. of last round. Join by sl-.st. in

3rd ch. of 4 ch. at beg., making 28 spaces
in all.

3rd round &amp;lt;Sl.-st. into 1st sp.,
* 3 ch., 1

tr. in next sp., 1 pic. (4 ch., sl.-st. into 1st

ch.), 3 ch., 1 d.c. into next sp.* Rep. from
* to *

all round sl.-st. into 1st ch. of 3 ch.

at beg.
Make five more rings, joining 3 pics, to

3 pics, of previous ring.
1st round of Centre Join thread to 1st

pic. of end ring, 8 ch. (3 ch. to stand for

treble), 1 tr. in next pic. *, 5 ch., 1 tr. in

next pic v*. Rep. from * to * to last pic.
of ring, 5 ch., 1 l.tr. bet. pics., joining rings,
5 ch., 1 tr. in 1st pic. of next ring.**.
(4 ch., 1 tr.) in each of next 3 pics., 5 ch.,
1 l.tr. in pic. bet. rings, 5 ch., 1 tr. in 1st

pic. of next ring.**. Rep. from ** to **

till 1st pic. of end ring. Rep. from * to **

till 1st pic. of 1st ring. Join by sl.-st.

into 3rd ch. of 8 ch. at beg.
2nd round 6 d.c. in every 5 ch. lp., 5

d.c. in every 4 ch. lp.
3rd round 5 ch.,

* miss 1 st., 1 tr. in

next st., 2 ch. *
Rep. from * to *

all round
end ring, then **, miss 2 sts., 1 tr. in next
St., 2 ch. **. Rep. from ** to **

till 1st.

tr. in the 1st pic. of last ring. Rep. from
*

to *. Join (138 sp.).
4th round Sl.-st. into 1st sp., 5 ch., 1 tr.

in same sp., leaving last lp. on needle.
Make 1 tr. in next sp., taking last 3 Ips. off

needle tog. *, 2 ch., 1 tr. in same sp., leav

ing last lp. on needle, 1 tr. in next sp.,

taking 3 last Ips. off needle tog. Rep. from
* to *

all round. Join.
5th and 6th rounds Same as 4th round.
7th round Sl.-st. back to sp. correspond

ing with sp. over 1st pic. of 1st ring *, 3
d.c. in every sp. till last pic. of same ring,
2 d.c. in every sp. till ring at other end *.

Rep. from *
to *. Join.

8th round 6 ch. to stand for 1st l.tr., 2
l.tr. into 1st ch., leaving last lp. of each
l.tr. on needle and drawing all through
tog. This forms one pet.; 6 ch., 1 pet. into

top of 1st pet., miss 6 sts., 1 d.c. into 7th
d.c. Rep. all round. Join.

9th round Sl.-st. back to centre of pets.,
4 ch. to stand for 1 l.tr., 2 l.tr. in 1st ch.,

leaving last lp. of each l.tr. on needle and
drawing all through tog.; 6 ch., 1 pet. in
same st. *, 1 pet., 6 ch., 1 pet. in centre

loop of pets, in previous round. *
Rep.

from * to *
all round. Join to 1st pet. by

sl.-st. (48 daisies).
10th round 8 d.c. in every lp., 1 d.c.

bet. each pet.
llth round 1 d.c. in every st. of last

round, crocheting into back of sts. only.
12th round * 1 d.c. into every at. to

centre of lp.; join leaf with a d.c. into

point of leaf, 1 d.c. in every st. to next lp.,
a pic. bet. Ips.

*
Rep. from * to *

till

there are 12 leaves joined to centre.**
1 d.c. in every st. to centre of next lp., a

[Turn to page 33.]
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Youtblyne girdles by Bcrlei are a cunning
blend of lovely elasticised and rigid materials,

pre-tested and cleverly cut to give perfect

sbaping and support witb undreamed-of free

dom and flexibility. 1 bere s a &quot;Youtblyne&quot;

for Mother as well as Daughter ... for most

figure types in fact, from the very slim to tbe

&quot;not-so-very.&quot; Prices range from 38/- to 7 \/- .

Ask always for a personal fitting.

your assurance of perfect fit.

makes milady s torso

even more so

The Play and Film
[From page 27.]

Judy Garland, who has been in ill-health

for some time past, is now completely re

covered. She was very run down when
ordered into hospital, but is now &quot;in the

pink,&quot; lias added 12 Ibs. to her weight,
and M-G-M will put her into another pic
ture immediately.

*
*

*

The reported visit of Danny Kaye to

Australia next year is good news. He has
been a tremendous success in London. When
he was signed on for the Palladium seats
were booked out long before he was listed

to appear. His first great success was at
this theatre. At a big official dinner

Danny spoke right from his heart about
British audiences: &quot;I used to think that the
British were cold, reserved and unemo
tional. That was before I knew them,

r he
said. &quot;I can only say that I have never
met such sincerity, such enthusiasm, and
such deep emotion.&quot; This was not Danny s

first visit. He came to Britain some time
before the war and appeared at a Park
Lane cabaret. His reception was definitely
cold and he never forgot a miserable man
in the front row of tables who kept his
back turned on the show almost all the
time.

* *

The next picture in which Greer Garson
will appear is &quot;Mr. Imperium,&quot; a charming
story of a girl who falls in love with a

king. Greer is ordered out of the country
a Balkan State, of course when it is

discovered that a mere commoner and the

king are having a romance. Greer goes to

Hollywood and becomes a great picture
star. Quick work! Then the king, like a

lot of other kings, loses his throne and
also makes for Hollywood, using the name
&quot;Mr. Imperium,&quot; from which the film gets
its title. The king and the star take up
their romance again, and the industrious
little star gets him back his throne.

* *

Film directors are not thought of kindly
in quite a number of quarters. One critic

avers they get their jobs through sixty per
cent, luck, thirty-nine per cent, influence
and one per cent, ability. &quot;Technicians

are skilled folk, but the man in charge is

so often a dud.&quot; Just a nice kindly opinion
seasoned with salt and vinegar.

Are you watching others {ret
ting: a lot of fun out of life?
Pun which you miss because of
continual listlessness and
frayed nerves. Why miss these
Joys of life? By taking
W1NCARNIS you can build
yourself up and gain a
natural zest for living. That
is what WINCARNIS is for. It
is a tonic with wonderful re
cuperative powers a skilful
blending of choice wines with
other strength-giving elements
to fortify the brain and nerves
and generally tone up the
system,
WINCARNIS has helped count-
Jess nervy, run-down men and
women to regain natural buoy
ant health and vigour, as thou
sands of recommendations from
the medical profession testify.
It will do YOU good, too. Start
now taking WINCARNIS. Ask
your Chemist for a bottle of
WINCAHN1S ... the Wine of
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You remember &quot;Spring
in Park Lane&quot;?

Well, there has been another success in

London, &quot;Maytime in Mayfair,&quot;
built on

somewhat similar lines, which will be

shown in Australia early in the new year.

Setting is in an exclusive London fashion

house which Michael Wilding inherits.

Anna Neagle is the designer and business

head. You can guess ahead what is going
to happen, but before the happy ending
and the wedding a deal of water flowers

under the bridge. Michael has a rival, a

first rate cad and mischief-maker who has

got to be courteously but effectively dealt

with. Then one must .admire Michael s

irresponsible wooing and Anna s cold recep
tion (which gradually thaws) of his ad

vances. Of course there are fashion par
ades and dreamy dances. A satisfying,
well-dressed film, with a good story and

plenty of glamour.
* *

Kathryn Grayson can sing a note higher
than a flute can register. If you doubt it,

listen to her sing in &quot;That Midnight Kiss.&quot;

* * *

Lewis Stone has been a film star since

1915. Twenty-five of those years he has

been with M-G-M.
* * *

Elizabeth Taylor and her young star

colleagues have their lessons at the famous
M-G-M schoolhousc a bungalow on the lot

which was once John Gilbert s private
dressing room.

* * *

Eight of Metro s best-known male stars

Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, Mickey
Rooney, Frank Morgan, Robert Taylor,
Walter Pidgeon. Lewis Stone and Lionel

Barrymore pile up among them the stagger
ing aggregate of 140 years stardom with
Leo. Gable, who made his first M-G-M film

in 1930, is to-day at the peak of his career
with the same company.

*--#-

Black Eye: If a blow has been received
sufficient to break the minute blood-vessels
under or around the eye, there will be an
effusion of blood beneath the skin, and a

dark spot or ring will result. The applica
tion of very hot water will contract the

blood-vessels, cause the absorption of the

blood, and relieve soreness. Never use
cold water or ice on a &quot;black

eye.&quot;
Raw

beef steak may be applied, but hot water
is better.

One of the chief difficulties encountered
with garments or other articles that are
not subjected to the routine of the weekly
wash is the tendency to put off washing
until considerable soil has accumulated.
This is a mistake, for the severe treatment

necessary to remove deeply-imbedded soil

or perspiration is harder on the fabric than

any number of gentle washings. A good
slogan for all fine fabrics would be, &quot;Wash

frequently and gently.&quot;

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have published a booklet which

will be appreciated by those interested in

knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions
and illustrations are given for the follow

ing: The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pilchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

Oakleaf Crochet Centre

and Doyley
[From page 31.]

pic., 1 d.c. in every st. to centre of next lp.,

join a leaf.** Rep. from **
to

**
twice,

1 d.c. in every st. to centre of next lp.,

join leaf. T 1 d.c. in every st. to centre
of next lp., 1 pic., 1 d.c. in every st. to
centre of next lp., join leaf. T. liep. from
T to T twice, 1 d.c. ih every st. to next lp.,
1 pic. bet. Rep. from beg. of round.

13th round Rings 8 ch., join into a

ring.
1st and 2nd rounds Same as large ring,

making only 26 tr. in ring and 26 sps.
3rd round&quot; Sl.st. into 1st sp., 5 ch.. 1 d.c.

in next sp., 2 ch., 1 tr. in next sp., 1 pic.,
2 ch., 1 d.c. in next sp., 2 ch., 1 tr. in next
sp., 1 pic., 2 ch., 1 d.c. in next sp., 2 ch.,
1 tr. in next sp., 2 ch.

Join into lp. of leaf after centre of leaf
with a pic., 2 ch., 1 d.c. into

next sp.; 2 ch., 1 tr. in next

sp. Join to 2nd lp. of same
leaf; 2 ch., 1 d.c. in next

sp.; 2 ch., 1 tr. in next sp.
Join to 1st lp. of next leaf;
2 ch., 1 d.c. in next sp.; 2

ch., 1 tr. in next sp. Join
to lp. before centre of leaf;
2 ch.,

* 1 d.c. in next sp;
2 ch., 1 tr., 1 pic., 2 ch. &quot;*.

Rep. from * to * 5 times, 1

d.c. in next sp., 2 ch. Join
to 2nd ch. of 5 ch. at beg.,
1 pic., 3 ch; leave a length
of thread to join to last

ring.

In the following rings,
after 5 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st. sp.
at beg., join next 2 pics,
to 2 pics, of previous ring
before poining to leaf. At
the finish, after 3 ch., join
to top of tr. (not into pic.)
of previous ring. Fasten
off. Rings should measure
about 1 inch in diameter.
Border rings are worked

the same, joining rings tog.

by only 2 pic; omit 3 ch.

leave 4 pics, on inner side,
side free.

14th round Join cotton bet. rings, 9

ch.,
*

1 d.c. into 1st of the three centre

pics, of ring; 5 ch., 1 d.c. in centre pic.;
5 ch., 1 d.c. in 3rd pic.; 5 ch., 11 tr. bet.

rings; 5 ch. *. Rep. from * to *
all round.

Join to 4 ch.

15th round 6 d.c. into every lp. all

round. Join.

16th round 5 ch.,
* 1 tr. in centre of lp.;

2 ch., 1 tr. bet. Ips.; 2 ch. *. Rep. from
* to *

all round. Join to 3rd ch.

17th and 18th rounds Same as 4th round.
19th round Same as 7th round.
20th and 21st rounds Same as 8th and

9th rounds.

22nd round 7 d.c. in every lp., 1 d.c.

bet. pets.
23rd round 5 ch.,

* miss 2 sts., 1 tr.,

2 ch. *. Rep. from * to *
all round. Join

to 3rd ch.

24th, 25th and 26th rounds Same as 4th
round.

27th round 3 d.c. in every lp.

28th round Same as llth round.
29th round *

1 d.c. in 1st 5 sts. Join
1st pic. of ring with a pic.; 5 d.c. Join
next pic. with a d.c., 5 d.c. Join next pic.
with 1 d.c., 5 d.c. Join next pic. with a

pic *. Rep. from
are joined.

to *
till all rings (47)

OAKLEAF DOYLEY.
Rings and leaves are woijced same as in

centre.

Make one large ring join thread to 1st

pic.
1st round 1 d.c. in every pic., with 5 ch.

bet. Join.

2nd round fi d.c. in every loop.
3rd round 5 ch., 3 ch. to stand for 1

tr.,
* miss 1 st., 1 tr.; in next st. 2 ch. *.

Rep. from *
to

*
all round. Join into 3rd

ch. #t beg. (42 spaces).
4th, 5th and 6th rounds Same as 4th,

5th and 6th rounds in centre.
7th round 4 d.c. in every space.
8th, 9th, 10th and llth rounds Same as

8th, 9th, 10th and llth rounds in centre
(24 daisies).
12th round Join leaves, 1 d.c. in every

pics, on outer st. to centre of loop. Join leaf with 1 d.c.

into point of leaf; 1 d.c. in every st. to
next loop. Make a pic. bet. loops. Rep.
till all leaves are joined (24).

13th round Rings are worked and joined
same as small rings joined to leaves iii

centre (24).

Teen-age Fashions.
An increasing number of women are get

ting their ideas of new fashion styles from
the dresses worn by the film stars, and in
this connection the exponent of the soft,
feminine look is Helen Rose, who received
plaudits for her charming teen-age gowns
in &quot;A Date with

Judy&quot; and &quot;Luxury
Liner.&quot; Miss Rose s most recent assign
ment is &quot;The Stratton

Story&quot;, for which
she creates a chic wardrobe for June
Allyson.

Many of our current fashions have
stemmed from elaborate costume films. In
this connection we owe much to noted

period designer Walter Plunkett, who
scores one of his biggest successes with
&quot;Little Women.&quot;

It is safe to predict that the gowns worn
by the stars in the film will capture the

imagination of the public and that the
new summer styles will echo the quaint
mid-Victorian charm of Plunkett s designs.
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&quot;For tasty, Nourishing
*

Sandwiches . . . REMEMBER

KRAFT CHEESE&quot;

Soya ELIZABETH COOKE,
Kraft Cookery and

NUTRITION EXPERT.

INDOORS...
Lunch should always be an

important meal. It should

be tasty and nourishing. So

remember Kraft Cheese for

Dad s sandwiches and also

for those teen-age sons and

daughters of yours.

OUTDOORS .

Nourishing, sustaining food

is vital for outdoor workers.

If your husband works* out

doors he needs good body

building food, so give him

Kraft Cheese it s rich in

proteins, Vitamins A, 62 and

D, plus the valuable milk

minerals, calcium and phos

phorus.

Kraft Cheese saves you money
No waste, no rind with Kraft
Cheese. You enjoy every
delicious slice of this mellow

cheddar cheese because it

stays fresh to the last in its

hygienic foil wrapper.

Tastes better

because It s

BLENDED BETTER

KRAFT CHEESE
C98

BRITISH-MADE

BEBARFALD-VICKERS

BUREAU SEWING MACHINES

A truly magnificent
machine. The English Vickers Head
sewa both backwards and forwards.
Other special features include Auto
matic Bobbin Winder, Stitch Adjusterand Tension Control. Handsome
Bureau Cabinet, as illustrated, in light
Maple colour.

--- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON ---
BEBARFALDS LTD.,
Cnr. George & Park Sts., SYDNEY
Please forward full details of the &quot;Bebarfald-
Vickers&quot; Bureau Sewing Machine, with details

of your Specialised Easy Terms.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

JI.H.J. 119

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of

excessive drinking? EUCRASY has

changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Established
52 years it destroys all desire for
Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be

given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State which required.

SEND 20/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

ARE YOU OVERWEIGHT?
To be overweight is both unhealthy and un
lovely makes you look years older. Get rid
of it by my perfect method no dieting, no irk
some exercises. The sum of l/10/- covers the
whole cost: no further expense. Slimness
estored, no matter how long the &quot;fat&quot; condition.
Send 6d. in stamps for full particulars to

MATRON MARION GOSS, Dept. J,
Box 32, P.O., North Sydney, N.S.W.

When milk puddings stick to the pie-
dish, swish in a little hot water, turn upside
down so it will steam and it will clean

iasily.
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For a very special evening the following
recipes are just the thing. All are economi

cal, simple to make, and most attractive
when complete. Try any one of them; all

are illustrated in our picture, in the order
of recipes printed clockwise direction.

Lemon Doughnuts.
5 ozs. flour, 1^ teaspoonsful baking pow

der, ^ teaspoonful salt, 1 teaspoonful
grated lemon rind, 3 teaspoonsful lemon
juice, 3 tablespoonsful sugar, 1 egg, 2 tea-

spoonsful melted fat or cooking oil, 1-2

tablespoonsful water.
Sift flour with baking powder and salt.

Stir in lemon rind. Beat sugar and egg
together till light, then stir in fat or oil

and lemon juice. Stir in flour gradually,
and add just enough water to make a light,
Tollable dough.

Boll out on a lightly-floured board to
about i-in. thick. Cut into rings with two
floured cutters 3 ins. and 1^ ins. in dia
meter. Cut the large round first and leave
it in the dough while you cut and remove
the centre. Round or oval cutters can be
used if preferred.
Heat a pan of deep fat or enough fat to

give a depth of about 1^ ins. in the frying-
pan. It should be almost smoking hot.

Drop the rings in gently, one at a time, and
cook only about three together so that the
heat of the fat is not too reduced.
As the rings rise to the surface, turn

them over so that both sides brown. Cook
for about 2 minutes, then drain on brown
paper. Dredge with sugar.

If the fat is too hot, doughnuts will be
over-cooked on the outside and under
done at the centre; if not hot enough, they
will be heavy and greasy. These dough
nuts are best eaten on day of making.

Pear Ginger Cake.
4 ozs. flour, 1 teaspoonful ground cinna

mon, teaspoonful ground ginger, tea-

spoonful ground mace, J teaspoonful salt,

1 teaspoonful bicarbonate of soda, 2 ozs.
brown sugar, 3 tablespoonsful golden syrup,
2 ozs. lard or cooking fat or 2J tablespoons
ful cooking oil, 1 egg, 3-4 tablespoonsful
milk or milk and water, ^ oz. butter, 1 oz.

white sugar, 6 halves of cooked pears.
Mix flour with spices, salt and soda, then

sift together twice to make sure that soda
is evenly distributed. Heat brown sugar,
fat or oil and syrup till fat is melted and
syrup thinned. Cool slightly, then stir

gradually into flour.

Beat egg till light, then stir into mixture.
Add liquid, using just enough to make a

loose, pouring batter.

Choose an 8^-inch sandwich tin with
sides 1 ins. high. If a deep tin is used
the cake may be difficult to turn out with
out breaking; if the tin is more than |~in.
shallower the cake may rise and spill over
the edge.
Place butter in the sandwich tin, then

melt over a low heat. Stir in white sugar
and cook to a golden brown caramel. Lay
pear halves, centre downwards, in the
caramel. If they are large, trim a slice off

the rounded outer portion and wedge be
tween halves.

Pour batter over pears, spreading if

necessary with a knife. Bake in a moder
ate oven for about 45 minutes. When
cooked, turn out at once on to a serving
plate. If some of the caramel sticks to the

tin, heat it gently, then reverse over cake
so that caramel can drip on to it.

Decorate, if liked, with mimosa balls or
mock cream. This cake is best eaten the

day it is baked. Some people like to serve
it before it is cold. If any is left over, it

makes a delicious pudding, reheated for
about 10 minutes in the oven and served
with custard. Well-drained tinned peaches,
apricots or pineapple can be used in place
of pears. .

Catherine Wheels.
8 ozs. flour, ^ teaspoonful baking powder,

3 ozs. sugar, 3 ozs. margarine, lard or cook
ing fat, 1 egg, 3 tablespoonsful milk or
milk and water, 1 tablespoonful cocoa, ^

teaspoonful vanilla essence, 4 or 5 drops
peppermint, essence, J teaspoonful green
colouring, 5 or 6 drops raspberry essence,
5 or 6 drops cochineal or carmine.

Sift flour with baking powder. Mix in

sugar, then rub in fat. Divide into three

equal portions either by weighing or meas
uring. Beat egg and milk together.

Into first portion stir the cocoa, then
measure in about 2J tablespoonsful of the
milk and egg mixture, then add the vanilla.
Chocolate part needs a little more liquid

than the other two. Knead to a
smooth paste.
Mix into the second portion about

If tablespoonsful milk and egg, pep
permint essence and green colouring
and to the third portion add remain
der of liquid, raspberry essence and
red colouring.

Eoll out each portion separately
on a lightly-floured board into a

rectangle about $ in. thick. Lay
chocolate on green, then pink on top.
Eoll up tightly like a Swiss roll,

brushing the end with a little water.
Put in a cold place for about an hour
to firm, so that it can be easily sliced
without spoiling the shape.

Cut into slices about in. thick.

Bake on lightly-greased baking
sheets in a moderate oven for about
25 minutes.

Date Chews.
4 ozs. stoned dates, 2 ozs. shelled

walnuts, 1 oz. rolled oats, 3 ozs. flour,
1 teaspoonful baking powder, 1 tea-

spoonful ground cinnamon, 5 ozs.

sugar, 3 tablespoonsful water.
Put dates, nuts and oats through

the mincing machine, or chop very
finely. Sift flour, baking powder and cin
namon. Stir in sugar, then date mixture.
Stir in water.
When batter is well mixed, drop on to a

lightly-greased baking sheet from a tea

spoon into small heaps well apart. Bake
in a fairly slow oven till set and lightly
browned, which will take about 25 minutes.

Cool chews on a cake rack. When cold

they will be hard and crisp but -will become
chewy after about 24 hours. Store in tin.

Truffle Tartlets.

4$ ozs. flour, 1J ozs. castor sugar, 3 ozs.

fat, 1 oz. soya flour, 1 oz. semolina, 1

rounded tablespoonful cocoa, 2 tablespoons
ful white sugar, 1 teaspoonful baking
powder, 1 oz. margarine, } teaspoonful
vanilla essence, few drops rum flavouring
if liked, 6 tablespoonsful water.
Mix flour with castor sugar, then rub in

fat. Knead well, then roll out on a lightly-
floured board to & in. thick. Line ungreased
tartlet tins with this shortbread dough.

Sift soya flour, semolina, cocoa, white

sugar and baking powder together. Beat
margarine to a cream, then stir in dry in

gredients. Stir in liquid and flavouring
and when well mixed spread evenly in

lined tartlet tins, filling two-thirds full.

Bake in a moderate oven for abouj 30

minutes, when shortbread edge should be

light gold and filling set. Turn out care

fully and cool on a cake rack. Handle
tartlets with care or shortbread may break.

Decorate with a band of plain white

icing; These tartlets are best if stored in

a tin for 24 hours before serving.

Animal Snaps.
2 ozs. cooking fat, lard or margarine; 2}

ozs. sugar; 2 tablespoonsful syrup, 1 table-

spoonful treacle; 1 egg; 7 ozs. plain flour;

i teaspoonful ground cinnamon; 1^-2 tea-

spoonsful ground ginger; $ teaspoonful bi

carbonate of soda; i teaspoonful salt.

Work fat with a wooden spoon till soft,
then beat in sugar. Stir in syrup and
treacle, then add about a third of the

lightly beaten egg.
Sift flour with spices, soda and salt,

twice for preference. Add part of dry in

gredients to fat mixture, then beat well.

[Turn to page 36.]
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PARIS never

did anything like this .

Paris gate a prize of a golden apple
to one woman, the goddess Aphrodite irhom

he j/tdged to be the most beautiful

oj three goddesses.

To-day Life Assurance offers a valuable prize to every woman
the prize of security for herself and her children. By placing

part of their savings with our free and independent Life

Assurance Offices, three million Australians are providing a

prize for themselves or their dependants. And the women of

Australia have been largely instrumental in the development
of this outstanding social force. In doing this they have not

only made their own future secure, they have encouraged the

development of Australia as a whole.

\

EVERY AUSTRALIAN BENEFITS

BY THE ACTIVITIES OF OUR FREE AND INDEPENDENT

E
ISSUED BY THE LEADING LIFE ASSURANCE OFFICES IN AUSTRALIA

Jar a Special Jreal
[From page 35.1

Stir in remainder of egg and flour alter

nately till both are used up and dough is

well blended. Set in a cold place for about
i hour to firm.

Sprinkle board or marble slab lightly
with flour, then roll out dough to about
J in. thick. Cut into shapes with floured
animal or ordinary cutters.

Place on lightly greased baking slides.

Bake in a moderately hot oven for 10-12
minutes till rich golden brown. Cool on a

cake rack. Ice with coloured glace icing,
if liked, when cold. If these snaps are
stored in an air-tight tin or glass jar they
will keep fresh and crisp for days.

DIAMOND YOKE JUMPER
{From page 15.&quot;]

a knit row, see that the wool to be woven
lies over the working wool when drawing
it through to make your stitch. Knit the
next stitch. When working a purl row, see
that the second colour lies behind the

working wool when taking this round the
needle to make a purl stitch. Then purl
the next stitch.

*

Seguiiied Hood and Capelet.
For the evening parties which will be

coming on, what could be a more attrac

tive gift than the glamorous hood covered
with sequins? Made out of velvet it would
look very rich

;
a satin or soft wool would

also look quite effective.

Cut the capelet collar, as diagram E, in

paper, fitting it round neck rather loosely.
Line both and join hood to cape, gathering
the hood at side back, as sketches B and C.

Dot here and there with sequins and add
two diamante or gold buttons at neck.

You will be delighted with the effect.

First cut out a paper pattern similar to

sketch D. Maybe you have a &quot;hooded

coat with a different style hood which you
like. Well, if so, cut a pattern from that.
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Lace and Broderie Jabots.

Always an acceptable gift a fresh lace

jabot. You no doubt have some good scraps
of lace or hroderie anglais, not enough for

lingerie but enough to make a little smart

jabot. Sketched are a few suggestions.

^&quot;* \,-J^^
*

Sketch A shows four pattern pieces of
broderie which look most effective sewn on

tape and arranged as a barrister s tabs:
another pattern piece or full cuffs to match,
at sketch C. Another charming and effec

tive style is the collar and jabot in

sketch B; cut a collar pattern out in paper
and sew rows of val lace round and round,
and add a set of frills of val lace to form
a jabot. Sketch D shows a very neat and
exquisite little jabot made of just two
patterns of lovely lace; add a velvet~T&amp;gt;ow

to finish. E features a square collar and
cuff set of broderie anglais which is also a
useful gift.

--

Good Food Combinations.
Roast mutton should be served with red

currant jelly, or some piquant jam, such as

gooseberry, if the joint is the leg; if it is

the shoulder give it onion sauce. Or for

any form of roast mutton there is the
French extra of a thick border of fresh
watercress.

Mince is all the nicer for fried sippets of
bread and a border of mashed potatoes.
And a suspicion of chutney will also im
prove it.

Curries of any sort need the right sort
of boiled rice, and some raisins.

Liver needs fried bacon and slices of cut
lemon.

Boiled bacon is good with broad beans
anl parsley sauce.

Roast fowl demands good bread sauce
and fried bacon, as well as brown gravy.

Boiled fowl is served with egg or parsley
sauce and boiled bacon.

Boiled rabbit should have pickled pork
or boiled bacon and onion sauce.

Roast rabbit requires forcemeat balls,
brown gravy, and a herb stuffing.

THROW OFF
PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS are UGLY FEATURES

Refined Folk Avoid Your Acquaintance
I tell readers of this Journal free how to remove blemishes in ten days
Stubborn cases that baffled physicians and beautv
specialists have been cured You have ru-v^r used or
heard of anything like it Makes muddy cc.mp ! ::

red spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions, vani.ih
almost like magic. No cream, lotion, enamel, aalve
plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus,
nothing to swallow. It doesn t matter if your con-
plexion is a &quot;fright,&quot; whether your fsce is full of muddy
spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing pimples and
eruptions or if your skin is rou-Jiri and &quot;porey,&quot; and
vou ve tried almost everything under t!ie sun to get
rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in mst
ten days, positively removes every blemish, and beau
tifies your skin in a marvellous way. You look vears
vounger. It gives the skin the bloom, tint and purity
of a freshly blown rose. In ten days you can b- the
subject of wild admiration by vour friends, no matter
what your age.

ALL METHODS NOW KNOWN ARE CAST ASIDE
There is nothing to wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands, shoulders are
beautified beyond your fondest drepms AM this I will absolutHv prove to you before your own eyes
in your mirror in ten days. This treatment is absolutely harmless to the most delicate skin, and
very pleasant to use No change in your mode of living necessary A few minutes daily does it.

To every reader of this Journal I will give full details of this really astounding treatment. Let me
how you You risk nothing. Send me 4d in stamps, your name and address, and I will give
vou full details.

MISS GRACE DUNCAN (Suite H8), BOX 4138 G.P.O., SYDNEY
491 PITT STREET. SYDNEY

- Genuine

NIIL-BIUY GUITARS
complete with the worlds easiest /^V *c-each

HOME STUDY LESSON COURSE

e

/*&
Available while they last at the amazing

payments of 6/6 weekly lessons included

and freight free to wherever you live.

Here s your chance to learn to play to

have friends, fun, extra money a career.

JOIN THE SAMPSON
GUITAR CLUB
before it is booked out

Wherever you live you ll receive your
Guitar (as illustrated) and learn at home
in a few woeks without previous know
ledge of music thanks to these amazing
lessons. Just a small deposit and 6/6
weekly places one of these magnificent
Guitars with Lessons in your home
RIGHT AWAY.

You learn at home quickly with these

fully illustrated and simply worded lesson

books sent by post. They are abso

lutely foolproof.

LIMITED SUPPLY
Supplies of these beautiful Hill-billy
Guitars as shown above are limited

bound to be sold out in a few weeks.

Intending members are advised to

avoid delav.

HOW TO JOIN
Post the coupon to-day for full particulars.
This places you under no obligatioa. You ll

receive free details of the Guitars, the

Lessons, and payment*. But don t delay
the supply is bound to sell out quickly.

THE SAMPSON GUITAR CLUB,
Dept. 16, 481 Kent St.. Box 4134 X, G.P.O., Sydney.

Without obligation; tell me how to ;oin the Club and get my
Guitar with lessons iar playing. I enclose 2J postage stamp.

Name ....

Address
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COLUMBINES
the richest

caramels of all!

It s grand to know that any

thing which tastes so delicious

can be so good for you at the

same time! Columbines are not

only richer, creamier and more

satisfying but they ar* rich in

GLUCOSE for quick energy.

They also contain LECITHIN
which nourishes nerves and aids

growth. So always ask for

Columbines . . . made with rich

creamy butter and pure cane sugar.

The Great Name in Confectionery.

Laundry Talks.
A Sticky Iron. If, when making starch,

you use soapy water as the foundation,
you will have no further trouble with the
iron sticking to the article you are launder
ing. Allow* one tablespoonful of soap jelly
to each quart of water, adding the desired
amount of starch, depending upon the gar
ments to be starched.

Clean Curtains. To anyone living in a

smoky city, the problem of keeping the
curtains clean is a difficult one. In my
apartment I have solved the difficulty by
having all my curtains of the same material
and made identically the same, always
keeping on hand one extra pair of curtains.
Each week I put the pair of curtains which
is soiled the most into the wash, hanging
up the extra pair in its place. To simplify
the laundering, I have two e:tra curtain
rods in the laundry, each of which is six
feet long, or over twice the width of one
curtain. After washing, the curtains are
stre%ched by hanging from one rod while
the other is run through the bottom hems.
In this way, the curtains dry easily, and
by following the above plan my curtains
are always clean and unwrinkled, my win
dows are never bare, and there is no extra
labor involved in laundering the curtains.
This method of drying the curtains is

adapted to those made of net or filet.

Tricolette Blouses. I have a light tri-

colette blouse which must be laundered
often. I found it difficult to iron it nicely
after frequent washings. Now I simply
hang the blouse on a clean wooden rod,
then tie the rod to the clothes line by
means of a stout string. In the winter
months I place the rod over the back of
two chairs. In this manner the blouse
dries smoothly and requires no ironing.

Bridge Table Covers. It always proved
a tedious task to wash my bridge table
covers because of the many tapes attached
to them, used in keeping the covers in

place on the table. Now I have dispensed
with the tapes entirely and simplified ^the

washing of the covers by making a tiny
square pocket on the under side of each
corner, fastened with a snap. In each

pocket I place a weight, which keeps the
cover in position and can be slipped out
when the cover is laundered.

Clean Bedroom Curtains. Just how to

keep the bedroom curtains from getting
soiled and mussed at night when the win
dows are wide open was, until recently, a

great problem to me, but I have at last hit

upon a simple plan. Buy spring clothes-pins
at the local store. Two are needed for

each window. Catch the outside and inside

edges of both white curtain and cretonne

drapery together, lift these to the highest
point that can be reached along the out

side of the curtain, and snap all together
with a clothes-pin. It is surprising how
fresh and clean the curtains will keep
when you follow this procedure.

Secrets of Success:

Muslins of the finest make are quite easy
to manage. Don t st&amp;gt;ak them, but wash

straight away in soap lather.

Never allow them to become so soiled

that hard rubbing is necessary to remove
the dirt.

Wash in two waters, and rinse in two
waters if the muslin is pure white, blue
it slightly wring carefully, roll up, and
iron after 10 minutes or so.

Take care that your iron is not too hot:

such fine material scorches so easily, and



on muslin a, scorch-mark is very difficult

to remove entirely.
When there are stripes or spots in the

material cotton, muslin, whatever it may
be add a tablespoonful of vinegar to each

quart of rinsing water. This will quite

prevent colour running or smearing in the

cheapest materials.

When washing and ironing small fancy
muslin collars, fronts, etc., remember that
a lump of sugar in the rinsing water will

give just a suggestion of stiffness to the
material.
When ironing collars, push any fulness

up towards the band. It will not show
there, whereas, if ironed to the edge of the

collar, a nasty crease will result, especially
in the case of fine muslin or silk.

In almost every case you will find that a
better result is obtained if you iron thin

summer frocks; blouses, collars, etc., while

they are qui^e damp, rather than allowing
them to dry, damping and folding, and then

irening. But at the same time bear in

mind that the sun is our strongest bleach

ing agent, and if white things are inclined
to be a bad colour, hang them out in it

again and again quite wet and with the

soap left in them until the original white
ness is restored.

Glamorous Party Stoles.

A lovely feminine touch for evening or

party wear, quite the loveliest finish for a

topless dance frock. It would be a charm
ing gift to make. Sketch A: The frothy,
wide scarf of tulle or net, edged with net
frill to be worn lightly round the shoulders.

Buy the length required; that you can
judge for yourself, but make it at least
2 yards long. Use the full width for scarf
and two full widths for frill. B: A geor
gette scarf also using the full width and
about 2 yards long, adding about a i yard
extra each end to turn back for little

pockets. Turn back to X and frill in to

pocket size. Add silk or narrow velvet
b.ow.
You will probably like to make one of

these for yourself.

If scissors are loose heat a poker red hot
and press it on the screw, both sides.

ife Ji*IMH
fe ^iTii
notls
9-idjures

37 Halley Street,

FIVE DOCK.
Dear Sirs. I am enclosing a photograph of my three sons,
Jimmy, Tommy and Bobby, aged seven years, twenty-three
months, and ten years. They have been given ARNOTT S
MILK ARROWROOT BISCUITS since they were six months old
and they are growing fine, sturdy lads. I also find them
invaluable for school lunches and can recommend them to
all mothers. (Signed) Mrs. G. Boland.

There is no Substitute for Quality

.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test|
for -ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all!

four circles are uni

form. When astig-;
matism exists there

j

is variation in thei
width and depth of;

bars.

If you suffer from
SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM

TIRED EYES. GLARE,
TURNED EYES

STRAIN EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes) write for my BOOK
or call for free consultation at

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA.5455

HOW TO GET MY BOOK FREE
Just write (enclosing 2Jd. postage) or
call TO-DAY for 32-page Free
Dookiet, &quot;Better Natural Sight With
out Wearing Glasses&quot; This includes
testimonials from happy people who have
discarded glasses. It will open up a new
avenue of hope tor you.

FREE CONSULTATION
Ring MA 5455 for Free Consultation.
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Money-saying way fro serve fish .

FISH SUPREME
en CASSEROLE

/ level tablespoon flour; % CUP
milk; 4 ozs. Fish Supreme; 2 hard-

cooked, sliced, eggs; 2 medium size,

sliced tomatoes; 1 small chopped
onion; 2 cups masked potato;

pepper and sail.

Mix flour to a thin paste with 2

tablespoons of milk. Boil remaining
milk and stir into flour gradually
arid add pepper and salt. Mix with
Fish Supreme and mix in half the

sliced eggs and the chopped onion.

Place in a-casserole and hake in a

hot oven (400 F.) for 15 minutes.
Remove from oven, decorate with
mashed potato, remaining egg and
tomato slices. Return to oven for

5 minutes. Serves 4.

FOND OF TASTY
SNACKS?

Try these for taste appeal at budget
prices. Cook 1 tablespoon diced

celery and 1 tablespoon diced onion

slowly in 2 tablespoons butter or

margarine. Add 3 tablespoons flour

and mix well. Gradually add 2

cups milk and stir constantly until

Delicious Fish . . . straight

from the deep, cold sea

There s no end to the appetising
dishes you can make with Kraft
Fish Supreme it brings the

delicate flavour of the choicest

fish to your table at money-
saving prices. Don t let the

high cost of fresh fish keep fish

off your menu. Get Kraft Fish

Supreme in 8 oz. tins for only
1/3. (Slightly dearer in country
districts.)

thickened. Cook about 2 minutes,
then gently stir in 1 tin Fish

Supreme. Season and serve piping
hot on toast.

KRAFT FISH SUPREME
with OCEANS of flavour

1/3 per 8 oz. tin (slightly dearer in country districts)

Smart Beach Bag,

Gay beach bags are exciting and very
useful for the beach girl. So easy to make,
even for the inost inexperienced needle
woman. We suggest using deck chair can
vas, which is cheap and almost waterproof.
You will need a piece about a yard long,
depending on the width.

First cut out paper pattern, shown
clearly in diagram C. Pencil iu the dotted
lines, showing as bag is folded. Now fold
the bag into shape along these lines and
tack the two side insets into position. Bind
all round edge with braid or bias binding.

Stitch pocket firmly on outside or inside

bag, as preferred. You will need two strips
of braid or cord 19 inches long and stitch

firmly into place, as clearly shown in

sketches A and B, so that they hang well.

You will be surprised to find how useful
these bags are, and what a lot they hold.

A Face Clean.

This is a most important matter, and is

not quite so easy as it sound.&quot;, foi; the skin
of the face wants very careful handling.
Never make the mistake of using ordin

ary soap for your face. If you use soap
at all, buy a thoroughly good &quot;baby soap.&quot;

Use this at night, and afterwards rub in

some sort of skin food.
At least once a week it is a very good

plan to steam the face. This opens all the

pores, after the manner of a Turkish bath.

And, whatever you do, do make a habit
of it. Don t remember it one week and
forget it the next. That is no good at all.

Experiment till you find a cream and a

soap that suits your especial case, and
stick to them. Because you must use some
thing; mere water is not enough, any more
than it would be for your hands.

An inspector of schools, giving a school
master a little advice, referred to the im
portance of associating historical events
with admonition.

&quot;For instance,&quot; said the inspector; &quot;here

is an apt example: Don t play with
matches. Remember the fire of London .&quot;

The teacher appreciated the idea, and
putting it into operation almost immedi
ately. gave his class the key phrase, &quot;Don t

spit.&quot;

The children gazed at each other in

obvious perplexity. Suddenly a bright
lad s hand shot up.

&quot;Well?&quot; queried the teacher.
&quot;Don t spit. Remember the flood.&quot;



Useful Key Case.
These little key cases, made of gay

scraps of coloured felt, make a delightful
little personal gift. It has many advan
tages, as you can usually see the bright
felt in your handbag and you don t have
to rummage through your bag. Another
thing is that keys are apt to drag and
spoil your hanky or powder-puff, etc.,
whereas the little felt case won t hurt any
thing, however fragile.

Sketch A shows case closed, and sketch
B shows case opened. Look out your
scraps of coloured felt, or buy a few pieces
cheaply.

Cut out as clearly shown in diagrams
D and ~E, Add an initial or name on sketch
D, as shown in sketch A, or trim with
contrasting coloured circles of felt. Place
the pair of shapes together, edge to edge,
and neatly blanket stitch them together
(blanket stitch shown in sketch F).
Leave small part open at tdp for cord to

run through. The key or bunch of keys
are attached to a cord which passes
through the end of case, and secured with
ring covered with wool or cord, as sketch
C. If you cannot buy cord, make a crochet
chain. You can vary the size of case if a
larger one is preferred.

Home Hints.

Water in which rice has been boiled is

splendid for mixing cakes.

Salt dissolved in ammonia will remove
grease spots.

Lenioii juice or cream of tartar added to

pastry renders it much more digestible.
Salt and water cleans dishes and crock

ery much better than plain or soda water.
A fresh buncji of stinging nettles hung

up in the window of a room will prevent
the entrance of flies.

Vinegar will revive colours one table-
spoonful of vinegar to a quart of rinsing
water. Saturate the garment well, wring
tightly, and dry quickly.

If biscuits are limp and you want to
make them crisp again, it is* best to put
them into the oven, leaving the door
open, until they begin to brown at the
edges.

If you long for a really flaky pastry,
you should be sure to sift your flour care
fully; and before you can do so, add to
every cupful one flat teaspoonful of corn
flour.

If a bit of white bread on a fork dipped
into a pan of hot fat turns brown in GO
seconds, then the fat is just right for fry
ing.

500 LIFELIKE
DOLLS

For Little Mothers!

^HE loveliest gift you could give, looks the

living image of a real baby girl. Geor-

^eously dressed in a taffeta pastel silk frock
trimmed with lace and bows with bonnet to

match, wearing socks and leather shoes. A life

like baby-size doll that says
&quot; Ma Ma,&quot; shuts

her pretty eyes, has moveable arms and legs.
The dearest, cuddliest doll that will delight every
little mother lucky enough to own one.

Limited Release
but Hurry!

CUE has lovely long curls, eyelashes and teeth,
and stands 20in. high; is almost unbreak

able. On Xmas morning your gift will excite

her. such a richly dressed, handsome doll will

give you pride in your judgment. Five pounds
value for only 3 (post free), or 20/- lay-by.

Satisfaction or

MONEY BACK!

J^
SOFT cuddlesome doll for

bedspread or table, or a per
fect dollie for a smaller girl, 20/-

only (Interstate I/- extra.)

World Wide Mail Order Pty. Ltd., DepU 16,
24 Clarence St., Sydney.
Enclosed is 3 (complete cost) or 20/- lay-by
for one large Yvonne doll, or 20/- complete cost

(Interstate I/- extra) for one small Jan doll.

Name _.

Address ....

A.H.J. 11 49

&quot;/ Made it Myself!&quot;
Thrill to the exquisite Hand

Work Ideas in

&quot;LORNA ROSE&quot;

Needle Craft Book No. 14

at l/9d., post free.

Eighteen pages packed FULL
with charming patterns Hat,

Bag and Gloves, (illustrated

here), also directions for

distinctive knitting, crocheting,
embroidering, including jump
ers, cardigans, pullovers, rug,,

boqs, belts, tapestries, cur

tains, collars, Daisy Wheel
Fascinator, and a wealth of

o.her novelties.

Book and Cotton Yarns in Ecru
or White for Illustrated Set.

19/6 Post Free from Lorna Rosa
Needle Craft, P.O. Box II, Dul-
wich Hill. Sydney.

LORNA ROSE NEEDLE CRAFT
P.O. BOX 11, DULWICH HILL,

SYDNEY
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Baby s Daisy Belle Frock
Materials: 4 balls Lady Betty wool, pale

blue, and small quantity of
&quot;pale pink; 7

j^ards pale pink narrow lace; 3 small flat

buttons; No. 2 steel hook; daisy wheel

(procurable at most stores).
Abbreviations: Ch., chain; l.t., long

treble (made by putting wool over hook

twice); d.c., double crochet.

The Yoke.
Make 103 ch. and work 1 l.t. into the

4th ch., then 1 l.t. into next ch.,
* 2 l.t.

into next ch., 1 l.t. into each of next 2 ch.

Bepeat from * to end of row. Turn with

1 eh.

Row 2 and alternate rows 1 d.c. into

each l.t. of previous row. Turn with 3 ch.

Row 3 1 l.t. into 1st d.c. of previous
row,

* 2 l.t. into next d.c., 1 l.t. into next

3 d.c. Eepeat from * to end of row. Turn
with 1 ch.

Continue increasing in this manner in

each alternate row until there are 6 l.t.

between each increase in the 9th row.

Row 10 1 d.c. into each l.t. of previous
row. Break off wool. Down right edge of

back work three loops for the buttons by
working 6 ch. at equal distance apart.

To Make the Daisies.

Place the wheel knob in hand and put
the wool on the flat side of the wheel and
iiold in position in the centre with the

thumb of left hand, wind the wool over a

point of the wheel and over the point

exactly opposite. Repeat this once more,
two loops on both points, taking care not

to cross the wool in the centre. Pass now

to the next point and its opposite, and

repeat as given. Continue until all the

points are covered and there are 12 petals.
Cut off thread about seven inches from

wheel, thread a darning needle and stitch

over diagonally between each petal and
finish by sewing through centre three times

firmly and cut off thread.

Eepeat until you have 220 daisies.

How to Join Daisies.

A picot is worked on every third daisy
petal all through the work. The picots are
indicated by A on the design above; these
are made by (slip-stitch into petal 4 ch.,

slip-stitch back into first slip-stitch). Work
by the chart, slip-stitch into No. 1 4 ch.,

slip-stitch into No. 2 petal 4 chain, Ilip-
stitch into No. 3 petal, 4 ch., slip-stitch
back into same petal (this forms first

picot), 4 ch., slip-stitch into petal No. 4,
4 ch., slip-stitch into, petal No. 5. Take
another daisy and slip-stitch into petal,
which will be * No. 6, 4 ch., slip-stitch into

petal No. 7. Eemove hook from work and in

sert into No. 4 petal by slip-stitch, 4 ch.,

slip-stitch through No. 8, 3 ch., slip-stitch
into first picot of first daisy, which is No. 3

petal, 4 ch., slip-stitch into No. 9, 4 ch.,

slip-stitch into No. 10, 4 ch., slip-stitch
No. 11. Make picot at this corner, 4 ch.,

slip-stitch into No. 12, 4 ch., slip-stitch
No. 13.*

Take another daisy and repeat from *

until you have the number required on the
row. When this is completed work up the
side of daisy, picot at the corner, 4 ch., slip-
stitch into next petal, 4 ch., slip-stitch
into next petal, 4 ch., slip-stitch and picot
into next petal, 4 ch., slip-stitch into join
ing between petals marked B on diagram.

[Turn to page 45.]
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HOLD
YOUR Rupture SECURELY!
Use a Roussel Appliance for 14 Days Free. It is Light, Hygienic, Safe and

Comfortable. No hard Pads to gouge painfully into the flesh, no stiff

punishing springs, no metal girdle to rust, no buckles to stick, no unhygienic

Understraps, and is adjustable in a few seconds. Doctors everywhere re
commend the Roussel. Thousands
of users says it definitely holds

. One leading Doctor says :

. [ orc[er y0ur appliance*

for my patients because I consider them pre

ferable to any other type.&quot;

Mr. W. A. Mascord, 26 Albemarle Avenue,
Rose Bay, N.S.W., says :

&quot; The hernia I

had for four years has entirely disappeared,
and I fully believe the credit is due to your
appliance.&quot;

the Rupture at work and sport, and many even
state it has done away entirely with the Rupture.
Call or send Stamp for details, Self-measurement
Form, and 14 Days Trial Offer. There s no obliga
tion. No matter where you live, we guarantee
absolute satisfaction or refund your money.
ADDRESS: THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO.,
DEPT. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY.

HURRAY! Its my old favourite!

No wonder babies get excited

when mother brings out gentle,

soothing Johnson s Baby
Powder! For this nursery

favourite feels cool and soft

as silk to baby s tender skin.

Chases painful little chafes

and prickles keeps him soft

and smooth and sweet. Every

baby knows Johnson s Baby
Powder is first favourite for real

comfort !

Best for BabyBest for you!&quot;

JOHNSONS

PRODUCTS OF JOHNSON

4BPS

JOHNSON

GENUINE FREE TRIAL
and proof that you need not suffer

Rheumatism
An English Re
search Chemist has
discovered that Uric

Acid has nothing
to do with the pain,

swelling, and stiff

ness of Rheumat
ism.

Mr. Douglas Curzon s

revolutionary discovery
has opened the way to

one of trie most remark
able offers ever pub//c/y
made to Rheumatic suf
ferers.

Kheumatic toxins are ttrst

produced in the deep veins
of the legs, and are then
carried by the Mood to

every part oi the body, re

sulting in (1) sluggish cir

culation
; (2 1 congestion ;

and i.:! i pain and swelling.

THE TRUE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
is a toxic condition of the blood originat
ing in the deep veins of the leg. These
toxins cause the stiffening of the muscles
and the hardening of the joints by be
coming localised in certain parts of the
body and there producing exactly the
same sort of inflammatory thickening of
the tissues as results from a boil.

To remove the cause, whether Muscular Rheu
matism, Neuritis, Sciatica, Arthritis, or Syno-
vitis, it is necessary to (1) relieve the pain;
(2) eliminate the poisons from .the blood; and
(3) build up the Nervous System. Mr. Douglas
Curzon s new development scientifically com
bines and provides these essentials, and by its

speedy, safe, and certain action not only defin

itely assists in banishing the pain, swelling, and
stiffness, but builds resistance against future
attacks.

FREE TREATMENT
Send the form at the foot of this announcement
and receive:

(1) A supply of Analgesic Tablets to give in

stant relief in every case of Muscular Nerve
or Arthritic Rheumatism. These tablets
are guaranteed to be absolutely harmless,
relieving Rheumatic Pains wherever situ
ated.

(2) A supply of Rheumatoxin Ellminant. This
scientific combination tones up the liver,

stomach, and digestive organs. By its

direct action on the blood it quickly and
safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

&quot;Your treatment has done my husband a
wonderful lot of good. He can walk five
miles now; and, before taking your treat

ment, he couldn t walk one mile; so I can
highly recommend your treatment for
Rheumatism.&quot; E.H.B.. Wilson, S.A.

&quot;I am very pleased to be able to say that I

am free from pain after 12 months suffering
with muscular Rheumatism in the neck.&quot;

A.E.D., Orroroo, S.A.

APPLICATION FORM
The Controller,

Anglo-Australian Laboratories,
26 Hunter St. (Box 4242XX), Sydney.

Please send me the supply of Analgesic
Tablets and Rheumatoxin Eliminant
promised free of charge and obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS

(Print in Block Letters and enclose 2Jd.
stamp for return.) AHJ ,, /49
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HAND-SPUN FOR BABY
The shawl is knitted in a four row lacy

Materials: 8 ozs. 2-ply wool; 1 pair of

No. 7 knitting needles.

Size: 46 inches square.
Tension: Approximately 6 sts. and 7 rows

to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; sts., stitches; tog., together; rep.,

repeat; wl.fd., wool forward to make a st.;

patt., pattern; beg., beginning; ins.,

inches.
To Make.

Cast on 274 sts. and work the border patt.
thus:

1st row: K. 2,
*

p. 2, k
to end.

Eep. this row until work
measures 3 inches from

beg., but in last row work
thus: Patt. to last 23 sts.,

work twice in next st.,

patt. to end (275 sts.).
Now continue in lacy

patt. thus:

1st row: Work 22 sts.

as border patt.,
* k. 1,

w.fd., k. 2 tog.; rep. from
* to last 22 sts., then work
these as border patt.

rep. from

stitch pattern with a plain border.

2nd row: As 1st row.
3rd row: Work 22 sts. as border patt., k

to last 22 sts., work these as border patt.
4th row: Work 22 sts. as border patt., p.

to last 22 sts., work these as border patt.

Rep. these 4 rows until work measures
43 ins. from beg.
Next row: Work 22 sts. as border patt.,

take 2 sts. tog., then continue as border

patt. to end of row. (274 sts.).
Work 3 ins. in border patt., then cast off.

To complete the shawl, press it very
lightly on the wrong side with a warm iron
over a damp cloth.

A country
is not made
great by the
number of

square mile
it contains,
but by the
number of

square people
it contains.

Baby s Datsv Belle Frock, way &amp;gt;

working a11 along Joops and in

rf .,-&amp;gt;*

between daisies, omitting picots as pre-
L m page * viously when working dasies, thus form-

l ch., slip-stitch into next daisy petal ing a scalloped sash around the bottom of
corresponding with one just worked; into dress.
this work 3 ch., pick up picot of other Around the sleeves work 1 ch. between
daisy by slip-stitch, then 3 ch.,

slip-stitch back into the petal just
worked.
To start a new row pick up

daisy and join where indicated
by lined petals on second row,
always picking up with a slip-
stitch and working your chain in
between each petal.
When joining centre back fresh

daisies leave the top two separate
for opening below yoke; this will
leave the bottom of dress with
loose daisy loops along this. Work
as follows:

Join on the wool in between two
daisies and work 4 ch., catch up
loop of daisy. Continue in this

each daisy loop and 1 between picots join
ing dasies.

2nd row 1 l.tr. on each ch. and d.e. of

previous row.
3rd row 1 d.c. in each l.tr. of previous

row.

Each dotted square indicates one daisy.
The odd daisies at the top fit under each
side of the yoke, stitching across each one;
the daisies along the top of skirt between
the two groups of odd daisies are gathered
to fit into yoke, 10 to be gathered across
the front four on each side of the back.
Join the skirt A to B, except for the two
top daisies on each side which leave open
for small vent below yoke at the back;
the small space between the two odd daisies
forms with under-sleeve opening with a
small portion of the yoke about 2 inches
each side. The sleeves are indicated by C
(two sets of 12 daisies).

Press lightly with damp cloth.

In the centre of each daisy work with
pink wool a rosebud made by making three
French knots with wool six times around
needle.

Cover the buttons by crocheting in blue
wool a chain of nine. Join with slip-stitch;
into this ring work 12 d.c., turn with 1 ch.
and work 1 d.c. into each d.c. of previous
row. Place button inside and draw up
with running thread.

To Make Up.
Sew lace gathered around outer edge of

yoke, neck, sleeves and bottom of skirt.
Sew yoke with gathers into place, sewing
across the centre of four odd daisies to fit

on to yoke, then sew in sleeves.

Sleep.

Eight hours sleep a night is a golden
rule. You need this much to restore your
nerves and body, and if you cannot get it

you should take a short time off during the
day for pure relaxation. Complete relaxa
tion is believed to-day to be as successful
as sleep in keeping the balance of mind
and body. Even if you have time, don t

sleep much longer than eight hours. Too
much sleep is as enervating as too little,
for the mind and body, too long un
employed, becomes &quot;unemployable.&quot;

If you find it hard to sleep, remember
that the important thing is to reduce the
tension of the mind. A walk last thing at

night, a hot bath, a hot nerve-restoring
drink, all have this effect. If you re dog-
tired, don t try to sleep until you have
refreshed yourself. Take a bath and lie

on top of the bed with eyepads over your
eyes; relax completely, and think about
nothing at all (certainly don t count

sheep). After a little, when you feel re

freshed, get between the cool sheets and
turn over on your side. You ll soon drift
off into the sound sleep that will recreate

your weary beauty.

A prominent business man fell in love
with an actress, and decided to marry her,
but to be quite certain of everything he

employed a private detective to report on
her life. When he received the report, it

read as follows: &quot;The lady has an excellent

reputation; her past is without blemish and
she has a circle of pleasant friends. The
only breath of scandal is that lately she
has been seen a great deal in the company
of a business man of doubtful reputation.&quot;

Diagram showing how to arrange daisies.

London doctor says Communism is due
to bad teeth. We knew there was some
thing loose in their heads.
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FAMOUS FOR OVER 50 YEARS

People all over the world continue to depend

on Westclox Alarms to keep them on time.

The new Westclox models are as modern as

the moment.

WESTCLOX
made vn

Distributed by BROWN & DUREAU LIMITED
Melbourne. Sydney. Brisbane, Adelaide. Pertk

irs SUCH A

RELIEF TO HAVE

NO TROUBLE

WITH TEETHING . .

&quot;

Try giving your baby
Ashton 6 Parsons Infants

Powders, which are wonder
fully soothing at teething
time. These Powders en
sure regular, easy motions,

promote restful sleep, and
are absolutely SAFE!
Box of 20 Powders, 1/6

ASHTON &
INFANTS

When making steamed puddings with
fruit in, use plain flour and carbonate of
soda (i teaspoonful to a large cupful of

flour). A nice steamed fruit pudding will

jiot require eggs when made this way.

Eggs are still expensive. To economise
beat the white and yolk separately. One

egg will act as two this way by adding
one tablespoonful of cold water to the

yolk and a pinch of salt to the white.

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause

WHEN waste matter Is allowed
to accumulate In the colon it has
three effects. It weakens the
muscular power of the body to

remove it. It creates poisonous
products which through the cir

culation reach every cell in the

body. It forms a breeding-
ground for germs by the mil
lions. That is the reason high
authority to-day regards consti

pation as primarily responsible
for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of serious illness. Why
specialists all over the world
have made Internal cleanness
their slogan.

Coloseptic overcomes the pos
sibility of Autoxima from the
words auto (self), toxin (poison)

by inducing better Internal
Cleanness.

Coloseptic is the product of in

tensive research to find a remedy
which would combat constipa
tion at its source, the colon.

A level teaspoonfv2 in a glau
of water morning or night, one*
or twice a week., is sufficient after

perfect relief is obtained.

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLEANNESS
At all chemists and stores.

4231

The &quot;Beds&quot; use Karl Marx for theory,
German marks for practice, and easy marks
for victims.

Money used to talk, now it whispers.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]
FROCK, 7451.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt. For skirt panels of this frock use

pattern provided for Frock No. 7452 and

pin to paper. Mark along the side seam,
across waistline to notch, down to notch at

hem and across hem line. Cut out on
marked lines.

Facing. Cut a pattern for the facing
from bodice front, following the broken
line indicated on cutting guide. For back
neck line cut a facing same width, using
bodice back as a guide.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As
this pattern has been cut for the aver

age 36-inch figure it will be necessary
to see whether individual alterations

are needed. Pin pieces together, re

membering that seam and hem allow
ances are not in

cluded. Place pattern
over figure and ob
serve fitting.

If bodice front and
back are too long,
shorten by folding
between armhole and

waistline, and if too

FOLD OF MATERIAL
short, cut in same place and insert suffi

cient paper to provide additional length
required.
To increase pattern, pin additional strips

of paper along seam edges where extra
width is required, and, to decrease pattern,
trim away pattern edges where additional
width is not needed. Eemove pattern from
figure, take apart, press flat, even up all

seam edges.
Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin pattern to

material as shown in cutting guide and be
sure to place punchholes on skirt panel
exactly on the straight grain. Take care
to match all stripes accurately and cut
eight panels from the one pattern. Mark

off two strips for bias folds 2 inches wide
and long enough to extend from notch at
shoulder to centre front. Then a bias

strip same width for bow, and another for
belt.

Cut out with allowance of 2 inches for

skirt hem, 1 inch on underarm seams and
i inch on all other

edges. Before remov
ing pattern from ma
terial, mark clearly
with tailor s chalk or

tacking the exact
seam lines, notches
and punchholes.

Step 4. Bias
Folds: Fold
bias strips in

halves length
wise with in-

sides together
and press. Pin
to bodice front
with folded

edge extending
upwards and

raw edges together
inch below a

straight line down
from the notch at

shoulder to neck

edge at centre
front. Machine in

place, press with
folds extending
downwards. Join
shoulders in plain
seams, press open
and neaten.

Step 5. Button
holes: Mark posi
tion and size of
each buttonhole,
which should be a
trifle larger than
width of buttons,
on the right-hand
side of bodice, and
arrange for end of

buttonhole to be J
inch from edge.
Cut binding strips

inch wide and f inch longer than size

of buttonhole. Fold strips in halves

lengthwise, press, tack to garment with
raw edges meeting exactly over mark
and ends extending an even distance

beyond mark.
Machine along centre of each strip

and do not take the stitching beyond
marked line. Tie all ends securely on
the inside. Cut along marked line to
within i inch of each end and then

diagonally to ends of stitching. Turn
raw edges of binding strips to the inside
and press with folded edges meeting
exactly in centre. On the inside pin the

triangular piece at each end to binding
strips, fold garment back out of way and
machine across each end through all thick
nesses. Tie threads and press again.

Step 6. Facings: Join front facings to
back in plain seams, press open and pin to
bodice with right sides together. Machine
up front, around back and down on other
side. Cut away excess seam allowance to
within inch of stitching. Turn facings
to inside, press, turn under raw edge,
machine through fold only and tie-stitch
to seam allowance at shoulders. Tack in

place down fronts, cut openings in facing
exactly under each buttonhole, turn under
raw edge, hem to binding and press again.
Sew buttons on left sije to correspond
with buttonholes, lap right-hand side over
left and tack together at waistline.

Step 7. Side Seams and Sleeve Edges:
Pin fronts to back in plain seams and
machine from notch down to waistline, but
leave an opening 3 inches above waistline
on left side. Press open and neaten.
Cut a self-material fitted facing 1 inches
wide for sleeve edges. Join at underarms,
press open and pin to sleeve edges with

right sides together, machine in place, cut

away excess seam allowance, turn to inside,

press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold, then slip-stitch in place.

Step 8. Skirt: Join fronts together at
centre front and then join to side fronts,
and take care to match all stripes. Join
backs at centre back, then join to side

backs, press all seams open and neaten

edges. Join front to back at sides and
leave an opening of 4 inches below waist
line on left side. Turn under allowance
on skirt top and pin to bodice waistline,

easing fulness in bodice to fit skirt. Tack
narrow tape to waistline on the inside to

prevent this stretching; machine through
all thicknesses as close as possible to seam
edge. Press and neaten.

Step 9. Side Opening: Attach a zipper to
side opening or cut two facing strips of
self-material If inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing.

Machine i inch from edges, press seams
open and fold strips under so that selv

edges are exactly under seam lines. Tack
in place, machine i inch from edge, press
front or upper-side under on seam line, but
allow back to extend under front. Tie-
stitch strips together at top and bottom.
Sew hooks and bars to side opening if

zipper is not used.

Step 10. Belt and Bow: Fold strips in

halves lengthwise, right sides facing,
machine across ends and along edge of

bow, leaving a space of 1^ inches at centre.
Cut an interlining of buckram for belt to

keep belt from stretching. Machine belt
and buckram together along edge and
across one end. Turn right side out, close

open end by slip-stitching. Turn bow
right side out, close opening by slip-

stitching, press, tie in an attractive bow
and attach to front as shown. Finish belt
with a buckle and apply loops at sides to
hold it in place.

Step 11. Finishing: Allow frock to hang
overnight. Try on and mark a becoming
length with chalk or pins, measuring up an
even distance from floor. Turn the hem,
secure by hand and complete with final

pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

4^ yards 36 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take | inch off side

seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow ^ inch on side seams of front and
back.]

4~*~*-

FROCK, 7452.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Bodice Back. Pin bodice back of Pattern

7451 to paper and mark from shoulder
seam through punchholes to the notch at
the side seam for armhole curve; cut along
this line and around the outer edge of

pattern.
Sleeve. Pin half-sleeve to a large sheet

[Turn to page 49,]
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A happy family life depends not on how much is
in the pay envelope, but on how wisely the money
is spent. The Commonwealth Savings Bank offers
you an easy means of saving any surplus you
may have after paying for every day expenses.
Open accounts for yourself and all the family.

Show your children the value of money by teaching
them to save. Store up comfort and security.

Play Safe -

BA1VK
C.S.B. 30-62.

Zealand
From the crystal-clear streams of New Zealand come WHITEBAIT tiny

inch-long fish, the most delicately flavoured in the world. ST. GEORGE
retains the full freshness and unique flavour of Whitebait by quick

canning and provides you with a special treat for every occasion. Serve

St. George Whitebait to your guests and your family it s delightful.

At all leading
Australian Stores

ST. GEORGE
WHITEBAIT

Dunedin IRVINE STEVENSON S ST. GEORGE CO. LTD. New Zea | and

Plunge beetroot into cold water as soon
as it is cooked and the peeling is avoided.
Just rub off the skin.

&quot;The earth is the Lord s, and the fulness
thereof: the world, and they that dwell
therein.&quot; Psalms 24, 1.

Thus a British correspondent: &quot;The film

industry made a statement that stars

salaries should be cut in view of Govern
ment policy. Recently we saw splashed
before us a 100,000 contract for one 18-

year-old actress. Higher wages mean higher
prices for seats.&quot;

Just take
a i-tea-

spoo nful

two or
t h r

times a

day, for

health.

No brewing,
no fuss, no preparation
of any kind required.

NATURE S WAY
TO HEALTH .

Monastery Herbs are Nature s own

remedy a mixture of herbs, seeds,

barks and flowers, finely ground and

blended in the true tradition of the

monks of old. A quarter of a tea-

spoonful taken regularly with meals

will make you gloriously well. Take

**.*. FATHER w PIERRES4^ ^

monastery Herbs
Nature s own treatment for CONSTI
PATION, INDIGESTION, ACIDITY,
RHEUMATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT,
LIVER and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS.
SKIN DISEASES.

Taken regularly, Monastery Herbs will

quickly cleanse your system of the

poisons that cause painful symptoms.
Joint and muscle pains vanish, stomach

and intestines are cleansed, the blood

purified. Boils and blemishes dis

appear in no time. Send for your sup

ply of Nature s own remedy, NOW!
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBAL
ISTS LTD., 52 Peru St., Salford. 3 Lanes..

England.

- SEND THIS COUPON NOW.
Send 1/6 Postal Note for I oz. package
of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of this

natural aid to good health. Send to-day.

8 oz. size also available at IO/-, post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION AGENCIES
PTY. LTD.. Box 2949, G.P.O.. Sydney. N.S.W.

NAME-

ADDRESS-

Make
baby s

hair

grow
curly

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 47,]

of paper, mark along punchholes indicat

ing underarm curve. Fold paper along
straight edge and cut around armhole,
underarm and lower edge through both
thicknesses. Notch armhole, open out new
pattern and cut along the previously
marked underarm curve.

Cut sleeve bands about
2 inches wide to fit lower

edge of sleeve from con
trast material.

Step 2. Testing for
Correct ize: See Step 2,

Pattern 7451.

Step 3. Cutting
Material: Pin pat- ^
tern to material as

shown in cutting jjjmlj,
guide. Cut out 4
with allowance J-|ii||iH|
of 2 ins. for f^jjgM
skirt hem, 1 / / I
in. on underarm

.

seams and \
inch on all

other edges.
Before remov-

FOUD OF MATERIAL

ing pattern from material, mark
clearly with tailor s chalk or tacking
exact seam lines, notches and punch
holes.

Step 4. Bodice: Fold inverted tueks
in front on lines indicated by punch

holes and machine on the inside. Press
with folds extending towards neck edge.
Join front to back at shoulders in plain
seams. Press open and neaten. Join collar

at centre back, then join collar facing at

centre back and press both seams open. Pin

facing to collar right sides together and
machine around the entire outer edge. Cut
away excess seam allowance to a \ inch of

stitching, turn right side out, press and pin
edge to neck edge of bodice.
Tack a self-material bias strip \ inch

wide on top, machine exactly on marked
seam line, cut away excess seam allowance,
turn bias strip to inside, press, t,.rn under
raw edge and slip-stitch in place. Turn
under seam allowance along centre front

edges, pin with edges as close as possible
to the metal portion of the closed zip
fastener. Machine in place.

--a Step 5. Skirt: Fold inverted pleats
Jii

y|P at front and back on lines indicated

by punchholes and pin with edges
exactly over centre front and centre
back lines, tack in place, but do not
press. Turn under allowance on skirt

waistline and pin to bodice waistline, easing
fulness in bodice to fit skirt. Tack, machine,
press and neaten. Pin front and back to

gether at sides and leave an opening 3 ins.

above and 4 ins. below waistline on left
side. Try on to observe fitting. Let out
or take in allowance if necessary. Machine
seams, press open and neaten.

Step 6. Side Opening: See Step 9. Pat
tern 7451.

Step 7. Sleeves: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open and neaten. Join
sleeve bands, press open and pin with right
side of band to inside of .sleeve. Machine,
turn bands to outside, press, turn under
raw edges and machine to sleeves. Pin
sleeves to armholes with seam of sleeve

meeting seam of bodice and ease evenly
across tops. Try on again and note whether
shoulder width is becoming and sleeve

correctly set in. Alter if necessary, machine
in place and neaten raw edges by over
casting.

Step 8. Belt: Make belt long enough to
tie in a bow, or finish with a buckle. Apply
loops at sides to hold it in place.

Step 9. Finishing: Eemove tackings in

pleats, then see Step 11, Pattern 7451.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

4 yards 36 inches wide. Contrast: J yard
36 inches wide.

[For alteration of size, see description
No. 7451.] ___^^____

SUN FROCK, 9114.

Step 1. Cutting Material: Pin pattern for
bodice front and back to material as shown
in cutting guide and mark off two widths
of material 36 inches wide and 14^ inches
long for skirt. Cut out, providing a hem
allowance of 4 inches and \ inch seam
allowance on all other edges.

Step 2. Bodice: Join shoulders together in plain
seams, press open and neaten. Provide white
eyelet embroidery edging and cut each piece
twice the length of the space to which it is to be
attached. Neaten both ends of each piece for
trimming the bodice front by turning under raw
edges and finishing with a narrow hem secured
by hand or machine. Join armhole pieces at
underarms in plain seams and press open.

Step 3. Applying the Trimming: Lengthen
machine stitch a trifle and machine inch from
edge and again \ inch from the first stitching on
the armhole and upper bodice trimming. Draw
up both threads to fit armhole edges and front
neck edge of bodice. Tie threads and arrange
fulness evenly. On the two lower fron-t trim
mings turn under the raw edge J inch, then
machine through the fold. Draw up gathering

threads on the inside only to fit space in
dicated on pattern. Pin these two pieces
to the front on these lines and machine
over the previous row of stitching. Pin
trimming to neck edge with the second
row of stitching exactly over the marked
neck line. Join bodice at underarms, press
seams open and neaten. Pin trimming to

armhole edges in exactly same way as it

was pinned to neck edge.

&amp;lt;P.

m

GATHER

HALF
FRONT

SKIRT

Si 5
ni[_*

Step 4. Fac
ings: Cut self-

rnaterial fitted

facings 1 inch
wide for neck
and armhole

edges. Join all

pieces together
in plain seams,

press open and

pin to neck and
armholes with

right sides fac

ing. Machine
on marked
seam line, cut

away excess
seam allow
ance to within
a bare \ inch ~.

of stitching, G*

clip diagonally
to neck corners,
turn facings to

|

inside, press, i

turn under raw
edges, slip-
stitch in place

&quot;

2

and press
j

again.
~

Step 5. Skirt: Join at sides in plain seams
and press open. Gather upper edge of
skirt with two rows of gathering, as
described in Step 3, and draw up both
threads to fit bodice waistline. Turn under
allowance on bodice, pin over gathered
edge of skirt, tack, machine as close as

possible to seam edge, press and neaten.

[Turn to page 50.]

GATHER

HALF
BACK
SKIRT
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YOUR SMARTEST JUMPER
It s a simple stocking-stitch jumper, but

wards, convert it into

Materials: 7 o/s. 3-ply wool in yellow;
a ball each of green and brown 4-ply wool
for the cross-stitch; a pair each of Nos. 10

and 12 knitting needles.

Tension: 7 sts. and 9 rows to 1 inch.

Measurements: Length, 19 inches; chest,
34 inches; sleeve seam, 6 inches.

Abbreviations: St., stitch; k., knit; p.,

purl; st.-st., stocking-stitch is k. 1 row,

p. 1 row alternately; dee., decrease by
working 2 sts. together; inc., increase by
working twice into the same st.

The Back.

Using No. 12 needles and yellow wool,
cast on 100 sts. and work in k. 2, p. 2 rib

for 4 inches, working into the backs of

the sts. on the first row.

Change to No. 10 needles and st.-st. and
work 4 rows straight. Inc. at both ends
of the next and every following 6th row
until there are 120 sts. on the needle. Con
tinue straight until work measures 12
inches from the beginning, then shape the
armholes by casting off 3 sts. at the begin
ning of the next 6 rows and dec. at both
ends of the following 5 rows. (92 sts.).
Work straight for 5^ inches, then shape

the neck and shoulders. Work to within
7 sts. of the end, turn, and work to within
7 sts. of the opposite end, turn. Work to
within 14 sts. of the end, turn, and work
to within 14 sts. of the opposite end, turn.
Work over 25 sts., cast off 14 sts., then
work to within 21 sts. of the end, turn, and
work to neck. Cast off 10 sts. and work
across the remainder. Cast off. Join the
wool to the neck edge of the opposite side
and complete to match.

The Front.
Proceed as for the back until work

measures 4 inches above the armhole shap-

the rows of cross-stitch, worked on after-

something really special.

ing. On the next k. row k. 41, cast off 10,

k. to end. Continue on the last set of sts.,

leaving the others on a holder. P. to neck.

Cast off 3 sts. at the beginning of the next
3 rows, which start at the neck edge, then
dec. at the same edge of the following 3

rows.
Continue straight on the remaining 29

sts. until the armhole edge is 6 rows longer
than that of the back. Now shape the

shoulder by working from the neck edge
to within 7 sts. of the armhole edge, then
14 sts., then 21 sts. of the same edge. On
the next row work across all sts., then cast

off. Join the wool to the front edge of the

opposite side and complete this side to

match the first.

The Neck.
Join one shoulder

seam, then, using No.
12 needles and holding
the right side of the
work towards you, pick
up and k. through the
sts. round the neck.

(100 sts. on original.)
Work 1J inches in k.

2, p. 2 rib. Cast off

loosely in rib.

The Sleeves.

Using No. 12 needles
cast on 72 sts. and
work 2 inches in k. 2,

p. 2 rib, working into

the backs of the sts. on
the 1st row. Change to

No. 10 needles and
st.-st. and work 2 rows.
Inc. at both ends of
the next and every fol

lowing alternate row
until there are 104 sts.

on the needle. Work
1 row, then shape the

top by dec. at the

beginning of every
row until 84 sts. re

main, then dec. at
both ends of every
row until 36 sts. re

main. Cast off.

Make the second
sleeve in the same
way.

To Make Up.
Join the second shoulder seam, including

the ribbing. Then with the 4-ply wool work
bands of 6 rows of cross-st. across the

jumper back and front or front only
a cross on every alternate st., missing one
row of the knitting between the rows.
Work these bands in alternate colours,
with 8 rows of the knitting free between
the bands. Sew the tops of the sleeves
into the armholes, easing the fulness at
the top of the shoulder, then press on the

wrong side with a hot iron over a damp
cloth. Sew up the side and sleeve seams
and press these.

The ten commandments don t need to

be rewritten half as much as they need
to be reread.

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 49.1

Step 6. Finishing: Cut two straight
lengths of self-material for the half belt
and bow 4 inches wide and long enough
to tie in an attractive bow at centre back.
Finish all edges with narrow hems secured

by machine. Attach one end of each piece
to the underarm seam and tie. Complete
by turning up the hem, securing by hand1

and giving the final pressing.
Pattern is for girl 8 years. Material;

If yards 36 inches wide.

THE NEW CHIEF
[From page 13.]

while her head sang dizzily and even her

tongue forgot it was sheer nonsense to-

gay dreamily, &quot;I didn t but we ll never
convince each other, not if we talk about
it all our lives.&quot;

But mercifully there was only Ronnie
to hear her, and he did not notice it wa
nonsense. He just said foolishly:

&quot;As long as we re together to talk about

something, nothing else matters.&quot;

Drunken Motorists.

Again and again newspapers and motor
ists associations have drawn attention to
lenient treatment meted out to motorists
who have been drunk when in charge of
their vehicles. Often an ad misericordium

appeal is made to magistrates that if the
motorist is convicted he will lose his

licence, which will mean his loss of liveli

hood. Far better for the motor-driver to

lose his licence than for citizens to lose

their lives. Besides, the loss of a licence

does not necessarily mean the loss of

employment. These drunken drivers can

get work elsewhere where they will cease
to be a menace on the roads. Often also

when an appeal is made to a higher court
the presiding judge takes a tolerant view
of the offence and places the offender on
a bond. An English judge has said: &quot;A

drunken motor-driver can be a potential
killer. There is no place on the road
for him.&quot; We agree.

Convictions for drunken driving in

N.S.W. in 1948 were 182 more than in 1947,
but 50 fewer drunken drivers lost their

licences.

Figures were: Total offences proved, 1252
in 1947, 1434 in 1948. Convicted with
automatic disqualification, 996 and 946;

discharged under Section 556A, 256 and
488.

In the appeal courts in 1947 there were
33 appeals allowed unconditionally in

traffic cases involving automatic disquali
fication (most being drunken driving), 107

discharged under Section 556A, and 134

disallowed; 1948 figures were 29, 145 and
125.

Maximum penalty for drunken driving ia

100 fine or 12 months gaol, or both.

If the people were as religious as the
statistics show them to be, this country
would be doing quite well.

Idlers along the boulevards are cynic

ally smiling at the report of a reception
in Switzerland for a group of high French
functionaries. Among these, the story goes,
was France s Minister of Finance, who was
received with the utmost gravity by the
Swiss hosts. But when, in turn, the Swiss
introduced their Minister of the Navy, the
French visitors could not forbear to burst

into laughter.
&quot;But why do you laugh?&quot; a Swiss digni

tary demanded, with hauteur. &quot;We didn t,

when you presented your Minister of
Finance.&quot;
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Glad I found the cleanser

that s FAST/ EASY/SAFE/
Want proof that a grit-free cleanser does the

best cleaning job? Just try Bon Ami today.

See how easily it lifts grease and grime off sinks

and baths. See how it polishes as if cleans. No

dulling scratches to hold on to dirt and make

you work harder. No extra rubbing to get a

BON AMI

bright sparkle! Fine, white Bon Ami is fast and

safe for your best porcelain and enamel surfaces

safe for your pretty hands,

too. Try it just once either

Bon Ami Powder or Bon Ami

Cake and then compare

the results you get!

Jiasnf scratched
yet&quot;!

POWDER
and CAKE

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by James Russell, for the Proprietors, at the Australian Horar
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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Dental science has known tor j

, many years that certain enzymes

jg-
in the mouth turn sugar into

V acid. Dental science also

# . knows that these enzymes
H$ are created by an organism

called &quot;LACTOBACILIUS

$.
ACIDOPHIIUS&quot;

C Kolynos helps neutralise ^

J& these enzymes ;
Those

^f active antiseptic Kolynos

^ bubbles .surge between

r$ the crevices of your teeth

9 % - leave them surgically
a

&quot;&quot; clean -and help prevent
dental

decay.

JR*EX
(U.S. A.) A 6-YEAR-
OLD CAT JUMPS
ONTO ITS OWNERS
WA$H0A5fN EACH
MORNING AND

ITS

.OWN TECTH/ ,

;-r^T
&amp;lt;#rw
~p . 5T-

3C

KOLYNOS 5AV6 YOU AVANEX BECAUSE IT5 CONCENTRATED.
GOES TWICE AS FAR AS ORDINARY TOOTHPASTE. HALf
AN INCH ON A PRY BRUSH 15 PtCNTV/ o

DENTAL
CREAM

KQLVNQS CLEANS BETTER. TA5TE5 BETTER., LASTS LONGER/
fcn n T!

Neuralgia?
They work quickly and safely because, in them, pure
Aspirin is balanced with Phenacetin, Caffeine and
Quinine, the products known to fortify and sustain the
effects of Aspirin whilst eliminating undesirable after

effects.

Take a couple of

ANACIN
Tablets instead For Safe, Quick relief.
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Tucks, pleats, buttons and frills are all

combined in this very charming mag
nolia blouse worn by Viveca Lindfors,
Warner Bros. High up to the neck;

fastening down the back; long, wide,
loose sleeves, wide cuffs trimmed with

tucks and frills; and a much be-tucked

and be-frilled front bodice. Miss

Lindfors wears it with a dark skirt with

a wide bandeau waist.

Myriads of tiny seed beads of pearls
are used to trim the round yoke of this

nearly off-the-shoulder blouse worn by
Dorothy Malone, Warner Bros. It is a

loosely-fitting blouse with gathered
raglan style sleeves and bodice.

Lemon Syrup for Summer Drinks: Take
4$ Ibs. white sugar, 4$ pints of water, add
together and bring to the boil; then add
2$ ozs. of tartarie acid and 2 ozs. of cream
of tartar; boil again for 10 minutes, then
remove from fire; when nearly cold stir
in a dessertspoonful of good essence of

lemon; lay aside to settle, and when settled
strain through muslin, bottle and cork.

Mateking

on every card.1

Never Clashes

OPAL-CLO BUTTON
per card, in all

popular colours

Each colour beautifully iri

descent . . . matching perfectly

lighter or darker shades.

Other Beutron Buttons in a

range of 22 colours to match

every shade of material.

They boil. They dry clean.

Hot irons can t hurt them.

BEUTRON CARDIGAN
BUTTONS. With special

backing disc to hold button

securely are obtainable

everywhere.

A Product of G. Herring (Aust.) Pty. LM., Sydney.
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The softer, surer protection of safe

Modess is the happy personal secret

of thousands of smart women who

demand, this perfect sanitary napkin.

Gentle Modess ensures complete

comfort at all times.

Ask for Modess at chemists

and stores everywhere.

A Product of

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF SURGICAL DRESSINGS

The handiest of all Cosmetic Aids

JOHNSON S

Cotton Balls

ONLY

1/6
PER CARTON

At all chemists

and store*

Heart to Heart
The Speedster:

&quot;What would you do in my case? My
boy friend, and I am very fond of him, is

mad about motor cars. His father bought
him one on his 21st birthday. He drives

far too fast, and glories in it. When out
with him I never feel comfortable, and I

have implored him to keep down to just
about 30 or 35. He merely laughs at me,
and exultantly keeps the car going at any
thing from 45 to 65. Can I do anything about
it? S.F. Yes, let him have the car to

himself. Speeding is just a form of mad
ness, and any time he is liable to kill him
self and those in the car with him. There
is no reason why you should travel with
him in the car and be ill at ease and

apprehensive all the time. Break off with
this maniac before it is too late. Almost

daily you can read in the papers about
cars getting out of control, hitting trees,
or somersaulting so many times. These

tragic accidents would not happen if the
cars were driven at a moderate rate. All

the time the police are after reckless

drivers, but unfortunately they do not
catch up with them all.

Cancer:
&quot;I have a friend who wants to marry me.

He is being treated for cancer, but does
not think he is making much progress.
Under the circumstances would it be safe
to marry?&quot; Green Eyes. Definitely, no.
It is not necessary to enlarge on this.

The Music Man:
&quot;For 10 years my husband and I were

happily married. We run a small farm,
the income of which he supplements by
teaching music. He is 55 and has a female

pupil 22 years his junior. Two evenings
regularly each week are set aside for play
ing duets and helping her generally with
her music all given free. She has an

hourly lesson on his teaching day. This she

pays for. She is now in hospital 50 miles

away. My husband went to see her and
she asked him to take his car and bring
her home. This he has gladly consented
to do. I am very heart-broken and am in

a very poor state of health. I have spoken
to the woman and her husband. They
both say it rests with us.&quot; Rosalie.

The position appears difficult. Do not
isolate yourself and develop a feeling of

self-pity. Why not join in the duets and
music, and show that your place in the

home is social as well as domestic? If

your presence at these little duets is re

sented then you may have something to com
plain about. In any case, give this idea a

trial; the reaction may be a perfectly

agreeable one, and harmony may reign
once more in your home.

Love or Money:
&quot;I am 18 years of age and very much

in love with a young man of 22 who is

also in love with me. We are eager to

marry but there is an obstacle in our path.
His father wishes him to marry a girl
nearer his age who is a frequent visitor to

their home; this girl is wealthy. My boy
friend is very much against this marriage,
as he does not love the girl, but as his

father and her parents have arranged for

the wedding we don t know what we can
do. Can you help us? I have my parents
consent to our marriage, which it does not
seem will come off.&quot; Jacqueline. Yours
is an age-old problem that has been dealt

with in novels without number, with vary
ing solutions. The correct thing for your
Lochinvar is to marry the girl he loves and
scorn the girl of his father s choice. That s

the brave, new world idea, but in real life

the wealthy girl is the stronger magnet,



and the young man usually pursues the
line of least resistance. If your boy friend
has some spinal strength it may be
different.

The Dancing Master:

&quot;While on a coaching tour some months
ago I met a very attractive man, a fellow-

passenger. The tour lasted three weeks
and before coming home he told me he
loved me, and suggested, if I was agree
able, we could be married in three or four
months time. I really would not hesitate
to accept him but for the fact he is a pro
fessional dancer, training stage troupes, and
also runs a school for modern dances. This
will bring him into contact with too many
women, and I am somewhat jealous by
nature, so I don t think I could be happy.&quot;

Beryl. 1 would not worry. A man
whose business brings him into contact
with beautiful women is much less likely
to stray than one to whom feminine comeli
ness is a rare treat. If you love him, take
a chance. In every marriage there is always
an element of risk; in fact, there is a risk
in almost everything we do. If there was
any sense in your argument, doctors, par
sons, choir conductors, merchants, photo
graphers, artists, and all kinds of occupa-
tionists would be on the taboo list. Be
your age.

Marry for a Home?
&quot;Do you think the first reason a woman

marries is for a home?&quot; Agnes W. In
one sense every right-minded woman mar
ries for a home, since the home is the

symbol of the new partnership, the sanc

tuary of all high and holy hopes. It is as
natural for the normal woman to long for
a home as it is for her to desire the love of
a good man, but the day has gone by when
a girl need be forced to make a marriage
of convenience.
With the multiplication of industries and

the ever-widening circle for women s work,
the number of mercenary alliances in the
middle-classes has been reduced to a mini
mum. The educated girl who marries so
that she may be supported is either hope
lessly lazy or else the victim of an unwise
training, which has failed to fit her for
life.

Time has proved, fortunately, that suc
cess in business, distinction in the profes
sions, and even fame in various artistic

careers have not made women less sus

ceptible to the influence of the most old-

fashioned of cosmic forces romantic love,
which continues to rule even in this pro
gressive world.

So long as love continues to exist in the
world and that means until the human
race is extinct it is safe to say that
women will be reluctant to marry for a

home, realising that more than four walls
and a roof are necessary for their happi
ness.

If you want to be rich give! If you
want to be poor grasp! If you want
abundance scatter! If you want to be
needy hoard!

AUSTRALIAN HOME JOURNAL
BABY BOOK No. 5.

All that is latest and best In Knitting and
Crochet for Baby, clearly illustrated with
Instructions set out in the simplest way possible.
It consists of: Pram Suit for the Baby Girl;

Knitted Shell Sei; Pram Cover; Roseleaf Lay
ette; Mauryeen Crochet Set; Coat and Bonnet,
Bubble Stitch; The Berry and Leaf Set; Alice

Baby Set: Pamela Outfit; The Graham Suit;

Baby s Shawl; Jessica Coat and Bonnet; Billie-

Boy Outdoor Suit. Price 1/3 (by Postal Note)
to Australian Home Journal, 407-409 Kent
Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

WHEN BABY NEEDS A LAXATIVE
choose

LAXETTES
they re particularly suitable for infants

and nursing mothers.

18 IN TINS 1/9

The
LAXATIVE
KNOWN and TRUSTED

GENTLE, EFFECTIVE,

SAFE, RELIABLE
LAXETIES contain phenolphfhalein. which is

non- habit forming and is one of the safest

and most reliable laxative substances known

to medical science. This is incorporated in the

finest block chocolate by an exclusive,

scientific process, which ensures accurate

dosage and strict conformity to British

FOR 40 YEARS Pharmacopoeia standards.

( BLOCK
&amp;lt;, LETTERS

I PLEASE

SAMPLE
COUPON
SENDl^d
stamp to covor AH J I5

postage and .. .

packing ... to Laxette Mfg. Co., 344 Swanston Street, Melbourne



Colleen

Dare.

Clvtaq 9-lctares
4 Birdwood Street,

Lithgow, N.S.W.
Dear Sirs,

I am enclosing a photograph of my daughter, Colleen.
At 18 months her weight was 28 Ibs. and ARNOTTS
MILK ARROWROOT BISCUITS have been an important
part of her diet since the early age of six months and they
are still her favourite.

(Signed) Mrs. L. Dare.

There is no Substitute for Quality.

.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain nermal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser-
vants, Clerks, Metorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers-people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

SHORT
F

IAILIN SIGHT
TIRED FVF?
TURMFn

ASTIGMATISM

Try this simple test
for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all

four circles are uni
form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the
width and depth of
bars.

or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes), Call or Write (en
closing 2d. postage) for my

FREE 32 PAGE BOOK
&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wear
ing Glasses&quot; This includes testimonials
from happy people who have discarded

glasses. It will open up a new avenue
of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA5455
FREE CONSULTATION MA5455

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answert to

correspondents are designed to prone oj genuine help and
benefit to readers who desire information concerning
matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (whieh will
never be published under any circumstances) , corre

spondents are requested to send a pen-name, to which
the answer may be addressed.]

CHOCOLATE COOKIES. 1 white of egg, 1

oz. margarine, 1 oz. flour, 2 ozs. sugar, bar
of chocolate. Beat white of egg and sugar
with a fork till white. Melt margarine and
add to egg and sugar alternatively with
flour. Drop teaspoonsful of this mixture
on to well-greased baking-sheet, leaving
plenty of room for them to spread. Bake
till golden in slow oven for about 30 min
utes. Grease a rolling-pin, and the moment
you take biscuit out of oven press it round
rolling-pin. In two minutes they will have
set. Chop chocolate finely and melt in a

pudding basin set in a saucepan of boiling
water. Mix it smooth with a palette knife.

Spread this on biscuits and lay on tray to

dry. K.L.

MARRIED IN WHITE.
&quot;My fiance s father

died quite suddenly last month. Will it be

proper for me to be married in bridal white
at my wedding in a few weeks time? It

has been planned for some time, and my
gown and veil are already bought.&quot; M.N.

The occasions when a bride may not
be married in white are few, and there is

no reason in your case why you may not
wear your bridal gown and veil. When
there has been a recent death in the
immediate family of either bride or groom,
guests are confined to the family and to

very close friends, and there should be no

general reception following the wedding.
MUTTON BROTH. For the invalid put a

pound of mutton cut in pieces in a quart
of .cold water; bring it slowly to a boil, and
let simmer for two hours; when done, pour
through a sieve, skim off the fat, and season
with salt and a very little pepper. A little

fresh well-boiled rice may be added. C.E.

BUFFALO BILL. W. F. Cody was Buffalo

Bill, an American cowboy and showman.
He is said to have killed 5000 buffaloes in
18 months to feed workmen during the
construction of the Kansas Pacific railway.
In later years he conducted the Wild West
show. He died over 30 years ago. Inter
ested.

INK ON CARPET. As soon as the ink has
been spilled take up as much as you
can with a spoon, and then pour on cold
water repeatedly, still taking up the liquid
with the spoon. Next, rub the place with
a little wet oxalic acid or salt of sorrel,
and wash it off immediately with cold
water. Then rub on some hartshorn.
Mrs. McG.

ELYSEE. The palace of Elysee was a
residence in Paris built in 1718 for the
Count of Evreux, and later purchased by
Mme. de Pompadour; it was also occupied
by Napoleon I and Napoleon III, and was
later enlarged and altered before becoming
the official residence of the presidents of
France. Miss W. S.

PINK ICING. Put the whites of two eggs
into a bowl and break them lightly. Mix
in gradually icing sugar to make a stiffish

paste, and mix but do not work the icing.
Add now and then three or four drops of

lemon-juice and a drop of cochineal until

the mixture looks thick, smooth, shiny and
as deeply coloured as is desired. The icing
should be spread fully a \ inch thick over
the cake, or whatever it is used for, and
should be placed in a good oven until dry.
If the eggs are beaten to a firm froth the

icing will not dry so easily. Time to mix
the paste, till it is stiff.- L.M.
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WEDDING GIFT. In giving a wedding
gift there is no necessity to be formal. If

you and your husband are sending a gift,

just put from &quot;Fred and Nell.&quot; Your gift

goes to the bride, so there is no need to

quote the bride s name. Gifts are sent to

the bride s home, and all the friends know
they are gifts intended for the happy
couple. &amp;lt;W.W.

MILK BREAKFAST CAKES. A batter of

flour, milk and yeast should be made over

night for these cakes. Half a pint of

yeast and a quart of milk made warm will

moisten half a dozen pounds of flour. When
risen next morning (the batter should be
covered and set by the fireplace during the

night), beat into it four or five ounces of
butter melted, knead and make into small

cakes, using aa much flour as will be neces

sary to prevent the dough sticking to the

fingers. Put the cakes as they are made
on a baking-tin before the fire while the
oven is getting the required heat, then

bake; they will take about 20 minutes in

a hot oven. Send them to table quickly,
well-buttered and hot. Nita W.
ONION GBUEL. Slice one onion, and boil

it in the quantity of water required for the

gruel till quite tender; then add oatmeal,
mixed smooth in cold water, a little fresh

butter, a peppercorn or two, etc.; let it

boil a few minutes; then strain it.

Nurse B.
NOBMA SHEABEB was born in 1904. She

has appeared in both silent and talking
pictures. Since 1929, when the talkies

were less than a year old, Norma has been
featured in a large number of pictures,
such as &quot;The Last of Mrs. Cheyney,&quot; &quot;The

Trial of Mary Dugan,&quot; &quot;Let Us Be Gay,&quot;

&quot;Private Lives,&quot; &quot;Smilin Through,&quot;

&quot;Strange Interlude,&quot; &quot;Borneo and Juliette.&quot;

&quot;Idiot s Delight,&quot; &quot;Her Cardboard Lover.&quot;

Fanny.
MOLASSES TOFFEE. Take 2 cupsful of

brown sugar, 1 cupful of molasses, $ a

cupful of water, and tablespoonful of

vinegar; boil together until nearly done,
when add ^ a teaspoonful of soda that has
been dissolved in a little hot water. Boil
until the toffee becomes brittle when
tested in cold water, and flavour just as

you remove it from the fire. This toffee

may be pulled until it glistens like gold.
If you cannot get molasses, treacle will do,
but for the best result use molasses.
Linda R.

BBUNHILDA. &quot;I heard some people talk

ing about Brunhilda the other day, and
their talk was beyond me. Who was
BrunhildaJ&quot; Eva M. Brunhilda, in the
Norse mythology, was a man-like queen in
the &quot;Nibelungen Lied&quot; who offered to

marry the man who could beat her in feats
of strength, was deceived by Siegfried
into marrying Gunther, and meditated the
death of Siegfried, who married her rival,
Kriemhilda; this she accomplished by the
hand of Hagen. Also a queen of Aus-
trasia who, about the 7th century, had a
life-long quarrel with Fredegunde, the

queen of Neustria, the other division of
the Frankish world. Curious.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have published a booklet which

will be appreciated by those interested in
knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions
and illustrations are given for the follow
ing: The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pilchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

RHEUMATISM GOES AS SHE LOSES UGLY FAT
Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-0-Fora
Tor many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;I have been crippled with rheumatism,
until some friends recommended me to take Youth-O-Form to reduce my weight.
I DID SEDUCE and, more marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared.
That was four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and this year I
got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions were useless. I told my doctor,
who is leading physician at one of the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Forin wa
the only thing that ever did me any good, and he advised me to try it again and
tLat the Youth-O-Form prescription was
well known,
and fit.&quot;

Once again I am quite well

If you are overweight and
suffer from Rheumatism,
Indigestion, Constipation,
or constant headaches,
Youth-O-Form will help
you, too.

Mrs. Darley, pictured below, is only
one of countless Australian women
who have reyained health and appear-

^ ance through Youth-O-Form.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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and build

yourself

UP
without

medicines

Kellogg s All-Bran is a natural

LAXATIVE, HEALTH FOOD, BLOOD TONIC

Your health depends on what you
eat every day. To-days soft,

mushy, over-cooked foods often
lack the vital bulk your system
needs for regular elimination.
Kellogg s All-Bran supplies
smooth-acting bulk which helps
prepare internal wastes for easy,
gentle and natural elimination . . .

no medicines needed.

Health Food
Made from the vital outer layers
of wheat, Kellogg s All - Bran
brings you more protective food
elements than whole wheat itself!

Kellogg s All-Bran is actually
richer in iron than spinach and
it is a natural source of Vitamins
B, for the nerves, B 2 for the eyes,
Calcium for the teeth, Phosphorus
for the bones and Niacin for the
skin. It not only relieves consti
pation but builds you up day by
day at the same time.

Delicious This Way
Kellogg s All-Bran has a tasty,
toasted, nutty flavour. You may

forthe Bones

the Teeth

for the Skin

r the Blood

prefer to eat it sprinkled over

your favourite breakfast cereal
or straight out of the packet with
sliced fruit, milk and sugar. Ask
for Kellogg s All-Bran to-day.
Sold at all grocers.

&quot;TIRED

BLOOD&quot;

and
Blemishes

Kellogg- s All-Bran is a tonic
for your blood rich in iron.
Richer than spinach. It helps
keep your blood at its proper
iron level. Does away with
&quot;tired blood&quot; . . . cleanses away
blood impurities as it cleanses
out internal impurities. The
iron In Kellogrg- s All-Bran pro
tects your skin from ugly
pimples and blemishes.

* Registered Trade Mark

GENUINE FREE TRIAL
and proof that you need not suffer

Rheumatism
An English Re
search Chemist has
discovered that Uric

Acid has nothing
to do with the pain,

swelling, and stiff-

Rheumat-

Mr. Douglas Curzon s

revolutionary discovery
has opened the way to
one of the most remark
able offers ever publicly
made to Rheumatic suf
ferers.

Rheumatic toxins are tirst

produced in the deep veins
of the legs, and are then
carried by the hlood to
every part of the body, re

sulting in (1) sluggish cir

culation
; (2) congestion ;

and (3) pain and swelling.

THE TRUE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
Is a toxic condition of the blood originat
ing in the deep veins of the leg. These
toxins cause the stiffening of the muscles
and the hardening of the joints by be
coming localised In certain parts of the
body and there producing exactly the
same sort of Inflammatory thickening of
the tissues as results from a boil.

To remove the cause, whether Muscular Rheu
matism, Neuritis, Sciatica, Arthritis, or Syr.o-
vitis, it is necessary to (1) relieve the pain;
(2) eliminate the poisons from the blood; and
(3) build up the Nervous System. Mr. Douglae
Curzon s new development scientifically com
bines and provides these essentials, and by it*

speedy, safe, and certain action not only defin
itely assists in banishing the pain, swelling, and
stiffness, but builds resistance against future
attacks.

FREE TREATMENT
Send the form at the foot of this announcement
and receive:

(1) A supply of Analgesic Tablets to give In
stant relief in every case of Muscular Nerve
or Arthritic Rheumatism. These tablet*
are guaranteed to be absolutely harmless,
relieving Rheumatic Pains wherever situ
ated.

(2) A supply of Rheumatoxin Eliminant. Thi
scientific combination tones up the liver,
stomach, and digestive organs. By it
direct action on the blood it quickly and*
safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

&quot;Your treatment has done my husband a
wonderful lot of good. He can walk five
miles now; and, before taking your treat
ment, he couldn t walk one mile; so I can
highly recommend your treatment for
Rheumatism.&quot; E.H.B.. Wilson, S.A.

&quot;I am very pleased to be able to say that I
am free from pain after 12 months suffering
with muscular Rheumatism in the neck.&quot;

A.E.D., Orroroo, S.A.

APPLICATION FORM
The Controller,

Anglo-Australian Laboratories
26 Hunter St. (Box 4242XX), Sydney.

Please send me the supply of Analgesic
Tablets and Rheumatoxin Eliminant
promised free of charge and obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS

(Print in Block Letters and enclose 2Jd.
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MELANIE BABY SET
Materials required: 6 ozs. baby wool for

the set or separately Dress, 3 ozs.; Mati

nee, 2 ozs.; Bonnet, 1 oz.; Bootees, 1 oz.

One pair knitting needles size 9 and one

pair size 11. A fine crochet hook. Six
small buttons. Four yards narrow ribbon

(1 yard for sleeves, 1J yards for waist, 1

yard for bootees, J yard for matinee).
One yard ribbon for bonnet.

Measurements Dress: Length, 14 ins.;

breast, 18 ins.; sleeve seam, 2 ins. Mati
nee: Length, 10 ins.; breast, 20 ins.; sleeve

seam, 6$ ins. Bonnet: Around face, 12

ins.; depth, 5J ins. Bootees: Length to

ankle, 3 ins.; length foot seam, 3 ins.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; wl. fwd., wool forward

(lift p.), lift the bar from previous
row before next st., place on left-

hand needle and then purl it; B.C.,

ingle crochet; d.c., double crochet;
eh., chain.

Tension: 1 pat. nearly 1J ins.

in width and 1$ ins. in length, using
No. 9 needles (after pressing).

The Dress (Front).

Using No. 9 needles cast on 111
sts. and k. 1 row. Work in pat. as
follows:

1st row (wrong side) K. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 2,
*

(lift p.) p. 1, (lift p.),
k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 3. Eep. from *

to last 6 sts., (lift p), p. 1, (lift

p.), k. 2, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

2nd and alternate rows K. to
end.

3rd row K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 1,
*

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1,
k. 2, k. 3 tog., k. 2. Rep. from * to
last 7 sts., p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift

p.), p. 1, k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

6th row K. 1, k. 2 tog.,
*

p. 2,

(lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 1,
k. 3 tog., k. 1. Rep. from * to last
8 sts., p. 2, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.),

p. 2, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

7th row K. 2 tog.,
*

p. 3, (lift

p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 3, k. 3 tog.
Rep. from * to last 9 sts., p. 3,

(lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 3, k. 2

tog.
9th row P. 1, (lift p.),

*
k. 3.

k. 3 tog., k. 3, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift

p.). Rep. from * to last 10 sts.,
k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 3, (lift p.), p. 1.

llth row P. 1, (lift p.), p. 1,
*

k. 2, k. 3 tog., k. 2, p. 1, (lift p.),
p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1. Rep. from *

to last 9 sts., k. 2, k. 3 tog., k. 2,

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1.

13th row P. 1, (lift p.), p. 2,
*

k. 1, k. 3

tog., k. 1, p. 2, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2.

Rep. from * to last 8 sts., k. 1, k. 3 tog.,
k. 1, p. 2, (lift p.), p. 1.

15th row P. 1, (lift p.), p. 3, k. 3 tog.,
p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 3. Rep.
from *

to last 7 sts., k. 3 tog., p. 3, (lift

p.), p. 1.

16th row As 2nd.
These 16 rows complete the pattern.
Continue until 5 pats, completed (80 pat.

rows), then rep. rows 1 to 15 (omitting 16th
row).

97th row Dec. for waist K. 2,
*

k. 3

tog., k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 3. Rep. from *
to

last 9 sts., k. 3 tog., k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 2

(67).

Change to No. 11 needles and p. 2 rows,
then k. 1 row.

101st row (1st holes) K. 2,
* wl. fwd.,

k. 2 tog. Rep. from * to last st., k. 4*

102nd row K.
103rd row (armhole shaping) Cast off

4 sts., p. to last 4, cast off 4 sts.

Join wool at armhole edge on wrong side

and p. to end.
K. 1 row, dec. 1 st. at beg. and end of

row.
P. 1 row.

P. 1 row, dec. 1 st. at beg. and end of

row (55).
K. 1 row.

109th row (2nd holes) As 101st.

K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.
K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.

llth row (Buttonholes) K. 1, k. 2 tog.,
wl. fwd., k. 3, k. 2 tog., wl. fwd., k. 3, k. 2

tog., wl. fwd., k. 2.

P. 1 row.
Cast off 15 sts.

Join wool at neck edge on right side of

work and complete right shoulder to

match.
1st row K. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. to

end.
P. 1 row.
3rd row P. 1, p. 2 tog., p. to end.

K. 1 row.
5th row (4th holes) K. 1, si. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o.,
* wl. fwd., k. 2 tog. Rep. from *

to last st., k. 1.

K. 1 row.
7th row P. 1, p. 2 tog., p. to end.

P. 1 row.
9th row K. 1, si. 1, p.s.s.o., k. to end.

(15).

K. 1 row.
117th row (3rd holes) As 101st.
K. 1 row, p. 1 row.
120th row (neck shaping) (wrong side)

P. 20, cast off 15 sts., p. 20.

Complete left shoulder as follows:
1st row K. to last 3 sts., k. 2 tog., k. 1.

P. 1 row.
3rd row P. to last 3 sts., p. 2 tog., p. 1.

K. 1 row.
5th row (4th holes) K. 2,

* wl. fwd.,
k. 2 tog. Rep. from * to last 2 sts., k. 2

tog.
K. 1 row.
7th row P. to last 3 sts., p. 2 tog., p. 1.

P. 1 row.
9th row K. to last 3 sts., k. 2 tog., k. 1.

(15).
P. 1 row.

P. 1 row.
llth row (Buttonholes) K. 2, wl. fwd.,

k. 2 tog., k. 3, wl. fwd., k. 2 tog., k. 3, wl.

fwd., k. 2 tog., k. 1.

P. 1 row.
Cast off 15 sts.

Back.
Work exactly as for front to buttonhole

row on left shoulder (3 rows from end).
Omit buttonholes and k. this row.

P. 1 row.

Cast off 15 sts.

Complete right back shoulder to match.
Sleeves.

Using No. 11 needles cast on 43 sts. and
p. 1 row, then k. 1 row.

3rd row (1st holes) K. 2,
* wl. fwd.,

k. 2 tog. Rep. from * to last st., k. 1.

[Turn to page 45.]
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THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE
By ALMA KOBINS.

Mary Smith, who didn t look a bit like a

girl should with that name, slammed the
cover over her typewriter and slid it to the
back of her desk in one defiant push. Her
grey eyes were smouldering with rage. Who
did Anthony Koscoe think he was, anyway?
He was far too big for his boots, tearing
Hoout the office bouncing people and using
that dreadful language like he did some
times. And to think that for three years
she had carried a torch in her heart for

that moron! Why, she had been living on
the memory of the few smiles and admir

ing glances he had cast in her direction
before he had sailed overseas. Which only
went to show how soft a girl can be!
She eyed her burning cheeks in the little

mirror which

hung crazily
skew-wiffon the
wall behind the

Knigftt. &quot;It s only eleven o clock, and she

certainly looked as though she was going
places!&quot;

&quot;One minute she is politely attending
the switchboard so that Glen can wash her

hands, and the next, hey, presto! she s

packing up to go home that s if she has

gone home!&quot; Miss Knight sounded
aggrieved. She stared around the office at
the others and then added, sotto voce, as
the door of Anthony Koscoe s private office

opened: &quot;Not that I d blame anybody for

leaving this doggone madhouse in a hurry
at any time!&quot;

Anthony Koscoe reached the switchboard

A dull red crept up from Tony s neck
and suffused his tanned face into a deep
brick colour. He glared down at Glenice
in baffled silence for a moment and then,
obviously embarrassed, asked: &quot;Well,

where is she now, Miss Matthews!&quot;

&quot;I m sure I don t know, sir,&quot; quavered
Glenice doubtfully. She was just a little

afraid of Mr. Anthony when he was on the
rant. She had stood in awe of this self-

possessed young man before he had gone
overseas and now that he was back in a

position of authority she was quite content
to make herself a doormat for him.

As Glenice spoke, Tony tried to calm his

jangled nerves. Miss Smith always seemed
to have that effect on him lately. She
maddened him beyond control at times.
Her calm, unruffled dignity and her deter
mination not to hurry herself for him

angered him to the point of ex

plosion. At times he caught him
self wondering why it was . . .

after all, she was cool, efficient,

quick at her work, and
was, of course, damnably
attractive. . . . Funny,
too, how he cared about
what she thought of him.
He didn t give tup

pence about the rest of
them in the office. Not,

outer office door
and decided in
an abstract
manner that any
artificial colour
would only make
her appear like a boiled
lobster.

The three typistes and
the two male clerks in the outer office

watched her in amazement as she crammed
her felt tammy over rebellious brown curls.
Without a glance in their direction she
gathered up her bag and gloves and made
for the double doors leading across to the
lift. She lifted one shapely leg a few
inches off the floor and, with a most un-
Mary-like gesture, kicked the door open.

&quot;Phewl&quot; said Peter Kemp, the junior
clerk whose desk adjoined Mary s, and who
had watched her exit in surprise, amuse
ment, and not a little admiration. &quot;Did

you see that? What a paddy our Mary is
in!&quot;

&quot;I wonder what made her jump up from
tke switch like that?&quot; babbled Miss

in three purposeful strides. &quot;Where is that
woman?&quot; he yelled, his brown eyes glint
ing with anger as they searched the room.

&quot;Do you mean me?&quot; a timid voice asked
at his elbow. Glenice Matthews had re

turned from the washroom and was looking
anxiously about. She had heard Mr. An
thony s voice bellowing out loud enough to

turn any Sar Major sour with envy and
had scuttled back to the general office like

a guilty rabbit.

&quot;No, not you, girl,&quot;
roared Tony; &quot;didn t

I tell you to send Miss Smith in a minute

ago?&quot;

&quot;No, sir,&quot; said Glenice, blushing. &quot;I ve
been out for a few minutes and M-Mary, I

mean Miss Smith, was attending the switch
in my absence.&quot;

She gathered her bag and
gloves and made for the

double door*.

he amended his thoughts
hastily, that he cared

tuppence about her,

either, if it came to that.
It was just that he was always a little

ashamed after an outburst of &quot;nerves&quot; if

she was about she had that trick of seem
ing to look right through him and beyond.
Yes, she certainly maddened him at times.
He found himself suppressing the desire
to shout at Miss Matthews: &quot;What do you
mean, you don t KNOW where she is?&quot;

&quot;Pardon me, Mr. Koscoe,&quot; a voice spoke
from behind him. It was Peter Kemp, the
junior clerk. &quot;I think Miss Smith has left

the office.&quot;

&quot;Left the office!&quot; echoed Tony, the red
colour creeping up again. &quot;Left for where.
What do you mean, left?&quot;

&quot;Left for home, I presume,&quot; said Miss

Knight in prim delight.

Tony glared around the room for a brief
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second. Then he swung about and in

three strides was back in his office.

He knew what they would be thinking.
War nerves, and his inability to control

himself over the least little trifle. Well,

they were right. He wasn t the same easy

going youngster who had been working
bis way up at Messrs. Radwin and Roscoe
before the war. The years had left their

mark, and his patience was at times almost
threadbare. He d only been back three

months and he felt it would take him years
to settle down to an inside job after the

freedom and outdoor activity of the Army.
He d faced danger, yes, and with iron

uerves, too, but for three years he d never
once felt as confined as he did in this

pokey office. Nor had he been continually

subjected to the maddening poise of self-

sufficient females like Miss Smith, for

instance.

He knew, too, why Miss Smith had gone
home. Touchy little . . . There he went
again! He d certainly have to do some
thing about hia tendency to use profane
language every time he felt his temper
rise. He imagined it was an Army legacy
quite a few might find embarrassing!

His sense of humour adjusted itself as
he remembered his conversation on the

phone, as he had imagined to that little

Miss Matthews who had been on the board
for years and years and wasn t likely to

protest or comment on his impatience. He d
asked her to send in Miss Smith and a
voice had politely informed him that Miss
Smith would not be a moment. How could
he gness it was Miss Smith herself! He
hadn t been back loug enough to sort out
all their phone voices. Females all sounded
high-pitched and tinny on the phone, any
way! Two minutes had passed without
Miss Smith s appearance and he had felt

his temper rising. He had picked up the

phone and roared into it: &quot;Dammit all,

woman, tell that so and so fool girl to get
a wriggle on.&quot;

He smiled as he thought of her leaving
iu high dudgeon over bis lapse. Appar
ently Mary Smith was not all ice and cold

ability after all! She had been with them
only a few months before he left the firm
to join His Majesty s Forces and often

during the lonely nights in New Guinea
when he was mentally going over his old

happy-go-lucky work days he had thought
of her.

He hadn t thought it strange that she
came into his mind so often. He had al

ready assured himself that he wasn t in
terested in her personally. Nothing like

that, of course. Why, she had been only
eighteen, a mere child when he had left.

Ft was merely the self-assurance and
ability she had displayed when being in

terviewed for the position they were offer

ing that had intrigued him. He d been
present in Mr. Radwin s office for that

interview, as it was for his department
that Miss Smith would be trained during
his absence.

Tf Mr. Anthony Roscoe had only been
willing to face facts, he would have rea
lized weeks ago that most of his recent

temper in connection with Miss Smith was
caused by his reluctance to admit that he
was now fast falling in love with her, and
his carefully preserved bachelorhood was
being threatened.
As he sat down at his polished mahogany

desk, Tony glanced at the clock. Eleven
.fifteen! Only four hours to catch the
interstate mail, and that Government quo
tation just simply had to go to-day. What
on earth was ho going to dot He d in

sulted their best stenographer and he knew
Mr. Radwin s wrath would know no bounds
if he learnt that Miss Smith had walked
out on them, due to his uncouthness! Good

stenographers don t grow on trees any
longer and, to put things in a nutshell,

there just wasn t anyone else in the office

capable of handling the technical side of

the quotation. He sighed and picked up
the phone. Miss Matthews answered with

alacrity: &quot;Yes, sir!&quot;

&quot;Do you know if Miss Smith has the

phone on at her private address!&quot; he

asked quietly.
&quot;No, I m afraid she hasn t,&quot; Glenice re

plied promptly. &quot;She s had an application
in for ages but hasn t had any luck yet.&quot;

&quot;Thanks,&quot; said Tony mournfully. He
placed the receiver down gently and began
some fast thinking. He d have to smooth

things over as quickly as he could and get
Miss Smith back on the job. He d have to

apologise somehow. He glanced at the

clock again, and then pushed his quotation
papers aside and picked up his grey felt

hat. He d have to go and chase her up
He paused as he reached the door. Con
found it all, he didn t know her address
that s if she had gone home, anyway! He
rang through again to Miss Matthews. No.
she didn t know, but imagined Miss Knight
would. He waited while Glenice did some

investigating.
A few seconds Inter he had Mary s

address and was on his way. He pictured
the curiosity and excitement that would

pervade the general office concerning his

request for Miss Smith s address. Well,

they d soon forget it. Or so Mr. Roscoe,
in his innocence, imagined.
He reached Parklands Court block of

flats at Maddenhurst after a few minutes
drive from the city. He glanced curiously
at the flats whilst he paused to light a

cigarette, and was impressed with their air

of quiet dignity and their well-kept little

strips of garden. Flat 5 was at a side en

trance, and after negotiating a flight of

stone steps, he found himself tapping at

Miss Smith s stained and polished &quot;front&quot;

door.

A young ouin in khaki army shorts

answered his knock and looked at him
with an enquiring expression. Tony glanced
at the slip of paper on which he had hastily
written Mary s address. Yes, it was num
ber five, sure enough, but there shouldn t

be a well-built young man with curly
brown hair and a slick little moustache

answering the door. Or should there? To
his surprise he began to feel irritated, and
in a hostile tone he never intended, he
asked for Miss Smith.

&quot;Ah, Mary, you mean, of course. Mary
is in the bath. Would you care to come in

and wait! Or perhaps I could give her a

message!&quot;

Tony glared at the young man sus

piciously. Who was he. anyway, to be

Answering Mary s door and offering to

give her messages when she was in the

bath!
&quot;I m sorry,&quot; he said coldly, &quot;but a mes

sage won t do in this case. I must see

Mary, I mean Miss Smith, personally.&quot;

&quot;Come in, then. Come right in.&quot; said

the tall man in shorts. Tony found him
self ushered into a very tastefully fur

nished living-room. &quot;My name is Bill.&quot;

offered the owner of the moustache geni
ally. &quot;Mary is a devil for baths,&quot; he
added with easy familiarity. &quot;Came home
in a high old paddy, muttering curses
about some infernal Mr. Roscoe, and made
for the bathroom to cool off. She doesn t

often erupt, bat, boy! when she does . . .&quot;

Tony seated himself gingerly on the

edge of a deep, comfortable-looking chair
and stared balefully across at Bill. So,
he was the infernal Mr. Roscoe, he thought
grimly, and she was on friendly enough
terms with this fellow to be taking a bath,
of all things at 11.30 a.m., whilst he was
in the house. For the third time that

morning he felt himself losing control and

instinctively he began to bristle.

&quot;My name is Anthony Roscoe,&quot; he said

abruptly to Bill, &quot;and no doubt I am the
infernal person Miss Smith referred to.&quot;

Bill gave a long, low whistle, and then
his face broke into a broad grin. &quot;Oh, ho,
now! I wouldn t miss this for quids. So

you are the boss, huh! I ve heard a lot

about you from Mary. Yes, sir, and judg
ing from to-day s form I d say your num
ber is just about

up.&quot; He shrugged his

shoulders slightly as he caught the expres
sion on Tony s face.

&quot;Er,
that is, I mean

the firm s chances are pretty slim. Mary
wasn t exactly wearing her Mona Lisa
smile when she arrived home!&quot;

&quot;I m afraid that what I have to say to

Miss Smith must be said in private,&quot; said

Tony stiffly. He was confounded if he
was going to apologise in front of this

. . . this young upstart.
The grin faded from Bill s good-natured

face as he rose from the twin chair to

Tony s. &quot;O.K., O.K., if that s the way
you want it, Mr. Roscoe. I didn t want to

intrude, of course. My apologies. I just
couldn t resist the desire to see Mary s

face when she pops out and sees you. Well,

bye; I ll leave you to it.&quot; He glanced
keenly at Tony for a few seconds and then
vanished through one of the three doors

leading from the living-room. From the

clatter of military boots going over steps

Tony gathered that he had gone out some
back. entrance. Well, that at least left him
to apologize to Mary in private, and to

pave the way for a peaceful truce. He
settled down in the chair comfortably and

picked up a magazine.
It was while he was idly turning over

tie pages that he began to review his

emotions over the last half-hour. To any
one less astute than a sophisticated, self

styled &quot;confirmed&quot; bachelor of twenty
eight years, his reaction to Bill may have
been put down to the general ill-temper of

tlie morning. But Tony had been warily
in and out of love too many times to be

deceived. It was with an initial sense of

reluctance which slowly mounted to some

thing of excitement that he recognized the

symptoms.
A man doesn t bristle when he is talking

to a male friend of a mutual lady acquaint
ance unless he is jealous! Tony began to

see clearly how his feelings had been drift

ing this past few weeks. He was in love

with Miss Smith! He might as well admit
it. Yes, the more he turned it over in his

mind, the more he liked the idea. He felt

a quick sensation as though a great load

had been lifted from his mind ... it left

him lighthearted and boyishly excited.

Why, of course! What a fool he had been!

lie began to wonder what Mary really

thought of him. Heavens, the woman
must think him a boor! He d made no

effort to be polite to her for weeks. He d

been too busy thrusting his head deeper
into the sand in order to avoid the clear

sighted vision of Mary s brown eyes!

Jealously he began to think of Bill again.
Bill was no stranger. Bill seemed to fit

into the apartment a shade too well. All

at once Tony began to feel hopeless, dc-
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jected, and nervous. He d Lave to find

out about this Bill fellow.

He fell into a brown study wherein he

lost himself in a delightful maze of Sir

Galahad action and events, all leading to

the one climax the elimination of the dis

turbingly good-looking Bill. A fatuous

grin of triumph spread around his lips as

he removed his rival from the field and
took up the ground floor position himself.

He so thoroughly lost himself in the en

suing plans for a bang-up wedding with
all the trimmings that he completely ig
nored the sound of a door opening behind
him. He was just mounting the altar steps
with Mary on his arm when he was

brought back to reality by a voice

coldly stating: &quot;Well, Mr. Eoscoe, this

is a surprise 1 Who let you in?&quot; Mary
sounded as though she was referring
to some obscure pestilence.

Tony rose from his chair and stared

at Mary idiotically.

&quot;Er, hullo, Miss Smith.
Who let me in! Oh,

yes, a fellow named
Bill let me in.&quot; He
added inanely:
&quot;He s gone now.&quot;

&quot;Really? That

&quot;And what have you to say, Mr. Roscoe?
Please get it over with as soon as you can.

I wish to get out in plenty of time to see

about another position.&quot; She let that sink
in for a moment before going on. &quot;I can t

think of anything you are likely to say
that will persuade me to return. I m just
not interested.&quot;

Tony closed his eyes to shut out the

sight of Mary. &quot;Miss Smith. I ve come to

apologise for this morning. I just didn t

must account for the rather
desolate atmosphere there
eems to be.&quot; Mary was
standing at a door which
obviously led to her bed
room. Her hair was piled up on her crown,
and pinned tightly. She was clutching the

lapels of a soft blue woolly dressing-gown
to her throat and, to Tony, she looked
adorable. &quot;You ll pardon me for a few
minutes while I get some clothes onf Not
that any business we have to discuss will
take time. It s just that I don t like stand

ing about in bare feet.&quot;

Tony s eyes stared down at Mary s feet
in fascination as she swept through into
her bedroom and shut the door. He sat
down again and picked up the magazine.
Then he put it down and pulled out his

cigarette case. He found his hands were
slightly sweaty. Good Lord, what on earth
waa the woman doing to biin? He felt like

an ewkward schoolboy! He d have to for

get the personal angle and concent rate on

cajoling Mary back to work. That was it,

forget the personal angle.
Mary reappeared a few minutes later.

She was dressed in a smart blue suit that
enhanced her figure to perfection. Tony
was aware that he d seen the suit many
times at work, but it was the first lime
he d ever been acutely aware of what the

girl inside the suit meant to him. Mary
sat down in the seat that Bill had vacated.
She crossed her slim legs and settled down
in a manner that suggested she was com-

pletely mistress of the situation.

uncertainly, opened her mouth to speak,
and then found she had nothing to say. A
surprising enough fact in itself. She had
been rehearsing in her mind what she
would gay to Mr. Anthony Eoscoe all the
time she had been dressing.
She had expected him to endeavour to

deal with her in humorous condescension,

subtly implying that she was being child

ish and unreasonable to fiy out of the office

like that because of a triflng lapse with
his language. But here he was sitting one

moment with his eyes shut in

an attitude of despair and
the next fixing her with a

dazed, cod-like

stare. Very
strange, indeed!
She was groping
around in her

; mind for some-
: thing to say

when a tap
| sounded on the

door leading
through to the
kitchen. Without

taking her eyee

&quot;What is that . . . that
bounder to you?&quot; His voice
was shaking with anger.

know it was you on the phone. I know
there is absolutely no excuse for me speak
ing to you like that. It was just that,

well, it was just that . . .&quot; his voice trailed
off uncomfortably.

&quot;Exactly,&quot; said Mary dryly. &quot;Do 3*ou
know what I think about you? You are
an impatient, egotistical, bad-tempered,
spoilt, bombastic young boor!&quot;

&quot;Yes, Miss Smith,&quot; said Tony humbly.
Mary s eyes popped at him in amaze

ment. What on earth could be wrong with
the aggravatingly self-possessed Mr. Ros-
ooe? He was sitting there staring at her
as if she was a striped fish. She swallowed

i; from Tony s, Mary
s?id vaguely: &quot;Come

in.&quot;

Bill poked hit
head around the
door and addressed

! liimself to Tony:
&quot;Sorry to intrude

again. I haven t

come back to see

Mary s face, merely
to collect my pipe.

I left it about somewhere. Do you
mind?&quot; Without waiting for a reply he
walked over to the low mantel and
began poking about the collection of
bric-a-brac and photographs.
Mary turned to Bill crossly. &quot;What

on earth are you talking about, seeing
my face and intruding? And since
when have you taken to knocking on
doors around here?&quot;

&quot;Ah, here she is.&quot; Bill picked up his

pipe and then spoke to Mary, his dark eye
brows arching into mock derision. &quot;Darl-

in
&amp;gt; y u wouldn t want me bursting in

here and embarrassing Mr. Roscoe, would
you? Mr. Roscoe doesn t like the look of
me.&quot; He slid his eyes around to Tony and
then back to Mary again. Bending down
over Mary, lie kissed her lightly on the

ear, whispering: &quot;The beggar is jealous
of me. You can work on from there,
sweet!&quot;

As Bill backed across to the kitchen
door Mary watched him open-mouthed.
Everybody seemed to be acting slightly

crazy to-day! What was Bill saying. Tony
jealous of him! Why, that was impossible.
Or was it? Suddenly Mary saw the light.

Naturally, Tony never knew anything about
her private life . . . he d never taken time
off to ask her about her family, if she had

any parents ... or anything else about
her life, either, for that matter. Her lips

twitched into a smile as Bill crinkled the

corners of his eyes at her adoringly. He
blew her a kiss and then retired .around

-the door.
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Mary looked back across the room at

Tony. He d been silent the whole time
Bill had been in the room. His face was

pale and he had half risen from his chair.

His eyes were glued in a murderous glare
on the closed kitchen door. She began to

laugh to herself softly. Picture of a melo
dramatic lover about to do the villain in,

scene 3, last act of a 1900 drama. So!

Mr. Eoscoe was feeling the pangs of love!

She felt a delicious whimsical feeling steal

through her. A very, very big step for the

very, very impersonal Anthony! No wonder
he had sworn so roundly at her this morn
ing.

&quot;What s wrong, Mr. Boscoe; don t you
like my kitchen door?&quot; she asked sweetly.

Anthony gritted his teeth together and
then rose from his chair and strode over
to her. Taking her by the shoulders, he
shook her slightly. &quot;What is that . . .

that bounder to you?&quot; His voice was
shaking with anger, his brown eyes nar
rowed and enraged.
Mary wrigged free and shook her finger

at him. &quot;Now, now, Mr. Roscoe, you ll get
blood pressure or something. What is Bill

to me? Why, let me think now. Yes, I m
very fond of Billy. Very fond, indeed . . .

he doesn t swear, either.&quot; She looked

pensively at Tony and then added as if

in afterthought: &quot;He lives here.&quot;

&quot;L lives here,&quot; stuttered Tony almost

inaudibly. He walked away from her and

flung himself into a chair. &quot;Then, then
. . .t&quot;

&quot;Then what?&quot; asked Mary, enjoying
herself.

&quot;Oh, nothing,&quot; answered Tony tiredly.
Let s talk about work, Miss Smith. We

must get that Government quotation off

this afternoon, you know, and . . .&quot;

Mary interrupted him: &quot;No, don t let s

talk about work, Tony; let s talk about

my brother. It has occurred to me that

you don t like him. Whyt&quot;

&quot;Your brother!&quot; echoed Tony. He
bounded out of his chair and reached Mary
as if under jet propulsion. He took her

by the shoulders again and pulled her up
gently. &quot;Darling, it has been a hellish

half -hour!&quot; He put his finger under Mary s

chin and tilted her face up. &quot;I thought
that bounder might have had first claim
on

you.&quot;

&quot;He s not a bounder,&quot; said Mary indig
nantly. &quot;You shouldn t jump to conclu
sions. He has known for ages about you.
I mean, that I was . . .&quot; she paused and
began studying the pattern of Tony s tie.

&quot;That you were what, darling!&quot; Tony s

eyes were smiling down a-t her through his

newly donned rose-coloured glasses. As
Mary was more than presentable in any
light, he found the result devastating.

Mary sighed. &quot;In love with you, of

course, you, you so and so . . .&quot; She was
unable to say any more, as Tony s arms
closed around her and he began kissing her
as though he meant it. A little later,
when he came up for breath, he said:

&quot;Well, maybe it is just as well that I re

cognized it as love at this stage, honey,
otherwise there is no telling what language
I might have ended up using!&quot;

Unprogressive.
What will baj pen to a society that is

getting older 1 ^hall we not become nn-

progressive falling behind in technical

efficiency and in intellectual and artistic

achievement?
The danger of becoming a &quot;dull&quot; natiom

is apparently a very real one. Seven scien
tists all renowned names have told a
medical commission that the majority of

intelligent children come from small fami
lies and the dull ones from larger families.
A part of intelligence is said to be in

herited; the brighter the parents the

brighter the children.

What happens if the fall in birthrate it

most noticeable among the more intelligent

people.
That is a problem the world has to face.

It is the more intellectual people that have
small families, and owing to the high cost
of living, and crushing taxation, there 1*

no encouragement to the couple who would
like to have a large family. Scientists may
prate about these things, but so long a*

extravagance politicians with dreanjy
socialistic ideas, and plenty of taxation
monies to spend, hold sway, just so long
will it be for the community to get into *

right way of thinking, and return back to

the simple way of life. Taxation does not
make for progress. The only way is 1m-

dustriousness and increased production, is

which the whole of the community brigkt
folks and dull folks can share.

&quot;The men who are lifting the world up
ward and onward are those who encourage
more than criticise.&quot; Elizabeth Harrison.

&quot;And, having thus chosen our course, let as
renew our trust in God and go forward
without fear and with manly hearts.&quot;

Abraham Lincoln.

Ah! that s the way
scones and pastry

should taste

ALWAYS USE

Ask for all the Aunt Mary s. Pure Food Products
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Put Yourself in Fine Shape
for the New Year . .

Brassieres
Ber\ei

bY

If you re to cut a dashing
figure the whole year thru

you ll need the perfect fit, com
fortable support and lovely
line of a Brassiere by Berlei.

Illustrated are:

TOP: &quot;Hollywood-Maxwe!
&quot;

by
Berlei. V/hir/poo! Stitching.

\ Price, 17/-.

RIGHT: &quot;Co-itro-Bra&quot; by Berlei

for heavier figures. Prices, 21/6
to 31/6.

CENTRE: Longer-line Holly-
wood-Maxwell&quot; ior four bus,

shapes. Prices, 10/9 to 29/6.

LEFT: &quot;Off-the-Shoulder&quot; Brc
&quot; shadow face. Price, 25/6.

Always insist on a Brassiere by

Don t buy a Bra anywhere
.

-hut in a fitting room
B65.I8

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause
WHEN waste matter la allowed
to accumulate in the colon It has
three- effects. It weakens tha
muscular power of the body to
remove It. It creates poisonous
product* which through the cir

culation reach every cell In the
body. It forms a breeding-
grround for germs by the mil
lions. That Is the reason high
authority to-day regards consti
pation as primarily responsible
for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of serious illness. Way
pnedalisr* all over the world
have made Internal cleanness
their slogan.

Coloseptie overcome* the pos
sibility of Autoxima from tk
words ante, (soif), toxin (poisosi)

by inducing better Intern*!
Cleanness.

Coloseptlc Is the nroduct of in
tensive research to find a remedy
which would combat constipa
tion at its source the colon
A level teaspoonfvl in a ykut

of water morning or night, one*
or twice a week, is sufficient after
perfect relief is obtained

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLEANNESS
At ail chemUts and stores.

LEARN

It s &quot;Quicker -

under MONET-BACK
GUARANTEE with
Sampson Home-Study
course for:

* STEEL GCITAB
* HUl-bllly Guitar
* Banjo Mandolin
* Piano Accordion
* Saxophone
* Clarinet * Ukulele
* Mouth Organ
* Button Accordion
* Violin * Piano

5000 have mcceeded
why not YOU?

It takes 3 Lesson* l

play first piece 10
Lessons a variety, and
20 Lessons any plec*
It doesn t matter where
you live.

Instruments. Exclusive model*
available on small paymentt to any
part of Australia Fielght paid.

Free. Illustrated catalogue and dea-

crlptlve booklet FREE Write for your*.

IMENTION INSTRUMENT FAVORED!
SAMPSONS. Dept.2A481 Kent Su,
Box 4184X. G.P.O., Sydney.

ARE YOU OVERWEIGHT?
To be overweight U old-fashioned makes you
look years older get rid of it by my perfect
method no dangerous dieting, no irksome exor
cises. Slimness restored even in cases of long
standing &quot;fat&quot; condition. Everyone treated for

their own particular needs. Special treatments
for men and women of all ages.
Send 6d. in stamps for particulars to

MATRON MARION GOSS, Dosk J,

Box 32, P.O. Crow s Nest, Sydney.

&quot;We always love those who admire us,

and we do not always love those whom we
admire/ ^ La Bochefoncanld.
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Add the Charm of Cace
^ O-fJH-O-O &quot;HJKH*

This matching set is so delicate and fresh it looks like finest

lace, and is easily removed for washing. Enhances the plainest
of frocks.

Materials: 2 balls of crochet silk or cotton; a No. 1} crochet

Iiook; 1} yards of ^-inch velvet ribbon.

Measurements: Neck edge of collar, 14 inches; cuffs, 7 inches.

Abbreviations: Ch., chain; d.c., double crochet; tr., treble;

d.tr., double treble; tr.tr., triple treble (3 over needle); quad.tr.,

quadruple treble (4 over needle) ; rep., repeat.
Collar.

Work 136 eh.

1st row: Miss first 3 ch., then work 1 tr. into each ch. to end,
turn with 3 ch.

2nd row: Miss 1st tr., 1 tr. in each of next 2 tr.,
* 2 ch., miss

next tr., 1 tr. in each of next 6 tr.; rep. from *, finishing 3 tr.,

instead of 6 tr., turn with 3 ch.

3rd row: Miss 1st tr., then work 1 tr. into each tr. and 3 tr.

into each space, tarn with 3 ch.

4th row: Miss 1st tr., 1 tr. in each of next 6 tr.,
* 2 ch., misa

next tr., 1 tr. in each of next 11 tr.; rep. from *. finishing with
6 tr., instead of 11 tr., turn with 3 ch.

5th row: Miss first 6 tr.,
* then into next space work (1 d.tr.,

2 ch., 1 tr.tr., 2 ch., 1 quad.tr., 2 ch., 1 tr.tr., 2 ch., 3 d.tr.), 3.

ch., miss next 5 tr., 1 d.c. into next tr., 3 ch.; rep from *, finish

ing 1 d.c. in last tr., turn with 1 ch.

6th row: * Work 4 d.c. into 1st space, (into next space work
3 ch., 3 d.c.) 4 times, 3 ch., 4 d.o. in next space (this completes
one point), rep. from * to end. Fasten off.

Cuffs.

Work 64 ch.

1st row: Miss first 3 ch., then 1 tr. in each ch. to end, turn
with 3 ch.

2nd row: Miss 1st tr. in each of next 5 tr.,
*

1 ch., miss next

tr., 1 tr. in each of next 6 tr.; rep. from *, finishing with 5 tr.,

instead of 6 tr., turn with 3 ch.

3rd row: Miss 1st tr., work 1 tr. in each tr., and 1 tr. in each
*h. space, turn with 3 ch. Now work 4th, 5th and 6th rows as

given for collar. Thread ribbon through Lol^s in collar arr!

cuffs. Neaten ends on cuffs.

COTTIB
o-SS-o &amp;lt;x H&-00 &amp;lt;-S3-*-

Materials: i oz. black 4-ply wool, small quantity filiiijg, two
bone knitting needles No. 12, crochet hook and a small thread
white wool, i yard ribbon.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog., together; sts., stitches.

Commence by casting on 1 st. for the nose; then knit 3 sts.

into this st. Continue in stocking-st., increasing 1 st. at both
ends of the needle every second row until there are 7 sts., purl
back, increasing 1 st. at end of purl row (8 sts.); leave on a

spare needle.

Cast on 8 sts. for leg.
Row 1 Knit. Row 2 Purl.

Repeat these two rows four times more and break off wool,
and push along to end of needle. Cast on 8 sts. and work
exactly the same for the 10 rows; then knit one row, cast on
11 sts.; then k. the 8 sts. from the spare needle; then purl back
across all the sts. (27 sts.).
Work four rows in stocking-st.; then increase in last st. of

next knit row. and purl back. Repeat the last two rows once.
Knit the 29 sts. now; then take the spare needle containing

the 8 sts. for head and knit across these ats., increasing 1 st.

at end of the row: then purl back and shape as follows:
Row 1 K. 11, cast off 6 sts., k. to last st., k. twice into this

end st.

Row 2 Purl to last 2 sts., p. 2 tog.
Row 3 K. 2 tog., k. to last st., k. twice into end st.

Repeat rows 2 and 3 once, then row 2 once. Now decrease
1 st. at both ends of the needle of the head part every row until
there aro 9 sts.. then at both ends of every knit row and begin
ning only of every purl row until there are 3 sts; then k. 1. k. 2

tog. and pass the Irnitted st. over the k. 2 tog. Break off wool.
Return to remaining 11 sts., join wool and cast off 2 sts., then p to
end of row. Now shape as follows for the tail: K. 7, k. 2 tog.,
turn and cast off 2 sts., p. to last 2 eta., p. 2 tog.

In the next row k. 3, k. 2 tog.; then continue ou these 4 st8.

for 9 rows; then k. 1, k. 2 tog., p. the knitted st. over the k. 2

tog. and cast off remaining st.

To mnke the other half, work exactly as given until you have
worked the fonr rows of stocking-st. after conned ing the legs,
then make all the shapings at opposite ends of the row.
The tinder-piece of legs and body are made by working for

legs and body until you have worked three rows in stocking-st.
after connecting the legs. Cast off in the 4th row.

Head Piece.
Cast on 1 st. and knit; work 3 sts. into this st.. then increase

1st. at both ends of next row (5 sts.). Continue in stocking-st.
on these 5 sts. for 46 rows, then k. 2 tog. at both ends of the
needle every 2nd row twice. Break off wool and darn end in

neatly.
Ear.

Cast on 7 sta. and knit three rows: then k. 2 tog. at both ends
of the needle every 3rd row until 3 sts. remain, k. 1, k. 2 tog.,

pass knitted st. over. Cast off remaining st. and darn end of
wool in neatly. Make other ear the same.

To Make Up.
Press a.11 pieces carefully, then cut out the shape in black

material (non-fraying), allowing | inch turning. Oversew all

the pieces together, inserting the head piece from chest over top
of head to beginning of back. Leave the underseam open and
pnd well. Sew the wool piooes into shape and

t&amp;lt;lip
the padded

Scottie inside. Sew ears in position and make the eyes by
making 3 ch., work 3 double crochet into the 1st ch., then con
tinue round and round twice. Sew one each side of head, and
tie ril.bon round neck.
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With the pace of things to

day all the strain and bustle
headaches teem to be on

the Increase. The fact that

they are caused largely by
the modern tempo and diffi

culties of the times it all the
more reason why Aspro Is

THE way to stop these head
aches.

ASPRO 1

has MO &quot;AFTER

1
EFFECTS&quot; (doesn t stow you

. up, leave

pressed)

ASPRO DOES NOT HARM HEART
OF? STOMACH (ca 1 on Aipro as

often as you need without the

slightest fear. It It a!o non habit-

ASPRO- ACTS SWIFTLY
( Ascro nas to be effective to

have the biggest tale in the

world of any medicine of iU

kind).

DOES NOT HARM THE HEART OR STOMACH

Try ASPRO Tablets
with your cup of tea!

Wr&amp;gt;er s.-&amp;gt;i, s ?&amp;gt;work makes you feel jadeii, nerve

racked and t headachy,&quot; try ASPHO 1

&quot;AND

A CUP OF TEA. The Aspro soothes and

ealms you the tea gives you a lift, tt t a

wonderful combination every housewife should

know.

FORD PILLS

Jack -J Sprat

spread wSen he sat,

He puffed and he huffed

all the way;
But he s found a new life

Since his wise little wife

Gives him Ford Pills

every day.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

taste!ess, painless laxative for

ail your family. In plastic

tubes, 2/6 everywhere. r .P.,,

FORD PILLS

all the best

brushes

are

bristled
R13-3

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of

excessive drinking? EUCRASY has

changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Established

52 years it destroys all desire for

Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be

given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State which required.

SEND 20/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

&quot;An expert is a person who avoids the

small errors as he sweeps on to the grand
fallacy.&quot; Benjamin Stolberg.
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Frock, 7400 Is. 6d.

4J yds. 36 ins. wide
Contrast :

I yds. 36 ins. wide.
Skirt cut on bias.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7431 Is. 6d.
4 yds. 36 ins. wide. /

32 to 40 ins. bust. (

Pipestem lines characterise Castillo s

collection which includes a number of

slim dresses. Shorter than last season,
these are narrow and draped at the front,

back or sides, while for evening he
shows a new ankle-length silhouette

which is fitting to the knees whence it

flirts out into pleated ruffles at the back.

Short bright coats are a feature and one
in butter yellow with an enor
mous swing is typical.

Skirts and necklines sweep de

finitely to one side in the Hattie

Carnegie collection, even in her

young and dashing suits which
are mainly in dark grey or

honey flannel and have un

expected low cut necklines.

House Frock, 7422 Is. 6d
3| yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7403 Is. 6d.

3| yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes , stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]
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From New York.
All kinds of light weight fabrics of infinite variety make a

host of distinguished models at New York fashion shows, with

Adrian, whose collection is full of life and excitement, pre

senting a group of suits and frocks. Designed with slim

skirts, these have hip-length jackets softly- fastened with a

string tie at the waist, and he often uses stripes of different

lengths to point up their lines. Black stripes and angles on

tawny grounds suggesting Navaho Indian designs are among
his favourites too, and he effectively combines black and

white checks of varying sizes in one three-piece ensemble.

In contrast, his evening gowns are pretty and delicate,

notably the sheer wool dinner dresses in pale
colours worn with nun-like caps.

Dressmaking Details.

Dressmaking detail including embroidery,
bands of tucking, slot-seaming and faggotting ;

;

plays a big part in Sally Milgrim s suits. She,

uses luscious-coloured wools for soft suits.

Frock, 7429 Is. 6d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace, i yd. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Suit, 7421 Is. 6d.

4| yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Matron s Frock,
7425 Is. lOd

yds. 36 ins. wide
34 to 48 ins. bust.

Frock, 7430 Is. lOd.
4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot;
407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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It is the junior departments carrying high priced
merchandise that report highly styled fashions sell

ing well. Customers for the medium and lower

priced clothes are more conservative and a little

timid in their choice, purchasing styles they have

been in the habit of wearing. It is this latter group
that buyers will concentrate on &quot;

educating.&quot;

Story Styles.
A series of Story Book Fashions in pinafores is to

be noted. Embroidered on white broadcloth, Jack
and Jill, the Cow that Jumped Over the Moon,
Little Red Riding Hood, and the Old Woman Who
Lived in the Shoe, all tell their stories in gaily

colored thread on the front panels of the princess
line pinafores. , , , A0f , , ,

Blouse, 11,485 Is. 3d

If yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Junior Modes.
Junior size customers are grad

ually becoming educated to the

longer lengths, hip fulness and
rounded shoulder lines of the
new dress silhouette. They have

given complete approval to the
ballerina skirt and tiny waist look,
retail store buyers report.
For the most part it is the

popular priced junior depart
ments that are having the most
trouble selling the new styles.
Customers still look a trifle ask
ance at long skirts and full hips.
As in the better priced depart
ments they want strapless evening
gowns, preferably ballet length
and hooded, flared coats. Tail

ored, classic cut suits with button
treatment sell better than the

dressy styles at popular prices.

Skirt, 12,197 Is. 3d

2$ yds. 36 ins. wide
27 to 35 inches waist

Blouse, 11,495 Is. 3d.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Long sleeve yd. extra.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Blouse, 11,494 Is. 3d

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust. I

c
Skirt, 12,195 Is. 3d|
3| yds. 36 ins. wide!
27 to 35 inches waist.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payne&quot; must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, Iff. extra.]



1500 FREE Books on Dancing
MOW you can test this wonderful course on

dancing yourself try this famous system in

your own home, and if, after 30 days, you have not

become an expert dancer, popular, and sought
after. It COSTS YOU rxOTHING not one

penny ; But you must hurry ; this offer may never

be repeated. It places you under no obligation
whatsoever ; all you have to do is to post the

coupon. NOW !

SIMPLE AS A.B.C.
IT does not matter if you have never danced a step in your

life before or if you have been trying for years to dance.

The famous BOLOT system, the system that has stood th

test for 25 years, guarantees to make you an accomplished

dancer in just 30 day: or IT COSTS YOU NOT ONE PENNY
it will teach you all the latest dances Slow Foxtrot, Quick

Step, Waltz, Tango, Rumba, Jitterbug, tc. together with

Modern Old-time. The Bolot System never fails you have

Professor Bolot s personal guarantee.

BECOME POPULAR
MAGNETIC Personality Popularity Confidence can b

attained with Professor Bolot s wonderful courses

you will find yourself sought after

admired by the opposite sex invited

out to all social functions in short, you

will become a &quot;social lion.&quot; Dancing

is the short cut to good times non-

dancers and bad dancers miss all th

fun in life NOW is the time to start

taking advantage of Professor Bolot s

wonderful offer but, hurry, this offer

is limited.

Professor J Eolot, F.A.R.,
French Dancing Academy.
Sfjdio 44, Oxford St.. Sydney.

Dear Sir, Flpiie send me by return post your FREE Book |

&quot;DANCING AS A FINE ART.&quot; (Enclose 2Jd. in stamps),
j

NAME _
J

ADDRESS

L.
.l-l- SO.

What this FREE
Book Discusses

How to Learn it Home.

How to Dance the Foxtrot.

How to Dance all Dances.

How to be Popular.

How to Imp rcve Conversation.

How to be a Perfect Dancer.

Cof ies of this famcus Book will

be sent FREE. Send at once for

your copy.

PROF. J. BOLOT
Studio 44

OXFORD ST., SYDNEY,

YOU CAN MAKE IT YOURSELF
Complete instructions with colour
card for this summer-weicjht
woollen blouse are found in the
LORNA ROSE &quot;Needlecraft
Book No. 14&quot; 18 pages of
delightful patterns for knitted,
crocheted, embroidjred and
tapas.ry work, including th

popular hat, bag and in
gloves sec |/JJ

All materials for any of the
patterns are obtainable from
Lorna Rose. The blouse shown
s mads from Munrospun (Reg d)

2-ply &quot;Morning Haze&quot; wool,
ideal for summer wear. Obtain
able in Australia only 4(1/11
from Lorna Rose for

| U/ I I

POST
FREE

LORNA ROSE NEEDLECRAFT
P.O. BOX 11, DULWICH HILL,

SYDNEY
Iso at M, Her Majesty s Arcade. (Pitt St. level)

MAN WORKED OVERTIME

WHILE LEG HEALED
Varex Treatment has been quite suc-

cessful on that bad leg of mine a miracle
in fact. In five weeks the wound healed

up completely and I never lost an hour *

work from the first day. In fact, I have
been working overtime on it three days
week. I have not failed to tell people of

your simple and cheap cure.&quot; Write

to-day for free Varex Booklet. Ernest

Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex,
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor, St. Jame
Building, 109W Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

&quot;Iron Starvation&quot; is

often the cause of lack

of energy, anaemia and
that run-down feeling.
Iron &quot;Jelloirls&quot; provide,
in an easy-to-take form,
the iron needed to build

up rich, red blood.

Irbh
Jelloids

Caring for Glasses.

Suggestions from the Department of

Agriculture on caring for the glassware
that gets extra heavy use in summer:
In washing or rinsing tumblers, lay them

in hot water rather than running it on
them. Pour hot drinks slowly on to ice

rather than against the glass. Never put
glasses that have just come cold from the

refrigerator into warm dishwater. All this

to avoid sudden damaging temperature
changes.
The less handling, the less chance of

breaking. The new sudless detergents
leave glasses streaklces and eliminate

wiping.
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At a recent display ofyoung folks

fashions custom-fashioned styles in

cluded white organdies, crisp cotton

jumpers, and Christmas party frocks
trimmed with hand embroidery and

dainty lace. Blue, green and pink
cotton dresses have smocked bodices

gathered skirts, big bow sash backs,
brief puffed sleeves, and white
collars and cuffs. There were
white organdy dresses with
short pUiTed sleeves, and big
bow sashes edged with em
broidery. Assorted pastel cot

ton jumpers were displayed
with white dotted Swiss blouses

Brilliant Accessories.
Brilliance is emphasised in

matching and contrasting ac

cessories for day and evening
scarfs Printed silk and wool

scarfs, with multicolour se

quin trim, are strongly repre
sented on day and evening
fashions. Shoulder strap and

top handle bags are shown in

a wide range of leathers and
rich fabrics. A small

shield-shaped French bro
cade evening bag has a

long silk cord that serves

as a shoulder strap

About Hats.

Every silhouette is supple, or

draped, or manipulated.
* * *

Top milliners give importance to

the wide, fluid brim for evening.
* * *

The slanted or profile line

launched in Paris in January-
continues in all shapes.

Tricornes are the newest
late summer silhouettes.

* * *

Colours are lush and varied

and have depth through the

choice of media. This includes

velours, silky napped felts, hat

ter s plush, solcil-velours,
velvets.

Blouse and Skirt,

9959 Is. 3d.

10, 12, 14 years.
Blouse :

\l yds. 36 ins. wide
Skirt :

3 yds. 54 ins. wide
Skirt cut on bias.

College Frock, 9372 Is. 3d.

4, 6, 8 years.

Blouse, 1| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Tunic, U yds. .54 ins. wide.

College Frock, 9371 Is. 6d
10, 12, 1 4 years.

Blouse, 1? yds. 36 ins. wide.
Tunic, 2J- yds. 54 ins. wide.
Also 32, 34. 36 ins. bust.

Blazer, 9327 Is. 3d.

2,4,6,8, 10, 12, 14 years
2 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Also in Ladies sizes.

Hand smocking and French

shirring are displayed in a

number of showrooms and
characterize the line of woven

ginghams and fine count
broadcloth and balloon cloth in

sizes 1 to 3 and 3-6. Unusual

stripes are included in the

gingham groups and striped

piping on the Peter Pan collars

matches up with the dress

fabric.

Blouslips are the keynote at an

other store. Peasant types, with

drawstring necklines and embroid

ery and Peter Pan collar with em
broidered panel down the front are

the blouse styles attached to a full

skirt which serves as a slip. The
bottom of the slip is ruffled .

* * *

Jumper Dresses represent an

other accepted type, sponsored all

the way all the line up to the teen

age group. Navy blue, the undis

puted favourite in this type, usually
worn with white blouses, again with

puffed sleeves.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \%d. extra.]
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Just as the name Paul Storr stands for excellence in

silver craftsmanship, so the name Goddard s stands

for excellence in silver polishes. Australian house

wives will we come the return of these fine polishes

to restore the beauty of their silverware.

Goddard s Silver Polishes
Plate Powder Silver Polish Silver Clolhs

tf/VewZealand delicacy . . .

From the crystal-clear streams of New Zealand come WHITEBAIT tiny

inch-iong fish, the most delicately flavoured in the world. ST. GEORGE
retains the full freshness and unique flavour of Whitebait by quick

canning and provides you with a special treat for every occasion. Serve

St Gaorqe Whitebait to your guests and your family it s delightful.

At all leading
Australian Stores

ST. GEORGE
WHITEBAIT

Durvedin New Z.^a

It is said that every man expects bis

wife to be a sweetheart, a valet, a chef, an
audience and a trained nurse.

Now we hear from the female of the

species: A woman should have five hus
bands: an intellectual companion, a muscu
lar toiler, a financial genius, a practical

plumber and electrician and one romantic

playboy.

&quot;There never was a bad man that had

ability for good service.&quot; Burke.

&quot;Merchants who keep their business well
in hand, sell for cash and pay for goods at
short time, taking advantage of all cash

discounts, and give strict attention to

business, rarely fail.&quot; Marshall Field.

&quot;Whatever the number of a man s

friends, there will be times in his life

when he has one too few; but if he has

only one enemy, he is lucky indeed if he
has not one too many.&quot; Bulwer-Lytton.

PUSSY RATTLE
Ataterials: 1 oz. 3-ply white wool; 2 amber

glass buttons for eyes; 1 corset steel,

paper-covered, 12 inches long and ^ inch

wide, for handle; a little pink wool, or a

thread of pink embroidery silk, for nose
and mouth; 16 inches of pale blue satin

ribbon, 1 inch wide, for pussy s bow: 1

pair of No. 14 knitting needles; some stiff

white cardboard; a few clean white bristles

for whiskers and eyebrows.
Mark two circles, each 3 inches in dia

meter, on the cardboard. Inside these
circles make another circle } inch across

and cut out to make a hole. Cut around
the larger circles. Place one on top of

the other. Break off about a yard of

wool, thread on coarse needle and proceod
to wind over the cardboard. When this

thread is iisrd. take another and continue

winding until the hole is filled. With sharp
scissors cut around edge, slipping the

points of the scissors between the two
cards.

lake very strong cotton or thin, soft

twine (never use wool), and wind it

around the wool between the cards. Make
two winds, each time pulling as tightly as

possible. Tie with reef knot, make an
other wind and tie at a point opposite the

first tie. Cut off cotton, but not too close

to knot. Tear away the cardboard gently.
With very sharp scissors trim the result

ing ball of wool into the semblance of a

kitten s face. It is not as difficult as you
imagine.
Sew eyes in place, taking the thread

from side to side and fastening off at the

tie. Embroider nose and mouth. Add
whiskers and eyebrows.

Ears.
With 3-ply wool cast on 18 sts.

K. 2 rows.
Then work in stocking-stitch for 4 rows,

keeping 2 ste. at each end in garter stitch.

7th row K. 2, tnke 2 tog., work to

within 4 sts. of end of row, take 2 tog.,

k. 2.
[Turn to page 25.]
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Frock, 90231 Id.

6 and 8 years.

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Slim Skirts.

The question of skirt fulness is being
discussed with more assurance than
earlier in the season. The all-round

pleated skirt is already in demand by
buyers for high fashion stores, and the

indications are that they will play it

strongly in promotions, especially in

junior sizes. Skirts having concealed
fulness in back or front and hanging
straight from the hips will be recurrent in

misses dresses. However, the two-piece
suit dress in both
casual and dressy
fabrics will invariably
have a straight skirt

Panel effects are in

creasing in favour,
and some will be lined

with a contrasting
color or fabric

Frock, 9087 Is. 3d.
6 and 8 years.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast :

I yd. 36 ins. wide.

Children s Dresses.
The prints and the stripes the jumper

dresses and the two-piece suits which have

been taking honours in children s wear depart-

ments this summer are taking the honours now

in fashions. There was ample evidence of this

at a recent Saturday matinee which had the

type of show that always draws a lively audience

of young customers, some of them very young in

deed. The pink dresses made the most em

phatic impression among the 7 s to 14 s in Sat-

audience at the ballet. When the lights went

up at intermission time, the pinks flamed up
all over the big theatre from orchestra to

balcony, and worn by all ages. Favourite

silhouette in these dresses is identified as

that with square-necked puff-sleeved

top, full skirt and self sash tied in a bow
at back. . . these bow-backs made
a pretty picture in the parterre

boxes when their young wearers

sat with their back to the audience

during the intermissions.

Frock, 9011 Is. 3d.

16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Blues and yellows are next in

line in the accepted pastels, defi

nitely not so popular as pink and

just as definitely worn by the

very youngest members of the

audience.

-Frock, 9929 l. w
12 and 14 years.

2| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast:! yd. 36 ins. wide

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, ld. extra.]
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Men s Shirt, 7013 Is. 3d.

3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Neck sizes, 14J, 15i,16J in &amp;gt;

Also Boys sizes, 4 to 14 yrs.

Summer Colours
Pastels for summer are based on

sweetpea colours, including pinks,

mauves, reds and yellows and the

absence of the light blues is marked.

Grey, ranging from the light pearly
shades to darker elephant and mole
is the leading neutral, while only the

darker shades of blue including navy
are featured. Brown and beige ^
shades include spice and to- jf

bacco, tortoiseshell, amber

topaz and nut-brown.

True yellow, including

everything from soft straw

shades to bright canarv.

holds an important

place and emphasis
is on reds and

pinks with a yel
low tinge.

Men s Underpants,
9604 Is. 3d.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Waist sizes, 30 to 42 ins.

Pyjamas, 9452 Is. 3d.
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years.
3| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Pyjamas, 9169 Is. 3d
2 and 4 years.

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

jamas, 9102 Is. 3d.
2 and 4 years.

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

IWe supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. . Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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PUSSY RATTLE.

[From page 22.]

Work 2 rows without decreasing.*

Eepeat these 3 rows until there are 8 sts.

Next row K. 1, p. 2 tog. (twice), k. 1.

Next row K. 2 tog. (twice), (2 sts. left

on needle).
Next row 8. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o. Break wool

and pull end through. Fasten off ends.

Make another ear to match. Brush ears

lightly with teazle brush. Gather ears at

base and sew firmly to head.

Ruff.

Take a piece of stiff cardboard measur

ing 4 inches by 2$ inches. Wind wool
three times along the length of the card
board (about 90 winds).
Thread needle with strong cotton. Secure

thread with one or two buttonhole stitches

at upper right-hand end of the wool on the
card.
Then run needle under the folds, making

sure that you catch all the strands. Draw
up to } inch, then fasten thread.

Handle.
Bend the steel to form a loop at one

end, leaving 2J inches projecting at the
other end. Secure temporarily with a few
winds of wool. By leaving it thus bent

you will find that it will remain in shape
when you wish to wind the handle.

Afterwards unfasten the wool tie, and
wind handle with wool or ribbon, first

smearing a little synthetic glue at com
mencing end. This will prevent slipping.
Wind smoothly and tightly until you are

within 1 inch of where you are making the

loop. Bend the commencing end until it

lies flat against the handle and bind the
two together very tightly for 1 inch. Con
tinue winding handle to end, first smear
ing a little glue to hold wool.

To Make Up.
Push end of handle up through centre of

head, taking care not to loosen or displace
the strands of wool. Sew at top of head
and at neck end to hold firmly in place.
Arrange &quot;ruff&quot; around neck and sew
securely to handle. Wind ribbon twice
around neck at top of ruff and tie in a bow.
Secure with a few stitches. Add a jingle
bell and your rattle is complete.
You will find that the pliable handle

makes the head bob most amusingly. A
quite charming pram toy can be made
instead of a rattle by omitting the handle
and fastening a cord, made by crocheting
or chain of wool to the top of the head.
This serves to suspend the toy from cot or

pram.

A Morning Prayer.
&quot;The day returns and brings us the petty

round of irritating concerns and duties.

Help us to play the man, help us to per
form them with laughter and kind faces;
let cheerfulness abound with industry.
Give us to go blithely on our business all

this day, bring us to our resting beds weary
and content and undishonoured; and grant
us in the end the gift of

sleep.&quot; Amen.
Robert Louis Stevenson.

&quot;I shall pass through this world but
once. Any good therefore that I can do
or any kindness that I can show to any
human being, let me do it now. Let mo
not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass
this way again.&quot; Anonymous.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will
be accepted.

Remove

FRECKLES PIMPLES
BLACKHEADS AND ALL
SKIN IMPERFECTIONS
QUICKLY BY NEW
HOME METHOD

FOR years ! was wqrr-Vd to death with unsightly Freck ei
and abominable Pimplts and Blackheads. Other girls
would avoid me. It was impossible for me to attend

parties and dances, because both sexes would shun ray
company.
Whenever I went out I was actually dressed better and
locked smarter than most other girls, nevertheless I

always fe 1 miserable. Every crejin and powder and
lotion that I saw advertised I would try in the hope of

removing those distressing blemishes, but one and all

proved failures.

Eventually I learnt of a simple home treatment from a

Parisian Beauty Specialist which brought a remarkable

change and within a month my Friends were remarking
&quot; how well you look -I would never have known you.

Realising that there must be thousands of

women, both young and old, who are to-day
suffering as I did, you will not be surprised
to learn that I am anxious to place my secret

before them. If you will, therefore, send your name and
address, with stamp to cover outlay lor postage, I win
send you free, in a plain sealed envelope, full information
so that you may remove all traces of Freckles, Pimples,
Blackhead?, ?na any other blemishes, by the wonderful
method that overcame my troubles.

Remember, it is different to any that you have adopted in

the past. It does not consist of cosmetics, creams, lotion*,

salves, soaps, ointment, plasters, bondages, masks, raas-

saee rollers or other implements. No diet no fistinj
n thing to take, and cannot injure the most delicate skin.

CUT OUT AND POST COUPON NOW

Know the happiness of a radiant,
smooth, young skin, as do the
thankful thousands who have
used my method. Write NOW,
TO-DAY, while you think of it,

to MISS ALMA F. CHALMERS,
9 Martin Place, Sydney.

Mrss ALMA F. CHALMERS,
9 Martin Place, Sydney. Box 3727, G.P.O.

Please send full details of your method for remoriaf
Freckles, Pimples, Blackheads, etc. I enclose stamp for

postage.

NAMZ (Mrs., Miss)

ADDRESS

H.J. Jan./ 50.

INSTANTLY REDUCE
Your Waist

and Hips

Res/dents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FIGURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or telephone MAS308

You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a FIGURE
CONTROL CORSET. Its gentle changing pressure will slim

your hips and waistline, and beautify your figure with every mov
you make. Gives natural balanced support and soothing control.

Made of superfine fabrics, and is individually fashioned for every
client.

FIGURE CONTROL his these improvements : I. Cross-over pull-front
no busks or lacing. 2. Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simplified from
fastening, instantly adjustable for reduction 4 Spiral boning for reeciom.

flexibility, figure loveliness

7 Days Trial
You can try the Figure Control Corset (or 7 days AT MY RISK, to prov* ft

will give comforting support and uplift, and lovely, slim, youthful grace and

energy to your figure.

The FIGURE CONTROL COPSET can be supplier* by post to country
and interstate residents. Write now for free illustrated Book/ft

and Measurement Perm. Mention this paper.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO..

5th Floor, P.A. Building,

243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY. s. 1
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&quot;Bride For Sale,&quot; Hoyt s Attraction

know what is

going to happen
next, and before

they are aware
of it they may
be taking part
in tbis original
show. &quot;Okla

homa&quot; has set a
new standard
in stage produc
tion. Theatre

goers and the

press have paid
it this tribute,
and all the
credit goes to

the producer,
Ted Hammer-
stein. Songs,
interludes,
dances, ballet

The Pioy ond Film

Romance, songs and
dances, not to mention

swimming, combine to turn
out a gay and lilting musi
cal in M-G-M s new Techni

color, &quot;Neptune s Daughter,&quot;

at the Liberty and St.

James
, starring Esther

Williams, Red Skelton and
Ricardo Montalban, with
Xavier Cugat and his

orchestra supplying the
rumba numbers, as well as

other sprightly tunes. In

addition, as supporting
players, are Betty Garrett
and comedian Keenan
Wynn. The story centres
around Miss Williams in
the role of a swimming
champion \vho becomes the
owner of a bathing suit

factory, but still finds time to sing several
numbers and to execute some spectacular
water ballets. Red Skolton and Betty Gar
rett pair off in a series of side splitting
episodes when Skelton, a timid masseur,
tries, for the benefit of Miss Garrett, to

pass himself off as the Latin American
lover. Ricardo Montalban, with disastrous
results when he finds himself on a polo
pony.

* * *

&quot;Oklahoma,&quot; at the Theatre Hojal, is

filling capacity houses, and the show is&amp;gt;

just one long exciting thrill right from
the opening item. The audience doesn t

Neptune s Daughter,&quot; St. James

numbers, comedy situations

follow each other so rapidly
t!&amp;lt;at there is littJe time to

adequately appreciate cue
item when the next is in

full swing. In these days &

good dancer has to be a

comedian, tragedian, panto-
mimest, everything, and
that is one of the keynotes
because it is so bewilder

ing and extraordinary
of the production. Just
makes it the sensational
success that it is.

&quot;Com inand Per

formanoe,&quot; at the

Tivoli, is studded
with some of the
most amazing, amus
ing au l artistically

and Liberty.

poise, timing and nerve. The three Ganjou
Brothers and Juanita appear in what is

described as a Romance in Porcelain, the

setting being in Sevres china. Juanita 5*

no porcelain lady: she is flung, swung and

hung at every conceivable angle and DOS
ture with amazing skill and apparent
gentleness by the tftree men. Further en
thusiasm is created by Ivor Moretoc. antf

Dave Kaye. Renowned through their re

cordings, these pianists play practically

every tune on the latest hit parades iu

perfect tempo and without the semblance
of a clash.

#

Jolson Sings Again,&quot; at the State, is&amp;gt;

the sequel to &quot;The Jolson Story,&quot; and starts

right off where the first film ended. Open
ing shows Larry Parks, as Al Jolson, trying
to convince his wife Julie (Evelyn Keyes)
that he doesn t really want to sing any
more that he is happy being a retired

celebrity. But when thf

night club crowd roars for

him to do a number, he

sings two and then three

songs. Julie can see how
happy Al is to sing again
to those live faces out be

yond the footlights. So ehf

leaves the club while Al is

still singing. When he hur

riedly follows her home.
Julie is gone. Al follow?

her to New York, but can
not find her. Jolson s come
back is a smash hit, and

during the show s run Julie

sues for divorce. The film

has more than a wealth of

incident, and plenty of

snap and soags galore. &quot;For

Me and My Girl,&quot; &quot;You

Made Me Love You,&quot;

&quot;When the Red Red Robin,
UT h e Spaniard Who
Blighted My Life,&quot; etc.;

&quot;/ was a Male War Bride&quot; Regent.

beautiful acts that have been seen
here for a long time. As is nRual.

the interest centres a great deal
on the star comedian, Maurice Col-

loano, who, while oozing a rich and
unique form of unctious humour, is

a mixture of acrobat, dancer, con
tortionist anfl goggle-eyed clown.

Assisting Maurice Colleano as com
pere and comedian is Terry Scan-

Ion, always bright. The Danish
twins. Krista and Kristel, on a

trapeze, give an amazing exposi
tion of strength, allied to perfect

&quot;Neptune s Daughter,&quot; St. James and Liberty.

all old-timers, but how the younger set will

appreciate them!

The crisis that has occurred in the
British film industry has been threatening
for quite a long time. With spectacular
productions costing oodles of money and
the heavy hand of the entertainment ta*

clutching solidly into the gross receipts
something had to burst. With takings of

27,000,000 and taxes of over 10,000,000

industry must come to a standstill. The
Government, which provides no capital and

accepts no responsibility, takes a far too

heavy toll from a business which provides
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Joyce Calleano, Tivoli.

employment for many thousands
of workers. Other industries pay
tax on their profits, but the un
fortunate film companies pay
taxes on the total monies re

ceived.
* *

&quot;I Was a Male War Bride,&quot;

at the Regent, has arrived some
what late, when the public have
had more than enough of pic
tures associated with the war.
This film is built along hilarious

comedy-romance lines, with

Cary Grant and Ann Sheridan
in the leads. Cary plays a French
Army officer who is assigned on
a joint mission with Ann, travel

ing in the sidecar of a motor

cycle she drives. When at one

point au accident occurs and he
tumbles from the speeding
vehicle in true acrobat fashion.

Cary cushions the shock by

diture of thousands of yards of red tape the

couple get properly married no less than
three ceremonies required! Made up as a

WAC by Ann, in order to persuade the Navy
to let them board the ship together, Cary s

disguise ie no good when he is drafted to

assist in Sick Bay. He s escorted to a

small but comfortable room. When the

ship s captain approves his papers and
offers him a cabin with other officers, Cary
prefers the room he s in with Ann.
Then he throws away the key so they will

not be disturbed.
* *

&quot;Words and Music,&quot; due here soon, has
aroused a terrific torrent of comment owing
to the stark force of dancing by blonde
Vera Ellen and Gene Kelly. Vera appears
slumberous, st-xy and beautiful, and the

story dances out in its New York down
town setting. It could easily become a

cheap and sordid affair, but the music and

complex rhythms of the dances so artistic

ally controlled lifts it right away from the
usual type of apache dancing. Here is

how one critic describes the principal
dance, &quot;Slaughter on Tenth Avenue&quot;: &quot;This

executing a neat barrel
roll. In another scene
we have Cary struggling
on a railroad cross-

gate which rises with
him clinging to it, and

being flung from a ten-

foot window in a Ger-

&quot;So Dear to My Heart&quot; May/air.

is in the modern mood. Basically a blues

number, it taken the classic Apache dance,
adds a Frankie-and-Johnme story, puts the
whole thing into modern rhythm and pro
duces a aumber that is not quite ballet,
certaii- ly not straight blues but equally
certainly fascinating, gripping and wholly
exciting.&quot;

&quot;Jolton Sings Again&quot; Slate.

man inn. After a series of more or less

humorous misadventures the two stars

arrive at Bad Neuheim in one terrible

downpour and two terrible tempers. A
comedy of errors at the inn finally sees

Cary kicked out of Ann s room and landing
in abarn with the chickens. After the expen-

In the little

Indiana town of
Fulton Corners, an

orphrm, Jeremiah
Kincaid (Bobby
Driscoll) is being
reared by his _
strict but lov

able widowed
grandma, Sa
mantha Kin-
raid (Beulah
Bondi). Jere
miah s prob
lems revolve
around a

neglected
little black

lamb which he is resolved to keep
and rear against the practical con

siderations of his grandma, whose
hard workaday farm life is upset by
the arrival of the lamb with its dark

fleece not marketable. The alterca

tion between the boy and bis elder

krisl i and Kristal, Tivoli.

grows into a conflict of wills, and finally involves
the whole community before the determined boy
wins a coveted prize for his pet at the county
fair and find his character set in &quot;the way the

twig is bent,&quot; to his granny s great and loving
relief. A simple, delightful story that is essen

tially human, depicting the
children s love of animals, a

trait that ciders too frequently
misunderstand or do not

appreciate.

When a New York firm of in

come tax consultants hires ii.ii

ex-major to run their office they
receive a sbo&amp;lt;^k when the major
turns up in the shapely form of

Claudette Colbert, an ex-major
from the Women s Army Corp?.
She knows her income taxes and
also how to run an office. Her
own idt-a in getting this job is

to find a ri&amp;lt;-h husband, and what
better way to land her man than
to see what his earnings are

per medium of his income tax
return? A shrewd and up-to
date idea. The wealthy pros
pect, in order to deceive her.

takes her to a third-class restau

rant, and then to a wrestling match where
one of the grunt-and-groaners is thrown
into her lap. The latter and a sailor join
the party and the four of them land in

jail. It s all a great mix-up. The rich

man thinks this wild party has cured
Claudette of her crush on him, but he
doesn t know the girl friend. Plenty of

variety and a completely new angle on a

film story.
* *

It seems only the other day that Jan i

Powell was just a very young teen-ager
doing her stuff with delightful naivette.

[Turn to page 42.]

&quot;Olilalioma&quot; Royal.
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NEW YEAR DRINKS
Kentucky Cup.

One cupful orange juice, cupful lemon
juice, 6 cupsful water, 1 cupful grated pine
apple, 3 tablespoonsful mint jelly, J cups
ful sugar.

Boil the water and sugar till dissolved.

Cool, add the other ingredients, and chill.

Serve with a twist of lemon peel and sprig
of mint in each glass.

Spiced Cider.
To 1 gallon sweet cider add 1$ cupsful

brown sugar, 1 tablespoonful whole all

spice, 1 tablespoonful whole cloves, $ tea-

spoonfu-1 salt, dash of cayenne. Boil 15
minutes. Serve hot. A hospitable drink
for a cool night.

Spiced Grapeade.
Two cupsful grape juice, juice 4 lemons,

2 cupsful sugar, ^ cupful water, 1 teaspoon-
ful mixed ground clove, cinnamon, ginger
and allspice.

Bring sugar, water and spices to a boil.

Cool and add other ingredients. Blend 30
minutes and serve on chopped ice.

Beat 2 eggs to a froth, stir them in to a
pint of milk and then add i pint of cream.
Mix with the coffee, add sugar to taste, and
stand in the refrigerator for 6 hours. Serve
with a lump of ice in the jug.

Mulled Cider.
To 2 quarts of sweet cider add 1 cupful

of brown sugar, 2 or 3 pieces of stick cin

namon, 10 whole cloves, 1 small nutmeg
and a piece of root ginger. Bring to the
boiling point, boil at least 10 minutes, and
serve hot.

Ruthle s Pet.
One egg, 1 cupful milk, 1 tableapoonful

malted cocoa, \ teaspoonful vanilla, dash
nutmeg. Shake all ingredients with ic,
except egg white. Beat latter stiff and
add.

Backgammon Punch.
One cupful crushed pineapple, 4 oranges,

8 lemons, 1J cupsful ginger ale, sugar
syrup to taste, mint.

Combine all ingredients and blend. Pour
over frozen ice-tea cubes or add 1 cupful
of strong tea, if you are using crushed ice.

To make iced coffee make a quart of

strong coffee and allow it to become cold.

gills

Amber Frnitade.
One Ib. sugar, 2 large lemons, 2

water, 1 grapefruit, 1 orange.
Measure sugar into a saucepan. Add the

water. Stir occasionally, till sugar is dis
solved. Bring to the boil. Boil for 5 min
utes. Halve the fruit, carefully remove
pulp and juice, and add to the syrup. Bring

[Turn to page 32.]

We re in the

MONEY!
Flo, we haven t won a lottery and Tom
hasn t had his salary raised. But what
with the increased cost of living we just

had to increase our fumily income and

we ve found the way to

EARN 5 TO 10

WEEKLY AT HOME!
We make FRENCH FLOWERS and GLOVES (we got FREE
OUTFITS too) and sell the work to our friends. If you haven t

ready market right at home, your earnings are assured

with La Paula. Work is purchased under the La Paula

Marketing Bond. Married or single, you can start earning

right away. Don t delay make spare
hours pay. Learn MILLINERY,
DRESSMAKING. Personal or

Postal Course (FREE WORKING
OUTFITS). Start Now ! Pay as

you learn. Write to-day.

FRENCH FLOWERS,
GLOVES, MILLINERY.

SEND COUPON Write To-day!

LA PAULA
ART ACADEMY
SYDNEY . . - MELBOURNE.
Also Box 1160, Wellington, N.Z.

LA PAULA ACADEMY.
SYDNEY t 67 Castlereugh Street (near King Street.)
MELBOURNE : 343 Little tolling Street. Box 2262 U, G.P.O.,

Melbourne.

Sfnd me Frer Booklet and full details.
I am interested

Name (Mr.. Mrs., MUij

Street

Town State
A.H. 1/50

Rupture SUFFERERS
TRY THIS NEW SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCE

FOR 14 PAYS FREE
You can end your Rupture worries and obtain 100 per cent, greater security and comfort than
you ever thought possible with the aid of the new Roussel Appliance. Thousands of Men and
Women, including Miners, Farmers, Wharf Labourers, Solicitors, Doctors, etc., in all parts of
Australia have proved this and you can do likewise without financial risk. The Roussel is

guaranteed to definitely hold your Rupture when coughing, sneezing, working or at sport.
Many report the entire disappearance of their Rupture after a few months use. No hard
pads, no metal girdle, no unhygienic understraps. Recommended by Doctors and by
thousands of users everywhere. No matter where yon live, send stamp to-day for detail*,
elf-measurement form, etc., and 14 days free trial offer. If possible, call. No obligation.

THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO., Dept. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY,

A healthy baby is

a happy baby!

You can keep baby happy and
healthy, even during the difficult

teething period by giving Steedman s
Powders regularly. Steedman s

safely and gently cool the blood
stream and keep baby s habits

regular. Steedman s have been used
by mothers for over 100 yearsl

STEEDMANiS
POWDERS

ON SALE AT ALL CHEMISTS
833 28

Whether in Business

or Social Life

you cannot afford to b &quot;below your

best&quot;. Massage x our scalp twice a-Hay
with KOKO and mark the ipeady im

provement in your Hair. KOKO, t!io

famous British Hair Preparation, is fr

from oil, greas* and dye.

Ask your Chemist roi

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR
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KNITTEDS FOR THE SUN
-A Sun-suit and Cardigan for the Toddler.-

They make a charming pair for the 2

to 4 year-old this little sun-auit for warm
days by the sea or in the garden, and the

matching cardigan, which can be slipped
on when there s a cool breeze. The suit has
a bib front and cross-over straps at the
back. The little cardigan can be worn
over blouses or frocks. It looks most effec

tive in stripes of palest blue and red.

Materials: 4 ozs. 3-ply wool in red and
1 oz. in pale blue; 1 pair eac.li of Nos. 10

and 12 knitting needles; 7 buttons.

Measurements Cardigan: Length down
centre front, 11J inches; chest, 22 inches,

stretching to 23 inches: sleeve seam, 24
inches. Run-suit: Length from top of bib

3rd row: K. 17, turn.

4th row: P. 24, turn.

5th row: K. 31, turn. Cont. in this man
ner, working 7 sts. more on next row and
every following row until the row

&quot;p.
66&quot;

has been worked. Then cont. in st.-st.

across all eta., inc. 1 st. at both ends of the
5th and every following 8th row until

there are 84 sts. on needle. Work 7 rows
after last inc., finishing at end of a p. row.

Shape edges of legs.
1st row: Cast off 3 sts., k. to end.
2nd row: Cast off 3 sts. purlwise, purl to

the end of the row.
3rd and 4th rows: Same as 1st and 2nd

rows. Now cast off 2 sts. at beg. of every
row until 24 sts. rem. Work 4 rows

straight. Now, working into the backs of

all cast on sts., cont. as follows:

Cast on 2 sts. at beg. of every row until

there are 72 sts. Then cast on 3 sts. at

beg. of next 4 rows, making 84 sts. again.
Work 6 rows in st.-st., then dec. 1 st. at

both ends of next and every following 8th
row until 76 sts. rem. Work 5 rows after
last dec.

Change to No. 12 needles and work in

k. 1, p. 1 rib for 1 inches, finishing after
a row worked on the wrong side. Work
bib as follows:

Change to No. 10 needles.
1st row: Cast off 12, rib to end.
2nd row: Cast off 12, rib to end. Now

proceed in following ptn. :

1st row: Bib 10 red, join on blue, k. 32

blue, join on another ball of red, rib

10 red.

2nd row: Bib 10 red, p. 32 blue,
rib 10 red. (Note: Bemember to

twist the wools when changing
colours to avoid holes.)

3rd row: Rib 10 red, k. 32 red, rib

10 red.

4th row: Bib 10 red, p
10 rod. The last 4 rows form the
bib ptn. Bep. them 9 times more,
then rep. 1st and 2nd rows once
more. Break off blue wool and with

red, rib for 8 rows.

or. i -i &quot;* luw
32 red, rib

dec&amp;gt; Now

to crutch, 144 inches; width round widest

part, 22 inches.

Abbreviations: P., purl; k., knit; inc.,
increase: st., stitch; cont., continue; st.-st.,

stocking-stitch; beg., beginning; rem.,
remain; dec., decrease; ptn., pattern; alt.,

alternate; tog., together; rep., repeat.
Tension: 7^ sts. in width and 9 rows in

depth to 1 inch.

Sun-suit.

Begin at the waist by casting on 76 sts.

with red wool on No. 10 needles. Change
to No. 12 needles and work in k. 1, p. 1

rib for 1$ inches.

Change back to No. 10 needles and shape
back as follows:

1st row: K 43, turn.

2nd row: P. 10, turn.

Next row: Bib 10, cast off 32, rib 10.

Cont. in ribbing over the last 10 sts. for
10 inches.

Next row: Bib 4, cast off 2 for a button

hole, rib 4.

Following row: Bib 4, cast on 2. rib 4.

Work 1J inches in ribbing and make an
other buttonhole in the next 2 rows. Work
3 rows in ribbing and cast off. (Note: The
2 buttonholes are made so that the straps
can be adjusted as required.) Join red wool
to rem. sts., work as first strap.

The Leg Bands: Join side edges of sun-
suit. Using a No. 12 needle, pick up and
draw through 98 sts. all round edge of one
leg opening. Work in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing
for 7 rows. Cast off ribwise. Work the

other leg opening in the same way. (Note:
If you find it difficult to pick up the sts.

round the openings, make the bands separ
ately by casting on 98 sts. on No. 12
needles and work in ribbing for 7 rows.)
Cast off loosely with a No. 10 needle. Then
oversew rather slack ly to leg openings.

To Make Up.
Omitting all ribbing, press work on

wrong side. Join side edges. Sew buttons
to waist ribbing on back.

The Cardigan.
Beg. on the back with red wool and No.

10 needles, cast on 84 sts. Work in k. 1,

p. 1 rib for 10 rows. Proceed in following
striped ptn.:

1st row: Join on blue and k. to end of
row.
2nd row: P. in blue.
3rd row: Take up red and k. to end of

row.
4th row: P. in red. These 4 rows form

the ptn. Bep. them until back measures 7

inches from beg.
Shape Armholes: Cast off 3 sts. at beg.

of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at beg. of

every row till 68 sts. rem. Work without
further shaping till back measures 10J
inches from beg., finishing after a p. row.
Shape Back Neck 1st row: K. 22, cast

off 24. k. 22. Cont. over last set of sts.

only. Cast off 6 sts. at armhole edge of
the next 3 alt. rows and 2 sts. at the neck
edge of the first 2 intermediate rows.
Fasten off. Join wool to neck edge of
rem. sts. and complete this side to match.

Right Front.
With No. 10 needles and red wool cast

on 42 sts. and work 10 rows in k. 1,

p. 1 rib. Proceed in ptn. as on back until
front measures 7 inches from beg., finish

ing after a p. row.

Shape Front and Armhole:
1st row: Dec. 1 st., and k. to end.
2nd row: Cast off 3 sts., and finish row.
3rd row: K. to last 2 sts., dec.
4th row: Dec. 1 st., and p. to front.
5th row: Dec. 1 st., and k. to last 2 sts.,

dec. 1 st. at armhole edge on
next and following alt. row, at the same
time dec. at front edge on every following
4th row until 25 sts. rem. This finishes
armhole shaping, but cont. dec. on every
following 4th row at front edge until 22
sts. rem. Work 4 more rows, finishing at
armhole edge.
Shape Shoulder: Cast off 7 sts. at armhole

edge of next 2 alt. rows. Cast off rein. sts.

Left Front.
Work exnct.ly the same as right front up

to armhole, finishing after a k. row instead
of a p. row.

Shape Front and Armhole:
1st row: P. 2 tog., p. to side edge.
2nd row: Cast off 3 sts., k. to end of row.
3rd row: P. to last 2., dec.
4th row: K. 2 tog., k. to end.
5th row: P. 2 tog., p. to last 2 sts., dec.

Now work to match right front, but with
all shapings reversed.

Sleeves.

Using red wool nnd with No. 12 needles
cast on 50 sts.

Change to No. 10 needles and work in
k. 1, p. 1 rib for 8 rows. Join on blue and
work in same striped ptn. as on back, inc.
1 st. each end of next row and every alt.

row until there are 70 sts. Work one row
after last inc. Shape top. Cast off 2 sts.

at beg. of every row until 30 ets. rem.
Cast off rem. sts.

Front Border.

Using No. 12 needles and red wool cast
on 10 sts. Work 6 rows in k. 1, p. 1 rib.

{Turn to page 38.]
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A TEACHER TAMED
By G. F SPENCER.

Colin Agnew had been teaching at Maroiti

only three days when the trouble started.

He emerged from the school building at a

quarter to four dressed for the cold five-

mile drive to the township of Wesnington,
where he boarded. Board may have been

procurable in Maroiti with a little effort,

but Colin preferred to be spared too close

a contact with the locals in this, his first

post after completing his course at the

Teachers Training College.
He stopped and stared across the play

ground to where a tarrying group of young
sters were having a noisy argument by one
of the gates.
As be watched, one of the bigger

boys, about twelve or thirteen, em
phasised his point by snatching a
small flowering plant from a neigh
bouring bed and swishing its

earthy roots viciously into the
face of an opponent.

Colin s very adequate lungs it!

and locked it. He said: &quot;You re just the

unlucky one, I suppose. This is meant for

a lesson to all the children. They ve been

getting away with too much far too long.
Off you go!&quot;

As the boy made sullenly for the door of
the classroom, Colin added:

&quot;Oh, what s

your name?&quot;

&quot;Keith Brunskill. sir.&quot;

The boy gone, Colin sat at his desk for a

while gazing reflectively at the far wall
and experiencing a certain regret. Unfor
tunate that it had to be the chairman s

son! the man might get the idea his
action had been a studied one. Colin had

headmaster to a rural school when there
was a yoong family which could be rap-

ported a good deal more economically by
the move.

Keith Brunskill was absent next morn
ing an ominous sign. Colin wasn t at
all surprised when the distraction of his

pupils gaze to the glass door of the class

room showed him the ruddy countenance
of the committee chairman. With a wave
of the hand to signify he would come out,
Colin instructed the classes briefly what
to do in his absence. He braced himself
with a deep breath as he opened the door;
it was good to feel assured there d be no

wilting under threat. Colin had the
elements of ringcraft and the inestimable

advantage of youth.
Brunskill was staring toward his car by

the gate when Colin reached the asphalt.
He turned quickly and advanced with a

pronounced scowl.
&quot;What do you

mean, Agnew, pick
ing on my boy like

that in front of all

the others?&quot; he
barked in a harsh
staccato.

Colin waited
firmly and met the
man s angry eyee
squarely. Brunskill
must have been all

of fifteen stone,

\

Colin waited firmly and met the
man s angry eyes squarely.

roared across
;;

the ground:
?
!; ,

&quot;Heh! turn that

up, son!&quot;

The group of children became instantly
petrified, gazing with wide eyes as Colin
strode toward them with a stern, dark
face. He hadn t previously demonstrated
his corrective punch. The young culprit
turned pale and the ill-used plant dropped
from his fingers.

Colin said nothing till he got close, then:

&quot;Nobody does that sort of thing while I m
teacher in this school, get it?&quot;

The frightened boy found himself seized

powerfully by the arm and marched back
toward the building. In less than a min
ute, without shedding his leather overcoat,
Colin was belting him for a maximum six

with a strap which he felt to be very de
ficient in length and rigidity.

Nevertheless, the boy s eyes were watery
when Colin returned the strap to his desk

met Sam Brunskill only once, and emerged
with a jarring sensation. Brunskill was
too close to his own uncompromising type
for a peaceful life, he feared.

Colin Agnew s features were rather use
ful than ornamental. He had bushy black

eyebrows, a rather snub nose, wide, reso
lute mouth, and square chin. The strong
neck and well knit face maintained the
same pattern. He sighed and heaved op
out of the chair to return outside to his

waiting coupe. The matter was dismissed
for the time: the next move was up to

Brunskill. This was one faculty that
should help him to stand the wear and tear
of the teacher s life.

The district of Maroiti was sparsely
settled, most of the land being suitable

only for sheep farming. The school had a
roll of under thirty and was sole charge.
Colin did not intend to stay in the place
any longer than necessary; but every new
trainee had to do his spell in the never-
never. The smart ones soon wangled a

city assistant s post and only returned as

with fists like young
hams. You couldn t

call it fat that

bulged beneath tbe
white collarless

shirt which showed under his open suit-

coat. Colin delayed his reply for good
men sure.

Then he said: &quot;Suppose you tell me
something first, Mr. Brunskill: Why isn t

Keith at school to-day?&quot;

A spasm crossed Brunskill s swarthy
face; his lips twitched. Colin was trigger-
sensitive to start back-pedalling in the

No. 1 stage of initial defence. Something
in his cold eyes must have checked Brun
skill s impulse.

His voice shook with outrage, even hate,
as he growled: &quot;Is that what they teach
them at Training College these days
impudence?&quot;

Nothing in Agnow s demeanour indicated
that he had heard. After a long half-

minute, when Brunskill s gaze flickered,
he said: &quot;I don t know what Keith told

you, but I wasn t aware when I acted that

the offender was your son. I don t know
them all yet. What I saw the boy do de
served instant punishment, and I gave it
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tearing a live plaut from the flower bed

and swinging the roots in another s face.

A boy that will do a thing like that needs

watching. Discipline must have been get

ting slack under the last teacher here.&quot;

Probably Brmiskill had been deceptively
informed; the aggression was going rapidly
from his fat-e. He said much more quietly:
&quot;It s like this, Agnew: I ve only been in

Maroiti a ye;ir and I was elected chairman
of the school committee by a one-vote

majority. I know some of the older settlers

were upset about it then, and still are. So

you see what s happened kind of gives them

something to crow about. They ll probably
be slinging it up at me.&quot;

to be enjoying a first-class heresy hunt.

They even objected to his sleeping out of

the place and tantalised him with offers of

board.
Colin felt it was the last straw when

they insisted that he attend committee

meetings to answer for his sins; if he

refused they proposed to take up the

matters at issue with their Education

Board member. Owing to the petrol re

strictions this meant putting in miserable

hours of waiting between school dismissal

and the time of meeting at 8 p.m. He

obstinately refused their invitations to

tea, believing their motive to he not kindli

ness but a white-anting
of his defences.

At the end of

three mouths,
with summer

her dark eyes were fixed on Colin and the

red lips had parted expectantly.
Brunskill seemed casually to have

noticed. He looked round at Agnew. &quot;Oh,

some along and I ll introduce you to my
daughter Gertrude,&quot; he said. &quot;She s been

going to school in town sto ll probably
be home for a month or two now.&quot;

Colin went along. Brunskill flung open
the rear door and in a moment Colin s

manliness was melting in the most heavenly
pair of eyes he d ever seen. Even aa he

offered his shaggy hand to her dainty one a

veering glance took in joyfully the un-

ringcd fingers of her left hand which, as
so often happens, rested accommodatingly
in her lap. ,

Colin couL? not remember afterwards
the words that passed. He drove to We-
nington at a fast pace, chafing under a

sense of outrage when perspective had re

turned.. That such a creature had to he
Brungkill e daughter! . . . Yet it wasn t

surprising: the struc

tural likeness was there,
and Brunskill himseli
had probably been like

Colin received the line of injured
innocence sceptically.

&quot;I m afraid I can t take sides in ?

local politics, Mr. Briinskill,&quot; lie

said, relaxing his face. &quot;A teacher s gut to

!&amp;gt;e very careful to avoid any sign of

favouritism.&quot;

For a moment he thought Brunskill was

guing to flare up afresh, but. instead he
tuok a quit k walk to ore side to examine
a bod of winter carrots nearby. As if by
mutual consent the talk changed to the

question of ground improvements; Colin

was happy in the glow of a tactical victory.
As Brunskill turned toward the gate he

ha id: &quot;Keith had a slight temperature this

morning and didn t feel so well his Ma
thought he d better stay home. I think
he ll bo right to-morrow. Anyway, you l!

get the proper written excuse.&quot;

Colin smiled diplomatically and paid:

&quot;Very good, Mr. Brunskill,&quot; then swung
back briskly toward the building, thinking
(hat was a sumptuous sort of car the man
had down by the gate. Apparently money
talked, even in Maroiti.

As Agnew suspected, the chairman had

only retired to lick his wound. In tiie

weeks that followed he detected no trace
of disunity in the committee s harrying
tactics. No doubt the hot blood of his in

experience added fuel to the flames, but

they lost no opportunity of scourging him.
In fact, the entire neighbourhood seemed

&quot;Oh, dear Ger
trude,&quot; were the
only words he
breathed.

Approaching, Colin was still defying the

collective will of Maroiti. The chief suf

ferers, no doubt, were the youngsters
trapped between the opposing forces. Then
Brunskill played his ace.

He was strangely friendly that after
noon when he dropped in on the way home
from Wellington to inquire about a school-

sweeping difficulty. The scholars had been
dismissed and it was natural that Colin
should go down to the road with Brunskill
afterward. No one was visible in the
front scat of the closed, five-seater

&quot;Christy&quot;; somebody might be leaning
back in the roar seat.

Brunskill talked fast as they reached
the gate, and Colin was outside before he

paused abruptly, staring at the pretty face
which had appeared at the glass of the
near door. The young woman had the
loveliest cream-and-peaches complexion;

a flashing young god at

one time.
One thing was certain:

progress with Gertrude would entail peace
with her father and everything he stood
for complete submission to the inhabi
tants of Maroiti. Before he slept that

night Colin breathed tentatively, &quot;So be
it!&quot;

Six weeks remained to the summer re
cess. Brunskiil made the path plain by
inviting him for a week-end of rabbit-

shooting a form of entertainment he had
not previously declined. Colin only pre
tended to hesitate. From that point the
committee began receiving all the co

operation it needed. He even took board st
the nearest farmhouse so as to attend any
local dances and ensure that nobody else
saw too much of Gertrude. The party lines
hummed with it and Mr. Brunskill was
allowed to have made good as a school

politician.
The long holiday which Colin had been

anticipating assumed a totally different

aspect. It would be unwise, he thought, to

give proof of a major interest in Gertrude
so soon, but what if his absence gave an
other his chance? What if Gertrude had
gone when he returned! He gathered that
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she was helping with the five younger
children while Mrs. Brunskill convalesced

from an illness though the woman

appeared healthy enough.
&quot;How long do you expect to be in

Maroiti?&quot; he asked her at a dance on the

Saturday night before the break-up.
&quot;I don t quite know. I ll have to find me

a job somewhere in Wesnington, if I can.&quot;

She added with a look that gave Colin a

thrill of encouragement: &quot;I m sure to be

home for week-ends sometimes, anyway.&quot;

Inexperienced as he was, Colin could be

excused for embalming the remark in his

mind. They hadn t reached the stage of

being alone together and that probably
saved Colin from drifting into a declara

tion. With an effort he steeled himself to

await the new term, so far off. Wouldn t

it be a swine if the Board decided to trans

fer him now? They could do that until

o-ne got on to the grading list.

At his parents home in the city the

former social life recovered some of its

sway. He was becoming more balanced

about Gertrude and thought perhaps this

break was a fortunate one until he came
across a paragraph concerning her in a

recent number of a woman s journal. The

accompanying photo, of a smiling girl

ruled out. the possibility of error.

&quot;Charming Gertrude Brunskill,&quot; the item

said, &quot;will be greatly missed by her large

circle of friends when she leaves in mid-

January to continue her singing studies

at the London College of Music. At the

moment Gertrude is holidaying on the

farm of her step-brother, Mr. Samuel Brun

skill, of Maroiti.&quot;

Colin s world went black; he stared at

the page in a numb horror. Had ever man
suffered such deep-dyed treachery!

Swiftly his mind stripped the plot to its

essentials. How simple ! what a crazy,

gullible fool he d beenl Brunskill had

easily persuaded this sister of his to assist

in taming the outlaw. It would keep her

amused for those dull country days. As
the family had been in Maroiti only a

year it was feasible that outsiders hadn t

been told of the city relative with operatic
ambitions; it could have been a perfectly

water-tight little scheme.
She d be gone, of course, when he re

turned at the beginning of February.
Brunskill thought he d save his face: carry
on like a good boy. Well, he wouldn t

no, he d tear the place apart slam the lot

of them every chance he got. The Board
could transfer him or sack him as quick
as it liked.

A cry from his mother downstairs
&quot;Colin whatever are you doing?&quot; awoke
him to the fact that his blitz had already
started. Articles and books from his

dressing-table were strewn about the bed
room floor.

Colin s blood had cooled to calculating
enmity before February arrived. He had
written to his Maroiti host stating that
he intended to restore Wesnington as his

headquarters, though not from any dis
satisfaction with conditions in that house.
A puzzling circumstance met him at

Maroiti. On the first afternoon of school,
as he returned to Wesnington and drove
down the main street, he could have sworn
he saw Gertrude Brunskill gazing into a

shop window. Next day he talked to one
of the committee parents whom he met on
the road during his lunch-hour stroll, and
a chance remark enabled him to confirm
that Gertrude was still at her brother s

farm.

Nothing to it probably: merely a delay

in the sailing date due to wharf trouble.

However, there was a secret decision to

postpone his counter attack. Brunskill

soon showed up with plans for the new
year. Although he must have known of

Colin s nightly retreat to Wesnington he

made no comment.

&quot;Thanks, but I ll have to travel to Auck
land on Saturday to see a sick friend in

hospital,&quot; Colin fibbed when the chairman
issued an invitation for a shooting stay at

his home.
After he d stalled on another similar

invitation Brunskill seemed to depart in a

huff. For a further week the educational
situation in Maroiti could only be regarded
as a very uneasy truce.

Then, as he accelerated in his shabby
two-seater from the school one afternoon.
Colin was intrigued to see a woman s form
on the lonely stretch of road ahead. He
was late getting away and the children
had all disappeared. The woman was walk

ing in the same direction. She wore a long
dark coat, the day being overcast and

gloomy.
Colin s heart began to race as he got

close and thought be recognised the shape.
Yes, it must be her. He slowed and swung
out so as not to force her from the narrow

strip of metal.
She glanced sideways questioningly as he

drew opposite. One never passed a pedes
trian ou the roads in these parts: surely
that was excuse enough. He shut off the

gas and applied the foot-brake gently, wait

ing in a ferment for her to catch up. The
engine coughed to silence just as she
arrived at the wheel side, an uncertain
vision of wind-blown beauty.

&quot;Hullo,&quot; she chuckled softly, &quot;we haven t

seen much of you since you got back.&quot;

Colin was no fencer. He said gruffly and

searchingly: &quot;I thought you d be gone to

London. ... I saw it in the Globe a

piece about vour singing and your holi

day!&quot;

A flush spread over Gertrude s face; her

appealing eyes wavered from his.

&quot;Yes, that was how it began,&quot; she said

slowly and cryptically at last, gazing dis

tantly up the road. &quot;But now it s all

changed. I don t want I hope I ll never
never have to

go.&quot;
Her eyes came

back at the end with an unbelievable shy
tremor.

Colin s eyes had been rounding in amaze
ment; a -man s delirium pounded in his
veins. With a tensing movement and a

hand automatically on the door handle, he
said wildly: &quot;You mean ?&quot;

The queer, hesitant nod of the girl jerked
him violently out of the car. &quot;Oh, dear
Gertrude,&quot; were the only words he breathed
before his arms crushed her to him and
their lips met in a first long kiss of be
trothal. . . .

A hundred yards away in a paddock one
of his alarmed pupils started sprinting for
home with the astounding news.

NEW YEAR DRINKS
[From page 28.]

again to boiling point and allow to simmer
round the edge. Skim carefully. When
cold, strain through a hair sieve or muslin.
Add soda-water to taste.

The Anna Neagle and Michael Wilding
series of London life pictures are being
temporarily abandoned. &quot;Maytime in May-
fair&quot; is the last of the Mohicians. Person

ally we think it a pity, but the wiseheads
have decided that Michael and Anna should

go their separate ways for the time being.
They were such clean light romances, with

just that little dash of fairyland that
made them so enjoyable. A break for a
time should make their return more zest-

fnl. There are still plenty of alliterative

subjects in London and its environs.

Pineapple Frisky.
Take 1 cupful sugar, 1 pint cold water,

1 Ib. tin grated pineapple, 1 orange, 3

lemons, 2 bottles ginger ale.

Boil sugar and water together for 10
minutes. Add pineapjjle and the juice of

orange and lemons. Strain, cool, and add
chipped ice. Pour in ginger ale and serve.

Fruit Nectar.
Take 1 quart water, 2 cupsful grapefruit,

juice 4 oranges, 2 cupsful sugar, juice 4

lemons, 1 egg-white.
Mix together the water and sugar. Heat

to boiling point, then boil slowly for 10
minutes. Cool, add grapefruit (cut into
small pieces), lemon and orange juice.
Freeze to a mash. Add stiffly-whipped egg-
white, then chill for 3 hours, and use.

Orange Squash.
Take 3 oranges, 1 lemon, 3 tablespoons-

ful sugar, 1 pint cold water.
Cut the oranges in half and prepare two

or three thin slices for garnishing. Squeeze
the juice from the oranges and lemons, put
into a jug and add the sugar. Allow it to
stand for 30 minutes to dissolve the sugar.
Add the cold water, garnish with slices of

orange, and serve very cold.

Chocolate Syrnp.
Five squares unsweetened chocolate, 1

cupful sugar, 1 cupful hot water, few grains
salt, 2 egg yolks.

Melt chocolate over hot water. Cool to

lukewarm. Add sugar and salt to water
and stir until sugar is dissolved. Cool.
Add sugar syrup to slightly beaten egg
yolks, a little at a time, beating well after
each addition; add chocolate in the same
way. Continue beating 1 minute or until

slightly thickened. Syrup will keep in

refrigerator for several days if placed in a

tightly covered jar; it becomes thick when
chilled.

Party Punch.
Cook 1 quart of berries in 3 pints of

water; strain through a cloth and return
the liquid to the fire with 2 cupsful of

sugar; cook 5 minutes, then chill. Add 1

cupful of orange juice, 1 cupful of pine
apple juice and cupful of lemon juice.
If not sweet enough, add a little powdered
sugar; pour over ice cubes, half filling the

glasses, and fill with ginger ale or charged
wtfter. Add maraschino cherries sliced

cross-wise, and bits of tinned pineapple.

Cherry Cup.
Take the juice of a pint of stew*&quot;

cherries, add more sugar if desired, ann
the juice of 2 or 3 lemons and 1 orange.
Cover and leave stand for several hours.
Then strain and add a small bottle of red
wine. Use with soda water as required.

Chocolate Syrup.
One cupful cocoa or 4 squares of choco

late, 2 cupsful sugar, 2 eupsful boiling
water, dash salt and 1 teaspoonful vanilla.

Cook all ingredients except vanilla for f&amp;gt;

minutes. Cool, add vanilla.

Currantade.
Crush 1 quart of currants and 1 pint of

raspberries or berries in season. Add a

[Turn to page 34.&quot;]
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An amusing toy for a young child and
one which ia fun to make, is this merry
jester.
You will need a small quantity of flesh-

coloured lingerie silk to make the head;
about i yard each of ij-inch red and blue

ribbon; about \ yard of $-ineh yellow rib

bon; 7 inches of 2 to 24-inch red ribbon
for cap; 1 yard of $-inch green ribbon; 5

email ji&quot;gle

bells and one

slightly larger
one; 1 corset

eteel, paper-
covered, for
handle; a little

wool or wad
ding for stuf

fing.

Fold your silk
in half and pin
to prevent slip
ping.
Cut pattern of

head from thin
cardboard and
trace outline on
silk. Stitch on mach
ine, leaving 1 inch
unsown at back of
head. Now cut out, leaving a margin of
rather less than J inch ali around.
Turn inside out and very gently coax

nose, mouth and chin into
shape.&quot; Now

commence stuffing: Use small pieces of
teased out stuffing and work well down
Into nose. Then stuff the chin. Then pro
ceed to stuff the entire head. Build out
the cheeks as you work. When the whole
head is packed firmly, leave it on one sid&amp;lt;;

while you make the handle.
Bond the corset steel into shape, making

a loop at one end and allowing 3 inches to

project at the other end.
Bind the handle with greeu ribbon. If

you put a little Tarzan s Grip on the end
of the steel you will find it much easier to

commence the winding. Keep the loop bent
as you work and when within 1 inch of
where the end meets the handle, bind the
two together very tightly as you work up
wards. Fasten ribbon at top with a little

glue a?id a few stitches.

Now push handle through opening in

head and wark up through stuffing until it

nearly reaches the top of the head. Sew
up opening and secure handle by stitching
through the ribbon. With rouge, tint

cheeks, nose and chin. Using a Biro

pen, colour eyes blue, mouth red, eye
brows and eyelashes black. Make
hair by sewing little &quot;tufts&quot; of yel
low wool in place; then tease out.
Make cap from the wide red rib

bon. Fold ribbon in half and top-

catUjvrvvY\a oSJL

sew the edges together. Then shape other
side to make a dunce s cap. Cut away
superfluous ribbon, leaving small turning.
Turn cap inside out. Boll lower edge

over twice on right side, and crease to

keep in shape. Sew bell to point of cap.
Sew cap to head, hiding stitches under the
fold. Add three little ostrich feathers, if

desired.

Now point one end of the narrow red
ribbon and. sew a tiny bell to the point.
Make four more streamers of slightly
varying lengths, one each of blue anil

green, and two of yellow. Sew to top of
handle where it joins the head. Trim with
ribbon bow, as illustrated.

The Eight Word.
Badio programmes sometimes produce

the
_
unexpected very pleasantly. I like,

for instance, the twist given to a&quot; discussion
on women s styles in ^n American quiz
show. An elderly man was one of the
contestants. He &quot;was asked: &quot;I suppose
you are old enough to remember wasp
waists?

1

&quot;Bemember em?&quot; he exclaimed bitterly.
&quot;That s when I got stung.&quot;

NEW YEAR DRINKS
[From page 32,&quot;]

quart of sugar syrup made by dissolving J

quart of sugar in 1 quart of water. Strain
the mixture through a fine sieve and chill

Serve in small glasses.

Gimlet.
Make with two parts of gin to one of

lime juice. And while it is usually mixed
with a little water in the East, if, instead,
you add a big block of ice, enough water
will be added by the melting of the ice.
A few slices of orange and lemon added to
the bowl will improve both the taste and
appearance.

Fruit Cup (for 50).
One cupful water, 2 cnp&ful sugar, 1 cup

ful tea infusion. 2 cupsful raspberry syrup,
1 quart charged water, juice 5 lemous.
juice 5 oranges, 1 tin grated pineapple, 1

cupful maraschino cherries.

Make syrup by combining raspberry
syrup, lemon, and orange juice, and pine
apple with the sugar; let stand 30 minutes,
strain, add tea and ice water to make 1J

gallons of liquid. Add cherries and charged
water. Serve in punch bow] with chips of
ice. This is delicious and reliable.
Four bananas cut in thin slices may be

used instead of cherries.

Encore.
With orange juice, for variety combine

lemon
jui&amp;lt;-e, grape juice, lime juico, prune

juice, grapefruit juice, pineapple juice ;,r

syrup from any tinned fruit. Or put a red

cherry on odge of glass; add sprig of mint;
sweeten slightly with honey: use different

shape or colour of glass for it.

Orange Buttermilk.

Try orange buttermilk for a novel sum
mer drink. Shake together vigorously 1

cupful orange juice, i cupful sugar, ^ tea-

spoonful grated orange rind, 3 cupsfu)
cold buttermilk. Serve with a little chipped
ice.

&quot;The great end of life is not knowledge,
but action.&quot; T. H. Huxley.

Straight-haired Girls.

One sort of girl that really one should be

sorry for for her life is one long, sad

struggle is the girl with straight and
greasy hair!

It doesn t matter how often she washes
it, or what she does to it. it never

&quot;goes&quot;

right.
She never can count, on not looking r.

frigbt if she takes off her hat when she if

out.

She never can brave the rain or wind
with a light heart like luckier people her
hair all the time on her mind.
That last remark may sound slightly odd

but that is just where it is.

However, having sympathised with her,

we will now tell her what to do.

She must have her hair permanently
waved.

Many people are afraid of permanent
waving, and it often makes a mess of j&amp;gt;

good head of fine dry hair; but for tbiek,
coarse and greasy locks it is just wonder
ful.

Personally, even in this case, I should
insist on having it only very slightly done
That is to say, I should tell the operator

only to &quot;cook&quot; it a very little.

Done like this it won t injure the hair.

*

&quot;How idle it is to call certain things*

Godsends, as-if there were anything else in

the world.&quot; Hare.
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FOR YOU, MY LOVE
By MARY BELLE BUSH.

In the office of the manufacturing firm

of Peters Ltd. the girls were all a-twitter.

&quot;He s just gone in to see Mr. Peters

DOW,&quot; said Molly Drake, the shipping clerk,
&quot;and is he good-looking!&quot;

Excitedly the rest of the girls crowded
near the door of the general office. The

object of their curiosity was the new
accountant and secretary. Last week the

former secretary, old Mr. Badger, had re

tired. The new man, Michael Eedfern,
would take up his duties to-morrow.

&quot;Mary, aren t you interested?&quot; one of the

girls called to Mary Lane, the correspond
ence typiste, who sat at her desk. &quot;You

ought to he since you ll be doing his typ
ing. Lucky thing!&quot;

&quot;I m busy,&quot; Mary answered. Actually

Mr. Eedfern s typiste. They teased her

but she took it all in good part. She found
Michael Redfern very pleasant to work
with. He was very conscientious and yet

always he was kindly and courteous. He
praised her work one day and Mary
glowed.

&quot;Don t go falling in love with him,&quot;

warned one of the girls laughingly. &quot;He

might be married.&quot; He wasn t married,
Mary knew, but still she had no intention
of falling in love with him.

Despite her good intentions, however,
that was just what she did. The realisa

tion came to her one day when the secre

tary was dictating some letters. She liked

the way he d tried to flatten the curl out of
his hair. His eyes were so intensely blue.

&quot;Good. We must fix a date in the near
future.&quot; He began dictating more letters.

Mary s heart sang all day. She hoped he
wouldn t forget.
Most likely he wouldn t have, if it hadn t

been for Merle Melton.
The boss had engaged another typiste.

The firm was expanding.
&quot;She makes us all look like sparrows,&quot;

was the shipping clerk s description of the
latest addition to the firm. Certainly,
Merle Melton herself was no sparrow. She
was blonde glamorously so, with a per
fect figure. Her skin was a clear, glowing
tan and she had poise, self-possession.

Mary felt her spirits sink when she saw
Merle. She was so beautiful. Would
Michael be blind to her looks f She didn t

think so, neither did the other girls.
&quot;She ll hook him from right under our

noses,&quot; wailed June Trevor, the telephon
iste, &quot;you wait and see.&quot;

she was inter

ested but too

modest to rush

to the doorway
to catch a

glimpse of the

new secretary. Sup
pose he saw her! No,
she d wait till to

morrow. No doubt
she d see enough of Mr.
Redfern from thence
forward.
Meanwhile speculation was

rife amongst the other girls

concerning the new executive.
Wasn t he handsome. Such a

change from old Mr. Badger,
nothing romantic about him.

&quot;Perhaps he s married,&quot; someone

suggested. Immediately she was
cried down. In the midst of the

noise and laughter that followed, the
bos&amp;gt;s strode into the office accompanied by
a tall man with dark, curling hair and
intense bluf&amp;gt; eyes.

&quot;Girls, this is our new secretary, Mr.

Redfern,&quot; he announced. &quot;He starts with
us to-morrow and I hope he will be assured
of your co-operation.&quot; There was a mur
mur of accent as five pairs of eyes, includ

ing Mary Lane s, were focused intently
on the now member. The boss nodded

approvingly and then the two men left the
room.

Mary found her heart beating a little

faster. He was attractive. The trouble

was, these days, all the nice men were
either married or practically so.

Within the next few weeks Mary was
the envy of all the other girls, for she was

&quot;When I marry it will be om
one with a good job and car.&quot;

Suddenly she started. She d been dream
ing and had missed some of the dictation.

Mary apologised. Would he repeat the
last few words, please T

As the days slid past, Mary fell more
deeply in love with Michael, but he showed
no more interest in her than the work
necessitated.

Then one day she found him regarding
her rather intently. &quot;Do you ever go
dancing, Miss Lanef&quot; he enquired, to

Mary s surprise.
&quot;Yes, now and then,&quot; she answered. To

her amazement and joy, he asked if she
would go with him to a dance one night.

&quot;I d love
to,&quot; Mary said softly.

Mary was downcast, but the worst was

yet to come. The boss called her in that

afternoon.

&quot;Prom now on, Miss Lane, you ll be doing

my typing and filing, etc. Miss Melton
will take over your work with Mr. Bed
fern.&quot; Mary turned to go.

&quot;Er just a moment. Miss Lane.&quot; the

boss smiled kinuly at her. &quot;I m giving

you a raise this week.&quot; Mary thanked
him. Nevertheless, she would rather have

stayed with Michael and gone without the

raise, welcome as it was. Well, she would

just have to make the best of it.

From thence forward Mary frequently
had occasion to look up copies of letters in

Michael s office. She couldn t help notic-

[Tarn to page 36.&quot;}
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make a silk purse

outofasow
r

sear

In the course of everyday life, we all have

the power to provide a silk purse for the

future . . . even though you may, at times,

feel that the present is as uninspiring as a

sow s ear. By placing your savings in Life

Assurance you guarantee your future security

. . . and you gain welcome additional

benefits in the form of bonuses. And

thanks to our free and independent

life offices, you can choose the type

of protection which suits your

needs and your purse.

EVERY AUSTRALIAN BENEFITS BY THE ACTIVITIES OF

OUR FREE AND INDEPENDENT

LIFE ISSURANCi
ISSUED BY THE LEADING LIFE ASSURANCE OFFICES IN AUSTRALIA
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FOR YOU, MY LOVE
[From page 35.]

ing how Merle seized every opportunity to
lean close to him. He didn t seem to mind,
either. Clearly, she was out to get him.
Once when Mary came suddenly into his

office, Michael and Merle were standing
fairly close to one another. Merle was
laughing up at him. The expression ID
Michael s eyes as he glanced down at the
blonde made Mary s heart skip a beat. He
was falling in love with his new typiste.
Well, she, Mary, would just have to resign
herself to it. There was nothing she could
do. She hadn t a chance against the glam
our, the sex-appeal of Merle. How she
wished she was like her! Some girls had
all the luck. But Mary was quite pretty in
her own way. Her brown hair waved
attractively back from a smooth forehead.
Her velvety-brown eyes were soft and
expressive.

In the lunch-room one day the conversa
tion had turned to marriage.

&quot;When I do get married, it will be for

love,&quot; said June Trevor dreamily.
&quot;You mean if you get married, my pet,&quot;

teased Molly Drake. &quot;Remember, there s
a shortage of the male specimen.&quot;

Merle Melton was leisurely arranging
her blonde page-boy in front of the mirror.
She turned around.

&quot;When I marry, it will be to someone
with a good job and a

car,&quot; she stated,
her voice brittle.

Mary glanced up from her book. Was
Merle thinking of Michael, she wondered.
He had a good position and a car. She
glanced at the blonde, who was now care
fully applying lipstick to her lips. Yes.
there was something hard about her, de
spite her beauty. She hoped Michael
wouldn t be hurt. She couldn t bear it.

* *

It was nearly a quarter to five, a week
later. The office closed sharp at five. Mary
was on her way to Michael s office with
some papers. She paused outside the door.
Merle s voice was raised. She sounded
annoyed. As Mary turned away, she heard
her say:

&quot;No,
I m sorry, but I couldn t possibly,

Mr. Redfern. I m going to a ball to-morrow
night, and I must have an early night to

night.&quot; She flounced past Mary, a hard
smile touching her lips.

Mary noticed Michael s worried expres
sion as she began filing the papers in the
cabinet. &quot;Is there anything I can do?&quot;

she asked softly. He glanced at her.

&quot;I m in a bit of a fix, Miss Lane. The
shareholders meet to-morrow at nine
o clock. These reports I must have them
typed to-night. Unfortunately I over
looked them. There were so many other

things to get ready. Miss Melton can t

stay back &quot; his voice trailed off.

Mary hesitated. To-day was her birth

day. She d arranged to have dinner in

town with Lois, her sister. Later they
were going to a show. After all, it was
Miss Melton s work, and yet she loved
him. She couldn t let Michael down.

&quot;I ll stay back and type the reports,&quot;

she told him.
&quot;Thanks a million, Miss Lane.&quot; His

relief was apparent.
Mary hastened over to the telephone.

She would just catch Lois if she hurried.

In a few seconds she was speaking to her
sister.

&quot;Sorry, I can t make it to-night, Lois.

I I m working late,&quot; she explained.
&quot;But it s your birthday 1&quot; Lois exclaimed.

&quot;I ve got the tickets for the show, too.

Why do you have to work back?&quot;

[Turn to page 38.]
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Simply sewn for your daughter
oQ-o o-o-Q *-* o-CQ-o

You ll be glad to spoil your small daughter with one more holiday frock if yon make
her this economy pinny-dress with its matching panties.

A dress she ll look sweet in has two extra

qualities to appeal to busy mothers. It is

easy and quick to make and specially de

signed for simple tubbing, as, with no side

seams, it opens out flat for ironing. The
skirt is in two straight pieces gathered at

the waist, the bodice is cut in one piece.
With matching knickers it is neat and com
fortable to wear.

It fits any child with a chest measure
ment between 20 inches and 24 inches and

allowing a 2-inch hem the finished length
is 21 inches. With knickers it takes If

yards material 36 inches wide, together

with 3 yards bias binding and 1J yards
elastic for knickers.

First make patterns for the bodice and
panties from the diagrams. Fold a piece
of paper 15 inches by 16 inches in half
and then in half again. Trim the $ inch
off sides to shoulder. Half nnfold paper
and cut out back neckline by thick line of

diagram, front neckline by dotted line.
For knicker pattern follow diagram below.
Fold a piece of paper 19 inches by 27 inches
in half, and in half again. Cut top back
by thick black line. Cut top front by fol

lowing dotted lime.

To cut out the dress, lay material out
flat. Mark off two pieces 16 inches by 31
inches wide for skirt. Next pin the bodice
and knicker patterns in place, then cut out.

From remaining
pieces cut two strips
2 inches by 20 inches
for armhoie frills, 24
inches by 18 inches
for leg frills and 4
inches by 22 inches
for tie ends.

To Make.
Turn in edge of

neck i inch. Fold bias

binding in half and
tack to inside edge
of neck so that folded
edge of binding shows

J
FOLD

YOKE

| inch on the outside to make a trim edge,
and stitch in place.

Similarly stitch bias binding to one long
side of each armhoie frill. Neaten short
ends. Run gathering thread on remaining
long edge. Turn in yoke edges and top
stitch each over gathered edge of a frill.

Hem each short side of skirt. Run two
gathering threads across top of each piece
and draw up to fit yoke. Turn in lower

edge of yoke, tack over gathers, then top
stitch.

Make a small hem all round the belt

strips. Pleat one end to 1 inch, join each
side to front of dress at waist. Make a

pleat 1 inch deep in centre of back yoke
and sew a press fastener at neck and
waistline, to keep in place. Turn up hem
to the required length. Oversew all raw
edges.

Join side seams of the knickers. Join

strips for leg frills into circles and nenten
one edge with bias binding as on frock.
Turn in the edge of leg i inch, place

over the right side of frill J inch from

HS 6 %&quot;- .,%
raw edge and

T i

&quot;v^
, -^Lf top stitch. Turn

to wrong side

and turn edge
of frill in i
inch and stitch

to form a cas-

ing for elastic.

Join other frill

similarly.

Neaten the

top of knickers
with a cross-

way strip of
material 1^ ins.

by 32 ins.

Insert elastic

to fit waist and
legs.

Novel Table Mats.

Why not try deck chair canvas to make
a set of delightful matst They are quickly
made and the effect very pleasing, and a

J3 C

set will make a delightful gift. Being a
stout material it is also a little heat-resist

ing. The canvas is roughly 17 inches wide
and is sold in either deck chair lengths or
by the yard. One length will cut into four

mats of 12 inches deep, allowing small

turnings.
As the material is thick, avoid double

turnings; just turn over once and stitch by
machine. The ends of the mat being
selvedge do not require turning under, but
a fringe (as sketch A) gives a balance to
the broad stripes of the design. Use a

toning yarn and experiment to see how
much is required for each knot of fringe.
Then wind a quantity round a suitable
book or strip of cardboard and cut into

lengths.

Anoiner M-G-M triumph worn by Miss

Cyd Charisse. It is a sophisticated ver

sion of &quot;Little Women&quot; with its be-

checked pattern. An ideal sun-frock and
has a separate snugly-buttoned bolero,
ivith a detachable pocket, so making an

exciting threesome.

Keep Grandma Away.
When the doctor was called to see a sick

baby, he asked where has baby been lately,
and the answer was &quot;At her grandma s.&quot;

He was very terse. &quot;Grandmas,&quot; he said,

&quot;are a most malign influence on the feed

ing of babies.&quot;

Doctors heard this criticism of the grand
mother by Dr. H. W. Pooler, of Chester

field, during a discussion on child health
at the B.M.A. conference at Harrogate.

Dr. Pooler said the grandmother would
dash in and moan that the child was not

being properly fed.

She would insist on artificial feeding,
either wholly or partially, and that wan
fatal.
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Comprising bean and potato salads,
stuffed eggs, curried egg patties, filled tomatoes, ham salad rolls, beetroot slices.)

Kidney Bean Salad.

Combine lightly with a fork 2} cupsful
cooked kidney beans, f cupful chopped
sweet pickles, 2 hard-cooked eggs (sliced),

i cupful chopped celery. Mix together
well: ^ cupful unsweetened condensed milk,
| cupful vinegar drained from pickles.
Add milk mixture to salad and blend

together. Chill thoroughly.

Potato Salad.

Slice to medium thickness as many cold
new potatoes as are required, add just a
little finely chopped onion and a little

chopped parsley; season with salt and
pepper. Add a few sardines, boned
and filleted, and a dressing of mayon
naise. Arrange in a dish, garnish
with sliced gherkins and beetroot.
Serve with French dressing. Mix
3 tablespoonsful of olive oil with
1 tablespoonful of vinegar.

Stuffed Eggs.
Six hard-cooked eggs, ^ tea-

spoonful prepared mustard, 2

tablespoonsful grated yellow
cheese, 1 tablespoonful
melted butter, 2 teaspoonsful
lemon juice, 3 tablespoonsful
finely chopped crisp bacon, 1

teaspoonful chopped olives,
salt and pepper to taste.

Shell the eggs and halve
crosswise. Eemove the yolks
and mash them in a bowl.
Add the remaining ingredi
ents and blend thoroughly.
Till the whites with the mix
ture and dust lightly with pap
rika. Garnish with a strip of
pimiento.

Ham Salad Sandwich Rolls.

Six oval rolls, 2 cupsful ground cooked
ham, cupful minced celery, 2 hard-cooked

eggs (chopped), cupful minced sweet

pickles, mayonnaise, 6 large stuffed olives,
lettuce.

Split rolls lengthwise about two-thirds of
their length. Pull out part of the inside

spoonsful chopped green pepper; 1 table-

spoonful minced onion; 3 hard-cooked eggs,
diced; mayonnaise or other salad dressing.
Cook macaroni in salted water until just

tender. Do not cook it soft. Combine
with other ingredients, using enough dress

ing to moisten thoroughly. The dressing
should be well seasoned. Chopped toma
toes may be added to this combination
shortly before serving. Garnish with pars
ley and sliced tomatoes. Anchovies may
replace the sardines, but use a smaller
amount, about i cupful, and mince them.
If meat replaces the fish ingredient, a

larger amount may be used. Liver sausage
or frankfurters, cut into small dice, are
particularly suitable.

Another variation is achieved by using
crumbled cheese in place of the sardines.

Little Prawn Salads.

One small beetroot, 1 small head of

celery, 1 hard-boiled egg, prawns, small
cress.

Cut the beetroot into diamond shapes
and arrange them in small individual glass

dishes. In the centre
of each dish lay a

small heap of

celery which

Curried Egg Patties.
Two onions, sliced; $ green pepper,

chopped; $ cupful chopped celery; 1

carrot, sliced: 2 tablespoonsful fat; 2
tablespoonsful flour; 1J cupsful milk; 2 or 3

teaspoonsful curry powder; 1^ teaspoonsful
salt; 4 hard-cooked eggs; pastry (2 cupsful
flour).
Cook vegetables in fat in heavy skillet

until lightly browned: cover and steam
until almost tender. Stir in flour, add milk
and cook until thickened. Season with
curry powder and salt; add quartered eggs.
Line pie tin with pastry, fill with hot egg
mixture, top with folds of pastry. Bake in
hot oven about 18 minutes until pastry is
brown.

Filled Tomatoes.
Fill tomatoes with cream cheese and

cheese mixed together in equal parts, add-
kig thereto a little mayonnaise and a few
chopped olives. Re-top tomatoes.

of the roll, leaving a case about \ inch
thick. If desired, cases may be toasted

lightly in a slow oven. Butter inside of
roll. Combine remaining ingredients
except olives, using enough mayonnaise to
bind vegetables together. Fill rolls with
salad mixture, garnishing with bits of let
tuce or other greens and sliced olives.

Buffet Macaroni Salad.

Half Ib. elbow macaroni, cooked; 1 cup
ful diced celery; $ cupful chopped sardines:
1 tablespoonful chopped pimiento; 2 table-

has been cut
into shreds and

moistened with
French dressing. On

the top of this place a neat slice of hard-
boiled egg. Pick the prawns and place two,
head downwards, in each piece of egg.
Garnish each dish with a little cress.

Green Salad.

Two ozs. gelatine; $ cupful cold water;
| cupful blanched almonds (or other nuts);
J cupful mild vinegar; cupful hot pine
apple juice; $ cupful sugar; | cupful stuffed

olives, sliced; cupful sliced pineapple; i
cupful small sweet cucumber pickles; ^

teaspoonful salt; green colouring, if desired.
Pour cold water in bowl and sprinkle
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gelatine on top of water. Add sugar, salt

and hot pineapple juice (drained from pine

apple) and stir until dissolved. Add vine

gar and green colouring, and cool. When
it begins to stiffen, add remaining ingredi
ents. Pickles should be sliced thin, al

monds chopped and pineapple cut in small

pieces. Turn into individual moulds that

have been rinsed in cold water. Chill, and
when firm, unmould on lettuce and serve

with mayonnaise.

Chicken Salad Pies.

Prepare four individual pie shells as

follows: Use your own pastry recipe. Eoll

the pastry \ inch thick and then sprinkle

lightly with grated cheese. Roll the cheese
into the dough, line individual tins with

dough and bake in a hot oven. Measure
and place in a chilled bowl 2 cupsful of

diced cooked chicken, 2 tablespoonsful of

finely-chopped onion, $ cupful diced celery,
a hard-cooked egg chopped finely, 2 table-

spoonsful chopped pickles, \ green pepper
chopped finely and | cupful walnuts.

Sprinkle the mixture with 1 tablespoon
-

ful of lemon juice and \ teaspoonful of salt

and place in the refrigerator until thor

oughly chilled. When ready to use, blend
the mixture with $ cupful of mayonnaise.
Fill the cheese pastry shells with the salad
and garnish with wedges of hard-cooked

eggs. Arrange the shells on a platter or

ealad dish, and alternate with sprigs of

watercress and crisp lettuce leaves. Fill

the lettuce leaves with mayonnaise and

garnish with slices of stuffed olives.

Melon-and-Cottage-Cheese Salad.

Peel a chilled ripe honeydew or canta

loupe as you would an apple. Always chill

melons at least 12 hours before serving.
Slice it in rings about \\ inches thick.

Remove the seeds. Place the melon rings
on a bed of mint or salad green. Have the

salad plates chilled, too. Season cottage
cheese with grated orange rind and chop
ped nuts. If it seems dry add a little

cream. Fill the centres of the melon rings
with the cottage cheese. Slice some ripe
strawberries or berries in season and peel
and seed a few white grapes. Arrange
the strawberries and grapes around the
base of the cheese mound. Serve with a
fruit French dressing or any other tart
fruit dressing.

Fruit French Dressing: 3 ozs. of pre
served currants, juice of 2 lemons, 1 table-

spoonful of vinegar, \ teaspoonful of salt,

$ cupful of salad oil.

Mix all ingredients together and chill

before serving with fruit salads.

peppers and slice as thinly as possible.
Distribute these ingredients in a serving
dish to make a good arrangement of the
colours and pour over them the oil, lemon
juice, salt and pepper, which have been
well mixed. Boil chestnuts thoroughly,
remove shell and inner brown skin, rub

through sieve while still hot until finely

powdered and sprinkle thickly over the
salad.

Chicken Salad, Party Fashion.
Serve chicken salad in grapefruit shells,

edges notched and shells lined with crisp
lettuce leaves. Garnish salad with slices

of hard-cooked eggs and Brazil or walnuts.

Cabbage and Pineapple Salad.
One cupful white cabbage, shredded fine

and crisped; \ cupful orange, diced: \ cup
ful pineapple, shredded; \ cupful white

grapes, halved and seeded; 1 cupful cooked
salad dressing; maraschino cherries.
Toss the cabbage, orange, pineapple and

grapes together lightly. Add the salad

dressing just before serving. Serve on let

tuce and garnish with the cherries.

Cucumber Salad.
Two cucumbers, 1 Spanish onion, 2 toma

toes, 2 apples, 2 green peppers, 1 table-

spoonful salad oil, 1 tablespoonful lemon
juice, salt and pepper, 1 cupful chestnuts.

Peel and cut cucumbers (medium size)

removing spongy ends. Then slice trans

parently thin with a very sharp knife.
Slice onion, tomatoes and apples in the
same way. Remove core and seeds from

Saturn Circles.

One tablespoonful gelatine, 3 tablespoons
ful cold water, 1 cupful tomato juice, 2

green peppers, 2 hard-cooked eggs, French
dressing.

Sprinkle gelatine over cold water. Dis
solve in hot tomato juice. Cut tops from

green peppers, remove seeds. Place shelled
hard-cooked egg in centre of each. Fill with
tomato mixture. Chill until set. Slice

thin. Arrange slices on lettuce. Serve
with French dressing.

White Mayonnaise.
One egg white, 1 cupful oil, 1 tablespoon

ful lemon juice, salt, paprika, mustard.
Beat the egg white until it is very stiff,

and gradually add 1 cupful of oil. After
all the oil is added, thin with the lemon
juice and season with salt, paprika, and a
dash of mustard. It makes a very light

dressing and should be used immediately.

Uncooked Salad Dressing.
Half cupful butter, \ tin condensed milk,

\ cupful vinegar (diluted), dry mustard,
salt.

Cream the butter until it is very soft

and slowly beat in the milk. Add the

vinegar slowly and a little mustard with

vinegar. Do not have the vinegar too

strong or the dressing will curdle. Add
salt to suit the taste.

GRAPE RECIPES
Grape Lime Mould (Illus.).

One 3-oz. packet flavoured gelatine, 1

cupful boiling water; 1 cupful ginger ale,

sugar-honey crackers or biscuits, 1 cupful
white grapes cut in half, whipped cream,
lime flavouring.

Dissolve gelatine in the boiling water.
Add flavouring. Cool. Add ginger ale and
chill. Line the bottom of a square or rec

tangular dish with crackers; stand cracker

triangles, made by cutting a cracker in
half diagonally, around sides of dish. When
gelatine mixture begins to thicken, fold
in grapes and turn into cracker-lined dish.
Chill until firm. Garnish with whipped
cream, if desired.

Grape Trifle.

One tablespoonful gelatine, 1 cupful grape
juice, juice 1 medium-size lemon, 1 cupful
whipped sour cream, ^ cupful cold water,
i cupful sugar.

Soften the gelatine in the cold water and
dissolve over heat. Add &quot;all the ingredi
ents but the cream. Place in a dish of ice-

water. When the mixture begins to thicken,
fold in the stiffly-beaten cream. Turn into
a mould. Serve with a custard sauce.

Sugar-Honey Pears.
Three crushed crackers or biscuits, 1

tablespoonful brown sugar, $ teaspoonful
cinnamon, 1 tablespoonful melted butter,
6 cooked pear halves, 1 cupful grapes, 1 egg
white, 2 tablespoonsful white sugar, J tea-

spoonful vanilla.

Combine cracker crumbs, brown sugar,
cinnamon and melted butter; mix well.
Fill pear halves with the mixture. Beat

t gg white until stiff; gradually beat in the
white sugar and vanilla. Cover tops of

pears with the meringue. Place in a shal
low baking dish : add just enough water to
cover bottom of dish. Surround pears with
the grapes. Bake in a moderate oven 15
to 20 minutes.

Vintage Pie.
One quart grapes, stemmed; J cupful

sugar; 1$ tablespoonsful lemon juice; 1

tablespoonful grated orange rind; 1 table-

spoonful cooked tapioca.

Slip grapes out of skins. Save skins.

[Tom to page 42.1
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The Play and Film
[From page 27.1

and just a few weeks ago she was married
to Geary Steffen, former skating partner
of Sonjn. Heriie. The marriage took place
at the Hollywood Catholic Church.

*

Polly Moran, of the silent screen, is back
in pictures! She will be seen in the role

of Mrs. McGrath. jolly Irish woman of

&quot;Adam s Rib,&quot; starring Spencer Tracy ami
Katharine Hepburn, and with Judy Holli-

tlay, David Wayne, Jean Hagen and Tom
Ewell. Miss Moran will be remembered
for her unparalleled teaming with Marie
Dressier.

* * *

Walt Disney s search for his ancestors

in the village of Norton Disney, Lincoln

shire (&quot;Make Mine Disney&quot;) reminds a

correspondent that a branch of the Disney
family of Norton Disney settled there in

County Louth. In l(v~0, William Disney
of Stabannon was High Sheriff for the

county. A Rev. Brabazon Disney, born in

1711. became Regius Professor of Divinity
in Trinity College, Dublin, and his grand-
sou, Rev. Brabazon Disney, became Dean
of Armagh. A daughter of William Disney
of Stabannon bore the unusual name of

Darkis Discey.
&quot;-

Making &quot;Edward. My Son&quot; was a par

ticular thrill for Deborah Kerr, because it

meant a trimpluint return to her native

England to do the most dramatic role of

her career. The film, baaed on the inter-

nation;) 1 stage hit by Robert Morley and
Noel LangJey, calls for her to age from an

eager, fresh young girl into a middle-aged,
disillusioned alcoholic. Deborah s co-star

is Spencer Tracy, and the rest of the cast

is uniformly brilliant. It includes Ian
Hunter, Mervyn Johns and Leueen Mac-
Grath.

* *

Pointing up her versatility, Deborah
Kerr s next assignment, &quot;Please Believe

Me,&quot; sets a complete change of pace. It s

a gay, romantic comedy of a girl who
thinks she is an heiress, but isn t. In the

film, Deborah has fhree ardent suitors,

Mark Stevens. Robert Walker and Peter
Lawford. As most of the action takes

place ia Texas, the location trip gave the
star a taste of the great outdoors.

* * *

Jose Tturl-i s fame as an actor threatens
to outbid his musical reputation. The
artist has been offered a role in a Broad

way play, and there s no piano in the script.
So far, Iturbi is undecided.

* * *

Arlene Da hi, who is Van Johnson s co-

star in &quot;Scene of the Crime,&quot; has been

studying singing for the last year and her
teacher is enthusiastic about her talent.

HAPPY
LIVINGi

\Vnat do you need to make you happier? Holidays
where you can enjoy yourself in fresh air and sun

shine? Some means of transport to make your
week-ends brighter? Little extras for the house?

More attractive clothes? A home of your own?
Comforts now and for your later years?

Ail these and many other aids to happy living
can be yours if you save something every week.

The Commonwealth Savings Bank has 420
Branches and 4,200 Agencies throughout Australia.

At any of these you may open and use an account.

Saving is not only a means to an end: it is a

source of continual pleasure. Help yourself to

happiness by saving something every week.

sfc, BANK
CHEQUE ACCOUNTS MAY EE OPENED AT ANV BRANCH

C.S.B. 31-62

GRAPE RECIPES
{From page 41.]

Cook pulp until seeds loosen. Press pulp
through course sieve to remove seeds. Mix
pulp, skins and all ingredients. Let stand
5 minutes. Pour into 9-inch pie-plate lined
with pastry. Cut remaining pastry into

strips. Twiat them and lay across top of

pie. Moisten edge of bottom crust. Lay
a long strip of pastry around and crimp
down edge with fork. Bake in hot oven
10 minutes. Lower heat to moderate and
bake 20 minutes longer. Chill. Serve with
whipped cream.

Grape Ice.

Two cupsful grape juice, li cupsful
sugar, juice 2 lemons, juice 2 oranges, 3

cupsful water, whites 2 eggs.
Boil the sugar and water together for 5

minutes. Add the fruit juices, mix thor

oughly, and cool and freeze in the trays of
a mechanical refrigerator or in an ice
cream freezer. When partially frozen stir

in the stiffly-beaten egg whites. Serves 8

or 10.

Grape Pudding.
Allow 1 cupful cake for each serving.

With a sharp knife remove a small cone-

shaped section from the top of each cake.
Place a spoonful of grape jelly in the cake
and serve with the following grape sauce:
Grape Sauce: 2 cupsful grape juice, juice

1 lemon, $ cupful sugar, 2 tablespoonsful
cornflour, 2 tablespoonsful butter. Mix
the sugar and cornflour thoroughly and add
to the hot grape juice. Cook, stirring con
stantly, until the mixture is clear. Add the
lemon juice and butter. Mix thoroughly.
Serve hot.

Little Grape Cakes.
One cupful sugar, J cupful fat, i cupful

sour milk, 2 egg yolks. 2 cupsful flour. \

teaspooiiful salt, 2 teaspoonsful baking
powder, 1 cupful grape jam.
Cream sugar and fat. Add the sour milk

and egg-yolks. Mix and sift the dry in

gredients. Combine the two mixtures.
Beat thoroughly. Add the jam, beat again
and pour into individual baking-tins. Bake
for 20 minutes in a moderate oven. When
cool, cover with a quick icing made by
using beaten egg-white and confectioner s

sugar. To decorate, tint the icing with a
small amount of grape-juice and force

through a pastry-tube.

Grape Marmalade.
Wash the grapes and remove stems. Press

the pulp from the skins. Cook the pulp
and put it through a sieve to remove the
seeds. Cook the skins in a small amount
of water until tender. (If they are added
to the sugar without previous cooking,
they are usually tough.) Add the skins to

the pulp, measure this mixture and add
two-thirds as much sugar as pulp. Cook

rapidly until the mixture is thick and clear.

Seal at once in clean, hot jars.

Grape Conserve.
Three Ibs. seeded grapes, 3 Ihs. sugar, 1

Ib. walnuts (broken in small pieces).
Mix all the ingredients except the nuta

and cook them together as for jam. Add
the nuts when the mixture is nearly done.

(The juice of one orange and the peel of
half an orange cut in small pieces may be
added for variation.) Seal it in clean, hot

jars.

Grape-and-Apple Butter.
One pint grape-palp, 1 pint apple-pulp.

1 pint sugar.
Prepare the fruit-pulp by cooking the

fruit and passing it through a sieve. Add
the sugar and cook the mixture until it is

tl-.ick (about 20 minutes). Seal it in clean,
hot jars.
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SUMMER TRIMMINGS
-o-o-Q-o-o-

Give a dark frock or jacket a fresh summer look with these cool collar contrasts.

Tailored for your suit from i yard crisp
linen 36 inches wide, with 1 yard bias

binding for neatening. Make pattern by
folding a piece of paper 18 inches by 15
inches into an oblong 9 inches by 15 inches;
cut across diagonally and open out the
folded piece which is the pattern.

Cut out twice in material. Also cut two
oblongs 6 inches by 3 inches, fold each
into a square, stitch all round, leaving a
small opening, and turn out. Fold each
triangle in half, right sides together, and
stitch short side, turn out. Place a square
behind the top corner of each rever, pro
truding J inch beyond edge, and catch it

down lightly on the wrong side.

For the perfect finishing touch stab
stitch the edges with contrasting thread.
Neaten long edges with bias binding which
can be tacked into your neckline.

A cool neckline for summer days has
ruffled turn-back corners made from 1 yard
lace frilling 1J inches wide. For the foun
dation you need a scrap of organdi or other
crisp, sheer fabric, 4 inches by 8 inches.

Cut across this oblong diagonally, making
two triangles. Turn both short side up.
Cut the frilling in half and sew in rows 1

inch apart across each triangle, cutting it

to fit the different width of each row.

Begin across the top edge 1 inch down,
placing frilling with the fluted tJge up
wards. At the sloped edge of each triangle
turn in the raw edges of frills and catch-
stitch invisibly on the wrong side. Bind
the straight edges with bias binding which
can then be lightly tacked into the neck
line of your dress, and quickly removed
when soiled for easy laundering.

* *

Soft curved edges are feminine finished
with tiny bows, and can be made from a

piece of checked silk or cotton 22 inches

by 12 inches. First make a pattern of the

pear-shaped diagram on a piece of paper
8 inches by 17 inches, ruled into 1-inch

squares, and then cut it out twice with the

centre line on direct bias of the material.
Fold each piece in half and stitch round,
leaving a small opening, turn out.

Using each end of 1 yard of bias binding,
bind the folded edge, leaving the centre

piece to go round your neck. Cut two
24-inch squares for bows, fold these into

oblongs and join long edges. Turn to right
side and fold the ends in to centre to make
a bow and bind centre with a narrow strip.
Stitch one of the bows to each rever at an
angle, as in the photograph.

+ *

To Prevent Table Salt from going
Lumpy: After powdering and sieving the

salt, to every pound is added 3 ozs. of

ordinary cornflour wheat flour will do, but
is not so good. The product is very nice,
and keeps dry.

Ever attractive to the feminine eye is

the bridesmaid s frock, especially when
worn by such a charming model, Miss
Barbara Bates, Warner Bros. Skirt is

fashioned with gathers at the waist and

again has a gathered band inserted,
below the hip line. This section has a

corded rouleau emphasising it. The very
wide sash is tied to form a bustle at the

back; cap-drop shoulder sleeves are in

keeping, as Miss Bates wears long
mittens.

To Clean Tiles.

Every observant housewife must have
noticed how much nicer some hall tiles look
than others, and it is usually a matter of

cleaning. A first-class tile-layer told us
that the best way of cleaning tiles was &quot;to

use plenty of soft soap,&quot; and he was right.
When tiles are new they require a great
deal of cleaning with this oily substance
to keep them from becoming dull. Once
they are soaked with it, it is an easy mat
ter to keep that rich look on them. First

sweep them free of every particle of grit,
or this will scratch; then wash them
with plain hot water and a soft flannel.

When the tiles are nearly dry, apply the
soft soap to the flannel and rub well and
evenly until there is no soap to be seen on
the surface. The tiles should not be
walked across until the soap is well
absorbed.

Add a little vinegar to water when clean

ing windows or glass.
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FAMILY HEALTH RULE KEEPS RHEUMATISM AT BAY

&quot;It i more years than we care to remember since an old friend of my
husband s family put us on to the habit of taking the small daily dose

of Kruschen Salts. Since then we ve scarcely had a day s illness

certainly nothing serious. When we hear of friends of our own age

suffering with rheumatism and old people s complaints we realise just

how much we owe to Kruschen.

&quot;I can assure you we are a family of confirmed Kruschen regulars .&quot;

CLEANSE YOUR SYSTEM OF POISONOUS WASTES
The world s belt health assurance It to always place paramount Importance
on keeping your system free of poisonous wastes which, if retained, may seep
Into the bloodstream and lead to painful rheumatic ailments.

Kruschen s skilful combination of six salts stimulates the liver and washes out

the kidneys and helps them to keep the system cleansed of poisonous wastes.

TWO WAYS TO TAKE KRUSCHEN
MEDICINAL DOSI. Sufferers from &quot;LITTLE DAILY DOSE.&quot; As much
severe muscular paint and aching Kruschen ss would cover a sixpence
joints of rheumatism, lumbago, etc.. is tasteless In the first morning cup

ied one teaspoonful ef Kruschen of tea or coffee. Yet it has

taken daily in a tumbler of hot water
before breakfast.

stimulating tonic effect, tones up the

system, corrects constipation.

KRUSCHEN
SALTS
1/6 and 2/9
at Chemists

and Stores

The Tonic Effect of Krutchen Keept Million* of People Fit.

BABY S

TEETHING
need give you
no anxieties

There need be no restless nights,
no tears, no baby disorders, if

you have Ashton fi Parsons
Infants Powders handy. Mothers
all over the world have found
them soothing and cooling
when baby is fretful through teething,

and, best of all, they are
ABSOLUTELY SAFE.

Box of 20 Powders, 1/6

When knobs on lids of teapots or kettles
are lost find three large buttons and some

strong thread, put one button under hole
in lid and two on top. Then sew through
all three firmly; a good knob results.

For cracked cast iron stove mix equal
parts of wood ash sifted and finely pow
dered clay, moisten with water, apply when
stove is cold. The cement hardens when
heated and will neither split or crack.

HEIGHT
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MELANIE BABY SET
[From page 9.]

K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.
7th row Inc. thus: *

k. 2 into st., k. 1.

Rep. from * to last st.. k. 2 into it. (65).
P. 2 rows, k. 1 row.
llth row (2nd holes) As 3rd row.

K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.

K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.
K. 1 row.
19th row (3rd holes) As 3rd row.

K. 1 row, p. 1 row.

Shape Top: Dee. 1 st. at beg. and end
of next 5 rows, keeping to pattern.

27th row (4th holes) K. 1, k. 2 tog.,
*

wl. fwd., k. 2 tog. Rep. from * to last 2

fits., k. 2 tog.

Continue, dec. 1 st. at beg. and end of

next 7 rows (keeping to pattern).
35th row (5th holes) As 27th.

Continue, dec. 1 st. at beg. and end of

next 6 rows. (25).
Cast off.

Work another sleeve to match.
Matinee Coat.

Back and fronts are knitted in one piece
to armhole.

7th row P. 1, (lift p.), p. 3,
*

k. 3 tog.,

p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 3. Eep.
from * to last 2 sts., k. 2 tog.

Continue on these 36 ets., keeping to

pat., until 2 pats, have been completed
from armhole edge but omitting 16th row
of 2nd pat. (31 pat. rows).

Shape Neck K. 23, cast off 13 sts.

Join wool at neck edge on wrong side

and work in pat. as follows:

1st row K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 3, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 3, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), k. 2, k. 2 tog., k. 1. (22).

2nd and alternate rows K.
3rd row K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1, p. 1, (lift

p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 2, k. 3 tog., k. 2,

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 1. (21).

5th row K. 2 tog., k. 1, p. 2, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1,

p. 2, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 1,

k. 2 tog.

7th row K. 2 tog., p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1,

(lift p.), p. 3, k. 3 tog., p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1,

(lift p.), p. 3, k. 2 tog.
8th row Cast off 21 sts.

Shape Neck Cast off 13 sts., k. 23.

Work in pat. as follows:

1st row K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 2, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 3, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 1. (22).
2nd and alternate rows K.
3rd row K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 1, p. 1, (lift

p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 2, k. 3 tog., k. 2,

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 1, k. 3

tog., k. 1. (21).
5th row K. 1, k. 2 tog., p. 2, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1,

p. 2, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 2 tog.,
k. 1.

7th row K. 2 tog., p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1,

(lift p.), p. 3, k. 3 tog., p. 3, (lift p.), p. 3,

(lift p.), p. 3, k. 2 tog.
8th row Cast off 21 sts.

To complete back join wool at armhole

edge on wrong side and work in pat. as
follows:

1st row K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 3,
*

(lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 3. Rep.
from * to last 8 sts., (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.),
k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 1. (63).
2nd and alternate rows K.
3rd row K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1,

*
p. 1,

Using No. 9 needles cast on 151 sts. and
k. 1 row. Work in pat. as for dress front,

beg. with 9th pat. row and continuing to

end of 16th pat. row.

Bep. pat. rows 1-16 three times.

Rep. pat. rows 1-7 (63 pat. rows).
64th row Divide for armholes: K. 38,

east off 5 sts., k. 65, cast off 5 sts., k. 38.

Now complete left front, leaving sts.

for back and right front on spare needles.

(Note: Normal pat. decs, shape armhole
without need for special decs.).

1st row P. 1, (lift p.),
*

k. 3, k. 3 tog.,
k. 3, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.). Rep. from *

to last 7 sts., k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 1. (37).
2nd and alternate rows K.
3rd row P. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 2,

k. 3 tog., k. 2, p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.),

p. 1. Rep. from *
to last 5 sts., k. 2, k^ 3

tog. (36).
5th row P. 1, (lift p.), p. 2,

*
k. 1, k. 3

tog., k. 1, p. 2, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2.

Rep. from * to last 3 sts., k. 1, k. 2 tog.

To complete right front, join wool at
armhole edge on wrong side and work in

pat. as follows:

1st row K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 3, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), k. 3, k. 3 tog., k. 3. Rep.
from *

to last st., (lift p.), p. 1. (37).

2nd and alternate rows K.

3rd row K. 3 tog., k. 2,
*

p. 1, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 2, k. 3 tog., k. 2.

Rep. from * to last 2 sts., p. 1, (lift p.),

p. 1. (36).
6th row K. 2 tog., k. 1,

*
p. 2, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1.

Rep. from * to last 3 sts., p. 2, (lift p.),

p. 1.

7th row K. 2 tog.,
*

p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1,

(lift p.), p. 3, k. 3 tog. Rep. from * to
last 4 sts., p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1.

Continue on these 36 sts., keeping to pat.
until 2 pats, completed from armhole edge
but omitting 16th row of 2nd pat. (31 pat.
rows).

(lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 2, k. 3 tog,
k. 2. Rep. from * to last 8 sts., p. 1, (lift

p.), p. 1, (lift p.), p. 1, k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1.

(61).
5th row K. 1, k. 2 tog..

*
p. 2, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1.

. Rep. from * to last 8 sts., p. 2, (lift p.),

p. 1, (lift p.), p. 2, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

7th row K. 2 tog.,
*

p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1,

(lift p.), p. 3, k. 3 tog. Rep. from * to
last 9 sts., p. 3, (lift p.), p. 1, (lift p.),

p. 3, k. 2 tog.
Continue on these 61 sts., keeping pat.

correct until two full pats, have been com
pleted from armhole. (32 rows).
Work a further 7 rows in pat., finishing

on wrong side.

Cast off 61 sts.

Sleeves.

Using No. 9 needles cast on 51 sts. and
k. 1 row. Work in pat. as for dress front
until 4 pats, completed. (64 pat. rows).

[Turn to page 50.]
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DRESSMAKING
MADE EASY

Learn Dresscutting

Designing and Dressmaking
Be competent to cut and make perfect
fitting clothes for every figure. Save
mou.-y and know the joy of wearing perfect
fitting garments.

PERSONAL AND POSTAL
LESSONS

Our schools are known everywhere for our
successful graduates, and our method*
endorsed by leading Fashion houses
throughout the British Empire. Lessons
are simple, inexpensive and given by
expert teachers.

CALL, WRITE, OR PHONE
FOR FREE BOOKLET

I MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH
j

I McCabe Academy
Please send me, without obligation, your I

I

Free Booklet about Dressmaking Lessons, I

for which I enclose 2Jd. stamp.

Name

Address
|

IPersonal or Postal Tuition? .

McCABE ACADEMY of DRESSMAKING
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION.

Sydney: Canberra House. 295 Elizabeth St., Box 2424.
Melbourne: Manchester Unity Bldgs.. Swanston and Collins Sts.. Box 330C.
Brisbane: Penny s Buildings. Adelaide St. Entrance, Box I8I6W. G.P.O
Perth: National House, William St., Box 482.
Adelaide: Shell House, North Terrace, Box 5I9E.
South Africa: Shakespeare House, Commission St., Johannesburg, P.O. Box 5811.

goes in 3 minutes
No more worry with superfluous hair! Veet ends

this trouble in 3 minutes. No ugly razor stubble or

shadow, yet every trace of hair is gone and your
skin left white and velvety smooth.

Just apply Veet hair removing cream straight from
the tube. After 3 minutes wash it off. Not a trace of

hair remains. Skin is left cool and smooth as if no

ugly hair had ever existed. Get a tube of Veet today.
Successful results guaranteed or money refunded.

Supplitt available at all Chemists& Stores 2/9 per tube

&quot;I heard the bells on Christmas Day
their old familiar carols play, and wild and
sweet the words repeat of Peace on Earth,
Goodwill to men.&quot; Longfellow.

&quot;The fool who knows his foolishness is

wise so far, at least; but the fool who
thinks himself wise, he is a fool indeed.&quot;

Dhammapada.

BRITISH-MADE
BEBARFALD-VICKERS

BUREAU SEWING MACHINES

A truly magnificent
machine. The English Vickers Head
3ws both backwards and forwards.
Other special features include Auto
matic Bobbin Winder, Stitch Adjuster
and Tension Control. Handsome
Bureau Cabinet, as illustrated. In light
Maple colour.

--- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON ---
BEBARFAIDS LTD..
Cnr. George & Park Sts., SYDNEY
Please forward full details of the &quot;Bebar/ald-

Vicktrs&quot; Bureau Sewing Machine, with details

of your Specialised Easy Termi.

NAME

ADDRESS.

-A.H.J ISO

OPPOSITE SYDINEY TOWN HALL

YOU
need a Holiday!
Work and responsibility pre
vent many much needed holi

days. When you re feeling
run-down, nervy, tired, but just
can t get away, do the next best
thing take WINCARNIS, the
famous nerve and brain build
ing tonic. WINCARNIS has
proved a god -send to countless
men and women unable to get
away for a rest. Thousands of
recommendations from the
medical profession support Its

amazing nerve - strengthening;
and energy-restoring powers.
Made from the choicest full-
bodied wines, carefully blended,
and special nourishing ingre
dients, WINCARNIS just can t

help doing you good. Start
taking: it right away. Ask
your Chemist for WINCARNIS
. . . the Wine of Life.

Mother: &quot;Don t take your broken engage
ment to heart.&quot;

Daughter: &quot;I m not. I m taking it to

court.&quot;
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[.TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS] O-O--OO O- O-

FROCK, 7456.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:

Skirt Back. Use pattern provided for
front and fold under 3 inches along the
entire side. Pin pattern thus folded to

paper, cut out around the entire outer edge
and mark punchholes indicating position
for pleats on front and back.

Cuff and Skirt Trimming. Pin bodice
front and back to paper and
mark with pencil punch
holes indicating shape of
cuff on front and
skirt trimming on
back. Draw lines

through all punch
holes; cut out as

shown.
Front Facing.

Cut a facing for
bodice front 2

inches wide and
long enough to ex
tend about 1 inch
above notch
neck edge.

F FRONT SK
allowance of \ inch on all other

.ep 3. Bodice: Clip seam allowance
y i inch along lower edge of yoke,
i under and pin to upper edge of bodice.

k, machine as close as possible to seam

Sleeve. Pin half-sleeve to a large sheet
of paper, ma.rk along punchholes indicat

ing underarm curve. Fold paper along
straight edge and cut around armhole,
underarm and lower edge through both
thicknesses. Notch armhole, open out new
pattern and cut along the previously
marked underarm curve. Mark notch at
lower edge on front.

Step 2. Testing for Correct size: As this

pattern has been cut for the average 36-

inch figure it will be necessary to see

whether alterations are needed for indi
vidual figure. Pin pieces together, re

membering that seam and hem allowances
are not included. Place pattern over figure
and observe fitting.

If bodice front and back are too long,
shorten by folding between armhole and
waistline, and if too short, cut in same

. place and insert sufficient paper to

; y^ provide additional length required.
To increase pattern, pin additional

strips of paper along seam edges
where extra width is required, and to

decrease pattern, trim away pattern
edges where additional width is not
needed. Remove pattern, take apart,
press flat, even up all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin pattern
to material as shown in cutting guide.
Cut out with allowance of 2 inches for
skirt hem, 1 inch on underarm seams
and \ inch on all other edges. Before

removing pattern from material, mark
clearly with tailors chalk or tacking exact
seam lines, notches and punehholes.

Step 4. Collar, Cuffs and Trimming: Pin
facings to collar, cuffs and skirt trimming
with right sides together and machine
around outer edge of collar and cuffs, then

along straight sides and longest curved
edge of skirt trimming. Cut away excess
seam allowance to within a bare \ inch of
the stitching, turn right side out and press
carefully.

Step 5. Bodice: Join front to b
shoulders in plain seams,
neaten. Mark position *&amp;lt;

buttonhole, which sh

than width of
J

.

side of br becoming
u uff. r&amp;gt;

.^ieeves correctly
in. Alter if necessary, machine

sleeves in place and overcast raw edges.

Step 6. Placket: Cut a facing strip 2

inches wide and 9 inches long for the
skirt opening. Tack one edge of facing
around entire opening with right sides

together and machine i inch from edge,
tapering stitching to a bare J inch at
lower edge. Fold facing strip in halves

lengthwise and press, turn under raw
edge and hem to previous row of stitch

ing on the under or left side; but, on the

right-hand or upper side, cut away the

facing to within \ inch of the fold and hem
folded edge to skirt portion.

Step 7. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Cut a

piping cord long enough to fit lower edge
of bodice and cover with a self-material
bias strip. Pin to lower edge of bodice

exactly over marked waistline. Pin gath
ered edge of skirt on top with all raw edges
together, tack, machine through all thick
nesses as close as possible to cord.

Step 8. Finishing: Work buttonholes on
right-hand side of back opening and sew
buttons on left side to correspond. Sew a

and hem in place around neck line. Cut
openings in facing exactly under each
buttonhole, turn under raw edge, hem to

binding and press again. Sew buttons on
left side to correspond with buttonholes,
lap right-hand side over left with waist
line together and tack in place.

Step 7. Skirt: Clip along seam allowance
on curved edge of trimming every \ inch,
pin to skirt fronts with marked seam line

exactly over punchholes and finished edge
extending upwards. Machine in place, tie
threads and press with trimmings extend

ing downwards. Join fronts together at
centre front and backs together at centre
back in plain seams. Press open and
neaten. Fold pleats on single punchholes
and pin with edges extending over centre
front and back lines and double punch
holes. Tack in place along waistline.

Step 8. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Gather
lower edge of bodice front and back to fit

upper edge of skirt. Turn under allow
ance on skirt waistline and join to bodice.
Tack, machine, press and neaten. Pin
fronts and backs together at sides and
leave an opening 3 inches above and 4
inches below waistline on left side. Try
on to observe fitting and let out or take in

allowance if necessary. Machine seams,
press open and neaten.

Step 9. Side Opening: Attach a zipper to
side opening or cut two facing strips of
self-material 1} inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing. Machine
\ inch from edges, press seams open and
fold strips under so that selvedges are

exactly under seam lines.

Tack in place, machine \ inch from edge,
press front or upper-side under on seam
line, allow back to extend under front.
Tie-stitch strips together at top and
bottom. Sew hooks and bars to side open
ing if zipper is not used.

Step 10. Sleeves: Join sleeves at under
arms in plain seams

v

Pin cuffs to

with
.

r&quot;

tiALf g
BACK I

9116

allowance, turn fly piece to the inside, press
and tack in place. Take two fly pieces,
pin together with right sides facing and
machine along the shorter curved side, cut

away excess seam allowance, turn right
side out, press and pin left front of trouser
to fly facing, with centre front lines over
each other. Machine on the outside

through all thicknesses, following shape
of the inside edge of fly.
Pin two remaining pieces together and

machine along the longer curved side. Cut
away excess seam allowance, turn right

[Turn to page 50.]
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MeiDotffffe:
//7

&amp;lt;

Brisbane: Penny s

Perth: National House,
Adelaide: Shell House, North Te
South Africa: Shakespeare House,

UNWANTED HAIR

goes in 3 minutes
No more worry with superfluous hair! Veet ends

this trouble in 3 minutes. No ugly razor stubble or

shadow, yet every trace of hair is gone and your

skin left white and velvety smooth.

Just apply Veet hair removing cream straight from

the tube. After 3 minutes wash it off. Not a trace of

hair remains. Skin is left cool and smooth as if no

ugly hair had ever existed. Get a tube of Veet today.

Successful results guaranteed or money refunded.

Suppliei available at all Chemists& Stores 2/9 per tube

&quot;I heard the bells on Christmas Day
their old familiar carols play, and wild and
sweet the words repeat of Peace on Earth,
Goodwill to men.&quot; Longfellow.

&quot;The fool who knows his foolishness is

wise so far, at least; but the fool who
thinks himself wise, he is a fool indeed.&quot;

Dhammapada.

Soo

SU AbU^
^\t\dv&amp;gt;

_

PRICE 2. - everywhere

Pa/if soothed instantly

BOILS

Nature often causes a boll to
come to a head and thus ease
painful misery . . . BUT . . .

doctors agree that moist heat,
coupled with a poultice action,
helps bring boils to a
head quicker. An
easy, practical way
for you to apply moist
heat is by using
proven,world-famous

POULTICE

days.- KB JML KB ^run-do^V j9BaHBk I
*

STg^S&quot;^^&quot;
famous nei

proved a god INVISIBLE
men and wome
away for a rest.^jjjrecommendati o\^9

.

&quot;O cords or bit-

and energy-restoring your Lifetime.

Made from the choicenJ/ed an ul -

bodied wines, carefully ralian market
and special nourishing r-ee Booklet.
dients, WINCARNIS just 30 ctat.
help doing you good. fc

&quot;

taking- it right away. -

your Chemist for WINCARN
. . . the Wine of Life.

deeds----
^quite

Mother: &quot;Don t take your broken en^,vent
ment to heart.&quot; ever

Daughter: &quot;I m not. I m taking it

court.&quot;
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 47.1

notch at centre through punchholes to

noteh at armhole.
Sleeve. Pin centre back line of bodice

to a fold of paper and draw lines from
notches through all punchholes, then cut

along these lines through both thicknesses
of paper.

Skirt. As no pattern is given for skirt,
mark off two widths of material 36 inches
wide and 24 inches long, or required length,
plus usual hem and seam allowances.

Step 2. Cutting Material: Pin pattern to
material as shown in cutting guide and
allow for an overlap of f inch down centre
back of bodice and a facing of 1$ inches.
Cut out with a hem allowance of 3 inches

edge, press and neaten. Join front to

backs at shoulders in plain seams, press
open and neaten. Turn under raw edge of

facing down centre backs, machine through
the fold only, turn facings to the inside,

press and stitch invisibly in place.

Step 4. Gathering: Join skirt pieces
together at sides, remove selvedges to pre
vent a drawn effect after garment is

laundered, press seams open and iieaten
raw edges. Cut an opening, J inch from
centre back line, on left side of skirt top
4 inches long.

Lengthen machine stitcli a trifle and
along upper edge of skirt machine on
marked seam line, then on seam allowance
i inch from the first stitching. Stitch
across upper edge of sleeve in same way,
commencing 5 inches from underarm seam
and continue to within 5 inches of seam
on the other side. Then along lower edge
of sleeve, start stitching 3 inches from
seam and terminate it 3 inches from seam
on the other side.

Lastly machine along lower edge of
bodice front and back. Draw up both
threads on sleeve tops to fit armhole of

bodice, then on lower edge to fit the arm.
On bodice waistline draw up threads to fit

the wearer s waist, then on skirt to fit

bodice waistline. Tie

hook and bar to waistline for a firm, close-

fitting effect. Make bows of material or
ribbon to match the stripe and attach to

yoke as shown. Complete by turning and
securing the hem, and giving frock a final

pressing.
Pattern is for girl 12 years. Material:

2f yards 36 inches wide.

I FRONT 6ANO

(LENGTH II IKCMES BACK
WIDTH (WIDTH I /z INCHES BAND J

3 INCHES ~j

?lKi&amp;lt;2
8 5

f.pfjo q m

l?f*

and a seam allowance of \ inch on all other
edges.

Step 3. Bodice: Clip seam allowance
every \ inch along lower edge of yoke,
turn under and pin to upper edge of bodice.

Tack, machine as close as possible to seam

threads and arrange
fulness in even

gathers.

Step 5. Sleeves and
Bindings : Join
sleeves at underarms
in plain seams, press

open and neaten. Cut ~
self - material bias v*

binding strips } inch PI
wide for neck and J&quot;&quot;

sleeve edges. Machine ^
on the right side, cut HI

away excess seam O
allowance, turn to O
inside, turn under pi
raw edge and hem to

the previous row of

stitching on the in

side. Pin sleeves

to armholes with
seams meeting and
tack in place. Try

) bodice on and note
whether shoulder

width is becoming
and sleeves correctly
set in. Alter if necessary, machine
sleeves in place and overcast raw edges.

Step 6. Placket: Cut a facing strip 2

inches wide and 9 inches long for the
skirt opening. Tack one edge of facing
around entire opening with right sides

together and machine i inch from edge,
tapering stitching to a bare J inch at
lower edge. Fold facing strip in halves

lengthwise and press, turn under raw
edge and hem to previous row of stitch

ing on the under or left side; but, on the

right-hand or upper side, cut away the

facing to within inch of the fold and hem
folded edge to skirt portion.

Step 7. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Cut a

piping cord long enongh to fit lower edge
of bodice and cover with a self-material
bias strip. Pin to lower edge of bodice

exactly over marked waistline. Pin gath
ered edge of skirt on top with all raw edges
together, tack, machine through all thick
nesses as close as possible to cord.

Step 8. Finishing: Work buttonholes on
right-hand side of back opening and sew
buttons on left side to correspond. Sew a

SUN SUIT, 9116.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:

Shoulder Strap. Cut a strip of paper 19
inches long and 3 inches wide.

Front and Back Strap. Cut a strip of

paper 5 inches long and 3 inches wide.
Front and Back Waist Bands. For these

cut two pieces of paper 13 inches long and
1$ inches wide.

Fly. Cut a pattern from the front edge,
following the broken line shown in cutting
guide.

Step 2. Cutting Material: Pin pattern to

material as shown in cutting guide and cut
out with an allowance of 1^ inches at lower

edge and \ inch on all other edges. Cut
five pieces for the fly front and facings
from pattern.

Step 3. Fly Closing: Pin one fly piece to
left-hand side of front with right sides

together and machine along centre front
line down to within 1$
inches from lower edge of
seam. Cut away excess seam

allowance, turn fly piece to the inside, press
and tack in place. Take two fly pieces,
pin together with right sides facing and
machine along the shorter curved side, cut

away excess seam allowance, turn right
side out, press and pin left front of trouser
to fly facing, with centre front lines over
each other. Machine on the outside

through all thicknesses, following shape
of the inside edge of fly.
Pin two remaining pieces together and

machine along the longer curved side. Cut
away excess seam allowance, turn right

[Turn to page 50.]
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OUR FREE PATTERNS MELANIE BABY SET
[From page 49.]

side out, press, pin to right front and
machine through all thicknesses along
centre front line. Tie threads, press with

fly facing extending towards left side.

Join fronts together below fly opening in

a plain seam; join backs together at centre

back and press seams open.

Step 4. Leg and Side Seams: Join fronts

to backs at sides in plain seams and leave
an opening above notch on both sides. Join

legs in a plain seam and press seams open.
Cut a facing 2 inches wide for side open
ings and long enough to extend around the

opening. Pin to opening on the right side,

machine around entire opening, turn under
raw edge and hern to previous row of

stitching on the right side. Press facing
towards centre front on front and allow to

extend under front on back edges. Pin

pleats in place at waistline, lap left front
over right and tack in place.

Step 5. Waist Band and Straps: Pin
bands to waistline with right sides facing,
then pin band facing to the inside with all

raw edges together. Machine exactly on
marked seam line through all thicknesses.
Turn under seam allowances on all raw
edges and press with bands extending up
wards and all edges together.

Fold straps in halves lengthwise with

right sides outside, turn under scam allow
ance along sides with the iron. Machine
along the front and back straps through
the turned edges and then along the folded

edge. Insert ends between shoulder straps
and pin in place, then insert ends of
shoulder straps between waistband and
waistband facing. Try garment on and
adjust length of straps or alter position
if necessary. Tack in place. Machine
around entire outer edge of bands and
straps.

Step 6. Finishing: Turn up lower edge of

legs and secure by hand. Sew buttons to

fly closing and side openings, and work
buttonholes to correspond. Complete by
pressing in the creases as shown.

Alternate Front: If the fly front is not

required, leave a small opening in centre
front seam about 2 inches from lower edge
and cover with a half circle of self-

material secured to seam allowance on the
inside.

Pattern is for boy 4 years. Material:
J yard 36 inches wide.

*

Gingered Watermelon Rind.
One Ib. melon rind, 2 cupsful sugar, 2

quarts water, lemon, 2 tablespoonsful
preserved ginger.
Use 1 Ib. melon rind weighed after par

ing. After discarding the green and pink
part of the rind, cut the white in 1-inch

squares. Cover with salt water, allowing
1 tablespoonful salt to every quart of
water. Let stand overnight. The follow
ing morning drain, rinse the rind with cold
water, cover with boiling water and cook
rapidly for 15 minutes. Drain. Boil the

sugar and water for 5 minutes. Add the
rind, the lemon sliced thin and the pre
served ginger sliced thin. Cook rapidly
until the melon is transparent. Pack in

clean, hot jars and seal while hot.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)
clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.

[From page 45.]

Shape Top Dec. 1 st. at beg. of every
row for next 15 rows, keeping to pat. until

there are 21 sts. on needle. Cast off.

Work another sleeve to match.

(Note. Even rows dec. by 3 sts., odd
rows dec. by 1 st., although 1 st. only in

each case is cast off or k. tog. This is due
to normal pat. decs, and has been allowed

for).
Bonnet.

Using No. 11 needles cast on 91 sts. and
k. 1 row. Work in pat. as for dress front,

beg. with 9th pat. row and continuing to

end of 16th.

Rep. pat. rows 1-16 twice.

Rep. pat. rows 1-7 (47 pat. rows).
Dec. for crown: K. 2,

*
k. 3 tog., k. 1,

k. 3 tog., k. 3. Rep. from * to last 9 sts.,

k. 3 tog., k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 2. (55).
P. 2 rows, k. 1 row, dee. 1 st. at end of

last row.

53rd row (1st holes) K. 1,
* wl. fwd.,

k. 2 tog. Rep. from * to last st., k. 1.

K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.
57th row Dec. by k. 2 tog., all along

row. (27).

P. 2 rows, k. 1 row.
61st row (2nd holes) K. 1,

*
wl. fwd.,

k. 2 tog. Rep. from * to end.
K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.
65th row Dec. by k. 2 tog. all along row

to last st., k. 1. (14).
P. 2 rows, k. 1 row.
69th row (3rd holes) As 53rd.
K. 1 row.
71st row P. 2 tog. all along row. (7).

Break off wool, leaving a good needle

ful, run through remaining sts. and draw
up tightly. Fasten off securely.

Bootees.

Using No. 11 needles cast on 51 sts. and
k. 1 row. Work in pat. as for dress front
until 2 pats, completed. (32 pat. rows).

P. 2 rows, then k. 1 row.
37th row Make holes for ribbon: K. 2,

* wl. fwd., k. 2 tog. Rep. from * to last

st., k. 1.

K. 1 row, p. 2 rows.

Divide for instep: K. 34 sts., turn, leav

ing 17 sts. on spare needle.
42nd row P. 17 sts., turn, leaving 17

sts. on 2nu spare needle.

Work in st.-st. on these centre 17 sts.

for 2 ins., always slipping first st. of each
row, and finishing on right side.

Next row Pick up and k. 10 sts. along
side of instep and k. across 17 sts. from
spare needle.

Next row P. 44, pick up and p. 10 sts.

along other side of instep and p. across 17
sts. from 2nd spare needle. (71).
Work 6 rows st.-st. on these 71 sts., beg.

with k. row.

Shape toe:

1st row K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 25, k. 2 tog.,
k. 11, k. 2 tog., k. 25, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

2nd and 4th rows P.

3rd row K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 23, k. 2 tog.,
k. 11, k. 2 tog., k. 23, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

5th row K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 21, k. 2 tog.,
k. 11, k. 2 tog., k. 21, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Cast off on wrong side.

Work another bootee to match.

To Make Up the Set.

Press all pieces lightly under damp cloth
and warm iron, neatly pulling out scallops.

Dress: Place front shoulders, over

lapping back about ^ inch and oversew
together at armhole edges only, leaving
neck edges free. Insert sleeves, easing
fulness to top of shoulder. Join sleeve and
side seams, carefully matching pattern.
Press all seams. Work row B.C. along front
and back shoulders and neck edges, then
work picot edge as follows around neck
edges only: 1 s.c. into foundation edge,

*

3 ch., 1 d.c. into 1st ch., miss 1 st., 1 s.c.

into next st. Rep. from * as required.
Work picot edge along sleeves also. Finish
shoulders with 6 small buttons to match
buttonholes. Thread ribbon through waist
and sleeves holes, draw up and tie neatly.

Matinee: Join shoulder seams. Insert
sleeves and join sleeve seams, matching
pattern. Press seam. Work row s.c.

around neck, then work picot edge to
match dress. Thread ribbon through holes
of picot edge, draw up and tie.

Bonnet: Join back seam for 2 inches,
from centre crown and press seam. Sew
1 inch wide ribbons at sides to tie.

Bootees: Join leg and foot seams. Press
seams. Thread ribbon through holes at
ankles to tie.

&quot;Hold yourself responsible for a higher
standing than anybody else expects of you.
Never excuse yourself to yourself. Never
pity yourself. Be a hard master to your
self, and be lenient to everybody else.&quot;

Henry Ward Beecher.
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Special by ELIZABETH COOKE

KRAFT CHEDDAR PUDDING with SPANISH SAUCE
Sandwich brecul; 2 eggs: 6 oc.s.

Krajt Cheese, finely shredded.

Cut fresh bread into 12 cube?

(without crusts). Beat the eggs

Dip bread cubes in the mixture

and roll in 6 ozs.of finely shredded

cheese. I Use Kraft Cheese it

shreds and melts so much better. I

Place on greaseproof paper and

bake in a moderate oven (350

F.I until cheese is melted Cover

with hot .Spanish Sauce. Serves 6.

SPANISH SAUCE. Mell 3 table-

spoons butler or margarine in a

frying pan. Add 4 tablespoons

chopped onion and ^ cup of

chopped celery and cook slowly
until onion is golden brown. Add
1 Ib. sliced tomatoes, salt, pepper
and dash of cayenne, and cook

slowly until sauce is thick.

x
&quot;

0e sure you c/onf /ose f/raf true cfiec/a/#rffavour, S0 \

if
ourcoofod cheese af/shes-use on/if XffAFrCH$G J

says ELIZABETH COOKE,
Famous Kraft Cookery and Nutrition Expert.

flavour and smooth texture

never vary.

ECONOMICAL TOO!

You re wise in the ways of

smart housekeeping when you

buy Kraft Cheese. It supplies
rich quantities of Vitamins A. There s no rind on Kraft

Cheese, that means no icaste,

and Kraft Cheese stays fresh

- and D, calcium, phos

phorus and other milk nut-

rients, and its mellow cheddar to the last in its foil wrapper.

KRAFT CHEESE TASTES BETTER BECAUSE IT S BLENDED BETTER
C9-9

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by James Russell, for the Proprietors, at the Australian Home
loiirnal Offi&amp;lt;-&amp;gt; &quot;H/-.Tv, I^i.rnal&quot; 11^, , c dri7A.()Q k&quot;^-t C. C..J__
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. Trisre s

a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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Whtift
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SKULLS OF AZTECS HAVE BEEN DUG
UP CONTAINING GOLD INLAID
TEETH. TODAY YOU CAN HAVE
GLEAMING WHITE TEETH BY

USIN6 KOLYNOS. AFTER
KOLYNOS, TEETH SHINE WITH

NEW LOVELINESS.
NN

*&amp;gt;

*r+.*K
V

*+

I

f t t&V--
&amp;gt;,

&amp;gt;*

s/ ,- --

y LONDON DENTIST HAS INVENTED
FALSE TEETH THAT STAY IN PLACE BY
MAGNETISM. KOLY.NOS WILL HELP
YOUR NATURAL TEETH LAST A \\
LIFETIME. ONLY KOLYNOS FIGHTS X
TOOTH DECAY THESE THREE
WAYS.

&quot;^

@j KOLYNOS NEUTRALIZES MOUTH
ACIDS.

@| KOLYNOS KILLS THE BACTERIA I

(ENZYMES) WHICH PRODUCE
THESE ACIDS. v

KOLYNOS LEAVES TEETH
SURGICALLY CLEAN.&

\i
*

TfOMMY DORSEY- FAMOUS
BAND LEADER ALWAYS USES
KOLYNOS. YOUR TONGUE MLL
APPRECIATE REFRESHING

KOLYNOS. THAT COOL
MINTY FLAVOUR

LASTS AND
LASTS.

rvS

ALL YOU NEED IS HALF-AN-
INCH OF KOLYNOS ON A DRY
BRUSH. THAT MEANS ONE
^ TUBE OF KOLYNOS LASTS

AS LONG AS TWO TUBES
OF ORDINARY

sP TOOTHPASTE.^oQR^
&amp;gt;O O&amp;gt; o ^Qjjo oCP&amp;lt;S&amp;gt; I
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Novelties in Belts.

Tour assurance of smartness in indivi

duality often depends on your waistline.

A plain frock needs something at the belt

to redeem it. Belts are now a fashion
detail of importance. Sketched are a few

suggestions.

A: The charming posy worn each side
of belt. B: the self-material belt, caught
at centre through a ring and fastened back
with ornamental buttons. C: Tie medie
val chain belt with keys on end, which
can be dipped in gold or silver to match
chain. D: The spray of flowers on one
side. E: Plain belt with swathed front.
F: Belt tied at front with gay colour con
trast ribbon. G: Belt fastened with chain,
which is unusual, as it will fit any waist.
H: A belt for the golf enthusiast, with
tabs to hold tees. I: The wide one side

sash, caught at narrow side with large
butterfly ends. J: Belt trimmed at front
with ornamental buttons.

A Reform Wanted.

Under the Liquor Act anyone who has
travelled 25 miles or more on a Sunday
is entitled to get drink at the nearest
hotel. That was all right in the old coach-

and-buggy days, but at the present time
when motor cars can churn off 25 miles in
half an hour there is no necessity for such
a provision. In fact if it were eliminated

altogether, or in any case extended to 50

miles, it might go a long way towards
solving the drunken driver problem which
has become a real menace. Motorists who
use the roads know that apart from the
accidents which occur, there are many
near escapes due either to drunkenness or

recklessness; hence statistics of accidents
can be misleading. Anything that makes
for additional safety on the public high
way is something .that would be welcomed
by all experienced drivers who are careful
to observe the courtesies of driving.
&quot;Safety First&quot; is a grand motto which
should be universally observed.

&quot;Wisdom is knowing what to do next.
Skill is knowing how to do it, and Virtue
is doing it.&quot; David Starr Jordan.

Well-known society leader reveals beauty

&quot;pick-up&quot; for special occasions

Mrs. Nicholas R. du Pont, charming
American society beauty has dramatically
beautiful coloring . . . platinum blonde

hair, china-blue eyes, ivory-white skin.

Mrs. du Pont says: &quot;The 1 -Minute Mask
of Pond s Vanishing Cream brightens my
complexion in one minute ! Makes my
skin look clearer and glowing right away.
Smoother too, with a soft, silky finish

that takes make-up to perfection.&quot;

How to apply the 1-Minute Mask

1. Smooth a cool white mask of Pond s over your
whole Vanishing Cream face except eyes.

2. Instantly the &quot;keratolytic&quot; action of Pond s Vanish

ing Cream starts to loosen dried skin flakes. Dissolves

them off.

3. After just one minute, tissue off clean. Your skin

has Come to life . . . looks brighter, fresher, feels adorably
ofter.

POND S VANISHING CREAM
PC9-1
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WHY
ASPRO
HAS A
SPECIAL
APPEAL

FOR

WOMEN

The modern woman, living as she does an almost

non-stop existence, demands TRUE relief whenever

pain comes. She must have a pain reliever which
not only acts quickly but does not have after-effects
which prevent her from going about things as usual

after - effects such as dizziness, depression or

&quot;slowing-up&quot;; or sometimes harm to the system.
That is why Aspro has a special appeal for women, not only
in Australia, but all over the world. Aspro , free from harmful

drugs, leaves you fresh and fit again after the pain has gone.

THE PURITY OF ASPRO
The purity of Aspro conforms to the
standard laid down by the British

Pharmacopoeia * guiding authority
of the Medical Profession.

ASPRO
NO DEPRESSING AFTER-EFFECTS
NO &quot;SLOWING-UP&quot;

NO HAZINESS
NO HARM TO HEART OR STOMACH

THE SAFE WAY TO RELIEVE

HEADACHE&PAIN
COPYRrGHT

A 29/48

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help
and benefit to readers who desire information
concerning matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette,
the toilet, or hygiene. In addition to the proper
signature (which will never be published under any
circumstances), correspondents are requested to send
a pen-name, to which the answer may be addressed.]

PLUM PUDDING FUDGE. This is particu
larly good made with 3 cupsful of brown
sugar, a cupful of boiling water, and a table-

spoonful of vinegar, cooked to a soft ball.

Let it get cool and beat into it J teaspoon-
ful of cinnamon, a cupful of chopped nuta,
\ cupful of chopped raisins, dates or figs
or a mixture of all three and \ cupful of
coconut. Make into balls. When hard
place in the centre of squares of paper,
bring up the corners, and tie with the
tiniest of red ribbons. They look just like
miniature plum puddings. -Josephine.
NOEL COWABD was born in 1899 and

served in World War 1, joining up in 1917
when 18 years of age. He has appeared in

many and various plays. His career as a
dramatist and composer started in 1920
with &quot;I Leave it to You.&quot; Among his

successes are &quot;The Vortex,&quot; &quot;The Bat
Trap,&quot; &quot;Hay Fever,&quot; &quot;Easy Virtue,&quot; &quot;This

Year of Grace,&quot; &quot;Bitter Sweet,&quot; &quot;Design

for Living.&quot; Student.
BRIDESMAID S DUTIES. &quot;Please tell me

the duties of the principal bridesmaid?&quot;

Hester B. They are many. Before the
eventful day she must be ready to render

any assistance and help; but on that day
her principal duties begin. She should be

early at the bride s home to help her with
the dressing, and be at hand for any little

service afterwards. When waiting at the

porch for the bride s arrival, she can see to

the arrangement of the procession. Of
course, during the ceremony her place is

behind the bride (and if there are other
attendants they should be grouped behind

her). At the proper time she takes over
the bride s gloves and bouquet, and later

helps if required to put her gloves on,

adjust the veil, and give any additional
service required before the party proceeds
to the vestry. During the reception she
has to be on hand to carry out any request
the bride may make, and afterwards assists

the bride in changing from her wedding
toilette to her going-away frock.

CUCUMBER HORS D CEuvBES. Place cu
cumber and cut in crosswise slices \ inch
thick. Eemove centres with a small round
cutter. Cut circles of dark bread or toast

a little larger than the cucumber. Spread
with any preferred mixture, place piece of
cucumber on each and fill centre with
more of the mixture. Garnish as desired.

Small tomatoes cut in halves with seeds
removed may be substituted for the cu
cumber slices. Miss K. A.

SEA-FOAM FROSTING. 2 cupsful of brown
sugar, \ cupful of water, \ teaspoonful of

salt, 2 egg whites, 1 teaspoonful of vanilla.

Boil together the sugar, water and salt,

stirring long enough to dissolve all the

lumps of sugar. When the temperature
reaches 252 deg. F. lift from the heat, whip
up the egg whites quickly to a stiff froth,
then pour on the syrup, beating constantly
as for the other frostings. Add the vanilla
and continue beating until of the desired

consistency. Alma M.
WILL ROGERS, American comedian, actor

and lecturer, was born .in 1879, and died
in an airplane disaster in 1935. He first

appeared at Hammerstein s Eoof Garden
in 1905 in a rope jumping act, in which he

interposed a lot of topical and humorous

patter. He was with Ziegfeld s Follies for

many years, and also in a large number of
motion pictures. Student.
HONOUR BRIGHT. &quot;Can you tell me the
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origin of the phrase Honour Bright ? I

am told this has something to do with a

military uniform.&quot; T.T. Honour Bright
really means you pledge your word for it.

It is a phrase used when a man wishes to

be perfectly sure he is not going to be
deceived. In one of Charles Dickens books
we have the following: &quot;Was it written in

joke, pray?&quot; &quot;No,
that s the best of it,&quot;

returned the actor; &quot;right down earnest
honour bright.&quot;

BRINE FOB PORK. To each gallon of water
allow 2 Ibs. salt, 2 Ibs. brown sugar, ^ Ib.

saltpetre. Boil very slowly and remove

every particle of scum as it rises. This is

as good a pickle as can be made. More
saltpetre can be used if liked, but too much
takes the flavour from the meat. Arthur
L.

NTJNKT. &quot;I heard one of our politicians
use the phrase Nunky pays . Can you tell

me just what he meant?&quot; Hilda Q. It

means the Government pays for every
thing. Nunky here stands for uncle, short
for Uncle Sam, and is also associated with
the words &quot;to stand Sam.&quot; Herbert Spencer,
in his &quot;Social Statics,&quot; says: &quot;Walk

through a manufactory, and you see that
the stern alternatives, carefulness or ruin,
dictate the saving of every penny; visit

one of the national dockyards, and the
comments you make on any glaring waste
fulness are carelessly met by the slang
phrase &quot;Nunky pays.&quot;

PELORUS JACK. Pelorus Jack was a dol

phin of the rather rare species known as
Eisso s Dolphin. He was yellowish white,
almost an albino, and the only one of his

kind ever to visit the coast of New Zea
land. He used to swim about in and around
French Pass, a narrow channel at the nor
thern tip of South Island, and for 30 years
he personally escorted every ship that made
the trip through the channel. He would
swim out from the north end of the Pass,
where he had his base, meet each boat and
swim alongside her for an hour or more,
cavorting about in the water. He never
went right through the channel himself.
As the ship nosed her way into the nar
rowest part he would flip his tail against
her bows and then head for home. He was
as regular as clockwork in his appoint
ments; passengers used to be called at 5

a.m. and come up on deck to look at him.
Evan T.

SCOTLAND S CURSE. Why is the nine of
diamonds known as the Curse of Scotland?

The legend is that at the battle
of Culloden (near Inverness) in 1746
the Duke of Cumberland wrote an
order on a nine of diamonds card telling
his troops to have no mercy on the Scot
tish. Only 50 English soldiers were killed

compared with 1,000 of the Scots, more of
whom were killed in the pursuit. Mrs.
McR.

*--*

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have published a booklet which

will be appreciated by those interested in

knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions
and illustrations are given (or the follow

ing: The Duck; A Cudllesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pilchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

+
Samson had the right idea about adver

tising. He took two columns and brought
down the house.

A new

so very

exciting

Now a new Berlei &quot;Front-Lace&quot; designed for

four figure types in bewitching, easily-laun
dered batiste. Just as slenderising, just as

comfortable as the Berlei &quot;Front-Lace&quot; you ve

always known but infinitely more glamorous.

At all better stores ask for a personal fitting.
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THilOW OFF THE MASK!
PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS are UGLY FEATURES

Refined Folk Avoid Your Acquaintance
I tell readers of this Journal free how to remove blemishes in ten days
Stubborn cases that baffled physicians and beauty
specialists have been cured. You have never used or
heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions,
red spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions, vanish
almost like magic. No cream, lotion, enamel, salve

plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus,
nothing to swallow. It doesn t matter if your com
plexion is a &quot;fright,&quot; whether your face is full of muddy
pots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing pimples and
eruptions or if your skin is rough and &quot;porey,&quot; and
you ve tried almost everything under the sun to get
rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just
ten days, positively removes every blemish, and beau
tifies your skin in a marvellous way. You look years
younger. It gives the skin the bloom, tint and purity
of freshly blown rose. In ten days you can be the

ubject of wild admiration by your friends, no matter
what your age.

ALL METHODS NOW KNOWN ARE CAST ASIDE
Fhere is nothing to wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands, shoulders are
beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes
in your mirror in ten days. This treatment is absolutely harmless to the most delicate skin, and
very pleasant to use. No change in your mode of living necessary. A few minutes daily does it.

To every reader of this Journal I will give full details of this really astounding treatment. Let me
how you. You risk nothing. Send me 4d. in stamps, your name and address, and 1 will give
yon full details.

MISS GRACE DUNCAN (Suite H8), BOX 4138 G.P.O., SYDNEY
491 PITT STREET, SYDNEY

AND IT IS EASY
Sampson s New home study lessons MAKE IT EASY so easy that

you can start to-day and be playing the latest tunes in a few weeks.

Yes, if you have 2 hands, 2 eyes, and 2 ears, YOU CAN LEARN
not next week not next year but NOW.

Learn to Play the

PIANO
or the

Hill-billy Guitar
Banjo Mandolin
Steel Guitar
Piano Accordian
Button Accordian
Banjo Ukulele

Saxophone
Clarinet
Ukulele
Mouth Organ
Violin
Mandolin

People are enrolling for Sampson home-study
lessons in ever increasing numbers. Why ? Because

they have proved that they are easier to learn with

coming from Australia s foremost teachers that

they are more convenient and private when received at home that they are guaranteed
for quick results or money back, and that it costs just 2/6 weekly to learn this fascinating

way payable weekly or monthly.

Special NEW COURSE Now Available
It will teach YOU quickly AT HOME up to entertaining

and money-earning standard.

Designed for your rapid progress, this faultless
Course of Lessons will have you playing in a few
weeks. Everything is so simply explained and
et out that you simply can t go wrong.

First you read the simple lessons mailed to you.
Then you see how to play from clear pictures and
drawings. You commence playing right away
and sooner than you dared hope you re a success
ful player.

Earn Extra Money
When still only half way through the Course
you ll be surprising yourself and your friends
and when finished you ll be able to earn up to
& weekly in your spare time, playing for parties

and dances.

HERE S WHAT PUPILS SAY
Eric Bishop writes : I am more
than pleased with your course.
A few months after I started
as a beginner I was able to play
quite well. Now, after nine

months, I have played twice
on concert programmes.

Miss N. Wilkock writes : I

started as a beginner and am
very satisfied with your lessons

they are so easy to follow.

The originals of these and many other letters can
be examined at the School.

Write TODAY for full particulars without obligation to

THE SAMPSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DEPT. A, 481 KENT ST., BOX 4184X, G.P.O., SYDNEY.

Heart to Heart
c-Qo- oQ-o-

Unhappy Married Life:

&quot;I am married, with two daughters. Life
with my husband is very unhappy. He has

absolutely no respect for me, and has told
me every chance he gets he will abuse and
ill-treat me. I have already been in a
mental home once and if I do not get out
of this so-called home life I will finish up
there again. I have been thinking of tak

ing on a domestic job where I can have my
children with me. Do you think it a wise

step and would it be possible to earn

enough money to keep myself and chil

dren?&quot; &quot;Lola.&quot; There is no reason why
you should put up with such treatment,
living as you are with a threatening, bully
ing type of man. In the present labour

position you will have no difficulty, if you
are at all competent, in securing a domestic

position on a station which will permit of

your having the girls with you.

Doesn t Want to Marry?
&quot;I have just turned 18, and I have been

keeping company with the same boy for 18
months. I think the world of him and he
makes it quite plain that he feels the same
for me. He is 21. One night the subject
of marriage arose, and he told me quite

casually that he was never going to get
married, nor was he taking me very
seriously. When he told me that I felt as

though I had swallowed a fish bone or

something and it kept sticking in my neck.

Although I still think the same of the boy,
there seems to be something missing.&quot;

Gwen. When you meet one of those cold

fish fellows who are prepared to enjoy your
company but tell you they have no inten
tion of marrying, you can give them the

good-bye sign. There are a lot of these

lackadaisical, irresponsible men who
are quite content to bask amid my lady s

smiles but have no intention whatever of

getting married. They are a useless lot of

excresences who should have no place in

this work-a-day world.

Getting Bored:

&quot;My husband and I have just completed
our first 10 years of marriage. We have a

lovely home, and two children, everything
we could wish for. But we seem to be get
ting bored with it all. Is there any way
we can renew our interest in each other?&quot;

All marriages are inclined to go stale

at times if they aren t recharged, occasion

ally, with change and romance. Find a

good relation or friend who will look after

your children, and, when your husband s

holiday comes round, close the front door
on all your domestic responsibilities, and

get away together, just as you did on your
honeymoon. When you get back you will

see things with a new and thankful eye.

The Mother Handicap:
&quot;I am 18 years of age, and have been

keeping company with a young man for
two years. However, my mother will not
let me go out with him. She says she is

very fond of him, and we can be married
when I am old enough. I have looked after

her and my brothers well ever since I left

school at 14. I think it is only fair I

should be allowed to go out at least once a
week.&quot; Lonely. Sometimes parents can
be a little too old-fashioned. As you have
been doing domestic duties since you left

school you should be more mature than the

girl who has not been used to domestic werk.
As your mother has promised you may
marry when you are old enough, it is rather

contradictory to prohibit you going out
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with the lad. I feel sure if you put it this

way to your mother she will relent.

Love Letters:

&quot;I have all my former husband s love let

ters. We were only married three years
when he died. Now I am about to marry
another man; but I don t like the idea of

destroying these letters, they are so beau
tiful and even now they mean so much to

me. Don t you think I could still keep
them locked away somewhere?&quot; Flora-

Destroy them as soon as possible. If you
marry another mar you cannot still have
the dead man in your life. You may have
a deal of sentiment in your make up, so

just forget it; or if it is so very important
a-nd vital to you, forget No. 2, and live in

the dead ashes of your first love. That s the

sloppy sentimental idea that seems so won
derful to immature dreamy females. If you
want to stay in this world and take your
part in it, burn the letters and marry the

other man.

Dancing:

&quot;My boy friend and I go to a dance twice
a week. We are both good dancers, but
after the first couple of dances he gener
ally dances with other partners. I didn t

like this, and suggested he should dance
more often with me; but he said if we
both danced continually together we would
become stodgy, as we would be unused to

dancing with other folks, and our style
would become cramped. Is he right?&quot; Elsie

M. There is something to be said for

what he contends, but after all it is not
an important question. If you only dance
with each other you will find yourself awk
ward when you dance with other partners.
In any case before he dances with an
other lady he must find a partner for

you. The difficulty would be overcome by
his dancing every second or third dance
with you.

Humdrum?
&quot;What can you do to take the humdrum

cut of married life? I am happily married
to a professional man who is also a good
provider, but at night when he comes home
he either buries himself in the newspaper
or a library book. For an educated man I

am surprised he delights in detective
stories. Meanwhile I would like to go to
the pictures now and then, but he says
he cannot stand the films.&quot; Mrs. G.L.
A little compromise will help things along.
If he likes reading why disturb him when
he is happy and contented? Its a relaxation
from the worries of his business day. On
the other hand you have to be considered,
and if you both agreed to one night a week
at the picture show that would be a break.
Also you could very likely manage to

squeeze an extra night or so with a lady
friend, and arrange to have some folks
visit you one night a week as well. I am
sure this would be mutually agreeable and
hubby would not realise he was being tact

fully managed.

AUSTRALIAN HOME JOURNAL
BABY BOOK No. 5

All that is latest and best in Knitting and
Crochet for Baby, clearly illustrated with
instructions set out in the simplest way possible.

It consists of: Pram Suit for the Baby Girl;

Knitted Shell Set; Pram Cover; Roseleaf Lay
ette; Mauryeen Crochet Set; Coat and Bonnet,
Bubble Stitch; The Berry and Leaf Set; Alice

Baby Set: Pamela Outfit; The Graham Suit;

Baby s Shawl; Jessica Coat and Bonnet; Billie-

Boy, Outdoor Suit Price 1/3 (by Postal Note)
to Australian Home Journal, 407-409 Kent
Street Sydney. N.S.W. [Knitting Books 1, 2.

3. 4 sold out.]

The Doctor Answers
Patient

Doctor:

Patient

Doctor:

ABOUT BACKACHE:
: &quot;Why do so many people suffer with Backache,
Doctor?&quot;

&quot;Because your back muscles are working constantly
holding up your body, any extra strain is quickly felt;
again, uric acid and other poisons often collect in
these muscles if your kidneys and bowels are not
functioning well and correctly.&quot;

: &quot;But. why. Doctor, do these poisons in the blood
so often affect the muscles of the back?&quot;

&quot;For the reason I gave just now you feel the effect
of these blood poisons in the weakest or most over
worked parts of your body first. If you feel the
effects in your back muscles, you can be sure they
are everywhere in your muscles and joints, and the
sensible thing to do is to get rid of these poisons as
quickly as you can.&quot;

If you suffer from Backache, rheumatic pains, sciatica, lumbago, kidney and
bladder weaknesses, neuritis, gout, or similar aches and pains, you will be

delighted with the relief and renewed energy Menthoids
pill give you. Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids contain Thionine

the great blood medicine which does so much to drive
out these crippling poisons from your blood, strengthen
your kidneys and tone up your whole system.

Get a month s treatment flask of Dr. Mackenzie s

Menthoids for 6/6 with Diet Chart, or a 12-day
flask for 3/6, from your nearest chemist or store,
or a postal note to British Medical Laboratories,
Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney, will bring you
Menthoids by return mail.

MENTHOIDS&amp;gt; BACKACHE
HER RHEUMATISM GOES AS SHE LOSES UGLY FAT

Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-0-Form
&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick. &quot;I have been crippled with rheumatism,
until some friends recommended me to take Youth-O-Form to reduce my wejght.
I DID REDUCE and, more marvellous still, niy rheumatism completely disappeared.
That was four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and this year I

got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions were useless. I told my doctor,

who is leading physician at one of the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Form was
the only thing that ever did me any good, and he advised me to try it again and
that the Youth-O-Form prescription was
well known. Once again I am quite well

and fit.&quot;

If you are overweight and
suffer from Rheumatism,
Indigestion, Constipation,
or constant headaches,
Youth-O-Form will help

you, too.

Mrs. Darley, pictured below, is only
one of countless Australian women
who have regained health and appear

ance through Youth-O-Form.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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The thrifty way to

clean windows cleaner!

Ten windows, cleaned inside and out, for a penny!

What a record! And what a cleaner! Bon Ami Cake

it costs little, lasts long and it s so quick and

easy to use!

No streaks. No oily, dust-catching film. No

hard rubbing. And this handy Cake actually

polishes as ft cleans leaves a lasting shine on

windows, mirrors, all glass surfaces. Why not try

it yourself? Buy thrifty Bon Ami Cake today!

Bon Ami Cake

scratched yeH

j*^^^

WHITEBAIT! Tiny Inch-long fish,
found only in the sparkling streams
of New Zealand. For a distinctive,
delicious treat you cannot find their

qua). Their delicate flavour is

unique and retained in St. George
by quick canning which seals the full

freshness and delicate taste in every
tin. Serve Whitebait for every
occasion where an unusual dish Is

required. ,

AT ALL LEADING
AUSTRALIAN STORES

ST. GEORGE
WHITEBAIT
GEORGE CO. LTD. New Z,a1and

&quot;They are truly blessed&quot;

&quot;They act

like a

SS38K *&quot;

A mixture of
finely ground
curative herbt,
blended in th

tradition of th

monks of old. No
preparation
needed.

A FATHER vfPIERRES^^ A

Monastery Herbs
Nature s own treatment for CONSTIPA
TION, INDIGESTION, ACIDITY, RHEU
MATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT, LIVER and
KIDNEY COMPLAINTS. SKIN DISEASES.

Monastery Herbs quickly cleanse the

system and blood of their disease-causing

poisons. Painful and distressing symptoms
are banished by taking a quarter tea-

spoonful of Monastery Herbs with meals

two or three times a d-ay. They may be
taken dry on the tongue and washed
down by a drink, if preferred. Taken

regularly. Monastery Herbs will rouse the

fiver, purify the stomach and intestines

and cleanse the blood. Relief comes

quickly. Constipation, Indigestion, Rheu
matism vanish rapidly.

Nature will restore your health.

Monastery Herbs contain no drugs,
minerals or chemicals. They are Nature s

own remedy, skilfully prepared to restore

your health, good spirits and energy.

Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HRBALISTS
LTD.. 52 Peru St.. Salford, 3 Lanes.. England.

-------SEND THIS COUPON NOW/
Send 1/6 Postal Note for I oz. package
of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of this

natural aid to good health. Send to-day.

8 oz. size also available at IO/-, post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION AGENCIES
PTY. LTD.. Box 2W9. G.P.O.. Sydney. N.S.W.

NAME

ADDRESS

REMOVES HAIR
in 3 minutes

Smooth on this dainty cream called VEH i . In

3 minutes wash off. All ugly unwanted hair is

gone as if by magic, leaving underarms and legs

satin-smooth. No stubble; no risk of cuts as

with the razor. Successful results guarantee.

with VBET or money refunded. At all chemisu

and stores, a/9 per **
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SPORTS JUMPER
ogj.0- -o-o-gjo-o- ogjo-

Materials: 6 ozs. 3-ply wool in white and a small amount of

red for embroidery. One pair of No. 10 and one set of No. 12

needles. One hook and eye. One suitable transfer.

Measurements: Length, 20 inches. Bust, 34-36 inches. Sleeve

seam, 4 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.st., stocking stitch; inc.,

increase; beg., beginning; m., make; st., stitch; dec., decrease.

Tension: 15 sts. and 19 rows equal 2 inches.

To Make Front.

With No. 12 needles cast on 101 sts. and k. in rib of p. 1, then
k. 1, p. 1 for 30 rows.

Change to No. 10 needles and work in st.st., inc. 1 st. at both
ends of 7th and every following 8th row until 119 sts. on needle.

Continue without increasing until 90 rows completed.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 2 sts. at beg. of next 2 rows, then
dec. 1 st. at beg. of every row until 99 sts. remain.

Continue without shaping for 36 rows.

Shape Neck: K. 41, turn. Cast off 3 at beg. of next row at
neck edge, p. to end.
Next row K.
Neck Edge Cast off 2 sts., p. to end.
Next row K.
Neck Edge Cast off 1 st., p. to end.
Next row K.
Continue dec. 1 st. at neck edge on next 3 rows (32 sts.).
Cast off.

Leaving 17 sts. at centre front on needle, work other side on
the 41 sts. to match.

To Make Back.
Work exactly as front, but complete 50 rows on the 99 sts.

instead of 36. Cast off.

To Make Sleeve.

With No. 10 needles cast on 95 sts.

1st row K.
2nd row P.

Rep. these 2 rows once.
6th row P. 1, m. 1, p. 2 tog., to ending p. 2.

6th row P. 38, (p. 1, k. 1) 9 times, p. 1, p. 38.

7th row K. 38, (k. 1, p. 1) 9 times, k. 1, k. 38.

Rep. the 6th and 7th rows, increasing both ends of 5th and
then every 4th row until 115 sts. on needle.

Cast off 2 sts. at beg. of next 2 rows. Continue dec. 1 st. beg.
and end of each row until 19 sts. left. Continue on these 19 sts.

for 42 rows.
Cast off.

To Make Up.
Join sides and sleeves. Set in sleeves, leaving 35 sts. at

centre for back of neck. Hem lower edges of sleeves, folding
ever on the purl openwork row.
Work neck ribbing as follows:
With No. 12 needles and commencing centre back of neck,

pick up 17 sts. to rib shoulder, 19 rib from sleeve, 12 sts. from

side of neck, 17 sts. in centre, 12 sts. side neck, 19 sts. from
sleeves and 18 sts. from back (114 sts.).

Work 9 rows k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Cast off loosely in rib.

Press well under a damp cloth and hot iron.

Place transfer into position and be sure it is quite straight.
Work to suit accessories.

Sew on hook and eye to back of neck.

Infantile Paralysis
Infantile Paralysis is a thing we know

little about. But from research undertaken
during the last few years interesting and
important facts have emerged. No organ
ism has actually been identified, but the
cause of anterior poliomyelitis is known
to be a virus. So small as to be invisible
without special microscopes, it has the
added disadvantage of being immune to all

known chemical drugs. But science is at
least on the track of the virus. Is it known
what makes the disease worse in any
particular case? Why is it rare to have
more than one case in a house ? And is

it true that the disease is more prevalent
where the average mortality is low? So
far as severity of paralysis is concerned it

has been shown that severe physical or
mental strain beforehand increases the

liability.
Polio cases observed in the 1948 epi

demic proved this fact. Out of six that were
fatal, five had taken strenuous exercise

during the previous 24 hours, while in
nine individuals with no paralysis after

three months, six had been in bed the day
before the attack. Mental effort appears
to be as bad as physical exhaustion. People
living in the same house probably have
small doses and become immune, because
during an epidemic the healthy &quot;carrier&quot;

rate may rise to 30 per cent.

And there is no correlation between
overcrowding or a low average death-rate
and poliomyelitis. Finally, it is interest

ing to note that the virus is present in the
throat for six days prior to the attack.
Thus there could be scientific foundation
for the allegation that the disease is more
prevalent in America because more iced
water is drunk there. Anything cold lowers
resistance. So iced drink going down the
throat could give the virus a better chance
of overcoming tissue resistance.

Notice outside an Irish police station,
offering a reward for information leading
to the capture of a dangerous convict:

&quot;Age not known but looks older than he
is.&quot;

Food For Britain.

The food position in the Old Country is

somewhat puzzling. In England the public
is allowed to purchase 1/6 worth of meat
per person per week; but West Germany
has now so much meat that her farmers
demand a ban on the importation of all

meats. Shops are overflowing with food

supplies. Why should the folks in England
be on short commons when the West
German people a few hundred miles away
have full and plenty? There is something
seriously wrong somewhere, evidently in

distributing arrangements. The position
is indeed fantastic all due to an unbusi
nesslike way of handling foods for the
Nations. One would expect some common
sense, gumption and foresight in the hand
ling of world food problems. Letters re

ceived in Australia from Great Britain still

tell stories of privations and shortages, and
the &quot;Food for Britain&quot; representatives
here say that foodstuffs are still urgently
wanted. Evidently there is room for a gen
eral clean up, and the appointment of a
Food Director in Britain.
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CHOOSE YOUR LOVE
By KATHLEEN EESKINE.

The story of any girl who ever tried to forget an old enchantment . . .

Frances hummed a little tune as she hur

ried through the rain with her umbrella
held low like a gay yellow shield to cover

her smooth hair-do, and her smart grey
suit.

Thank goodness the Tube station was so

near the flat. Jen would be bathing small

Katharine now. There would be five min
utes to cuddle and chuckle with the baby,
and twenty to get into that glamorous new
frock of geranium red.

Then an evening of dancing with Martin.
Frances spun around the last corner and

tilted the yellow umbrella
to look for the steps that

led up to the big Georgian
door. As the umbrella

tipped up she saw a man
at the door. A tall man,
with his back towards
her, waiting.

She stopped dead, and
the rain whip
ped inte her

eyes. She knew
him; of course
she knew him.
It was impos
sible but
there was no

mistaking the
set of those
shoulders.

Eodney had come back again over the

gap of eight months and three thousand
miles.

Her heart galloped in her throat. Sheer

panic seized her. She whirled about, and
slid back around the corner and was run
ning towards the station before she quite
knew what she was doing.

Why are you running away? .she asked
herself breathlessly. You must be crazy!
You told Mm you didn t love him any more.
Yeu re in love with Martin; it s all fixed!

Go back and say &quot;hallo&quot; to him.
But she couldn t turn again. That per

fectly unreasoning panic drove her into
the station like a leaf before a wind. She
put down the yellow umbrella and stood
irresolute in a corner, out of the way of
the hurrying crowds.

If she could go straight on to meet Mar
tin without first going home. . . . But that
was unthinkable; she could not present
herself to Martin in an office suit, however
smart, when he expected to take her danc

ing. And she could not, would not, dis

appoint Martin.
He was a newspaperman, and worked

long, irregular hours, and when he went

gay it was with the extravagant abandon
of throwing his cap over the windmill. He
had young, quizzical eyes that challenged
her. She had answered his challenge as a

way of forgetting Roddie, and now she

had forgotten Eoddie, and all she wanted
was to get to Martin quickly. . . .

There was only one thing to do. She
found an empty phone box. When she

heard Jen s voice, she spoke in a sort of

husky whisper, as if her very voice might
carry through the flat to Rodney.

&quot;Oh, Jen, darling, are you are you
alone?&quot;

&quot;But Fran, where are you? Aren t you
coming home? Listen. I ve got an enorm
ous surprise for you,&quot; Jen said brightly.
&quot;Who d you think came?&quot;

projected the image of Martin before her,
slender, wiry, nervous with energy, flip

pant, obstinate, gay, grim, annoying, en

dearing. &quot;Look tell Roddie to ring me
some time.&quot;

Jen protested. &quot;I think it s wicked of

you. Poor Roddie, what a beastly way to

treat him.&quot;

&quot;Don t be so funny, Jen! Roddie s the
American G.I. you said I d be mad to

marry remember? Well, I m not marry
ing him. I just want to dress for Martin.&quot;

&quot;Darling, how fussed you are,&quot; cooed her
sister gently. Jen was little and sweet and

tender-hearted, and she had always taken
far too much interest in Frances affairs.

&quot;Of course I said Americans were far too
unsettled to marry, but all the same, he s

come back, darling, and it isn t exactly
simple to get across the Atlantic. I shall

tell him to ring you in the morning. It s

terribly sweet the way he s playing with
Katharine.&quot;

Frances no longer spoke softly. She
almost screamed down the mouthpiece. &quot;I

don t care what he s doing with Katharine!
I want you to get him away so I can dress!

If I can t wear that new frock, I ll die.&quot;

Frances was aware, in

a small corner of her

mind beneath the flurry
of anger, that she
was being ridicu

lous. Her sister

hastened to pla
cate her, and pro
mised that Rodney

Slowly Frances opened
the case. It was an un
believably extravagant

gift.

&quot;Oh,
but I do know! I saw

him, and I simply couldn t

come home, you know I can t

meet him again! Jen, darling,
for Heaven s sake get rid of

him for me.&quot;

&quot;Really, Frances, what s the matter with

you?&quot; Jen s practical voice cut across the

frantic rush of her sister s. &quot;Roddie s come
over from the States to see you! He says
it s business that brought him, but it s

quite obvious that he wangled it. After

all, you were engaged, and you can t have
the heart not to see him now.&quot;

&quot;I can t I can t! Please, Jen, be a

dear,&quot; wailed Frances, &quot;and get him away.
I ve got to dress for Martin.&quot; Her mind

should be gone and
the coast clear in
five minutes.
* *

Frances stepped
out of the phone-

box, shivering a little from tired
ness and frustration, and stood
inside the entrance of the station
where she could look along the&quot;

street that led from the flat. She
was slight, smartly dressed, and

looked less than her twenty-three years.
Her legs were slim and as long as a school

girl s. Her forehead and chin were child

ishly rounded and smooth. Because her

eyes were wide and dark now, and startled,
she looked very young and frightened.

She would have to watch for Roddie

walking along that street, and hide while
he passed.

&quot;Dear Roddie,&quot; she had written, &quot;we

both know that we re not in love with each
other any more. I think your letters have
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been trying to tell me that for a long time.

Maybe you have met an American girl you
like better than me. I m glad, Roddie,
because I want you to be happy. You see,

I m in love with someone, too.&quot;

So why run away from him now? When
she had thought her heart would break,
she had still had the sense to say, &quot;I won t

be a G.I. bride. But I ll wait for you.
When you re home with your own people
and out of the Army, and if you still want
me, then . . .&quot;

And, of course, he hadn t wanted her.

Eodney P. Chester, young college lecturer,
was a very different person from Sergeant
Roddie Chester, the lonely G.I. who hail

kissed an English girl a few times, and
whose letters, as the weeks went by, had

grown more stilted, more brief, until she
had been afraid to answer them.
And now there he was, coming to the

Tube station, walking casually, as he

always had done.
She pressed herself against the wall.

A pulse was beating hard in her throat.

Memories, bitter-sweet, flooded in on her.

She thought of the touch of his cheek

against hers, the smooth American khaki
of his jacket that she d laughed at because
it was

&quot;blousy,&quot; the large warm grip of

his hands, his unpurposeful, long-legged
stroll, his drawling, serious voice.

Then she heard, for the first time in

eight months, that deep, undeliberate
drawl: &quot;Say, porter, how do I get from
here to Baker Street?&quot;

The porter mumbled something, Eoddie
said &quot;Thanks,&quot; and went to the ticket win
dow. The handkerchief dropped from her
face and Frances looked at his un-British,
tweed-clad shoulders, square, loosely held,

his bare head, damp from the rain, and the
hair a bit tousled because he still as he
used to do ran his fingers through it.

Her own fingers clenched on her hand
kerchief, involuntarily, because they knew,
as he walked, like a stranger, like a ghost,
out of her path, the very feel of his crisp,
short hair.

In ten seconds he was out of sight.
Frances turned and ran through the rain
as if she had witches after her.

* *

Splashing and squeals of laughter came
from the bathroom. Jen called, &quot;Come in

here, Fran. Katharine wants
you.&quot;

Frances took a deep breath. Her mind
was concentrated on one thing getting to

Martin. Nobody was going to stop her from
doing that. She opened the bathroom door.
Two minutes to kiss and tickle a wet baby;
one hasty sentence to put off her sister s

cascade of questions.
She had changed and left before her

sister had finished bathing the baby. When
she met Martin in a new little restaurant
in a small street off the West End, she
lifted her small, rounded chin. She was in
love with Martin. No ghosts out of the

past should spoil their evening.
She knew that she looked good hair

burnished like pale fairy gold, dress a

flaring swirl of scarlet, lipstick a bright
slash across her pretty mouth.

&quot;Woman, you look wonderful,&quot; he grin
ned. &quot;You look like a challenge. Come on,
let s dance.&quot;

She tipped back her head and laughed
up at him. To be with him was to be in
the current of the river.

It was different with Roddie.
In a fright, she jerked and missed a step.

She must be crazy to think of that Ameri
can. Martin s arm tightened slightly.

&quot;You re jumpy.&quot;

&quot;Goodness, no! I must be out of prac
tice. Trouble is, I always sit around and
wait for

you.&quot;

Two months ago she had said she would

marry him, but Martin was waiting for a

ribe in salary. He was irritable and obstin
ate on this point.
Now he said lightly: &quot;Newspapermen

keep miserable hours for a girl, but I

wouldn t trust you around here out of my
sight.&quot;

&quot;I wonder,&quot; she said softly, &quot;if you d

really care?&quot;

It was terribly important to know that.
How deeply, and for how long, did any
man care?

&quot;Listen&quot; he showed white teeth in a

grin &quot;don t tempt the tiger.&quot;

&quot;I don t mind,&quot; she said in a high, bright
voice when they were sitting down,
&quot;whether I m rich or poor. Lots of other

things are far more important.&quot;

&quot;You are more important. And yon r&amp;lt;

-

a lovely thing. What s the matter, angel?&quot;

&quot;Oh, nothing! You make love very
nicely, Martin.&quot;

&quot;Nicely,&quot; he exploded. &quot;Well, for Pete s

sake!&quot;

&quot;You and I don t seem to mean the saim-

thing by love, Martin. To you it seems to

mean fun and excitement and kissing and
dancing and making love. To me it means
doing things together working, looking
after each other, sharing, being poor
maybe. Not just laughing, but maybe cry
ing together.&quot;

Why had she said crying? She didn t

want to cry. But everything turned to

laughter and jest with Martin.
&quot;You want us to be stuffy and suburban.

If you haven t money you re tied hand and
foot. All right, say I m thinking only in

terms of cash value. I m being realistic.&quot;

&quot;You re wrong, you know, Martin,&quot; she
said slowly. He looked like a sulky and
obstinate boy. &quot;Besides, J

TOU don t reallv
think like that.&quot;

&quot;Darling, don t be so serious. Your eyes
are very big and round, your mouth is

very prim.&quot; He laughed a little. &quot;If you
go on like this, I shall certainly have to

kiss
you.&quot;

Frances yielded. They laughed and
teased each other. He loved to talk and
he talked well. She was entertained, and
he was happy.

* *

Then over at the bar, suddenly, start

lingly, as if out of a dream, there was
Eoddie.
Frances caught her breath.

&quot;Martin,&quot; she said wildly, and cut across
what he was saying as if she hadn t even
heard his voice, &quot;there s someone over at

the bar who I mean, there s someone I

know. He s coming over to speak to us.&quot;

&quot;Okay, darling,&quot; Martin grinned. &quot;I

don t mind men speaking to you occasion

ally, so long as &quot;

He stopped. She felt herself flushing
from chin to brow.

&quot;Who is it?&quot; he demanded.
&quot;The American, the one I told you about.

Goodness knows why he s over here. I

hadn t the faintest idea.&quot;

Martin s eyes raked hers. &quot;So that s

what s been the matter all evening!&quot;

&quot;Oh, Martin, don t be so silly! I told

you he meant nothing to me.&quot;

&quot;I suppose vou ve already talked to
him?&quot;

&quot;I have not!&quot; Francos regained her
poise through indignation. Martin was
leaping to intolerable conclusions. In

thirty seconds he had become a jealous
man.

&quot;What s he here for? These flash

Americans think they own the world.&quot;

&quot;There isn t any Englishman I know.&quot;

said Frances clearly, &quot;who is less conceited
than Eod Chester. I think you ought to

meet him,&quot; she said casually. &quot;Besides, 1

should like to speak to him, too. I wonder
if he s seen us? No, I don t think Oh,

yes, he has!&quot;

She lifted her hand in a charming,
friendly gesture. Martin said: &quot;Confound

it, Fran!&quot; She kept the set smile on her
face and turned towards Roddie.
What was she doing? Jen, that treacher

ous sentimentalist, had told Roddie she

was here, and now, out of pique, anger and

recklessness, she was jeopardising the

whole of her future life with Martin. . . -

&quot;Hallo, there, Frances!&quot;

&quot;Hallo, Roddie! Do sit down. Jen told

me you were over here. How nice to see

you again. This is Martin Wallace. Martin

Eodney Chester.&quot;

Martin said curtly, &quot;How d you do?&quot;

&quot;I fixed it that I had a bit of business

over here so that got me a passage.&quot; Rod s

eyes screwed up with that familiar, for

gotten twinkle that took a person into his

confidence. &quot;Gee, it s grand to see you
again. You re looking swell.&quot;

&quot;Thank you, Roddie,&quot; she said sweetly.

She turned to Martin. His brow was
black and his mouth grim.

&quot;Martin, do order Roddie a drink. Now,
Eoddie, tell me all about yourself. You re

looking very well, too. Are you back in

vour old job?&quot;

&quot;Sure!&quot; drawled Roddie, unprovoked.
&quot;I m back in my old college. It s pood to

bt- out of the Army, I guess. What about

you. Frankie?&quot;

It was his old name for her. So it had

slipped past him? Or was that deliberate?

&quot;I? Oh, I m well and strong and work

ing quite hard,&quot; she laughed. &quot;And. of

Bourse. Martin and I are going to be mar
ried. Some time. And you are you mar
ried?&quot;

She sat back in her chair, and knew that

her colour was warm in her cheeks. Her

lashes dropped a little over her eyes. With

a few well-chosen words she had made a

whip for both men. She waited.

It was Roddie who spoke first. &quot;No,&quot;
he

said, short and hard. &quot;I reckon you knew
I wouldn t be married. But it doesn t mat
ter about me. I ve sure got to congratulate

yon. Wallace, you re a lucky chap. When
do you two plan to have a wedding?&quot;

&quot;Right away,&quot; said Martin. He reached

over and took Frances hand. &quot;A couple
of weeks. That s what I want. We ve just

been settling things.&quot;

Frances heart dipped and swung up

again. &quot;Some time,&quot; she had said, and had

meant to be cruel. And Martin was afraid

of Roddie.

She withdrew her hand gently. &quot;But

our affairs aren t awfully exciting for

Roddie. Tell us about America. Roddie?&quot;

&quot;My mother sent you her love,&quot; he said

slowly. &quot;I told her all about you, and I

guess she got to like you quite a lot.&quot;

Frances felt the colour leaving her face.

She had meant to hurt, and she had hurt.

Tier pride had had to be salved. But it

had made her no happier. &quot;She that s

sweet of her.&quot;

Martin struck in briskly. &quot;Well, we re

j*lad to have heard from you, Chester. Nice
to know you re doing well, and all that.

We ll send you a piece of wedding-cake!&quot;
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No hint could have been plainer. But

Eod did not move.
&quot;I hope you ll be very happy, Frances.

I probably shall never be in this country

again so I m glad I ve gotten to see you
this once. It may sound a bit of hooey to

you, but I ll always be grateful for having
met you.&quot;

&quot;You flatter me, Eod.&quot;

He frowned. &quot;No. I don t.&quot; He stood

up.
&quot;I d like to give you a wedding present.

I wish you d accept this. It ud give me a

lot of pleasure for you to have it.&quot;

With a shy abruptness he

pulled out of his pocket a flat

leather case and thrust it on

the table before her.

Slowly Frances opened it. In

a blaze of diamonds she saw
an exquisite set of necklace

and ear-rings. It looked an un

believably extravagant gift.

&quot;O-oh!&quot; she breathed, but

did not touch them.

&quot;Eod, what lovely

things, but of course, I

can t possibly
&quot;

&quot;The devil you
can t!&quot; Martin
picked up the case,

snapped it shut,
and flung it in

front of Eod.
&quot;You Ameri

cans I&quot; His laugh
was brief and
vicious. &quot;You al

ways thought you
could buy any
thing on God s

&quot;Tell him to
go,&quot;

Martin shouted.

&quot;I m the one that s going. I ll go alone

don t come with me!&quot; said Frances.

Martin got to his feet, glaring at Eod.
&quot;Blast you!&quot;

he said savagely.

Eod, frowning, looked rapidly from one

to the other. Then deliberately he picked

up the jewel-case. &quot;Don t be a mug, Wal
lace. Here, give this to me. Don t let her

go without you. Good-bye, Frances. And

good luck.&quot;

Without waste of time, and
without embarrassment, he turned

and went off.

earth. But
Frances doesn t

happen to have
a price. Now,
get out, will

you I&quot;

Frances hand
went up to her
mouth. &quot;Mar

tin! How can you,
How dare you

&quot;

The American s face went
grey in the effort for self-

Jf J?
control. &quot;It hadn t occurred
to me that that was the

way it would look to an

Englishman. If you care

to, you can throw them in

your dustbin, Frances.&quot;

Frances was between tears and hysteri
cal laughter. Eod was hardly more wealthy
than Martin, but he had spent thousands
of dollars on these jewels for her.

&quot;Thank you, Eoddie. It s a wonderful

present,&quot; she said.

Through his teeth Martin said: &quot;You re

not to touch them, Frances. No doubt
Chester s accustomed to throwing diamonds
about for his girls to catch, but I certainly
won t have my wife wearing them.&quot;

&quot;Martin, you re being insufferable,&quot;

Frances said breathlessly. &quot;You re insult

ing not only Eod but me.&quot;

darling. The chap bought it for you, and
I m six kinds of idiot.&quot;

Frances leaned her head against the
corner of the taxi and closed her eyes.
Martin said no more, only kept her fingers
in his warm hand.
The taxi stopped.
Frances, opening her eyes, said hurriedly:

&quot;Oh, please, Martin, I m too tired to go
anywhere else to-night.&quot;

&quot;Give me half an hour, darling.&quot;

This was a Martin

curiously simple, un-

.:,,.:
., autocratic. She fol

lowed him. Through
i

:

swing doors they
passed into a spacious
lounge. Martin found
a corner settee and

settled her com-
, fortably.

| &quot;I ll be back
? in a minute,&quot; he

said, and left

her.

The place was

quiet. A blessed

relief after the

gay clatter and
continuous music

of the restaurant.

Frances mechani

cally took out

her powder-case.
In the tiny mir

ror her face
looked peaked
and pale. She

&quot;I m taking no more chances,&quot; said
Rod, and swept her into his arms.

Frances sat
motionless, look-

fing
down at her

hands. Presently she

:.;^ became aware that
Martin was speaking.

&quot;Do you want to stay
and dance any more?&quot;

he asked.

&quot;No, Martin.&quot;

He beckoned the waiter, left a note on
the table, and with his hand firm on her
arm, took her across the floor.

Outside he helped her into a taxi and
gave the driver some direction she did not
hear and got in beside her.

&quot;Sorry I made a scene,&quot; he said quietly,
and held her fingers tightly. &quot;I promise I

won t do it again. Didn t know I was so

jealous, in fact.&quot;

&quot;It doesn t really matter, Martin.&quot;

&quot;It s spoiled your evening.&quot; After a min
ute: &quot;You ought to have had the necklace,

would soon have to

come to a reckoning
with Martin. What
a fool not to have
known, once and for

all, the man she

loved.
Martin had returned. &quot;Frances!&quot;

She looked up and over his shoulder.
Her lips parted and a small inarticulate

sound escaped her.

Martin grinned a bit and stepped aside,
and Eod stood in front of her.

&quot;Thought I d better dig him up again,

darling. I Avas never quite sure. I always
wondered a bit just how much of you I d

really got. Well, it s your innings, Chester.

Cheerio, darling! Things are going to be
as you want em.&quot;

Eod made a movement. &quot;Say, wait a

minute, Wallace, maybe you ve got this

wrong
&quot;

&quot;I got a lot of things wrong, but not

this.&quot;

Frances still had not found the right
words when he had gone. Sudden tears

stung the back of her eyes. Dear, dear
Martin.

&quot;Listen, honey,&quot; Eod said very gently,
a little hesitantly, &quot;I guess I ve made a

muck of all this. You don t have to listen
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to either one of us if you don t want to.&quot;

&quot;Did you come,&quot; Frances said in a high,
brittle voice, &quot;because your mother said I

was a nice girlT&quot;

&quot;Your letters,&quot; said Eod, &quot;had me wor
ried cold they were stiff and polite.&quot;

&quot;Minef&quot; cried Frances. All the long

agony of those waiting months tumbled

suddenly from her lips. &quot;Yours! You were
stiff and polite 1 A girl has to be told some

things. After one little month you you
never said you loved me.&quot;

&quot;Great snakes,&quot; said Eod softly. &quot;Listen

to me. This is the way she does it, I said

to myself. She s too soft-hearted to tell

you to your face that it s all over. She

plans to break it gently.&quot;

Frances glared hotly up into his eyes.
&quot;How can a girl write love-letters,&quot; she

choked, &quot;when she s trying not to be pos
sessive, and trying to think an American
G.I. didn t really mean a thing he said,

anyway!&quot;

Bod tipped back his head, and for the

first time since the old days, Frances heard
his deep-throated laugh.
She bit her lip, but it was no good. In

a minute she was caught into the magic
circle of warmth and certainty that had

always been about Eod.
&quot;I m taking no more chances,&quot; said Eod,

and swept her into his arms. &quot;Is there a

guy around here some place whom we could

get to marry us? Or must I go find an

Archbishopt&quot;
--

For the first time in years, Gary Grant
will switch from comedy to drama when
he returns to M-G-M for

&quot;Crisis,&quot; the story
of a travelling doctor.

Utilitarian Apron.
What a useful apron either of these

would be acceptable to any woman. Why
not make yourself one and maybe one for

a gift. Sketch A is the potholder apron,

sketch E. Stitch down centre forming 2

pockets. Make a pot holder or 2 and then
a pair of mitts, for pattern place hand
on paper and cut round top of fingers and
shape round thumb. Sketch B is the same
type of apron, used for needlework; the
difference is the pocket. Part stitched to

fit scissors and glasses, pocket edged with

lace, a ribbon with pin cushion hanging
from waist.

with 2 large pockets and pot holder and
protective mitts. So easy to make in bright
printed cotton. Just a straight piece of
material turned up to form pocket as

Remove Controls

Lord Nuffield has called on the British
Government to free industry from controls.

&quot;Eemove the dead hand of controls so

that all manufacturers will be given the

opportunity to work out their own com
mercial salvation in their own way, un
fettered and unhampered by red tape,
restrictions and regulations.

&quot;We have peddled dreams for too long.&quot;

In Australia this applies to both State
and Commonwealth too much control,
and too many jobs provided for those
small bureaucrats who dearly love to wield
their power over the ordinary citizens when
they are anxious to build, or extend their

business, there steps in an official of one
or more of the hundreds of Boards
who says &quot;you mustn t do it.&quot; The
ordinary citizen is still being pushed
around because of restrictions imposed by
socialist governments during the war.
The war has ended four years ago, and it

is HOW more than time that all restriction*

be removed.

&quot;If a. man look sharply and attentively,
he shall see Fortune; for though she i

blind, she is not invisible.&quot; Bacon.

mim
AUNT
MARYS
BAKING
POWDER
(IN THE NEW RED AND WHITE LABEL.)

Use Aunt Mary s Baking Powder according to instructions

in any recognised Recipe or Cookery Book.

Ask for AUNT MARY S Pure Food Products.
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fit ad warm this Winter in

Unshrinkable Superfine Quality

ALL WOOL UNDERWEAR
Manufactured from yarn spun by

Lincoln from Australia s finest fleeces.

PRODUCT OF LINCOLN MILLS (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED
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Materials Required: 9 oza. 3-ply wool in

bottle green, 1 oz. in white. One pair each of

No. 11, 12, and 1-1 needles. One pair of

shoulder pads. 6 large hooks and eyes. A
stitch holder.

Measurements: Length from shoulder to

lower edge 24 inches. Length of underarm
sleeve seam 18 inches. Bust 34 inches ord

inary fitting or 36 inches slim fitting (hav
ing a slender waistline).

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; m.,
make; tog., together; wl. frd., wool for

ward; rep., repeat; st. st., stocking stitch;

pat., pattern; beg., begining.
Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 inch,

measured over st. st. using No. 12 needles.
Back.

Using green wool and No.
12 needles, cast on 141 sts.

loosely. Work 4 rows in st. st.

Next Row k. 2,
*

111. 1

by putting wl. frd., k. 2 tog.,
*

rep. from *
to *, k. 1.

Next row p. to end.
Work 3 roAvs in st. st.

Hem: With wrong side fac

ing, turn over on 5th (pat.)
row, wrong side meeting, and
p. across the work, taking up
I loop of each st. of the cast-

on edge with each st. on the
needle. Now change to No. 11
needles and white wool and
work 12 Fair Isle rows as
chart on this page.
Return to green wool and

No. 12 needles and working
in st. st. dec. by k. 2 tog., at

beg. and end of next row and
every following 6th row until

work measures 8 inches from
beg. Change to No.14 needles
and work 24 rows. Change to
No. 12 needles and continuing
in st. st. inc. each end of the
9th and every following 8th

row, until 133 sts. on needle.
Continue on these without
further shaping until work
measures 15 inches from the
commencement.
Armhole Shaping: Cast off

4 sts. at the beg. of the next 2

rows, then k. 2 tog. at beg.
and end of every alternate
row until 113 sts. on needle.
Work without further de

creasing until work measures
24 inches from commence
ment.

Shoulder Shaping: Work
across 31 sts. Cast off 51 sts.

Work to end. Working on
these last sts. continue by
casting off 10 sts., work to

end. Work back, rep. the last

two rows, cast off remaining
II sts. Join in wool to re

maining side and work to
match.

Left Front.

Using green wool and No.
12 needles, cast on 89 sts.

Work in st. st. for 4 rows.
New row k. 2,

* m. 1 by
putting wl. frd., k. 2 tog.,

*

rep. from * to *
to last 7 sts.,

k. 7.

Next row p.
Work 3 rows st. st.

Now with wrong side fac-

-o-o-Qo-o-

ing, make a hem as for the back. Change
to No. 11 needles and work Fair Isle border
as chart.

Change to No. 12 needles and continue in

st. st. keeping side border as chart but

decreasing 1 st. at side seam every 6th
row. When work measures 4 inches com
mence the pocket slit:

Row 1 Right side facing, k. 2 tog., k.

31, turn.

Row 2 p.
Row 3 k. to last 2 sts., k. twice into

next st., k. 1.

Rep. the last 2 rows 15 times (remem
bering the decreasings every 6th row in
side seam). Slip tjiese sts. on to a stitch

holder. Continue on rpmrnnine sts.. kppp-
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The (?euce4f-atuf

A Bright and Healthy
Home in every tin

111

For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)

INSTANTLY REDUCE
Your Waist

and Hips

Res/dents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FIGURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or telephone MA5308

You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a FIGURE
CONTROL CORSET. Its gentle changing pressure will slim

your hips and waistline, and beautify your figure with every move
you make. Gives natural balanced support and soothing control.
Made of superfine fabrics, and is individually fashioned for every
client.

FIGURE CONTROL has these improvements : I. Cross-over pull-front
no busks or lacing. 2. Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simplified front
fastening, instantly adjustable for reduction 4 Spiral boning for freedom,
flexibility figure loveliness.

7 Days Trial
You can try the Figure Control Corset for 7 days AT MY RISK, to prove it

will give comforting support and uplift, and lovely, slim, youthful grace and
energy to your figure.

The FIGURE CONTROL COPSET can be supplied by post to country
and interstate residents. Write now for free illustrated Booklet
and Measurement Form. Mention this paper.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO.,

Sth Floor, P.A. Building,
243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY.

GENUINE FREE TRIAL
and proof that you need not suffer

Rheumatism
An English Re
search Chemist has
discovered that tTric

Acid lias nothing
to do with the pain,

swelling, and stiff

ness of Rheumat
ism.

Mr. Douglas Curzon s

revolutionary discovery
has opened the way to

one of the most remark
able offers ever publicly
made to Rheumatic suf
ferers.

Kheumatic toxins are flrst

produced in the deep veins
of. the legs, and are then
carried by the Mood to

every part of the body, re

sulting in (1) sluggish cir

culation ; (2) congestion ;

and (3) pain and swelling.

THE TRUE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
Is a toxic condition of the blood originat
ing in the deep veins of the leg. These
toxins cause the stiffening of the muscles
and the hardening of the joints by be
coming localised in certain parts of the
body and there producing exactly the
same sort of inflammatory thickening of
the tissues as results from a boil.

To remove the cause, whether Muscular Rheu
matism, Neuritis, Sciatica, Arthritis, or Syno-
vitis, it is necessary to (1) relieve the pain;
(2) eliminate the poisons from the blood; and
(3) build up the Nervous System. Mr. Douglas
Curzon s new development scientifically com
bines and provides these essentials, and by its

speedy, safe, and certain action not only defin

itely assists in banishing the pain, swelling, and
stiffness, but builds resistance against future
attacks.

FREE TREATMENT
Send the form at the foot of this announcement
and receive:

(1) A supply of Analgesic Tablets to give in
stant relief in every case of Muscular Nerve
or Arthritic Rheumatism. These tablets
are guaranteed to be absolutely harmless,
relieving Rheumatic Pains wherever situ
ated.

(2) A supply of Rheumatoxin Eliminant. This
scientific combination tones up the liver,

stomach, and digestive organs. By its

direct action on the blood it quickly and
safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

My Rheumatism has completely disappeared,
and I rejoice in great freedom of movement
and well-beings Mrs. M. R., Machin Parade,
Wingham. N.S.W.

Your treatment has done my husband a
wonderful lot of good. He can walk five

miles now, and before taking your treatment,
he couldn t walk one mile; so I can highly
recommend your treatment for Rheumatism.
E. H. B., Wilson. S.A.

APPLICATION FORM
The Controller,

Anglo-Australian Laboratories,
26 Hunter St. (Box 4242XX), Sydney.

Please send me the supply of Analgesic
Tablets and Rheumatoxin Eliminant
promised free of charge and obligation.

NAME .

ADDRESS
(Print in Block Letters and enclose 2 id.

tamp for return.) AHJ 4/50
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Suit, 7323 Is. 6d.

2f yds. 54 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7501 Is. 6d.

21 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Pin-Point Tweed Skirts.

Tiniest checks of the season line up in an array of pretty pastels,
for the expanded skirt group. They are really pin-point tweeds,

light in weight and airy in colour, combining palest pink with light
brown and white, for example.

Typical skirt styles shown for these and other autumn tweeds
and flannels the style with two slot seams down either side of the

front ;
the high-rise-waist skirt with belt

; shadow-checked

grays in these homespun-effect tweeds.

Pleated Skirts.

Pleated-skirt suits have been introduced successfully, too, in some
tissue-weight worsteds, patterned in a small plaid, for example.

Frock, 7528 Is. 6d.

yds. 54 ins. wide.
Contrast: \ yd. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7519 Is. 6d.

yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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Coat, 7514 Is. 6d.

yds. 54 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7502 Is. 6d.

21 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7313 Is. 6d.

3 1 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast :

| yd. 54 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

What is new?
&quot; What is new in children s fashions this winter ?&quot;

asks a correspondent. Well, colours will be brighter,

much brighter, with red of all shades, scarlet lake,

postal pillar, and tomato shades heading the list. This

colourful idea will also apply to knit goods, sweaters,

jumpers, cardigans, etc. Double-breasted coats will

be more popular than ever with accent on gay buttons.

Although I have said reds will predominate, there will

also be plenty of other gay colourings, blues, violets,

multitudinous tonal shades, and rich yellows and old

golds. Dresses and coats will fit more snugly, and the

loose box coats will not be so popular.

In Brief.

The silhouette for the

coming season is a moulded
line with a natural waist

and unpadded shoulders,
also soft fullness above
and below the belted

waist line. Sleeves make fashion news.

Raglan, Magyar and deep-set sleeve.

Large pockets, cuffs, belts and buttons

are the fashionable trimmings.
Narrow skirts will be worn by the

smartly dressed woman, but gathered and
flared skirts are still very fashionable.

Skirt lengths are now mid-calf, which is

between 13-15 inches from the ground.

Matron s Frock,
7523 Is. lOd.

2| yds. 54 ins. wide.
34 to 48 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. r Postage on each Pattern, ld. extra.}
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Fitted Coat.
The fitted coat with slot seaming and

gently shaped skirt is the outstanding silhou

ette for children from 3 to 16 years ofage at

one well-known establishment. This style

is made either with open lapels or buttons

up to the neck, and has machine-stitched or

velvet trimmed collars and hip pocket flaps.

An example of this silhouette is a coat in

grey flannel with open stitched lapels and

cuffs. The slot seaming is finished at
-

back waist with three grey

arrowheads and

one inverted

pleat.

Suit, 9067 Is. 3d.

10, 12, 14 years.
3 yds. 54 ins. wide.

1

Coat and Hood,
9047 Is. 3d.

10, 12, 14 years.
3 yds. 54 ins. wide

TW]

Teenage Coat,
1 9127 Is. 6d.

3 yds. 54 ins. wide.
32, 34, 36 ins. bust.

New Materials.
The fabrics that are on the list

of one important maker for early
winter coats are : Worsted
checks, navy twills, light tweeds,
fine flannels, especially pastels for

the three-six range, and coverts as

basic choice. Small checks the

pin size look new in pastel com
bined with grey to be used for

combination suits of plain grey
flannel and a companion topper.
Pink and grey, pale yellow and

grey, blue and grey are note

worthy.

Fabrics in coatings with a

novelty effect are slated for suc
cess. By novelties are meant new-

looLing textures and colourings.

s

Frock, 9117 Is. 6d.

16 to 18 years.
32 ins. bust.

2 1 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast :

i yd. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]
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FASHION AS A
CAREER
Learn Dresscutting Designing

and Dressmaking . . .

B* competent to cut and make perfect fitting
clothe* for every figure. Save money and know
the joy of wearing perfect fitting garments.

PERSONAL AND POSTAL
LESSONS BY EXPERTS

Our schools are known everywhere for our suc
cessful graduates, and our methods endorsed by
leading Fashion houses throughout the British
Empire. Be sure of the best tuition.

LESSONS ARE SIMPLE AND
INEXPENSIVE

j

MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH
i McCabe Academy

J
Kindly mail me, without obligation, your Free

|
Booklet about Dressmaking, for waich I enclose
2td. stamp.

j

Name . .

I Address.

I Are you interested in Postal Lessons?

McCABE ACADEMY of DRESSMAKING
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION.

Sydney: Canberra House, 295 Elizabeth St., Box 2&amp;lt;P4

Melbourne: Manchester Unity Bldgs.. Swanston and Collins Sts. Box 330CBrisbane: Penny s Buildings, Adelaide St. Entrance, Box I8I6W GPO
Perth: National House, William St., Box 482.
Adelaide: Shell House, North Terrace, Box 5I9E.
South Africa: Shakespeare House, Commission St., Johannesburg, P.O Box 5811

Especially in Winter
SKIN NEEDS

NIVEA
The all - purpose creme
for The core of the skin.

Smooth, velvety Nivea puts back
into the skin vital elements dried out by

cold, wind and water . . . keeps it soft,

lupple, youthful. The only creme containing
&quot;Eucerite. ^a substance closely resembling

the skin s natural oils, it nourishes, pro-
tects, beautifies. Get Nivea to-day

use ^ eyer day.

&quot;tlivea&quot; and &quot;Eucerite&quot; art regd. trade marlct.

In the familiar blue-and-whife tin, 2/4,
at all chemists and stores and in handy
tubes. 1/9.

Product of Herts Pharmaceuticals Limited (Inc. In England) N.8.1.

THE SMARTEST FROCK
WON T BEAUTIFY UGLY FAT

Even the most stylish clothes won t

disguise deforming fat. Thousands
have discovered that and gained
a perfect figure and new health by
taking BonKorets.

LOSE POUNDS QUICKLY
No diet drugs exercises
BonKorets act in two ways: firstly,

the further creation of ugly fat is

halted; then the deep-seated forma
tions in the underskin tissues are

dissolved. In a few weeks, pounds
and pounds of ugly fat vanish. Yet

you never go hungry or have to

exercise. BonKorets are absolutely
safe, contain no harmful drugs, no

thyroid or glandular extracts. Baing
tablets, they are easy to take any
where.

HEALTH IMPROVES YOU
FEEL AND LOOK BETTER
As ugly fat disappears, you not only
look smarter you feel stronger, healthier
than you have for years. You gain new
energy BUILD health while reducing
FAT because BonKorets sweep away
poisonous waste matter and end bad
breaih, discomfort after meals and
other stomach disorders. Get BonKorets
from your chemist to-day, 7/6. If you
prefer liquid to tablets ask for Bon-
Kora.

BONKORETS
REDUCING TABLETS
Distributors: Carol Chemical Co.

Box 372S, G.P.O., Sydney.

BK6-49

For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases

| send 2?d. stamp for Examination I

| Chart to I
5 DERMOPATHIC INSTITUTE \
K National Bank Building, S

271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822 B

Words of Faith.
Now I beseech you, brethren, by the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all

speak the same thing, and that there be
no divisions among you; but that ye be
perfectly joined together in the same mind
and in the same judgment.

1 Corinthians 1, 10.

Many of us do not seem to realise that
it is just as important that we should take
a cheerful outlook on life as it is that we
should be useful.

&quot; I can forgive, but I cannot forget ,&quot;

is only another way of saying I cannot
forgive .&quot; H. W. Beecher.
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Boudoir Jacket,
10

yd
,556 Is

Nightdress,
10,580 Is. 6d.

| yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Lace, net, chiffon and tulle

are all staging a big come-back
for

ajfter-dark
and are featured

in the short-skirted dinner-dance

frock.

The skirts, crisply pleated
or gently flaring, have under
skirts of net often several layers

deep, or are mounted on stiff

taffeta or satin.

Less full than we have been
accustomed to, they are still wide

enough to swing out gracefully
as you walk.

Strapless bodices, or bodices

with tiny straps, contrast with

dresses which have draped fichu

necklines.

Smartest colours are grey,
black and brown, which all give
a delightful shadow effect over
underskirts in pastel pinks and
blues.

With their just-above-ankle-

length, these dresses show a

ballet influence, and at one dress

house they are even teamed with
ballet shoes.

Slip, 10,558 Is. 3d

2| yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Gown, 13,127 2s. 2d.

4.1 yds. 54 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, l?d. extra.]
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SECRET OF SLIMNESS
REVEALED

There s no need for drugs, dieting or tiresome

exercises in slimming. You can regain and keep your

youthful figure if you eliminate regularly the fat-

forming residues and toxic poisons that are usually
the cause of excess weight. Bile Beans are the proved
way. This purely vegetable family laxative wa

recently tested over a period of more than two years
and unanimously approved by a panel of British

doctors. It was found to be gentle and thoroughly

dependable.

DIGESTION IMPROVES . . . SKIN CLEARS
You begin to reduce the first week, your digestion

improves, and your skin clears as you rid the system
of impurities and waste you look and feel fit. Start on th

road back to health and slimness this very day. Regularly tak

Bile Beans just a couple at bedtime.

medically tested and approved

BILE BEANS
1/6 and 3/6 at all chemists.

USE IODEX FOR: Stiff and Swollen

Joints, Sprains and Bruises, Swollen

Glands, Rheumatic Twinges, Neuralgia

Pains, Chest Congestion, Muscular Cramp,
Stiff Neck, Synovitis, Neuritis, Lumbago.

End nagging muscular
pains now. Rub in

IODEX iodine ointment
rub out the pain.

IODEX possesses nearly
twice the strength of tinc

ture of iodine but does
not stain, blister or
harden the skin. IODEX
is excellent First Aid, but

in stubborn cases see your
Doctor.

if Where skin is not broken
and there i much pain, uae
Green Label lodex a com
bination of lodex with

Methyl Salicylate, which

possesses quite remarkable

pain-relieving properties.

IODEX
&JI NO-STAIN IODINE idf^il

&quot;Personal beauty is a greater recommen- &quot;The expression a woman wears on her
dation than any letter of introduction.&quot; face is far more important than the clothes
Aristotle. she wears on her back.&quot; Dale Carnegie.

BLEEDING GUMS often sign oi

PYORRHEA

4 out of 5.

young or old, may get it.

Does your toothbrush sometimes
warn of bleeding gums? If so,

get busy you may be a victim

of dreaded Pyorrhea, arch enemy
of teeth and gums.

See your dentist as soon as you
can. Meantime, at home, massage
gums and brush twice daily with
Forhan s, the only toothpaste
with the special anti-Pyorrhea
astringent of R. J. Forhan, D.D.S.

Start to-day to guard your teeth

and gums with

Forhan s
DOES TWO JOBS -CLEANS TEETH.

SAVES GUMS

The only toothpaste
with the special anti-

Pyorrhea astringent.

A/aslan Acents :

Sheldon Drns Co.

Pty. Ltd., Sydney.

to Boys & Girls

Writ Watches, Cameras. M^-Ma Dolls.

fountain Pens. Many otht VjiuJD/e P izes for

selling smtl parcels of tested a. ccn sfds.Send
fo- parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money now, only name a ri address. Write to da/.

John B. Murray. 661 K George St., Sydney

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAT*.&quot; Pe-fectly

I: : TI &amp;gt; s
/ &quot;

.ia&quot;a-
* l % rl Send

stamped addressed envelope
for particulars. Confidential.
J-.net Glanville, 247H Eliza

beth Street. Sydney.

&quot;There are thousands willing to do great

things for one willing to do a small
thing.&quot;

George Macdonald.
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Tartan.

Brightly coloured tartan is used for a fitted coat which
has a stitched green wool collar and cuffs, three green
arrowheads at the back of the waist and six black bone
buttons ; tartan is used again to trim the collar and half-

belt of a navy velour box coat.

Other, fabrics used in the 10 to 12 age group include

whipcord, freize and fine velour, and all garments are lined

with rayon taffeta or satin.

Pastel Irish linen coats form an interesting group in the

one to three range. They are made on straight lines with
back inverted pleats. Other fabrics used for the smaller
sizes are ribbed cotton velvet and hopsack.

And Colours.
All the richest in the paint-box are yours to choose

from this winter, but jewel colours predominate ruby
red, bright sapphire, emerald, topaz^
It is no longer smart to be dis

creet in shade or line in your
evening ensemble. jj/

Frock, 9051 Is. 3d
10 and 12 years.

2 yds. 54 ins. wide.
Skirt cut on bias.

o

i^~

V

Pinafore Frock,
9120 Is. 3d.

6 and 8 years.

Blouse, \\ yds. 36 ins. wide

Frock, 1 \ yds. 54 ins. wide

Coat, 9133 Is. 3d.
6, 8, 10, 12 years.

2i yds. 54 ins. wide.

Frock, 9049 Is. 3d.

6 and 8 years.

If yds. 54 ins. wide.

Lace, yd. 36 ins. wide

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal.&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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Coat and Cape,
9046 Is. 3d.

6 and 8 years.

1| yds. 54 ins. wide

Small Checks.
Small and colourful checks, and a good selec

tion of pastel tweeds, initiate the new season.

Small checks with an aqua or mauve cast, or

an allover stepped diagonal tweed in pastel irri-

descent colouring, are two typical materials

which will be popular this autumn and winter.

More suits are styled with interesting pocket
details now, such as bracket-

cuffed pockets, four small

pockets at hips and bod

ice, or rounded and but
toned pockets at the

hips.Coat, 9056 Is. 3d.

2 and 4 years.
I yds. 54 ins. wide

Frock, 9070 Is. 3d.
1 to 2 years.

14 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast :

i yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9139 Is. 3d.

1 to 2 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9138 Is. 3d.

2 and 4 years.

If yds. 54 ins. wide.
Contrast :

1

yd. 36 ins. wide.

Coats and Toppers.
Autumn is in the air

in those places where
children s wear is being
designed. Bolts of fab
rics representing new
autumn coats and top

pers indicate that new tweeds, new checks, new
pastels are in the making for the new season.

Novelty cottons with texture interest add up to a
new deal for young dresses

; there s new interest
in pocket detail and sleevelessness. In sportswear,

separates tell their own story in which pleated
skirts, sleeveless blouses and tiny jackets all will

play a major role.

The short Coat is being billed early as a star.

The short shortie just to the top of the hips is

on the list as most likely to succeed. Young
customers have shown increasing favour each
autumn for the short coat and this season is ex

pected to see it almost as a monopoly choice

right through the price brackets.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. f Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.]
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A SAFETY PIN TYPE

KOTEX
WONDERFORM BELT

All women need the comfort of

a Kotex Belt. And now, those

who prefer a belt with a tab

and safety pins can enjoy the

supreme comfort of a
PRICE

Wonderform Belt. This

strong, light Belt is

adjustable to size.

Or choose from these two

KOTEX
FAVOURITES

2/6

A Kotex Wonderform
Belt with firm, flat

grip fasteners easier,

quicker to use.

PRICE

The Featherweight has
firm grin fasteners too!

Kotex belts are made
of washable elastic.

PRICE

1/3

More Women buy

KOTEX BELTS
than all other brands

Slick a

tO

In colder weather a young

girl s fancy wisely turns to

Sun-glo wools. To knit this

W(iy style-right dress in one of the

season s loveliest shades, for

C Winter instance, all you have to do is

to follow the instructions given

in one of the new Sun-glo

Knitting books on sale at all

newsagents and retailers, price

1/1 (posted 1/2^), or you may
order it direct from: The Knit

ting Book Dept., Alexandria

Spinning Mills, 30 Grosvenor

Street, Sydney. Jumper, Cardi

gan and Baby Books, 7d.

(posted, 9d.). Also Children s

and Special Books, 1/1 (posted,

Send first for free

gpf?| Style Guide.

Manufactured in Australia by

F. W. Hughes Pty. Ltd..

I their Alexandria Spinning Mill*.

Distributors:

Paterson. Laing & Bruc

Sunglo Styles Free!

Aleiandiia Spinning Mills, L)epl. J. &amp;lt;S61

30 Grosvenor Sliect, Sydney.

Please send me FKKE illustrated folder of new Sunglo
Styles. I enclose l ..l. in stamps for postage.

NAM E _

ADDKESS...

.S3 MJ2

for Nearly
Half a Century

Men and women have relied upon
KOKO for the Hair. Twice-a-day

tcalp massage with KOKO tones up

the hair roots and eradicates unsightly

dandruff. KOKO, the famous British

Hair Preparation, is free from oil,

grease and dye.

Ask your Chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Fr.
Worn Inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.
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&quot;Under Capricorn&quot;, Cent

The Play and Film
o-Qo o-o ^ Qo-
At the State &quot;Tell It To The

Judge&quot; is a fine complicated comedy
that will keep you in roars of

laughter. It is so full of happenings
and misunderstandings that it is

difficult to keep track of the continu

ity. It all concerns Rosalind Russell,
who has been nominated for a seat

on the Federal bench. There is op
position from those who do not ap
prove of her recent divorce from
Robert Cummings, whom Rosalind

suspected of being too attentive to

a law suit witness. Her grandfather,
a retired jud^e,. is all in favour of

her judicial career, and frowns con

sistently on the ex-husband. But the
trouble is the recently divorced

couple are still very much in love
with each other! Her former husband
tries to phone her, but she will have
none of him. The latter has to chase
after a missing witness, and this

witness is located in Florida, where
the fair Rosalind has hid herself.

That witness is the one who was in

strumental in bringing about her
divorcp action. When the career
woman refuses to see the former

hubby at her hotel she pretends she
has man with her in order to arouse
his jealousy. And do they go from

one phase of the
matter to another,
the ex-wife elusive
but wanting her
husband all the

time, and the lat

ter chasing her
from place to place
always to be re

buffed. It s a game
of hide and seek,

provocative and
alluring, and ap
parently never
ending. The chase
finishes in a light

house, and in the
observation tower

they both fervent

ly embrace each
other. What will

script writers
think of next?

# #

The story behind
the film &quot;The

&quot;Blue Lagoon&quot;, Regent.

&quot;

1 ell It 1 o The Judge&quot;, State.

Heiress&quot; at the Prince
Edward is interesting,
and the high-class act

ing honours are pretty
evenly divided among
the principals. A doc

tor, a widower, is

haunted by the mem
ory of his dead wife,
which is aggravated by
the fact that his daugh
ter is very unlike her.

She is gentle and shy
and tries to please her

father, but does not
succeed. Later she
meets a very handsome
and dashing man and

agrees to an engage
ment. When the doctor
is informed of it he is

shocked, ad he is cer

tain the proposer is

after her money. He takes her on a trip
to Europe in order to break off the affair,
but the fiance is still waiting when she
returns. Dad says if she persists she will

get none of his money, and she decides to

leave home, telling her lover she will elope
with him. The latter suggested she makes
it up with father, and that he will call

later that night. He forgets to call! Not
long after her father dies and leaves her
his money. Still later, when the daughter
has become an attractive woman and is

quite sure of herself, she again meets the
fortune-hunter. He swears he has loved
her always and wants to marry her. She
is now satisfied he is greedier than ever
and is still a master of the same lies. When
he calls the door is barred against him.
In cast, Olivia de Havilland, Montgomery
Clift, Ralph Richardson, Miriam Hopkins,
Vanessa Brown, Mona Freeman, Ray
Collins, Betty Linley, Selena Royle, Paul
Lees.

*

With half a dozen or more overseas acts
nf unique appeal and considerable quality,

the Joan Davis Starlet Revue &quot;Here

from There&quot; at Tivoli Theatre brings
something different and refreshing.
Engaging personalities in the Nes-
bitt Bros. (Max and Harry) present
a brand of comedy which is peculiar
ly their own. They are really natural
comedians with a highly developed
sense of the ludicrous. &quot;Different&quot; is

effervescent Frenchman Robert Lam-
ouret, who joins his wistful Donald
Duck dummy in excerpts from &quot;The

Barber of Seville,&quot; with clever, slap
stick shaving accompaniment; the
acrobatic dancing, in chains, of
Americans Shirley, Sharon and
Wanda, a brunette, blonde and red

head; the superb clowing of Guus

Brox, the continental musical clown,
and the graceful contortionist work
of Vicki Ross, are other novel items.

A feature of the colourfully dressed
and beautifully mounted production
is the bizarre&quot;Flying Ballef fantasy.

* *

One of the most amusing and real

istic sequences in &quot;You re My Every
thing&quot; (Mayfair) is the silent black
and white film that the producers
wisely inserted. In it Anne Baxter
does an impersonation of Clara Bow
doing the Charleston, and Buster

Keaton, Jack Mulhall, Charles Mor
ton and Stuart Holmes, luminaries
of the silent films, add to the realism
*&amp;gt;v their presence. This silent reel

&quot;Portrait From Life&quot;, Embassy.
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Nancy Brown, Tivoli.

is a vivid contrast to the
colour and music which
dominates the picture and
provides a real saga of

Hollywood in its sub-title

days. There are sixteen

songs and seven dances in

the picture, from the title

tune to
&quot;Chicago,&quot; &quot;Cali

fornia Here I Come,&quot; &quot;I

May Be Wrong,&quot; and &quot;I

Can t Begin to Tell You.&quot;

In the cast, Dan Dailey,
Anne Baxter, Anne Revere,
Stanley Ridges, Shari Rob
inson, Henry O Neill.

* *

If you are looking for a
real wild west thriller you
have it in &quot;Calamity Jane&quot;

(Victory). Story is based
on the exploits of two west
ern outlaws who were in

the news of 1870. Howard
Duff, as Sam Bass, goes
from Indiana to Texas,
where he meets Calamity
Jane, played by Miss De
Carlo, and Kathy Egan,
portrayed by Dorothy Hart.
A short time later Sam s horse
in a rnce. and he shoots the

flees with some pals to the
hills. Later, Kathy urges
Sam to give himself up
and stand trial. He and
his men turn themselves
in to her brother, Sheriff
Will Egan, played by
Willard Parker, before

realizing the trial is

framed to hang them all.

Calamity rescues them
from the gaol, and the

gang starts a series of

hold-ups, climaxed by a
bank robbery. Walking in

to an ambush, the men es

cape but are followed and
surrounded at their moun
tain hideout. All of the

gang are killed except
Sam, who is critically
wounded. Calamity then
uses all her wiles and cun

ning in a reckless attempt
to help Sam escape.

* * *

The much publicised
&quot;Blue Lagoon&quot; (Regent) is

is poisoned
killer, then

based on the best
Vere Stacpoole that

. Jltlllt!*.

seller novel by H. de
so shocked the Edwar
dian World.
In rich Tech
nicolor, this
film can best
be described
i n Director
Frank Laun-
der s own
words, &quot;a

simple, senti

mental and
beautiful To-

mance for
which people,
sated with
sophistication
and cynicism,
will be ready.&quot;

The picture
tells the story
of two child

ren who are

shipwreck e d
on a desert

South Sea Ia

Calamity Jane and Sam Bass&quot;, Victory.

land. They grow up to

gether, encounter two unu-

scrupulous traders who
put in to the island, and
eventually fall in love with
each other. Their baby son
is born during a violent
hurricane. Only then, with
a new life to consider, do

they decide to set sail in

their small dinghy, in

seach of the civilised world

beyond the reef. Jean Sim
mons plays the part of the
beautiful girl cast

away; the boy is played by
a new star, ex-Bevin boy
Donald Houston.

in &quot;Portrait from Life&quot; at
the Embassy, a British army
officer on leave from Ger
many visits the Burlington
House Art Galleries. He
stops by the portrait of

Hildegard. A continental

professor alongside tells

him she is his daughter. The
officer returns to Germany
vowing to find the daughter

among the displaced persons camps, where
she is supposed to be. The search tour

{Turn to pore 40.&quot;]

You re My Everything&quot;, Mayjais.
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Sensation in London

Sensation

Complete -with exclusive

Mist-ifier. No rubber ball to

perish. Nothing to go

wrong. Kemt comes in two shades

dtrk and light at all stores,

beauty salons and chemists.

Complete with spray 7/11.

Refills 3/6.

/r
KEMT HAIR GLORIFIER

A minute at morn, another at night, keeps
the ladies of London, the mam selles of Paris,

Kemt&quot; the whole day through. Sprayed from its

dainty flask with the exclusive Mist-ifier,

Kemt becomes a sparkling spray, fine as

morning mist. Direct this fragrant spray as

the final crowning touch before you leave your

dressing table and your hair will glow with

a new thrilling radiance. Kemt is a secret

combination of pure, fragrant oils refined and

specially blended for a woman s hair.

GLORIFY YOUR HAIR IN ONE MINUTE

1AU/K
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Baby s Coat and Bonnet
O-Q-0-

Materials: 4 ozs. white wool. 3 pearl
buttons. 1 skein each, Embroidery cotton
in Pink and Green. One pair No. 10 knit

ting needles.

Measurements: Length 12 inches. Chest
22 inches. Sleeve seam 9 inches.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; g. at.,

garter stitch; tog., together; m., make; st.

Bt., stocking stitch; pat., pattern; dec., dec

rease; inc., increase.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows, equal 1 inch.

Back
Cast on 100 sts. and g. st. 6 rows.
St. st. 12 rows.
G. st. 4 rows.
Work in st. st. until 7 inches completed

in all.

Next row k. 5,
*

k. 2 tog., k. 1, rep.
from * to last 5 sts., k. 5.

G. st. 6 rows.

Change to st. st. for 10 rows.

Shape Armhole Cast off 5 sts. at beg.
of next two rows. k. 2 tog. at each end of

every row until 55 remain.
Continue in st. st. until work measures

12 inches.
Next row k. 18, cast off 19, k. 18.

Next row cast off 5 sts., work to last

2 sts., k. them tog., turn.

Next row k. 2 tog., work to end
Next row cast off 5 sts., work to end

and back. Cast off.

Work remaining 18 sts. to correspond.
Right Front

Cast on 66 sts. and work 6 rows in g. st.

Next row k.

Next row k. 1, p. to last 6 sts., k. 6.

Eep. these 2 rows 5 times more.
Next row k.

Next row k. 48, p. 12, k. 6.

Rep. these 2 rows once.
Next row k.

Next row k. 1, p. 45, k. 2, p. 12, k. 6.

Rep. these last 2 rows until work
measures 7 inches.

Next row k. 6, k. 2 tog., to end of row
(36 sts.).
K. 3 rows in g. st., then make buttonhole

as follows:
Next row k. 2, m. -1, k. 2 tog., k. to

end of row.
K. 2 rows.
Next row k. 1, p. 21, k, 2, p. 6, k. 6.

Next row k.

Eep. last 2 rows 4 times.

Shape Armhole Cast off 4 sts. pat. to end
Next row k. to last 2 sts., k. 2 tog.
Next row k. 2 tog., pat. to end (30 sts.).
Continue in pat., making a buttonhole

on the following 16th and 32nd row, as
before.

Shape Neck cast off 8 at opening end.
Continue in pat., k. 2 tog. at neck edge

on every row until 16 sts. remain.

Shape Shoulder cast off 5 sts. at arm-
hole edge on next two alternate rows. Cast
off remaining 6 sts.

Left Front
Work as for right front but reversing

shapings and omitting buttonholes.
Sleeves

Cast on 40 sts. and rib in k. 1, p. 1, for

li inches. Continue in st. st., inc. every
6th row until there are 52 sts.

Work until it measures 9 inches.

Shape Top by dec. at both ends of every
row until 20 sts. remain. Cast off.

Work a second sleeve to match.
Collar

Cast on 86 sts. and work in g. st. for 2

inches. Cast off

To Make Up
Press all pieces under damp cloth.

Join sleeves and side seams. Graft
shoulder seams and insert sleeves and

o-Qo-

press. Sew on collar.

Work buttonholes and
press. Sew on buttons.
To embroider rose

buds, see instructions

following instructions
for making up bonnet.
To Make Bonnet
Cast on 8 sts.

Row 1 k. 1, pick
up loop in front of
next st. and k. Rep.
to end.

2nd and every alter

nate row p.
Row 3 k. 2, pick

up loop, rep. all along.
Row 5* k. 3,

pick up loop, rep.
from * to end.
Continue until k.

13, pick up loop has
been knitted.
Next row p. to end

and cast on 4.

Next row k. 4, p.
to last 4, k. 4.

Next row k. 2, m.

1, k. 2 tog., k. to last

4, k. 1, m. 1, k. 2 tog.,
k. 1.

Rep. last 2 rows
until work measures
4 inches..

Work 4 rows in g.

st., still making holes

at each end.
Work 12 rows in st. st. still making holes

each end.
Next row k. 2, m. 1, k. 2, tog., k. 1,

(k. 2 tog., k. 2) to last 4 sts., k. 1., m. 1,

k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Work 6 rows in g. st.

Cast off.

To Make Up
Press all pieces under a damp cloth.

Sew up back as far as cast on sts.

Thread with ribbon or make a cord by

crocheting several thicknesses of wool tog.,
and finish with pom poms.
Rose Buds Mark out position for Rose

buds. With embroidery silk start in centre
and work round in short straight sts.

over centre st., giving a padded effect.

Finish with 3 small lazy daisy sts. in green
worked around. Space these roses round
panel on coat and on panel of bonnet to
match.

Fair Isle Border Cardigan
[From page 15.&quot;]

tog. at the beg. and end of every row until
29 sts. on needle. Cast off.

Work other sleeve to match.

X
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NEXT TIME ENJOY

Rely on Meds for absolute comfort

and security! At the same time

enjoy the freedom of action that

only safe internal protection affords.

At all chemists and stores.

MEDS
SAFE INTERNAL
PROTECTION

4ME9

PRODUCTS OP JOHNSON & JOHNSON

BALLS
JOHNSON S

COTTON
have dozens of

cosmetic uses

The handiest aid in your
beauty kit is a carton of
Johnson s Cotton Balls!
Excellent for applying-
make-up . . . grand for
removing: creams and
cleansing-, and so
economical!
ONLY | II

I/O PER CARTON
at all chemists and stores.

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON AND JOHNSON

with

DUREX TAPE
When toys are hroken and

damaged, children can

mend them quickly and

simply with Durex&quot;Tape.

Junior builders use &quot;Durex&quot; Tape
to speed construction of their model
houses. &quot;Durex&quot; Tape is excellent

for door hinges and windows.

Handy Plaid Dispenser with

300 ins. i-in. TAPE . 2/6
150 ins. i-in. TAPE . 1/3

Also a Heavy-Duty Dispenser
at 15/- plus tax, and a Desk
Dispenser at 12/- nett.

Tape extra.

SEALS WITHOUT MOISTENING

DUREX
TRANSPARENT AS GLASS

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

Made in Australia by
AUSTRALIAN DUREX PRODUCTS

fry. LTD.. Udcombe. N.S.W.
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CUDDLE JUMPER

Materials required: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool,
main colour A; 1 02. 3-ply wool, Colour B;
1 oz. 3-ply wool, colour C; 1 pair of No. 11

knitting needles; 3 buttons.

Measurements: 24 ins. (26 ins.) Chest.

Gauge: 30 sts. 4 ins. All figures in ()

larger size.

Chart Pattern: x is B wool; -|-
is C wool.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; ins., inches; dec., decrease.

Back
With A wool cast on 70 sts. (76 sts.)

and work 2i ins. in k. 1, p. 1, rib, knitting
into back of knitted sts. In the last row of

ribbing increase evenly 19 sts. (89 sts.).

Change to stocking st., and work until back
is 9 ins. (10 ins.) to armhole.

Armlmle. Cast off each side 4 sts. and
then 1 st until 73 sts., (79 sts.) remain.
Work till the armhole is 5J ins. (5J ins.)
then cast off 3 times 8 sts. (9 sts.) for

shoulders. Put remaining sts. on holder.

Front

Commence as back but
after increasing row do
one row of ribbing,
commence pattern at

chart. The arrows point
out where to start the

pattern for both sizes.

When the work measures
9 ins. (10 ins.) make
armholes.

Armuoles Shape as

for back and when they
are $ inch long work
front opening. Working
a plain row knit to the

middle st. knit another
3 sts, turn, the first 7

sts. are worked in plain
st. with A wool and the

remainder are worked
according to st. pattern.
When the armhole is 4

ins. (4^ ins.), cast off the

7 sts. continuing at the

neck side cast off 2 times
2 sts and cont., casting
off 1 st. till 24 sts.

(27 sts.) remain. Work
without dec. until arm-
hole is 5i ins. (5f ins.)

then cast off shoulder as

back. Work the other

half to correspond, lift

ing 7 sts. from the 7

plain sts.. Work these in

plain st. with A wool.

Make 3 buttonholes at

regular intervals (about
every 10th row) as fol

lows: Starting at the

opening, k. 3, cast off 2,

work out row. In the

returning row. cast on
2 sts. immediately above
the 2 cast off.

Collar

Before starting the

collar, pin back and
front into shape, wrong
side up, and press light

ly with damp cloth.

When thoroughly dry,
sew shoulders and sides

together. Pick up the

sts. at side of neck, but
not the two lots of 7

plain oto. xM\ knit these and the sts. from
holder at back; 82 sts. (84 sts.) Work in

same rib as basque, casting on 1 st. at

beginning of each row. When the collar

is 2$ ins. long, cast off loosely ribwise.

Sleeves.

Cast on in A wool 40 sts. (42 sts.) and
work 2 ins. in rib as back. Over the last

row increase to 78 sts. by knitting every
st. twice, except the first and last (84 sts.

knitting into each st. twice). Change to

stocking st. and work till sleeve measures

11} ins. (12{ ins.). Now shape top by cast

ing off each side 3 sts. and then 1 st. until

the top measures 4J ins, (4} ins.) then
cast off remaining sts. Press sleeves with

damp cloth lightly but not the ribbed

parts, sew seams and set in. Sew on three
buttons.

small size
large size

Large Families.
Modern conditions are not favourable

to large families. As a result there are
too many childless homes, too many only
children.

Parents sometimes say: &quot;We can give
one child a better chance than would be

possible if we had three or four.&quot;

The only child loses more than he gains
in missing the companionship of brothers
and sisters. Sometimes children are denied

us; but there should be real endeavour
to encourage the family to recognise the
true source of national strength and hope
for the future lies in a healthy vigorous
family life. No matter from what angle
you look at it this nation needs children,
and the happiness of individuals has no
surer basis than the life of the family.

Homes Wanted.
To re-create home life there must first

of all be houses in which to make the
homes. There is no more urgent task on
which Government and Local Authorities
should concentrate their efforts. At the
same time every workman engaged in

building houses should throw himself into
his task as if his life depended upon it.

The churches of every denomination should
seek to bring directly a sense of spiritual

purpose to all within their reach.

Citizenship and sense of social purpose
should be the theme pervading the whole
of our educational system.

WINTER CATALOGUE, 1950
The Australian Home Journal Catalogue

of Autumn and Winter Fashions is now
ready. Forty pages of the latest and best
fashion designs for the new season. All

the illustrations are printed in colours
some of them in three, four and five tones.

Readers will appreciate this publication,

depicting artistically Winter season modes.
All departments of dressmaking are fully
catered for; frocks for adults and children,

including Evening and Wedding Frocks,
and Frocks for the Matron. Blouses,

Sportswear and Undies are shown with
careful attention to detail. Young Folks
Fashions have a section to themselves.
Price l/7i (postal note, 1/6 and lid. in

stamps). Australian Home Journal, 407-

409 Kent St., Sydney.

&quot;Advice is like snow; the softer it falls,

the longer it dwells upon, and the deeper it

sinks into the mind.&quot; Coleridge.

Rest is not idleness, and to lie on the

grass under the trees on a summer s day
listening to the murmur of water or watch

ing the clouds float across the sky is by
no means a waste of time.

John Lubbock
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&quot;Lightning&quot; & &quot;Zipp&quot; Brand of Slide Fasteners

CUT OUT
for a BIG

Iff* ^ career in

^FASHION

Insist on &quot; Z/PP &quot; STYLED FASHIONS.

Styled for today s fashions,
&quot;

Light

ning
&quot; & &quot;

Zipp
&quot;

the most dependable
fasteners for your every application are

available in a wide range of types, sizes

and colours.

Fully guaranteed for years of unobtru
sive service, your

&quot;

Lightning
&quot;

&quot;

Zipp s
&quot;

are a must for style and
satisfaction.

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND LTD.

Sole Selling Agents in Australia: Central Agency (Aust.) Ltd.
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PAIRED OFF IN WOOL
Knitted in any shade this delightful twin

for a toddler s high

The pattern is a fancy rib. The jumper
has a garter-stitch band round the neck,
and the little cardigan is edged with garter
stitch.

Material required: 6 ozs. of 3-ply Fin

gering, 1 pair of No. 10 knitting needles,
a medium-sized crochet hook, 6 small but
tons.

Measurements: Cardigan. Length from

shoulder, 10 ins.; width all round under the

arms, 21 ins.; length of sleeve seam, 9 ins.

Jumper. Length from shoulder, 9 ins.;
width all round under the arms, 20 ins.;
sleeve seam, 3 ins.

Tension: 17 sts. to 2 ins. in width and
12 rows to 1 in. in depth.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; rep.,

repeat; inc., increase; dec., decrease; beg.,

beginning; tog., together; patt., pattern;
ins., inches.

Cardigan.
Back. Cast on 86 sts. and work in patt.

as follows:
Row 1 k. 1,

*
k. 1, p. 2, k. 1, p. 1,; rep.

from * to end.
Row 2^p. These 2 rows form the patt.

Continue to rep. them until work measures
6 ins. from beg., ending with a p. row.
Annhole Shaping. Cast off 4 sts. at beg.

of next 2 rows, cast off 2 sts. at beg. of
next 2 rows, then dee. 1 st. at beg. of next
2 rows. Continue without shaping until

work measures 10 ins. from beg., ending
with a p. row.

Shoulder Shaping. Cast off 10 sts. at

bp? of npxt 4 rows. Cast off remainder.

set will look the tops. The right choice

days and holidays.

Right Tront.

Cast on 49 sts.

Row 1 k. 6,
*

k. 1, p. 1, k. 1, p. 2, rep.
from *

to last 3 sts., k. 1, p. 1, k. 1.

Row 2 p. to last 6 sts., k. 6. Rep. these
2 rows once more, then make a buttonhole.

Row 5 k. 3, wool forward, k. 2 tog.,
k. 1, patt. to end.

Row 6 p. to last 6 sts.. k. 6. Continue in

patt., keeping the 6 border sts. in garter-

st., and making buttonholes on every 18th
row from previous buttonhole until there
are 4 in all. Work 3 rows after last button

hole, then shape front thus:

Next row k. 6, take 2 tog., patt. to end.
Continue to dec. inside the front border
on every 4th row until the work measures
6 ins. from beg., ending with a right side

row.

Armhole Shaping Still dec. at front

edge, cast off 5 sts. at beg. of next row,
cast off 5 sts. at beg. of next alternate row,
then dec. 1 st. at same edge on next 2 alter

nate rows. Keeping armhole edge straight,
continue to dec. at front edge as before
until 26 sts. remain and work measures
10 ins. from beg., ending with a right
side row.

Shoulder Shaping Cast off 10 sts. at

beg. of next row and next alternate row.
Continue in garter st. on remaining 6 sts.

for 2 ins. Cast off.

Left Front
Work likp +hp i-irrht front, but with all

shapings at oppos
ite edges and omit-

ing buttonholes.

Sleeves

Cast on 41 sts.

and work in patt.,
inc. 1 st. at both
ends of the 7th
row and every 8th
row following until
there are 65 sts.

Continue without

shaping until work
measures 9 ins.

from beg., then

shape top by cast

ing off 2 sts. at

beg. of next 2

rows, after which
dec. 1 st. at both
ends of every row
until 41 sts. re

main. Cast off.

Jumper
Back. Cast on

86 sts. and work
as given for back
of cardigan until
work measures 9

ins. from beg., end
ing with a p. row.

Shoulder Shap
ing. Cast off 8
sts. at beg. of next
4 rows. Cast off re

mainder.

Front. Work
like the back until
work measures 8
ins. from beg. end

ing with a p. row.

Neck Shaping.
Next row. Patt. 22, cast off 28, patt. to

end. Continue on last set of sts. as follows:
Work back to neck, then cast off 2 sts. at

beg. of next row, and next alternate row,
after which dec. 1 st. at beg. of next 2

alternate rows. Continue without shaping
until work measures 9J ins. from beg.,

ending at armhole edge.
Shoulder Shaping. Cast off 8 sts. at beg.

of next row, and next alternate row. Join
wool to neck edge of sts. for other side and
work to match first.

Sleeves. Cast on 51 sts. and work in

patt., inc. 1 st. at both ends of 3rd row,
and every 4th row following until there
are 65 sts. Continue without shaping until
work measures 3 ins from beg., then shape
top as given for sleeves of cardigan.
Neck Band. Join right shoulder seam,

then with right side of work facing you
pick up and k. 98 sts. all round neck edge.
Work 3 rows in g. st. Cast off.

Making-Up.
Press work on wrong side. Join shoulder

seams of cardigan. Sew in sleeves, then sew
up side and sleeve seams. Join neck band
at -centre back, then sew across back neck.
Sew on buttons to correspond with button
holes. Join left shoulder of jumper for
about 1 in. from armhole edge. Sew in

sleeves, then sew up side and sleeve seams.
Work 1 row of d.c. across back shoulder

opening, then work 2 rows across front
shoulder opening, but making 2 loops on
2nd row. Sew on buttons to correspond
with loops.

*
Tomatoes and String Beans.

One quart string means, 1 cupful strained

tomatoes, 1 tablespoonsful butter or fat,
2 tablespoonsful flour, 1 teaspoonful salt,
1 teaspoonful sugar, i teaspoonful pepper.
Cut off both ends of the beans, string

them carefully and break into pieces about
1 inch in length and cook in boiling salted
water until tender. Eeduce the liquor to
about 4 cupful.
Heat the butter, add the flour and

seasoning and add the strained tomatoes;
cook until smooth and pour this sauce over
the beans; let cook slowly for about 15
minutes and serve hot.
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The Churchill Touch.

Mr. Churchill s new word, tergiversation,

appears in the Oxford Dictionary in this

form:

&quot;Tergiversate Turn one s back on one

self, turn one s coat, apostatize, change
one s party or principles; make conflicting
statements.&quot;

It was another &quot;Churchill touch&quot; in his

long career of the vivid word and the un

expected phrase.
Churchill invented, in 1906, the descrip

tion that has become as English as a piece
of Shakespeare &quot;Terminological inexact

itude.&quot;

You may recall others:

Of Mussolini: &quot;That black-hearted Ital

ian.&quot;

Of the Socialists (November, 1947)- -&quot;No

Government ever combined so passionate
a lust for power with such incurable im

potence in its existence.&quot;

Of Socialism: &quot;It is not a philosophy, but

a disease a disease of poverty a kind

of political rickets.&quot;

&quot;The more I earn, the faster my means
vanish into the Exchequer. My haunting
dread is that some of my many admirers,

by dying and leaving me a million or so,

may consign me to an almshouse.&quot;

Bernard Shaw.

Vegetables Glamour.

With a little skill and imagination,
everyday vegetables can take on the appeal
of exotic dishes. Here are several recipes

suggested by leading M-G-M stars who,
away from the studio, are expert at whip
ping up appetising meals for their hus
bands.

Deborah Kerr is often asked for her

special potato recipe. The charming star

of &quot;Edward, My Son&quot; boils them in the

usual way, then mashes them to fluffy

consistency with butter and cream. She
adds one banana, finely mashed and sea

soned with nutmeg.
Then she turns the potatoes into a

greased casserole and places in a slow oven
until the mixture is completely heated

through. It s a wonderful accompaniment
to roast beef.

June Allyson likes to glaze vegetables
such as carrots, turnips or onions in brown
sugar syrup. She also serves carrots with
melted butter to which chopped parsley,
chives or mint has been added.

To make spinach attractive she seasons
it with crumpled crisp bacon, topping it

off with a hard-boiled egg which has been

put through a sieve.

For extra delicacy in asparagus tips, she
boils them in milk.

Brighten Your

Breakfast Toast

SEVILLE ORANGE

GRAPE FRUIT

Two delicious

Marmalades that

will add sparkle

to your morning
meal.

No Better Off
From a letter in an English paper.
&quot;Of course we are no better off on to

day s higher wages: I am now wearing an
excellent lounge suit which cost 2 10s.

prewar; to-day s price for an identical
suit is 16. And we are taxed 4s. lid. a
week for &quot;free&quot; health benefits when in

my 83rd year I need neither spectacles
nor wig.&quot;

INCREASE IN PRICE.
Beginning with the May issue, the price

of the Australian Home Journal will be
increased to 9d. We regret having to do
this, but increasing material and produc
tion costs have made it absolutely neces

sary.
For a considerable time past this paper

has been published at a loss, but we were
hopeful that printing paper and pattern
tissue paper would be reduced in price.

This, unfortunately, has not eventuated
and costs are still heavy.

When you have made a mistake, don t

stand and look back at it. Learn the
lesson it has taught you, and then forget
it.

Turps and common salt will clean gal
vanised iron.

Mothers save s

On Cough Remedy

Heenzo Makes

One Pint for 2/-

Children and adults like HEENZO cough
remedy because it s nice to take, gives
instant relief and saves money. Mothers
everywhere know how to save medicine
bills this way. They make up with one

2/- bottle of concentrated HEENZO and
sweetened water ONE PINT of the most
effective remedy for chest, nose and throat

ailments. People famous all over the

world sing the praises of HEENZO as the

most economical, quick-acting remedy money
can buy. Get a bottle to-day at your
nearest chemist or store. Supplies are

limited, so buy now.

COSTS 2/-

SAVES s HEENZO

&quot;THE WAY
TO BE HAPPY.&quot;

By L. Gould.
Famous N. Y. psycho-analyst.

A case book of private problems.
5. M. Herald review :

&quot;

This will surely
be a best seller . . . common sense, down
to earth. Take your place in the long

queue outside Gould s door.&quot;

Posted 10/-. Send for lists.

GORNALL INSTRUCTIONAL
PUBLICATIONS.

9/13 Bligh St., Sydney.
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EASTER RECIPES
Fish Targets. (Illus.)

1 small tin salmon or crayfish or 1 pint
fresh prawns; 1 teaspoon chopped parsley:
i pint white sauce; 1 or 2 tablespoonsful
tomato sauce (or puree) to taste; 1 hard-

boiled egg; seasoning; Ib. short pastry.
Mix a good short pastry, sprinkling in a

teaspoon of chopped parsley before moist

ening. Roll out to an oblong.
Finely chop the fish and stir with the

tomato flavouring into the white sauce.

Add finely chopped egg, mixing well.

Allow to cool before spreading over surface
of pastry. Roll up, moistening the edges
and sealing lengthways. Cut in fairly thick
slices with a sharp knife. Arrange on well-

greased baking tin, brushing surface of

each with liquid egg or milk, and bake in

hot oven for about 20 minutes. Garnish
with sliced tomatoes and parsley.

Scrambled Salmon.
Flake the contents of a small tin of sal

mon and mix in a basin with two well-

beaten eggs, a teacupful of milk and two
shredded wheat biscuits. Season with salt

and pepper. Rub a pan over with butter,

pour in the mixture and stir over a low
heat until eggs are set, which will be in
about four minutes. Serve with tomato
sauce or Yorkshire relish.

Fish a la Creme
1 fillet of haddock; 1 cup milk; piece of

bay leaf; sprig of parsley; ^ slice onion; 2

tablespoons butter; 2 tablespoons flour;
salt and pepper; 2 tablespoons red or green
pepper, chopped; i eup buttered toast
crumbs.
Steam fish and separate into flakes. Scald

milk with seasonings. Melt butter, add
flour, strain the milk and add slowly and
stir until sauce boils. Put half the fish in

small baking dish, season^ sprinkle with

chopped pepper, pour over half the sauce,
repeat and cover with crumbs. Bake in a
moderate oven until crumbs are brown.

Fish Custard.
Cold cooked fish; salt and pepper; chop

ped parsley; two eggs and one extra yolk;
one pint of milk.
Remove all skin and bone from the fish

and chop it in large pieces. RPRHO-P it with
salt and pepper, and cayenne if liked. Take
some small moulds, butter them thickly,
and shake some parsley over the butter.

Next, fill the moulds lightly with the fish

but do not pack them closely. Beat up the

eggs, add the milk, and fill up each mould
with this custard. Cover the tops with
greased paper. Stand them in a pan with

boiling water to come half-way up them,
and steam very slowly until set. Turn out

carefully and serve very hot.

Lenten Treats.
2 eggs; J cup milk; 2 tablespoons melted

butter; 1 cup flour; teaspoon salt; 1

teaspoon baking powder; $ teaspoon pap
rika; 1 cup tinned salmon; 1 eup drained
corn.

Beat eggs. Add milk and butter. Sift

dry ingredients. Blend thoroughly with egg
mixture. Add salmon, broken into small

pieces. Add corn. Blend. Drop by table

spoon into deep hot fat. Fat is the right
heat to fry when it browns a cube of bread
iu 60 seconds. Fry until golden brown.
Drain on absorbent paper. Serve with

Parsley S.iuce: Blend 2 tablespoons
butter with 2 tablespoons flour. Stir in 1

cup milk and cook slowly until thick and

creamy. Add \ teaspoon salt and 2 tea

spoons minced onion. Cook 1 minute. Add
1 tablespoon chopped parsley and 1 chop
ped hard-boiled egg.

Crab Meat Croquettes.
Flake one cup of crab meat and one cup

cooked white fish bream is best and
season with white pepper and a little lemon
juice. Make one cup thick white sauce and
do not season the sauce. Combine with the

fish, mix well and spread on a platter to

cool thoroughly. Shape into croquettes. Dip
each croquette in egg beaten slightly, with
a tonsponn of wntfr artr\r&amp;gt;f\ to thp cag? Roll

put in prawns, a few at a time, and cook
until brown. Serve with the seasonings.

Fish Pie.

Half a pound of potato pastry; three-

quarters of a pound of fresh flathead;
half a pound of sliced cooked carrots; one

pint of white or parsley sauce; vinegar;
half a pound of sliced cooked potatoes;
pepper.
For the pastry: Three ounces of self-

raising flour; six ounces of mashed potato;
one ounce and a half of margarine or cook
ing fat; half a teaspoonful of salt. Cold
water.
Put the fish in a pan with just enough

water to cover. Add a dash of vinegar
and bring to the boil slowly. Simmer for
about ten minutes. Drain well. Now put a

r&amp;gt; at flip V&amp;gt;otto*n of n riio-o iqh.

in very fine crumbs and fry in deep hot
fat. Serve with a light-textured cream
sauce.

Stuffed Baked Fillets

Wipe 2 fillets of fish, brush with lemon
juice and season. Put 1 fillet in greased
platter which can go to the table. Cover
with stuffing and wi^h remaining fillet.

Pour over 1^ cups milk, sprinkle with flour
and bake 1 hour in a moderate oven, bast

ing frequently.
Stuffing: 3 tablespoons butter; J cup hot

water; J cup bread-crumbs; ^ teaspoon
salt; J teaspoon pepper; Few drops onion

juico; 1 tablespoon cucumber pickle, chop
ped.

All-It butter in hot water and add re

maining ingredients, mixing with a fork.

and arrange in alternate layers the nsh
and vegetables and sauce. Sprinkle the

pepper between the layers.
Sieve the flour and salt together. Rub in

the margarine and add the potato. Mix to
a stiff paste with water, roll out on a
floured board, and use for a covering. Bake
in a moderate oven for thirty minutes.

Prawn-Oyster Pie
Line pie plate with pastry or biscuit

dough, prick to prevent blisters. Pour in

6 ozs. prawns and one cup oysters. Sprinkle
with one tablespoon quick-cooking tapioca,
one tablespoon minced parsley, one table

spoon lemon juice, salt and pepper to taste.

Cover with a top crust, brush with milk
for a rich glaze or dot with shortening.
Bake thirty minutes in a hot oven.

Buttered Prawns.
Dip one cup prawns in beaten egg or

flour. Cook one sliced onion, one tablespoon
minced parsley, one quarter teaspoon
celery salt, one-quarter teaspoon paprika
with four tablespoons melted butter and

Crab Rarebit.
Make a white sauce with 1 tablespoon

butter, 2 tablespoons flour and 2 cups thin
cream. Add J teaspoon soda, $ teaspoon
salt, 1J cups flaked crabmeat, 2 tablespoons

[TurnjLo page 3S.]
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PROVED BY INDEPENDENT SDRVEY !

^Li*?
0^.***

SOFTNESS

yCOMFORT
VBETTER DESIGN

Women choose Kotex because

it s more comfortable . . . made

in soft layers that stay soft. They

like the
&quot;safety

centre&quot; that gives

extra protection, and the flat, pressed

ends that cause no tell-tale outlines.

2 out of 3 women acclaim Kotex

for softness and better design.

Next time prove it for yourself!

een-agers, write for a free copy of tht

nforrfiative Kotex Booklet,
&quot;As One Girl to Another&quot;.

Send name, address, and /

2 -d. stamp to Australian
Cellucotton Products
Pty. Ltd., Dept. H5,
Box 3931, G.P.O.,

Sydney.

WITHOUT A SHADOW
OF A DOUBT . . .

WOMEN PREFER

TEX

Materials required: 1 ball Coat s Mercer
crochet cotton, colour white, No. 70, steel

crochet hook No. 5$.
Abbreviations: Ch., chain; tr., treble;

l.tr., long treble; d.c., double crochet; si.

St., slip stitch; sp., space; tog., together;
beg., beginnning; st., stitch; rep., repeat.

Centre Band. 26 chain.
1st row Id.c. in 5th ch. (2 ch, miss 2

ch, l.tr. in next ch. 2 ch., miss 2 ch., 1 d.e.,
in next ch.) 3 times, 2 ch miss 2 ch, l.tr.

in last ch.

2nd row 8 ch., l.tr., on tr. of previous
row (5 ch, l.tr. on next tr.) twice, 5 ch.,
l.tr. on 3rd tr. of 5 ch, at beg. of previous
round.

3rd row 5 ch., 1 d.c. in first sp. ( 2 ch.,
l.tr. on tr., 2 ch. 1 d.c. in sp.) 3 tines, 2 ch.,
l.tr. in 3rd ch. of 5 ch. at beg. of previous
row rep. 2nd and 3rd rows until band
measures 10 inches long mitre end fur
thest from needle. Work 5. d.c. in large sps.
across band. Work 3 d.c. in every sp. down
side, round mitre end, up second side join
to first d.c. turn.

1st row ^/ cu., miss 4 d.c., 1 d.c. in 5th

d.c.) rep. all down side to beg. of mitre

(43 loops) turn si. st. to centre of loop.
2nd row 3 ch., 2 tr. in loop keeping

last st. of each tr. on needle until 2 tr. ia

worked, thread round needle draw through
all loops tog.,

* 7 ch., 1 d.c. in next loop,
7 ch., 3 tr., in next loop, keeping
last st. of each tr. on needle until

3rd tr. is worked, thread round needle, draw
through all loops tog., rep fron * to end.

3rd row *
7 ch., 1 d.e. in loop. Eep.

from *
to last loop, 1 ch. turn st. st. to

centre of loops. Rep 2nd and 3rd rows 15

times.
Turn 5 ch., l.tr. in every loop up side.

1 ch. turn 6 d.c. in every loop down side,
3 d.c. in every sp. along bottom edge
including under 3 ch. for tr. in cluster.

Starting neck end of band, work another
side to correspond.
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Edging.
Join thread at top of side * 5 ch., 2 l.tr.

in first ch., keeping last loop of each l.tr.

on needle until second l.tr. is worked,
thread round needle, draw through all loops

tog. (twice) miss 5 d.c. 1 d.c. in next d.c.

Eep. from * down side, across bottom, and

up side, turn si. st. to top of cluster *

(4 ch., 2 l.tr. in same cluster as 4th ch.

keeping last loop of each l.tr. on needle
until second l.tr. is worked, thread round

needle, draw through all loops tog.) twice,
1 d.c. between top of next cluster of pre
vious row. Eep. from *

all round. Fasten
off.

Bow and Ends.
16 ch. turn Id.c. in 15 ch.,

* 1 ch., turn
15 d.c. in every d.c., rep. from * for 5

inches. Make 2 more lengths, one 4 inches

long, one 1J inches long.

Make Up.
Press. Fold cravat in folds. Make bow

and ends attach to cravat.

Sloping Shoulders, Wing Collars.

The sophisticated outlook now demands
the classic sloping shoulder-line. Based
on the old-fashioned kimino, it has become
very popular. Sketched are a few sugges
tions. A: Showing the neat, youthful
look. B: Used for a slightly longer sleeve,

gusset underarm. C: Another view of the

sloping shoulder-line.

Now for the winged collars. They cer

tainly have come in with a rush and will
be seen on most of the new season s frocks
and suits. D shows the doubled-over style.
E: The folded collar. F: Quite definitely
winged. G: A real butterfly effect.
You will notice these collars coming in

more and more as the season progresses.
+

Do They Realise ?
Do men who go on strike for higher pay

to meet the cost of living realise that thev
are demanding that their burden should
be placed on other shoulders often not so
able to bear it as theirs? People living
on small fixed incomes, men and women
on pensions, the widow, the fatherless,
poor people who cannot hurt anyone by
striking, are asked to bear their own crush
ing burden and that of the strikers as well.

MORE and MpRE MOTHERS
choose this laxative

for their children
and themselves

GENTLE, EFFECTIVE, SAFE, RELIABLE

Reduce WITHOUT DRUGS!
1,000

Guarantee
1 guarantee that these
testimonials are true
extracts from un
solicited letters re
ceived and are open
for inspection at my
offices.

(Sgd.) Joan Powell.

Reduced 1 Stone
Already

&quot;I was list. 31b. when
I started your reduc
ing method. I am now
lOst. 31b.&quot;

Later: &quot;I am quite
pleased with myself
now. I can wear a

tight-fitting dress with
pleasure.&quot; Miss M.I.A.

R., Qld.

Lost a Stone in

Weight
&quot;1 am thrilled with
the results of the

treatment and have

already lost over a

stone in weight. 1

think the treatment is

wonderful.&quot;

Miss M.C. F.. N.Z.

Reduce Ugly Fat Quickly
Now you can actually reduce those unnat

ural bulging hips and that huge, unlovely
waist by a NEW, simple method. Without
dangerous drugs. Secretly in your own room
you can really watch those bulging hips dis

appearing. An over-prominent, sagging bust,
fat arms and legs, thick ankles, and double
chin can be quickly banished with this mar
vellous new reducing treat
ment it s something entirely &amp;gt;__^.^^_
different -

BANISH :

Wide Hips

Large Bust

Big Waist

Fat Arms
and Legs

Double Chin,
etc.

JOAN POWELL. SALES DEPT. AH..
24 Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

I Please send me, with no oblig
enclose 2id. in stamps.

ation. your amazing &quot;SOMETHING.&quot; I

Name
Address ............................... April, 50

1.JJ
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EASTER RECIPES
[from page 35.]

Parmesan or other cheese, grated. Heat.
Serve on crisp waffles.

Cooking Shell Fish.

While shell-fish can not always take a
direct route from the water to the pan, it

is essential that they be alive until ready
for cooking. Lobsters, prawns, crabs, and

oysters, although a thousand miles from
the sea, must be alive when they reach your
kitchen. To have the best results cook
shell-fish a short time, as long cooking
toughens them. This is exemplified by the

famous &quot;leather&quot; oyster, which attains

that consistency when overcooked.
Lobster: Place the live lobster in a

kettle of boiling water, add a tablespoonful
of salt, and boil twenty minutes. Split in

halves and remove the intestinal vein,
which runs the length. If the lobster is to

be broiled it may be boiled five minutes,
split, cleaned, and placed on a broiler for

ten minutes. The lobster may be served in

the shell, or the meat may be removed and
served with sauce or with a salad dressing.

Hard-Shell Crabs: Hard-shell crabs may
be cooked as lobsters. The meat is usually
removed from the shell, and combined with
sauce or salad dressing. Tor deviled crabs,

combine the meat with a white sauce,

highly seasoned, return to the shell, cover
with buttered crumbs, and bake in a hot

oven until crumbs are brown.
Soft-Shell Crabs: With a sharp knife re

move the spongy material under the points
of the back shell and the small pointed
piece at the lower end. Dip in seasoned

crumbs, egg diluted with water, and crumb
again. Fry in deep fat, turning when brown
on one side, and drain on paper.
Prawns: Pick prawns over carefully, dis

carding any which are dead. Wash well
in plenty of fresh, clean water, then plunge
into plenty of rapidly boiling, salted water,
allowing $ Ib. salt to each J gallon of water.
Cook rapidly from 12 to 15 minutes, ac

cording to size. Strain and plunge immed
iately into plenty of cold water. Leave
until cool. Strain, dry and use as required.

Cooking Fish.

While inland lakes furnish a share of
the fish used on our tables, the largest
source is the sea, which provides gener
ously, with the assistance of modern re

frigeration methods, fresh fish for almost

every market. With the added help of

salting and smoking, sea-fish reach practi
cally every table in the country. On
account of the iodine content, which plays
an important part in preventing goiter, so

prevalent inland, salt-water fish, fresh or

preserved, should be on every menu at
least once a week.

Preparation of Fish: Eemove the scales
and the fins, split and clean. Wash inside
and out with salt water.

Broiled Fish: Clean the fish, remove the
head and tail, and split down the back.
Broil over the coals on a greased broiler or
in a gas-broiling oven, turning occasionally.
Cook until the fish is firm; season with
salt, pepper, and lemon-juice.

Fried Fish: Clean the fish and wipe dry.
Sprinkle with salt and dip in flour, corn-

meal, or crumbs. Cook in a frying-pan with
enough fat to keep from sticking, turning
when one side is browned.
Baked Fish: Clean the fish and stuff and

sew. Dredge with flour, salt, and pepper.
Dot with butter and bake in a hot o\en
(500 degrees F.). Cook until the flesh is

firm and separates easily from the bone.

Stuffing for Fish: 2 cupfuls soft bread

crumbs; 2 teaspoonsful chopped onion;
1 teaspoonful salt; pepper; 2 teaspoonsful
lemon-juice; 3 tablespoonsful fat, melted.

Salmon Pastry Pie.

Half a pound of self-raising flour; three
ounces of butter; four ounces of lard; a

pinch of salt; water; one tin of salmon;
two hard-boiled eggs; a cupful of cooked

The Natural laxative
that children love ...

However sweet a child s disposition may be, he or

she will occasionally become fretful. That is only

natural, but such a condition is quickly set right by
California Syrup of Figs. This gentle, efficient, safe

laxative, made from the juice of ripe figs with an extrac

of senna, contains no synthetic cathartics or harsh

chemicals. Because it is purely vegetable and naturally

nice, children make no fuss about taking delicious

California Syrup of Figs. Always ask for it by name
and insist on having CALIFIG

CALIFORNIA
SYRUP OF FIGS

(CALIFIG)
Obtainable from all Chemists and Stores

Which is larger

YOUR BUST or

YOUR KIPS?
For figure beauty all 2

measurements and^
weight mast be in pfb-
portion to height. The

hips must measure the

same as the bust, the
calf the same as the

knee.

FILL THIS IN TO-NIGHT!

AGE
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peas; a cupful of white sauce; a teaspoon-
ful of eLooped parsley; salt and pepper.

Sieve together the flour and salt. Rub
in the butter and mix to a stiff paste with
water. Turn this paste on to a floured

board and knead it lightly until free of

cracks. Then roll it out into a long thin

strip. Divide the lard into three portions.
Put little dabs of lard in rows down the
whole length of the paste, leaving a nar
row margin round the edge until one of the

portions of lard is used up. Dust a little

flour over the lard. Fold the pastry in

three, press the edges firmly together and
roll it out again. Spread on the second

portion of lard as before and repeat this,

following, rolling, and spreading until all

the lard is used up. Then roll out, and
stamp out a neat oval or round. Mark a
smaller oval inside, cutting nearly through
the pastry but not quite. Bake this case in

a quick oven until it is puffed up and a

pretty biscuit tint. Then with a sharp knife
cut out the centre portion, leaving a hol

low case. Remove all skin and bone from
the salmon and break it into flakes. Mix
it with the sauce, peas and chopped hard-
boiled eggs, reserving a few slices of egg
for garnishing. Make this mixture piping
hot, season it well, and pile it into the
case. Garnish with egg, chopped parsley,
and, if liked, a little paprika.

The Royal Visit.

There seems everj
r reason for anticipat

ing a visit from the King and Queen early
in 1952. The previously announced trip
had to be cancelled owing to the state of
the King s health. He is much improved
since then, and the visit would have been
made next year but for important sched
uled happenings in Great Britain. The
royal visitors can be assured of an enthus
iastic and cordial welcome from every
section of the community. Their Majesties
will notice a tremendous difference in the

growth of the State capitals and their

surroundings since their visit 19 years ago.
Such growth has been phenomenal, and
now, with a business-like immigration
policy well established, a still greater
grewth will be maintained. All

sections of the community will vie with
each other in according the visitors a
welcome at once spontaneous and warm
hearted. Their Majesties have endeared
themselves to Australians because of their

simple and sincere life, free from swank
and cant, and always founded on the
sound Christian way of living. That is a
lot to be thankful for in these days of
materialism and waywardness.

The Eice Position.
A radio announcement that there would

be no rice available to the Australian

public, as it was all required for people
in South Eastern Pacific, is misleading. Rice
has not been available to the public for
some considerable time; so there is nothing
new in that announcement. It is more or
less banned, and is only freed for hos

pital requirements, or on a doctor s certi
ficate. A certain amount is allocated to
the Chinese community popularly sup
posed to live on rice. These Asiatics have
been so long in Australia that they are

quite used to ordinary Australian food
stuffs, and there is no reason why a special
allocation should be available for them.
You can go to a Chinese restaurant and
find plenty of rice there, but no place can
be found for it on the ordinary Australian
household menu. While there is justi-
flcntion for supplying hospitals and people
suffering from complaints that make rice

a necessity, there is no reason for special
treatment of the Chinese.

&quot;There are no ugly women; there are

only women who do not know how to look

pretty.&quot; Antoine P. Berryer.

Australian actor Peter Fineh has joined
the cast of &quot;The Miniver Story,&quot; now
being made at M-G-M s London studios.

Stars of the new film are Greer Garson
and Walter Pidgeon, with John Hodiak
and Cathy O Donnell heading the support
ing cast.

RELIEVE

that COLD
AMAZINGLY

QUICKLY
with

BAYER S
ASPIRIN
Tablets

IOOfor4

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of
excessive drinking? EUCRASY has
changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Established
52 years, it destroys all desire for
Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be
given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State which required.

SEND 20/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
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LADIES, MEN,

CHILDREN,

and

BABIES.

WRITE NOW lor your copy of &quot;MAKE IT IN WOOL&quot; to

X)NS & BALDWINS LTD.
DEPT. 5 Box 1606 M, MELBOURNE, or Box 3718 SS, SYDNEY
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The Play and Film
[From page 27.]

proves useless until one day he dramatic

ally sees Hildergard in a wood near a

camp. An involved spy story is inter

woven in the film. In the cast, Mai Zetter-

ling, Kobert Beatty, Guy Rolfe, Herbert

Lorn, Patrick Holt, Arnold Marie, Sybilla
Binder.

* *

When a young girl, who makes her

home with an elderly aunt, finds herself

lonely she forthwith puts an advertisement
in the paper asking for correspondence
from an intelligent young man. Judy Gar
land is the lonesome wench, and the ad
vertisement is answered by Van Johnson,
a clerk in a music store. Well you know
what is going to happen, boy meets girl

stuff, romance, and plenty of music thrown
in for good measure. So &quot;In the Good Old
Summertime&quot; (St. James), set in Chicago
back at the turn of the century, we have
several songs which were hits at that time:

&quot;Put Your Arms Around Me Honey,&quot;

&quot;Meet Me To-night in Dreamland,&quot; among
others, as well as brand new tunes. The
initial teaming of Miss Garland and John
son should prove a forerunner to more
films starring the popular stars, who are

ideally cast together, whether it be in a

romantic spat or in a melody duet.

&quot;Cuddles&quot; Sakall, as the irate music-store

proprietor, runs away with many of the

story s laughs, as does Buster Keaton, with

&quot;Johnny Allegro&quot;, Plaza.

other top-notch supporting performances
contributed by Spring Byington as the

motherly cashier, Clinton Sundberg as the
fellow-clerk sympathetic to Van s romantic

predicaments, and Marcia Van Dyke as

Judy s violin-playing rival.
* * *

Columbia s &quot;Johnny Allegro,&quot; starring
George Raft in a romantic drama of inter
national intrigue, murder and treason, at
the Plaza. Nina Foch and George Macready
head the cast of supporting players. In
this fast-moving story of international

gangsters and money smuggling, Raft is

cast as a slick, quick-witted character, with
a shady past, who is employed by the gov
ernment to trap a mob flooding the U.S.
with illegal currency. Miss Foch plays a

glamour girl who falls for Raft, while

Macready, as her husband and head of the

money mobsters, is probably the oddest
villian of the year in the role of a culti

vated scholar who delights in eliminating
his opponents with a primitive bow and
arrow. In the exciting climax of the film

Raft plays a deadly game of hide and
seek with archer Macready as the law
closes in on the gang leader.

* *

&quot;Oklahoma!&quot; with its quaint American
humour of the early Victorian period, is

still flourishing at the Theatre Royal. It

70 Waratah Pde.,

Dee Why Heights.

Dear Sirs,

Please find enclosed photographs of

my two little girls. Denise, who was

&amp;gt;* only a bare 6 Ibs. when born, was fed on

ARNOTT S MILK ARROWROOT
BISCUITS from an early age, and

although she is nearly 7 years of age,

still loves them in her school lunch.

Sharon has had them since she was 6

months old and is now 1 8 months and

weighs 36 Ibs.

(Signed) Mrs. I. Butcher.

There is no Substitute for Quality !

LEG ULCER DISAPPEARS

Another &quot;VAREX&quot; Success

&quot;Juat a line to tell you that Varex Treat

ment has been quite a success in my case,

writes one grateful user. &quot;The ulcer, with

its consequent pain and swelling, has en

tirely disappeared, and the leg is quite
normal.&quot; &quot;Varex&quot; is a simple, inexpen
sive home treatment. No resting required.

Only one dressing per week. Write for

free booklet. Ernest Healey, Pharma
ceutical Chemist. Varex, Rooms 523-524,
5th Floor, St. James Building, 1 09W
Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

BUN1OKS
Amazing New Appliance
(worn at night). Quickly
banishes Bunions by
removing the cause.

Sent on Trial! Send
Outline of Foot and

2/jd. stamp for postage of literature.

C. PRIK4SETT APPLIANCE CO.,
10 RawsoA Place, Sydney
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has been running for several months now
and is still going strong. Great stress has
been laid on its songs and dance numbers,
Which is as it should be in a light-hearted
musical melange. Comedy interludes are

bright and snappy. The fact that a show
can be crowded during the most trying
months of the year is a fine testimonial to
its worth.

* #

Walter Pidgeon s oft-repeated wish to

play an &quot;entirely different type of char
acter&quot; is answered in his new role with
Greer Garson in &quot;That Forsyte Woman&quot;,
at the Liberty. As Young Jolyon Forsyte,
he enacts the so-called black sheep of the

family who finally proves to be the only
admirable member of the fabulous For
sytes. His love story with Miss Garson
promises to set a new pattern in screen
romance. As the brilliant artist but shy
lover, Pidgeon is cast out by his purse-proud
family for marrying beneath him. Through
out the entire story, set in fashionable
London in the 1880 s, he is content to sit

on the sidelines while Miss Garson is wooed
by 1 two other suitors, Errol Flynn and
Eobert Young.

* # *

Barry Fitzgerald, who recently starred
with Shirley Temple in Warner Bros.

forthcoming race track melodrama &quot;The

Story of Seabiscuit,&quot; and now one of the
most sought after character actors in

Hollywood was never more than an amateur
actor until his 41st birthday. Then he left
his civil service job in Dublin to become
a full-time member of the famous Abbey
Players.

* * *

Clifton Webb, who recently completed
&quot;Cheaper by the Dozen&quot; for 20th Century-
Fox and then came down with a virus con
dition, is feeling a bit better these days.
While waiting for a complete recovery
Webb is painting a self-portrait. In his
true Belevedere fashion, Webb says he s
been painting since he was a youngster
and chose to paint himself because &quot;I m
the most interesting subject anyone could
find.&quot;

* * *

Betty Grable and her husband, Harry
James, soon may be teamed on the screen.
The actress, now before the cameras in
20th Century-Fox s &quot;My Blue Heaven&quot;,
has asked her studio to be on the outlook
for a vehicle suitable for such a venture.
Miss Grable has had her heart set on a
co-starring appearance ever since the time
she first met her husband-to-be, which
was when they both were in the cast of

&quot;Springtime in the Rockies&quot;, eight years
ago.

At long last something definite is to be
done about those drunken motor drivers.
The Minister for Transport advocates the
amendment of Section 556A of the Crimes
Act (first offenders section) so that it will
not apply to drunken driving. The Minister
said that when a Judge sets aside a con
viction for drunken driving he says in
effect: &quot;I know you were full, but you can
go this time.&quot; The man is free to drive
again the next day. A conviction means
immediate disqualification from holding a
licence for at least 12 months. There can
be no two opinions, the drunken driver
cannot be given a second chance of injur
ing or killing folk.

In England the Pood Ministry lias offer
ed a new delicacy, barracouta from Aust
ralia &quot;to replace the canned_salmon we
can no longer afford the dollars to

buy.&quot;

Junior Miss

Fashions&quot;

Donegal Top Coat, trimly
tailored for little girls.

Double-breasted style with
velveteen trimmed pockets
and collar. Inverted pleat
at back, half belt and yoke.

Fully lined.

In Brown, Blue, Green.

Length, 24 ins.

661-

Smart Top Coat for School
Belles Tailored from all

wool tweed in double
breasted style with two-

way collar, flap pockets.
Inverted pleat at back with
buttoned half belt. Fully
lined. In Grey and Natural.
Fit 9-12 years.

Lengths, 30, 33, 36 ins.

79/II

One of three different

styles in Donegal or Her
ringbone Tweed Teenage
Top Coats, button-to-neck

style with snug collar. Un
usual pockets have button

flap. Inverted pleat, yoke
at back. Fully lined. Brown
and Fawn. Sizes 12T, 14T,
16T.

6-12-0
WE PAY FREIGHT

Murdochs
PARK AND GEORGE STREETS. SYDNEY.



NEW SAVOURY SOUP
by ELIZABET 11 COOKE

Krail Cookery an, I Nutrition Expert

KRAFT CHEDDAR CREME a Bcrgain in Nutrition

1 pint milk; 2 tablespoons butler

or margarine; 3 tablespoons flour;

4 ozs. grated Kraft Cheese; 1

tablespoon chopped celery; 1 table

spoon chopped onion; 1 table

spoon diced carrot; 1 dessertspoon

chopped parsley; 1 cup water or

chicken stock.

Melt half the butter or margarine,

add flour and blend smoothly.

Gradually add milk, stirring con

stantly. Bring to boil, add cheese

and remove from heat. Melt

remaining butter in another pan.

Add celery, onion and carrot.

Cook gently until lightly browned.

Add water or stock. Combine the

two mixtures, reheat and add

parsley. Serves four.

HIGH FOOD VALUE! Unlike

many soups, this one is highly

nourishing. That s because it s

made with Kraft Cheese. The

vitamins A, 62 and D the

calcium, phosphorus and protein

of Kraft Cheese remain unim

paired in cooking. So does that

delicious cheddar flavour! Cooked,

KRAFT CHEESE
tastes better because it s

BLENDED better

Sold everywhere in the 8 ox. carton
or the economical 5 Ib. loaf.

sliced, shredded, grated, toasted or

melted, Kraft Cheese is a real

bargain in nutrition. Weight for

weight, Kraft Cheese contains

eleven times as much calcium as

cream and more protein and

calories than beef, mutton, pork,

lamb or veal. The freshness of

Kraft Cheese is protected by a

hygienic foil wrapper so you enjoy

every golden slice.

So Nourishing

for

School Lunches

So many of the

food properties
vital to child health are con

tained in Kraft Cheese that you
cannot afford to overlook it in

school lunches. Kiddies love

the mellow flavour of Kraft

Cheese, so give them lots of it

every day. CQT
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VEST AND PANTETTES
Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool; one pair

of No. 10 and one pair of No. 12 needles;
} yd. ins. ribbon for straps; f yd. elastic

for pantees.
Measurements: Vest: Bust 34/36 ins.

Length 23 ins.

Pantees: Waist 26/28 ins. Side length
15 ins.

Tension: 7 sts. and 9 rows equal 1 inch.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; rep.,

repeat; beg., beginning; pat., pattern; tog.,

together; wl. frd., wool forward; dec, de

crease; inc., increase; r., rise (by knitting
into st. under next st. on needle then knit
into st. as in usual way) ; st., stitch;

si., slip; p.s.s.o., pass slip stitch over; w.o.n.,
wool over needle; w.r.n., wool round needle;
g. st., garter stitch.

To Make the Vest.

Using No. 12 needles cast on 127 sts.

0. st. 6 rows.

Change to No. 10 needles and work as
follows:
Row 1 p. 1, k. 6, rep. from beg. to end

ing, p. 1.

Row 2 k. 1, p. 6, rep. from beg. to end
ing, k. 1.

Rep. these 2 rows 54 times.

Shape on next row by dec. as follows:

Right side facing: p. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 2, k. 2 tog., rep. from beg. to ending, p. 1.

Next row k. 1, p. 4, rep. from beg. to

ending, k. 1.

Next row p. 1, k. 4, rep from beg. to

ending, p. 1.

Continue, rep. the last 2 rows until 15
inches completed.

Change to No. 12 needles and work in
rib of k. 1, p. 1, for 3 inches.

Change to Ne. 10 needles and work in
rib as follows:
Row 1 p. 1, r. 1, k. 4, r. 1, rep. from

beg. to ending p. 1.

Row 2 k. 1, p. 6, rep. to ending, k. 1.

Row 3 p. 1, k. 6, rep. from beg. to

ending, p. 1.

Continue as for 2nd and 3rd row on
these sts. for 42 more rows (23 inches

completed).
Shape Top: Cast off 4 at beg. of next

row, keep to pat. to end.
Next row Cast off 4 at beg. and keep

to pat. to end.
Commence yoke pat. as follows:
1st pat. row k. 2 tog., wl. frd., k. 1,

rep. to ending, k. 2 tog. (118 sts.).
Row 2 p. 2 tog., p. to last 2 sts., p. 2

teg. (116 sts.).
Row 3 k. 2 tog., k. 1, wl. frd., rep. from

beg. to ending, k. 2 tog. (115 sts.).
Row 4 p. 2 tog., p. to last 2 sts., p. 2

tog. (113 sts.).
Row 5 k. 1, wl. frd., k. 2 tog., rep. from

beg. to last 2 sts., k. 2 (113 sts.).
Row 6 p. to end (113 sts.).
Row 7 k. 2 tog.,

*
p. 1, w.o.n., k. 4, si.

1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 4, w.r.n., p. 1, rep.
from * 4 times, p. 2 tog., turn (54 sts.,

put remaining 57 sts. on spare needle).
Row 8 k. 2 tog.,

*
p. 11, k. 2, rep. from

* to ending k. 2 tog. instead of k. 2 (52
ets.).
Row 9 k. 2,

*
wl. frd., k. 3, si. 1, k. 2

tog., p.s.s.o., k. 3, wl. frd., k. 1, p. 2, k. 1,

rep. from * to ending wl. frd., k.l, p. 1,
instead of wl. frd., k. 1, p. 2, k. 1 (52 sts.).Row 10 p. 2 tog., p. 10,

*
k. 2, p. 11,

rep. from *
to ending, k. 2, p. 10, k. 2 tog.

(50 sts.).
Row 11 k. 2 tog.,

*
wl. frd., k. 2, si. 1,

k. 2 tog., p.s.s.0.., k. 2, m. 1, k. 2, p. 2, k. 2,

rep. from *
to ending, wl. frd., k. 2, si. 1, k. 2

tog., p.s.s.o., k. 2, m. 1, k. 2 tog. (48 sts.).
Row 12 p. 2 tog., p. 8,

*
k. 2, p. 11, to ending,

k. 2, p. 8, p. 2 tog. (46 sts.).
Row 13 k. 1,

* wl. frd., k. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.so., k. 1, wl. frd., k. 3, p. 2, k. 3, rep. from *

to ending wl. frd., k. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog., ps.s.o., k.

1, wl. frd., k. 1 (46 sts.).
Row 14 p. 2 tog., p. 7, (k. 2, p. 11) twice,

k. 2, p. 7, p. 2 tog. (44 sts.).
Row 15 k. 1, wl. frd.,

*
si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o.,

wl. frd., k. 4, p. 2, k. 4, wl. frd., rep. from *

twice, to ending, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., wl. frd.,
k. 1.

Row 16 p. 2 tog., p. 6,
*

k. 2, p. 11, rep from
* to ending, k. 2, p. 6, p. 2 tog. (42 sts.).

Continue working in the rib pat. decreasing
each end of eyery row right side facing and at
armhole end of every p. row until 3 sts. remain,
k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Next row: P. 2 tog. Finish off.

Work other side to correspond but beg. at the
7th row and knitting 3 tog. at the beg. of the
7th row instead of 2.

Back: Make exactly as front.

Top edging: Using the No. 12 needles, pick
up 1 st. into each across shapings.
Working in g. st. dec. at centre front by k.

3 tog. on each row, and inc. at top of points by
inc. 1 st. either side of st. immediately over

point. Complete 6 rows likewise. Cast off, keep
ing to tension.
Work Back likewise.

To Make Up: Join sides. Cut ribbon in half
and attach to shaped parts, to length required.
Press well under a damp cloth and warm iron.

Pantees
Front: Right leg: Cast on 65 sts. on No. 10

needles and double wool and work 6 rows in
g. st.

Work in pat. as follows:
Row 1 p. 1,

*
w.o.n., k. 4, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.s.o., k. 4, w.r.n., p. 2, rep. from * 4 times
ending p. 1, instead of p. 2.

Row 2 k. 1,
*

p. 11, k. 2, rep. from *
to

ending k. 1, instead of k. 2.

Row 3 p. 1, k. 1,
*

wl. frd., k. 3, si. 1, k. 2
tog., p.s.s.o., k. 3, wl. frd., k. 1, p. 2, k. 1, rep.from 3 times, ending wl. frd., k. 3, si. 1, k 2
tog., p.s.s.o., k. 3, wl. frd., k. 1, p. 1.
Row 4 As 2nd.
Row 5 p. 1, k. 2,

*
wl. frd., k. 2, si. 1, k. 2

tog, p s.s.o. k. 2, wl. frd., k. 2, p. 2, k. 2, rep.from *
3 times ending wl. frd., k. 2 si 1 k 2

tog., p.s.s.o., k. 2, wl. frd., k. 2, p. 1
Row 6 As 2nd.
Row 7 p. 1, k. 3,

*
wl. frd., k. 1, si. 1, k 2

tog., p s.s.o., k. 1, wl. frd., k. 3, p. 2, k. 3, rep.from ending wl. frd., k. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tos
p.s.s.o., k. 1, wl. frd., k. 3, p. 1.
Row 8 As 2nd.
Row 9 p. 1, k. 4,

* wl frd., si. 1, k. 2
tog., p.s.s.o., wl. frd., k. 4,
p. 2, k. 4, rep. from 3

times, ending wl. frd., si.

1, k 2 tog., p.s.s.o.,
wl. frd., k. 4, p. 1,
instead of p. 2.

Row 10
As 2nd.
Row 11 p.

1,
*

k. 11, p.
2, rep. from *

ending k. 11,
p. 1.

Row 12 As
2nd.

Leave these
sts. on spare
needle.

Left leg: Work as for right leg.
Put both pieces, right side facing,

on one needle, rib across first piece
as fellows: (p. 1, k. 6,) 9 times, p. 2

tog., cast on 29 sts., for gusset, sec
ond leg p. 2 tog.,

*
k. 6, p. 1, rep.

from *
to end.

Row 2 (k. 1, p. 6) 9 times, k. 1,

p. 29, k. 1, then (p. 6, k. 1,) 9 times.
Row 3 Keep to rib for 63 sts.,

p. 2 tog., k. 27, p. 2 tog., rib 63.
Row 4 Rib 63, k. 1, p. 27, k. 1,

rib 63.

Row 5 As 3rd but knitting 25 in
stead of 27 for gusset.
Row 6 As 4th row, purling 25 in

stead of 27.

Continue likewise dec. either side
of gusset every row right side fac

ing and working 2 sts. less for gus
set every row until 3 sts. remain.
Next row: P. the 3 sts. tog. at

centre, keeping other sts. in rib as
before (127 sts. on needle.).

[Turn to page 45.]
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Benvenuto Ceffini

1500-1571

A superb craftsman m gold and silver, Cellini s

craftsmanship has never been excelled. Similarly,

Goddard s Silver Polishes are unexcelled. They

produce the clearest and most brilliant lustre on all

silverware with a minimum of effort.

Goddards Silver Polishes
Plate Powder - Silver Polish Silver Cloths

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser-
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers-people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test
for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all

four circles are uni

form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the
width and depth of
bars.

FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM
TIRED EYES GLARE
TURNED EYES STRAIN

EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes), Call or Write (en
closing 2^d. postage) for my

FREE 32 PAGE BOOK
&quot; Better Natural Sight Without Wear
ing Glasses&quot; This includes testimonials
from happy people who have discarded

glasses. It will open up a new avenue
of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA5455
FREE CONSULTATION MA5455

&quot;My girl friend worships the ground I &quot;If one examines the comparison* on -

.,
between Christianity and Communism

^-
*&quot; dont sav! An &amp;lt;l what does she there can be no doubt as to the falseness

think about you!&quot; Of the latter.&quot; Sir Stafford Cripps.

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause

WHEN waste matter is allowed
to accumulate in the colon it has
three effects. It weakens th
muscular power of the body to
remove it. It creates poisonous
products which through the cir

culation reach every cell In the
body. It forms a breeding-
ground for germs by the mil
lions. That is the reason high
authority to-day regards consti

pation as primarily responsible
for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of serious illness. Why
specialists all over the world
have made internal cleannes
their slogan.

Coloseptic overcomes the pos
sibility of Autoxima from the
words auto (self), toxin (poison)

by inducing better Internal
Cleanness.

Coloseptic is the product of in
tensive research to find a remedy
which would combat constipa
tion at its source, the colon.

A level teaspoonful in a glass
of water morning or night, once
or twice a week, is sufficient after
perfect relief is obtained.

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLEANNESS
At all chemists and stores.

4331

Make
baby s

hair

grow
curly

TI far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

PAINFUL FEET.
We have an excellent home remedy for bunions, it vriB
help reduce them and will banish all pain immediately.
10/6 Post free.

Callous on hands and feet permanently removed no
matter how long-standing by KALOS

, 7/6 jar, post free.

Corns, hard or soft, immediately removed by our
SPECIAL Corn Salve, 3/6 post free.

Obtainable at CHEMISTS or from
SISTER WARD SMITH, Box 32, Crows Nest P.O.

Send 6d. for advice on all foot troubles.

He that worketh deceit shall not dwell
within my house: he that telleth lies shall

not tarry in my sight. Psalms 101,7,
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SUN-RAY JUMPER
A flattering, rounded yoke worked in

Here s a gay new jumper to welcome the
warmer days. It is made in stocking-
stitch with a pattern of 2 plain, 2 purl.

Materials: 6 ozs. 3-ply wool; Nos. 12 and
10 knitting needles; 6 small buttons.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
20 inches; width round at bust, 34-35

inches; sleeve seam, 5 inches.

Tension: About 7 stitches to an inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; st.-st., stocking stitch; inc., increase;
dec., decrease; patt., pattern; rep., repeat;
beg., beginning; ins., inches.

The Back.
With No. 12 needles cast on 104 sts. and

rib in k. 2, p. 2 for 4 inches. Change to
No. 10 needles and pattern.

1st to 8th rows Stocking-st.
9th and 10th rows K. 2, p. 2 rib (always

matching rib by patt. below). Eep. these
10 rows, but inc. both ends of next, then
each following 6th row until there are 124
sts.

When back measures 13 inches, cast off

ribbing, that gives the new shoulder line.

7 on next two rows, then dec. at beg. of
each row until 92 sts. remain.
When armhole measures 2^ inches, work

next row thus: Patt. 31 sts. Turn, cast
off 3, work back across remaining sts. Con
tinue on this side, casting off 3 sts. at yoke
edge twice, 2 sts. twice, then dec. each
row until 12 sts. remain. Dec. each 1st,

2nd and 3rd row worked, but omit decrease
from each 4th row until all are worked off.

Put centre 30 sts on to

stitch holder, and knit
second side to correspond
with first, beg. by joining
wool and casting off 3 sts.,

work to end of row.
The Front.

Work as for back until

armhole is reached. Cast off

7 sts. on next two rows,
then work 6 rows, decreas

ing at beg. of each. In next
row k. 2 tog., k. 44 in patt.

Turn, and cast off 3 sts.,

work across remaining 42
sts. Knitting on this side,

shape at underarm each
alternate row until 16 sts.

in all are decreased (includ
ing 7 cast-off sts.).
At the same time, cast

off at yoke edge 3 sts.

twice, 2 sts. 3 times, then
dec. each row until there
are 19 sts. Work one row
without shaping, then dee.

each 1st, 2nd and 3rd row
worked, but omit dec. each
4th row until all are worked
off.

Put 12 centre sts. on to

safety pin, and work re

maining 46 sts. to corre

spond with first side, begin
ning by casting off 3 sts.,

then working to end of row.
The Sleeves.

With No. 12 needles cast
on 80 sts. and rib in k. 2,

p. 2 for 12 rows. Change to
No. 10 needles and work in

patt. as given for back, but
inc. both ends of 5th, then
each following 6th row
until there are 90 sts.

When sleeves seam meas
ures 5 inches or nearest to
this which matches patt.
at jumper armhole, cast off

2 sts. on next 6 rows, then
dec. at beg. of each row
until there are 40 sts. Dec.
at both ends of next 10
rows. Put remaining 20 sts.

on safety pin.

The Front Yoke.
With No. 10 needles, k. 10 sts. from left

sleeve top, k. up 63 down front to centre
sts. K. 12 centre sts. from safety pin, k.

up 63 up second side, and 10 from right
sleeve top (158). 5

With under side of work towards you
work a row thus: k. 6,

*
p. 2, k. 6, rep.

from *
to end. Now rib in patt. as follows:

1st row P. 6,
*

k. 2, p. 6. Eep. from *

to end.

2nd row K. 6,
*

p. 2, k. 6. Eep. from *

to end. Eep. these two rows twice more.

Dec. in next row thus: *
p. 4, p. 2 tog.,

k. 2. Eep. from *, ending p. 4, p. 2 tog.
Work 5 more rows in new rib, then dec.

again thus: *
p. 3, p. 2 tog., k. 2. Eep.

from *, ending row p. 3, p. 2 tog.
Continue to dec. on every 6th row until

rib in 1st patt. row is p. 1, k. 2. Work
two rows, then change to No. 12 needles
and work in rib until yoke measures 4$
inches in depth. Cast off in rib.

The Back Yoke.
K. 10 sts. from right sleeve top, k. up

40 down to centre sts., k. 30 from stitch

holder, 40 up second side and 10 from left
sleeve top.
With under side of work towards you,

p. 2,
*

k. 6, p. 2. Eep. from * to end, then
rib as follows:

1st row K. 2,
*

p, 6, k. 2. Eep. from *

to end.
2nd row P. 2,

* k. 6, p. 2.

Eep. these two rows once more. In next
row (k. 2, p. 6) 8 times, k. 1, turn and rib
back. Work two more rows in this rib,
then dec. (k. 2, p. 4, p. 2 tog.) 8 times, k. 1.

Complete this side, decreasing as for front

yoke, and finishing the k. 2, p. 1 rib with
No. 12 needles. Cast off. Join wool to
second side, k. 1, (p. 6, k. 2) 8 times.

Complete this side to correspond with first.

The Neckband.
Join shoulder seams. With No. 12

needles, k. up to 108 sts. round neck. Eib
in k. 2, p. 2 for 8 rows. Cast off in rib.

To Make Up.
Press main part of jumper, omitting all

ribbing. Sew side and sleeve seams. Make
6 small crochet loops down right back
opening, one on neck band and remainder
at equal distances below. Press seams
and sew on buttons.

VESTAND PANTETTES
[From page 43.&quot;]

Continue in rib pat. and dec. at either
side of centre p. st. as follows: si. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., before it and k. 2 tog. after it on
7th then every 10th row until 115 sts. on
needle.

Complete depth required (11$ inches
from beg. of gusset).
, Change to rib of k. 1, p. 1 on the No.
12 needles and work 8 rows.
Row 9 Eib 2, wl. frd., k. 2 tog. to

ending, rib 3.

Eib 5 more rows. Cast off loosely with
double wool.
Back: Work exactly as front to the end

of the 11J inches before waist ribbing.
Shape for extra depth at back: Work

to last 9 sts. turn and slipping first st.,
work to 9 sts. from other end, turn, and
continue likewise until 8 shapings complet
ed (43 sts. unshaped). Break off wool, join
to beg. of row and using No. 12 needles
rib in k. 1, p. 1 to end.
Work 7 more rows keeping to rib.

Work threading holes as for front. Com
plete 5 more rows of ribbing and cast off

loosely with double wool.
To Make Up: Join gusset by grafting

tog. the 2 lots of sts. Join leg and side
seams. Press well under a damp cloth and
warm iron. Eun through elastic and join
to size required.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.
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BUT NEVER ILL
FAMILY HEALTH RULE KEEPS RHEUMATISM AT BAY

&quot;It s more years than we care to remember since an old friend of my
husband s family put us on to the habit of taking the small daily dost

of Kruschen Salts. Since then we ve scarcely had a day s illness

certainly nothing serious. When we hear of friends of our own ag

suffering with rheumatism and old people s complaints we realise just

how much we owe to Kruschen.

&quot;I can assure you we are a family of confirmed Kruschen regulars .&quot;

CLEANSE YOUR SYSTEM OF POISONOUS WASTES
The world s belt health assurance li to always place paramount importance
on keeping your system free of poisonous wastes which, if retained, may seep

into the bloodstream and lead to painful rheumatic ailments.

Kruschen s skilful combination of six salts stimulates the liver and washes out

the kidneys and helps them to keep the system cleansed of poisonous wastes.

TWO WAYS TO TAKE KRUSCHEN
MEDICINAL DOSE. Sufferers from
severe muscular pains and aching
joints of rheumatism, lumbago, etc.,

need one teaspoonful of Kruschen
taken daily in a tumbler of hot water

before breakfast.

&quot;LITTLE DAILY DOSE.&quot; As much
Kruschen as would cover a sixpence
is tasteless in the first morning cup
of tea or coffee. Yet it has

stimulating tonic effect, tones up the

system, corrects constipation.

SALTS
I/6 and 2/9
at Chemist*

and Storet.

The Tonic Effect of Kruschen Keeps Millions of People Fit.

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES PTY. LTD.. Box 29-49, G.P.O. Sydney.__._______,____--*__.___ K22o./2.

We re in the

MONEY!
No, we haven t won a lottery and Tom
hasn t had his salary raised. But what
with the increased cost of living we just
had to increase our family income and
we ve found the way to

Earn 5 to 10 Weekly at Home!
We make FRENCH FLOWERS and GLOVES (we got
FREE OUTFITS too) and sell the work to our friends. If

you haven t a ready market right at home, your earnings
are assured with La Paula. Work is purchased under the

La Paula Marketing Bond. Married or single, you can
start earning right away. Don t delay
make spare hours pay. Learn

MILLINERY, DRESSMAKING. SEND COUPON Write To-day!
Personal or Postal Course (FREE i

--
WORKING OUTFITS). Start Now!
Earn as you learn. Write to-day.

FRENCH FLOWERS,
GLOVES, MILLINERY.

LA PAULA!
ART ACADEMY |Name(Mr - &amp;gt;Mrs- M &quot;s)

LA PAULA ACADEMY.
SYDNEY) 67 Castlereagh Street (near King Street.)

MELBOURNE : 343 Little Collins Street. Box 2262U, G.P.O,
Melbourne.

Send me Free Booklet and full details.
I am interested in

~l

SYDNEY - - - MELBOURNE. i Street

Town.

Course
|

Street

Stat
Also Box 1160, Wellington, N.Z. I A.H. 4/60

FAILING MEMORY ETC.

HORMONE
PRfiMJCT

Science has proved
that our physical and
mental energy are de

pendent upon our

supplies of hormones,
and that any hormone
deficiency may be bal

anced by taking in

ternally agenuine hor
mone preparation.
Science has also ascer

tained that the taking
of such a preparation
w

,

jli considerably stim-

who successfully expert- u late the hormone tor
mented with Hormones mation in the body.We have a genuine hormone product
that renews energy, improves the

memory, restores nerves and over
comes general fatigue, restlessness,

irritability and revitalises the system.
Do not contuse this product vyith ordinary
patent medicines. It is something different

and carries a Money-Back Guarantee of

Complete Satisfaction in 10 days. Send

stamp with name and address, stating if

Mr., Mrs. or Miss, and a Free Sample will

be posted under sealed cover.

Address: Australian Agents,
A. O. BALDWIN & CO.,

9 Martin Place, Sydney.

HOLD

YOURRupture
SECURELY
Try the new Roussel Ap
pliance Free. Enables you
to do hard work with com
fort and security. Definitely
holds, a condition abso

lutely necessary for im
provement or recovery. Re
commended by Doctors and

thousands of users throughout Australia.
So sure are we that you will find THE ROUSSEL a
real boon that we are prepared to make an appliance
to suit your individual requirements and GIVE YOU
A 14-DAYS TRIAL. You can try it out in any
way you wish, also show it to your Doctor, then if

you are not satisfied, return it. Regardless of
whether you are fitted

personally or are supplied by
post, we guarantee satisfaction. Special all rubber
Rupture Appliances for Bathing, Swimming and
Surfing are now also available.

H4 DAYS FREE TRIAL-
Call or send Stamp for illustrated details, Self
Measurement Form, and 14 Days Free Trial Offer.
You will be under no obligation.

One Address Only :

THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO.,
Dept. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE,

SYDNEY.

Eight elaborate musical production num
bers have so far been set for &quot;On the

Town,&quot; M-G-M s technicolor picturisation
of the Broadway hit. Top roles are played
by Gene Kelly, Frank Sinatra, Betty Gar-

rett, Ann Miller, Jules Munshin and Vera-
EUea.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
OOO-O-Q-OO- [TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS] o- o-oo &amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt; -o-

FROCK, 7534

Step 1. Completing pattern.
Skirt Back. Fold under 1 inches along

the entire side of skirt front, pin pattern
to paper and cut around outer edge.

Sleeve. Pin half-sleeve to a large sheet

of paper. Mark along punchholes indicat

ing underarm curve and through punch
holes at lower edge for dart.

Fold paper along straight edge
cut around armhole, underarm
and lewer edge through both
thicknesses. Notch armhole,

open out new pattern, mark in

back dart and cut along
previously marked underarm
curve.
Front Facing: Cut a facing

for bodice fronts follow

ing broken line marked
on front in cutting guide.

Step 2. Testing for

7534

Correct Size: As this pattern has been cut
for the average 36 inch figure it will be
necessary to see whether alterations are
needed for the individual figure. Pin
pieces together remembering that seam
and hem allowances are not included. Place
pattern over figure and observe fitting. If
bodice front and back are too long, shorten
by folding between armhole and waistline,

if too short, cut in same place and insert
sufficient paper to provide additional

length required. To increase pattern, pin
additional strips of paper along seam
edges where extra width is required; to de
crease pattern, trim away pattern edges
where additional width is not needed. Re

move pattern from figure, take apart,
press flat, even up all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin pat
tern to material as shown in cutting
guide. Cut out with allowance of 2

inches for skirt hem, 1 inch on under
arm seams and inch on all other

edges. Before removing pattern from
material, mark clearly with tailor s

chalk or tacking exact seam lines,
notches and punchhholes.

Step 4. Bodice: Pin darts in front
and back on the inside and machine
from waistline, tapering stitching
gradually to nothing. Tie threads and
press darts away from centre. Join
collar at centre back in plain seam
and press open. Clip diagonally to

marked seam line at corner of collar

and shoulder, pin neck edge of collar

to neck edge of bodice right sides

together. Pin fronts to back at shoul
ders in plain seams and machine to

gether in one continuous seam from
one shoulder, across neck edge to
other shoulder. Press shoulder seams
open, and neck edges together with
seam allowanc.es extending upwards.

Step 5. Buttonholes: Mark position
and size of each buttonhole, (which
should be a trifle larger than width
of buttons) on right hand side of

bodice, so that the buttonhole end is

f inch from edge. Cut binding strips
| inch wide and f inch longer than
size of buttonhole. Fold strips in
halves lengthwise, press, tack to gar
ment with raw edges meeting exactly
over mark and ends extending an
even distance beyond mark. Machine
along centre of each strip taking care
not to extend stitching beyond
marked line. Tie all ends securely
on the inside. Cut along marked line

to within $ inch of each end then

diagonally to ends of stitching. Turn raw
edges of binding strips to inside and press
with folded edges meeting exactly in
centre. On the inside pin the triangular
piece at each end to binding strips, fold

garment back out of the way and machine
across each end through all thicknesses.
Tie threads and press. Make a buttonhole
on each skirt trimming.

Step 6. Collar Facing: Join facing at
centre back in a plain seam and press open.
Pin to bodice with right sides together
and machine up front, around collar,
and down other front. Neaten seam allow
ance to within inch on one edge and
slightly more on the other. Turn facing
right side out, press carefully, turn under
raw edges, machine through fold only,
slip stitch across back neckline and tack
in position down fronts. Cut openings in

facing exactly under each buttonhole,
turn under raw edges, hem to binding and
press. Lap right hand side over left and
tack together at waistline.

Step 7. Skirt. Fold pleats along single
punchholes and pin with fold exactly over
double ones. Tack from waistline to lower
edge on front and back. Press carefully
and machine closely to edge of each pleat,

commencing at waistline and terminating
stitching about 7 inches below. Cut a

facing for each trimming the same
size and shape. Pin facings to trimmings
with right sides together and machine
around outer edges. Neaten seam allow

ance, turn right side out and press. Pin
contrasting trimming in line with punch
holes on front skirt, machine across edge
and press. Tack upper trimmings to front
skirt with notches matching. Join bodice
and skirt together at front and back with
plain seams. Press with allowances extend
ing upwards and neaten raw edges.

Step 8. Side Seams: Pin front to back
at sides leaving an opening 4 inches above
and below waistline on the left side. Try
on to observe fitting, let out or take in
allowance if necessary. Remove, machine
seams, press open and neaten.

Step 9. Side Opening: Attach zipper to
side opening or cut two facing strips of
self-material 1J inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing. Machine
i inch from edges, press seams open and
fold strips under so that selvedges are

exactly under seam lines. Tack in posi
tion, machine i inch from edge, press front
or upper-side under on seam line, but allow
back to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at top and bottom. Sew a
hook and bar at waistline and snap fast
eners above and below.

Step 10. Sleeves: Tack wrist darts on
the inside to allow for wrist opening,
commence machining 3 inches from lower

edge tapering stitching gradually to

nothing. Tie threads and press darts with

tacking still in place towards front. Cut
away seam allowance to within f inch of

tacking along opening, turn under raw
edges for inch and machine through
folds. Join sleeves at underarms in plain
seams, press open and neaten. Cut self-mat
erial bias strips 1 in. wide for lower edges.
Machine on the right side, turn to inside,

press, and catch-stitch in position. Close

opening with tiny snap fasteners. Pin
sleeves to armholes with notches meeting
and arrange fulness evenly across tops.

Step 11. Sleeve Pads. Cut pattern for
sleeve pads from a piece of paper 9 inches

long and 5 inches wide. Fold in halves
cross-wise and cut in a curved line from
cut ends to the fold. Open out pattern and
cut four pieces of self-material from same.
For each shoulder pad, provide a piece of
cotton wool same shape as pad, but omit
seam allowance. Pin to inside of pad and
draw padding away from outside edges,
tapering to nothing at points and keeping
it thickest in the centre of the longest
side. Tack together and keep all long
stitches on cotton wool side. Pin padding
facing to pad, right sides together, and
machine along two sides. Turn right side

out, turn under raw edges and oversew
together. Tie-stitch pads to frock with
centre in line with shoulder seam and
longest side extending about J inch into
sleeve.

Step 12. Belt and Buttons. Make narrow
belt of self-material, finish with a buckle
and apply loops at sides to hold it in place.
Sew buttons on left side of bodice corres

ponding with buttonholes, and into position
on skirt trimming as shown in illustration.

Step 13. Finishing. Allow frock to hang
overnight. Try on and mark a becoming
length with chalk or pins, measuring up
an even distance from floor. Turn the

hem, secure by hand and complete with
final pressing.&quot; [Turn to page 49 .]
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lachg...
Now is the time to realise how easy it is to plan
for your future happiness. To plan for more enjoy
able holidays; for those pretty things so good for

your morale; for a lovelier trousseau and the little

extras which will make your future home so much
more beautiful.

If you are not interested in wedding bells, plan for

pleasure; for the joys of travel; for early retirement
from business; for a life of comfort and contentment.

Realise that freedom from want and worry are your
greatest blessings. Brighten your future and further

your plans with an account in the

CMMONWEALTH
BANK

C.S.B. W-62

The Daily Diet of

EVERY EXPECTANT MOTHER
should be well balanced and should include essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts, for these play a vital part in the building of a strong,

healthy, well-developed baby.
B1O-CHEM1C TREATMENT now will supply these essential Vitamins
and Mineral Salts by natural means through the Twelve Bio-Chemic
Nerve and Tissue building Cell Salts. They will also safeguard your
own system to meet the added strain, and ensure a rich supply of
natural milk, a more comfortable confinement and a speedy recovery.

Consultations and expert advice free of charge no obligation.
Write to Dept. AHJ. 4 for FREE BOOKLET.

Established 20 years.

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
BOX 1249 L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

&quot;Unless the peoples of the world are

prepared to use the very practical and
admirable tests which Christ laid down as
a guide to their way of life, we shall be
fore long plunge into an even more disas
trous international tragedy than any we
have yet experienced.&quot;

Sir Stafford Cripps

For false Christs and false prophets shall

rise, and shall shew signs and wonders, to

seduce, if it were possible, even the elect.

St. Mark 13, 22.

Men must be decided on what they will
not do, and the-n they are able to act with
vigour in what they ought to do.

BRITISH-MADE
BEBARFALD-VICKERS

BUREAU SEWING MACHINES

A truly magnificent
machine. The English Vickers Head
sews both backwards and forwards.
Other special features include Auto
matic Bobbin Winder, Stitch Adjuster
and Tension Control. Handsome
Bureau Cabinet, as illustrated, in light
Maple colour.

-- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON ---
BEBARFALDS LTD.,
Cnr. George & Park Sts., SYDNEY
Please forward full details of the &quot;Bebarfald-

Vickers&quot; Bureau Sewing Machine, with details

of your Specialised Easy Terms.

NAME
,

..4. //./.. 450

OPPOSITE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

Joan, too, Is a picture to

look at. Clear eyes, healthy

skin, always ready to enjoy
life to the full thanks to

her appreciation of Ford
Pills.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

tasteless, painless laxative

for all of your family. In

plastic tubes.

2/6 EVERYWHERE

FORD PILLS
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[From page 47.]

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

2i yards 54 inches wide. Contrast | yard
54 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take inch off side
seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow \ inch on side seams of front and
back.] ^^

FROCK, 7535.

Step 1. Completing Pattern.
Skirt Back. See Step 1, Pattern /534..

Sleeve. Follow suggestions
given in Step 1, omitting
wrist dart and fold under

inches at lower edge and
shape from notch to notch.

Bodice Front. If

padded shoulders
are not needed, y|
shorten shoulder
seams by cutting O
off \ inch at arm-
hole end and shape
a new armhole
curve off to noth

ing about half

way down armhole
as shown on cut

ting guide. Cut off

i inch at armhole
end of shoulder
seam on both front
and back and
taper seam line to

nothing at neck
end. Fold pattern
on centre front
line and pin with
folded edge to edge of another piece
of paper. Mark neck edge of pattern
through punchholes up to neck end of

shoulder seam, mark off shape of yoke
from notch at armhole through punchholes
to centre front line. Cut around outer edge
of pattern and separate yoke from front

by cutting along line previously marked
through punchholes.

Step 2. Testing for Correct size. See Step
2, Pattern 7534.

Step 3. Cutting Material. See Step 3.

Pattern 7534.

Step 4. Bodice. Cut facing for flared

trimming from self or contrasting material.
Pin facing to trimming with right sides

together and machine around outer edge.
Cut away excess seam allowance,
turn right side out and press. Pin to bodice
front with marked seam lines exactly over
each other and tack in place. Clip along
curved edge of yoke every \ inch, turn
under allowance and pin to bodice. Tack,
machine, press and neaten. Join front to

back at shoulders in plain seams, press
open and neaten. Stitch darts in front and
back in same way as described in Step 4,
Pattern 7534.

Step 5. Neck Facing. Cut a fitted facing
for neck edge 1J inches wide. Join at
shoulders in plain seams, press open and
pin to bodice with right sides together.
Machine on marked seam line. Cut away
excess seam allowance around neck edge,

turn facing to inside, press,
turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only and tie-

stitch facing to seam allow
ance at shoulders.

Step 6. Skirt. Fold pleats
on single punchholes and pin
with folds exactly over the
centre front and centre back
line. Tack, press and stitch in

same way as suggested in Step
7, Pattern 7534.

Step 7. Side Seams. See Step
Pattern 7534.

Step 8. Side Opening. See

Step 9, Pattern 7534.

Step 9. Sleeves. Join at

2J
underarm in plain seams, press
open and finish lower edge
with self-material facing strips

1^ inches wide. Machine on
right side, turn to inside, press
and catch-stitch in place. Pin
to armholes and arrange ful

ness evenly across top.

Step 10. Sleeve Pads. If
- shoulder pads are used see Step
&quot;&quot;

11, Pattern 7534.

Step 11. Belt. Make belt long
enough to tie in an attractive
bow at centre front and apply
loops at sides to hold it in

place.
Step 12. Finishing. See Step

13, Pattern 7534.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust.

Material: 2^ yards 54 inches
wide. Contrast | yard 36 inches
wide.

[For alterations to other
sizes see description No.

7534.]

CHILD S COAT, 9145.

Step 1. Completing Pattern.
Sleeve. As shape of half sleeve
is given on coat back pin cen
tre back line of coat to a fold
of paper. Mark from notch at

top through all punchholes to notch at the
bottom. Cut along marked line through
both thicknesses of paper.

Collar. Pin bodice back of Pattern 7534
to a fold of paper and mark from notches

through all punchholes indicating the

shape. Cut along marked line through both
thicknesses.

Front Facings. Cut a pattern from coat
front making this 3 inches wide at lower
edge and shape to 1 inch wide at shoulder
as shown in cutting
guide.

Pocket. For boy s

coat cut a pattern for

flap 3^ inches wide
and 2J inches deep,
for the pouch a strip

1\ inches long and 3J inches wide. For

girl s coat cut pattern for pouch 3 inches
wide and 6 inches long. Cut diagonally
across one corner making this side equal
to pocket opening.

Step 2. Cutting Material. Follow direc
tions given for cutting out in Step 3,

Pattern 7534, cut a silk lining using coat
front and back together with sleeve, omit

ting portion covered by front facing and
hem allowances.

Step 3. Buttonholes. Make buttonholes
as described in Step 5, Pattern 7534. Place
these on left side of front for boy and
on right side for girl.

Step 4. Pockets Boy s Coat. Fold flap in
halves with right sides together and
machine across ends. Turn right side out
and press carefully. Cut away scam allow
ance to within \ inch of marked seam line.

Pin flaps to coat fronts with marked seam
line exactly over pocket opening and flaps

extending upwards. Pin centre of pouch to

pocket opening and tack in place. Machine
along marked seam line of flap through
all thicknesses, then \ inch below, machine
again. Tie threads, cut along opening
through both thicknesses of material to
within J inch of ends and diagonally to
corners. Draw pouch through opening, press,
machine across ends of opening and along
lower edge, pin pouch pieces together on
inside and secure by machine. Press flaps
downwards.

[Turn to
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 49.&quot;]

Girl s Coat. Cut two binding strips 1

inch wide and 1 inches longer than poc
ket opening and apply these in the same

way as when making buttonholes. Machine
across lower edge of pocket opening just
outside binding. Join diagonal edge of one

pouch piece to lower edge of binding in a

plain seam on inside, place other pouch
piece over first one and upper edge extend

ing above pocket opening. Machine on the

outside across ends of pocket and along
upper edge. Complete pocket by machin

ing two pouch pieces together on the inside.

Step 5. Seams. Fold pleats on punchholes
and pin with edges exactly over centre

back line. Press, machine as close as pos
sible to edge of each pleat, terminate stitch

ing about 9 inches below neck edge. Join

Girl s Embroidered Cardigan

I I
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fronts to back at shoulders and underarms
in plain seams. Fold and stitch pleats in

lining, join together in same way as coat.
Stitch and press sleeves of coat and lining.
Pin sleeves to armholes with underarm
seams meeting and ease fulness evenly
across tops. Tack, machine carefully, stitch
and join lining sleeves in same way. Join
facings to front edges of lining in plain
seams.

Step 6. Collar and Lining. Pin facing to
collar with right sides together, machine
around outer edge, cut away excess seam
allowance, turn right side out and press.
Tack to coat neck line with ends of collar
in line with notch. Pin lining and facing
to coat with all raw edges together and
right sides facing. Machine up front,
around neckline and down front on other
side. Cut away excess seam allowance, turn
right side out, draw lining sleeves through
sleeves and press well. Turn under hem
allowance at lower edge and on sleeves,
catch-stitch in place, turn under raw edge
of lining and slip-stitch to hems.

Step 7. Finishing. Cut openings in fac
ings under buttonholes, turn under raw
edges, hem to binding and press. Sew on
buttons to correspond with buttonholes.
Finish girl s coat with a touch of embroid
ery on the collar, complete with final

pressing.

Pattern is for a child of 1-2 yrs. Mat
erial: 1 yards 54 inches wide.

Materials Eequired: 9 ozs. double crepe
in wkite or pale shade. Assortment of em
broidery wools suitable transfer. One pair
No. 8 and one pair of No. 10 needles. 7

buttons.
Measurements: Chest 28 inches, length

16 inches, Sleeve seam 13^ inches with cuff.

Tension: 5 sts. and 7 rows equal 1 inch.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; pat.,

pattern; inc., increase; dec., decrease; st.,

stitch; beg., beginning; s. St., stocking
stitch; ch., chain; d.c., double crochet;
tr. treble.

Back.

Using 2 of
the 10 needles,
cast on 55 sts.

and rib as fol

lows:
Row 1 p. 1,

then k. 1, p. 1,

to end.

Row 2 k. 1,

then p. 1, k. 1,

to end.

Eep. these 2

rows 7 times.

Change to

No. 8 needles
and moss st. as
follows:

Row 1 k. 1,

then p. 1, k. 1,

to end.

Row 2 Like
wise (giving
you a k. st. over
the p. and a p.
st. over the k.)
These 2 rows

complete the

pattern. Eep.
them and inc.

at each end of

the 7th row-

then every 6th
row until 69
sts. on needle.

Complete 54
rows of moss
st.

Shape Arm-
holes: Dec. at

each end of the
next 6 rows (57
sts. on needle).

Complete 42
rows of armhole

shaping.
Shape Shoulders: Cast off 6 sts. at beg.

of the next 6 rows. Cast off the remaining
sts.

Right Front.

Using the No. 10 needles, cast on 37 sts.

and rib as for the back for 4 rows.

Row 5 Eight side facing, work first

buttonhole: Eib first 3 sts., then cast off

2 for the hole, rib to end. Complete button
hole in next row by casting on 2 sts. over
the 2 cast off.

Complete the 16 rows of ribbing.
Next row Eight side facing, rib the first

3 sts., cast off 2 for the hole, rib 3. Now
using the No. 8 needles, k. as for st. st.

the first 15 sts., moss st. to end. Complete
buttonhole on next row, keeping to pat.

Continue, inc. at seam edge on the 7th
then every 6th row and working further
buttonholes on every 13th and 14th row
until the 7 increasings completed.

Complete the 54 pat. rows.

Shape Armhole: Dec. at armhole end on
the next 8 rows.

Complete 74 pat. rows (7 buttonholes
and 4 rows completed).
Shape Neck: Cast off the first 8 sts. pat,

to end.
Now continuing in pat. dec. at neck on

the next 10 rows.

Complete 46 rows of armhole shaping.
Shape Shoulder: Cast off 6 sts. at the

beg. of the next 3 rows starting from the
armhole endr

fasten off.

Left Front.
Work to cor

respond with
right front but

commencing 1st

row as follows:
Moss 14, k.

15, then k. lr

p. 1 rib for the
8 rib sts.

Sleeves.

Using the No.
10 needles cast
on 35 sts. and
rib as for the
back for the 16
rows.

Change t o
the No. 8 need
les and moss st.

Continue inc.

at each end of
the 7th then

every 6th row
until 47 sta. on
needle.

Complete 13J
inches includ

ing the rib.

Shape Top:
Dec. at each end
of every other
row until 5 sta,

remain. Cast off.

Work another
likewise.

To Make Up.
Press fronts

and work but
tonholes. Place
transfer into

position and
press or tack
o n garment
ready for work

ing. Embroider suitably.
Neck Trimming: Using crochet hook and

red wool work 1 d.c. into each knitted st.

round neck, now turn, work 4 ch., work 2
tr. into 1st d.c. 2 ch., miss 2 d.c. work 2
tr. into 3rd d.c., rep., all around neck.
To make Plait for neck: Take 6 strands

of emerald, red and white, each 30 inches

long, and plait, finishing ends with small
tassel.

Join sides, sleeves and graft shoulders,
set in sleeves. Press well under a damp
cloth and warm iron.

Sew on buttons.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)

clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.
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Tops for flavour

. . . but even

MORE THAN

THAT!

Food Experts say
that one plate of Kellogg s Corn
Flakes with milk and sugar, plus

fresh fruit and bread and butter

(or toast) gives you i of your

daily food needs!

So FRESH . . . DELICIOUS

and SATISFYING!

And compare
the cost with a

typical heavy

^7J breakfast!

It isn t necessary to quote

prices . . . you know what

you have to pay for eggs,

bacon, tomatoes, fish, lamb s

fry (etc.) these days! One

serving of Kellogg s Corn

Flakes is but a fraction of

that cost. What s more, one

plate of Kellogg s Corn

Flakes with milk and sugar
is equal in energy value to

three eggs, two big helpings
of lamb s fry or three fish!

These big, golden flakes not only taste

luscious, but they are packed with energy
value. Only 30 seconds to serve ... no

greasy washing up ... no messy pots and

pans. So serve Kellogg s Corn Flakes to

all your family. Remember to say

&quot;Kellogg s&quot; before you say Corn Flakes

because nothing else can equal them for

flavour, energy value or freshness. Mother

knows Kelloggs best!

Serve

CORN FLAKES
save time, trouble and money.

I--
FREE

RECIPE BOOK
Send your name and address to

Kellogg s, Box 40, P.O., Mascot
N.SAV., and you ll receive a
wonderful new Recipe Book.
FREE and POST FREE.

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by James Russell, for the Proprietors, at the Australian Home
Journal Offices, &quot;Home Journal&quot; House, 407-409 Ksnt St,, Sydney.
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s

a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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More Delicious and Nourishing
Sandwiches with KRAFT Cheese

KRAFT CHEESE is a Bargain in Nutrition!

Sandwiches are a real meal when you make them

with Kraft Cheese. You gel the satisfying flavour

of true cheddar in Kraft Cheese you save

money too. because there is no rind on Kraft

Cheese, therefore no waste whatever, and Kraft

Cheese stays fresh to the last slice in its unique

foil wrapper. For a double taste thrill try Kraft

Cheese sandwiches with walnut pieces, chopped

dates or mint. Mm-mrn!

TOPS FOR NOURISHMENT!

Weight for weight, Kraft Cheese contains eleven

limes as much calcium as cream, and more protein

and calories than beef, lamb, mutton, pork or

veal. Remember too. Kraft Cheese is especially

rich in phosphorus and the essential vitamins A.

B-_ and D. Kraft Cheese is a vital basic food.

Order a packet from your grocer today. // * a

real bargain in nutrition.

KRAFT CHEESE
tastes better because it s

BLENDED BETTER
Sold everywhere in the 8 oz. carton,

or the economical 5 Ib. loaf.

So Nourishing

for

School

Lunches

too
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A perfect business rigout is worn by
Claudetie Colbert in her latest RKO
picture. One of her tailored ensembles
is a black and white checked wool, with
bone buttons marching from collar to

hem, and matching buttons on the cuffs.
This design is cut on princess lines. A
medium wide black patent leather bell

matches Miss Colbert s shoulder bag and

opera pumps. Snowy white pique collar

and cuffs are detachable. The rolled

brim of her matching white pique hat

is lined in black velvet.

Summer Catalogue
NOW READY

The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata
logue of Spring and Summer Fashions is

now ready. It covers 40 Pages of all

that is latest and best in fashion designs
for the new season. The illustrations
are print, d in high-class colour effect.
Our readers will be pleased with this

publication, which depicts artistically the
latest designs for the Spring and Summer
Season. All departments of dressmaking
are catered for; frocks of all kinds for
adults and children, frocks or different

occasions, and frocks for the matron.
Sports wear, blouses, and undies have
been very carefully selected. Children s

fashions girls and boys are allotted a
section to themselves. Pric-s: Is. 7Jd.
(postal note 1/6 and l|d. in stamps).
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409
Kent Street, Sydney.

The softer, surer protection of safe

Modess is the happy personal secret

of thousands of smart women who
demand this perfect sanitary napkin

Gentle Modess ensures complete
comfort at all times.

Ask for Modess at chemists
and stores everywhere.

wf low
THE MODESS E-L-AlS-T-l

&&
-C

H
astidious women will prefer the

new Modess Elastic Sanitary Belt,

especially designed for comfort

and security, and adjustable

for the perfect fit.

It s safe, and tabs are

sewn to prevent rolling.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
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John Winter

John Winter, working in the 1770 s, proved that the newly-

discovered Sheffield Plate could rival the beauty of silver at

a much lower cost. His discoveries extended the use of

silverware, and Joseph Goddard widened it still farther in

1839 by putting on the market a safe and perfect cleaning-

agent for plate and solid silver alike.

Goddards
Silver Polishes

Plate Powder Sliver Polish Silver Cloths

WHY BE FAT?
When you can be

smart and slim

Embarrassing fat is a burden

no woman need bear. It is

usually caused by faulty
elimination of fat-forming
residues and toxic wastes.

Correct this condition with Bile

Beans and you reduce naturally
and safely. No need for

dangerous drugs, extracts,

starving diets or exhausting
exercises.

SLIM WHILE YOU SLEEP
Bile Beans are a purely vegetable
laxative. They -were recently
tested over a period of more than two years and unanimously
approved by a panel of British doctors. They work with
nature to remove poisonous impurities, relieve stomach and
liver upsets and restore you to radiant health. Begin this

health-building, weight-reducing treatment to-day.

regularly take

medically tested and approved

BILE BEANS
1/6 and 3/6 at all chemists.

Heart to Heart
I Was Deceived:

&quot;A recent correspondent of yours com
plained that she had wasted three years
of her life. I have thrown away twenty
in devotion to a husband who now admits
that he has deceived me throughout. He
says that being with me is like having
cottage pie for dinner every day he likes

variety. So many men seem to leave their

partners after twenty years. You are good
enough for lean times, but when things
begin to look up they find a blonde.
I hope hard work will help me to get over
the shock, but I find it difficult to concen
trate.&quot; Mrs. Terry H. Let us tackle

your problem in sections. First were those

twenty years really wasted f Surely you
found a great deal of happines in serving
the man you loved. Don t waste time and
energy being bitter about them: just re
member the happiness you had, and can
find again, once you face the situation

squarely. Let go your mental dependence
on your husband. For the time being, at

least, you have to recreate yourself as an

individual, and to do this you must get an

overriding interest in life that takes your
mind right away from your matrimonial
troubles. It isn t any good living in the past.

They Will Disown Her:

From Sally: &quot;I am 18, and my parents
forbid me to see my boy friend, of whom
I am very fond. Shortly I will be taking
a position in a town 7 miles away and will

be boarding there. Could my parents stop
me from going out with him and could they
keep me hornet They say that if ever I

go out with him they will disown me. I

don t mind this as I have never got on
with them&quot; This makes sad reading.
Your parents are your guardians and unless

they have some solid reasons for their

line of conduct to you their action is not
understandable. Perhaps they think the

difference in your ages is too great. Or

they may know something to the young
man s disadvantage that they do not wish
to disclese to you. In any case have a
candid talk with them in order to see if

their objection is reasonable. Do not force
a quarrel if you can avoid it. As you are
18 and earning your own living, and your
parents do not support you, they cannot

prevent you going with a suitable young
man. The talk about disowning you is

just so much hot air.

The Body-snatcher:

&quot;Over twelve months ago I brought home
a boy friend to whom I was practically
engaged. We had an understanding that

way. Then a younger sister of mine, who
talks in a baby way and has glistening,

roaming eyes, got to work on him, and to

put a long story short she stole him. I

found out afterwards that she met him
surreptitiously. On the nights I was not
with him she was meeting him. However
it came to a head and we parted. Now they
have announced the date of their wedding,
and my sister has asked me to be one of
her bridesmaids! I think this is just

adding insult to injury. What would you
advise?&quot; Evelyn 1 think it was wrong
of her to ask you. It may be of course
she looks on you as a big-hearted easy
going sister, and that you would do any
thing at all for the little palsy walsy. Some
people can knock you down and then want
to tread all over you. You can refuse the

proferred honour, but do it without
bitterness or rancour; be dignified but
definite about it. You should attend the

wedding, and your future conduct must be

guided by circumstances.
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Bigamy:
You would not be - eve this. A movie

stand-in was charged in the Loa Angeles
Court with bigamy. He had married five

girls whom he had picked up at a local

dance hall. As he was being led from the
court a young girl dashed up and kissed

him. &quot;You see kids that s real love&quot; the
man said to the five women testifying

against him. Wife number one told the
court: &quot;He s all right. He says he s 51,
but he will never see 65 again. I bought his

toupee, his glasses, and his teeth. He s just
a shell.&quot; Accused, one O Neill, blamed his

troubles on to his &quot;fatal charm.&quot; He has

previously been convicted of bigamy. Unless

you saw this in cold print you would not
think it possible that a worn out husk of
a man could wreck women s lives in this

way. The lesson for all young women is

to be most careful of making casual

acquaintances, especially the dance hall

type of wolf. Don t accept any man at

his own valuation. The attractive stranger
who can give you a good time, and avers
he is just a war orphan with no relatives

at all keep away from him. He may be
an experienced rogue or a much-married

codger.

The Mystery Man:
&quot;I have met a man whom for the want

of a better name, I will call the Mystery
Man. He would be about 35 to 40 years
of age, is a good dresser and has a very
polished way of speaking. As a dancer

you could desire nothing better. He has
his own motor car in which he takes me
to a dance or the theatre. He leaves me
at my own home and is most polite, never
even attempting to kiss me. That is a great
disappointment. I don t know what to make
of him, he is so gentlemanly and non-com
mittal. He always has ample money and
never talks about himself, and when I ask
him what he does he says he is not alto

gether gainfully employed ,
whatever that

may mean. I am 29 years of age, although I

look much yotfnger. What do you think
of it all?&quot; Sylvia H. 1 think your
Mystery Man is just out to have a good
time in his own way. He has not misled

you in any way, or told you lies about
himself. No doubt he is fond of dancing and
companionship, and as long as it stays that

way you are perfectly safe. It is no use

imagining what he does by way of earning
a living. When he tells you he is not gain
fully employed he means he is not earning
a salary, hence he may be of independent
means. In your place I would not probe
further. He wants companionship and
enjoys the meeting with young folks; but
he certainly is not the marrying kind. He
may be an enjoyable companion, but defin

itely not a lover. I daresay he is a bit

older than he looks. Men of that type are

very difficult to hook.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS. .

We have a booklet which will be
appreciated by those interested in
knitted and crochet toys. Full instructions
and illustrations are given for the follow

ing: The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our
Fluffy Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, compris
ing Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet
and Pitchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

-+-

Queer how strangers are always referred
to as

&quot;perfect.&quot;

THROW OFF THE MASK!
PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS are UGLY FEATURES

Refined Folk Avoid Your Acquaintance
I tell readers of this Journal free how to remove blemishes in ten days
Stubborn cases that baffled physicians and beauty
specialists have been cured. You have never used or
heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions,
red spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions, vanish
almost like magic. No cream, lotion, enamel, salve
plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus,
nothing to swallow. It doesn t matter if your com
plexion is a &quot;fright,&quot; whether your face is full of muddy
spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing pimples and
eruptions or if your skin is rough and &quot;porey,&quot; and
you ve tried almost everything under the sun to get
rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just
ten days, positively removes every blemish, and beau
tifies your skin in a marvellous way. You look years
younger. It gives the skin the bloom, tint and purity
of a freshly blown rose. In ten days you can be the
subject of wild admiration by your friends, no matter
what your age

ALL METHODS NOW KNOWN ARE CAST ASIDE
There is nothing to wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands, shoulders are
beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes
in your mirror in ten days. This treatment is absolutely harmless to the most delicate skin, and
very pleasant to use. No change in your mode of living necessary. A few minutes daily does it.
To every reader of this Journal I will give full details of this really astounding treatment. Let me
how you. You risk nothing. Send me 4d. in stamps, your name and address, and I will giv
you full details.

MISS GRACE DUNCAN (Suite H8), BOX 4138 G.P.O., SYDNEY
491 PITT STREET, SYDNEY

Crochet on the
Instalment Plan

Doilies, table and dressing table sets, runners even bedspreads

can be made up and enlarged by the addition of further motifs

in these simple delicate patterns. You can carry your crochet

work anywhere Jo it anywhere, too! because a single motif

is small and light. Begin motif crocheting now send for the

folders below. They give instructions for two exquisite motifs.

&quot;SPINNING WHEEL&quot;

MOTIF No. 322

Another lovely motif In a

traditional spinning wheel

design, 3d. plus pottage.

&quot;LUCKY STAR&quot; MOTIF
No. 324

The lacy &quot;Lucky Star&quot; motif
Is simple to make and most
attractive. Folder. 3d.

plus postage.

SEND TO-DAY FOR YOUR FOLDER

Send stamps (4\d. for one folder, 8{J. for two), quoting

number of folders you want. Or simply send l\d. stamp for

frte illustrated leaflet giving complete list of folders available to:

Dept. H.J., Central Agency (Aust.) Ltd.,

Box 2573, G.P.O., Sydney.

^Mercer-
Crochet
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JUST ARRIVED
a limited supply of de luxe &quot;Silver-tone&quot; Mouth Organs,
COMPLETE WITH SIMPLE NEW HOME-STUDY
LESSONS to teach you to play.

500 Mouth Organs with

simple Lessons For Playing available

for immediate delivery-W H I L E THEY LAST
Here s your chance to win friends, fun, and outings to be playing the Mouth Organ
! 30 minutes, and all popular tunes with the latest tricks and effects in almost no time.

JOIN THE SAMPSON MOUTH ORGAN CLUB
All who join the Club before it is booked out will receive one of these de luxe 20-reed
&quot;Silver- tone&quot; Mouth Organs, together with the world s simplest course of Mouth Organ
lessons, RIGHT AWAY and all for a few shillings. Even this small Membership Fee
can be paid at a few pence weekly if desired.

WO\A/ TO I FAR M These simple lessons so easy to follow show youFIW VV I W L.CAMMN how to plily AT HOME. Step by step they show you
how to hold the Mouth Organ vamp tremolo add professional tricks and effects, and
play at parties even to a simple way of playing from music they re foolproof. You
will receive your Mouth Organ and simple lessons by post as soon as you join.

^FND NO MONFY Post the couPn at once for free details of the wonderfulJtlNL^ NW IWIN I- I Mouth Organ and simple lessons available. But don t

lay there are only 500; bound to go quickly. Act now to be in time.

POST COUPON TODAY DONT DELAY

THE SAMPSON MOUTH ORGAN CLUB
Dept. 2N, 481 Kent St. Box 4184, G.P.O., Sydney

Without obligation, tell me how to join the
Club and get my Mouth Organ with Lessons
for playing. I enclose 2Jd. postage stamp.
Name
Address

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

_, . , ,,
-
T

IF YOU SUFFER FROM
My patents include men for the Navy and Air SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser- TIRED EYES GLARE
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen, TURNED EYES STRAIN
Raiiwaymen, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test

for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all

four circles are uni

form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the
width and depth of

bars.

EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes), Call or Write (en

closing 2^d. postage) for my
FREE 32 PAGE BOOK

&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wear
ing Glasses&quot; This includes testimonials

from happy people who have discarded

glasses. l will open up a new avenue
of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA5455

FREE CONSULTATION MA5455

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help
and benefit to readers who desire information
concerning matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette,
the toilet, or hygiene. In addition to the proper
signature (which will never be published under any
circumstances), correspondents are requested to send
a pen-name, to which the answer may be addressed.]

CHILLI CON CARNE WITH SPAGHETTI.
One Ib. round steak, cut in cubes; \ Ib.

pork, cubed; 1 clove garlic; 1 large onion,
diced; 3 tablespoonful oil or fat; 2 table-

spoonsful chilli powder; 1 tablespoonful
flour; 2 cups tomatoes; 2 teaspoonsful salt;
1 bay leaf; \ cup chopped stuffed olives,

(optional). Mince the garlic in a skillet

or frying pan with the fat and add onion.
Cook about two minutes, then add chilli

powder and flour. Add tomatoes, season

ings, and meat (meat may be browned
first, if desired). Cover and simmer gently
until meat is very tender, two hours or

longer. Serve with hot spaghetti. Six

servings. Pat K.

DRY SKIN. How can you tell whether
your skin is dry? E. W. In the dry
skin oil glands do not secrete enough oil

to maintain &quot;that dewy look.&quot; The dry
skin has a tendency to lines and to parch
ing. It literally seems to eat up oils and
creams which are applied to it. With age,
most skins show a tendency to thinning
and to drying. A normal skin is firm,

fresh, fine-textured, with just enough
&quot;shine.&quot; It reflects good bodily health. In
it the glands of the skin function norm
ally.

CURRIED MUSHROOMS. Trim, peel, and

carefully examine the mushrooms. Lay
them in Curry Sauce, and let them simmer

gently for about half an hour, or until they
are tender. For the Curry Sauce you will

require, 1 oz. butter, or margarine; 4 tea-

spoonsful curry powder; 2 teaspoonsful
flour; about a pint of stock; 1 small onion;
a teaspoonful chutney; a little lemon;
pepper and salt. Peel and slice the onion
and fry it a pale brown in the butter, then
add the curry powder and flour, and fry
these gently for five minutes. Add the
stock and stir until it boils, then add the

chutney and lemon juice, and pepper
and salt to taste. Simmer gently for about
fifteen minutes, skimming well. Then strain

this curry sauce into a clean pan, and

put in the mushrooms, either chopped or

whole, according to taste. Continue to

simmer very gently until the mushrooms
are cooked through and tender. Have
ready some carefully-boiled rice. Arrange
the mushrooms and sauce in individual

portions in scallop shells, and put round a

border of rice. Serve very hot. Mrs. N.

GUY DE MAUPASSANT. Guy de

Maupassant was a French novelist born in

Fecamp in 1850; served in the Franco-

Prussian War, and afterwards gave him
self to letters, producing novels, stories,

lyrics, and plays. He died insane, 1893.

CHEESE SOUFFLE. One oz. butter or mar

garine, \ oz. flour, 3 ozs. cheese, 3 fresh

eggs, 1 gill milk, salt, pepper and cayenne.
Melt the butter, add the flour, a small

teaspoonful of salt, and pepper to taste.

Next, add the milk and stir over the fire

until the sauce thickens. When it has cooled

slightly, add the yolks of the eggs, beating
each one in separately. Next, add the

cheese. Whisk the whites to a stiff froth

and stir lightly into the cheese mixture.

Pour it into a prepared mould and bake in

a quick oven from twenty to thirty minutes.

Eemove the band of paper and place the

mould on a dish. The souffle should be

served the very minute it is cooked, as it

soon begins to sink. To prepare the mould:

Fasten a stiffish band of paper round the
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outside of the mould, to come about two
inches above the top. Brush the inside of

the mould and the paper with warmed
butter or oil. Mrs. E. R.
THUMB SUCKING. Thumb or finger suck

ing is one of the most common habits that
children develop it serves no useful pur
pose and may deform the jaws, cause ade
noids and nervous instability. It may be
avoided by wrapping the shoulders with a

cuddling blanket when putting baby down
for sleep. If persistent and the child is

older, temporary restraint can be used
a wide piece of cardboard bound securely
around the elbow joint with a bandage
will prevent the chiTd from flexing his arm
and reaching his mouth, at the same time

giving full movement to his shoulder joint.
Also painting the thumb with some harm
less but unpleasant concoction may break
the habit. Young Mother.
LEMON SYRUP. Boil 1 Ib. sugar in !

pint water for 15 minutes, pour into a
basin and cool. Reduce 1 oz. citric acid
to a powder, mix it with 10 drops essence
of lemon, and add to the cold syrup, mix

ing thoroughly. Bottle for use. Two
tablespoonsful of this syrup to a glass of

cold water makes a delicious and whole
some drink. Jane Q.
HOME-MADE BREAD. Will you please

give me a satisfactory way of making
home-made bread. Our baker s bread is

very poor, and quite often he fails to call.

Eileen T. Required: Three pounds of

plain flour, 3 level teaspoons salt, 1 oz.

yeast, 1 teaspoon s-ugar, about a pint and
a half of tepid water. Sift the flour and
salt (or mix together) and put into a large,
warm bowl. Make a well in the centre.

Cream the yeast and sugar together and
add about three-quarters of a pint of the
warm water. Pour this into the well in

the flour and sprinkle over it a little of

tlie flour in the flour in the bowl. Cover
with a cloth and stand in a warm place for

about twenty minutes to
&quot;sponge.&quot;

Now
begin to knead with the hands, adding
more tepid water as necessary to make an
elastic dough. Knead for five to ten
minutes. Cover with a cloth again and put
to rise in a warm place until the dough has
doubled its original bulk. This will take
about an hour and a half. Turn on to a
floured board and knead lightly until there
are no air bubbles to be seen. Shape into

loaves and put into warm, greased tins,
which should only be half full to allow for

rising. Put in a warm place to &quot;prove&quot;
for

about twenty, minutes, then bake in a hot
oven for three-quarters of an hour to one
hour. (Regulo mark 7; Electric 450 degrees.)
PEACH AND PRESERVED GINGEB JAM.

Peaches will be available in a couple of
months time. Here is the recipe you want.
One pound yellow peaches, 1 oz. preserved
ginger, J cup cold water, and 14 ozs. sugar.
Cut up peaches in a jam saucepan, then add
finely cut preserved ginger and f cup of cold
water. Place on fire and boil until peaches
are quite soft, then add 14 ozs sugar and
boil as fast as possible until it jells when
tested on a cold saucer. It is then a nice

golden colour and lovely to eat. Very nice

spread in a jam roll. Mrs. R. J. Butler.
OLIVE TASTY. Roll a bit of bacon or

dried beef around a stuffed olive and place
in a hot oven to crisp the bacon. Place
each roll on a strip of toast spread with

green-pepper, butter. Garnish with riced

egg. T. T.
*~~*

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.

Her rheumatism goes

f as she loses ugly fat

Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth- 0-Form

&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;X have been crlppl4
with rheumatism, until some friends recommended me to tai
Youth-O-Form to reduce my weight. I DID REDUCE and, max*
marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared. That WM
four years ago. The London winter I find very severe, and thJs

year I got rheumatism badly again, and all the prescriptions wr
useless. I told my doctor, who is leading physician at one of th

big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Form was the only thing that
ever did me any good and he advised me to try it again and that
the Youtn-O-Form prescription was well known. Once again I

am quite well and

1

fit.&quot;

If you are overweight
and suffer from rheu
matism, indigestion,
constipation, or con
stant headaches, Youth-
O-Form will help you,
too. Youth - O - Form
Globules are effective,

permanent and easy to
take.

You can get the six

weeks Youth - O - Form
Treatment for 20/- (or a
10 -day Carton, 5/6) from
your nearest Chemist.

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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A Bright and

Healthy Home
in every tin

For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)

We re in the

MONEY!
No, we haven t won a lottery, but we have the

most wonderful opportunity of our lives. What
with the increased cost of living we just have to

increase our income, and we ve found the way to

EARN 5 to 10
WEEKLY AT HOME

We make FRENCH FLOWERS and GLOVES (we got FREE
OUTFITS, too) and sell the work to La Paula. If you
haven t a ready market right at home your earnings are

assured with La Paula. Work is purchased under the

La Paula Marketing Bond. Special Postal Course
with magnificent Free working outfit starts you
earning right away!

Make spare hours pay! Learn

MILLINERY DRESSMAKING
Save pounds on every hat and frock you make!
Start a home business. PERSONAL AND
POSTAL COURSES.

(Free outfit and materials.)

Start now Earn as you learn!

FRENCH FLOWERS, GLOVES,
MILLINERY, DRESSMAKING.

SEND COUPON Write To-day f

LA PAULA ACADEMY
SYDNEY MELBOURNE
Also Box 1160, WELLINGTON, N.Z.

Est. 22 years.

LA PAULA ACADEMY
SYDNEY : 67 Caatlereagh Street (near King Street)

|

MELBOURNE : 343 Little Collins Street.
Box 2262U, G.P.O., Melbourne.

Send me Free Booklet. I am interested ia -
|

_ _ Course. I

Name (Mr., Mrs., Miss)

Ill
j

AHJ 9/50 I

Street

Towa.._.. State

GENUINE FREE TRIAL
and proof that you need not suffer

Rheumatism
An English Re
search Chemist has
discovered that Uric

Acid has nothing
to do with the pain,

swelling, and stiff

ness of Rheumat
ism.

Mr. Douglas Curzon s

revolutionary discovery
has opened the way to

one of the most remark
able offers ever publicly
made to Rheumatic suf
ferers.

Rheumatic toxins are tirat

produced m the deep vein*
of the legs, and are theo
carried by the blood to

every part of the body, re

sulting in (1) sluggish cir

culation
; (2) congestion ;

and (3) pain and swelling.

THE TRUE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
is a toxic condition of the blood originat
ing in the deep veins of the leg. These
toxins cause the stiffening of the muscles
and the hardening of the joints by be
coming localised in certain parts of the
body and there producing exactly the
same sort of inflammatory thickening of
the tissues as results from a boil.

To remove the cause, whether Muscular Rheu
matism. Neuritis, Sciatica, Arthritis, or Syno-
vitis, it is necessary to (1) relieve the pain;
(2) eliminate the poisons from the blood; and
(3) build up the Nervous System. Mr. Douglas
Curzon s new development scientifically com
bines and provides these essentials, and by its-

speedy, safe, and certain action not only defin

itely assists in banishing the pain, swelling, and
stiffness, but builds resistance against future
attacks.

FREE TREATMENT
Send the form at the foot of this announcement
and receive:

(1) A supply of Analgesic Tablets to give in
stant relief in every case of Muscular Nerve
or Arthritic Rheumatism. These tablets
are guaranteed to be absolutely harmless,
relieving Rheumatic Pains wherever situ
ated.

(2) A supply of Rheumatoxin Eliminant. This
scientific combination tones up the liver,

stomach, and digestive organs. By its-

direct action on the blood it quickly and
safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

My Rheumatism has completely disappeared,
and I rejoice in great freedom of movement
and well-being. Mrs. M. R., Machin Parade,
Wingham. N.S.W.

Your treatment has done my husband a
wonderful lot of good. He can walk five
miles now, and before taking your treatment,
he couldn t walk one mile; so 1 can highly
recommend your treatment for Rheumatism.
E. H. B., Wilson. S.A.

APPLICATION FORM
The Controller,

Anglo-Australian Laboratories,
26 Hunter St. (Box 4242XX), Sydney.

Please send me the supply of Analgesic
Tablets and Rheumatoxin Eliminant
promised free of charge and obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS

(Print in Block Letters and enclose 2 id.

stamp for return.) AHJ 9/50
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A Jacket to Crow About
&amp;gt;K-o o-o-f-o-o- o-K&amp;lt;

He ll be a well-dressed and cosy baby if someone knits him this cross-over matinee

jacket for his spring wardrobe.

Materials: 2 ozs. Baby wool; 1 pair each

of No. 10 and No. 12 knitting needles; 4

buttons.
Measurements: Length from shoulder,

3 ins.; chest measurement, 19 ins.; sleeve

seam, 7i ins.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 in.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; st. st., stocking stitch; m., make;
tog., together; inc., increase; dee., decrease;

rep., repeat; patt., pattern; beg., begin

ning; ins., inches.

Back.
With No. 12 needles cast on 72 sts. and

work 2 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to

No. 10 needles and work 4 rows in st. st.

Now work in patt. as follows:

Row 1 *
k. 1, m. 1, k. 2 tog.; rep. from

* to end.

front edge by dec. 1 st. at beg. of 7th row
and at same edge of every alternate row.
Continue until work measures 5 ins. from

beg., ending at side edge.
Armhole Shaping: Cast off 3 sts. at beg.

of next row, and dec. 1 st. at same edge
on next 3 rows. Continue to shape front

edge as before until 16 sts. remain, then
continue without shaping until work
measures 8 ins. from beg., ending at arm-
hole edge.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 8 sts. at beg.
of next row and next alternate row.

Left Front.
Work as given for right front but with

all shapings at opposite edge.
Sleeves

With No. 12 needles cast on 36 sts. and
work 2 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to

Row 2 k. 2,
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 1; rep.

from *
to last st., k. 1. Eep. these 2 rows

once more, then work 6 rows in st. st.

These 10 rows form one patt. Continue
in patt. until work measures 5$ ins. from
beg.
Armhole Shaping: Cast off 3 sts. at beg.

of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at both ends
of next 3 rows. Continue without shaping
until work measures 8 ins. from beg.

Shoulder Shaping: Working in st. st.,
cast off 8 sts. at beg. of next 4 rows. Cast
off remainder for back neck.

Right Front.
With No. 12 needles, cast on 48 sts. and

work 2 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to No.
10 needles and work 4 rows in st. st. Now
work in patt. as given for back, but shape

No. 10 needles and work 3 rows in st. st.

Next Row *
p. 5, work twice into next

st., rep. from * to end.
Now work 1 patt. as given for back,

then first 4 patt. rows again. Now work in
st. st., but inc. 1 st. at both ends of next
row and every following 4th row until

there are 54 sts.

Continue without shaping until work
measures 7$ ins. from beg.
Shape top by dec. 1 st. at both ends of

every row until 16 sts. remain. Cast off.

Borders.
Join shoulder seams, then with right

side of work facing you and using No.
10 needles, begin at lower edge of right
front, and pick up and k. 3 sts. Turn, cast

on 3 sts., turn, miss 3 sts. of edge (thus

making a buttonhole) pick up and k. 11

sts., then make another buttonhole. Now
pick up and k. 58 sts. up right front edge,
24 sts. across back neck, and 78 sts. down
left front edge. (180 sts.) Work 3 rows
in garter st. Cast off loosely.

Making Up.
Press work lightly on wrong side with

a warm iron and damp cloth. Sew in

sleeves, then sew up side and sleeve seams,
for the other two buttonholes, mark with

pins a point 3 ins. in from edge of right

front, and J in. up from lower edge, then
mark another point 1 ins. above this.

Push a coarse knitting needle through at

eacli point and buttonhole stitch all round
the hole thus formed. Sew buttons to left

to correspond with buttonholes. Press all

seams.

A lovely chartreuse cool linen is here

sported by Debbie Reynolds (Warner
Bros.) She likes the Magyar style with

the sweetheart front and the delightful

soft rolled collar. Unpressed pleats
and button trimming add to the charm

of a carefully thought out frock, which

gives a bewitching effect.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)

clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.

&quot;He that riseth late must trot all day.&quot;

Poor Kichard.
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SAY IT WITH A KISS
by MARY JAMES.

The garden party had been a great
success. Perfect weather, the flower beds

at the summit of their beauty, the children

high spirited but well-behaved. From her

bedroom window Alice watched David, her

Husband, tackling the job of unpegging
the marquee, assisted somewhat volubly

i&amp;gt;y
the children, party dresses crumpled,

Aair tousled, cheeks flushed and smeared,
ifche familiar end-of-the-party appearance.

&quot;I have very nice children,&quot; Alice mused,
half aloud, and, as David turned towards

the house and she caught the sound of his

deep unhurried voice, she added on a surge

of tenderness, &quot;and they have a very nice

father!&quot;

From the long-ago of her own childhood

she recaptured the memory of just such an

afternoon as this: sunshine, the delici-

us excitement of the fragrance of

trodden grass in a marquee, the firm

comfort of her father s hand clasping
her own. And a voice above her head,
associated ever afterwards with the

lilac frills of a summer gown, and a

lilac sunshade digging into the lawn,
like a ballerina poised on tiptoe.

&quot;What a lucky little girl she is to have

such a nice father!&quot; Perhaps it was from
that moment, at the immature age
of twelve, that Alice had decided

when she married she would be most
careful to choose a good father for

all the children she planned to have.

With a faint sigh of mingled
weariness and contentment she
moved from the window, unfasten

ing her floral chiffon frock. It was a

relief to slip into the cool simplicity
of her silk housecoat.

The early evening breeze fluttered

the curtains and ruflled the pleated
frills of the bed-spread. Alice closed
her eyes and for the first time in

many years allowed herself to think
about two men: Richard, the man
she had loved, and David, the man
she had married . . .

Alice Rivers at twenty three.

Sipping a cocktail at the Connery s

first wedding anniversary party,
hoping that the dashing scarlet hat
she hadn t been able to resist made
her look as excitingly attractive as
the girls at the office had unanim
ously declared. Then looking across
the room and seeing Richard Baker
looking at her. Just looking at each
other aeress the width of a large,
crowded room, and knowing with
the breathless uplift of heart and
mind that this was the beginning.
Richard saw her home afterwards, and it

wasn t strange that in the first few hours of

knowing each other he should kiss her

good-night and promise to see her in the

morning.
She was in bed later the same evening

when her friend Dorothy Connery phoned
her.

&quot;Dick said he saw you leave with
Richard Baker. We re thrilled! Richard is
a grand person; he s such fun! He does
something with cars . . . oh, no, he s out
of that now; he has something to do with

fruit-farming in South Africa, selling little

plots arid so forth . . .&quot; Alice let the flow

of talk spill itself to conclusion; she

scarcely heeded, her mind in a mad chaotic

whirl that kept
asking itself

ridiculous ques- gi;;||

tions: What was
it he said when
we turned into *;:

tone at the other end of the line. &quot;Alice I

You re not asleep? For the third time of

asking, do you like him?&quot;

Softly, lips close to the mouthpiece, as
if she whispered a secret, Alice answered,
&quot;I love him!&quot;

It was a real-life love story. It seemed
to Alice, thinking back over the weeks she
had known Richard, seeing him every day,
feeling his mouth against hers, hearing his

Richard s kisses were
exciting, his love
demanding and selfish.

Belmont Gardens? Are his eyes blue
or grey-green? Did he really say that
he loved me or was it just the way he held

my hands and looked?

She was aware of Dorothy s sharpened

their

other.

voice, that there
was a quality of

unreality about

absorption in each
It gave her a sense

of shock to realize at

times that her two feet were still firmly

planted on the ground, that her outward
self was the same, evoking no glances of
wonder in the office or in the street. &quot;And

yet I feel so different.&quot; she told herself.

&quot;As if there was another me, a lovelier,

happier, more alive Alice Rivers living
inside the ordinary everyday city typist
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who takes down letters, answers the phone,
runs for the bus every morning.
When she shyly explained this feeling

to Richard he traced his finger along the
curved line of her dark brows and told her

tenderly: &quot;We re learning together my
darling, the true .irt of living. We ve got our

finger-tips on the sensitive magnetic pulse
of life-love-and-laughter and,&quot; he drew a

deep breath, his eyes darkening with the
emotional excitement that made him
always just a little bit theatrical, &quot;life is

such fun isn t it?&quot;

Alice was generous in her love. There
was no moment in her day when she was
too busy, too tired, to give him all the
warmth and adoration that he wanted
from her. Sometimes, in one of the rare
moods of restless depression that occasion

ally came over him, he would creep into her
arms like a tired child, and draw renewed
happiness from the strength of her strong
young arms and the soothing murmur of
her voice. These periods of unrest usually
coincided with a change of occupation.
Alice learned to know, without questioning,
when he had thrown up a job in favour of

something much better. He would open
the door of her small roof-top flat, a half-

sheepish smile on his face, a reckless tilt

to the angle of his hat, he would wait for
her to say, gently chiding as if he were
her little son:

&quot;Oh, darling! What is it this
time?&quot;

On her twenty-fourth birthday, almost
twelve months since they had first met,
Richard put an engagement ring on her

finger. &quot;I haven t asked you to marry me
because I m not in a position to marry yet,&quot;

he said lightly, &quot;but I like us to know, and
nil our friends to know, that we belong to
each other.&quot;

Alice stared at the ring through a mist
of happy tears. &quot;I d like to be married,&quot;

she murmured. &quot;I d like to live in a little

house with you and fix it up with pretty
things and maybe .have three or four
children.&quot;

He laughed gently, pulling her head
down towards him and ruffling her hair
with his lips. &quot;One child is enough to start
with!&quot;

She laughed back. &quot;Of course, one at a
time!&quot;

The magic of those summers! The first

green on the trees, the miracle of pink
and white blossom spilling confetti on the
dusty worn pavements. The new summer
hat preening itself with ribbons; the open-
air entertainments in the park; the
mysterious near-purple light on the river
in the evenings. Richard s infectious gaiety,
the recklessness of his giving, the hunger
of his receiving. When Alice, with tremul
ous sigh, protested that time passed too
quickly, too quickly, he reassured her. &quot;We

have so much of everything: time, youth,
love, we can afford to be extravagant.&quot;

That autumn was the swiftest, wildest,
most exciting that Alice had ever known.
A world of fun and laughter opened wide
its arms to receive them: it was like

walking into a brilliantly-lighted room,
catching one s breath at the colour, the
harmony, the whirl of so much liveliness.
Richard had a wide circle of friends, most
of them young and. irresponsible like him
self, but imbued with that blending of
charm and intelligence that made them so
likeable.

A few months after Richard gave her
the engagement ring Alice received an

unexpected visit from her father. He was
wearing old country tweeds, and his brown
shoes showed traces of the long walk he
had taken over the fields to catch the
station bus. He brought with him a basket
of apples, farm-house eggs, and an armful
of slender yellow dahlias. &quot;They bring
sunshine into a room,&quot; he remarked, glanc
ing around the small shadowed interior of
her attic flat.

He observed his daughter from beneath

heavy white eyebrows. &quot;It s time you
came home on a visit, young lady. Your
mother worries about your not having
proper food and enough sleep.&quot;

Alice smiled, but was wise enough not
to attempt to deny that her mother might
have some justification for her fears. &quot;This

year has certainly been rather busy.&quot; she

agreed lightly. &quot;And I ve had one or two
rather tiresome colds the last one left

me with this wretched cough which gets
worse at nights.&quot;

Whilst she busied herself preparing tea
for her father, Alice listened with an
interest that she tried hard to make
genuinely eager to the gossip and snippets
of information about her home, the village,
her parents friends. &quot;I expect your mother
wrote to tell you that Betty Wilson and
her husband have two children. N They
came back to England for a few months
last summer. Betty was disappointed not
to see you . . .&quot; Alice realized, with n
sudden guilty pnng, that two summer holi

days had passed without her going home
to her parents. The first year Richard had
persuaded her to &amp;lt;*&amp;lt;&amp;gt; on a sailing trip with
friends of his, and this last summer she had
gone with him to a village in the Cotswolds.

*

She said slowly: &quot;I ve a few days due to

me next week. I d like to come home, Dad.
In the morning, she told herself, I shall

regret what I m saying. I shall say hello
to Richard on the phone and the sound of
his voice, the prickly exciting sensation
he always gives me, will make me want
to stay here, near to him, where I can see
him every day. Meeting the calm, fond

expression in her father s eyes, she went
on hurriedly: &quot;There s a young man I d
like you to meet. I ve known him some
time we re in love. Perhaps mother will

let me invite him down on Sunday.&quot;

Her father nodded thoughtfully. A
fleeting smile crossed his face. &quot;I see. We
thought it might be something of the sort

holding you so faithfully to town life.&quot;

Her cheeks flushed, Alice held up the
hand on which was Richard s ring. There
was a shy radiant innocence about her

happiness. Mr. Rivers rose and came to

put his arm round her shoulders. His voice
was deeper, a little muffled against her
hair. &quot;So it s gone as far as an engagement
ring, eh? Well, we shall look forward to

meeting him.&quot;

It was a long time since Alice had been
so fussed, so pleasantly comfortable, as she
was in her old home. She had forgotten how
agreeable it was to awaken to *a sunlit

bedroom, to the cool fragrance of Javender-
perfumed sheets, to the sound of bird-song,
and the early cup of tea served in a blue

cup. She had forgotten, too. the quiet,
unhurried pace of country life, the gentle
tolerant mode of country manners. Lying
in bed, arms folded behind her head, she
felt a surge of rising eagerness, nostalgia
almost, for the things and places of her
childhood. The village green, the church
perched on top of the Mil, the small church
yard toppling fantastically down towards
the village below.

Kichard was invited down for the

following Sunday. Alice and her father
drove in the pony-trap to the station to
meet him. The London train arrived

punctually at midday. No passengers
alighted for Willsdou. &quot;There isn t another
train until half-past three.&quot; said Mr.
Rivers. &quot;Your young man must have missed
the early one. Maybe there s a message
come through at home.&quot;

Alice faltered. &quot;He may have asked a
friend to bring him down by ear,&quot; but in
her heart was a chill stirring of doubt.
Richard was so so erratic! She could not

help remembering the ma.ny occasions on
which he had impetuously decided to
break an appointment. &quot;I ll trump up
some old reasonable excuse tomorrow,&quot; he
would declare airily. But would he do this

to her? Oh no! He was longing to see her

again, to hold her in his arms, to feel her
mouth against his ... he had said so in

the letter she d received only yesterday.
Her spirit lifted on a wave of impatient
eagerness. &quot;Let s get back home quickly,
Dad. I expect he has telephoned,&quot; she
exclaimed.

lie had not telephoned.
Luncheon was postponed until two

o clock. When it could not possibly wait

any longer without spoiling, its excellence
was ruined by the expectation and

disappointment experienced at the passing
of every car, the sound of every footstep.

In the afternoon Alice went down the

garden to her favourite corner behind the

privet hedge, where she was hidden from
the house. She felt heavy, dulled and
aching as one sometimes does before a

thunderstorm. Sitting on the grass, the
full skirts of her frock spread around her,
she drew out Richard s last letter and read
it again. &quot;My own dearest . . . Five whole
days since we saw each other. It s intoler
able! You must never leave me again.&quot; She
tried to hear the sound of these words in

his own dear voice, to capture the thrill of
his strong possessive hand on hers. But
there was a hollow where there should have
been gladness, a vague unreality in the

slope of his clear handwriting, as if

Richard had already slipped beyond her

reach, was part of a wonderful love-story
that liad happened to some other girl.

From the house she heard her mother s

voice calling her in to tea. Her father
looked at her reproachfully as she entered
the hall. &quot;You must teach your young man
that it is only common courtesy to let one
know when he cannot keep an appoint
ment,&quot; he said disapprovingly.
Tea was laid in the drawing-room;

Alice s mother had not wasted all her
efforts to provide an attractive tea for her

daughter s fiance: there was a young man
present, n tall, dark young man with a

deep quiet voice and an unimpressive name.

&quot;Alice dear, this is Mr. Hall. He and
his mother have recently come to live in

the village,&quot; her mother said.

She thought, in the one and only moment
that she gave him any thought at all, that
he was one of the dullest and most
unromantic men she had ever met.

Richard came round to see her the

evening of her return. She reproached
him, gently, her face pressed against his,
her joy at seeing him again making her
want to cry and laugh at t!.e same time.

&quot;I m sorry, sweet! I was at an all-night
party the- night before and it was well
after midday before I opened my eyes.&quot;

&quot;You could have phoned. The parents
were terribly disappointed.&quot;
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His arms tightened. &quot;Were you!&quot;

She nodded, and the agony of her lone

liness in the garden at home still throbbed
like a spiritual bruise. &quot;Yes,

of course. It

spoilt the whole day.&quot;

&quot;Then I m glad! I like you to miss me.
I m the most conceited man in the world
where you re concerned.&quot;

He held her at arm s length, and the gay
impudent expression she knew so well lit

up his handsome face, &quot;There s a party on
at the Suteliffe s this evening. Teddy is

off to South Africa, and it s a sort of love-

and-farewell thing . . .&quot;

She did not look at him as she

spoke, but there was an urgent
pleading in her voice. &quot;Eichard,

don t let s go out this evening. We ll

fix up a meal of sorts and sit alone

together. We haven t been alone
for ages! I d like to be quiet and
talk.&quot;

He was hesitant. &quot;Well,
if you

like we ll do that. Perhaps we
could pop round to the party for a
bit later on. I did more or less

promise that we d show
up,&quot;

he
said quickly.

It came to her with a sense of

dismayed surprise that it was diffi

cult to get down to fundamentals
with Eiehard. He laid a spell of

lively fantasy over her more seri

ous attempts to direct the conver
sation into matter-of-fact channels.
He kissed her, and for the first time
his kisses were not completely satis

factory. She was left with a

feeling of incompleteness, of in

security, the future a blurred im
probability.

One blustery evening, walking
home through the Park she met
David Hall, the young man whom
she had seen at her mother s house.
She hardly remembered him until
he introduced himself.

&quot;Why, yes, of course!&quot; she
exclaimed. He stared at her in
unabashed approval. Her hair was
wind-blown, she was wearing a
raincoat she particularly despised,
but she didn t care: she was not
interested in this Mr. Hall and did
not mind if he saw her at her worst.
He suggested supper, and Alice

accepted. There was nothing in the
flat to eat and Eichard was dining
with a man who had a good pro
position to put up to him. Alice had
lost count of the numerous jobs
and good prospects Eichard had

thrown up in the two years she had
known him.
David Hall was a quiet and surprisingly

entertaining companion. &quot;I m building a
house,&quot; he said. He smiled at her surprise.
&quot;Every man should have his own house.
I m twenty-eight. By the time I m thirty
I plan to have a home, a wife and at least
one child. That s a solid enough founda
tion for. a man s future, don t you think?&quot;

Alice traced a pattern in the bread
crumbs on her plate. Her cheeks were
flushed. &quot;Foundations are very important,&quot;
she agreed.
He said quietly: &quot;You re engaged?&quot; She

nodded. &quot;When will you be married?&quot;

She experienced the pang of sickening
uncertainty that mention of the future
always brought to her these days. &quot;Eichard,

my fiance, says there isn t any hurry.We ve heaps of time before we saddle our
selves with responsibilities. I agree with
him, of

course,&quot; she answered steadily.

He smiled. &quot;If I were engaged to a girl
I m afraid I should be in the devil of a

hurry to get married. There s never so

much future ahead of us, however young
we are, that we can afford to waste any of

it.&quot;

The flat seemed quiet, with a sort of

gloomy sullenness, when Alice returned

alone, an hour later. She looked round
the small sitting-room and was conscious,
perhaps for the first time since she had lived

there, that it was cramped, dingy and not

altogether tidy. Eichard, she noted, had
called in earlier and made himself a cup of

ment. She undressed, put on a dressing-
gown and sat by the gas-fire, to wait. She
rested her head on her knees and, half-

closing her eyes, visualised the house she
would build for herself and Eichard . . .

Bright airy rooms with windows that gazed
open green spaces; a graceful curving
staircase, a bathroom that shone, a nursery
with miniature furniture and an animal
frieze . . .

It was past eleven before she was roused
from her dream. Not by the telephone but
by the disheartening click as the shilling
in the gas-meter dropped. Well she would

tea. She was oppressed by a feeling of

helpless futility. She wanted to cry, but
her mood changed to one of temporary
anger. Against Eichard? No, not alto

gether, she told herself, although he was
tangled up in the loose threads of unrest
and dissatisfactioon that held her at the
present moment. Perhaps it was fairer to

lay the cause on this sudden swift fear that
David Hall s words had stirred in her;
even the very young could not afford to
waste the future . . . Compared to Eichard,
her dear, beloved Eichard, this other man
had a calm reassuring plan for living that
would enfold the girl he married with a
blissful certainty of security, a future
shaped to a familiar age-old pattern.
Eichard had promised to ring her when

he had finished with his dinner engage-

go to bed. Eichard wouldn t rhrg now. She
tried to shoulder aside the thought but it

presisted, a nagging spurt of resentment
and pain; this wasn t the first time that
Eichard had proved to be so unreliable.

It was nearly a week before she saw
Eichard again. He phoned her hurriedly
at the office to tell her that he was going
North on new business and wasn t sure
when he would return. The days dragged
past interminably. Life was dull, mean
ingless, without Eichard coming to see her.

Evening after evening she sat in the flat

missing him, longing for him, and dream
ing, dreaming . . . The dream house had
become so real, so vividly planned to the
minutest detail, that during the day she
found herself thinking of it as an actuality.
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There was an evening, on her way home,
when impetuously, without pause for second

thought, the thought of the dream house
sent her into a shop to buy a dozen yards
of gay patterned cretonne to make into

curtains.

The roll of material was tucked under
her arm when she opened the door of her
flat and knew immediately, with a glad
lift of her heart, that Kichard had
returned.

&quot;Richard, oh, Richard!&quot; She flung her
self into his arms. The parcel rolled to the

ground, and escaping from its wrapping
unrolled in all its gay freshness over the
worn carpet.

&quot;What s all this?&quot; asked Richard.
She stooped to pick it up, holding it to

the light, her face flushed with excitement.
&quot;You ll think I m silly! I couldn t help it!

All the time you ve been away I ve thought
of nothing else.&quot; Her voice was babbling,
jerky, in its eagerness. &quot;This is for curtains.
I ve made little pictures in my mind of all

the rooms and I know exactly how they
will look when they re done!&quot; He looked at
her uncomprehendingly, and suddenly she
had to tell him, to thrust herself into
his arms again, her face lifted to his, her

eyes soft and shining. She whispered:
&quot;Richard, darling, let s get married soon!
We mustn t waste any more time. I want
to be with you ahvays, and soon, soon,
soon! I want a home, Richard, and you
there with me, and children . . .&quot; She broke

off, her head bowed, her whole body rigid
with intensity. &quot;I do love you so much.&quot;

Richard did not speak. His silence
seemed to mark the passing of a whole
age in her life. When she looked up at
him she saw the deep flush of his face,

the light in his eyes that could have been
anger. &quot;I don t understand you, Alice,&quot; he
said slowly. &quot;All the sudden rush and
and emotional fluster. Has anything
happened whilst I ve been away to make
you so frantic?&quot;

The full force of his rebuff struck her
with agonized humiliation. She drew away
from him, turning her back, struggling
against tears of disappointment and
misery. &quot;I I thought you d want all these

things as much as I
do,&quot; she said

unsteadily. She lifted her head with an
odd mingling of pathos and dignity. &quot;I m
sorry, Richard.&quot;

His laugh, the easy gaiety of his next
words stung her into trembling rage.
&quot;That s aft right darling! Let s forget about
it and go out somewhere. You re too pretty
and young, you know, to want to plunge
into the backwaters of married life. There s

heaps of time . . .&quot;

Alice went to change, to repair her make
up, to brush up her hair in a new fashion
able style that made her look older and
more sophisticated. She returned to

Richard and he held out his hand to her.

&quot;You look wonderful!&quot; he whispered.
She smiled at him, her face feeling stiff.

&quot;Let s go and have fun, lots of fun!&quot; she
cried recklessly.

They had fun. Everyone was pleased to

see Richard back in town. Everywhere they
went they met friends and old acquaint
ances, nnd the whole evening was a series

of parties, meeting and breaking-up. To
Alice it was a strange evening, like a play
enacted on a brilliantly-lighted stage, in

which everything, actors, voices, actions
were a little too exaggerated. ,
At one point in the evening, when she

and Richard found themselves in a smoke-
filled untidy flat, clamorous with the voicei
of at least a dozen people, it seemed to
Alice as if she were suddenly invisible, so
detached from them all as to be almost
non-existent. There was a void in her

mind, a weariness in her limbs, and into
this aching hollowness was poured a vivid
remembrance of the garden at home: the

quiet, the fragrance, the homeliness. With
out realising that she spoke aloud she
said: &quot;I want to go home. I m tired of ail

this. I shall go home!&quot;

She felt Richard s hand on her arm. He
was concerned, sympathetic. &quot;Poor darling,

you look tired! Wait, I ll get a taxi and
have you home in no time.&quot;

She was too weary just then to explain
to him that this wasn t exactly what she
had meant.

It was the end of a chapter. That was how
it appeared to her in the days that fol

lowed. They were days in which she did
not give herself time to think. An urgent
impetuosity compelled her to take action:

give in her notice at the office, tell her

landlady that she would be leaving at the

end of the week, return borrowed books,
tidy up odds and ends . . . She left Richard
until last, knowing that it was the hardest

thing she would ever have to do, but know
ing, too, that it was inevitable. Sooner or

later the break would come; that shattered
moment of stark disillusion when she

would be forced to see beyond the love

she had for him and know that they had

very little else to give each other.

Hor mother had once said: &quot;Marriage is

more than just being in love. There is
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Crochet Sandwich TDoyley
Materials: 1 ball fine crochet silk, or

crochet cotton; 1 crochet hook, size 3$.

NOTE: As this is an overseas article please
work all s.c. as our double crochet and
all d.c. as our treble.

Abbreviations: ch., chain; s.s., slip st.;

s.c., singly crochet; d.c., double crochet.
Make a ring of 6 ch., joining with s.s.

Into the ring work 20 s.c.

Row 23 ch., 1 d.c.,
*

1 ch., 1 d.c. into

every s.c., but into the first and centre

stitch, work 2 stitches to shape into oval.
Row 3 3 ch., 1 s.c. into the space be

tween each d.c. of last row.
Row 4 2 s.s. into centre of

first loop, 4 ch., 1 s.c. into each

loop, repeat from *.

Row 5 2 s.s. into centre of
first loop,

* 6 ch., 1 s.c. into each
loop, repeat from * 4 times into

following loop work 2 times 6

eh., 1 s.c., work from * into half
the total amount of sts., make
the increase again and repeat
from *

to end of row.
Row 6 3 d.e. into each loop

4 ch., between.
Row 7 s.s. to centre of loop

7 ch., 1 s.c. and above the inc.
in the 5th row work the stitch
2 times. The part where the in

creases shoujd be made is in the
3 d.c. of 6th row, so work the
stitch 1 time each side of flie

middle d.c.

Row 8 s.s. to centre of loop,
8 ch., 1 s.c. into each loop.
Row 9 s.s. into first loop, 3

ch., 4 d.c into same loop, 5 ch.,
* 5 d.c., 5 ch. into each loop,
repeat from *.

Row 10 5 d.c. into 5 d.c., 5
d.c. into each loop.
Row 11 Into each d.c., 1 d.c.

Row 12 Look for the increas

ing sts. in the 5th row, mark
the corresponding st. in the llth

row, count back from it 12 d.c.

and into that st. work 1 B.C.,
*

8 ch., 1 s.c., into the 5th d.c.,

repeat from * 4 times, into the
next 3 d.c. make 3 s.s., turn.
Row 13 8 ch, 1 s.c. into each

loop, the last 8 ch. 1 s.c. is into
the 4th d.c. at the beginning of
last row, into the remaining 3

d.e., 3 s.s. turn.
Row 14 9 ch., 1 B.C. into each

loop; end as last row.
Row 15 10 ch. 1 B.C. into each

loop, turn.
Row 16 10 ch., 3 d.c. into

each loop, turn.
Row 17 Into each loop, 10

d.c., into the 3 d.c., 3 d.c., turn.
Row 18 Into each d.c., 1 d.c., when the

last d.c. is worked it is lying along the

top of 3 d.c. of row 11, into the 4th d.c.

make 1 s.c. and finish off. Work a corres

ponding panel at the other side, but after
the 18th row do not break of thread, but
work starting between the pnnels above
tic 11th row.
Row 19 5 eh., miss 2 d.c., 7 d.c., 3 ch.,

miss 3 d.c., 3 d.c., miss 3 d.c., 3 ch., 7 d.c.,
5 ch., 1 s.c. into. first d.c. of 18th row, first,

p.-nu l.
* 8 eh., 1 s.e. into 5th d.e.; repeat

from * 6 times, 5 ch., 1 d.c. into 5th d.c.,
3 ch., 1 d.c. into same at., 5 ch.. 1 B.C. into
5th d.c., 5 ch., 1 d.c. into 5th d.c.,
3 ch., 1 d.c. into same st., 2 times

5 ch., 1 s.c. into 5th d.c., 5 ch., 1 d.c. into
5th d.c., 3 ch., 1 d.c. into same St., 5 ch.,
1 s.c. into 5th d.c., 5 ch., 1 d.c., into 5th

d.c., 3 ch., 1 d.c., 5 ch., 1 d.e., into 1 s.c.

into 5th d.e., 7 times 8 ch., 1 s.c. into 5th
d.c. This completes one half of the mat,
now start at the beginning of row 19 again
and finish off round in the same way.
Row 20 2 s.s. to centre of first loop*5 ch.

5 d.c., on top of 7 d.c., 3 ch., 1 s.c. into loop 3

ch., 3 d.c. 3 ch. 1 s.c. into loop, 3 ch. 5 d.c. on

top of 7 d.c., 3 ch., 1 s.c. into loop, 7 times
8 ch. 1 s.c. into loop, 5 ch, miss 1 loop, 3 d.e.

into small loop (of 3 ch between 2 d.c.),

small loop, 3 ch., 3 d.c. into same loop,
6 ch, 1 s.c. into s.c. of last row, 6 ch., 3 d.c.

into small loop, 3 ch., 3 d.c. into same loop
4 times 6 ch., 1 s.c. into loops, 6 ch., 3 d.c.,
into small loop, 3 ch., 3 d.c. into same loop,
6 ch., 1 s.e., 8 times 9 ch., 1 s.c. into loops.
The last s.c. into the small loop before 5
d.c. Repeat from beginning to complete
row.

Row 22 5 B.C. into loop before 3 d.c..

1 s.c. into each of the 3 d.c., 5 s.c. into
each loop, the last lot into the loop after
the 3 d.c., 9 times, 9 ch., 1 s.c. into each
loop, 6 ch., 3 d.c., 3 ch., 3 d.c. into small

loop, 6 ch., 1 s.c. into s.c. of last row, 6 cL..
3 d.c., 3 ch., 3 d.c., into small loop, 5 times
6 ch.-l B.C., 6 ch., 3 d.c.3 eh. ,3 d.c., into small
loop, 6 ch., 1 s.c. into s.c. of last row, fi ch., 3
d.e. 3 ch., 3 d.c., into small loop, 6 eh., 1 s.e.

9 times 9 eh, 1 s.c., into each

loop, and repeat from the begin
ning again.
Row 23 Turn, 10 times 10 ch.

1 s.c. into eachiloop, 7 ch., 3 d.c:,
3 ch., 3 d.c., into small loop, 7

ch., 1 s.c. into s.c. of last row.
7 ch., 3 d.c., 3 eh, 3 d.c., into
small loop. 7 ch., 1 s.c., 5 times
6 ch. 1 s.c., into each loop, 7 ch.,
3 d.e., 3 eh., 3 d.c., into email

loop, 7 ch., 1 g.c. into s.c. of last

row, 7 ch, 3 d.c., 3 eh., 3 d.c.,

into small loop, 7 ch., 1 s.c., 10

times 10 ch. 1 s.c. into each loop,
but the last s.c., into the last

s.c. of the last row.
Bow 24 11 times 10 ch. 1 s.c,,

into each loop, 7 eh., 3 d.c.. 3

ch., 3 d.c., into small loop, 7
&amp;lt;-h.,

1 s.c., 7 ch., 3 d.c., 3 ch., 3 d.c..

into small loop, 7 ch., 1 s.c.. *&amp;gt;

times 6 ch., 1 s.c., 7 ch., 3 d. ..

3 ch., 3 d.e., into small loop. 7

ch., 1 B.C., 7 ch., 3 d.c., 3 ch..

3 d.e., into small loop, 7 cb..

1 B.C., 11 times 10 ch., 1 s.c., into

each loop. Work rows 23 and 24

on the other panel. When row J

is complete, do not break thread,

but work round the entire mat
in s.c. Cast off.

m&

A ch, 3 d.c. into same loop, 5 ch., 1 B.C.,

into s.c. of last row, 5 eh., 3 d.c., into
small loop, 3 ch., 3 d.c. into same loop,
3 times 5 ch, 1 s.c. into following loops,
5 eh., 3 d.c., into small loop, 3 eh., 3 d.c. into
same loop, 5 ch., 1 s.c. into s.c of last row,
5 ch., 3 d.c., 3 ch., 3 d.c. into same loop, miss
1 loop 5 ch. 1 s.c. into next loop, 7 times
8 ch. 1 s.c. into each loop. Repeat from *

onee more.

Row 215 ch., 3 d.c. on centre of 5 d.e.

of last row, 3 ch., 1 B.C. into loop, 3 eh, 1

s.c. into next loop, 3 eh., 3 d.c. (into 3 d.c.

of last row), 3 ch., 1 s.c. into loop, 3 ch.,
1 s.c. into next loop, 3 ch, 3 d.c. on top of
^5 d.c. centre, 5 ch. 1 s.c. into loop, 8 times
9 ch., 1 s.c. into loops, 6 ch., 3 d.c. into

The Bashers.

Crimes of violence and as

saults on women after dark are

increasing, and no effective

punishment is meted out to thes&amp;lt;

cowardly brutes. Old people-
alone in their homes after night
fall can be terrified when ever

there is a knock on the doer

Law abiding citizens arc afrni^

to walk along a dark side street

on their return from posting a

letter. These bashers can ic

flict irreparable injury, if not

death, on inoffensive citizen*.

This should not be tolerated a

day longer. There are two remedies, ami
both are necessary an increase in the

police force, and the use of the lash. If

these thugs and killers got a liberal dost

of their own medicine there would soon }&amp;gt;

a clear up in this form of crime. The nt;u:

who inflicts suffering should receive

fering. That is only natural justice,

ging is the cure for crimes of violence.

Unfort unately a lot of our politicians hoi 1

other views. These views would be dr

tieally altered if the basher gangster struck

at those near and dear to them.

&quot;The English have an extraordinary

ability for flying into a great &amp;lt; Mini.&quot;

--Alexander Woolleott.
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Corduroy.
That corduroy continues as a favourite

fashion is ascertained in the many skirts

and jumpers in autumn greens, wine and

rust shown animated by wide leather

belts trimmed with &quot;dingle&quot;
touches.

Grey flannel also rates strongly in these

selections, in skirts and low-neck jumpers.

Children s Coats.

Back-to-school coats are snugly
belted but indicate that they can

hang loose and full sans belt

Scarf treatments, cape-effect col

lars, velvet trimmings are favorite

coat accents

^

More Ribbing.
The use of cotton ribbed knit trimming

both in sports wear and dresses is one of

the biggest novelty touches the season has

to offer. In dresses crew necklines, sleeves

and waistline trimming are used on cot

tons, jerseys and corduroy dresses and

separates. Typical are the

ribbed knit-trimmed on car

digan, lumber jacket and

slip-on sweater tops. Mak

ing the most of the

ribbed trimmings are

novelty jersey tops.

+: *T

fa-

Vxr

Suit, 7614 lsV&amp;gt;d

4
J yds 36 ins wide
32 to 40 ins bust

3

Frock, 7415 Is 6d

y\ yds 36 ins wide
32 to 40 ins bust.

Matron s Frock,

7620 Is lOd.

3 1 yds 36 ins wide

34 to 48 ins bust

Frock, 7624 Is 6cl

2^ yds 36 ins wide
Contrast

1 1 yds 36 ins wide
32 to 40 ins bust

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot;
407-400 Kent Street. Sydney, N.S.W.r Postage on each Pattern, ld. extra.]
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HERE S HOW TO MAKE EVERY PIN-MONEY 1 BUY
2s WORTH OF BETTER CUT CLOTHES! EVER

FI

^RED
L
vo
E
u

Save money and dress better! All over Australia women make
their pin-money buy nearly twice the clothes simply by using
SEW-EZY s PRE-CUT READY-TO- SEW SERVICE which

provides expertly man-tailored garments for about half shop
prices. It s your one protection against high prices, your guaran
tee of better cut clothes.

We send you the material all ready cut to size. You have
nothing to do but sew the pieces together. We also send you
all accessories matching cottons, zipps, belts, buttons, etc.

FREE, together with a &quot;STITCH-BY-STITCH&quot; illustrated
chart to make success certain. Send the coupon below for
FREE material patterns and order form.

WE SEND MATERIAL PRE-CUT TO SIZE
with matching cottons, zipps, and all other accessories - FREEI

YOU HAVE ONLY TO SEW MATERIAL TOGETHER
The &quot;Janice&quot; floral crepe
frock, complete with belt

nd all accessories. Store

price 5-150

EXPERTLY CUT TO
YOUR MEASURE

Every piece of SEW-
EZY material is de

signed and cut to your
measurements under

supervision of expert
men tailors. This is the
secret of the SEW-EZY
fit and gives you the
benefit of perfect tail

oring but at a &quot;home

made&quot; cost.

NO PAPER PATTERNS
NEEDED NO RISKY

CUTTING OUT
The SEW-EZY method of

making your own clothes
makes success certain.

There s nothing to go wrong
A &quot;STITCH - BY - STITCH&quot;

chart is provided to illus

trate every step from start

to finish. No paper patterns
to fumble with. No cutting
out to risk spoiling good
material SEW-EZY is so

easy. You ll be amazed at

The &quot;

Hollywood
&quot;

topper toat in brush
ed raliji dine - tyoe
woollen, same as sold
in City Stores fo

4-2-11. Complete
with accessories.

The &quot;lopsy&quot;

child s frock in

floral cotton with
lac* trimmings,
etc. supplied.

The &quot;Marg jerite&quot;

skirt, bias cut with
pleats, in pure
wool complete with

tipp and all acces

sories, as sold in

Itores for 75/-

MAIL ORDER ONLY
SEND NO MONEY
Post this Coupon TODAY

The &quot;Carol Ann&quot;

cotton floral with all acces
sories and belt. This style
Iso in light weight woollen

at extra cost.

SAMPLE MATERIAL
PATTERNS SENT FREE
Fill in the coupon and send

today for sample patterns of

material which will be sent
to you by return mail. We
guarantee the finest avail

able materials direct from
manufacturer to you. Seize
this wonderful opportunity
to save money NOW.
SATISFACTI O N
G U ARANTEED

The &quot;Madam .natron s

frock in plain crepe ;

complete including tail

ored belt.

its simplicity.

SEND TODAY
PRICES RISE

BEFORE
I To SEW-EZY GARMENTS,
. Dept. A, 100 FlindersTane, Melb.

Please send me complete information about your
I SEW-EZY plan ; also FRtE patterns of material

I for garments against which I mark X.

I OFROCKS - C-otton
QJSKIRTS, Llfht tnd

or wool. medium weight.

I OFROCKS plain QJCHILDREN S

crepe or floral crepe. COTTON FROCKS

[~JTOPPER COATS

((Underline
material required).

Prices .ill $ut ject to slight additional cost for

Postage.

GAR M E NTS
100 FLINDERS LANE, MELBOURNE

NAME ....

ADDRESS.

I Measurement* Hip Bun
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Coat, 7631 Is. 6d.

5 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7606 Is. 6d.

3i| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast :

:

l yd. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7632 Is. 6d

yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7404 Is. 6d.

yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal.&quot; 407-409 Kent Street. Svdne.v. N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern. ld. extra.}
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Pyjamas,
10,574 Is. lOd.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Slip, 10,586 Is. 3d

2jj yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Slip and Scanties,

10,585 Is. lOd.

2| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace, | yd. 36 ins. wide.

4} yds. Insertion.

7 1 yds. lace edging.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Nightdress Ensemble,
10,588 Is. lOd.

4-f yds. 36 ins. wide.
Lace, | yd. 36 ins. wide

3 yds. Insertion,

yds. lace edging.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \d. extra.}
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Remove

FRECKLES PIMPLES
BLACKHEADS AND ALL
SKIN IMPERFECTIONS
QUICKLY BY NEW
HOME METHOD

FOR years I was worried to death with unsightly Freckles
and abominable Pimples and Blackheads. Other girls
would avoid me. It was impossible for me to attend

parties and dances, because both sexes would shun my
company.
Whenever I went out I was actually dressed better and
looked smarter than most other girls, nevertheless I

always felt miserable. Every cream and powder and
lotion that I saw advertised I would try in the hope of

removing those distressing blemishes, but one and all

proved failures.

Eventually 1 learnt of a simpiC home treatment from a

Parisian Beauty Specialist which brought a remarkable

change and within a month my Friends were remarking
&quot; how well you look I would never have known you.&quot;

&quot; Realising that there must be thousands of

LiDCC women, both young and old, who are to-day
|\CC suffering as I did, you will not be surprised

^^^&quot;^^ to learn that I am anxious to place my secret

before them. If you will, therefore, send your name and
address, with stamp to cover outlay for postage, I will

send you free, in a plain sealed envelope, full information
so that you may remove all traces of Freckles, Pimples,
Blackheads, and any other blemishes, by the wonderful
method that overcame my troubles.

Remember, it is different to any that you have adopted in

the past. It does notx:onsist of cosmetics, creams, lotions

salves, soaps, ointment, plasters, bandages, masks, mas
sage rollers or other implements. No diet no fasting

nothing to take, and cannot injure the most delicate skin

CUT OUT AND POST COUPON NOW

Know the happiness of a radiant,
smooth, young skin, as do the
thankful thousands who have
used my method. Write NOW,
TO-DAY, while you think of it,

to MISS ALMA F CHALMERS,
9 Martin Place, Sydney.

Miss ALMA F. CHALMERS,
9 Martin Place, Sydney. Box 3727, G.P.O.

Please send full details of your method for removing
Freckles, Pimples, Blackheads, etc. I enclose sump foi

posuge.

NAME (Mrs., Miss) .

AUDRESS

-STATE

(Print PleaseH.J. Sept./ 5o

who (so they say).

Could never tell a lie,

Was in the larder feeling gay.

With cake and apple-pie.

&quot;What have you taken?&quot; asked his dad

&quot;You ll tell the truth, I m sure!&quot;

&quot;I took,&quot; replied the famous lad,

&quot;Some Woods Great Pepper-
miMt Cure.&quot;

HAIRS come OUT
Women Everywhere Overjoyed !

New, Easy Method!
AMERICAN WAX PENCILS remove unsightly hairs in a few
seconds from face, arms, legs, and back of neck. The hair comes
right O-U-T not merely off leaving the skin clean, velvety, baby-
smooth, and lovely. Superior to all known methods. No stubby
re-growth, no &quot;shaved-off&quot; look. Pure, safe, natural ingredients
no smelly chemicals. Positively non-irritating. Post free in

plain wrapper. Only 10/- per Box. SEND NOW to

American Specialty Company (Dept. 6)
Box 2036, G.P.O., Sydney.

DUREX TAPE
Cracked your watch glass?

Protect the face tempor

arily with strong, clear

Handy Plaid Dispenser with

300 ins. t-in. TAPE . 2/6

ISO ins. i-iii. TAPE . 1/3

Also a Heavy-Duty Dispenser
al ISA plus tax, and a refillahle

plastic Hand Dispenser at 3A.

Tape extra.

SEALS WITHOUT MOISTENING

TAPE
TRANSPARENT AS GLASS

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

Mode in Australia by

AUSTRALIAN DUREX PRODUCTS
LTD.. Lidcombt, N.S.W.
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Frock,9092 Is. 3d.

10 and 12 years.
3 yds. 36 ins. wide

Frock, 9177 Is 6d
1 6 to 18 years
32 inches bust

3;; yds 36 ins wide
Contrast: yd 36 ins wide

Skirt on bias

Ed
llr)

yi
%l
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Mother and Daughter.
Some Australian retailers are fea

turing mother and daughter and

brother and sister modes. In the

mother and daughter the dresses

are identical in every detail except

size, and in the brother and sister

modes, there is a full semblance of

similarity particularly in blouse or

sweater, and small accessories

While these styles have

been a big success in both

England and America

they have not caught or

in Australia.

W

A correspondent wants to know if tar

tans will still be a big feature this summer
Our advices from the Continent and
America are that tartans will still be a

dominant factor in dress styles. This,

apart from the fact that some of the so

called tartans are just glorified coloured
checks.

The fashion total for tartans is rising

daily in the sportswear market As spring
and summer break, tartan plaids in cotton

have been selected for some top spots. New
lines in the making give a much more im

portant spot to the revival of tartans.

College Frock,
9158 Is. 6d
6,8, 10, 12,
14 years.

Blouse . 1 \ yds.
36 ins. wide.

) Tunic : 21 yds.
36 ins. wide.

Frock,
9176 Is. 3d.

1 2 and 1 4 years:
3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast .

s yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; -107-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage an each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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ABE YOU JUST

TOO TIBED

TO STAND

OP

STRAIGHT?

How do you feel at the end of the day? . . . aching

back, tired all over? You need the gentle, buoyant

help of a Camp-Berlei &quot;Corrective,&quot; the fashion

able back-lacing foundation scientifically designed

to relieve strain on overtaxed muscles ... so often

the cause of your end-of-day fatigue.

You ll find the comfortable, scientific support of

your Camp-Berlei &quot;Corrective&quot; increases day-long

energy, lessens fatigue, improves posture and makes

jou feel so much lighter. Helps your figure ^line

too, especially beneath your new frock or suit.

Patented Camp-Berlei lacing just

pull the two self-locking straps. In

eleven fittings (medium to heavy).

Be personally fitted tor your

Camp-Berlei &quot;Corrective.&quot; You ll

know the garment by this brand.

ARE YOU SLOWLY

POISONING YOURSELF?

Remove the Cause
WHEN waste matter is

to accumulate in the colin it has
three effects. It weakens the
muscular power of the brdy to

remove It. It creates poir.onoua
products which through th cir

culation reach every cell in tha
body. It forms a befdin;-
ground for germs by the nnl-
lluns. That is the reason h&amp;gt;-.: i

authority to-day regards consti
pation as r&amp;gt;rimar ; lv re -^non^. .*

for eighty-five cases in every
hundred of seriou.s illness. Wuy
&quot;-ir^ajjqtr ]! fjvpj- tne vvorid
have made internal cleanness
uieir siogiiii.

Coloeptic overcomes the pos
sibility of Aut.oxhna from the
words auto (se;f), toxin (poison)

by inducing better Internal
Cleanness.

Coloseptic is the nT-orturt of \r\-

tejisive research to find a remedy
which would combat, conxupa-
tion at its source, the colon
A level teaspoon ful in a glass

of water morrjintj o right, on e
or twice a tveek. if sufi-denf after
perfect relief t&amp;lt;t

COLOSEPTIC
FOR BETTER

INTERNAL CLFANNESS
At all chemists and slx&amp;gt;re

BAYERS
ASPIRIN

Tablets

24forl 3

Wrltf Watches. Cameras, Sfc^AU Dotfs.

Fountain Pens. Ma.ny uther \/.&amp;gt;ioat&amp;gt;!e P izes for

elling serial: pa* eels oftesterf*roen seeds. Sena
fo t&amp;gt;a ::fl ind big caixtataeof pee? en s. Scntfnt

m&amp;lt;jntrm#.anitnari&amp;gt;eii.
--- -tditrrss. W &amp;gt;t-rfa/.

oKnE. Ma;---- - - K ~.ecr -- i. Sy*n*y
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Nightdress,
10,589 Is. 3d.

2, 4, 6, 8 years.

2\ yds. 36 ins. wide.

1\ yds. lace edging.

Slip, 10,545 Is. 3d
2 and 4 years.

\\ yds. 36 ins. wide

Pyjamas,
10,577 Is. 3d. I

4,6,8, 10, 12, 14 years!

3| yds. 36 ins. wide. I

Long sleeve, \ yd. extra.

Nightdress,
10,578 Is. 6d
10, 12, 14 years

3 yds. 36 ins wide.

Gown, 9080 Is. lOd.

6,8, 10, 12, 14 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We. supply Paper Patterns for all designs Mastrated. Payment mast be ia^stel nates, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian. Home Journal,&quot;. 407-409 Kit Strtet, Sydney. NS.W. Poxag* &amp;lt; each Pattern, \}d. extra,.]
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Cotton Knits.

The development of cotton is a

major part of the spring knitwear

picture. Cotton sweaters in a

good colour range will be showing
at most stores. The &quot;

cotton

knit dress
&quot;

is being cultivated in

two-piece versions, scheduled in

all size ranges. These are styles

that will mix and match in a

variety of different ways com

pletely washable and newly fash

ionable in patterns and solid

combinations with greater em
phasis on stripes and checks

Ballerina Bride.
At a recent wedding the bal

lerina bride wore a traditional but

youthful white bouffant lace and
net ballet-length gown, while her

bridesmaids were in pale green
net with satin shoes dyed to the

same shade. ;

Beach Cloths.

Jersey and a new material called

wool suede, together with a

wealth of gay printed wools,

guaranteed washable and un

shrinkable, will make many beach

clothes ;
this- demonstrates the

advances in that field according
to a special message received by
the Australian Wool Board. De

signed by Joy Ricardo, one color

ful afternoon dress in printed
wool which could be speedily
transformed into a pretty play-
suit was a typical example
and, at the same time, ;

showed the trend towards

adaptable fashions.

Frock and Bloomers
9088 Is. 3d
2 and 4 years,

yds. 36 ins wide

Sun Frock,
9098 Is 3d

2, 4, 6, 8 years.
yds 36 ins wide

Sports Frock,
9153 Is 3d

6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years
2| yds 36 ins. wide

Frock, 9162 Is 3d
6 and 8 years

2 yds 36 ins wide

LJ
Frock and Bloomers,

9160 Is 6d
1 to 2 years

1 yds 36 ins wide

\We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; -407-409 Kent Street, Sydney. N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, \{d. extra.}
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ore so beautiful ... so conveniently obtainable from just around the

corner at all higher-class Stores, Stationers and Newsagents.

It s a joy to remember your relatives and friends, to gladden
their heart if they are in hospital, or to share with them the

pleasure of their red-letter days. For every occasion, your

friendly near-by Store offers a wide selection of the finest,

most sincere greeting cards to be found anywhere.

You ll be proud to send a Sands Card.

JOHN SANDS PTY. LTD.

LARGEST GREETING CARD MANUFACTURERS IN THE COMMONWEALTH
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&quot;Christopher Columbus&quot;, Embassy.

has its innings once

agkin, this time at the

Liberty in a charming
story based on the
Edward Streeter novel,
&quot;Father of the Bride.&quot;

Starring Speneer Tracy,
Joan Bennett and Eliza
beth Taylor, the film un
folds a picture of what
happens everyday in any
home housing a marriage
able daughter. The
laughs and the heart
aches are universal. Set
in a suburban town, a

well-organised, comfort
able home is suddenly
transformed into a mad
house of activity by the
announcement: &quot;I m go
ing to be married.&quot; It

watches the family
through such experiences
as whittling down a guest
list, choosing the wed-

The Play and Film

It would be a pity to tell you
the story of &quot;Harvey,&quot; because
it is so fresh and original that

we would like you to have your
enjoyment unimpaired when
first you see it. It is a delight
ful blend of realism and fan

tasy in which Elwood P. Dowd,
an amiable, whimsical middle-

aged bachelor, needs &quot;escape&quot;.

After wrestling with reality for

forty years he makes, finally,

his constant companion a white

rabbit, six feet tall I We are

prepared to concede you this

much, that Elwood is rather

fond of alcohol, but is a most

pleasant, amiable alcoholic. The
rabbit s name is &quot;Harvey,&quot;

and
while he is invisible to most of

the characters in the play, he
is real to Elwood. Heading the

cast of imported artists are the

well known and poplar stage
and screen comedian Joe E. Brown,
who plays Elwood P. Dowd; Francis

Bavier, Paul Foley, also Harvey
Adams, Stewart Long, Bettina
Welch and Eia Sohier. (Theatre
Eoyal).

* * *

That great institution, the family,

Wilma Harrison, Tivoli.

The Father of the Bride&quot;, Liberty

ding party, cataloguing
the gifts, placating the
relatives. Tracy is the
harassed father, Joan
Bennett the mother,
and the storm centre of
the family Elizabeth

Taylor. Others in the
cast include Don
Taylor, Billie Burke,
Moroni Olsen, Tom
Irish and Eusty Tam-
blyn.

* *

Very few visiting
comedians have won
over an audience as

effectively and quickly
as the English pocket
comedian Arthur Askey
in the &quot;Love Backet&quot;

at the Tivoli. The play
is bright and frothy,
and so swiftly do the

opening scenes dissolve
one into another that
the interval seems to

come along far too
soon. The story has

something to do with

Joe E. Brown, Royal.

the sale of the right of a best-seller

to a Hollywood film company, but
it is so slight as to be negligible. It

is Arthur Askey who sets the pace
for the bright breeziness of the enter
tainment. Good feminine support
comes from Audrey Jeans, Valerie

Tandy, Ray Johnson, Wilma Harrison
and Anthea Askey. Eoy Eoyston ia

a first class comedy feed, Gil John
son s expert tap dancing, the lively

stepping and light comedy work of

Charles Norman are most enjoyable.
An impressive character sketch by
Frank Thring, who wanders in and
out of the scenes, scorning Holly
wood and seeking to dispose of his

ill-gotten gains, and Bobbie Mack,

&quot;Jfte Reformer and the Redhead&quot;, St. James.
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&quot;Mother Did Not Tell Me , Century.
with a neat sketch of a depressed butler,
round off the cast.

*

The J. C. Williamson
season of Gilbert and SulJi-
van operas has commenced
in great triumph, at the
Empire. Ivan Menzies,
after an absence of many
years in England and the

U.S.A., heads a cast of seven
D Oyly Carte artists. Hia
inimitable Duke of Plaza-
Toro in &quot;The Gondoliers&quot;

will undoubtedly be
welcomed by Savoyards.
The G. & S. artists, who
have been specially brought
from England for this

season, include Helen
Roberts, John Dean, Mar-
jorie Eyre, Leslie Rands,
and Richard Walker. They
will be appearing with Eve
lyn Gardiner, Bernard
Manning, Muriel Howard
and many others. The reper
toire will include the follow

ing: &quot;The Gondoliers,&quot; &quot;The

Pirates of Penzance&quot; and &quot;Trial By Jury&quot;,

&quot;lolanthe,&quot; &quot;The Yeomen of the Guard,&quot;

&quot;H.M.S. Pinafore&quot; and &quot;Cox and Box,&quot;

&quot;The Mikado,&quot; to be followed by
&quot;Ruddigore,&quot; &quot;Patience&quot; and &quot;Princess

Ida.&quot;

With Gregory Peck in the starring role
ef Jiinmie Ringo, an outlaw who wants to
reform but finds his reputation stacking
the cards against him, &quot;The Gunfighter&quot;
is showing at the Plaza. The central pre
mise of a gunfighter who can t live down
a legendary past that has become reprehen
sible to him offers a decidedly new twist
and gives the film itself a moral basis that
can t help but impart to it a stature several
cuts above the level of even top western
movie fare. Supporting Peck are Helen
Westcott, newcomer to the screen; Jean
Parker and Millard Mitchell, a character
actor who has lately distinguished himself
in the movies after an honourably long
career on Broadway.

* * *

Teaming June Allyson and Dick Powell
for the first time since they became man
and wife, &quot;The Reformer and the Redhead&quot;

presents the two stars with a merry, mad
cap comedy about a zoo keeper s daughter
who befriends animals and politicians alike.

It s a riotous farce with a story
in which two lions, a chimpan
zee and a giraffe play import
ant roles. A film designed to

chase the blues away. It

carries no message, has no
serious thoughts, but is enter-

taintnent, pure and simple,
fast, furious and funny. Miss

Allyson portrays a girl whose
red hair matches her own
temper when she tangles with
a big game hunter who believes
animals are meant to be killed

for sport. David Wayne and
Robert Keith appear with the

stars, whilst Cecil Kellaway,
Ray Collins and Kathleen
Freeman are prominent in aii

outstanding cast. (St James).
* * *

&quot;Mother Didn t Tell Me,&quot; at

the Century, is a comedy about
the gay adventures of a newly
married young couple. The
screenplay concerns a young

woman who falls in love with her doctor and,
despite the warning of the doctor s mofher

&quot;The Secret Fury&quot;, Mayfair

that she won t be

happy as a doc
tor s wife, they
marry. It deve

lops that the
mother was right,
for the hard

working doctor,
like most doctors,
is always away
o n emergency
calls at the
wrong time. As
a result, the
household is in

constant turmoil.

And, to add to

the w i f e s

troubles, a strik

ing brunette, an
old flame of the
doctor s, moves in

to the picture to

deliberately pro
voke jealousy. In
the cast: Dorothy
McGuire, William

Luudigan, June
Haver, Gary
Merrill.

&quot;The Gunfighter&quot;, Plaza.

If you are keen on the weird and the
whimsical then the absurd, &quot;Sunset

Boulevard&quot;, at the Prince

Edward, will fill your
measure. Plenty of incident
and strange happenings to

make several films. A story
writer has his film manu
script rejected, and is

spotted by a finance com
pany who are after his car.

To escape from them he
enters an old mansion, and
faces a dynamic elderly
woman, once a famous silent

star. She sort of grabs him
and he really becomes a

prisoner in the gloomy
mansion. Anon the old time
damsel tells the writer she
loves him and he hops it;
but when he finds the

elderly Jane has tried to
commit suicide he returns
and more or less becomes
her slave. The frenzied
and fanciful old lady goes
in for beauty treatment in

[Turn to page 33.&quot;]

&quot;Sunset Boulevarde&quot;, Prince Edward.
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Mother of Four
has Girl s Figure
Thanks Kruschen for keeping

her young, free of aches
I- fe s bustling joy to Mrs. M. J.

Woo ford of 45 Columbine Ave.,
Banks oryn, N.S.W.

READ WHAT SHE WROTE:
&quot;I am 38 and mother of four children.

Rearing four, one finds plenty to do and
you hivpn t t

:me to h? studying one s figure,
so I think I can thank Kruschen for keeping
r-&amp;gt;rs!i~n and young looking.

&quot;My dai y dose is enough to cover 6d. in a
f tll glass of warm wat?r. I don t suffer
from aches or pains and I haven t any
vir-cose veins as you sometimes find in
v/cm^n of my age; so, my advice to vrome i

and men is to start now taking a daily dose
of Kruschen Salts. It not only makes yon
fit but keeps you tip top all th? time.&quot;

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
Are you on top of the world, fighting fit, full
of the joy of living? Or are you dragged
down by t*v lassitude, the rheumatic and
mvscular pair s that are so often due to
wastes poisoning the sys em? Don t delav * ;fe s

treatment a moment longer! Kruschen s ^ ?.

!

skilful combination of six . llf^
natural salts will s imulare
liver and kidneys to function
pronerlv. Then th &quot;Little

Daily Dose&quot; will keep you
fit and well!

joy to Mrs.
&quot;thanks to

7. W&amp;lt;r.fs to Taka Kruschen
Mrdiritial Dose for rheumatism, gout,
himbano a tcaspoonful in a glass
of hot water, il ii y. The &quot;Little

Datly Dose&quot; as much as will cover
a sixpence is tasteless in your
mnrnini cup of tca--&amp;lt;jirrs you that
&quot;

KRUSCHEN
SALTS Trial Size 1/6

Large Economy 2/9
At Chemists and Stores

The Tonic Effect of Kruschen Keeps Millions of People Fit

GET THAT FAMOUS KRUSCHEN FEELING!
P.. Griffiths Hughes Pty. Ltd., Box 2949, G.P.O., Sydney.

SWOLLEN
GLANDS
SORE THROAT

TN simple cases of sore throat

and swollen glands, early

treatment with IODEX will

reduce the inflammation and

swelling, relieve the pain, and

help to prevent more serious

developments.

In case of persistent glandular
swelling, consult your Doctor. It

may be serious.

if Where the skin ii Hot broken and

there is much pain, you should use

Green Label lodex a combination

of lodex with Methyl Salicylate,

which possesses quite remarkable pain-

relieving properties.

Save Pounds OB Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Beborfald-Bluebird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

quickly pay for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for

less than Id. Features include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control,
automatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete In
CAQ/Q/&quot;)

maple-coloured carrying case. L^iH/U/l

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-type

Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars.

.CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON!
BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

n Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable

Machine
Q Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet

Machine
Also full details of your Specialised Easy Terms.

NAM E

ADDRESS

AH

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

Make
baby s

hair

grow
curly

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed. Send
stamped addressed envelop*
for particulars. Confidential.
Janet Glanville, 247H Eliza-
beth Street, Sydney.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
o -oo o-o -o- [TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]

FROCK 7641.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Back. Told under the extension

on skirt front and pin pattern thus folded
to a piece of paper and cut out
around the entire outer edge.
Front Facing. Pin bodice

front to skirt front with waist
lines together and cut along
front edge, around collar,
across shoulder line for about 1

inch and then in a straight
line down- to a point on
waistline 3 inches from
front edge.

Pockets. Cut a pattern
from a piece of paper

FOLD OF MATERIAL
13 inches long and 5 inches
wide. Fold in halves lengthwise
and curve the lower corners as
shown in illustration, then make
a diagonal cut from top on one
side to a point 5 inches below on
the other side.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size:
As this pattern has been cut for
the average 36 inch figure it will

be necessary to see whether alterations are
needed for the individual figure. Pin
pieces together remembering that seam and
hem allowances are not included. Place

pattern over figure and observe fit

ting. If bodice front and back are
too long, shorten by folding between
armhole and waistline, and if too

short, cut in same place and insert

sufficient paper to provide the addi
tional length required. Shorten or

lengthen skirt if necessary just
below the hip line. To increase

pattern, pin strips of paper along
seam edges where extra width is

required, and to decrease pattern,
trim away pattern edges where width

|
is not needed. Remove pattern from

figure, take apart, press flat, even up
I all seam edges.

;4 Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin

pattern to material as shown in

|| cutting guide. Cut out with allow-

|1 ance of 2 inches for skirt hem,
1 inch on underarm seams and
inch on all other edges. Before

removing pattern from material
mark clearly with tailor s chalk
or tacking the exact seam lines,
notches and punchholes.

Step 4. Buttonholes: Pin darts

i
in bodice front and back, and
machine from raw edge tapering
stitching gradually to nothing.
Tie threads and press darts to

wards centre front and centre
back. Turn under allowance at

waistline of skirt front and pin
to bodice front. Tack, machine,
press and neaten. Mark position
and size of each buttonhole, which
should be a trifle larger than
width of buttons, on the right
hand side of front, and arrange
for the end of buttonhole to be

f inch from edge. Cut binding

strips 3 inch wide and J inch

longer than size of buttonhole.

Fold strips in halves lengthwise, press, tack to

garment with raw edges meeting exactly over

mark and ends extending an even distance beyond
. ,., mark. Machine along centre of each strip and do

, /,
--&quot; |p not take the stitching beyond marked line. Tie all

ends securely on the inside. Cut along marked line

|

im to within J inch of each end and then diagonally
\O to ends of stitching. Turn raw edges of binding

strips to the inside and press with folded edges
meeting exactly in centre. On the inside pin the

triangular piece at each end to binding strips, fold

garment back out of the way and machine across
each end through all thicknesses. Tie threads and

press again. Make buttonholes on pockets, collar

facing and cuffs in exactly the same way.

Step 5. Collar: Join collar at centre back in a plain
seam, join collar facing at centre back and press
both seams open. Clip seam allowance diagonally
almost to marked seam line at corner of neck edge
of collar and collar facing. Pin fronts to back at
shoulders in plain seams, pin neck edge of collar to
neck edge of bodice. Machine in one continuous
seam from armhole across back neckline to armhole
on other side. Press shoulder seams open, neaten
raw edges, press neck edges together with seam
allowances extending upwards.

Step 6. Applying Facing: Pin facing to collar with
right sides together, machine across lower edge, up
front, around collar and down front on other side.
Pin skirt fronts together at centre front in a plain
seam, machine, tie threads securely, press seam
open and neaten raw edges. Cut away excess seam

allowance to | inch of stitching around
facing and front, turn facing to inside,
press, turn under all raw edges of facing,
machine through fold only, hem collar

facing to stitching across back neckline
and shoulder seam, and tack in place down
fronts. Cut openings in collar and front
facings exactly under each buttonhole,
turn under raw edges, hem to binding and
press again.

Step 7. Pockets and Cuffs: Cut a facing
for each pocket same size as pocket. Pin
to pockets with right sides together,
machine around outer edge and leave an
opening of 1J inches at the centre of lower
edge. Cut away excess seam allowance,
turn pockets right side out, close opening
by slip-stitching and complete buttonholes
as described in Step 6. Pin to skirt fronts,
machine in place, tie threads on the inside
and press again. Join cuffs at ends in

plain seams, then join cuff facings. Press
seams open, pin facings to cuffs with right
sides together, machine, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn right side out, press
and complete buttonholes.

Step 8. Joining Front to Back: Turn
under allowance on skirt back and join
to bodice. Press and neaten. Pin front
and back together at sides and try on to
observe the fitting. Let out or take in
allowance if desired. Remove, machine
seams, press open and neaten. Pin cuffa
to the outside .of sleeves with notches

matching. Tack a self-material bias facing
strip 1$ inches wide on top, machine
through all thicknesses, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn facing to inside,

press, turn under raw edges and slip-stitch
in place.

Step 9. Shoulder Pads: Cut a pattern
for shoulder pads from a piece of paper
9J inches long and 5 inches wide. Fold in

halves crosswise and cut in a curved line
from cut ends to the fold. Open out pattern
and cut four pieces of self-material from
it. Provide a piece of cotton wool same
shape as each shoulder pad, but omit seam
allowance. Pin to inside of pad and draw
padding away from outside edges, tapering
it to nothing at points and keeping it

thickest in the centre of the longest side.

Tack together and keep all long stitches
on the cotton wool side. Pin padding
facing to pad, right sides together, and
machine along two sides. Turn right side
out. Turn under raw edges and oversew
together. Pin pads to frock with centre in

line with shoulder seam and longest side

extending about | inch beyond normal

length of shoulder seam. Tie-stitch to

seam allowance.

Step 10. Belt: Make belt, finish with a

buckle and apply loops at sides to hold it

in place. *

Step 11. Finishing: Sew buttons on left

side of front opening to correspond with
buttonholes. Sew buttons on bodice, sleeves
and skirt exactly under each buttonhole on

collar, cuffs and pockets, and attach a
double thickness of material under each
button on the inside and take stitches

securing buttons through this material to

provide a firm foundation for buttons.
Allow frock to hang overnight. Try on
and mark a becoming length with chalk or

pins, measuring up an even distance from
floor with skirt marker or yard stick. Turn
the hem, secure by hand and complete
with final pressing.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

31 yards 36 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take $ inch off side

seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow J inch on side seams of front and
back.] . .

[ Ttan to Page 31. ]
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lOP OWN CLOTHES

There s no need to deny yourself the &quot;FOR

EVERY OCCASION WARDROBE&quot; you yearn for.

This amazing NEW SIMPLIFIED METHOD brings
EXPERT HOME DRESSMAKING into the HOME of EVERY woman
and girl. So unique so streamlined so simple it teaches you in a FEW WEEKS
in your own home by latest SHORT-CUT methods, all the SECRETS of DRESSMAKING
MEASURING, DESIGNING, CUTTING and PROFESSIONAL FINISHING.

COMPLETE HOME TUITION COURSE

,N DRESSMAKING
ONLY

IN PERMANENT
BOOK FORM

The &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot; is a

complete book which shows vou everything
in a new, practical, easy-to-
follow way. This truly re

markable book has been pro
duced by Mr. Ross Hynes
Principal of the Ross Hynes
Colleae of Dressmaking,
Sydney, one of the largest
and most up-to-date
Dressmaking Colleges in

the Southern Hemi
sphere.

& Mr. Hvnes is recoqnised
*

;

as one of the leading
authorities on style and

;j

;

i clothes. No matter
JUS

&quot;

where you live, Mr. Ross
Hynes remarkable Home

Dressmaking Course brings
Sydney instruction right into
vour home

SOME LESSONS TAUGHT
Cutting patterns altering patterns

-^cdd sizes how to flatter the
figure. Secret of expert cutting.
How to cut and make six-gore
skirt fwo-piece and flared skirt cut
on the bios sports blouse, slacks,

pleated shorts evening gowns
dresses -house coats -underwear
men s ond women s py amas. Hong
of sleeve. How to fit garments per
fectly smocking, honev combing,
linings, burton holes, basting, all

pockets. Personality in clothes.
Secrets of professional finish, etc.

CHILDREN S WEAR baby s frocks

rompers, etc. Children s frocks
underwear school tunics, boy s

pants, pyjamas, etc.

FREE ADVICE SERVICE
Th s course carries a FREE ADVICE
SERVICE. At any time, and on any
point, you may write to the Ross

Hynes College. Sydney, and will

receive a prompt and full reply
just as you would in a class. No
other course in Australia can give
you this service.

SAVE POUNDS
You can start to-day to possess a ward
robe full of lovely clothes at so little cost

create glamorous new evening gowns,
smart street wear and qorqeous play
clothes all with the professional touch
that will amaze your friends. Best of all,

you can save pounds and pounds on

children s clothes new, re-made or

renovated.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
It does not matter if vou have &quot;never

sewn a stitch,&quot; everything is explained
for vou, step by step, in simple, easy-to-
understand language and with hundreds
of illustrations. You cannot make a mis

take. Mr. Ross Hynes is a Dressmaking
tutor of International repute He has

discovered this amazingly
simplified and practical

EARN

method of instruction

20 veers exoerience.

MONEY AT HOME

after

When you have made all the clothes vou
need yourself you will find many friends
who will gladly pay for your services.
Your spare time will bring you extra
money for d ress materials, holidays and
other pleasures.

FREE MASTER FOUNDATION PATTERN
if you order NOW!

The Master Foundation Pattern enables vou to cut your own
par&amp;gt;er patterns in any style and in 16 different sizes. It it

the most astound :

ng invention thot hos ever come ro dress

making ond completely eliminates all charts and drafting.

By ordering your course of the &quot;Home Dressmaker&quot; now,
you will receive this S/- Master Foundation Pattern

absolutely free.

i

MONfcY ftACK

Guarantee
You risk not on penny. If you
are not entirely satisfied in

every way that you will be
come a successful dressmaker,
you may return the &quot; Home
Dressmaker &quot; within 3 days
and your money will be fully
refunded.

Service Department,

ROSS HYNES COLLEGE OF DRESSMAKING
Suite 608, Manchester Unity Building, A.H.J., 1/9/50
185 Elizibc-th Street, Sydrrey, N.S.W.

Please send me, urtdsr vmtr monev-back guarantee, the complete
and fully illustrated Ross Hynes &quot;Home Dresstnaker&quot; Courst.

together iviih the Master Fowutatton Pattern, and enrol me in your
fret Afler-Adviic Service. I enclose 20/-, being the full cost of
this Course.

SAFE DELIVERY GUARANTEED

NAME

ADDRESS

By payin? the post
man a little extra the

. Home Dressmaker
can be sent C.O.D.
If you wish thii,

put a cross in
r~~|

the square. 1 I

a

KOTEX
BELT

Now the per-

lectly balanced comtorl of the

Kotex Wonclerform Hett can be

enjoyed by those wtwnen who

prefer a belt with a tab and

safety pins. Price 2/6.

Or choose front these two

KOTEX
FAVOURITES

A Kotex Wor.derlorm

Belt with firm. Hal

grip fasteners easier.

and quicker to use.

PRICE

The Featherweight ha?

firm grip fasteners too!

Kotex Belts are made

of washable elastic.

More women buy

KOTEX BELTS
than all other brands
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 29.]

CHILD S FROCK, 9146.

Step L Completing Pattern:
Bodice Front. Pin pattern supplied for

back to a piece of paper, cut around the
entire outer edge, mark in front neckline
from notch through punchhole to shoulder
line.

Skirt. No pattern given for skirt, so

mark off two widths of material 28 inches
wide and 13 inches long or the required
length pluB the usual seam and hem allow
ances.

Step 2. Cutting Material: Pin pattern
to material as shown in cutting guide and
cut out with $ inch seam allowance on all

edges and a hem allow
ance of 3 to 4 inches.

Step 3. Skirt: Join
front to back at sides
in plain seams, press
open and neaten.

Lengthem machine
stitch a trifle and

along upper edge,
machine OH marked
seam line, then on

9146.

ItW.TU V- }, 4CX5
w&amp;gt;itt IB MOteS

I HALF FRMfi ^KtRT
to

P

i

|

HALF RACK SK1RJ

I- seam allowance 7
inch from first

stitching. Draw up
both threads to fit

bodice waistline.

^ Tie threads and

f- arrange fulness in

even gathers.

Step 4. Bodice:
Make buttonholes
on the front in

exactly same way as
described in Step
4, Pattern 7641.

Using pattern as a

guide, cut facings 2 inches wide (that
allows for ^ imch turnings) for front and
back neck edges continuiug along shoulders
and do&amp;gt;r sleeves off to i inch at notch
on under arna seam. Place right sides

together aid machine, turn facing to inside,
turn under raw edge and press. Cut
openings im facing exactly under each&quot;

buttonhole, turm under raw edges and
hem to biniittg and press again, slip-stitch
facing to bodice. Stitch contrast binding
about 4 iach wide on the outside, to edges
as shown in illustration. Join front to
back at underarms from notch on bodice
in plain seams, press open and neaten.

Finish the front with embroidery as
shown in illustration. Sew buttons on back
to correspond with buttonholes.

Step 6. Finishing: Bind lower edge of
bodice to correspond with neck and sleeves.

Lap bodice over gathered edge of skirt,

tack with edge exactly over marked seam&quot;

line, machine through all thicknesses as
close as possible to seam edge. Try frock

on, mark the correct skirt length, turn
and secure the hem by hand and complete
with final pressing.

Pattern is for a child of 4 years. Mat
erial: 1J yards 36 inches wide.

FROCK, 7642.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt. Pin pattern for half panel to a

folded edge of paper with notched side to

the fold and cut out around the entire

outer edge through both thicknesses of

paper. Open out new pattern and cut 8

panels from it to form skirt.

Bodice Back. Pin the back supplied
for Pattern No. 7641 to paper, cut along
the centre back line, across waistline, up
the underarm, through punchholes for the
armhole curve, then along shoulder and
back neckline.

Sleeve. Pin the half-sleeve with the
short straight side to a fold of paper and
cut around the entire edge through both
thicknesses. Mark notch on front armhole
edge only.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: See Step
2, Pattern No. 7641.

Step 3. Cutting Material: See Step
3, Pattern No. 7641.

Step 4. Gathering: First finish sleeve

edges with a self-material bias facing
strip 1^ inches wide. Machine this

on the right side, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn facing to inside,

press, turn under raw edge and slip-
stitch in place. Lap back over front
with punchholes exactly over each other
and tack together along the armhole.

Lengthen machine stitch a trifle, machine
across sleeve tops and on bodice fronts
on edges marked

&quot;Gather&quot;, first on
marked seam line, then on the
allowance i inch from the first stitching.
Draw up both threads on bodice to fit

space between notches on yokes and on
sleeves to fit armholes. Tie threads and
arrange fulness in even gathers.

Step 5. Bodice: Join bodice fronts

together at centre front in a plain seam,
press open and neaten. Join yokes to

gathered edges in plain seams, press
with allowances together and up
wards. Join front to back at shoulders,
press seams open and neaten raw edges.
Cut a self-material fitted facing 1 inches
wide for neck edge. Join at shoulders in

plain seams, press open and pin to bodice
with right sides together. Machine in

place, clip into corners, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn to inside, press, turn
under raw edge, machine through folds

only and tie-stitch to seam allowance at

shoulders, yoke and centre front.

Step 6. Skirt: Join four panels together
in plain seams for skirt front, then four
for the skirt back. Press open all seams
and neaten raw edges. Turn under allow
ance on skirt waistline, pin to bodice and
ease fulness in bodice to fit skirt. Tack,
machine, press and neaten. Pin front to
back at sides and leave an opening 4 inches
above and below waistline on left side.

Try on to observe fitting and let out or
take in allowance if necessary. Machine
seams, press open and neaten.

Step 7. Side Opening: Attach a zipper to
side opening or cut two facing strips of
self-material If inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing. Machine
i inch from edges, press spams open and
fold strips under so that selvedges are
exactly under seam lines. Tack in place.

machine i inch&quot; from edge, press front or

upper-side under on seam line, but allow
back to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at top and bottom. Sew a
hook and bar at waistline and snap
fasteners above and below.

Step 8. Sleeve and Sleeve Pads. Pin
sleeves to armholes mmm
with notches meeting.
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FROM NOW ON IM USING
THE CLEANSER THAT S

:

You re in for a big surprise if you ve never

cleaned your bath with Bon Ami. No scratchy

grit to dull the surface to make your hands

red and rough. Bon Ami is fine, white, so/e.

And it s fast and easy, too. Actually polishes

os / / deans. Leaves a sparkle such as you ve

never seen before. Try Bon Ami just once
and see how much better it is!

BON AMI
dasnf scratched yef !

OhfiMf sore throat/^
Heat is Nature s method of relieving pain and
Wawn s Wonder Wool, a medicated cotton wool,
is the proven method of creating &quot;inner heat.&quot;

A pad of Wawn s Wonder Wool provides welcome
relief to winter colds, influenza, bronchitis and sore
throats. It provides a full flow of energising blood
to the affected area relieves congestion quickly,
conveniently and without drugs. Keep a packet
handy this winter!

WAWNS WONDERWool
for Ches^ Colds, Chills, Scia iccr, Neuritis and Flu!

The rubber tip on my carpet sweeper
handle has at last given out and I couldn t

replace it. But have found, at a rubber-shop,
a similar thing for fixing on to crutches. It

comes in different sizes and is an admirable
substitute. O.M.

A mother-in-law may try to be affection
ate and a daughter-in-law endeavour to
return the emotion, but if one thinks in

terms of a meticulous house, and the other
doesn t, there will probably be a universe
between them.

EVERY WOMAN SHOULD

READ THIS TABLE

HEIGHT
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LINEN CENTRE DOYLEY
Materials: Cotton or linen 5 ins. x 5 ins.;

No. 60 mercerized cotton; No. 6 crochet
hook.
NOTE: As this is an overseas article please
work all s.c. as our double crochet and all

d.c. as our treble.

Abbreviations: ch., chain; si. St., slip

stitch; s.c. single crochet; d.c. double
crochet.

Scallop the edges of the mat and sew
down. Make 8 scallops. Crochet is worked
as follows:
Row 1 1 d.c. (make 3 ch. in place of

this st. as it is the first st. of the row.)
*

1 ch., 1 d.c.; repeat from * 25 times more

Row 6 si. st. into half of first loop, 1

s.c. into loop,
* 6 ch. 1 s.e. into next loop;

repeat from * 9 times more for each scal

lop.
Row 6 As row 5 but only 9 times

altogether into each scallop.
Row 7 Join in same way as last row *

7 ch., 1 s.c. into next loop, 8 times per
scallop.
Row 8 Join as row 7

* 8 ch. 1 s.c. into
next loop, 7 times per scallop.
Row 9 si. st. half of first loop

*
1 s.c.

into same loop, 9 ch.; repeat from * to end
of round.
Row 10 si. st. to centre of first loop,

to complete 1 scallop. The scallops are

joined with 1 ch. Repeat 7 times.

Row 2 Into first ch., 1 s.c.,
* 3 ch. 1 s.c.

into following d.c.; repeat from *. The
last s.c. of scallop should come on top of
the last d.c. of last row. Join with 1 ch.

Repeat from *
7 times.

Row 3 si. st. into half of first loop, 1

B.C.,
* 4 ch., 1 s.c. into next loop; repeat

from *. Join with 1 ch. Repeat 7 times.

Row 4 As row 3 but only 11 loops per
scallop.

* 1 s.c. into same loop, 10 ch.; repeat to
end of round.
Row 11 As row 10 but 11 ch. in place

of 10.

Row 12 As row 11 but 12 ch.

of 11.

Row 13 As row 12 but 13 ch.
of 12.

Row 14 si. st. to centre of first loop,*
1 s.c. into same loop, 9 ch., into 5th ch.

of next loop 1 s.c. 5 ch., 1 s.c., 4 ch., 1 s.c.

into same loop, 5 ch., 1 s.c. into next loop,
5 ch. repeat from *. Cast off.

in place

in place

The present-day general practitioner &quot;is

so rushed that he needs a pair of running
shorts more than medical equipmeAt,&quot; says
a doctor in a letter to the &quot;British Medical
Journal.&quot;

He is Dr. Ernest Anthony, of Upminster,
Essex.
He calls for someone to the rescue of the

General Practiouer and his patient, both of

\\lioni, he maintains, are suffering under
the National Health Service.

Dr. Anthony says he sees no prospect of

living to retiring age and collecting his

pension.
&quot;My physical endurance cannot last

Overworked Doctors.
another 20 years at this impossible pace.

&quot;I do more rotten work to-day than I
ever did before, and I am ashamed I
have to do it.

&quot;It worries me incessantly that because
of the rush I shall miss something that,
if I had more time, I should

spot.&quot;

Patients can be separated into distinct

groups, he says the moaning neurotics;
the over-anxious mothers; genuine patients;
and those who ought to visit a doctor but
don t.

&quot;The last group is very large and causes
doctors an immense amount of concern &quot;

adds Dr. Anthony.

THE PLAY AND FILM
[From page 27]

order to make a film comeback. Quite
mad, she supposes the police and news
paper reporters are film fans and faces
the newsreel cameras convinced her big
hour has come. In the cast William Holden,
Gloria Swanson, Eric von Straheim.

*

In &quot;The Third Man&quot;, Kegent, Holly Mar
tins, young American writer, arrives to do
propaganda work for his old friend Harry
Lime, who claims to be running a voluntary
unit in the city. Martins, a simple man
with more courage than discretion, has
one great virtue loyalty. He learns that
his friend has been killed in a street
accident, and he is told that Lime was a
racketeer. As he probes into the circum
stances of Lime s death he is torn between
his loyalty to an old friend and horror
at tlie evidence of his criminal pursuits.A surprising development takes place, and
we find him taking part, together with the
police, in a dramatic man-hunt down
through the vast sewers under the city
of Vienna on the heels of &quot;The Third
Man.&quot;

*

After a long and carefree courtship in
&quot;Secret Fury&quot;, Mayfair, Ellen Ewing
(Claudette Colbert), concert pianist, and
David McLean (Robert Eyan), her archi
tect suitor, are being married in the
Ewing s dignified family mansion. Present
at the ceremony are Ellen s former admirer,
her guardian, and her wealthy Aunt Clara.
As the wedding service is being read a
stranger among the guests interrupts, say
ing the nuptials cannot continue because
Ellen is already the wife of one Lucian
Randall, whom she married in a nearby city
six months before. After hurling his verbal
bombshell the man disappears, leaving
everyone bewildered and indignant. Ellen
denies any previous marriage, but when a
check is made in the city such a marriage
did take place, and according to the
evidence collected Ellen is in a sticky posi
tion, especially when she is found beside
a murdered man, with a pistol in her hand.
She pleads insanity at the subsequent trial
and is placed in an asylum. Husband, David,
returns to the city and unravels the dia
bolical frame-up. An exciting story, with
many twists and surprises.

&quot;Christopher Columbus,&quot; Embassy attrac

tion, is perhaps one of the best loved
historical stories. Christopher Columbus
was convinced that there was a sea route
to India by sailing westward and appeals
to the Spanish Court for funds to embark
on this adventure, but it was six years
before Queen Isabella promised to finance
the venture. At last on August 3rd, 1492,
Columbus embarked on the &quot;Santa Maria&quot;

and proceeding westward it was not long
before trouble loomed up in the form of

mutiny. However, in the end he succeeded
in his quest. On his return to the Court
he is received with great enthusiasm and
remained there several months before
going back to the New World as Viceroy.
In the cast: Fredfic March as Christopher
Columbus, Florence Eldridge, Francis L.
Sullivan, Linden Travers, Kathleen Ryan
and Derek Bond.

* *

Overseas successes contemplated in the
near future by J.C.W. will include
&quot;Brigadoon,&quot; a musical show with a magni
ficent Scottish background and setting,
&quot;The Late Edwina Black,&quot; a sensational

stage drama, which is now enjoying a big

[Turn to page 40.]
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EVERY
EXPECTANT MOTHER
1UTEEDS a well- balanced* diet throughout
&quot; Pregnancy, with emphasis laid on
Vitamins and Mineral Salts elements abso
lutely essential to make good the strain on
her own system, and for the building up of
the child s frame, muscles and nervous
system. These essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts are often lacking in the
ordinary daily food and it is here that Bio-
Chemistry can help the Expectant Mother
so much.
There are Twelve Bio-Chemic Nerve and Tissue-Building Cell Salts, supplying every
need of the human system. Individual requirements are thoroughly investigated
only one or two of these vital life-giving Cell Salts may be lacking and your exact
need supplied. Thus the Expectant Mother is assured of an abundant reserve of
nerve force, a more comfortable confinement, more speedy recovery and a rich supply
of natural milk. All consultations free of charge or obligation.

Write for FREE BOOKLET giving valuable advice and information.
Send to Dept. A.H.J. 950.

Established 20 Years.

BIO-CHEMIC INS! CUTI
BOX 1249L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET. MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

Every marriage needs occasional defrost

ing, particularly during the zero hours of
middle age.

One thing that distinguishes a bachelor
from a husband is his ability to dress
himself.

STOPvoupRupture
Worries/

Try th new Rout
Appliance Free,

blet you to do hard
work with comfort and
tecurity. Definitely

holds, a condition abso

lutely Decenary for im
provement or recovery.
Recommended by Doc-
tort and thousand! of
uteri throughout Australia.

So sure are we that you will find THE ROUSSEL
a real boon that we are prepared to make an

appliance to tuit your individual requirements and
GIVE YOU A 14 DAYS TRIAL. You can try
it out in any way you wish, also show it to your
Doctor, then if you are not satisfied, return it.

Regardless of whether you arc fitted personally
or are supplied by post, we guarantee satisfaction.

Special all rubber Rupture Appliances for Bathing,
Swimming and Surfing are now also available.

Mark a) locahori
ofYOURRUPTlUU

14 DAYS FREE TRIAL-
Call or send stamp for illustrated details. Self

Measurement Form and 14 Days Free Trial
Offer. You will be under no obligation.

One Address Only :

THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO.,

^ Dept. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE,
SYDNEY.

FEELING

JADED?
Are thing s beginning: to get
you down? Do personal and
business worries upset you BO
that you feel washed - out,
weary, depressed? Then try
taking WINCARN1S. It s

amazing: the way so many
people have put themselves
right aisrain simply by taking
WINCARNIS. There are thou
sands of recommendations from
the medical profession praising
the way WINCARNIS has
helped to restore natural energy
and re-build jaded nerves. The
choice selected wines that go
Into the making of WINCARNIS
are themselves first-class
tonics, but in addition it con
tains special fortifying Ingre
dients to nourish the nerves
and brain. Take WINCARNIS
and get well. Your Chemist
has It. WINCARNIS ... the
Wine of LJfe.

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
MEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

A good definition of honesty: Counting
every stroke even when you play golf
alone.
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A cloth as pretty as this one will make
all the difference to your afternoon tea-

party. If you have any material to spare,
what about making a set -of serviettes

to match ? They needn t be very large,
but they d add just that finishing touch
to a tempting tea. And, using a larger

number of squares, the tray-
cloth idea could be very
effective as a bod-spread,
with or without embroidery.
Now for the directions

for the tea-cloth. You ll

require sixteen pieces of

linen, each ten inches

square (of course or

gandie or other ma
terial could be used);
stranded embroidery
thread in light and
dark green, blue and
cyclamen (if you pre

fer, use shades
that match your
tea-set) ; four balls
of lustre thread

(or you can use
crochet cotton) to

them vary in size the tea-cloth will look

very uneven!
Start by turning in a single hem on

each square so that each measures nine
and a quarter inches each way.
Machine the hems as close to the edge

as possible, then cut away any surplus
material close to the stitching.
Now trace off our outline spray design

on to tracing paper. Place a piece of carbon

paper between your tracing and the linen,
then go over the outline with a sharply
pointed knitting needle, placing the design
on the linen as follows:
On eight of the squares trace it off

once along one side, making the small
central dot come five-eigths of an inch in

from the edge. On the remaining eight
squares, trace off the design twice along
adjacent sides to form a corner. The
photograph of the tea-cloth shows you a

corner clearly.
A sketch shows one quarter of the cloth.

Thus you can see exactly how to arrange
the squares for crocheting together when
you have completed the embroidery.
Having transferred the flower spray to

the linen, work the embroidery thus: the
flowers in blue satin-stitch with centres of

cyclamen satin-stitch, and one lazy-daisy
down the centre of each petal; the leaves
in light green satin-stitch; the stems in

dark green stem-stitch; the dot in

dark green- satin-stitch. Use three strands
of thread in the needle. Press each square
well after working.
Now, with ruler and pencil, make dots

nil round the edges of every square, plac
ing them an eighth of an inch in from the

edge and a quarter inch apart. Count the
dots to make sure that there are exactly
the same number along each side, then

pierce them with a stiletto pierce a few
at a time as you come to them when work
ing the crochet.

Join crochet thread to one corner of a

square and work as follows (abbreviations:

This diagram shows one quarter of the complete
cloth, and shows you where to place the flower

designs.

ch., chain; d.c., double crochet): 4 ch., 1

d.c. into hole; repeat all round square,
working twice into each corner hole. Fasten
off. Work round each square to match.
Join the squares as follows: Join thread

to corner hole of one square, then work
3 ch., 1 d.c. into corner hole of second

square, 3 ch., 1 d.e into first hole of front

square, 3 ch., 1 d.c. into first hole of second

square. Continue until corner spaces are

reached. Fasten off.

Join the squares in groups of four in a

long row, then join the four rows together
in the same way. Be careful to arrange
the squares correctly.
Now join thread to one corner and work

all round the cloth as follows:
1st row 1 ch., 1 d.c. into

&amp;gt;

&quot;s^__
each space of 4 ch.

&quot;~\ 2nd row 5 d.c. into each

square of 4 ch. Fasten
off.

This is the actual size
trace-off design used
for the embroidery of

the tea-cloth.

match your linen; a steel crochet
hook. No. 2.

Before we go any further, do
please make sure that you cut the
linen squares exactly ten inches

square. They are all going to be
crocheted together, so if any of

No Breakfast.

Young girls go
to work in fac

tories and spend
too much time on
their hair and
looks instead of

their breakfast,
said Dr. Horace

Joules, w e 1 1-

known London
specialist.

&quot;Their hair is

clipped, their
nails elegant and
attractively done
- but their stom
achs are empty.
All they snatch
is a few buns and
sandwiches,&quot; he
said.

He was speak
ing at a Medical

Association meeting preceding
a conference, when problems in
the &quot;crisis&quot; treatment and
care of tuberculosis patients
was discussed.
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Banish

Irregularity
and build

yourself
UP

without
medicines

Kellogg s All-Bran is a natural

LAXATIVE. .HEALTH FOOD. .BLOOD TONIC

Your health depends on what you
at every day. To-day s soft,

mushy, over-cooked foods often
lack the vital bulk your system
neds for regular elimination.

Kellogg s All-Bran supplies
mooth-acting bulk -which helps
prepare Internal wastes for easy,

gentle and natural elimination . . .

no medicines needed.

* Health Food
Mad* from the vital outer layers
of ^irheat, Kellogg s All - Bran
brings you more protective food
lements than whole wheat Itself!

Kellogg s All-Bran Is actually richer
in iron than spinach and it is a
Batumi source of Vitamins B, for
th nerves, B, for the eyes, Cal
cium for the teeth, Phosphorus
for the bones and Niacin for the
kin. It not only relieves consti

pation but builds you up day by
day at the same time.

Delicious This Way
Kellogg s All-Bran has a tasty,

toasted, nutty flavour. You may
prefer to eat it sprinkled over
your favourite breakfast cereal or

straight out of the packet with
sliced fruit, milk and sugar. Ask
for Kellogg s All-Bran to-day.
Sold at all grocers.

&quot;TIRED

BLOOD&quot;

and
Blemishes

Kelloggr s All-Bran is a tonic
for your blood rich in Iron.
Richer than spinach. It helps
keep your blood at its proper
Iron level. Does away with
&quot;tired blood&quot; . . cleanses away
blood impurities as it cleanses
out internal Impurities. Th
Iron in Kellogrg- s All-Bran pro
tects your skin from ugrly
pimples and blemishes.

ALL-BRAN
Regijtrd Trad* Mark

SPRING-TIME FARE
[From page 36.]

Bring the pineapple pulp to a boil and
thickeu by adding a tablespoon of gelatine
or cornflour dissolved in a little cold water.
Place this filling between the layers when
partly cold. To make the strawberry
sauce, pass the strawberries through a
coarse sieve or mash with a silver spoon or

fork, adding enough sugar to make the
desired sweetness. When ready to serve,
cut the pudding and place some of the

strawberry sauce around each piece to be
served, and top off with a little whipped
cream or marshmallow.

This pudding will be found to be popular
with almost every one in the family, and
it is good on any occasion.

Strawberry Pancakes.
Gently cook some strawberries in sugar

and very little water. Drain the straw-
beries from syrup. Blend with thick cream
and stand on ice.

Fry some thin pancakes without folding.
When all are cooked roll up with straw
berry mixture inside and fit into fireproof
dish. Sprinkle with sugar, glaze under
grill and serve quickly with hot strawberry
syrup.

Quince and Apple Mould.
Three quarters pouud ripe quinces; $ Ib.

peeled apples; 6 ozs. sugar; rind and juice
of ^ a lemon; J oz. gelatine; 1 pint water
and $ pint thick cream. Almonds for
decoration.

Peel and core the quinces, then simmer
them in water with the lemou rind until
tender. Strain through a jelly bag. The
quinces should not be allowed to become
pulpy.

Butter a saucepan, put in the strained

liquor, add the sugar, the cooked apples,
the dissolved gelatine and lemon juice.
When cold, add the whipped cream, pour
into a wetted mould and leave to set.

Turn out and decorate with spiked and
blanched almonds, or sprinkle with chopped
nuts.

Apple Trifle.

One pound of apples, a few drops of

vanilla, sugar, 1 pint of milk, 2 egg yolks,
1 teaspoon flour, 1 teaspoon cornflour, ]

glass sherry, 4 flat macaroons, $ cup whip
ped cream, strawberry or raspberry
marmalade.

Peel the apples and cook them in sugar
syrup till clear. There must not be too
much syrup. Beat the whites with sugar,
beat two tablespoons of milk into the flour.

Mix with the yolks. Boil the rest of the
milk and beat gradually into the egg and
flour mixture, return to the saucepan. Put
into a basin with boiling water and bring
to the point of boiling, while beating all

the time. In the bottom of a glass dish

put the macaroons, broken and sprinkled
with the wine. Over this the apples, next
the custard. When cool, decorate with

whipped cream and strawberries, cherries,
or raspberries.

There are tricks in every trade. Have
just learnt from a furuiture-remover that
the secret of packing plates is to wrap each
one in newspaper separately and stack on
end. This way, they withstand jarring and
are pretty certain to come out whole.

ARE YOU OVERWEIGHT ?
To be overweight is old-fashioned makes you
look years older. Get rid of it by my perfect
method no dangerous dieting, no irksome exer
cises. Slimness restored no matter how long
standing the fat condition. Everyone treated
according to their own requirements. Special
treatments for men and women of all ages.
Send 6d. in stamps for particulars to

MATRON MARION GOSS, Desk J,
Box 32. P.O. North Sydney.
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Knitted

[ By Coats Cotton Expert.]
Material: 1 ball (20 gram) selected

colour, Coats Mercer-Crochet No. 60; 1

set Milward s &quot;Casein&quot; Double-pointed
knitting needles No. 14; 1 chart price 9d.

from our office, 407 Kent Street. Please
state name of article when ordering.
Measurements: 14 ins. approx. in dia

meter.
Abbreviations: ch., chain; s.s., slip stitch;

d.c., double crochet; st., stitch.

With crochet hook make 6 ch., join with
a s.s. to form ring. Into ring work 12 d.c.

1 s.a. into first d.c.

Slip loop on to knitting needle,
* insert

hook into next d.c. pull thread through
and slip loop on to same needle; repeat
from * twice more, insert hook into next

d.c., pull thread through and slip loop on
to another needle; repeat from first

*

twice more (4 sts. on each of 3 needles.)
In conjunction with key follow diagram
from first to last row inclusive.

.Diagram gives one sixth of stitches,

repeat 5 times more round each row (2

repeats on each needle.) Always follow
each row of diagram from right to left.

A: At end of this row slip the first

stitch of each pin on to pin at right aide.

B: At end of this row slip the last

stitch of each pin on to pin at left side.

C: At end of this row work edging as
follows:

Insert hook into last st., pull thread

through, thread over and pull through loops
on hook, slip st. off needle,

* 5 ch., insert

hook into next 2 sts. knitwise, pull thread

through, thread over and pull through loops
on hook, slip sts. off needle repeat from *

5 times more, 5 ch., insert hook into next
st. and work off as before,

* 5 ch., take
2 sts. off together; repeat from last * 5

times more,
** 5 ch., insert hook into next

st., pull thread through, thread over and
pull through loops on hook, 5 ch., insert
hook into same st. and work off as before,

slip st. off needle,
* 5 ch., take 2 sts. off

together; repeat from last
* 3 times more;

repeat from ** once more, 5 ch., insert

hook into next st. and pull thread through,
thread over and pull through loops on

hook, 5 ch., insert hook into same st. and
work off as before; repeat from first

*
all

round. Join with a s.s.

Wash, starch and pin out to measure
ments.

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.&quot;]

unpin pads, machine sleeves, replace pads,
tie-stitch to seam allowance around arm-
holes and neaten edges by overcasting.

Step 9. Belt: See Step 10, Pattern No.
7641.

Step 10. Finishing: See Step 11, Pattern
No. 7641.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:
4 yards 36 inches wide.

[For alterations to other sizes, see de

scription 7641.]
-

Plaits are &quot;in&quot; again for children, and
how cool little girls look with their hair

tied on top of their heads! \nd those

slippery ribbons will stay put if you wind
a rubber band round each plait before

adding the bow.
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Choice Home-killed Beef

Selected Gar: en -fresh Vcgg .a j es

TOM PIPER

STEAK & VEGETABLES

TOM PIPER THE HAHc OF 630DHESS

Baby s skin too

needs NIVEA
The all-purpose creme

for the care of the skin

A.
o,\ %

&quot;Nivea in the **& ^

nursery&quot; is a good *&amp;lt;kf̂
rule to follow. Sooth- ^
ing, snow-white Nivea,

^fey

and only Nivea, contains f
t\

&quot;Eucerite,&quot; a substance closely

resembling the skin s natural oils.

Use Nivea regularly for baby s

tender skin . . . and your own.

! the familiar blue-and-whlte tin,

2/4, at all chemists and stores-
one! in handy tubes, 1/9.

&amp;lt;*

/t,

**

Nivea&quot; and &quot;Etuerite&quot;

read, trade mark*.

Herts Pharmaceuticals Limited, Welwyn Garden City and Sydney. N.8.2

THE PLAY AND FILM
[From page 33.]

success in London, and London s longest
run comedy, &quot;Worm s Eye View&quot;, by E. F
Delderfield.

The motion picture interests of Fuller
Theatres Pty. Ltd. have merged with Hoyts
Theatres. Fuller Theatres Pty. Ltd. own
the Mayfair in Castlereagh Street, the
Liberty in Adelaide, and motion picture
theatres in other cities. The announcement
was made by the managing director of
Hoyts Theatres Ltd., Mr. Ernest Turnbull,
and Sir Benjamin Fuller.

* * *

We were sorry to read of the death of
Marguerite de la Motte in San Francisco.
Long term film students will remember
Marguerite as one of Douglas Fairbanks,
Seu. s most beautiful heroines. She
appeared with him in &quot;The Mark of

Zorro&quot;,
&quot;The Three Musketeers&quot; and &quot;The Iron
Mask&quot;. She made only one or two talking
pictures; the last, &quot;Man s Woman&quot;, in 1940.
Essentially a silent screen actress, she
spelt romantic glamour to many of us when
we were very much younger than we are
now.

* * *

Clifton Webb disclosed that his mother
still treats him like a ,16-year-old. &quot;I com
mand no respect at all at home,&quot; he said.
&quot;Here I was the father of 12 children in

&quot;Cheaper by the Dozen&quot;, ordering Jeanne
Crain, Myrna Loy and the rest around and
feeling like an important man. Then I
would go home, and still being in the spirit
of the picture, begin making suggestions.
Mother stopped me flat. Now, Clifton,
she d say, behave yourself. You re not
before the cameras now. Maybe the studio
has to listen to you, but I don t. That de
flated me for the evening.&quot;

* * *

Bette Davis, says an American writer,
who ended last summer her long and
sometimes stormy association with
Warner Brothers, has completed her first

picture as a free-lance actress, &quot;The Story
of a Divorce,&quot; for Jack Skirball and Bruce
Manning at E.K.O., and has started her
second, &quot;All About Eve,&quot; for Twentieth
Century-Fox.

* * *

While New York s film censors took &quot;I

Was a Shoplifter&quot; in stride, the Universal-
International melodrama has been banned
in Atlanta because the movie censor there
contends the film offers a &quot;course in shop
lifting.&quot;

30

FISHERS

PHOSPHERINE
THE GREAT NERVE TONIC

A LADY AT RINGWOOD,
VIC., WRITES:

&quot;My husband and I felt like

new beings after taking ,

Fisher s Phospherine. We
were run down and nervy.
Now life s worth living

again.&quot;

TAKE 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
OF WARM OR COLD WATER

EVERY MORNING.

IN ALL STATES EXCEPT N.S.W.

SOLD AS

FISHAPHOS
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They ll Make Table Talk
Elegant table mats which you can crochet simply and quickly from ordinary raffia.

An original idea for a proud hostess large-size table mats and runner in natural
raffia.

One of the most interesting ideas are
the new extra large table mats which
American women are finding both smart
and practical. These mats are large
enough to take all the cutlery, side plates
and glasses for one person.

In natural colour they look really attrac
tive on a dark, polished table, or you could
make mats in different colours for each
member of the family.
Our mats were crocheted from raffia in

a stitch which is easy to do and quickly
worked. For them we used natural-
coloured raffia.

d.c. into same stitch as first d.c.
* Miss one

chain, work another such group into next
chain. *

Repeat from * to * to end of row
when you will have 12 groups in row.
Turn with a chain. Work a d.c. into the

loop formed by the 3 chain of last group
of previous row. * Two chain, work a d.c.

into loop formed by the three chain of
next group in previous row. *

Repeat from
* to* to end of row. Turn with one chain,
work a d.c. into first d.e. in row, three

chain, and a second d.c. into same stitch

as first d.c. in other words work a group
into this first d.c. stitch in row. and into

To woi-K tue mats you will need 10 hanks
raflia, a very large bone crochet hook, or
if you prefer it you can use a metal hook.
The approximate tension should be: one
group (1 d.c., 3 chain, 1 d.c.) measures
1 inch across.
The place mats measure 18 by 12 ins.,

and the runner is 26 by 9 ins.

Place Mats.
Work a row of 24 chain, turn, and work

a d.c. (double crochet stitch) into second
chain from hook, three chain, and another

every next d.c. stitch in row, making again
12 groups in row in all.

These two rows worked alternately con
stitute the pattern throughout. Continue to
work until you have worked 17 groups
rows (i.e. 34 rows).
Work one row right round work: one

group (this time working only 1 ch.
between the two d.c. stitches instead of
three chain) into every d.c. at short ends.
Work two of those groups into every
corner, and allow a group for each group

row on the two long sides. Fasten off, and
darn in threads at the back.

The Runner.
Work a row of 16 chains, and work 8

groups in first row. Then alternate the
rows exactly as for the mats, and work
until you have a length of 26 inches (when
stretched).

Work the last row right round the runner
exactly as you have worked the corres

ponding row on mats.

To Press.
It is important to get the right size and

shape of the mats and this can be best
achieved by pinning into position on the

ironing board. The mats can easily be
stretched so make quite sure to get the
right measurements when you pin them.

Use a rather damp cloth and a hot iron,
and press well-on both sides. Before pres
sing raftia seems very unruly, but once
pressed it does not alter its shape any more.

Spring Collars.

Spring s newest and brightest thoughts
are centred on unusual collars, mostly large
and wing like. They certainly make a
great difference to any frock. Very low
or very high is the collar fashion. Sketched
are a few ideas. A : The large plain wing
collar often worn without sleeves on frock.

B: The low oval shape neckline, collar as
low Peter Pan, simple and smart. C: Large
winged reveres. D: Collar style with 2
tiers of collars to give the unusual effect.

E: The shoulder spanning collar in white
Borderie Anglaise, added frills and velvet
bows for trimming. Of course there are

many other types, but the ones sketched
are the easiest to make and most adapt
able.

So James (Don t-Disturb-Me) Mason has
taken out American nationalisation papers,
and this country, says an English paper,
has lost its &quot;Number One British Screen

Personality!&quot; The matter is not of much
importance in itself and would be given
no place here were it not that Mr. Mason
has followed the bad example set by
Charles Laughton, George Sanders and
others.
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Qrnotts

ures
23 Gosling Street.

PUNCHBOWL.

Dear Sirs.

I am enclosing a. photograph of

my little girl Christine Mary, aged

3 years. At an early age she would

not take to the bottle, so I gave her

AHNOTTS MILK ARROWROOT
BISCUITS mixed with milk and she

thrived on them as you can see.

Even now she says to me, &quot;Mummy,

haven t you got any Arnott s Milk

Arrowroot Biscuits?&quot;

(Signed) Mrs. B. Murray.

UNSIGHTLY DANDRUFF leads

to falling hair, and quite

possibly premature baldness.

This can be prevented by

daily use of Barry s Trico-

pherous. A few drops of

Barry s Tricopherous keeps
the hair healthy and imparts
*. well groomed appearance.

SCIENTIFIC BISCUIT PRODUCTION
py FOB Illustrated booklet for advanced school ~W

children will b ported to yon if you send vour

me and addreu to Box 336, C.P.O., Sydney.

Cheerful
and charming

Of course she is!

She knows her cheerfulness

and charm depend on fit

ness, and doesn t leave her
fitness to chance. She guard*
against th sick headaches
and digestive upsets that

constipation can so easily cause.

How? That s her secret, but

confidentially she take*
Beecham s Pills.

Ho* of 40 pills, 1/3; 120 pills, 3/-

Wise woman she takes ^^

WORTH A GUINEA A BOX

I ve realised it s the child, not his mother,
who wants to see the picture embroidered
on a feeder! So if you transfer it on the

wrong way up, Little Tommy has only to

lift it up to watch the two ducklings waddle
past. And while he s looking, his cod liver

oil will slip down unnoticed!

It s sometimes rather difficult to pick up
stitches when you have unpicked several

rows of knitting. Next time, try picking
them up on a fine steel needle; it s much
easier. And then continue knitting with
the orginal size. You ll find there s no

splitting of wool or fraying of temper!

For naturally

lustrous hair

NOURISH THE ROOTS WITH

BARRY S

T.
I friet 3/n

ricopnerous1 Bl/*

Easy to Fcllcw Instructions Show

You How to Make the Latest Styles

&quot;HATMAKER&quot;
(ISSUE No. 15.)

The

Magazine

for

Home

Milliners

Features snug-fitting little

hats in Velvet and the

new deep-crowned Sailor

in Straw Braid for Spring.

Now on Sale Newsagents
2/- per copy.

or write direct to
HATMAKER PUBLISHING CO.,

10 Cliff Street, Manly, N.S.W.
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BLOCK PATTERN JUMPER

Tan and green stripes on a pale cream

background are chosen by Miss Neal,
Warner Bros., for her bolero-sun-dress.

The jumper is of light moss green and
can be discarded when Miss Patricia Neal
wishes to sun-bake. See hoiv dressy this

ensemble looks a great idea for a two
- in one saver.

Give Them Air!
You ve no idea how useful a little air

an be! For instance . . .

. . . lengthen the life of your kid gloves by
blowing into them several times when you
take them off.

. . . stick a slice of cork to each of the
two lower corners of your pictures so that
the air can circulate freely behind them,
thus preventing concentrations of mildew
and dust.

. . . give your books an occasional airing
by laying them open on the table, and
flicking through the pages from end to

beginning two or three times. When the
books are replaced on the shelf, leave a
small space between the volumes for the air
to get to them, and they ll never have that

unpleasant mustineqs.
. . . when you put your saucepans upside
down on the kitchen shelf, see that part
of the rim rests a little over the edge, so
that a current of air can reach the insides
and keep them fresh and sweet.
. . . keep the air circulating freely through
the foundations of your house by poking
an iron rod periodically into each of the
holes of the ground floor ventilator bricks.
This prevents dry rot attacking the floor
boards.

-oo-JJo-o-

purl; Ins.,

Materials: 9 ozs. 3-ply wool; No. 11 knit

ting needles; 4 buttons.

Measurements: 36 ins. (38, 40 ins.)
bustline.

Gauge: 30 sts., 4 ins.

Back.
Abbreviations: k., knit; p

inches; inc., increase; tog., together.
Cast on 110 sts. (120 or 130 sts.) and

work 3 ins. k. 1, p. 1, rib. Over the last

row of ribbing increase 25 sts. evenly.

Continue in Block

Pattern, 27 sts. (29,
31 sts.), in k. 1, p.
1 ribbing, 27 sts.,

(29, 31 sts.), in

stocking st. so that
there are three

blocks of ribbing.
When the blocks
are 3 ins. long (3i,
3 ins.) long,
change, so that
there are stocking
st. blocks above the

ribbing. When work
measures 12 ins.

(12J, 131 ins.) in

stocking st., shape
armholes by casting
off each side 6 sts.

and further 1 st. till

105 sts. (Ill, 117

sts.) remain. When
the armhole is 3 ins.

long make the yoke
opening by knitting
to middle st., turn,
knit the first 3 sts.

in plain st. and the
remainder in stock

ing st. Work till the
armholes are 7^ ins.

long (with the 3 sts.

at opening always
in plain st.) then
cast off for shoulder
3 times 11 sts. (12,
13 sts. ). Cast off

remaining sts.
Work the other half
in reverse to corres

pond.

Finishing.

Sew shoulders together. Lift up sts.

round neck, purlwise, and work J inch k.

1, p. 1 rib. Cast off plain sts. plainwise,
purl sts. purlwise. Sew sides together,
sew in sleeves. Down the right side of

yoke opening crochet 4 loops for button
holes. Sew on 4 buttons.

A man may be able to read his wife like
a book, but he can t shut her up as easily.

Front.

Work exactly as
back with the

exception of the

split, and shape
neck as follows:
When the armholes
are 4 ins. long, cast
off the centre 7 sts. and knit each shoulder

separately. At rows beginning neck side

cast off 2 sts. 4 times and further 1 st.

till 33 sts. (36, 39 sts.) remain. Continue
without dec. till armhole is 7 ins. long
then cast off shoulder as for back. Work
other shoulder in reverse to correspond.

Sleeves.

Cast on 78 sts. (81, 84 sts.) and work
1J ins. in k. 1, p. 1, rib. Increase 8 sts.

evenly over the last row. Change to

stocking st., casting on 1 st. each side every
i inch till there are 108 sts. (11, 114 sts.)
Continue without inc. till a measurement
of 6 ins. (6$ ins, 6| ins.) then shape by
casting off each side 4 sts. and then at the

beginning of each row, k. 2 tog, till the

top measures 7$ ins. from first shaping.
Cast off remaining sts.

Fixed Prices.

The other day when a canner was before
the Court charged with selling apricots
above the fixed price it was claimed on
his behalf that he had sold the fruit at
Christmas time when the public &quot;could not

get the fruit because the wise boys were
holding their apricots till March for a
new

price.&quot; This, if true, shows how the

public does not get a fair deal. If stocks
are available at any time, manufacturers
should be compelled to sell them, and not
hold out for a rise. Also the Prices Com
missioner s inspectors should be empowered
to visit canneries and similar establish
ments to check up on stocks.

If you must have an open quarrel, close
the windows.
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, . . When the best

is hardily good enough
Even the happiest children sometimes get out-of-

serts. Then, when the best is hardly good enough, the

wise Mother naturally turns to California Syrup of Figs

to restore their sunny dispositions. Califig, containing

the juice of ripe figs with an extract of senna, is not

only gentle, but efficient, too. Children love its delicious

flavour, so there are no fractious upsets about taking

a dose. Always ask for it by name and insist on

having CALIFIG

CALIFORNIA
SYRUP OF FIGS

(CALIFIG)
Obtainable from all Chemists and Stores

.1963

BABY S

TEETHING
need give you
no anxieties

There need be no restless nights,

no tears, no baby disorders, if

you have Ashton 8 Parsons

Infants Powders handy. Mothers
all over the world have found
them soothing and cooling
when baby is fretful through teething,

and, best of all, they are
ABSOLUTELY SAFE.

Box of 20 Powders, 1/6

ASHTON & PARSONS
INFANTS POWDERS

&quot;Darling,&quot;
he said, &quot;if rosy cheeks are

a sign of good health then you re consid

erably fitter on one side of your face than
the other.&quot;

When we can no longer blame things on

liquor or war s reaction, we may begin to

suspect that human nature itself is a little

faulty.

No prepara
tion needed. Take
a quarter teaspoonful
with food or a drink

regularly to restore health.

The Pleasant, Natural Way to
Health. Monastery Herbs ar a mk-
ture of curative herbs, barks, seeds and
flowers, finely ground, and blended in

the true tradition of the monks of old,

Take a quarter of a teaspoonful two of
three times a day with your food, or

dry on the tongue, washed down with
a drink. Taken regularly, t

u
ey will rouse

the liver, cleanse the stomach and

purify the blood.

frli FATHER v PIERRES^^ *

wonasferg Herbs
Nature s own treatment for CONSTIPA
TION. INDIGESTION, ACIDITY, RHEU
MATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT, LIVER
and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, SKIN DIS
EASES. Monastery Herbs are Nature t

own remedy. If you suffer from any
of the above complaints, Monastery
Herbs, taken regularly, will quickly
banish pains and other distressing

symptoms.
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBALISTS
LTD., 52 Peru St.. Saltord, 3 Lanes.. England.

|

SEND THIS COUPON NOW -,

Send 1/6 Postal Note for I oz. package I

of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This wiH

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of this

natural aid to good health. Send to-day.
8 01. size also available at IO/-, post fre.
COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION
AGENCIES PTY. LTD.. Box 2949, G.P.O..
Sydney, N.S.W.

Name

Address

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

Do you suffer through the curse of

excessive drinking? EUCRASY has

changed homes from misery and
want to happiness again. Established

52 years, it destroys all desire for

Alcohol. Harmless, tasteless, can be

given secretly or taken voluntarily.
State which required.

SEND 30/- FULL TWENTY
DAYS COURSE.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY CO.
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

High wages. Higher prices. Higher cost

of plain living. Added cost of high living.

Everybody having a high old time. Nobody
satisfied.
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Knitted Smocked Blouse
Materials required: 3 balls of knitting

cotton or 2-ply wool in white. One pair of

No. 10 needles; 3 skeins each of stranded

embroidery cotton, shades: deep red, dark

green, royal blue and yellow; six ball-type

buttons; one crochet hook medium size.

Measurements: Bust 36 inch, length 20

inches/ sleeve 4 inches.

Tensioon: 15 sts. and 19 rows 2 inches,

inches.
Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; st. St.,

stocking stitch; dec., decrease; pat., pat
tern; rep., repeat; tog., together; beg., be

ginning; g. st., garter stitch; inc., increase;

c,h., chain; d.c., double crochet; tr., trebble;

pat., pattern.
Back.

Cast oa 161 sts. Work in st. st. for 14
inches.

Shape Annhole: Dec. 1 st. each end of

the next 12 rows (137 sts.).

Change to pat. as follows:
Row 1 Right side facing, k. 5,

*
p. 1,

k. 5, rep. from * to end.
Rw 2 p. to end.
Row 3 k. to end.
Row 4 p. to end.
Row 5 As 1st row.
The last 4 rows complete the pat. Rep.

them for 44 rows in all.

Next row Right side facing, k. 5,
*

p. 2 tog., k. 4, rep. from *
to end.

Change to st. st. commencing with p. row
wrong side facing, and work 16 rows.

Shape Shoulder: Cast off 12 sts. at the

beg. of next 6 rows.
Cast off loosely remaining sts.

The Front.

Work as for back to end of armhole shap
ing.
Next row Right side facing, k. 5, (p. 1,

k. 5) 10 times, p. 1, k. 2, cast pff 1 at centre

front, k. 2.
*

p. 1, k. 5; rep. from *
to end.

Row 2 p. to last 2 sts., k. 2.

Row 3 k. to end.
Row 4 As 2nd row.
These 4 rows complete the pat., rep. them

10 times (44 rows completed).
Row 45 g. st. 2,

*
p. 2 tog., k. 4; rep.

from *
to end (57 sts. on needle).

Keeping the 2 sts. at opening edge in g.
st. and remainder in s. st. work 9 rows.

Shape Neck: Cast off 10 sts. at beg. of
next row starting from front edge, and k.

to end. Now st. st. 11 rows, dec. 1st at neck
edge on each.

Shape Shoulder: Cast off 12 sts. at beg.
of next 3 rows starting from armhole end.
Fasten off.

Work up other side to correspond, i.e.

joining cotton to front edge, k. 2, p. to end.

Continue, keeping to pat. as for .right
front.

The Sleeves.

Using the No. 10 needles cast on 103 sts.

and g. st. 6 rows.

Toll of the Road.
It is sad to think that the road death

toll, caused by drunken and hit-run drivers,
still goes on. It is hardly possible to pick
up a daily paper without reading of at
least one death caused by these miscreants.
And it will still go on so long as fines are

imposed instead of gaol. This paper has
all along advocated that the drunken
driver should be sent to gaol. Fines are

useless, as very often these are set aside
on appeal and the appellant is free to con
tinue his career of havoc. There should
also be an immediate amendment of the

Pat. st. 20 rows as for back.
Continue in st. st. and inc. each end

of every other row until 20 rows of st. st.

completed (123 sts. on needle).
Shape Top: Dec. each end of every row

until 23 sts. remain. K. 2 tog. to ending
k. 1 on next row casting off at the same
time.

To Make Up.
Graft tog. the

shoulders, join
sides and sleeves,
set in sleeves,

placing seam to

seam at under
arm.

To Smock.
Note: The

purl sts. are the

sts. to be picked
u p for the
smocking.
Folio wing

sketch of pat.
and using col

ours as required,
fasten cotton to

first purl st.

leaving an end
at back to run in

at finish, then

proceed to pick
up purl sts. as

illustrated, draw
ing in width of

work to 13} in

ches across yoke,
and 11 inches
fer sleeve, more
or less as requir
ed for your own
particular meas
urements.
Work across

both fronts,

back, and around
both sleeves like

wise.
Crochet Edging.
Neck: Join

with the white
cotton and work
1 row of d.c.,

working 1 d.c.

into each st. on

garment.
Now using col

our as required work 1 row of d.c. around
neck and front opening.

Join second colour to neck edge and
work 1 tr. into first d.c.,

* 2 eh., miss 2 d.c.,
1 tr. into 3rd d.c., 1 ch., 1 tr. into same
d.c. rep. from *

to ending 1 tr. in last d.c.

on neck edge, continue in d.c. around open
ing.

Using 3rd colour work in d.c. down left

side of opening, then work 3 d.c. at lower

edge of right side of opening, then *
5 eh.

for button loop, 3 d.c., rep from * to neck
edge, making 6 holes in all.

Neck Edging: (2 tr., 3 ch., 2 tr.) into
each 2 ch. of previous row, and 1 d.c. into
each tr.

; rep. this to end of neck edging.
Fasten off.

Make a crochet cord for neck, of the
3 colours and finish the ends with small

pom-poms.
Sleeves: Work around sleeves the 3 rows

of d.c. Work the fancy edging as 3rd row
on neck as follows: (2 tr., 3 ch., 2 tr.) into

every 3rd d.c. and 1 d.c. into next st., rep.
all around.

Press lightly under a damp cloth and
warm iron. Sew on buttons.
An elastic may be run through lower

edge of blouse or it can be just tucked into
skirt band.

Liquor Act which enables a motorist to

get a drink after closing hours if he has
travelled 25 miles. That was reasonable
in the old coach-and-buggy-days. To-day
that is only half an hour between drinks.
It is a sad spectacle to see the large number
of motor cars outside the 25 mile radius
of Sydney and other capital cities on
Saturday and Sunday nights. Why is

there any necessity for motorists to have
drinks at all after ordinary trading hours?
This final

&quot;nip
for the

trip&quot;
has a lot to

answer for.

Sheila Stephens, the beautiful blonde
wife of Gordon MacRae, makes her bow
as a screen actress in Warner Bros.

mystery-melodrama, &quot;Backfire,&quot; in which
her husband shares stellar honours with

Virginia Mayo. Also in the cast are
Edmond O Brien, Dane Clark and Viveca
Lindfors.

Frank Sinatra s singing is &quot;like being
stroked by a hand covered with cold

cream,&quot; says a critic. But Sinatra, who
believes he is slipping, thinks the cream
is beginning to curdle.
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1000 FREE Books on Dancing!
^OW you can test this wonderful course on dancing your

self try this famous system in your own home, and if,
after 30 days you have not become an expert dancer,
popular and sought-after, it COSTS YOU NOTHING not
one penny! .But you must hurry; this offer may never be
repeated. It places you under no obligation whatsoever,
all you have to do is to post the coupon NOW!

SIMPLE AS A.B.C.
IT does not matter if you have never danced a step in your

life before if you have been trying for years to danc&quot;e.

The famous BOLOT system, the system that has stood the
test of 25 years, guarantees to make you an accomplished
dancer in just 30 days or IT COSTS YOU NOT ONE
PENNY it will teach you all the latest dances Slow
Foxtrot, Quick Step, Waltz, Tango, Rumba, Jitterbug, etc.

together with Modern Old-time. The Bolot System never
fails you have Professor Bolot s personal guarantee.

BECOME POPULAR
J^JAGNETIC Personality Popularity confidence can be

attained with Professor Bolot s wonderful course
you will find yourself sought after admired by the opposite
sex invited out to all social functions in short, you will
become a &quot;social lion.&quot; Dancing is the short cut to good

times non-dancers and bad dancers miss all the fun in life now is the time to start. Take
advantage of Professor Bolot s wonderful offer NOW, but hurry, this offer is limited.

&quot;SURROUNDED BY PARTNERS
&quot;I am writing to thank you for the dancing

lessons, which 1 received safely. I cannot
thank you enough, for I am coming on wonder
fully with my dancing. The latest dance 1 went
to I never missed one dance, and when the
Medley dance came I was in the centre of a
ring of men asking: Are you engaged for

this? Can I have this dance, please? I did
not know what to do, as I could not dance
with the lot of them at once. 1 simply love
dancing now, thanks to you. One man toldme at the last dance that he could dance
with me for ever.&quot; M.I. (Miss), Wyalong,

SEND NO MONEY
~ . . .i.. T

PROFESSOR J. BOLOT, F.A.R., {

French Dancing Academy, j

Studio 44, Oxford St., Sydney. I

Dear Sir. Please send me by return post^
your FREE Book, &quot;DANCING AS A F1NE|
ART,&quot; (Enclose 2Jd. in stamps.)

I

I

NAME . . .

ADDRESS
.SEPTEMBER. 1950

What this FREE BOOK
is all about

How to Learn at Home.
How to Dance the Fox Trot.

&amp;gt; How to Dance all Dances.
&amp;gt; How to be Popular.
How to Improve Conversation.
How to be a Perfect Dancer.

Copies of this famous Book
will be sent FREE.

Send at once for your copy. Write toi

Prof. Bolot, Dept. 44,
Oxford St., Sydney.

SAFELY REDUCE
WAIST AND HIPS-
THERE S FIGURE BEAUTY

IN FIGURE CONTROL!
You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a Figure Control
Corset. Its gentle changing pressure will slim your hips and waist
line, and beautify your figure with every move you make. Gives
natural balanced support and soothing control. Made of superfine
fabrics, and is individually fashioned for every client.

Figure Control has these improvements : 1, Crossover pull-front
no busks or lacing. 2, Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simpli

fied front fastening, instantly adjustable for reduction. 4, Spiral
boning for freedom, flexibility, figure loveliness.

/ UayS I rial ... You can try the Figure Control
Corset for 7 days, AT MY RISK, to prove it will give comforting
support and uplift, and lovely, slim, youthful grace and energy to
your figure.

THE FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CAN BE SUPPLIED BY POST TO
COUNTRY AND INTERSTATE RESIDENTS. WRITE NOW FOR FREE
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE AND MEASUREMENT FORM. MENTION
THIS PAPER.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO.,

P.A. BUILDING,
243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY.

Res/dents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FIGURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or telephone MA5308.

RHEUMATISM
SCIATICA, LUMBAGO, Etc.

NEW TRIPLE TREATMENT-
FORMULA OF CONTINENTAL
SCIENTIST GIVING WONDERFUL

RESULTS
Rheumatism. Lumbago, Sciatica, Gravel and
Kidney Stones, Pyelo-Nephritis and Pyelitis,
Inflammation of the Bladder or Cystitis, Obesity
and Intestinal SU-ckness are largely due to the

presence oi excess Uric Acid in the system, which
takes the lorm of sharp-pointed crystals. These

crystals are distributed through the blood stream
and to those parts of the body such as hands,

feet, knees, etc. which are subjected to cooling
influent es. The crystals settle ir. the Joints and,

pressing on the nerves, cause the distressingly
acute pains ol Rheumatism etc. Deformed and
swollen oint?, which are often an ugly and

painful accompaniment of Rheumatism, etc., are

also usually caused by an accumulation oi Uric

Acid crystals.

Ru-Mo 1
&quot;

triple treatment is designed to

1st. Give immediate relief from pain ; this is

accomplished by using &quot;Ru-Mol&quot; tablets. They
are different from all other tablets and powders,
which or.ly relieve pain temporarily by deadening
the nerves, but do nothing to prevent the pain
recurring. &quot;Ru-Mol,&quot; by acting on the veins,
assists in removing the cause and gives pro
tection against the return of the pain.

2nd. To effect immediate restoration of the cir

culation and to assist in speedily relieving pain
by gently rubbing &quot;Ru-Mol&quot; salve over the
affected parts.

3rd. To dissolve Uric Acid crystals by taking
&quot;Ru-Mol&quot; Powder containing Lithium.

&quot; Ru-
Mol&quot; powder also assists as a general metabo-
istic stimulant and keeps the kidneys healthy
and fit. It definitely eliminates and dispenses
the excess Uric Acid and has a beneficial and
tonic etlect on the system, correcting Indigestion
and intestinal slackness.

If you are interested in learning more about &quot;Ru-

Mol&quot; the Australian distributing agents will be

glad to send you, under plain sealed cover, full

details Free of Charge. Furthermore, they will

tell you how you may test &quot;Ru-Mol&quot; for 30 days
entirely at their risk. Enclose 2^d. stamp for

postage and address

&quot;RU-KOL&quot; AGENTS,
Box 3727D, G.P.O., Sydney.

UGLY HAIR
gone in 3 minutes

Never use a razor. It makes unwanted hair grow
faster and coarser. There s a new way a dainty
cream called VEET. It removes hair like magic,
deep down below the skin surface. No risk of
cuts; no bristly stubble. Underarms and legf
re satin-smooth when you use VEET. At ail

chemists and stores, 3/- per mbe.

SKIN DISEASES
For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases
send 2d. stamp for Examination
Chart to

DERMOPATfflC INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822
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Virginia Coat and Bonnet
Dainty little lace insets between a new

cable stitch makes this carrying coat most

attractive, whilst the bonnet shows quite
a new crown feature.

Materials: 4 balls fleecy 3-ply wool, 2

bone knitting needles No. 10 and 2 No. 12,

1 yard 1 inch ribbon for bonnet, 1 yard
narrow width for coat.

Measurements: Length of coat, 15^

inches; width at underarm, 21 inches;

length of sleeve 6 inches.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together; m., make, (by put
ting wool over needle); s., slip; p.s.s.o.,

pass slipped st.

over. To cable 6B
(slip the first 3

sts. on a spare
needle and let fall

at back of work,
p. 3 next sts., then
k. the 3 sts. from
the spare needle).
To cable 6F (slip
the first 3 sts. on
a spare needle and
let fall in front of

work, k. 3 next

sts., then p. the 3

sts. from the spare
needle.)

The Coat.
Cast on 284 sts.

and knit 2 rows on
No. 10 needles.
Then the pattern
as follows:

Row 1 k. 6,
*

p. 3, k. 3, p. 2,
k. 1, m. 1, s. 1,
k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1,

p. 2, k. 3, p. 3,
k. 1, repeat from
* to last 5 sts.,

k. 5.

Row 2 k. 5,

p. 1, k. 3, p. 3,
k. 2, p. 4, k. 2,

p. 3, k. 3, p 1,

repeat from *
to

last 5 sts., k. 5.

Row 3 k. 6

p. 3, k. 3, p. 2, k. 1,
k. 2 teg., m. 1, k.

1, p. 2, k. 3, p. 3,
k. 1, repeat from * to last 5 sts., k. 5.

Row 4 Repeat row 2.

Row 5 Eepeat row 1.

Row 6 Repeat row 2.

Row 7 k. 6,*cable 6B, p. 2, k. 1, k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 1, p. 2, cable 6F, k. 1, repeat from
* to last 5 sts., k. 5.

Row & k. 5, p. 1
*

k. 3, p. 3, k. 2, p. 4,
k. 2, p. 3, k. 3, p. 1, repeat from*to last 5 sts.

k. 5.

Repeat these 8 rows until work measures
12 inches from commencement, then purl
one row reducing to 140 sts., now k. a row,
p. a row, k. a row, then work the yoke as
follows:

Right Side of Yoke.
Row 1 k. 7, p. 2,

*
k. 1, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o. k. 1, p. 2, repeat from * 4 times,
k. 1, turn (40 sts.).
Row 2 p. 1,

*
k. 2, p. 4, repeat from *

to last 9 sts., k. 2, p. 1, k. 6.

Row 3 k. 7, p. 2,
*

k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1,
k. 1, p. 2, repeat from *

to last st., k. 1.

Row 4 Repeat row 2.

Repeat these 4 rows six times more then
cast off 20 sts. for neck and continue work
ing on the last 20 sts. for J inch. Cast off.

Back of Yoke.
Return to remaining sts. and work as

follows on 60 sts. only.

Row 1 p. 1
*

k. 1, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 1, p. 2, repeat from * to last

5 sts., k. 1, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1,

p. 1.

Row 2 k. 1, p. 4,
*

k. 2, p. 4, repeat
from * to last st. k. 1.

Row 3 p. 1,
*

k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1,

p. 2, repeat from * to last 5 sts., k. 1, k.

2 tog., m. 1, k. 1, p. 1.

Row 4 Repeat row 2.

Repeat these 4 rows until same depth as
front yoke and cast off.

Left Side of Yoke.
On the remaining 40 sts. work as

follows:

Row 1 k. 1, p. 2,
*

k. 1, m. 1 s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 1, p. 2, repeat from * to last

7 sts., k. 7.

Row 2 k. 6, p. 1,
*

k. 2, p. 4, repeat
from * to last 3 sts. k. 2, p. 1.

Row 3 k. 1, p. 2,
*

k. 1, k. 2 tog. m. 1,
k. 1, p. 2, repeat from * to last 7 sts., k. 7.

Row 4 Repeat row 2.

Repeat these 4 rows and reverse neck

shaping to match right side of yoke.
Sleeve.

Cast on 40 sts. on No. 12 needles and
knit 6 rows increasing to 64 sts. in the
last row then work pattern.

Row 1 k. 1,
*

p. 3, k. 3, p. 2, k. 1, m. 1,

s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1, p. 2, k. 3, p. 3, k. 1,

repeat from * to end of row.

Row 2 p. 1,
*

k. 3, p. 3, k. 2,

p. 4, k. 2, p. 3, k. 3,

p. 1, repeat from *

to end of row.
Row 3 k. 1,

*

p. 3, k. 3, p. 2, k.

1, k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 1, p. 2, k. 3,

p. 3, k. 1, repeat
from * to end of

row.
Row

row 2.

Row
row 1.

Row 6 Repeat
row 2.

Row 7 k. 1,
*

cable 6B, p. 2, k.

1, k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 1, p. 2, cable

6F, k. 1, repeat
from * to end of

row.
Row 8 p. 1,

*

k. 3, p. 3, k. 2, p.

4, k. 2, p. 3, k. 3,

p. 1, repeat from
* to end of row.

Repeat these 8

rows until sleeve

is 6 inches, and
cast off loosely.
Make other

sleeve exactly the
same. ,

Bonnet.
Cast on 88 sts.

on No. 10 needles
and work in a rib

bing of k. 1, p. 1, for 6 rows, then purl
one row increasing to 109 sts. and work as
follows:

Row 1 *
k. 1, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k.

1, p. 2, k. 3, p. 3, k. 1, p. 3, k. 3, p. 2, repeat
from *

to last 4 sts., k. 1, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 1.

Row 2* p. 4, k. 2, p. 3, k. 3, p. 1, k. 3,
p. 3. k. 2, repeat from * to last 4 sts., p. 4.

Row 3* k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1, p. 2,
k. 3, p. 3, k. 1, p. 3, k. 3, p. 2, repeat from
* to last 4 sts., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1.

Row 4 Repeat row 2.

Repeat rows 1 and 2 once.

Row 7* k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1, p. 2,
cable 6F, k. 1, cable 6B, p. 2, repeat from
*

to last 4 sts. k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1.

Row 8* p. 4. k. 2, p. 3, k. 3, p. 1, k. 3,

p. 3, k. 2, repeat from * to last 4 sts. p. 4.

Repeat these 8 rows four times more
then cast off 40 sts., work pattern on 29 sts.

cast off remaining 40 sts. Return to centre
29 sts. and keeping continuity of pattern
and work until you have 6 more patterns

[Turn to page 50.&quot;]
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HOLIDAY
AHOY!

As the last streamers part and the ship
heads for the open sea, will you be looking
forward to the trip; to sunny days and moon

light nights; to gay companionship; to comfort

and carefree happiness; to a really perfect

holiday?

Or will your name be missing from the

passenger list while you fill in time at home?

Happy holidays depend largely an money.
The people who go away each year are those

who plan ahead.

A few shillings put each week into a

Commonwealth Savings lank Account will

supply the money necessary for your annual

vacation. A few more shillings saved each

payday will help provide for any opportunity
or emergency.

The Commonwealth Savings Bank gives you
every encouragement and assistance to save

for sunny days or umbrella weather.

BA1VK
THERE S A BRANCH OR AGENCY IN YOUR DISTRICT

C.S.B.35 82

Zealand
From the crystal-clear streams of New Zealand come WHITEBAIT tiny

inch-long fish, the most delicately flavoured in the world. ST. GEORGE
retains the full freshness and unique flavour of Whitebait by quick

canning and provides you with a special treat for every occasion. Serve

St. George Whitebait to your guests and your family it s delightful.

At all leading
Australian Stores

ST. GEORGE
WHITEBAIT

Dunedin IRVINE STEVENSON S ST. GEORGE CO. LTD. New 2ea |and

fesi^iiSi^iS^

Bed Skelton: &quot;Stalin certainly has a

profitable hobby.&quot;

Ryan: &quot;What s that?&quot;

Skelton: &quot;Collecting China.&quot;

&quot;The figures for driving fatalities are

pretty apalling,&quot; says Molly McGee. &quot;It s

better to be a live driver or pedestrian
than a dead statistic.&quot;

THERE S AN EASIER WAY
OF LOSING UNGAINLY

FAT
For the many to whom excess

weight, ugly fat, is a heart-break
that saps energy, restricts company,
and debars the wearing of fashion s

loveliest creations BonKorets open
up a new life.

NO DIETS NO DRUGS
YET FAT VANISHES!

Without missing a meal, without

exercises, safe health-building Bon
Korets banish energy-absorbing fat

in a few weeks firstly by stopping
further formation of fat, then by
dissolving what is already deep-
seated in the underskin tissues.

Unwanted bulges become attractive

curves. And being tablets, BonKorets
are as easy to carry as your make-up.

^ Absolutely harmless . . .

BUILD HEALTH
BonKorets are completely safe free of

drugs, thyroid or glandular extracts. In

fact, BonKorets BUILD health while

reducing FAT and end constipation,
indigestion and other stomach disorders.
Soon you look and feel years younger.
At your chemist, 7/6. If you prefer
liquid to tablets ask for BonKora.

BONKORETS
REDUCING TABLETS

DMrlbutors: Carol Chemical Co.

Box 3725. G.P.O., Sydney.

BK5-4I

Why
ASTHMA i,

Continue to Suffer?
By a simple inexpensive horn*

method former sufferers in 20 countries,

during the past 15 years have obtained

great relief from day and night attacks,
freed the light breathing, eased cough
ing spells, induced restful sleep and so

built up health. No matter what yoyr
age or where you live, even if you have
su.fe.ed a lifetime and tried everything
you could learn of without results, DO
NOT GIVE UP HOPE ! Send TODAY
for interesting FREE BOOK, which
reveals a time-tested method of home
treatment that has brought relief,

health and happiness to former asthma
sufferers in almost every part of the
world. Enclose 3d. stamps for postage
E

CHARLTON SINCLAIR LTD. r
(Dept. C)

Box 3415, G.P.O.. SYDNEY

Irene Ryan: &quot;When you see Mr. Hope s

new picture you ll notice you cam t see a
wrinkle of his face . . . They tied all the
loose skin in a bow at the back of ku eek.
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What a wonderful

SO EASY!
No fuss, no bother! Just rub
chest, throat and back with
Vicks VapoRub.

SO PLEASANT!
Nothing to swallow. It feels

good and smells good! Chil
dren love Vicks VapoRub!

I . CLEARS stuffy nose, calms coughing,
with its snothing, medicinal vapours.

2. EASES tight, achy chest and &quot;draws

out&quot; congestion like a warming poultice.
This double action works lor hours and
breaks UP many colds overnight.

NO WAITING!
Relief starts in a hurry! Right
then and there the child begins
to feel better!

OVER 40 MILLION
TIMES A YEAR!

ONE YOUNG MOTHER told another and now, in 71
countries, over 40 million jars of Vicks VapoRub are
used every year to end colds

double-quick this pleasant,
safe, modern way. Don t take
chances with untried remedies.
Vicks VapoRub is home-
proved and time-tested for

children and grown-ups, too 1

JC*SVAPORUB

s.-. Ltd.. Driiitt .St Svdm ,. p. ,..,.,11 t~
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Qrrxotts

FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s

a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute fuf Quality !
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What a wonderful

way to

.QUICK!^^^. .-.-.: -:
&quot;

.-. .-:.-. ....:.,:** *

SO EASY!
No fuss, no bother! Just rub

chest, throat and back with

Vicks VapoRub

SO PLEASANT!
Nothing to swallow. It feels

good and smells good! Chil

dren love Vicks VapoRub!

NO WAITING!
Relief starts in a hurry! Right
then and there the child begins
to feel better !

1 . CLEARS stuffy nose, calms coughing,
with its soothing, medicinal vapours.

2. EASES tight, achy chest and &quot;draws

out&quot; congestion like a warming poultice.

This double action works for hours and
breaks up manv colds overnight.

OVER 40 MILLION
A YEAR!

ONE YOUNG MOTHER told another and now, in 71

countries, over 40 million jars of Vicks VapoRub are

used every year to end colds

double - quick this pleasant,
safe, modern way. Don t take

chances with untried remedies.

Vicks VapoRub is home-
proved and time-tested for

children and grown-ups, too!

VICKS_V VAPORUB.
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Slick Fashion Notes.

Many women concentrate on fashion

accessories to help give a new look to

their wardrobe. Sketched are a few ideas

for the gay fashion wise. A: Rethread

your pearls to fit your throat, bunching
them mixed with coloared beads, easy to

arrange on fine wire thread.

B: The glove holder is now put to a new
use. When wearing a plain frock or suit

clip on a large colourful scarf or hanky.
C: Larger and bunchier grow the popular
earrings.

D: Jewelled heels are again the fashion
craze. E: Wear your heavy chunky brace
lets outside your lon.g suede gloves for

striking effect. F: A sash of striped furn

ishing satin, worn with off shoulder frock.

What a morbid propensity some people
have, when visiting a sick chamber, to
relate all the melancholy news they can

remember, instead of cheering the patient
with light and bright conversation. No
better example, we would say, ceuld be
found than the following: One of our
actors was taken suddenly ill, and was
confined to his bed for a fortnight. When
the turn for the better came, he rose, and
a barber was sent for. After some time
a quaint little German fussed into the
room with: &quot;Ah, my friend, you vas ill!

Well, dis weather is popping em off by
dozens!&quot; Suddenly he paused with the
lather brush in hia hand, and looking at
the sick actor said:

&quot;Vy, I shave a man
like you on Tuesday, and on Wednesday

whiff he was dead!&quot;

St. Andrew s Citizen, 1886.

WINTER CATALOGUE, 1951
The Australian Home Journal Catalogue

of Autumn and Winter Fashions is now
on sale. Forty pages of the latest and best
fashion designs for the new season. All the
illustrations are printed in colours some of
them in three, four and five tones. Readers
will appreciate this publication, depicting
artistically winter season modes. All depart
ments of dressmaking are fully catered for:
Frocks for adults and children; Evening and
Wedding Frocks and Frocks for the Matron.
Blouses, Sportswear and Undies ore shown
with careful attention te detail. Young
Folks Fashions and babies have a section to
themselves. Price, 1/8 (postal note, 1/6
and 2d. hi stamp*). Australian Home
Journal, 407-409 Ke*t St., Sydney.

HERE S*\THE BEST

TAKE THESE 4 SIMPLE STEPS TO &quot;INNER CLEANLINESS&quot;

Tomorrow morning is not too soon to begin to plan for

health! Start the day with a sparkling, bubbling glass

of Andrews Liver Salt, and you ll find you just feel

naturally better when your system ig fresh and clean

inside! Don t let modern living take toll of your health

and happiness. Safe, simple Andrews acts four ways
to keep you on top of your form!

FIRST; Andrew* refreshes

the mouth and helps to

dean the tongue.

NEXT: Antacid in action,

Andrew* settles the stomach,

corrects digestive upsets.

MEDIUM 21-

LARGE 3/6

THEN: Andrew! tones up th

liver and checks biliousness

FINALLY: To complete you*

Inner CJeanfinesj, Andrews

gently clears the system

and thus purifies the blood.

Be regular with
you&amp;lt;

Andrews, the world s biggest

selling effervescing saline

for inner dean/in&ssu *

MAN WORKED OVERTIME

WHILE LEG HEALED
&quot;Varex&quot; Treatment has been quite suc

cessful on that bad leg of mine a miracle
in fact. In five weeks the wound healed
np completely and I never lost an hour s

work from the first day. la fact, I have
been working overtime OB it three days a
wek. 1 have not failed to tofl people of

your simple aod cheap cure,&quot; Write
to-day for free Varex Booklet. Ernest
Healey. Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex.
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor, St. James
Building. I09W EKzftLetk Street. Sydney.

&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, IS/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guarantee* for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State
Shopping Stock, Market Street. Sydney.
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Her rheumatism goes
as she loses ugly fat

Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-0-Form
Tor many years,&quot; says Mr*, ritzpatrlek, &quot;I have been crippled
with rheumatism, until some friends recommended me to take
Yonth-O-Form to reduce my welgrlit. I DID REDUCE and, more
marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared. That was
four years aero. The London winter I find very severe, and this

year X grot rheumatism badly ogratn, and all

the prescriptions were useless. I told my
doctor, who is leading physician at one of

:|x*&amp;gt;,. the big hospitals here, that 7otith-O-Form
was the only thing

1 that ever did me any
{food and he advised me to try It again
and that the Touth-O-Form prescription
was well known. Once again X am quite

well and fit.&quot;

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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KYUIE ELEISON. &quot;I have seen Kyrie
Eleison in quite a few sacred songs. What
does it meanf&quot; G. B. Kyrie Eleison
means &quot;Lord have mercy upon us&quot;, and,
with Christe Eleison, &quot;Christ have mercy
upon us&quot;, occurs in all Greek Liturgies,
in the Roman Mass, and in its English
equivalent in the Book of Common Prayer;
it is known as &quot;the lesser Litany.&quot;

CHEKSE FONDTT. Eequired: Three fresh

eggs; 3 tablespoons of cream, milk or white

wine; 3 tablespoons of good quality grated
cheese; 1 oz. of butter; salt and pepper.
Beat the eggs till frothy. Mix the grated
cheese and milk lightly with the eggs and
season carefully. Thickly butter some
little fireproof dishes and fill them three-

parts full with the mixture. Bake gently
until lightly set and delicately browned and
serve immediately with fingers of dry toast

or rolled brown bread-and-butter. Mrs.
L. B.

INTERESTED IN CBICKET. M.C.C., the

Marylebone Cricket Club, formed about
1787 as a development of the White Con
duit Cricket Club, whose members played
cricket at White Conduit fields, Islington.
In that year Thomas Lord acquired a

ground for the club at what is now Dorset

Square. The club s present ground at
St. Johns Wood was acquired in 1808.

During the whole of its existance it has
been recognised as the controlling
authority of cricket. B. M.
REDUCTIO AD ABSUKDTTM. We often hear

the phrase Beductio ad Absurdum; would
you explain it to us? &quot;Three Learners.&quot;

This ig a term employed in logic when
false conclusions are illogically deduced
from the premises of the opponent. In
this sense it is sometimes used in what
are known as indirect demonstrations in

propositions of geometry, where the pro
position is shown to be true by proving
that any supposition to the contrary would
lead to an absurdity.
WATERMELON CAKE. A quarter pound

butter; \ lb. sugar; 2 eggs; \ cup milk;
6 ozs. flour; 2 tablespoons sultanas; 1 tea

spoon baking powder; pink colouring.
Cream butter and sugar, add eggs one by
one, then milk, flour and rising. To one
third of the mixture add the sultanas and
pink colouring. Spread the uneoloured
in a buttered cake tin, spreading evenly,
then put in coloured part and bake one
hour in a moderate oven. When cold, ice
uneoloured side with water icing tinted
green. Mrs. Carl E.

ALTABS. Altar, an erection in a church
for the purposes of prayer and sacrifice;
among the earliest people usually con
structed of rough stones for the purpose
of offerings or sacrifice. In later times
made of wood or stone, or, as in King
Solomon s temple, of gold and brass. For
many centuries the altar provided a
sanctuary for those fleeing from justice.

F. 8.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have a booklet which will be appre

ciated by those interested in knitted and
crochet toys. Full instructions and illus
trations are given for the following:
The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our Fluffy
Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, comprising
Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet and
Pilchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

It s strange how some odd beliefs

Kit exist. Many, today, still per-
eist in the belief that if a treat
ment for some ailment has dis

agreeable after-effects it must be

acting more effectively. Nothing
could be further from the truth

specially in the case of treatment
for headache and pain.

Whn a headache treatment
&quot;stops&quot; you leaves you dizzy,

depressed and slowed up it it due to inclusion of harmful drug*.
Such after-effects are a handicap In themselves and may also b.
warnings of harm to your system.

pie great feature of Aspro is that it is so effective in stopping
headache and pain without the need to include harmful and
habit-forming drugs. Aspro

1

acts in a SOOTHING way. Aspro
is swift the headache or pain goes quickly yet, STRAIGHT
AWAY, you feel clear-headed and fresh, ready to carry on.
Aspro is non-habit-forming and can be taken as often as neces
sary without the slightest fear of harm to heart or stomach.

No After-Effects*

ASPRO
(

THE PURITY OF ASPRO
conforms to the standard laid down by the

British Pharmacopoeia guiding authority of the

medical profession.

4D

1/6
4/9
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And you ll be delighted, too, to get rid of ugly fat from hips,
waist and bust.

Scientific tests have proved that slim people live longer, look

younger and are healthier, than fat people.

How to calculate

your healthiest weight
Multiply your number of inches over 5 feet by 5| and add
the result to 110.

Example:
You are 5 feet 6 inches In your socks,

So 6 x 5J equals 33.

33 added to 110 equals 143 pounds.

You may be ten pounds heavier than this and still

be healthy, of course, especially if you are big-boned.

If you are burdened with ugly fat, try this new easy
method of reducing. Get a flask of Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids from your chemist

today, and take one Menthoid an hour before
meals with a drink. Watch that excess

weight, ugly bulges, disappear. You ll get
a ne\v feeling of health and vigour as

you regain your slender figure with Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids treatment.

Famous for over 30 years, Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids
contain no dangerous drugs, and are quite safe for the
most delicate patients.

Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS
6/6 and 3/6 everywhere

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there Is

ED TO WEAR GLASSES
.H.UNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Witiiout Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen,
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test
for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all

four circles are uni
form. When astig
matism exists there
Is variation in the
width and depth of

bars.

IF YOU SUFFER FROM
SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM
TIRED EYES GLARE
TURNED EYES STRAIN

EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes), Call or Write (en
closing 3d. postage) for my

FREE 32 PAGE BOOK
&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wear
ing Glasses&quot; This includes testimonials
from happy people who have discarded

glasses. It wiH open up a new avenue
of

hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA545J
MM CONSULTATION MA5455

Heart to Heart
The Domestic Worker:

&quot;I have been a domestic worker all my
life. I was with one lady twenty years
and she died. I then took another place
in which, quite frankly, I was underpaid
and underfed, but I took the job because
it had certain conveniences that were
worthwhile to myself. Now I feol I would
like to strike out and do something for

myself by way of getting a home of my
own, and get some help. I am 53 years
of age and have my own furniture and a
small legacy. I have also saved a few
hundred pounds.

&quot; Mrs. G.E. As things
are at the present time I am afraid you
are taking a rather poor view. A woman
of your age should be perfectly capable of

running a small guest house and if that
does not appeal to you you have only
got to look in the daily papers to see the
number of good well-paid jobs that are

offering, plus good living conditions. I

think you have just struck things a little

bit unlucky. I heard the other day of a
woman 60 years of age who secured a

job as companion help at a wage of

4/0/0 a week.

[Will readers kindly note not to ask
us to give them the name of this lady as
it is not allowed.]

Paying Quest:

&quot;For some months I have been residing
with an old school friend who is married
and has a home on the mountains. I was
a paying guest there just tUe same as three

other people, and after I had ben home
some weeks I sent her a letter about a
matter in which we were mutually
interested, and in her reply she seemed
to be very hurt that I had left there

without thanking her for her hospitality.
I did not consider there was any Hospit

ality in the matter as I paid at the regular
rate for all the time I was with her. Was
my friend in the right f&quot; Miss O.M.
After all, this is a very fine point and one
that neither of you should worry about.

We all of us are inclined to go through
life taking perhaps too much for granted
and forgetting the little words -Thank
Yon&quot; which, whether it is deserved or not,
is always pleasant to hear. There are

plenty of hotel proprietors who receive

letters from guests after they have de

parted saying how much they enjoyed
their visit and thanking them for courtesies

and kindnesses extended. To put it

shortly, never leave the words &quot;Thank

You&quot; out of your vocabulary.

Two Stools:

&quot;Living opposite to me is a very pretty

girl. A young man visits her on Tuesday
and Thursday nights and Sunday after

noon. They seem very fond of each other.

When my married sister called the other

night she noticed and nodded to him. I

said to her: You know Mm! She replied:

Oh, yes, he s a regular caller on a charm

ing girl named Mary Patterson, who lives

out our way. Then, I said impetuously,
both girls should be told, as it will only
end in spoiling both their lives. My sister

told me to mind my own business and said

hat it was no affair of mine. Was her advice
correct?&quot; Estelle M. 1 would have

thought in these days of costly entertain

ment no young man could afford the

luxury of two sweethearts at the one
time. In any case, in your place I would
not interfere. Any moment he will come
a cropper between two stools and a big
brother on both sides may give him a
well-deserved hiding. And his big moment



A Bereaved Friend:

&quot;Recently a very dear friend of mine
lost her husband, and in order to help
her to forget her troubles my husband and
I frequently took her out in our car. The
other day when I took her up to her flat

after one of these trips she broke down
completely and told me she did not think
she would come out with us again as she

felt extremely sad and shaken after these

outings, when she thought how happy I

was and how unfortunate she had been.
I cannot let it rest there as I am anxious
to help her to help herself to get out of

her self-pitying rut. Can you help?&quot; Mrs.
J.C.F. . The only way you can deal

with her is to take her out by herself and

get some other women folk in to interest

her who will also take her out. If you could

arrange small &quot;hen&quot; parties occasionally
at one or other of your homes thnt would
also help her restoration to good health.

After a time a good sharp talking to often

does a lot of good, when it is pointed
out how infinitely better off she is than
thousands of other widows.

The Iceberg:
&quot;T suppose you hear so many stories

about lovers quarrels that you must get
tired of them. Well here is a tale of a silent

drifting apart that on the surface seems
to be without rhyme or reason. My boy
friend is one of the sort that cannot work

up enthusiasm about anything. Tf there is

a ball or a partv he will go as a matter
of course, but does not seem happy and
is glad when it is all over. Tt is the
same at thf&amp;gt; pictures or any similar amuse
ment gathering. He is 23 and T am
20. far von wonder that T am tirrd of

it all?&quot; .Tnne S. No. T cnnnot There
are a lot of people who nre dr-id but tlipy
won t li&amp;gt; down. fan vou fnnrv being
married for the neyt rhirtv n.r forty vonrs
to such an unsociable haTiolicnp. Kven
now he is heading in the direnHoTi of the

ion TToi s&amp;lt;\ T)o not nrpne with a
Tc TTonse of thnt kin&amp;lt;1. &quot;End the

whole thine nt onoe and bo thankful. A
continuation of thnt friendship will easily
make yon a nervous wreck.

Nail Varnishes.
When yon erot towards the end of a

bottle of varnish you may find that it

becomes ratber thick and looks streaky
when vou apply it.

Tf von add a few drops of acetone te

it and stir it well it will frrt on ns smoothly
as it did when the bottle wns new.

Tangerine has been the popnlir colour
for varnish this summer, and hoing a very
yellow red it has &amp;lt;?one well with snnbnrn.
But once yo&quot;r hands are back to normal
it s not so becoming.
There .ire a number of new vnrnishes

on the market, true reds, bine r^ds. clear

pinks and mauve pink. etc. TTnnt the

shops until you find one thnt takes your
fancy; bnt it must be one that tones in

with your rouge, and lipstick. Make a
note of that!
Pnt a colourless base on your nails

before applving the varnish then they
won t get stained and. when you have
varnished them, paint them over with one
of those new transparent perparations
which are made to protect the varnish and
stop it from peeling off as well as giving
it an extra shine.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)
clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.

in crepe-de-chine,

A jay-ride in a limousine,

A &quot;throw&quot; of Cupid s loaded dial,

A plunge for pearls-at-any-price ;

A sudden sneeze, a. parting pair,

A chill caught in the wintery air.

An anxious ma, a maid demure,

A dose of Wood* Great

Pep iermiBt Cure.

AMERICAN DISCOVERY

APPROVED BY DOCTORS

FOR RELIEVING

RHEUMATISM SCIATICA NEURITIS

FIBROSITIS LUMBAGO GOUT
Dolan has brought relief to countless sufferers from rheumabc

disorders in America and England. Now it is made available

for you. Dolcin Tablets give prompt relief from the painful

symptoms of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Fibrositis, Lum

bago and Gout. Prolonged reltef is also given because Dolcin

contains substances which improve the supply of blood and

oxygen to the affected tissues. H nniniw
Dolan g.ves prompt relief anc

is also non-toxic. It will no;

harm the heart and can safelv

be taken for long periods to

relieve the rheumatic activity

in severe cases

Many thousands of sufferers,

relieved from the misery of

Rheumatism, including people
who had given up hope of

ever getting relief, are now
active again able to work-

thanks to the relief from pain
Dokin Tablets have brought
them.

100 TABLETS FOR 12/4

VIM

on-Toxic and ho*

no harmful (fleets on th

heart or any other organ

DOLCIN relieves painfvl

symptom* of Rhuurnatism.

Sciatica, Neuri.is, Lumbago.
Fibrositis and Gout

UULIilN has been proved in

clinical tests and if pre

scribed by the Medical

profession.

UULuIN is approved under

the British Free Medicl

Scheme.

DOLGIN It easy to take in

tablet form

DOLCIN is obtainable from

your Chemist.

DOLCIN
UtaraMce en Dolcin will he

e&amp;gt; reqveet te Dotcla

tea.. Bei lill. O.F.O..
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Twfa* as

much soup from

every can.

Isn t this extra money just marvellous!
Betty i And you can have thin extra money every week, too, 5

to 10 sometimes more, just by matin; lovely band-
made FRENCH FLOWERS or GLOVES in .parr time
and right in vour home.

JMB i That s wonderful ! Are the FLOWERS or GLOVES
eay to make ?

Betty t Yes, an simple as A.B.C. No experience needed, and

yon gel a wonderful FKEE outfit and materials,
and you then fa right ahead. _^ __ m,m ^m

JM i What a marvellous way to make
extra monev and I ve had to go
without so manv things, too

what wonderful news !

Betty i Ye, vou ran be just a happv, loo,

and make this ext ra money and have
all those extra tb ni&quot; vou need.

SPECIAL POSTAL COURSE with FREE working
outfit enables yon to start right away. PERSONAL
LESSONS Dav, Evening (Sat. morning) at th

SYDNEY ACADEMY. The sale of your work i*

assured by LA PAULA MARKETING GUARAN
TEE BOND. Packing boxes are supplied. All

forwarding charges paid. Start right away make
spare hours pay ! Write today for FREE ILLUS
TRATED BOOKLET &quot; The Happy Highway t*

Success.&quot; It s FREE send no money.

LEARN ii RF.SSMAKING MILLINERY

LA PAULA ART ACADEMY
YD&amp;gt;KY--MELBOUK!SE HKISB A&amp;gt;E

Al. lioj 1160. WELLING ION. M.Z.

LA PAULA ART ACADEMY
SYDNEY: f.7 Castlereasu St. near Kine St.).

MELBOURNE! 343 Little Coll n* St., Box 2262 U, G.P.O., Melbourne.
BRISBANE! Box 717K. G.P.O.. Brisbane

d vour FREE Illustrated Booklet &quot; Thr Happyforwa
llizhwav to Success&quot; and full particulars of

Name

Street

Town State

STATK CI.E \RLY CR YFT REQUIRED.

.Course.

AHJ 5.51

Est. 22 vean

Just taka
a i-i-ea-

spoo n ful

two or
three
time j a

day, for

health.

preparation
of any kind required

NATURE S WAY
TO HEALTH .

Monastery Herbs are Nature s own

remedy a mixture of herbs, seeds,

barks and flowers, finely ground and
blended in the true tradition of the

monks of old. A quarter of a tea-

spoonful taken regularly with meals

will make you gloriously well. Take

aisA FATHER v PIERRES^^ *

iBoimsferjj Herbs
Nature s own treatment for CONSTI
PATION, INDIGESTION. ACIDITY,
RHEUMATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT,
LIVER and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS.
SKIN DISEASES.

Taken regularly, Monastery Herbs will

quickly cleanse your system of the

poisons that cause painful symptoms.
Joint and muscle pains vanish, stomach
and intestines are deansed, the blood

purified. Boils and blemishes dis

appear in no time. Send for your sup

ply of Nature s own remedy, NOW!
Sole Proprietor!: MONKSEATON HER&AL-
ISTS LTD., 52 Peru St.. Salford. 3 Lanes..

England.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW!
Send 1/6 Postal Note for I ox. package
of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This w!ll

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of thi

natural aid to good health. Send to-day.

8 ox. lixe also available at IO/-, post free.

COMMONWEALTH A DOMINION AGENCIES
PTY. LTD.. Bo* 2W. ft.P.O.. Sydney. N.S.W.

NAME..

ADDRESS-

Make

If far from town send postal note or

stamps to Box 4155. G.P.O., Sydney.
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MEDALLION JUMPER
Materials: 9 ozs. 3-ply wool; 1 pr.

knitting needles No. 11; a matching
crochet hook; 3 buttons; gold or contrast

thread for embroidery.
Measurements: 38 ins. bust; length from

shoulder. 20 ins; sleeve seam, 18 ins.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; inc.,

increase; st., stitch; cont., continue; ins.,

inches; beg., beginning; rem., remaining;
tog., together; rep., repeat; ch., chain; d.e.,

double crochet; s.c., single crochet.

Tension: 9 or 10 sts., 1 inch.

Back.
Cast on 120 sts. and work 2 ins. in

k. 1, p. 1, ribbing.
Next row Incr. 20 sts. evenly across

row. Cont. in stocking-st. (k. 1 row, p. 1

row) with k. side on right side of work,
incr. 1 st. at each side every 1J ins. until

there are 150 sts. Cont. on 150 sts. until

work measures 12$ ins. Shape armholes.

Cast off at each side 9 sts. once and
farther 1 st. at beg. of every row until

110 sts. remain. When work measures

14$ ins. divide sts. in two for neck-opening.
Cont. on first part (55 sts.) until arm-

hole measures 7 ins. Shape shoulder.

Cast off at beg. of row that starts at

annhole edge: 10 sts. once, 9 sts. 3 times.

Cast off rem. 18 sts. for neck.

Work other half in reverse to corres

pond.
Front.

Cast on 120 sts. and work 2 ins. in

k. 1, p. 1 ribbing. Cont. in stocking-st.
and incr. 20 sts. evenly across first row.

Start pattern in 3rd row. K. 43, turn, p.
2 tog., purl to end of row. Cont. p. 2

tog. at beg. of p. rows and incr. 1 at

beg. of k. rows every 1J ins. until no
sts. are left. Leave 54 sts. on needle in

centre and work in reverse to correspond
on remaining 43 sts. (k. 2 tog. at beg. of

k. rows incr. 1 at beg. of p. rows every
li ins.) Join wool in centre; cast off

15, k. 24 k. 15, cast off 15 purlwise. Now
incr. 1 st. at beg. of every row of this

centre part until there are 100 sts. Baste
a strip of 8 rounds along each side part
(pattern of rounds will be given at end).
Start again with a k. row on centre part;
k. 42 turn, p. 2 tog., p. to end of row.
Next row Incr. 1 at beg. of row. 6ont.

on these 42 sts., incr. 1 st. at beg. of k.

rows and p. 2 tog. at beg of p. rows until

centre part fits along strip; now incr. 1

t. at beg. of k. rows every li ins., deer,

at beg. of p. rows until side edge measures
12$ ins.

Shape armhole as for back and cont.
deer, at beg. of p. rows until no sts. are
left. Join wool in centre, cast off 16 and
work on rem. 42 sts. in reverse to corres

pond. Baste centre part to strips of 8

rounds. Baste 2 strips of 7 rounds along
inside of centre part, having 2 rounds
on 16 cast-off sts. in centre.

For top; cast on 16 sts. work in st-st.

and incr. 1 st. at beg. of every row nntil

edge fits along strip. Work on even
nntil front measures 17} ins. in centre.

Shape neck. Cast off 22 sts. in centre
and finish each part separately. Cast
off 2 sts. at neck edge at beg. of rows
until 37 sts. remain for shoulder. Cast
off shoulder as for back. Baste top to

strips of 7 rounds along neck shaping.
Sew strips to knitted parts with a wool
thread and fill openings as follows: 2

single sts., wind wool round twice. Work
6 buttonhole sts. in each &quot;heart&quot; with
gold thread. Finish neck with crochet

along strip:
* 1 s.c. on centre d.c. of 3

d.c. 2 ch., 1 d.c. on 1 ch. between s.c. of

round, 2 ch., 1 d.d.c. on joining of rounds,
2 ch., 1 d.c. on 1 ch. between s.c. of

round, 2 ch.; rep. from *.

8 rounds and 3 strips of 7 rounds. For
sleeves: 4 strips of 5 rounds and 4 strips
of 7 rounds.

Sleeves.
Cast on 60 sts. and work 2 ins. in k. 1,

p. 1 ribbing.
Next row Inc. 24 sts. evenly across

row.
Next row k. 35, turn, p. 2 tog., p. to

end of row. Cont. in st.st., deer, at beg.
of every p. row and incr. 1 st. at beg.
of every 10th k. row until no sts. are
left. Join wool in centre, east off 14.
and work in reverse to correspond on
remaining 35 sts. Sew a strip of 5
rounds along each inner edge, have 2
rounds next to each other in centre.

For centre part: Cast on 14, work in
st.-st. and incr. x 1 st. at beginning of
every row until centre fits along strips
(there will be about 84 sts. on needle).
With right side of work facing k. 35 and
turn, then p. 2 tog. at beg. of row and
incr. 1 at beg. of every 13th row after,
cont. p. 2 tog. at beg. of every p. row
until no sts. are left. Join wool in

centre, cast off sts. until 35 sts. remain.
Work on these 35 in reverse to correspond.

Strips.
Round Make 6 ch. into a ring.
Row 2 12 s.c. into this ring, finish

this and each following row with a slip
st.

Row 3 * 4 ch., skip 1 B.C., 1 s.c. into
next s.c. rep. from *. There will be 6

loops.
Row 4 si. st. to centre of first loop,

*

5 ch., 1 s.c. round next loop; rep. from *.

Row 5 slip st. to centre of first loop,* 2 ch. round next loop: 1 s.c., 3 ch., 3

d.e., 3 ch., 1 s.c.; rep. from *. Break off.

Sew rounds together; 2 clusters of last
round of Round 1 to 2 clusters of last
round of Round 2. For front: 2 strips of

Sew centre piece to strips. Sew strips
of 7 rounds along inside edges of centre
piece. For top cast on 14 sts. and incr.
1 st. at beg of every row until this part
fits along strips. Now deer. 1 st. at beg.
of every row until sleeve is 25 ins. long
measured in centre. Cast off. Sew strips
with wool thread and embroider rounds
with gold thread.

Finishing.
Press lightly under damp cloth on wrong

side of work. Sew seams, folding parts
of strips inside when necessary. Work
1 row of s.c. round ueck and opening for

fastening, making 3 loops at right side
of opening. Sew on buttons.
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JULIA S DAY
By Clare Ridge.

Mrs. Penton left her comfortable chair

by the kitchen range and went out to

where Julia in the garden was looking
for violets under dark green leaves.

Mrs. Penton, frail and small, stood hold

ing her cardigan closely against her to

keep out the keen air. She was annoyed
with Julia. The family coming for the day,
so much to do, and Julia out in the garden!
&quot;It s time to make the apple pie, dear,&quot;

he said. &quot;Or shall I make it?&quot; Because
Arthur must have apple pie when he came
to se her. He loved it so, and his wife
Bath had a heavy hand with pastry,
although she didn t admit it.

Julia straightened herself, and
walked towards the house.

&quot;I ll make it,&quot; she said, but un-

jrraciously; and she didn t relent, or
smile, when Mrs. Penton added quickly,
flatteringly: &quot;I really believe you make
a better crust tiow than I do myself.&quot;

She went without answering into the

kitchen, and began to peel the apples
with steady fingers, frowning down at
the long curlb or peeJ as they
into the bowl. Mrs.
Penton stood uncertainly
(by the door from the
kitchen to the passage.
Why was Julia always so

disagreeable lately?
Especially when her
sisters and her brother
and their children came
to visit? After a moment
she said: &quot;I ll light the
fire in the front room.
It s too cold to sit with
out a fire, don t you
think?&quot; She opened the
door.

&quot;But there s a good tire

in here.&quot; Julia s voice was
resentful. &quot;We sit here
when we re by our
selves. Why won t it do
for the others, too!&quot;

&quot;On Sunday! And
when they re all coming!
Really, Julia, anyone
would think you didn t

want them to come. Of
course we must have the
fire.&quot; Her voice now,
under opposition. we-
decided. &quot;You needn t

bother about it. I ll set

to it myself, I ll set i

all re-idy to light. I m
110 1 too old yet to do
little things like that in

my own house.&quot; She
waited for a moment
for an answer, but her

daughter was silent. &quot;I ll

tidy my room
first,&quot; she

said, and went out clos

ing the door behind her.
Julia worked on. She worked Lei resent

ment into the thumping and the turning
and the cutting of the pastry. But it

grew instead of lessening, grew with every
moment that passed and brought Arthur
and his wife Ruth; Vera and her husband
Wallace; and Molly the unmarried sister,
nearer. And the children, perhaps. Julia
hoped that the children would be left at

home. It was Mother s Day, and Mother
confidently expected to see them, and she
would be disappointed if they didn t come.

But, Julia said to herself, thinking scorn

fully of Vera and Ruth, they only send
the children here in the holidays, when
it suits them. They only bring them

&quot;It s time to make the apple pie, dear.

for the day like this if there s nothing
more entertaining for them to do.

There was a step on the back porch.
The back door and then the kitchen door

opened, and Molly came in. Molly was
thirty-two, three years younger than Julia,
but she looked at most twenty-five. The
two sisters had always been alike. But
now Molly s hair was beautifully waved,

and Julia s was straight, pushed back
untidily from her forehead. Molly was
well-dressed; Julia was shabby. Not just
because she was working, but because
ohe had in her wardrobe no new fashion
able frocks. But there was a greater
difference than any made by clothes.
It was in Molly s poise and confident air;
it was in Julia s round shoulders, and in her
look that was almost sullen.

Molly took off her coat and her hat,
and put them on the settee under the
window, and went to stand by the fire,

taking off her gloves and rubbing her
fingers together. She said

casually: &quot;Hullo, Julia,&quot; and
Julia, trimming the pastry on

the pie with quick, deft

fingers, said &quot;You re early.&quot;

She had to push against
Molly before she could

open the oven door. &quot;Do

get out of my way,
Molly,&quot; she said, and
Molly moved a little,

reluctantly.
&quot;It s freezing cold out

side. I got an earlier
bus than I meant to.
I ve been shivering all

the way.&quot; She pulled
the comfortable chair
nearer to the -fire, and
sat down, spreading her
hands out over the glow
ing top of the range.
&quot;You know, Julia, vou re

jolly lucky to be able to

stay in, all day if yon
want to, in this beastly
cold weather.&quot;

&quot;Am T?&quot; Julia said
coollv. She brought pota
toes in from the pantry,
and began to peel them.

&quot;T should say you are.
T can tell you I envy
you. sometimes, when I
get up in the morning
to sro to the office, and
when I come back in the
evenincrs, too tired
sometimes even to make
a meal for myself.

Flat life is nil verv well,
;;,

Byt you don t look tired,
Julia thought to herself.

And there s nothing to stop
you from living: nt home, if

you really want to. Aloud
she said drvlv: &quot;Yon don t

look as thousrh it disagrees
with you. And you don t look
as though you starved your

self, either.&quot;

&quot;Neither do you ,&quot; Molly retorted,
a little-arirl retort, not very relevent.

But she hadn t really looked at Julia
since she entered the room. None of them
ever did. They took Julia for granted,
and it never occurred to them to wonder
if she were happv or unhappy, ill or well.

&quot;I don t believe,&quot; Mollv went on, &quot;that

you appreciate how lucky you are to

stay at home, and not to have to work.&quot;

Julia was undecided for a moment,
then she said slowly: &quot;If you really think

that, then you won t mind &quot; She stopped.
&quot;Won t mind what?&quot;

&quot;It doesn t matter. At least, I might
tell you later.&quot;

Molly wasn t really interested. She
stood up and took her bag from the couch,
and opened it. She took out two parcels.
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&quot;I ve got a present for mother here,&quot;

she said, &quot;for Mother s Day. 87 the way,
where is shef&quot;

&quot;She ll be out in a moment. She hasn t

heard you, I suppose.&quot;

Molly opened the other parcel; she un
folded a green frock, a little worn, and
held it out to Julia.

&quot;This is for you, Julia, if yon think

you can make any use of it. The colour
has never suited me. You re so clever

altering things.&quot;

Julia looked at her, and looked at the
dress. But she made no move to take it.

Molly began to feel slightly foolish, stand

ing holding it out, and her face reddened a
little. &quot;What s the matter, Julia t&quot; she said.

&quot;It s almost new. You re not very grateful
I must

say.&quot;
Still Julia didn t speak, and

Molly put the dress on the couch. &quot;You ve

got a grouch, to-day,&quot; she said crossly
and sat down again by the fire.

Julia spoke then, but not angrily; slowly,
consideringly. &quot;That s one of the worst

things,&quot; she said. &quot;Never having any new
clothes. Practically none at all. Only
old dresses I ve had for years, or ones
like that that you, or Vera, have no
further use for. You know how much
money mother has, apart from this house.
Just enough to keep us in ordinary com
fort. And you know she likes to take
charge of all her money herself. When
all the bills are paid there s very little

left for extras or for clothes.&quot;

Molly was uncomfortable. For herself.
What a nuisance Julia was, talking this

way about things that couldn t be helped.
She wished the others would come, and she
looked at her watch impatiently. She
decided to ignore what her sister had said.

&quot;Mother shouldn t be all this time in
the cold,&quot; she said. &quot;Or

&quot;

hopefully
&quot;have you lit the fire in the sitting-room!&quot;

&quot;No. Not
yet.&quot; Julia said. &quot;And mother s

all right. As cantankerous as usual, any
way.&quot;

&quot;Julia!&quot; Molly was shocked. &quot;How can
you talk that way about motherl and
she s such a dear. I do think that s mean!&quot;

&quot;WeJl
&quot; Julia was a little conscience-

stricken. &quot;I didn t mean it, really. But
nowadays we do seem to get on each
other s nerves so, mother and I. We re
too much together, perhaps. And I haven t

any interests outside the house. We re
here together, day after day, and she s not
strong enough to go out very often. And
I have no money, to make going into town
worthwhile. And so &quot; she shrugged her
shoulders. &quot;We re sort of always picking
at each other. I don t want to, and then

she holds the rest of yon, you and Arthur
and Vera, even Ruth, up as examples.
And that s not fair. It s so easy for yon.
You only come out now and again, you re
fresh to her, and you bring her presents

surely you must see, Molly f&quot; Her voice
was appealing. &quot;She liked me once, just
as much as she likes you, when we were all
at home together. Now she just takes
me for granted. She takes it for granted
that I should be content to stay here,
having nothing that the rest of you have

But there was no sympathy in Molly s
face. &quot;You re silly, Julia,&quot; she said. &quot;Yon

have a comfortable home, and no business
worries &quot; and then the door opened, and
Mrs. Penton came in.

&quot;Molly, my dear!&quot; she put her arms
round her youngest daughter and kissed
her warmly. &quot;I didn t hear you come.
Julia, why didn t you tell me Molly was

here?&quot; Molly helped her to settle comfort

ably in her chair, she placed a pillow at

her back and she found a stool for her
feet. She squeezed her mother s hand and
then she reached for the small parcel
she had left on the couch. She put it in her
mother s lap.

&quot;For you, darling, for Mother s Day,&quot;

she said complacently, and watched Mrs.
Penton undo the parcel, and hold up a

pair of navy blue kid gloves. The old

woman was delighted. She kissed her

daughter again and tried the gloves
against her soft white hands. &quot;Oh, Molly,&quot;

she cried, &quot;you extravagant girl! You
shouldn t spend so much money on me.
But how I do love good gloves!&quot;

&quot;And why not? You ve the hands to

ghow them
off,&quot; Molly said.

&quot;Silly girl,&quot;
her mother said fondly, but

she was pleased. Julia didn t say such

things to her. She called to Julia,

standing by the table with her back to

them, and held out the present. &quot;Look,

Julia, look at the lovely gloves Molly has

bought for me,&quot; she said. Julia turned

briefly, without offering to take them,
and turned back to her work again.
&quot;They re very nice,&quot; she said coolly and
her mother, rebuffed, put them back in

the paper. Before she had time to say
more, voices and steps were heard coming
to the back door, and in a moment Arthur

pushed open the kitchen door for his

wife, Ruth, and followed her into the

room.

Arthur beat his hands together in

exaggerated motions to show how cold he

was, and he made his way at once to the

range. He stooped and kissed. his mother,
and she looked at him with pride. He
was her only son, and she adored him.
He was a big man, plump and prosperous,
with easy ways. He greeted his sisters

casually. But there was in his greeting
of each an appreciation of the difference
in their positions. Julia felt that keenly
as she always did. There was something
in his tone to Molly, a successful, smart,
well-dressed, business woman, that was
absent when he turned to her. Ruth was
small and dark and efficient. She gave
Mrs. Penton a daughter-in-law s kiss, a

slight peck on the cheek, and she said

Good-morning to the others. She took
Arthur s coat and scarf and hung them
neatly with her own behind the door,
while Arthur talked to his mother in the

bantering fond tone she loved.
&quot;And how s the old lady?&quot; he asked.

&quot;Looking as bright and brisk as ever!
And in this perishing weather, too!&quot;

&quot;Do you find it cold, Arthur? Poor boy!
Just as soon as the others come, we ll

go into the sitting room. I ve set the fire

for you, myself. You see, Julia, I told

you we should want the fire.&quot; There
was no answer from Julia, and she turned
back to Arthur. &quot;Julia thought we should
sit in

here,&quot; she explained.
&quot;That would be Julia s idea of a nice

time all mugging it in here over the
kitchen range,&quot; he said. &quot;How about a

cup of tea, mother?&quot;

Ruth sat down on the couch. &quot;Oh, dear!
But you know what Arthur s like for his

cup of
tea,&quot; she said. &quot;Can t you wait,

dear, for Vera and Wallace? They should
be here any moment.&quot;

&quot;Oh, but if he wants it now &quot; Mrs.
Penton was distressed. &quot;Julia, make Arthur
a cup now, and then we ll all have
another later &quot; Julia frowned, and set
her lips, and Arthur said: &quot;And get a

move on, Julia, I m thirsty.&quot; Julia went
to the pantry for the tea-pot, hating them
all. Hating Arthur especially. He wouldn t

dream of speaking to Molly like that. It
would be &quot;Molly, old girl, be a good sport
and make me some tea, will you?&quot; and
no one would mind if Molly refused and
told him to make his own. If she did that
she would be bad-tempered, disagreeable
Ruth took her knitting from her bag.

and with it a large parcel. She held it

out to Arthur, and he took it and gave
it to his mother.

&quot;You didn t bring the youngstersf
Molly said casually, and Mrs. Penton
stopped unwrapping the parcel. &quot;There,&quot;

she said, &quot;if I wasn t forgetting the
children! But aren t they with you? I

thought you might have walked on ahead
&amp;gt;

Ruth answered in her cool, precise voice.
&quot;I m sorry, mother, but their Aunt Olive

took them to the Zoo. We had promised
that they should go on the first sunny
day and although it s cold, it is warm
in the sun &quot;

Mrs. Penton fretted a little.

&quot;It would have been so nice to have
them all, to-day,&quot; she said; Arthur bent
over and unfinished unwrapping her

parcel; she lifted out a woollen cardigan,
hand-knitted, and exclaimed gratefully.
&quot;How very nice,&quot; she said. &quot;Did you knit
it yourself, Ruth? How kind and good
you all are to me! I haven t shown you
the beautiful gloves Molly gave me.&quot; She

gave them the gloves to admire, and they
made a little circle of warmth and cheer

fulness, and Julia was shut out. Her
mother looked uncertainly across at her,
and said: &quot;Julia isn t this cardigan a

lovely shade of blue? And just what I

needed in this cold weather &quot; but the
brief &quot;Yes&quot; which came in answer didn t

encourage her to say more. Arthur took
an envelope from his pocket, and drew
out a photograph.

&quot;We didn t bring the children, but we
brought the next best thing,&quot; he said.

&quot;We had it taken specially for the children
to give you for Mother s Day.&quot; Mrs.
Penton took the photograph and exclaimed
with grandmother s pride over the three
children it pictured. Molly, too, bent
over her and admired. Arthur stood

warming his legs, drinking his tea, and
smiled complacently. &quot;They certainly are
a handsome set of kids, though I say it

myself,&quot; he said. &quot;Look on the back,
mother.&quot; On the back in a childish

hand, was &quot;To dear grandma from
us,&quot;

and Mrs. Penton was enchanted. Julia
didn t offer to come to the group, and
admire. She went to the pantry and
busied herself there, and in a moment she
was joined by her older sister, Vera, who
came in breathless and voluble.

&quot;Hullo, Julia. Am I late? I missed the
first bus &quot; Vera was stout and easy-going.

&quot;The others are here,&quot; Julia said, and
Vera went before her into the kitchen.

Julia stood a moment by the door and
looked at them all. They were nice people.
They had pleasant and happy homes, and
pleasant lives. Her mother was a kindly
and charming old woman, rather pathetic
now in her growing feebleness and depen
dence. Julia saw all that was good in
them all, quite clearly. She didn t really
hate them. But she saw herself clearly,
too. She saw what she was becoming, and
how her dull and narrow life was changing
her and taking her further and further from
them all. And she knew that if circum
stances could be altered it was in her to
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be just as charming and as happy as her
sisters were; and she knew that it

was in them to be as she was, if

Chance had been less kind to them. In
tt at moment while Vea was being greeted
by the others, Julia made up her mind.

&quot;My word, Vera, you re not getting any
thiuiu-r, are you?&quot; that was Arthur s

greeting; and Vera, not at all put out,
said: &quot;You re not exactly in the running
for the thin man yourself, old chap!&quot; She
kissed her mother warmly, and answered
the question she knew Mrs. Peuton would
ask. &quot;Wallace asked me to excuse him,
motii.T. You know how little time he has
for pJaying golf; it would have been a
shame for him to miss his game to-day.
-A nd the boys have gone with him, to

caddy. But they sent their love.&quot; She
took off her coat and hat as she spoke,
und opened her bag, and took out a

parcel. &quot;From us all, for Mother s Day,&quot;

she said. &quot;I wish it had been something
better, but you know how it is with three
big boys to

keep.&quot;

Mrs. Penton held up two pairs of warm
.woollen stockings.

&quot;You couldn t have given me anything
I wanted more, Vera,&quot; she said sincerely.
&quot;And I really wish you wouldn t spend
anything on me at all. Julia and I can
manage quite well&quot; And none of them,
Julia watching in the background thought,
none of them questioned that. None of
khem was thoughtful enough to wonder
if she felt, it that she could give her
mother nothing, no present to match
theirs, to be held up proudly while hor
mother said: &quot;Look what Julia bought
lot iiie.&quot;

The dinner was very good
indeed. They had it in the
sitting-room, which meant that
Julia had to do a great deal
more contriving, and a great
deal more walking to and
from the kitchen. It was taken
for granted now that Julia
should do all that was to be
done. The others had so
much to talk about. It was
so snug and wa*m round the
open fire, and as the coals
died down in the range the
kitchen became less and less

inviting. Besides, in all,
their minds, if they thought
about it at all, was a vague
Wea that Julia liked to do
it. Even Molly forgot the
sneomfortable outburst of
the morning. Probably it
was just due to a fit of depression which
*ould pass.
When Arthur, asking for a second help

ing, said: &quot;I must say, Julia, you re a
jolly good cook,&quot; Julia looked at him
queerly, almost as though she was secretly
amused. And when Ruth added: &quot;I don t
know anyone who makes better cakes
than

Julia,&quot; she smiled. Her mother was
pleased. She did hope that now, when
the others were so nice to her, Julia would
be a httle less gloomy and laugh and talk
rith them all.

Julia washed the dishes alone. Euth
iid offer to help her, while she settled
in a chair by the fire and took her knit
ting up; it was scarcely necessary to tell
her not to bother; it was so obvious that
he didn t really intend to. Vera was
the oldest, and she sat by her mother,
leaving the clearing away to the younger
ones, as she had always done. Molly

to carry out the dishes; she stood

about in the pantry while Julia scraped
plates, but she complained so much of the
cold that Julia told her to go back to the

fire. Molly went after a half-hearted
refusal. &quot;I ll be much quicker by myself,
Julia said, and she meant it. She didn t

want to talk. She had to plan. When
she had finished, she wiped her hands,
and took off her apron, and went to the

sitting-room. She was sure her mother
would be asleep. She had counted on
that, and she was relieved when she found
that she was right, and that the other
women were quietly
reading, to avoid dis

turbing her. Arthur too
was half asleep, com
fortable and contented.
Julia whispered to them
from the door. &quot;I want
to talk to you all. Will

&quot;Come out to the kitchen, and I ll tell

you. Arthur, too. Ruth. He ll have to wake
up.&quot; She turned and left them, without

saying any more. Curiosity would bring
them

; they would probably think she had
something to tell them about mother
She hadn t a moment to wait before they

all trooped into the kitchen; all cross
and apprehensive, Arthur grumbling at
the cold. Julia stood waiting for them,
in front of the fireplace, and they stood in
a half-circle opposite her, determined to

be only a short time

away from comfort;
refusing to sit down,

resenting her
air of mystery.

&quot;Of all the self

ish, inconsiderate
plans,&quot; he
stormed. &quot;You

simply can t

leave mother like
this!&quot;

you please come
out to the kitchen,
where we shan t

disturb mother?&quot;

They were all

surprised, and
they looked at her
without moving,
spoke first.

&quot;What did you
But she had heard quite
well. &quot;What on earth do
you want to talk to us
about?&quot;

say ?&quot;

Is it
mother?&quot; Vera
asked. &quot;Do stop
grumbling,

Arthur. You won t

freeze. Is mother
worse? Have you had
the doctor again?&quot;

&quot;She looks so well,&quot;

Molly said. But of course
it could be only that. What
else could Julia have to

speak to them all about?
&quot;It s not mother. She s

been very well, lately.&quot;

Julin said.

&quot;Then what the dickens

why have you dragged us
all out here?&quot; Arthur said,

peevishly, and felt in his pockets
for his pipe.
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&quot;And yet,&quot;
Julia said composedly, &quot;it

is in a way, about mother. I mean, you
will have to make some arrangement for

someone to look after her. Or decide

which of you will be able to take her.&quot;

They all looked at her, and their faces

were so bewildered that all at once she

wanted to laugh.
&quot;Take her? Take mother? Whatever do

you mean, Julia?&quot; Molly s voice was sharp.
&quot;If this is a joke

&quot;It isn t a joke. I m I m going away.
And you ll have to make some arrange
ment about mother.&quot; There, it was out.

And Julia dug her hands deep into the

pockets of her dress. She must keep calm
and cool; she mustn t give way to the

opposition, however strong it might be.

And it would be strong, she knew; the

dismayed faces of the others told her

that.
&quot;

&quot;Going away? But where, Julia f For
how long? You know perfectly well that

mother can t be left alone, with her heart
in the state it is.&quot; Vera was annoyed, but
she was prepared to be reasonable. &quot;If

you wanted a holiday for a week or so,

why couldn t you tell us about it before?&quot;

&quot;And in the middle of winter,&quot; Arthur
said. &quot;You re just being stupid. And you
went to the beach with us for a week in

the summer!&quot;

Julia let them say what they wanted to

say. Only when they had satisfied them
selves that she did not need, and could not
have a holiday, did she speak again.

&quot;I meant,&quot; she said quietly, &quot;that I m
leaving here, for good. I m going to

work.&quot;

Thorp w.is flip silence then of rpal con

sternation. In the moment after she spoke
she knew that they understood what she

could not have made them realise in hours
of tears and grumbling and complaint;
just how useful she was to them. It was
Ruth who spoke first; she had been silent,

because she was after all only a sister-in-

law, but she was too capable and efficient to

be contented to be a looker-on for very long.
And she had Arthur s interests to consider.

&quot;But what work can you possibly do,
Julia?&quot; Her tone was indulgent.

&quot;You re not trained to do any special
work. And if you are taking up house

keeping you ll find it very different from

being practically mistress of your own
home, as you are here.&quot;

&quot;It s not housekeeping,&quot; Julia said. &quot;And

I m not trained to any special work, as

you say. I don t blame anyone for that.

It just happened that I was the daughter
who stayed home. I ll even admit I

wanted to; I like doing things about the

house; I like cooking. While father was
alive, it wasn t so b:i-d. But that s years
ago. I had dreams, then, too I m too old

now for dreams to keep me happy.&quot; She
drew a long breath and then went on,

trying to tell them iust what they were

doing to her. &quot;W! it do you think is going
to happen to iiie when mother dies?

Perhaps I ll have lost all my courage then,
I shan t be able to find work. You all

know that the money she has is tied up
in an annuity. But it s not only the

future, it s now, too. There are so many
things I could do, things I could be, if

I had only a little money. Mother s

generous, as far as she can be. But it s

her nature to be f
ussy&amp;lt;

to be careful, about

money; and she likes me to account for

every penny do you think that s pleasant,
at my age? Do you think it was easy for
me to watch you all give presents to her,

to-day, when I could give her nothing?
Except my whole life, and that isT/t the
sort of present people think about or

appreciate until they lose it.&quot;

Molly spoke morosely. &quot;You haven t

told us yet what this job is,&quot;
she said.

&quot;Cooking,&quot; Julia answered briefly. &quot;In

town there s a small home cookery to

which I sometimes go. The owner is a

very pleasant woman; we seemed to take
to each other, and we re rather friendly.
She s asked me to take ebars/e of a

branch she s opening at a seaside pla&amp;lt;-e

a wonderful opening, and she s qui( f
- ^o

to have me take it on for her. I i-onldn t

take mother there I ll have to bai-h for

the first year or two so it s up to the
rest of you to look after her.&quot;

Arthur was furious.

&quot;Of all the selfish, inconsiderate plans,&quot;

he stormed. &quot;You simply can t leave

mother like this! I don t know how you
could consider it for one moment!&quot;

Julia had been feeling a little shaky;
and Arthur s words were just what she

needed to stiffen her resolution.
&quot;But I shouldn t be leaving mother

alone,&quot; she said sweetly. &quot;Aren t you for

getting that you are her children, too?&quot;

&quot;She s so used to you,&quot; Molly pleaded,
&quot;You d make her very unhappy-

&quot;

&quot;I don t think so. We ve been getting
on each other s nerves lately. She s so

fond of all of you, and&quot; she stressed the

words slightly, &quot;You re all so fond of

[Turn to page 49.&quot;}

Ah! that s the way
scones and pastry

should taste

ALWAYS USE

BAKING POWDER
Ask for all the Aunt Mary s. Pure Food Products
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WOOLLEN ONDERWEAR
Ribbed to fit in pure virgin wool processed

by Lincoln from Australia s finest fleeces. Also

featuring undergarments in blended Wool-

Rayon fabrics. Obtainable at leading stores.
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Two with a Difference
Two very useful batwing jumpers with

the same foundation, yet with a little

dress up of stripes and a collar they
become entirely so different, so set about
to make both and you will be ready for

most occasions.

Material: 12 ozs. 4-ply wool; small

quantity of contrast (our model is chart-

ruese and black), 3 press studs; 2 bone

knitting needles No. 11 and 2 No. 9.

Measurements: Length of Jumper from
shoulder 19 inches; width at underarms
32-33 inches; sleeves 18 inches.

Tension: 7 sts. to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; dec., decrease.

The Striped Jumper.
Using No. 11 needles and main wool,

cast on 100 sts. and work in a ribbing of

k. 2, p. 2, for 4 inches, increasing 1 st.

at end of last row (101 sts.).

Change to No. 9 needles and work as
follows in moss stitch.

Row 1 *
k. 1, p. 1, repeat from * to

last st. k. 1.

Repeat this row for If inches.

Knit next row with contrast wool.

Work 2 rows in moss stitch with main

colour, then purl one row with contrast.

Continue working If inches moss stitch.

Then the stripes until you have worked
twelve rows in contrast (6 stripes).
Work 5 rows in moss stitch with main
colour and shape neck as follows:

Pattern over 38 sts., cast off 25 ats.,

pnH en &amp;gt;vpr rprnnining 38 sts.

Taking care to keep continuity of

pattern work on these shoulder sts., dec.

1 st. at neck edge in the next and every
following row until there are 32 sts.

Work without shaping, taking care to

work in another stripe when this stripe is

complete shape shoulder by casting off

7 sts. at armhole edge four times. Then
cast off remaining 4 sts.

Return to other side and work to match
side completed by making shapings at

opposite end of the rows.

Back.
Work exactly as given for front until

5 double stripes are complete. Work 6

rows of moss stitch, then divide for back

opening thus:

Moss st. over 51 sts., cast on 4 sts.,

turn and continue in pattern until same

length as front to shoulder. Cast off 7

sts. at armhole edge and work to end of

row. Cast off 19 sts. at beginning of next
row for back of neck and continue in

pattern to end of row\ * Cast off 7 sts.

at armhole edge in the next row and
k. 2 tog. at next edge, turn, k. 2 tog and
work to end of row. *

Repeat from * to *

once. Then cast off 7 st.s. at armhole edge.
Work one row and cast off remaining sts.

Return to centre back opening, cast on
4 sts. for under flap and work other side

to match side completed. Turn over the
4 cast on sts. on either side (whichever
you prefer) and slip neatly to make a hem.

Sleeve.

Cast on 196 sts. on No. 9 needles, knit
one row then pattern as follows:

Row 1 (Right side of work)
*

p. 9, k.

2, repeat from * to last 9 sts., p. 9.

Row 2 k. 9, p. 2, repeat from to
last 9 sts., k. 9.

Rpeat these 2 rows once then taking
care to keep continuity of pattern dec.
1 st. at both ends of the needle in the
next and every following 2nd row until

there are 170 sts. then every row until

there are 100 sts. then every 4th row
until there are 90 sts. Continue on these
90 sts. until sleeve is 13 inches, then
decrease by k. 2 tog. at both sides of each

purl panel. Work without shaping for 2

inches. Then decrease in the same manner
in the next row. (60 sts.)

Continue until sleeve is 17 ins. (measure
straight down centre of sleeve) or longer,
allowing 2 inches for cuff. Change to

No. 11 needles and work in a ribbing of
k. 2, p. 2, for 4 ins. Cast off ribwise.
Make another sleeve the same.

Collar.

Cast on 37 sts. on No. 9 needles and
work in moss st., dec. 1 st. at beginning
of every alternate row until there are
15 sts. Continue on the 15 sts. without

shaping until long enough to go round
aeck. Make other half of collar the same.

To Make Up.
Press very lightly over brown paper.

Sew up shoulder seams. Sew sleeves in

position, placing centre rib to shoulder
seam. Sew underarm and sleeve seam to

gether. Work a row of double crochet
round neck edge loosely and sew collar

pieces on. Finish with press studs on
back opening and press seams.

The Plain Jumper.
The same quantity of wool is required

as for other jumper, also needles and
press sruds. Tu
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Ladies ! Here s proof clothes
last longer when

washed with

&quot;TALK ABOUI VELVET FOfl EXTRA
WEAR &quot;

chuckles Mrs. Campbell,
&quot;these shirts ot my husband s are

a perfect example. They re at leasr

11 years old &amp;lt;md still readv tor

more wear!&quot;

says Aunt Jenny

i would like you to meet my iricnd, Mrs. E. Campbell
of 77 Waitara Pde., Hurstviile, N.S.W. Without a

doubt, her wash is a wonderful example of careful

laundering. And Mrs. Caaipbell tells me that

k she, and her mother before her, have used nothing

% but pure Velvet Soap for their washing.

&quot;THIS CLOTH was made especially !or me many
years ago, and I only trust it to a Velvet wash. Yon

see, I know Velvet keeps it white, and ve*

doesn t harm all that fine handwork &quot;

&quot;FOR 6 YEARS, m a l weather,, my
sunroom curtains have been up at

these windows,&quot; says Mrs. Campbell.
&quot;1 get a thrill to put them back after

each wash, looking iust like new.&quot;

Pure, miSd Veivet is so kind to your

hands so gentle to your clothes.

Here s why cSothes

last longer

IA8HICS WASHED
WITH QUINARY

10APS seen under
a magnifying glass
look frayed and worn
out because hard-

rubbing is necessary
with skimpy infe. ior,

lather. And look how
those weary-willy
suds leave dirt in

grained in the weave.

uisten
every week to

&quot;RE J & MAGGIE EVERYBODY&quot;

A3RICS WASHED
WITH VELVET SOAP
seen under a mag-

nifying glass stay

strong as new. year
after year, because
no hard-rubbing is

needed with Velvet s

extra-soapy suds.
And not a trace of

dirt is left behind

V.184.AHJFr
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Jacket, 11,502 Is. 6d. /&quot;

y

1? yds. 54 ins. wide. &i*&amp;gt; -,
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Dresses.
The cross-over dressline with

plenitude of buttons, contrast of white

details, shortened sleeves, slim skirt,

is a fashion favourite easy to wear.

Another slim line is given move
ment by fluting fullness at centre

front.

Note the pushed-up sleeves, cut

away neckline.
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Dinner Gown,
7524 3s. 3d.

6 yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Evening Frock,
9189 3s. 3d.

16 to 13 years.

32 inches busr.

5.\ yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contra:.!:: 1
;; yds. 36 ins. wide

Evening Frock,
7710 3s. 3d.

7| yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 38 ins. bust.

Australian Home
Payment mmt be p stcd-

407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.}
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Frock, 7707 Is. 9d.

2f yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

New Suits.

Softened styling in suits will be

favoured, but not in extreme designs.
The desire is for suits that can be worn
for many occasions . High pocket treat

ments are one detail point mentioned
in several instances as being liked.

Detail interest in coats, often expressed
in button trims, will be much in de
mand. The fitted silhouette is definite

ly slated to receive the most money.

/ , &amp;gt;~*-**&quot;7
T si ~j i

IA I

Frock, 7721 Is. 9d.

2f yds. 54 ins. wide

32, 34, 36 ins. bust.
Coat, 7719 Is. 9d.

3|- yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Novelty Fabrics in Children s Accessories.

Novelty fabrics will play a major role in children s accessories this

year, according to local manufacturers. Polka dotted velveteen and

printed corduroy cited for handbags and hats are two of the more recent

additions to the felt, plain velveteen, solid colour and plaided corduroy,
plastic calf and patent of past seasons. Bright felt applique trimmings
are planned with greater enthusiasm than ever for hats, bags, little box

jackets, even newly featured belts.

Three piece Suit,

9203 2s. Id.

16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

Blouse: 1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Suit: 2| yds. 54 ins. wide.

[
We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustraitu. . aymeut must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot;
407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.]
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Storm Coats.
A new respect for

&quot;

storm coats
&quot;

in both full length and short cuts is

evident in coat lines. These are mostly

alpaca-pile lined models with notched

revers of mouton and they appear in

handsome versions of Donegal tweed

as well as weather-proofed cotton

gabardine. The alpaca lining is a new

lighter weight type that makes the coat

less bulky than formerly yet retains

the warmth.

Slip, 10,576 Is. 6d.

I yds. 36 ins. wide.
4 yds. lace edging.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Gown, 13,129 2s. 5d
3 1 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Pyjamas, 10,593 2s. Id.

4 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Nightdress 10,592 Is. 9d.
3-f yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Evening Hats.
Festive evening and theatre hats

for the oncoming season are glitter

ing triumphs of the milliner s

artistry and design. The small

affairs blazing with tiny beads,

sequins, or silken thread embroid

ery are the most effective top

frosting known to the hatmaker.

They will shine and shimmer in

daylight or under the brightest of

lights along theatre row. All fit

snugly and stay in position through
an entire evening.

ian

t?

Puymert must be in postal notes, stamps will not be ace?* -rf
r \. .,., . /vf C ir/ r_ . ,
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Ohflhis distressing
Heat is Nature s method of relieving pain and
Wawn s Wonder Wool, a medicated cotton wool, is

the proven method of creating &quot;inner heat.&quot; A
pad of Wawn s Wonder Wool provides welcome
relief to winter colds, inAvema, bronchit s and sore

throats. It provides a full flow of energising blood
to the affected area relieves congestion quickly,

conveniently, without drugs. All ,chcmifts and
ttores.

WAWNS WONDERWOOL
for Chest Colds, Chills, Sciatica, Neuritis and Fiul

&quot;Be Prepared&quot;

for all

THERE S AN EASIER WAY
OF LOSING UNGAINLY FAT
For trie many to whom excess

weir;
1
;*, ugly fat. is a heart-break

that saps energy, recMcts company.
and debars the wearing of-fashion s

loveliest creations BonKorets open

up a new life.

NO DIETS NO DRUGS
YET FAT VANISHES!

Band-Aid Adhesive

Bandages the perfect

ready-made dressing for all

small injuries, cuts, scratches,

heel - blisters, etc Band-Aid
Adhesive Bandages are individually v/rapped and are

obtainable in plain or waterproof strips.

Alto Atailoble

E - I A S - T - I - C -

BAND-AID ADHESIVE BANDAGES

(! efuucn J]cAni
^ J H. -Ib, SfDHE&amp;gt;

World s larges- rnanufacturers of surgical dressings IBM

n- ssing a me*l, without exer

cises, safe health-building BonKoretj
banish energy absorbing fat in a few
weeks first y by itoppi.ig further for.

r&amp;gt;ation of fat, then by dissolving what ii

already deep seated in the L nd-rs!(in

^issues. Unwan ed bulgss become attrac-

t ve curves. And bc&amp;gt;q tablets &on-
Kcrats are as easy to carry as your

-jSr Absolutely harmless . . .

BUILD HEALTH
Bont- oret: aie completely safe free of

&amp;lt;;rucjs thyr- d or cjUndular extracts. In

fact, Boi.Ko.-e. S BUSLD hea;rh whll*

reducing FAT and end constipation,

indigasiion and o*her stomach disorder*.

Sv.on you look and feel years younger
At your chcm ^t, 7/6. I you orefer

liquid io tablets ask for BonKora.

BORKORETS
REDUCING TABLETS

Oitftihuf^r^: Carol Chemical Co.
But 3775, 9 P.O., Sydney._BKS-St

MAGIC IN HATS
Learn the Magic Charm of

the Hats You Make Your

self,
&quot;

with easy to follow

illustrated instructions.

&quot;HATMAKER&quot; (No. 18)
the Magazine for Home Milliners

is now on sale at al newsagents
2/6 per copy.

Features models loi Winter, using
felt capelines ;

a specia section
&quot;

Designej tor

a Bride&quot;; the

new &quot; Forward &quot;

beret; restyimg,

and a wsalth of

usefu. workroom

tips.

Or write to
&quot; HATMAKER,
10 Cliff Street,

Manly, N.S.W A &quot; Ha make &quot;

Model
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XT . , Forecast for Success.
Njghtdress 10 581-ls. 6d. The pyramid coat silhouette for

ia ^ T .J
ears&amp;gt; taffeta or faille over a slim dress in

print is the costume-type lined up
for importance through the prices.

It is the key of some misses dress

collections, important for women s

sizes, for juniors and figuring now in

a widespread drive by budget manu
facturers to do it at a price.

Better dress buyers are confident

about good results on it because they

agree that customers are looking for

value.
&quot; Costumes have a way of

looking worth the price tag,&quot; they

point out.

Gown, 9072 Is. lOd.

6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years.

2.| yds. 54 ins. wide.
Gown, 9052 Is. lOd

6, 8, 10, 12 years.
3 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Variations in &quot; Shorties &quot;

Short-coats this autumn will be as popular as ever,
and in a far greater variety of lengths.

Probably the most popular length of the year is 28-inch,
but there are many

&quot;

stop short
&quot;

coats which are of jacket

length or less. The longer ones have the buttoned-on
half-belt at the back, the shorter ones usually have a fuller

and freer back line. Often a circular yoke takes in the

sleevctops on a curve.

The same &quot;

shortie
&quot;

which you bought last year or the

year before will continue to look good now, particularly
if it was in a pastel or natural fleece. If, on the other

hand, you are investing in one this season, look for one
with the greatest sleeve width just above the elbow, the

sleeve cut under the armpit in an easy bat s-wing style.
Cut like that, and with a casually wide silhouette, this

short-coat can be worn over a suit as well as over a dress.

Slip, 10,595 Is. 6d.

6, 8, 10, 12 years.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace edging, 6 yds.

Pyjamas, 10,594 Is. 6d.

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years.

4| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Short Sleeve, I yd. less.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will net be accepted.&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.}
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Maybe your baby s a secret yet

. . . but lie s an important secret! Who knows?

... he might be Prime Minister some day. But
whatever he s going to be, lie s your baby, ana
deserves all the care in the world. Thnt s why
Berlei, under the guidance of the medical profes

sion, have produced ihe Berlei Pre-natal Support,
so you can be sure of correct

support and wonderful comfort

without compression during
those vital months. Berlei

Nursing Brassieres, too, are

designed to give you the con
venience and comfort so

necessary to healthy, happy
Motherhood.

Berlei Pre-natal Supports
have easily adjusted side

lacings for support without

compression. Sizes 24&quot;-39&quot;.

Price 35/6. Pre-natal and

Nursing Bras are front

fastening with adjustable
back lacing. Inner pocket

support. Adjustable shoul

der straps. Sizes 32&quot;-48&quot;.

Prices 14/9 to 24/-. rVicei

Stfb/ecr to alteration.

PRE-NATAL SUPPORTS AND NURSING BRAS
You are strongly advised to ask the BeAei-trained

Corsetiere at your favourite store to fit you personally

to your Pre-natal Foundations.
BK.U

TRANSPARENT AS

61ASS- SEALS AT A TOUCI

WITHOUT MOISTENING

Lovei a broken tmgrniail with

&quot;1)11 REX&quot; Tape Trim to shape,

then cover with nail polish ami

rou can fr.1 itV broken

Handy Plaid Dispenser with

300 ins. } in TAPE. 2/4
i0 ins. ) in. TAPE. 1/3

100 ins. | in TAPE IA

fLASTIC HAND DISPENSE*
only 3/- Tape extra

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

Mad* In Australia by Australian Ourw
Products

&quot;t&amp;gt;

-td Lidcomb* N.S W.

OI6/ III COPYRIGHT RESERVED
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Three piece Suit,
9195 Is. 6d.

10 and 12 years.
Blouse : 1| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Suit : 1| yds. 54 ins. wide

Frock, 9213 Is. 6d.

6 and 8 years,

yds. 54 ins. wide.

Tucked Silk Shantungs, Failles.

Pure silk shantung blouses with vertical tucking as

detail are included in a specially arranged blouse display.
The silks here include shantungs, tie silks and surah

models with flat tucks and fagoting alternated with

diagonal tucks. An important blouse theme is the group
with two contrast colours inserted at the neckline and
the collars. There are white tissue failles done in this

fashion, as well as beige.

Diagonal line blouses include tissue failles with

graduated tucks going around the neckline and over
to one shoulder. Ribbon inserts are used like tucks on
another blouse, while a third has cutout lace daisies

secured with pearls at the neckline.

Junior Suits.

Two-piece junior suits have short fitted double-breasted
jackets, with slim skirts featuring a floating back panel slit
at the hemline. Suits in misses sizes have 26-inch jackets
softly tailored, and four gore skirts.

Separate slacks and skirts feature the built up waistline
and zipper back closing with button tab, set in pockets
with folded flaps, and self belts. These corduroys are shown
in muted tones of blue, grey and beige, and high shades
such as kelly, scarlet, royal, navy, brown and green.

Lumberjacks.
Featured as important showing are groups of two-piece
suits with emphasis placed on lumberjacks with contour
fitted peplum waistbands either notched or plain, and
tone on tone effects.

Typical of two tone treatment is a men s wear worsted in

shades of grey, the jacket with standing collar of deeper
tone and darker tone tabs

with covered buttons
either side of the front.

on

Frock, 9205 Is. 6d.

12 and 14 years.

2$ yds. 54 ins. wide.

Coat, 9190 Is. 6d.

10, 12, 14 years.
2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.]
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Cape and Hood,
9977 Is. 6d.

2, 4, 6, 8 years.
1 1 yds. 54 ins. wide

Casuals.
Real casuals designed for ease

and comfort of country living
and for spectator sports events

are smartest in jersey. Unusual
new colours are smoke grey,
caramel beige, the almost white

Halo Hats.
The black party hats

are equally easy to wear.

Some are of bright satin

with a halo of soft velvet

leaves; some are of intric

ately twisted tubular bands
of velvet attached to a face

veil that is embroidered
with tiny shining stars.

Halo hats of black have
a band of sequins and
beads in a shape copied
from the peaked outline

of a Mary of Scotland

headdress.

Pleated Skirt,

9214 Is. 6d.

2 and 4 years. -:;;:?

| yd. 54 ins. wide.

Lining, | yd. 36 ins. wide.

Girl s Overalls,
9217 Is. 6d.

1, 2, 4, 6 years.

J| yds. 36 ins. wide

Frock, 9209 Is. 6d.
1 to 2 years.

-
lg yds. 36 ins. wide.

tones, and the revived kasha colours.

Simulated knitted jersey dresses of

these casual types have the con
trast in bands of ribbing around

cuffs, neck lines, and belts.

Girl Westerners.
Plaid cotton shirts, cow-girl skirts,

and all of the little pocket and ker

chief details that give that ranch

style air plus novelty western belts

are back to put western styles in

the money again.
A promotion of western fashions,

to keep the girls department as

much in the limelight as the boys
sections, is a new season approach
to cold weather selling one that

can be developed for quick item

sales.

Western influence in cotton school

fashions for the grammar school set

have a ladylike character despite
their rough n ready inspiration.

Frock, 9207 Is. 6d.
6 and 8 years.

2g yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps mil not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.]
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fullfreedom all the time

Discard belts, pins, external

pads change to Tampax, the

modern, completely different

form of sanitary protection . . .

worn internally. Bs free to

swim, to shower, to bath be

free of discomfort, chafing.

Tampax, designed by a doctor,

is daintier, safer and quite

invisible. So much more
hygienic too, for Tam^ax is in

easily disposable, individual

applicators. Why not try

Tampax yourself? \Vrite for

fres sample of Tampax (enclos

ing 3d. stamp) to Devt. T A.,

V7orld Agencies Pt.y. Ltd., Bo.c

3725, G.P.O., Sydney. Please

indicate whether simple to be

&quot;Regular&quot; cr&quot; Super&quot; absorbency

UNITARY PROTECTION WORM INTERNALLY

Two absorboncies, &quot;Regular&quot; & &quot;Super&quot;;

each with Individual Applicators.

name n

baby food
The n.ime ol Robinson s is so

well-known that when it i.&amp;gt;

necessary to choose a food for

baby, the first rhoimht of both

mothers and nurses is

ROBINSONS! For g-^nt rations

the world over. ROBINSON S

has tunned a refutation foi

the hc-st in bnh\ foods

ROBINSONS
TATENT BARLEY

AND

PATENT GROATS

MAKE THE MOST DELICIOUS

PLUM PUDDING EVER!

till flAHf

Sure of her health . . .

sure of herself?

Of course she is!

She s full of confidence be
cause she can rely on bound
less energy that springs from
radiant health that enables her

always to look her best. No
constipation, sick headaches
for her. She prevents these

everyday ills by taking
Beecham s Pi IIs whenever she
needs a reliable and effective laxative

Wise woman she takes

WORTH A GUINEA A BOX

And Your Feet.
Sore feet are responsible for more facial

lines than moat of us realise. If you re

terrified of chilblains visit your foot clinic

now and get advice. Keep your circula
tion moving with regular easy exercises
and do as much walking as possible.

Mickey Rooney was having trouble with
wife No. 3, pretty Martha Vickers, at

year s end and a divorce seemed in the

offing.

A friend is one who knows your faults

yet loves you in spite of your virtues.
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The Play and Film
offrc- o-O-o *=&amp;gt;!k

&amp;gt;

John Wayne, Maureen O Hara, Ben
Johnson. Claude Jarinan, Jr., Harry
Carey, Jr., Chill Wills, J. Carrol Naish,
Victor McLaglen and Grant Withers are

William Hodge, Royal.

the headliners in &quot;Rio Grande&quot; at the
Plaza. It is a dramatic story of the
whites and the Apaches, and the
endeavour to make the settlement on
the Mexican border safe from a tricky
and unscrupnlous foe. Eventually, war
settles the f.imily differences, which
has caused a deal of frustration and
intrigue. A I resh attack by the Apache
leads General Sheridan to give Col.

Yorke informal permission to cross the
border and smoke the Indians out of
their hideout. They both know it will

mean court-martial for Yorke, even if

he defeats the Apaches, but the general
promises to hand pick the members of

the court. The mission
succeeds and the Apaches are

taught a lesson.
* *

Nine stars, dozens of famous

songs and production numbers
and 52 lavish settings are just
a few of the inducements
offered by the Regent Theatre s

attraction &quot;I ll Get By&quot;,

Twentieth Century-Fox
musical in colour. June Haver,
William Lundigan, Gloria De
Haven, Dennis Day and Harry
James constitute the top
echelon of stars gracing &quot;I ll

Get By&quot;.
Thelma Bitter and

Steve Allen head the featured

complement, which further
lists Danny Davenport and

Harry Antrim. For extra
measure there is a quartette of

famous guest stars on hand.
Those pitching in to give &quot;I ll Get By&quot; its

added lustre are Jeanne Grain, Dan Dailey,
Victor Mature and Reginald Gardiner. For
Miss Haver &quot;I ll Get By&quot;,

amiable musical

comedy about up-and-coming song
writers and their girls, is the first

modern dress musical in a dozen

nostalgic shows, though this pro
duction has its own share of nostal

gia in the two dozen song hits of

the late nineteen-thirties and early
forties which are in this

film about that era. Though Lundi-

gan s talent is non-musical he has
the top romantic spot, and leaves
the dancing to June Haver and
Gloria De Haven playing a sister

act, the singing to Dennis Day and
the trumpeting to Harry James.

&quot;Girl of the Year&quot;, in which
Columbia Pictures brings to the
screen an intimate close-up of

Hollywood s most beautiful girls
in a gay romantic story of youth
and music, has arrived at the State
Theatre. Robert Cummings and Joan
Caulfield are co-starred in this

captivating Technicolor comedy.
Elsa Lanchester and Melville

Cooper are cast in the principal
supporting roles, and the film also

&quot;Rio Grande&quot;, Plaza.

serves to intro

duce the 12 glam
orous Calander
Girls. Cummings
plays George
Petty, creator of
the Petty Girl,
and Miss Caul-

field personifies
the most famous
glamor girl of all

time. The Colum
bia comedy is

replete with

glamorous girlsand settings,

romance, comedy
and a great
musical score by
Harold Arlen and
John Mercer.
There ll no push
ing a gal in the
face with a

grapefruit for
Robert Cum
mings. One of
the least temper
amental actors

&quot;King Solomon s Mines&quot;, Liberty.

in Hollywood, Cummings shows marked
aversion to playing a scene which would
require him to work physical mayhem on
a lady. &quot;Don t get me wrong, I m no Sir

&quot;I U Get By&quot;, Regent.
Walter Raleigh,&quot; the star avers, &quot;but I

just don t think I could ever get away with

pummeling gals, kicking em downstairs or

tossing a bowl of cornflakes at them on
the screen.&quot; Cummings specialises in play
ing nice normal fellows in the movies, and
manages to work quite a bit of excitement
and interest into his roles without having
to resort in the slightest to brutal handling
of women. His forte is the explosive
comedian type, breezy and informal, and
he possesses a highly developed sense of

timing that wins his audiences, old and

young.
* * *

Taking its place in the very forefront of

the recent crop of excit.iug films with un
usual themes, Columbia Pictures has &quot;No

Sad Songs For Me&quot;, with Margaret Sulla-

van, Wendell Corey and Viveca Lindfors
starred. The picture is a brave and tender

story of a woman of great courage whose
love of her husband and child causes her,
when she learns she has only ten months
to live, to choose another woman to take
her place. Margaret Sullavan returns to

the screen after an absence of more than
six years in the role of Mary Scott, who
hides her tears behind a smile, shatters
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convention and gives the final meaning to

what we call love. Aa the wife and

mother, Miss Sullavan s triumphant per
formance possesses a beauty which will

be talked about for a long time to come,
just as the theme of the picture itself is

**Ao bad bongs for Me&quot;, Century.

of world-wide interest and importance. As
the engineer-husband who learns almost

too late of the tragic drama being lived

by his wife, Corey is equally brilliant in

this picture of courage and people,

ordinary every-day people living in an

average middle-sized town. His is a per
formance which should do much to enhance
his already large stature in the Hollywood
scene. Swedish-born Viveca Lindfors.
in the most important role she has yet
been given on the American screen, shares
histrionic honours with her co-stars. As
&quot;the other woman&quot; in one of the most
unusual &quot;triangles&quot; ever filmed, Miss Lind
fors achieves a depth and a dignity that
should long be remembered. Important
featured players are Natalie Wood, John
Mclntire, Ann Doran and Richard Quine.
All of them are excellent in their roles,

making the story an amazing exposition of a
woman s inner glory within the framework
of a theme that has gained momentum in

newspaper headlines everywhere and will
continue to create panic and frustration
until the eventual hoped-for day of solu
tion. &quot;No Sad Songs For Me&quot; offers no
solution, but it should do much to put

an end to the panic and frustra

tion by its vivid telling story of

Mary Scott and her great love for

her husband and child.

&quot;Tripoli&quot; (Prince Edward)
is a story about the ruler of

Tripoli, having deposed his

brother Hamet, the true

Bashaw, has tried to force the
U.S. to pay tribute for use of

the Mediterranean,, harassing
American ships when his de
mand is refused. In answer
U.S. warships blockade the

port of Tripoli. But it is a

tedious, long-drawn out type
of warfare and the U.S. tries

a new plan of attack. General

Eaton, accompanied b y
Lieutenant O Bannon of the
U.S. Marine Corps and
Lieutenant Tripp of the U.S.

Essex, and eight Marines
headed by rough-am] ready
Sergeant Derek, proceed to

Minyah, on the Nile, where
Hamet lives in exile with his Tripoli&quot;, Prince Edward.

Miniver Story&quot;, St. James.

the army to Derne
threatens her own
plans, so she tries to

persuade Hamet not
to go. When O Bannon
spikes this, she defies

his orders that no
unmarried women are
to go along and dis

guises herself as one
of Hamet s troupe of

dancing girls whom
he insists on taking
with him. Sandstorm!
and lack of water
slow up the long
march, but at last the

bay is reached. Two
American warships
are waiting and plans
are made to storm
Derne by land under
cover of shelling from
the ships, whose
longer range guns

So Long at the Fair , Lyceum. can soon silence the
court. His mission is to per- fort s guns. Unknown to the Americans,
suade Hamet to help recruit a however, Hamet has been contacted
native army large enough to by his treacherous brother in Tripoli,
march on the port of Derne, key who offers him half the kingdom if

to the Libyan coast, and capture he double-crosses his allies and helps
it in a combined land and fTnrn to MM 30 1
sea attack. Since he ll

regain his throne if the
Americans succeed in their

plan, Hamet agrees
whereupon General Eaton
returns to the waiting
American warships which
will rendezvous in one
certain bay near Derne.
He leaves O Bannon in
full command of all mili

tary matters, and clashes
more than once with
beautiful Countesa Shiela
D Arneau, whose lato
father had been Hamet s

finance minister. For her
own future security Shiela
has made up her mind to

marry Hamet, who has
great wealth and who is

in love with her. Now the

plan for Hamet to ac

company O Bannon and *Girl of the Year&quot;. State.
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People
who save

get what

they want!

LJ OLIDAY resorts everywhere are

full of happy holiday-makers enjoy

ing the pleasures, the comforts and

the amenities such places have to

offer.

These crowds of happy people year
after year prove beyond all doubt

that people who save get what they
want.

Just wishing for a holiday never gets us very far we can t

make a wishbone do what a bank book has to do. Consequently,
the people who enjoy life the most are those who save some

thing every pay day, not just for the sake of hoarding money,
but so that they may spend it wisely on things worth while.

?eop!e who save get what they want. Save in safety. Use the

CQ&amp;gt;fIVfO1NTWBAI/THBANK
Accounts opened at any

Branch may be used anywhere in Australia when on holidays
csm.st.tt

Reduce WITHOUT DRUGS!
1,000

Guarantee
I guarantee that these
testimonials are true
extracts from un
solicited letters re
ceived and are open
for inspection at my
offices.

(Sgd.) Joan Powell

Reduced 1 Stone
Already

&quot;I was I 1st. 31b. when
1 started your reduc
ing method. 1 am now
lOst. 3Ib.&quot;

Later: &quot;1 am quite
pleased with myself
now. I can wear a
tight- fitting dress with
pleasure.&quot; Miss M.I.A.

R., Qld.

Lost a Stone in

Weight
&quot;I am thrilled with

the results of the

treatment and have

already lost over a

stone in weight. 1

think the treatment is

wonderful.&quot;

Miss M.C. F.. N.Z.

Reduce Ugly Fat Quickly
Now you can actually reduce those unnat

ural bulging hips and that huge, unlovely
waist by a NEW, simple method. Without
dangerous drugs. Secretly in your own room
you can really watch those bulging hips dis

appearing. An over-prominent, sagging bust,
fat arms and legs, thick ankles, and double
chin can be quickly banished with this mar
vellous new reducing treat

ment it s something entirely

BANISH :

Wide Hips

Large Bust

Big VS aist

Fat Arms
and Legs

Double Chin,
etc.

I JOAN POWELL. SALES DEPT. A.M..
1 Dean Place. Sydney. N.S.W.

Please send me. with no obligation, your amazing &quot;SOMETHING.&quot;
I enclose 3d. in stamps.

Name. .

May. 51

I Address

REAL HELP FOR ALL

WHO SUFFER FROM

Rheumatism
Use this Safe, Sure,

Speedy Way to Reduce

Pain and Swelling

Mr. Douglas Curzon has
found that Rheumatism
toxins are first produced
in the deep veins of the
ies and then carried by
the blood to every part
ol the body, resulting in

( I ) sluggish circulation,

(ij congestion, and (j)
pain and swelling.

A British Re

search Chemist
has found a toyic

condition of the

blood orifinsting
in the deep veins

of the legs to be

the cause of the

trouble, whether

Muscular p.heum-

atism, Neuritis,

Sciatica or Syno-
vitis.

An amazing
effective treat

ment based on

the above dis

covery is now
available.

Safe, certain and speedy in action, this

scientific treatment definitely assists in

alleviating pain, swelling and stiffness, and

builds resistance against future attacks.

Accept this Genuine

Free Trial Offer
To accept the offer rn?.de to-day, simply

tear out this announcement and post with

name and ^ddress to the Anglo-Australian

Laboratories. In return you will receive

free of charge and obligation : (1 ) A supply
of Tablets to give instant relief in every case

of Muscular or Nerve Rheumatism. These

tablets are guaranteed to be absolutely

harmless, yet remarkably efficacious in

relieving Rheumatic pains, wherever situ

ated. (2) A supply of Rheumntoxin Eliminant-

This scientific combination tones up the

liver, stomach end digestive organs. By
its direct action on the blood it quickly

and safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

If
&amp;gt;ou

suffer from Rheumatism in any form

you will not allow past disappointment,

preiudice or lack of faith to prevent you
from accepting this genuine free trial

offer NOW.

ANGLO-AUSTRALIAN
LABORATORIES

26 HUNTER STREET (Box 4242)

SYDNEY.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
&amp;gt;[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL
BABY S FROCK, 9219.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Front. Pin pattern provided for the

back to paper, cut out along the centre
back, acrosa lower edge, up the side and
sleeve edges to notch, draw a line to

notch at centre back, keeping this parallel
with upper edge, trace through to paper

9219
Sleeve. Pin

the half-sleeve
with centre to a

folded edge of

paper and cut
out around en
tire outer edge.
Mark a line from
notch, tapering to

nothing at fold.

Remove half pat
tern, open out

completed sleeve

pattern and cut
__ along marked

^ line on one
I thickness onlyO and use shorter

side for front
O of sleeve.
~n

Step 2. Cut
ting Out Mat-

*&amp;gt;
erial: Pin pat-

~y&amp;gt;
tern to material

~H as shown in

JT| cutting guide,

^ and cut out

^ with a hem
|

allowance of 1J
ins. and seam
allowances of

i in. on all

other edges. Be
fore removing
pattern from
material, mark
clearly with

tacking the exact
seam lines, notches and punchholes.
Step 3. Preparing Material for Smocking:

Join sleeves to front and back in narrow

first across the front and then one across
the back and cut away the transfer at
the centre back so that the d^ts terminate

\ inch from centre back line. Pin trans
fers to sleeve portion and see that dots
extend in continuous lines with those on
front and back and cut away the part of
transfer not required before pressing on

carefully, with a hot iron.

Step 4. Back Opening: Cut an opening
along centre back line down to notch,
cut a facing strip \\ inches wide and

from yoke pattern supplied and make this
1 inch wide at shoulder and about 2
inches at lower edge.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As this

pattern has been cut for the average 36
inch figure it will be necessary to see

whether alterations are needed for the
individual figure. Pin pieces together,
remembering that seam and hem allowances
are not included. Place pattern over

figure and observe fitting. If bodice
front and back are too long shorten by
folding between armhole and waistline, and
if too short cut in the same place and
insert sufficient paper to provide additional

length required. Shorten or lengthen skirt
if necessary just below hip line. To in

twice the length of opening. Pin this to crease p:ittern pin additional strips of paper
opening on the outside with raw edges
together and machine i inch from edge,
commencing at top, and continue around
entire opening. Turn facing to

inside, press, turn under raw edge,
hem to previous row of stitching,
press again.

Step 5. Smocking: Gather material

first, commencing at the top row
and insert needle on first dot and
bring it out at the next one.
Do each row in same way, draw
up gathering threads to fit the

guide supplied and arrange ful

ness in even folds. Tie each
thread securely at each end, work
the smocking stitches as shown
in illustration, and when this
work is completed remove all

gathering threads.

Step 6. Finishing: Cut a self-

material bias facing strip f inch
wide for neck edge, machine on the

right side, cut away excess seam
allowance, turn facing to inside,
press, turn under raw edge and
hem in place. Gather or smock
lower edge of sleeves to fit the
arm of wearer. Join front to
back at sides in same way as

sleeves were joined to front and
back, press, turn hem at lower

edge and slip stitch in place.
Finish lower edges of sleeves with
a narrow hem secured by hand.
Gather lace edging a trifle and
hem to neck and sleeve edges.
Sew tiny snap fasteners to open
ing at back or work buttonholes
on the right hand side through the

facing and sew buttons on left side
to correspond. Complete with the
final pressing.

Pattern is for a baby s frock.
Material: 1^ yards 36 inches wide.

along seam edges where -extra width is

and to decrease pattern trim

away pattern edges where
additional width is not needed.
Remove the pattern, take

apart, press flat, even up all

seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Out Material:
Be guided by suggestions
given in Step 2. Pattern 9219,
but in this instance provide a
hem allowance of 2 inches, and
1 inch on side seams.

Step 4. Gathering: Lengthen
machine stitch a trifle and
along bodice edge marked
&quot;Gather&quot;, machine on marked

[Turn to page 31.]

7732

I

f-~\ /-.-CUFF, 4
\ &amp;gt; fot-o ne-X.

,
I

FROCK, 7732.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Back. Use pattern given for front

and fold under 1 inch along entire side,
then in a straight line from punchhole at

upper edge of skirt to the one at lower
edge for centre back line. Cut out around
tntire outer edge.

Sleeve. Pin half-sleeve to a large sheet
of paper, mark along punchholes indicating
underarm curve. Fold paper along straight
edge and cut around armhole, underarm and
lower edge through both thicknesses. Notch
armhole, open out new pattern and cut

along previously marked underarm curve.
Cuff. Place a folded edge of paper in

line with nutcli and punchhole closest ta lower edge
French seams if material is sheer, and of sleeve. Mark straight lines along centre of sleeve
in plain seams when heavier material is

used. Press plain seams open and neaten
raw edges. Obtain transfers for the

smocking dots, and on the inside pin one

to upper notch across to punchhole and down to other
punchhole. Cut out on marked line through both
thicknesses of paper, open out pattern.
Facing. Cut a pattern for collar and front facing
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A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

The Play and Film
[From page 27.,]

wipe them out. Hamet, playing both ends

against the middle, tips off the Americans
plans for attacking Derne but he makes
the mistake of telling Shiela, whom he
has asked to rnarry him at last. Knowing
now she loves O Bannon, who is leading
the land attack, she rides to warn him.
At the risk of his neck O Bannon locates
the hidden guns and directs the ships
shellfire on them. Derne is taken, Hamet
gets back his kingdom, and O Bannon wins
Shiela. Cast is headed by Maureen O Hara,
John Payne, Howard da Silva, Philip Reed,
Grant Withers and Lowell Gilmore.

* #

&quot;Worm s Eye View&quot;, R. F. Delderfield s

rollicking farce of the R.A.F. which has

kept London laughing for the last five

years, is the bright attraction at the
Theatre Royal. The story deals with
London in the Blitz period when billeting
was the only answer to the fact that the

amps were unable to accommodate the
vast numbers of troops. Consequently, every
home, in certain areas, had to register its

number of rooms and size of family, etc.;

billeting officers called in due course to tell

he landlady that they would be sending
along a certain number of men and she
would be forced to accommodate them. Some
nouses welcomed their enforced hoarders,
others loathed them. It is in one of the
latter that the &quot;Worm s Eye View&quot; men
were forcibly billetted on a Mrs. Bounty,
tt is good clean slapstick comedy with
touches of pathos, and how the Air Force
nen treated Mrs. Bounty and her odious
son is well worth seeing more than once.
J. C. Williamson Theatres Ltd. imported
he West End actors, William- Hodge and
Morris Sweden, to play the leading roles,
i nd they are supported by a splendid cast

including Jessica Page. Maree Marsden,
and Lola Sweeney.

* * *

Organised by J. C. Williamson Theatres
Ltd., by arrangement with the Education
n Music and Dramatic Arts Society, the
vorld famous Borovansky Ballet opened
ts

x nxtralian season of Ballet at the

Empire Theatre, Sydney, a couple of weeks
^ack. Keynote of the entire presentation
vill he variety, in which ballet fans
vill be given the widest choice of all the

popular, as well as the lesser known,
Ballots. A special feature, always an
Additional attraction in itself to high-class
hallet, will he a heavily augmented
!&amp;gt;rch( s*Tn. Musically and artistically, the

Rorovansky season will provide a combina
tion equal, if not superior, to anything
previously presented in Australia in the
world of Ballet. Edouard Rorovansky haa
just returned from a world tour embrac
ing America, England and the Continent,
vhcre he has been selecting top grade
r ists to appear in the Australian season*

inr1 roportoire will include: &quot;Svlphides&quot;,.

&quot;Potrouchka&quot;. &quot;Swan Lake&quot;, &quot;La Boutique
Pfintfisque&quot;. &quot;Aurora s Wptfding&quot;,,

Scheherazade&quot;, &quot;Black S\van&quot;, &quot;Terra

\ustralis&quot;, &quot;Giselle&quot;, &quot;Coppelia&quot; Barlet in-
ludr-s such stars as: Dorothv Stevenson..
Kathleen Gorhnm, Edna Russe, Poggy
Saeror. Paul Orinwis, Miro Zloch, Charles
Royd and Martin Rubinstein.

* * *

Debra Paget, starred in &quot;Broken Arrow *

and the forthcoming &quot;Bird of
Paradise&quot;,

still has to attend school four hours daily.
She is only seventeen, and California law
requires regular schooling until eighteen.

Deeds are better things than words are;
actions mightier than boasting

Longfellow..
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 29.]

seam line, then on seam allowance J inch

from first stitching. Draw up both gather

ing threads to fit space between notches

on yoke. Tie threads and arrange fulness

eveiily.

Step 5. Collar and Facing: Join collar

at centre back in a plain seam, join facing
in saute way and press both seams

open. Clip diagonally across seam allow

ance almost to marked senut line at

corner of collar and shoulder seam both

on yoke and on facing. Pin yoke to

back at shoulders in a plain

seam, pin neck edge of collar

to bodice neckline. Machine in

one continuous seam from arm-
hole to armhole. Press shoulder
seams open, then neck edges
together with seam allowance

extending upwards. Neater
raw edges of shoulder seam*
Pin facing to yoke and eolla&amp;gt;

with right sides together,
machine from notch at lower ^V**

edge across to centre front up
front and around collar and
back to notch on other side.

\

HALF

I FRONT

HALF
BACK

SKIRT

Cut away excess st-am allowance, turn right
side out, turn under raw edge of faring,
machine through fold only, hem facing
to seam allowance along shoulder seams
and to neck edge across hack Turn under
unfinished edge of yoke, pin to upper
edge of bodice, tack, machine as dose
as possible to seam edge, press and ueaten.

Step 6. Skirt: Join fronts together at
centre front in a plain seam, join backs

together at centre back in same way. Fold

unpressed pleats in skirt front with notch
closest to centre front line placed exactly
over next one and tack together along
waistline. Turn under the allowance on
skirt waistline and pin to bodice front
and back. Ease fulness in bodice front
and back to fit skirt. Tack, pin front
and back together at sides and leave an
opening 4 inches above and below waist

line on left side. Try on and
observe fitting. Let out or take
in seam allowance if desirable.

Remove frock, machine
all seams, press and
neaten raw edges.
Step 7. Side Opening:

\ttach a zipper to sida

opening or cut two
facing strips of self-

material 1} inches
wide and 1 inch longer than
opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front
and back edges of opening
with raw edges together and
right sides of material fac

ing. Machine \ inch from
edges, press seams open and
fold strips under so that

selvedges are exactly under
seam .lines. Tack in place,
machine { inch from edge,
press front or upper side
under on seam line, hut allow
back to extend und&amp;gt;r front.
Tie-stitch strips together at

top and bottom. Srw a hook
and bar at waistline and
iTiap fasteners above and
below if zipper is not used.

Step. 8 Sleeves: Join
sleeves at underarms in plain
seams, press open and neaten.
Join cuffs at ends, press

open, pin right side of cuff

to inside of sleeves machine,
turn under raw edge, hem to

stitching on the outside, press
well, fold cuff upwards and
tie-stitch upper edtjc to sleeves
to hold in place. Pin sleeves
to armholes with notches

meeting and, ease evenly
across tops. Try on and note
whether shoulder width is

becoming and sleeves correctly
set in. Alter if necessary, re

move frock, machine sleeves,
cut away excess seam allow
ance to within i inch of the

stitrhinsj and neaten raw edges

by overcasting together.

&quot;Step 9. Belt- Make belt of

self material, finish with a

buckle and apply loops at

sides to hold it in place.

Step 10. Finishing: Sew a
hook to the opening at centre

front and work a bar to corres

pond at a point about 1 inch

a hove lower edge of yoke and be sure to

conceal all stitches. Allow frock to hang
overnight to give material an opportunity
of stretching. Try on and mark a becom

ing length with chalk or pins, measuring
tip an even distance from floor. Remove,
turn the hem. secure by hand and complete
with final pressing.

Pattern is for 3(&amp;gt; inch bust. Material:

28 yards 54 inches wide.

|
For H8-inrh bust allow } inch on side

seams of front and back. For 34 inch bust

take J inch off side seams of front and

back.]

LADY S PINAFORE STYLE, 7733.
(Illustrated on the left.)

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Back. See Step 1, Pattern 7732.
Bodice Back. Use pattern provided and

fold under in a straight line from notch at
centre back to the one at side, then
in a straight line from notch at side
to the shaping for armhole. Piu pattern
thus folded to paper and cut out around
the entire outer edge. Mark in the dart
at waistline. Cut a facing for back-
neckline 2 inches wide, using pattern as
a guide, also one for armhole edges the
same width.

Bodice Front. Reshape front neckline
by cutting in a curved line from notch at
centre front through punchholes up to neck
end of shoulder seam. Cut a facing for front
neckline same width as back and be guided
by the broken lines on cutting guide, then
a facing for front armhole edge.

Pocket. Pin skirt front to paper and
mark a curved line from the first notch
at side seam through punchholes to notch
at waistline, then from second notch on
side seam through all punchholea to the
centre notch at waistline. Cut out, and
pocket pattern will appear as shown in

Cutting Guide.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: See
Step JJ, Pattern 7732.

Step 3. Cutting Material: See Step 3,
Pattern 7732.

Re sure, if using corduroy velvet, to
cut all the garment with the pile going
the one direction. The pocket will have
to he turned upside down as our diagram
shows for ordinary material.

Step 4. Bodice: Piu darts in front and
back on the inside and machine from raw
edge, tapering stitching gradually to
nothing. Tie threads and steam press darts
toward* centre front and back. Join at
shoulders in plain seams, join neck facings
in same way. Steam press seams open and
pin facings to bodice with right sides
together. Machine on marked seam line,
cut ;iway excess seam allowance, turn
facings to inside, steam press, turn nndr
raw edges, machine through fold only and
slip stitch to b,dice, taking care to conceal
all stitches on the right side

Step 5. Skirt: Join fronts together at
centre front and backs together at centre
back in plain seams, steam press open
and neaten. Fold pleats on front iu line
with pnnchholes atid pin exactly over
centre front line. Tack from rop to bottom
and steam press about 3 inches from
waistline. Cut a facing for each pocket
Ha me .size as pocket and pin together with
right sides facing. Machine around the
two curved sides, cut away excess seam
allowance, turn right side out, press,
machine i inch from the outside edge
along the upper curve, pin to skirt with
edge in line with notches and punchhulea
and machine through all thicknesses |
inch from lower edge.

Step 6 Joining Skirt to Bodice: See
Step fi. Pattern 7732.

Step 7. Side Opening: See Step 7. Pattern
7732

Step 8. Sleeve Edges: Join facings at
shoulders and underarms in plain seams,
;ippl&amp;gt;

to annholes in exactly the same way
as neck facings.

S+ep 9 Belt: See Step 9, Pattern 7732.
Step 10 Finishing: Turn and secure the

hem, following suggestions given in Step
10. Pattern 7732.

Pattern is for 36 inch bust. Material:
2 yards 54 inches wide.

FTo alter to other sizes, see No. 7732

description.]
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Keep her

smiling
\\v&amp;gt;NATURA

way

A healthy child |^|:
is a happy child . . .

yd at times minor

upsets are bound to occur. That s when

delicious CAUFiS, the safe, gentle

laxative, proves suo i a boon. Children

love CALIFiG the original California

Syrup of Figs. It is made of the juice

of ripe figs with an extract of sonna

and contains no synthetic cathartics or

harsh chemical;. Time-tecied CALIFIG
fulfils its task genlly, efficiently, without

harming a child s delicate system.

Always ask for it by name and insist

on getting CALIFiG.

5!85

Calififf
&quot;KiGKiqwuaJ, ,

^^
CALIFORK IA SYRUP of FIGS

CHEMIST BEAN S

Prescription for making

HEENZO
Cough and Cold Mixture

IN THE HOME
MAKE a syrup of 4 tablespoonfuls of Sugar,
3 tablaspoonfuls of Treacle or Honey, 1 table-

spjonful of Table Vinegar, 1 large breakfast

cup of warm wuter, stir till dissolved. When
cold, pour into a large, clean empty bottle,

add one bottle of HEENZO concentrated, cork,

shake well and attach the large label with

directions enclosed with each bottle of

HEENZO. It is now ready for taking.

HEENZO is soothing, warming, comforting,
removes the tickle that is so annoying.

HEENZO
Does you good, saves your money.

Buy a bottle now today. 2/- at

chemists and stores.

Women Often

Need This Help
Tiredness, depression and that
nervy feeling often cause un
necessary suffering- to busy
women. When you feel that
nothing: is going right, when
you re nervy, irritable and have
that horrible depressed feeling

1

,

start taking WINCARNIS, thfr

wonderful recuperative tonic
which picks you up so quickly.
WINCARNIS is rich in basic
elements to fortify your nerves
and generally tone up your
system, making you feel &quot;on

top of the world&quot; again in no
time.
Thousands of recommendations
from the medic-il profession
tesify to the valuable health-
giving qualities of WINCAHN IS.
Start a course of this great
tonic right away and feel it

doing you good . . . .A --k your
Chemist for WINCARNIS . . .

the Wine of Life.

To Keep Butter Cool.

Take an ordinary garden flower-pot and

place it over the butter, then wrap a wet
cloth so as to cover the pot, and place a

layer of salt on the top. Scrub the pot
thoroughly every day and wet the cloth

afresh.

Black Velvet Beauty.
Again black velvet is in vogue from

sun-up to stars out, for town treking
or tea time. Its rich depth always
enhances glamour. It can be so useful,
used as a distinct contrast or as trimmings.

Hats large and small as A and B. A
lovely rich black velvet, stole for glamour
and extra warmth as sketch B. A dolly

bag easily made and worn with cocktail

or evening frocks as sketch C.

Black velvet collars and cuffs, shoulder

straps. Some trimmed with diamante. All

very beautiful and smart.

Just A Towel.
So useful for the beach girl, just a

large towel and she has a draped coat

for use. So easy to make.
Sketches A, B and C clearly show effect.

You will need a large bath towel and
about o yards of curtain ruffing tape.
Sew 1 yards to top of towel (lengthwise)
to form neckline, and 1 yards to where

your natural waistline conies.

Cut armholes, long slits, from 2 inches

below neckline down to waistline. When
seaming armholes continue stitching right
down to bottom hemline for neatness.

A cut out he.irt shape piece or applique
flower to form a pocket. You will find

this a most useful garment to have.

Never leave a child alone in the bath

tub; the soap may, but he won t, float.
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Three-Way Jumper and Cardigan
The two-coloured sleeveless jumper can

be worn front-to-back to ring the changes.

Worn alone the cardigan becomes a jumper
when buttoned high to the neck. Or if

you wear the cardigan and jumper together

you ll be warm on the coldest day.

Materials: For the Jumper: 3 ozs. 3-ply

Fingering in brown; 3 ozs. 3-ply Fingering

in yellow; 2 No. 10 Aero knitting needles.

For the Cardigan: 9 ozs. 3-ply Fingering in

brown; 1 oz. 3-ply Fingering in yellow; 2

No 10 and 2 No. 12 Aero knitting needles.

Measurements: Length, 24 ins. To fit

35 in. to 30-in. bust. Sleeve seam of

cardigan, 18 ins.

Ton si on: 7-i sts. to 1 in.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; at.,

stitch; st.st., stocking st.; inc., increase;

dec., decrease; rep., repeat; beg., begin

ning; cont., continue; ins., inches; tog.,

together; rem., remain; alt., alternate;

p s.s.o , pass slip stitch over.

The Juniper.

Front With No 10 needles and brown

wool, cast on 116 sts. and work 1J ins. in

k. 1. p- 1, rib.

Then cont. in st.st. (1 row k., 1 row p.)

until work measures 9 ins., ending

with a p. row. Cont, in st.st., inc.

1 st. at both ends of next and every

following 6th row until there are

132 sts.

Cont. straight until work measures

15 ins., ending with a p. row.

Now cast on 4 sts. at beg. of next

2 rows for armhole facing (140 sts.).

Shape Armhole: How 1 k. 4, k.

2 tog., k. to the last 6 sts., k. 2 tog.,

k. 4. Work 3 rows without shaping.

Rep. these 4 rows until 118 sts.

remain. Then cont. straight until

work measures 23 ins., ending with a

p. row.
Work 1 in. in k. 1, p. 1, rib,

keeping 4 sts. at both ends of rows

in st.st.
**

Cast off fairly loosely in rib.

Back: With yellow wool, cast on

116 sts&quot;. and work exactly as given
for front until **.

Shape Neck and Shoulders: Next

row Rib 48, cast off next 14 sts.,

rib to end. Now cont. on this second

set of 48 sts. for one side of neck

thus:
Row 1 Cast off 5, rib to the last 2

sts., work 2 tog.
Row 2 Cast off 2, rib to end.

Rep. these 2 rows 3 times more

(1(5 sts.).

Next row Cnst off 5, rib to end.

Next row Rib to end.

Rep. the last 2 rows once more.

Cast off remaining sts.

Rejoin wool at neck edge to

remaining 48 sts. and work in rib

to the end. Now cont. to match
first side.

Make Up.
Press work lightly. Join side

s.&quot;.iins. Turn in nrmhole facings on wrong
side and hem. Sow shoulder shapings of

back along straight cnst-off edge of front

at either side, working from armhole edge
each side and leaving 5 ins. in centre for

front neck. Pross soams.
The Cardigan.

Back: With No. 10 needles and brown

wool, cast on 136 sts. and work 3} ins.

in k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Then cont. straight in st.st. until work
measures 16 ins. from cast-on edge, end

ing with a p. row.

Shape Armholes: Dec. 1 st. at both ends
of next and every alternate row until 118
sts. rein., ending with a p. row.
Leave these sts. on a spare needle.

Right Front: With No. 10 needles and
brown wool, cast on 64 sts. and work
3 1 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Then cont. straight in st.st. until work
measures 16 ins., ending with a p. row.

Shape Arm-
hole: Dec. 1 st.

at the end of

the next and
every alternate
row until 55 sts.

remain, ending
with a p. row.
Leave these sts.

on a spare
needle.

Left Front:
Work as given
for right front

until worn. Hn.-;ifluiX b JLo ma., ending with
a p. row.

Shape Armhole: Dec. 1 st. at the beg.
of the next and every alternate row until

55 sts. remain, ending with a p. row. Leave
these sts. on a spare* needle.

Sleeves: With No. 12 needles, and brown
wool, cast on 60 sts. and work 3J ins. in

k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to No. 10 needles

and cont. in st.st., inc. 1 st. at both ends

of next and every following 8th row
until 96 sts. remain. Cont. straight until

work measures 18 ins. from cast-on edge,
ending with a p. row.

Shape Top: Dec. 1 st. at both ends of
next and every alternate row until 78
sts. remain, ending with a p. row.

Leave these sts. on a spare needle and
work a second sleeve in the same way.
Yoke. With No. 10 needles and yellow

wool, and right sides facing, work across

the sts. of back, fronts, and sleeves in this

order: k. across 55 sts. of right front, k.

across 78 sts. of one sleeve, k. across 118

sts. of back, k. across 78 sts. of second

sleeve, then k. across 55 sts. of left front
C384 sts.).

Now eont. thus:
Row 1- -k. to end.

Now work 14 rows in

k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Next 2 rows k. to end.

Change to brown wool.

Next row k. 2, k. 2 tog.,
*

k. 5, k. 2 tog. Rep. from
* to the last 2 sts., k. 2

(329 sts.).
Next row p. to end.

Now cont. in st.st. with
brown wool shaping thus:

Row 1 k. 1,
*

k. 2 tog.,
k. 36, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,

k. 1. Rep. from * to end

(313 sts.).

Row 2 and every alt.

row p. to end.
Row 3 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 34, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,

k. 1. Rep. from * to end!

(297 sts.).
Row 5 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 32, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,

k. 1. Rep. from * to end.

(281 sts.).
Row 7 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 30, si. 1, k. 1, p. s.s.o.,

k. 1. Rep from *
to end.

(265 sts.).
Row 9 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 28, si. X, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,

k. 1. Rep. from * to end.

(249 sts.).
Row 11 k. 1, k. 2 tog.,

k. 26, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.B.o.,
k i

T?op from * to end.

(233 sts.).
Row* 13 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 24, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 1. Rep. from * to end.

(217 sts.).
Row 15 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 22, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 1. Rep. from *

to end.

(201 sts.).
Row 17 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 20, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 1. Rep. from * to end.

(185 sts.).

Row 19 k. 1,
*

k. 2 tog.,
k. 18, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 1. Rep from * to end.

(169 sts.).
Row 21 k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog.,

k. 16, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,

k. 1. Rep. from *
to end. (153 sts.).

Row 23 k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 14, si. 1,

k. 1. p.s.s.o., k. 1. Rep. from * to end. (137
sts.).
Row 24 p. to end.

Now shnpe for back of neck thus:
Row 1 k. to the last 16 sts., turn.

F.ow 2 p. to the last 16 sts., turn.

[Turn to page 31.1
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Mummy s using New Persil

for whitest whites

brightest colours . . . and

. . . she knows
it s gentle too!

Care for your fine fabrics this easy Netc Persil way
Simply use enough New Persil in hike-warm water to give a good lather. It s a

gentle lather for Persil suds are a special blend of pure soap and oxygen
which float through the weave removing all the dirt wkh utmost

gentleness. Squeeze the fine things quickly and gently
in the Persil suds then nnse and squeeze without

twisting or wringing. New Persil works so thoroughly,
so gently, that dainty things are in the water for the

shortest possible time. Washed in Persil they stay
soft and new looking. Try it and see for yourself
the difference that Persil makes to your wash!

Have you come ar o u rid ta N EW P E R S I L yet?

Three-WayJumper and Cardigan
[From page 33.]

Row 3 k. to the last 23 sts. turn.
Row 4 p. to the last 23 sts. turn.
Row 5 k. to the last 30 sts. turn.
Row 6 p. to the last 30 sts. turn.
Row 7 k. to the last 37 sts. turn.
Row 8 p. to the last 37 sts. turn.
Cont. thus working 7 sts. less in every

row until only 14 sts. are worked in centre
of k. row.
Next row p. to end. Change to No.

12 needles and yellow wool.
Next row *k. 3, k. 2 tog. Rep. from

* to last 2 sts., k. 2 (110 sts.).
Next row k. to end.
Now work 1$ ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib.

Cast off fairly loosely.

Front Border.

With No. 12 needles and brown wool,
cast on 10 sts. and work in k. 1, p. 1 rib

until work measures about 22 ins., or long
enough to fit along front edge from lower

edge to cast-off edge of neck. Cast off.

Mark position of buttons on this border

by placing 2 pins in. from cast-on and
cast-off edges. Then place 10 more pins
at equal intervals of about 2 ins. in

between these 2 pina.
Now work buttonhole border thus:
With No. 12 needles and brown wool,

cast on 10 sts. and work $ in. in k. 1,

p. 1 rib. Now make a buttonhole thus:
Next row Bib 3, cast off next 4 steu,

rib to end.
Next row Rib 3, cast on 4, rib 3.

Cont. in k. 1, p. 1 rib, making further
buttonholes in the same way, placing each
buttonhole by matching against pins in

buttonhole border. Complete length to
match button border. Cast off.

Make Up.
Press work. Join side and sleeve seams

and join sleeve top shaping and armkole

shaping. Sew borders to edges and sew
on buttons. Press seams.

Alternative Instructions for Smaller or

Larger Sizes.

For one size smaller (to fit 33-in. to
34-in. bust) substitute No. 11 needles for

No. 10, producing a tension of 8 sts. to

1 in. instead of 7|. Keep No. 12 needles
where stated. For one size larger (to fit

37-in. to 38-in. bust) substitute No. 9

needles for No. 10, producing a tension
of 7 sts. to 1 in. instead of 7$. Keep No.
12 needles where stated.

Two with a Difference
[From page H.&quot;\

Front.

Cast on 100 sts. and work as for other

jumper, continuing in moss st. and omit

ting the stripes. Work sleeves exactly
the same.
To finish the neck pick up all the sts.

round neck from right side with No. 9
needles and work in a ribbing of k. 2,

p. 2. Change to No. 11 needles and con
tinue in the ribbing for 2 inches, casting
off ribwise very loosely. Turn over to the
inside to form a hem and slip stitcb

loosely, taking care not to draw in the
neck line.

Finish as other jumper.

What do men consider the ideal age for

a woman to marry f Twenty-one and they
mean it. Girls nowadays are being taken
to the altar at an average age of 20.5

years. Men when they first marry are

likely to be 23.7 years, the census show*.
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TEEN-AGE FAVOURITES
o-ogS-o-o-

Hot waffles with gobs of butter that s

teen-age for &quot;good time had by all.&quot; And
everyone else shares their enthusiasm.

Furthermore, the eggs, as well as syrup
or treacle needed, are on the nourishment
list.

Waffles are easy hospitality with a nutri

tional wallop prepared mixes, eggs and
the dairy foods essential for young bodies,
butter and milk. So for informal get-

togethers after the basketball or football

game, after the movies, anytime, bring
out the waffle iron and call the neighbours
in.

Waffles for the Crowd, (Ulus.)
(Makes 12 four-sectioned waffles.)
Four cups pancake flour; 3i cups

milk; 3 egg yolks, well beaten;
cup melted butter; 3 egg whites,
beaten until stiff enough to stand
in peaks.
Measure flour into bowl. Stir egg

yolks into the milk and add, then add
melted butter and beat with a rotary
benter until smooth. Fold in egg
whites until completely blended.
Pour from $ to cupful of the
batter into a hot waffle iron and
cook until steaming ceases. Amount
used depends on size of iron the

square ones take more batter than
most round ones. Note: for smaller

quantity divide the recipe in half,
using 2 small eggs.
Use two waffle irons for a crowd,

(if necessary, borrow the extra one.)
A popular waffle bar reports young

patrons favour waffles served with
1, orange butter. 2, honey butter.

3, butter and coarsely chopped pea
nuts or walnuts. 4, butter, honey or

syrup. 5, butter, cinnamon aud sugar.
6, butter and crisp bacon.

Orange Butter.
One-half cup melted butter, $ cup

orange juice, 1 teaspoon grated
orange rind.

Heat butter until just melted, then
beat all together until blended.

Honey Butter.
One-half cup melted butter, \ cup

warmed honey, J teaspoon ground
allspice.
Beat all together until blended.

cup

Stuffed French Rolls.

Eight French rolls; 1 Ib. snappy
cheese; \ Ib. cooked ham, ground;
1 large onion, chopped; \ cup tomato
sauco; 4 tablespoons green pepper,
chopped; 8 stuffed olives, chopped;
naiad oil.

Cut top from French rolls and hollow out
centres. Mix all ingredients together and
fill rolls with it. Wrap in waxed paper
and bake in a moderate oven for 20
minutes. _

Tasty Snack.
Cut frankforts in thick slices crosswise,

brown lightly in fat in skillet. Add 6
beaten eggs seasoned with salt and pepper.
Stir till set. Serve in flat split buns. Good
for a midnight snack.

Frankfurts in Batter.
One pound of frankfurts; 2 tablespoons

table mustard; 2 eggs; \ cup milk; 2 table

spoons butter; 1 cup flour; 1 teaspoon bak
ing powder; \ teaspoon salt; fat for deep-
frying.
Unlink frankfurts. Prick well. Cook

gently in boiling water 10 minutes. Drain.

Cool. Slit frankfurts enough to spread
mustard inside. Fold together again.
Then prepare:
Batter: Beat eggs, add milk and butter.

Add sifted dry ingredients. Beat well. Dip
frankfurts into batter. Fill saucepan or

deep skillet two-thirds full of melted fat.

Fat is the right heat (360-370 degrees F.)
when a bread cube browns in 60 seconds.

Fry uatil brown. Drain on soft paper.
Serve plain or with tomato sauce.

Drop into deep hot fat 390 degrees F.
cook until nicely browned, then drain on
absorbent paper and serve while still

hot, dusted with a mixture of cinnamon
and confectioners sugar.

Java Dagwoods.
Not only a good new dish but a good

new dish for &quot;dunking&quot; is the following.
Make a thick curry sauce, using one finely

chopped onion and a chili fried in butter.
Add a little sugar, vinegar and chutney,
a generous helping of curry powder, a

bay leaf and plenty of milk or cream.
Cook gently and reduce all to a thick
sauce. String cubes of beef, mutton, pork
or veal on wooden skewers and lay these
in the sauce until thoroughly impregnated.

Spicy Pasties.
Two cups of water; 2 tablespoons

shortening; 1 teaspoon almond extract;
1 teaspoon baking powder; 2 cups pastry
flour; 2 eggs.

This delicate fried pasty is very similar
to the typical one served in Spain as an
accompaniment to hot chocolate and called
&quot;Churros&quot;. It is easily made if all the

ingredients are in readiness and the
directions carefully followed. Let the
water and butter come just to the boiling
point; then put in quickly the flour and
baking powder, sifted together, and stir

vigorously over the fire until the mixture
loaves the side of the saucepan in a smooth
ball of paste. Set aside to cool, and when
the bottom of the saucepan feels luke
warm beat in the whole eggs, one at a

time, until smooth and velvety. Shape
with a pastry bag and rose tube into

ridged strips, two and a half inches long.

Take out and grill quickly. Serve heaped
in a large platter, with a bowl of the
same sauce as accompaniment. (No need
for rice with this dish the meat is dipped
in the sauce and eaten off the skewer.)

Date-Cheese Bounds.
Half cup almonds; \ cup chopped dates;

\ Ib. cream cheese; 1 tablespoon milk; dash
of salt; 6 rounds buttered toast.

Put the almonds and dates through the
food chopper. Add to the cream cheese,
softened with the milk and seasoned with
a few grains of salt. Spread the date-
cheese mixture on the hot toast ronnda
and serve them immediately.

Savoury Eclairs.

For the eases: 4 ozs. plain floor; 2 ozs.

butter; \ pint water; 2 fresh eggs and
1 extra yolk; salt.

[Turn to page 41.&quot;}
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MATINEE COAT and BONNET
--nsn-o-

Such a delightful design in this matinee
and bonnet, as the pattern is gradually
decreased in the making, giving the effect

of a rounded yoke, which is so dainty. The
crown of the bonnet shows the same un
usual effect f the Vandyke pattern.

Materials: balls fleecy wool, 3-ply;
two botite knitting needles No. 9; one yard
narrow baby ribbon; one yard bonnet
ribbon.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
12 inches; width at underarm, 22 inches;
sleeve, 2 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together; s., slip; p.s.s.o.,

pass slipped st. over; m., make (by putting
wool over): w.r.n., wool round needle;

w.f., wool forward.

The Matinee.
Commence at lower edge and eas$ on

235 sts. and knit one row, then pattern
thus:
Row 1 Purl.

Bow 2 Knit.
Row 3 Purl.

Row 4 Knit.
Row 5* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 10, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 10, k. 2 tog. Repeat from *
to last

et., k. 1.

Row 6 Purl.

Repeat rows 5 and 6 five times more.

Repeat rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 once.
Row 21* K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 9, w.f., k. 1.

w.f., k. 9, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to last

st., k. 1.

Row 22 Purl.

[Turn to page s?.
1

]

SAVE MONEY AND MAKE PERFECT FITTING CLOTHES

DRESSCUTTING - DESIGNING - DRESSMAKING LESSONS
BY EXPERTS FOR HOME USE OR CAREER

Our schools are known everywhere for our successful graduates and our methods
endorsed by leading fashion houses throughout the British Empire.

Be Sure of the Best Tuition.

LEARN AT HOME :N YOUR
SPARE TIME, QUICKLY AND
THOROUGH!, r. LESSON ARE

MX AND NEXPEN 1: VE

Call, write or c

Free Booklet.

MAIL COUPON TO NEAREST BRANCH
ti.cCabe Academy:

Kir.dty moil me, without obligation your Free Booklet about Dressmaking,
for which i enclose 3d. stomp.

A/cme i _ _

Ado res s

I VIP YOU interested in Postal Lessons ?

McCabe
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION

Canberra House,
295 Elizabeth St.,

SYDNEY.

Manchester Unity Eldgs..
220 Collins St.,
KELBOURNE.

Shel: House,
North Terrace,
ADELAIDE.

Perney s Buildings,
Adelaide St.

BRISBANE.

Nationa House,
William St.,

PERTH.
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&quot;ANNE&quot; SET
[From page 36.~\

Row 23 * K. 1, k. 2 tog., k 9, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 9, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * to last st.,
k. 1.

Row 24 Purl. Repeat rows 23 and 24
four times.

Repeat rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 once.
Row 37* K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 8, w.f., k. ],

w.f., k. 8, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to last

St., k. 1.

Row 38 Purl.
Row 39* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 8, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 8, k. 2 tog. Repeat from *
to last

st., k. 1.

Row 40 Purl.

Repeat rows 39 and 40 four times more.

Repeat rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 once.
Row 53* K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 7, w.f., k. ] .

w.f., k. 7, k. 3 tog. Repeat from *
to last

St., k. 1.

Rows 54 and 56 Purl.
Row 55* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 7, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k.7, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * to last

at., k. 1.

Repeat rows 55 and 56 once.

Row 59* K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 6, w.f., k. 1.

w.f., k. 6, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to last

St., k. 1.

Row 60 Purl.
Row 61* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 6, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 6, k. 2 tog. Repeat from *
to last

st., k. 1

Row 62 Purl.

Repeat rows 61 and 62 once. *

Repeat rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 once.
Row 69* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 6, w.f., k. 1.

w.f., k. 6, k. 2 tog. Repeat from *
once,

k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 6, w.f., k. 1, turn.
Row 70 Purl over these 46 sts.

Row 71* K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1.

w.f., k. 5, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * once,
k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1, turn.
Row 72 Purl over these 41 sts.
Row 73* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat from *
once,

k. 1, k. 2. tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1.

Row 74 Purl 41.

Repeat rows 73 and 74 three times more.
Repeat rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 once.

Leave these sts. on a spare needle and
work back as follows:
Return to underarm, pick up a loop from

previous row and slip on left-hand needle
to make an extra stitch, and work thus:

[Turn to page 38.]
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FISHERS

PHOSPHERINE
THE GREAT NERVETONIC

A LADY OF TEMPE,
SYDNEY, WRITES:

&quot;My whole outlook on life is

different since I started

taking Fisher s Phospherine.
It is the most wonderful
tonic and builder I know.&quot;

TAKE 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
OF WARM OR COLD WATER

EVERY MORNING.

IN ALL STATES EXCEPT N.S.W.
SOLD AS

RSHAPHOS

THROW OFF THE MASK!
PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS are UGLY FEATURES

Refined Folk Avoid Your Acquaintance
I tell readers of this Journal free how to remove blemishes in ten days
Stubborn cases that baffled physicians and beauty
specialists have been cured. You have never used or

hearH of anvthinp like it Makes muddy complexions,
red spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions, vanish
almost like magic. No cream, lotion, enamel, salve

plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus,
nothing to swallow. It doesn t matter if your com-
pl&quot;xion is a &quot;fright,&quot; whether your face is full of mudriy
spots, pepprry blackheads, embarrassing pimples and
eruptions or if your skin is rourh and &quot;porey,&quot; and
vou ve tried almost everything under the sun to get
rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just
ten days, positively removes every blemish, and beau
tifies vout skin in a marvellous way You l-&amp;gt;ok years
vounger. It gives the skin the bloom, tint ami purity
of a freshly blown rose In ten days you can be the
subiect of wild admiration by your friends, no matter
what your age

ALL METHODS NOW KNOWN ARE CAST ASIDE
Fhere Is nothine to wear nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands, shoulders are

beautified bevond your fondest dreams All this I will absolutely prove to you before vour own evr
in vour mirror in ten davs This treatment is absolutely harmless to the most delica f e skii and
very pleasant to use No change in vour mode of living necessary A few minutes da:!y do*s it

To every reader of this Journal I will give full details of this really astounding treatment Let m
how you You risk nothing. Send me 4d. in stamps, your name and address, and I will give

&quot;&quot;MISS GRACE DUNCAN (Suite H8), BOX 4138 G.P.O., SYDNEY *
491 PITT STREET, SYDNEY

9-tdtures

102 Windsor Street,

Paddington.
Dear Sirs,

I am sending a photograph of my three children, Judith,
Lauren and Paul, ages five, one, and three years.

Jhey have been given ARNOTT S MILK ARROWROOT
BISCUITS from the age of six months and still prefer them
to any other biscuit. I have always found them both
nourishing and satisfying as well as being popular with
the children. In fact, they are a great favourite with the
whole family and are always in demand.

(Signed) Mrs. G. M. Cook.

SCIENTIFIC BISCUIT PRODUCTIONSW FREE illustrated booklet tor advanced school ~^S
children will be posted to you if you send ycurname and address to Box 336, G.P.O., Sydney.
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CATKIN
FLECK
YARN

PMONS KNITTING

BOOK No. 310

recommends PATONS
CATKIN FLECK YARN

&quot;BENCIE&quot; (Top)

requires 1 2 ozs.

&quot;JOYANNE&quot; (Bottom)

requires 1 3 ozs.

Price of Book 10%d. Posted UO^d. From leading

Draper* and Stores. // unobtainable locally wn te Co

Dept.
T Box 1606 M. MELBOURNE, or Box 3713 55. SYDNEY

Do you like

Corned Beef?

You will like it better

with H P SAUCE
Not only does HP bring out the

full flavour of the meat it adds

an extra savour as well. Made
from oriental spices, dates and

dried fruits, skilfully blendeii

and matured, it has a piquancy
that makes the most ordanary
dish a delight. . S

THE W FINEST

THICK t=RU!7 SAUCE
Mao * by LEA & PERRINS

When Joan was a baby, and
before she came along, I

found Ford Pills just risiit

for expectant and nursing
mothers. They dcn t cause

griping, flavour mother s

milk or upset baby.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

tasteless, painless laxative

for all of your family. In

plastic tubes.

2/6 EVERYWHERE

U
ANNE&quot; SET

[From page 37.]

Row 1 K. 1, w.f., k. 6, k. 2 tog., k. 1}
k. 2 tog., k. 6, w.f. Eepeat from * three

times, k. 1, turn (73 gts.).

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 K. 1, w.f., k. 5, k. 3 tog., k. 1.

k. 3 tog., k. 5, w.f. Repeat from *
three

times, k. 1.

Row 4 Purl (65 sts).
Row 5* K. 1, w.f., k. 5, k. 2 tog., k. 1,

k. 2 tog., k. 5, w.f. Repeat from *
three

times, k. 1.

Row 6 Purl

Repeat rows 5 and 6 three times more,
then rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 as given for coat

pattern once, knitting last 2 sts. of row 4

tog. (64 sts.). Leave on a spare needle.

Left Front.
Return to underarm, pick up a loop as

for back, and work thus:

Row 1
*
K. 1, w.f., k. 6, k. 2 tog., k. 1,

k. 2 tog., k. 6, w.f. Repeat from *
once,

k. 1, w.f., k 6, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 K. 1, w.f., k. 5, k. 3 tog., k. 1,

k. 3 tog., k. 5, w.f. Repeat from *
once,

k. 1, w.f., k. 5, k. 3 tog., k. 1.

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 * K. 1, w.f., k. 5, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

k. 2 tog., k. 5, w.f. Repeat from *
once,

k. 1, w.f., k. 5, k. 3 tog., k. 1.

Row 6 Purl.

Repeat rows 5 and 6 three times more,
then rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 of coat pattern
once, knitting 2 sts. tog. at armhole side

when working last row. (40 sts.).

Leave on a spare needle.

Sleeve.
Cast on 33 sts. and knit four rows, in

creasing to 65 sts. in the last row by k. 1,
*

k. twice into next st. Repeat from * to

end of row; then work the Vandyke pattern
as follows:

Row 1* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * to last

St., k. 1.

Row 2 Purl.

Repeat these two rows five times more.

Row 13 Purl.

Row 14 Knit.

Repeat rows 13 and 14 once.

Then shape as follows:

Row 1 K. 3 tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1, w.f..

k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * in row 1 of
sleeve pattern to last 17 sts., k. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1, w.f., k. 5, k. 3 tog.
Row 2 and alternate rows Purl.

Row 3 K. 3 tog., k. 4, w.f., k. 1, w.f.,
k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * in row 1 of
sleeve pattern to last 16 sts., k. 1, k. 2 tog.,
k. 5, w.f., k. 1, w.f., k. 4, k. 3 tog.
Row 5 K. 3 tog., k. 3, w.f., k. 1, w.f.,

k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * in row 1 of

sleeve pattern to last 15 sts., k. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1, w.f., k. 3, k. 3 tog.
Row 7 K. 3 tog., k. 2, w.f., k. 1, w.f..

k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * in row 1 of

sleeve pattern to last 14 sts., k. 1, k.

tog., k. 5, w.f., k. 1, w.f., k. 2, k 3 tog.
Row & K. 3 tog., k. 1, w.f., k. 1, w.f.,

k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * in row 1 of

pattern to last 13 sts, k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 5.

w.f., k. 1, w.f., k. 1, k. 3 tog.
Row 11 K. 3 tog., w.f., k. 1, w.f., k. 5,

k. 2 tog. Repeat from * in row 1 of pat
tern to last 12 sts., k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 5.

w.f., k. 1, w.f., m. 1, k. 3 tog.
Row 13 P. 2 tog., p. to last 2 sts., p. 2

tog.
Row 14 Knit.
Row 15 P. to last 2 sts., p. 2 tog.
Row 16 Knit. (48 sts.). Leave on a

spare needle and make other sleeve the

same.
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Yoke.

Slip 40 left yoke st*. on left-hand needle
with right side of work towards you, 48
aleeve sts, 64 back sts., 48 sleeve sts. and
41 right yoke sis.; then shape as follows:
Bow 1* K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 4, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 4, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to last

Bts., k. 1

Row 2 Purl, taking care to purl into

the w.f. stitch that occurs between joining
of each piece.
Row 3* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 4, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 4, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * to last

st. k. 1.

Row 4 and alternate rows Purl.
Row 5 K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 3, w.f., k. 1,

w.f., k. 3, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to last

t., k. 1

Row 7* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, wuf., k. 1,

w.f., k. 3, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * to last

at., k. 1.

Row 9 Repeat row 7.

Row 11 K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, m. 1. k. 1,

m. 1, k. 2, k. 3 tog.,
*

k. I, k. 3 tog., k. 2,

m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 2, k. 2 tog. Repeat
from * to last 13 sts., k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 2,

m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 3, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Row 12 Purl.

Row 13 Purl.
Row 14 Knit.

Repeat rows 13 and 14 once.
Row 17 K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, k. 1, k. 3 tog.,
*

k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1,
m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 1, k. 3 tog. Repeat
from *

to last 12 sts, k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1,
m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 3, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Row 18 Purl.

Row 19 K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, m. 1, k. 1,
m. 1, k. 1, k. 2 tog.,

*
k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 1,

m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 1, k. 2 tog. Repeat
from *

to last 11 sts., k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 1,

m. 1. k. 1, m. 1, k. 3, k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Row 20 Purl.

Rrpeat rows 19 and 20 once.
Row 23 K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, k. 3 tog.,
*

k. 1, k. 3 tog., m. 1, k. 1,
m 1, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to last 11

ots., k. 1, k. 3 tog., m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 3,
k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Rows 24 and 26 Purl
Row 25 K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1.

m 1. k. 2 tog. Repeat from * to last 10

sts., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 3,
k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Row 27 K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, m. 1, k. 1.

m. 1, k. 2 tog.,
*

s. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., m. 1,
k. 1, m. 1, k. 2 tog. Repeat from *

to
last 10 sts., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1, m. 1,
k. 3 k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Row 28 Purl. Row 29 Purl.
Row 30 K. 1,

*
w.r.n., k. 2 tog. Repeat

from *
to end of row.

Row 31 Knit and cast off.

Bonnet.
Cast on 88 sts. and knit in a ribbing of

k. 1, p. 1 for six rows.
Row 7 K. 4, p. to last 4 sts., k. 4.

Row 8 Knit.

Repeat these two rows once, increasing
1 st. at end of last row (89 sts.); then
pattern as follows:

**Row 1 K. 4, k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 5.

ra. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 5, k. 2 tog. Repeat
from * to last 5 sts., k. 5.

Row 2 K. 4, purl to last 4 sts., k. 4.

Repeat rows 1 and 2 five times more.
Repeat rows 7 and 8 twice **.

Repeat from ** to ** once and shape
as follows:
Row 1 Cast off 4 sts. (count loop on

needle as 1 stitch),
*

k. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 4
m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 4, k. 3 tog. Repeat
from * to last 5 sts, k. 4.

[Turn to page 40.]

DOCTORS PROVE Palmolive Soap

can bring YOU...

in 14 days!

YOU tOO CAN LOOK]

FOR THESE COMPLEXION!

IMPROVEMENTS IM 14 DAYS

i Fresher, brighter, com

plexion I

I & Less oiltns!

JM Added softnea and
&quot;

jrnoothness!

I
Fewor tmy blemishes

*
and incipient black

heads!

Complexion clearer

more radiant!

HE6UUR SIZE 51

ECONOMY BATH SIZE 1\A

Not just a promise
but a proved plan!
THIS IS ALL YOU DO:

Wash your face with Palm-
olive aoap. Then for M
seconds massage your clean
face with Palmolive s soft,
lovely lather. Rinse! Do
this twice a day for 14
days. This cleansing mas
sage will bring- your skin
Palmolive s full beautify
ing: effect.

n-ui

SKIN DISEASES
For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases

Q send 3d. stamp for Examination
Chart to

DERMOPATH1C INSTITUTE ,,

National Bank Building,
271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822 Immmmaaaaiwammmmmmm

Don t throw mud. Even if you miss,

your hands get dirty.

Flattery is a fine cure for stiff necka.
There are few heads it won t turn.

Writ Watches. Cameras, Ma -Ma Do/Is,

fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

tilling sma/f parcels of tested garden seeds. Send
ftr parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money no*, only namea^d address. Write to-day.

)hn B. Murray . 441 K G*or( St., Sydney

A well known doctor was telling hii

audience about a trip to the Barrier Reef.

&quot;I went there to get a sun tan,&quot; he

explained. &quot;I got the tan all right, but
when I got the bill I turned white again.&quot;

/ f f
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You re so utterly sure of yourself . . . wonderfully

carefree and confident . once you discover Kotex.

Comfortable Kotex is :rutdc in soft folds that actually

stay soft. It s designed to protect you, too. with its

exclusive &quot;safety
centre

&quot;

that gives you an extra margin

of protection. And who can appreciate better than

you those flat pressed ends that prevent revealing

outlines
1

Yes, you can depend upon comfort . .

MAKE THE MOST OF
KOTEX COMFORT bj

choosing a washable, all

elastic Kotex Belt!

WONDERFORM BELTS
unbreakMt flat fasteners

or safety pins, 2/11.

FEATHERWEIGHT BELT,
with flat unbreakable

fasteners, 1/6.

And the DE LUXE BELT
with wide, sojt stretch

elastic, with tabs and

safety pins, fits any figure
from 22&quot; to 46&quot;. 3/6.

fioc* again QUEST DEODORANT POWDEB 3/3

&quot;ANNE&quot; SET
[From page 39.]

Row 2 Cast off 4 sts., p. to end of row.

(71 sts.).
Row 3* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 4, m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, k. 4, k. 2 tog. Repeat from *
to last

st., k. 1.

Row 4 and alternate rows Purl.
Row 5 * K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 3, m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, k. 3, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to
last st., k. 1.

Row 7* K. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 3, m. 1, k. 1,
m. 1, k. 3, k. 2 tog. Repeat from * to last

st., k. 1.

Row 9-* R. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 2, m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, k. 2, k. 3 tog. Repeat from *
to last

st., k. 1.

Row 11 K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1, m. 1, k. 1,
m. 1, k. 3 tog. Repeat from * to last st.,
k. 1.

Row 13 *
P. 1, p. 2 tog., p. 3, y. Z tog.

Repeat from * to last st., p. 1.

Row 14 Knit.
Row 15 * P. 1, p. 2 tog. Repeat from *

to last st., p. 1.

Break off length of wool.
Row 16 Knit and draw the thread

through each st. and slip off needle. Gather
into a small circle and sew seam of crowi&amp;gt;

together.

To Make Up.
Do not press, just shake work out well.

Sew sleeve seams, then sew under-part of
sleeve into underarm, taking care to make
join invisible by matching the rows of pat
tern. Thread ribbon at neck and finish

bonnet with rosettes and streamers.

8d. per Week.
The food position in Great Britain has

become so acute that hotels and restau
rants arc faced with their worst-ever meat

crisis, and are contemplating the introduc
tion of meatless days.
But one of the best-known restaurants

in Glasgow has already withdrawn rationed
meat from the menu oil three days of

the week. Others are likely to do the same.
At least one Blackburn hotel has

introduced meatless days this week.
It is dreadful to contemplate that folks

in the Old Land have a meat ration of

8d. per week. We advise all our readers
who have friends and relations in Britain

to send them food parcels at once, and to

keep on doing so.

There is every possibility that the Lord

Mayor s Food-for-Britain-Fund will be re

opened. It never should have been closed.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.
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TEEN-AGE FAVOURITES
[From page 35.]

For the filling: i lb. cold meat, chicken

or rabbit; 2 ozs. cold ham; 1 oz. plain flour;

1 oz. butter or margarine; 4 pint milk;

1 teaspoon chopped parsley; i teaspoon

chopped onion; salt, pepper and nutmeg;
a little gla.ze.

First make the cases. Sieve the flour

and add a little salt. Put the butter in

a saucepan with the water, let them boil,

then throw in the flour and beat it in

smoothly. Stir over a slow fire until the

paste can be rolled about the saucepan
without sticking to it. Let it cool slightly,

then bent in the eggs one by one. Boll

the mixture lightly on a floured board into

small finger-shaped rolls. Put the -rolls on

a greased baking-tin, and bake in a slow

oven until they are very light, quite

hollow, and about twice their orginal size.

Prepare the filling. Melt the butter, add

the flour, stirring it in smoothly, pour in

the milk and stir it over the fire until it

boils. Eemove from the stove. Chop the

meat and ham finely, and add these with

the parsley and onion to the sauce. Mix

well, season carefully with salt, pepper,
and grnted nutmeg, and heat the mixture.

Slit open one side of each case and fill

with the mixture. Brush the top of each
with melted glaze and sprinkle with finely

chopped parsley. ,

Rabbit and Macaroni Turn-overs.
Four to six ounces of cooked rabbit; 2

ozs. cooked macaroni; sauce or gravy;
seasoning; 4 ozs. plain flour; 3 ozs mashed
potatoes; 2 ozs. margarine or cooking fat;
1 small teaspoon baking powder; salt;
cold water.

Beat the margarine or fat to a cream.
Add the potatoes, then work in the flour,

baking-powder, and a pinch of salt. Mix
the whole to a stiff dough with cold water.
Knead it slightly, roll out thinly, and
divide it into squares the size depends
on individual requirements. Remove all

skin and bone from the rabbit and chop
it up. Cut the marcaroni in small rings
and add it to the rabbit, with enough
sauce or gravy to moisten the mixture.
Season carefully. Place some of
the mixture in the centre of each square
of pastry, moisten the edges and fold
them over, pressing them together. Make
a hole in the centre of each turn-over,
and brush over with a little milk. Bake
in a hot oven for about 15 minutes.

English Muffins.
Half cup of milk; 1 teaspoon salt; ]

teaspoon sugar; 1 yeast cake; 1 tablespoon
water; 1&amp;gt;{ cups bread flour; 1 tablespoon
melted shortening.

Scald milk in top of double boiler. Cool
to lukewarm and add salt, sugar and yeast
cake dissolved in 1 tablespoon water. Mix-
well and add 3 cup bread flour. Beat
thoroughly and let rise until double in
bulk. Add melted shortening and 3 cup
bread flour. Mix thoroughly and let riss.-

again. Turn out on floured cloth, flatten
out with hand to f inch thickness, cut
out with cutter 2J inches in diameter and
let stand until light. Cook slowly on
greased griddle, browning on one side ami
then on other.

Better to be driven out from among
men than to be disliked of children.

Responsibility is accepted by James
Russell, of 32 Carlotta Road, Doubb Bay,
for any matter that may appear in this
issue in connection with the Federal
Commonwealth elections.

NOW! Dental Science Shows that

Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

DENTAL
STOPS TOOTH

IAY BEST
Better Than Any Other Way

of Preventing Tooth Decay According to Reports

in Authoritative Dental Literature!
2 YKARJ* RKSKAKCH AT
AMERICAN UNIVFRSITIWi
rase histories of hundreds of

ppoole who used ColTite Dental

Cream rijrht after eafine how

he Col sate wav tops tooth decs*

best! Better than anv ?ther home

method of oral hvsciene knnvm!

Yes, both clinical and X-ray

examinations snowrc the Colgate

way stopped more decay for

more people than ever before

renorterl in all dentifrire hi?tr&amp;gt;rv!

EVE IN MO HI-
Til I ll K WERE NO NEW CAV1-
T1R* WHATEVER for more
than 1 out of 3 who used Colgate
Dental Cream correctly! Not even

one new cavity in two full vears!

No other rifntifrice has proof of

such results! No dentifrice can

stop all tooth decav, or help

cavities already started. But the

Colgate way is the mo?t effective

wav vet known to help your
dentist prevent decav!

Get more for your money! FAMIU ECONOMY SIZE, ONLY 3/6

AtWAXS USE

COLGATE S TO CLEAN

TOUR BREATH WHILE

YOU CLEAN YOUR

TEETH - AND HELP

STOP TOOTH OfCAX! No Other Toothpaste or Powder
AMMONIATEO OR NOT

Offers Proof of Such Retuttsl

D4/1M

BE POPULAR
Slim Stiiiiuiiiallv

FORD S CORPOREAL
^TABLETS replace v.taJ

&amp;gt;landular secieuons (en-

liocnnes), lack of which
causes formation of fat.

height reduction can now
245 be scientific; Iv controlled.

I weeks treatment 10 -; or 3 weeks 6/6
Start Now! Direct, post ire. from

NOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (S&amp;gt;d. Uni.)
Ckanut 247 King St.. Newtown, Sydncv

Why
ASTHMA
Continue to Suffer?

By a simple inexpensive hoiM*
melhod former sutferers in ;0 count rics,

during the -p.ist IS years h.ive obta I

great relief front day and n gfnt att.&amp;lt; .

freed the i. t;
it breathing, eased cou,_ i-

ing spells, induced rwtM sleep and so
built up health. No matter what y &amp;gt;ur

age or wiicre you live, even if you hp.v

suffered a liteti-ne anJ tried everything
you could l^a -n of w.chout results, O
NOT GIV UP HOf&amp;gt;c ! Send TOC ^Y
for interesting FRc^ BOOK, wnich
reveals a time-tested method of horn*
treatment that has brought rviicf,

health and happiness to former as. irna

sufferers in almost every part of th

world. Enclose 3d. stamps for postAj*

^CHARLTON SINCLAIR LTD.
(Dept. C)

Box J415. G.r-.O.. &amp;gt;YONEY
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Wonderful
RELIEF

from the pains of

VARICOSE

Hundreds of such letters in

praise of Elasto are a sure
Indication of the relief from
Buffering that can be pained
by continued use of this

new, bio-medical remedy...
and not only does Elaeto
bring swift reli-f from
leg troubles but, by pet
ting right to the source
of unhealthy conditions of
the blood, it acts as a

general tonic, toning: up
the system, relieving skin
complaints and ailments

. . &quot;Words cannot

express what Elasto
tablets have done for

me and / recommend
fhem fo any who have
Varicose troubles?

arising; from general blood
disorders.

What is ELASTO?
Elasto is not a drujr. rnit

a cell food that combines
with the blood and helps
to restore normal, healthy
circulation. It is thia
restoration of proper circu
lation that brings the quick
relief yoxi seek.

KluMto in obtulnnble from
cheraiMtM ami more* every
where, price
mouth * supply.

1 E

TABLETS
ELASTO BOX I552E G.P.O.. SVDNEX

Not a drug but a vital cell food

Ashton Qi Parsons Infants Powders &amp;lt;tre wonder-
^U

&quot;V soothing at teething times. They ensure
_ regular, easy motions, cool the blood and are
Mother tO absolutely safe. Try them next time baby u

give YOU
fretful thro &quot;h teething.

Lovers of good music have a treat in
store when &quot;Of Men and Music&quot; reaches
the screen, for it features Arthur Ruben-
Btein, Nadine Connor, Jan Peeree, Jascha
Heifitz and the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra under Dimitri Mitropolous.

Nancy Sinatra finally got tired of
Frankie s wanderings and won a legal
separation from him, plus one-third of
his million-dollar-a-year income. She com
plained that Frankie was rude and didn t

come home nights.

Try the new Rousscl

Appliance Free. En
ables you to do hard
work with comfort and

security. Definitely

holds, a condition abso

lutely necessary for im-

rrovement or recovery.
Recommended by Doc
tors and thousands of

users throughout Australia.

So sure are we that you will find THE ROUSSEL
a real boon that we are prepared to make an

appliance to suit your individual requirements and
GIVE YOU A 14 DAYS TRIAL. You can try
it out in any way you wish, also show it to your
Doctor, ther if you are not satisfied, return it.

Regardless of whether you are fitted personally
or are supplied by post, we guarantee satisfaction.

Special all rubber Rupture Appliances for Bathing,
Swimming and Surfing are now also available.

14 DAYS FREETRIAL
Cali or send stamp for illustrated details, Setf

Measurement Form and 14 Days Free Trial
Offer. You will be under no obligation.

One Address Only :

THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO.,
Dept. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE,

SYDNEY.

SAFELY
Lose up to 7lbs. in one
week with Slim-Tabs.

No Tiresome Exercises.

No Starvation Dieting.

Thrj special prescription of Australian Health
Services (established since 1934) now offvrt

you a drugless way of shedding ugly fat.

SLIM-TABS are non-Injurious and free from
thyroid and gland preparations. You can now
lose fat without the slightest danger to health.
Start now to quickly regain the charming
slimness you desire tnis pleasant, safe way.
Slim-Tabs, the natural reducing treatment,
has worked miracles for fat people all over
Australia.

Send only 207- now for full three weeJcs

course. Posted under plain wrapper.

Australian Health Services,
15CA Castlereagh Street, Sydney.

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOW! Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drink. Eucrasy
has brought happiness to homes cursed

with misery and ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can be given

secretly in any food, or voluntarily.

State which required.
Send 30/- to-day for Course.

DEPT. B , EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney
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CLASSIC TWIN SET
Simplicity is the keynote of this twin

set, and it s so easy to knit any beginner
will be able to achieve a success.

Material: Jumper, 8 ozs. crepe crochet

wool; cardigan, 10 ozs. crepe crochet wool;
two bone knitting needles, No. 10.

Measurements: Bust measurement 32-33

ins. length from shoulder: jumper, 19 ins.;

cardigan, 204 ins
-&amp;gt; sleeves, 18 ins.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together.
The Jumper.

Front: Cast on 128 sts.

Row 1 Knit. Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 Knit. Row 4 Knit.

Repeat these 4 rows seven times more.
Continue now in stocking st. until work
is 14 inches from commencement. Shape
armholes by casting off 8 sts. at beginning
of next 2 rows, then k. 2 tog. at both ends
of the needle in the next and every alter

nate row until there are 98 sts. (This will

be a knit row.)
Work 10 rows then as follows:
Fnw 1 p. 22, k. ,

r
t, p 22.

Work 3 rows in stocking st.

Repeat these 4 rows twice.
Row 13 p. 22, k. 10, knit next 34 sts.

on a spare needle, turn and work on theso
centre sts. thus:

Row 1 k. twice into 1st st., k. to last

at., k. twice into last st.

Row 2 Purl. Row 3 Repeat row 1.

Row 4 Knit.

Repent these four rows once, casting
ofT in the 4th row.
On a spare needle with points at both

ends cast on 2 sts. and knit one row,
then increase 1 st. at beginning of every
second row until you have 5 sts. Slip
these sts. on to point of left hand needle

(the shaped edge to sts. on needle), and
work as follows:

* Row 1 k. 15, p. to end of row.
Work 3 rows in stocking st.

Repeat these last 4 rows until armhole
is 6$ ins. foasuro on the straight). Then
shape shoulder by casting off 8 sts. at

beginning of each row at armhole edge four
times- then cast off remaining sts. Beturn
to other, side, and work to match side
completed.
Back: Work exactlv as given for front

until vou hnve worked 34 rows after last
armhole shaping. Work pattern for
border sts. across as for front of neck
and cast off exactly the same. Work each
side the s.imo as front until armhole is

6? ins. and cast off.

Rieeve: Cast on 80 sts. and repeat the 4
rows as given at commencement of jumper,
until von have 6 ridges increasing one
st. at both ends of needle in the 16th and
every following fith row. When 6 ridges
have been worked continue in stocking st.
and increase until there are 94 sts. Work
5 rows without shaping and then k. 2 tog.
at both ends of the needle every alternate
row until there are 36 sts. Cast off loosely.
Make other sleeve the same.

To Make Up.
Press carefully with a hot iron over

brown paper. Sew up shoulder and side
seams. Sew in sleeve, placing seam at
underarm.
Turn up two ridges at lower edge of

cardigan to make hem. and slip st. neatly,
also around edge of sleeve, leaving 4 ridges
showing. Turn over the same across front
and back of neck also same width (the

5 cast on sts.) along each side of neck.
Press seams and hem lightly.

The Cardigan.
Back: Cast on 128 sts. and work as

given for commencement of jumper until
there are 8 ridges, then change to stocking
st. and continue until work is 15$ ins.

Cast off 8 sts. at beginning of next 2

rows. Then k. 2 tog. at both ends of the
needle every alternate row until there are
98 sts. Work without shaping until arm-
hoV1 &quot;&quot;

&quot;

&quot; &quot;. &amp;gt; r&amp;gt;o fl .,,. r r&amp;gt;n flip straight;

cardigan is same length as back to arm-
hole. Cast off 8 sts. at armhole edge at

beginning of next row and shape front

by k. 2 tog. inside border sts. in the next
and every following 6th row. At the
same time, k. 2 tog. every alternate row
at armhole edge, 8 times.

Continue with the front decrease nntil
there are 50 sts. Continue on the 50 sts.

until armhole is same as back, then cast
off 6 sts. at beginning of very row at
armhole edge 5 times. Work on remaining
20 border sts. until long enough to go to
centre of back neck.
Left Front: Cast on 74 sts. and work to

match other side, working border and
shaping fri rnsVp a pair

thci

;it beginning of every row, 10 &quot;times. Cast
off remaining sts. for neck.
Right Front: Cast on 74 sts. and work

as follows:
Row 1 Knit. Row 2--Purl.
Row 3 Knit. Row 4 Knit.
Repeat these 4 rows until there are

8 ridges, then as follows:
Work 3 rows in stocking st.

Row 4 p. 54, k. 20.

Continue with the front border sts. until

pattern to match border as given for back
of jumper. Continue in stocking st., increas
ing 1 *t. at both ends of the needle in the
next and every following 6th row until
there are 105 sts. Continue without
shaping until sleeve is 19J inches (measure
on the straight) then shape top by k. 2

tog. at both ends of the needle every alter
nate row until there are 41 sts. Cast off.

Make other sleeve the same.

[rum to page 50.]
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LEARN TO PLAY THE PIANO
at Parties, Dances, anywhere

MAZinG

I

Become a Popular Pianist in a few weeks with Sampson s

latest Home-Study lessons. They ll teach you quickly
at

home wherever you live whether you re a

beginner or not. You ll start to play in 30

minutes, and play popular tunes with the latest

effects in almost no time. Soon you ll be an

accomplished Pianist popular sought after

able to earn up to 8 weekly spare time

playing, teaching.

The complete course is half the price of ordinary
lessons twice as quick no exercises, and
costs ,ust a few pence weekly ; pay as you
learn. What is more, the following introductory
concession is offered to all who write for

particulars within the next 30 days.

IT S FREE IF YOU DON T SUCCEED
Here s your chanca to quickly earn without risk or doubt it s fre If you don t succeed. Nothing
could be fairer more honest. It s a real opportunity to learn to try without the ilighest fear but

This
&quot;

Free if you don t succeed concession
&quot;

is open for a

limited time only.

Mall this coupon for free particulars without obligation NOW. Don t delay
a rush Is expected. In mailing the coupon you re under no obligation what

ever, but be in time do it now.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY - DONT
TO:- THE SAMPSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Dept. U, 481 Kent St., Box 4184, G.P.O.. Sydney.

Without obligation, tell me about Sampson s Home-Study Piano Lessons and tree if you don t succeed
plan. I enclose 3d. stamp.

I

I

NAME

ADDRESS.

SAFELY REDUCE
WAIST AND HIPS-
THERE S FIGURE BEAUTY

IN FIGURE CONTROL!
You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a Figure Control
Corset. Its gentle changing pressure will slim your hips and waist
line, and beautify your figure with every move you make. Gives
natural balanced support and soothing control. Made of superfine
fabrics, and is individually fashioned for every client.

Figure Control has these improvements : 1, Crossover pull-front
no busks or lacing. 2, Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simpli

fied front fastening, instantly adjustable for reduction. 4, Spiral
boning for freedom, flexibility, figure loveliness.

/ L/a.yS I rial ... You can try the Figure Control
Corset for 7 days, AT MY RISK, to prove it will give comforting
support and uplift, and lovely, slim, youthful grace and energy to

your figure.

THE FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CAN BE SUPPLIED BY POST TO
COUNTRY AND INTERSTATE RESIDENTS. WRITE NOW FOR FREE
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE AND MEASUREMENT FORM. MENTION
THIS PAPER.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO.,

P.A. BUILDING,
243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY.

YOUR

Res/dents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FIGURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or telephone MA5308.

A Question

WOMEN

Do you live in the shadow of

LISTLESSNESS

DEPRESSION
SLEEPLESSNESS

OVERTIREDNESS
CONSTANT HEADACHES

These and other symptoms such as indigestion,
dyspepsia, heartburn, bad complexion, pimples,
blackheads, frequent coughs and colds, rheumatism)
neuritis, nerve pains, lifeless hair, and a noticeable

los of your appeal to the opposite sex
suggest that you need

MANDREX
The magical new triple-acting

treatment for women of all ages!
Women praise this brilliant treatment, which gets
right to the cause of the complaint and restores you
to perfect health and fitness. MANDREX contains
a complete course of highly concentrated balanced
vitamins, and purifying mild laxative, agents to
clear the body of impurities. A course of MANDREX
will instantly show you what a marvellous treatment
it is. Young, middle-aged, and elderly women all

respond to the MANDREX formula.

Be the woman you should bel

FREE !

Write TODAY for
illustrated brochure

A. B. WARD
Dept. II J 3 Boi

& CO.,
3323,

G.l .U., Sydney, N.S.W.

PRINT year name and addreu clearly.

It s easy to have

Healthy Hair
Rub Koko into your scalp morning txf

night then brush briskly. Koko refresh**

tnd cleanses the scalp . . remoTe*

dandruff . . . leaves your hair shining with

health. There ii no oil, grease or dy
in Koko the famous hair treatment for

the whole family

Ask your chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR
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FEATHERSTITCH JUMPER
Material: 8 ozs. 3-ply wool; knitting

needles Nos. 11 and 13; press studs.

Measurements: Length from shoulder 18$

ins.; width round at underarms 32 ins.;

top sleeve seam 23 ins.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; rep.,

repeat; beg., beginning; st.st., stocking
stitch; inc., increase; dec., decrease; patt.,

pattern; tog., together; w.r.n., wool round

needle; d.c., double crochet; st(s)., stitches;

ch., chain; ins., inches; t.b.l. through back
loop; w.f., bring wool to front; w.b., wool
to back; k. 1/B., k. into back of st.; cross

p., miss first st. and p. into back
of next st., k. the missed st.

and slip both sts. off needle to

gether; cross k., miss first st.

and k. into front of next st.,

p. the missed st. and slip both
sts. off needle S.I., slip one.

Tension: 8 sts. to the inch
over st.st. worked with No. 11
needles.

The Front.

Using No. 13 needles cast on
120 sts., and work in k. 1, p. 1

rib for 3$ ins. Change to No.
11 needles and work thus:
Row 1 k. 24 (p. 20, k. 6)

twice, p. 20, k. 24.

Row 2 p. 24 (k. 20, p. 6)
twice, k. 20, p. 24.

Re^&amp;gt;.
these last 2 rows 8 times,

inc. at each end of the 6th,
12th and 18th rows.
Row 19 k. 27, p. 20, k. 6,

p. 9, k. 2, p. 9, k. 6, p. 20, k. 27.

Row 20 p. 27, k. 20, p. 6,
k. 9, p. 2, k. 9, p. 6, k. 20,

p. 27.

Rows 21 and 22 As 19th and
20th rows.
Row 23 k. 27, p. 20, k. 6,

p. 8, cross k., cross p., p. 8, k. 6,

p. 20, k. 27.
Row 24 Inc., p. 26, k. 20,

p. 6, k. 8, w.f., s. 1, p. 2, s. 1,

w.b., k. 8, p. 6, k. 20, p. 26, inc.

Row 25 k. 28, p. 20, k. 6,

p. 7, cross k., k. 2, cross p.,

p. 7, k. 6, p. 20, k. 28.
Row 26 p. 28, k. 20, p. 6,

k. 7, wJ., s. 1, w.b., k. 1, p. 2,
k, 1, wJ., a. 1, w.b., k. 7, p. 6,
k. 20, p. 28.

Row 27 k. 28, p. 20, k. 6,

p. 6, cross k., p. 1, k. 2, p. 1,
cross p., p. 6, k. 6, p. 20, k. 28.
Row 28 p. 28, k. 20, p. 6,

k. 6, w.f., s. 1, w.b., k. 2, p. 2,
k. 2, wJ., s. 1, w.b. k. 6, p. 6,
k. 20, p. 28.

Row 29 k. 28, p. 20, k. 6,

p. 5, cross k., p. 2, k. 2, p. 2, cross

p., p. 5, k. 6, p. 20, k. 28.
Row 30 Inc., p. 27, k. 20,

p. 6, k. 5, w.f., s. 1, w.b., k. 3,
p. 2, k. 3, w.f., s. 1, w.b., k. 5,

p. 6, k. 20, p. 27, inc.

Row 35 k. 29, p. 9, k. 2, p. 9, k. 6,

p. 3, k. 1/B., p. 5, k. 2, p. 5, k. 1/B., p. 3,

k. 6, p. 9, k. 2, p. 9, k. 29.

Row 36 Inc., p. 28, k. 9, p. 2, k. 9, p. 6,

k. 3, p. 1, k. 5, p. 2, k. 5, p. 1, k. 3, p. 6,

k. 9, p. 2, k. 9, p. 28, inc. (132 sts.).

***Row 37 k. 30,
*

p. 8, cross k., cross

p., p. 8,
* *

k. 6,
*

rep. from * to *
once,

then from *
to **, k. 30.

Row 38 p. 30,
*

k. 8, w.f., s. 1, p. 2,

s. 1, w.b., k. 8,
**

p. 6,
*

rep. from * to
*

once, then from * to **, p. 30.

Bow 31 k. 29, p. 20, k. 6, p. 4, cross
k., p. 3, k. 2, p. 3, cross p., p. 4, k. 6, p. 20,
K . . ,

Row 32 p. 29, k. 20, p. 6, k. 4, w.f.,
B. 1, w.b., k. 4, p. 2, k. 4, w.f., s. 1,
w.b., k. 4, p. 6, k. 20, p. 29.
Row 33 k. 29, p. 9, k. 2, p. 9, k. 6,

p. 3, cross k., p. 4, k. 2, p. 4, cross p.,
p. 3, k. 6, p. 9, k. 2, p. 9, k. 29.
Row 34 p. 29, k. 9, p. 2, k. 9, p. 6,

k. 3, p. 1, k. 5, p. 2, k. 5, p. 1, k. 3, p. 6,
k. 9, p. 2, k. 9, p. 29.

Row 39 k. 30,
*

p. 7, cross k., k. 2,
cross p., p. 7,

** k. 6,
*

rep. from * to *

once, then from * to **, k. 30.
Row 40 p. 30,

*
k. 7, w.f., s. 1, w.b.,

k. 1, p. 2, k. 1, w.f., s. 1, w.b., k. 7,
**

p. 6,
*

rep. from * to *
once, then from

*
to **

p. 30.

Row 41 k. 30,
*

p. 6, cross k., p. 1,
k. 2, p. 1, cross p., p. 6,

**
k. 6,

*
rep.

from * to *
once, then from * to **, k. 30.

Row 42 p. 30,
*

k. 6, w.f., s. 1, w.b.,
k. 2, p. 2, k. 2, w.f., s. 1, w.b., k. 6,

**

p. 6,
*

rep. from *
to *

once, then from
* to **, p. 30.

Row 43 k. 30, p. 5, cross k., p. 2,
k. 2, p. 2, cross p., p. 5,

**
k. 6,

*
rep. from

* to *
once, then from *

to **, k. 30.

Row 44 p. 30, k. 5, w.f., s. 1, w.b.,
k. 3, p. 2, k. 3, w.f., s. 1, w.b., k. 5,

**

p. 6,
*

rep. from * to *
once, then from

* to
*&quot;, p. 30.

Row 45 k. 30,
*

p. 4, cross k., p. 3,

k. 2, p. 3, cross p., p. 4,
**

k. 6,
*

rep.
from * to *

once, then from *
to **,

k. 30.

Row 46 p. 30,
*

k. 4, w.f., s. 1, w.b.,
k. 4, p. 2, k. 4, w.f., s. 1, w.b., k. 4,**

p. 6,
*

rep. from *
to *

once, then from
* to

, p. 30.

Row 47 k. 30,
*

p. 3, cross k.,

p. 4, k. 2, p. 4, cross p., p. 3,
**

k. 6,
*

rep. from *
to *

once,
then from *

to **, k. 30.
Row 48 p. 30,

*
k. 3, p. 1,

k. 5, p. 2, k. 5, p. 1,
k. 3,

**
p. 6, rep. from *

to *

once, then from * to **, p. 30.
Row 49 k. 30,

*
p. 3, k.

1/B., p. 5, k. 2, p. 5, k. 1/B,
p. 3,

**
k. 6,

*
rep. from * to &quot;

once, then from * to **, k. 30.

Row 50 p. 30,
*

k. 3, p. 1,
k. 5, p. 2, k. 5, p. 1, k. 3,

**

p. 6,
*

rep. from * to *
once,

then from * to *, p. 30.
**

Rep. from ***
to *** 4 times,

shaping armholes when work
measures 12$ ins. from the cast-

on edge, by casting off 7 eta.

at the beg. of the next 2 rows,
and dec. at each end of the

following 7 rows (104 sts.).

Row 107 k. 16, p. 8, crosa

k., cross p., p. 8,
*

k. 6, p. 9,
k. 2, p. 9, k. 6, rep. from * to *

k. 16.

Row 108 p. 16, k. 8, w.f.,
s. 1, p. 2, s. 1, w. b., k. 8,

*

p. 6, k. 9, p. 2, k. 9, p. 6, rep.
from * to *, p. 16.

Row 109 k. 16, p. 7, cross

k., k. 2, cross p., p. 7,
* k. 6,

p. 9, k. 2, p. 9, k. 6, rep. from
to *, k. 16.

Row 110 p. 16,
*

k. 7, w.f.,
a. 1, w.b., k. 1, p. 2, k. 1, w.f.,
a. 1, w.b., k. 7,

*
p. 6, k. 9, p. 2,

k. 9, p. 6, rep from * to *, p. 16.

Continue as from the 41st row
until patt. is completed on the
side panels and keeping centre

panels of 20 sts. in all re
versed st.st.

Row 121 k. 16, p. 9, k. 2,

p. 9, k. 6, p. 20, k. 6, p. 9, k. 2,

p. 9, k. 16.

Row 122 p. 16, k. 9, p. 2,
k. 9, p. 6, k. 20, p. 6, k. 9, p. 2,
k. 9, p. 16.

Rows 123 and 124 As 121at
and 122nd rows.
Row 125 k. 16, (p. 20, k. 6)

twice, p. 20, k. 16.

Row 126 p. 16, (k. 20, p. 6)
twice, k. 20, p. 16.

Shape neck thus:
Row 127 k. 16, p. 8, cast off 56 (loop

on pin), p. 7, k. 16.

Continue dec. at neck edge on the next
3 rows (21 sts.). Continue straight until
work measures 19 ins. from the cast-on

edge, then shape shoulder by casting off
7 sts. at the beg of the next 3 rows,
starting at armhole edge.

Rejoin wool at remaining sts. and work
other side to match. r_

[Turn to page 47.[



Just one reason why
millions of women
won t use any cleanser

but grit-free Bon Ami

ITS tough
ON ALL DIRT

ON ALL SURFACES

(Jfoull
clean your best with

TO YOUR HANDS

quick-
(

POLISHES AS

IT CLEANS
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EXPLCTANT MOTHER
wall-balanced diet throughout

* Pregnancv, with emphasis laid on
Vitamins and Mineral Salts elements abso
lutely ess&amp;gt;;n!.ial to make good the strain on
her own system, and for the building up of
the child s frame, muscles and nervous
system These essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts are often lacking in the
ordinary daily food and it is here that Bio-
Chemistry can help the Expectant Mother
so much.
There are, Twelve Bio-Chemic Nerve and Tissue-Building Cell Salts, supplying every
need of the human system Individual requirements are thoroughly investigated
only one or two of these vital life-giving Cell Salts may be lacking and your exact
need supplied. Thus the Expectant Mother is assured of an abundant reserve of
nerve force, a more comfortable confinement, more speedy recovery and a rich supply
of natural milk. All consultations free of charge or obligation.

Write for FREE BOOKLET giving valuable advice and information.
Send to Dept. A.H.J. B55I.

Established 25 Years.

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
BOX 1249 L. G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE, C.I. *Phne: MU 1971.

EVERY WOMAN SHOULD

READ THIS TABLE
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SUE CARDIGAN
oDo- -o-oQ-o-o

Materials required: 4 ozs. 3-ply wool for

chest size 24 ins.; 5 ozs. for size 26 ins.; one

pair No. 11 and one pair No. 9 knitting
needles; 5 medium-sized buttons.

Measurements: Chest. 26 ins.; length,
16 ins.; sleeve, 13 ins.

To make size chest 24 ins., length 15

ins., sleeve 12$ ins., use No. 10 needles in

place of No. 9.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; pat.,

pattern; inc., increase; St., stitch; dec.,

decrease; beg., beginning; g.st., garter
gtitch; rep., repeat.

Tension: Using No. 9 needles, 6 sts. and
8 rows equal 1 in.

Using No. 10 needles, 13 sts. and 17
rows equal 2 ins.

Note: Grip this wool a little more tightly
than usual, to produce a firm fabric.

To Make the Back.

Using the No. 11 needles, cast on 67
sts. and rib as follows:

previous row.
G.st. 16 rows.

Row 1 p. 1, k. 1; rep. from beg. to

ending p. 1.

Kow 2 p.

Eep. these two rows 11 times.

Change to the No. 9 needles and continu

ing in this pat. inc. 1 st. at each end of
the 5th then every 6th row until 79 sts.

on needle.

Complete 10^ ins. including rib, or 9$
ins. for 24 ins. chest size.

Shape Amholes: Dec, 1 st. at each end
of the next 9 rows.

Continue on remaining sts. until armhole
measures 5 ins. deep.
Shape Shoulders: Cast off 9 sts. at the

beg. of the next 4 rows, east off the remain
ing sts.

To Make Right Front.
Using the No. 11 needles, cast on 34 sts.

(or 35 for alternative st.) and work
exactly as for the Back for the first 24
rows.

Change to the No. 9 needles,
and continue, inc. at end of the
5th then on every 6th row at
same edge until 40 or 41 sts. on
needle.

Complete the same depth as for
Back to armhole shaping.
Shape Armhole: Next row

(wrong side facing) Dec. 1 st.,

pat. to last 2 sts. and dec. 1 st. at
front edge.

Continue dec. at front edge
every third row and on the next
8 rows at armhole end until 18
sts. remain.

Complete 5J ins. of armhole
shaping (or 5^ ins. of armhole
shaping for 24 ins. chest size).

Shape Shoulder: Cast off 9 sts.

at beg. of the next 2 rows start

ing from the armhole end. Fasten
off.

Work a Left Front to pair, by
reversing the shaping.

Front Edgings.
Using the No. 11 needles, cast

on 9 sts. and g.st. 4 rows. Work
first buttonhole on next row as
follows: k. 3, cast off 3, k. 3.

Next row in g.st. and cast on
3 sts. over the 3 cast off in

Work second buttonhole on next
2 rows as for the first.

Rep. the last 18 rows until 5 buttonholes
completed. Continue all in g.st., for
sufficient to go around neck edging and
down other front. Cast off.

To Make Sleeves.

Using the No. 11 needles, cast on 37
sts. and work as for lower edge of Back.
Complete the 24 rows.

Change to the No. 9 needles, and continu

ing, inc. 1 st. at each of the 5th then every
6th row until 53 sts. on needle.

Complete 13 ins. in all (or 12^ ins. for 24
ins. chest size).

Shape Top: Dec. 1 st. at each end of every
other row until 21 sts. remain. Cast off.

Work another sleeve likewise.
To Make Up.

Graft shoulders. Join sides and sleeves.
Set in sleeves, placing seam to seam at
underarm. Pin front edges into position
(5th buttonhole should fall in line with
front neck shaping), join neatly and
securely. Work buttonholes.

Press under a damp cloth and warm iron.

Sew on buttons at finish.

If for a boy attach front edging so that
buttonholes are on the left front instead
of the right.

*-*

FEATHERSTITCH JUMPER
[From page 45.1

The Back.
Work welt as for Front.

Change to No. 11 needles and continue
in st.st., inc. at each end of every 6tb

row, 6 times (132 sts.). Continue straight
until side seam measures same as on Front,
then shape armholes by casting off 8 sts.

at beg. of next 2 rows, and dec. each end
of following 8 rows (100 sts.).

Continue straight until work measures
17} ins. from the cast-on edge, then shape
neck thus: k. 24, cast off 52, k. 24.

Continue in st.st., dec. at the neck edge
on the next 3 rows (21 sts.). Continue
straight until work measures 19 ins. from
the cast-on edge, then shape shoulder by
casting off 7 sts. at the beg. of the next
3 rows starting at armhole edge. Rejoin
wool at remaining sts. and work other
shoulder to match.

Neck Border. (Back).
Holding the right side of work towards

you and using No. 13 needles pick up and
k. 86 sts. round neck. Work in k. 1,

p. 1 rib, dec. each end of every alternate
row for 1} ins. Cast off in rib.

Work a similar border round front of

neck, but picking up 110 sts.

The Sleeves.

Using No. 13 needles, cast on 60 sts.

and work in k. 1, p. 1 rib for 3 ins.

Change to No. 11 needles and
continue in st.st. inc. at each end
of every 6th row until 100 sts.

are on needle. Continue straight
until work measures 19 ins. from
the cast-on edge, then shape top
by doc. at each end of every alter
nate row until 70 sts. remain. Now
dec. at each end of every row until
24 sts. remain. Cast off. Work
another sleeve to match.

Making Up.
Press all parts except ribbing.

Join side seams and insert sleeves.
Work a row of double crochet
round each shoulder opening. Join
each shoulder half-way and fasten
remainder with press studs.

&quot;Do right and fear no man.&quot;

Yes. Also don t write and fear
no woman.
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1 here s nothing
mysterious about
it. It is simply the

radiant vitality

the energy, cheer

fulness, bright eyes,
clear complexion and youthfulncss that can

easily be yours by taking Bile Beans regularly.

Medically tested Bile Beans clear away those

impurities that are a barrier to radiant vitality.
Your bloodstream is cleansed, your digestion

improved, your system is toned up
NEW DIGESTIVE rNGREDJENT

exciuurg to Bile Beans, break* up fatty acidt,
normalise* digestion. Eat what you like, keep fit
and youthful by taking

BILE BEANS
Tak Just a Couple at Bedtime

Three-way care

&quot;25

s

of Silverware

GODDARD S PLATE POWDER, world renowned

for more than 110 years as the finest polish

for silver. The choice of the connoisseur.

*

GODDARD S SILVER POLISH is liquid and consists

of the Plate Powder ready mixed with suitable

ingredients. A boon to the busy housewife.

GODDARD S SILVER CLOTH provides the

best one-process method of polishing

lightly tarnished silver. After washing

spoons and forks a rub with this cloth

will dry and polish them at the same time.

Goddard S Silver Polishes

Save Pounds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;BebarfQld-Bluefcird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

r~

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

quicklv poy for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for
less than id. Features include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control,
automatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete in C^Q/D/lk
maple-coloured carrying case. flO/u/J

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-type
Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars.

CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON! -

BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

n Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable
Machine

Q Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet
Machine

. Also full details of your Specialised Easy Termi.

ADDRESS ......

AH5

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

SUCCESSFUL
CAREERS .

The only way to achieve Success is t* work for fc.

Stott s can train you in the privacy of YOUR OWN
HOME. Note a few of the 300 Experlly-Conduet**
Home-Study Courses for which STOTT S b
renowned t

Shorthand/Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial)
Accountancy
Inst. of Secretaries
Showcard and

Ticket Writing
Commercial Art

Drawing, Sketching
Fashion Illustrating
Caricature. Cartoon g
Advertisement Wrtg.
Salesmanship
English ; Arithmetic
Livestock Breeding
Soil/Farm Crops
Dairy Farming
Cream Testers

Handwriting
Story Writing
Journalism (FreeUnee)
&amp;gt;urie* Entrance
Police Entrance

Dresscutting A
Designing

Radio (Amateur)
Engineering t

Motor, Diesel,

Electrical, Meek.
General Education
Backward AdulU
Shire Clerks
Builders Course*

Draftsmanship
Stammerers
University Exams.

Sttftfsiorrndence College

100 Kussea jt. Me.i.ourne ; 149 Casllereagb St., Sydney!
290 Adelaide M.. Brisbane ; 21 Grenfeii St., Adelaide |

254 Murray St., Perth.

L..... CUT AND iMAJL THIS COUPON ___.
* To STOTT S: Please send me, free and without

[ obligation, full details of your Course/s in :

1

I

I MY NAME _

I ADDKliSS
! (A.H.J. 551)
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JULIA S DAY
[From page 13.]

hei that she d probably welcome the

change.&quot; She looked directly at Molly.
&quot;This morning, Molly, you were telling

me how lucky I am to live at home. How
tired you are of flat life so I suppose

you ll be quite glad to live here and care

for mother.&quot; Was her voice a little

malicious? Molly answered quickly.
&quot;Me? You know I should be quite use

less at house-keeping,&quot; she said. &quot;And they
couldn t possibly do without me at the

office. I couldn t think of it, so it s no
use expecting me to help you out.&quot;

&quot;Help me out! It s a case of helping the

others out not me. I m going, in any
case. I ve made at least I ve almost
finalised my arrangements. You ll have
to argue it out amongst yourselves.&quot;

Molly looked across at Vera.
&quot;You re the oldest, Vera,&quot; she said.

&quot;And you have a proper house to take
mother to, not a flat

&quot; but Vera inter

rupted her.

&quot;You know perfectly well Wallace
wouldn t hear of our having mother,&quot; she

said, &quot;otherwise I d be only too glad, of

course. You know Wallace and mother
have never got on together

&quot;

&quot;Then it ll have to be Arthur.&quot; Julia

was enjoying herself now, and she took
her hands from her pockets, and felt more
at ease. Her plan was working. , Euth

spoke before Arthur could answer. Her
voice was as precise and cool as it always
was, but it had an edge to it.

&quot;But I am only mother s daughter-in-
law,&quot; she said. &quot;Of course it is the place
of her own daughters to look after her.

I know she d prefer that. And then there
are the children. They re very good, but
children must be noisy sometimes, and
they d worry her.&quot;

They were all silent. Julia looked

slowly from one to the other. Defiantly,
Molly lit a cigarette. Julia s gaze came
to rest on her, and she knew the others
were looking at her, too. Her case was
the weakest. She was the unmarried
daughter, she could with least sacrifice

take over Julia s position. Least sacrifice!

She thought of her comfortable little flat,
her free life and when she thought of
what she would have to give up she began
to understand Julia better than she had
ever done before, and later when she
could feel herself safe she would have
sympathy for her.

&quot;Julia,&quot; she said, &quot;isn t there something
else we could do? Isn t there anything
that would make you decide to stay?&quot;

But Arthur broke in. He was not as

quick as the women had been to see just
what Julia s going would mean; and he
was used to regarding her as of no
importance that he couldn t bring himself
to plead with her.

&quot;Why the dickens, he said, &quot;you want
to upset such a comfortable and con
venient arrangement, is beyond me. Why
shouldn t you be glad to look after mother,
in return for a good home &quot;

&quot;C omfortnble and convenient arrange
ment for all of you,&quot; Julia said quietly.
&quot;That s very obvious. But not for me.
So pomfortnblp and convenient for you
that you should be willing to make some
little sacrifice to continue it.&quot;

Molly snw a gleam of hope.
&quot;What do you mean?&quot; she asked quickly.

Julia paused. This was the hardest part;
but she must go through with it. And
she must be prefectly cool and business

like. She decided that first, before she

offered her alternative, she would make
them realise more fully what was in store

for them if she left, if she refused to

abandon her plan.
&quot;Of course,&quot; she said slowly, consider

ingly, &quot;you could get a housekeeper she

would want at least four pounds a week,
I should say

&quot;

&quot;You know very well mother couldn t

afford to pay that,&quot;
Arthur said.

&quot;Of course not. Would you expect her
to? I thought you could manage it between

you.&quot; For a moment she let them think
that over. &quot;That is, of course, if you could

get anyone who would do someone you
could trust, someone mother would take
to someone who wouldn t mind being so

far out of town, in such a quiet neighbour
hood.&quot;

&quot;It s almost impossible, nowadays,**
Vera said gloomily.

&quot;I think you re right, Vera,&quot;
Julia was

cheerful and brisk. &quot;And anyway, it would
take time. Did I say I ve promised to

start in a week?&quot;

&quot;But you can t, Julia, you simply can
t,&quot;

Vera said. &quot;What s to become of mother
while we find a housekeeper? And who s

to interview people
&quot;

&quot;I ll have to leave all that to you, of

course. That s if you decide to do it that

way. You might think after all that it s

better for one of you to take mother to

live with you or Molly might give up
her flat after all, and come home. You ll

find some way out of it.&quot;

&quot;Julia,&quot; Molly said desperately, &quot;you

said a while ago something about being
willing us, I mean to make some sacri

fice to keep things as they are what did

you mean?&quot;

&quot;Well
&quot; Julia kept all interest from

her voice &quot;never mind. I d rather let

my arrangements stand.&quot;

&quot;But,&quot; urged Molly, &quot;if there is any
thing please, Julia &quot;

&quot;All right, I ll tell you what came into

my mind for a moment but it s something
I m not at all keen on. I can see you all

realise, now, that it s worth a great deal
to you to have me looking after mother.&quot;

There was nothing to be said to that, and
she turned directly to Molly. &quot;You re

always ready, Molly, when you come here,
to tell me how lucky I am to be at home
but you ve made it quite clear that

you would hate to change places with
me. You d give something to keep your
independence, wouldn t you?&quot; Molly
said nothing, and she turned to
Ruth and Arthur. ^You re very
sweet to mother when you visit her, Ruth
but you know you couldn t bear to live

in the same house with her for a day;
there d be constant friction and you d
have to impose all sorts of restrictions
on the children which would be irksome
to all of you. It s worth something to

you to have your house to yourself, I m
quite sure.&quot; For once Ruth had no. answer,
nnd she put a hand on Arthur s arm when
he seemed to be going to speak. Julin
turned to Vera. &quot;It s nice to hear the
truth for once,&quot; she said. &quot;We all know
that Wallace never makes the least effort

to understand mother, or to get on with
her; you ve never admitted it before.
But I know he ll do wha-t you want, all

the same. And you re too selfish t want
to put yourself out for mother, or anyone
else.&quot;

Vera reddened. &quot;I m sure I don t know
what to make of you, Julia,&quot; she said

indignantly. &quot;And you should talk about

people being selfish, I must say!&quot;

Julia disregarded her. &quot;Added to all

that,&quot; she went on calmly, &quot;it happens
that I do worry a great deal about mother.

More than the rest of you are prepared
to do, it seems. Other things being equal,
I d prefer to stay with her. But you see

they re not. If I go, I earn a good living,
I perhaps go in later with my friend as

a partner. I make provision for my
future. If I stay, I lose all that.&quot;

&quot;You ve got a home,&quot; Arthur said. &quot;What

the dickens do you want money for?

A single woman like you?&quot;

Julia refused to be ruffled.

&quot;You d be surprised, Arthur,&quot; she said,

sweetly, &quot;if you knew just what good use

I could put it to.&quot;

&quot;You mean,&quot; Molly asked incredulously,

&quot;you mean, you want money from us?&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot;
Julia said flatly, &quot;yes,

that s

what I mean.&quot;

&quot;Money,&quot;
Vera said, &quot;for looking after

your own mother!&quot;

&quot;Your mother, too, don t forget,&quot; Julia

was firm. &quot;And I m not only hinting. I

wonder if you ve forgotten, Vera, when I

did hint, as plainly as I could bring myself

to, that you might advance me enough
to take a dressmaking course? After
I d made one thing after another for the

boys without anything from you but

thanks? Well, I m not hinting now. And
I m not begging. I m making a business

proposition, and I m not even anxious to

have it accepted. I ve been looking for

ward to going away, and meeting people,
to having congenial work to do

&quot;How much do you want?&quot; Molly spoke
first.

&quot;Three pounds a week,&quot; Julia answered.

&quot;That s a pound a week from each of you.
I know you can afford it.&quot;

&quot;Three pounds a week!&quot; Arthur was furi

ous. &quot;For living here, in luxury
&quot;

&quot;I did think&quot; Julia looked at him

thoughtfully. &quot;I really did think that as

you re the oldest, Arthur, and the only

son, you should pay a larger share than
the others &quot;

Ruth knew she was beaten. She laid

a restraining hand on her husband before

he could speak. She said, &quot;I think we d
better agree, Arthur. It seems to be

the only thing we can do.&quot; Julia disre

garded Arthur s muttered &quot;Blackmail,

moral blackmail &quot; She said quietly,
&quot;Thank you, Ruth. But I haven t

promised even now &quot;

&quot;I ll agree to pay my share, too,&quot; Molly
said quickly. &quot;Do say you ll stay, Julia.

Think of mother, and how much she d
miss you. What about you, Vera? You ll

have to do what Julia wants
Vera still hesitated. She was older

than Julia, and she hadn t been used to

giving in to her. Julia said lightly, almost

with relief: &quot;Of course, if Vera won t

agree, it s all off, and I don t really mind.

I m so reluctant to give up such a wonder
ful chance. And of course it will be up
to Vera then to make some arrangement
for mother. I can go with a clear con

science.&quot; And at that Vera gave in. She
could imagine what Wallace would say if

she had to tell him that Mrs. Penton
must live with them. But she gave in

with a bad grace. &quot;Well, if there s nothing
else for it.&quot; she said, &quot;we ll pay our share.

But I must say, Julia, I think you re very
grasping, and a very unnatural daughter
Molly interrupted her before Julia

could take offence. Molly knew she bad
had a very narrow escape. She knew
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perfectly well that she couldn t endure
the dullness of living at home; she felt

almost a reluctant admiration for Julia.

She remembered how close she and Julia
had been to each other when they were

younger, and she felt a little ashamed
when she realised that she had let her
sister s life become more and more dull

and lonely without doing any of the

things she might have done to brighten
it. &quot;Don t you think, Vera, that we ve
been rather selfish ?&quot; she said. She turned
to Julia. &quot;Now we ve all agreed, you ll

stay, won t you?&quot;

Julia paused before she answered. It

wouldn t do to be too ready to accept
what had somehow now become not her

demand, but their offer. She was rejoicing
that her plan had worked so well, and it

was difficult to seem reluctant, but she
had a part to play, and she was determined
to play it well to the end.

&quot;It s too
bad,&quot; she said at last. &quot;I

didn t think you d agree to pay me or

perhaps I shouldn t have suggested it.

I d much rather take the job; it would
have been such fun it is hard to give
it up&quot;

And at that even Vera was eager.
&quot;But you must stay, Julia, really you must.
I ll guarantee to keep to the bargain, if

you ll promise to stay
&quot; and Euth joined

in. &quot;fin sure Julia will do what s right,
and stay with mother where she s really
needed. And,&quot; she added, making up for
Arthur s sour look, &quot;of course we ll pay
what yon ask, Julia.&quot;

Very gracefully Julia gave in. But she
made it plain to them all the same that
she considered the favour all on her side.
&quot;Of course,&quot; she said, &quot;I can always change
my mind. Mrs. my friend did tell
me that if I couldn t help out at once,
she would keep the offer open for at
least a year or longer. She said: I am
desperately anxious to have you. In fact
the job is yours at any time. &quot;

She hoped that would be understood
for what it was a delicate hint that
promises must be kept. After that, at the
end of a year well, she was a firm
believer in the power of habit. The pay
ment to her would have become a settled
matter. For a moment she was lost in
contemplation of what even three pounds
a week would mean to her. She could
go to town more often, she could take
dressmaking lessons, she could buy pretty
materials, there would be little treats
and excursions she could buy a type
writer and learn to type. That, and dress
making, would take from her mind the
fear which had been growing larger and
larger what is to become of me if mother
dies? Her wants were not great, but how
important to her was the satisfying of
them!

,

She felt no pricks of conscience as she
looked at the others; she felt even that
she had done them a service; and she
smiled as she went on briskly: &quot;Well,
that s settled, and we won t talk about it
any more; will you send me the money
once a month? All of you?&quot; They nodded
assent. With amusement she saw a new
look in Arthur s eyes; the look of respect
that a man might feel for a woman who
has bested him in a business deal. There
wouldn t, she felt, be any more of &quot;Get

a move on, Julia.&quot; But she made no
comment on that.

|
I shan t, of course, tell mother any

thing,&quot; she said. &quot;If she s curious, she ll

be satisfied if I say I ve had a present
from one or other of you. I wonder if

she s awake yetf You d better go back
to her, anyway, and I ll make a cup of

tea.&quot; She stood and watched them as they
went to the door, and no one spoke. But
when she reached the passage, Molly came
back alone. She caught the secret smile
Julia allowed herself, and she said, but
not unkindly: &quot;I suppose yon think you ve
been very clever, Julia 1&quot; Julia looked

earnestly at her. She wouldn t give
herself away, but all the same there was
something she wanted to say to Molly;
the others didn t matter.

&quot;No it wasn t the money I was smil

ing about, Molly. Please believe that.

Though the money s important, yes. Very
important.&quot; She took the tray from the
sideboard and began putting the tea

things on it. &quot;It s that I ve been feeling
such a failure lately 1 A failure with
mother. I do love her, Molly, very much.
But I was often so dull, and I got so

depressed, no matter how I tried to be

cheerful; so we haven t been as happy
together as we used to be. And I really

began to think that you and Vera and
Arthur must be so much kinder and better
than I. And now now I know that in my
place none of you might have done as
well as I ve done! I m not a discontented

failure, after all. Do you see?&quot;

&quot;Y-yes, I think I
do,&quot; Molly said. Julia

didn t want her to probe any further
and she was relieved when Mrs. Penton
opened the door and came in, refreshed
after her sleep. &quot;I must have dozed off.&quot;

she said. &quot;Molly, dear, what are you doing
out here? You should be getting a good
warm before you have to catch the bus.
Julia and I will see to the afternoon tea,
and bring it in.&quot; Molly went out, and Mrs.
Penton looked timidly at Julia who was
buttering scones.

&quot;It s been a lovely day, don t you think,
dear,&quot; she said. Julia looked across at her
and smiled. &quot;Lovely,&quot; she agreed. Mrs.
Penton felt pleased and happy. &quot;It was
a very good dinner you made, dear,
especially the apple pie,&quot; she said. &quot;Poor

Arthur he so seldom has a good pie
crust &quot;

&quot;Julia came over to her, and laughed,
and put her arm round her shoulder.

&quot;He had three helpings, so it must have
been a success; when they ve all gone
we ll have a cosy tea by the fire, shall
we? And I ll look at your presents prop
erly. I hadn t time this morning.&quot; She
squeezed her mother s shoulders, then she
went back to the table and picked up the
tea tray. Mrs. Penton looked at her in

surprise. There was a smile at the corner
of Julia s lips that she hadn t seen for
a long time. &quot;What are you thinking
about, dear?&quot; she asked. &quot;What makes
you look so happy?&quot;

Julia walked to the door. &quot;Why, mother,
nothing, nothing at all. Will you bring
the scones?&quot; And she was so pleased with
herself as an actress that she almost
laughed aloud as she walked along the
passage. She almost felt that her friend,
and the cake shop by the sea, were real

Through the years some of the brightest
humour on the networks has involved
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy. Here
is a typical exchange:

Charlie: There s one thing about my
rocket that s different from any other in
vention this country s got.

Bergen: And what is that?
Charlie: Nobody s given the secret of

it to the Russians.

CLASSIC TWIN SET
[From page 43.]

To Make Up.
Press lightly with a hot iron over brown

paper. Sew up shoulder, side and sleeve
seam. Sew in sleeve, placing seam at
underarm. Turn up 2 ridges at lower
edge of cardigan and sleeves and slip to
make a hem. Graft border sts. together
and sew round back of neck then turn half
the border under and slip-stitch all round.
Make shoulder pads and slip in neatly.

The Dandy Look.
The &quot;dandy&quot; look is on its way in.

It is a neat, spruced, band-box look built
on a lean silhouette. There is a swagger
ing dandified air about winged collars,

cravats, bow-ties and boater style hats.

Sketched are a few ideas. A: The
neat plain suit smartened with darker

winged collar effect fastened at throat
with flower or beads. B: The nipped-in
waistline suit smartened with large spotted
cravat.

C: The newest short coat, barrel type,
with velvet collar and velvet trimming
on cuffs. Worn with white winged blouse
collar and bow-tie finish. There you have
the

&quot;dandy&quot; look.

Lutine.
The &quot;Lutine&quot; was a Eoyal Navy vessel

of war carrying specie which was wrecked
eff the coast of Holland in 1799. Many
years later a sum of 25,000 was salvaged
and awarded to Lloyd s. But by then the

original underwriters could not be traced.
A few years later the rudder was salvaged
(1859), and became the uncomfortable
chair of the e-hairman.
The &quot;Lutine,&quot; therefore, represents a

very long &quot;overdue,&quot; and probably this
accounts for the ringing to welcome home
other very long overdue ships to roost. The
bell also announces disasters and messages
of unusual importance.

June Allyson and husband Dick Powell
are the proud parents of a baby son, to be
christened Richard, Jr. The couple already
have an adopted daughter, Pamela Allyson,
now two and a half.
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Have DAILY

and build yourself
UP without

medicines

....a

Mrs. I Henry, of 106 Abercrombie St..

Red/ern, writes: &quot;/Vote that All-Bran
ha conquered my trouble I looL

forward to it as part of my daily food
as well as a wonderful laxative.

I can t thank you enough!&quot;

Your health depends on what you eat

every day. Today s soft, over-cooked
foods often lack the vital bulk your
system needs for regular elimination.

Kellogg s All-Bran supplies the smooth-

acting bulk which helps prepare
internal wastes for easy, gentle and
natural elimination . . . no medicines
needed.

Health Food
Made from the vital outer layers ol

wheat, Kellogg s All-Bran brings you
more protective food elements than
whole wheat itself. Kellogg s All-Bran
is actually richer in iron than spinach
- and it is a natural source of

Vitamins Bl for the nerves, B2 for the

eyes, Calcium for the teeth, Phos
phorus for the bones and Niacin for
the skin. Kellogg s All-Bran not only
relieves constipation, but builds you
up day by day at the same time. At
all grocers.

AB50-7-4

the Bone;

thejeeth

the Skin

for the Blooc

KEEN S
MUSTARD
makesgood food taste better

ALL UGLY HAIR GONE!

IN 3 MINUTES
Just apply the amazing hair-

removing cream called Veet.

After three minutes wash off.

Every trace of hair is gone like

masjic ! Veet leaves your arms
and legs velvety-soft and smooth

No stubble like the razor leaves.

Xo risk of cuts or scrapes. Veet
is the easy, quick, modern way
to end the embarrassment -&amp;gt;f

unwanted hair. Successful re

sults guaranteed with Veet -r

money refunded. At all chenu- *

and stores. 3/6 per tube; lar s e

economy size, 6/-.

&quot;I m wedded to my art,&quot;
boasts a very

modern artist.

Art should get a divorce on the grounds
of cruelty.

&quot;Better keep yourself clean and bright;
you are the window through which you
must see the world.&quot;

Bernard Shaw._
Printed by John Sand* Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney,&quot; and Published by James Russell, for the Proprietors, at the Australian

Journal Offic. &quot;Home Journal&quot; House, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.



FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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STEP-INS in &quot;VANITY VOILE&quot;

by

Never have such firm control, such marvellous free
dom and such lightweight, year-round comfort been
combined in the one foundation for heavier figures.
All credit goes to the wonderful inner elastic sup
port which is a feature of every &quot;Contro-lift&quot; Step-in
by Berlei. Ask the Berlei-trained Corsetiere in any
better store to show you these lovely &quot;Contro-

lift&quot; Step-ins . . . you will be personally fitted with
out extra charge.

Sizes from 26&quot; ro 36&quot;. Prices from 75/6.

(Prices subject io alteration.)

* EXCLUSIVE INNER ELASTIC SUPPORT
The tension resistance of the clever, com
pletely concealed elastic &quot;V&quot; gives support
you ve always wanted . . . those troublesome
inches are whittled away subtly, comfortably
and ever so lightly.

382.18

TRANSPARENT AS

GLASS -SEALS AT A TOUCH

WITHOUT MOISTENING

Prevent snags and tears by cover

ing rough curtain rod ends with
&quot;DUREX&quot; Tape hefore inserting
in curtain

Handy Plaid Dispenser with
300 ins. j in TAPE, 2/6
150 ins. i in. TAPE. 1/3
100 ins. \ in TAPE I/

PLASTIC HAND DISPENSER
only 3/-. Tape extra.

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

BRAND

TAPE
Mad* in Australia by Australian Dure&amp;gt;

Products &quot;ty Ltd.. Lidcombe. N.S.W.
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Make Him a Cowboy Suit.

What a grand thrill for any little boy,
if you make him a cowboy outfit. Not

expensive either. Make it in khaki cotton

material with a check blouse and red

scarf as sketch A.
B: You can make the bolero using the

boy s pyjama jacket as a guide; add

pockets. C. Trousers can also be cut

like boy s pyjamas trousers. Cut two strips
of imitation leather, snipping it at inter

vals in a sloping direction, sew on sides.

Add pockets.

D: Cut a large red cotton handkerchief in

half for scarf. E: Cut cuffs from imitation

leather, decorate with red cloth star. F:

Buy leather belt, make holsters of red
felt with imitation leather. Cut out
similar to sketch. Attach cotton clothes
line as lariat to other side of belt. Dad s

old felt hat for completion.

Look Out For Lace !

Floating into fashion comes lace. Crisp,
cool and dazzling. You can do almost

anything with lace; combined with velvet
taffetta or chiffon, it panders to the luxury
feeling of this season. Collars, cuffs, long
lace stoles, anything at all.

Sketched are two very lovely ways to
enhance the beauty of a strapless even
ing gown. A: A side drape of black lace

unevenly gathered round waist. B: A
fichu of lace, caught in front with a
jewelled brooch, or cluster of flowers, or
maybe just one rose.

SOLD ONLY BY CHEMISTS
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And you ll be delighted, too, to get rid of ugly fat from hips,
waist and bust.

Scientific tests have proved that slim people live longer, look

younger and are healthier than fat people.

How to calculate

your healthiest weight
Multiply your number of inches over 5 feet by 5$ and add
the result to 110.

Example:
You are 5 feet 6 inches in your socks,

So 6 z 5| equals 33.

33 added to 110 equals 143 pounds.

You may be ten pounds heavier than this and still

be healthy, of course, especially if you are big-boned.

If you are burdened with ugly fat, try this new easy
method of reducing. Get a flask of Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids from your chemist

today, and take one Menthoid an hour before

meals with a drink. Watch that excess

weight, ugly bulges, disappear. You ll get
a new feeling of health and vigour as

you regain your slender figure with Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids treatment.

Famous for over 30 years, Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids
contain no dangerous drugs, and are quite safe for the
most delicate patients.

Dr. Mackenzie s

NENTHOIDS
6/6 and 3/6 everywhere

Isn t this extra money just marvellous!
Betty t And you can have this extra money every week, too,5

to 10 sometimes more, just by making lovely hand
made FRENCH FLOWERS or GLOVES in spare time
and right in your home.

Joan t That s wonderful ! Are the FLOWERS or GLOVES
easy to make?

Betty &amp;gt; Yes, as simple as A.B.C. No experience needed, and
you get a wonderful FREE outfit and materials,
and you then go right ahead. _ __ mmm _ ^m
Whal a marvellous way to make .

extra money, and I ve had to go
without so many things, too
what wonderful news !

Betty i Yes, yon can be just as happy, too,
and make this ext ra money and have
all those extra things you need.

SPECIAL POSTAL COURSE with FREE working
outfit enables you to start right away. PERSONAL
LESSONS Day, Evening (Sat. morning) at the
SYDNEY ACADEMY. The sale of your work is

assured by LA PAULA MARKETING GUARAN
TEE BOND. Packing boxes are supplied. All

forwarding charges paid. Start right away make
spare hours pay ! Write today for FREE ILLUS
TRATED BOOKLET &quot; The Happy Highway to

Success.&quot; It s FREE send no money.

Joan LA PAULA ART ACADEMY
SYDNEY: 67 Castlereagh St. (near King St.).
MELBOURNE) 343 Little Collins St., Box 2262U, G.P.O., Melbourne.
BRISBANEt Box 717K, G.P.O., Brisbane

Please forward your FREE Illustrated Booklet &quot; The Happy
Highway to Success and full particulars of................__________ ......Course.

Name ........................._ ................................................_....... ....................... _______ .................................LEARN DRESSMAKING MILLINERY

LA PAULA ART ACADEMY Street

SYDNEY MELBOURNE BRISBANE ! Town State

Also Box 1160, WELLINGTON, N.Z. I STATE CLEARLY CRAFT REQUIRED.
A.H.J. 6.si

Est. 22 yean.

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help
and benefit to readers who desire information concern
ing matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the
toilet, or hygiene. In addition to the proper signa
ture (which will never be published under any
circumstances), correspondents are requested to send
a pen-name, to which the answer may be addressed.]

BY PBOXY. Proxy, one who acts as a
substitute for another, or votes on behalf
of another, as at a meeting of company
share-holders, or the written authorisation
so to act or vote for another. Such a

document, to be legal, must bear a stamp.
D. K. A.

SAVING PROBATE? &quot;Six years ago I

bought a house and put it in my daughter s

name to avoid probate duties. She has
now obtained vacant possession and sold
it for 2,200. Is there any way in
which I can force her to give me the

money or some of it?&quot; K. K. No;
you have no legal remedy. Your case illus

trates one of the disadvantages of trying
to evade probate duties. All you can do
is to get your daughter to realise her moral

responsibility.

OLD NAMES. Yes, A.G.A., Bertha is a

very old name with much historical value.

Bertha, a British princess, wife of Ethel-

bert, King of Kent; converted him to

Christianity. Bertha, goddess in the 8.

German mythology, of the spinning-wheel
principally, and of the household as

dependent on it, on behalf of which, and
its economical management, she is often
harsh to idle spinners. Bertha, the nick
name of a long-range gun which shelled
Paris from Coucy, 76m. away, in March
1918, named after Frau Bertha von Bohlen,
a propietor of Krupp s arsenal. Its bore
was 21c.m. and the trajectory 21m. Two
hundred and fifty-six people were killed.

DEPOSIT REFUND. &quot;Some months ago, I

booked a fortnight s holiday, sending 2

deposit. Owing to financial difficulties I

am now not able to go on holiday, but
when I wrote to the landlady she replied
that if she re-let my room she would
refund my deposit, but otherwise she would
be compelled to ask me for two-thirds of
the accommodatiion fees. Is she entitled
to this?&quot; Miss R. R. Yes, she is. She
is being quite fair in trying to re-let the
room and offering to return your deposit
if she does so. If not, she can claim the
cost of accommodation from you, and for
her loss of profit, but not for the food you
would have consumed. The request for two-
thirds is quite average.
STATUE OF LIBERTY. A colossal statue

on Bedloe s Island in New York harbour
presented to the people of the United
States in commemoration of the hundredth
anniversary of American independence by
the Franco-American Union in 1874, and
unveiled in 1886. The figure, designed and
executed by Frederic-Auguste Bartholdi,
is 151 feet high, and rests on a pedestal
89 feet high ;

it is built of copper sheathing
on a steel frame; and the cost of statue,
pedestal, and erection was 600,000 dollars.
Andrea G.

ON A CRUISE. &quot;Owing to a lottery win
I hope to tour the Mediterranean in July.
Can you help me in a clothes suggestion?&quot;
Mabel N. You will only need the

lightest summer clothes, with perhaps a

light topcoat. Here is a rough idea of
what to pack: Plenty of light summer
frocks, preferably in materials that will

not crease, such as silk jersey, seersucker,

nylon. Some sportswear, two swimsuits
and a pair of sports shoes. For more formal
occasions a light tailored suit in either

alpaca or shantung, with matching access-
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ories, and a shady hat will see you through.
For dancing on board, cotton evening
dresses are just right. Of course some
woollies will be needed for wearing until

you reach the warmer clime.

FAIRS IN LITEBATUBE. &quot;I should be

grateful if you could let me have a list of

books in which fairs are introduced.&quot;

D.F.W. &quot;Amaryllis at the Fair,&quot; by
Richard Jefferies; &quot;Tess of the D Urber-

villes,&quot; by Thomas Hardy; &quot;Widecombe

Fair,&quot; by Eden Phillpotts; and &quot;The Mayor
of Troy,&quot; by Quiller-Couch.

QUOTATION. &quot;Please give the source of

this quotation:
Better to leave undone, than by our deed

Acquire too high a fame, when him we
serve s away.

&quot; E.W.K.
[&quot;Antony and Cleopatra,&quot; Act III,

scene 1.]

MASON S TROWEL. Make a paste of

tinned salmon, minced celery, lemon juice,
and mayonnaise. Spread this on oblongs
of toast and set a whole prawn on the top,

having it arched as if it were a handle.
Ann L.

BAKED FISH PUDDING. Eequired: One
pound cooked fish; 1 Ib. mashed potatoes;
1 oz. dripping; 1 gill fish stock, or milk
and water; 1 egg; seasoning; anchovy
sauce; browned crumbs. Grease a plain
mould or pudding basin and shake over
the inside some browned crumbs, turning
out those that will not stick. Remove
all skin and bones and chop the fish, then
mix it with the mashed potato, warmed
dripping, beaten egg and the other

liquid. Add anchovy sauce and seasoning
to taste. Put the mixture into the basin.
Twist a piece of greased paper over the

top and bake in a moderate oven for about
an hour. Turn out on to a hot dish and
pour over a little anchovy or parsley sauce.
Sufficient for 6 persons. Sarah H.
A SICK BABY. &quot;A week ago baby started

being very sick. Since then he has hardly
had any food at all. He is very pale and
his eyes have sunk right in his head with
dark rings round them. He is six months
old and teething. My neighbour says it is

natural, but somehow I don t think it is,

and it worries me.&quot; (Mrs. E. N.) 1
don t wonder you are worried. This state
of affairs is not right at all. A doctor
should see your little son without delay.
Do not attempt home treatment on your
own. It would be most unwise. Severe
sickness like this is never a thing to pass
over lightly and his sunken eyes are a sign
that baby is very seedy indeed.

CHILTEBN HUNDREDS. A picture so titled
has recently come to our town. What
actually is the Chiltern Hundreds.
&quot;Politics&quot;. A member of the British
Parliament cannot resign his seat, but
may become disqualified by accepting an
office of profit under the Crown. A member
who wishes to resign generally applies for
the stewardship of the Chiltern Hundreds,
or some other nominal office in the gift
of the ThanceHor of the Exchequer. The
application is never refused. The original
function of the steward was to put down
robbers in the Chiltern Hills. The nominal
salary was formerly 20 shillings a year,
thus making the stewardship into an office
of profit. The office is retained until the
appointment is revoked to make way for
the appointment of another holder.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)
clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.

If you have ever wanted to be able to play the piano,
then here is your opportunity to learn quickly by

means of a remarkable English System.

You may never have touched a piano
before. It makes no difference. No
matter how little you may know
about music no matter if you do
not know one note from another,

you can quickly learn to play by the

new rapid Graphonote System.
You need no knowledge whatever of

music or notes in order to be able

to read music by the Graphonote
System and to play it.

If you have already tried to learn the piano in

the ordinary way with wearisome scales,

exercises and tedious practice, the new
Graphonote System will come as a positive
revelation to you.
In England, where the Graphonote System
originated, over ten thousand people most
of whom had no previous knowledge of music

have learned to play by means of this

revolutionary system.

NO &quot;DRUDGERY&quot;

The Graphonote System is indeed revolu

tionary. In the past it took years of practice
to store the player s mind with

&quot;

mental

pictures
&quot;

of the notes so that they could be

easily found on the keyboard. With the

Graphonote System the
&quot;

mental pictures &quot;of

the notes are already provided. They are

clearly before your eyes. Years of drudgery
are thus at one stroke eliminated.

PLAY STANDARD MUSIC
The Graphonote System provides the most

rapid and natural method of mastering
ordinary standard music.

When playing by the Graphonote System you
read from real standard

&quot;

five-line
&quot;

music
the sort that is recognised by musicians all

the world over.

It should not in any way be confused with

YOU LEARN AT HOME
By the Graphonote System, which consists of
a course of carefully graded postal lessons, you
learn privately in your own home. It does not
matter where you live, you can learn any
where. You learn in your own time at your
own convenience, without anyone present to
embarrass you. If you make a slip &quot;Grapho

note
&quot;

shows you at once where you are

wrong.

You want to be able to play the Piano well

here is your opportunity. What thousands of

others HAVE DONE you too CAN DO.
The Graphonote System is described In a

booklet entitled
&quot; A New Way to Learn

the Piano at Home &quot;. This booklet is FREE.

Simply send your name and address NOW
and let us post you a copy at once.

FREE
BOOK

patent,&quot;

&quot;

trick
&quot;

or
&quot; number &quot;

systems I

i*:

or other similar &quot;dead end&quot; makeshifts.
|

Those who learn by such systems never
|

master the standard musical notation and are |

lost when later they are confronted with a I

sheet of ordinary music.
J

Nm
The more you play by the Graphonote System, J
on the other hand, the more familiar you I Address
become with standard musical notation.

ST. JAMES SCHOOL OF MUSIC I

,Dept. 114) 66 King St., Sydney.
&amp;lt;

ST. JAMES SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
(DEPT. 114) 66 KING ST., SYDNEY.

flease send me a copy of your Fret Book.

rJ
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Her rheumatism goes
as she loses ugly fat

Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-Q-Forn
**l or many year*,&quot; ays Mrs. Fltzpatrlck, &quot;X have been crippled
with rheumatism, until some friends recommended me to take
Tonth-O-Porta to reduce my weight. X DID REDUCE and, more
marvellous till, my rheumatism completely disappeared. That wa
four years ago. The London winter X find very severe, and tills

year X g*ot rheumatism badly ajrain, and all
the prescriptions were useless. X told my
doctor, who is leading&quot; physician at one of

x;:*v the big hospitals here, that Youth-O-Form
BB was the only thing- that ever did ma any
Wjf good and he advised me to try it again
$ and that the Tonth-O-Form prescription
: was well known. Once again X am quit*
well and fit.&quot;

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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this and give thanks to the Almightly
that your own marriage is sound and that

you have escaped your wife s justifiable

anger. Your only safe line of conduct is

to say nothing either to your wife or your
man friend. It is to be hoped under the

circumstances that your wife will be able

to do something to heal the breach. &quot;Out

of evil cometh good&quot;
and I would suggest

that this be a life lesson to you. Complete
trust between husband and wife is the

most vital link of marriage, and your
conduct could easily have broken that link.

I am in an Embarrassing Position:

&quot;When my boy friend left for Western

Australia we were about to become engaged
with the understanding that the engage
ment was not to last more than six months.

Now that he has gone I find I do not love

him enough for marriage. Evidently he

did not receive my letter or he has chosen

to ignore it. I prefer to think that he

did not receive the letter. He writes me

sending illustrations of engagement rings

asking me to make my choice. You can

easily understand how this has put me
in still more of a quandry. I really -am

in the position that I honestly do not

think I love him anything like enough
to make marriage a success. What should

I do?&quot; S. C.-Yours is really a simple

problem. You must judge it from the

standard that right is always right; no

matter whether he is getting busy about

the engagement ring and other details

that are certainly most interesting, you
must be honest with yourself and honest

with him. If you have come to the

conclusion that your love for him is not

sufficiently strong to marry on, then cut

it out. You can do this in quite a friendly
and courteous way, telling him that it is

far better to face the position now than
later on when matters would simply go
from bad to worse. Explain about the

apparent non receipt of your letter by
him and tell him you made him acquainted
with you change of mind at the earliest

possible moment.
Infatuated Girl:

&quot;I m not seventeen yet and the man in

question is twenty-five he came to work
in the same office and is separated from
his wife. He says he loves me and wants
to go on being friends. Although I

like him a lot I m not in love with him,
and I feel I ought to refuse his invitations,
but I don t want to offend him. I m sure
his intentions are quite honourable.&quot;

Bpryl.-1 don t call it honourable for a
married man whether separated from his

wife or not to make love to a girl of six

teen! I strongly advise you to cut this

friendship right out. As you are not in

the least bit in love with him that should
make it comparatively easy for you to tell

him just how you feel about the position.
You must give this man a measure of
credit for being a goer and not allowing
the grass to grow under his feet. At
twenty-five he is separated from his wife
and is after some one else. Certainly slick

and unscrupulous.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have a booklet which will be appre

ciated by those interested in knitted and
crochet toys. Full instructions and illus

trations are given for the following:-
The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our Fluffy
Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, comprising
Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet and
Pitchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

in his football boots,

Big, brave, bonny and bold,

Hope of his team was Timothy Toots

Pity he caught that cold!

Only two days to the greatest match

Of the famous football tour,

How did our Tim the victory snatch?

Wood* Great Peppermint Care!

DOCTORS PROVE Palmolive Soap

can bringYOU...

a Wl/ \M V^&amp;gt;*&quot;&quot;

in 14 days!

YOU tOO GAM LOOK

FOR THESE COMPLEXION

IMPROVEMENTS IN 14 DAYS

Not just a promise
but a proved piani
THIS IS ALL YOU DO:

Wash your face with Palm-
olive aoap. Then for $0
seconds massage your clean
face with Palmolive s soft,
lovely lather. Rinse! Do
this twice a day for 14
days. This cleansing

1 mas
sage will bring: your skin
Palmolive s full beautify
ing: effect.

V Fresher, brighter, com-

olexion!

V
plexion!

Less oilineis!

Added softness and

smoothness!

Fewer tiny blemishes

and incipient black

heads!

Complexion cleare:

more radiant!

REGULAR SIZE 51
ECONOMY BATH SIZE 7ld
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LAST NIGHT, Mother
rubbedmy chest, throat
and back with Vicks

VapoRub. I began to

feel better right away!

WHILE I SLEPT, I kept
breathing in VapoRub s

soothing, medicinal va

pours. They cleared my
nose, calmed my cough.

AND VapoRub worked
direct on my chest, too

drawing out tightness
and congestion like a

nice, warming poultice

TODAY, the worst ot my
cold is over, thanks to

VicksVapoRub s direct

double -action! It sure

ly chases colds fast
1

FOR YOU
BY MILLIONS OF MOTHERS!

In 71 countries more than 40 million

jars of Vicks VapoRub are used yearly!
Mothers like and trust it because:

IT S SAFE! Home-proved and time-tested!

PLEASANT! Children love it, grown-ups,
too ! Feels good and smells good !

QUICK! Relieves nose, throat, chest and

cough almost instantly Works direct

and keeps on working for hours.

Why take chances on untried remedies

when Vicks VapoRub has proved its

worth in so many millions of homes7
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DIAMOND TWIST BABY SET
Diamond Twist Pattern.

Bow 1 k. 1,
*

(k. 2, p. 4) twice, k. 4,

p. 4, k. 2, p. 4, k. 2, repeat from * to last

St., k. 1.

Row 2 and alternate rows Purl.

Row 3 k. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 1, k. 1, p. 3,

k. 2, p. 3, k. 1, p. 1, k. 1, repeat from *

to last st., k. 1,

Row 5 k. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 2, k. 1, p. 2, k. 2,

p. 2, k. 1, p. 2, k. 1, repeat from * to last

st. k. 1.

Row 7 k. 1,
* k. 1, p. 3, k. 1, p. 1,

Row 5 p. 5,
*

k. 2, p. 4, repeat from *

to last st., p. 1.

Row 6 k. 5,
*

si. 2, k. 4, rep. from *

to last st., k. 1.

Row 7 p. 5,
*

si. 2, p. 4, repeat from *

to last st., p. 1.

Row 8 k. 3,
*

si. next 2 sts. on to spare
needle and leave at back, k. 1, k. the 2

sts. from spare needle, si. next st. on to

spare needle and leave in front, k. 2,
k. the st. from spare needle, repeat from
*

to last 3 sts., k. 3.

k. 2, p. 1, k. 1, p. 3, k. 1, repeat from *

to last st. k. 1.

Row 9 k. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 4, k. 4, p. 4, k. 1,

repeat from * to last st., k. 1.

Row 11 k. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 4, slip next 2
sts. on to spare needle and hold at back
of work, k. 2, then knit the 2 sts. from
the spare needle (working of these 4 sts.

will now be termed &quot;twist 4&quot; throughout),
p. 4, k. 1, repeat from * to last st., k. 1,

Row 13 Same as 9th row.
Row 15 Same as 7th row.
Row 17 Same as 5th row.
Row 19 Same as 3rd row.
Row 21 Same as 1st row.
Row 23 k. 3,

*
p. 4, k. 2, p. 4, twist 4,

repeat from *
to last 13 sts., p. 4, k. 2,

p. 4, k. 3.

Row 24 T url.

These 24 rows form the diamond twist

pattern.

Smocking Pattern.
Row 1 (wrong side of work), p. 3, k. 1,

*
p. 4, k. 2, repeat from *

to last 8 sts.

p. 4, k. 1, p. 3.

Row 2 k. 3 si. 1 (purlwise),
*

k. 4, si.

2, rep. from *
to last 8 sts., k. 4, si. 1, k. 3.

Row 3 p. 3, si. 1,
*

p. 4, si. 2, rep. from
*

to last 8 sts., p. 4, si. 1, p. 3.

Row 4 k. 3,
*

si. next st. on to a spare
needle and leave in front, k. 2, k. the
st. from spare needle, si. next 2 sts. on
to spare needle and leave at back, k. 1, k.

the 2 sts. from spare needle, repeat from
* to last 3 sts., k. 3.

Cardigan.
Materials: 2 ozs. Baby wool, pair each

No. 9 and 8 knitting needles, 2 buttons.

Measurements: Length from shoulder to
lower edge, 10J inches. Width around
underarm, 18 inches. Sleeve seam, 6 inches.
The back and fronts of this jacket are

knitted in one piece.

Using No. 9 needles, cast on 152 sts.

Work 7 rows of purl.

Now, work in diamond twist pattern,
keeping a 5 purl stitch border (each end)
by purling these 5 sts. every row, until
work measures about 6J inches (ending
with the 16th row of the pattern).
Next row p. 5, work 33 sts. in pattern,

cast off 4 sts., work 68 sts. in pattern,
cast off 4 sts., work 33 sts. in pattern,
p. 5.

Continue in pattern on these last 38 sts.,

knitting 2 tog. on armhole edge of each
row 3 times (35 sts.).
Continue in diamond twist pattern till

21st row of pattern has been worked, then
change to smocking stitch and No. 8

knitting needles (remembering 5 purl stitch

border).

Continue in smocking stitch till armhole
measures 3$ inches, ending on right side.
Next row Cast off 10 sts., work in

smocking pattern to end.

Work 6 more rows in smocking pattern
on these 25 sts., knitting 2 together on
the neck edge of the first 3 rows only.

Cast off.

Return to the 68 sts. across the baek.
k. 2 tog. each end of the next 4 rows (60
sts.) and, changing to No. 8 needes,
continue in smocking pattern till armhole
measures 4 inches. Cast off.

Work right front to correspond with left
front. Cast off.

Sleeves.

Using No. 9 needles, cast on 48 sts.

Work 2 complete smocking patterns, and
1st row of 3rd pattern.
Next row k. 1, (incr. in next st., k. 3)

to last 3 sts., increase in next st., k. 2

(60 sts.).
Purl 1 row.
Then change to diamond twist pattern

keeping the extra st. each end in st. st.,
and work without shaping till sleeve
measures 6 inches. K. 2 tog. each end .of

every row till 24 sts. remain.
Cast off.

To Make Up.
Join shoulder and sleeve seams and set

in sleeves. Sew 2 buttons on purl stitch
border near neck and work loops to corres
pond. Press lightly with a warm iron and
damp cloth.

Collar.
With wrong side facing and using No.

9 needles and beginning at centre of purl
stitch border, pick up 52 sts. around neck.
Continue in purl st. increasing 1 stitch
each end of every 2nd row 7 times. Cast
off.

Embroider rosebuds as illustrated.
Bootees.

Materials: \ oz. 3-ply wool, ribbon, No.
9 knitting needles.

Using No. 9 needles, cast on 41 sts.
Row 1 p. 1,

*
p. twice into next st.,

p. 17, p. twice into next st., p. 1, rep. from
*

to end.
Row 2 and alternate rows Purl.
Row 3 p. 1

*
p. twice into next st. p.

19, p. twice into next st., p. 1, rep. from
* j. i *

to end.
Continue increasing 2 sts. between in

creases until following row is reached.
Bow 9 p. 1,

*
p. twice into next st.,

p. 25-, p. twice into next st., p. 1, rep. from
* to end.
Bow 10 Purl.
Purl 8 rows.

Next row p. 35, p. 2 tog., turn *
p. 10,

p. 2 tog., turn, repeat from *
until there

are 44 sts. on needle. Purl to end of row.
Purl 3 rows.
Next row p. 1

*
wl. fwd., p. 2 tog.,

repeat from * to last St., p. 1 (ribbon holes).
Next row p. 2,

*
p. 3, incr. in next St.,

repeat from *
to last 2 sts. (54 sts.).

Work 2 complete smocking patterns and
1st row of 3rd pattern on these 54 sts.

Cast off loosely.
To Make Up.

Sew up seams. Thread ribbon through
holes and embroider.

[Turn to page 43.]
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By Joan Tomkinson.

The horse had only made a couple of

faltering steps before its rider pulled it

to a halt. Then, springing lightly from the

saddle, the girl held up the hind leg of

the horse and turned the bottom of its hoof
towards the light.

&quot;Oh,
I see what s hurting you, Pal,&quot;

she crooned near his head and put her
fine white fingers into the frog of the
horse s foot to release the sharp stone
that had made him save that leg.
But the stone was so firmly embedded

that Janet Boyston could not release it.

Then just as she was about to lead Pal
home she heard a voice behind her say:
&quot;Can I help you at all?&quot;

Janet swung round quickly and saw a

young man in riding breeches on- the
other side of the boundary fence between
her father s property and the Middlebrook s

property which adjoined it.

&quot;It s a little stone in rny horse s hoof,
I don t seem to be able to move

it,&quot;
she

began to explain before she remembered
the ban her father had placed on the
Middlebrooks.
However, it was too late, for the young

man had vaulted the fence and was at
her side looking in the horse s

foot. Anyhow, perhaps he
wasn t a Middlebrook but only
someone working on their

property or a friend.

Looking at him interestedly,
she watched his firm brown
fingers find the stone and pull
hard on it with an instrument
in hig knife.

&quot;There we are,&quot; he said,
rather pleased with himself,
and showed Janet the sharp
piece of flint that had made
her horse lame. But his blue

eyes smiling steadily into hers
were not really vain, she de

cided, just so unbelievably
happy that she could not help
herself smiling back at him
even if he were a Middlebrook,
which she still hoped he was
not.

Her father had never told

Janet the whole story, but she had

picked up enough pieces of it from
occasional remarks of his to believe

the the Middlebrooks were a dread
ful family and in some way respons
ible for the death of her aunt years

ago, before Janet was born.

But she knew definitely that her
father forbade his family to speak to

the Middlebrooks and certainly would
not tolerate any of them setting foot

on his property, yet here was a young
man from the other side of the fence

standing casually at her side.

&quot;You re Janet Eoyston, aren t youf&quot; he

asked, looking down at her.

&quot;Yes,&quot; agreed Janet shyly, still wonder
ing who he was.

&quot;And you don t think much of the

Middlebrooks, do you?&quot;

&quot;I don t know them, really. You see I ve
been away at school for years and then
abroad, and so I ve never met any of them.
But my father has always said we weren t

to speak to them.&quot;

&quot;Oh dear,&quot; the young man laughed. &quot;So

you ve broken the rules and spoken to one
of them. You see I m Peter Middlebrook.&quot;

&quot;Oh dear,&quot; Janet repeated. &quot;But I didn t

know.&quot;

&quot;Will your father be very mad with
you?&quot;

&quot;I suppose he will, when I tell him.&quot;

&quot;You needn t tell him then.&quot; There was
a twinkle in his eye.
Janet found herself smiling back at him

again. &quot;You re trying to lead me astray,&quot;

she accused.
&quot;That s better,&quot; replied Peter. &quot;You re

not giving me the chilly stare any more.
It almost petrified me for a moment, just
after you discovered who I was.&quot;

&quot;Surely, it wasn t as bad at all
that,&quot;

said Janet, settling herself against a tree
with the reins looped over her wrist.

Peter took up a position at her side.
&quot;There s something I d like to ask

you,&quot; he said, suddenly serious.
&quot;That s if you don t mind?&quot;

&quot;Go
ahead,&quot; invited Janet, &quot;and

I ll see what I think
about your question.&quot;

&quot;Well,&quot; Peter paused
as he turned to face her,

&quot;do you think this feud between our
families is justified?&quot;

The question was a shock to Janet and,
catching her unawares, she could not think
of any answer for a moment.

&quot;I mean,&quot; Peter continued, &quot;my family
really weren t to blame for your aunt s

death, you must see that, and I know Dad
wouldn t have kept the brooch.&quot;

Peter could tell from Janet s expression
that she was not pretending as she con
fessed: &quot;I ve never been told what it was
all about, Peter. I only know that my
father blames your family for Aunt
Janet s death and that he says the Middle-
brooks are thieves.&quot;

&quot;Oh Lord, that s not so good is it?&quot;

Peter replied, but he noticed she had
unconsciously called him by his name.
That at least was something.

Looking at him
interestedly, she

watched his firm brown
fingers find the stone
and pull hard on it with
an instrument in his

knife.
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&quot;Perhaps I d better tell you the whole

story then that is from the Middlebrooke

point of view, if you can believe them at
all!&quot; His tone was only gently sarcastic

and she let it pass.

&quot;Please tell
me,&quot;

she begged him and
was sure somehow that he would tell her
the truth.

&quot;I don t know how much you know,&quot; ho

began and moved a few inches closer to

her, &quot;so I ll start right from the begin
ning.&quot;

There seemed to be such a sudden bond of

friendship between herself and this young
Middlebrook that Janet felt she did not
need to reply; she leaned easily against
his shoulder and looked up into his face
as he told the story.

&quot;You see, when he was a young fellow,

my father was in love with your aunt.
I don t think you Roystons thought much
of the Middlebrooks even in those days,
all except your aunt, who was so crazy
about Dad that she used to sneak out

every day and meet him here at the

boundary post despite her father s orders.
&quot;Then one day when she was coming

down to meet Dad her horse bolted and
threw her. He was waiting on the other
side of the fence and saw it happen, but
when he reached your aunt she was only
able to speak a few words to him before
she died.

&quot;That was hard enough for Dad, but
afterwards the Roystons blamed him not
only for killing t lieir daughter but for

stealing a broocli of hers which was miss
ing after she died. It was one she nearly
always wore and when it couldn t be found
the Roystons said Dad had taken it from
your aunt s dross &quot;when she was dead.&quot;

Janet was so enthralled with this com
plete story, which previously she had only
guessed from a number of varying pieces
she had heard, that she could not speak.

Peter Middlebrook continued: &quot;Being
accused of such a thing, coupled with his
girl friend s death, almost sent Dad off
his rocker for a while and he had to go
right away to try and forget everything.

&quot;He met and married my mother abroad
and they were very happy together while
she lived, but I know lie never completely
forgot Janet Royston. He even talks
about her still, and I wouldn t know how
many times he s searched the spot where
she was killed to try and find the brooch.
I think if he found it now he might even
just keep it to have the thing he s been
blamed for all these years. Old chaps
are rather keen on their souvenirs, vou
know.&quot;

&quot;He might want to find it just to push it

under the Roystons noses to prove they
were wrong,&quot; Janet suggested.

&quot;I m glud you see it like that,&quot; said
Peter. &quot;I was a bit afraid you might not.&quot;

&quot;And supposing I hadn t? What would it

matter to you. After all, we ve been
enemies so

long.&quot;

&quot;It s time we started to be friends,
then,&quot; said Peter. &quot;When can I see you
again? We might go riding or something?&quot;
Janet hesitated while she tried to think

of something: discreet they might do, so
that&amp;gt; she would not have to refuse bis in
vitation . &quot;It would be rather difficult

going anywhere,&quot; she finally had to con
fess, &quot;because Daddy might see us or
hear about it. Someone would be sure to
Bee us and think it unusual enough to talk
about. But I could come down here again
and talk to you sometime?&quot; She hoped he
would not think that too uninteresting.

&quot;Oh, damn,&quot; said Peter, a slight red

flush of irritation rising through his tan,
&quot;have we always got to meet in back
alleys?&quot;

&quot;Just for a while, Peter,&quot; she said,

putting out her hand to his arm to soothe
him. &quot;Just till I can talk Daddy round a
bit. I usually can but this might take a
little time.&quot;

&quot;I ll bet you can,&quot; Peter agreed, think

ing she could do it to him in half the.

time, and he let his fingers touch hers

lightly but without looking down at them
before she withdrew her hand.

&quot;Wouldn t it be marvellous if we could
find the brooch?&quot; Janet suggested eagerly.
&quot;I mean it would prove to Daddy that your
father wasn t as bad as he thinks, and
then with a family reunion everything
would be perfect for us.&quot;

&quot;I m afraid there isn t much chance.&quot;

Peter shook his head hopelessly. &quot;Dad s

been over this paddock with a fine tooth
comb.&quot;

&quot;On our property?&quot; asked Janet with
mock horror.

Peter smiled again and Janet liked mak
ing him smile almost as much as looking
into his serious eyes. &quot;Dad usually came
when he knew the Roystons were well out
of the way he didn t want to take a
chance of meeting your grandfather or

any of the sons.&quot;

&quot;You never know, he might have missed
the brooch,&quot; Janet said, still pondering on
it,

&quot; and if we looked hard we might find
it.&quot;

She didn t seem to want to be disap
pointed about this hope, so Peter agreed.
&quot;All right, we ll look for it together every
now and then. What about starting to
morrow?&quot; It was a neat excuse to bring
her back again soon.

&quot;I don t know,&quot; Janet frowned. &quot;I ll

have to see about Daddy. If he finds me
coming down here too often he might get
suspicious.&quot;

&quot;Well, try,&quot; pleaded Peter.
&quot;I ll do my best,&quot; she promised, and he

knew she meant it.

Janet sprang up into the saddle and,
leaning against the boundary post, Peter
Middlebrook watched her ride away. So
that was the Royston girl. He had heard
there was one, but never met her, and now
that tantalising subject had proved to be
a real one. Even more, she interested
him. Peter was still smiling to himself
when Janet and her horse disappeared
through the trees, but a moment later,

breaking from his thoughts, he vaulted the
fence in high spirits and walked back to
his own horse with a light step and hands
jingling oddments in his pockets.

&quot;Where have you been, this morning,
Peter?&quot; his father asked him over lunch,
but Peter decided not to tell him any
thing yet.

&quot;Just riding round,&quot; he replied, which
if not full of detail was somewhere within
the truth.

But a few days later his father, notic

ing Peter s regular daily disappearances,
asked him again: &quot;Where have you been
getting to Peter?&quot;

Peter looked his father directly in the
eyes and admitted: &quot;I ve been meeting
Janet Royston at the boundary fence,
Dad.&quot;

&quot;Janet Royston?&quot; his father repeated,
and there was a hazy expression in his eyes.

&quot;Young Janet Royston,&quot; Peter explained,
&quot;the niece of the one you knew.&quot;

&quot;Does her father know?&quot; David Middle-
brook asked.

Peter shook his head. &quot;Janet is going to

tell him later. She thinks she can talk
him round to it.&quot;

&quot;I can t see much good coming of
it,&quot;

Peter s father advised. &quot;Do you like the

girl much?&quot;

Peter flushed only slightly but enough
to prove his adarssion as he nodded
seriously: &quot;I tMn.* [ do, Dad.&quot;

&quot;I suppose s la s proitv?&quot; Peter had an
eye for that sort of tlun? his father knew.

&quot;Very.&quot; Peter stnteu .^eimitely, &quot;She s

fair, blue eyes, little hands that are strong
on the reins, and a turned up nose that
eats into you somehow.&quot;

&quot;You ve just described her aunt to me,
Peter. Are you sure you re not meeting
a ghost?&quot;

&quot;I m sure of that, Dad, positive,&quot; Peter
told him. His Janet Royston was too much
warm flesh and blood to be any gliost,
and no wraith kissing him could stir him
like Janet did.

&quot;Bring her up to the house one day,
Peter,&quot; his father suggested, &quot;if you can
sneak her through. I d like to meet this

girl.&quot;

&quot;Well, just at present we re looking for
her aunt s brooch,&quot; Peter explained. &quot;Janet

thinks if we could find the brooch it would
prove to her father that the Middlebrooks
are not really the thieves he thinks we
are and then he would call the feud off.&quot;

&quot;So Janet s got serious intentions too?&quot;

&quot;Yes, Dad,&quot; agreed Peter and his father s

blue eyes sparkled back into his own.
But the old man s eyes dimmed again

a moment later. &quot;I wouldn t depend too
much on finding the brooch,&quot; he said.

&quot;Janet hopes we will. You see it s about
our only line of defence.&quot; Peter paused in

thought, then still meeting his father s

eyes, asked fearlessly: &quot;Dad, that brooch
is still lost, isn t it?&quot;

&quot;What do you mean?&quot; his father
demanded.

&quot;I mean you didn t ever find it and
want to keep it in memory of your Janet?&quot;

&quot;Now, you re half believing those Roy
stons lies yourself,&quot; his father accused him
angrily.

Peter answered calmly. &quot;I don t believe
it and Janet doesn t believe it. If wo
did we wouldn t be looking down in the

paddock, would we? But I just wanted to
be sure. You see if anything happened
to Janet I might even be tempted to steal

something of hers if it was the only way
I could get it.&quot;

&quot;Sorry, son,&quot;
his father apologised. &quot;But

it s rather a sore point.&quot;

Next day at the boundary fenceJPeter
told Janet that his father would like to
meet her.

&quot;I wish I could take you home,&quot; she

responded, &quot;but it s quite impossible. Even
now I think Daddy may have some inkling
I ve been seeing you because he s been
extra mad with the Middlebrookg this
week.&quot;

&quot;Never mind, once we find the broocli

you ll be able to take me and the brooch
home together,&quot; Peter tried to comfort
her.

&quot;Let s start looking again then,&quot; Janet
said despondently for they had already
spent many hours searching the paddock.

First they covered an area separately
and then they joined hands to look to

gether. But there was no sign of anything
like a brooch.

&quot;It was only a little thing,&quot; David
Middlebrook described the brooch to them
when Peter took Janet home to meet him.
&quot;A little basket of coloured jewels. Her
mother had left it to her when she died
and Janet almost always wore it. I knew
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it so well I could sketch it for you,&quot; and
he made a rough design in pencil on the

edge of his newspaper.
&quot;It s funny it should have come off

when she
fell,&quot; the preseut-day Janet

remarked.

&quot;Yes,
I ve often thought that myself,&quot;

Peter s father replied. &quot;Because it had
a good catch. I remember her showing
me.&quot; The expression on the old man s

face showed the two young people he
was going back in his mind to the scene
when Janet Royston had showed him her
brooch. Perhaps he was remembering
how their fingers had touched over it.

&quot;Dad,&quot; Peter suddenly interrupted his

reverie, &quot;you don t think it might have
come off before the accident do youf I
mean perhaps she didn t pin it properly
before she left and it came off on the way.&quot;
David Middlebrook s eyes lighted.

&quot;Peter, you might be right,&quot; he said.

&quot;Always we ve taken it for granted that
the brooch was lost when she fell but it

could have come off before.&quot;

&quot;Let s ^o back and look
now,&quot; said

Janet eagerly. &quot;Come with us, Mr. Middle-
brook, and show us the way she came from
the house.&quot;

&quot;Tomorrow,&quot; he promised. &quot;Now the
light is fading and would be gone before
we could look very far.&quot;

&quot;Early then?&quot; pleaded Janet. &quot;The

sooner we find the brooch the sooner
we . . .&quot; She brake off, blushing, but
Peter took her fingers in his
to reassure her.

&quot;I understand,&quot; his father
*aid,

&quot; and you may depend
111 do my best.&quot;

But business suddenly f&quot;

called him to town next I

morning and it was a week
before Mr. Middlebrook
could keep his promise.When he and Peter arrived
t the boundary fence they

found Janet waiting most
impatiently on the other
side. &quot;Where shall we
start?&quot; she wanted to know 9|as soon as they joined her.

a v i d Middlebrook
turned towards the path
through the trees. &quot;She

came down
there,&quot; he

said, &quot;just about this
time of the morning. I
conld see the sun shiningon her hair, just the
colour of

yours,&quot; turn- -v -^^
ing to Janet, &quot;and she
was smiling as she rode
towards me.&quot;

Peter was looking at
Janet as his father
spoke, but Janet was
watching the pained ex
pression on the old man s
race as he remembered.
Then the horse must
have struck a hole be
cause he stumbled and I
flaw Janet go right over
his head.&quot; he shot out a
hand

dramatically, &quot;and

land here almost at mv
feet.&quot;

&quot;Then supposing we
make a large circle
round this spot and
search every inch inside
it,&quot;

said Peter.

&quot;But we ve been over

svery inch of it already,&quot;

replied Janet impatiently. &quot;I think we
should look somewhere else.&quot; She took a
few long steps forward, demanding that
the men should follow her, then stopped
abruptly.

&quot;Look!&quot; Janet cried excitedly, bending
down into the grass. &quot;Look, I ve found
something,&quot; and she stood up slowly to
bhovv them the little brooch she had picked
out of the grass. Her fingers trembled
the little thing between them as she asked
Mr. Middlebrook in a tense whisper: &quot;la

that itf&quot; so afraid that it might not be
what they were
looking for. ,&amp;gt;

&quot;That s
it,&quot; he .*

said, almost as
excited as she ?

was, and Janet ,

to meet her.

put the little brooch into bis hand.

&quot;Then, this is
it,&quot;

said Peter, and he
turned and kissed Janet while his father
stood looking at the little brooch with a

strange expression in his eyes.

&quot;Up to the house,&quot; Janet directed, and
the men followed her.

&quot;What s this?&quot; Janet s father wanted
to know when she burst in on him, with
the Middlebrooks. The father he recognised,
and the son, Peter, he could not mistake.

&quot;Daddy,&quot; said Janet, bending down on
one knee beside his chair as she always

did when cajoling him, &quot;her*-

is Aunt Janet s brooch.&quot;

&quot;What? Let me look,&quot; he

exclaimed, taking the brooch
from her quickly. Then
after studying it, &quot;yes

that s

it.&quot; He turned angrily to

Peter s father. &quot;So you ve
decided to give it up,
Middlebrook.&quot;

&quot;No, Daddy, I found
it,&quot;

Janet told him desper
ately. &quot;Peter and I have

I be*^n looking for it for

; weeks and his father
came with us this morn

ing.&quot;

&quot;So that s where

you ve been,&quot; her
father was enlightened.
&quot;A n d when David
Middlebrook came this

morning I suppose he

whipped it out of his

pocket and said he d

found it.&quot;

&quot;Daddy!&quot; Janet was
shocked. &quot;I found it

myself. I told you. He
was not even near it

So you ll have to apolo
gise for being so wrong
all these years.

&quot;And Peter you ll

have to congratulate,
because we re going to

be married.&quot;

&quot;You re what?&quot;
Arthur Royston stood

up.
&quot;Come on, Daddy,

his daughter wheedled
&quot;Peter is really very
nice when you get to

know him.&quot;

&quot;So, you haven t

been looking for the

brooch all the time?
*

her father teased, hip

smile breaking, and
Janet knew everything
would be all right.

&quot;I m sorry it s all

been such a surprise
to you, sir,&quot; Peter said,

holding out his hand.
&quot;There s another

hand I have to shake
first,&quot; Arthur Royston
said, &quot;if it is offered

and my apology
accepted?&quot;

vid Middlebrook s hand
out quickly. &quot;Only too

glad, Arthur,&quot; he said, &quot;it s

been much too long.&quot;

When David and Arthur had fin

ished shaking hands Peter and his

prospective father-in-law began.
In the middle of all the excitement

Arthur suddenly remembered his

wife. &quot;Your mother hasn t been told,
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Janet. You d better find her and bring
her in.&quot;

&quot;I think she has an idea though,&quot; said

Janet half round the door before he could

ask any more questions.
&quot;Just like her aunt,&quot; David Middlebrook

nodded his head after Janet, and he and
Arthur fell to remembering again.

&quot;The very image of her aunt you re

member the lovely Janet Royston who was
killed?&quot; the older people said as Janet

Royslon came down the aisle after being
married to Peter Middlebrook.
She wore the little basket of jewels

brooch pinned to her wedding dress al

though only a few people knew its signi
ficance.

Then just before she stepped into Peter s

car to drive off on their honeymoon Janet

kissed old David Middlebrook, whispered
to him, and pressed something into his

hand. She kissed her own parents and
was gone.
Afterwards when he was by himself

Peter s father obeyed his daughter-in-law s

instructions and opened the small packet
she had given him.

Inside it was the little basket brooch
that his Janet Royston had lost and a note

from Peter s wife.

David Middlebrook turned the brooch
over in his hand and examined it minutely,

every piece of it bringing back his youth
ful memories.
And he read Janet s note with a smile;

&quot;I found this in a crevice at the back of

my wardrobe a few weeks ago and think

it belongs rightly to you. But the one we
found in the paddock which I wore to-day
I shall keep always, like our secret.&quot;

Turning the brooch over again in his

knotty fingers David Middlebrook con
sidered that the little old jeweller had
made a perfect reproduction for him to

toss in the paddock so that Janet and
Peter could find it.

Childish Jingles.
What an excellent idea for children s

parties. The little girl herself can jingle
at her own party and how she will love

Sketch A shows a party hair ribbon,
mitred each end and bells added. C:
Two or three bells on end of ribbon
tucked under neck frill. D: A bright
coloured sash with bells on end.

If you are choosing frocks at any large
store don t get a shock when it nglee as

you take it off the rack; several kiddies

frocks are already being sold with little

bells added. So unique.

Food Parcels.

Quite a number of retail firms have
started making up food parcels for Britain.

Also shortly the Banks will resume their

food parcel st-home. Meat parcels are

anxiously needed. Can you imagine a
meat ration of 8d. per week! That is what
it is in England, today.

it. Just the ordinary little bells you
used to buy for pussy s neck. Sold at 3

or 4 a penny at any large store, as sketch
B.

WINTER CATALOGUE, 1951
The Australian Home Journal Catalogue

of Autumn and Winter Fashions is now
on sate. Forty pages of the latest and best

fashion designs for the new season. All the

illustrations are printed in colours some of

them in three, four and five tones. Readers

will appreciate this publication, depicting

artistically winter season modes. All depart
ments of dressmaking are fully catered for:

Frocks for adults and children; Evening and

Wedding Frocks and Frocks for the Matron.

Blouses, Sportsv/ear and Undies are shown
with careful attention to detail. Younf
Folks Fashions and babies have a section to

themselves. Price, 1/8 (postal note, 1/6
and 26. in stamps). Australian Home
Journal, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.

J&L&

and your baking results will be delicious too when

you use only pure Aunt Mary s
Baking

Powder. Aunt

Mary s gives that &quot;even -rising&quot; action the secret of

all good baking.

ALWAYS USE

BAKING POWDER
Ask for all the Aunt Mary s. Pure Food Products
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&quot;TALK ABOUT VELVET FOR EXTRA
WEAR &quot;

chuckles Mrs. Campbell,
&quot;these shirts of my husband s are

a perfect example. They re at least

11 years old and still ready fo&amp;lt;-

more wear!&quot;

Here s proof clothes
last longer when

washed with

says Aunt Jenny

1 would like you to meet my friend, Mrs. E. Campbell
of 77 Waitara Pde., Hurstville, N.S.W. Without a

doubt, her wash is a wonderful example of careful

laundering. And Mrs. Campbell tells me that

^ she, and her mother before her, have used nothing

;^
but pure Velvet Soap for their washing

&quot;THIS CLOTH was made especially lor me many
years ago, and I only trust it to aVelvet wash. Yon
see, I know Velvet keeps it white, and vet

doesn t harm all that fine handwork &quot;

&quot;FOR 6 YEARS, in a l weathers, my
sunroom curtains have been up at

these windows,&quot; says Mrs. Campbell.
&quot;I get a thrill to put them back after

each wash, looking just like new.&quot;

Pure, mild Velvet is so kind to your
hands so gentle to your clothes.

Here s why clothes

last longer

fLeSZ
FABRICS WASHED
WITH ORDINARY

OAPS seen under Vf-
a magnifying glass *.,

iook frayed and worn
out because hard- I &amp;lt;

rubbing is necessary A*
with skimpy inferior,
lather. And look how
those weary-willy
suds leave dirt in- .

-

grained in the weave .

&quot;

Listen
every week to

&quot;FREO & MAGGIE EVERYBODY&quot;

r ABRICS WASHED
WITH VELVET SOAP
seen under a mag

nifying glass st&amp;gt;

strong as new, year
1

ifcer year, because
r&amp;gt;o hard-rubbing is

needed with Velvet s

:xtra-soapy suds.
&quot;\nd not a trace o
..-t is left behind

/.18-tAmFf
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Two-Tone Bat-Wing Jumper
Materials: 7} ozs. 3-ply wool colour A;

4 ozs. 3-ply wool colour B; 5 buttons;

knitting needles No. 11.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; beg.,

st., stitch; inc., increase; ins., inches; dec.,

decrease; B.C., single crochet.

Tension: 7 sts. equal 1 inch.

Measurements: 34 ins. at bustline.

Work according to pattern.

are 96 sts. When 15 ins. long divide sts.

in two and finish each part separately,

always knit on first 3 sts. at neck edge.
When 20 ins. long cast off 7 sts. at beg.
of rows that start at armhole edge, 3

times. Cast off remaining sts. Finish
other half.

Front.
Work as for back. When 17 ins. long

Back.
Cast on 90 sts. and work 3 ins. in rib

(k. 1, p. 1) using colour A.
Next row lacr. 10 sts. evenly and con

tinue in stocking st. (k. 1 row,* p. 1 row)
incr. 1 st. at each side every $ inch until
there are 134 sts. When

&quot;

12 ins. long
start

sii-it)ing according to pattern; cast off
4 sts. at beg. of each row for 15 rows. Now
incr. 1 st. at beg. of each row until there

divide sts. in three, 2i sts. for each
shoulder. Cast off 6 sts. in centre and
finish one half first. Cast off 2 sts.

at beg. of each row that starts r. neck
edge until 21 sts. remain for shoulder.
Cast oflf shoulder as for back. Finish
other half in reverse to correspond.

Sleeves.
Cast on 65 sts. using colour B. Work

8 rows plain (k. each row) 8 rows iu

stocking st., p. side on right side of wor-X
Continue in st.st., plain sts. on right
side of work, incr. 1 st. at each side every
li ins. (75 sts.). Now incr. 4 sts. j.t

beg. of next 15 rows. (135 sts.) Nov^
deer, one st. at beg of each row until sleeve

measures 18 ins. Cast off.

Finishing .

Press each part lightly under dnmp
cloth. Sew all seams. Pick up st.s. aloi;^

neckline and work 1 inch in rib. Cost off it

rib. Make a row of s.c. along neck opening,

working 5 loops on right half. 6ew on

buttons.

Fillings for Pancakes.
Here are a few suggestions for pan

cakes, sweet and savoury.
Leek Pancakes: Cook some leeks and

drain well. Chop and keep hot in half

a pint of cheese sauce. Make pancakes in

usual way. Put a spoonful of leek mixture
in the centre of each. Roll up bolster

fashion and garnish with the finely choppfc S

green part of the leek.

Mushroom Pancakes: Add a little grated
cheese to the pancake mixture and ir.ake

into pancakes in the usual way. Stew
so;nc mushrooms in seasoned milk. Put
a few in the fold of each pancake. Oarnibt
with chopped parsley.
Tomato Pancakes: Make pancake

in the usual way. Sprinkle with cheese ana
fold over. Put a layer of sliced grilled
tomatoes down the fold of each pancake
and sprinkle with chopped watercress.
Baked Bean and Tomato Pancakes: PUT

a spoonful of baked beans in the centre of

efi.ch pancake and cover with a layer of

grilled tomato slices. Fold and garnish virb

(hopped chives.

Apple Pancakes: Grate a raw apple ar&amp;gt;d

add it to the batter mixture with sujr&r.

dash of nutmeg, and finely grated lenior

peel. Fry into pancakes and serve

sprinkled with sugar. For a variation,

put a spoonful of apple puree in the cenrr-?.

Fold over and dust with sugar.
Date Pancakes: Chop dates and mix

with minced nutH and lemon juice. Put a

spoonful in the centre of each par.
Fold and sprinkle with chopped nuts.

Banana Pancakes: Cut the bananas ii;tr&amp;gt;

slices lengthways and heat in str^wb^rry
jam. Insert the bananas in between Shf

pancakes and crown with hot strawberry
jam.
For special occasions, use frozen straw

berries heated in their syrup.
Peach Pancakes: Make three pancakes

in the usual way. Lay one flat on a hot

dish and cover with hot sliced peacbr?. L.ty
another pancake on top and then niort-

peaches. Cover with the&quot; third pancak*
and divide the whole as you would a rouco
of sconea. Pour some hot peach P~ruT&amp;gt;

over the top and lay a piece of pen eh in

each fold. Sprinkle with coconut.

Pineapple or any other kind of tinned
fruit can be i:sed in this way.

Boiled Frosting.
Boil one cup icing sugar and 2 t.

spO jiis water until clear; do not Ptir it.

Take off stove and stir in the stiffly be:) T -r

white of one egg until the right 60

tency to spread over cake. Any colouring
or flavouring preferred may be added.

SUBSCRIBERS !* PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRIN 1

name and addrcao (including State)

clearly. Always quote receipt number
wh^n corresponding.
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NEW SAVOURY SOUP
by ELIZABETH COOKE

Krajt Cookery and Nutrition Expert

KRAFT CHEDDAR CREME a Bargain in Nutrition

1 pint milk; 2 tablespoons butler

or margarine; 3 tablespoons flour;

4 ozs. grated Kraft Cheese; 1

tablespoon chopped celery; 1 table

spoon chopped onion; 1 table

spoon diced carrot; 1 dessertspoon

chopped parsley; 1 cup water or

chicken stock.

Melt half the butter or margarine,

add flour and blend smoothly.

Gradually add milk, stirring con

stantly. Bring to boil, add cheese

and remove from heat. Melt

remaining butter in another pan.

Add celery, onion and carrot.

Cook gently until lightly browned.

Add waten or stock. Combine the

two mixtures, reheat and add

parsley. Serves four.

HIGH FOOD VALUE! Unlike

nihny soups, this one is highly

nourishing. That s because it s

made with Kraft Cheese. The

vitamins A, 62 and D the

calcium, phosphorus and protein

of Kraft Cheese remain unim

paired in cooking. So does that

delicious cheddar flavour! Cooked,

KRAFT CHEES
tastes better because it s

BLENDED better

Sold everywhere in the 8 oz. carton
or the economical 5 Ib. loaf.

sliced, shredded, grated, toasted or

melted, Kraft Cheese is a real

bargain in nutrition. Weight for

weight, Kraft Cheese contains

eleven times as much calcium as

cream and more protein and

calories than beef, mutton, pork,

lamb or veal. The freshness of

Kraft Cheese is protected by a

hygienic foil wrapper so you enjoy

every golden slice.

So Nourishing

for

School Lunches

So many of the

food properties
vital to child health are con

tained in Kraft Cheese that you

cannot afford to overlook it in

school lunches. Kiddies love

the mellow flavour of Kraft

Cheese, so give them lots of it

every day.
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Frock, 7737 Is. 9d.

2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

17

Frock, 7739 Is. 9d.

2| yds. 54 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7738 Is. 9d
3 yds. 54 ins. wide,

Lower Skirt on bias

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Skirt and Bolero,
7740 Is. 9d.

Corduroy Velvet :

3 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust

Trumpet Silhouette.
The &quot;

Trumpet
&quot;

skirt is definitely
&quot;

in,&quot; and on this page
we are showing one of the most sort-for types. There are

various versions of this low flare, but on our pattern it flares all

the way around the skirt ; other styles are cut in one with the

front skirt or again the half-way-around flare.

This low flare gives motion and ease and interest to the

straight and narrow sheath skirt of yesterday. And remember

hips must be unobtrusive for trumpet skirts or sheath skirts

or their near relations.

The long unbroken line from waist to knee allows no ugly
bulges of unsightly rolls at either end of too short corsets or

step-ins.
So do make sure, dear folk, that you are properly corseted

before humouring this latest whim of fashion.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street. Svdnev. N.S.W P^tno* onrh P *&amp;gt;-* i
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Furs.
Furs in the luxury class include the

mink shown, fitch, and black Persian. More

moderately priced are American broadtail,

natural northern muskrat, squirrel and let

out sheered raccoon.
Frock, 7715 Is. 9d.

2 1 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7723 Is. 9d.

2 jF yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.
Coat, 7522 Is. 9d.

3-| yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast:&quot;! yd. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Suit, 7712 Is. 9d.

3 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Silhouettes.

In the shape of coats to come for winter, the

voluminous loose coat of last year is out. In,

is the slimmer silhouette with plenty of move
ment and fabric to give it swing and sway.

This season a wide loose back belt holds the

back fulness of many coats.

Yoke backs are still noteworthv.

[Wa supply Paper Patterns for cl! designs iUas:, i ,,nent must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accevtsd.
Australian Horn Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Streu, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.]
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Formal Dress.
The ankle-length gown is the big choice with fashion conscious

customers. This shorter length, sometimes referred to as supper length,
accounts for 50 to 65 per cent, of all formal dress sales and is especially

popular with the young matron.

Buyers note very little price resistance with gown shop customers.
Fashion and flattery are the factors which key these sales. Bouffant

styling is said to be more important than ever before, in both

(ioor-length and ankle-length gowns. Decollete bodices are a big
choice, but covered shoulders,
when fabrics are sheer, arc

also important.

Frock, 7709 Is. 9d.

2f yds. 54 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Matron s Frock,
7713 2s. Id.

21 yds. 54 ins. wide.
34 to 48 ins. bust.

Frock, 7717 Is. 9d.

2|- yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Suit, 7708 Is. 9d.

22 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrate^, .-uyment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted,
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.]
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No one seeing Mrs. Earle, can help but come under her

spell. Her face speaks for her with an irresistible appeal
foretells the gay, completely lovable person she is.

Her beauty stirs the imagination her romantic colouring, her soft complexion!

&quot;I don t know any cream that can take the

place of Pond
s,&quot;

toys lovely Mrs. Earle

A woman s face your face need*

only encouragement to glow with soft

loveliness. The knowledge that you

re looking your best can flood your

face with happy confidence, so that

everyone, seeing you will think, &quot;She

ii an absolute darling.&quot; That is why
it makes such good sense to be faith

ful to the daily helps that can bless

your face with that peaches-and-cream

look. This, your daily Pond s Cold

Cream care, can bring you a beauti

ful reward.

&quot;Outside-Inside&quot; Face
Treatment

Make a non-skid resolution to use

Pond s Cold Cream always at bed

time (for day cleansing, too),* this

way:

Hot Stimulation give your face a

quick splash of hot water.

Cream Cleanse swirl light, fluffy

Pond s Cold Cream all over your face

and throat to soften, sweep away dirt

and make-up. Tissue off well.

Cram Rinse do another soft Pond *

creaming to rinse off last traces of

dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue

again.

Cold Stimulati-on a tonic cold-water

splash.

This treatment works on both side*

of your skin. From Outside Pond**

Cold Cream softens, sweeps away dirt

a? you massage. From Inside every

step of this treatment stimulates cir

culation. Mrs. Earle says: &quot;My face

feels and looks glowing after thi*

Pond s Cold Cream treatment.&quot;

Remember it is not vanity to

develop the beauty of your face. When
you look lovely, confidence smiles out

from your face, brings others closer

to you.

PC12

How to be

and build yourself UP
- without medicines

Mr. C. Denning, of Hunter

Sydney, writes: &quot;When my wife heard

of Kellogg s All-Bran, the begged m*
to try It. I did and it brought tnr

amazing relief from constinatinn. N
mor* medicines tnr me &quot;

Your health depends on what you eat

every day. Today s soft, over-cooked food*

often lack the vital bulk vour system need

for regular elimination. KHlopg s All-Bran

supplies the smooth-artinfi bulk which

helps prepare internal waste 1- for ea&amp;gt;.

gentle and natural &amp;gt;liminatinn . . . *

medicine* needed.

Health Food

Made from the vital outer layers of wheaU

Kellogg s All-Bran brinps you more pro

tertive food elements than whole wheat

itself. Kelbpe s All- Bran is actually

richer in iron than spinarh and it is

natural source of Vitamins Bl for th*

nerves, B2 for the eyes. Calcium for th?

teeth, Phosphorous for the bones and

Niacin for the skin. Keller s All-Bran

not only relieve constipation, but build*

you up day h\ dav at the &quot;nine time. At

all errwpra
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Newest Silhouettes.

First autumn fashions, especially the one

piece dresses or the costume duets with a one

piece look, are particularly significant because

they are prophetic of the new season. Fabrics,

silhouettes, and contrasts of colours and mat
erials make news. Such interesting materials as

wool jersey, fine clinging wool,
faille and silk crepe foretell the

fashion trends.

Wool jersey is used again and

again in the autumn collections

with outstanding success. It is

made into simple sheath dresses or

the more intricately detailed cos

tumes for dress parade.

Simplicity.
The simplest affairs are made more noticeable

with such interesting contrasts as appliqued
motifs or sharp band contrasts. Belt and
buttons made in harmonizing colours of pony-
skin provide effective contrasts for an otherwise

simple one piecer. Clips and small motifs of

bead work around the neck line,

pocket flaps, and on belts also are

used for contrast. Since jersey

drapes with ease and stays pleated

longer than many other fabrics, it

is manipulated often in these ways.

Teenage Coat,
9127 Is. 9d!

3| yds. 54ins. wide.

32, 34, 36 ins. bust.

Frock, .9194- Is. 9d.
P cK e

16 to 18 years.
?vav{l:

32 ins. bust.

2| yds. 54 ins. wide.
Contrast: f yd. 36 ins. wide

, Skirt on bias.

Coat, 9119 Is. 6d.

10, 12, 14 years.
3 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast: \ yd. 36 ins. wide

Jumper Frock,
9199 Is. 6d.

12 and 14 years.
Blouse: li yds. 36 ins. wide.
Frock: 2;j yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.]
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&quot;The free Meds book

tells you about interna

sanitary protection.&quot;

All women can now have the greater

comfort complete protection that

only MEDS internal sanitary

protection can give. Made from the

icftest, whitest, absorbent surgical

cotton, MEDS are available with

or without the new improved

applicator. Keep a packet in

your purse for greater safety.

Write to Johnson & Johnson,

Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney,

for thh FREE Mats

booklet and learn for

yourself the wonderful
secrets of safe internal

sanitary protection.

&quot;The Modes
Tampon&quot;

A PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON
&quot;The Most Trusted Name in Surgical Dressings&quot;

.J.2

Heat is Nature s method of relieving pain andWawn s Wonder Wool, a medicated cotton wool,
is the proven method of creating &quot;inner heat.&quot;A pad of Wawn s Wonder Wool provides welcome
relief to winter colds, influen/a, bronchitis and sore
throats. It provides a full flow of energising blood
to the affected area relieves congestion quickly,
conveniently and without drugs. Keep a packet
handy this winter!

for Chest Colds. Chills, Sciatica. Neuritis and Flal

W22

a quarter te&amp;lt;

with food or a drink

regularly to restore health.

The Pleasant, Natural Way to
Health. Monastery Herbs are a mix

ture of curative herbs, barks, seeds and

flowers, finely ground, and blended in

the true tradition of the monks of old.

Take a quarter of a teaspoonful two or

three times a day with your food, or

dry on the tongue, washed down with

a drink. Taken regularly, t
u
ey will ro us

the liver, cleanse the stomach and

purify the blood.

FATHER w PIERRES ,

Nature s own treatment for CONSTIPA
TION, INDIGESTION, ACIDITY, RHEU
MATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT, LIVE*

and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, SKIN DIS

EASES. Monastery Herbs are Nature s

own remedy. If you suffer from any
of the above complaints, Monastery
Herbs, taken regularly, will quickly
banish pains and other distressing

symptoms.
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBALISTS
LTD.. 52 Peru St., Salford. 3 Lanes. Enaland.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW
Send 1/6 Postal Note for I 01. package
of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of this

nature! aid to good health. Send to-day.

8 01. size also available at IO/-. post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION
AGENCIES PTY. LTD., Bo ^49 &amp;lt;5 P O.

Sydney, N.S W

Name __ _ _ ___

Address

HERE S ONE OF THE
different, kinds

of .elastic

made by

WEBCO
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Cocktail Dresses.
A surprisingly good business in holiday dressy dresses

is reported from several better department stores.

Tulle, net, satin, lace, chiffon all register.

Taffeta continues the &quot;backbone&quot; of the cocktail

dress business, particularly the side-draped taffeta cock
tail dress in silk with a flattering* neckline.

Silk rep, surah and lace are also singled out

for good results in the short-length dinner

or elaborate cocktail dresses selling. Black

first, but increasing interest in red, green,
violet for the cocktail type. And
white exceptionally good in formals.

Tissue gingham and linen-like rayon
blouses are slanted for later delivery,
but are designed with spring suits

in mind. Among these is a linen-

like rayon blouse with contrast

piping outlining the yoke-front as well

as pretty tissue gingham shirts with

stitched organdie collars and cuffs.

Among the tissue failles with
bow necklines is a model with a

wing collar, stiffened to stand up
above the suit collar, and finished

with a full bow. These are done
in long and short-sleeved

versions.

Evening Frock,
9948 3s. 3d.

16 to 18 years.

32 inches bust.

7 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Flower Girl,
9113 2s. Id.

4, 6, 8, 10, 12 years.
6 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9198 Is. 9d.
16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

3 yds. 54 ins. wide.
Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide

Frock, 9193 Is. 6d.
6 and 8 years.

1 yds. 54 ins. wide,
-j Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, Id. extra.]
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Glowing Date Separates.
&quot;

Separates that glow at night
&quot;

describe the teen date

co-ordinates on display in most of the big stores.

Striped taffeta, pastel brocade, black velveteen and

pleated nylon overskirts are all part of the fabric story in

these party dress eeparates. The top-notcher is a scoop

neckline blue brocade blouse with a full skirt and black

velvet belt. Understudies to these include

a black velveteen strapless top, above the

ankle skirt and a pleated nylon
A parachute-sleeved top

and a cascading skirt of a red

and black striped taffeta are

the principal parts is some

designs.

skirt

Baby s Frock,
9134 Is. 6d.

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Baby s Nightdress,
10,582 Is. 6d.

1 1 yds. 36 ins. wide

Baby s Frock,
9215 Is. 6d.

| yds. 36 ins. wide.

6 yds. lace edging.

Pilchers, 378 Is. 6d.

| yd. 30 ins. wide.

Gown, 9196 Is. 6d.

2 and 4 years.
2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9210 Is. 6d.

I to 2 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will net be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 2d. extra.]
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Be Free of Old Methods,

Old Discomforts
Think back to older forms of

sanitary protection . . . beits,

pins, pads, discomfort, chafing.
Contrast all this with the
simpler, safer, so very much
more comfortable and hygienic
Tampax worn internally. This
completely different form of

monthly sanitary protection has
brought new freedom and
peace-of-mind to countless
women. Tampax is so compact
... so easily disp9sable ... so
much more hygienic with dainty
Individual applicators.
Try Tampax at our expense . . .

write for jree sample (enclosing
Stt. stamp) to Dept. T.A., World
Agencies, Box 3725, G.P.O.,
Sydney. Please indicate whether
tam.ple to be &quot;Regular&quot; or

&quot;Super&quot; absorbency.

T8.

flMITMY PIOTECTIOH WOftN IKTIRMUV
Two b?ofbncii, &quot;RtqiHar&quot; & &quot;Super&quot;;

ch with Individual Applicators.

TWINS
. . . alike yet
different

S^\

World authorities use and

recommend the lodex twina.

(odex Plain for Cuts, Abras

ions, Open Wounds and
*here the skin is broken

* Where the skin is noi

broken and there is much
paiti you should use Green
f^abel lodex which possesses

quite rern.irkabie pain
relieving properties. Use M

for sfrainrd muscles and
swollen joints.

NO-STAIN IODI|NJrL j
From all C/iem/sfs

Mummy s using New Persil

for whitest whites

brightest colours . . . and

. . .she knows
it s gentle too!

Care for your fine fabrics this easy Neic Persil way
Simply use enough New Persil in hike-warm vwer to give a good lather. It s i

ijentl&amp;lt;&quot;
lather tor Persil suds *re a special blend o) pare soar and oxygen

whicn noat through* the weave removing all tne nrt with itmost

gentleness. Squeeze the nne rhm^s quicKiy ana _- -M.-

in the Persu suds then rinse and squeeze wumii

twisrmg or wringing. New Peisn works so thoroui&amp;gt;rily

so gently, that diintv things are in tnc water for the

shortest possible time. \Xashed in Persil thev srny

soft and new looking. Try it anJ see icr yonrsji:

the viifference that Persil mikes to vo ir w:i-^!

mi*
Have V_ou c-ome around to NEW PERSIL yet?
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The Play and Film
^Hj-r&quot; ^D~~ c

*H!i!
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

The Borovansky Ballet, at the

Empire Theatre, has played to

capacity houses during the whole
season and is now presenting the
last of the scheduled programmes
featuring &quot;Giselle&quot;, &quot;The Outlaw&quot;

and &quot;Capri c-f.io Italien&quot;. There
will be a further repetoire of
famous balli t for two weeks after
the conclusion of the present pro
gramme and it will consist of the
favourites from the four pro
grammes. The season has been
delightful, with its keynote vari

ety, and balletomanes have been
given the widest choice of all the

popular as well as the lesser known ballets.

The large attendances have indicated in no
uncertain manner that Sydney audiences not

only appreciate ballet, but have developed
a deep understanding of this exquisite form
of art, and so Lave acclaimed it more raptu-
ously than ever befsre. Principals are Dorothy
Stevenson, Kathleen Gorliam, Edna Busse,
Peggy Sager, Paul Grinwis, Miro Zloch, Martin
Rubinstein and Charles Boyd.

* * *

Romance of unusual kind is the theme of
&quot;Walk Softly, Stranger&quot;, Century, starring
vehicle for Joseph Gotten and Valli, who
appeared together in &quot;The Third Man.&quot; A
small town is the principal setting for the

picture, which deals with a crook s carefully
laid plan to make himself independent, and
its unexpected results. Cotten portrays the
the crook and Valli is cast as a wealthy girl
who falls in love with him. Her influence on
his scheme brings about the tense ending to

a realistic film. Spring Byington, as a senti
mental landlady, is featured, along with Paul
Stewart. Jack Paar and Frank Puglia.

* * *

The brilliant and hilarious farcical comedy,
&quot;Worm s Eye View&quot;, is now delighting
niuliences at the Theatre Rovnl. This side

splitting play was described by London s

&quot;Bandwaggon&quot; as &quot;a money-spinner about the
R.A.F. brilliantine boys in billets with their

boots off.&quot; J. C. Williamson Theatres Ltd.

imported the distinguished English actors,
William Hodge and Morris Rwpflpn. for this

Maree Marsden, Royal.

&quot;I Shall Return&quot;, Plaza.

presentation. They are appearing with a

superb cast of Australian artists, including
Harry Moreny, Gordon Chater, Ian Russell,
Jessica Page, Lola Sweeney and others.

* *

&quot;1 Shall Return&quot;, at the Plaza, tells of how
Ensign Chuck Palmer found the Pacific battle
fields to be not only backgrounds for danger
but settings for romance and personal drama.
His involvement with Miss Prelle, the wife
of a native who is killed in action, is a tale

set amid the strife of history. Cast is headed

by Tyrone Power and Micheline Prelle, ably
supported by Tom Ewell, B*b Patton, Tommy
Cook and Juan Lorena.

* *

A former Australian press photographer,
who is now a professional ice-skater, is among
the personnel of the &quot;Ice Follie&quot; which is

playing at the Tivoli Theatre. Mr. Henty a

wife, who has been a professional skater for
seven years, persuaded him to give up photo
graphy after she had taught him to skate.
He travelled to England with his wife and
toured Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Capri with
the &quot;Ice Follie&quot;. Nothing like &quot;Ice Follie&quot;

has previously been seen in Australia. Armand
Perren, famous Swiss producer and exhibition

skater, provides a glittering spectacle of ice-

&quot;1 ht Muting Season&quot;, Prince Edward.

variety, and the comedy clowning of &quot;The

Charladies&quot;, Chribi, Wim De Jong, Jacques
Cartaux and Joe Whitehouse must be seen to
v,, v.,i; . * Comedian Chribi, who gives such

an excellent portrayal of a drunk
in the early part of the pro
gramme, meets Jimmy Elder in a

game of Badminton. The comedy
also includes the American speed
skater from the Sonja Henie
Show, Cissty Trenholm, graceful
British champion Marion
Davies; Norwegian dancer, Gerd

Boornstad, lovely figure skater
Marila Saary, stilt skater Wim
de Jong, and a host of other re
markable artists. Special mention
must be made of the wardrobe
and the excellent backdrops
and decor.

* * *

B u r t Lancaster, Dorothy
McGuire and Edmund Gwenn
form the trio of stars in &quot;Mister

880&quot;, Twentieth Century-Fox s

poignant comedy. Mister 880,
played by Gwenn, is a roguish

old party named for the number of his case on
file with the United States Treasury Depart
ment. For in addition to being a lovable old

Walk Softly, Stranger&quot; Century.
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&quot;Mister 880&quot;, Mayfair.

scamp known to his neighbourhood friends

aa &quot;The Skipper&quot;, Mister 880 has his ras

cally side, too. To the T-inen, Mister 880
is a counterfeiter they have not been able

to catch in teii years of probing. It takes
a special government agent,
Lancaster, and his romantic
interest in the lovely Miss

McGuire, a neighbour of

Gwenn s, to find the trail that
leads straight to Mister 880. The
ending is not what you would ex

pect. Others in the cast are:

Millard Mitchell, Minor Watson
and Howard St. John. (Century.)

* *

&quot;The Mating Season&quot; (Prince
Edward) tells how Val MeNulty,
young and ambitious draftsman
with the Kalinger Machine Tools

Company, rescues beautiful

Maggie Carleton, when her car

goes off a mountain road.

Maggie, daughter of a U.S.

Ambassador, has just turned
down the marriage proposal of

Kalinger, Jr., playboy son of

Val s boss. It is a case of love

at first sight and very shortly

Maggie is phoning her snobbish,

high-handed mother that she ifi

marrying Val. Mrs. Carleton

is horrified at the idea of her daughter
marrying a factory hand. Asked about
his background, Val says there is just his

mother and adds that she manages his

father s business in Jersey City. Val s

mother has put him through college and

supported herself from the small business,

but unknown to her son she is forced out

of the food shop and decides to go to

Val and his wife. Owing to a misunder

standing she is mistaken for the now maid
and pulls Maggie out of trouble with her
first big party with her wonderful cooking.
Complications are thick and many; when
Maggie finds out that her new maid is

Val s mother she leaves him as she hates
snobs and thinks he is ashamed of his

mother, and that he deliberately placed
her in this embarrassing position. How the
situation is clea-red is well worth seeing.
Cast: Gene Tierney, John Lund, Miriam
Hopkins, Thelma Bitter, Jan Sterling and
Larry Keating.

* *

St. James is showing a brilliant picture,
&quot;Grounds for Marriage&quot;, with an unusual
theme. Ina Massine, promising young
opera singer, loses her voice when she learns
that her doctor husband, Lincoln Bartlett,
is about to marry another girl. To help

her regain her voice the doctor plays
up to her and accordingly takes her

out, accompanied by his rich bachelor

brother, on whom he hopes eventually
she might bestow her affections. What
happens when the other woman hears
of the dates makes an enjoyable film

and will appeal to most audiences. Van
Johnson, Katliryn Grayson, Barry
O Sullivan and Paula Raymond head
an imposing cast.

* *

&quot;Treasure Island!&quot; What happy mem
ories this name revives in the minds of

young and old, particularly the latter,
when one is trans-planted into the past
with those beloved boyhood characters
Dr. Livesey, Squire Trelawney, young
Jim and his mother. We can recall

the killing of Captain Bones by the

pirates who are after the map given to

Jim by Bones before his death. The
Doctor and the Squire realise that the

map is the key to the South Sea s treasure buried

by the famous pirate, Captain Flint. The outfitting
of the &quot;Hispaniola&quot; with Captain Smollett in

command. The motley crew domineered by
T/r&amp;gt;nar John Silver, and his pnrmt with its cries

&quot;Irtasurt island

of &quot;Pieces of Eight&quot;. Arriving at the island
old Benn Gunn is brought back to mind, the
terrifie battle for the Stockade and how young
Jim deals with the pirates and eventually how
they are out

witted; when
Silver is seen sail

ing away alone out
to sea in one of
the longboats we
feel that we have
not had nearly
enough and would
like to accompany
him in further
search of adven
ture. Cast includes
Robert Newton,
Basil Sydney,
Bobby Driscoll,
Walter Fitzgerald,
Geoffrey F i t z -

gerald. (Regent).

Lovely Pier
Angeli, the young
Italian beauty,
discovered b y
M-G-M, and mak
ing her screen

Hdene Ffranee, Empire.
debut in

&quot;Teresa&quot;, at the Liberty,
has been chosen as Stewart

Granger s leading lady in his first

American comedy, &quot;The Light
Touch&quot;.

* . *

In London, &quot;Worm s Eye
View&quot; has played an unbroken
season of more than five years,
and performances now total
about 2,150, The run is almost
certain to smash the all-time
record of 2,238 performances
held by the entrancing spectacle
musical of some years ago, &quot;Chn

Chin Chow&quot;.

* *

Jane Wyman Has found a

quick trick to save time on
manicure repairs. When nail

polish chips she simply dips a
brush into nail polish remover,
then carefully spreads the

polish already on the nail until
it covers the bare spot. Jane,
who will be seen in M-G-M s
&quot;Three Guys Named Mike&quot;

;

says the result is smoother than
if you tried to patch more nail

polish.
*

[Turn to page 39.]

&quot;Grouruls for Marriage&quot;, St. James.
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,105 parley Street,
* tffewtown.

Dear Sirs,

I enclose a photograph of my daughter, Yvonne Leorde,

age 3i years. We both appreciate those wonderful

ARNOirS MUK ARROWROOT BISCUITS, they are great

favourites with growing children and adults alike. Yvonne
Was given them from an early age and still has a lot every

day.

(Signed) Mrs. S. Fuller.

SCIENTIFIC BISCUIT PRODUCTION
Bf~ FREE illustrated booklet for advanced school ~W

children will be posted to you if you send your
name and address to Box 336, G.P.O., Sydney.

For smooth, soft hands
SKIN NEEDS

NIVEA
The all-purpose crem*
tor the core of the $/

Harsh, roughened (kin Is naturally

toothed and softened by Nivea, the only

cream containing &quot;Eucerite,&quot; a substance

closely resembling the skin s natural

its. It nourishes, protects and

restores vital elements dried

out by housework and

exposure.

For 6aby tender kin.

Inmlnar blu^-ond-wh/fa tin, 2/71,
~Nieea&quot; and -Euceritt&quot; at ail e.jemisfs and stores and in handy
ft reed, tridr murkt. tubes, 2/2.

Herts Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Welwyu Garden City and Sydney. N.s.a

Win
Promotion I

The
Stott g mn (rain you in

HOME. Note a few ..

Hnnir-Mud\ r.ur*e
rrnowned i

Shorthand/Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial
Arrountancy
In**, n Secretaries
Showrard ami

Tirkrl Writing
Commercial Art

Drawing, ?ikf It-bin?
Ka-hion Illustrating
Cariralure. Cartoon f
Auvrrli.cincm WrtfC*
S*Iranianship
English ,

Arithmetic
Livestock Breeding
Soil/Farm Crops
Dairy tanning
Creom Trsieri&quot;

Ihr privacy ol YOUH OWN
ibr 300 Expert l&amp;gt;

-Conducted
01 which STOTT S w

Handwr lint-

Story Writing
Journalism (Freelance)
rVnr Entrance
Police Entrance
Drrnocuttim* &

Designing
Haiiiu (Amateur)
F M /inrer-na I

.Minor, I) t.f ,

Electrical, Meek.
General Educat.oa
Backward AdniU
Shir, Clerk*
Builder* Cource*

DrafUmanibip
Stammerers
UaiverAil&amp;gt; Exams.

Stotts Correspondence Colleqe
IOU nimeil a. Me.iKiurn* t 149 l.allrrragh M., Sydney!
290 Adelaide Si.. Brixbanr , 21 CrenfeJl Si., Adelaide |

2S4 Murray St., Perth.

-__-. Cl 1 AND MAIL THIS COUPON _~_.
To STOTT S : Please send me. free and without

I obligation, full details of your Course/t in :

I MY NAME.
I ADDRESS.

(A.H.J. 51) AGE_,

FISHERS
PHOSPHERINE
THE GREAT NEPVE TONIC

A GENTLEMAN OF
VIC, WRITES:

&quot;After tire fiki ail ner-
vcii! twitching* ceased and
continuing to tcike Fisher s

) was K)!y resto ed to
normal hedith within three
fnortths.&quot;

TAKE 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
Of WARM OR COLO WATER

EVERY MORNING.

W ALL STATES EXCEPT W.S.K .

SOLD AS

FISHAPHOS

RELY ON HALF MEASURES
TAKE FOOLISH CHANCES

Get after your chft ro d w !
t&amp;gt;i mot.st hoat

titrp-proven treatmpiit f-&quot;1orse:l by mi.ny doctor*
ail ever the world. A:-t ; nhlo^istine Tou ticr ive

you the benefits of mo-st heat r rtht :n your
own home. Just do thesp tvo simple things
recommpnded by rr.p.ny doctors:

1. Put an Antiphlos stinc Pf ; -tice on back and
chest. Throat, too if it s sore.

2. Go to bed. Antiph oiistine Poultice wor^s all

tn.iough the night Helps you get a good u.glit i

MfAICATta

POULTICE
JDMSSINO.

The soothing warmth ol
Antiph!o^ist ne Poultice flaxes
tens.&quot; or rchiiif? mus&quot; -

1 ^ s f : ri-,es

circulation, helps easa coU(i-&quot;&amp;gt; due
to colds.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
^TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]*

FROCK, 7734.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt. Fold under in a straight line from

puiichhole at top to one at the bottom
and use folded edge for centre front and
centre back lines. Pin to a double thick
ness of paper and cut out
around entire outer edge. For
skirt back fold under 1^ inches

along the side; for front mark
iff from notch at waistline and
draw a curved line through
punchholes to notch on the side.

Out out along the curved line.

Pocket Lining. Place yoke
and pocket extension over

paper, mark a curved line

from notch at side seam
through punchholes up to

the one at top. Cut around
outer edge of pattern.
then along this curved line.

Front Facing. Use
bodice front as a guide
and cut a pattern for the

facing 4$ inches wide at

the top and about
2&amp;gt;\

inches wide at the
bottom as shown in rutting guide.

Sleeve. Pin the half-sleeve to a large
sheet of paper, mark along punchholes
indicating underarm curve. Fold paper
along straight edge and cut around arm-

hole, underarm and lower edge
through both thicknesses. Notch

armhole, open out the new pattern
and cut along previously marked
underarm curve. Fold under por
tion below notch for length sleeve

and cut a pattern for trimming at

lower edge of sleeve, making this

2^ inches wide and use sleeve

pattern as a guide when cutting.
Step 2. Testing for Correct Size:

As this pattern has been cut for

the average 36 inch figure it will

be necessary to see whether alter

ations are needed. Pin pieces to

gether, remembering that seam
and hem allowances are not in

cluded. Place pattern over figure
and observe fitting. If bodice
front and back are too long
shorten by folding between arm-
hole and waistline, and if too

short cut in same place and
insert sufficient paper to provide
additional length required.
Shorten or lengthen skirt if

necessary just below hip line. To
increase pattern pin additional

strips of paper along seam edges
where extra width is required, and
to decrease pattern trim away
pattern edges where additional
width ia not needed. Remove pattern,
take apart, press flat, even up all

seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin

pattern to material as shown in cut

ting guide. Cut out with allowance
of 2 inches for skirt hem, 1 inch on
underarm seams and ^ inch on all

other edges. Before removing
pattern from material mark clearly
with tailor s chalk or tacking the

exact seam lines, notches and punch-
holes.

Step 4. Bodice: Lengthen
machine stitch and along edges
marked &quot;Gather&quot;,

machine on
marked seam line then on seam
allowance \ inch from first stitch

ing. Draw up both threads to fit

the corresponding seam edge. Tie

threads and arrange fulness in

even gathers. Pin the two edges

together, machine from waistline

up, tapering stitching gradually to

nothing. Tie threads and press
with seam allowances together towards centre

front and neaten raw edges. Pin darts in back
on the inside and machine from waistline up,
tie threads and press towards centre back. Join

fronts to back at shoulders in plain seams, press

open and neateii.

Step 5. Buttonholes: Mark position and size

of each buttonhole (which should be a trifle

larger than width of buttons) on right hand
side of bodice, and arrange for end of button
hole to be \ inch from edge. Cut binding strips

inch wide and \ inch longer than size of

buttonhole. Fold strips in halves lengthwise,

press, tack to garment with raw edges meeting
exactly over mark and ends extending an even
distance beyond mark. Machine along centre

of each strip and do not take stitching beyond

marked line. Tie all ends securely on the
inside. Cut along marked line to within

\ inch of each end then diagonally to

ends of stitching. Turn raw edges of

binding strips to inside and press with
folded edges meeting exactly in centre.

On the inside pin the triangular piece at

each end to binding strips, fold garment
back out of the way and machine across
each end through all thicknesses. Tie
threads and press again.

Step 6. Collar and Facing: Pin facing to

collar with right sides together, machine
around the entire outer edge, cut away
excess seam allowance to within a bare
i inch of stitching, clip almost to stitch

ing at corners turn right side out, press
and pin to bodice neckline on the outside.
Cut a self-material bias facing strip 1

inch wide and long enough to extend
around neckline, omitting portion covered

by facings at fronts. Join ends to front

facings in plain seams, press open and pin
facing to bodice. Replace pins with tack

ing, machine exactly on marked neckline
and down fronts. Cut away excess seam
allowance, turn facing to inside, turn
under raw edge, machine through fold

only, hem facing in place around neck edge
and tack in place down fronts. Cut open
ings in facing exaet iy under each button
hole, turn under raw edge, hem to binding
and press again. Sew buttons on left

side to correspond with buttonholes, then
on right hand side for double breasted
effect. Fasten buttons and tack right
hand side over left along waistline.

Step 7. Skirt: Pin pocket facings to
skirt fronts with right sides together,
machine together along curved edge, cut

away excess seam allowance, turn to
inside and press. Pin skirt fronts to

yokes with upper edge of pocket in line
with punchholes and all raw edgea to

gether. Tack along upper edge, pin raw
edges of pocket and pocket extension to

gether on the inside and machine through
both thicknesses.

Step 8. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Turn
under allowance on skirt front and back
and pin to bodice front and back. Pin
front and back together at sides and leave
an opening 4 inches above and below
waistline on left side. Try on and observe

fitting. Let out or take in seam allowance
if desirable. Remove frock, machine all

seams, being sure to catch pocket in evenly,
and neaten raw edges.

Step 9. Side Opening: Atta-ch a zipper
to side opening or cut two facing strips
of self-material If inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and right sides of material facing. Machine
\ inch from edges, press seams open and
fold strips under so that selvedges are

exactly under seam lines. Tack in place,
machine $ in?h from edge, press front or

upper-side under on senm line, allowing
back to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at top and bottom. Sew
a hook and bar at waistline and snap
fasteners above and below if zipper is

not used.

Step 10. Sleeves: Join sleeves and trim

mings at underarms in plain seams and
press open. Pin right side of trimming to

inside of sleeves, machine together, turn
to outside, press, turn under raw edges,
tack and machine in place. Press again
and neaten raw edges on the inside. Pin
sloeves to armholes with notches meeting
and ease evenly across upper half of
8leevea -

[Turn to page 31.1
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A Bright and

Healthy Home
in every tin

Always ask for FISHER S WAX
The Quickest & Easiest Polish

for Floors and Furniture

For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)

in

Cheerful
and charm

Of course she is!

She knows her cheerfulness

and charm depend on fit

ness, and doesn t leave her
fitness to chance. She guards
gainst the sick headaches

and digestive upsets that

constipation can so easily cause.

How? That s her secret, but

confidentially she takes
Beecham s Pills.

Wise woman she takes

GUINEA A BOX

One of the busiest box offices in Holly
wood is at the cinema showing the re-issne

of Marlene Dietrich s twenty-year-old
success, &quot;The Blue Angel.&quot; Marlene s next

may be a story of war in Israel with
Richard Cont^ as a handsome Arab soldier.

Candour report from the United States:
This notice appeared outside a small
cinema in the Middle West:

&quot;Double-feature programme. One good
film and one stinker.&quot;

Eesult: Packed houses.

The name of Robinson s is so

well-known that when it is

necessary to choose a food for

baby, the first thought of both

mothers and nurses is

ROBINSON S! For generations,

the world over, ROBINSON S

has enjoyed a reputation fot

the best in baby foods!

PATENT BARLEY
AND

PATENT GROATS

Baby s Hair
needs daily care

Nigtit and morning, brush Koko gentlv

into baby s huir. That s the way to keefv

those little curls shining . . . and it

make sure of healthy, luMroui hair in the

years to come.

Koko is a clear, refreshing, nou-grej
tonic for the hair perfect for erery mem
ber of the family.

KOKO
- FOR THE HAIR
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 29.]

Step 11. Sleeve Pads: Cut a pattern for

shoulder pads from a piece of paper 9J
i?n hes Jong and 5 inches wide. Fold in

halves crosswise and cut in a curved line

froii cut ends to fold. Open out pattern
and cut four pieces of self-material from
it. Provide a piece of cotton wool sauie

shape and size as each pad, omitting seam
allowance. Pin to inside of pad and draw
padding aivay from outside edges, taper
ing it to nothing at points and keeping it

thJ -Aest in the centre of the longest aide.

Tack together and keep all long stitches

on cotton wool side. Pin padding facing
to pad, right sides together, and machine
along two sides. Turn right side cut,
turn under raw edge and oversew together.
Pin pads to frock with longest side ex

tending about f inch beyond armhole seam
into sleeve and point in line with shoulder
scam. Try on and note whether shoulder
width is becoming and sleeves correctly
set in. Alter if necessary. Unpin pads,
machine sleeves, press seam allowance

open across upper half, replace pads and
tie-stitch to seam allowance around arm-
holes.

Step 12. Belt: Make the narrow belt of

self-material, finish with a buckle and

apply loops at sides to hold it in position.
Step 13. Finishing: Allow frock to hang

overnight to give material an opportunity
of stretching. Try on and mark a becom
ing length with chalk or pins, measuring
up aii even distance from floor. Remove,
turu the hem, secure by hand and complete
with final pressing.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

2J yards 54 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take \ inch off side

s^ams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow \ inch on side seams of front and
back.]

PART
OF

SKIRT

L_

PART OF SKIRT
AUOW 2 WIDTHS 11 INCHES Of r

54 INCH MATtKlAl *

PLEM TO FIT fOKE

PART OF SKIRT

7735

FROCK, 7735.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt. Mark off two widths of material

54 inches wide and 26J inches long, this

allows a hem of 1 inch and a scam allow
ance of ^ inch at top; then mark off

another width 15 inches wide and the
same depth.

Sleeve. Follow suggestions given in Step
1, Pattern 7734, but in this instance use
the full length pattern and mark in a
wrist dart on back by drawing straight
lines from punchhole to notch and centre

of sleeve as shown in cutting guide.
Collar. Pin bodice back with waist-

.line to a fold of paper and mark shape
of collar from notches at waistline

through all punchholes and cut out as

.
shown. Then for contrasting collar
use same pattern but remove } inch
from the entire outer edge.
Back Skirt Yoke. Use pattern given

for the front but cut off 1^ inches

along the side as shown in cutting
guide.

Facing. As this is to be included on
bodice front when pinning pattern to

material, place front edge about 3 inches
from selvedge.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: See
Step 2, Pattern 7734.

Step 3. Cutting Material: See Sten
3, Pattern 7734.

Step 4. Skirt: Join skirt pieces to

gether in one long strip. Press seams
open, turn the hem at lower edge and
catch-stitch in place. Send material
thus prepared to be steam pleated.
Step 5. Bodice: Pin and stitch darts

in bodice front and back, tie threads,
press darts in front downwards and those
in back towards centre back. Make
buttonholes on bodice front as described
in Step 5, Pattern 7734.

Step 6. Collar: Turn under raw edges
of contrasting collar (leaving neck edge
free) tack over collar with neck edges
together, and machine in place. Pin
facing to collar with right sides to
gether. Machine around outer edge,
turn right side out, press. Pin collar

to bodice neckline on the outside. Cut a
self-material bias facing strip 1 inch wide
and long enough to extend around neck
edge, omitting portion covered by front
facings. Join to front facings in plain
seams, press open, turn facings down
fronts to outside, pin bias facing to neck
edge, machine around entire neckline,

turn facings to inside, press, turn under raw edge
of bias and hem in place. Tack facings to fronts,
cut openings in facing under each buttonhole, turn
under raw edges, hem to binding and press again.Sew on buttons, lap right hand side over left
and tack together along waistline.

Step 7. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Join yoke to
bodice in same way as skirt was joined to bodice
of Frock 7734, but leave a 4 inch opening on yoke
on left side, also 4 inches above waistline. Turn
under lower edge of yoke and pin to upper edge

of pleated skirt. Pin skirt edges together
along left side and try on to observe lower

edge. To check an even distance from
the floor place skirt marker or yard
stick against the skirt and if this is un
even raise or lower the skirt at upper edge
under yoke. Remove frock, machine yoke
to skirt, then the side seam. .

Step 8. Side Opening: See Step 9, Pattern
7734.

Step 9. Sleeves: Pin wrist darts on the
inside and machine in place commencing
the stitching 2J inches above lower edge.
Press entire dart with inside fold extend
ing towards front. Clip seam allowance
i inch above opening and cut away seam
allowance below opening to within \ inch
of marked line. Finish raw edges of
the open portion with matching bias bind
ing or ribbon. Neateii lower edges of
sleeves with self-material facing strips 1
inch wide, machine on right side, turn to

inside, press and catch-stitch in place.
Close openings with tiny snap fasteners.

Apply sleeves to armholes, make and
attach pads in same way as described in

Steps 10 and 11, pattern 7734.
Step 10. Belt: Use contrasting material

for the belt, finish -with a buckle, apply
loops at sides and complete frock with the
final pressing.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:
3 yards 54 inches wide. Contrast: \ yard
36 inches wide.

[For alterations of sizes, see description
No. 7734.]

FROCK, 7736.
Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt and Pocket Facing. Ba

guided by directions given in

Step 1, Pattern 7734, but in
this instance retain pleat at
centre front and centre back.
Eodice Front. Use bodice front

for Pattern 7735, but mark off a

straight line through
punchholes, indicating the
front line, then in a curved
line through punchholes to
notch at the armhole. Cut
off on this line.
Neck Facing. Pin

yoke to bodice front
and cut, a pattern for
the facing in one piece
making this about
inches wide. Also cut
a facing for back neck
line the same width.

Sleeve. See Step
1, Pattern 7734.

Step 2. Testing for
Correct Size: See

Step 2, Pattern 7734.

Step 3. Cutting
Material: See Step
3, Pattern 7734.

Step 4 Trimming :

Join bodice fronts

together at centre
front in a plain
seam, press open and
neaten. Trim bodice
and skirt with em
broidery, braiding
or beading as shown
in illustration or

have this done by
one who specialises
in this type of work.

Step 5. Bodice:
Pin darts in bodice
front and back on the inside,

tapering stitching gradually to

Tie threads and press darts in front down-

(Turn to page JJ.J

machine
nothing.
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KEEN S
MUSTARD
makesgood food taste better

BIO-CHEMISTRY

benefits

EXPECTANT MOTHERS
;:

:

:j.|;
IWTOST Expectant Mothers realise how

?..-3si$ important it is that they have
r|;Sd; well-balanced, correct diet, but com

paratively few are aware that essential

:
;

Vitamins and Mineral Salts are often

I lacking in their daily food.
:&amp;gt; This deficiency can most effectively

and naturally be made good through
The Twelve Bio-Chemic Nerve and Tissue Building Cell Salts. These wonderful
Cell Salts build up and maintain the tissues of the body. Experts will advise the
correct Bio-Chemic treatment necessary for you individually. Distance is no
handicap. Write for full particulars, and FREE BOOKLET, &quot;Before Baby Arrive*.&quot;

All consultations free of charge or obligalion. Ser.d to Dept. BM 651

Established 23 Years.

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
BOX 1249 L, G P.O.. MELBOURNE

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET. MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

When Tyrone Power completes his con
tract in the stage play, &quot;Mr. Roberts,&quot; he
will remnin in England to star in the 20th

Century-Fox film, &quot;Beyond Time and

Space.&quot; Casting includes the possibility
of Jean Simmons in the leading role

opposite Ty.

Cinnamon Icing.
Take the strained piece of a small lemon

and mix with a tablespoon of water. Add
as much icing sugar as will make a nice

paste to spread, then add as much cinna
mon as will colour the icing a pale brown
and spread on cake.

rn sum i si nun
WON BfHIIFT lit!) FAT

Even the most stvii?S clothes won t

disguise deforming fat. Thousands

have discovered that and rained

a perfect fiqjrn aid naw health by

talcirg BonisO -ets.

LOSE POUNDS QUICKLY
No diet drugs exercises

BonKoreti act in two way: firstly, tht

further creation of ugly fat ii halted,

then the dep-srt?ed formations in th

underskin tissues arc dissolved. In

Jaw wee 1

-.!, pojnds ar.d pojnds of uqlv
fa* vanish. Yf you nev*- go hungry or

have to exercise. BoK.reis are abso-

luteiy safe, contain no harmful drugs
no thyroid or glandular extrac s. Being
tablets, they r easy tc foke anywhre.

HEALTH IMPROVES YOU
FEEL AND LOOK BETTER

At ugly fat disappears, you not only
look smarter you tee! stronger, healthier

than you have for years. You gain new
energy CUiLO health while reducing
FAY because BonKorets swep away
poisonous waste matter and end bad
breath, diicomfort after meals and other

stomach disorders. Get BonKorets from

your chemist to-day. 7/4. If you prsfer

liquid to tablets ask for BonKora.

BOnKORETS
REDUCING TABLETS

D/srr/bufori: Carol Chemical C.
Box 3725, G.P.O.. Sydney

BKI-t*

EASY TO MAKE
EASY TO TAKE

HEENZO
The family cough remedy

You can make a pint of the finest cough

and cold mixture in your own home

with a 2/- bottle of concentrated HEENZO.
Follow the simple instructions of Chemist

Hean, by adding water, sweetening and

vinegar, and you will have a mixture

which adults and children will like to

take. It gives quick relief to coughs,

colds and sore throats.

HEENZO
Does you good, saves you money.

Buy a bottle Now Today.

2/- at chemists and stores.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.&quot;]

wards and in back towards centre back.
Join yokes to back in plain seama, join
to fronts in the same way. Join seams
in facings. Press all seams open and

pin facings to bodice with right sides

together, machine exactly on marked seam

line, cut away excess seam allowance, clip
almost to stitching at corners, turn facing
to inside, press, turn under raw edge,
machine through fold only and tie-stitch

in place to seam allowance at shoulders,

yoke and centre front.

MISS EIGHT YEARS OLD

Step 6. Skirt: Fold pleats on punchholes
and pin with edges exactly over centre
trout and centre back lines. Tack in

place, press carefully on the inside over
a slightly dampened press cloth. Apply
facings to pockets in the same way as
described in Step 7, Pattern 7734/jo.in
skirt to bodice and finish the side opening
in accordance with Steps 8 and 9, Pattern
7734.

Step 7. Sleeves: Join at underarms in
plain sennia, press open and neaten. Finish
lower edge with self-material bins strips
I inches wide. Machine on right side,
turn to inside, press, turn under raw edge,
machine through fold only and slip-stitr-h
in place. Apply sleeves to armholes, make

[Turn to page 40.]

Materials: 9 ozs. 3-ply wool; knitting
needles No. 11; 7 buttons.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; si.,

slip; tog., together; st., stitch; w.r.n.,
wool round needle; beg., beginning; st.st.,

stocking stitch; incr., increase; ins., inches.

Tension: 7 sts. equal one inch.

Measurements: 26ins,. 28ins. round chest.

Pattern.
Row 1 *

p. 2, w.r.n., si. 1, k. 1, pass
si. stitch over, k. 2 tog., w r n Tfpppt
from *.

Row 2 k. on k., p.
on p., p. w.r.n. sts.

Rows 3 and 4 k. on

k., p. on p. Repeat 4

rows for pattern.
Back.

Cast on 90 (96) sts.

and work 2 ins. in rib

(k. 1, p. 1).

Next row incr.

10 sts. evenly. Con
tinue in st.st. (st.st.:
k. 1 row, p. 1 row) but
start pattern on centre
8 sts. Move pattern
6 sts. to each side when
16 rows of pattern have
been worked. Continue
in this way until all

sts. are worked in

pattern. When work
measures 8J (8J) ins.

shape armholes.
Cast off at each side

5 sts. once, and further
one st. until 78 (84)
sts. remain. When arm-
hole is 5^ (5^) ins.

long cast off at beg. of

rows, 9 sts. 4 times, 8

(10) sts. twice. Cast off

remaining sts.

Left Front.
Cast on 50 (54) sts.

and work 2 ins. in rib,
but work 6 sts. in moss
st. at one end for
border (moss St.: row
1: k. 1, p. 1; row 2:

k. on p. p. on k.).
Next row incr. 6

sts. but work evenly
on 14 sts. at end of
border. Continue in

st.st., working 6 sts. in

moss st. for border and
starting pattern on
next 8 sts. After 16
rows of pattern, move
pattern 6 sts. to side

edge until all sts. are
worked in pattern,
except border. Shape
armhole in same way as tui OUCK.
When armhole is 2| ins. long work 1 st.

more in moss st. in every alternate row
until only 26 (28) sts. &quot;are worked in

pattern. When armh-le measures 3J ins.
*

st;irt at neck edge work 6 sts., turn,
slip first st. (slip p. sts. purlwise) work
buck. Work 12 sts., turn, work back. Work
on all sts. for 8 rows. Repeat from *

twice.
When armhole is 5\ (5J) ins. long, cast

off 20 (28) sts. of shoulder as for back.
Continue on remaining sts. of collar for
another 1} (1J) ins. Put sts. on spare
needle.

Right Front.
Work as for left front, but in reverse

to correspond. Mark position of buttons
on left front and make 7 buttonholes in
border of right front. Buttonhole: start
at centre edge work 2, cast off 2, finish

row. Cast on 2 sts. in next row.
Sleeves.

Cast on 40 (44) sts. and work 2 ins. in

rib.

Next row Work even on centre 8 sts.

incr. 8 sts. evenly across row. Continue
in st.st., working pattern on centre 8 sts.

iViove pattern ti sts. to each side after 12
rows of pattern until all sts. are worked
in pattern, when sleeve measures 9} (10)
ins. Work incr. as follows: incr. one st.

at beg. and end of 9th row of st.st.

and repeat every 8 rows until there are
72 (78) sts. When sleeve is 13} (14$) ins.

long, shape top.
Cast off at each side 4 sts. once, further

one st. at beg. of every row until top
measures 2} (3) ins. Cast off remaining
sts.

Finishing.
Leave under damp cloth for a few

hours, air well. Weave ends of collar tog.
Sow collar on back. Sew on buttons.
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VANILLA n ^tf/W35
Make smooth-as-silk Van
illa Mellah according to
directions on the packet.
Spoon it into individual
dishes. Jewel the top with
strawberries. So easy, K&amp;gt;

good, so delightful to
taste (serve Mellah with
ny fruit fresh, tinned

or stewed).

CHOCOLATE &quot;&NAMA5

L.

Thrilling a* a royal ban
quet. Chocolate Meiiah
made to directions on the

packet. Add sliced ban
anas to mixture. Pour
Into bowl or tall glasses.
Decorate with spears of
banana.

Delicious as creamiest
butterscotch. Make Car
amel Mellah according to

simple directions. Pour
into dishes or glass. Fluff

with a halo of fresh

whipped cream. Add a
squeeze of passionfrutt for
delicate piquancy.

&amp;lt;**!.

s^W?&&

fei
&quot;SO EASY, TOO,&quot; says d2et&f f(inq

Home Economist for World Brands Pty. ltd.

This summer you ll hear them call.

When the temperature s up the family demands a

cold dessert Mellah dessert. Mellah exactly
the same as when called &quot;Mello&quot; is so easy to

make. No need to simmer over a hot stove

just add milk to Mellah and bring to the boil.

Presto! A rich, nourishing Mellah dessert!

And there s never any trouble when you
#ive the kiddies their milk the Mellah way. s!$i:i

Served alone there s plenty for 4. Served
with fruit there s enough for 6 or more. Then
listen to the excited cries of &quot;More Mellah,
Mum !&quot;

*

CHOCOLATE VANILLA CARAMEL
Formerly
known as

&quot;MELLO&quot;

X

^ METHOD:
e ol

&amp;gt;oor, $ ,Uar

1. Make the Aleliab

and
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Pies That Mother Made
-O-O-i ll.O-O-

Nut Pie. (Illus).

Three eg.^s, slightly beaten; J cup
treacle; 1 cup white corn syvup; 1 tea

spoon vaniJla; J teaspoon salt (omit salt if

salted nuts are used); 2 to 3 tablespoons
butter, melted; 1 teaspoon cinnamon; 1

tablespoon flour $ cup peanuts or walnuts;
one 8-inch unbaked pie shell.

Combine first 6 ingredients and mix
well. Mis cinnamon with flour and with

nuts, and add to egg-treacle mixture. Pour
into an S-ineh unbaked pie crust. Bake 50
minutes in a moderately hot oven. Note:
This pie is rather sweet and is best served
warm with cold unsweetened whipped
cream piled on top.

by tablespoons, beating thoroughly after
each addition. Add the lemon rind with
the last tablespoon of sugar. Cover the

pie with meringue and bake in a moderately
slow oven for about 15 minutes, or until

delicately browned. Serve within an hour.

Drain peaches. Add water to juice, if

necessary, to make 2 cups. Heat juice to

boiling. Add gelatine and stir until dis

solved, add flavouring; chill until mixture

begins to thicken. Arrange peach slices in

crumb pie shell; pour gelatine mixture
over and chill until firm enough to cut.

Garnish with whipped cream, if desired.

Fruit Salad Pie.

Throe peaches, 2 pears, 6 plums. 1 cup
sugar, 2 tablespoons water, 1 tablespoon
lemon juice, 2 tablespoons cooked tapioca,
3 slices pineapple.

Peel and slice peaches and pears.

Quarter plums; remove stones. Cook fruit

slowly with sugar, water and lemon juice
10 minutes. Drain juice; save 4 cup and
ttdd tapioca; return to fruit mixture. When

Banana Pie.

One cup milk, 1 cup sugar, 2 tablespoons
flour, 3 egg yolks, 3 bananas, .$ teaspoon
vanilla, 3 egg whites, J cup sugar.

Scald milk, add sugar and flour mixed
together; stir and cook until thick, cover
and cook 1 J minutes. Add to egg yolks
slightly beaten and cook one minute. Cool
and add vanilla. Peel, scrape and slice

bananas. Into a crust already baked put
a layer of the custard and a layer of
banana slices; continue until bananas are

Apple-Scotch Pie.

Six to 8 apples, 1$ cups brown
sugar, 1 cup water, 2 teaspoon*
vinegar, 4 tablespoons flour, tea-

epoou salt, 2 tablespoons butter, 1

teaspoon vanilla.

Peel, core and slice apples. Cook
half of sugar with water and vinegm
till it boils. Add apples; simmer till

tender. Eemove apples from syrup.
Mix remaining $ cup sugar with flour

and salt. Add slowJy to syrup; cook

again until it thickens. Xeinove from
stove; add butter and vanilla. Let
cool while preparing

Pastry: Sift 2 cups flour and 1 tea

spoon salt. Cut in
jj cup of shorten

ing. When texture looks mealy, stir

in 6 to 8 tablespoons water, using as

little as possible. Roll out lower
crust and line pie plate. Fill with

apples; pour in apple-scotch mixture.
Use remaining pastry to make a

criss-cross top. Bake in quick oven
20 to 25 minutes.

Mama s Lemon Pie.

One and ona-third cups sugar, 4

tablespoons cornflour, 4 teaspoon
salt, 2 cups boiling water, 3 egg
yolks (beaten), 2 teaspoons lemon
rind, J cup lemon juice.
Blend sugar, cornflour, salt. Stir

into boiling water. Cook and stir

till thick and clear. Stir in eg^
yolks. Cook 2 minutes longer
Remove from stove. Add lemon juice
and rind.

Pastry: Sift 1$ cups flour with i

teaspoon salt. Cut in \ cup of short

ening until fine as meal. Add 4 it) 6 tiiuii

spoons water, using as little as possible.
Roll out on lightly floured board. Line pie
plate. Prick all over. Bake in hot oven
12-15 minutes. Add filling. Cover with
meringue (beat 3 egg whites stiff with 6

tablespoons fine granulated sugar). Brown
meringue iu slow oven.

Lemon-Meringue Mince Pie.
Pie: Plain pastry, 5 cups of fruit mince,

4 egg yolks (beaten), i cup of sugar, J cup
of lemon ;uico.

Meringue: 4 egg whites, pinch of salt, i

cup of sugar, J teaspoon of baking powder,
1} teaspoons of prated lemon riud.
Line a 10-inch pie tin with pastry. Mix

the beaten egg yolks with the sugar and
lemon juice. Mix with the fruit mince.
Pour into the pastry-lined tin. Bake in a
hot oven for about 30 miuutcs. Beat the
egg whites with the salt and baking pow
der uutil stiff but not dry. Add the sugar

cucu, nil pastry, using pineapple as decora
tion.

Pastry: Sift 1^ cups flour and $ teaspoon
salt. Measure cup of shortening and cut
in, uutil mixture is mealy. Stir in 4 to 6

tablespoons water; use as little as possible.
Eoll out on lightly floured board. Line pie
plate; add fruit filling. Cut remaining
pastry in strips, twist and arrange them
over the top. Bake in hot oven 20 to 25
minutes.

ail used, having custard on top. Cover with
a meringue made from egg whites and j

cup sugar. Serve very cold. Other fruits

may be used instead of bananas.

Peach Blush Pie.

Four cups corn flakes, i cup sugar, I.

cup melted butter or margarine, 3 cups
cooked firm peaches, \ teaspoon almond
extract, 2 cups peach juice, 1 package (3J
oz.) cherry gelatine dessert powder.

( rush corn flakes into fine crumbs. Add
sugar and butter: mix well. Press evenly
and (irmly around sides and bottom of pic
tin, saving 2 tablespoons for topping, if

desired. Chill.

Cocoanut Cheese Pie.

Three eggs,, J cup sugar, 1 cup cottage
cheese (sieved), 2 cups milk, 1 cup shredded

cocoanut, 1 teaspoon nutmeg.
Beat eggs slightly, mix with sugar, cot

tage cheese, milk, cocoanut and nutmeg.
Pour into an unbooked pastry shell and
bake in a very hot oven for 10 minutes.
Reduce heat and bake about 25 minutea
longer, or until centre is firm.

Macaroni and Cheese Pie.

Cook an 8-oz. packet of elbow or shell
macaroni ra the usual way; drain, leaving
1 cup liquid on macaroni; add \ Ib. diced

process cheese. 1 grated onion and a dash
of Worcestershire; cook over very low heat

[Turn to page 36.]
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Pies That Mother Made
[From page 35.]

until cheese is melted, stirring occasion

ally; season to taste with salt and pepper.
Serve topped with short crust.

Steak and Kidney Pie.

1^ Ib. steak, 2 sheep s kidneys, 1 table

spoon flour, 1 teaspoon salt, $ teaspoon
pepper, 1 gill water or less, flaky or rough
puff pastry.
Wipe the meat with a damp cloth and

cut into pieces about 3 inches by 2 inches.

Wash and dry the kidney, skin and cut it

into small pieces. Mix together the flour,
salt and pepper. Coat the meat with the
seasoned flour, place a piece of kidney on
each piece of meat and roll up. Put into
a pie-dish and add the water. Cover with
the pastry and decorate. Bake in a hot
oven for 2 minutes and then lower the
heat and cook for 1 hours.

Picnic Pies.
Half. Ib. pork sausages, a veal cutlet,

t Ib. bacon, 2 hard-boiled eggs, salt, pep
per, ground mace, short or flaky pastry.
Remove bacon rind and any skin off veal.
Put both through the mincer, skin the

sausages, and add to the veal and bacon.
Season with salt, pepper and mace; moisten
with a little water. Roll out pastry thinly,
cut into rounds: line some patty tins, add
a little meat to each, then a slice of egg
and more .veal. Cover with pastry lids;
make a hole in each. Bake about } hour;
brush with beaten egg.

Pumpkin Pie.
Three quarters of a cup brown sugar, 1

tablespoon flour, teaspoon salt, $ teaspoon
cinnamon, teaspoon nutmeg, | teaspoon
ginger, 1^ cups cooked pumpkin, 1$ cups
light condensed milk, 1 well-beaten egg.
Mix sugar, flour, salt and spices to

gether. Add remaining ingredients and
stir until smooth. Pour into deep pie tin

lined with unbaked pastry. Bake in hot
oven 10 minutes; reduce to slow and bake
30 minutes longer, or until firm.

Cocoanut Pumpkin Pie.

Two cups cooked pumpkin; 2 eggs,
beaten; cup sugar; 2 tablespoons flour;
1 teaspoon cinnamon; ^ teaspoon ginger;
$ teaspoon cloves: } teaspoon salt; 13 cups
milk; 2 tablespoons butter; $ cup shredded
cocoamit; $ cup corn syrup.
Mix drained pumpkin with beaten eggs.

Add dry ingredients. Heat milk with but
ter. Add to pumpkin mixture. Pour into

deep dish lined with flaky pastry. Bake
in hot oven 15 minutes, then reduce heat
to moderate. Bake until custard is set,
about 30 minutes. Sprinkle top with cocoa-
nut. Sprinkle with corn syrup. Return to
oven for 5 minutes.

Spicy Prune Pie.
One packet of mincemeat and 1 cup of

cooked prunes. Break the mincemeat up
into pieces in a skillet. Add 1$ cups of

prune iuice and water that the prunes
have been cooked in. Add 3 tablespoons
of sugar, and cook this, stirring to break
up the lumps, and, when it boils up to a

rolling boil, let it boil exactly 1 minute.
Then cool it.

Line a 9-inch pie plate with pastry and
fill with the mincemeat mixture. Cut prunes
in halves, remove the stones and place the

prunes over the mincemeat. Cover with an
upper crust and bake 35 minutes in a

moderate oven. Serve with slabs of cheese.

Prune Fluff Pie.
Two cups cooked prunes; 1 orange; $

cup brown sugar; \ teaspoon salt; 2 table

spoons cornflour; 2 tablespoons butter; 1

cup liquid from prunes; baked pastry
shell; meringue, flavoured with few drops
lemon extract (use 2 egg whites and 4

tablespoons eugar).
Pit prunes and cut in half. Peel orange,

removing white Dinner peel completely, and
dice. Combine sugar, salt and cornflour,
add prune liquid and bring to a boil, stir

ring constantly until thickened. Add
prunes, orange and butter, and continue

cooking for 10 minutes, stirring occasion

ally. Pour into baked pastry shell, cover
with meringue and brown in a slow oven
for 15 minutes.

Filled Cereal Pies.
One and a-half cups chopped dales, 4

cup sugar, 2 tablespoons water, 2 table

spoons orange juice, 1 tablespoon grated
orange rind.

One cup shortening, 1 cup brown sugar.
3J cups sifted flour, 2 teaspoons baking
powder, ^ teaspoon salt, ^ cup water, ^ tea

spoon vanilla, 2 cups corn flakes.

Combine dates, sugar, water, orange juice
and grated orange rind; cook until soft

paste is formed.
Blend shortening and sugar. Sift flour,

baking powder and salt together and add
alternately with water and flavouring to
first mixture. Stir in coarsely rolled corn
flakes. Chill. Eoll dough to about J inch
in thickness. Cut with floured cookie cut-

Dressmaking Made Easy
and Inexpensive

You need no previous experience to be Our schools are known everywhere
able to follow this simple course of for our successful graduates, and our
postal lessons. McCabe Academy s methods endorsed by |eading Fashionnew postal course enables you to cut
and make perfect fitting clothes for Houses throughout the British Empire.

Canberra House,
295 Elizabeth St.,

SYDNEY.

every figure in only a very short time. sure of the best tuition.

SAVE MONEY AND ENJOY WEARING PERFECT FITTING CLOTHES

LEARN AT HOME
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

Call, Write or Phone

for our FREE Booklet

P -MAIL THIS COUPON TO-DAY ~

I McCohe Academy:

Kindly mail me, without obligation, your Free Booklet

Dressmaking, for which I enclose 3d. stomp.

Nome

Aodress.

McCabe Academy of Dressmaking
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION

Manchester Unity Bldgs.,
220 Collins St.,
MELBOURNE.

Shell House,
North Terrace,
ADELAIDE.

Penney s Buildings,
Adelaide St.

BRISBANE.

National House,
William St.,
PERTH.
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ter; put a small amount of date mixture
on one round arid put a second round on

top, pressing edges together. Bake on

greased baking sheet in hot oven about 12

minutes.

Date Pie.

Cream J cup butter, add slowly 1 cup
granulated sugar, some cinnamon, 3 table

spoons flour and $ teaspoon baking powder.
Then add 3 eggs slightly beaten, 1 cup
inilk and 1 cup dates, washed, stoned and
cut in pieces. Bake in plate lined with

plain paste and serve with whipped cream.

Tasty Pie.
The Pastry: 1 lb. of self-raising flour, 6

078. of lard, 6 ozs. of margarine, \ teaspoon
of salt.

The Filling: $ lb. of cold veal, \ lb. of
cooked ham, 2 eggs, veal bone gravy, a

small onion, pepper, \ teaspoon of finely
chopped fresh herbs.
Add the salt to the flour and sift. Rub

in the lard and margarine and mix with
enough cold water to form a firm dough.
Well grease a cake or pie tin and line it

with pastry. Cut the meat in small pieces,
boil the eggs hard and cut them in quarters.
Grate the onion. Put the meat in the

[astry-lined tin, distributing the egg, onion
and herbs among it, and sprinkle all with
pepper and a little grated lemon rind if

liked. Moisten well with veal stock and
cover with pastry, put a twist of pastry
round the edge. Make a hole in the centre
and bake about 1J hours in a moderate
oven. Brush over with beaten egg when
three-parts done, and when cooked pour
some more stock in the centre hole.

Honey and Orange Chiffon Pie.
One tablespoo gelatine, } cup cold

water, \ cup orange juice, 2 tablespoons
lemon juice, 2 tablespoons grated orange
rind, 1 teaspoon grated lemon rind, \ tea
spoon salt, \ cup light honey, 2 eggs (separ
ated), 2 tablespoons sugar.

Soften gelatine in cold water. Combine
fruit juices, rind, salt and honey. Beat
egg yolks slightly and add to fruit mix
ture. Heat in the top of a double boiler.
Remove from heat, add softened gelatine
and stir until gelatine is dissolved. Chill.
When mixture begins to jell, beat until

frothy and fold in stiffly beaten egg whites
to which the 2 tablespoons sugar have been
added. Pour into a pie plate and chill
until firm. Top with mixture of I cup
whole wheat flakes and 2 tablespoons
honey. Serve in pie-shaped pieces.

Date Brambles.
One cupful of dates, cut in slices, \ cup

of shelled walnuts, 3 tablespoons orange
juice, pastry.
Chop the nuts, and mi.v with the sliced

dates and orange juice. Koll out some
good pastry to a thickness of inchi Cut
into rounds, wet edges of csu&amp;gt;li round with
cold water, place a teaspoon of date mix
ture on half of each round. Fold over the
other half, and press edges together firmly.
Place on a hot baking sheet and bake in a
hot oven for about 15 minutes.

Creaming.
The earlier you start regular creaming

the longer your skin will stay young and
free of wrinkles. But at this time of
the year it s more important than ever. Re
move dirty make-up every night with a

cleansing cream or lotion, pat over a skin

tonic, and then massage and pat a good
nourishing cream, until your face is warm
and glowing. This whips up the circula
tion, helps the lubricant to do its work,
find, nt ter morning cleansing, leaves your
f-n-e petal smooth and alive.

Discriminating
Discrimination in dress

and attention to detail enhance her poise and natural

charm. She has business sense, too. She knows that

balancing her budget is made so much easier by having
her own cheque account. Her salary is paid into her

account with the Bank of New South Wales and she

pays all her bills by cheque. She thus has a ready

record of income and expenditure and avoids the

responsibility of carrying large sums of money.

You, too, may enjoy the convenience, safety and

prestige of a cheque account with the

BANK OF
NEW SOUTH WALES

FIRST BANK IN AUSTRALIA

1KOOBPOBATBD NW SOUTH WALES WITH LIMITED LIABILITY

A5I06D

&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 21,- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State
Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

ASTHMA
Why Continue to Suffer?
By a simple inexpensive home method

former sufferers in 1C countries, during the
past 15 years have obtained great relief from
day and night attacks, freed the light breathing,
eased coughing spells, induced restful sleep
and so built up health. No matter what your
age or where you live, even if you have suffered
a lifetime and tried everything you could
learn of without results UO NOT GIVE UP
HOPE. Send TODAY for irteresting FREE
BOOK, which reveals a time-tested method
of home treatment that has brought relief,
health and happiness to former asthma
sufierers in almost every part of the world.
Enclose 3d. stamps for postage.

CHARLTON SINCLAIR LTD.
(Dept. B)

P.O. Box 48. NEWTOWN, N.S.W.
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THIS SIMPLE ANDREWS

PLAN BRINGS SPARKLING

GOOD HEALTH
To-morrow morning is not too soon to becin to plan

for healrh! Start the day with a sparkling, bubbling

glass of Andrews Liver Salt, and you ll find you just

feel naturally better when your system is fresh and

clean inside. And here s the easy Andrews Plan :

TAKE THESE 4 SIMPLE STEPS TO INNER CLEANLINESS

liver and checks biliousness.FIRST: Androws refreshes the

mouth and helps to clean

the tongue.

KEXT: Antacid in action,

Andrews settles the

stomach, corrects diges
tive upsets.

11 Eil: Andrews tonas up the

rifiALLY: To complete your
Inner Cleanliness, Andrews

gontly clears the system
and thus purities t!ie blood.

Bs regular with your An
drews, the world s biggest

selling effervescing saline.

Four &quot;VAREX&quot; Applications

HEAL BAD LEG
W.D.R. states that an ulcer which had
given him pain for five years -was com
pletely healed after four applications of

Varex. A simple, soothing home treat
ment for Varcose Ulcers at any stage of

development. No resting required. Per
manent results. Write to-day for free
booklet and all information to Ernest

Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex,
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor, St. James
Building, 109W Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOW! Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drink. Eucrasy
has brought happiness to homes cursed
with misery and ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can be givsn
secrerly in any food, or voluntarily.
State which required.
Send SO/- to-day for Course.

DEPT. B , EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney

Shoulder Highlights.

The very bare look is going out, whilst
the partly covered up look is coming in.

Really it adds to beauty. It also gives
more security to that &quot;hitching up&quot;

state.

So to you girls who have a strapless
gown bring it up to date with one of our

suggestions.

A: Cross-over of ribbon with lace frill

added. B: The ever popular floral strap.
C: Jewelled shoulder straps of wide velvet
ribbon. I): Wide ribbon or chiffon over
gliouldor and under belt, fancy or jewelled.
E: Jewelled, halter straps. F: Net or

foeo cart wheels for a fluffy touch to a

plain frock. Try these ideas.

Novel Floral Ideas.

Flowers never seem to lose their popu
larity as trimmings, and perhaps it is the
cool frpsh look thev eive. Every season
+hfi flore-1 fashion bobs up in some new
way.

Sketched are a few of the latest ideas.

A: Worn ou the arm above the elbow,
fonr.ing a sort of rosette with ribbon ends,
a delightful finish for a strapless gown,
and very festive looking. B: The &quot;lei&quot;

of flowers worii as necklace, or even small

flowers wound round a string of pearlu,
looks very charming and youthful.

C: A floral wreath just wound rouud
the chignon hair-do. D: The ever popular
one rose or one carnation worn with peter
pan collar. E: Not one flower at waist,
but one each side, one side finished with
ribbon ends; very delightful!
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The Play and Film
[From page 27.]

Just returned to Hollywood from her

Texas ranch to start work in her next

film, &quot;The Law and Lady Loverly&quot;, Greer

Garson had difficulty pushing past the

numerous floral tributes and good luck

packages amongst which she found a

holster and two six-shooters from co-star

Michael Wilding. Attached was a card

&quot;Understand you need this sort of thing
out on the plains.&quot;

* * *

Youthful M-G-M singing star, Jane

Powell, has completed her starring role in

&quot;Rich, Young and Pretty&quot;, and has tempor
arily retired from the screen to await the

arrival of her first baby, due in July. To
keep herself busy in the meantime she
is re-decorating one room in the house as

the future nursery.
* * * .

John Hodiak has been chosen by M-G-M
for the role of Spencer Tracy s protagonist
in the forthcoming drama &quot;The People
Against O Hara&quot;. In the same film Pat
O Brien will make his first appearance
for M-G-M.

* * *

Aquatic star, Esther Williams, is being
considered by her studio, M-G-M, for the
role of Australian champion swimmer.
Annette Kellerman, the girl who created a
world sensation when she wore the first

one-piece swim suit. Very appropriately,
the title of the film will be &quot;The One
Piece Suit&quot;.

* *

&quot;Oh dear, what can the matter be,
Johnny s so long at the fair . . .&quot; So runs
the doggerel which gives rise to one of
the most intriguing films seen for some
time. The lines naturally suggest the

title, &quot;So Long At The
Fair&quot;, and it is at

the Lyceum. Victoria Barton (Jean Sim
mons) and her brother John (David Tom-
linson) arrive in Paris to visit the &quot;World s

Fair&quot; and are received at the hotel by
the owner, Madame Herve (Cathleen
Nesbitt) and her brother, Narcisse (Marcel
Poncin). The next morning Vicky wakes
full of excitement and hurries along the
corridor to call Johnny, only to discover,
to her bewilderment, that his bedroom has
completely disappeared. Her feelings
turn to consternation and then to panic
when every one in her hotel denies that
Johnny had ever arrived with her the
day before. When she fails to convince
either the British Consul or the Chief of
Police and cannot produce any evidence
that her brother even existed, she is per
suaded to return to England. As all fairy
stories have a happy ending, fate now
steps in and helps Vicky, in the shape of
a presentable artist, English of course, and
together these two unravel the strands of
mystery and at last discover the secret
of what kept Johnnv &quot;So Long At The
Fair&quot;.

* *

Following the day s shooting recently the
entire company at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer s
British Studios were thrilled to see how
touched Greer Garson was by their

recognition of her birthday. A giant
cake made and iced by the studio chef
was wheeled on to the set. The inscription
on the top said: &quot;To the Lady of the
Miniver Eose with best wishes for a
happy birthday from the entire studio&quot;.

Decorating the cake were sprays of roses
which had been picked from the rose
arbour in the Miniver garden on the set.
Greer insisted not only on cutting the
cake but serving it to the studio personnel
at tea.

[Turn to page 40.]

Nw gaiety lightens your step, your spirits, on days when your calendar

calls the tune and you answer with the comfort of Kotex.

Comfort that comes from downy softness luxurious and lasting.

The kind that holdj its shape, because Kotex iy made to stay soft

while you wear it.

Mw is the smiling confidence you feel, from the moment you let Kotex

dismiss worrisome &quot;hazards&quot; from your mind. For those flat,

pressed ends prevent revealing outlines . . . and with that specul

afety centre you can count on extra protection. Unquestionably . . .

Freedom begins when you choose

Back again

Qi/sf Deodorant Powder, 3/3.

MAKE THE MOST OF KOTEX COMFORT
by choosing a washable, adjustable all-elastic Kotex Belt!

9 00 Luxe, extra-wide and extra soft, with tabs and safety pins, 3/6

Wonderform, with unbreakable flat fasteners or safety pins, 2/11

featherweight, with unbreakable flat fasteners, 1/6
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NOW! Dental Science Shows that

Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COLGATE
DENTALCREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other Way
of Preventing Tooth Decay According to Reports

in Authoritative Dental Literature!
2 YF.AUS RESEAHCH AT 3

, AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
case histories of hundreds of

people who used Coltrate Dental

Cream right after eating shows

he Colgate wav =tons tooth decay

best! Better than anv other home

method of oral hveiene known!

Yes, both clinical and X ray

examinations snowec! the Colgate

way stonoed ir.ore decay for

more people than ever before

reported in all dentifrice history!

KVEft MOKfc IMPORTANT,
THERE WERE NO NEW CAVI
TIES WHATEVER for more
than 1 out of 3 who used Colgate
Dental Cream correctly! Not even

one new cavitv in two full vears!

No other dentifrice has proof of

such results! No dentifrice can

stop all tooth decav, or help

cavities already started. But the

Colgate way is the most effective

wav vet known to help your
dentist prevent decav!

Get more for your money! FAMILY ECONOMY SIZE, ONLY 3/6

ALWAYS USE

COLGATE S TO CLEAN

YOUR BREATH WHILE

YOU CLEAN YOUR
TEETH - AND HELP

STOP TOOTH DECAY! KNo Other Toothpaste or Powder
||

AMMONIATED OR NOT
Offers Proof of Such Results!

D4/160

BE POPULMh
Slim Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL

^TABLETS replace vital

Glandular secretions (en-

clocnnes), lack of which
causes formation of fat.

Weight reduction can now
245 be scientific; 1 v controlled.

8 weeks treatment 10 -
; or 3 weeks 5/6

Start Now ! Direct, post Iree, from

NOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Unl.)
Chenutt 247 King St.. Newtown, Sydney

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless Guaranteed Send
stamped addi-essed envelop*
lei particulars, Confidential.
Janet Glanville, 247H Eliza

beth Street. Sydney.

Lore.tta Young has been nominated as
America s Best Dressed Woman by the
Los Angeles Women s Advertisement Club.

Ironically, the actress heard of the honour
just on completion of her role in Metro s

&quot;Cause For Alarm&quot;, a film in which she
wears only two dresses at a total cost of

10.

Bustles and bows are ivorn with aplomb
when Warner Bros. Virginia Mayo
models them. The style Miss Mayo 1

wearing is made from the ever popular

shot-taffeta, is swathed at the front, very

full at the back, and has a folded drape

continuing -around the shoulders.

The Play and Film
[From page 39,,]

It is a sad story, if the report is a true

one, that Dixie Lee and Bing Crosby have
decided to separate. They propose taking
up separate residences when she returns
from her lengthy tour of Europe. Kilgallen
adds: &quot;There probably won t be a divorce,
but the marriage appears beyond saving.&quot;

Rumours that all was not well with the
famous crooner and his wife were circu

lating last year when Bing went to Scot
land to play golf, and then toured the
Continent.

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 33.&quot;]

and attach shoulder pads in the same war
as described in Steps 10 and 11, Pattern
7734.

Step 8. Belt: See Step 12, Pattern 7734.

Step 9. Finishing: See Step 13, Pattern
7734.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

2J yards 54 inches wide.

[For alteration to other sizes, see descrip
tion No. 7734.]

The Dan Daileys separated, Kirk
Douglas was &quot;given the air&quot; by his wife,
and Evelyn Keyes divorced Director John
Huston.
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Vera Ralston, glamorous Republic star,

models her new hostess gown, a tailored

but delightfully feminine concoction

made of brocaded satin, with sweetheart

neckline and buttoned down the front of
its flared skirt. A wide collar, the new

three-quarter length cuffs and self-

covered buttons are sufficient trim.

Makes every dish

o delight . . .

Lt&amp;gt; & Pcrrins have truly created

the aristocrat of condiments in thi

thick, rich Tomato Sauce. Try it

with your next meal. It adds a

flavour to please the most par

ticular palate.

LEA&
PERRINS

Tomato

Sauce

MVWrfU
its

all thesame

A$ most people know from

experience, co!ds and flu do
not always sfart ihe :ame way.
Sometimes a sore throat is the

forerunner of the trouble,

sometimes shivery sensations

or grogginess, sometimes aches

and pains, or feverishnesi.

Perhaps all or several of these

symptoms may be experienced
together.
One of Ihe many features of

Aspro is that it is not

medicine for one specific pur

pose and that purpose alone.

Aspro is effective in a variety
of conditions.

In the one action Aspro
soothes away the aches nd

pains, the shiveriness and

groggy feeling and reduces
the temperature ( Aspro is af

anti-pyretic). Aspro
1

can be

used with wafer as a gnrgU
for sore throat.

By relieving the distractino

and painful symptoms of

cold or flu, Aspro restore*

your sense of well-bein-g and
from that moment Nature can

begin her healing work.

And remember all that

Aspro
1

does. It does SAFELY.

Aspro
1

does not harm
the HEART or

STOMACH.

TUchotaA
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The hall-mark tells a story

Who, when and where ?

The hall-mark on this fine table-spoon denotes
that it is sterling silver (the lion), that it was made
by the famous silversmith, Paul Storr (initials), in

the year 1817 (letter t&amp;gt;),
in London (leopard s head).

The sovereign s head (George III) shows that duty
was paid on the spoon.

The hall-mark of silver polishes is the name
&quot;Gocldarcrs&quot; famous throughout the world for more
than 1 10 years.

Goddard S Silver Polishes

SUM
while

you

Don t take that extra pound
age for granted. In nearly
all cases it is quickly reduced

by removing the cause of

fatness faulty elimination

of fat-forming residues and

toxic wastes. Yes! It s as

simple as that!

NO DRUGS, NO DIETING
OR EXERCISES

Bile Beans are a purely vege
table laxative. They were

recently tested over a period
of two years and unanimously

approved by a panel of British doctors. They rid the

system of poisonous impurities, promote digestion, and

restore your normal health and slimness. You feel fit and

look years younger.

regularly take

medically tested and approved

BILE
Obtainable at all chemists.

Mr. Douglas Curzon has
fourd that Rheumatism
toxins are first produced
in the deep veins of th

le&s and then carried by
the blond to every part
cl the body, resulting in

(1) siufgish Circulation,
(2) congestion, and (3)
pjir. tiid swelling.

REAL HELP FOR ALL

WHO SUFFER FROM

Rheumatism
Use this Safe, Sure,

Speedy Way to Reduce

Pain and Swelling

FREE!
A British Re

search Chemist
has found a toxic

condition of the

blood originating
in the deep veins

of the legs to be

the cause of the

trouble, whether

Muscular Rheum
atism, Neuritis,

Sciatica or Syno-
vitis.

An amazing
effective treat

ment based on

the above dis

covery is now
available.

Safe, certain and speedy in action, this

seentific treatment definitely assists in

alleviating pain, swelling and stiffness, and

builds resistance against future attacks.

Accept this Genuine

Free Trial Offer
To accept the offer made to-day, simply
tear cut this announcement and post with

name and address to the Anglo-Australian
Laboratories. In return you will receive

free of charge and obligation: (1) A supply
of Tablets to give instant relief in every case

of Muscular or Nerve Rheumatism. These

tablets are guaranteed to be absolutely

harmless, yet remarkably efficacious in

relieving Rheumatic pains, wherever situ

ated. (2 , A supply of Rhcumatoxin Eliminant-

This scientific combination tones up the

liver, stomach and digestive organs. By
its direct action on the blood it quickly
and safeiy reduces swelling and stiffness.

If you suffer from Rheumatism in any form

you will not allow past disappointment,

prejudice or lack of faith to prevent you
from accepting this genuine free trial

offer NOW.

ANGLO-AUSTRALIAN
LABORATORIES

26 HUNTER STREET (Box 4242)

SYDNEY.
AHJ. 6.
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WINDBREAKER JUMPER
Materials: 9 ozs. 3-ply wool; 5 small

buttons; knitting needles No. 11.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl., ins.,

inches; st., stitch; incr. increase; beg.,

beginning; cont., continue; foil., following.

Tension: 7 sts. equals 1 inch.

Measurements: 32/34/36 ins. at bustline.

Back.
Cast on 100 (110-120) sts. and work 3

ins. in rib (k. 1, p. 1).

Next row Incr. 10 sts. evenly. Continue
in stocking st. (k. 1 row, p. 1 row) incr.

1 st. at each side every J inch until there

o-o oQo
Front.

Cast on 100 (110-120) sts. and work
3 ins. in rib.

Next row Incr. 11 sts. evenly. Now
work lower band of pattern (p. on right
side of work) and continue in stocking
st.

Row 1 p. first st., p. centre st., p. last

st. (right side of work facing).
Row 2 k. first 2 sts., k. 3 in centre,

k. 2 at end of row. Cont. moving pattern
one st. in each row until 20 rows of pattern
have been worked.
Now with right side of work facing:

are 134 (144-154) sts. When 13 ins. long,
shape armhole. Cast off 6 sts. at each
side once, and further 2 sts. at beg. of
each row until 116 (122-128) sts. remain.
When armhole is 2$ ins. long divide

sts. in two for opening. Finish each half
separately working moss st. on 3 sts. at
neck edge (k. 1, p. 1, next row: p. on k.,
k. on p.) When 20 ins. long measured
from lower edge, cast off at beg. of rows
that start at armhole edge: 14-14-13 (14-
14-13) (15-14-14). Cast off remaining 17
(20-21) sts. for neck.

1, p. 20, k. 14, p. 20, k. 1, p. 20, k. 14,
20, k. 1.

Next row p. 2, k. 20, p. 12, k. 20,
p. 3, k. 20, p. 12, k. 20, p. 2.

Cont. moving pattern this way until

only 2 sts. on each side are worked in

pattern. Start diamond in next row:
(right side of work facing) p. 1 in centre.
Foil, row: k. 1 in centre; next row: p. 1,
k. 1. p. 1, k. 1, p. 1 in centre.

Cont. moving pattern in this way for
10 rows more. Now start pattern at each
side, working 14 sts. k. 1, p. 1.

Cont. moving, crossing bands. When
diamond is finished cont. band of 14 sts. to

shoulders. Work shaping of front exactly
as for back. When 16J ins. long, shape
neck; cast off 6 sts. in centre and finish
each half separately. Cast off 2 sts. at

beg. of each row that starts at neck edge
until 41 (41-43) sts. remain for shoulder.
When 20 ins. long, cast off shoulder

as for back. Finish other half of neck
in reverse to correspond.

Sleeves.
Cast on 45 (50-55) sts. and work 2 ins.

in rib.

Next row Incr. 10 sts. evenly. Continue
in stocking st., incr. one st. at each side

every inch until there are 115 (120-125)
sts. When 17 ins. long, shape top. Cast
off 4 sts. at each side and further 2 sts.
at beg. of each row until sleeve measures
24 ins. Cast off.

Finishing.
Leave under damp cloth for a few

hours. Air well. Sew seams. Make a
row of s.c. along neck opening with 5
loops on right side of opening. Sew on
buttons.

DIAMOND TWIST BABY SET
[From page 9.]

Mittens.
Material: $ oz. Baby wool, baby ribbon

for wrists, pair No. 9 knitting needles,
embroidery cotton.

Using No. 9 needles, cast on 48 sts.
Work 12 rows of purl.
Make ribbon holes as follows:
K. 1,

*
wl. fwd., k. 2 tog. to last st.,

k. 1.

Purl 2 rows.

Then change to smocking at. and work
3 complete patterns and 1st 5 rows of
4th pattern.
Then shape as follows:
Row 1 k. tog. every 5th and 6th st.
Row 2 and alternate rows Purl.
Row 3 k. tog. every 4th and 5th st.

Row 5 k. tog. every 3rd and 4th st.

Row 7 k. tog. every 2nd and 3rd st.

Break off wool and&quot; darn through sts.

Embroider as shown, Sew up side seam
and run ribbon through holes. Work other
mitten in exactly the same way. ,

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.
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the difference this

grit-free cleanser

can make on your
bath and sink.

kind

QuickPOWDER
and CAKE

[f ON ALL DIRT

ON ALL
SURFACES

TO YOUR
HANDS

POLISHES AS
7- IT CLEANS

(jou
ll clean if

our best with

BON AMI
hasn t scratchedqefI

BABY S

TEETHING
need give you
no anxieties

There need be no restless nights,

no tears, no baby disorders, if

you have Ashton Si Parsons

Infants Powders handy. Mothers
all over the world have found
them soothing and cooling
when baby is fretful through teething,

and, best of all, they are
ABSOLUTELY SAFE.

ASHTON & PARSONS
INFANTS POWDERS

Which is larger

YOUR BUST or

YOUR KIPS?
For figure beauty all 3

measurements and~
weight must be in pro

portion to height. The

hips must measure the

same as the bust, the

calf the same as the

knee.

FILL THIS IHTO-HI6HT!

FREE! Complete Chart,

Diagnosis Questionnaire

and Booklet.

The Chart gives you the ideal

weight and measurements for

your age and height.

Tho Questionnaire ,
when com

pleted, enables me to diagnose

your figure faults and to correct

them by graduated Figure Cul

ture and Physiological Move

ments, Diet, etc.

Age is no bar to figure beeuty

and no one is too old to begin.

WRITE TO-DAY. ENCLOSE 4Jd. IN
STAMPS FOR POSTAGE.

T. A. LANSRIDG:
GEORGE STREET. SYDNEY

PHYSICAL CULTURE
2/441

Make
baby s

hair

grow
curly

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O.. Sydney.

{SKIN DISEASES&quot;
For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases !

| send 3d. stamp for Examination I

Chart to i
DERMOPATHIC INSTITUTE

3 National Bank Building,
i 271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822 |
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FLOTSAM AND JETSAM
By Irene O. Black.

Coralie Masters lay quite still on the

beach with the gaily coloured towel

spread beneath her. Her eyes were tightly
closed. And the sun beat relentlessly

against her hot skin. But she didn t dare

to move. She was playing a game of make-
believe as she had so often done as a child.

She was making-believe that all this dread

ful thing had not actually happened to

her. That Rex had never come into her

life at all, shattering her happiness.
&quot;Will Rex be coming home to tea to

night?&quot; Her mother s voice drifted

through to her vaguely, realization send

ing vicious little prickles through her

bare skin. Her mother had no right to

take this friendship of theirs so complac

ently, sitting there on the rug with her

whive blue-veined legs boldly extended

and turning dangtrously pink, and an open
unread book lying sand be-sprinkled on

her ample lap.
&quot;She doesn t knt&amp;gt;w that I m mad about

him&quot; Coralie was thinking bitterly as

though, in some way, her

mother was to be blamed for

everything. &quot;And he a mar-

knew that Coralie had recently broken with
Bill. Not that Bill meant much to her, of
course. But it WAS inconvenient without

anybody in the meantime. Especially, as
she mentioned, with the ball coming off in

less than a week.
Coralie was grateful.
Unfortunately for them all, Fate saw

fit to intervene in their carefully laid plans.
Just before the arranged introduction was
to have taken place Amy rang urgently
to say that neither she nor John would be
able to attend the ball, after all.

&quot;It s a blow, Coralie&quot; she hastened to

explain breathlessly. &quot;Especially when
you ve got a new frock, and everything.
But it can t be helped I m afraid. We re

running a friend of ours down to town to

stances. But it helped a lot to know that
he would be easy to get along with.

And he was good-looking too, she dis
covered when he called to take her to the
ball; disconcertingly good-looking, Coralie
realised. She rather wished he hadn t

been so handsome.

He treated her affably and the evening
was a success. Although he was rather
inclined to lapse into long, unbroken
silences, his grey eyes staring directly
ahead of him%nd his lips grim. His
fingers longish and slim curled up into
a tight ball, his finger-nails digging sharply
into the broad palms of his hands.

&quot;I m sorry I m so boorish&quot; he apologised
once, trying to grin. &quot;But I suppose Amy
and John warned you that . . . that life

hadn t exactly dealt kindly with me.&quot;

He fumbled for cigarettes to hide his

embarrassment.
Coralie felt a lump

swell in her throat.

Poor fellow. What
had he left in life?

&quot;Yes, they told me,&quot;

she whispered sym
pathetically. Then the

subject was dropped.
After that night

Rex telephoned her

frequently. Some
times he asked her
to partner him at

ried man with a wife in a mental-home.
She doesn t know that . . . that . . .&quot;

&quot;Coralie, did you hear what I asked f&quot;

the petulant voice came impatiently now.
Coralie struggled into sitting position,

dazed by the glare of the yellow coarse

grained sand and the milling half-naked
crowd that shrieked about her without
restraint. &quot;Humans become their crude
selves on the beach&quot; Rex had said once.
Rex had been cynical then, as he often was.
Life had dealt him a bitter blow.
Not that he d mention his wife often.

Yet when he did it was almost as though
he bore her no pity for her misfortune.
But the subject was best ignored. After

all, Amy and John had warned Coralie
from the start that this association could
become no more than a platonic friendship
at most. Amy had said:

&quot;Be kind to him, Coralie. He s lonely and
miserable after his poor wife s illness.

She s incurable, you see. But he wants
cheering up. You re just the girl for the
task. And, what with the Yacht Club Ball
in the offing, he ll come in handy for you
for that.&quot;

Amy was like that: a veritable saver of
lost souls. In her own generous way she
was trying to kill two birds with one stone
in introducing this friend to Coralie. She

&quot;Will Rex be coming
to tea to-night?&quot; Her
mother s voice drifted

through to her vaguely.

visit a sick relative. It s rather urgent,
I might add; otherwise we wouldn t be

forfeiting the ball.&quot;

Coralie s heart sank. She had been look

ing forward to the annual event in the

town. Everyone else would be there. That

is, all the younger crowd she was most

friendly with. But Amy s next words
built up her shattered hopes again.

&quot;But don t worry about your partner,
Coralie. We ve thought of that. He s really
anxious to meet you, so we ve given him

your telehone number, and you can intro

duce yourselves. But I warn you, don t

get onto the subject of his wife if you want

things to go with a swing. He has a very
one-track mind, when it comes to that.

And you can help him forget her if you re

careful.&quot;

With that, Amy said her farewells and

hung up.

He told her his name was Rex Graham
when he rang her the following evening.
His voice sounded friendly and interesting.
Not that Coralie harboured any romantic
notions concerning him under the circum-

any of the festivities that happened to

crop up. And then he began strolling over
from his boarding-house to visit her on
Sunday afternoons. It was Coralie s

mother s suggestion that he stay to tea.

And he accepted the invitation gracefully.
&quot;Your wife ... I suppose . . .&quot; Mrs.

Masters had tactlessly tried to ask him
once during the meal.
But Rex had turned red, his eyes blazing

wih a strange light. It didn t need Coralie s

anxious touch of the foot under the table
to warn her mother that the subject was
taboo. Mrs. Masters flushed an equally
bright red and buttered her bread on the
other side in her confusion.

After that Coralie often overheard her
mother explaining the position to curious

acquaintances: &quot;Oh no, there s nothing at

all between them. Just a platonic friend

ship, you know. The poor fellow s wife
. . .&quot; But Coralie rarely stayed to hear
further than that.

[Turn to page 47.]
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Children

LOVE it

Mothers
RELY on it

*? *&amp;lt;*&$ Bright and
:

*|3$
^

,.,,
&quot;

&quot;

mjim 9aY as children

^ i^P may be, there

are bound to be times when little

systems become upset and peevish
ness sets in.

That is when time-tested
CALIFIG the original California

Syrup of Figs proves such a god
send. Made of the juice of ripe figs

with an extract of senna ... no

synthetic cathartics or harsh chemicals

. . . CALIFIG is purely vegetable,

naturally nice. Children love its

delicious flavour and its gentle,

efficient action cannot harm the

system.

Always ask for it by name and
insist on getting CALIFIG

Ilt3

Calififf
SFdiOiiginal ^9
CALIFORNIA SYRUP of FIGS

SAFELY REDUCE YOUR
WAIST AND HIPS-
THERE S FIGURE BEAUTY

IN FIGURE CONTROL!
You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a Figure Control
Corset. Its gentle changing pressure will slim your hips and waist

line, and beautify your figure with every move you make. Gives
natural balanced support and soothing control. Made of superfine
fabrics, and is individually fashioned for every client.

Figure Control has these improvements : 1, Crossover pull-front
no busks or lacing. 2, Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simpli

fied front fastening, instantly adjustable for reduction. 4, Spiral

boning for freedom, flexibility, figure loveliness.

7 DayS I rial ... You can try the Figure Control

Corset for 7 days, AT MY RISK, to prove it will give comforting
support and uplift, and lovely, slim, youthful grace and energy to

your figure.

THE FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CAN BE SUPPLIED BY POST TO
COUNTRY AND INTERSTATE RESIDENTS. WRITE NOW FOR FREE
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE AND MEASUREMENT FCWM. MENTION
THIS PAPER.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO.,

P.A. BUILDING,
243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY.

Res/dents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FIGURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or telephone MA5308.

UNSIGHTLY DANDRUFF leads

to falling hair, and quite

possibly premature baldness.

This can be prevented by

daily use of Barry s Trico-

pherous. A few drops of

Barry s Tricopherous keeps
the hair healthy and imparts
a well groomed appearance.

For naturally

lustrous hair

NOURISH THE ROOTS WITH

Tri

Price, 4/6.

cooiierous
Bt/e

For the treatment of

Dolcin has brought relief to count
less sufferers from rheumatic dis

orders in America, Canada and
England. Now it is made available
for you. Dolcin Tablets qive prompt
relief from the painful symptoms of

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuritis,
Fibrositis, Lumbago and Gout.
Many thousands of sufferers, relieved
from the misery of Rheumatism,
including people who had given up
hope of ever getting relief, are now
active again able to work thanks
to the relief from pain Dolcin
Tablets have brought them.

DOLCIN /, Non-To,ic and
hm HO harmful effects

on the heart or any other

organ.
OOlClii hm been approv
ed in clinical tests cn4 h
prescribed by the Medical
profession.

DOLCIr! is easy to take
in Tablet form.

DOT
&quot;

is obtainable from

your Chemist.

7-40-

D O L GI
100 TABLETS FOR IZ/4
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FLOTSAM AND JETSAM
{From page 45.1

There was one occasion in the days that
followed that Rex almost ventured on the

topic voluntarily himself. He and Coralie

were taking a brief stroll along the fore

shore in the cool of the evening, watching
the shrieking gulls diving and gliding over
the motionless water. The last dying rays
of the sun had laid a golden carpet across

the sea to their feet.

&quot;Yon know you re remarkably like her,
Coralie&quot; he said suddenly, staring into her

face with a strange, intent expression.
&quot;Like . . . like WHO?&quot; Coralie queried,

knowing full-well whom he meant.
Then she was sorry for her impetuousity,

because he looked so confused and embar
rassed. &quot;Like Jean&quot; he told her sheepishly.
Then, with a defiant thrust of his strong,
broad chin: &quot;But I suppose that s scarcely

flattering. I just mean that . . . that . . .

Oh forget it! I shouldn t have mentioned

it, anyway. These things are best for

gotten.&quot;

It was that same evening when he

accompanied her back home that he tilted

her chin and automatically kissed her good
bye as though the gesture were something
of a habit.

&quot;Cheerio, honey,&quot; he murmured dreamily.
&quot;I ll see yon next week some time.&quot; And
he was gone, leaving her wondering if he
had realised just exactly what he had done.

&quot;I suppose I m taking his wife s

place in his life,&quot; she told herself

miserably. &quot;Nature loathes a vacuum,
so I ve rushed in to fill a gap.&quot;

It

wasn t a happy thought. But
before he came again Coralie

had forced herself to face up
to the situation. The friend

ship was drifting out of con
trol. She was in love with Eex.
She had almost forgotten

about Amy and John since

their hurried trip to the city.
It was Eex who mentioned
them again. Strangely, bis ex

pression was mildly amused
when he spoke of them as he
sat with Coralie on the over

grown verandah in the front
of her house overlooking the

bay.
&quot;I ran into Amy and John

today. They were tickled to

hear that you and I had got
together, Coralie. They asked
me to bring you over there one

night during the week. Amy
was so sure we d click. She
wants me to bring you over there so that
she can crow about her good judgment.&quot;
Darkness was falling. Coralie couldn t

see his face clearly. But there was an
intimacy about his low pleasant voice.

Suddenly CoraKe felt ashamed of this

friendship. She knew that she could not
face Amy s candid gaze now. Amy would
guess the truth. That girl had a talent for

discovering secrets like this.

Coralie sat quite still, leaving Rex s

remarks unanswered.
&quot;Let s go for a stroll,&quot; she suggested

desperately. Somehow she knew that this

friendship had reached its climax. Some
thing would have to happen one way or
another NOW, tonight.
Rex slipped a companionable arm

through hers as they wandered aimlessly
across the sand. Some fishermen were
attending to their boat as they passed and
nodded a casual greeting. As they reached
the rocks and climbed up on to the narrow

ledge that led to a foot-track around the

bend, Rex s grip tightened on her arm.
&quot;There are things I want to talk about
tonight&quot; he said grimly. &quot;Things that
concern us, Coralie.&quot;

They were shut off now from prying
eyes and Rex drew to an abrupt halt.

Beneath them the sea sighed monotonously
as it lapped against the rocks. Rex didn t

need to say it, but when he did the words
sounded far tocK.familiar in Coralie s tired
brain. For hadn t she been repeating them
over and over again for a dozen or more
nights now.

&quot;We re in love, darling. You ve healed
the wound she left. I m not bitter and
resentful any more, as I thought I d be
when it happened. All that is over. Life
is beginning to promise me things again.
And you . . .&quot;

He took her purposefully in his arms,
forcing her head back.

for the last time standing forlornly there,
the wind ruffling his fair hair. One arm was
extended appealingly in her direction. But
she steeled herself against pity. It was
her life he was asking. It wasn t fair of
him to expect so much.
And then the mountain of solid rock

hid him from her sight and she fled along
the damp, deserted beach leaving him there
alone.

&quot;Coralie, this is the third time I ve had
to ask

you&quot; her mother s voice persisted
through her dreams. &quot;IS that young man
of yours coming to tea tonight! Or . . .?&quot;

The girl felt the colour slowly burn her
cheeks. All that had been yesterday. All

day she had thougbt of him and the pain
of remembering had tormented her every
moment as she lay on the sand. She knew
now, deep down within herself, that if

&quot;I m sorry I m so
boorish.&quot; he apolo

gised.

Coralie tried to resist him. Whatever
happened she must set herself free. Not
only from his embrace, but the entangle-
men of her association with him that
could lead only to the strangulation if she
let the affair drift on. He had only men
tioned the situation from his own aspect.
But what would become of her! Hadn t

he given her a single thought?
And suddenly she was angry. Her anger

spurred her against him and she flung
herself from him desperately, scrambling
heedlessly across the jagged rocks.
At the bend she turned to look at him

Rex came for her
and asked her to
take him back she
would never be
able to resist him.

It was her
mother speaking

again that saved her from answering her
question. &quot;Why, I believe that s Amy and
John coming over. Hullo there!&quot;

Amy s sun-tanned face was eager with
excitement. &quot;Hello both of

you,&quot; she
greeted them enthusiastically. Then turn
ing to Coralie: &quot;You ve been deliberately
avoiding us lately. I m SURE of it. We
haven t seen sight nor sign of you since
we went to town with Peter. And I believe
Rex is quite smitten with you, darling.
Good luck to you both. &quot;

Without pausing for Coralie to speak
Amy rambled on in her customary style,
her face becoming grave now. &quot;Poor Peter,
you know . . . (He s the partner we had
all ready for you for the Yacht Clnb Ball,
remember? His wife . . . She was . . . ill.)
Well she took a turn for the worse. So
we ran the poor fellow down to see her.
And it was just as well. He only got there
in time before she died. He was terribly
upset, poor old Pete. He stayed down there
then, to fix things up. And . . .&quot;

Coralie s voice came out chokingly,

[Turn to page 49.]
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Wonderful
RELIEF

from the pains of

VARICOSE
VEINS

. . &quot;Words connof

express who* Elas*o

tablets hove done for

me and f recommend
them to any who have
Varicose troubles.&quot;

ft

Hundreds of such letters in

praise of Elasto are a sure

indication of the relief from
suffering that can be grained

by continued use of this

new, bio-medical remedy...
and not only does Elasto

bring swift relief from
leg: troubles but, by get
ting right to the source
of unhealthy conditions of

the blood, it acts as a

general tonic, toning up
the system, relieving skin
complaints and ailments

arising from general blood
disorders.

What is ELASTO?
Elasto is not a drug, but
a cell food that combines
with the blood and helps
to restore normal, healthy
circulation. It is this
restoration of proper circu
lation that brings the quick
relief you seek.

Elaitto In obtainable front
chemists and tores every
where, price 7/8, one
month * upply.

1 E

TABLETS
ELASTO BOX I552E 6.P.O.,

Not a drug but a vital cell food

to
k^tf&amp;gt;

HAIR GONE
Astounding Cream

dissolves it
i

in 3 minutes
Don t be embarrassed by ugly hair
on your legs. You can get rid of it

so simply, so quickly, with Veet,
the amazing hair removing cream.
It dissolves away the hair deep
down below the surface of the
skin. It leaves no stubble like the
razor no risks of cuts or scratches
and it keeps legs hair-free longer.
Veet removes every trace of that

ugly, unwanted hair; leaves under
arms and legs satin-soft and
velvety smooth. Success guaranteed
or money refunded. At all chemists
and stores, 3/6, or large economv
size, 6/-.

American radio and film star Frank
Sinatra has signed a three-year television
and radio contract at one million dollars

(A450,000) a year with the Columbia
Broadcasting System. This is the biggest
contract ever given to a singer, and Sinatra
now supersedes Bing Crosby as the highest
paid vocalist in the United States.

During the war, at a gathering of Jewish
recruits, a discussion arose as to the most

appropriate title for the regiment. It was
proposed that it should be called &quot;The

Jordan Highlanders.&quot; It was further sug
gested that its crest should be three balls,
and its motto: &quot;No advance without secur

ity.&quot;

Save Pounds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Bebarfald-Bluebird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

quicklv pay for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for

less than Id. Features include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control,
automatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete In

maple-coloured carrying case.

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-type
Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars.

CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON! --
BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

Q Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable
Machine

Q Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet
Machine

Also full details o! your Specialised Easy Terms.

NAME

ADDRESS .

AH6

BEBARFALDS

Living on your

NERVES?
The pace of modern living puts
a big strain on the human
system. Do you suffer from in

creasing attacks of depression,
weakness, lack of energy? Per
haps you re living too much on
your nerves. You need
WINCARNIS to put you &quot;in

step&quot; again. WINCARNIS is a
blend &amp;gt;f carefully selected, full-
bodied wines with other nour
ishing ingredients, rich in the
vital elements for good health
and strong nerves. It has a
world-wide reputation as a
tonic with outstanding recu
perative powers and has
received thousands of recom
mendations from the medical
profession. From the moment
you start taking WINCARNIS
you re on the way to a more
vital, buoyant health. Your
Chemist sells it. Ask him for
WINCARNIS ... the Wine of

to Boys & Girls

Wrist Watches, Cameras, Ma -Ma Do/fs.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

selling small parcels oftested garden seeds. Send

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money nov, only name and address. Write to-day.

John B. Murray ,MIKGorCe St., Sydney
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CHEVRON PULLOVER
o-o S-o-o

Materials: 12 ozs. 3-ply wool; 6 buttons;
knitting needles No. 10 and 11.

Tension: 6 sts. equal 1 inch.
Measurements: 28 ins. round chest.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; St.,

Row 7 k. on k., p. on p.

Kow 8* k. 2, p. 4, k. 1, p. 1, k. 1, p. 6.

Eepeat from *
ending k. 2.

Bow 9* p. 2, k. 5, p. 1, k. 1, p. 1,

shoulder. Work on right front shoulder
as follows: 2 rows B.C.; row 3: 2 B.C.

*

3 ch. 4 s.c., repeat from *. Sew buttons on
right back shoulder. Sew sleeve-seams
and sew in sleeves.

stitch; inc., increase; ins, inches; **!,
k

&quot;
5 RePeat from * endin* ?

single crochet; d.c., double crochet.
Pattern.

Row 1* p. 2, k. 2, p. 4, k. 7. Repeat
from *

ending p. 2.

Row 2 k. on k., p. on p.
Row 3- p. 2, k. 4, p. 1, k. 1, p. 1,

k. 6. Repeat from *
ending p. 2.

Row 4* k. 2, p. 5, k. l,~p. 1, k. 1,
p. 5. Repeat from *

ending k. 2.

Row 5* p. 2, k. 6, p. 1, k. 1, p. 1,
k. 4. Repeat from *

ending p. 2.

Row 6 k. 2, p. 2, k. 4, p. 7. Repeat
from *

ending k. 2.

Row 10 k. 2, p. 6, k. 1, p. 1,

k. 1, p. 4. Repeat from *
ending k. 2.

Repeat these 10 rows for pattern.

Back.

Cast on 92 sts.,

using needles No.
11. Work in rib

for 3i ina. (k.

1, p. 1, k. into
back of sfta.).

Change to needles
No. 10 and con
tinue in pattern
until 11} ins. long.

Shape Armholes:
Cast off 4 sts. once
at each side and
further 1 st. until

76 sts. remain.
When armholes
measure 6 ins.

shape shoulders.
Cast off at each
side 8 sts. twice
and 8 sts. once.
Put remaining sts.

on spare needle.

Front.

Work exactly as
for back until
armholes are 5}
ins. Shape neck.

Next row Cast
off 12 sts. in

centre, finish row.
Work this part
first, casting off at
neck edge; 3 sts.

once, 2 sts. twice
and further 1 st.

until 24 sts.
remain for
shoulder. Cast off

shoulder in same
way as for back.
Finish other half
of neck in reverse
to correspond.

Sleeves.

Cast on 42
sts. and work 2 3
im&amp;gt;. in rib using
needles No. 11.

Next row Incr.
5 sts. evenly.
Change to No. 10
needles and con
tinue in pattern,
incr. 1 st. at each
side every } in.

until there are 77
sts. When 16} ins. long, shape top. Cast
off at each side 4 sts. once and further
1 stitch until top measures 5| ins. Cast off.

Finishing.
Leave under damp cloth for a few hours.

Air well. Sew side seams and left shoulder
scam. Pick up sts. along neck of front.
Work on these and sts. of spare needle in
rib until 5$ ins. long. Cast off in rib.
Work 3 rows of s.c. along right back

FLOTSAM AND JETSAM
[From page 47.]

finally managing to wedge its way through
the flow of conversation from Amy. &quot;But

Bex ... I thought he ... Who . . .?&quot;

Amy looked bewildered momentarily.
Then a light dawned in her laughing eyes.
&quot;But surely you knew?&quot; she gasped
unbelievingly. &quot;Rex had to divorce Jean
about six months ago. It was a terrible
blow to him. But she wasn t worthy of
him. He ... But, oh gee, I meant to tell

you. He drifted along at the last moment
just before the ball. It was too good an

opportunity for you both to miss. And
now . . . But SURELY you didn t think

There was someone coming toward them
across the sand. There was something pur
poseful in his step and the way he held his
head. He was walking directly toward
Coralie, his grey eyes holding hers.

&quot;Rex!&quot; She ran the last few yards t
meet him and the little wrinkles of anxiety
disappeared from about his eyes and
mouth.
As though her mother had only jnst

asked her the question, and as if nothing
had intervened meanwhile, Coralie turned
to say to her mother: &quot;Yes, Rex will be

coming over to tea tonight, mother,
Tonight, and every Sunday night.&quot;

&amp;lt;*

Jewelled Notions.

Jewellery is surprisingly fashionable at
the moment; everything is jewelled which
certainly gives extra glamour. This season
is proving that the conventional ways of

wearing jewellery are not necessarily the

smartest.

Sketched are a few surprises: A: The
necklace which hangs from earring to

earring. B: The ear-flaps on cloche hats
covered with jewels. C: The newest
jewelled flower hand-clip. D: Jewelled
earrings worn at top of ear and twined
round lobe. E: Earrings worn on lapel.
F: Clipped on to pocket.

G: A large jewelled broach set on
front of pearl necklace. H: Even your
glasses now have clip-on sets of jewelled
stones to add to evening glamour. Large
chunky bracelets give an extra finish.
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Materials: 5 ozs. 2-ply baby wool; No.

11 knitting needles; 5 buttons.

Measurements: 20/21 ins. chest.

Tension 27 sts. equals 4 ins.

Abbreviations: k.. knit; p., purl; ins.,

inches; st., stitch; tog., together.

JUMPER.
Back.

-cx&amp;gt;!io*&amp;gt;

After the first i inch make a buttonhole

by casting off the 3rd and 4th sts. of

plain sts. and in the following row, cast

on 2 sts. immediately above those cast off.

Make the other buttonholes 1| ins. above
each other.

When the armhole is 3$ ins. long cast off

for the neck the 6 plain sts. and at the

beginning of each row starting at the

2 toe., and in th

sts., evenly. Now work 2

ins. in stocking st. Work
the following pattern:
Bow 1 k. 2, p. 2.

Row 2 Plain on plain,

purl on purl.
Row 3 p. 2, k. 2.

Row 4 Purl on purl,

plain on plain.
Rows 5 and 7 Plain.
Rows 6 and 8 Purl.

Eepeat these 8 rows
once more and then the
first 4 rows. Continue in

stocking st. till a length
of 1\ ins., and then shape the armholes
by casting off each side 3 sts. and further
1 st. till 60 sts. remain. Knit 20 rows
of the pattern as before.
When the armhole is 4 ins. long, east off

at each side 3 times 6 sts. for the shoulder
and put the remaining sts. on a hold.

Front.
Work exactly as back until the first 8

rows of second pattern in knit. Now with
correct side of work facing, knit till 6
sts. past the centre sts. These 6 sts.

are worked in plain st. each row. Work
the remainder of sts. as per pattern.

together until 18

sts. remain. When
the armhole is 4

ins. long cast off

shoulder as for back.
Collar.

Sew shoulders to

gether.
Pick up the sts.

after the 6 plain
sts., to the
shoulders.
With the side sts.

and the ones from
the hold knit the
collar. The first and
last 4 sts. in plain
st. and the remain
der in stocking st.

Work 2 rows and

then increase 9 sts. evenly over the stocking
st. part. Work 4 rows and increase 9 sts.

as before. Work 4 rows and increase 9

sts. as before. These increases should be
made directly above each other, and the
work knitted so that the wrong side is

facing. Work 4 rows stocking si., and 5

rows plain st. Cast off.

Sleeves.
Cast on 40 sts. and work If ins. in

k. 1, p. 1, rib. Over the last row increase
6 sts. evenly. Change to stocking st.

and increase 1 st. each side every If ins.

until there are 52 sts. Continue without

increasing till 7f ins. long, then shape
top by casting off each side 3 sts., and
further 1 st. till the top is 2f ins. long.
Cast off the remaining sts.

Trousers.
Left Side: Cast on 70 sts. and work

k. 1, p. 1, rib for 2 ins. Change to stocking
st. and work lengthening as follows:
Work 6 sts., turn work back the 6 sts.

Work 12 sts., turn work back 12 sts., and
so, until 36 sts. are worked, then work
all sts. Every 1 inch, increase 1 st. each
side till there are 82 sts. At a length of
8 ins. (measuring the short side) work
4 rows, decreasing 1 st. each side. Continue

working 8 rows without shaping, then
work f of an inch with the purl side on the

right side. Work another f inch with

stocking st. in usual way. Cast off. Work
other side in reverse to correspond.

Braces.
Cast on 9 sts. and work k. 1, p. 1 to

the necessary length. Cast off. Knit the
other strap in the same way.

Finishing.
Sew all parts together. On to each strap

of braces sew 1 button. Sew 2 loops at

back of trousers for these buttons. Sew
on buttons to jumper.

Winter Care.

Once your hands and feet are well pro
tected against the weather it is time to

concentrate on your face.

And there s quite a lot to be done.

First, be doubly careful to dry
your face completely after washing.
Use, if you can, a super-fatted soap
and add a little toilet oatmeal to

the water. A teaspoonful should
do the trick.

Ice-cold water is still a good last

rinse for toning up the skin. Cotton
wool pads wrung out in icy water
and then dipped in a stringent
should be patted on to greasy skins.

In winter time, lubrication, a jolly
technical word for making your skin

more supple and smooth, comes into

its own. Use a richer cream or

combine your usual cream with a

more emolient one at night to guard
against blemishes and rough skin.

Be kind to your eyes with a night

eye-cream, which will counteract the

effect of blinking at the snow, or

screwing up your eyes against high
winds.

Protect your hands by rubbing
them with a super-fatted cream
before washing and dabbing them
with a lotion afterwards.
Mascara is best dropped in favour

of a touch of castor oil on the lashes

and eye-brows, for obvious reasons.

At least the reasons will be obvious
if your eyes water.
A rich red lipstitch is the only

one you can use with safety. All

those with blue tones should be left

in the drawer of your dressing-table
till the sun comes out again.

Wise Buying.
Clothes that can be thrown into the tub

and washed and that hold their fit and
colour right on through the summer to

the very last tubbing those are clothes

worth having. It is a satisfaction within
the reach of any purchaser of ready-made
garments or dress material, now that labels

make it possible to identify completely
pre-shrunk, colour-fast fabrics. Choose

wisely; whether a ready-made frock or

material, always make sure that same is

pre-shrunk.
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fit awl mm this Winter in

Unshrinkable

WOOLLEN UNDERWEAR
Made to fit in pure virgin wool processed by Lincoln from Australia s

finest fleeces. Also featuring under-garments in blended Wool-
Cotton fabrics. Obtainable from all leading stores.

PRODUCT OF LINCOLN MILLS (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED

Print -d by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by Jam-s Russell, for the Proprietor*, at the Australian Home
Journal Offic -

&quot;Home Journal&quot; House, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every scnool day is playtime and the scnoui luuca. 1 tiere 9
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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patrolled the park,

He heard two sneezes in the dark.

With staff gripped tight, he flashed his

light,

His stern tones echoed through the night,

&quot;Rape ahf th
f

grass! ye coople there;

Yure dith av cowld ye ll get, f r shure!

Come! hurry home, ye love-sick pair,

And both take Woods Great

Peppermint Cure.&quot;

&quot;\
\e^ne

Modern MEDS gives you greater protec-

tion, complete freedom. Comfort?

You don t know you re wearing one.

Ask either for MEDS Slender, the

easy-to-use tampon for normal

protection, or MEDS Regular for

even greater safety! Each avail

able with or without new

improved applicator. ^^ Jt

Write to Johnson & Johnson.

Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney.

for thh FREE Ueds

booklet and learn for

yourself the wonderful
lecrcts of safe internal

sanitary protection.

S &quot;The Modess Tampon
A PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

TWINS
. . . alike yet

different

World authorities use and

recommend the lodex twins.

lodex Plain for Cuts, Abras

ions, Open Wounds and

where the skin is broken.

* Where the skin is not

broken and there is much

pain you should use Green

Label lodex which possesses

quite remarkable pain-

relieving properties. Use :t

for strained muscles and

swollen joints.

NO-STAIN IODINE

From all Chemists

&quot;The Most Trusted Name in Surgical Dressings&quot;
.J.5

/t s easy to have

Healthy Hair
Rub Koko into your srslp morning nd

nighl then brush briskly. Koko refreshes

and cleanses the ecalp . . . removes

danrlruff . - - leaves your hair shining with

health. There is no oil, grea?e or dye

in Koko the famou hair treatment for

the whole family

Ask your chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR
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New &quot;Old&quot; Hug Me Wrap.
What a smart idea for an easy to make

evening or daytime coatee, as you can

ee by sketch A. I guess you will remember
the old fashioned woollen &quot;hug me tight&quot;

that used to be so popular years ago. Now
it comes to you as quite a glamorising
fashion piece.

Yon will need two pieces of material
about the width and length as sketch C.

It could be velvet or lame lined with silk.

All you need do, having joined the two
materials together, is to catch it at wrists
and edge with fur bands as sketch B
clearly shows. Such a pleasing and useful

result, thus making a charming wrap.

Removable Covers for Holders.

Ironing holders, and in fact all holders,
are bound to get soiled when used for

any great length of time, and it is not
an easy task to wash and dry them when
they are so thick. To ease the washing
of the same, make the foundation pads
of the usual size and shape. Then make
slip-covers of the same size as the pads,
having short tapes on the edges. These
covers slip over the pads easily, being
tied in position. When soiled, the covers
alone are removed and washed. Gingham,
calico, or something firm and washable is

satisfactory for the covers.

Those Stains.

Candle Wax, Coloured. If the colour is

deep, scrape off all that can be removed
easily. Rub thoroughly with cooking fat
and wash. Washing alone is all that is

necessary for light-coloured wax.
Chewing Gum. Scrape away all you can.

Sponge away the rest with kerosene,
turpentine, gasoline, naphtha, or any of
the spotting fluids that remove grease. Best
of all (if possible) put in frig., and when
ice cold the gum can be peeled off, clean.

Chocolate and Cocoa. Wash with soap
and warm water, then boil if necessary.

Cod-Liver Oil. While fresh and colour
less, sponge thoroughly with any spotting
fluid that removes grease. When brown,
treat with Javelle water or any commer
cial laundry bleach with a chlorine base.

BE REGULAR
WM*. 10 DAYS!

(without
purgatives)

I suffered

from
irregularity

for
ijears-but

Keller
s All Bran

put
m

right

before \d finished

mt|
first

Mr. S. GOODBVN,
1066 Rocky Point Hood

Kogarah.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION-
OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK

This is all you need do ... enjoy tatty, toasty Kellogg&quot;t All-Bran for ten

days, and drink plenty of water. If, at the end of ten dayg you dorft

feel it has helped you, then just send the empty packet back to Kellogg t

and you ll get double your money back.

BULK IS THE ANSWER!
Your daily health and regularity

depend on what you eat. Kellogg s

All-Bran is not a purgative. It

contains the bulk your system
needs to end constipation. The
vital bulk in this rich, nut-s*.veet

health-food helps prepare internal

wastes for easy, gentle elimination

... no purgatives needed this

natural -way.

Ask your grocer for a packet
of Kellogg s All-Bran right away.
Within ter days you ll benefit.

After that keep on enjoying this

crisp, nut-sweet breakfast cereal, i

Never lose that wonderful feeling

of health and natural regularity
it brings.

WONDERFUL
3-IN-ONE
FOOD

Kellogg s All-Bran is a natu
ral laxative, health-food and
blood tonic all in one! Rich
in Vitamin HI, B2, Calcium,
Phosphorus, Niacin and Iron,

Kellogg s All-Bran builds up
your health. It gives you
vitality as it brings regularity
instead of purging the energy
out of you.

ALL-BRAN
*
(Reg ;stered Trade Mark)

END IRREGULARITY the way NATURE Intended
A85I-8



Her rheumatism goes
as she loses ugly fat

Great London Hospital endorses famous Youth-O-Form

&quot;For many years,&quot; says Mrs. Fitzpatrick, &quot;I have been crlpplo4

with rheumatism, until some friends recommended me to take

TontU-0-Form to reduce my weight. I DID REDUCE and, more
marvellous still, my rheumatism completely disappeared. That was
four years ag-o. The London winter I find very severe, and this

year I grot rheumatism badly again, and all

the prescriptions were useless. I told my
doctor, who is leading physician at one of

: :&amp;gt;&amp;gt;. the &quot;big hospitals here, that Yoath-O-Form
!*$ was the only thing that ever did me aay
? -:B good and he advised me to try It again

/ *rtffl^ *
: and that the Youth-O-Form prescription

: was well known. Once again X am quit*
well and fit.&quot;

WHAT YOU SHOULD WEIGH
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Lear and Othello. In knowledge of human

character, in humour and passion, Shake

speare has no rival in literature.&quot; L. C.

ABACHIS OIL. &quot;Arachis Oil is a fatty

oil obtained, by expression or extraction,

from the Arachis nut. The oil is non-drying
and is used as an edible oil and also for

the manufacture of soap. It contains

Arachidic Acid, which is not found to

any great extent in other oils. Arachis

nuts are grown in many countries, the

chief producers being the United States,

Senegal and India.&quot; P. N.
On, TBOUBLE. &quot;Sew through a piece of

blotting paper until there are no oil traces

after oiling your machine. This will do

away with the risk of soiling your
material.&quot; G. 8.

DRY AND SWEET. &quot;Sherry derives its

name from the ancient town of Jerez-de-la-

Frontera in Southern Spain. The com
bination of soil and climate is ideal for

the production of genuine sherry. Port

is named by Oporto the Portuguese city

near the mouth of the River Douro, which
flows from Spain across the north of

Portugal into the Atlantic.&quot; Curious.

How IT HATPErfED. &quot;The late Walter

Huston s father was a contractor, and
wanted his boy to be a builder of bridges
and other great structures. But he had a

habit of taking Walter to the theatre, and
those nights of magic fixed the career of

one of Hollywood s best and most versatile

character actors.&quot; Fan.
SOFT LEATHER. &quot;Now that leather is

BO expensive is will pay you to watch
that leather lounge and give it some treat

ment occasionally. Here is a mixture that

will keep it soft and free from cracks:

One part vinegar mixed with two of lin

seed oil. Shake well and apply on a soft

rag, rubbing briskly, and finish off by
polishing with a clean silk duster.&quot;

Anxious.
MARKED TBAY. &quot;Try rubbing lightly

those heat marks on the lacquer tray with

methylated spirits and then polishing
with a good furniture polish.&quot; L. P.
KITCHEN CEILING. &quot;Provide yourself

with two step-ladders, strong plank, old

towelling, bucket, any type of wide brush
to apply water to ceiling, and plenty of

paper for floor covering. Remove all

movable furniture and cover up cupboards
and floor with paper. Erect step-ladders
and place plank between them on rungs
at suitable height so as you can neach

ceiling with ease. Start with warm water

and, with brush, give all kalsoinine work
a good soaking to soften binder, then with

damp towelling wash off; as the towelling
collects the kalsomine wash out in clean
water. Do small surfaces at a time until

finished. Allow the ceiling to dry out

thoroughly, then give it a coat of sealer.
When dry apply new colour. You will
find it hard work but worth the trouble in

money saved and result. Job for hubby.&quot;

&quot; *

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have a booklet which will be appre

ciated by those interested in knitted and
crochet toys. Full instructions and illus

trations are given for the following:
The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our Fluffy
Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, comprising
Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet and
Pitchers ; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

FREE BOOKS on

DRESSMAKING!
LEARN DRESSMAKING AT HOME

-THIS NEW, EASY WAY!
MOW you can test this really wonderful course of Dress-

*

making in your own home, give it any trial you like, and
if it doesn t quickly make you an accomplished dressmaker,
capable of making the latest frocks, suits, coats, etc., it won t

COST YOU ONE PENNY ! But please hurry ! This offer may
never be repeated. It places you under no obligation. All

you have to do is post the coupon TO-DAY !

READ THESE LETTERS!
&quot;

I find your lessons very simple to
follow and already have mad* several
rments for myself and have also started

P.M.. of B.

ga
a frock for mother.&quot;

&quot;

In my spare time I have made two
frocks and a suit. I find it very simple to
follow ; one possibly can t go wrong. I

am more than pleased.&quot;

Miss A.C.. of B.
&quot;

I have made a skirt which fits perfectly,
also blouse. I am thrilled with your course

&quot;

Mrs. K.M.. of N.M.

LOVELY DRESSES for YOURSELF and

CLOTHES for the WHOLE FAMILY.

YOU
do want smart, attractive clothes, don t you ?

Of course you do things with style and originality
but when shopping for them you find it practically

impossible to get a frock within your means, or one that
isn t duplicated at least a dozen times when you walk down
the street. But still it is possible for YOU to be the smartest
dresser in your town. It is possible for you to make clothes
for all your loved ones and YOU RE SAVING MONEY all

the time. This is the opportunity of a lifetime. Send for this

splendidly illustrated Free Book,
&quot; How to Design, Cut and

Make Smarter Clothes.&quot; It tells you how. But you must hurry.

WHAT THIS SPLENDID BOOK IS ALL

ABOUT !

How to Make Lovely Clothes.

How to Make Clothes for the Family.
How to Make and Save Money Through Dress
making.

How to Make Clothes to Suit Your Personality.
How to Learn Everything About Dressmaking
this New, Easy Way.

Dressmaking as a Career, etc., etc.

LIMITED NUMBER OF FREE BOOKS - SEND NOW

THE DUNRICH SCHOOL OF DRESSMAKING, Dept. 8,

1 Dean Place, Sydney, N.S.W.
Dear Madame Send me by return mail your FREE BOOK all about Dressmaking

and Designing, entitled
&quot; How to Design, Cut and Make Smarter Clothes.&quot; I enclose

6d. in stamps.

NAME _ ______ __
ADDRESS. H.J. 1 /9/S1
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She s delighted
And you ll be delighted, too, to get rid of ugly fat from hips,
waist and bust.

Scientific tests have proved that slim people live longer, look

younger and are healthier than fat people.

How to calculate

your healthiest weight
Multiply your number of inches over 5 feet by 5| and add
the result to 110.

Example:
Yon are 5 feet 6 inches in your socks,

So 6 z 6J equals 33.

33 added to 110 equals 143 pounds.

Yon may be ten pounds heavier than this and still

be healthy, of course, especially if you are big-boned.

If you are burdened with ugly fat, try this new easy
method of reducing. Get a flask of Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids from your chemist

today, and take one Menthoid an hour before

meals with a drink. Watch that excess

weight, ugly bulges, disappear. You ll get
a new feeling of health and vigour as

you regain your slender figure with Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids treatment.

Famous for over 30 years, Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids

eontain no dangerous drugs, and are quite safe for the

most delicate patients.

Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS
6/6 and 3/6 everywhere

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses/ they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
of glasses at all.

My patients include men for the Navy and Air SHORT SIGHT
*&quot;

LONG SIGHT
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades FAIUHG SIGHT ASTIGMATISM
and professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser- TIRED EYES GLARE
vants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen, TURNED FYP STRAIN
Railwaymen, Engine Drivers-people whose

[ - ^ Al ^

careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test

for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all

four circles are uni

form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the
width and depth of

bars.

EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes), Call or Write (en
closing 3d. postage) for my

FREE 32 PAGE BOOK
&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wear
ing Glasses&quot; This includes testimonials

from happy people who have discarded

glasses. It will open up a new avenue
of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.,

185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA5455
FREE CONSULTATION MA5455

Heart to Heart
In a Rut:

In reply to Mrs. O. B. J.: Under no cir

cumstances will we divulge any correspond
ent s name and address, but with your
written permission we have sent her yours
and if she wishes she will reply direct to

you. Thank you for the help and criticism

given. It is a healthy sign when our
readers take an interest in other people s

troubles.

Help Wanted:
Here is portion of a letter sent in by a

married man who had a week-end away
from his wife but with her permission. He
went to one of the expensive holiday hotels.

Perhaps when you have read his letter you
might feel inclined to help him with your
advice, but make it quick as the situation

is fraught with danger:
&quot;... I did not like the idea at all but as

I was taking over a new position, and not

having had a holiday for over twelve

months, being able to take a few weeks off

was more than remote so it was decided

that I take advantage of the long week
end and go away on my own. It was the

first time we had been separated during-
our married life. ... I arrived at the

hotel and was placed at a table with a most
attractive girl, slightly younger than

myself, and an elderly gentleman whom I

took to be her father. Much to my surprise
she was most attentive to me during the

first meal and as I did not have many tickets*

on my personal charm I was at a complete
loss. Afterwards she asked me to help her

from the old codger who had taken her

about considerably during the week and
was now pressing her unduly. Naturally I

was delighted to be able to rescue such an
attractive damsel. She was a most enjoy
able companion, talked well, played a good
game of golf and danced divinely. We saw
each other all the conventional times for

three days, playing golf, walking, dining
and wining, and dancing. She is something
you d dream about, with her fair, creamy
complexion and impeccable flair for dress

ing in just the right suits, sports clothes-

and smart evening dresses. She is far from

being a butterfly, being in her late twen
ties and holding a responsible executive

position with a fashion house. I have not

told my wife about the week-end doings-
and now my *Blondie wants to meet me in

town. What am I to dot&quot; M.V.

Frightened to Smile:

Don t worry too much about your rival

with the perfect face and good figure i

what you say is correct about yourself
and the man in question. He seems to

have enough sense to realise that physical

beauty cannot last for ever, and that each

year will bring its toll in wrinkles to

the beauty who is frightened to spoil

her make-up by smiling. A lovely smile

is the outward sign of a charming person

ality. If you have charm you have a

priceless gift that lasts a lifetime. It

is the expression of yourself reflected in:

the way you speak, the range of your
conversation, your &quot;alive&quot; eyes, the way
you can wear clothes and the very way
you are able to enter a crowded room
with poise. She may have more money
than you but if she lacks charm you will 1

beat her to the altar. &quot;Mary Jane.&quot;

Man of My Dreams:
&quot;We are in our middle thirties, my

fiance and myself, and are much younger
than our years. I am classed as attractive

both in looks and figure; I have to be,
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as I model outer garments principally,
but have a large connection with all the

leading photographers; my time is fully

taken up during the day. Naturally I

dress well and am always careful of my
appearance. The Man of My Dreams is

both handsome and popular, and I am
frightened he might become the dream of

some one much younger than myself. The

prospect worries me as we mix with a

gay young crowd, always on the move,
always at parties or dances. Perhaps I

am tired of it all and am imagining things
as I cannot point to any instance of be

trayal.&quot; Betty L. The most important
point you have overlooked, that is your
fiance has chosen you to be his wife
even over the heads of your younger
rivals. Why? Not only for yourself, but
for the restfulness and balance you have
in contrast to the restlessness of the
&quot;Samba&quot; crowd. You are clever enough
to play up all the advantages you possess
as regards appearances; keep it tip but
don t go to so many night parties. You
should realise you cannot compete with

youth in keeping late hours and having
to work the next day. Snap out of your
morose jealous thoughts and hurry the

wedding on. After you are married you
will gradually drop the

&quot;party&quot; crowd and
attain new married friends who are more
stable. You will find that you will lead
a completely different, but more satis

factory, life.

Took Wrong Turning:
&quot;I met an old school friend, the first

time since leaving college twelve years
ago. We were firm friends then and
shared many adventures and had a lot in
common. She never married. About a
week ago she told me the story of her

life, and it did not make pretty hearing.
In fact her morals were deploring and
her outlook on life made me feel uncom
fortable. My husband has heard several
tales which are not to her advantage. I
feel that I would like to do something for
her. Bo you think this possible or foolish?&quot;

Unhappy. That is a matter for you
to decide, but I would ask you to put her
on one side of the balance and on the other
your husband, children and the friends

you have have gathered round you during
your married life, and see if she out
weighs them. If you were single it would
be different; you could tell her if she
wanted your friendship she would have
to give up her loose life and turn over
a new leaf. Living your happy but pro
tected married life you do not realise the
risk you run of losing some or all of
your happiness by bringing this girl into
the hallowed circle. Your chance of
changing her hardened immoral life, with
her &quot;advanced&quot; outlook, and bringing .her
back to the

&quot;straight and
narrow&quot;, is

extremely remote. I would advise you to
drop her before any harm is done.

A Soldier Boy:

&quot;Jim, that s my boy-friend, has joined
up and hopes to go overseas. I would like
to buy him something, and I am not quite
sure what he would like, but I want it
to be useful and something he would
appreciate.&quot; Lonesome. There are
many gifts he would find useful, such as
a good hair brush and comb, razor set or
shaving brush, but the thing he would
appreciate the most would be a pocket
wallet with a cellophane window inside
wherein you could place a cheery snap of
yourself. The morocco ones are reasonably
priced and you will find a good range in
the big stores.

Safeguard your Children this winter

with WAWN S WONDER WOOL!
At the first sign of a cold, sore throat or chest trouble, apply
pad of Wawn s Wonder Wool. It is the simplest and most
effective way of creating &quot;inner heat&quot; and breaking that cold.

This harmless medicated cotton wool is easy to apply. Its comfort
ing warmth quickly stimulates circulation and soothes away
dangerous congestion.

There s no dosing, so children are
&quot;easy&quot; patients with Wawn f

Wonder Wool. Be sure you have a packet in the house this winter!

WAWNS WONDERWOOL
for Chills. Colds, Bronchitis, Chesf Troubles and Flu!

HERE S* THE BEST*
o o

01 I o o

PLAN

FERVESCENT

X AT

TAKE THESE 4 SIMPLE STEPS TO &quot;INNER CLEANLINESS

Tomorrow morning is not too soon to begin to plan for

health! Start the day with a sparkling, bubbling glass
of Andrews Liver Salt, and you ll find you just feel

naturally better when your system is fresh and clean
inside! Don t let modern living take toll of your health
and happiness. Safe, simple Andrews acts four ways
to keep you on top of your form!

FIRST: Andrew* refreshes

the mouth and helps to

clean the tongue.

NEXT: Antacid in action,

Andrews settles the stomach,
corrects digestive upsets.

MEDIUM II-

LARGE -3/6

THEN: Andrews tones up the

liver and checks biliousness

FINALLY: To complete your
Inner Cleanliness, Andrews

gently clears the system
and thus purifies the blood

Be regular with you
Andrews, the world s biggest

selling effervescing saline

ANDREWS
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THIS AMAZING

PIANO.GUITAR
prnio Accordion
ll*- Instrument

AT HOME
Now you can prove whether you can succeed at music BEFORE
YOU START before you take lessons and before you buy an
instrument. This valuable new Demonstration Lesson actually

shows
&quot; How you learn

&quot;

and whether you can succeed. It

is an introduction to the amazing Sampson Specialised Course.

Sent without cost or obligation, it proves

How you can actually start playing in 30 minutes and
learn to play a variety of tunes in a few weeks.

How you can learn quickly at home, without the
bother of visits to a teacher whether you are a

beginner or not.

) How you can join in with other players and

reap the fun that comes through music even to

playing in a band or on radio.

How you can banish nervousness and confidently

play at parties evenings.

How you can get your Lessons (and instrument

too, if required) for a few pence each week and
learn to play easily at home no matter where

you live.

Think of it just 6 weeks from now you can be

playing, and in almost no time you can be

playing all popular tunes with the latest tricks

and effects, at parties, dances anywhere
this amazing new way.

DEMOHSTRATlONLESm
A Limitednumber an available NOW^ Without cost or obligation

THE SAMPSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
I Dept. 12, 481 Kent St., Box 4184, G.P.O., Sydney.
I Vle.se send me a Demonstrtlon Lesson and full particulars of the

|
Simpson Specialised Cours*. I enclose 3td. postaje stamp.

I NAME .

I

I

I

ADDRESS

Name of

Instrument favoured

Special Demonstration Lesson Offer

open for a limited time only.
Don t think you d &quot;Like to

play&quot;
and wonder whether

you &quot;could&quot; don t worry about an instrument if

| you haven t one. At this very moment you can

t actually see and read one of the Lessons that will

,
teach you to play IF YOU ACT NOW.

I Mail the coupon today for your Demonstration

| Lesson, and it will be sent to you &quot;on approval&quot;

without cost or obligation. You can see it, read it

prove you ll succeed at music BEFORE YOU START.
I But don t delay this special Demonstration Lesson

J offer is open for a limited time only.
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Snow-Cool for Summer
A Crochet Blouse.

Materials: Three 2 oz. balls of knitting
cotton No. 8, a No. 12 and No. 13 crochet

hook, 4 small buttons.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
17 ins. to lit a 32-33 in. bust measurement.

Tension: 1 patt. and about 4 rows to 1 in.

Abbreviations: Ch., chain; d.c., double

crochet; tr., treble; rep., repeat; patt.,

pattern; beg., beginning; si. st., slip stitch;

in., inch; ins., inches.

Back.
With No. 12 hook work 95 eh.
Bow 1 1 tr. in 5th ch. from hook,

*

3 ch., miss 2 ch. 5 tr. in next ch., 3 ch.,
miss 2 eh., 1 d.c. , in next ch., rep. from
ending 2 tr. in last ch. (14 groups of tr.
with a half group at each end).Row 23 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st tr.,

* 3 ch.,
1 d.e. in next d.c., 3 ch., 1 d.c. in middle
f next tr. group; rep from ending 2

d.c. in loop of turning ch.
Bow 33 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st d.c.,

* 3 ch.,1 d.c. in next d.c., 3 ch., 5 tr. in next
c., rep. from ending 2 d.c. in turning

Bow 4 3 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st d.c.,
* 3 ch.,

1 d.c. in middle of next tr. group, 3 ch.,

1 d.c. in next d.c., rep. from *
ending

2 d.c. in turning loop.
Bow 5 3 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st d.c.,

* 3 ch.,
5 tr. in next d.c., 3 ch., 1 d.c. in next d.c.,

rep. from *
ending 2 tr in turning loop.

Bows 2 to 5 form the patt. Rep. them
8 times more. To vary length omit or
add one or more patt.

Sleeve Shaping.

Bow 38 Work
23 ch. for sleeve,
1 d.c. in 3rd eh.

from hook,
* 3

ch., miss 2 ch., 1

d.c. in next ch.,

rep. from * 5

times more, 3 ch.,
1 d.c. in 1st tr.

at end of last

row of main
work. Cont. from
* in 2nd patt.
row across back.
Take a separate
strand of cotton
and tie this to
last st. of main
work and work
20 ch. for 2nd

sleeve, break off

cotton. Go back
to last st. of
main work and
cont. on the 20
st. in patt.

Bow 39 3 eh.,
1 d.c. in 1st d.c.,

now rep. from *

in 3rd patt. to

end.

Bow 40 3 ch.,
1 d.c. in 1st d.c.,
* 3 ch.^ 1 d.c. in

next d.c., 3 ch.,
1 d.c. in middle
of tr. group, rep.
from * to end of
row.

Cont. in patt.
until there are 16
rows on sleeve,

finishing with a
5th row.

Keck Shaping.
Bow 64 3 ch.,

1 d.e. in lat tr.,
* 3 ch., 1 d.c. in
middle of tr.

group, 3 eh., 1

d.e. in next d.c.,

rep. from * 6
times, 3 eh., 1 d.c. in next tr., turn.
Bow 563 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st tr., 3 eh.,

5 tr. in next d.c., 3 ch., 1 d.c. in next d.c.,

rep. from * 6 times, turn.

Bow 563 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st d.c.,
* 3 ch.,

1 d.c. in next d.c., 3 ch., 1 cU. in middle
of tr. group, rep. from 6 times, 3 ch.,
1 d.e. in end loop, turn.
Bow 57 As 5th patt. to end, turn.
Bow 58 3 ch., 1 d.c. in 1st d.c.,

* 3
ch., 1 d.c. in 1st tr. group, rep. from *

to
end, ending 1 d.c. in end d.c. of previous
row, turn.

Bow 59 As 55th row.
Bow 60 As 56th row.

Bow 61 As 5th row.
Bow 62 As 4th row.

Shoulder Shaping.
Bow 63 As 55th row to middle of 5th

tr. group of previous row, turn.

Bow 64 3 ch., 1 d.c. in middle of tr.

group, 3 ch., 1 d.c. in next d.c., rep. to

end, turn.

Bow 65 As 3rd row, rep. from *
twice,

turn, work back in patt., break off.

Keeping 2nd sleeve to be worked at

your left hand side, join cotton to d.c.

before 8th group from sleeve end, turn.

Cont. on this sleeve as for other.

Front.
Work as for back.

Belt.

With No. 13 hook work 25 ch.

Bow 1 1 d.c. in 2nd eh. from hook,
1 d.c. in each ch. to end, turn.
Bow 2 1 ch., then 1 d.c. in each d.e.

to end, turn. Rep. last row until work
measures 12$ ins. (or length required) for
front. Make another half belt for back,
measuring 12 ins. (slightly smaller than
front). Work 2 buttonholes on each end
of front belt and sew 2 buttons on each
end of back belt.

Join shoulder seams. With right side&quot;

facing and using No. 13 hook join cotton
to a tr. group at back, work as follows.

Bound 1* 8 ch., 1 si. st. in centre of
next tr. group, rep. from *

all round (25
to 27 ch. circles).

Bound 21 d.e. in 1st eh. loop,
* 4 eh.,

1 pieot in centre 8 ch., rep from *
all

round, finishing last picot to lot 4 ch.
A picot is made thug: (4 d.c., 4 ch., 4 d.e.
in 1 st.).

Bound 32 si. st. in 4 ch.,
* 9 eh., 1 al.

st. in middle of 4 ch., rep all round.
Bound 45 ch., 1 sL at. in middle of

9 ch., rep. all round. Fasten off.

Join side seams, leaving 1J ing. from
bottom free. Work edging round sleeves
to correspond with neck. Press work
lightly on wrong side.

Don t you love the new wood-ware 1

When you have to wash it, uae cold water,
and be quick about it. Use a nailbrush
rather than a regular scrubber, with a
little of your bath-cleaning powder if

necessary. Binse thoroughly under rnn-
ning cold water and dry in the open air.
Never put wood near the fire to dry.
Where there is canework, a last rinse in
cold water with a little salt added to it
is beneficial. Fruit bowls and salad bowls
with a polished surface should not be
scrubbed or treated with cleaning powder.

+ *

Summer CatalogueNOW READY.
The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata

logue of Spring and Summer Fashions is
now on sale. Irs forty pages contain the
very latest and most carefully chosen fashion
designs for the coming season. Our readers
will be pleased with this publication, which
depicts artistically, in different colour effects,
the various styles for all departments of
dressmaking. For the adult there is a wide
range of styles sun frocks, sports wear,

&amp;gt; blouses, frocks for all occasions, maternity
and matrons frocks, undies, etc. The boys
and girls and babies have a special section
to themselves. Price 2/3 (postal note 2/-
and 3d. in stamps). &quot;Australian H&amp;lt;

Journal&quot;, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.
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Such a Lovely Wedding
By CLAEE BEETON SMITH

It s a challenge to any girl a man who thinks he s been an usher so many times

that he ll never be a groom.

He was in the middle of dictating the

fifth letter when he noticed the time.

Nearly half-past four. He looked at his

secretary s bent head and thought for the

first time what pretty hair she had. Honey-
coloured and quite short. Not one of those

urchin bobs, but long enough to curl very

slightly at the ends.

She was a good secretary, Miss Turpin.
He looked round his neat office and realised

just how good she was. No matter how

many days he might be away on the firm s

business, when he came back to the office

it always looked inviting with a vase of

flowers on his desk.

&quot;I m sorry to give you these letters now,
Miss Turpin,&quot; he said abruptly. &quot;I hope

you won t be too late getting away.&quot;

She looked up then. Her eyes were an

old tawny shade. Funny, he had never

noticed that before either.

&quot;It s quite all right.&quot; She smiled at

him. A pleasant smile, not too friendly

and yet not too formal.

He wondered suddenly what she did with

her evenings. Vaguely he remem
bered that she lived with her

mother. Hadn t her mother been

ill once and Miss Turpin
had had to stay away
from the office for nearly
a month? He remembered
the chaos the new girl

had made with her long, I lMpli
red finger-nails and her | i

unsuitable clothes plus,

of course, her hopeless
ideas of how important V^i
letters should be filed.

He dictated rapidly. He al- ,

ways knew exactly what to

say and never had to hesitate.

He was rather like that in life,

he thought, with a comfort
able feeling of smugness. His
was a very good life. . . .

The buzzer on his desk sounded

and, in a moment, he heard Mr.
Dawson s gruff voice.

&quot;I wonder if you could come in

for a moment, Marsh.&quot;

&quot;Of course, sir.&quot; John Marsh
clicked off the instrument and smiled

ruefully at his secretary. &quot;Sorry

about this. Could you get those letters

typed for me meanwhile! Is there any
thing wrong? Mr. Dawson sounded a bit

agitated.&quot;

The girl said as he stood up: &quot;Only his

daughter s wedding to-morrow.&quot;

John nodded his head. &quot;I d forgotten.&quot;

A junior partner in the firm, he had been
asked to the wedding. He had made his

mother write, pleading a prior engage
ment, and asked her to choose a small,

suitable gift. He grimaced a little. &quot;These

weddings.&quot; He saw the startled look on
the girl s face and went on, a little apolo

getically, &quot;I suppose yon think I m an old

sour pnssf My mother says I am, but if

you d been to as many weddings as I have
. . .&quot; He shook his head, remembering the

innumerable times he had been an nsher or

a best man. &quot;Weddings are all the same;
a lot of heavily-scented flowers, organ
music, pretty girls and too much to eat

and drink at the reception.&quot; He wondered

suddenly why he was being so expansive.
It was against his principles. Years before,

when he started out in life, a man he

greatly respected had given him a piece of

advice which he had never forgotten.
&quot;Beware of your secretaries, son,&quot; old

Lorimer had said. &quot;They will all fall in

love with you. It s part of their stock-in-

trade, like having plenty of sharp pencils.
It s better for them and you, makes them
take an interest in their work, but &quot;

he had lifted an admonitory finger &quot;keep

your business and your private lives separ
ate. Don t be too friendly with your secre-

quickly yet smoothly. And then he went
into Mr. Dawson s office.

Mr. Dawson was pacing the room, his

short, plump body expressing agitation in

every movement.
&quot;Oh ... ah ... Marsh.&quot; He coughed

nervously. &quot;I d be very much obliged if

you d do me a favour.&quot;

&quot;Of course, sir. What now?&quot;

Mr. Dawson ran a hand round the inside

of his collar. &quot;It s ... ah ... ah ...
about the wedding to-morrow.&quot; He peered
short-sightedly at John Marsh. &quot;I ...
ah ... understand you are unable to

come because of a prior engagement?&quot;

Turpin,&quot; he said stiffly.

tary or you ll store up trouble for both of

you.&quot;

John had always remembered this and
carried it out. He had been fortunate in

having excellent and attractive secretaries

who invariably left to get married, but
this was the first time he had ever dis

cussed a wedding with one of them.
Now he stood up, a little flustered. &quot;I ll

img when I want you, Miss Tnrpin,&quot; he
said stiffly.

He watched her walk out of the room,

John flushed uncomfortably. &quot;That s

right, sir.&quot;

&quot;Well ... I ... ah ... I d be much
obliged if you d cancel it for me, Marsh,
and ... ah ... act as an usher.&quot;

John caught his breath. Not again?
Too many weddings, that was his trouble.

Mr. Dawson came closer. &quot;Im desperate,
John. &quot; He must be, for he disliked using
Christian names during office hours and
here he was forsaking his principle. &quot;John,

one of the ushers has been taken ill. I ve
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tried everywhere to get a substitute, but
M

The phone bell rang. Mr. Dawson
clutched at it.

&quot;Yes . . . Yes, dear. I m doing my best.

Of course Mavis is upset, but surely she

needn t have hysterics f One less usher.

. . . Oh, I see. The corresponding brides

maid will have to drop outt But, really,

aiy dear, it s not a matter of urgency and
[ am really very busy . . .&quot;. He put his

hand over the mouthpiece and glanced at

John, raising his eyebrows. &quot;Women 1&quot; he

mouthed. &quot;Yes, dear . . . I m asking him
uow ... I don t know yet . . .&quot; His eyes

Implored John mutely.
John Marsh fidgeted. He jerked his

head affirmatively and saw the relief on

iir. D.iwpon s face, heard the relief in his

roice.

&quot;Yes, yew, dear. John has consented . . .

Yes, of course everything will be all right
now . . .&quot; He put down the receiver.

Thank you, John. That s a weight off my
mind. Weddings . . .&quot; He snorted. &quot;Two-

Ifteen at St. Swithin s. You ll be there!&quot;

&quot;Of course, sir.&quot;

Mr. Dawson was scrabbling at the papers
i&amp;gt;u his desk.

&quot;I wish that note from the Patricks
*ould come through, Marsh. It s overdue
*nd we must have their decision.&quot;

&quot;Yes sir. But I don t think we need

&quot;Think! We can t afford to think. We
ruust know.&quot; Mr. Dawson turned to the

telephone. &quot;Get me . . .&quot;

John escaped to his own office. Miss

Turpin was already there, with a neat pile
tf letters awaiting his signature.

, &quot;That was quick.&quot;

She did not smile. &quot;Yes.&quot;

He signed the letters. &quot;I ve got to go to

that blasted wedding to-morrow. One of
the ushers has been taken ill and I m filling
bis

place.&quot;

&quot;Indeed!&quot;

The coldness in her voice reached him.
Fie glanced at her.

&quot;Fm sorry I ve kept yon late, Miss Tur
pin, bnt the rest of the letters can be fin

ished in the morning.&quot;

&quot;Thank you, Mr. Marsh. Good-night.&quot;

She went out slowly and he watched her

straight back with a puzzled look. Now
what on earth had he done wrong?
He shrugged his shoulders. Women . . .

a the old man had said.

How his mother laughed that night when
*he heard the news.

&quot;Fm so glad, dear. I always like you to
o to a nice wedding.&quot;

He sat back, sighing a little with satis

faction, for it had been a good dinner.

&quot;Why?&quot;

She chuckled. &quot;Maybe I hope that one

day it will inspire you with the desire to
follow in their footsteps.&quot;

He looked at her this small, pretty,
white-haired woman who ran their house
o efficiently. &quot;But you don t want me to

get married surely!&quot;

Her head went on one side. &quot;And why
not? What have you against marriage?&quot;
He hesitated. &quot;Well ... I suppose it s

all right for some people but oh, maybe
I ve been a bachelor too long. I m thirty
and . . .&quot; He smiled suddenly. &quot;It s all

your fault, Mother. You make me too
comfortable. You spoil me.&quot;

Her look was suddenly thoughtful. &quot;I

hope Fm not a possessive mother.&quot;

&quot;Heavens, no.&quot; He looked round at the
attractive dining-room, the gleaming silver.
He had a good life. An interesting job, a

good salary, a comfortable home, a mother
who loved him wisely, for her life was so

full of outside interests that he merely
took a proper place in her scheme of liv

ing. &quot;It isn t that I m against marriage.
Mother, but I ve just never met anyone
that I wanted to marry. Besides &quot; he

shuddered, &quot;those weddings would put me
off. I d die rather than stand up like that
and be stared at.&quot;

His mother laughed. &quot;You re the image
of your father, John. That s what he said
at first, but I ended up with eight brides
maids and four pages.&quot;

&quot;Whew . . .&quot; he whistled. &quot;That we*
downright cruel of you.&quot;

&quot;Not a bit of it. Your father thoroughly
enjoyed himself that day, for every brides
maid looked at him adoringly and envied
me my good fortune. I was a lucky
woman, too, John.&quot; Her voice softened.

&quot;Dad was a lucky man,&quot; John said

stoutly. &quot;You know, maybe that s why I

hesitate. I want my marriage to be per
feet like yours.&quot; ,

&quot;It could be with the right kind of

girl.&quot;

&quot;But how do you know!&quot; He jerked him
self upright. What a ridiculous conversa
tion. How did it ever begin! He felt

himself flushing, and side-tracked the
main issue. &quot;You must have been a pretty
girl, Mother.&quot;

Her face was alight with laughter. &quot;Not

pretty, John, but entrancing. At least,

that s what your father always said I was.

Entrancing . . .&quot;

John considered her gravely. Her
laughter, her quick smile, the gallantry
with which she faced trouble, her deter
mination to have a full and interesting life.

&quot;You re still entrancing.&quot; He stood up,
relieved to find a way to end the embar
rassing conversation. &quot;That s why I don t

get married,&quot; he said.

He was at the office early next day, for
lie wanted to get away in plenty of time
to have lunch and change his clothes for
the wedding.
He dictated rapidly and hardly noticed

how quiet Miss Turpin was, for he was
thinking of the afternoon ahead of him,
and dreading it.

Few people knew that he was instinc

tively shy and loathed being dressed up
and stared at. He was also very tired of
the atmosphere of wedding receptions
the fatuous conversation, the . . .* He
walked home in a bad temper, and even
the excellent grilled chop his mother slid

before him did not ease matters. He
dressed in good time and fetched out the
car.

He had to stop at some traffic lights on
the way and then found that his car would
not start again. Scowling, he got out and
cranked in vain, trying to ignore the face
tious remarks of sundry bus drivers on his

wedding garments. In the end, hot and
uncomfortable, he pushed the car to the
curb and found a garage. The mechanic
located the trouble.

&quot;Take a couple of hours, sir.&quot;

John fumed. &quot;Got a car I can hire,
then! I ve an important appointment.&quot;
The mechanic grinned meaningly. &quot;Yonr

own wedding, sir? No cars, I m afraid.&quot;

&quot;For heaven s sake . . .&quot; But he had to

accept the situation, and, leaving the car
in the mechanic s care, he began to walk
down the street looking for a taxi. Half a
dozen went by, all taken. He was hesitat

ing on the edge of the pavement, worrying
a little because time was getting short,
when Le felt his arm grabbed.

He swung round and found himself look

ing into the shining face of a young man
in an equally shining blue suit.

&quot;Sorry to ask you and all that but
have you a couple of minutes you can

spare ?&quot;

John took a deep breath, his temper ris

ing. &quot;I Beally I &quot;

The youngster went bright red. &quot;Sorry

to bother you, sir, but I m getting married
and one of the witnesses hasn t turned

up.&quot;

John frowned. Weddings! He saw that

he was outside the Town Hall and that on

the steps stood two women, their back*
towards him.

&quot;Please
&quot; the boy began.

John grinned. &quot;Okay. I musn t be long,

though, for I m on my way to another

wedding.&quot;

&quot;I can see that.&quot; The boy s eyes wer*
awed and envious as he looked at John s

clothes. &quot;It won t take a see.&quot;

The taller of the two women glanced
round and he could see that she had a hard
face and a mouth like steel. She spoke to

the girl by her side and they hurried into

the building. John and the boy followed
What a youngster to be getting married.

Why, he only looked about twenty, if that

They went into a big, rather drab room,
with a table on which stood a vase of

stiffly arranged flowers. And then th*

bride turned round.

John s heart seemed to miss a beat. It

was Miranda Turpin . . .

And then he saw that it wasn t Miranda.
It was just a girl very like her, a girl with
a smooth cream-and-roses complexion,

softly curling hair, a shy, appealing smile.

&quot;This is awfully nice of you, Mr. . . .

Mr. . . .&quot; the girl said.

&quot;John Marsh.&quot; He gave her a funny
little bow. &quot;I m sorry I stared, but for a

moment I thought you were someone
else.&quot;

&quot;I m Agnes Hunter and this &quot; she

turned to the boy, and her whole face

changed; her eyes were stars, her mouth
tremulous this is Nat Duncan. And thi

is Nat s Aunt Alice.&quot;

John acknowledged the introductions

wondering a little why the bridegroom s

aunt looked so grim.

The wedding proceeded smoothly. Short,

sharp and to the point. John, standing

quietly by, was startled by the pity he

felt for the bride. Not that she looked

sorry for herself. Very far from it. She
was gazing at Nat with her whole heart in

her face and he was looking at her so

humbly, as if he could not credit his good
fortune. John closed his eyes and tried

to see this girl in the setting the next
bride would be in. Ho clothed her IB

imagination in a heavy satin gown he
saw the warm rich colours from the

stained-glass windows of the church fall

ing on her heard the sweet, solemn musie

swelling . . .

His mother was right. All brides should
have the right kind of wedding. It wa
their day and they deserved it.

Then it was all over and John was kis*-

ing the bride.
&quot;All the happiness in the world, my

dear.&quot; He felt very old.

&quot;I ve got it. But thank you.&quot; Her fac*

was radiant, her hand through her hu
band s arm.
The aunt sniffed. &quot;Funny sort of hap} i

ness, I must say. Nat out of work and &quot;

A momentary cloud went over the girl *

face. John saw how instinctively sbe hsld
N&quot;at a arm tighter.
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&quot;It won t be for long. He ll find a job
woon.&quot; Her voice was defiant.

They all went outside. John glanced at

&amp;lt;he aunt.
&quot;Is that right!&quot; he said. &quot;Is Nat out of

work?&quot;

She nodded. :uid he saw that her eyes
were fall of tears. &quot;They ve waited two
years already, but Agnes says this may
torn Nat s hu .k.&quot;

&quot;What do you do?&quot; John asked the bride

groom curtly. He noticed for the first

rime that the boy limped slightly.
&quot;I m a costing clerk.&quot;

&quot;A very good one,&quot; Agnes
aid quickly. %
John smiled. &quot;I m sure.&quot;

Impulsively he took a card
from his pocket and gave it

to Nat. &quot;Come and see me
when yon get back from your
honeymoon. I think we can
4nd you a

job.&quot;

Ha &quot;waa startled by
the look ou the boy s

- ^ :
&amp;gt;

face. It was Agaes who
f

answered.

&quot;Oh, thank you . . .

thank you, Mr. Marah.
Youll never regret it

hell work so hard.&quot; He
heard her voice
thicken.

He put out his hand
and Nat took it.

Don t know what
to say

&quot;

th&amp;lt;-

!&amp;gt;oy

stammered.

J o L n griii/ied

&quot;Say nothing,
then.&quot; He hailed a

passing taxi and
the door opened for
them. - Get in.&quot;

&quot;We can t
&quot;

&quot;This is on me.
My wedding pre-
ent.&quot; He gave the
driver a note and
watched the taxi
drive quickly
away.

Turning, he
aw that Aunt
Alice was watch
ing him.

&quot;Yon ve given
them a wonder
ful present.&quot;

He Rashed,
never able to

accept gratitude
gracefully. &quot;I think

they ve given me
something.&quot;

He made his escape
and began to walk rapidly
down the street, remembering
every little detail. The extra

ordinary sense of loss he had felt when he

thought the bride was Miranda . . .

He saw H clock, and was startled into
action. A tnxi came from somewhere and
in five minutes he was at the church. An
agitated man hovering in the doorway
grabbed him.

&quot;John Marsh? Thank goodness! We
thought you weren t going to get here.
Now you re on this side &quot;

John cut short the gabbled instructions.
&quot;I ve done this too often. I can

cope.&quot;

The man, a miserable-looking specimen
who was probably the best man, nodded
nd hurried away. John took up his posi

tion in readiness, looking round the beau
tiful church at the masses of lovely
flowers. And then the organ began to

play . . .

The bride was lovely but so are all

brides. Standing quietly, John could see

the expression on her face. It startled

him because it was nervous, with none of

the radiant serenity of little Agnes. Staring
at the bride, he changed her face to Agnes ;

and then his heart seemed to jerk sicken-

ingly as Agnes face vanished and
it was Miranda standing there . . .

The Bishop s slow, measured
voice rang out, and John was

jerked back to the present.
The bride was the bride

again the illusion of a
moment before
had vanished.

Going down
the aisle after-

wards, he

g 1 a n c e d

curiously at the bridesmaid on his arm.
She smiled back at him. A tall girl with
a tip-tilted nose and a pretty smile.

&quot;I m glad Sinithers was sick,&quot; she whis

pered.
&quot;Smithers?&quot;

&quot;The other usher. The one whose place
you are taking. He was an awful stuffed -

shirt.&quot;

&quot;Maybe I am, too.&quot;

&quot;Maybe.&quot; She tossed her head and
laughed. She looked good fun.

Later, at the reception, they danced. Sh^
was easy on the eye and easy to hold.

She sighed suddenly. &quot;This is the third
time I ve been a bridesmaid. Do you be
lieve that old saying: Three times a brides

maid, never a bride ?&quot;

&quot;I do not. I ve been an usher ten times
and best man three times. Does that mean
I ll never marry?&quot;

For a moment she let her cheek brush

against his. &quot;I should think it extremely

unlikely. Girls are not blind, you know . . .&quot;

Nor dumb, he decided an hour later. How
this girl could talk! At first it had been

amusing, but after a bit he was wearied

by it. Wearied, too, by the party. Mr.
Dawson was chewing his fingers, obviously
counting the cost of this most expensive
reception and wondering when they w&uld
hear from the Patricks. Mrs. Dawson
looked tired and strained. There was u
hectic gaiety everywhere. In his new per
ceptive mood, he felt that these people
were not nearly as happy as little Agnes
and her unemployed Nat. Now that wt
how one should feel . . .

Deftly he managed to get rid of bin

talkative partner and wandered out into

the cool hall. He was startled to aee a girl

sitting patiently on a chair. He went neare
and saw it was Miranda Turpin. Slit-

stood up quickly.
&quot;I m waiting to soe Mr Dawson. I ve

note . . .&quot;

&quot;About the Patricks? He heltl

out his hand. &quot;Good. I ll give it t&amp;lt;

him.&quot;

There was a sudden burit
of laughter from the room,
and out into the hall swept
the bride, followed by her

bevy of bridesmaids.

John and Miranda drew
back, but no one had eyes t&amp;lt;-

apare for them. Mirandu
gazed after the party.

&quot;She looks lovely.&quot;

He was not listening. H~
was looking down at b&amp;gt;r

face, at the sweet, invitiujj
mouth, the lovely eyea.

Miranda,&quot; he said

abruptly. &quot;Wait here
for me. I ll be right

back.&quot;

He hurried
away before ?hc
could answer
Found old man
Dawson and gavp
him the note
waited a moment
for it to be tort

open, and saw by
the old boy s beans

that it was good newt
and then he wa

hack in the hall.

&quot;Come along.&quot; B
tucked his hand

through Miranda s

:utn.

She looked sur

prised. &quot;You can t leave
yet.&quot;

&quot;Oh, yes I
can,&quot; he said firmly. &quot;I m

just a substitute here, anyway. They don t

need me any more.&quot;

On the steps he looked down at her

thoughtfully. She was smiling at him
in her eyes danced the same small devii*

lie so often saw in his mother s eyes. B?
liked the way her mouth quirked at the

I ve been a fool,&quot; he said. &quot;All

this time we ve wasted.&quot;
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corners. Bewitching. Entrancing. That
was the word. She was the most entranc

ing girl . . .

&quot;Wher*e are we going, Mr. Marsh?&quot;

Miranda aaked him.
John hailed a passing taxi.

&quot;Just . . . places.&quot; He began to whistle
a tune to set the pulses dancing.
Miranda glanced up at him and ie saw

that her long lashes had golden tips.
&quot;Do you know what it is that you are

whistling, Mr. Marsh?&quot;

He whistled another bar and stopped.
It was the Wedding March.

&quot;I do.&quot; Ho smiled down at her. &quot;Why?&quot;

&quot;I only wondered.&quot; She gave him a

quick, sideways glance.
The taxi stopped at the entrance to the

park, and the driver slid back his glass
partition.

&quot;Is this where you want to go?&quot; he asked
&quot;Yes.&quot; John helped Miranda out and

paid the fare, aware that the driver was
looking at his clothes with interest and
derision.

&quot;Yer goin to get married?&quot;

John grinned at Miranda.
&quot;I hope so.&quot; He was delighted to see her

quick flush.

&quot;Well, congratulations.&quot;
&quot;Thanks.&quot;

Taking Miranda s arm, John steered her

determinedly through the park gates and
at her down on a bench overlooking the
lake. Ducks swam there, pecking swiftly
at the food that the children threw. Dogs
harked, mothers pushed their prams, there
was the sound of laughter and the smell of
new cut grass. Suddenly, the afternoon
eeemed beautiful. All the ordinarv everv-

day sights and sounds seemed to have
taken on a new, trembling quality of
excitement.
He turned to Miranda and knew, with

out having to ask her, that she was aware
of it, too.

&quot;You must be wondering what s come
over

me,&quot; he said.

&quot;I am wondering a little. It isn t usual

&quot;111 tell you You see, you had quite a
bit to do with it.&quot;

&quot;Me?&quot; She was startled.

&quot;Yes, you,&quot; he grinned. And then he
was telling her about the other wedding,
his sudden fear when he had thought that
the bride was her, Miranda . . . how he
realised now, for the first time, that a

wedding was perhaps the most wonderful,
the most cherished day of a girl s life . . .

She turned to him swiftly. &quot;You really
feel like that about weddings?&quot;

&quot;Yes, I really do.&quot;

&quot;I m glad. I I didn t like it when you
talked of weddings as being something to
be got through but not enjoyed.&quot;

She stopped speaking and, glancing at

her, he saw that she was looking lost, sud

denly forlorn.

&quot;I didn t know though,&quot; she said slowly,
&quot;that you were planning to be married.&quot;

He laughed. He threw back his head
and laughed as he hadn t laughed for

months, even years.
&quot;But don t you see? It s you I want to

marry. You . . .&quot;

&quot;Me?&quot; Her voice was incredulous. Then
her mouth puckered into a smile, and she
was laughing, too, joyously.
He put his arms round her.

&quot;I ve been a fool,&quot; he said. &quot;Ail thu
time we ve wasted . . .&quot;

&quot;But we ll be happy,&quot; ghe told him

softly. &quot;We ve all the time in the world
in which to be happy.&quot;

Still holding her, he said dreamily:
&quot;We ll have a white wedding, you and 1.

We ll have bridesmaids though not too

many and a reception for all the j*;opt&quot;

we like best. And everyone will look at

us standing there, cutting the cake, and
they ll say Such a lovely wedding. And
they look so happy. Then you ll th/an^e
into the new suit that you spent so log
choosing, and we ll go out to the car that *

going to take us off on our honeymoon . . .

to Paris. And as we get into the car

they ll throw confetti over us, and you ll

laugh and wrinkle your nose the way you
do, and neither of us will notice that gome-
one has tied a large sign on the back

labelling us JUST MAEBIED. And even
when we do notice we won t care. I ll look
at you and I ll say: You re beautiful,
Miranda. I ve never loved anyone ai

much as I love you. .&quot;

Sitting there in the park on the hard
bench by the lake, it wasn t a dream they
were seeing, it was real. It waen t a
dream because they could make it happen.
They were going to make it happen.
John pulled Miranda closer. He looked

down into her face. &quot;You re beautiful.
Miranda. Beautiful. I ve never loved

anyone as much as I love yoa . . .*

For the sake of hygiene keep plenty of
tea -towels in use. Have one for the ailver
and china; another for the pots and pan*.
And wash them out every day.

Ah! that s the way

scones and pastry

should taste

ALWAYS USE

BAKING POWDER
Ask for all the Aunt Mary s.Pure Food Products
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What a wonderful

way to

SO EASY!
No fuss, no bother! Just rub

chest, throat and back with
Vicks VapoRub.

SO PLEASANT!
Nothing to swallow. It feels

good and smells good! Chil

dren love Vicks VapoRub!

NO WAITING!
Relief starts in a hurry! Right
then and there the child begins
to feel better! 9

DOUBLE
DIRECT!

1 . CLEARS stuffy nose, calms coughing,
with its soothing, medicinal vapours.

2. EASES tight, achy chest and &quot;draws

out&quot; congestion like a warming poultice.

This double action works for hours and
breaks up many colds overnight.

OVER 40 MILLION
A YEAR!

ONE YOUNG MOTHER told another and now, in 71

countries, over 40 million jars of Vicks VapoRub are
used every year to end colds

double quick this pleasant,
safe, modern way. Don t take
chances with untried remedies,
Vicks VapoRub is home-
proved and time-tested for

children and grown-ups, tc

VICKS_w VAPORUB.
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OLIVE SET FOR BABY
This lovely little set for &quot;going out&quot; wear comprises carrying coat, bonnet and

bootees, showing a combination of a dainty shell stitch and faggoting.

Materials: 4 balls fleecy wool; 1 yd.
bonnet ribbon, 1 inch wide; 2 yds. beading

Then work the faggoting at., thus:
Bow 1 k. 6,

*
k. 2 tog., w.f., k. 8, repeat

ribbon ior eoat; and 1 yd. bebe ribbon from * to last 8 sts., k. 2 tog., w.f., k. 6.

for booteea; two bone knitting needles,
No. 9.

Measurements: Length of coat from
shoulder 18 inches; width at underarms
22 inches; sleeve 6 inches; bonnet and
bootees to correspond.
Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together; s., slip; p.s.s.o.,

pass slipped stitch over; lift 1 (by knit

ting into loop of previous row before next

t.) ; w.f., wool forward; inc., increase (by
knitting twice into next St.).

The Coat.
Commence at lower edge and east on

Row 2 k. 6, p. to last 6 sts., k. 6.

Repeat these last 2 rows until work it

13 inches, then knit one row reducing
to 134 sts. as follows: k. 2,

*
k. 2 tog,,

repeat from * to last 2 sts., k. 2. Purl
one row and make the ribbon holes &
follows:
Eow 1 k. 1,

*
w.f., k. 2 tog., repeat

from * to last st. w.f., k. 1. (135 sts.)
Eow 2 k. 6, p. to last 6 sts., k. 6.

Bight Side of Yoke.
K. 37, turn and work patt. thus:
Bow 1 (wrong side of work) Knit.
Bow 2 k. 6, p. to end of row.

265 sts. and knit one row then the pattern
as follows:
Bow 1 (wrong side of work) Knit.
Row 2 k. 6, p. to last 6 sts., k. 8.

Row S Knit.
Row 4 k. 6,

*
k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, . 1,

k. 2 tog., p.s.s.0-, k. 1, lift 1, repeat from
*

to last 7 sts., k. 7.

Row 5 k. 6, p. to last 6 sts., k. 6.

Repeat rows 4 and 5 once.
Row 8 Report row 4.

Repeat rows 1, 2 and 3 once.
Row 12 k. 6, k. 2 tog., k. 1, lift 1,

k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.0., k, I,
repeat from to last 10 sts., lift 1, k. 1,
lift 1, k. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 6.

Row 13 Purl.

Repeat rows 12 and 13 once.
Row 1ft Repeat row 12.
These 1C rows make the shell pattern;

repeat them once then rows 1 to 11
decreasing 1 at. in the last row. (264 iti.)

Bow 3 Knit.
Bow 4 k. 6,

*
k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, s. 1,

k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 1, lift 1, repeat from
to last st., k. 1.

Row 5 p. to last 6 sts., k. 6.

Repeat rows 4 and 5 once, then row
4 onee.

Repeat rows 1, 2 and 3 once.
Bow 12 k. 6, k. 2 tog., k. 1,

*
lift 1,

k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o..
k. 1, repeat from *

to last 4 sts.. lift 1.

k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, k. 2 tog.
Bow 13 Purl.

Repeat rows 12 and 13 once, then row
.12 once.

Repeat these 16 rows until yoke is 4
inches.

Cast off 18 sta. loosely for neck and,
taking care to ke*-p continuity of pattern,
work on remaining sts. for 9 rows and
cast off loosely.

Back.
Return to underarm and knit 61 ti.,

turn and work as follows:
Bow 1 Knit. Bow 2 Purl.
Bow 3 Knit.
Bow 4 k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, s. 1, k. 2 to

p.s.s.o., k. 1, lift 1, repeat from *
to ltt

t., k. 1,
Bow 6 Purl.

Repeat rows 4 and 5 once, then row
4 once.

Repeat rows 1, 2 and 3 once.
Bow 12 k. 2 tog., k. 1, lift 1, k. J

lift 1, k. 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 1

repeat from * to last 4 sts., lift 1, k. 1

lift 1, k. 2 tog.
Bow 13 Purl.

Repeat rows 12 and 13 once. Thee
row 12 once.

Repeat these 16 rows until yoke ii no.-

depth as front and east off.

Left Front.
Return to remaining 37 sts. and knit t&amp;lt;

end of row, then patt. as follows:
Bow 1 Knit.
Bow 2 p. to last 6 sts., k. .

Bow 3 Knit.
Bow 4* k. 1, lift 1, k. ], 1

k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 1, lift 1, repeat
from * to last 7 sts., k. 7.

Bow 5 k. 6, p. to end of row

Repeat rows 5 and 6 once, tbei
row 4 once.

Repeat rows 1, 2 and 3 once.
Bow 12 k. 2 tog., k. 1, lift 1

k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog
p.s.s.o., k. 1, repeat from *

to la
10 sts., lift 1, k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, k
2 tog., k. 6.

Bow 13 k. 6, p. to end of row

Repeat rows 12 and 13 one*
then row 12 once.

Repeat these 16 rows until tsm.

depth as right side, work neck
and shoulder to match and et
off.

Sleeve.
Cast on 55 sts. and knit one row

Repeat the shell pattern row*
4 and 5 as given for back cf

yoke, twice, then row 4 once, the*
rows 1, 2 and 3 once.

Work now from row 12 to 16 a*d
repeat these 16 shell pattern rowi
until sleeve is 6 inches. Cart off

loosely.
Make other sleeve the same.

Bonnet.
Cast on 73 sts. and knit OB

row and repeat rows 4 and 5 ai

given for back of yoke, twio-&amp;gt;

then rows 2 and 3, dec. 1 st. in th-
last row, 72 sts. Now continue
follows:

Bow 1 Knit.
Bow 2 k. 5, p. to last 5 at*., k. 6
Row 3 Repeat row 2.

Bow 4 Knit.
Bow 5 k. 5,

*
k. 2 tog., w.f. k. 8, repea

from *
to last 7 sts., k. 2 tog., w.f.. k. 5

Bow 6 k. 5, p. to
last 5 sts., k. 5.

Repeat rows 5 and
6 until bonnet is 5

inchee, then shape
crown at follows:
Bow 1 *

p. 7, p.
2 tog., repeat from
*

to end of row.
Bows 2 and 4

Knit..

Row 3 p. 2 to?., p. 29, p. 2 tog., p.
2 to.p. 2 tog

[Tarn ro page
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Here s soys Aunt Jenny

These 22 year old blankets are still soft and fluffy

. . . THANKS TO VELVET
Are you envious of the owner of these precious blankets? Mr. P.

Leigh, 53 Todman Avenue, Kensington, N.SAV. advises you to gir

your own blankets careful laundering

with gentle Velvet suds, and you, too,

will keep blankets allyour woollens

for many, many year.

&quot;THESE BLANKETS ARE MY GREATEST PRIDE&quot; says
Mrs. Leigh. &quot;They re still soft, fluffy, and warm
after 22 years of use. I m always careful about

washing them, but never worry about results be

cause I use only Velvet Soap in my laundry.&quot;

&quot;SEE THE FINE STITCHING IN THE BORDER? That and the eye
let working put their own date on my doth,&quot; laughs Mrs.

Leigh. &quot;1918 this was all the rage. Now, over 30 years
later, I ve still got my glory-box linens

everything s in tip-top condition. Once
again I say thanks to Velvet s gentleness!&quot;

&quot;VELVET IS A MUST IN MY
HOME because it s so gentle to

my hands. And when your
hobbies are music and dress

making it s important your
hands should be smooth.&quot;

Pure, mild Velvet is so kind to your
hands so gentle to your clothes.,

Here s why clothes

last longer

F*B &quot; WASHED
:^.^. &amp;gt;-^^-:

. -: WITH ORDINARY
SOAPS seen under

magnifying glass
look frayed and worn
out because hard-

rubbing is necessary
with skimpy, inferior

lather. And look how
those weary - willy
suds leave dirt In-

rained In the weave.

vry week to

FRED & MAGGIE EVERYBODY
&quot;

FABRICS WASHED
WITH VELVET SOAF

seen under mag
nifying glass stay

ronj as new vrsis*

after wash because no
hirci rubbing is need
ed yet not a trac

of dirt is left behind
Velvet s extra SOSDT
suds are kind to i.-

most dc.iicate skir

and gcnr.lt to your
clothes, tool
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Spring Previews.

Jewelled buttons, more bare-

tops than ever, often worked with

stoles that do and don t button off,

give the new season s collection

a dressy young character. The
slim line done with a back trum

pet here when it s soft, and with

that low centre back pleat when
it is tailored, will be in demand.

Frock, 7843 2s. 3d.

4J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: -J yd. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Dress Sense.

Washability is the main factor

both in fabrics and styling. Wash
able butcher rayon and washable

rayon tartan suitings will be

strongly promoted in boys wear.

Trimmings on girls wear such
as velvet bows, felt animals and
miniature clusters of
flowers are pinned on
with small safety pins to.

eliminate basting and !

tacking.

CK

1Ch

Frock, 7813 2s. 3d.

3| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: f yd. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

IIi& ~

Frock, 7823 2s. 3d.

3J yds. 36 ins. wide.
Net: f yd. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

T~3 Duster Coat,
^7833 2s. 3d.

\l yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

White touches in new ways are on the way
for spring in sheer puffed sleeves on woven
cotton dresses ; in pique petal collars and
cuffs on dark cottons ; in apron and puffed
sleeve in peasant effect.

* * *

Boleros are on the list for spring. A
bolero costume will be the purchase made by
the young set because it can be worn under
a winter coat if necessary, or even under
a spring coat.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; -10! -40J Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. . Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Scarfs.

Scarfs on suits and coats alike have been a point of interest

(

in the Paris promotions. Buyers say customers like the type

of scarf that can be worn several ways but feel that in most

cases the scarf suit remains too high fashion for immediate

volume acceptance.

Matron s Frock,

7838 2s. 3d.

3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide

Long Sleeve, yd. extra.

34 to 48 ins. bust.

Frock, 7815 2s. 3d.

3| yds. 36 ins. wide

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7830 2s. 3d
3 1 yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Linens.
In addition to the regular casuals and classics which were

featured last year in linen, there will also be very dressy linens

lor cocktail and evening wear. For example, a strapless sheath

has nil-over embroidery that gives a brocade effect. This dress

is especially effective in silver grey. A big dress manufacturer is

featuring rhinestone accents on linens, the rhinsstones appearing
on the pockets and on collar tabs.

Gilt beads and multi-coloured simulated jewels are also used

to dress up linens.

Frock, 7831 2s. 3d.

3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32, 34, 36 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated, Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. ^Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Fashion Jottings.

Highlights include . . . one or two piece silk shantungs with

dressy touches of glitter buttons or neat accents of matching
buttons , all these in coral reds, golds, mauves, greens and aquas
. . . the sundresses with halter tops, covered with skimp)
boleros that follow the halter line . . linen-like rayon witt

allover soutache and rhinestone embroidery on the bodice . .

sheer long coats in net or cotton lace over strapless sheaths . .

all the black and white . . . cotton satin embellished with glittei

stones or over printing of gold . . . exciting white lace prim
(looks just like lace over taffeta.) . . . trumpet skirts for diminutive

figures, the most elegant and subtle being a white lace over beigt
taffeta dress with long sleeve fitted jacket ... all the long

Paris-looking ball gowns.

House Frock,

7816 2s. 3d.

yds. 36 ins. wide

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Apron, 7828 2s. Od.

2\ yds. 36 ins. \vide.

32, 36, 40 ins. bust.

Big Collars.

The bertha collar has had big success on girls dresses

now the Quaker collar and the choir boy style are coming
into prominence ; double organdie big round collars give

a sheer crisp touch to plaid ginghams. This big collar

trend is also on the way in for coats and suits newest

looking boxy jacket suit being made with a big choir boy
collar edged in braid. Loose or fitted coats for all sizes are

also thinking in terms of big collars as spring gets ready for

its fashion turn.

House Frock,
7829 2s. 3d.

31 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

\pron, 7834 2s. Od.
2 yds. 36 ins. wide,

yd. allowed for frilling

32, 36, 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all design* illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; W7-4&amp;lt;)&amp;lt;) Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern. 3rf. txtra.}
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&quot;Youthtyne&quot; Sfep-in 72J9
Sizes 26-12. Price, %4l-
Feaiuret &quot;Contro-Net&quot; tide

panels and slide fastener.
&quot;Arietta&quot; BanJalette 950,
for the medium butt. Sizet

J2-3. Price 2-t/-.

(Prices Subject to Alteration)

the most important factor in

HEALTH, COMFORT AND FIGURE BEAUTY

&
Perfect Fit . . . and Perfect Fit means a Personal

Fitting: the most vital factor in choosing your
foundation garments! To give you the support your

figure needs, to bring you control with comfort,

four foundation must fit your every contour sleekly

and exactly. That s why there s a Berlei-trained

Corsetiere in every better store ... to help you choose

the Berlei True-to-Type Foundation that s right for

fou, that will do most for you.

THE FOUNDATION OF YOUR BEAUTY
B87.ll

After 25
BEWARE
of Dry Skin

From 25 on, the natural oil

that keeps skin soft and

pliant, starts decreasing. Be
fore 40, skin may lose as

much as 20% of its own

softening oil. Offset this

drying out with Pond s Dry
Skin Cream so rich in

lanolin, most like the oil of

your skin itself.

Around your Eyes, on
Eyelids little dry &quot;cr&amp;lt;w

feet&quot; come, and skin takes on *

darker &quot;crinkled&quot; look.

To &quot;Uncrinkle&quot; Dry
Lines Never forget nightly

softening with Pond s Drv Skin

Cream. Finger-tap it lightly by
eyes. Leave on iids all ingnt.

Under your Lower Lip
those little &quot;dry skin&quot; pucker*

tighten, make your mouth look
u

set&quot; and older.

To Relax Always at bed
time help supple this skin with

Pond s Dry Skin Cream, smooth

ing each time from centre -of lip

out and up to each corner.

3 features: These 3

features make Pond s Dry
Skin Cream so effective: 1.

It is rich in lanolin very
like the skin s own oil. 2. It

is homogenized to soak in

better. 3. It has a softening
emuhifier. Get a jar or tube

today !

Start this truly
remarkable correction

of Dry Skin today!
PDl!
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Lustrous Cotton.
A pique-like cotton is registering very well in

blouses and separates. Pleated and gored skirts

with tops to match are in demand. Alajority of

blouses are sleeveless, with wide collars that can

be flipped up or down.
The petaJ-collared

suit blouse is done
in this fabric as is

a little tie-collar ver

sion. To go with

these, the unpressed

pleat skirt is best.

Sheer Variety.
A good choice of pretty summer sheers are

now being featured in shop windows. Dotted
swiss, dimities, voiles and organdies, along with
embossed cottons, are served up for the special
young customers in graduation whites, cool
pastel blues and a group of dark summer greens
refreshingly touched off with white.

Sheer plus pique is attractive in a circle skirt
of floral printed dark green organdie with
its own attached white pique sleeveless
dress. A voile dress in a stitched square
pattern shows flashes of a yellow taffeta

slip. Separate white sleeves distinguish a

green and white dotted swiss style.

-

Frock, 9231 2s. Od.

10 and 12 years.

2| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: \ yd. 36 ins. wide.

Sun Frock,
9147 2s. Od.

12 and 14 years.

J yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9237 2s. 3d.

16 to 18 years.
32 ins. bust.

4J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide.

i^AFrock, 9223 2s. Od.
* 12 and 14 years.
3 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: i yd. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated . Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 107-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]

I
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AMOTHIRS^Op;

^X^,

You may succeed in

keeping your body dry
but underfoot damp
ness and a drop in

temperature are real

dangers. Don t suffer

doubts about what
will happen get 4d*1 64/9
ASPRO 1

when H rains be ready for the
first unpleasant sign that you may be catch

ing a cold. The importance of GETTING
IN EARLY with ASPRO 1

cannot be stressed
too strongly.

GARGLE WITH ASPRO TOO!
ASPRO 1

tablets mixed in water make a

splendid gargle for soothing sore throat.

Another method is to crush the tablets and
take them in a spoonful of honey.

ASPRO

IIOKEN FINGERNAILS.
Cover a broken fingernail with

&quot;Durex&quot; Tape. Trim to shape,
then cover with nail polish and

you can t tell it t broken. You
on also use &quot;Durex&quot; Tape for

removing old nail polish.

Now, more fcoe for your money
With the handy &quot;Durex&quot; Plaid

Dispenser you now get 200 inches
f i inch tape for only 1/6,

100 int. j in. TAPE, l/-
300 ins. } in. TAPE, 2/6

PLASTIC HAND DISPENSER
only 3A. Tape 4/

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

BRAND

TAPE
In Australia by Australian Durex
tt Pty. Ltd., Lidcombe, N.S.W.

MM/111 COPYRIGHT RESERVED
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Frock, 9238 2s. Od.

2 and 4 years.
I yds. 36 ins. wide.

( Y&&
Contrast: \ yd. 36 ins. wide.^

4-

Frock, 9182 2s. Od.

6 and 8 years.

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Skirt cut on bias.

y~

Q.-Q

-9

Q &amp;lt;3

^&amp;gt;

Stoles for Dresses.
Scarf and stole dresses are making

news. In the former group scarfs

crisscross on the bodice and wrap
around to tie at front, or the scarf

attached at one shoulder is wrapped
around to tie high or low. The stole

dresses come out in the sunback series,

where strapless dresses in cotton are

presented with matching stoles.

Return of the real shirt-dress is

heralded, in striped shirting silks with

shirt-tops and shirt-sleeves, and with

easy bodice fulness through gathers
from flat shoulder yokes.

+

****

&&amp;lt; e.i
Frock, 9243 2s. Od.

6 and 8 years.
2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

-#l

m

ii^
\ v

r
%

-i*r^

i%

L

-II

Necklines and Collars. \
Lower necklines predominate in suits and the**&quot;

newest of all is the &quot;stand-away&quot; cut, which
stands away at the shoulders and is wide, rather than deep in its open
line. Finished with a little fence or cuff, this neckline can be filled in

with jewellery, scarves, miniature furs or little fronts, according to a

fashion review received by the Australian Wool Board.
Both novel and practical, two-way collars have wide appeal and

include ascots which untie to form bib fronts or lapels, deep lapels
which fold up into a high neck and assymetric collars with one

pointed rever.

Another type of collar. with two points emerging from a collar-

less neckline and worn high under the chin or folded flat into small
revers is popular too, while the keyhole cut, which is a shaped
opening below an unbuttoned neckline, appears in many collections.

College Frock,
9158 2s. 3d.

6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years,
Blouse:

1 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Tunic:

21 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9246 2s. Od.

1 to 2 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Junior Forecast.

Pockets are important, and are often featured as trim

ming on daytime dresses. One designer develops the

flaps with insets of self fabric forming wicker work

pattern. On an allover box-pleated subteen dressy model

this designer places three pockets down one side of the

bodice, repeating them on the opposite side of the skirt.

In general, necklines are neat, placed at the base, of

the throat, and often finished by a turndown collar or

narrow band tying at front. A few little girls dresses

have bigger decolletes, sometimes forming shoulder straps

which can be worn over a blouse.

A navy poplin dress, said to be a best

seller, has a wide oval neckline going
over a waistcoat in striped pink and

white rayon or white cotton pique.

Short sleeves predominate
with slightly puffed styles re

gistering for little girls. In the

older age groups there are also

many sleeveless dresses with

shoulders cut to cover arm tops.

Slip and Pantees,

10,596 2s. Od.

8, 10, 12, 14 years.
i yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace edging: 6 yds.

Beading: 31 yds.

Pyjamas, 10,577 2s. Od.

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years.

3| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Long Sleeve, J yd. extra.

Gown, 9241 2s. Od.

6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years.

^ yds. 36 ins. wide.

Long Sleeve, ] yd. extra.

Nightdress, 10,589 2s. Od

2, 4, 6, 8 years.

2J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace edging: 2J yds.

Slip, 10,545 2s. Od.

2 and 4 years.

1-| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Capes.
Capes should be

important for spring

judging from the

good job they have
done in Paris coats.

Wherever the fitted

dropped shoulder

cape coat was fea

tured it was a hit.
&quot;

If capes can be kept

pretty and neat,&quot; a buyer
said,

&quot;

they ll be a dis

tinctive addition to spring
, styles, especially for eve

ning wear.&quot;

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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agreat
name in

baby food
The name of Robinson s is so

well-known that when it is

necessary to choose a food for

baby, the first thought of both

mothers and nurses is

ROBINSON S! For generations.

the world over, ROBINSON S

has enjoyed a reputation for

the best in baby foods!

ROBINSONS
*PATENT BARLEY

AND

PATENT GROATS

RAPID RELIEF
FROM THE Pill OF

RHEUMATISM
^A Dolcin, an American

discovery approved by
doctors, has brought relief

to countless sufferers from
rheumatic disorders in

America, Canada, England
and now in Australia. Dolcin
TaJjlets give prompt relief

from the painful symptoms
of Rheumatism, Sciatica,

Neuritis, Fibrositis, Lumbago
and Gout. Many thousands
ef sufferers relieved from
the

miser&amp;gt; of Rheumatism,
including people

i

who had given up
hope of ever get

ting relief, are
now active again

able to work
thanks to the relief

from pain Dolcin
has brought them.
100 TABLETS for 12/6

FREE!

DOLCIN
4/41 APPROVED BY DOCTORS

Dedicated to Australian girls, this booklet by Kotex tells in simple,

friendly language the complete story of the adventure of growing up.

From it you will learn how to manage your social life . . . hw to ted

secure and comfortable every day of the month . . . what to do about

dancing, swimming, bathing, sports.
In it you will find all the little

things that make such a big difference in your everyday life and it is

truly a book that every girl needs. Just clip the attached coupon, fill

in name and address, and send with a 3$d. stamp. Your copy wiH be

sent in a plain sealed envelope by return mail.

Australian Cellucotton Products Pty. Ltd.

Dept ER, Box 3931, G.P.O., Sydney, N.S.W.

Please send me a FREE copj of booklet &quot;As Out Girl to

Another&quot;. I enclose 3^ sUanp to covtr postage.

NAME..

ADDRESS-
,7/200,
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&quot;The Greet Cfruto&quot;, Si. Janet.

The Play and Film
OQo &amp;lt;&amp;gt;D^ OdO

&quot;Never a Dull Moment&quot; (Regent)
tells of a hectic courtship between ft

Society songstress, Irene Dunne, and
the rough, rugged, but widowed rodeo

star, Fred MacMurray, who meets her,
marries her and carries her off to hia

broken-down ranch and his two unre-

pressed daughters. The efforts of the
Park Avenue Orchid to cope with the

tumbledown shack, the misehievoua

kids, the trials of ranch life and the

boisterous good natured neighbour!
all add up to make one of the beat
romantic comedies for some time.

Irene Dunne and Fred MacMurray
head the eaat and are helped by
William Demarest, Andy Devine, Gigi
Perreau, Natalie Wood, Philip Ober
and Jack Kirkwood.

&quot;The Mudlark&quot; (Embassy) starring
Irene Dunne as Queen Victoria, waa
selected for exceptional tribute in

being chosen this year s Command
Performance picture shown in London
before the King and Queen. Filmed
in authentic British settings, it tella

the legendary and romantic tale of a

kid who wanted to sit on a queen s

throne. The story finds Andrew Bay,
playing the titular mudlark, a poor

young lad of the slum-side London
Thames River region, in the Victorian

era, gaining entrance to the royal castle

and upsetting more than palace regality
before he s through. The boy becomes
a political cause eelebre when Disraeli,
the queen s Prime Minister, suspects
him as part of a plot, but the play takea
a twist when the Queen intervenes.

In the cast: Irene Dunne, Alex Guiness,
Andrew Bay, Constance Smith and
Beatrice Campbell.

* *

Strange as it may seem there is a

great deal of comedy in &quot;Ice Follie&quot; at

the Tivoli Theatre. One of the principal
items in this regard is &quot;Three O Clock
in the Morning&quot; which, as the name
suggests, is of a reveller, complete with

bottle, returning home at that hour. He puts
big bottle down, and his efforts at retrieving
same is comedy and skating of a high order

&quot;Ice Follie&quot;, Tivoli.

by Swiss champion Chribi. He approaches
it from the side, he approaches it from the

back, he approaches it gingerly, boldly, at
low speed and high speed, and his antics
are a certain howl from the onlookers.
&quot;The Three Sailors&quot;, Chribi, Cartaux and
De Jong, is another act that is really
funny, and &quot;The Charladies&quot; with Chribi,
Wim De Jong, Jacques Cartaux and Joe
Whitehouse is a scream from start to fin

ish. Cissy Trenholm and Marion Davies
are both decorative and accomplished
skaters, and Marika Saary and Gerd
Bjornstad also add to the enjoyment
of the production as solo dancers and
skaters, and when Marika Saary com
bines with Armand Perrin, the producer
of the &quot;Ice Follie&quot; show, we see some
thing of ballet dancing, acrobatics and
skating at its best. The clever clown
ing of Devine and King is a welcome
interlude to the show, and the amazing
balancing of the Trio Fayes has to be
seen to be believed.

&quot;Young Man of Music&quot;, Mayfair.

&quot;The Lemon Drop Kid&quot; portrays Bob Hop*
in the name title, who is a slick Broadway
operator, living on his wits as a racecourse

tout. He is working ft Florid*

track when he makes the mistake of

touting Moose Moran off a winner

Moran, a tough big-shot hoodlum, i

out ten thousand dollars and he figure*
the &quot;Lemon Drop Kid&quot; owes it to him
Scared out of his wits, because he know*
how Moose &quot;collect*&quot; from a welchei

sets our Bob on a hilarious sequence of

adventures trying to scrape together
the necessary money to pay. &quot;Tb*

Lemon Drop Kid&quot; cannot be trusted,
so his job is hard, even his girl will not

advance any money unless it is for *

marriage licence. We can always trial

Bob to land into trouble and get out of

it the funny way; in fact he can dc

this more often than any other man OB

the screen. The film is full of fun
and games and ia a bright work of

high comedy value. Supporting Bol

Hope are Fred Clark, Jane Darwell

Marilyn Maxwell, Lloyd Nolan and
Francis Pierlot. (Prince Edward.)

&quot;The Great Caruso&quot; (St. James and

Liberty) in Technicolor, is based OB

the life of the tenor whose years at th*

Metropolitan Opera House in New York
have perhaps never been matched in

virtuosity. The singing talent offered i

fabulous in quality and quantity. Head
ing the cast as Enrico Caruso is Mari&amp;lt;

Lanza, a young tenor trained by Serge
Koussevitsky, the eminent symphony con
ductor. Lanza has sung at Koussevitsky

!

&amp;gt;

Berkshire Festival at Tanglewood, Massa-

&quot;Never A Dull Moment&quot;, Regent. &quot;Halls of Montezuma&quot;, Plmz*.
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the trumpet by an ace player, Juano
Fernandez, Many years later the young
man, Kirk Douglas, meets pianist Hoagy
Carmiehael and singer Doris Day and
joins their orchestra. All goes well
until one day he trumpets the music as
he &quot;feels&quot; it and promptly gets the &quot;sack&quot;

and Carmichael walks out with him. The
two play all over the country improving
and perfecting their playing. Eventually
Douglas meets up with Doris Day again,
who is now a top flight singer, and she

gets him into a
&quot;big-time&quot; orchestra.

About this time he also meets and marries

magnetic Lauren Bacall, and then the
trouble starts. Excellent music is played
throughout by top musicians and some
&quot;hot trumpeting goes on. Doris Day
sings &quot;The Very Thought of You&quot;, &quot;With

a Song in My Heart&quot;, &quot;Too Marvelous
for Words&quot; and &quot;I May Be Wrong&quot;.

Cast is headed by Kirk Douglas, Lauren
Bacall and Doris Day, supported by
Hoagy Carmichael and Juano Fernandei.

I d Climb the Highest Mountain&quot;, Century.

;
at the Hollywood Bowl. Ann Blyth

plays Dorothy Caruso. Supporting the stars is

a. list of names representing the cream of current

vocal endowment, such as Dorothy Kirsten,

Metropolitan concert and screen star; Blancho

Thebooi, a Metropolitan singer for seven years;
Jarmila Novotna, Metropolitan star, who this

season captivated audiences in &quot;Der Fledermaus&quot;

as Prince Orlofsky; Nicola Moscona and Giuseppe
Valdcngo, leading baritones at the Metropolitan,
and Lncine Amara, who won the Atwater Kent
Foundation audition in 1948 and is now at the

Metropolitan. Teresa Celli, who sang in opera
in Italy, and Marina Koshetz, concert singer
and daughter of Nina Ijshetz of the Metro
politan, also appear in roles. Numbers sung in

Hoio, duet and in chorus in the picture include
arias from such operas as &quot;Pagliacci&quot;, Rigoletto&quot;.

II Trovatore&quot;, &quot;La Boheme&quot;, &quot;La Tosca&quot; and
&quot;Lucia&quot;. They are interwoven in the fascinating
story of Caruso, from the time he is shown as
A poor boy in Naples to those triumphant years
at the Metropolitan when his golden voice became
famous around the world for its incomparable
beauty.

&quot;Young Man of Music&quot; (Mayfair) tell* th

story of an orphan boy who is taught to play

&quot;Halls of Montezuma&quot; is a war storj
in honour of the United States Marines
For those who like this type of film it

is outstanding in its battle action and
the acting makes it a magnificent work.
The film concentrates on a platoon of

marines to reveal, with fine feeling, how
war affects the individual, hi* emotion*
and aspirations. The central role of

platoon leader falls to Richard Wid
mark. In the cast are Walter Palance

Reginald Gardiner, Robert Wagner
Karl Maiden. The story tells of
marine platoon who have the task of

taking an island held by the Japanese
They are held up by a battery of rocket

bombs, weapons the Nips were thought
not to have. This is serious as there i

a general attack slated for the nen
day. When one obstacle is overcome
there always seems to be many mor
and as time ticks away the tension
mounts and action becomes mori
intense as the zero hour of the big
attack draws near. This is a realisti*

film battle classic. (Plaza.)

Sailing and drifting over tbr
Pacific Ocean in a balsa raft hai
unforeseen problems, as the crew
of the &quot;Kon-Tiki&quot; raft discovered
and the audience will see when
the amazing motion picture, &quot;Kon

Tiki&quot;, comes to the Savoy. The
expedition s 101 thrill-packed day*
makes a real-life adventure story,
as audience and crew make the
4300 nautical mile journey from
Peru to the South Pacific, The
journey was undertaken to prove
that some ancient pre-Inca mariner*
could and did make such a journey
1500 years ago! &quot;Kon-Tiki&quot; is a
film which brings to the stay-at-
home explorer the chills and thrill*

of a death-defying voyage.

[Torn to page 41.&quot;]

&quot;The Lemon Drop Kif, Prince Edward.

Co-starring in &quot;I d Climb the Highest
Mountain&quot; (Century) are Susan Hayward and
William Lundigan, who, by sensible inter

pretation of their respective characters, add
considerably to their star value. No
less skilful are the supporting players,
including Alexander Knox as a hard
bitten atheist who refuses all help from
the preacher; Rory Calhoun, whose work
marks him for something bigger soon,
and Barbara Bates, an attractive and
persuasive young actress of genuine
ability. Others are Gene Lockhart,
Lynn Bari, Ruth Donnelly and Kathleen
Lockhart. The story is set amongst
some of the most beautiful outdoor
scenery of North Georgia, This, in

colour, is worth seeing as the photo
graphy is outstanding. The story un-
folda quietly and naturally with the
countryside as a huge backdrop, and as
the minister goes about his everyday
calling of looking after his scattered

flock, nature gives emphasis to the

strong actions of the plot with a back
ground of grandeur and dignity. It is

a satisfactory film as it gives courage,
faith and conviction that there is some
thing in religion after all.

&quot;Mudkrk&quot;. Embassy. Cissie Trenholm, Tivoli.
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Choose a powder base that is greuseless,

colorless, sheer. Pond s Vanishing Cream

is a perfect foundation. Misty white in

the jar, completely greasclesa, it suits

all skin tones. Lightly smooth on a thin

film before powder. The cream

disappears leaves your skin with a

velvety quality that keeps make-up

exquisite. You scarcely feel that you re

wearing make-up, it looks *o naturally

lovely, feels so fresh yet clings.

The Marchioness
of Queensberry,
charming Scottish

peeress, says :

&quot;The 1-Minute
Mask with Pond t

Vanishing Cream
is the most exciting

beauty treatment.
I can see its effect

on my complexion
instantly.&quot;

PV1J

Get a jar or

tube today!

V\\j

When you want to &quot;pretty-up&quot; fast, treat your

face to a 1-Minute Mask with Pond s Vanishing

Cream. Cover your face (except eyes) with

luxurious swirls of this delicate, fluffy cream.

In just one minute, tissue Mask off. Right

away your skin looks wonderfully freshened.

The cream s &quot;Keratolytic&quot; action lifts and

loosens tiny particles of dirt and dried skin.

Dissolves them off. Leaves your skin, brighter,

clearer! Make-up goes on flawlessly over your

newly smoothed and re-styled complexion 1

I S
MUSTARD
makesaoodfood

taste belter

When Joan was a haby, and
before she came along, I

found Ford Pills .lust right

for expectant and nursing
mothers. They don t cause

griping, flavour mother s

milk or upset baby.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

tasteless, painless laxative

for all of your family. In

plastic tubes.

2/6 EVERYWHERE

FORD PIUS
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
^TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]*

thicknesses

J inch from

FROCK, 7852.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Back. Use pattern supplied for

front, and fold under 1$ inches along the

entire side. Pin pattern thus folded to

paper, and cut out around entire outer

edge.
Sleeve. Pin the half sleeve to a fold of

paper, mark in the notch at front and
cut out through both
around outer edge.

Bodice Back. Cut away
underarm seam as shown in cutting
guide so that front and back will be
the same size at the underarm.

Facings. Pin bodice front edges to

gether, then using pattern pieces as a

guide cut fitted facings li inches
wide for both front and back neck /
lines.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size:

As this pattern has been cut for

the average 36 inch figure, it will

be necessary to see whether altera-

J
1

&amp;gt;j

HALF 5BfA\

\ FRONT /sj

N

i

HALF
BACK
SKIRT.-

where extra width is required, and to

decrease pattern, trim away pattern edges
where additional width is not needed. Re
move pattern, take apart, press flat, even

up all seam edges.
Step 3. Cutting Out Material: Pin pattern

to material as shown in cutting guide. Cut
out with allowances of 2
inches for skirt hem, 1$ inches
for sleeve hems, 1 inch at
underarm seams and i inch on
all other edges. Before remov
ing pattern from material
mark clearly with tailor s

chalk or tacking exact seam-

N., lines, notches and punch-

y holes. Use sleeve pads with
A each fitting.

Step 3a. Sleeve Pads:
Cut a pattern for

shoulder pads from a

piece of paper 9^
inches long and 5

inches wide. Fold in

halves crosswise and
cut in a curved line

from cut ends to

fold. Open out

pattern and cut four

pieces of self-

material from it.

Provide a piece of

cottonwool same
shape as each shoulder

pad, omitting seam
allowance. Pin to inside
of pad and draw padding
away from outside

edges, tapering it to

nothing at points and
keeping it thickest in

the centre of the longest
side. Tack together and keep
all long stitches on cottonwool
side. Pin padding facing to

pad, right sides together, and
machine along two sides. Turn
right side out, turn under raw
edge and oversew together.

Step 4. Bodice: Lengthen
machine stitch a trifle and

along seam edges on bodice
front marked &quot;Gather&quot;,

machine exactly on seamline,
then on the allowance $ inch

from first stitching. Between

punchhole and neckline do
three rows, a bare J inch apart.
Draw up all threads on the

inside, to a space of 1 inch at

neck edge, then to fit seam

edges at front. Tie threads

securely and arrange fulness

in even gathers. Pin gathered
7852

FOLD OF MATERIAL

tions are needed for the individual figure.
Pin pieces together, remembering that

;seam and hem allowances are not included.

Place pattern over figure and observe fit

ting. If bodice front and back are too

long, shorten by folding between armhole
and waistline, and if too short, cut in

same place and insert sufficient paper to

provide additional length required. Shorten
or lengthen skirt, if necessary, just below
hip line. To increase pattern, pin addi
tional strips of paper along seam edges

edges to corresponding seam edges in plain
seams. Machine from neck edge at centre

front and taper stitching to nothing at

end of each seam. Tie threads and press
with seam allowance extending down
wards. Join front to back at shoulders

in plain scams, join facing together in

srnne way and press both seams open.
Pin facing to bodice with right sides

together, machine on marked seamline, cut

away excess seam allowance, clip almost
to stitching at each corner, turn facing to

inside, press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only, tie-stitch to bodice at

shoulders, under shirring and on front
seams. Pin darts in back on the inside,

machine from raw edge and taper the

stitching gradually to nothing. Tie threads
and press towards centre back.

Step 6. Skirt: Join fronts together at

centre front, then backs together at centre
back. Press both seams open and neaten
raw edges. Do two rows of gathering
across upper edge of front and back and
commence at notch nearest the aide seam
and continue to same notch on the other
side. Draw up both threads to a apace of

7 inches. Tie threads securely and arrange
fulness in even gathers.

Step 7. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Turn
under allowance on skirt front and back
and pin to bodice front and back. Pin front

and back together at sides and leave an

opening 4 inches above and below waist
line on left side. Try on and observe the

fitting. Let out or take in seam allowance
if desirable. Remove frock, machine all

seams and neaten raw edges.

Step 8. Side Opening: Attach a zipper
to side opening or cut two facing atripn
of self-material, If inches wide aad 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back

edges of opening with rnw edgea together
and right sides of material facing. Machine
i inch from edges, press seams open and
fold strips under so that selvedges are

exactly under seam lines. Tack in place,
machine i inch from edge, press front or

upper-side under on seam line, allowing
back to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at top and bottom. Sew
a hook and bar at waistline and snap
fasteners above and below, if zipper is

not used.

Step 9. Sleeves: Join sleeves at under
arms in plain seams, press open, turn the
hem to the inside, turn under raw edge
and slip-stitch in place. Press, pin sleeves

to armholes with notches matching, and
ease evenly across tops.

Step 10. Sash: Cut sash on the bias.

using contrasting material and make this

6 inches wide and long enough to tie in

an attractive bow at side front. Finish

edges with narrow rolled hems secured

by hand or narrow hems stitched by
machine, make loops at side seams to hold
sash in place.

Step 11. Finishing: Pin pads to frock
with longest side extending about J incli

beyond armhole seam into sleeve and point
in line with shoulder seam. Try on and
note whether shoulder width is becoming
and sleeves correctly set in. Alter if

necessary, remove frock, unpin pads,
machine sleeves, press seam allowance

open across upper half, replace pads and
tie-stitch to seam allowance around arm
holes. Cover shirring on bodice front with
self-material rouleau as shown in illustra

tion. Allow frock to hang overnight, to

give material an opportunity of stretch

ing. Try on and mark a becoming length
with chalk or pins, measuring up an eveu
distance from floor. Turn the hem, secure

by hand and complete with final pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

3| yards 36 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take i inch off side

seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow } inch on side seams of front and

back.]
* *

TENNIS FROCK, 7853.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt. Place skirt pattern provided to

a double thickness of paper and mark off

from notch at centre front through punch-
holes to notch at the side. Cut along this

[Turn to page 31.]



Here s the one quick cleanser that

NEVER SCRATCHES

It gets the dirt, cuts grease

fast, but never scratches.

Bon Ami is the one fosf

cleanser that s safe for every

thing from sinks and baths

to pots and pans. Millions

of women won t use anything

else. Switch to Bon Ami

Cleanser today!

TWO HANDX FORMS,
POWDER AND CAKE

The safe, speedy cleanser

BON AMI
Sure of her health . . .

sure of herself?

Of course she is!

She s full of confidence be

cause she can rely on bound
less energy that springs from
radiant health that enables her

always to look her best. No
constipation, sick headaches
for her. She prevents these

everyday ills by taking
Beecham s Pills whenever she
needs a reliable and effective laxative

Wise woman she takes

WORTH A GUINEA A BOX

No prepara
tion needed. Take

a quarter teaspoonful
with food or a drink

regularly to restore health.

Th Pleasant, Natural WayH
Health. Monastery Herbs are mix

ture of curative herbs, barb, seeds no

flowers, finely ground, and blended in

the true tradition of the monks of old.

Take a quarter of a teaspoonful two or
three times a day with your food, or

dry on the tongue, washed down with

drink. Taken regularly, t**y will roui*

the liver, cleanse the stomach and

purify the blood.

A+* FATHER v PIERRES** *

Kforiaskrjj Herbs
No/lire s own treatment for CONSTIPA
TION. INDIGESTION, ACIDITY. RHEU
MATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT, LIYER
and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS. SKIN DIS
EASES. Monastery Herbs are Nature s

own remedy. If you suffer from any
of the above complaints, Monastery
Herbs, taken regularly, will quickly
banish pains and other distressing

symptoms.
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBALISTS
LTD., 52 Peru St., Salford. 3 Lanes., Enqiand.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW
,

Send 1/6 Postal Note for I oz. package
of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will

bring you by post an ample supply for a

thorough-going test of the virtues of this

natural aid to good health. Send to-day.
8 oz. size also available at IO/ , post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION
AGENCIES PTY. LTD.. Box 2949 S.P O..
Sydney. N.S.W.

Address

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
EASILY REMOVED

AT HOME
Hundreds of women
are overjoyed at th

easy way the famous
Swedish Wax Pencils

remove unsightly hairs,
without discomfort,
leaving the skin clean,

velvety, baby-smooth,
and lovely. Success

fully removes stubborn
hairs in a few seconds. The hair

comes right OUT not merely off

from face, arms, legs and back of
nock. Superior to ail known methods.
No ttubby regrowth, no &quot;shaved off&quot;

look. Pure, safe, natural ingredients
no smelly chemicals. Positively non-

irritating. Sold - - Vioney-back guar
antee for only IS/ post free. Sent
under plain wrapper. Send Postal Not*
today to -
SOUTHERN GILBERT COY. PTY. LTD.

(lit. 1937) DIPT. B.

DE MESTRE PLACE, SYDNEY. N.S.W.

A good substitute for a bed table in an
emergency is an ironing board. When not
in use it can be folded away.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[from page 23.]

mark through both thicknesses, up front

across waistline and down side. Use one

pattern for front, but for back remove 1|

inches along the side, and place notches

In line with punchholeg at lower edge.
Bodice Front. Use

pattern given for

Frock 7854, and draw

straight lines from
neck end of shoulder

earn through all the

punchholes right
down to waistline

at centre front. Cut &amp;gt;

along these lines. /;
Cut a facing for

Jjj*
front neck
edge 1} iehes
wide, as shown
in cutting
guide, also one
for back the
tame width.

Step 2. Test

ing for Correct
Size : See Step
2, Pattern 7852.

Step 3. Out-
t i n g Out
Material : See

tep 3, Pattern
7852.

IFACMV

JWULDER/
PAD /
.UT4X

/ ,

\/ /

HALF
FRONT

N iD

S j-n *

s

7853

Step 3a. Shoulder

Pads: If shoulder pads
are desired, make these

accordance with
instructions given in

Step 3a, Pattern 7852;
as pads will not extend

ro beyond armhole remove
1 inch from pattern
along outside edge
before making up, when
completed tie-stitch to

facing across upper
half of armhole.
If shoulder pads are

not used take i inch
off shoulder seams at

armhole end, graduat
ing to nothing at neck

edge.

Step 4. Bodice: Pin
darts in front and back
on the inside and
machine from raw edge,
tapering stitching

gradually to nothing.
Tie threads and press
towards centre front
and centre back.

Join front to back at shoulders in plain
seams, press open and neaten. Mark
position for buttonholes on right and left
hand sides of the collar facing in line

with punchhole. Cut binding strips g inch

wide and i inch longer than size of button
hole. Fold strips in halves lengthwise,

press, tack to facing with raw edges meet

ing exactly over mark and ends extending
an even distance beyond mark. Machine

along the centre of each strip and do not
take the stitching beyond marked line.

Tie all ends securely on the inside. Cut

along marked line to within i inch of each
end and then diagonally to ends of stitch

ing. Turn raw edges of binding strips to

inside and press with folded edges meeting
exactly in centre. On the inside pin tri

angular piece at each end to binding strips,
fold the facing back out of the way and
machine across each end through all thick
nesses. Tie threads and press again.

Step 5. Applying Collar: Pin facing to
collar with right sides together and
machine around outer edge. Cut away excess
seam allowance, turn right side out and
press. Cut openings in collar exactly
under buttonholes, turn under raw edges,
hem to bindings and press again. Pin
collar to bodice on the outside. Join fac
ings together at shoulders in plain seams,
press open and pin to collar. Machine
exactly on marked seam line, cut away
excess seam allowance, clip into corners,
turn facing to inside, press, turn under
raw edge, machine through fold only, and
tack in place. On the right side of bodice
machine i inch from
the edge around the
entire neck
line as shown. Link
two buttons
together for jigger
buttons, and insert

through button
holes.

Step 6. Skirt:
Fold pleats in line
with notches on
front and back, and
tack with edges
exactly over the
other notches.
Machine as close as

possible to edge of
each pleat and ter
minate the stitching
about 8 inches
below waistline.

Tie threads on
the inside and
press thoroughly.

Step 7. Joining
Skirt to Bodice:
See Step 7, Pat-
tern 7852.

Step 8. Side

Opening: 8 e e

Step 8, Pattern
7852.

Step 9. Annholes:
Cut bias strips 1

inch wide for arm-
hole edges, machine
on right side, cut

away excess seam

allowance, turn to

inside, press, turn
under raw edge and
slip-stitch in place.

Step 10. Belt:

Make belt, finish

with a buckle and
apply loops at sides

to hold it in plas*.

Step 11. Finish

ing: Turn and finish

the hem as sug

gested in Step 11, Pat
tern 7852, to help retain

the shape of pleats,
machine along folded

edges on the inside after

tackings are removed.

Complete with final

pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch

bust. Material: 2}

yards 36 inches wide.

[For alteration of /

sizes, see descrip
tion No. 7852.]

FROCK, 7854.

Step 1. Complet
ing Pattern:

Skirt Back. See

Step 1, Pattern
7852.

Facings. Cut fac

ings 2 inches wide
for front edges and
use bodice pattern
as a guide when cut

ting out.

Neck Band and Tie
and Armhole Frilla.
When pattern U

/

placed on material I

mark off a lengthwise I

FOLD OF MATERIAL

7864

strip 42 inches

long and 8

inches wide for

neck band and
tie. Cut two

strips 36 inches

long and 4

inches wide
for armhole

frills, but it

will be neees-

sary to ent

one strip in

t w o pieces
and to join at

centre to pro-m vide required

length. This
is shown in

cutting guide.
Step 2. Test-

Ing for Correct
Size: See Step
2, Pattern 7852.

Step S. Out-

t 1 n g O n t

Material and
Shoulder Pads:
See Steps 3 and

3a, Pattern
7852.

Step 4.

Bodice: P i n
three tucks in

front on the in

side in line

with notches
and punchholes

[Tarn to

page 39.]
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MARMALADES

SWEET ORANGE-GRAPEFRUIT

INSTANTLY Rl DUCI
Your Waist

and Hips

Residents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FICURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or te/ephone MA5308

You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a FIGURE
CONTROL CORSET. Its gentle changing pressure will slim

your hips and waistline, and beautify your figure with every move
you make. Gives natural balanced support and soothing control.

Made of superfine fabrics, and is individually fashioned for every
client.

HGURE CONTROL has these improvements : I. Cross-over pu ll-tront

no busks or lacing. 2. Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simplified front

fastening, instantly adjustable for reduction. 4. Spiral boning for freedom.
flexibility, figure loveliness.

7 Days Trial
You can try the Figure Control Corset for 7 days AT MY RISK, to prove It

will give comforting support and uplift, and lovely, slim, youthful grace and

energy to your fizure

The FIGURE CONTROL CORSET can be supplied by Post to country
and interstate residents. Write now for free illustrated Book/ei

and Measurement Form. Mention this

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO.,

5th Floor, P.A. Buildin?,
243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY.

INCREASE YOUR
INCOME!

STOTT S Connie* brine Higher !

Train in the privacv of YOUR OWN HOME
for a DEFINITE CAREER or for PKOMO1IW
in your presrnl Sphere i

Shorthands/Typewriting Handwriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial)
Aeeonntancy &

InM. of Secretaries
Showeard and

Ticket Writing
Commercial Art

Drawing, Sketcbinf
Fuhion Illustrating
Caricature, Cartoon g
Advertisement Wrtg.
Salesmannhip
English, Ari h.mrli*

Livestock Breeding
Soil/Farm Crop*
Dairy Farming
Dairy Snperviiiora, Draftnianlup
Tenter*, Grader* Stammerer*
Shire Clerk* Universilv Exanu.

Stolts Correspondence College
100 Rnssell St. Mrllnnrne: 149 Castlereagh SU, Sydney

Adelaide St., Brisbane* 21 Grentell Stn Adelai*&amp;lt;

254 Murray St., Perth.

~--_ CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON .-

|
To STOTTS : Please send me, free and witkot I

obligation, full particulars of your Course/* i*. :

Slurv Writing
Journalism (Fr
Nnrsrs Eiilrxnce
Police Knlranra

DrenKcutting ft

Designing
General Edoctla
Backward Adults
Radio (for AmatefJM)
Motor Mechanic*
Engineering i Diuat,

Mech., Electriea*
Boiler Attendaato

Engine Driver*

Building Conatrae.

MY NAME
I ADDRESS
(A.H.J. 951)

I

I

FISHERS

PNDSPHERINE
THE GREAT NERVE TONIC

A LADY AT WAYVILLE,
S^M WRITES:

&quot;My husband becam* a ner
vous wreck r

o!lov/inq pain
behind hij kneocao. Ha took
Fishr i Phospherina h It

itill taking it and h* f*lf
wonderful.

TAKE 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
OF WARM OR COLD WATER

EVERY MORNING.

IN ALL STATES XCf/7 N.S.W.
SOLD AS

FISHAPHOS

IT far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155, G.P.O.. Sydney
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Crew Neck Sleeveless Pullover
Materials: 6 ozs. Super crepe wool; 2

bone knitting needles No. 8, and 2 No. 12.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
21$ inches; width at underarm, 37-38
inches.

Tension: 7 sts. to the inch in width.
Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; tog., together; p.s.s.o., pass slip
atitch over.

The Back.
Oast on 104 sts. on No. 12 needles and

work in a ribbing of k. 1, p. ], for 42

rows, then work one row increasing to
121 sts. Change to No. 8 needles and
work pattern as follows:
Row 1* k. 1, p. 2, k. 1, p. 1, repeat

from * to last st., k. 1,
Row 2 p. 1, k. 1, p. 1, k. 2, repeat

from *
to last st., p. 1.

Repeat rows 1 and 2 twice more
Row 7 k. 1, 8 . 1, p. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1,

p. into front and back of next st., repeat
from * to last st., k. 1.

Row 8* p. 1, k. 2, p. 1, k. 1, repeat
from *

to last st. p. 1.

Row 9* k. 1, p. 1, k. 1. p. 2, repeat
from * to last st., k. 1.

Repeat rows 8 and 9 twice, then row
8 once.

Row 15 *
k. 1, p. into

front and back of next st.,

k. 1, s. 1, p. 1, p.s.s.o., repeat
from * to last st., k. 1.

Row 16 Repeat row 2.

These 16 rows make the

pattern, repeat them until

you have worked 90 rows.

Taking care to keep con

tinuity of pattern, cast off

10 sts. at beginning of next
2 rows, then k. 2 tog. at
each end of the needle every
alternate row until there
are 79 sts. Work 51 rows
on these 79 sts. and shape
shoulder by casting off 6
sts. at beginning of each
of next 8 rows, then slip

remaining sts. on a spare
needle and leave to pick up
later.

The Front.
Work exactly as given for

back until you have fin

ished armhole shaping (79
sts.) Work 31 rows on
these 79 sts. Then shape
by working over 29 sts.,

slip next 21 sts. on spare
needle, work over remain
ing 29 sts. On the last

set of sts. continue in

pattern, decreasing 1 st. at
neck edge every row until

you have 24 sts. Work
without shaping until same
length as back, then shape
shoulder by casting off 6

sts. when beginning each
row at armhole edge 4
times. Return to remaining
29 sts. and work to match
side just completed.

To Make Up.
Press carefully with a

hot iron over brown paper
(do not press the ribbing.)
Sew shoulder seams
together. Using No. 12

needles and from right sido
of work, pick up and knit
all the stitches along side

of neck, then all the sts.

from front needle, pick up
the sts. along other side and
knit all those from back
needle. Work in a ribbing
of k. 1, p. 1, for 2 inches,

and cast off on a No. 8 needle ribwise. Turn
over to inside and slip loosely to make
a double neck band. With No. 12 needles

pick up all the sts. round armhole from

right side of work and work in a ribbing
of k. 1, p. 1, for 2 inches. Cast off with
No. 8 needle ribwise, then fold over on
the inside and slip stitch loosely to make
a double arm band. Do other armhole
the same. Sew side seams together and
press seams lightly.

OLIVE SET FOR BABY
[From page 15.&quot;}

Repeat rows 4 and 5 as given for

back of yoke twice.
Row 9 *

p. 2 tog., p. 4, repeat from
* to last St., p. 1.

Row 10 k. 2 tog., k. to last 2 sts..

k. 2 tog.
Bow 11 *

p. 5, p. 2 tog., repeat from
* to end of row.
Row 12 and alternate rows Knit.
Row 13* k. 4, k. 2 tog., repeat from

* to end of row.
Row 15 *

k. 3, k. 2 tog., repeat from
* to end of row.
Row 17* k. 2, . 2 tog., repeat from

* to end of row.

Row 19 *
k. 1, k. 2 tog., repeat from

* to end of row.
Break off wool and run through sts. in

needle, draw into a small circle and BOW
seam of crown together. Cast on 73 sts.

and knit one row, then repeat rows 4 and
5 as given for back of yoke twice. Cast
off when working the 5th row. Sew this
lace across front of bonnet to the 1st
row of faggoting, pattern.

Bootee.
Cast on 39 sts. on No. 10 needles and

knit one row, then shape.
Row 1 k. 1, inc. 1, k. 16, inc. 1, k. 1.

inc. 1, k. 16, inc. 1, k. 1.

Row 2 and alternate rows Knit.

Row 3 k. 1, inc. 1, k. 18, inc. 1, k. 1,
inc. 1, k. 18, inc. 1, k. 1.

Row 5 k. 1, inc. 1, k. 20, inc. 1, k. 1.

inc. 1, k. 20, inc. 1, k. 1,
Row 7 k. 1, inc. 1, k. 22, inc. 1, k. 1,

inc. 1, k. 22, inc. 1, k. 1.

[Turn to page 38.&quot;]
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by BETTY KING

Delicious pies to win you praise . . . cookies so easy
on the cook . . . the tart that topped the hit parade
. . . chicken soup which saves you money.

UAVE YOU ever noticed how the subject of food brings people together?
They may be complete strangers, with the ice still unbroken, when

somebody mentions a new way of serving spinach and, before you know it,

they re as clanny as a schoolgirls reunion!

Of course, when you happen on something special like a new recipe for
k tart an easy-to-make, pluperfect-to-eat sort of tart it s always fun to

pas* it on. But before I get down to what the best cookbooks call the

&quot;Method,&quot; let me tell you about the . . .

HOitfJofpeft Iso/iamelfan6
7 baked pie shell, 7 tablespoon sugar, J pint

milk, 7 packet Caramel Mellah, 7 egg.

Follow the simple directions on the
Mellah packet, using only } pt. of milk.

When the mixture boils, stir in the

slightly beaten egg yolk. Cook 1 minute.
Cool. Pour into baked shell and top with

meringue made by gradually adding the

sugar to the stiffly beaten egg white. Slip
into the oven or under the griller to tint.

Blissful served with cream.

FAMILY POLL ON PIES

Just recently, a panel of housewives was

fiven a list of recipes to test The one

which got the biggest vote from families

was a dreamy caramel number with a

atiny butterscotch filling sitting pretty
under flurries of meringue Here s the big

urprise : the filling, which tasted so

elaborate, was made in a matter of

minutes from a packet of Mellah !

And thereby hangs a tip. Whenever you
want to make any kind of really luscious

Cream Pie, save time and pennies by
using Mellah Chocolate, Caramel or

Vanilla for the richest, smoothest filling

you ever tasted. Just follow the package
directions, reducing the milk to I pint,
then pour the cooled filling into a cool

baked pie shell. Top it off with whipped
cream or fruit ... or simply serve as is

(Even families who refnse to drink milk *sk far
more ivken vent serve it in Melleh.)

THESE COOKIES
NEED NO COOKING

You don t even have to Hght up the oven
to make the most wonderful chocolate

cookies with Copha the pure white vege

table shortening. Combine in a bowl: 4

cups Rice Bubbles, 3 tablespoons cocoa
1 cup coconut and J Ib. icing sugar. Add
i Ib. Copha (melted), mix well, spoon
into paper cake containers and leave to set

Call them Chocolate Crackles your
family will call them scrumptious.

LOUD CHEERS FROM
CHICKEN LOVERS

I had to save the best news till last 1 And
it really is news a brand-new way of

making home-made soup in just 7 minutes.
And chicken soup at that the hot, hearty,
kind that everybody loves. Taste that

chicken ! You simply empty the makings
into boiling water, cock an eye at the clock

and presto! 4 to 6 big bowls of lip-

smacking chicken soup fairly swimming
with egg noodles and garden - fresh

parsley ! Jot down the name Continental
Brand Chicken Noodle Soup . . . from
all grocers and food stores. It actually
costs you less than soup made any other

way. How about ser^nng some to-nightf

Signing off till next time.

PS. Of course there s no better way of

rounding off a meal than with good brisk

tea Lipton teat

CENTRAL HEATING FOR SHIVERY NIGHTS:
Piping hot rta! chicken soup . . . Snow-Topped
Caramel Tart . . . and a cup of brisk Upton T.

Special
Invitation...

New ways to have more fun with food
If you would like to receive advance news of all the

recipes and ideas we re evolving in the Betty King
Model Kitchen, fill in the coupon and mail it to

Betty King, World Brands Pty. Ltd., Box 2625,
G.P.O., Sydney.
Dear Betty King,

Pieate send
delicious recipes.

AHJ. WB. a. xrr.
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Dainties Without Eggs
Gven if eggs have somewhat vanished from the pantry, owing to their high coat
or scarcity, there is no need to allow the cake or biscuit barrel to become empty.
Following are some recipes, all without eggs, but every whit as tempting as the

real McKay.
Mincemeat Fingers. (Illus.) Brandy Snaps.

ilalf pound short pastry; i Ib. mince- Two ounces golden syrup; 2 ozs. butter;
meat (or a blend of dried fruit moistened 1 heaped tablespoon castor sugar; 1 good

pinch ground ginger; grated rind of half
a lemon; 1 teaspoon brandy; 2 ozs. flour.

Put sugar, syrup and butter into a sauce

pan as soon as it is warm, stir in the ginger,
lemon, and brandy. Then add flour gradu

ally. When thoroughly mixed, drop
in little heaps on a greased tin, bake
four minutes in a moderate oven.
Boll each one, while still fairly hot,
on the handle of a wooden spoon, and

Store in an air tightleave until cold,

tin.

oz. meltedwith a little honey or syrup);

Mincemeat 1

margarine and lemon flavouring; j Ib. stale
oake or brown breadcrumbs; i oz. sugar;
little milk.

Boll out the pastry thinly and cut
Into two oblongs of equal size. Blend
the filling ingredients, first moisten
ing the crumbs with a little milk, and
pread over the surface of one portion
of pastry. Cover with the remaining
dough, and mark firmly into finger
lengths an inch wide. Brush over
with water and sprinkle with sugar
before baking in a hot oven for about
25 minutes.

Cut the pastry to fit a shallow tin
from side to side, so that the filling
keeps in place.

Orange Peek-a-boo Biscuits.
Two cups sifted flour; 3 teaspoons bak

ing powder; 1 teaspoon salt; J cup
shortening; 1 tablespoon grated orange
rind; i to i cup milk; 16 orange sections;
i cup sugar.

8ift flour, baking powder and salt. Cut
in shortening and add orange rind. Add
milk, stirring only enough to moisten
flour. Turn out on lightly floured board
and knead for 30 seconds. Boll out to a
iquare sheet i inch thick. Cut in 3 inch
iquares. Boll orange sections in sugar
and place each section diagonally on a
quare. Fold corners of biscuit dough
over orange sections, pressing tips
together. Place on greased baking sheet
nd bake at 450 degrees about 12 minutes,

&quot;^prve hot.

Honey Biscuits,
Boll baking powder biscuit mixture thin,

pread with honey, sprinkle with cinnamon,
roll up. In round tin put i cup butter,
i cup honey, i cup sugar, $ teaspoon cinna
mon. Cut biscuits in i inch slices and put
&amp;lt;Mit side down on honey. Bake for 25 to 35
minutes in a hot oven.

Treacle Scones. (Illus.)

Eight ounces plain flour; 1 oz. sugar;
i teaspoon each bicarbonate of sod*,
and cream of tartar; 1 tablespoom
treacle or golden syrup; J teaspoon
ground ginger; $ teaspoon mixed spice
and cinnamon (mixed); li ozs. butter
or .margarine; little milk.

Sieve dry ingredients and rub in butter.
Warm the treacle and blend &quot;with a little
milk (2 or 3 tablespoons). Stir into flour
mixture to form a dough. Knead lightly
on floured board and shape into a round.

Treacle Scone*.

Mark deeply into portions with the back
of a knife and brush over with milk.

Arrange on lightly greased and floured tin
and bake in a moderate oven for about 20
minutes.

If liked, a few cleaned sultanas may be
added to the mixture. Serve hot or
cold.

minutes. When ready put into a fresh
towel to steam. Cut up dates or raisin*
and sultanas may be added before the milk
if fruit scones are desired. For a variation
of the plain scone roll dough into a ronmd,
cut in small circles, place a small lump
of butter in centre of each, moisten th

edge, doublb the dough over, and prei
edges together. Bake in a moderate oven,
serve hot.

Potato Scones.
Bub 2 ozs. butter or margarine into *

J Ib. flour, add a salt-spoon salt, and a

teaspoon baking powder. Mash i Ib. boiled

potatoes, rub through a sieve and *&amp;lt;*

with the flour, etc. Then form into a

dough with a gill of milk. Boll out, eut
into round cakes, and bake fifteen minute*
in a moderate oven. Serve hot.

A Sandwich Cake.
Six ounces plain flour; 1 oz. margarin;

3 ozs. of sugar; 1 level teaspoon cream of

tartar; a level teaspoon bicarbonate cf

soda; 2 level teaspoons custard powder,
about a gill sour milk; a pinch salt; jam
or other &quot;spread&quot;.

Mix together the flour, sugar, salt,
custard powder and cream of tartar. Bab
in the margarine lightly, and mix ail

quickly with half the milk in which the
soda has been dissolved, adding the rein
of the milk if needed. (The mixture should

drop heavily from the spoon.) Divide be
tween two round tins lined with greased
paper, and bake in a rather hot oven for
about fifteen minutes, or until it is spongy
and lightly browned. &quot;Sandwich&quot; the eakei
with jam (or some other

&quot;spread&quot;).

Quick Cake. (Illus.)

Eight ounces self-raising floor; 1

tablespoon golden syrup; 1 tablespooa
sugar; i teaspoon mixed spice; $ tea

spoon bicarbonate of soda; 4 to 6 on
dates or sultanas; 2 ozs. margarine;
milk and water to mix.

Melt margarine and syrup in

saucepan. When liquid stir in sugar
and soda. Sieve flour, spice *ad
bicarbonate of soda and add altern

ately with milk and water to the

syrup mixture to make a stiff batter

consistency. Sprinkle in the prepared
fruit, distributing well. Put into i

greased and floured cake tin, and bake
in a very moderate oven for 1 hour. A

little sugar sprinkled on top of the eake
before baking improves the finished

appearance and
gives a crunchy
consistency.

[Turn to

page 36.}

Fluffy Scones.
Put i Ib. flour into a basin with a

good pinch of salt, a teaspoon sugar,
and a dessertspoon baking powder.
Crumble into these ingredients a full

teaspoon margarine. Make into rather
a soft dough, with little milk or sour
milk. Quickly turn on to a floured

board, knead very lightly, and roll out

fully half an inch thick. Cut into

strips, then into little triangular pieces.
Have the oven shelf previously heated,
greased and floured; pop the scones on to
it and bake in a sharp oven for five Quick Ck*.



Discriminating
Discrimination in dresj

and attention to detail enhance her poise and natural

charm. She has business sqjise, too. She knows that

balancing her budget is made so much easier by having
her own cheque account. Her salary is paid into her

account with the Bank of New South Wales and she

pays all her bills by cheque. She thus has a ready
record of income and expenditure and avoids the

responsibility of carrying large sums of money.

You, too, may enjoy the convenience, safety and

prestige of cheque account wilh the

BANK OF
NEW SOUTH WALES

FIRST BANK IN AUSTRALIA

A5I060

BE POPULAR
Slim Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL
^TABLETS rrpiac,- vital

Glandular seci-tn&amp;gt;n& irn-

oocrirm}. lack of which
causes formation of ti

Weight reduction can now
245 hr scientific; 1 v controlled.

l**ki Hutment 10/-; or 3 weeks 6/6
Start Now! Direct, post tree, (rum
HOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Uni.)
C*i&amp;gt;* -.X7 Kind St., New town. Svdncv

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed. Send
stamped addressed envelope
for particulars Confidential.

Janet Glanville, 247H Elixa-

beth Street. Sydney.

to Boys & Girl*

Wrist Watches, Cameras, Ma -Ma Do//t

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

telling small parcels or&quot; tested garden seeds. Send

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money no&amp;gt;v, only name a r d address. Write to-day.

John B. Murray . Ml K George St. . Sydney

Dainties Without Eggs
[From page 3&amp;lt;5.]

Two-Way Rolls.
One cake compressed yeast; 1$ cups

water or milk; cup sugar; $ teaspoon salt;
5 cups flour (sifted); i cup butter.
Crumble the yeast into a bowl. Add

the liquid of the correct temperature,
sugar, salt, and flour. Mix, and then work
in the softened butter. Mix thoroughly.
Knead to a smooth dough, and put in a
warm place, and let rise until double in
bulk. Turn the dough on a slightly floured
board. Roll in a long strip, one inch in
diameter. Divide into one and one-half
inch pieces. Mould into rounds with pain,
of hand. Brush with butter and let stand
fifteen minutes before baking, or

Eoll out the risen dough to a circle one
quarter inch thick. Brush with margarine.
Sprinkle generously with grated sharp
cheese and chopped parsley. Cut into
pyramid shaped pieces and roll each up
from the outer edge toward the point.
When thoroughly risen, light and fluff-,

(to two or two and one-half times their
original size) place in a hot oven and
bake a golden brown about 12-15 minutes.

Foundation for Little Cakes.
This is a foundation for little cake

to be covered with butter frosting am!
candied fruit.

One cup granulated sugar; 2 cups mar
garine; 3 cups flour; teaspoon vanilla
Cream the sugar and butter together;

add the flour gradually; then add a little
water and vanilla, and mix as pie-crust.
Eoll thin and cut into fancy shapes. Bakf
in a hot oven.

Chocolate Cocoanut Cookies.
Two tablespoons butter; 1 cup sugar:

$ cup milk; $ cup cocoanut; 1$ cups flouT;
8 teaspoons cocoa (or 2 oza. chocolate) ;

I teaspoon salt; 2 teaspoons baking powder,
1 teaspoon vanilla.
Cream shortening, add sugar gradually,

cocoanut, milk, and flour mixed and sifted
with other dry ingredients. Add vanilla
last. Drop by teaspoons on greased slides.
Cook in a moderate oven for about in
minutes.

Honey Oatcakes.
These are a great favourite with the

children. Put into a basin i Ib. medium
oatmeal and 1 teaspoon salt. Stir in 1

oz. melted margarine, 1 large tablespoon
honey, and enough boiling water to form
the mixture into a soft dough. Knead
well, then roll out thinly. Cut into rounds.
Bake in a moderate oven. Serve with
butter or honey.

Gingerbread.
Three tablespoons shortening; nip

boiling water; cup treacle; 1 cups flour:

\ teaspoon soda; \ teaspoon salt; i to 1

teaspoon ginger; \ teaspoon cinnamon.
Put shortening in mixing bowl and add

water and treacle. Sift in flour with soda,

salt, ginger and cinnamon. Mix well and
turn into a round cake tin and bake in

a moderate oven for 15 minutes. Cut in

two and serve with cheese cream between
and on top.

Cheese Cream: Work 1 to 1 packages
soft cheese until creamy. Fold carefully
into 1 cup cream beaten stiff.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscription* kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)
clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.
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PAPER PATTERN AGENTS.
Paper patterns for all designs illustrated

in the Australian Home Journal may be
obtained from the following agents :

QUEENSLAND.
Finney Isles & Co. Ltd. Queen Street,

Brisbane.

Overells Pty. Ltd. The Valley, Brisbane.
E. S. Lucas Pty. Ltd. East Street, Rock-

hampton.
W. Boys & Sons 202 Adelaide Street,

Maryborough.
Misses Mercers & Windley Ruthven

Street, Toowoomba.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Farmer & Co. Ltd. Pitt, Market and
George Streets, Sydney.

The Hub Ltd. 393 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd. Broadway, Sydney.
Buckingham* Ltd. 97 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winnt Pty. Ltd. 16 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Newcastle Ltd. 209 Hunter

Street, Newcastle.

VICTORIA.
Buckley & Nunn Ltd. 310 Bourke

Street, Melbourne.
R. O. Henderson Pty. Ltd. Margreavs

Street, Bendigo.
Solomons Pty. Ltd. Cnr. Moorabool and

Melep Streets, Geelong.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
J. Craven & Co. Ltd. Rundle Street,

Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Ahern s Pry. Ltd. Hay and Murray

Streets, Perth.

NEW ZEALAND.
George & George Ltd. 161 Cuba Street,

Wellington.
John Court Ltd. Queen Street, Auckland.
T. Armstrong & Co. Ltd. Victoria Square

and High Street, Christchurch.
Brown Ewing & Co. Ltd. 288-304

Princes Street, Dunedin.
Garners Departmental Store Broadway,

Palmerston North.

H. & J. Court Ltd. Hamilton.
Whites Ltd. Importers, New Plymouth.
Warnocks Drapery Ltd. Victoria Avenue,

Wanfernui.

The overwhelming success of the pre
view of &quot;Show Boat&quot; haa decided M-G-A1
to repeat the co-starring combination of

Kathryn Grayson and Howard Keel in the

forthcoming musical, &quot;Lovely to Look At.&quot;

The singing team will be reunited in this
film with the dancing team, Marge and
Oower Champion, who make their screen
debut in &quot;Show Boat.&quot;

* *

If you want a taste of the kind of
rtiumba inn aic that has made Giro s one of
the most famous places in Hollywood sec

Republic s &quot;Cuban Fireball,&quot; starring
Kstelita Rodriguez. The film is loaded
with plenty of Latin tunes, expertly played
ly Geri Galian and his band, who are fea
tured nightly at Ciro s restaurant. Estelitji.

incidentally, is quite an exponent of the
Latin dances and, as she sings in &quot;Cuban

Fireball,&quot; she also manages to include some
very intriguing movements with her songs.

* *

Tallulah Bankhead won a large settle
ment from a toothpaste company that used
I KM- first name on its product without her

permission. Before she saw &quot;All About
Kvo&quot; she made sounds as if she were about
to take legal action against 20th Century-
Fox because she thought Bette Davis
mimicked her in it. But after Fox showed
tier the picture she was full of smiles and
praise.

&quot;HATMAKER&quot;

Shows you how to make new hats for

Spring in Straw Braid and Grosgrain.
Half a dozen flattering styles.

Learn millinery by the &quot;Hatmaker&quot;

methods, easy to follow, fully illustrated

Instructions.

Ak your Newsagent for your copy of
HATMAKER No. 19. Price, 2/6.
The Magazine for Home Milliners.

Or write direct co :

-
Hatmaker.&quot; 10 Cliff Street, Manly. N.S.W. A &quot;Hatmaker&quot; Mo4l.

Luxurious

ITS ECONOMICAL
it s beauty-giving! Big,
Hath Size Palmolive is perfect
for hath or .shower. Just the

gentlest massage all over your

body with Palmolive creates

a rich beauty lather that

leaves your skin gloving with

fragrant loveliness, really

gives you such a lovelv

complexion all o\er.
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NOW 71-FHLS
LIKE 21!

thanks to Kruschen

Mr. Rosen (71 years),

antique dealer, of

Carlton, Victoria, has

led an active life for

40 years free from
former .crippling
lumbago. He gives all

credit to Kruschen
Salts.

READ MR. ROSEN S OWN WORDS:
&quot;It is close to 40 years since I started taking
Kruschen. At that time I suffered from lumbago
very much. The pain was unbearable at times. I
have taken Kruschen every morning since, without
missing once in the whole 40 years, and would never
be without it. Every trace of lumbago disappeared
in a very short time. I am 71 years old now and feel
like a man of 21 years, thanks to Kruschen Salts.&quot;

// you suffer aching joints and muscles do what Mr.
Rosen did sfart tukinq Kruschen now. If free from
painjul twimjes, make sure you
stay that way. Take the little

daily dose of Krusclien. Don t * TAKE use
feel tired . . lack energy . . . hate

&amp;lt;&amp;gt; meosur. ou ,
;

work . . . miss fun ... be cranky. - --- -
You will be amazed what
Kruschen can do for you!
HOW KRUSCHEN HELPS YOU:
Kruschen is a balanced mixtur of six
natural salts. They help your body
clear away dangerous wastes that harm
health. Often kidneys and liver bsconie
sluggish and poisons are left in tlie

bloodstream the cause of many com
mon ailments. Don t wait a moment
longer, start taking Kruschen now!

4 enough Kruschen
4 t.v.-rr a sixpence in

? your morning cup of

4 tea. (For bad cases

of rheumatism, lum-

z bcgo, etc., take the

5 medicinal dose as in

structions on bottle.)

C A I T C Trial Size
OH L. I O Larae Eeo

T--;TSS*

^^K8i3l^
. 1/9

Large Economy 3/3
GET THAT FAMOUS KRUSCHEN FEELING!

Griffiths Hvahes Pt\. Ltd., Box 2949. G.P.O.. Sydney.

LEG BEAUTY
for you in 3 minutes

The quickest way to leg beauty th

summer is Veet, the wonderful hair-

removing cream. Veet gets rid erf ugly
hair painlessly and thoroughly. Just apply
Veet, leave on for 3 minutes, then wue
off. The result is velvety soft skin wil
a brown-berry look to your sun tan. N
trace of hair, no bristly stubble, Succett-
ful results guaranteed with Veet or

money refunded. At chemists and storm,

3/6 per tube, or large economy lize, 6/-.

Nylons need lovely
tugs need smooth Ifot, frrt from

tract of hair. Utt Vttt **4
tttrt your legs will

their levcHtMtt

Am ad., bearing on the crisis of domeitio

help: &quot;Good cook is offered a magnificent
view, from kitchen window, of main
thoroughfare with constant arrests, mall

aeeidenti, ambulance calls and other inter

esting incidents at all times of the day
and evening.&quot;

Darn blankets with 3-ply wool, and
afterwards fluff up the darn with a piece
of fine emery paper, to make it invisible.

Fresh fruit dipped in boiled sugar and
let dry makes a pretty garnish for sweet
dishes.

OLIVE SET FOR BABY
[From page 33.]

Row 9 k. 1, inc. 1, k. 24, inc. 1, k. 1,

inc. 1, k. 24, inc. 1, k. 1.

Row 10 k. 1 inc. 1, k. to last two t

inc. 1, k. 1.

Repeat rows 4 and 5 as given for baeU
of yoke once then row 4 once.
Row 14 k. to last 2 sts., k. 2 tog.,

and work instep aa follows: p. 35, p. 1

tog./ turn, k. 11, k. 2 tog., turn, nrm
work the lace:

Row 1 k. 2 tog., lift 1, k. 1, lift :

k. 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog., P.S.S.O., k. 1, lift 1, k. 1

lift 1 (k. 2 tog-,) twice, turn.

Row 2 p. 11, p. 2 tog. turn.

Eepeat rows 1 and 2 once, then rov i

once.
Row 6 k. 11, k. 2 tog., tarn.

Row 7 Kepeat row 2.

Row 8 Eepeat row 6.

Row 9 k. 1, lift 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.i.o

k. 1, lift 1, k. 1, lift 1, k, 1, s. 1, k. I

tog., p.s.s.0., k. 1, lift 1, k. 2 tog., turis

Row 10 p. 11, p. 2 tog., turn.

Eepeat rows 9 and 10 once, then ro

9 once.

Row 14 k. 11, k. 2 tog., turn.

Row 15 p. 11, p. 2 tog., purl remainiiii
sts. to end of row on left hand needlt

then knit back to end of row and mak*
ribbon holes as follows:

. Row 1 k. 2,
*

w.f., k. 2 tog., repe
from * to last st., k. 1.

How 2 Knit.

Eepeat rows 2 to 16 as given for bark
of yoke, then knit one row dec. to 40 at*

then knit back and work in a ribbing o

k. 1, p. 1, for 6 rows and cast off

Make other bootee the same.

To Make Up.
Press carefully with a warm iron

a damp cloth. Sew up shoulder, and
underarm seams of coat for 1 inch. Be&quot;

sleeve seams and attach to coat, placing
seam at underarm. Sew bootee seam*
Pick up all the sts. round neck fro

right side of work and work ribbon hol^

as for bootee. Thread ribbon at neoik

waist and sleeve, also bootees. Attach
streamers to bonnet with rosettes.

Peace ofMint!for Woiatn
Imaglnt throwing away thos*

embarrassing pads, belts, and
pins ... for ever! Millions of

women have done that, simply
by changing to Tarapax, tha

unitary protection room intern

ally. What comfort and con
venience, what poi8 and peac
of mind Tampax could bring
you . . . try Tampax once and
you ll never change back. 80
much safer, simpler and easy to

us*. Tampax is in individual

applicators to safeguard per-
tonal hygiene. Write for Jre*
tample (enclosing 3d. itamp;
to Dept. TJL* World Agsnciet
Pty. Ltd., Box 3725, GJP.O.,

Sydney, Please indicate whethtr
tample to be &quot;Regular&quot; or

&quot;Super&quot; atsorbency.

TI1.4

SANITARY PROTECTION WORN INTERNALLY
Two biorbncl, &quot;Regular&quot; ft &quot;Super

1

*;

ach with Individual Applicators.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.&quot;]

and make each one | inch wide at shoulder,
and taper to i inch at punchhole. Tie

threads and press all tucks towards centre

front. Make buttonholes on right hand
ide of bodice in same way as described in

Step 4, Pattern 7853.

Step 5. Facings and Tie: Join fronts to

back at shoulders in plain seams, press open
nd neaten. Pin facings to front with right
sides together, machine from centre front

line across top and down fronts, cut away
excess seam allowance, turn to inside, press,
turn under raw edges, machine through
fold only and tack in place down fronts.

Gut openings in facing exactly under each

buttonhole, turn under raw edges, hem to

binding and press again. Pin the tie-piece
to neck edge with centre backs together
and right sides facing and tack in place
AS far as centre front line on each side.

Machine together, tie threads securely,
fold tie ends in halves lengthwise with
right sides facing and machine from centre
front line down to and across each end.
Turn ends right side out, press, turn under
free edge and hem to stitching around
neck line. Sew buttons on left side to

correspond with buttonholes, lap right hand
aide over left and, tack together at waist
line.

Step 6. Skirt: Join fronts together at
sentre front and backs together at centre
back in plain seams, press open and neaten.
Fold tucks or pleats on the inside in line
with punehholes and take up 1^ inches
of material in each one. Machine, tie
threads securely, and press towards centre
front and centre back.

Step 7. Joining Skirt to Bodice: See Step
7, Pattern 7852.

Step 8. Side Opening: See Step 8, Pattern
7852.

Step 9. Annhole Frills: Join each frill

together in one continuous piece, press
earns open, fold in halves lengthwise with

right side of material to the outside. Do two
rows of gathering along the raw edge, and
draw up both threads to fit armholes. Tie
threads, arrange fulness evenly and pin
to armhole edges on the outside. Cut self-
material bias facing strips 1 inch wide,
tack on top of frills, machine through all

thicknesses, cut away excess seam allow
ance, turn facing to inside, press, turn
under raw edge and slip-stitch in place.
Step 10. Belt: See Step 10, Pattern 7853.
Step 11. Finishing: See Step 11, Pattern

7852.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:
3$ yards 36 inches wide.

[For alteration to other sizes, see descrip
tion No. 7852.]

Ella Eaines, in her role as an Admiral s

daughter in &quot;Fighting Coast Guard,&quot;

opposite Brian Donlevy and Forrest
Tucker, runs the wardrobe gamut from a
war-industry girl-riveter s suit with steel
helmet to ten fashionable gown changes.
The gowns are designed by Adele
Palmer, Bepublic fashion designer, and are
considered by the star herself as the finest
election gho ha ever had for a motion
picture.

James Stewart, who has just become the
father of twin girls, has been selected to

play the starring role in &quot;Man With a
Record&quot; for M-G-M. Stewart will play
&quot;Carbine Williams, inventor of the famous
repeating rifle.

Plenty for ail

your washing

the

BIG

PACKET

WHJTgl
wSs

SRI

DISH
WA- too.

Housewives all over Australia have

been waiting for it ... enough Persil

for every washing need in the oae

big packet! The same New Pewil

that gives you the whitest, brightest,

cleanest wash is now in a size that s

more convenient to buy. Of course

you can still get the large size Persil

but the new giant size saves money.

P.46.X9i2
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THE ONLY PLftCE i FIND

ROMANCE IS IN THE

DICTIONARY i JUST
HAVEN T GOT WHAT IT

TAKES FOR A. ROMANCE
OF MV OWN !

SUE , YOUVE
GOT EVERYTHING
IT TAKES- IF YOU D

JUST GET YOUR
DENTIST TO GIVE
YOU THE FACTS ON

6AD BREATH

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM CLEANS
YOUR BREATH WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR

TEETH. AND THE COLGATE WAV OF
BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING

STOPS TOOTH DECAV REST

COLGATE
CHANCE -i PUT THE MAN INTO ROMANCE

Tests Published in Authoritative Dental

Literature Show That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH DECAY BEST !

Most thoroughly ororea and accepted home_
method of oral hygiene known today.

Yes, and 2 years research

showed the Colgate way/
stopped more decay for m
people than ever before re

ported in dentifrice history!)

No other dentifrice offers

such proof the most con

clusive proof ever reported
for a dentifrice of any type,

FAMILY ECONOMY SIZE 3/6 --=-.
03/161

America s larqeit, Australia s largest. the World s largest selling dental cream

use COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

TO CLfAN YOUR BREATH

WHILE YOU CLEAN VOURTEFTH

ANP HELP STOP TOOTH

DECAy BEST

ASTHMA
Why Continue to Suffer?

I)/ * simple inexpensive home method
ic-r&quot; r sufferers in 20 countries, during the

pi &quot;! years have obtained great relict from
*. . nd night attacks, freed the light breathing,
ttrd coughing tpelis, induced restful sleep
no to built up health. No matter what your
c* or whore you live, even if you have suffered
hietim and tried everything ou could

l*-n of without results DO NOT GIVE UP
HOPE. Send TODAY for interesting FREE
HOOK, which reveals a time-tested method
ot horn* treatment that has brought relief,

health and happiness to former asthma
offerers in almost every part of the world.

trie lose 3d. stamps for postage.

CHARLTON SINCLAIR LTD.
(Dept. B)

P.O. Box 48, NEWTOWN, N.S.W.

MAN WORKED OVERTIME

WHILE LEG HEALED
Varex Treatment has been quite suc

cessful on that bad leg of mine a miracle
in fact. In five -weeks the wound healed

up completely and 1 never lost an hour s

work from the first day. In fact, I have
been working overtime on it three days a
week. I have not failed to tell people of

your simple and cheap cure.&quot; Write
to-day for free Varex Booklet. Ernest

Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex,
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor, St. James
Building, I09W Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

The Mystery of Perfume.
Do you always use perfume. If you

haven t any, why not buy some, and make
perfume an every day habit; its a very
glamorous idea. Don t just use the dab
behind the ear routine; for long lasting
fragrance soak a tiny piece of cotton wool
in perfume, let it dry, then tuck it into

your bra. The heat of your body will

bring out the

perfume.

Touch the stopper on the bend of your
elbows, wrist, throat, temple and nape of

your neck. Maybe a drop on your hankie
but never on your clothes. It goes stale

and may leave stains. Toilet water is now

procurable and not so strong or expensive,
so it can be used more freely. A spray
will make a little perfume go a long way.
Be sure and buy good perfume, it i*

cheaper in the long run. Light flower

perfumes are better for summer. Heavier

perfumes are better for winter and

evening wear.

What a difference

if makes . . .

To meals of all kinds, Lea 4 Perria*

Tomato Sauce imparts the mosr

delightful flavour. Try what it*

rich, ripe tastiness does to your

next dish. You will find it more

than lives up to Lea ft Perrin*

world - famed stan

dard of quality.

LEA&
PERRINS

Tomato

Sauce



The Play and Film
[From page 27.&quot;]

A member of the Borovansky Ballet

Company, Miss Audrey Nicholls (17), has
been awarded the Frances Scully Travelling
Scholarship, worth 500. Miss Nicholls,
who hails from Townsville, will study in

London and Milan. Congratulations, Audrey.
* * #

Latest London Theatre Guide contains
news of many artists who have been in

Australia and of Australians themselves
who are appearing in the West End. Robert

Morley continues in &quot;The Little Hut,&quot; a

spicy comedy. Cecily Courtenidge has a hit

with Ivor Novello s &quot;Gay s the Word.&quot;

Sophie f
Stewart and Ellis Irving are iu

&quot;Lace on her Petticoat.&quot; Peter Gray
(&quot;Present Laughter&quot; in Australia) is in

&quot;Seagulls Over Sorrento&quot; (later to be done
in Australia by the Firm). John Wood is

in &quot;His Excellency&quot;; Vivien Leigh and
Laurence- Olivier are presenting &quot;Caesar

and Cleopatra.&quot;
* *

Many well-known stage stars in Sydney
at the present time have been associated
with the &quot;Merry Widow&quot; company which
toured France and Belgium when those
countries were re-occupied at the end of
the European war. Madge Elliott and
Cyril Bitchard were the stars; the ballerina
was Diana Gould, now the wife of world-
famous violinist, Yehudi Menuhin; Morris
Sweden, &quot;Taffy&quot;

in &quot;Worm s Eye View&quot; at
the Royal, played Nish; and Morris
Sweden s wife (then Anna Claire) was
understudy to Madge Elliott. Morris tells

how the company visited Versailles. In the
audience was the world-renowned stage
and screen personality, Maurice Chevalier.
Maurice joined in the cabaret scene. &quot;A

sensational evening,&quot; Morris added, &quot;and

one never to be forgotten.&quot;
* *

While most directors leave such problems
to others, Walter Lang acts as his own
censor when it comes to plunging necklines
and such. Lang, a portly, good-natured
gentleman who insists on good taste, calls

his leading women in front of him for a

review before they go into a scene. He
acts like a colonel inspecting the troops.
He has been directing such pictures as
4The Jaekpot&quot; and &quot;Cheaper by the Dozen
ince Clara Bow s day and has never had a
bathtub scene yet. He doesn t believe in

them. Wtoat shocked Lang this day was
that he had approved a stunning evening
gown that Miss Calvet, the French actress,
was wearing for &quot;On the Riviera,&quot; the
musical farce that 20th Century-Fox was
making with Danny Kaye and Gene Tier-

ney. The dress had looked proper tp Lang
when she walked past him on her way into
a love scene with Danny but, once in

action, things began happening. &quot;I think,&quot;

said Corinne, &quot;it slipped a little. I can t

keep it up unless I take a deep breath, and
when I make love to Mr. Kaye I can t keep
the deep breath.&quot; Lang agreed that sounded
logical. He sent her to her dressingroom
to take off the dress. He had an assistant
rush it to wardrobe with instructions to
add -some material. &quot;I ve never believed
in saving pennies on material,&quot; he said. &quot;I

haven t had a dress or the lack of a dress
steal a scene in 20 years and I m not

going to let one get away with it now.&quot;

STAMPS NOT^ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.

Doctors

yours for the

asking

Only KLEENEX has a

SERV-A-TISSUE box that

serves up just one double

tissue at a time

AMERICA S LARGEST SELLING TISSUE

LUXURIOUSLY SOFT . . . DEPENDABLY STRONG

Once you enjoy the convenience of Kleenex nothing else will do. Soft

Kleenex befriends tender noses, checks colds from spreading through a

family does away with the &quot;cold-laden&quot; handkerchief that scatters germs

e\ery time you use it. You use each tissue once then throw it away.

Kleenex has a world of uses for removing face

cream smoothing on make-up Justing on face

powder and dusting on baby s powder.

DON T PUT A COLD IN YOUR POCKET

Hygienic Kleenex prevents the spread of germs

Kleenex is soft and gentle on sore noses

Kleenex saves unpleasant handkerchief washing

&quot;BABY&quot; BABY WITH KLEENEX

Kleenex is n heaven-sent help for keeping baby
clean and sweet

Kleenex is soft for wiping grubby little hands and

faces

Kleenex prevents cod liver oil from staining clothei
YOUR NOSE KNOWS THERE S

ONLY ONE KLEENEX

DISPOSABLE TISSUES

PRICE

3/6

BOX 150



ijoung ladij
Now is the time to realise how easy it is to plan
for your future happiness. To plan for more enjoy
able holidays; for those pretty things so good for

your morale; for a lovelier trousseau and the little

extras which will make your future home so much
more beautiful.

If you are not interested in wedding bells, plan for

pleasure; for the joys of travel; for early retirement

from business; for a life of comfort and contentment.

Realise that freedom from want and worry are your

greatest blessings. Brighten your future and further

your plans with an account in the

COMMONWEALTH
BANK

c.s B. w-a

FOOD PRODUCTS
are a/ways good!

TIE SMARTEST Flltl

WONT BEAUTIFY IISIY FAT

Even the most stylish clothes won t

disguise deforming fat. Thousands

have discovered that and gained
a perfect figjre and new health by
taking BonKorets.

LOSE POUNDS QUICKLY
No c//e/ drug* exerc/sei

BonKorets act in two ways: firstly, th

further creation of ugty fat It halted
then the deep-seated formation* in the

gndsrskin tissues are dissolved. In

few weeks, pounds and pounds of ugly
fat vanish. Yet you never go hungry or

have to exercise. BonKorets are abso
lutely safe, contain no harmful drugs,
no thyroid or glandular extracts. Being
tablets, they are easy to take anywhere.

HEALTH IMPROVES YOU
FEEL AND LOOK BETTER
As ugly fat disappears, you not only
loek smarter you feel stronger, heelthief

than you have for years. You gain stew

energy BUILD health while reducing
FAT because BonKorets sweep away
poisonous waste matter and end bad
breath, discomfort after meals and other
stomach disorders. Get BonKorets from

your chemist to-day, 7/4. If you prefer

liquid to tablets ask for BonKoM.

BOI1HORETS
REDUCING TABLETS

IHtfrlbufort: Carol Cem/co/ Ce.
to* 372S, G.P.O.. Sydney.

BKt-M

.

Hinds /cream
THE MOST CCONOMICAl SKIN
BEAUTIFIER YOU CAN BUY.

&quot;&quot; &quot;
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Tfew Sleeveless Cook

Loretta Young, 20th Century-Fox, wears

this youthful and softly feminine silk

blouse beneath an &quot;envelope&quot;
bolero

purposely designed to show it off. Of
coral-red and white polka dot silk, suit

is of imported navy blue wool.

Apple A Day.
If you are one of the lucky people who

own apple trees and have some of their

fruit stored away, do use it to full ad

vantage. So many people make apples
into pies or bake them, and that is as far

as their imaginations go.

Cut apples in rings and fry them with

your breakfast rasher. They are delicious,
as so they are mashed with potatoes, patted
into little cakes and fried in dripping.

Cut some sweet apple into chunks, toss

them in mayonnaise and serve them with
shredded celery and onion.

Make a sticky toffee with golden syrup
and margarine, put your apples on thin
sticks and dip them in, thus producing the
old favourite &quot;Toffee Apple.&quot;

Make your own apple rings by cutting
the apples into circles and drying them in

the oven.

Schoolgirls who won t eat because they
are afraid of losing their figures are

worrying a prominent meal organiser. &quot;They

start thinking seriously about their figures
when they are thirteen or fourteen far
too early,&quot; she said yesterday. &quot;They get
the idea they are going to get fat, and
we have difficulty in making them eat

anything.&quot;
* Appealing to parents for help

to get their girls to eat more, she said:
&quot;Whether it is the influence of their elder
sisters I do not know, but I am horrified
at the small appetites some of the girls
have.&quot; And the boysf There s no com
plaint about their appetite.

Home to change and out for the evening ? What better to wear than this light

weight summer jumper that will take you anywhere and keep you warm in the
cool evening breezes that herald the end of a summer s day ?

Materials: 4 ozs. 2-ply Fingering; 1

pair No. 10 and 1 pair No. 12 needles;
3 buttons; crochet hook.

Measurements: to fit 34-36 ins. bust.

Length 20 ins.

Tension: 8 sts. to 1 in. on No. 10 needles.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; inc.,

increase; rep., repeat; tog., together; patt.,

pattern; wrn., wool round needle; cont.,

continue; tbl., through backs of loops;
st. -st., stocking-stitch; m., make; d.c.,

double crochet.

The Front.
Cast on 110 sts.

on No. 12 needles
and work 4 ins. in

k.l, p. 1 rib. Inc.

as follows:

(Bib 5, inc. in

next stitch) 18

times, rib 2. (128
sts.) Change to

No. 10 needles and
st.-st., and inc. at

each end of every
10th row until

there are 140 sts.

on needles. Inc.

at each end of

every other row
until there are 156
sts. Work straight
for li ins. (work
should now
measure about 13

ins.).
Pattern.

(Bight side fac

ing.)

ROW 1 k. 1

(wrn., k. 2 tog.)
to last st., k. 1.

Work 4 rows in

st.-st.

ROW 6 k.

Row 7 k. 1,

(k. 2 tog., tbl.)

twice, (wrn., k. 1)
3 times, wrn., k.

2 tog., twice. Bep.
from *

to last st.,

k. 1.

Row 8 p.

Bep. last 2 rows
twice more and
7th row once.
Row 14 k.

Work 4 rows in

st.-st. These 18

rows form patt.
Work rows 1-18

once more and 1st

row once again.
Cont. in st.-st.

until work is 17
ins.

Shape the Neck: (right side facing),
k. 74, cast off 8, k. 74. Cont. on last 74

sts., k. 2 tog. at neck edge on every row
until there are 55 sts. Work 4 more rows
in st.-st. without shaping.

Shape the shoulder: Cast off 11 sts. at

shoulder edge on next 5 alternate rows.

Complete other side of neck to correspond.

The Back.

Work exactly as front until 14th row of

2nd patt. has been worked. K. 78, turn.
Cont. on these 78 sts., complete patt., and
work straight until work measures same
as front to outer shoulder edge. Cast off

11 sts. at beginning of next 5 k. rows.
Cast off 23 sts. Join wool to remaining

78 sts., and complete to correspond.
The Sleeve Edging.

Join shoulder seams and with right side

facing pick up and k. 123 sts., evenly
round armholes. K. 1 row and then work

rows 7-14 (inclusive) of openwork patt.
Cast off very loosely.

The Neck Edging.
Cast on 145 sts., and work as sleeve

edging.
To Make Up.

P*ess parts carefully, pinning out points
on neck and sleeve edging. Sew edging
round neck. Work a row of d.c. down
left back opening and 3 button loops along
right side of opening. Sew on buttons.
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Band-Aid Adhesive

Bandages the perfect

ready-made dressing for all

small injuries, cuts, scratches,

heel-blisters, etc. Band-Aid
Adhesive Bandages are individually wrapped and are

obtainable in plain or waterproof strips.

Alto Aroiiablt

E-L-A.S-T-I-C-
BAND-AID ADHESIVE BANDAGES

m. LTB. fVONCT

World s largest manufacturers of surgical dressings SBA)

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOWI Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drink. Eucrasy
IMS brought happiness to homes cursed

with misery end ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can be given

secretly in any food, or voluntarily.
State which required.

Send 30; now, for 20 day Course

DEPT. B, EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street. Sydney

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

REAL HELP FOR ALL

WHO SUFFER FROM

Use this Safe, Sure,

Speedy Way to Reduce

Pain and Swelling

Mr. Douglas Curzon has
found that Rheumatism
toxins are first produced
in the deep veins of the
legs and then carried by
the blood to every part
of the body, resulting in

(1) tluggish circulation.
(2) congestion, and (3)
pain and swelling.

FREE!
A British Re
search Chemist
has found a toxic

condition of the

blood originating
in the deep veins

of the legs to be

the cause of the

trouble, whether
Muscular Rheum
atism, Neuritis,

Sciatica or Syno-
vitls.

An amazing
effective treat

ment based on

the above dis

covery is now
available.

Safe, certain and speedy in action, this

scientific treatment definitely assists in

alleviating pain, swelling and stiffness, and

builds resistance against future attacks.

Accept this Genuine

Free Trial Offer
To accept the offer made to-day, simply
tear out this announcement and post with

name and address to the Anglo-Australian

Laboratories. In return you will receive

free of charge and obligation: (1 ) A supply
of Tablets to give instant relief in every case

of Muscular or Nerve Rheumatism. These

tablets are guaranteed to be absolutely

harmless, yet remarkably efficacious in

relieving Rheumatic pains, wherever situ

ated. (2) A supply of Rheumatoxin Eliminant-

This scientific combination tones up the

liver, stomach and digestive organs. By
its direct action on the blood it quickly

and safely reduces swelling and stiffness.

If you suffer from Rheumatism in any form

you will not allow past disappointment,

prejudice or lack of faith to prevent you
from accepting this genuine free trial

offer NOW.

ANGLO-AUSTRALIAN
LABORATORIES

26 HUNTER STREET (Box 4242)

SYDNEY.
AHJ. s.
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IDEAL FOR SPRING
A qnick-to-knit, magyar jumper, In 2-ply crepe. Striped collar, cuffs and a knitted

hem give a well-tailored finish.

Materials: 7 ozs. cherry and 1 oz. grey k. 2 edges) without further shaping until

2-ply crepe wool; a pair of No. 12 knitting the work measures 7 inches from 1st inc.

Sleeve Shaping: (Commence with right
side facing.) Cast on 12 sts. at the end
of each of the next two rows. Continue in

smooth fabric, inc. once at each end of

the needle (inside k. 2 edges) in the 9th

needles.
Measurements: Length from top of

shoulder, 22 ins.; bust measurement, 35

ins.

Tension: 8 sts. to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; St.,

sts., stitch, stitches; rep., repeat;

tog., together; k. 2 tog., B, knit 2

sts. tog. through back of loops;

dec., decrease; inc., increase,

increasing.
The Back.

Cast on 136 sts. in cherry.
ROW 1 Knit.
Bow 2 k. 2, purl to last 2 sts.,

k. 2.

Rep. these 2 rows 5 times, then
the 1st row once.
Bow 14 Knit plain (to form

hem-line). Rep. the 1st and 2nd
rows 4 times, then work the

following dee. rows, working 7

rows in plain smooth fabric (with
k. 2 edges) after each, excluding
the 8th row.

1st dec. row k. 2, k. 2 tog. B,
k. 44, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k. 44, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

2nd dec. row k. 2, k. 2 tog. B,
k. 42, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k, 42, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

3rd dec. row k. 2, k. 2 tog. B,
k. 40, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k. 40, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

4th dec. row k. 2, k. 2 tog. B,
k. 38, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k. 38, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

Bth dec, row k. 2, k. tog. B,
k. 36, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k. 36, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

6th dec. row k. 2, k. 2 tog. B,
k. 34, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k. 34, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

7th dec. row k. 2, k. 2 tog. B,
k. 32, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k. 32, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

8tli dec. row k. 2, k. 2 tog. B,
k. 30, k. 2 tog. B, k. 36, k. 2 tog.,
k. 30, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

Work 19 rows in plain smooth
fabric (with k. 2 edges), then
work the following inc. rows,
working 7 rows in smooth fabric

(with k. 2 edges) after each, ex

cluding the 8th row.

(Note: In the following rows
inc. by knitting in loop below
next st. and then knit the at.)-

1st inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 30,
inc., k. 36., inc., k. 30, inc., k. 2.

2nd inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 32, inc., k. row and every following 10th row until

36, inc., k. 32, inc., k. 2.

3rd inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 34, inc., k.

36, inc., k. 34, inc., k. 2.

4th Inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 36, inc., k.

36, inc., k. 36 inc., k. 2.

5th inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 38., inc., k.

36, inc., k. 38, inc., k 2.

6th Inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 40, inc., k.

36, inc., k. 40, inc., k. 2.

7th inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 42, inc., k.

36, inc., k. 42, inc., k. 2.

8th inc. row k. 2, inc., k. 44, inc., k.

36, inc., k. 44, inc., k. 2.

Continue working in smooth fabric (with

6 increases have been worked at each side

(172 sts.). Continue without further

shaping until the sleeve is 7 inches

measuring straight up from cast-on sts.

The Shoulders: Cast off 34 sts. at the

beginning of each of the next 2 rows.
Cast off 9 sts. at the beginning of each of
the next 8 rows. Work 4 rows without
shaping on remaining 32 sts. Cast off.

The Front.

Cast on 136 sts. in cherry. Work exactly
as given for back until the work measures
7J ins. from 1st inc. row.

Right sleeve and V neck shaping: (Com
mence with right side facing.)
Row 1 k. 65, k. 2 tog., k. 1 (slip re

maining 68 sts. on to safety needle).
Bow 2 k. 1, purl to end of row, cast

on 12 sts.

Continue in smooth fabric, inc. at sleeve

edge (inside k. 2 edge) in the 9th row and
every following 10th row until 6 increases
have been made and at the same time
dec. at neck edge (inside k. 1 edge) in
the 3rd row and every following 4th row
until 16 decreases have been made. Work
without further shaping until the sleeve
is 7$ ins. measuring straight up from

cast-on sts.

Shoulder: (Right side facing.)
Cast off 34 sts. at the beginning
of the 1st row. Then cast off
9 sts. at the beginning of every
following 2nd row until all the
sts. are cast off. Slip the 68 sts.
on to knitting needle to com
mence working with right side

facing.
Left sleeve and V neck shaping.
Bow 1 k. 1, k. 2 tog., knit

plain to end of row, cast on 12 sts.
Row 2 k. 2, purl to last st.,

k. 1.

Complete this side to correspond
with Bight side commencing
shoulder shapings with wrong
side facing.

The Sleevebands.
Cast on 24 sta. in grey.
Row 1 Knit.
Row 2 k. 6, turn; k. 6.

Row 3 k. 12, turn; k. 12.

Row 4 k. 18, turn; k. 18.
Row 5 k. 24.

Knit 4 rows plain. Join in

cherry (at short side of work)
and in plain knitting work 12
rows in cherry and 12 rows in

grey alternately, but dec. once
at long side of work on the first

row of each stripe (by knitting
tog. the 2nd and 3rd sts. from
end of row) until 18 sts. remain.
Continue in stripes until the band
measures roughly 7J ins. from
commencement, finishing with a
cherry stripe. Then inc. once at

beginning of the last row of
each stripe (long side) until there
are 24 sts. on the needle and com
pleting a cherry stripe. Using
grey wool, work 5 rows plain,
then shape as follows:
Row 1 k. 18, turn; k. 18.
Row 2 k. 12, turn; k. 12.
Row 3 k. 6 turn; k. 6,

Row 4 k. 24. Cast off.

Work a second band in the
same manner.

The Revers,
Cast on 3 sts. in grey for the

right rever.

Work in plain knitting every row, inc.

once in 1st st. in the next row and every
2nd row until there are 9 sts. on the
needle. Work 1 row plain. Join in cherry
wool and work in stripes as given for

sleeve bands, but inc. once in the 1st st.

in the next row and every 2nd row until

there are 45 sts. on the needle (completion
of the 4th grey stripe). Cast off.

Cast on 3 sts. in grey for the left rever.

Work as given for right rever, but arrange
the shapings at opposite end of needle

(i.e., inc. in the next to the last st. instead
of the 1st st.). Cast off.

[Turn to page 49.]
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Curutq 9-ldtares
53 Harcourt Avenue,

East Hills.

Dear Sir,

You will be interested in my boys excellent

progress, thanks to your ARNOTrS MILK AHHOWHOOT
BISCUITS.

Their ages are Kerry, 3 years, and Louie, 20
months. Both boys still have and enjoy their meals of

ARNOTTS MILK ARROWROOT BISCUITS. I also give
them daily to my girl in her school lunch, which I think

gives her that extra nourishment.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Mrs. V. Oldfield.

SCIENTIFIC BISCUIT PRODUCTION
Of FREE Illustrated booklet for advanced .school &quot;93

children will be posted to 700 if yon send you:-
name and address to Box 336, C.P.O., Sydney.

WHITEBAIT! Tiny inch-long fish,

found only in the sparkling streams

of New Zealand. For a distinctive,

delicious treat you cannot find their

qual. Their delicate flavour is

unique and retained in St. George
by quick canning which seals the full

freshness and delicate taste in every
tin. Serve Whitebait for every
occasion where an unusual dish is

required.

AT ALL LEADING
AUSTRALIAN STORES

ST. GEORGE

Dunedin

WHITEBAIT
IRVINE STEVENSON S ST. 6EOR6E CO. LTD. New zea |and

Put a little starch in the final rinsing
water when you wash cotton or linen
handkerchiefs. Iron them while damp and
they ll look like new. This way they won t

get soiled so quickly and you will find them
easier to wash next time.

Mash left-over cold potatoes and carrots

together, add salt and pepper and a little

grated cheese or a little meat or fish paste,
and form into cakes. Dip in flour, fry in

hot fat and serve with tomato sauce for a

tasty dish.

Save Pounds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Bebarfald-Bluebird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

quicklv pay for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for

less than Id. Features include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control,

automatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete in CQ1/7/Q
maple-coloured carrying case till / %

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-type
Bureau Cabinet. Writs for particulars.

-CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPONI
BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

G Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable

Machine
Q Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet

Machine
Also full details of your Specialised Easy Term*.

NAME

ADDRESS..

AH9

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

HOLD

YOURRupture
SECURELY
Try the new Roussel Ap
pliance Free. Enables you
to do hard work with com
fort and security. Definitely

holds, a condition abso

lutely necessary for im

provement or recovery. Re-

^^^ commended by Doctors and
thousands of users throughout Australia.

So sure are we that you will find THE ROUSSEL
real boon that we are prepared to make an appliance
to suit your individual requirements and GIVE YOU
A 14-DAYS TRIAL. You can try it out in any
way you wish, also show it to your Doctor, then If

you are not satisfied, return it. Regardless of

whether you are fitted personally or are supplied by
post, we guarantee satisfaction. Special all rubber

Rupture Appliances for Bathing, Swimming and

Surfing are now also available.

14 DAYS FREE TRIAL
Call or send Stamp for illustrated details, Self

Measurement Form, and 14 Days Free Trial Offer.

You will be under no obligation.

One Address Only :

THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO.,
Dept. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE,

SYDNEY.
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LATTICE CROCHET SET
Materials: 4 balls Lady Betty Fleecy

3-ply wool; 10 ins. long Durex crochet hook
No. 9; 1 yd. ribbon; 1 inch wide, for

bonnet; 4 yds. bebe ribbon.
Measurements: Length of dress from

shoulder, 16 inches; sleeve, 3| inches; width

repeat them but when working row 1, work
each st. into the vertical at. below and move
the pattern 1 st. to the right in each group
row (which is row 1). Continue until you
have worked 14 rows, then work over 11
sts. for shoulder for 4 rows. Join wool at

afcijif - *-*-*-^jr^ * &--T.
-

at under-arm, 20 inches; length of bolero
from shoulder, 10 inches; sleeve, 6 inches;
bonnet and Bootees to correspond.

Abbreviations: eh., chain; d.c. double

crochet; tr., treble; at., stitch; pat., pattern.
NOTE: As this pattern has a tendency

to move in a bias direction, pull into

shape and press on a thick pad, to

preserve the pattern.
The Dress.

Commence at lower edge of yoke,
and make 39 ch. and 3 extra ch.
to turn.

**Row 1 * wool over hook, insert
hook into 1st ch. (after allowing
3 to turn) wool over and draw
through both loops, leaving 1st on
needle, repeat from * in next eh.

(wool over, hook into next ch. and
draw wool through) 3 times, wool
over and draw through the group
loops only leaving the top loop on
hook. **

NOTE: The last bracket is worked
into one st thus forming a group.

Repeat from ** to ** to end of
row you will have 39 loops on the
needle.

(Do not turn work.)
Return row Wool over hook, and

lip off 1 loop for edge, then wool
over and draw through two loops
to end of row.

These 2 rows make the pattern,

other shoulder and work the 11 sts. to
match.
Make other half of yoke the same.
Join left shoulder seams together and

half of right shoulder seam, also 1 inch
of each underarm.
Make a beading round lower edge of

yoke for the ribbon thus: * 1 tr. into each
of next 2 sts., 2 ch., miss 2 sts., repeat
from *

all round joining with a slip-stitch.
Then work a row of shells by working:
*

1 tr., 1 ch., 1 tr., into each bar of previ
ous row, and repeat from *

all round neck.
Skirt.

This net pattern in worked lengthways
as follows:

Make 48 ch. Put hook into 2nd loop of

ch., put wool over hook and draw up 1

loop, wool over hook and draw through
2 loops. *Hook into same ch. as before,
wool over hook, draw wool through,
hook into next st. and draw wool

through, wool over hook and draw
through last 2 loops on needles. Repeat
from *

to end of row. (Do not turn

work.)
Return row Wool over hook and

slip off 1 loop for edge, then wool over
and draw through 2 loops to end of

row.

Bepeat these 2 rows, working row
1 into the vertical sts. of row (under
the ch. row) until you have a piece
44 inches wide. Stretch and press
straight, sew up back seam. Arrange
round yoke under the shell row and sew
neatly in position around lower edge
work as follows:
Row 1 * 3 tr. into raised st., 1 d.c.

into next raised st. and repeat from
*

all round.
Row 2 Slip to top of shell, 3 ch.,

1 d.c. into top of next shell, repeat
from *

all round.
Row 3 Slip to centre of 1st loop,

* 3 ch. 1 d.c. into centre of next loop,
repeat from *

all round.

Eepeat row 3 twice more.
Row 6* 3 tr. into loop, 1 d.c. into

next loop, repeat front *
all round.

Sleeve.

Make 16 ch. and work the pattern
as given for skirt until you have 28
rows. (14 ridges.) Sew seam together
and round lower edge after pulling into

shape, work 28 d.c. Work 4 rows of
d.c. Make other sleeve the same, and

sew in neatly placing seam at underarm.
Thread ribbon at neck and waist.

Bolero.

Commence at underarm, and make 28
ch. and work patt. as given for skirt of

[Turn to page 49.]
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Mum knows
the secret

of my good
health!

Ever since Grand

ma s day, CALIFIG-

the original Cali

fornia Syrup of

Figs has been known for its gentle

efficiency in correcting childish upsets.

Time-tested CALIFIG is made
of the juice of ripe figs with an

extract of senna. It contains no syn

thetic cathartics, no harsh chemicals,

nothing that can harm delicate little

systems. CALIFIG is purely vege

table, naturally nice and children love

its delicious flavour.

Always ask for it by name and

insist on getting CALIFIG
f T

6188

Califif
^Jhz CXlqmal
CALIFORNIA SYRUP I FIGS

EVERY
EXPECTANT MOTHER

well-balanced diet throughout
Pregnancy, with emphasis laid on

Vitamins and Mineral Salts elements abso
lutely essential to make good the strain on
her own system, and for the building up of
the child s frame, muscles and nervous
system. These essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts are often lacking in the
ordinary daily food and it is here that Bio-

Chemistry can help the Expectant Mother
so much
There are Twelve Bio-Chemic Nerve and Tissue-Building Cell Salts, supplying every
need of the human system Individual requirements are thoroughly investigated
only one or two of these vital life-giving Cell Salts may be lacking and your exact
need supplied. Thus the Expectant Mother is assured of an abundant reserve of
nerve force, a more comfortable confinement, more speedy recovery and a rich supply
of natural milk. All consultations free of charge or obligation

Write for FREE BOOKLET giving valuable advice and information
Send to Dept. BM 951.

Established 25 Years.

BIO-CHEM 1C INSTITUTE
BOX 1249 L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU1971.

Push a dolly-headed clothes-peg into the

finger of a knitted glove when darning
it; it will be much easier to mend.

Always leave a loop of wool when darn

ing woollens in case your mending should
shrink.

Look up, and not down; look forward,
and not back; look out and not in; and
lend a hand.

Keep true, never be ashamed of doing
right; decide on what you think is right,
and stick to it.

HEIGHT
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Smothering your Scalp

and ruining your hair?

A few drops of Barry s

Tricopherous massaged

into the scalp each day, helps

to keep your hair free from

dandruff, dryness or excessive

oiliness. Barry s Tticophe-

rous is the proved way, to

keep your hair glamorous
with a natural lustre.

For naturally

lustrous hair

NOURISH THE ROOTS WITH

BARRY S

T.
I

Price, 5/6

ricopnerous
Bl/60

&& Suffering wHh o

l^COLD
RELY ON HALF MEASURES
TAKE FOOLISH CHANCES

Get after your chest cold with moist heat a

time-proven treatment endorsed by many doctors
all over the world. Antiphlogistine Poultice gives

you the benefits of moist heat right in your
own home. Just do these two simple things
recommended by many doctors:

1. Put an Antiphlogistine Poultice on back and
chest. Throat, too if it s sore.

2. Go to bed. Antiphlogistine Poultice works all

through the night. Helps you get a good night s

sleep.

POULTICE

tipnlogistmei
The soothing warmth of
Antiphlogistine Poultice relaxes
tense or aching muscles, stimulates
circulation, helps ease coughs due
to colds.

If you work in a stuffy city office and
the atmosphere becomes too oppressive,
try plunging your arms and elbows in a
basin of cold water. This will help to cool

vou all over.

The hall-mark tells a story

Who, when and where ?

The hall-mark on this fine table-spoon denotes

that it is sterling silver (the lion), that it was made

by the famous silversmith, Paul Storr (initials), in

the year 1817 (letter b), in London (leopard s head).

The sovereign s head (George III) shows that duty
was paid on the spoon.

The hall-mark of silver polishes is the name
&quot;Goddard s&quot; famous throughout the worldfor more

than 110 years.

Goddard S Silver Polishes

Baby s skin too

&quot; eeds NIVEA
The all-purpose creme

for fhe core of the skin

&quot;Nivea in the

nursery&quot; is a good

rule to follow. Sooth-
-f

ing, snow-white Nivea,
*&amp;lt;^

and only Nivea, contains t^

&quot;Eucerite,&quot; a substance closely

resembling the skin s natural oils.

Use Nivea regularly for baby s

tender skin . . . and your own.

&quot;Nlvta&quot; and &quot;Euccrite&quot; art

rtffd. trade markt.

Herts Pharmaceuticals Ljmited. Welwyn Garden City and Sydney. N.8.2

The invalid toilet accessories should be

kept handy, in a special box or drawer,
so that the invalid can freshen herself

up just whenever she feels inclined, with
out having to keep asking for help.

If you happen to have a saucepan with

out a heat-proof handle, insulate it this

way: Buy some rubber-covered flex ant

bind the handle neatly, and you ll nevei

burn your fingers on it again.

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by the Proprietors at the Australian Home Journal Offices

&quot;Home Journal&quot; House. 407-409 Kent St.. Sydney.
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Qrnotis
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality/
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Lovely Granddaughter
of U.S.A. s 24th President

Charming Marion Cleveland has an exquisite complexion porcelain-fine and

smooth. She uses Pond s!

&quot;I love Pond s Cold Cream dearly because it

does my skin so much good,&quot;

says this lovely granddaughter
of the U.S.A. s 24th President

There is happiness for you when

someone says, &quot;How lovely you look!&quot;

At once, you become a more radiant,

alive and interesting person. And so

much of this charm lies within your

own scope in the instant eye-appeal

of sparkling, soft, clear skin. That is

why it means so much to be meticu

lous about your constant beauty care

... to never miss the important daily

details that keep your face a heart

warming picture.

&quot;Outside-Inside&quot; Face
Treatment

This Pond s Cold Cream treatment

cleanses and softerts wonderfully,

you ll discover. And because it s a

cream cleansing, it s never drying!

So always at bedtime (for day cleans-

ings, too) cream your face with

Pond s. This is the way:
Hot Stimulation give your face a

quick hot water splash.

Cream Cleanse swirl light, fluffy

Pond s Cold Cream all over your face

and throat. This softens, sweeps dirt

and make-up from pore openings.

Tissue off.

Cream Rinse do another soft Pond s

creaming, to rinse off last traces of

dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue

off.

Cold Stimulation a tonic cold-water

splash.

This &quot;Outside-Inside&quot; Face Treat

ment works on both sides of your

skin. From Outside softens, sweeps

away skin-dulling dirt. From Inside

every step of this treatment stimu

lates circulation. Marion Cleveland

says &quot;My face feels exceptionally

soft after this Pond s treatment.&quot;

Always remember it is not

vanity to develop the beauty of your

face. It enriches you to look lovely

and this helps bring others closer

to you.

Get a

jar or
tube

today!

PC13

tor

DUREX

HOLDING DRESS PATTERNS.
Attach dreis patterns to ma
terials with transparent &quot;Durex&quot;

Tape and they will lie smooth

and flat and cannot slip.

AVAILABLE

EVERYWHERE

Now, more tape for your money
With th handy &quot;Durex&quot; Plaid

Dispenser you now get 200 inches

of i inch tape for only 1/6.

100 ins. j in. TAPE, l/-

300 int. i in. TAPE, 2/4

PLASTIC HAND DISPENSLR
only 3/-. Tap. 4/9

BRAND

TAPE
Made in Australia by Australian Durex

Products Pty. Ltd., Lidcombe, N.S.W.
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Play Romper Remake.
You ve no doubt got an old print frock,

the top all worn but the skirt part good.

Perhaps too good to make an apron from

it, so why not make your little two-year-
old a play romper.
No pattern needed and quite easy to

make. Sketches A and C show the simpli
city of the romper. Sketches D and E show
how to cut the pattern. Measurements
are given so cut out first in paper; both
the back and front pieces are cut with
the centre to the fold of material. Sew

up sides and shoulder seams. Bind the

edges of lower hem with coloured bias

binding, including the little flap at back
which buttons to front of garment.
Make a 4 inch slit at centre back to

allow room for head to go through. Bind
the neck and round arms, add small button
at back to fasten neckline. Make 3
small buttonholes along the 5 inches

straight part of lower hem in front, and
sew 3 buttons on edge of back flap to

correspond.

Potato Rock Cakes.
Half a pound plain flour; 4 ozs. mashed

potatoes; 2 ozs. margarine; 2 ozs. any
dried or tinned fruit; 1 oz. sugar; a little

milk or fruit syrup; 1 teaspoon baking
powder.
Mix together the flour and baking

powder, then rub in the fat. Mash the

potatoes while they are still hot and leave
to cool. When quite cold, add them to the
flour. Add the chopped fruit and the

sugar and, if liked, half a small teaspoon
of ground nutmeg or spice. Mix very
stiffly with a little milk, rubbing it well
in with a spoon. (If tinned fruit is being
used substitute some of the juice for the
milk and use less sugar.) Have ready a

greased baking-tin. Arrange the mixture
on it in small rough heaps and bake in
a quick oven for about twenty minutes.

-
&amp;lt; *

Danny Kaye, working in the Techni-
celored &quot;On the Eiviera&quot; at 20th Century-
Fox, had a phone call from his young
daughter. She wanted him to know she d
just cut her hair herself and now has &quot;a

cruel cut like his.&quot;

*

Gregory Peck, who has just completed
&quot;David and Bathsheba&quot; for 20th Century-Fox,
and has had one of the busiest schedules
of any actor for the past five years, went
with his wife for a month s vacation visit

ing Puerto Eico, Haiti and the Virgin
Islands. Next year he will make a trip to
his Wifft s native &quot;Pinlon/l

SOLD ONLY BY CHEMISTS
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&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;lt;

And you ll be delighted, too, to get rid of ugly fat from hips,

waist and bust.

Sientific tests have proved that slim people live longer, look

younger and are healthier than fat people.

How to calculate

your healthiest weight
Multiply your number of inches over 5 feet by 5J and add
the result to 110.

Example:
You are 5 feet 6 inches in your socks,

So 6 x 5i equals 33.

33 added to 110 equals 143 pounds.

You may be ten pounds heavier than this and still

be healthy, of course, especially if you are big-boned.

If you are burdened with ugly fat, try this new easy
method of reducing. Get a flask of Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids from your chemist

today, and take one Menthoid an hour before

meals with a drink. Watch that excess

weight, ugly bulges, disappear. You ll get
a new feeling of health and vigour as

you regain your slender figure with Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids treatment.

Famous for over 30 years, Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids

contain no dangerous drugs, and are quite safe for the

most delicate patients.

Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS
6/6 and 3/6 everywhere

We re in the

MONEY!
No, vre haven t won a lottery and Tom
hasn t had his salary raised. But, what
with the increased cost of living we just
had to increase our family income and
we ve found a wonderful way to

Earn 5 to 10 Weekly at Home!
We make FRENCH FLOWERS and GLOVES (we got
FREE OUTFITS too). Your earnings are assured with
La Paula. Year work is purchased under the La Paula
Marketing Bond. Boxes are supplied and postage paid
on all orders. Married or single you
can start earning right away. You
earn as you learn. Don t delay
make spare hours pay. Learn

MILLINERY DRESSMAKING
FLORAL ART (all branches).

Personal or Postal Courses. (FREE
WORKING OUTFITS with all

Crafts).
Start Now / Write to-day .

LA PAULA
ART ACADEMY

Sydney Melbourne Brisbane
Also Box 1160, Wellington, N.2.

FRENCH FLOWERS, GLOVES, MILLINERY,
FLORAL ART, DRESSMAKING.

SEND COUPON Write To-day!
r~ State clearly Craft you desire
i LA PAULA ACADEMY.
J
SYDNEY : 67 Caatlereagh Street (near King St.)

I MELBOURNE : 343 Little Collins St., Box 2262U, G.P.O.
| Melbourne.
BRISBANE : Box 717 K, G.P.O., Brisbane.

Send me year Free B
|

1 am interested in

&amp;gt;klet &quot;The Happy Highway ( SaeeeM.&quot; |

i Name

r

..Course.

(Mr., Mrs., Miss).

Street

Town. AH 10-31

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answer! to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help
and benefit to readers who desire information concern
ing matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the

toilet, or hygiene. In addition to the proper signa
ture (which will never be published under any
circumstances), correspondents are requested to send
a pen-name, to which the answer may be addressed.]

GOLDEN WEDDING. Seating at Golden
Wedding Party. I do not think that at
such a family gathering there can really
be said to be any &quot;correct&quot; seating arrange
ment. It would be impossible to observe

&quot;precedence&quot; in the ordinary sense, for
this would simply result in a string of

people of diminishing ages, and be a very
unbalanced arrangement. My advice is

that, having placed the Golden Wedding
pair together in the centre of the table,
if it is a long enough one to be treated

&quot;lengthways&quot; or one at each end (though
the other would be the nicer arrangement)
you should simply work out a scheme in

which husbands and wives do not sit

together, in which children are strategi
cally placed so that someone can keep an
eye on them, and in which those members
of the family who do not get on specially
well together for there are usually some
even in the nicest families are kept
suitably far apart. Worried.
ENLARGED LYMPH NODES. M. T. writes:

&quot;Is Hodgkin s disease the same as
leukemia?&quot; No, but chronic leukemia
can be considered a cousin of Hodgkin s

disease inasmuch as both involve the lymph
glands.

REGULATIONS. &quot;Since arriving at this

town I tried to
1

get a prescription made
up for my mother. I went along to the
che-mist s, and, I admit I was a perfect
stranger to him, he refused to make up
the bottle of medicine, saying there was
a time limit between mixtures. The doctor
was well known, and I think he should
have made up the mixture as my mother
was very ill.&quot; Miss M. There must be

something wrong somewhere, as in pre
scribing a mixture such as you have the
doctor knows that it contains a dangerous
drug and he should order sufficient to last

until the next repeat is due. The chemist
should have explained to you that he is

bound by law, under severe penalty, to

dispense the mixture according to the
instructions on the prescription. If

you look at the prescription you will note
that the doctor has ordered the mixture
to be repeated once or twice and the law
now requires a prescriber to indicate the
intervals at which a dangerous drug shall

be dispensed; the chemist is further bound
by a consequential amendment to the regu
lations, viz: &quot;The prescription shall not
be dispensed more than the maximum
number of times, or at more frequent
intervals than indicated thereon. . .&quot;

Send the prescription back to the doctor,
explain the case, and let him adjust the
matter for you. The chemist acted within
his rights and was carrying out the doctor s

instructions; but perhaps he did not ex

plain it well.

SHAKESPEARE S FRIEND. Marlowe was
born at Canterbury in 1564, the same year
as Shakespeare; he lived a wild life and
came to an untimely end, stabbed in an
inn brawl in 1593. Outstanding works
were &quot;The Tragical History of Dr. Faustus&quot;

and &quot;Edward
II&quot;,

a fine drama, superior in

some respects to Shakespeare s &quot;Eichard

II&quot;. Student.
FRIED OYSTERS. &quot;Choose large oysters.

These are cleaned and drained, then
seasoned with salt, pepper and paprika.
Dip each oyster in flour to dry it further,
then in slightly beaten egg, and then in
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fine breadcrumbs; leave for a few mom
enta, then dip once more in the egg and

breadcrumbs, and fry in a deep, hot fat.

Drain on paper and serve garnished with

parsley and slices of lemon.&quot; Mary M.

SCOBCH MARKS. &quot;Scorch marks on those

woollen garments can easily be removed

by moistening with cold water and apply
ing a few drops of eau-de-cologne. Bub
vigorously and allow to dry in fresh air,

and you will find the marks have disap

peared.&quot; Knitter.

GOLDEN RULE. &quot;You should have knitted

inte the back of each stitch in the first

row after casting on, unless the directions

stated otherwise.&quot; Beginner.

BAGPIPES. &quot;The instrument consists of

a leather wind bag, which is filled with

air, usually by the player blowing through
a tube; a pipe called a chanter fitted with

finger holes, on which the notes are played;
and one, two, or three drones or pipes
with fixed pitch, which supply a droning
accompaniment to the melody.&quot; Tartan.

DECORATIONS. &quot;Order of the Bath is

an order of knighthood founded by Henry
IV but lapsed about 1670 and was revived

by George I. Formally reconstituted in

1815, there are three classes, Knights
Grand Cross (G.C.B.), Knights Commander
(K.C.B.), and Commanders (C.B.), each
with military, civil, and honorary divi

sions.&quot; History.

COMPLEXION TROUBLE. &quot;A.B.&quot; is upset
because she has several small lumps on

her chin. A fairly common trouble in

certain types and is probably due to either

mental strain, illness or diet mistakes.

If mental strain or illness is the contribut

ing factor, a doctor should be consulted.

If it is diet, &quot;A.B.&quot; has a sweet tooth and
consumes far too much sugar. She also

enjoys eating rich types of food such as

fried dishes, trifles, sweet cakes, etc.

She must turn her back on these and accept
a plain fare such as grills, salads, green
vegetables, raw shredded carrots and plenty
of fresh fruit. This is a healthy diet and
if one is imaginative it need not be
dull. Fruit juices and plenty of water
between meals help in keeping the kidneys
and bowels in good order.

REDUCE YOUK WEIGHT. &quot;To keep in the

pink of condition try this exercise each

morning: Lie on the floor, raise your legs

slowly and lower them in the same
tempo. When starting, do the exercise
once or twice, only, but increase in ones
or twos each morning. This does wonders
to the abdomen, hips and thighs, and if

practised regularly and in moderation is

one of the best weight reducing routines

you can indulge in.&quot; Fatty.
HOLIDAY TIME. &quot;Your suit-case can be

made to look almost new by giving it a good
coating of dark stain boot polish, rubbing
it weH into parts that have been buffed
and scratched. Polish with a good soft
clean duster, using plenty of elbow-

grease .&quot; Tourist.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have a booklet which will be appre

ciated by those interested in knitted and
crochet toys. Full instructions and illus

trations are given for the following:
The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our Fluffy
Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, comprising
Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet and
Pitchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

Doctors Prove Palme-live Soap

can bring YOU . . .

Oil tOO CAI LOOK
FOB THESE COMPlfXJOK

IMPROVEMENTS II 14

Not just a promise
bat a proved plan!

THIS IS ALL YOU DO:

Wash your face with Palmoliva

soap. Then, for 60 seconds,

massage your clean face with

Palmolive a soft, lovely lather.

Rinse ! Do this twice a day for

14 days. This cleansing mas

sage will bring your skin

Palmolive a fall beautifying

effect Begin it to-day]

Four &quot;VAREX&quot; Applications

HEAL BAD LEG
W.D.R. states that an ulcer which had
grren him pain for five years was com
pletely healed after four applications of
Varex. A simple, soothing home treat
ment for Varcose Ulcers at any stage of

development. No resting required. Per
manent results. Write to-day for free
booklet and all information to Ernest
Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, Varex,
Rooms 523-524, 5th Floor. St. James
Building. I09W Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOW! Don t wish that

Husband or Son did not drink. Eucrasy
has brought happinass to homas curtad
with misery and ruin through drink,

Harmless, tasteless, can be glvaa
secretly in any food, or voluntarily.
State which required.

Send 30 - now, for 20 day Course.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney
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Im Slim and

again

YoulhoForm
Are yon overweight? Then read this typical letter

taken from our files:

&quot;I am writing to tell you the amazing difference

Youth-O-Form has made to me. I was 12 stone 3 Iba.

three months ago and looked terrible. Now I ant

down to 9 stone 8 Ibs. feel well and look better

than I have for years 1&quot;

If you are overweight, suffer from rheu

matism, indigestion or constipation, start the

Youth-O-Form treatment to-day! Effective, easy-

to-take Yonth-O-Form globules take off excess

poundage fast give permanent results without

excessive dieting or strenuous exercises. Your
chemist has Yonth-O-Form for only 5/6 for ten

days treatment, or 20/- for six weeks treat

ment. Gt Youth-O-Form to-day!

If yon require advice on any health or

beauty problem, write to the Youth-O-Form

Advisory Bureau, Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

YS2

YOUTH O-FORM
Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

NO NEED TO WEAR GLASSES
.HUNDREDS of men, women and young people have
written to me, worried and fearful about their eyes.
After reading the amazing free book,

&quot;

Better Natural
Sight Without Wearing Glasses,&quot; they have found that
there is a way to regain normal vision without the need
f glasses at all.

. IF YOU SUFFER FROM
Mjr patients include men for the Navy and Air SHORT SIGHT LONG SIGHT
Force, and also men qualifying for all trades FAILING SIGHT ASTIGMATISM
ad professions : Civil Aviators, Civil Ser- TIRED EYES GLARE

rants, Clerks, Motorists, Engineers, Policemen, TURNED EYES STRAIN
Railwaymen. Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try this simple test

for ASTIGMATISM.
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all

four circles are uni

form. When astig
matism exists there
is variation in the
width and depth of

bars.

EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except
diseased eyes), Call or Write (en

closing 3d. postage) for my
FREE 32 PAGE BOOK

&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wear
ing Glasses&quot; This includes testimonials

from happy people who have discarded

glasses. It will open up a new avenue

of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Bldg.,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA5455

FREE CONSULTATION MA54SS

Heart to Heart
The Old School Tie:

The sum total of your letter is that

your husband wants your boy to play
football and you don t, and how you are

going to settle it. Frankly you are being
too maternal and coddling; naturally you
are nervous and worry when he plays
and heave a great sigh of relief when he
comes home in one piece. Look at the
situation from the boy s point of view.

He is a big healthy lad and wants to

play. Supposing you stop him playing,
what happens? He immediately becomes
the object of hurtful remarks from his

pals about being a &quot;cissy and frightened
of being hurt&quot;, etc., which is more
damaging to his character than losing a
bit of skin. Your opposition will make
him frustrated and resentful. If you let

him play he immediately takes his rightful

place with the boys, learns the team spirit,
how to take hard knocks without losing
his temper and to play a tough, but fair

game. From a social point of view his

interest is widened by meeting other boys
when playing against opposing schools
and learns how to conduct himself when
out. In other words his character ia

developed along the lines of a normal boy.
Why not become interested in his games
and go along and barrack for him and his

team? Get your husband to explain the

game to you and see that he also teaches

your boy how to tackle and take a pass.
If he is in good condition to, play a hard

game you have little to worry about; let

the opposing mothers do that. You will

be very proud of him when he represents
his school in the First Fifteen.

Home, Sweet Home:
&quot;Mother owns the house we live in, and

my salary has been sufficient for the up
keep, other expenses and our few weekly
pleasures. About four months ago my
brother and his wife came to stay with
us for two weeks, and they liked it so much
that it seems they are making it a guest

house, with this very big difference, they
are non-paying guests; neither do they
help with the domestic chores, but leave

everything to mother. They just walk ia

and out when it suits them. I got fed-up
the other day and told him off, to which
he replied: It is just as much my house
as yours, so what? Would I have any
legal redress?&quot; Jimmie.-Legally you
would not have a leg to stand on, not being
the owner or tenant. Your mother as the

owner can place the matter before him,
and if he is not agreeable to pay his share
of all the expenses she should tell them
to go. It is a difficult situation, but a firm

stand now will save a lot of worry later.

Get them out immediately as they will

always prove a source of trouble.

Annie, Get Your Gun:
&quot;Could a girl love a man who is only

friendly and nice towards her? He is

always in my mind, but has not asked me
to go out yet.&quot;

Annie.-Anything is

possible, for some people, where the

emotions are concerned, but take your time
and let the affair develop through friend

ship first. This unmaidenly rush will

frighten him away unless you curb your
feelings more. Let your head take over

from the heart and infuse some common
sense into the affair, unless you want to

be hurt and miss your man.

Sad But True:
&quot;I am very unhappy as my father has

romarrio/1 ani\ mir stpn-mntVipr is a t.art.aT.
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How he ever came to marry her I would
not know, but he is certainly copping it,

and so am I. I am not allowed to even

bring my friends home now, and she
j

insists that I hand over all my weekly
salary, 6/10/0. We had a rare set-to

and it looks like I am to have a taste of

the wide open spaces. As I am not yet
twenty-one, do you think I could make a

do of it? Father, realising what I am
putting up with, has given me permission
to get out and live somewhere else.&quot;

Cinderella. There is no reason why
you should not be able to live on your
salary, as you have some go in you, but
be careful. You might be able to board
*at the home of one of your girl friends,
or, if she is in a room, it might be big
enough for you to share it and the

expenses. Suitable accommodation is ex

pensive and hard to come by these times

and, unless you can get a small flatette
or suitable board, better stay at home
where at least you have the proverbial
roof over your head. You can come to a
business-like arrangement with your step-
ma, and if only your father would stand
beside you the position might improve
when she sees that you both intend to
have no more monkey tricks.

A Bridesmaid:
&quot;Is it absolutely necessary to have a

bridesmaid at my wedding? I would like
one but can t possibly afford to pay for
her dress.&quot; &quot;Engaged&quot; You need not
have a bridesmaid, though it is usual to
have one to partner the best man. Nowa
days most bridesmaids pay for their own
dresses. It is the bridegroom s duty to

present the bridesmaid with some gift of

appreciation for her help to the bride.

Best of Friends:
&quot;I am happiest when I am with mother.

We have always gone about together and
are the best of friends. I am in my early
twenties, dress well, not bad looking and
rather popular. My friends tell me I am
foolish being so much .with my mother,&quot;
writes Miss M.G. This is a very happy
arrangement up to a certain age, but after
that it becomes selfish on your mother s part
and foolish on yours. Your friends are just
getting fed up with you and are dropping
a hint; they will cease to ask you out
unless you see less of mother and more
of them. You must be with your own
age group and your mother should have
her circle too, because when you marry
she will be desolate, having no friends to
turn to. Discourage her from occupying
all your time and see that she invites
her cronies home to play cards, etc.
She will then be invited, in return, to
their social evenings. This arrangement
will enable you to go about with your
pals.

Summer CatalogueNOW READY
The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata

logue of Spring and Summer Fashions is
now on sale. Its forty pages contain the
very latest and most carefully chosen fashion
designs for the coming season. Our readers
will be pleased with this publication, which
depicts artistically, in different colour effects,
the various styles for all departments of
dressmaking. For the adult there is a wide
range of style sun frocks, sports wear,

j

blouses, frocks for all occasions, maternity
and matrons frocks, undies, etc. The boys
and girls and babies have a special section
to themselves. Price 2/3 (postal note 2/-
ond 3d. in stamps). &quot;Australian Home
Journal&quot;, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.

&quot;I learned the advantages of mGGS
internal sanitary protection

from the free Meds book.
1

Learn for yourself
the wonderful secrets

of safe internal sanitar

protection. Cut out a

post the coupon below for
this FREE Meds book
let to Nurse Reid,
Johnson & Johnson,
Box 3331, G.P.O.,
Sydney.

ALL WOMEN can now have

the greater comfort complete

protection that only MEDS
internal sanitary protection

can give. Made from the
;

of test, whitest, absorbent

surgical cotton, MEDS are

available with or without

the new improved applicator.

Keep a packet in your

handbag for greater safety.

Ml%?Q BO& &quot;Jfe Modess Tampon
A PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

&quot;T/&amp;gt;? MOJ/ Twsted Name in Surgical Dressings&quot;

Nurse Reid, Johnson & Johnson
Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney AHJ 10-51

Please post me, in plain wrapper, the FREE Meds
booklet.

Name.

Address.

&quot;CHICO&quot; CNVISDBLE
EARPHONES. 2i/- Pr.

Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street. Sydney.

ASTHMA
Why Continue to Suffer?

By a simple inexpensive home method
former tufferers in 20 countries, during the
pMt IS year* have obtained great relief from
day and night attacks, freed the light breathing,
ea*ed coughing tpellt, induced restful sleep
and so built up health. No matter what your
age or where you live, even if you have suffered

lifetime and tried everything ou could
learn of without results DO NOT GIVE UP
MOPE. Send TODAY for interesting FREI
BOOK, which reveals a time-tested method
of home treatment that has brought relief
health and happiness to former asthma
sufferers in almost every part of the world.
Enclose 3d. stamps for postage.

CHARLTON SINCLAIR LTD.
(Dept. B)

P.O. Box 48, NEWTOWN. N.S.W
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EVERY

PLUM PUDDINGS
wd fruit Mince Meat

Rich and delicious

Rosella Plum Pud

dings prepared from

choice fruits and

ingredients are now
available in 16 oz.

cans. Also Rosella

Mince Meat in the

convenient &quot;Home

Size&quot; 9 oz. cans.

BIO-CHEMISTRY
benefits

EXPECTANT MOTHERS
Expectant Mothers realise how

important it is that they have a

well-balanced, correct diet, but com
paratively few are aware that essential
Vitamins and Mineral Salts are often

lacking in their daily food.
This deficiency can most effectively
and naturally be made good through

The Twelve Bio-Chemic Nerve and Tissue Building Cell Salts. These wonderful
Cell Salts build up and maintain the tissues of the body. Experts will advise the
correct Bio-Chemic treatment necessary for you individually. Distance is no
handicap. Write for full particulars, and FREE BOOKLET, &quot;Before Baby Arrives.&quot;

All consultations free of charge or obligation. Send to Dept. BM 1051

Established 29 Years.

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
BOX 1249L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

Ideals are like stars; you will not succeed
in touching them with your hands. But
like the seafaring man on the desert of

waters, you choose them as your guides
and, following them, you will reach your
destiny.

If paper gets stuck to a varnished desk
or table, soak the paper with ordinary olive

oil, let it stand for a few minutes, and
then rub away paper with a soft cloth.

After that give the surface a good polish

ing.

Learn to Play a Tune
in 30 Minutes

on the

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
HILL-BILLY GLITAR
SPANISH GUITAR
UKULELE
BANJO-MANDOLIN

NO TEDIOUS SCALES OR EXERCISES
Play a Tuna at your First Lesson!

Th Hawaiian Club will teach you in th
comfort of your own home, and the cost li

only 2/6 per week. Send for full particular!
of the Hawaiian Club s specialised Postal

Courses.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Don t forget there s a MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE if you are not satisfied.

HAWAIIAN CLUB
P.O. Box 3514 RR, G.P.O., Sydney.

POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY

, To THE HAWAIIAN CLUB,
I Kmbla Bldg., 58 Margaret St., Sydney.

I Please send me by return mail complt
| details of your Home Study Course, without

I obligation. Tell me how I can obtain a HIII-

Billy Guitar, Hawaiian Guitar, Spanish Guitar,

| Ukulele, Banjo-Mandolin on a small deposit.

j NAME

I
Address

|

I This Offr obtainable ONLY from abov
address. A.H.J.

Whenever you use your

hands, you need HINDS

Hinds /cream
THE MOST ECONOMICAL
SKIN BEAUTIFIER YOU CAN BUY. ULJ ^
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SUMMER ACCESSORIES
Cotton sweater in plain and moss stitch rib, with top and gilet in moss stitch.

Gloves in moss stitch.

Materials: 3 balls knitting-cotton No. 8;
2 No. 11 and 2 No. 12 knitting needles.

Measurements: Bust, 36 ins.; length, 20

ins.

Tension: 1\ sts. and 10 rows to 1 inch
over patt. on No. 11 needles.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; ins., inches; rep., repeat; cont.,

continue; patt., pattern; tog., together; inc.,

increase; dec., decrease; m.st., moss stitch

(k. 1, p. 1 alternately); beg., beginning.
Back.

With No. 12 needles, cast on
111 sts. and work in patt. thus:

Eow 1 p. 1,
* k. 1, p. 1. Eep.

from *
to end.

Bow 2 p. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 3. Eep.
from * to last 2 sts., k. 1, p. 1.

(Wrong side of work.)

Rep. these 2 rows until work
measures 4 ins., ending with a
(second row. Change to No. 11

needles, cont. in patt. inc. 1 ct.

at each end of next and every
following 6th row until there

are 135 sts. Cont. straight until

work measures 11 ins., ending
with a 2nd row.*

Shape for Sleeve: Row 1

Cast on 2 sts., patt. to last st.,

inc. in last st. Rep. this row
ft times more.

Cast on 5 sts at beg. of next
2 rows (175 sts.).

Coiit. straight in patt. untO
work measures 16 ins., ending
with a 2nd patt. row.

Shape Shoulders: Rows 1 and
2 Patt. to last 7 sts., turn.

Rows 3 and 4 Patt. to last 14

ts., turn.

Rows 5
an^d 6 Patt. to last 21

ts., turn.

( out. thus, working 7 sts.

fewer on every row until there
are only 35 sts. left between
turns.

Next row Work to end. Work
Across all sts. in m.st. for 2 ins.,

keeping continuity of m.st. in

latt. Cast off fairly loosely in*-

m.st.

Front.

Work as given for back to *.

Shape for Collar and Sleeves:

Next row Cast on 2 sts., patt.

&amp;lt;5(J,
m.st. 19 (keeping continuity

of m.st. in patt.), patt. to last

t., inc. in last st. Cont. on the

last 78 sts. only for one side of

front and collar thus:
Row 1 Cast on 2, patt. to

last 19 sts., m.st. 19.

Row 2 m.st. 19, patt. to last

t., inc. in last st.

Rep. these 2 rows 3 times

more, then the 1st row once

again.
Next row Work to end.
Next row Cast on 5 sts., work

to end (97 sts.).
Next row m. st. 19, work

2 tog., patt. to end.
Cont in patt. and m.st., dec.

1 at. within m.st. collar, as

before, on every following 12th
row until 5 decreasing have

been worked at this point, but when work
measures 16 ins. ending at neck edge.

Shape Shoulder: Row 1 Work to last

7 sts., turn.

Row 2 Work to end.
Row 3 Work to last 14 sts., turn.

Row 4 Work to end.

Cont. thus working 7 sts. less every
alternate row until 20 rows have been
worked. (Neck shaping should now have
been completed, 92 sts.). Now work across

all sts. in m.st., keeping continuity of
m.st in patt., shaping collar thus:

Shape Collar: Row 1 m.st. 14, turn.

Rows 2 to 8 m.st. to end.

Rep these 8 rows until 2 ins have been
worked in m.st. (measured at sleeve edge)
ending at sleeve edge.
Next row Cast off 73 sts., work to end.

Cont. on remaining 19 sts., turning as
before on every 8th row until short edge
measures 2 ins. Cast off. With wrong
side of work facing, rejoin cotton to

remaining sts. and work thus:
Row 1 Cast on 19 sts., work to last St.,

inc. in last st.

Row 2 Cast on 2 sts., patt. to last 19

sts., m.st. 19.

Row 3 m.st. 19, patt. to last St., inc.

in last st.

Rep the 2nd and 3rd rows 3 times more.
Next row Cast on 5 sts., work to end

(97 sts.). Now complete to match first side.

Make Up.
Press work with a hot iron and a slightly

damp cloth. Join side and shoulder seams.
Join cast-off edges of collar together. Sew
edge of collar to back neck edge. Press
seams.

GLOVES.
Materials: 1 ball knitting-cotton No. 8;

2 No. 14 knitting needles.
Measurements: To fit average-sized hand.
Tension: 8 sts. to inch.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; St.,

stitch; sts., stitches; rep., repeat; beg.,

beginning; ins., inches; tog., together; inc.,

increase; cont., continue; m., make; m.st.,
moss stitch (k. 1, p. 1 alternately).

[Turn to page iS\
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By LYNNE MYDDLETON

Fame and Success aren t Everything in Life, but Sometimes they show you the

Way to Happiness.

Amelia Brock sat in a corner of the
first-class railway compartment that had
been reserved for &quot;Lauralie Brook and
party&quot; and prayed silently that she looked

suitably distinguished to be the mother
of so important a being as a film star.

What was it that pleasant young publicity
man, Tom Dent, had called it? Soignee!
&quot;You must try to look soignee,&quot; he had
said.

Perhaps because the carriage was heady
with the perfume of a massive bouquet
of carnations and roses, it seemed a

sleepy word to

Amelia, and her
head nodded for
ward then tilted

back, till the veil

ing on her new
hat caught in a
button on her new
coat and became a
rein on sleep so

that she jerked
herself erect,
removed her veil,
then smoothed her

gloves over her

small, plump hands
in the quick nerv
ous way she had.
To go to sleep now,
just when Laura

Lauralie was
due, would be too
awful !

She glanced at

the young publi
city man. He was

running his fingers

through his fair

hair and frowning.
He was always
frowning, Amelia

thought. He was
really too young
and too nice to have
so many worries.

&quot;Now, have I got

everything fixed?&quot;

she heard him
mutter for the

hundredth time.

&quot;Photographer at

boat. Photo

grapher for shots

coming ashore.

Photographs enter

ing train kissing mother (you ll be ready,

&quot;Maybe you re right,&quot; Tom Dent
answered wearily, &quot;but he ll just about eat

me alive if I fall down on this publicity.
After all, he is responsible for making your
daughter into a star.&quot; He turned to her

urgently. &quot;And please, please will you
remember that you are Mrs. Brook and not
Mrs. Brock any longer? And that your
daughter s name is Lauralie not Laura?&quot;

His gaze intensified on Amelia for a
moment. &quot;Do you think you should wear
that hat a little more forward?&quot;

Here was someone slender as a willow,
golden-headed as a daffodil, as smart as

well, as smart as anyone Mrs. Brock
had ever seen in, or outside, the covers of
a magazine.

&quot;Why, Mother Mother darling!&quot; said
a strange drawl of a voice, and Mrs. Brock
was suddenly sunk deep in an embrace of
fur and silk and expensive perfume. She
shut her eyes against the urge to cry. The
tingling scent of the perfume, the flashes of

lightning that suddenly seemed to be play
ing all around her. Till a heavy masculine
voice said: &quot;For goodness sake! Take a
look at the camera,&quot; and Amelia was
turned round, seized abruptly by one arm
by a strange man, the other by Lauralie,
and told to smile. &quot;For surely,&quot; cried the
man who was holding so firmly on to her

arm, &quot;you re happy to see your little girl

again?&quot;

&quot;

you ve put on weight! All those American steaks I suppose.&quot; Rupert Reiclham swung back on his heels and laugh

Amelia Brock gave her new hat a

Mrs. Brook, when I give the okay?), defiant tug, thinking: &quot;What we do for

Whisky and soda on train. Photographer this Eupert Eeidham!&quot; Aloud she said:

Mrs. Amelia Brock suddenly opened her

eyes and looked at this burly stranger.

_ &quot;I don t know who you are,&quot; she said

to meet train on arrival in London. Car &quot;What poor Edward would have thought severely, hiding her emotion as best she

to hotel. Eeception ... If only we hadn t had he lived to see this day . . .&quot; But Tom could, &quot;but if indeed I have to be photo-

to plunge into that almost immediately on was suddenly hissing: &quot;They re coming up graphed with you at least I request you
Lauralie s arrival in Town, thanks to that the platform!&quot; to remove your cigar. Edward never

darned fog making the boat a day late!&quot; They were words that did something to

,, ,. Amelia s heart; it seemed to turn over,
Amelia sighed. I do wish you wouldnt

hea fl mattress being
All this fuss and bother justworry so. turneon leavi her bereft

because my girl is commg home after a
th ht or action Yet something inside

year out in Hollywood! Eeally, you don t
her

e
repeated steadiiy : My Laura, myknow Laura Lauralie.&quot;

Laura, my Laura . . .&quot;

The young man opened his mouth to say And then, there was Lauralie! Not

something, thought better of it and said Laura. Certainly not Laura, the young
instead: &quot;You don t know Eupert Eeid

ham!&quot; Amelia snorted. &quot;You behave as

though he were an ogre or something!&quot;

girl who had stood in the fish queue a

year and a half ago and been spotted by

to remove your cigar,
smoked the things.&quot;

&quot;And who the dickens is Edward?&quot;

asked the strange man.

&quot;Edward,&quot; Mrs. Brock began. Then
stopped. &quot;For that matter?&quot; she continued

loftily, &quot;who the dickens are you?&quot;

The stranger threw ajvay the butt of

cigar, perhaps because she had asked him

to; perhaps because he was in danger of

choking on it. He said: &quot;I m Eupert
that odd-sounding thing a Talent Scout. Eeidham. We met when I took your
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daughter off to Hollywood and made her

a star over night! Surely you remember?&quot;

&quot;Oh,&quot;
said Amelia, suddenly deflated, for

she didn t remember him at all; the excite

ment and anxiety of Laura s departure to

that far-away place, America, had filled

her mind and heart to the exclusion of all

else. &quot;Tfovv stupid of. me! But then,&quot;

she added in quick self-defence, &quot;you ve

put on weight! All those American steaks,
I supposo!&quot;

Rupert Reidham swung back on his heels

and he laughed. It was good hearty
laughter and everybody joined in, so that
Amelia did, too. She laughed because the
famous Reidham obviously wasn t the ogre
Tom Dent had made him out to be and
&amp;gt;ecause laughing eased something of the
;ension that had held her, so that now she
was able to look at Laura and smile.

Yet it was like smiling at a stranger
a stranger who was poised and groomed
and self-possessed, accepting all this fuss
and attention as though they were out her
due. As perhaps they were, after being
whisked out to Hollywood and acting
opposite Johnson Jones in &quot;Always For

Amelia sighed. Such a lot had happened
lince that picture. A new star, Lauralie

irook, had been born over night, so that
folk had come around to ask Mrs. Brock
.bout her now-famous daughter. There
lad been requests for photographs of Laura
is a child, Laura growing up. Then, later,
hat nice Tom Dent had come arid told
ler that her daughter was returning to

England to make a film with Derek Hallam;
hat she, Mrs. Brock, should get used to

ailing herself Mrs. Brook.

And, because Tom Dent was like the
on she had always wished she had had,
nd because it seemed to mean a lot to
irn and Laura meant a lot to her she
md done her best to grapple with this

trange mad world of fame and publicity
nto which she was suddenly plunged. She
md even spent a lot of money on new
lothes more than she had ever done
n her life before and had tried to become
tfrs. Brook and soignee!
But now, as they settled themselves once

lore into the compartment, as carriage
oors slammed and the train steamed with
mpatience to start on its journey, Amelia
ealised suddenly that her new hat was
naking her head ache, that her shoes
pinched and that her heart was heavy.
She looked swifty at Laura. She hnd

just exclaimed &quot;Oh
dear!&quot;, and was wearily

signing some photographs that been
handed to her. &quot;With this train swerving
about like a horse in some Western picture,
anyone could sign these things!&quot; she
grumbled. &quot;Why don t some of you help
me?&quot;

&quot;Because,&quot; said Mrs. Brock, suddenly
aad severely, and remembering a small
girl with pigtails and braces on her teeth,
&quot;that would be cheating your your fans !&quot;

&quot;You re quite right,&quot; Rupert Reidham
said into the silence that suddenly
enveloped everyone. &quot;It is only sincerity
the genuine thing that makes a true
actress.&quot;

But Amelia ignored his outburst, for
she was suddenly ashamed of her own.
There was something about Laura that
kept catching at her heart. &quot;And

yet,&quot;
she reasoned silently, &quot;she has so much!
Glamor and fame and money and beautiful
clothes. The fun of being important and
having a fuss made of her.

Not,&quot; she
thought briefly, &quot;that I would have liked
the life. But then, I am of a different

generation of one that held less oppor
tunity. Though, to be sure, I still have
little happiness that I catch and hold
close to me; that I have collected through
the years juat as some folk collect stamps
and butterflies, or or film stars auto

graphs!&quot;

And Laura? Watching her, Amelia had
the feeling that in her there was an

emptiness that made her both restless and

unsure, despite her poise, her cool beauty.
For instance, she kept looking at Tom
Dent, quick, keen little glances that he
seemed not to notice at all. As usual,
he was frowning and looking out of the
window. Obviously, Mrs. Brock thought,
he was still working out if all would go
smoothly or if in pne terrific moment
he would discover something had been

forgotten after all.

But now Laura Lauralie had signed
the last photograph and was leaning back
with a sigh. It was that sigh that decided
Mrs. Brock. She laid a timid gloved
hand on her daughter s arm.

&quot;You re tired, dear,&quot; she said gently.

&quot;Why nor just come back to the flat

instead of going to that hotel and that

reception! I I prepared things. You see,
I thought I hoped you would be coming
straight home with me. Besides, I ve got
some ham,&quot; she added triumphantly.
At her words, Tom Dent tore his eyes

from the scenery he was finding so fascin

ating and gave a sound that was rather
like a sob. Rupert Reidham choked gently
on his whisky, while Lauralie s secretary
dropped some of the autographed photo
graphs on to the carriage floor.

Then, into the waiting silence, Lauralie

spoke. &quot;Darling, I can t. Can t you see
that the hotel and the reception and every
thing are all part of. the job? It is nobody s

fault that fog delayed the boat a day, and
that the reception couldn t be put off a

few ours. Because Derek Hallam has
to be there, too, but must fly to Italy
tomorrow to complete shots for his last

picture, before he can begin filming with
me.&quot; She added: &quot;Darling, you are coming
to this reception! I do want you to so
much.&quot;

She smiled then, and it was a lovely
smile. It made Amelia want to cry more
than ever. Or something did. For every
thing was still so unreal; more unreal than
eighteen months ago when Laura had
burst into the little flat without the fish

she had been queueing for but with the
offer of a screen test. It had meant
bread and cheese for lunch Mrs. F.rock

doing all the fish-queueing afterwards. For
Laura was too busy being &quot;groomed&quot;,

being photographed, being shown how to
act. Then, just as suddenly as she had
been noticed in the fish queue she had
been noticed in the film studio by the
great Reidham, who had decided there
and then that he would take her straight
to Hollywood to make her debut in his
new film &quot;Always For Love&quot;, chaperoned
by Janet Henry, who had played her
screen mother.

That, thought Amelia, suddenly looking
back, had been a time both of triumph
and of tears; a time of doubts and hopes

followed by loneliness for herself when
she had waved a groomed Laura Brock off
to the film city, to be changed into the
famous Laurolie Brook; a loneliness that
was threaded through with air mail letters
and food parcels that stocked Amelia s
little larder towards the day when her
daughter would return home.

It was good to be back in the cool of
her clean little flat once again; to kick
off her shoes and toss her new hat on to

the settee. It was good to be in familiar
and dear surroundings; to leave the scent
of furs and flowers and perfume and cigar
ette smoke, the endless sound of talking.
If only she hadn t had to leave Lanra
behind! If only she had had her here with

her; could say: &quot;There, darling ham! And
tl; pro s fruit salad and junket to follow
and a trifle!&quot; If only, after the happy,
intimate meal she had planned so lovingly
she could have led Laura to her room,
flinging the door wide and saying proudly:
&quot;See, it has all been done up for

you!&quot;;

could have heard her exclaim at the pale
lavender walls which Amelia bad dis

tempered herself, the crisp curtains with
tiieir tiny rosebuds, the bed spread and
quilt covered to match . . .

But Laura was now Lauralie, a lovely
and important person who had a flower-
filled hotel suite all done out in peach
sritin and apple green.

Somewhere, in the scents and sounda,
.he cocktails and sandwiches, the pall of

cigarette smoke, Tom Dent and Rupert
Reidham had been submerged with her.

Only Amelia had remained unsubmerged,
for, after the first few introductions as
Lauralie Brook s mother, her interest-va ue
had waned, and she had found herself
left like jetsam thrown up by the tide on
a lonely beach.

It was then that the urge to return home
had become irresistible to Amelia. &quot;She

will know where I am if she should want
me,&quot; she had told herself wistfully.

No one had seen her leave; no one had
cared anyway Laura was far too busy
to notice her going. And now, at hist she

was home again. &quot;But perhaps I shouldn t

have left, after
all,&quot;

she thought uneasily,
for the unreality, the unhappiness were
still with her here in the spotless flat

with its waiting bedroom, so that the

triumphant meal of cold ham, t-lie trifle,

all these small yet infinitely important
things were become unreal.

Still, there was no sense in wasting good
food, aiid Amelia set herself to eating some
of it. The thought that Edward s fav
ourite meal had always been cold ham and
salad (with a hard-boiled egg in it) and
that he had departed this life while these

things were still easily obtainable, only
added to her sense of loneliness and
unreality, so that when the bell rang
sharply uiid she ran to answer it, she half

expected to see him standing there.

It was Tom Dent, his blonde hair dis

hevelled, the usual frown crinkling hit
forehead.

&quot;Oh, so you are home, Mrs. Brook,&quot; he

began uneasily. &quot;I thought you must have
returned and that, perhaps, you had

brought Lauralie with you!&quot;

&quot;Why, no,&quot;
Amelia spoke slowly, because

the unreality that had held her was now
crystallizing into fear. &quot;I left her at the

reception. But come in,&quot; she ;ulded quickly,
&quot;and tell me what has happened!&quot;

&quot;She s vanished!&quot; said Tom Dent, look

ing big and fair and helpless in her arm
chair. &quot;I had to leave the reception early
to get those arrival photographs fixed,
when Reidham phoned me. Apparently,
she made the excuse of fetching a new
American handbag from her suite to show
one of the women reporters who had been
talki-ng to her. She wouldn t let anyone
get it for her; said she wasn t unpacked
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yet and that she was the only person who
knew just where to find it. But that was
an excuse to get away, for she didn t

return to the reception. Both her maid
and her secretary said she hadn t been
to her suite at all. Then Eeidham found
you had gone, too, and rang me to come
straight round here. For where else

could she have gone?&quot; he added.

Mrs. Brock said: &quot;Oh dear
me,&quot; and

aank down on the armchair, smoothing
her small hands. &quot;Has has she been
kidnapped ?&quot;

&quot;If she has, it s a publicity stunt I
didn t think

up!&quot; Tom told her grimly.
&quot;I wish to goodness she had never gone
to Hollywood,&quot; he added suddenly. &quot;I

wish I d never seen her again! Like this!
When I think how she was when she first
tame to the studio . . . gosh, she was so
pretty, soso bewildered I fell in love
with her. She was different, somehow.&quot;

&quot;You,&quot; said Amelia weakly, &quot;you fell
in love with her?&quot;

Tom nodded. &quot;Head over heels!&quot; His
words came quickly now, and in them
Amelia heard all the pent-up emotion he
had hidden for so long. &quot;I sat up nightafter night working out
new publicity lines for
her, ways of getting her
photograph in the papers.
She seemed so scared; so
surprised that all this had
ever happened to her.
She d come to my old attic
flat and it wasn t much
of a place, but all I could
get at that time and we d
rehearse scenes over and
over again (for you get
to know the technique
if you ve been around the
studios the time I have).1 guess I thought of her
as my protegee! The mis
take I made was not in
thinking she was clever
~-he is but in falling in

Jove
with her, 80 that I

believed her when
she kept saying, in ^
that scared way,
that she had never
dreamed dreams of /
becoming a screen I

actress though she f
knew most girls did

\
a* some time or 1
another. That, I

\
see now, was just I
an act!&quot; he finished \
bitterly. |

&quot;Oh not&quot; Amelia V

contradicted, i n
awift defence of
this daughter every
one seemed to be

trying to make even more
of a stranger to her. &quot;But

he never told me about

you,&quot; she added. &quot;Possibly

he didn t realise &quot;

&quot;Why should she?&quot; Tom broke in. &quot;It

was and is an impossible situation.&quot;

Amelia said suddenly: &quot;Did you ask
Laura to marry you, Tom?&quot; But surely
he knew the answer? Surely Laura
would have told her?

His look was surprised. &quot;Ask her? After
he got that wonderful chance of making
a Hollywood picture with Johnson Jones?

Why, I hardly saw her after that! Reidham

kept her busy, preparing her for her screen
debut. Anyway, she hadn t time for

romantic thoughts!&quot; He gave her a mirth
less smile. &quot;When she was leaving for

America she did send me a note saying
goodbye. She asked if I would write to

her sometimes but, of course, I didn t.

Can t you see,&quot;
he pleaded suddenly, &quot;that

that Hollywood chance put Laura in a
different world from me?&quot;

A combination of anger and sorrow

fought in Amelia s heart as she looked at
Tom s unhappy face. That he really loved
Laura she had no doubt. But what an

&quot;That Hollywood chance put Laura in a
different world&quot;?

&quot;But all
this,&quot; said Torn uneasily into

the silence that, for the moment, Amelia
could not break, &quot;isn t solving Laura
Lauralie s disappearance. Have you no
idea at all where she might be? Any friends
she might have gone to see?&quot;

&quot;I don t know of
any,&quot; Amelia said,

blinking rapidly, &quot;not at a time like this.&quot;

The doorbell rang then, sharply across
her words, and into Amelia and Tom s

hearts with different meanings.
&quot;Reidham!&quot; groaned Tom. But Amelia

said nothing. Instead, she moved
quickly to the door and across
the little hall. Fear held her
as she turned the handle. An
accident to Laura? The police
come to tell her?
Then the door stood open and:

&quot;You naughty girl!&quot; Amelia
cried, relief sharpening her voice.

&quot;Where have you been, frighten
ing us all like this?&quot;

Something of the bright sheen
I was gone from Laura as she

stood there. Despite the trim

grey dress, the pearls, the fur
across her arm, she looked like
the daughter Amelia had ahvuys
known and loved, so that,
suddenly, happily, she was no
longer timid about putting her
arms round her.

&quot;Been?&quot; Laura answered
wearily. &quot;Oh, just finding out

you can t recapture the

past!&quot; She laughed
then. &quot;That sounds like

a line from a film.&quot;

&quot;Come inside and
don t talk
nonsense,&quot; Amelia
said quickly. &quot;Tom

Dent is here. You
had everybody
worried.&quot;

&quot;Tom Dent?&quot;

Laura stopped in

the middle of the
hall.

&quot;Well,&quot;
she

said then, &quot;that s

really funny!&quot;

&quot;I don t know
about that,&quot; Mrs.
Brock retorted, &quot;but

I do know there

are one or two
things to explain!&quot;

She gave Laura a

little push. &quot;Come

along! And then,&quot;

she added, &quot;I ll put
the kettle on for a
nice cup of tea.&quot;

Tom Dent was
standing in the

i
middle of the room.
For the first time in

her life Amelia kr-ew
what it meant when

Amelia smiled. In leaving that reception she had, indirectly perhaps, hut someone w a 8

none the less satisfyingly, brought Laura and Tom together! described 33 glow-
ering&quot;.

Laura sank down into the chair that was
nearest her.

She whispered: &quot;I went to find you,
Tom. I hoped you would, perhaps, come
round here with me, to see mother! That
we could have a happy, cosy time together,
just the three of us. You see, I have dreamed

absurd way of showing it or, rather, of
not showing it! And yet, suddenly, she
was thinking of the barrier, the unreality
that had somehow been between herself and
Laura all the way up to London, so that

she, too, had been nervous of showing
her real feelings even as Tom once had
been. Was it really true, what he said? for so long of coming home, of everything
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being the way it used to be and and when
I found mother and you gone, I suddenly,

- couldn t stand it any longer. The
loneliness. I have discovered, since I have
been ont im. Hollywood, that you can be

awfully lonely with a lot of people who
aren t near to you.&quot;

Into the silence that fell upon the room,
he answered: &quot;Had I stayed I would have
added yet one more person to your lone
liness. Anyway,&quot; he added, and anger
atill beat in his voice, &quot;Rupert Eeidham
was with you!&quot;

Amelia thought, listening shamelessly,
that Laura didn t know whether to laugh
or to cry. Yet, when she spoke, her voice
was level.

&quot;Why have you avoided me, Tom? Why
didn t you write?&quot; She added: &quot;I hoped
you would if only for the sake of a past
friendship. For old times sake.&quot;

He shrugged. &quot;For old times sake! They
are a long time ago, Laura. A lot has

happened to change them.&quot;

&quot;Change!&quot; she broke in quickly. Do you
think I have changed? Really? That I

would be saying all this if I had?&quot;

&quot;I will never stand in the way of

ambition,&quot; he said harshly.
&quot;Ambition!&quot; She spoke the word slowly.

&quot;But I have discovered I have no am
bition! No real ambition. Oh, of course
I was excited when a film chance came
my way so out of the blue, so undreamed
of! Who wouldn t be? But I was frightened,
too! For I am not a real actress; only
what cameraman call photogenic : good,
too, at doing what I am told.&quot;

&quot;Of course,&quot; she added, when he did
not speak, &quot;I was thrilled that the film

was successful. Yet now, coming home,
I am not thrilled any more. Only
frightened! That is why,&quot; her voice

faltered, &quot;why I ran away from that recep
tion to to go round to your old flat.

The one you used to have up sixty-three
stairs! where you looked over the roof

tops and straight into the stars. Remember?
You see, I didn t know you had moved;
you never wrote to me. There is a man
there now with a red moustache. I I

just turned and ran away, and came here.
I knew Mother would understand.&quot;

And then Laura turned to Amelia and,
putting her gold head down, she started
to cry.

It was, Amelia thought, the most satis

fying and sensible thing Laura had done
so far. For in two strides Tom was beside
them. He was saying: &quot;Laura! Oh, Laura
darling! I was so afraid of standing in

the way of your success . . . Can you ever

forgive me?&quot; Then he was down on his
knees in the gratifying romantic way
Amelia remembered from her own yester
day of romance. And as he took Laura
out of her arms and into his own, Amelia
smiled. In leaving that reception she had,
indirectly perhaps, but none the less satis-

fyingly, brought Laura and Tom together!
And, ghe thought, to lose a daughter to
love was far better than losing her to
fame. Indeed, it was not like losing a
daughter at all! Then, as she heard Tom
say: &quot;I love you so,

&quot;

she tiptoed from the
room.

Woollen garments should be washed in
warm not hot water . . . made into a

good lather with soapflakes, or soap, or

something similar, and rinsed at least twice
in water of the same temperature. If the

garments happen to be of two or three
tones or colours, add a good tablespoon
of white vinegar to the water to prevent
the colours from running. As th rubbing
of material oa material tends to felt up
woollens, it s better to rub gently with
the hand if there is a good deal of dirt
on any spot. But, in the main, avoid

rubbing altogether, and just squeeze the
woollies in the sudsy water. Also, if

they re heavy things, support them when
you lift them, so that the weight of the
water doesn t stretch them.

Squeeze all moisture out and don t

twist. Then pull out to shape and pin
on to a clean towel, using rustless pin*.
Some people tack a jumper to a towel
before putting it into the washing water.

Dry laid out flat. Remember, too, drying
should be done as far as possible in the

open air, or in a current of warm air.

Direct drying by the fire is not good. That g

why it s always wise to choose a sunny,
breezy day for woolly washing. Woollens
should always be washed before putting
away during the summer.

More than eighty ships have been
chartered to bring American coal to
Britain.

Your life is yours alone, to make or mar.
It is up to you to think about and to use

your life in a constructive way, doing some
thing worth whDe never mind what and
doing it with all your heart and mind and
soul. That is all that is needed to make
one vital and unique, interested and inter

esting.

and your baking results will be delicious too when

you use only pure Aunt Mary s Baking Powder. Aunt

Mary s gives that &quot;even -rising&quot; action the secret of

all good baking.

ALWAYS USE

BAKING POWDER
Ask for all the Aunt Mary s. Pure Food Products
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&quot;Moygashel&quot; fashion falf||f . . . in linen and rayon . . . wait at your

favou||f store ... to delight your eye ... to be made

into the loveliest fashions you ve ever worn.

&amp;gt;..^v resistant, gaily coloured, Moygashel

in whatever you choose . . . stays lovely longer.

Made by Stevenson & Son Ltd., Regent Street, London and Dungannon, Northern Ireland.

Australian Representatives: H. W. Bevan Textiles Pty. Ltd., Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane,
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Silhouettes.

Pyramid silhouettes are apparently in for another good season.

Reactions indicate that the flat, widening fulness of the pyramid
coat and topper should be strong in favour for spring. The bow
buttoned coat as well as other pyramid types are expected to be

especially good for spring in faille. A variation of the pyramid is

the coat which can be belted in front.

Arched hips on suits are OK d with the stipulation that they
are not too extreme. The slightly padded hipline which acts to

minimise waistlines but doesn t make the woman look heavy
will be sought in spring suits.

Suit, 7627 2s. 3d.
4 \ yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Coat, 7832 2s. 3d.

4| yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7805 2s. 3d.

4| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast: If yds. 36 ins. wide

32, 34, 36 ins. bust.

Frock, 7837 2s/ 3d.

3f yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. . Postage on each Pattern, 3J. extra.}
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BOND S
High-Fashion

NYLONS
Starring four new colours

for Spring

HONEYMOON SUN FROLIC
SILHOUETTE NIGHT AND

DAY (the remarkable new color that

actually changes in different lights).

You ll love these exciting new colors

and you ll love the way Bond s

&quot;GOSSAMER&quot; nylons are always

gmooth on the leg, the way they always

complement the frock or suit you re

wwuring.

Just a whisper of stocking, to wear

with all the new fashions.

ASK TO SEE THEM AT ALL HOSIERY COUNTERS
GH5I-I
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Frock, 7807 2s. 3d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Accent on Sleeves.

Capelet sleeve, circle cut and cool as

they are graceful for chiffon. Stop just

short of waist, minimising dimensions.

Shirred sleeve, caught up in curtain-

like festoons for a wide open square
neckline. A good sleeve for crepes, and

clicking in white-ground better print.

Melon sleeve, a taffeta favourite

among the sleeves. This does a lot

for the sheath-slim silhouette, can
be worked into a shell bolero or a

one-piece dress. Cord through the

centre for extra firmness.

Soft full cuff, buttoned up and
done in a contrast against a slim line

dress. Good for shantung.

Envelope or fence shoulder

sloper is joined to a little

flounce for another dressy
sleeve that is right for any
crisp fabric . . . taffeta, shan

tung, silk organdie, crisp lace.

An elastic band underneath
the arm is attached to the
bodice for good engineering.

Tiered sleeve, an interesting
high-style thought for

sheers with taffeta facing
and preferably applied
to a very simple straight-
line body in black or

navy town type.

]i^sJ

Frock, 7820 2s. 3d.

3f yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust

Frock, 7612 2s. 3d,

3| yds. 36 ins. wide
Contrast:

f yd. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Suit, 7827 2s. 3d.

Striped: 1| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Plain: 2f yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted,
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Points to Remember. Illf 4

Decollete soft shirtwaists and coat dresses

with frame-collars and full skirts continue to be

popular. Often as not they involve double-

breasted closings or effects. Some dresses have

most billowy skirts in plaid or vivid solids of

silk organdie. Added to these, there are

minority silhouettes slated for fashion presenta
tions: Chemise-look in sleeveless

dresses with shoulder-to-shoulder

straight-across necklines; really

tubular-slim .numbers with oblique
tucking.

Frock, 7613 2s. 3d

4 1 yds. 36 ins. wide

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Suit, 7842 2s. 3d.

yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7818 2s. 3d.
4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Mushroom Pleated Skirts being
Shown.
The mushroom pleated skirt, which

is in keeping with the trend toward

a slim silhouette, is recurrent through
out the spring market.

It is used for sheer prints, crepes
and shantungs. Peg tops are also

being repeated. While there are many
good selections in gored skirts with

modified sweeps, the straight skirt

line predominates with the exception
of the lightweight cottons.

Frock, 7825 2s. 3d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated* Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Wool Beachwear at Paris Summer Shows.
Wool makes fashion news for beach wear at

Parrs collections, marking the return to favour

of the practical one-piece swim
suit and making amusing play-

suits, useful coats and pretty
skirts.

Typical of the swim suits is a

Manguin model in black wool

jersey, classical in cut and un
adorned . Some, however, have
coloured bindings inserts or em
broidery. Lola Prusac, for ex

ample, suggests a black one-piece
suit worked with lacy embroidery
in red, white and yellow, feather-

stitched in slenderising lines down
each side of the figure and out

lining the bust.

Frock, 9176 2s. Od.

12 and 14 years.
3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast:

| yd. 36 ins. wide.

IJI

G&amp;gt; (a

\\

/Frock, 9 150 2s. 3d.

16 to 18 years.
32 ins. bust.

3 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Trimming 2\ yds.
V

Frock, 9251 2s. 3d.

16 to 18 years.
32 ins. bust,

yds. 36 ins. wide.
-^v Contrast:

yd. 36 ins. wide

Beach Skirts. &amp;lt;*4tfB

Cut on swing lines Loto
I Prusac s beach skirts come in
fine summer wools, and a

pretty beige model has ap-
pliqued leaves and petals in

green and orange, stitched

with coarse black wool
around the hemline. Lacy
embroidery in green darning
wool is worked in tiers on

a black

wool
skirt.

Frock, 9222 2s. Od.
12 and 14 years.

&quot;

3 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9230 2s. Od.
f 10 and 12 years.

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Lace edging, 8 yds.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
-Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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brings a wonderful, new quality to

foundations

Wonderful figure flattering &quot;Contro-JNet,&quot;

the netv elasticised fabric by Berlei and

brought to you as an added feature of

Youthlyne&quot; foundations. &quot;Contro-Net&quot;

gives greater strength in proportion to weight
than any other elasticised fabric ever known
. . . and that means the not-so-slender can

now enjoy perfect control in a lightweight

garment . . . &quot;Youthlyne&quot; by Berlei. Ask for

a personal fitting at any better store.

&quot;Youthlyne&quot; Step-in 7089 for medium average
figures. Boned satin front, &quot;Contro-Net&quot; tide

panels, stretch-down back, slide fastening. Sizes

26-32. Price, 76/-.

&quot;Hollywood-Maxwell&quot; Berlette HI52 for the

medium bust. Lace bust cups, whirlpool stitching.
Sizes 32-38. Price, 21/6.

Prices Subject to Alteration

BERLEI SETS THE FASHION IN FIGURES
.888.18.

LACK OF ENERGY.
FAILING MEMORY ETC.

TKTHBKEW 1

HORMONE

PWJWCT
Science has proved
that our physical and
mental energy are de

pendent upon our

supplies of hormones,
and that any hormone
deficiency may be bal

anced by taking in

ternally a genuine hor
mone preparation.
Science has also ascer

tained that the taking
of such a preparation
will considerably stim-

who successfully experi- ulate the hormone tor
mented with Hormones mation in the body.
We have a genuine hormone product
that renews energy, improves the

memory, restores nerves and over
comes general fatigue, restlessness,

irritability and revitalises the system.
Do not contuse this product with ordinary

patent medicines. It is something different

and carries a Money-Back Guarantee of

Complete Satisfaction in 10 days. Send

stamp with name and address, stating if

Mr., Mrs. or Miss, and a Free Sample will

be posted under sealed cover.

Address: Australian AfMtts,
A. D. BALDWIN * CO.,

9 Martin Place, Sydney.

I find Tord Pills suit me
perfectly. Whenever I m
feeling headachy or listless,

they put me right on top of
the world again. I always
kep Ford Pills in the house.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

tasteless, painless laxative

for all of your family. In

plastic tubes.

2/6 EVERYWHERE

You will find that the mere resolve not

to be useless, and the honest desire to

help other people, will, in the quickest
and most delicate way, improve yourself.
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Boudoir Jacket,

10,603 2s. Od.

s. 36 ins. wide,

to 40 ins. bust.

f

Brassiere, 10,602 2s. Od,

yd. 36 ins. wide.
Elastic:

-J yd. 6 ins. wide

x

m

K

A:

Chic Undies.
There is a definite

swing to florals this

spring. Almost
all the undie de

signs are shown in

silk and there are only two
or three in all that are not

in the floral group.
Grounds are mostly light

and bright, and there is a

feeling of gaiety and fresh

ness about them all. Allover

designs which are loose and

open to show much of
the grounds are favoured,
or widely spaced arrange
ments of stylized motifs.

Lace trims in varying
degrees still remain fav

ourites. For perfect fem-j
ininity add a touch of

lace, a bow of ribbon or r&amp;lt;

a frill and there vou are !

*fc*:

NJ

Wr

Gown, 13,130 2s. 6d.

5j yds. 36 ins. wide.,
32 to 40 ins.

(#M

-

.V

^

-o

^
^

&

v

4 --
Slip, 10,598 2s. Od.
2i yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace: $ yd. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Pyjamas,
&quot;&quot;&quot;/I

10,601 2s. 3

4f yds. 36 ins. wide.

Long Sleeve: f yd. extra

I

/*&quot;f

Wcctrt

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. , Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Paris loves LACE and the hand-made

look it gives to undies . . . and the new

Bond s &quot;Underlovelies&quot;

are lavish with lace .

Look! LACE on hemlines . .

The slips, the half-slips, the nighties

... all feature lace on their hem
lines. Wide, graceful bands or

rippling ruffles of lace, outlining

slits and scallops, finished with

tiny satin bows . . .

Look! Lace-ruffled panties . . .

Briefs-gone-frivolous, with fluffy

lacy ruffles, and again, the hand

made touch of tiny ribbon-bows.

Background for these new lacy trimmings? He&w&tc, glove-silk,

shimmering swami and matt finish rayon, in pale-pink, blue and white.

LACY bodice-tops and Bond s

Empire lines are news . . . This

year, the bodices of vests, nighties

and slips are feminine with lacy

insets, frilly lace sleeves or delicate

lace appliques . . . and this year

too, the flattering Empire line

makes its first pretty appearance
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Full Skirts for Juniors.
Full skirts and taut bodices continue as the

youthful silhouette for juniors.

One-piece dresses lead numerically over the

daytime and date separates. Jumpers, an estab

lished fashion, are also shown for daytime and
after-five.

Whether for dresses, separate skirts or jumpers,
fulness is worked out with gathers or un-

pressed pleats. Sometimes a bias band
insert near the hemline accents the fulness.

Another type of banding accent is in wide
braid for a coat effect. Buttons are a

preferred touch in many instances. String
ties at the waist or high neckline are

effective in matching fabrics, as is the

fresh-looking touch of white pique.
Aside from a small floral, checks

are the main fabric pattern.

Short Parade.

Southampton likes the shorts just

above the knee. Some of the young
est beach-goers wear very short

shorts, but these are a minority.
The young crowd is practically

unanimous for long shorts, narrow

and clean as a whistle; with no cuffs,

no scallops, no button

trimmings. They come
out in grey

flannel or men s

wear suiting.

Coat, 9248 2s. Od.
1 to 2 years.

\\ yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9172 2s. Od.
1 to 2 years.

H yds.
ins. wide.

Frock, 9148 2s. Od.

6 and 8 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9239 2s. Od.
2 and 4 years.

.U yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide.

Pinafore Frock,
9242 2s. Od.

6 and 8 years.
Blouse: 1 yd. 36 ins. wide. ^^
Frock: 1 f yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Cricketing Suit,

9166 2s. 6d.

8, 10, 12, 14 years.
Shirt :

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Trousers:

1 1 yds. 54 ins. wide

Lining:

\ yd. 36 ins.

wide.

Sun Suit, 9089 2s. Od.

2, 4, 6 years.
1 yd. 36 ins. wide.

Lining : J yd. 36 ins. wide.

.Suit, 9244 2s. Od.

2 and 4 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide
EUSTIC INSERTS ft

AT CENTRE BELT.

Suit, 9165 2s. Od.

2, 4, 6, 8 years.
Shirt:

\\ yds. 36 ins. wide.

Pants:

1 yd. 36 ins. wide.

Suit, 9229 2s. Od.

1 to 2 years

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Suit, 9226 2s. Od,
2 and 4 years.

Shirt: 1 yd. 36 ins.. wide.
Pants : f yd. 36 ins. wide.,

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-4.09 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]



LOSE POUNDS OF UGLY FAT

THIS SIMPLE, SAFE, SURE WAY

Why be fat! Why suffer the dis

advantage of deforming excess

weight when in a few weeks you
can have the grace and energy of

a slim trim body through famous
BonKorets.

REDUCE FAT QUICKLY SAFELY

NO DR06S DIETING EXERCISE
Employing a uniqua and effective for

mula, BpnKoreti correct the disordered
metabolism which is the cause of most
ugly fat, then dissolve the underslcin
formations. You eat normally, no exer
cises are required, yet in a few weeks
unwanted fat goes and a new, attractive

figure forms. BonKorets contain no
harmful drugs, no thyroid or glandular
extract, are absolutely safe. Being
tablets, they re as easy to carry as your
handbag mirror.

HEALTH INCREASES
AS WEIGHT DECREASES

BonKorets sweep away weight-building
waste matter and headaches, bilious
ness and other stomach ailments dis

appear. BonKorets actually BUILD
health while reducing FAT. You not
only look better you feel better. Get
BonKorets from your chemist to-day. 7/4.
If you prefer liquid to tablets ask for
BonKora.

BODKORETS
REDUCING TABLETS

Oittributors: Carol Chemical Co.
Boi 3725. G.P.O., Sydney.

BK4.1H

Women Can he Free
. . . free to be themselves, every
day of the month, when they
change to Tampax. Worn intern
ally, this modern and com
pletely different form of sanitary
protection was designed by a
doctor with specialised know
ledge of women s problems.
With Tampax you can swim,
shower, bath . . . any time. You
throw away pins, belts, pads . . .

for ever. You learn a new
freedom. One trial will con
vince you that Tampax is safer,

simpler, daintier . . . individual
applicators allow true hygiene,
easy disposal. Are you modern-
minded enough to give Tampax
a trial? Write for free sample
(enclosing 3d. stamp) to Dept.
T.A., World Agencies Pty. Ltd.,
Box 3725, G.P.O., Sydney. Please
indicate whether sample to be
&quot;Regular&quot; or &quot;Super&quot; absorbency.

TI2.4

UNITARY PROT1CTION WORN INTIRNAUY
Two absorbencles, &quot;Regular&quot; & &quot;Super&quot;-

each with Individual Applicators.

ASPRO
MAKE LIFE

EASIER FORYOU

Living should be a joy
not a burden. But we live in

strenuous times and most

of us are caught up in the

never-ending pace of everything. Strain

tells on you. You must relax whenever

you can but that is not easy when
strain is causing you some
discomforts. Here is just

where ASPRO can help you

A
ASPRO
does not harm
HEART or
STOMACH

Headaches, body and mus

cular pains, nerviness and

irritability have to be over

come quickly if you are to

relax.

ASPRO tablets, which you can take on

the spot, ensure this almost instant

relief. Just as important, too, is the

soothing action of ASPRO ensuring

your freedom from after effects.
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&quot;Sealed Cargo,&quot; Plaza.

The Play and Film
O-Spio O-!jHr&amp;lt;?

&quot;Sealed Cargo,&quot; Plaza, is adapted from
Edmund Gilligan s &quot;The Gaunt Woman,&quot;

and is packed with enough mystery,
romance and adventure for a

dozen shows. Dana Andrews
as the stubborn, resourceful

skipper of a Gloucester fish

ing schooner, and Claude
Bains as a German naval
officer masquerading as a

Danish sea captain, give
some brilliant acting. But
the real surprise is Carla

Balenda, whose performance
marks her as u definite find.

With its unusual story based
on an &quot;abandoned&quot; mystery
sailing ship which turns out
to be a mothership for Ger
man submarines plus its

gripping plot, vividly realis

tic setting and exceptional
action you can note &quot;Sealed

Cargo&quot; down in your little

black book as a &quot;must.&quot;

ton, star in the romantic comedy &quot;Septem

ber Tide,&quot;
at the Eoyal. Evelyn Lave

only turned to straight plays in recent

years. It was in operetta and musical

comedy that she became the darling of

London s theatre-going public. Frank Law-
toii is one of England s foremost actors

and has had a great career in the theatre.

During the past few years he has played
scores of leading roles and is extremely

popular both on and off the stage. Others

in the &quot;September Tide&quot; cast are Joan

Lord, vivacious Sydney stage and radio

star; Letty Craydon, well-known film and

stage artist ; Cyril Gardiner, and Peter Lee.
* *

Some of the music recorded for &quot;The

Great Caruso&quot; includes &quot;La Donna E
Mobile,&quot; from &quot;Eigoletto&quot;; &quot;Celeste Aida,&quot;

from &quot;Aida&quot;;
&quot;E Lucevan le Stelle,&quot;

from
&quot;La Tosca&quot;; &quot;Che Gelida Manina,&quot; from
&quot;La Boheme&quot;; &quot;Cielo E Mar,&quot; from &quot;La

Gioconda&quot;; &quot;Vesti La Guibba&quot; and &quot;Beci-

tativo&quot; from &quot;I Pagliacci,&quot; and &quot;Ave

Maria.&quot; Other selections include &quot;The

Consecration Scene&quot; from
&quot;Aida,&quot;

and
&quot;Miserere&quot; from &quot;II Trovatore,&quot; with
Lucine Amara. Miss Kirsten solos in &quot;Numi

Pieta,&quot; from
&quot;Aida,&quot;

and Miss Blyth in

&quot;The Loveliest Night of the Year.&quot; Enrico
Caruso lived in a particularly lush period,
and from the old Santa Lucia section of

Naples, Italy, where Caruso, as a young
man, sang for pennies, to the plush splen
dour of New York s &quot;Diamond Horseshoe,&quot;

The famous British stars,

Evelyn Laye and Frank Law-
&quot;The Great Caruso&quot; Liberty.

September Tide,&quot; Royal.

complete with

gold and glitter,
all found their

way into this

story of a gay
and wonderful
era and the glori
ous music that
went with it.

Mario Lanza en
acts the Caruso

role, with Ann
Blyth cast as his

wife; and fam
ous Metropolitan
Opera Company
singers Dorothy
Kirsten, Blanche
Thebom and Jar-
rnila Novotna
also s t ar r e d.

(Liberty.)
* *

English ballet

mistress, Barbara

Marion Davies, Tivoli,

Howe, with the &quot;Ice Follie&quot; Revue at the

Tivoli, speaks English when
she wishes to explain a point
to the skaters, so does pro
ducer-director Armand Per-

ren; fortunately he does not
have the same trouble as
Barbara as he can speak most

languages. At first Miss Howe
had great trouble in making
herself understood; she would
sing, show them the steps
and count out loud, anything
to make herself clear, and al

though she cannot speak
other languages she can
count in practically all of
them. The company includes
13 nationalities Australian,
English, Scotch, Swiss, Am
erican, German, Italian,
French, Norwegian, Hungar
ian, Austrian, Dutch and Bel
gian. The &quot;Ice Follie&quot; pro
duction at the Tivoli is hav
ing a record run, and to all

appearances it looks as though it will be
there until well into the New Year.

* *

&quot;The Elusive Pimpernel,&quot; Embassy, is
the superb adventure story of a band of
English aristocrats who make it their
business and pleasure to rescue their
friends in France from Madame Guillctine.
The identity of their leader is a secret; he
is known only by a symbol in the shape of
a scarlet pimpernel, an English country
flower. Those of you who have outgrown
your boy or girlhood might not get as
much pleasure out of the evergreen classic
of our young days as the remaining 99&amp;lt;

of us who can still &quot;hiss&quot; at the villains
and cheer the &quot;goodies.&quot; In &quot;The Elusive
Pimpernel&quot; we will be kept busy, as the
film is packed full with situations that
would defy most heroes, but we can
depend on our Pimpernel to do the right
thing. &quot;They seek him here, they seek him
there, those Frenchies seek him every
where.&quot; The dressing in this period film is

breathtaking, more so the men s than the
women s, and the photography is outstand-
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&quot;The Elusive Pimpernel&quot; Embassy.

ing. Heading the long cast are David

Niven, Margaret Leighton, with Jack Haw
kins, Cyril Cusack and Bobert Coote.

* *

Clifton Webb returns to the Mayfair
Theatre in Tor Heaven s Sake,&quot; also star

ring Joan Bennett, Robert Cummings and
Edmund Gwenn. The new film has
Webb and Gwenn cast in a heavenly
mode, if not entirely in an angelic
mood, playing angels sent to rescue
the happiness of a marriage be
tween theatrical producer, Cum
mings, and his actress wife, Joan
Bennett. The theatre has been
known for its

&quot;angels&quot; before, but

surely for none resembling these.

We well remember the Mr. Belve
dere of &quot;Sitting Pretty&quot; and can

justly look for the same comedy
strain in this picture. Edmund
Gwenn we have just seen in &quot;Mr.

880,&quot;
ao these two in combination

set the pace a cracker with their

sly comedy. This ig one of the pic
tures that has to be seen to be

appreciated, as it ia impossible to

interpret and tell of changing
moods, looks that are in themselves
sheer hilarity and the continued
and sustained fun right through the
film. Heading the supporting cast
are Joan Blondell, Gigi Perreau (remember
her in &quot;Never a Dull Moment&quot;?), Jack la

Rue, Harry von Zell and Tommy Rettig.
* *

&quot;Pagan Love Song&quot; (St. James ) co-stars
Esther Williams and Howard Keel, and is one

of those swimming Technicolor musi
cals that pleases everybody. We have
come to expect this of Esther Williams

films, as she is so delightful, both in

and out of the water. Others in the cast

include Minna Gombell, Rita Moreno
(Porto Rican beauty recently seen in

&quot;The Toast of New Orleans&quot;), Phillip
Costa and Charles Freund. A number
of Hawaiians appear in the picture,
which was taken chiefly on Kauai,
called the garden island of the lovely
Pacific group. Here you have all the

ingredients that go to make an enjoy
able film. The story opens against the

tropical beauty of Tahiti and we see
the astounding sight of a smartly-
dressed and stunning half-Tahitiau

girl running into her spacious home
and a few moments later reappearing
wearing a colourful native pareu and
with her hair streaming over her

shoulders. Handsome Hazard Endicott
arrives at the island to take over his late

uncle s coconut plantation, and with this

combination of the lazy sun, dancing
surf and Esther Williams, the picture
moves along the least expected lines,

ending up in a tangle, rather; but two

&quot;For Heaven s Sake&quot; Mayfair.

&quot;Pagan Love Song,&quot; St. James.

of Esther s native friends know the answer
and pull the string at the right time, bring
ing the picture to its colourful but natural
conclusion.

* *

When mountain fighter Dardo the Arrow,
in &quot;The Flame and the Arrow,&quot; escorts his

son to the city of Granezia, un

justly ruled by foreign nobleman
Ulrich (The Hawk), there is a
street incident when Dardo kills

a falcon belonging to The Hawk.
The boy, son also of the noble
man s consort, is captured, and
Dardo, badly wounded by an

arrow, manages to escape to his

mountain hideout. There, reunited
with his faithful followers and
now recovered, he meets Anne,
Ulrich s niece, who has trespassed
upon the scene. She is sent back
to her uncle with word to the boy
that his father plans to &quot;see&quot; him
soon. Meanwhile, wealthy land
owner Alessandro, arrested by the

despot s men, is rescued by Dardo
and eagerly joins the band. Dardo
descends to rescue his son and,
while failing in the attempt, kid

naps Anne as hostage. Alessandro,
hoping to win the hand of Anne,

Evelyn Laye, Royal.

informs The Hawk of the plans,
but she, now in love with Dardo,
warns him of the traitor s action.

What happens after warning
Dardo is tense and full of thrills.

Burt Lancaster, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Douglas and Frank
Alleuby head an imposing cast.

(Regent.)
* *

&quot;The Jackpot,&quot; Jimmy Stewart
20th Century-Fox movie about a
contest winner, has been given
the annual award by Holiday
Magazine as &quot;the picture which
most honestly reflects life in the
United States to the rest of the
world.&quot;

&quot;All About Adam,&quot; 20th Cen
tury-Fox, will pick up Anne Bax
ter s career where &quot;All About
Eve&quot; left off.

*

Girls, wait till you see Gene

[Turn to page 39.]

1 he flame and the Arrow,&quot; Regent.



New gaiety lightens your step, your spirits,
on days when your calendar

calls the tune and you answer with the comfort of Kotex.

Comfort that comes from downy softness luxurious and lasting.

The kind that hold., its shape, because Kotex ij&amp;gt; made to stay soft

while you wear it.

New is the smiling confidence you feel, from the moment you let Kotex

dismiss worrisome hazards&quot; from your mind. For those flat,

pressed ends prevent revealing outlines ... and with that special

safety centre you can count on extra protection. Unquestionably . . .

Freedom begins when you choose

Back again

Quest Deodorant Powder, 3/3.

MAKE THE MOST OF KOTEX COMFORT

by choosing a washable, adjustable all-elastic Kctex Belt!

De Luxe, extra-wide and extra soft, with tabs and safety pins, 3/6

Wo. ierform, with unbreakable flat tasteners or safety pins, 2/11

Featherweight, with unbreakable flat fasteners, 1/6

After 25
BEWARE
o/ Dry Skin

From 25 on, the natural oil

that keeps skin soft and

pliant, starts decreasing. Be
fore 40, skin may lose as

much as 20% of its own

softening oil. Offset this

drying out with Pond s Dry
Skin Cream so rich in

lanolin, most like the oil of

your skin itself.

Along your Chin -Line
you don t want that matronly-

looking sagging to start.

To Tone Up Use thumb
and first finger of each hand
and &quot;pinch along&quot; from point of

chin to ear with lanolin-rich

Pond s Dry Skin Cream. This
treatment brings circulation up,
and gives this skin the rich lub
rication it needs.

First on your Cheeks
dryness is often noticed; little

flaky &quot;dry-skin&quot; patches can

spoil your make-up.
To Correct Work into your
cheeks nightly plenty of Pond s

Dry Skin Cream. Swirl its

softening help from chin-line up
in front of ears. This lanolin-

rich cream is homogenized to

soak in better. Use a light film

of this special cream under your

make-up for day softening, also.

3 features: These 3

features make Pond s Dry
Skin Cream so effective: 1.

It is rich in lanolin very
like the skin s own oil. 2. It

is homogenized to soak in

better. 3. It has a softening

emulsifier. Get a jar or tube

today!

Start this truly
remarkable correction

of Dry Skin todayI
poia
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
&quot;[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]*

FROCK, 7855.

Step 1. Completing Pattern.

Skirt Back. Use pattern supplied for

front and fold under 1$ inches along entire

side. Pin pattern thus folded to paper
and cut out around entire outer edge.

Sleeve and Cuffs. Pin half-sleeve to a
large sheet of paper, mark along punch-
holes indicating underarm curve. Fold

paper along straight edge and cut
around armhole, underarm and
lower edge through both thick
nesses. Notch armhole, open out

FOLD OF MATERIAL

new pattern and cut along previously
marked underarm curve. Pin half cuff to

a fold of paper, cut through both thick
nesses around outer edge, open out pattern.

Facings. Cut facings for collar and front

edges by placing pattern for front on a

piece of paper and cutting around the
entire outer edge, then in a straight line
from shoulder to waistline as shown in

cutting guide.
Pockets. Cut a piece of paper 10$ inches

wide and 17J inches long. Fold under
7$ inches across one end for the flap, then
fold again in half lengthwise. Draw a
line from lower cut ends up to a point 1

inch from cut edges at top and cut along
this line. Open out the entire pattern, make
a diagonal cut from the highest portion
of flap down to a point 4$ inches above
the first fold made. Cut a facing for

pocket flap from pocket pattern and make
this 9| inches deep one side and 7 inches

on the other one.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As
this pattern has been
cut for the average 36
inch figure it will be

necessary to see whether
alterations are needed
for the individual figure.
Pin the pieces together,

remembering that seam
and hem allowances are

not included. Place

pattern over figure and
observe fitting. If bodice
front and back are too

long shorten by folding
between armhole and

waistline, and if too short

cut in same place and in

sert sufficient paper to

provide additional length re

quired. Shorten or lengthen
skirt if necessary just below

hip line. To increase pat
tern, pin additional strips
of paper along seam edges
where extra width is re

quired and, to decrease

pattern trim away pattern
edges where additional
width is not needed. Remove
pattern, take apart, press
flat, even up all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Material:
Pin pattern to material as
shown in cutting guide. Cut
out with allowance of 2

inches for skirt hem, 1 inch on
underarm seams and inch on all

other edges. Before removing
pattern from material mark clearly
with tailor s chalk or tacking the
exact seam lines, notches and punch-
holes.

Step 3a. Sleeve Pads: Cut a pattern
for pads from a piece of paper 9

inches long and 5 inches wide. Fold
, in halves crosswise and cut in a curved

line from cut ends to fold. Open out

pattern and cut four pieces of self-

material from it. Provide a piece of

cottonwool same shape as each pad,
omitting seam allowance. Pin to inside
of pad and draw padding away from
outside edges, tapering it to nothing at

points and keeping it thickest in the
centre of the longest side. Tack to

gether, keeping all long stitches on
cottonwool side. Pin padding facing

to pad, right sides together, and machine

along two sides. Turn right side out, turn
under raw edge and oversow together.
Use pads with each fitting to ensure correct
set of bodice.

Step 4. Buttonholes: Mark position and
size of each buttonhole, which should be
a trifle larger than the width of buttons,
on right hand side of bodice, and arrange
for end of buttonhole to be \ inch from
(&quot;lire. Cut binding strips \ inch wide and
J inch longer than size of buttonhole.
Fold strips in halves lengthwise, press,
tack to garment with raw edges meeting
exactly over mark and ends extending

an even distance beyond mark. Machine
along centre of each strip and do not take
stitching beyond marked line. Tie all

ends securely on inside. Cut along marked
line to within J inch of each end and then
diagonally to ends of stitching. Turn raw
edges of binding strips to inside and press
with folded edges meeting exactly in
centre. On the inside pin triangular piece
at each end to binding strips, fold garment
back out of way and machine across each
end through all thicknesses. Tie threads,
press again.

Step 5. Bodice: Pin darts in front and
back on inside and machine from raw
edge, tapering stitching gradually to

nothing. Tie threads and press towards
centre front and centre back. Join collar
at centre back in a plain seam, join collar

facing in same way and press both seams
open. Clip diagonally across seam allow
ance almost to marked seam line at corner
of collar and shoulder seam both on bodice
and on facing. Pin fronts to back at
shoulders in a plain seam, pin neck
edge of collar to neck edge of bodice.
Machine in one continuous seam from
armhole across back neck line to armhole
on other side. Press shoulder seams open,
neaten raw edges, press neck edges
together with seam allowance extending
upwards.

Step 6. Applying Facings: Pin facings
to bodice, right sides together, machine up
front, around collar and &quot;down front on
other side. Cut away excess seam allow

ance, turn right side out, press, turn under
ra.w edge of facing, machine through fold

only, hem to stitching across back neck
line and to shoulder seam allowance. Tack
in place down fronts, cut openings in fac

ing exactly under each buttonhole, turn
under raw edges, hem to bindings, press
again. Sew buttons on left side to corres

pond with buttonholes. Lap right hand side
over left with centre front lines exactly
over each other and tack together along
lower edge.

Step 7. Skirt: Join fronts together at

centre front, backs together at centre
back in plain seams, remove selvedges,
press open and neaten raw edges. Lengthen
machine stitch a trifle and along upper
edge of front and back between notches,
machine on marked seam line then on
allowance i inch from first stitching. Fold

pleats on single punchholes and press with

edges exactly over centre front and back
lines. Tack in place and machine along
edge of each pleat and terminate stitching
about 9 inches below waistline. Draw up
all gathering threads to fit bodice waist
line, tie ends securely and arrange fulness
in even gathers.

Step 8. Pockets: Pin facings to pocket
flaps right sides together and machine up
longest side and across top. Cut away
excess seam allowance, turn to inside, press,
turn under raw edge and slip-stitch in

place, taking care to conceal all stitches
on right side. Press flaps in place, turn
under seam allowance along front edge
and across bottom and pin to skirt with
sides exactly over side seams. Machine
as close as possible to the turned edge
of pocket and finish by sewing buttons to

flaps as shown in illustration.

Step 9. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Turn
under allowance on skirt front and back,
and pin to bodice front and back. Pin
front and back together at sides and leave
an opening 4 inches above and below
waistline on left side. Try on and observe

[Turn to page 31.]
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BUBBlES
EAKFAST

WHEN you
POUR THE MILK

CRUNCHY/
MUNCHY/

Kellogg s Rice Bubbles

are so crisp they can t

help themselves ! They

just love to sing out

Snap! Crackle! Pop!
when you pour on the

milk. Crisp, crunchy

and so delicious ... so

chockful of goodness

. . . wonderful nourish

ment and energy. So

mother ask your

grocer for Kellogg s

Rice Bubbles!

ir RICE BUBBLES is a registered Trade

Mark of Kellogg (Aust.) Pty. Ltd., for its

brand of oven-popped rice.

N
CHOCKFUL OF \

&amp;lt;

ENERGY VALUE/ ^X

KEEN S
MUSTARD
makesgoodfood

taste better

RAPID RELIEF
&amp;lt;

from the pain of

RHEUMATISM
SCIATICA
NEURITIS
D o 1 c i n, an
American d is-

covery approved
by doctors, has

brought relief
to countless sufferers from
rheumatic disorders in

America, Canada, England
and now in Australia. Dolcin
Tablets give prompt relief

from the painful symptoms
of Rheumatism, Sciatica,

Neuritis, Fibrositis, Lumbago,
and Gour.
Dolcin is non-toxic and will

not harm the heart or any
other organ. Get a bottle

of Dolcin tablets and start

your Dolcin treatment at

once.

100 TABLETS FOR 12/6

DOLCIN
APPROVED BY DOCTORS
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 29.]

fitting. Let out or take in seam allowance
if desirable. Machine all seams and
neaten raw edges.

Step 10. Side Opening: For side opening
cut two facing strips of self-material 1J
inches wide and 1 inch longer than open
ing, with one &quot;edge along selv

edge. Pin strips to front and
back edges of opening with
raw edges together and right
sides of material facing,

being sure to catch in pocket
edges. Machine % inch
from edges, press seams

open and fold strips
under so that selvedges
are exactly under seam
lines. Tack in place,
machine t inch from

edge, press front or

ALLOW 2 WIDTHS OF 3& INCH MATERIAL

UNC.TH 2& INCKLS

hem in place. Pin sleeves to armholes with
notches meeting and ease evenly across

tops. Pin pads to frock with longest side

extending about | inch beyond armhole
seam into sleeve and point in line with
shouldei* seam. Try frock on and note
whether shoulder width is becoming and
sleeves correctly set in. Alter if neces

sary, unpin pads, machine sleeves, press
allowance open across upper half,

replace pads and tie-stitch to seam
allowance around armholes.

Step 12. Belt: Make belt, finish

with a buckle and apply loops at

sides to hold it in place.
Step 13. Finishing: Allow frock
to hang over night to give
material an opportunity of

stretching. Try on and mark a

becoming length with chalk or

pins, measuring up an even dist

ance from floor. Turn hem, secure

by hand and to help retain shape
of pleats machine along folded

edges on the inside after tacking
threads are removed. Complete
with final pressing and attach
floral posies to frock under collar

as shown.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust.

Material: 4 yards, 36 inches
wide.

[For a 34-inch bust, take \
inch off side seams of front and
back. For 38-inch bust, allow \

inch on side seams of front and
back.]

FOLD OF MATERIAL

upper-side under on seam line, allowing
back to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at top and bottom. Sew
a hook and bar at waistline and snap
fasteners above and below if zipper ia

not used.

Step 11. Sleeves: Join sleeves at under
arms in plain seams, press open and neaten.
Pin facings to cuffs with right sides to

gether, machine around outer edge, cut

away excess seam allowance, turn right
side out, press and pin to outside of sleeves
with notches meeting. Cut a self-material
bias facing strip 1 inch wide, tack to

cuffs, machine through all thicknesses, cut

away excess seam allowance, turn facing
to inside, press, turn under raw edge and

CHILD S FROCK, 9257.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:

Separating Yoke From Bodice
Front. Draw a straight line from
waistline at centre front to

punchhole and one to notch on
armhole and cut along these lines.

Bodice Back. Place pattern
given for Frock 7855 to paper
and cut along waistline to notch
near side seams, then up from
notch to first punchhole for
underarm seam line, through to

the fourth puuchhole then

straight across, for armhole and
shoulder lines, then to notch for

neck line and down centre back line.

Notch pattern 4 inches below neck edge
on centre back line.

Sleeve and Collar. Cut a pattern for sleeve
inches wide and 15^ inches long. For

collar cut a strip of paper 5 inches wide
and 9$ inches long, fold in halves length
wise and then crosswise. Cut through all

thicknesses from folded cut ends to a

point 1} inches in from other ends. Open
out paper and pattern will appear as
shown in diagram. .

Skirt. Mark off two widths of material
36 inches wide and 26 inches long or

required length, plus usual seam and hem
allowance.

Step 2. Cutting Material: Pin pattern to

material as shown in cutting guide and
be sure to place sleeve pattern on true
bias. Cut with an allowance of 4 inches
for skirt hem and \ inch on all other

edges.
Step 3. Bodice: Make diagonal cuts into

the comers of yoke almost to marked seam
line, turn under seam allowance, pin to

lower fronts and machine as close as

possible to seam edge. Join front to
back at shoulders in plain seams, press
open and neaten raw edges by turning
these under and machining through fold

only.

Step 4. Collar and Neck Opening: Fold
collar pieces in halves lengthwise with
right sides together and machine across
both ends. Turn right side out, press.
Pin to bodice neck edge on the outside
with ends in line with centre front and
centre back. Cut a facing for neck open
ing 2 inches wide and 2 inches longer
than opening. Pin this to bodice with
centre in line with centre back line. Cut
a self-material bias strip } inch wide and
long enough to extend around neck edge,
omitting portion covered by facing at
centre back. Join bias ends to back
facing in plain seams, press open, machine
around entire neck line and inch each
side of centre back line down to and
across the bottom of the opening. Cut
away excess seam allowance, also cut
along centre back line almost to stitching
across bottom. Turn facings to inside,
press well, turn under raw edges, machine
through fold only and slip-stitch in place,
taking care to conceal all stitches on the
back.

Step 5. Sleeves: Join bodice front to
back at underarms, press open and neaton
in same way as shoulder seams. Join
sleeve pieces together at underarms, press
seams open, pin one side to bodice arm-
holes with right sides together, machine
in place, turn
under raw edge
along other
side and hem
to previous row
of stitching
around armholes.
Press carefully.

Step 6. Skirt:

Join front
to back in plain
seams, press
open, neaten.
Gather upper
edge to fit bodice

waistline, being
guided by
s u g g e s tions

given in Step 7,

Pattern 7855.
Turn under allow
ance on bodice
waistline and pin
to gathered edge,
tack, machine,
press and neaten
raw edges by over

casting together.
Turn hem after

first trying frock
on and marking
correct length,
secure by hand.

Step 7. Finish

ing: Sew buttons
on yoke and finish

neck edge with a self-

material rouleau or con

trasting ribbon bow.
Close the opening at

back neckline with a
hook and eye, complete
with final pressing.

Pattern is for girl 12

years. Material: 2$ yards
36 inches wide. Contrast:

^ yard. 36 ins. wide. 7856

FROCK, 7856.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Back. See Step 1, Pattern 7855.

Bodice Back. Use pattern given for

Pattern 7855, but lower neckline and

[Turn to page 37.j
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Here s the one quick cleanser that

NEVER SCRATCHES

It gets the dirt, cuts grease

fast, but never scratches.

Bon Ami is the one fasf

cleanser that s safe for every

thing from sinks and baths

to pots and pans. Millions

of women won t use anything

lie. Switch to Bon Ami

Cleanser today!

The safe, speedy cleanser

I hasn t

scratc*
1*

Cheerful
and charming?

Of course she is!

She knows her cheerfulness
and charm depend on fit

ness, and doesn t leave her
fitness to chance. She guards ^

against the sick headaches (

and digestive upsets that

constipation can so easily cause.

How? That s her secret, but

confidentially she takes
Beecham s Pills.

Wise woman she takes

GUINEA A BOX

LOOK DOWN
THIS LIST!

STOTT S can prepare yon -

for a DEFIMTE CAREER
your present sphere.

Shorthand /Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial i

Accountancy and
InM. of Secretarieo

Sbire Clerks Exnma.

Story Writing
Journalism iKree a.-icej

Showcard and
Ticket Writing

Dresneullinc Design
Adverliiieinenl Wrtg.
Salesmanship
English, Arithmetic

Dairy Farming
Livestock Breeding
Soil, Farm Crops
Dairy Supervisors
Testers. Graders
Farm Arith. /Survey?.

fui

r OWN HOME-
PROMOTION in

Handwriting
Nurses Entrance
Police Entrani-e
Commercial Arl

Drawing, Sketching
Caricature, Cartoon g
Backward Adults
Radio (For Amateurs)
Motor Mechanics
Engineering (Diesel,

Mt-cli.. Electrical)
Boiler Attendants

Engine Drivers

Dynamo Attendants

Building Construction

Estimating/Tendering
Draftsmanship
Stammerers
General Education
University Exams.

Molts Correspondence College
100 Russell St. Melbourne; 149 Castlereagh St., Sydney
290 Adelaide St., Brisbane; 21 Grenfell St., Adelaide

254 Murray St., Perth
- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON H

To STOTT S : Please send me, free and without
I obligation, full particulars of your Course/s in :

I MY NAME
ADDRESS _ |

IJA.H.J. 1051^_^^ .^.^.^.^^AGE^^ |

HERE S ONE OF THE
different kinds

of elastic

made by

WEBCO

BOII./N0

GUARANTEED QUALITY

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
EASILY REMOVED

AT HOME
Hundreds of women
are overjoyed at the

easy way the famous
Swedish Wc-x Pencils

remove unsightly hairs,
without discomfort,

leaving the skin clean,

velvety, baby-smooth,
and lovely. Success

fully removes stubborn
few seco.ids. The hair

comes right OUT not merely off

from face, arms, legs and back of
ne -k. Superior to ail known methods.
No stubby regrowth, no &quot;shoved ofT&quot;

look. Pure, safe, natural ingredients
no smelly chemicals. Positively non-

irritating. Sold i~* Money-back guar
antee for only IS/ post free. Sent
under plain wrapper. Send Postal Note
today to

SOUTHERN GILBERT COY. PTY. LTD.
(Est. 1937) DEPT. B.

DE MESTRE PLACE, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

Lavender water or lavender burnt in the

room gives off a refreshing scent.

hairs
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Pussy Cat Bed Jacket and Bootees
Materials: A little over 3 ozs. blue

Nursery 3 -ply wool; scrap of white nursery

3-ply wool; 1 pair each Nos. 8 and 9 knit

ting needlos; crochet hook; 3 small buttons;

baby ribbon; embroidery wool; spare
needle pointed both ends.

Measurements: Length from top of

shoulder, 10J ins. Width round underarm,
21 ins. Length of sleeve seam, 7 ins.

Bootees to correspond.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; B, blue

wool; W, white wool; ins. inches; st.,

stitch; tog., together; si., slip; rep., repeat;
w.f., wool forward.

Tension: 8 stitches to the inch in width.

Bed Jacket.

The back and fronts of this Bed Jacket
are knitted in one piece.

Using the blue wool and No. 9 knitting
needles, cast on 170 sts.

Work 6 rows of purl.
Row 7 p. 5, k. 160, p. 5.

Row 8 Purl.

Eep. the last 2 rows
once.

Join in the white wool
and change to the cat

pattern.
Row 1 B (p. 5, k. 5),

*W(k. 2),B (k. 5),W (k.

2), B (k. 12),W (k. 2), B
(k. 5), W (k. 2), B (It.

10) rep. from * to last

40 sts. W (k. 2), B (k.

5), W (k. 2), B (k. 12),
W (k. 2), B (k. 5), W
(k. 2), B (k. 5, p. 5).
Row 2 B (p. 10),

*

W. (p. 1), B (p. 6), W
(p. 1), B (p. 14), W (p.

1), B (p. 6), W (p. 1),
B (p. 10), rep. from *

to end of row.
Row 3 B (p. 5, k. 5),

*W (k. 1), B (k. 6), W
(k. 1), B (k. 14), W (k.

1), B (k. 6), W (k. 1),
B (k. 10), rep. from * to last 40 sts., W
(k. 1), B (k. 6), W (k. 1), B (k. 14) W
(k. 1), B (k. 6), W (k. 1), B (k. 5, p. 5).

Row 4 B (p. 10),
* W (p. 2), B (p. 5),

W (p. 1), B (p. 14), W (p. 1), B (p. 5),

W (p. 2), B (p. 10), rep. from * to end
of row.

Row 5 B (p. 5, k. 5),
* W (k. 9), B

(k. 12), W (k. 9), B (k. 10), rep. from *

to last 40 sts. W (k. 9), B (k. 12), W (k.

9), B (k. 5, p. 5).
Row 6 B (p. 10),

* W (p. 9), B (p.

12), W (p. 9), B (p. 10), rep. from * to

end of row.
Row 7 Same as 5th row.

Row 8 B (p. 10)
* W (p. 1), B (p. 6),W (p. 3), B (p. 10), W (p. 3), B (p. 6),W (p. 1), B (p. 10), rep, from *

to end
of row.
Row 9 B (p. 5, k. 5),

* W (k. 1), B
(k. 6), W (k. 3), B (k. 10), W (k. 3),
B (k. 6), W (k. 1), B (k. 10), rep. from

to last 40 sts., W (k. 1), B (k. 6), W
(k. 3), B (k. 10), W (k. 3), B (k. 6),W (k. 1), B (k. 5, p. 5).
Row 10 Same as 8th row.
Row 11 B (p. 5, k. 5),

* W (k. 1), B
(k. 6), W (k. 1), B (k. 1), W (k. 1),B (k. 10), W (k. 1), B, (k. 1), W (k. 1),B (k. 6), W (k. 1), B (k. 10), rep. from

to last 40 sts., W (k. 1), B (k. 6), W (k
1), B (k. 1), W (k. 1), B (k. 10), W (k. 1),

B (k. 1), W (k. 1), B (k. 6), W (k. 1),

B (k. 5, p. 5).
Row 12 B (p. 10),

* W (p. 1), B (p.

28), W (p. 1), B (p. 10), rep. from * to

end of row.

Row 13 B (p. 5, k. 5),
* W (k. 1), B

(k. 28), W (k. 1), B (k. 10), rep. from *

to last 40 sts., W (k. 1), B (k. 28), W (k.

1), B (k. 5, p. 5). Break off the white
wool.
Row 14 Purl.

Row 15 Purl 5, k. 160, p. 5.

Rep. the last 2 rows till work measures

6J ins. ending on the wrong side.

Next row p. 5, k. 38, cast off 4, k. 76,

cast off 4, k. 38, p. 5.

Continue in stocking st. (remembering
purl st. border) on these 43 sts. and k. 2

tog. on armhole edge twice (41 sts.)

Change to No. 8 needles and smocking
pattern.
Row 1 (wrong side) p. 8, k. 1,

*
p. 4,

k. 2, rep. from * to last 8 sts., p. 4, k. 1,

p. 3.

Return to the 76 sts. across the back.

Knit 2 tog. each end of the next 2 rows

(72 sts.).

Continue in smocking pattern (omitting

purl stitch border) till armhole measures
4 ins. Cast off.

Work right front to correspond with
left.

Sleeves.

Using the blue wool and No. 8 knitting
needles cast on 48 sts. Work 2 complete
smocking patterns and first row of third

pattern (omitting purl stitch border).

Change to No. 9 needles.

Next row *
k. 1, k. twice into next st.

rep. from *
to end of row (72 sts.). Continue

in stocking stitck till work measures 7 ins.,

k. 2 tog. each end of every row till 26

sts. remain. Cast off.

To Make Up.
Join shoulder and sleeve seams and sew

in sleeves. Embroider whiskers and eyes
on cats. Picot round neck and work loops
at top front opening. Sew on buttons to

correspond.

Press lightly with a warm iron and damp
cloth.

Row 2 k. 3, si. 1 (purlwise),
*

k. 4, si.

2, rep. from * to last 13 sts., k. 4, si. 1,
k. 3, p. 5.

Bow 3 p. 8, si. 1,
*

p. 4, si. 2, repeat
from * to last 8 sts., p. 4, si. 1, p. 3.

Row 4 k. 3,
*

slip next st. on to spare
needle and leave in front of work, k. 2,
knit the st. from the spare needle si. the
next 2 sts. on to spare needle and hold at
back of work, k. 1, k. the two sts. from
spare needle, rep. from *

to last 8 sts.,
k. 3, p. 5.

Row 5 p. 10,
*

k. 2, p. 4, repeat from
*

to last st., p. 1.

Row 6 k. 5,
*

si. 2, k. 4, rep. from *

to last 6 sts., k. 1, p. 5.

Row 7 p 10,
*

si. 2, p. 4, rep. from *

to last st., p. 1.

Row 8 k. 3,
*

si. next 2 sts. on to spare
needle, and hold at back of work, k. 1,
k. the 2 sts. from spare needle, si. next st.

on to spare needle and leave in front of

work, k. 2, knit the st. from the spare
needle, repeat from *

to last 8 sts., k. 3,

p. 5.

These 8 rows form the smocking pattern.
Work in smocking pattern till armhole

measures 4 ins.

Starting at neck edge cast off 14 sts., and
work in pattern to end of row.
Work 6 more rows in smocking pattern,

knitting 2 tog. on neck edge of first 3 rows
only (24 sts.). Cast off.

Bootee (left).

Using blue wool and No. 9 needles cast

on 41 sts.

Row 1 k. 1,
*

k. twice into next st.,

k. 17, k. twice into next st., k. 1, rep.
from *

to end of row.
Row 2 and alternate rows Knit.
Row 3 k. 1,

*
k. twice into next St.,

k. 19, k. twice into next St., k. 1, rep.
from *

to end of row.
Continue increasing 2 sts. between

increases until the following row ia

reached.
Row 11 k. 1,

*
k. twice into next at.,

k. 27, k. twice into next st., k. 1, rep. from
* to end of row (65 sts.).
Work 9 rows in garter stitch (all plain

knitting).

Shape instep as follows:
K. 39, k. 2 tog., turn.

Row 1 si. 1, p. 12, p. 2 tog., turn.
Row 2 si. 1, k. 12, k 2 tog., turn
Row 3 Same as 1st row.
Join in the white wool.
Row 4 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. 2), B

(k. 5), W (k. 2), B (k. 2, k. 2 tog), turn.
Row 5 B (si. 1, p. 3), W (p. 1), B

(p. 6), W (p. 1), B (p. 1, p. 2 tog.), turn.
Row 6 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. 1), B

(k. 6), W (k. 1), B (k. 3, k. 2 tog.), turn.
ROW 7 B (si. 1, p. 3), W (p. 1), B (p. 5),W (p. 2), B (p. 1, p. 2 tog.), turn.

[Turn to page 40.]
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Housewives who served chicken and saved money . . . baking
without fears . . . luscious crowning glory for your cakes

LET S BAKE A ONE-EGG CAKE

RED LETTER DAYS

Don t you love getting letters? I do, and

just lately my mail has been better than

ever. So many people have been trying
Continental Brand Chicken Noodle Soup
and writing in to tell me how much they
like it. You can t imagine what a thrill

these letters have given me, because I m
so enthusiastic myself about this delicious

soup straight from the tables of America
&quot;/ wouldn t have believed I could make

a ivhole pot of lovely chicken soup so

cheaply!&quot; wrote Mrs. V. M. Boardman.
of Drummoyne. By the same mail there

w-as a letter from Mrs. P. Berezwick, of

Ryde, who said : &quot;My family turn up their

noses at anything but home-made soup, so

you can guess how delighted I was tvhen

they asked for a second helping.&quot; &quot;My

family would like me to serve it every
day,&quot; wrote Mrs. M. Crawley, of
Cbatswood.

The first thing that strikes people about
this wonderful soup is its simply magical
convenience. No tin openers needed ! Just
tear open the sealed tin-foil envelope, tip
the &quot;makings&quot; into boiling water, cook 7

minutes and there you are! But what
they really love is the flavour, that real

old country-kitchen blend of tender egg
noodles, garden parsley and seasonings in

hearty chicken broth. It s at your store.

Let your family taste that chicken
to-night

To-day is my day for

baking a cake could it

be vour day, too? The
kitchen is cosy, the cake

j//Vtin
is bare. Why not

&quot;join me in making a

luscious lemon cake?
\T

ot just am&amp;lt; cake, you understand, but
the easiest cake you ve ever made. You
need only one mixing bowl . . . there s

no tiring creaming of shortening or beat

ing of eggs. &quot;Melt n Mix&quot; method, we ve
called it! (You ll notice that this easv

recipe calls for Copha. the pure white

vegetable shortening which makes such
superb cakes and biscuits.)

The cake itself is a special and par
ticularly luscious cake and. best of all

in these days of high egg prices, oulv one

ec/q is used! The Lemon Delight frost

ing is nothing short of fabulous. Swirl it

on thickly, then sit back and take the

applause.

ECONOMICAL
ONE-EGG LEMON CAKE

2 ozs. Copha, 4 ors. suiar, 5 ois. svlf-raisinq
flour, i level teasooon *alt, grated rind 1 lemon,
1 egg, 4 tablespoons milk.

Preparation: Grease a 7&quot; layer pan.
Place sugar, egg, lemon rind and half

sifted flour and salt in a mixing bowl.
Now Melt: Place Copha in a saucepan,
chop roughly and melt over gentle heat.

It should be barely warm, not hot test

with your fingertip Add the measured
milk to melted Copha.
And Mix: Pour Copha and milk on to

ingredients in mixing bowl. Beat with

a rotary beater for S minutes. Add

remaining flour and beat 1 minute longer.
Pour into prepared tin and bake in a

moderate oven, 350 F. gas, 30-35 minutes.

LEMON DELIGHT FROSTING
4 ois. crystal sugar, 2 ors. Copha, 1 tablespoons
milk, i teaspoon gratsd lemon rind, 1 dessertspoon
lemon juice, yellow colouring if liked.

1. Place milk, sugar and Copha in a

small saucepan. Brine: slowly to a full

rolling boil, stirring all the time.

2. Stop stirring and boil briskly 1 minute.
Remove from stove and stand saucepan
in cold water until mixture is just warm
(the Copha will appear to separate)
3. Add lemon rind and juice and b^t
until cold and thick Spread on cr.ke.

colouring first if desired.

HAPPY ENDING
Frost your cake royally, as befits such a

cake, add a few walnuts if you re walnut-
minded then bring on that pot of brisk

Lipton tea. But don t be surprised if

conversation lapses a little you ll be far

too blissfully engaged for mere words!
It makes my mouth water just to

think about it I can t wait to go and
start that oven.

Till we meet again.

INSPIRED COMBINATION: Economical

one-egg Lemon Cake, brisk Lipton Tea.

New ways to have more fun with food
If you would like to receive advance news of all_the
recipes and ideas we re evolving in the Betty King
Model Kitchen, fill in the coupon and mail it to

Betty Kirs. World Brands Pty. Ltd., Box 2o2S,
G.P. O., Sydney.
Dear Betty

Please send me your regular Bulletin of

delicious rceipes.

AHJ WB.S.XFPa
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HALLOWE EN PARTY
Hallowe en (October 3lBt) is the eve of

All Saints Day, a time associated, especi

ally in Scotland, with certain pleasing

superstitions attractively set forth in

Burns famous poem &quot;Hallowe en&quot;. It is

the night when young men and maidens
are supposed, by observing certain rites,

to have their future wives and husbands
disclosed to them. One suggestion is that

the maiden sits eating an apple in front of

the mirror at midnight with only a candle

light (quite usual these days), and behold,

through. Drain on kitchen paper. Dust with
castor sugar before serving in &quot;cat&quot; boxes.

Cider Cup.
Put into a glass jug a few pieces of

barley sugar, a slice of lemon, three slices

of orange, a few leaves of crushed mint,
a piece of cucumber rind and a few cloves.

Pour over this a pint of cider, cover the

jug and stand it on ice for one hour before

serving. Then add another pint of cider and
a bottle of dry ginger ale previously iced.

Cider Cocktails.
Mix together, in a shaker half

filled with crushed ice, 1 tumbler
of sweet cider, \ tumbler of

orange juice, \ tumbler of lemon
juice and \ tumbler of grenadine
or simple syrup or powdered sugar
to taste. Add 2 unbeaten egg
whites and shake till foamy. Pour
into small glasses, dust with nut

meg and serve at once.

thickens. Beat in the salt, sugar, mustard,
and lemon. Two tablespoons of vinegar
may be used instead of lemon juice.

Apple Flavour.
For those who prefer something hot for

supper, this is very tasty.
Simmer 1 cup diced pared apples with

1 Ib. tin baked beans and 2 tablespoons
brown sugar until fruit is tender. Serve
this with frankfurters or little pork saus

ages and sliced tomatoes.

Novel Apple Cheese.

Wipe and cut 8 Ib. apples into small

pieces, discarding marked parts of outer
skin. Cover with about two quarts water
and boil fast for 20 minutes, stirring occa

sionally to prevent burning. Strain through
a sieve, measure liquid, and to six cups
liquid add five cups sugar and thinly sliced

rind of two lemons. Boil quickly for half

an hour (or till it sets). Shortly before

pouring into moulds add strained juice of

the lemons and pick out pieces of lemon
rind. It will set like cheese. This can be
sliced and used on biscuits for savouries.

supper

Apple cider, doughnuts, black cat* and gay ribbon*.

as the clock strikes the witching hour of

twelve, her future husband s face appears
in the mirror before her.

Weird and wonderful are some of the

old Hallowe en tales, and if you are giving
a Hallowe en party to the youngsters no
doubt some of the old ns will be glad to

come along and relate their experiences.
Get Grandma, too, to help out with ideas for

decorations. As in our picture the dough
nuts could be served in black cat boxes.
The main drink for Hallowe en is sweet

apple cider.

Remember to have a few games for the
non-dancers. Eating the doughnut is an
ice-breaker. Hang doughnuts with elastic

bands on a length of string and, with hands
behind back the contestants, after a given
signal, see who can eat the doughnut first,

after which they have to whistle the lirst

two lines of &quot;Advance Australia Fair&quot;.

During the evening pass around an

apple to each guest, offering a prize for

the one who can cut the most original
witch s face on the skin of the apple.
Guests could then peel and eat their own
apples.

Although most of the following recipes
contain apples, we do not suggest that the

hostess has an &quot;all apple&quot; evening that

would be too much apple for the guests.
She should make her choice from the apple
recipes and then balance the supper with
other suitable dishes.

Cider Frappe.
To be served at the

table.

To 3 cups cider add 1 cup each
water and orange juice, i cup
lemon juice and 1 cup sugar.
Freeze to a mush in refrigerator

and serve in red apples hollowed out.

Doughnuts.
Eight ounces S.R. Flour; 2 ozs. butter;

2 ozs. sugar; 2 egjrs.

Sift the flour into a bowl. Rub in the
butter lightly, and add the sugar. Beat
the eggs well, and pour into the dry
ingredients. Form into a Tollable dough.
Turn on to a lightly floured board, and roll

out inch thick. Cut in rings, using cutters
of about 24 inches and 1 inch, or slightly
less, in diameter. Fry the rings in deep boil

ing fat till golden browu and cooked

Tropical Apple Salad. (Illus.)

Arrange crisp salad greens on individual
salad plates. On the greens arrange thin
slices of unpared, tart, red apples, figs and
pitted dates stuffed with peanut butter.
Have the food set in sufficiently small
portions to be allowed to be eaten with a
fork only. Serve with a dressing made of
equal parts of mayonnaise and sour cream,
with a few chopped walnuts added.

Love-Apple Salad.
Two and a half cups

tomato pulp; 1 small

onion, sliced; 1 teaspoon
each of salt and sugar;
1J tablespoons gelatine;
\ cup cold water; juice
of \ lemon.

Cook the tomato (or,
if desired, the same
amount of tomato soup
may be used), onion, and
salt and sugar together
for 10 minutes. Strain,
add the gelatine, which
has soaked in the cold
water for 5 minutes, and
the lemon juice. Pour
into individual moulds,
and place in the refrig
erator to harden. TJu-

mould on lettuce; garn
ish with mayonnaise
made as follows:

One egg; 1 teaspoon
salt; 1 teaspoon sugar;
li cups salad oil; \ tea

spoon dry mustard; juice
of i lemon or 2 table

spoons vinegar.
Beat the egg, add the

salad oil, a little at a

time, beating until it

Apple and Cheese Savoury.
One large apple (good cooker) ;

1 oz.

margarine; 4 squares of cheese; 4 pieces
of hot buttered toast.

Peel and core the apple, and cut it into

four rounds. Fry the apple in the fat for

about ten minutes, or till it is soft. Make
the toast. Put a round of apple on each

piece. Lay a piece of cheese on top of

each apple-round and place them under
the griller till the cheese melts. One

apple is sufficient for 4 or 5 guests so it

will be easy to work out quantities.

Apple Cups.
Dice or slice apples and celery and mix

with a few walnuts or peanuts coarsely

Chopped, and a few seeded grapes. Just

before required combine with stiff mayon
naise and serve in apple cups made by
hollowing out halves of red apples.

[Turn to page 36.]
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WHAT I WANT TO KNOW IS }-^(YOUP CHANGE YOU/2 M/NP A

[
WHATS BEHINP THIS CHANGE\ITOO IF SOMEONE YOULOWo
OFMINP rfflTBlHi

^ ^ HAP BAD BREATH,Ff?EP.^VRBwHw^*.
&amp;gt; OF
YOURS

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM CLEANS
YOUR BREATH WHILE ITCLEANS

fOUR TEETHANPTH COLGATE
WAY{

(OF BRUSH/KG YOUR.

AFTCf? EAT/HG

STOPS TOOTH

BRUSH/NG MY TEETH &amp;gt;

THE COLGATE WAYHAS MAPE
ME A HAPPYMAN .

TODAY

Tests Published in Authoritative Dental

Literature Show That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

STOPS TOOTH DECAY BEST !

Most thoroughly proved and accepted home
method of oral hygiene known today.

Yes, and two years research

showed the Colgate way ,
YOUR BREATH

stopped more decay tor more f
*

people than ever before re

ported in dentifrice history!

No other dentifrice offers

such proof the most con

clusive proof ever reported
for a dentifrice of any type.

BUY THE BIG FAMILY ECONOMY SIZE
D4/161

America s largest, Australia s largest, the World s largest selling dental crean

USE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

WHILE VOW CLEAN VOURTEFTH

AND HELP STOP TOOTH

DECAV BEST

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR.&quot; Perfectly

harmless Guaranteed Send
stamped addressed envelope
for particulars Confidential.
Janet GlanviUe 247H Eliza
beth Street Svdney

Keep a small eye-dropper especially for

adding essences, then you ll never put in

too much flavouring.

to Boys & Girls

Wrist Watches, Cameras, Ma -Ma Dolls.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

selling small parcels of tested garden seeds. Send

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

mom y no*, only name ard address. Writ&quot; to-day.

John B. Murrav 661 K George St., Sydney

Prepare meal-trays daintily, with small

portions, in order to tempt delicate appe
tites.

HALLOWE EN PARTY
[From page 35.~\

Ice Cream Shells.

Eggs, 2; powdered sugar, f cup; vanilla,

i teaspoon; salt, i teaspoon; flour, sifted,

| cup; butter or margarine, melted, i cup;
colouring.
Beat eggs until light; gradually add

sugar and continue beating until well

blended. Add vanilla, salt, flour and melted
butter. Tint with any desired shade of

food colouring; mix well. Grease and flour

baking sheet; drop batter by teaspoonfula
and spread thin to make about 3-inch

squares or rounds; bake only a few at a

time and allow for spreading. Bake in

slow oven for about 12 minutes. Eemove
from baking sheet with wide spatula and
mould over outside of custard cup or

ramekin while still hot. When thoroughly
cool and ready to be served fill with a

scoop of ice cream and apple jelly.

Makes about 16 shells.

Applesauce Cookies.

Cream together until smooth : \ cup
shortening; 1 cup sugar. Beat in well
1 beaten egg. Sift together several times:
2 cups sifted flour, A teaspoon cinnamon,
i teaspoon cloves, \ teaspoon salt, J tea

spoon soda, 2 teaspoons baking powder.
Add the sifted ingredients to the creamed
mixture alternately with: 1 cup thick

applesauce (unsweetened). Then mix in:

i cup raisins, rinsed with hot water and
drained well; \ cup chopped nuts. Drop
from a spoon on to an oiled cookie slide

about two inches apart. Bake in a mod
erately hot oven for 15 or 20 minutes.
This recipe makes about five dozen cookies.

If Clifton Webb doesn t do a good
rhumba it won t be Betty Grable s fault.

When she heard that the script of &quot;For

Heaven s Sake&quot; called for Clifton to do

the South American dance she sent over

her own dance instructor, Angle Blue, to

coach him. Webb took six easy lessons

from her. Once one of the top dancers of

the country and a rival of the Vernon
Castles in their heydey, it didn t take
much teaching for him to catch on. He
rhumbas in the picture with Joan Blondell.

The studio wrote in the rhumba after

receiving hundreds of letters from movie

goers who thought Webb s toddle number
with Jeanne Crain and Betty Lynn in

&quot;Cheaper by the Dozen&quot; was hilarious.
# * *

Clark Gable feels at home in the saddle

for his role as a Texas frontiersman in

M-G-M s Western, &quot;Lone Star,&quot; because he
is riding his own favourite horse, Jason, a

snow-w-hite stallion, bought a few years

ago. Gable will appear in another Western-

style film before &quot;Lone Star&quot; that is,

&quot;Across the Wide Missouri.&quot;

This may help to solve the difficulty in

ironing loose chair and lounge covers.

Damp the covers in the usual way. Iron

any frills which hang down, then fit the

cover on to the chair and iron in that

position. Do not use the chair for several

hours.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)

clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.]

shorten shoulder by cutting from notch at

back through two punchholes and across

to notch at armhole; cutting guide 7855

shows shape clearly defined.

Facings. Cut a facing for front by follow

ing broken line indicated on cutting guide,

then one for back about li inches wide.

Sleeve. Pin half-sleeve to a fold of

paper, cut out around entire outer edge

through both thicknesses.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: See

Step 2, Pattern 7855.

Step 3. Cutting Out Material and Sleeve

Pads: Follow suggestions given in Steps
3 and 3a, Pattern 7855, but in this instance

place centre of sleeve on bias and provide
a hem allowance of li inches at lower edge,
also place side seams of skirt pattern on

straight grain of material as shown in

cutting guide.

Step 4. Bodice: Do
two rows of gathering
along bodice front

edges marked
&quot;Gather&quot;, being
guided by suggestions
given in Step 7,

Pattern 7855, and
draw up all threads
to a space of 4 inches.

Tie ends securely and
arrange fulness in

even gathers. Join

gathered edges to

gether at centre front

HALF
BACK
SKIRT

&amp;lt;##***?*

SWH-OW
r^-n
I FRONT

|

I F^CINQ

I
i

&amp;gt;-_y

COn

m
a
(T&amp;gt;

m

FOLD OF MATERIAL
in a plain seam, press open, taking care
not to crush fulness. Clip along upper
edge of lower front every inch, turn
under allowance and pin to upper front.

Tack, machine as close as possible to
seajv edge, press, nenten. Join front to
back at shoulders in plain seams, press
open and ncaten raw edges. Join facings
together at centre front, join front facings
to back at shoulders in plain seams. Press
all se:uiis open and pin facing to bodice
with right sides together. Machine around
entire nec-k line, cut away excess seam
allowance, turn to inside, press, turn under
ra\v edge, machine through fold only, tie-

[Turnj.

On the average . . .

one family
in three relies

on the A-M-1*

YOU DON T EARN THE TRUST OF THOUSANDS
BY CHANCE.

One in three Australian families, on the average,

rely on the A.M.P. The A.M.P. has earne.d ihis

trust by service; service given in full measure for

over a century because the A.M.P. is. and always
has been, a wholly mutual society. There are no

shareholders, and all surplus earned is returned in

full to policyholders. Perhaps that is one of the

reasons why the Australian Mutual Provident

Society, in just over a century, has grown to be

the largest Mutual Life Assurance Office in the

British Commonwealth, and the firm friend of

countless thousands of Australians.

Australian
Mutual Provident

Society

General Manager:
M. C. Buttfield

Head Office:
87 Pitt Street, Sydney

Branches through

out Australia,

A/ew Zealand, and

Great Britain.

The A.M.P. is the

largest Mutual Lrfa

Assurance Office

in the Empire.
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It s practical
Fve found banking at the

Wales the practical way to control my finances. My

employer pay* niy salary into my account with the

Bank of New South Wales and I pay all my bills by

cheque. So I always have an exact record of my

financial transactions and no longer need to carry

more than pin money in my handbag. And although

mj account is small, I know that if I have any financial

problem, my bank manager is available to advise me.

Yoo, too, should consult and use

BANK OF
NEW SOUTH WALES

FIRST BANK IN AUSTRALIA

am tm It** BOOTH WAL.M WTTB f.IMmO LIABILITY

BE POPULAK
Slim Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL

^TABLETS replace vital

Glandular secretions (en-

docnnes), lack of which

causes formation of fat.

Weight reduction can now
245 be scientifically controlled.

6 weeks treatment 10 -; or 3 weeks 5/6
Start Now ! Direct, post iree, from

NOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Uni.)
CJtemitt 247 King St., Newtown, Sydney

f For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases

I send 3d. stamp for Examination

E

Chart to

DERMOPATHIC INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822
mmmumtmmsvmmmmmi

If the bead perspires a great deal, keep
the scalp fresh and fragrant by swabbing
it with eau-de-cologne between shampoos.
Make a series of partings with a comb
and then rub the scalp vigorously with a
moistened pad of cottonwool, substituting
a clean pad as soon as one gets dirty.

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 37.]

stitch to seam allowance at shoulder and
centre front seams. Press revers back
on lines indicated. Stitch darts in back
bodice on inside, tie threads and press
towards centre back.

Step 5. Skirt: Join fronts together at
centre front and backs together at centre
back in plain seams, press open and neaten.
Do two rows of gathering along upper
edge and draw up both threads to fit lower

edge of bodice. Tie ends securely and
arrange fulness evenly. Turn under allow
ance on bodice front and back and pin to

skirt front and back, pin front to back
at underarms and follow directions given
in Step 9, Pattern 7855, for trying on and
completing the stitching of seam s.

Step 6. Side Opening: See Step 10,
Pattern 7855.

Step 7. Sleeves: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open, turn the hem at
lower edge and slip-stitch in place. Pin
to armholes with seam of sleeve meeting
the one of bodice. Try on, alter if neces

sary and apply pads as suggested in Step
11, Pattern 7855.

Step 8. Belt: Make narrow belt of self-

material, finish with a buckle and eyelets,

apply loops at sides to hold it in place.

Step 9. Finishing: See Step 13, Pattern
7855.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

3| yards 36 inches wide.

[For alterations to other sizes, see de

scription No. 7855.]

Fashion interest: Arlene Dnhl, star of
M-G-M s &quot;Inside Straight and No Questions
Asked,&quot; and one of the most beautiful
women in Hollywood, selects pale grey
chiffon for evening wear this spring. Her
gown has a close-fitting cross-drape bodice
with narrow shoulder straps and a bouffant,
tiered skirt. For added fashion interest.
Arlene wears elegant drop earrings and a

dip of rhinestones.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.

FISHERS

PHOSPHERINE
THE GREAT NERVE TONIC

A LADY AT
AUBURN WRITESt

&quot;After having all my teeth

extracted I became sick and
nervous. I started taking
Fisher s Phopherine and I

never telt so w=H before.&quot;

TAKE 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
OF WARM OR COLD WATER

EVERY MORNING.

IN ALL STATES EXCEPT N.S.kV.

SOLD AS

FISHAPHOS
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PAPER PATTERN AGENTS.
Paper patterns for all designs illustrated

in the Australian Home Journal may be
obtained from the following agents :

QUEENSLAND.
Finney Isles & Co. Ltd. Queen Street,

Brisbane.

Overalls Pty. Ltd. The Valley, Brisbane.

E. S. Lucas Pty. Ltd. East Street, Rock-

hampton.
W. Boys & Sons 202 Adelaide Street,

Maryborough.
Misses Mercers & Windley Ruthven

Street, Toowoomba.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Farmer & Co. Ltd. Pitt, Market and
George Streets, Sydney.

The Hub Ltd. 393 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Grace Bros. Pry. Ltd. Broadway, Sydney.
Buckingham* Ltd. 97 Oxford Street,

Sydney. ^
Winns Pty. Ltd. 16 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Newcastle Ltd. 209 Hunter

Street, Newcastle.

VICTORIA.
uckley & Nunn Ltd. 310 Bourke

Street, Melbourne.
R. O. Henderson Pty. Ltd. Harfrecve*

Street, Bendigo.
Solomons Pty. Ltd. Cnr. Moorabool mni

Melep Streets, Geelong.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
J. Craven & Co. Ltd. Rundle Street,

Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Ahern s Pty. Ltd. Hay and Murray

Streets, Perth.

NEW ZEALAND.
George & George Ltd. 161 Cuba Street,

Wellington.
John Court Ltd. Queen Street, Auckland.
T. Armstrong & Co. Ltd. Victoria Square

and High Street, Christchurch.
Brown Ewing & Co. Ltd. 288-304

Princes Street, Dunedin.
Garners Departmental Store Broadway,

Pclmerston North.

H. & J. Court Ltd. Hamilton.
Whites Ltd. Importers, New Plymouth.
Warnocks Drapery Ltd. Victoria Avenue,

Wanganui.

The Play and Film
[From page 27 .]

Tierney s clothes in &quot;On the Riviera!&quot;

They alone are worth the price of admission.
* #

The breath-taking wardrobe worn by
Marlene Dietrich in 20th Century-Fox s

&quot;No Highway,&quot; which was filmed in Lon
don, was designed by the one and only
Pierre Balmain, of Paris.

* * *

And now cornea the plastic lipstick
kissproof, smearless. An experiment by
the make-up department at 20th Century-
Fox, Sus.iu Hayward is trying it out for
the more torrid love scenes in &quot;David and
Bathsheba.&quot;

*

Sally Forrest has dreamed up a new
evening hair-do. Appropriately enough,
she has called it the

&quot;cool-up.&quot; The young
M-G-M actress piles her hair high on her
head in a mass of ringlets, arranging a
semi-cirle of daisies in the back young
and chic. *

Lana Turner, star of M-G-M s technicolor

|

You Belong to My Heart,&quot; adds new
interest to her spring suits with the addi
tion of three small decorative pins on the
cuff of her jacket sleeve. She complements
the pins with a larger matching one on the
collar of the jacket, or at the throat.

READ WHY YOU ARE NOT AN ATTRACTIVE WOMAN.
No matter how perfect your features, how lovely your figure, you cannot have beauty unless

your health ia good for only radiant, vital health can give your eyes that natural sparkle,

your skin a youthful glow, your hair the shining lustre that is so much admired by men
and women.

Remember, the symptoms of illness are not always obvious. Constant overtiredness,
headaches, nerviness, sleeplessness and many less noticeable complaints are sure signs that

your health is failing. And when that happens your appearance always suffers. Gradually,
without you noticing the change, your skin becomes sallow, your hair lifeless, and lack of

vitality results in an uninteresting, dull appearance.
Take a good look at yourself. Is this happening to you? Even if you are just run down
you need MANDREX the genuine specific for women of all ages, to bring out your natural
beauty by restoring perfect health and vitality. You need MANDREX, too, if you surfer

from Rheumatism, Backaches, Nerve and Muscular Pains, or other disorders.
Write TODAY for details FREE and without obligation.

A. B. WARD & CO.,
Dept. H.J. 4, Box 3323, G.P.O., Sydney.

A fish-hook in your finger or any one

of those minor injuries that could

happen on your out-of-doors holiday.
Be prepared with first aid in a jiffy

by carrying Band-Aid Adhesive Band

ages everywhere you go.
Band-Aid Adhesive Bandages are in

dividually wrapped and available plain,

waterproof or E-L-A-S-T-I-C, with

choice of packs containing 12, 24 or 50.

ADHESIVE
BANDAGES

a product of

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
the most trusted name in surgical dressings.
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71 YEARS OLD
- feels 21!

Gives KRUSCHEN

credit for good

health

Mr. Rosen (71 years), antique

dealer, of Carlton, Victoria, has

led an active life for 40 years free

from former crippling lumbago.

He gives all credit to Kruschen

Salts.

READ MR. ROSEN S OWN WORDS:
&quot;It is close to 40 years since I started taking Kruschen. At that

time I suffered from lumbago very much. The pain was unbearable

at times. I have taken Kruschen every morning since, without missing
once in the whole 40 years, and would never be without it. All pain
of lumbago was relieved in a very short time. I am 71 years old now
and feel like a man of 21 years, thanks to Kruschen Salts.&quot;

// you suffer aching joints and muscles do what Mr. Rosen did

start taking Kruschen now. If free from painful twinges, make sure

you stay that way. Take the little daily dose of Kruschen. Don t

feel tired . . , lack energy . . . hate work . . . miss fun . . . be cranky.
You will be amazed ivhat Kruschen can do for you!

HOW KRUSCHEN HELPS YOU:
Kruschen is a balanced mixture of six natural salts. They help your
body clear away dangerous wastes that harm health. Often kidneys and
liver become sluggish and poisons are left in the bloodstream the cause
of many common ailments. Don t wait a moment longer, start taking
Kruschen now!

PLEASANT, EASY TO TAKE
Use a teaspoon to measure out just enough Kruschen to

cover a sixpence in your morning cup of tea. (For bad
cases of rheumatism, lumbago, etc., take the medicinal dose

as instructions on bottle.)

KRUSCH
SA I T Q Trial Size 1/9M L I O Large Economy 3/3

GET THAT FAMOUS KRUSCHEN
FEELING!

E. Griffiths Hughes
Pty. Ltd.,

Box 2949, G.P.O..
Sydney.

K30.2FCa

Pussy Cat Bed Jacket
and Bootees.

[From page 33.&quot;]

Row 8 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. 9), B (k.
2, k. 2 tog.), turn.
Row 9 B (si. 1, p. 2), W (p. 9), B (p.

1, p. 2 tog.), turn.
Row 10 Same as 8th row.
Row 11 B (si. 1, p. 1) W (p. 3), B (p.

6), W (p. 1), B (p. 1, p. 2 tog.), turn.
Row 12 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. 1), B (k.

6), W (k. 3), B (k. 1, k. 2 tog.), turn.
Row 13 Same as llth row.
Row 14 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. 1), B (k.

6), W (k. 1), B (k. 1), W (k. 1), B (k.

1, k. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 15 B (si. 1, p. 10), W (p. 1), B
(p. 1, p. 2 tog.), turn.
Row 16 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. 1), B

(k. 10, k. 2 tog.), turn.

Break off the white wool.
Row 17 Same as 1st row.
Row 18 Same as 2nd row.
Row 19 Same as 1st row.
Row 20 Same as 2nd row, (44 sts.).

Knit to end of row.

Next row Knit (decreasing 1 st. each
end (42 sts.).

Next row (ribbon holes) k. 1,
*

w.f.,
k. 2 tog., repeat from *

to last st., k. 1.

Work 2 complete smocking patterns and
first row of third pattern on these 42 sts.

(omitting purl stitch border). Cast off.

Bootee (right).
Same as left to instep shaping.

Shape instep as follows:

K. 39, k. 2 tog., turn.

Row 1 si. 1, p. 12, p. 2 tog., turn.

Row 2 si. 1, k. 12, k. 2 tog., turn.

Row 3 Same as 1st row.

Join in the white wool.

Row 4 B (si. 1, k. 2), W (k. 2), B (k.

5), W (k. 2), B (k. 1, k. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 5 B (si. 1, p. 1), W (p. 1), B (p.

6), W (p. 1), B (p. 3, p. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 6 B (si. 1, k. 3), W (k. 1), B (k.

6), W (k. 1), B (k. 1, k. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 7 B (si. 1, p. 1), W (p. 2), B (p.

5), W (p. 1), B (p. 3, p. 2 tog.), turn

Row 8 B (si. 1, k. 2), W (k. 9), B (k.

1, k. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 9 B (si. 1, p. 1), W (p. 9), B p. 2,,

p. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 10 Same as 8th row.
Row 11 B (si. 1, p. 1), W (p. 1), B (p^.

6), W (p. 3), B (p. 1, p. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 12 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. *)., B (kv

6), W (k. 1), B (k. 1, k. 2 tog.),
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Row 13 Same as llth row.
Row 14 B (si. 1, k. 1), W (k. 1), B

(k. 1), W (k. 1), B (k. 6), W (k. 1),
B (k. 1, k. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 15 B (si. 1, p. 1), W (p. 1), B
(p. 10, p. 2 tog.), turn.

Row 16 B (si. 1, k. 10), W (k. 1), B
(k. 1, k. 2 tog.), turn.

Break off white wool.

Row 17 Same as 1st row.
Row 18 Same ;is 2nd row.
Row 19 Same as 1st row.
Row 20 Same as 2nd row (44 sts.).

Continue as for left bootee to end.

To Make Up.
Embroider whiskers and eyes on cats.

Join seams and thread ribbon through
holes. Press lightly with a warm iron

,nd damp cloth.

The word &quot;mudlark&quot; isn t in any Ameri
can dictionary but it may well be after

the release of 20th Century-Fox s new
movie drama, &quot;The Mudlark.&quot; In England,
where the word has been in common usage
since 1796, it means a young thief, usually
a homeless human water-rat who keeps
alive by digging in the mud for discarded
saleable objects. The title role was played
by ten-year-old Andrew Bay, who sneaked
into an English castle to see Queen Vic

toria, portrayed by Irene Dunne. The pic

ture, made in its entirety in London, is the
first the actress has made outside Holly
wood.

Foot-comfort is important. Discard all

your tight-fitting shoes and extravagantly
high heels. You must be able to &quot;stand

easy&quot; and have plenty of room to wiggle
your toes.

Never attempt to walk far without
ankle-socks or stockings, and dust your
feet especially in between your toes
with antiseptic foot-powder when you get
up in the morning.

After a long tiring day, soak your feet
in alternate baths of hot and cold water.

Dry them carefully and rub the soles with

methylated spirit.

&quot;Have I not commanded thee? Be
strong and of a good courage; be not

afraid; neither be thou dismayed: for the
Lord thy God is with thee whithersoever
thou goest.&quot;

How to get

a LIFT in LIFE
When you feel low in spirit,
weary, depressed, nature is

warning you that you re run
down. Then is the time to start
taking WINCARNIS, the tonic
with the marvellous reputation
for restoring natural buoyant
health and vigour to people
who fire run-down through
worry and overwork.
WINCARNIS is prepared from
choice selected wines blended
with special fortifying elements
to feed the brain and nerves.
Thousands of recommendations
have come from the medical
profession praising WINCARNIS
for its high recuperative
powers. Go to your Chemist
to-day. Ask for a bottle of
WINCARNIS and give yourself* lift. WINCARNIS . . . th
&quot;Wine of Life.

You ve only to

compare a Persil wash with
an ordinary wash to see the

difference. Such whiteness, such bright
ness! Thank the special blend of pure soap and

oxygen in Persil s different suds . . . the oxygen-
charged suds that give you the cleanest, the

whitest, the brightest wash you ve ever seen!

A/ewPERSIL A
FOR WASHING UP. TOO I
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Heres a tale of gentleness says Aunt Jenny

These 22 year old blankets are still soft and fluffy

. . . THANKS TO VELVET
Arc you envious of the owner of these precious blankets? Mrt. P.

Leigh, 53 Todman Avenue, Kensington, N.S.W. advises you to giv

your own blankets careful laundering

with gentle Velvet suds, and you, too,

will keep blankets allyour woollens

for many, many years.

&quot;THESE BLANKETS ARE MY GREATEST PRIDE&quot; says
Mrs. Leigh. &quot;They re still soft, fluffy, and warm
after 22 years of use. I m always careful about

washing them, but never worry about results be

cause I use only Velvet Soap in my laundry.&quot;

&quot;SEE THE FINE STITCHING IN THE BORDER? That and the eye
let working put their own date on my cloth,&quot; laughs Mrs.

Leigh. &quot;1918 this was all the rage. Now, over 30 years
later, I ve still got my glory-box linens

everything s in tip-top condition. Once
again I say thanks to Velvet s gentleness!&quot;

&quot;VELVET IS A MUST IN MY
HOME because it s so gentle to

my hands. And when your
hobbies are music and dress

making it s important your
hands should be smooth.&quot;

Pure, mild Velvet is so kind to your
hands so gentle to your clothes.

Here s why clothes

last longer

FABRICS WASHED
WITH ORDINARY

SOAPS seen under
a magnifying glass
look frayed and worn
out because hard-

rubbing li necessary
with ikimpy, inferior

lather. And look how
those weary - willy
suds leave dirt in

grained in the weave.

MAGGIE EVERYBODY&quot;

FABRICS WASHED
WITH VELVET SOAP

seen under a mag
nifying glass stay

strong as new wain
after wash because no
hard rubbing it need
ed yet net a trace

of dirt is left behind.
Velvet s extra soapy
suds are kind to the
most delicate ikin

and gentle to your
clothes, tool

V.189-XFI
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My food
The name of Robinson s is so

well-known that when it is

necessary to choose a food for

baby, the first thought of both

mothers and nurses is

ROBINSON S! For generations,

the world over, ROBINSON S

has enjoyed a reputation for

the best in baby foods!

ROBINSONS
TATENT BARLEY

AND

PATENT GROATS
.Ri-et

Make
baby s

hair

grow
curly

If far from town send postal note or
stamps to Box 4155. G.P.O.. Sydney.

The Intruder.
When the steamer (jot land left ( open

ha^en for Lcith recently her cargo
included five and a half tons of Danish

whisky consigned to Scotland.

Ton con beREGULAR
within 10 DAYS!

(without

purgatives)

&quot;Your All-Bran

succeeded in

just a week

where all
&amp;gt;-

others had

failed !&quot;

Mrs. B. Unicomb,
52 Hercules St.,

Dulicich Hill.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION-
OH DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK

This is all you need do . . , enjoy tasty, toasty Kellogg s /ill-Bran for ten

days, and drink plenty of water. //, at the end of ten days you don t feel it

has helped you, then just send the empty packet back to Kellogg s and you ll

get double your money back.

BULK IS THE ANSWER!

Your daily health and regularity depend on what

you eat. Kellogg s All-Bran is not a purgative.

It contains the bulk your system needs to end

constipation. The vital bulk in this rich, nut-

sweet health-food helps prepare internal wastes

for easy, gentle elimination ... no purgatives

needed this natural way. Ask your grocer for a

packet of Kellogg s All-Bran right away. Within

ten days you ll benefit. After that keep on

enjoying this crisp, nut-sweet breakfast cereal.

Never lose that wonderful feeling of health and

natural regularity it brings.

WONDERFUL V
3-IN-ONE

FOOD

Kellogg s All-Bran is a natural

laxative, health-food and blood

tonic all in one! Rich in

Vitamin Bl. B2, Calcium, Phos

phorus, Niacin and Iron, Kel

logg s All-Bran builds up your
health. It gives you vitality as

it brings regularity instead of

purging the energy out of you.

ALL-BRAN
END

&quot;(Registered Trade Mark)
IRREGULARITY the way NATURE Intended AB5I-9

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by the Proprietors at the Australian Home Journal Offices,

&quot;Home Journal&quot; House, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.



FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There**
M tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute or Quality I
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For years past available on

Doctors prescription only

yours for the

asking

Only KLEENEX has a

SERV-A-TISSUE box that

serves up just one double

tissue at a time

AMERICA S LARGEST SELLING TISSUE

LUXURIOUSLY SOFT . . . DEPENDABLY STRONG
Once you enjoy the convenience of Kleenex nothing else will do. Soft

Kleenex befriends tender noses, checks colds from spreading through a

family does away with the &quot;cold-laden&quot; handkerchief that scatters germs
every time you use it. You use each tissue once then throw it away.

Kleenex has a world of uses for removing face
cream smoothing on make-up dusting on face

powder and dusting on baby s powder.

DON T PUT A COLD IN YOUR POCKET

Hygienic Kleenex prevents the spread of germs

Kleenex is soft and gentle on sore noses

Kleenex saves unpleasant handkerchief washing

&quot;BABY&quot; BABY WITH KLEENEX

Kleenex is, a heaven-sent help for keeping baby
clr-in and sweet

Kleenex is soft for wiping grubby little hands and
faces

Kleenex prevents cod liver oil from staining clothes

XOUR NOSE KNOWS THERE S
ONLY ONE KLEENEX

KLEENEX
DISPOSABLE TISSUES

PRICE

3/6

BOX 150

BROKEN FINGERNAILS.
Cover a broken fingernail with

&quot;Durex&quot; Tape. Trim to shape,
then cover with nail polish and

you can t tell it s broken. You
can also use &quot;Durex&quot; Tape for

removing old nail polish.

Now, more tape for your money
With the handy &quot;Durex&quot; Plaid

Dispenser you
now get 200 inchni

of | inch tape for only 1/6.

100 ins. J in. TAPE, l/-
300 ins. j in. TAPE, 2/4

PLASTIC HAND DISPENSER
only 3A. Tape 4/9

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

BRAND

TAPE
Made in Australia by Australian Durex
Products Pty. Ltd., Lidcombe, N.S.W.

COPYRIGHT RESERVED
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Easily Made Slippers.

Slippers for a gift or for yourself are

very easily made if you follow this idea.

They are eomfy and most effective to look

at as shown in sketches A and B.

You will need a pair of slipper soles

and about \ yard square of pale pink or

blue felt. You can cut your pattern as

shown in sketches. C: The heel piece: you
will need 4 of these. D: The toe pieces:

you will need 6 of these. Sketch E: Shows
how the toe pieces are assembled. For
each slipper take 2 heel pieces, tack them

together all round, then tack straight edge
to base of sole starting at centre back

working along each side. Blanket stitch all

round with double matching cotton, joining
heel to the sole at same time.

For the toe pieces you will need 2 curtain

rings about 1 inch size diameter. Slip a
toe strip through a curtain ring and match
the ends. Tack the centre of the wide end
to the centre of the toe of the sole, trim the
double thickness away at each side to

make a slight curve, then tack to the sole.

Thread a second toe strip through the

ring, double it as before and tack the
corner farthest from the toe to the sole.

Cut a curve from this corner before tack

ing it to the sole. Thread a third piece
through the opposite side of the ring and
repeat. Now blanket stitch these three

pieces to the sole with matching cotton
used double, then blanket stitch all round
edges. Stitch on suitable ribbon to
tie in front.

Made in silk or velvet these slippers can
look most attractive, but be sure and put.
an interlining of muslin to stiffen them.

Sunstroke, which can be quite dangerous,
is one of the evils that follow an overdose
of sunshine. Sunburn is painful, too and
disfiguring especially when it reaches the
blister stage, so you see there s nothing
to be gained by attempting to

&quot;fry your
self alive&quot;.

FREE BOOKS on

DRESSMAKING!
LEARN DRESSMAKING AT HOME

-THIS NEW, EASY WAY!
MOW you can test this really wonderful course of Dress-
* *

making in your own home, give it any trial you like, and
if it doesn t quickly make you an accomplished dressmaker,
capable of making the latest frocks, suits, coats, etc., it won t

COST YOU ONE PENNY ! But please hurry ! This offer may
never be repeated. It places you under no obligation. All

you have to do is post the coupon TO-DAY !

READ THESE LETTERS!
&quot;

I find your lessons very simple to
follow and already hive made several
garments for myself and have also started
a frock for mother.&quot;

Miss P.M., of B
&quot;

In my spare time i have made two
frocks and a suit. I find it very simple to
follow ; one possibly can t go wrong. I

am more than pleased.&quot;

Miss A.C., of B
&quot;

I have. made a skirt which fits perfectly,
also blouse. I am thrilled with your course

Mrs. K.M., of N.M

LOVELY DRESSES for YOURSELF and

CLOTHES for the WHOLE FAMILY.
VOU do want smart, attractive clothes, don t you ?

Of course you do things with style and originality
but when shopping for them you find it practically

impossible to get a frock within your means, or one that
isn t duplicated at least a dozen times when you walk down
the street. But still it is possible for YOU to be the smartest
dresser in your town. It is possible for you to make clothes
for all your loved ones and YOU RE SAVING MONEY all

the time. This is the opportunity of a lifetime. Send for this

splendidly illustrated Free Book,
&quot; How to Design, Cut and

Make Smarter Clothes.&quot; It tells you how. But you must hurry.

WHAT THIS SPLENDID BOOK IS ALL

ABOUT !

How to Make Lovely Clothes.

O How to Make Clothes for the Family.
How to Make and Save Money Through Dress
making.

How to Make Clothes to Suit Your Personality.
How to Learn Everything About Dressmaking
this New, Easy Way.

Dressmaking as a Career, etc., etc.

LIMITED NUMBER OF FREE BOOKS - SEND NOW

THE DUNRICH SCHOOL OF DRESSMAKING, Dept. 8.

1 Dean Place, Sydney, N.S.W.
Dear Madame Send me by return mail your FREE BOOK all about Dressmaking

and Designing, entitled
&quot; How to Design, Cut and Make Smarter Clothes.&quot; I enclose

SJd. in stamps.

NAME
ADDRESS. ..._H.J. 1/11/51
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Wlh-ofoim
Are you overweight? Then read this typical letter

taken from onr files:

&quot;I am writing to tell you the amazing difference
Youth-O-Form has made to me. I was 12 stone 3 Ibs.

three months ago and looked terrible. Now I am
down to 9 stone 8 Ibs. feel well and look better
than I have for years!&quot;

If you are overweight, suffer from rheu
matism, indigestion or constipation, start the
Youth-O-Form treatment to-day! Effective, easy-
to-take Youth-O-Form globules take off excess

poundage fast give permanent results without
excessive dieting or strenuous exercises. Your
chemist has Youth-O-Form for only 5/6 for ten

days treatment, or 20/- for six weeks treat
ment. Get Youth-O-Form to-day!

If you require advice on any health or

beauty problem, write to the Youth-O-Form
Advisory Bureau, Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

YS3

YOUTH O FORM

for Safe 5untan
It s safer to tan through NIVEA
because only NIVEA contains

&quot;Eucerite&quot; a substance closely

resembling the skin s natural oils.

It replaces the vital elements

dried out by sun, stops chafing
and soothes chapped, roughened
skin. Never be without

NIVEA at the beach. In th&amp;lt;

familiar blue-and-white tin at

chemists and stores.

Also in handy tubes.

9
skin needs
the all-purpose creme

HERTS FIIARMACEUTICALS LTD., WELWYN GARDEN CITY AND SYDNEY

L u ^.orresponuents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help
and benefit to readers who desire information concern
ing matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the

toilet, or hygiene. In addition to the proper signa
ture (which will never be published under any
circumstances), correspondents are requested to send
a pen-name, to which the answer may be addressed.]

WRINKLE OIL. &quot;These are muscle oils

and their function is to penetrate the
network of tiny muscles that lie just
beneath the skin. Their action is rather
drying and astrigent so with your coarse
skin you may use them without fear.&quot;

Wrinkled Wendy.
NOSEY. &quot;Could you suggest how I can

make my nose smaller and a better shape?&quot;

writes &quot;Red Lips&quot;. I am afraid I can t.

A plastic surgeon might undertake the
problem, but it would be rather expensive.
Try diverting attention from the offending
member by playing up the eyes and mouth.
Study your facial contsurs and give special
attention to the application and blending
of the most suitable lipstick and eye
shadow. Take lessons in make-up if

necessary.
BALLET.

&quot;Chopin s melodies which are
used in &quot;Les Sylphides&quot; include: Nocturne,
Op. 32, No. 3; Valse, Op. 70, No. 1; Mazur
ka, Op. 33, No. 3; Mazurfca, Op. 67, No. 3;
Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7; Valse, Op. 64, No.
2; Valse, Op. 18, No. 1. The seventh pre
lude is played before the curtain rises,
and then the ballet ensembles begin the
dance with the Nocturne, and conclude
with the Valse, Op. 18, No. 1.&quot; Twinkle
Toes.
&quot;~

A BUNCH OF DATES. &quot;The Sydney Har
bour Bridge was opened on March 19th,
1932, and ten years later, on Jime 1st,
Japanese submarines were sunk in Sydney
Harbour. Sir Isaac Isaacs, first Aus
tralian, was sworn in as Governor-General
on January 22nd, 1931.&quot; Hesta N.
LONGER LIFE. &quot;To make cut flowers last

longer, change the water at least once
daily. When changing the water clip each
stem a little in order that a fresh drinking
surface may be provided ior the entrance
of the water, as all stems tend to become
clogged. A slanting cut to the stem ex
poses more absorbing cells.&quot; Bessie.
DBINK WITH DISCRETION. &quot;Drink all

the water you like, but be sparing with
alcohol, for alcohol begins to generate
heat almost the instant you consume it.

Choose cool drinks instead of iced ones
your system has to work overtime to heat
iced water.&quot; Tess.

STICKY FINGERS. &quot;When the party s

almost over fill a suitable bowl, silver
rose if possible, with warm water, scented
with eau-de-cologne, and circulate amongst
your guests with it on a tray, providing
little napkins or cleansing tissues. This
is an infinitely nicer way to cleanliness
than furtive scrubbing to remove odd
food and sticky drinks from fingers with
one s handkerchief.&quot; Hostess.
HIGH CHEEK BONES. &quot;Never place rouge

on high cheek bones as you only emphasise
something you wish to conceal. Bed is a

couspicious colour, that is why it is used
on traffic signs and danger signals. There
fore if rouge is used beneath high cheek

bones, filling in the hollows with colour,
they will be practically eliminated.&quot;- Miss
H. B.
CRY BABY. &quot;Baby is not necessarily

hungry every time he cries. You seem to

think that resorting to feeding a crying in

fant will pacify him. When it is pointed out

that baby s stomach is only capable of

holding about 1 oz. of liquid when newly
born, and at the end of 2 months no



more man f&amp;gt; ozs. or nuiu, is it any wontier

you have a howling baby protesting against
the continued stuffing of his little stomach
with food which he is unable to digest?

Keep to the regular feeding times and

you wil-1 have a healthy infant.&quot; New
Mother.

ORANGE JUICE. Mrs. A. F. wants to

know when to give orange juice to her

baby daughter, why is it given and how
much? Not until three months old should

orange juice be given in addition to usual

food. Half-tenspoonful, twice or three

times daily should prove sufficient; as

the child grows older more must be given.

Orange juice is given to prevent the

tendency to scurvy. The fruit juice must
be strained and given about one hour
before feeding.

WEDDING BELLS. &quot;The bride s parents

pay for the cars that will take the bride,
her parents, and bridesmaids to the church,
but the bridegroom is responsible for the

cars that convey himself and his best man
to the church, and those in which he and
his bride, groomsmen and bridesmaids and
the bride s parents travel from the church
to the reception.&quot; Miss P.B.

,

BAKING POWDER. Baking powders are

used to give a spongy texture to cakes,

breads, scones. Many mixtures under

various trade names are on the market,
one of the commonest containing tartaric

acid and sodium bicarbonate; when this

powder is moistened carbon dioxide is

given off, which permeates and lightens
the dough. Self-raising flour has baking
powder already mixed in it. Cookie.

KNIGHTED. Sir Cedric Hardwicke, born

1893, was knighted in 1934. He studied

at the Academy of Dramatic Art and ma-de

his debut in &quot;The Monk and The Woman&quot;

(1913). F.F.

HAIX MARKS. Hall Marks are the mark

ings required by law to be stamped on gold
and silver plate above a set standard. The
Hall Marks are (1) Initials of worker or

maker; (2) Mark of assay town; (3) A
variable letter denoting year of manufac

ture; (4) Gold plate above 18 carats must
bear the standard mark, a crown and the

carat value in figures. Market Value.

IRON MASK. The Man in the Iron Mask
was a prisoner of Louis XIV, whose iden

tity was carefully concealed by his jailers.

He died in the Bastille in 1703 and was
buried in the parish cemetery of Saint

Paul under the name of &quot;Mar-chioly&quot;.

When he was shifted from one jail to

another he was always masked and care

fully guarded against scrutiny. Who he

was, and this was never disclosed, gave
rise to many stories and films of fiction.

Mrs. F. P.

Summer Catalogue
NOW READY

The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata
logue of Spring and Summer Fashions is

now on sale. Its forty pages contain the

very latest and most carefully chosen fashion

designs for the coming season. Our readers
will be pleased with this publication, which
depicts artistically, in different colour effects,
the various styles for all departments of

dressmaking. For the adult there is a wide
range of style sun frocks, sports wear,
blouses, frocks for all occasions, maternity
and matrons frocks, undies, etc. The boys
and girls and babies have a special section
to themselves. Price 2/3 (postal note 2/-
and 3d. in stamps). &quot;Australian Home
Journal&quot;, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.

Ton can be

within 10 DAYS!
(without

purgatives)

&quot;Your All-Bran

succeeded in

just a week

where all

cithers had

I failed J*
^ ^

Mrs. R. Unicomb,
52 Hercules St.,

Dului.h Hill.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION-
OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK

Thit Lt all you need do ... enjoy tasty, toasty Kellngg s All-Bran for ten
days, and drink plenty of water. If, at the end of ten days you don t

/&amp;gt;W
il

has helped you, then just tend the empty packet back to Kellogg s and you ll

get double your money back.

BULK IS THE ANSWER!

Your daily health and regularity depend on what

you eat. Kellogg s All-Bran is not a purgative.

It contains the bulk your system needs to end

constipation. The vital bulk in this rich, nut-

sweet health-food helps prepare internal wastes

for easy, gentle elimination ... no purgatives

needed this natural way. Ask your grocer for a

packet of Kellogg s All-Bran right away. Within

ten days you ll benefit. After that keep on

enjoying this crisp, nut-sweet breakfast cereal.

Never lose that wonderful feeling of health and

natural regularity it brings.

WONDERFUL V
3-IN-ONE

FOOD

Kellogg s All-Bran is a natural

laxative, health-food and blood

tonic all in one! Rich in

Vitamin Bl. B2, Calcium, Phos

phorus, Niarin and Iron. Kel-

logp s All-Bran builds up vour
health. It gives you vitality as

it brings regularity instead of

purging the energy out of you.

ALL-BRAN
(Registered Trade Mark)

END IRREGULARITY the way NATURE Intended AB5l-t
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She s delighted
And you ll be delighted, too, to get rid of ugly fat from hips,
waist and bust.

Scientific tests have prcved that slim people live longer, look

younger and are healthier than fat people.

How to calculate

your healthiest weight
Multiply your number of inches over 5 feet by 5i and add
the result to 110.

Example:
socks,You are 5 feet 6 inches in your

So 6 x 5 equals 33.

33 added to 110 equals 143 pounds.

You may be ten pounds heavier than this and still

be healthy, of course, especially if you are big-boned.

If you are burdened with ugly fat, try this new easy
method of reducing. Get a flask of Dr
Mackenzie s Menthoids from your chemist

today, and take one Menthoid an hour before

meals with a drink. Watch that excess

weight, ugly bulges, disappear. You ll get
a new feeling of health and vigour as

you regain your slender figure with Dr.

Mackenzie s Menthoids treatment.

Famous for over 30 years, Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids
contain no dangerous drugs, and are quite safe for the

most delicate patients.

Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS
6j6

and 3/6 everywhere

We re in the

MONEY!
No, we haven t won a lottery and Tom
hasn t had his salary raised. But, what
with the increased cost of living we just
had to increase our family income and
we re found a wonderful way to

Earn 5 to 10 Weekly at Home!
W make FRENCH FLOWERS and GLOVES (we got
FREE OUTFITS too). Yor earnings are assured with
La Paula. Your work is purchased under the La Paula
Marketing Bond. Boxes are supplied and postage paid
n H orders. Married or single you
can start earning right away. You
earn a* you learn. Don t delay
make spare hours pay. Learn

MILLINERY DRESSMAKING
FLORAL ART (all branches).

Personal or Postal Courses. (FREE
WORKING OUTFITS with all

CnfU).
Start Nou&amp;gt; / Write to-day .

LA PAULA
ART ACADEMY

Sydney Melbourne Brisbane
Also Box 1160, Wellington, N.Z.

FRENCH FLOWERS, GLOVES, MILLINERY,
FLORAL ART, DRESSMAKING.

SEND COUPON Write To-day!
|

State clearly Craft you desire -

I LA PAULA ACADEMY.
J
SYDNEY : 67 Cutlereagh Street (near King St.)

I MELBOURNE : 343 Little Collins St., Box 2262U, G.P.O.
Melbourne.

BRISBANE : Box 717 K, G.P.O ., Bri.bane.

J
Send me your Free Booklet &quot;The Happy Highway to SneeeM.

|
I am interested in

I - Course.

|

Name (Mr., Mrs., Miss)..

I

I

I

I

1

Heart to Heart
Self Invited:

&quot;A woman I know is always inviting
herself to stay with us. I m not keen on
her myself and my husband actually dis

likes her, but I ve known her so many
years, and she seems to think she has the

right to come whenever she wishes. I have
exhausted all my excuses. How can I

fend her off without being rude?&quot; &quot;Sen

sitive&quot;.
-^hick-skinned peeple need plain

speaking, and if it offends them they have
only themselves to blame. Don t make
false excuses, just write a brief note say
ing: &quot;I m so sorry I can t arrange anything
this week-end, but I ll let you know when
it is canvenient.&quot; Then let her wait!

Sad Sam:
&quot;I often read your columns, as mother

is a subscriber, so would like to place my
problem before you. I have been keeping
company with a most beautiful girl . . .

for close on twelve months, and as yet
we have never kissed. She always goes
out with me and, as far as I know, she does
not go out with any other chap. We call

each other endearing names, but I am
frightened to kiss her lest it break the

spell, and I lose her.&quot; Sad Sam.--Well
Sambo if you do not soon kiss her she will

you, only it will be a good-bye one. Your
platonic attitude will never win fair maiden.
After all, no matter how beautiful she is,

she is still a normal healthy young lady
and, as such, expects a little more ardent

wooing. For that dance you were telling
me about, buy her a special orchid shoulder

spray and, when dancing with her, hold her
more closely than usual. She will respond
with her left hand more round your neck
and her eyelids will droop ever so little

to hide that delightful feminine gleam of

satisfaction that at last she has you under

way. When saying &quot;good-night&quot; don t

hesitate, take her straight inte your arms
and kiss her full on the lips. If she is with

you your kisses will go right to her toes.

If she avoids you don t hurry her, but

try again next time.

Nasty Position:

To Miss A.P.- -Thank goodness you
are modern enough to realise what an
odious position this larrikin is trying
to force on you. What makes the matter
worse is that you are a personal friend

of his wife. His story about riding over
to see your father is all hot air. You
have your line of action and that is to cut
him dead, and under no circumstances be
left alone with him. He thinks that you
will be frightened, for fear of the publicity,
to tell on him. Ask your mother, without

telling her all the facts, to help you to avoid
him. If this does not stop him then tell

your father the whole story. He will know
how to deal with the situation.

Heart Ache:

&quot;I am twenty-three years old. I ve
known my girl since we were children.

She s twenty-one and I m very much in

love with her, but I sometimes wonder
if she is in love with me although she

says she is. She gets into moods and says
cruel things. There isn t anything I
wouldn t get or do for her within my
means, buf she always craves for some
thing better than I can give her. I take
her dancing and to pictures and try to

make life pleasant for both of us, but
she can always find fault. I d do anything
in the world to make her happy and glad
to be with me. She says I never give her
a chance to try out anyone else, but ray



work often takes me away ana

suggested she looks for another boy if

I m not good enough, but she never does.

I get so worried about her. I ve done every

thing I can to please her but it seems as

if I m wasting my time. Yet I know she s

the only one in the world for me. Can you

help me, please!&quot;
David. Beading

your letter my impression is that you want

to be led around with a string. You are

keeping company with a young lady who
is a temperamental creature. Your best

plan is to give her up at once. She will

only sour a sweet disposition on the part of

any lad, and I strongly advise you, for

your own sake, to end the affair as speedily
as possible.

A Man s Problem:

&quot;For about three years I kept company
with a beautiful girl with whom I was

madly in love. I realised she went out with

other chaps and one day she met a man
and threw me over entirety. That was two

years ago. What has made life bearable

for me is that I met a wonderful woman
who has been the essence of kindness to

me. She is so understanding and such a

pal that I do not think it fair to go on

wasting her life as I am afraid that I

will never love anybody else. Am I blind

ing myself with selfish dreams! I am
rather loth to allow myself to fall in love

again for fear of the hurt if it is not

returned.&quot; J.J. It is no use squander

ing any more years in dreaming about an
old infatuation which ended so unhappily
for you. Evidently that girl would never
have had any real love for you, and

you should certainly think seriously about
the second woman whose friendship and
wonderful qualities you should appreciate
so much. She is so sweet that she would

very soon make you love her, if you are

not now in love with her already.

Changed Feelings:

&quot;We have gone together for three years
and were to become engaged at Christmas,
but suddenly he seems to have turned cold
and never makes a definite appointment
to come and see me. I cannot understand
his attitude as we were always very happy.
He certainly wrote me a letter telling me
that he no longer loved me, but I cannot
believe that; I think that he is only infatu
ated with some other girl. As I commend him
for writing the letter so I condemn him for

discussing our love with our mutual
friends. This, I think, I can hardly ever

forgive; I feel so angry and hurt that I
never want to see him

again.&quot; J.M.
You cannot blame any man for falling out
of love any- more than you could for falling
in love. We are not the governors of our
hearts it was much fairer of your boy to
write and confess his feelings rather than
keep up a pretence. Still, you are right
to feel indignant with him for discussing
the affairs with all your mutual friends.
You should let him know that this is the
reason for your anger and not his letter.

KNITTED AND CROCHET TOYS.
We have a booklet which will be appre

ciated by those interested in knitted and
crochet toys. Full instructions and illus
trations are pjven for the following:
The Duck; A Cuddlesome Pup; Our Fluffy
Lamb; Christmas Doll Set, comprising
Coat, Dress, Bootees, Bonnet, Singlet and
Pitchers; Eddie, the Elephant; Knitted
Lamb; Jumbo in Crochet; Poodle Purse;
Humpty Dumpty; Mickey Mouse. The
ideal instruction book for toy-makers and
Red Cross workers. Send I/- postal note
for a copy.

DOCTORS PROVE Palmolive Soap

can bringYOU...

a

YOU 100 CAN LOOK

FOR THESE COMPLEXION

IMPROVEMENTS IN U DAYS

Not just a promise
but a proved plan!
THIS IS ALL YOU DO:

Wash your face with Palm-
olive soap. Then for 60
seconds massage your clean
face with Palmolive s soft,

lovely lather. Rinse! Do
this twice a day for 14

days. This cleansing mas
sage will bring your skin
Palmolive s full beautify-

effect.

Fresher, brighter, com

plexion!

Less oiliness!

softness and

smoothness!

^ Fewer tiny blemishes

V and incipient black

heads!

M Complexion clearer |

P2-I4I

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOW! Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drink. Eucrasy
has brought happiness to homes cursed
with misery and ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can b given
secretly in any food, or voluntarily.
State which required.

Send 30 - now, for 20 day Course

DEPT. B, EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guarantecc for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street. Sydney.
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Serve

Now you can

Save or Earn from

10 to 200 every year.

Just arrived A i&quot;nited supply
of amazingly easy

lesson books to quickly teach you to make fascinating Cuddly Toys and Gifu

AT HOME. With these simple lesson books it takes only 30 minutes to start

making Cuddly Soft Toys and almost no time to make many beautiful Toys and

adult Gifts and IT COSTS ONLY 9d. A DAY TO LEARN.

Patterns for all Toys and Gifts included
No matter where you live you can enrol and learn at home. No

previous knowledge of toymaking whatever is required before starting.

The lessons show you everything.

HERE S WHAT YOU GET...
10 beautifuUy produced simple lesson books that literally SHOW YOU HOW TO MAKE EACH TOY AND GIFT step by step. Attached

in them (in the order required) are more than 45/- worth of beautifully printed and clearly marked PATTERNS on heavy paper. These

perfect lesson books so easy to follow are as good as having a teacher beside you telling you what to do and how to

do it. You simply can t go wrong they re foolproof, and include:

140 step-by-step illustrations showing all the stages of cutting, stitching, assembling and finishing. Also

explanations of how to make Toys for Sale and HOW TO SELL THEM quickly and easily.

18 master cuddly toy patterns to make a host of fascinating Balls, Puppies, Pussies, Giraffes, Bears,

Penguins, Rabbits and Dolls with step by step instructions for making.

12 delightful adult gift patterns with instructions for making Pin and Thimble Cushions, Ash Tray
Holders, Pot Holders, Cushion Covers, Book Marks, Artificial Flowers, Book Covers and other pleasing gifts.

1000 FREE BOOKS
on Toy and Gift making
POST COUPON FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Mail the coupon today and get your copy don t delay. This fact

packed booklet tells how you can start making toys in 30 minutes

and a fascinating variety of toys and adult gifts in almost no time.

How you can learn at home without the cost of visits to a teacher,

and how you can save or earn from 10 to 200 each year this wonderful

new way. But avoid delay there are only 1000 free books bound to go

quickly. Be in time mail the coupon today.

RUSH COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

SAMPSONS TOYMAKING DIVISION,
Dept. M, 481 Kent St., Box 4184 G.P.O., Sydney.

Please forward lull particulars and tree book entitled
&quot; How to make Cuddly

Soft Toys in 30 minutes
&quot; without obligation.

1 enclose 3Jd. postage stamp.

m so easy
* childcando it
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from a punctured balloon, and even the

thought that Mark would be there did not

restore it. Mark, she told herself, think

of Mark, but in her present mood he

seemed remote and unreal while the figure

f his mother seemed to grow larger thau

life size and dominate him. She was sorry

when her hair was finished and she had

to leave the warm, scented shop; the

evening suddenly seemed to be very much
closer. She paid her bill and walked
across the square to where her car was

parked. Her mind was miming on the

ordeal ahead of

her, and she was

already, in im

agination, in the

drawing room of

Mrs. Fenton s *_
house. She began i

to back out.

There was a jolt,

thought as she drove away, very conscious

of his scowling gaze fixed upon her.
* *

Mrs. Fenton had insisted on giving

Angela a dress to wear at the party that

evening. &quot;It s such a pleasure to buy
things for someone so pretty,&quot; were the

words she actually used, but the unspoken
implication was that otherwise she feared

that her future daughter-in-law would dis

grace her. Angela
put it on with a

feeling of great
distaste; it was
a beautiful dress,

&quot;Then, my lamb, you must make her

like you! She feels, I expect and it s

very natural that you re taking Mark
away from her.&quot;

&quot;But that s natural, too! and as for

taking Mark away, I ve got about as

much chance of doing that as I would have
of getting the lions out of Trafalgar

Square!&quot;

a rending crash

and the tinkle

of falling glass,
and the next
moment an in

furiated and now
familiar face
was at the window. &quot;My God, it s you
again!&quot; he exclaimed.

Angela looked at him in a daze. &quot;What

have I done!&quot; she asked in a very small
voice.

&quot;Oh, nothingnothing at all!&quot; cried

the young man. &quot;Just come and look!&quot;

He led her round to the back of the car.

&quot;There!&quot; ho said bitterly and pointed.

Angela looked at the battered mudguard
and the broken head-lamp and, to her

horror, felt herself beginning to laugh.
It was too much! The young man glared
at her. &quot;I don t think it s any use telling

you I m very sorry!&quot; she managed to say
at last. &quot;It was abominably careless of

me.&quot; He still said nothing. &quot;You d better

just send this bill along with the other

one,&quot; she added. There seemed nothing
else to say. She turned away and went
back to her cr.r. &quot;He d be quite good
looking if he didn t frown so much,&quot; she

&quot; and tell her 1

shall not be need
ing her son or

this.&quot; . . .

and it had cost far more than anything she

could have afforded to buy for herself, but

she hated it. &quot;You look lovely, darling!&quot;

her mother exclaimed when she was ready.

Angela fingered the heavy blue silk of

her dress. &quot;I wish I didn t have to go,

Mummy!&quot; she burst out. &quot;I m simply dread

ing it!&quot;

&quot;But why, darling? It ll be a wonderful

party, I m sure.&quot;

&quot;Oh, yes,&quot; Angela agreed, &quot;but it s not
that. It s Mra. Fenton; she doesn t like

me, you know, Mummy, and &quot;

&quot;You run along and
don t be such a goose

or you ll be late and
then Mrs. Fentan
would be annoyed!&quot;

Mrs. Weaver smiled

fondly at her daughter
as she spoke. Not like

her? Of course she did;
hew could she help itt

It started to rain as

Angela drove out of
the garage. The

Feutons lived about fifteen miles away,
out in the country. For a time the way
lay along the main road, but later it

turned off and followed a twisting side

road that led eventually to their gates.
It was pouring now, so that the
windscreen would have been clear

even without the aid of the wipers. When
she felt the car pull slightly to the left

Angela had a moment of incredulous dis

belief. &quot;It can t be!&quot; she whispered to

herself. She slowed the car down almost
to a walking pace, and turned the steering
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wheel rapidly from side to side. It felt

heavy in her hands, and she could feel

the drag of a flat tyre on the road. Still,

she thought consolingly, she d often

imagined she had a puncture and then
found she was wrong. She huddled her
coat round her, hitched up her dress and

got out.

It was pitch dark, so black that she could
not see the wheels and she had to bend
down to feel the tyres with her hands.
This time there was no mistake. What
on earth was she going to do? She
climbed back into the car to think; it

was too dark to try to change the wheel,
even if she had been prepared to do so
in evening dress, but the road was so

little frequented that she might sit there
all night vainly waiting for help to come.
She tried to assess where exactly she was,
but one hedge looks verv much like onother
at night, and she did not know the road
well enough to be certain. Then suddenly,
as she sat there almost in tears, she noticed
* light glimmering in the trees ahead.
The rain was still lashing down without
a sign of a break, but there was no help
for it, she must make a dash and
trust to luck that the people would have
a telephone. She ran as fast as she
eould, but she was hampered by her high
heels and her efforts to protect her dress,
and by the time she stood under the little

porch of the cottage she was soaked. There
was a light in the front room window.
Pushing her straggling hair off her facej
she hammered hard on the door. It opened.
&quot;Good

evening,&quot; she said to the figure
silhouetted in the square of li^ht &quot;I

wonder if&quot;

&quot;Good heavens, what do you want now!&quot;

asked a familiar voice. &quot;But you d better
come in.&quot; He held the door wider, and
stared at the bedraggled figure that
stumbled in. &quot;What on earth have you
been

doing?&quot; he demanded. Angela replied
by collapsing on the nearest chair and
bursting into tears. &quot;I say, don t do that!&quot;

he exclaimed. &quot;Don t cry; please, don t!&quot;

He patted her diffidently on the shoulder.
Angela looked up and gave him a waterysmile &quot;I m very sorry.&quot; she said with a
aniff. Oh dear, I never seem to do any
thing but apologise to you!&quot;

&quot;Let s forget about that, and you tell
me what s the

matter,&quot; he said kindlyShe told him. To her surprise, she heard
herself describing not only the misadven
tures of that evening, but the whole storyof the party, and Mrs. Fenton, and the
dress and everything. He listened with-
ont comment. &quot;What am I going to do?&quot;

she ended despairingly. &quot;The dress is

mined, I should think I must look
frightful and I shall be terribly late
my goodness, yes I shall! what am I
doing sitting here? I must ring up at
once.&quot;

&quot;I haven t got a telephone.&quot; he said,and at her expression of dismay laid a
hand soothingly on her arm. &quot;Now, don t

panic; I will take you in my somewhat
er battered motor car.&quot;

&quot;But my dress !&quot; she wailed.
&quot;Upstairs,&quot; he went on firmly, &quot;there

is a wardrobe of my sister s things (she
hves here as a rule, but she s away at the
moment). She s about your size, and I
should think there s something there that
would do. You d better come up and see.
By the way, my name s Derek Rickard.&quot;

&quot;You re frightfully kind,&quot; she said grate
fully.

&quot;Coals of fire, my dear girl, coals of
fire!&quot; he said as he led the way upstairs.
Derek was waiting for her with his

coat on when she came down again. Odd,
he thought when he saw her, I never
liked that dress when Pain wore it. Aloud
he said: &quot;All right now?&quot;

&quot;I can t thank you enough.&quot; She
smoothed the skirt of the borrowed dress.

&quot;Do I look all right?&quot;

He studied her gravely. &quot;I should think

so,&quot;
he replied carefully. &quot;But come on;

we d better go. I ve got the car outside.&quot;

* * *

Her reception at the Fentons was not

exactly welcoming. &quot;Where have you
been?&quot; Mark demanded furiously. &quot;You re

terribly late and why aren t you wearing
the dress Mother gave you?&quot;

She tried to explain. &quot;I was, but it got
wet and I had to take it off. You see &quot;

Mrs. Fenton sailed up majestically. &quot;Ah,

Angela, you ve come at las^! And, so you
didn t like the dress I bought for you?&quot;

&quot;No that is, yes, but I took it off.

It was absolutely ruined, I m afraid. Derek
Rickard lent me this.&quot;

&quot;Derek Rickard?- Indeed! That is most
interesting, but as you are already so
late perhaps you had better leave the er

explanations until later.&quot; She raised
her eyebrows and shot a glance at her
son. Mark, very stiff and correct in his
dinner jacket, nodded and caught Angela s

arm. &quot;Mark please let me explain!&quot;

&quot;Mother s quite right,&quot; he said angrily,
&quot;but it s too late to go into it now. Come
along!&quot;

It was a wretched evening. Mrs. Fenton
gushed over Angela in public, but her

eye, when it rested on her, was icy, and
her face wore an expression of secret

triumph. The guests apparently noticed

nothing, though Mark s manner was so

frigid that Angela thought that anyone
but a bunch of half-wits must have
sensed the atmosphere &quot;But that s pro
bably what they are!&quot; she concluded.
Most of them seemed to have known

Mnrk since he was a child, and the

implication of all they said was that Angela
was a very fortunate girl. &quot;He s such a

charming boy, and so devoted to his dear
mother. We ve all expected him to be
snapped up long before this! Of course,
his mother is such a remarkable person;
you ll have a lot to live up to, you know!&quot;

&quot;I doubt if I could.&quot; said Angela. Her
anger was rising steadily, and anyone
who knew her well would have recognised
the danger signals glinting in her eyes.

&quot;Dear Mark!&quot; the woman went on,
&quot;He ll go a long way, I m sure. You ll

have a big position to fill one Of these
days, my dear.&quot; In Angela s hyper
sensitive mood she thought she sensed the
doubt that she would be able to do it.

&quot;And when will the wedding be?&quot;

&quot;I don t know.&quot; It was on the tip of
her tongue to add &quot;and I don t care,
either,&quot; but she restrained herself. &quot;You d
better ask Mrs. Fenton.&quot; As she turned
away she heard the woman murmur:
&quot;What a curious girl! She seems so hard

such a
pity!&quot; She knew she had spoken

rudely, but she felt too reckless to care;
all she wanted was for this ghastly evening
to end. She was on the point of going
to ask Mark if he would take her home
when she saw the parlour-maid approach
ing. &quot;Your car is here, madam.&quot;

&quot;My car?&quot; Angela was puzzled. &quot;Is it

a taxi?&quot;

&quot;I don t know, madam.&quot;

Derek must have ordered one, she

supposed. She caught Mark s eye across
the room and signalled that she wanted
to speak to him. &quot;A taxi s come for me,&quot;

she said. &quot;I m going to go home, now.&quot;

&quot;But, Angela, you can t just go like

that! I haven t had a chance to talk to

you all the evening.&quot;

&quot;There s nothing to talk about,&quot; she said.

He had followed her out in to the hall,
and she picked up her coat and put it

on as she spoke. &quot;Earlier, yes, there was,
but not now.&quot; She opened the front door
and walked up to the car that was stand

ing there. To her surprise, she saw it

was her own
&quot;Good evening, Mark,&quot; said Derek

aminbly through the driving window.
&quot;What are you doing in tbat car,

Rickard?&quot; Mark demanded angrily.

&quot;Angela, I thought you said it was a
taxi?&quot;

&quot;Well I thought it might be. I mean, I

thought he might have sent one.&quot;

&quot;That s my fiancee s car!&quot;

Derek laughed. &quot;Good Lord, I know
that! Haven t I been brooding over it

like a mother all the evening while you ve
been enjoying yourselves? Out in the rain
I ve

^&amp;gt;een,&quot;
he went on lyrically, &quot;on my

hands and knees in the mud, changing a
wheel for your fair

lady.&quot;

&quot;You don t need to go on your hands and
knees to do

that,&quot; Angela interposed with
a giggle.

&quot;Don t spoil it girl; that was when the

jack slipped and, incidentally, if you d
had the sense to drive up to my door
even with a flat tyre we should neither
of us got so wet.&quot;

&quot;That s my cue to say I m sorry,&quot; Angela
remarked.

&quot;I don t understand what s going on!

Angela, why is Rickard here with your
car?&quot;

Angela hesitated; she realised that her

next words would be decisive, that they
might alter the whole course of her life.

Then she remembered the details of that

horrible evening Mrs. Fenton stiff with

disapproval, and Mark siding with her

unquesticningly and recognised that he
was indeed as immovable as the Landseer
lions. &quot;I don t suppose you do under

stand,&quot; she said softly. &quot;Actually, nothing
is going on at all, except that Mr. Rickard
is being very kind which is more than
I can say for you.&quot; Again she hesitated
and then spoke very deliberately. &quot;Will

you please thank your mother for the

party, and tell her that I shall not be

needing her son or this,&quot;
and she pulled

off the ring and handed it to him.
&quot;Are you sure you don t want to go

back?&quot; Derek asked as he let in the
clutch. &quot;If you went now it d be all right.&quot;

&quot;No.&quot;

She sat hunched in the corner while

he drove. After a while he said: &quot;Of course,
it s none of my business, but I thought you
might have had enough of it by about
eleven.&quot;

&quot;Yes thank you I had.&quot;

There was another silence. &quot;You re very
angry, aren t you?&quot; he asked.

&quot;Yes very,&quot; she agreed.
&quot;So it Avouldn t be a very good moment

to ask if I can see you again?&quot;

&quot;It might.&quot;

&quot;Though Heaven only knows what I m
letting mvself in for,&quot; he went on thought
fully.

&quot;What do you mean?&quot; she demanded
indignantly.

&quot;I don t know if I shall be able to take
it this cave-woman stuff eggs and so

on, and being trampled underfoot.&quot; She

began to laugh. He gave a quick sideways
glance at her and felt for her hand.

&quot;Lucky Mark!&quot; he said, &quot;he s well out of

it, but look at me. poor sap. here I go,

deliberately courting danger!&quot;

&quot;I m sorry!&quot; said Angela, but she wasn t.
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Cosmos Edging and Insertion
Anchor Pearl Cotton, No. 12: 1 ball, 700

(Turkey Red); 1 ball, 575 (Laurel Green);
1 ball 441 (Gorae Yellow). Milward Steel
Crochet Hook, No. 4, (Slack workers could
use a No. 4^ hook and tight workers a No.

Abbreviations: ch., chain; s.s., slip

atitch; d.c., double crochet; tr., treble; st.,
atitch.

Edging First Flower.

Using red, commence with 12 ch.,

join with a s.s. to form a ring.

First Petal.
Row 13 ch., 4 tr. into ring, 3 ch.,

turn.

Row 21 tr. into first tr., 1 tr. into
each of next 3 tr., 2 tr. into top of

turning ch., 3 ch., turn.
Row 3 Miss first tr., 1 tr. into each

tr. across and into turning ch., 1 eh.,
turn.

Row 4 (1 d.c. into next tr., 1 ch.,
1 tr. into next tr., 1 ch.) 3 times, 1
d.c. into top of turning ch. Fasten off.

Second Petal.
Attach red to ring, 3 ch. and complete

petal as before. Make 4 more petals in
this manner.

Centre.

Using yellow, commence with 6 ch.,

join with a s.s. to forr.-i a ring. (5 ch.,
1 d.e. into ring) 12 times. Fasten off.

Sew centre in place. Make necessary
number of flowers.

Heading.
Row 1 Attach green to last st. on any

petal of flower, 9 ch.,
*

1 tr. into first st.

on last row of next petal, 9 ch., 1 d.c.

into last st. on same row, 3 ch., 1 d.c. into
last st. on last row of next petal, 9 ch,
1 tr. into last st. on same row, 9 ch., 1 d.c.

into first st. of last row on next petal,
3 ch., 1 d.c. into last st. on any petal on

next flower, 6 ch., 1 s.s. into 3rd of 9 ch,

made, 3 ch., repeat from *
across, ending

witli 9 ch., 1 d.c. into next petal. Turn.

Row 2 6 ch., 1 d.c. into first 9 ch. loop,
6 ch., 1 d.c. into same loop,

* 6 ch., 1 d.c.

into next loop; repeat from *
across, ending

with 1 d.c. into last 9 ch. loop, 6 ch., 1 &amp;lt;L&.

into same loop. Turn.

Row 3 1 s.s. into each of next 3 ch.,* 6 ch., 1 s.s. into 3rd ch. from hook (picot
made), 3 ch., 1 d.c. into next loop; repeat
from *

across. Fasten off.

Insertion.

,
Work as for edging making heading

on both long sides.

These are suggested colours. Choose
your own colour scheme, there are many
delightful colours in the range.

If preferred crochet may be done all

in one colour.

A Sacred Trust.
An old Scotch lady looked out of the

window as the train drew into th

station, and hailing a little boy, said
&quot;Little boy, are you goodf&quot;

&quot;Yes m.&quot;

&quot;Parents living?&quot;

&quot;Yes m.&quot;

&quot;Go to Sunday school?&quot;

&quot;Yes m.&quot;

&quot;Then I think I can trust you TWA
with this penny and get me a bun.&quot;

The ability to speak several langu
ages is valuable, but the ability to keep
your mouth shut in one language is

priceless.

tarts

scones
light, dainty

COkes Piecrusts
delightful

Use Aunt Mary s Baking
Powder and you ll discover the secret of all

delicious Baking.

ALWAYS USE

BAKING POWDER
Ask for all the Aunt Mary s. Pure Food Products
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Kraft Cheddar keep*

kiddies going all day

to rich in proteins., vita

mins and milk minerals.

Great for

Appetites **

Kraft
Cheddar
Sandwiehesi

If there s Kraft Cheddar in your

youngsters lunches, they ll need no

urging to eat! They just love that

mellow blend of fine, matured ched-

dar. And you ll know they re get

ting what they need for healthy

growth. Kraft Cheddar gives grow
ing children phosphorus for strong

teeth, proteins for energy, plus vita

mins A, Bo and D. All this and

eleven times more calcium than

cream. It s a real bargain in nutri

tion!

Thrifty Buying. There s no waste

with Kraft Cheddar it s all cheese,

fresh to the last slice in its hygienic

airtight wrap. No rind, no dry left

overs. Sold everywhere in the 8 oz.

packet or tiie economical 5 Ib. loaf.

Elizabeth Cooke s Family
Sandwich Suggestions. Mix

sardines with grated Kraft

Cheddar, add a dash of lemon

juice. Cheddar and chopped
nuts are good together, too;

likewise dates, olives or gher
kin. And who could resist

sandwiches of fresh whole

meal bread and Kraft Ched
dar alone?

CHEDDAR
Look for the famous BLUE Packet . .



Party Dress.
The full skirted floor length

dress is still the favourite for

spring teen forma Is. Most stores

say that the teenagers prefer the

full length party dress. This

year the designers are doing more
with the strapless dress, making
them suitable both for teenagers
and mothers. Mothers like the

stoles, so they are being made
detachable to be worn as desired.

Daytime Dancing.! ZzM^i^
The day-length dancing dress is one that is

being depicted a lot these days. Made in

flower-sprinkled batiste in gold-spattered
organdie and in silk organdie.
These are made strapless with short jackets

or stole. White over pastels, white on white,

pale pink, blue and yellow seem most pre
dominant so far, excepting, of course, as we

have already mentioned, the

flower-sprinkled materia s.

Frock, 7636 2s. 3d\W
ins. wide. \^4} yds. 36

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Sun Frock and Bolero,
7609 2s. 3d.

3]- yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast: 2 yd. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7841 2s. 3d.

5 { yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust. Maternity Frock.

7802 2s. 3d.

vds. 36 iiis. wide.*

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns JOT all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-109 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. ^Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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soys Aunt jenny

These 22 year old blankets are still soft and fluffy

. . . THANKS TO VELVET
Are you envious of the owner of these precious blankets? Mrs. P.

Leigh, 53 Todman Avenue, Kensington, N.S.W. advises you to give

your own blankets careful laundering

with gentle Velvet suds, and you, too,

will keep blankets allyour woollens

for many, many years.

1

&quot;THESE BLANKETS ARE MY GREATEST PRIDE
1

says

Mrs. Leigh. &quot;They re still soft, fluffy, and warm
after 22 years of use. I m always careful about

washing them, but never worry about results be

cause I use only Velvet Soap in my laundry.&quot;

&quot;SEE THE FINE STITCHING IN THE BORDER? That and the eye
let working put their own date on my cloth,&quot; laughs Mrs.

Leigh. &quot;1918 this was all the rage. Now, over 30 years
later, I ve still got my glory-box linens

everything s in tip-top condition. Once
again I say thanks to Velvet s gentleness!&quot;

&quot;VELVET IS A MUST IN MY
HOME because it s so gentle to

my hands. And when your
hobbies are music and dress

making it s important your
hands should be smooth.&quot;

Pure, mild Velvet is so kind to your
hands so gentle to your clothes,

Here s why clothes

last longer

a magnifying glass 3?
look frayed and worn * *

out because hard- &amp;lt;

rubbing is necessary
j

with skimpy, inferior \

lather. And look how
those weary - willy
suds leave dirt in-

rained in the weave.

Tune In

every week to

FRED & MAGGIE EVERYBODY&quot;

FABRICS WASHED
WITH VE-VET SOAP

seen under a mag
nifying glass stay

strong as new wash
after wash because no
hard rubbing is need
ed yet not a trice

of dirt is left behind.

Velvet s extra soapy
suds are kind to the

most delicate skin

and gentle to your
clothes, too!

V.la.XFt-
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Prints.

Prints stand on their own and get away from the hackneyed look

by going into all-neutral schemes (black-white or grey-white).
Another idea is tones of pink together in a strawberry print jacket
costume or a tawny tiger-print silk organdie.

Silk Organdies.
Silk organdies are in the boom, oftenest in simple feminine

dresses with pretty low neck or baretop bodices and flared
overskirts. They are young. Solid colours and navy
especially are picked.

Frock, 7608 2s. 3d

3 yds. 36 ins. wide

32,&quot; 34, 36 ins. bustMaternity Ensemble,
7839 3s. 3d.

Coat: 2 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock: 4- yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Colour.
Lilac and green are cited as strorig shades in shantung.

The lilac and purple shades are currently getting strong
call here, as elsewhere throughout the dress market.
Lilac is proving a highly successful forecast.

We feel that lilac will continue strong for women
throughout the summer season as it is a flattering
colour for almost every woman.

Frock, 7810 2s. 3d.
6 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32, 34, 36 ins. bust.

Frock, 7808 2s. 3d,

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment mast be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted
Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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\

Siamese &quot;Look&quot;. &*-*&amp;gt;

The traditional Siamese drape has posi

tive attraction. It allows more softness

and ease for short dancing skirts than the

sheath skirt does. It is perfect feminine

approach to at-home trousers which are

most comfy and popular.
The unfastened and uncluttered short

boxy jackets done in elaborate fabrics

like lame look perfect for evening

jackets at &quot;home&quot; or &quot;out&quot;. In

combination with Siamese draped
trousers or skirts these could present

an entirely

look for after

fresh

-five

separates.

Matron s Frock,
7615 2s. 3d.

3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: | yd. 36 ins. wide.

34 to 48 ins. bust.

Formal Wear.
Net tiered with lace insets combine^

to make formal dresses more attractive, $

Many bodices worn with these tiered

skirts have curved fichu necklines, or&quot;

flat wide collars.

Speech day frocks are gaining the

day with embroidered and em
bossed organdies. One of the

prettiest is a flowered organdie
with red and yellow currants

and a bunch of currants at the

\side of the low ruffled neckline

Frock, 7801 2s. 3d.

3| yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

}

Frock, 7824 2s. 3d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast: f yd. 36 ins. widej

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7812 2s. 3d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3J. extra.}
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Sports Time.
Pie-cut-neckline blouses are tops this

year. Weskit-tops go right on.

Poncho-jackets (sleeveless) have grown
(in popularity) considerably, and are

included at almost every store now.

Oriental embroidery on sailcloth and

many more different Oriental cuts pro

ject a really new flavour to

promote in co-ordinates this

summer. The wrap skirt is

everywhere worked out in

very neat moderately flared

versions which close at the

back.

Tailored Shorts,
7438 2s. Od.

yds. 36 ins. wide.
Sizes: 25 to 35 ins. waist.

Overalls, 7840 2s. 3d.

2 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Sun Frock and Jacket,
7822 2s. 3d.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
Contrast: i yd. 36 ins. wide.

Sports Trock,
7617 2s. 3d.

J yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

.Halter Neck, Sun Frock and
Bolero,

7826 2s. 3d.

4| yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3&amp;lt;/. extra.}
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BOND S

GOSSAMER
NYLONS

4

GH5I-2

fascinating new nylon
colors come to town

Starring &quot;Night
and

Day,&quot;
Bond s very own

color that actually changes in different lights. One color

by day, another at night, perfectly complementing

both your day and night fashions. But don t miss

Honeymoon, Sun Frolic and. Silhouette Bond s

other sunny new colors.

Bond s \MrMGuvWv

nylons
30 denier with a full sandal foot, shell foes, French panel heels.



Frock, 9236 2s. 3d
16 to 18 years.
32 inches bust.

4 yds.
36 ins. wide.

Teen Dance Dresses. f ^
With summer dances just around the corner the teen dance

dresses are coming in for increased attention. Sheer fabrics are

much in evidence and the full bouffant skirts come in either full

length or short versions. While the shorter lengths are considered

newest, the floor-length formal still predominates. Strapless lines

usually mean a stole or jacket while graduation dresses play up the

transparent fabrics with puff sleeves and double collars. Fabric

news includes embroidered cottons and organdies, gilt-spattered

organdies and floral prints.

Dance Frock Suggestions.
Fruit printed cotton organdie in an off-shoulder dress,

floor-length. The shoulder ruffle is caught with a bunch of

currants . . . Silk organdie in a tulip print, over a taffeta underslip.

The off-shoulder has bow ties, the length is short for dancing.

Embroidered batiste in a short-length dress- with a matching
stole. Green embroidered on white, this fresh young dress

has a short full skirt ; the bodice is studded with rhinestones . . .

White or pastel organdie with a wide pointed collar and

rhinestone buttons. A velvet ribbon sash and bunch of violets

are accents for this party
dress.

Duster Coat,
9256 2s. Od.

10, 12, 14 years.

3J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Material Illusions.

Lacy stitch ideas arc also much
to the fore, depending on colour

schemes to give them added high fashion appeal. Also

deserving of special mention are the fancies that appear to

be tucked.

Stripes are handled with imagination and coloured for smart

\ycar.
These deliberately avoid the sportsy colourings in

favour of sedate combinations like black in spicy brown or
oxford grey mixtures. The most attractive arc in relief.

Ombred stripes are revived and use white to give them fresh
ness. Among the most attractive stripes are

those in lacy constructions. Hand-knitted Frock, 9152
effect stripes which appear shadowy against 10 and 12
herring-bones, suggest particularly neat- 31 y^ 35 j~

looking suits.

Sun Frock and Bolero,
9149 2s. Od.

6, 8, 10, 12 years.
2i yds. 36 ins. wide.

Plain, I vd. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs dlustru^ t*m mu*l &amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;- in
t
,..^al notes, stamps VJ/K/ nut toe accepted.

&quot;. Australian Home Journal&quot; 40 1 -401) Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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The daintiest., darlingest foundations

you ever did seel

LIGHT

6030. Sheath back of this

Nylon batiste step-in gives

smootlier lines to the

Average figure. Net
elastic side panels, slide

fastener. Sizes
09&quot; 9H&quot;~ f/O .

Berlette it

made of fine

quality Nylon
batiste in two

fittings. Sizes

30&quot;-38&quot;.

QUICK DRYING

BRAS AND GIRDLES

IN

BY

Sheer, light, lissome loveliness . . . next-to-

nothing Nylon girdles and hras by Berlei!

Nothing enhances a shapely figure more
than firmly-moulding Nylon and Berlei

searched the world s markets to find a

fabric that would be just right ... as

beautiful and supple as it is strong and
durable. Nylon girdles and bras by Berlei
retain their shape indefinitely. Launder-

ing s so easy, too they re dry before you
can whisper

&quot;

Lore/y/&quot;

B89.I8

RAPID RELIEF
FROM THE Pill OF

RHEUMATISM
^b Dolcin, an American

discovery approved by

doctors, has brought relief

to countless sufferers from
rheumatic disorders in

America, Canada, England
and now in Australia. Dolcin

Tablets give promnt relief

from the painful symptoms
of Rheumatism, Sciat ca,

Neuritis, Fibrositis, Lumbago
and Gout. Many thousands

of sufferers relieved from

the misery of Rheumatism,

including people
who had given up
hope of ever get

ting relief, are

now active again
able to work

thanks to the relief

from pain Dolcin

has brought them.

100 TABLETS for 12/4

DOLCIN
4/41 APPROVED BY DOCTORS

The Secret of

Healthy Hair
Tired, dull hair needs Koko to restore in

loveliness. Rub Koko into vour scalp

morning an.1 night then brush briskly.

Koko refreshes and cleanses the sralp . . .

brjngs bark the sparkling highlights that

five your hair its glamour. There is no

il, grease or dye in Koko the perfect

kair tonic for the whole family

Ask your chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

John Hodiak and Ann Baxter decided
to name their recently born baby daughter
Katrina. Hodiak picked the name in

memory of a girl who saved liis life when,
aged eight, he broke through the ice while

skating.

If the children get fruit stains on their

hankies and you can catch the stains fresh,

pour boiling water through. When the

stains are dry spread the hankie over a

basin, sprinkle with borax and pour boiling
water through.



Frock, 9254 2s. Od.

6 and 8 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: | yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9175 2s. Od.
2 and 4 years.

tf 1 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

For the Tinies.
:liF

Toddler fashions for

summer display a good
many of the most promi
sing and latest grown-up
styles, giving them lots of
new promotional flavour.

Eye-catching this

season are ponchos,
little crepes nnd easy
tie-on tops. Patterned
fabrics line up strong
ly with heavy play on
checks, stripes and

dots. Easy-to-get-
into styles that are
cool and comfort
able are particu

larly stressed for

this age group.

.;-*- -f _

Frock, 9234 2s. Od.
2 and 4 years.

1 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9245 2s. Od.
1 to 2 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Sugar n Spice.
In catering for infants and children s wear a

designer may save herself many mistakes if she is

guided by one fundamental in making her selections.

It is not involved ; it is not complicated. It is simply
this: parents and other grown-ups purchase clothing
that will make the children look pretty.
When the coat or the dress, or whatever the item

may be, is put on the child, it should evoke the

description :

&quot;

It s a darling.&quot; Occasionally a parent
makes a selection because it is smart or chic, but such
occasions are very rare.

It s a detail here and there that spells the difference

between clothes that make a child look pretty and
clothes that do not. For instance, a hat; with a lace

trim or ribbon or other decoration that softens the
line around the head will far outsell a hat that looks
smarter but which does not have such a detail.

Dresses for tots that have big bows or interesting
collar treatment will usually get the preference,

especially if the dresses are being made by the mother. t
|

Her reputation as a needle-woman depends much on \
&quot; Mrs. Next-Door s

&quot;

commentary.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-400 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. , Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]

rock and Bloomers,
9160 2s. Od.
1 to 2 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.



Young Charmers. *

Dressy midriff and rhumba blouses in broadcloth, lawn, dotted Swiss

and pique characterise the summer showing for little charmers.

There are a few tailored styles such as the tropical print, patterned shirts

cut to mid-thigh split side lengths for wear over bathing suits or slacks.

One of these shirts has a large matching triangular bandana.

For the sub-teeners mid-thigh tailored shirts in colourful
&quot;

Bonga Bonga
&quot;

print are new. Also designed for the sub-teenagers is a sleeveless dotted

Swiss blouse with new horseshoe neckline outlined with wide collar edged in

eyelet embroidery.
Several of the rhumba blouses, all of which are designed to be worn on

or off shoulder, are trimmed with white elasticised lace in flounced formation.

The elastic is woven into the white lace, which makes an attractive contrast

to the pastel sheer cotton body of the blouses.

Bright multicoloured embroidered flounces are other gay contrasts on
white sheer cotton rhumba blouse types.

Sun Suit, 9103 2s. Od.
1 to 2 years.

1 yd. 36 ins. wide.
Rompers, 9156 2s. Od

6 to 12 months,
vds. 36 ins. wide.

Baby s Frock,
921^ 2s. Od.

yds. 36 ins. wide

Lace edging: 6 yds.

Suit, 9081 2s. Od.
1 to 2 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Peasant Skirts.

Toddlers manufacturers are

bringing out some cotton broad

cloth peasant skirts with rickrack

or fagoting trimming for summer.
Peasant blouses to match are

also being shown.
One very outstanding and cute

design we saw had a skirt and
blouse with white and blue fagot

ing trimming. Skirt was of navy
cotton broadcloth with above-

hem bandings of the white and

navy fagoting. Blouse of white

cotton broadcloth had navy
and white fagoting trimming
on short puffed sleeves. Neck
of blouse was elasticised, as

were cuffs of sleeves. Skirt

had sash bow in back.
Baby s Frock,!

! 91 34 2s. Od.l

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Pinafore Frocks.
Pinafore frocks are much in demand for the tinies.

The skirts are gathered with band at waist and

suspender straps to button beneath a front frill.

The blouses are of sheer cotton dotted Swiss in

pastel colours. Front frills made from white eyelet

embroidery look fresh and crisp, especially when
armholes are frilled to match. For sub-teenagers
dotted Swiss blouses in ice cream colours have new
horseshoe necklines outlined with a wide collar edged
in white eyelet embroidery. Again as with the tinies

the same embroidery is being shown made into

flounces to trim the armholes.

supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
:-K&quot;n Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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For my husband as well,
Ford Pills are specially suit

able. At the first signs of

Indigestion or Stomach
troubles, one or two Ford
Pills at bedtime make him
a new man in the morning.

Ford Pills are the gentle,

tasteless, painless laxative
for all of your family. In

plastic tubes.

3/- EVERYWHERE

FORD PILLS

HOLD

YOURRupture
SECURELY
Try the new Roussel Ap
pliance Free. Enables you
to do hard work with com
fort and security. Definitely

holds, a condition abso

lutely necessary for im

provement or recovery. Re
commended by Doctors and

thousands of users throughout Australia.

So su.- are we that you will find THE ROUSSEL a

real boon that we arc prepared to make an appliance
to suit your individual requirements and GIVE YOU
A 14-DAYS TRIAL. You can try it out in any

way you wish, also show it to your Doctor, then if

you are not satisfied, return it. Regardless of

whether you are fitted personally or are supplied by
post, we guarantee satisfaction. Special all rubber

Rupture Appliances for Bathing, Swimming and

Surfing are now also available.

Call or send Stamp for illustrated details, Self

Measurement Form, and 14 Days Free Trial Offer.

You will be under no obligation.

One Address Only :

THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO.,
Dept. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE,

SYDNEY.

Strawberry Cream Loaf.
Two pint packets jelly crystals (straw

berry or raspberry) 1$ cups boiling water,
i pint cream, 1 box strawberries, 3 table

spoons sugar. Dissolve jelly crystals in
the boiling water and allow to cool. When
cold beat to the consistency of thick cream,
add the wett-whipped cream and sugar and
fold in. Now add the strawberries (sliced).
Place in a wetted nut-loaf shape and freeze.
Turn out, cut in slices, place on a suitable
dish and decorate with whipped cream
and whole strawberries.

STOPJtHI HEADACHE

\\U/\ ,*&quot;-&quot;

BUT DOiSN T

STOP

It s strange how some odd beliefs still

exist. Many, today, still persist in the
belief that if a treatment for some ail

ment has disagreeable after-effects it

must be acting more
effectively. Noth

ing could be further from the truth

especially in the case of treatment for
headache and pain.
When a headache treatment

&quot;stops&quot;

you leaves you dizzy, depressed and
slowed up it is due to inclusion of
harmful drugs. Such after-effects are a

handicap in themselves and may also
be warnings of harm to your system.
The great feature of Aspro

1

is that
it is so effective in stopping headache
and pain without the need to include harmful and habit-forming drugs
Aspro

1

acts in a SOOTHING way. Aspro
1

is swift the headache or
pain goes quickly yet, STRAIGHT AWAY, you feel clear-headed and
fresh, ready to carry on. Aspro is non-habit-forming and can be taken as
often as necessary without the slightest fear of herm to heart or stomach

NO AFTER-iFPECTSwith

Ttic/toiaA Wuxhict,
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Gerd Bjornstad, Tivoli.

The Play and Film
oJS&amp;lt; oSJ-CT ogi*&amp;gt;

Several interesting properties be
sides new creations will be seen in
the pantomime &quot;Cinderella&quot; which
is now in the course of preparation
at the Tivoli Theatre; for this year
the time-honoured story will be pro
duced on ice twice daily. Over the
festive season and during the school

holidays fairy-tale figures will

cavort on silver blades for the
delectation of young and old. This
indeed will be a novelty and the first

time in the history of Australia that

pantomime has l&amp;gt;een produced in such
a novel way. The characters of the

story will remaii. the same. There will

be Prince Ch:* fining, Dandini, the

Ugly Sisters, Buttons, Cinderella s

friend, and of course, Cinders her
self. The production promises to be
beautiful with its dazzling scenes,
gorgeous ballets and glorious
ensembles, and there will be the
children s ballets on skates included.
Meanwhile the &quot;Ice Follie&quot; spec
tacular Laugh Revue is still playing
to capacity houses.

* * *

&quot;The Damned Don t
Cry&quot;, starring

Joan Cr.-iwford and David Brian, tells the

story of Lorna Hansen Forbes, a beautiful

woman clever in all save love, who rises from
middle-class surroundings to become one of

the most sought-after glamor women in the

country; it has for a background the gay
but desperate life of big-time gamblers,
racket operators and gangsters who live in

a demi-world of respectability in the lushest
resort capitals of the U.S.A. How she
becomes the confidante of a gambling syn
dicate chief is related in the first half of
the story. David Brian sends her to check
on the activities of a henchman whom lie

suspects of double dealing, played by Steve

Cochran, and it is here she finds real love
at last. The complications which arise out
or such a situation combine to make &quot;The
Damned Don t Cry&quot; a very strong action
drama and worth seeing. Others in the cast
include Kent Smith, Hugh Sanders and Selena

Eoyle. Park Theatre.
* * *

&quot;Into the Blue&quot;, Embassy, opens with Mr.
and Mrs. Fergusson enjoying their first holi

day for years aboard a yacht off the coast
of France. With the skipper-owner and his

adopted daughter, Jaekie, as crew, they are

making for Norway. One morning they dis
cover a young man with two mysterious suit
cases in the yacht s dinghy. Nicholas Foster

The Damned Don t Cry&quot;, Park Theatre.

&quot;Into the Blue&quot;, Embassy.
will give them no explanation as to why he
is there, and they decide that he must be
put ashore as soon as they reach a port.
Nicholas refuses to leave the ship, and his

Reasons remain as mysterious as his suitcases.

They put Nicholas ashore at Paris, and
hopefully imagine they have seen the
last of him. They are both astonished
when the police ask questions about him
and deny all knowledge of his

whereabouts, suggesting the boat
is searched to prove this. The ex
planation he gives his hosts leads
on to thrilling adventures and a
very happy ending. Cast: Michael
Wilding, Odile Versois, Jack Hul-
bert, Constance Cummings, Edward
Rigby.

* * *

&quot;Bright Leaf&quot;, Mayfair, stars

Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal, Lauren
Bacall, Jack Carson and Donald
Crisp in a story of the building
of a tobacco empire in the old
American South, set against a back
ground of Southern mansions,
beautiful women, fiery tempers and
courtly manners. As Brant Royle,
a devil-may-care Southerner, Gary
Cooper returns to his home town

&quot;Bright Leaf, Mayjair.

to woo again the aristrocratic Patricia Neal,
whose father, Donald Crisp, will have none
of him. Cooper launches a tobacco empire
which ultimately ruins Crisp, and while he
marries the girl, is never happy with her.

Only Lauren Bacall, another beauty of shady
background who loves him, and Jack Carson,
playing a medicine show barker, remain loyal
as the empire subsequently crashes.

* * .*

&quot;Dear Brat&quot;, Prince Edward, is the story
of Senator Wilkin s (Edward Arnold) irre

pressible daughter who lands him
into all sorts of trouble. This time
she has her father elected president
of a society for the rehabilitation of

criminals; she promptly brings home,
as a gardener, a paroled convict

(Baxter) whom the Senator, as a

Superior Court Judge, had sentenced
a short while back for kidnapping
his own daughter. To complicate
matters, at the Wilkin s home, the
elder daughter and her husband go
off on a holiday and leave their twin
babies for their parents to mind. The
fun is fast and furious until the con
vict and the twins disappear. How
it all comes out makes some hilarious

filming and at the end the Senator
and his wife relax, until their dear
brat gets another brainstorm. Cast
is headed by Edward Arnold, Mona
Freeman, Billy de Wolfe, Lyle
Bettger and Mary Phillips.

* * *

The capture of a disguised mystery ship
motivates the exciting plot of &quot;Sealed Cargo&quot;,

the Plaza s romantic drama which stars Dana
Andrews, Carla Balenda and Claude Rains.
With its setting along the bleak coast of

Newfoundland, the picture deals with the

entrapment of a seemingly innocent square-
rigger which turns out to be a mother-vessel

Dear Bra? , Prince Edward.
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&quot;Sealed Cargo&quot;, Plaza.

for a pack of Nazi submarines operating
on the Grand Banks. An American fishing-
boat captain, decoyed into towing the

crippled ship into a little Newfoundland
harbour, finally discovers her real identity,
and sets about defeating the German
scheme. How he does this forms a most
thrilling screen offering. Philip Dorn
heads the supporting cast.

&quot;Strictly Dishonorable&quot;, St. James.

&quot;Strictly Dishonorable&quot;, St. James, co-

stars Janet Leigh with Ezio Pinza. Included
in its supporting cast are Millard Mitchell,
Maria Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Minciotti,
Esther and Silvio, Gale Bobbins and Sandro
Giglio. Appearing as a temperamental opera
stnr, Pinza sings arias from &quot;Faust&quot; and
&quot;Marriage of Figaro,&quot;as well as such ballads
as &quot;I ll See You In My Dreams&quot; and &quot;Every

thing I Have is-Yours&quot;. Miss Leigh s films
include &quot;The Doctor and the Girl&quot;, &quot;Little

Women&quot; and &quot;Act of Violence&quot;. Maria
Palmer, who plays an important feminine
role in the story, is a Viennese actress who
won acclaim for her performance in the

Broadway play, &quot;The Moon is Down&quot;.

* *

Following their successful season of

&quot;September Tide&quot; Evelyn Laye and Frank
Lawton will continue on at the Royal in

&quot;Bell,
Book and Candle&quot;. During* their

stay in Sydney these famous English stars

have endeared themselves both to audi

ences and to all those whom they have met
socially. &quot;Charming&quot;, &quot;delightful&quot;,

&quot;wonderful&quot; are adjectives which have
been used constantly when referring to

this talented couple. At the conclusion of

the Sydney season the company will leave
for New Zealand, arriving just prior to

Christmas. Both &quot;September Tide&quot; and

&quot;Bell,
Book and candle&quot; will be played

during the New Zealand tour.
* * *

In &quot;The Great Caruso&quot;, Liberty, Mario
Lanza, who has won a firm place in the
hearts of film fans after only two previous
pictures, is ideally cast in the Caruso role,
from his magnificent singing voice and his

ability as an actor. Ann Blyth enacts the

young society beauty who became Mrs.
Caruso. The bulk of &quot;The Great Caruso s&quot;

song offerings naturally fall to Mario, who
is heard in arias from ten of the world s

most famous operas, among them, &quot;Aida&quot;,

&quot;II Trovatore&quot;, &quot;II Pagliacci&quot;, &quot;La Bo-

heme&quot;, &quot;Lucia de Lamniermoor&quot; and
&quot;Martha&quot;. His voice is heard in a remark
able total of twenty-three selections, rang
ing from the famous quartet from

&quot;Rigo-

letto&quot; and the sextette from &quot;Lucia de
Lammermoor&quot; to such melodies as
&quot;Because&quot; and &quot;Ave Maria&quot;. The thrilling
voices of Miss Kirsten, Miss Novotna and
Miss Thebom are also heard in solos, duets
and trios, with the result that music lovers
are offered an incomparable feast.

* # *

At the conclusion of the Melbourne
season in 1952, J. C. Williamson s now
famous Borovansky Ballet Company will

tour New Zealand. In Syd
ney, Brisbane and Adelaide,
critics have acclaimed the

quality of the principals,
soloists and corps de ballet;
the beauty of the costumes,
the exciting and colourful

ballets, and the excellence of
the decor designed by
William Constable. Ballets
to be performed include &quot;Lea

SylpMdes&quot;, &quot;Petrouchka&quot;,

&quot;Le Beau Danube&quot;, &quot;Swan

Lake&quot;, &quot;La Boutique Fantas-
que&quot;, &quot;L Amour

Ridicule&quot;,

&quot;Facade&quot;, &quot;Scheherazade&quot;,
&quot;Aurora s

Wedding&quot;, &quot;Capric-
&quot;cio

Italien&quot;, &quot;Gisell&quot;,

&quot;Coppelia&quot; and many other
classical and
Russian ballets.
Once again Boro
vansky will present
the three Australian

ballets: &quot;The Outlaw&quot; with book
and choreography by Edouard
Borovansky, music by Melbourne
composer, Verdon Williams; &quot;The

Black
Swan&quot;, choreography by

Borovansky and music by
Sibelius; and

&quot;Chiaroscuro&quot;,

ballerina Dorothy Stevenson s

creation set to the music of
Schumann s Piano Quintet. The
last two, particularly, are out

standing even now in their new
ness, and when time has mellowed
them they will compare more
than favourably with the old
classical masters. Or could that
hot Australian haze and the

exciting raid in &quot;The Black
Swan&quot; be mellowed? Our New
Zealand readers are particularly

lucky in that they have not yet

seen the Ballet. I envy them the delight
that is in store for them.

* *

Walter Pidgeon, John Hodiak and
Audrey Trotter share the starring roles in

the M-G-M film &quot;County Line&quot;. Pidgeon
and Hodiak are old friends. Thrv first

met when both appeared in &quot;Command

Decision&quot;, and renewed their friendship
when both went to England for &quot;The

Miniver Story&quot;,
in which both starred, but

did not have a single scene together.

&quot;Bell, Book and Candle&quot;, Royal.

The film rights of &quot;Brigadoon&quot; have
been sold to M-G-M for 125,000 dollars

down, plus four yearly payments of 25,000
each. A total of 225,000 dollars! The
Australian &quot;Brigadoon&quot; company is at His
Majesty s Theatre, Melbourne, and will be

moving to the Empire Theatre, Sydney,
about Christmas time.

* * *

After playing an adventuress in a turn-

of-the-century setting in her latest screen
role in &quot;The Law and the Lady&quot;, Greer
Garson becomes a modern widow and
mother of an adolescent son in M-G-M a

forthcoming &quot;The Burning Secret&quot;. The
film is based on a short story by Stefan
Zweig. .

[Turn to page 36.1

The Great Caruso&quot;, Liberty.



EVERY MEAL A

Old inglcsb

PLUM PUDDINGS
Prepared from the choicest

fruits and ingredients, these

rich, delicious Rosella Plum
Puddings have that real Old

English flavour so thoroughly
enjoyed.

Easy to serve and always
welcome, they are readily
available in popular 16 oz.

|

cans.

wd Truit Mince Meat
Ready prepared in convenient. 9 oz. cans.

Made by Stevenson and Son Ltd., Regent Street.
London, and Dungannon, Northern Ireland.

Australian Representatives: H. W. Bevan Textiles
Pty. Ltd., Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane.

HOW YOU FEEL
TOMORROW

depends a lot on

TODA Y.

If you take Beecham s Pills last thing at night, in

the morning you ll be at your best, feeling fit and

happy. Beecham s Pills are a purely vegetable
laxative. They ensure the regular, complete action

jp

of the bowels, without which we cannot enjoy life.

For perfect health the natural way take your!
Beecham s Pills tonight!

TAKE

B.P.51-5 GUINEA A BOX TONIGHT



OUR FREE PATTERNS
^TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS^

FROCK, 7857.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Front and Back. Use skirt pattern

supplied and fold under portion beyond
punchholes at centre front. Pin pattern
to a double thickness of paper and draw
a line from the notch at waistline to the

one at lower edge; trace along this

line and cut out around the entire

outer edge. Remove pattern and

separate the front and back panels
from the side front and side back

panels, then along the direct side

seam of one side panel cut off

inches along the entire

edge and use the narrower

panel for skirt side back.
Skirt Trimming. Cut a

pattern 3 inches wide and
8f inches long.

Sleeve. Pin the half-

sleeve to a large sJieet of

paper, mark along punch
holes indicating underarm
curve. Fold paper along
straight edge and cut
around armhole, underarm

and lower edge through
both thicknesses. Notch

armhole, open out new
pattern and cut along pre
viously marked underarm
curve.

Facings. Cut a fitted fac

ing for front and back neck
line 2^ inches wide at

shoulder seam and about 1

inches at centre front and
centre back.

Step 2. Testing For
Correct Size: As this pattern has been
cut for the average 36 inch figure it will

be necessary to see whether alterations

are needed for the individual figure. Pin

pieces together remembering that seam and
hem allowances are not included. Place

pattern over figure and observe fitting.
If bodice front and back are too long,
shorten by folding between armhole and

waistline, and if too short, cut in the same

place and insert sufficient paper to provide
additional length required. Shorten or

lengthen skirt if necessary just below the

hip line. To increase pattern, pin addi

tional strips of paper along seam edges
where extra width is required, and to de-

crease pattern, trim away pattern
.edges were additional width is

not needed. Remove pattern,
take apart, press flat, even up
all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Material: Pin

pattern to material as shown in

cutting guide. Cut out with allow
ance of 2 inches for skirt hem, 1

inch on underarm seams and i

inch on all other edges. Before

removing pattern from material,
mark clearly with tailor s chalk
or tacking exact seamlines,
notches and punchholes

Step 3a. Sleeve Pads: Cut a

pattern for shoulder pads from
a piece of paper 9 inches long
and 5 inches wide. Fold in halves
crosswise and cut in a curved line

from cut ends to fold. Open out

pattern and cut four pieces of
self-material from it. Provide
a piece of Cottonwool same
shape as each pad, omitting
seam allowance. Pin to inside
of pad and draw padding away

from outside edges, tapering it to

nothing at points and keeping it

thickest in the centre of the long
est side. Tack together keeping
all long stitches on cottonwool side.
Pin padding facing to pad, right
sides together, and machine along
two sides. Turn right side out,
turn under raw edge and oversew
together. Use pads with each fit

ting to ensure correct set of bodice.
Step 4. Bodice: Pin darts in front

and back on the inside and machine
from raw edge tapering stitching
gradually to nothing. Tie threads

and press darts towards centre front and
centre back. Join front to back at
shoulders in plain seams, join facings in
same way. Press seams open and pin
facings to bodice with right sides together.
Machine around neckline, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn facings to inside,
press, turn under raw edges, machine
through fold only and tack facings to
bodice. On the right side machine 1 inch
from neck edge as shown. Cut material
for how on the bias, twice the desired
width and long enough to extend right
across front as shown. Fold material in
halves lengthwise and machine across both
ends and along side, and leave a space of
li inches at centre. Turn right side out,,
close opening by slip stitching edges to-&quot;

gether, press lightly, fold as shown, cover
centre with another strip of material,
attach to neck edge of bodice with invisible
tie-stitches.

Step 5. Skirt: Fold trimmings in halves
with right sides together and machine
across both ends. Turn right side out,

press, pin to side fronts with all raw edges
together. Join front panel to side fronts
in plain seams, then back panel to side

backs, press all seams and neaten raw
edges by overcasting.

Step 6. Joining Skirt to Bodice: Turn
under allowance on skirt front and back
and pin to bodice front and back. Pin
front and back together at sides and leave
an opening 4 inches above and below waist
line on left side. Try on and observe
fitting. Let out or take in seam allowance
if desirable. Machine all seams and neaten
raw edges

Step 7. Side Opening. Attach a zipper
to side opening or cut two facing strips of
self-material 1} inches wide and 1 inch

longer than opening, with one edge along
selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and rig ht sides of material facing. Machine
\ inch from edges, press seams open and
fold strips under so that selvedges are

exactly under seamlines. Tack in place,
machine \ inch from edge, press front .or

upper-side under on seamline, allowing
back to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at top and bottom. Sew
a hook and bar at waistline and snap
fasteners above and below if zipper is not
used.

Step 8. Sleeves: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open and neaten. Finish
lower edge with a self-material bias strip
2 inches wide. Machine on the right side,
cut away excess seam allowance, turn to

inside, press, turn under raw edge of

facing and tack to sleeves. On the right side
machine 1 inch from lower edge of sleeve
and see that this stitching secures the
turned under raw edge of facing. Pin
sleeves to armholes with notches meeting
and ease evenly across tops.

Step 9. Applying Pads: Pin pads to frock
with longest side extending about J inch

beyond armhole seam into sleeve and point
in line with shoulder seam. Try on, and
note whether shoulder width is becoming
and sleeves correctly set in. Alter if neces
sary. Unpin pads, machine sleeves, press
seam allowance open across the upper
half, replace pads and tie-stitch to seam
allowance around armholes.

Step 10. Belt: Make belt as shown in

illustration, finish with a buckle and apply
loops at sides to hold it in place.

Step 11. Finishing: Allow frock to hang
overnight to give material an opportunity
of stretching. Try on and mark a becom
ing length with chalk or pins, measuring
up an even distance from floor. Turn the
hem, secure by hand and complete with
final pressing.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:
3^ yards 36 inches wide.

[For 34-inch bust, take \ inch off side
seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust,
allow \ inch on side seams of front and
back.]

Frock, 7858.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt. Cut a pattern for front and back

panels 14 inches wide and 29 inches long
or the required length. For side front, cut
a pattern 14^ inches wide, then fer side

back, 13 inches wide, both 29 inches long.
Bodice Back. Use pattern given for

Frock 7857, and lower neck edge by
cutting from notch at centre back line

through punchhole to a point f inch from
neck end of shoulder seam.

Facings. Cut a facing for fronts by
pinning yoke to lower front and draw a

line from a point li inches from neck end
of shoulder seam down to a point 2 inches
from front edge at waistline. Trace along
this line, then cut pattern in one piece

[Turn
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NOW 71-fff/J
LIKE 21!

thanks to Kruschen

Mr. Rosen (71 years),

antique dealer, of

Carlton, Victoria, has

led an active life for

40 years free from

former crippling
lumbago. He gives all

credit to Kruschen

Salts.

READ MR. ROSEN S OWN WORDS:
&quot;It is close to 40 years since I started taking
Kruschen. At that time I suffered from lumbago
very much. The pain was unbearable at times. I

have taken Kruschen every morning since, without

missing once in the whole 40 years, and would never
be without it. Every trace of lumbago disappeared
in a very short time.. I am 71 years old now and feel

like a man of 21 years, thanks to Kruschen Salts.&quot;

// you suffer aching joints and muscles do what Mr.
Rosen did start taking Kruschen now. If free from
painful twinges, make sure you
stay that way. Take the little

daily dose of Kruschen. Don t

feel tired . . . lack energy . . . hate
work . . . miss fun . . .be cranky.
You will be amazed what
Kruschen can do for you!
HOW KRUSCHEN HELPS YOU:

PLEASANT, EASY TO
TAKE Use a teaspoon
to measure out just

enough Kruschen to

cover a sixpence in

your morning cup of

tea. (For bad cases

of rheumatism, lum

bago, etc., take the

medicinal dose 01 in

actions on bottle.)

Kruschen is a balanced mixture of sis

natural salts. They help your body
clear away dangerous wastes that harm
health. Often k .dnevs and liver become
sluggish and poisons are left in the

bloodstream the cause of many com
mon ailments. Don t wait a moment
longer, start taking Kruschen now!

KRUSCHEN
QAI TQ Trial Size */9
3HI | U Large Economy 3/3

GET THAT FAMOUS KRUSCHEN FEELING!
E. Griffiths Hughes Ptv. Ltd.. Box 2949. G.P.O.. Sydney. Kae.it

Preparation for

MOTHERHOOD
l^OST important is the health of the

Expectant Mother. Her diet should be

well-balanced, providing adequate nourish
ment and including essential Vitamins and
Mineral Cell Salts.

Bio-Chemic Treatment is daily proving of

tremendous value to Mothers and Babies in

all parts of Australia. The Twelve Bio-
Chemic Nerve and Tissue Building Cell Salts provide those essential Vitamins and
Mineral Cell Salts required in the building of the child s frame strong, healthy,

vigorous while for the Expectant Mother, they tone up the blood and entire system,
ensuring an abundant reserve of nerve force, a rich supply of natural milk, a more
comfortable confinement, and speedy recovery.

Consultation and advice free of charge or obligation; any distance.

BOOKLET FREE. Write to Dept. BM 1151.

Established 28 Years.

B I O - CHEMIC I N ST;I TJJT E
BOX 1249L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 Queen Street, Melbourne, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

To whip left-over egg-yolks which have
no whites left add one tablespoon of cold

water to each yolk, and they will then

whip up fluffy.

When slicing tomatoes always use a
bread-saw. You ll find it much easier and

neater, and the tomato doesn t slip all

over the place.

HE will

never guess

NO
one can tell when hair has

been tinted with Inecto . . .

it s a secret you keep as your very

own. Inecto d hair has that natural

lustre and colour that means so

much to a woman ... it retains

that youthful, vital look that a man
admires. Bring back the rich natural

colour to your hair ... at the first

sign of dull or grey hair use Inecto

the accepted way to re-colour dull

or greying hair. Inecto is fast to

sun, wind and water. One of

Inecto s natural shades will match

your colouring perfectly.

Consult your hairdresser or buy
from chemists.

RAPID

HAIR COLOURING
* For advice and mormacion on nair coiourm^
write to the Inecto Inquiry Bureau, Dept. O I.

G.P.O. Box 980, Sydney

.H.I. 15/10.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 29.&quot;]

as shown in diagram. Cut also a

facing for back neckline li inches

wide, as broken line shown on

diagram.
Sleeve. First fold under portion

below notches at lower edge, then
follow suggestions given in Step 1,
Pattern 7857.

Frilling. Mark off strips 4 inches
wide after pattern is placed on
material, as shown in diagram.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size:
See Step 2, Pattern 7857.

Step 3. Cutting Out Material and
Shoulder Pads: Follow directions

given in Steps 3 and
3a, Pattern 7857; take
care to place each pat
tern piece so that the

stripes will run in the
direction shown in

illustration.

Step 4. Bodice:

Lengthen machine
stitch a trifle, and
along bodice edges
between punchholes
marked

&quot;Gather&quot;,

machine on seam
line, then on seam
allowance $ inch /
from the first stitch-

/

ing. Draw up both

I

,
/V

F 55 i SHOULDER

I / I PAD \

FOLD OF MATERIAL

gathering threads to fit space
between notches, tie threads

securely, and arrange fulness in

even gathers. Turn under allow
ance along lower edge of yoke,

pin to gathered edge of bodice, tack, machine as close

as possible to seam edge, press, neaten. Join fronts
to back at shoulders in plain seams, press open, neaten.

Step 5. Buttonholes: Mark position and size of each

buttonhole, which should be a trifle larger than width
of buttons, on right hand side of bodice, and arrange
for end of buttonhole to be f inch from edge. Cut
binding strips f inch wide and f inch longer than size

of buttonhole. Fold strips in halves lengthwise, press,
tack to garment with raw edges meeting exactly over
mark and ends extending an even distance beyond
mark. Machine along centre of each strip and do not
take stitching beyond marked line. Tie all ends
securely on inside. Cut along marked line to within
i inch of each end and then diagonally to ends of

stitching. Turn raw edges of binding strips to inside
and press with folded edges meeting exactly in centre.
On the inside pin triangular piece at each end to

binding strips, fold garment back out of way and
machine across each end through all thicknesses. Tie
threads, press.

Step 6. Frilling: Cut off two pieces of frilling 29
inches long for lower edge of sleeves, then another

piece 35 inches long for neck edge and two pieces
19 inches long for skirt. Join frilling for each
sleeve in one continuous piece, fold in halves
lengthwise with right side outside, press, with a

lengthened stitch machine J inch from raw
edge and again inch from first stitching.
Fold neck frilling in halves lengthwise, also

frilling for skirt with right sides together and
machine across both ends of neck frilling and
across alternate ends of skirt frilling. Turn
right side out, press in halves lengthwise, do

two rows of gathering along each piece in same way
as frilling for sleeves. Draw up both gathering
threads to a space of 17 inches on neck piece, 14
inches on sleeve pieces and 9 on skirt pieces. Tie ends
of threads securely and arrange fulness in even
gathers. Join sleeves at underarms in plain seams,
press open, pin frilling on top with second row of
gathering exactly over marked seam line. Pin
frilling to neck edge and side front skirt panels in
the same way and tack in place.

Step 7. Facings: Join bodice facings together at
shoulders in plain seams, press open and pin to
bodice with right sides together, and on top of frill.

Machine up front around back and down front on
the other side. Cut away excess seam allowance,

turn facings to inside, press, turn under raw edge,
machine through the fold only, tie-stitch to seam
allowance at shoulders and tack in place down fronts.
Cut openings in the facing exactly under each button
hole, turn under raw edges, hem to binding, press. Sew
buttons on left side to correspond with buttonholes,

lap right hand side over left and tack together
at waistline. Cut a facing 1| inches wide for
lower edge of sleeves, pin to sleeves on top
of frill, machine in place, turn to inside,
press, turn under raw edge and slip-stitch
in place.

Step 8. Skirt: Turn under seam allowance
along sides of front and back panels and pin
to side fronts (over the frilling) and side
backs. Tack, machine as close as possible
to seam edge, press and neaten. Do two rows
of gathering across upper edge of skirt, and

draw up threads to fit waist of wearer. Arrange fulness
evenly, tack a strip of tape under the gathering on the
inside to prevent stretching the stitching. Ease fulness
in bodice front and back waistline to fit gathered edgeof skirt. Pin together, also pin front to back and finish
seams and side opening in same way as described in Step
6 and 7 of Pattern 7857.

Step 9. Sleeve and Applying .Pads: See Steps 8 and 9
of Pattern 7857

Step 10. Belt: See Step 10, Pattern 7857.

Step 11. Finishing: See Step 11, Pattern 7857.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material 4 yards 36 inches

wide.

[For alteration of sizes, see description No. 7857.]

Frock, 7859.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Skirt Front and Back: Follow

directions given in Step 1, Pattern
7857, for doing this, but as an over

lap is given along the front do not
remove portion beyond punchholes on
front edge.

Bodice Back. See Step 1, Pattern
7858.

Sleeve. See Step 1, Pattern 7857.

Facings. Pin yoke
to bodice front and
cut a pattern for Q,
front facing in one ^1

piece making this I

about 2 inches wide i

at shoulder seam and
\ L

about 2J inches at

waistline. Cut a fac-

. ing for back neckline,
2 inches wide, and use

bodice back as a guide
when cutting out, also

facings for skirt front

edges, 2J inches wide.
,

Step 2. Testing For
Correct Size: See Step i

2, Pattern 7857.

Step 3. Cutting Out
Material and Sleeve
Pads: See Steps 3 and :

3a, Pattern 7857.

Step 4. Bodice: !

Lengthen machine !

stitch a trifle and along
edges marked
&quot;Gather&quot;, machine on

;[; _J i.___

seam line, then i inch
L

each side. Draw up all gathering
threads on the inside only to fit

space between notches on yoke. Tie

[Turn to page 40.~\

HALF
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Hear those

RICE BUBBLES
sing, sing, sing,

as you pour on

the milk!

BUSTIN
WITH

ENERGY
VALUE/

*RICE BUBBLES is

a registered Trade
Mark of Kellogg
(Aust.) Pty. Ltd.,
lor its brand of

oven-popped rice.

CRISPY/
CRUNCH//

Here s the merriest

plateful of breakfast!

So crisp, crunchy and

inunchy, they bounce

up and ask you out

loud to &quot;Please eat

me.&quot; And, mother
those fascinating Rice

Bubbles are packed
with nourishment and

energy value. Good
for all your family.
Ask your grocer for

Kellogg s Rice Bubbles
and give your family
a real taste-treat

to-morrow morning.

After 25

BJEWARE
of Dry Skin

From 25 on, the natural oil

that keeps skin soft and
pliant, starts decreasing. Be
fore 40, skin may lose as
much as 20% of iis own
softening oil. Offset this

drying out with Pond s Dry
Skin Cream so rich in

lanolin, most like the oil of

your skin itself.

Around your Eyes, on
Eyelids dry &quot;crow s -

feet&quot;

come, and skin takes on a dark
&quot;crinkled&quot; look.

To &quot;Uncrinkle&quot; Dry
Lines Never skip nightly help
with lanolin-rich Pond s Dry .Skin
Cream. Finger-tap this soft-as-

satin cream very lightly around
your eyes. Leave on lids all

night.

Along your Chin -Line
you don t want that matronly-

looking sagging to start.

To Tone Up Use thumb
and first finger of each hand
and &quot;pinch along&quot; from point of
chin to ear with lanolin-rich

Pond s Dry Skin Cream. This
treatment brings circulation up,
and gives this skin the rich lub
rication it needs.

3 features: These 3

features make Pond s Dry
Skin Cream so effective: 1.

It is rich in lanolin very
like the skin s own oil. 2. It

is homogenized to soak in

better. 3. It has a softening

emulsijier. Get a jar or tube

today !

Start this truly
remarkable correction

of Dry Skin today!
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to

its

make this cool picture hat, with
new arrangement for flower spray

Coolie or Mandarin coats and frocks are
well in demand, and they are as attractive
and refreshing as they sound. Reminiscent
of China, they have an allure all their

&quot;-^CooIleCoat, 7845 2s. 3d.

]32 to 40 ins. bust.

own. We are showing on this page a coat
and frock which have been designed care

fully, having all those little details which
are pleasing and popular.
The stand-up coolie collar is shown on

both garments. The coat is the loose

swagger magyar type, with shoulder seams;
the back has a seam down the centre and
the sleeves are finished with a wide cool

cuff. Slit pockets complete the jaunty
air. We suggest that it be made from

shantung, faille or linen all wear well

and look well. Paper pattern No. 7845.

The frock (which is illustrated at right)
has the new drop shoulder fashioned with
short raglan sleeves, which simulate a yoke
on the front and back shoulders. Front
bodice is gathered from these sleeves,

allowing freedom, and ensuring that the

coolie frock is cool. Patch pockets
complete the skirt, which has an inverted

pleat in the front and darts at the back.
Most materials would lend themselves to

this little frock. Paper pattern No. 7846.

Coolie Beach Hat.

Hats, too, are following the coolie

trend. Too long have we allowed the sun
to blister and wrinkle our faces, and that
is where the coolie hat comes in, for it

presents just the correct amount of shade.
This coolie beach hat is made from 1

yd. of 36-inch material, and 1 yds of
buckram to ei v^ it backbone.

A . un.irtsuug or v\iiitf cord and three self-

material buttons complete the necessary
materials.

To Make: Cut the buckram to make a

circle 8 ins. in radius with a slit

to the centre for fold-over at back;
cut a half circle of buckram, then

securely machine across front
of circle.

Fold material in halves

crosswise, making a triangle.

Using the buckram base as
a pattern, cut out hat, leaving
a good half inch for turnings.
Machine the halves together
and slide them on to the base.
Turn in the sides of the slit

and hand sew neatly. Lap
hat over at back to desired

position and make button
holes for fastening together.
It is a good idea to make a
double set of buttonholes

(see illustration) and then
the size of the hat can be
varied as required. Knot a
white cord at the top centre
and sew on the inside above
each ear.

under the brim.
Materials: 64 yds. ribbon straw, f yd.

petersham, flower trimming.
To Make: Run a gathering thread along

Coolie
Froc!^Jp7846 2s. 3d.

32 to%4o ins. bust.

one edge of the straw and draw up about
9 ins. to make a flat circle. Then working
anti-clockwise and sewing one straight edge
to the gathered edge with a slight overlap,
continue in rounds of straw to form the

[Turn to page 41.&quot;]

Picture Hat.
It doesn t take much skill



into the kitcken !

FROM BETTY KING S KITCHEN TO YOURS!

SAYS

TS THERE any finer, warmer, friend-
* Her room in the whole house than

the kitchen. I don t mean a green-and-

primrose dream kitchen complete with

all the gadgets, but a homely, happy
place where even the well-worn sauce

pans beam a welcome, and good food

it prepared for people we love . . .

There are tantalising smells in the
kitchen these wintery days, especially when
we re having meat loaf for dinner. How
to make a meat loaf keep its figure? Bake
it part of the time in a greased loaf tin,
then turn it out and continue baking. It

comes to the table in elegant shape with
wonderful rich brown crust.

A.M. or P.M., there s nothing like good
hot soup when you re cold and hungry.
You don t have to wait till mealtimes to
serve Continental Chicken Noodle Soup
because imagine ! it s perfectly home-
cooked in 7 minutes.

Betty King, World Brands Home Economist, has a

real and practical understanding of the housewife s

cooking problems. She tests new recipes and food

ideas in Wo-ld Brands, Model Kitchen to bring you the

brightest, friendliest food page of the month.

As the poet said: what s in a noodle?
Answer: Finest quality enriched flour and
fresh country eggs. Add that to the con
centrated goodness of a rare chicken broth
and the extra vitamin value of garden
parsley, and you ll have some idea why
Continental Chicken Noodle Soup gives
vou such a lift

Give me old
friends every

time . . especially an old-established fav

ourite like Copha s famous Chocolate
Biscuit Cake. This is always a success with
sweet tooths and sophisticates alike. Even

people who &quot;never eat sweet things, thank

you&quot;, surreptitiously help themselves to

second and third slices.

And it simply cannot fait provided, o
course, you use Copha, the delicate all-

purpose shortening which is responsible
for that marvellous velvety texture. Look
how easy it is to make . . .

Combine in a bowl : lb. icing
sugar, 1 heaped dessertspoon cocoa,
1 teaspoon vanilla.

Stir in: 5 ozs. Copha (melted but
not hot test with fingertip).

Line a cake tin with greaseproof
paper and fill it with alternating

layers of mixture and sweet biscuits

(such as coffee orMarie) which have
been softened by exposure. Leave
in a cool place till set.

P.S. Crayy about coffee? Then add
a teaspoonful of dry instant coffee
to the mixture for a new flavour
thrill.

When my neighbour, Mr. Lovejoy, lost

his White Leghorn pullet the air was thick
with suspicion. &quot;Last time 1 saw hei, he

said, darkly, &quot;she was disappearing under
your gate.&quot; Moustaches rampant, he strode
into my kitchen, whipped the lid off *

saucepan and seized a spoon. &quot;You &quot;dare

deny it ?&quot; he cried. &quot;This is chicken soup.
Real chicken soup!&quot;

&quot;Of course it s real chicken
soup,&quot; 1 said.

&quot;Continental Brand. Here s the packet.&quot;

Mr. Lovejoy blew on another spoonful,
swallowed, smacked his lips. &quot;This ll do
me,&quot; he said. &quot;Darned if I know why FTC
been bothered keeping chickens!&quot;

How that flavour gets
them in! Although it

only takes minutes to

make, Continental Chicken
\Toodle Soup tastes like

he good old-fashioned

country kitchen variety
which was simmered for

hours. Mmmml Tost*

that chicken I

The Letter of the Month brings
a hot tip for mothers . . .

comes from Mrs. Royce Tennent of 47 Nogtt Avcnm,
Maroubra, &amp;gt;vho receives a prize of 10/-/-

Dear Betty King,
School lunches are my biggest problem

in cold weather. The other day, in a

moment of inspiration, I filled a thermos
with hot Continental Chicken Noodle Soup
and packed it with the sandwiches. Now
it s a standing order, and 1 know that the

kiddies are getting a hot nourishing meal
in the middle of the day. I find it no troubk
to make and surprisingly inexpensive.

RECOMMENDED BY

You con be lure of,

trie products
endorsed by

Betty Kin,

MORE FOOD NEWS AND IDEAS

NEXT MONTH IN BETTY KING S EXCLUSIVI

FEATURE, &quot;COME INTO THE KITCHEN&quot;

AHJ. WB.4J9P
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Strawberries in the Spotlight
What could be a more appealing way

to start a good breakfast than with a

big bowl filled with crisp ready-to-eat

cereal, topped with plump ripe straw
berries? Or a more impressive dessert

for a bridge party than strawberry rhubarb
tarts f Or, or any occasion, a generous
serving of strawberry shortcake the bis

cuits slightly warm, generously buttered

spoon cream of tartar; 1^ cups sugar;
1^ teaspoons vanilla; 14 teaspoons vinegar;
14 teaspoons water; 1 pint sweetened,
sliced strawberries; slightly sweetened

whipped cream.
Add salt and cream of tartar to the

egg whites and beat to a stiff foam. Add
sugar in 1 tablespoon portions alternately
with the blended liquids. Beat until the

Strawberry Pin Wheels.

(if same is available) and swimming in

juicy crushed berries.

Before the local strawberry season enda
celebrate with these new recipes:

Strawberry Pinwheels. (Illus.)
One and one-half cups sifted flour, 1 tea

spoon salt, 2 teaspoons baking powder,
2 tablespoons sugar, 2 tablespoons short

ening, 1 egg (beaten), J cup milk, 2 table

spoons melted butter or margarine, 4 cup
sugar, 1 tablespoon grated orange rind,
1 quart strawberries.

Sift together flour, salt, baking powder
and two tablespoons sugar. Cut shorten
ing into flour until mixture is like coarse
corn meal. Add beaten egg and milk all

at once and mix lightly. Pat out dough
on a floured board into a 9-inch square.
Spread dough with melted butter or mar
garine.

Mix together 4 cup sugar and the grated
orange rind; sprinkle on dough. Roll as
for jelly roll; cut into six slices. Arrange
biscuits cut side up around edge of lightly
greased heat-resistant glass fluted pie
plate, 10-inch size. Bake in moderately
hot oven for about 25 minutes.
Wash and hull strawberries. When bis

cuits are cool heap fresh strawberries in
centre of pie plate for serving. Serve with
or without cream.

sugar is well incorporated and the mixture
has good piling quality. Grease meringue
tin very lightly and pile in the meringue,
reserving some of the mixture to make
about eight to 10 small meringues. Bake
in a 225-degree oven for li to 1$ hours.
Bake one-inch small meringues for about 30
minutes.

Just before serving remove torte from
tin and pile sweetened
berries on top. Circle
with small meringues
and frost sides with

slightly sweetened whip
ped cream. Serve in

wedges with additional

whipped cream. This
will make eight to 10

servings.

bowl. Cut or rub in the shortening until

the mixture resembles fine meal. Then
add milk and stir until the soft dough
follows the spoon around the mixing bowl.
Turn out on to a lightly floured board and
knead gently for half a minute. Pat or

roll about one-half inch thick. Cut with
a biscuit cutter about 2J inches in dia
meter. Bake on an ungreased baking sheet
in a 450-degree oven for 10 to 12 minutes,
or until done. Split crosswise and spread
the bottom layer generously with butter
or margarine. Cover with sweetened
berries and replace the top. Cover with
more berries and serve with cream, which

may be whipped and slightly sweetened
if desired. This will make six servings.

Strawberry Custard Meringue.
Four egg whites; 1 cup sugar; few grains

salt; 1 teaspoon vanilla; 2 cups custard;
1 cup fresh sweetened strawberries; 4 cup
heavy cream, whipped.
Add salt to egg whites and beat until

the mixture is almost stiff, then gradually
beat in the sugar and vanilla and continue
to beat until the mixture will hold in

peaks. Form into a nine-inch circle on
a lightly greased baking sheet, making a
rim around the side, and bake in a 275-

degree oven about 45 i-ninutes. Then
remove from the sheet and cool. Blend
the custard powder with the milk and
cook according to directions on package.
After the mixture comes to a boil cook
over low heat 10 minutes. Cool in the

refrigerator, then pile in the centre of
the meringue shell. Chill. Just before

serving garnish with strawberries and
whipped slightly sweetened cream.

Strawberry and Rhubarb Tarts.

Two cups diced rhubarb; 4 cup water;
14 cups sugar; 4 teaspoon salt; 3 table

spoons quick-cooking tapioca; 2 cups
crushed strawberries; 8 baked tart shells;
i cup cream, whipped.
Combine the rhubarb, water, sugar and

salt in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and
simmer 5 minutes. Add quick-cooking
tapioca and strawberries, and bring to a
full boil, stirring constantly. Kernove from
the heat and cool, stirring occasionally.
Turn into tart shells and chill. Just before
serving garnish with slightly sweetened
whipped cream.

[jTurnJto page 37.]

Schaum Torte with Strawberries.
Four egg whites; 4 teaspoon salt; $ tea-

Strawberry Shortcake
Two cups sifted flour;

3 teaspoons baking
powder; 1 teaspoon salt;

i cup sugar; 6 table

spoons shortening; $ to

f cup milk; butter or

margarine; sliced or

crushed sweetened

strawberries; heavy
cream, whipped.
Sift flour once,

measure, add salt, bak
ing powder, and sugar,
and sift into a mixing Strawberry and Rhubarb Tarts.
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jg&. Petal Collar in Tatting &
tM&& *&amp;gt;s^

^&quot;^ ^^ fy
Materials: 1 shuttle; 2 skeins tatting thread.

Start with a loop of 15 d.s., a small

ring of 2-2, a loop of 9 d.s., a ring of

6-6, a loop of 9 d.s., a small ring of

2-2 a loop of 15 d.s., a ring of 12-3-12,

a small ring of 3-3, a loop of 9 d.s.,

a ring of 9-9. Now make the other 4 rings

close to the others as follows: a ring of 12-12

a ring of 15-15. a ring of 12-12 and a ring of 9-9.

Now join a loop of 3-3-3-3 to the first loop, a loop

of 3-3-3 to the second, a loop of 3-3-3-3 to the third,

a loop of 3-3-3-3 to the 4th, a loop of 3-3-3 to the

fifth and a loop of 3-3-3-3 to the loop of the first big

ring. A loop of 9 d.s., a ring of 12-3-12. Draw thread

and join this ring to the last loop. Work all motifs m
this way and join these as shown on photograph.

Neck Edge: Start with a ring of 3-3, join to small

ring of first motif, a loop of 6-6, join to upper ring

of motif, 6 d.s., 8 d.s., and join with a small ring

to second small ring of motif, a small ring to second

motif, a loop of 8 d.s., join to picot of last

:3\ loop, 6 d.s., join to upper ring of motif.

fciiWjj|!S^
Continue in this way.

k.^jfi^ Finishing: Dampen, pin out on

board until bone-dry.

The Play and Film
[From page 27.]

&quot;The Moon is Blue&quot;, by F. Hugh Her

bert, followed &quot;Bell,
Book and Candle&quot;

into the Comedy Theatre, Melbourne,
The play, which is still running in

New York, is listed in the American

&quot;Variety&quot; as one of the seven Hit

Plays of the 1950-51 Broadway season.

Incidentally, &quot;Bell,
Book and Candle&quot;

is another of the seven! Three Ameri
can stars head the bill Dean Harens,
June Dayton and Elaine Cordner. &quot;The

Moon is Blue&quot;, is a comedy which is

exceedingly witty and full of &quot;situ

ations&quot;. Herbert is an old hand at

this type of thing and was responsible
for Kiss and Tell&quot;, &quot;For Love or

Money&quot; and the screen play for the
film &quot;Sitting Pretty&quot;.

* * #

Jimmy Stewart
(&quot;Harvey&quot;, &quot;The

Jackpot&quot; and &quot;No Highway&quot;) has
nosed Bing Crosby out as the favourite
film personality of rural movie-goers,
according to recent poll conducted by
Country Gentleman Magazine. Bing
held the honour for four consecutive

years.
* *

Jane Powell, who recently became
the mother of a baby boy, has signed
a new M-G-M contract. Her first

assignment on her return to the screen
will be the role of Katie in the

&quot;Student Prince&quot;, and will reunite her

with Ricardo Montalban, her co-star

of &quot;T\vo Weeks with Love&quot;.

Fashion as a Career!
SAVE MONEY AND MAKE PERFECT FITTING CLOTHES

DRESSCUTTING - DESIGNING - DRESSMAKING LESSONS
BY EXPERTS FOR HOME USE OR CAREER

Our schools are known everywhere for our successful graduates,
and our methods endorsed by leading Fashion Houses throughout
the British Empire. Be sure of the best tuition.

You may learn at home in your spare time all those little expert
touches which so sharply distinguish the well-made garment.

Call, Write or Phone

for our FREE Booklet

Dressmaking

Made Easy

I

MAIL THIS COUPON TO-DAY. &quot;~

McCabe Academy:
Kindly mail me, without obligation, your Free

Booklet about Dressmaking, for which I enclose

3d. stomp.

Name

Address.

McCabe Academy of Dressmaking
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION

Canberra House,
295 Elizabeth St..

SYDNEY.

Manchester Unity Bldgs.,
220 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Shell House,
North Terrace
ADELAIDE.

Penney s Buildings,
Adelaide St.,

BRISBANE.

National House,
William St.,

PERTH.

Shakespeare House,
Commissioner Si,

JOHANNESBURG,
SOUTH AFRICA.



Strawberries in the Spotlight
[From page 35.&quot;]

Strawberry Mallow.
One and one half cups sliced straw

berries; i\ cup sugar; few grains salt;
Ib. xiarshmallows; 1 teaspoon vanilla; 1

cup cream, whipped; additional berries.

Blend strawberries and sugar and chill.

Cut the marshmallows into small pieces
with wet scissors. Whip cream until stiff,

add vanilla and a few grains of salt, then
fold in marshmallows. Chill. Just before

serving fold strawberries through mixture.
Pile into sherbet glasses and garnish witli

additional berries. This will make six

servings.

Strawberry Grapefruit Cups.
Take two seedless grapefruit, cut into

halves, scoop out the pulp and cut into
small cubes. Mix with an equal quantity
of small strawberries and a few glace
cherries. Make a syrup with a tea cup of
water and $ Ib. sugar. Fill the empty
grapefruit shells with the prepared fruit,

pour a little of the, syrup over each, and
serve very cold.

Strawberry Mould.
One and a half pints of milk; 1 Ib..straw

berries; 1 oz. gelatine; 1 ozs. sugar; the
rind of a lemon; cochineal.
Put the milk and thinly pared lemon

rind in a saucepan and bring it to the

boil, then strain out the rind and add the

sugar. Rub the fruit through a sieve,
then add the pulp to the milk. Molt the

gelatine in about two tablespoons of boiling
wgter then strain it into the other ingredi
ents. Mix all well, adding a little cochineal
to improve the colour. Rinse a pretty
mould in cold water, pour in the mixture,
stirring it occasionally until it is just
beginning to set. When quite cold and
set, turn it out carefully on to a glass dish.

Dessert-Salad.
Mix \ cup cream cheese with \ cup

heavy cream, whipped. Fold in 1 cup
strawberries, mashed, sweetened. Shape
into loaf, chill. Serve in thin slices, on
lettuce with a favourite salad dressing.

Strawberry Sauce.
Good with French toast or waffles for

breakfast. Cream cup butter, 1 cup
confectioner s sugar. Add 1 cup crushed
strawberries. Store in refrigerator in
covered dish until ready to be used.

Elastic
Buy Webco. It

lasts & lasts

with constant %_

was /ling and

bo///fig.

Guaranteed for ==

top qua//ty by %
9 Australia s lar-

*
gest manufact- ^^^
turers-of e/ast- ^^
tic. Be si/re to

ask for:-

WEBGO
manufactured by

ELASTIC WEBBING (AUST.)PTY. LTD.

Smile is more than a &quot;sometimes&quot; word since you learned how
to glide through certain days with Kotex. In short, you ve made
the happy discovery that this new, downy softness lasts and holds

its shape because Kotex is made to stay soft while you wear it.

Any woman gains added confidence, once she s aware how dis

creetly those flat, pressed ends prevent revealing outlines. How

dependably that special safety centre gives extra protection.

Season after season, you meet trying days without dismay,

choosing soft Kotex to help keep that ei ery-d&y smile ... so very

personally yours.

Feel carefree and confident! Choose

MAKE THE MOST OF
KOTEX COMFORT
with a washable,

adjustable all-elastic

Kotex Belt.

De Luxe extra-wide

and extra soft, 3/6.

Wonderform, 2/11.

Featherweight. 1/6.

Quest Deodorant Powder, 3/3.
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Tests Published in Authoritative Dental

Literature Show That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating with

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH DECAY BEST !

Mott thoroughly proved and occtpferf nem
mttkod of oral tiygitnt known today.

Yea, and 2 years research
bowed the Colgate way.
topped more decay for morel

people than ever before re

ported in dentifrice history!!
No other dentifrice offers

uch proof the most con
clusive proof ever reported
for a dentifrice of any type.
BUY THE BIG FAMILY ECONOMY SIZE t ^ D3/ii

America s largest, Australia s largest, the World s largest selling dental cream

056 COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

&amp;lt; TO CLEAN YOOR BREATH

S WHILE YOU CLEAN VOUR TEFTH

S ANPHCLP STOP TOOTH

DICAy BEST

BE POPUlMK
811m Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL
^TABLETS replace viul

Glandular secretions (en

docrine*), lack of which
cause* formation of fat.

Weight reduction can now
be scientifically controlled.

I veeki treatment 10 -; OP 3 weeks 6/1
At all chemists postage 6d. extra.

NOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Uni.)
Chtmiil 245 King St.. Newtown, Sydney.

to Boys & Girls

Wriet Watches, Cameras, Ma -Ma Do/fs.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

telling small parcels oftested garden seeds. Send
for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money now, only name aid address. Write to-day.

lohn B. Murray, 661 K George St., Sydney

Whatever the sadness in our hearts, the
world is full of people who need us and
need us energetic, resourceful, sympathetic,
cheerful, brave and humorous, not sullen

and resentful, nor brooding and dreamy,
dropping the china, letting saucepans &quot;boil

over&quot;, posting letters without stamps.

Newest Gift Hankies.

Now, for the latest rage in hankies the
&quot;round&quot; hanky. In Paris and New York
these exquisite round hankies are abso
lutely the thing! Why not make a few for

gifts; they certainly will be most accept
able and quite unusual. All you need are
small lengths of fine coloured muslin, white,
pale blue, pink and lemon. Sprigged
muslin may also be used.

Cut your pattern from a dessert plate
placed upside down on paper; pencil round

edge. You can use your owu vivid imagina
tion for trimming, such as sketch B, plain
round edged with val edging; embroider as

suggested.
C: Another style with small scallops.

D: Larger scallops and edged with lace.

Lace can be easily &quot;whipped&quot; on over raw
edge by oversewing, as in sketch E. Two
or three of these hankies will make a de

lightful gift.
-*-*

Unique Hand-made Vase.

Something unusual is this little vase
inade of sea shells. A child can make it; so

easy to make and yet such a unique gift
for a friend who would like something dit

ferent. Any clean plain jar can be used,
but we suggest an empty large size Mar-
mite jar.

All else you need is some putty and an



odd assortment of sea shells most people
have a few, as it s hard even for a grown
up to resist picking up pretty little sea

shells on the beach.

First clean jar, and then paste over fairly

thickly some putty enough to hold the

shells. Fit them on all odd, as sketch C.

When covered all over leave aside carefully
for putty to dry. Then varnish jar with
clear varnish (bought in a small tin).

D shows the types of little odd shells.

Sketch A shows vase completed. Sketch B
shows vase made with small pieces of odd
broken china or glass, if you have no shells.

The Moth Chaser.

Very acceptable indeed are these attrac

tive moth chasers, and are quite a novelty
for the bazaar or Xmas stocking. You will

require some white wool, small length of

blue, black and red,
and a tiny piece of

black stiffened

material for the hat;
also a small piece of

wood from a match

box, and 3 moth
balls. Begin by

winding white
wool round 4

fingers several

times, to make
a solid thick
ness. Tie a piece

of blue wool
round neck, mak
ing a bow in

front. Tie a piece
of red wool round
to make the
waistline. Divide

remaining wool
and tie a thread

through end of
each for the feet.

To make the
arms wind the
white wool round
two fingers the
same thickness as
the body. Thread
through the body

between neck and
waist, and finish the
ends the same as
the feet.

Mark the nose

^^ and mouth with red

wool, and also two
buttons at front. The eyes are

^ worked with black wool. A small
circle is cut for the hat, making

the crown by rolling a small piece \ in.

long and sewing to the centre of circle.
Stitch on top of head. Clear the piece

of match-box of all the covering leaving
the wood clean. Split the top and sew
on hand. Make small crochet circles
and cover each moth ball, attaching
each with a length of chain. Sew a small
safety pin on back of figure as this makes
it easy to pin to coat hanger.

The Prophet tells us that the dove makes
her nest in the high rock. It is the union
of strength and weakness. It is God
holding our poor human life in his strong
keeping.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will
be accepted.

READ WHY YOU ARE NOT AN ATTRACTIVE WOMAN.
No matter how perfect your features, how lovely your figure, you cannot have beauty unless

your health is good for only radiant, vital health can give your eyes that natural sparkle,

your skin a youthful glow, your hair the shining lustre that is so- much admired by men
and women.

Remember, the symptoms of illness are not always obvious. Constant overtiredness,
headaches, nerviness, sleeplessness and many less noticeable complaints are sure signs that
your health is failing. And when that happens your appearance always suffers. Gradually,
without you noticing the change, your skin becomes sallow, your hair lifeless, and lack of

vitality results in an uninteresting, dull appearance.
Take a good look at yourself. Is this happening to you? Even if you are just run down
you need MANDREX the genuine specific for women of all ages, to bring out your natural
beauty by restoring perfect health and vitality. You need MANDREX, too, if you suffer

from Rheumatism, Backaches, Nerve and Muscular Pains, or other disorders.
Write TODAY for details FREE and without obligation

A. B. WARD & CO.,
Dept. HJ. 5, Box 3323, G.P.O., Sydney.

The free Meds book

tells you about internal

sanitary protection.&quot;

MODERN MEDS gives you

complete freedom. Comfort?

You don t know you re wearing one.

No belts ... no pads ... no pins.

Ask either for MEDS Slender, the easy-

to-use tampon for normal protection,

or MEDS Regular for even greater

safety. Each available with

or without new improved

applicator.

Cut out and
/&amp;gt;ost &amp;lt;hf coupon belov.

to Nurse Reid, Johnson & Johnson,
Box 3331. G.P.O., Sydney, for
this FREE Meds booklet it will

help you towards ureatcr comfort
and tells all about safe internal

sanitary protection.

*Tbe Modes
Tampon&quot;

A PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON
&quot;The Most Trusted Name in Surgical Dressings&quot;

AHJ 11.51.Nurse Reid, Johnson & Johnson
Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney
Please post me, in plain wrapper, the FREE MeJs
booklet.

Name

Addre*

J82/2
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A sensible suggestion

Recently I called on the manager of our local

branch of the Bank of New South Wales, and

arranged to open my own account. My husband

thought it would be a good idea if I were able

to pay the doctor, the dentist, the butcher and

the baker, and all other household bills ^vithout

having to keep money in the home. So now I

make all payments by cheque. And if I have

financial problems I seek the friendly advice

of the &quot;Wales&quot; manager.

.You, too, should consult and use

BANK OF
NEW SOUTH WALES

FIRST BANK IN AUSTRALIA

(TKCOBPOKATTO IJC KIW BOOTH WALK! WITH LIMITED MABILITT)

A5031D

SKIN DISEASES
for Free Advice on all Skin Diseases !

send 3d stamp tor Examination I

Chart to

DERMOPATH1C INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

&quot;
C.I. F6822

RB

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR Perfectly

harmless Guaranteed Send
stamped addressed envelope
for particulars Confidential
Janet Glanville. 247H Eliza
beth Street Sydney.

Linen and damask should be darned
with the finest thread. If the fabric is

thick, darn on the wrong side, picking
up the stitches on the upper threads.

&quot;Co-operation would solve many
problems. For instance, freckles would
make a nice coat of tan if they d just get
together.&quot;

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.&quot;]

threads and arrange fulness in even
gathers. Clip around seam allowance

every \ inch on lower edge of yoke, pin
to gathered edge of bodice, tack, machine
as close as possible to seam edge, press
and neaten. Join fronts to back at
shoulders in plain seams, press open,
neaten.

Step 5. Skirt: Join fronts to side fronts
in plain seams, then join side backs to
back panel. Press all seams open and
neaten raw edges. Turn under seam allow
ance on skirt waistline and pin to bodice
front and back, easing fulness in bodice
to fit skirt. Pin together at sides, try on,
and pin fronts together with centre front
lines exactly over each other. Let out or
take in seam allowance if necessary.
Machine all seams, press and neaten.

Step 6. Buttonholes and Facings: Make
buttonholes on right hand side of bodice
and skirt front following directions given
in Step 5, Pattern 7858. Join facings to

gether at shoulders and waistline in plain
seams and press open. Pin to frock with
right sides together and machine exactly
on marked seam line up front, around back
and down on the other side. Cut away
excess seam allowance, turn to inside,
press, turn under raw edge, machine
through fold only, tack in place down
fronts and tie-stitch to seam allowance at
shoulders and waistline. Cut openings in

facing exactly under each buttonbole, turn
under raw edges, hem to binding and
press again. Sew buttons on left side to

correspond with buttonholes, remove tack-

ings.

Step 7. Sleeves: Join at underarms in

plain seams, press open and neaten raw
edges. Finish lower edge with a self-

material bias facing strip 1^ inches wide.
Machine on right side, cut away excess
seam allowance, turn to inside, press, turn
under raw edge and slip-stitch in place.
Pin sleeves to armholes, and apply sleeve

pads in same way as described in Steps
8 and 9, Pattern 7857.

Step 8. Belt: See Step 10, Pattern 7857.

Step 9. Finishing: See Step 11, Pattern
7857.

Pattern is for 36-inch bust. Material:

3J yards 36 inches wide.

[For alterations to other sizes, see

description No. 7857.]

33

FISHERS

PHOSPHERINE
THE GREAT NERVETONIC

A VETERAN OF
WORLD WAR I WRITES:

&quot;I used to suffer from
insomnia, but after taking
Fisher s Phospherine that
inconvenience has completely
disappeared.&quot;

TAKE 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
OF WARM OR COLD WATER

EVERY MORNING.

IN ALL STATES EXCEPT N.S.W.
SOLD AS

FISHAPHOS



THE COOLIE TREND
{From page 33.]

crown, gradually easing the gathering
thread to give the shape and fit to the

head. Four rounds will fit an average
head. Pull the gathering thread tightly
and start shaping out for the brim-. The
one hi our picture took four rounds. Gather

as needed on these rounds sufficient to keep
the brim the desired flatness. Stitch peter
sham round inside of crown. Arrange the

brim, pressing the desired shape with the

fingers and attach flower underneath same.
--*

Summer Tomatoes.
Jean Hagen s favourite dinner recipe

for warm summer evenings is tomato
stuffed with jellied chicken soup. To serve

six, the M-G-M actress peels six medium
sized tomatoes, removes inside pulp, and

places them in the refrigerator. Then she

heats a tin of chicken soup to boiling

point, adds one tablespoon of gelatine,
which has been softened and dissolved in

two tablespoons cold water, .seasoning to

taste. She allows this to cool until parti

ally set, then adds half cup chopped celery
and two tablespoons chopped pimiento.
Next, she fills the tomato, shells with the

mixture and chills until firm. The tomatoes
are served on crisp lettuce with a mayon
naise topping.

PAPER PATTERN AGENTS.
Paper patterns for all designs illustrated

in the Australian Home Journal may be
obtained from the following agents :

QUEENSLAND.
Finney Isles & Co. Ltd. Queen Street,

Brisbane.

Overells Pty. Ltd. The Valley, Brisbane.

E. S. Lucas Pty. Ltd. East Street, Rock-

hampron.
W. Boys & Sons 202 Adelaide Street,

Maryborough.
Misses Mercers & Windlcy Ruthven

Street, Toowoomba.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Farmer & Co. Ltd. Pitt, Market and
George Streets, Sydney.

The Hub Ltd. 393 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd. Broadway, Sydney.
Buckingham* Ltd. 97 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Pty. Ltd. 16 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Newcastle Ltd. 209 Hunter

Street, Newcastle.

VICTORIA.
Buckley & Nunn Ltd. 310 Bourke

Street, Melbourne.
R. O. Kendcrson Pty. Ltd. Hargreaves

Street, Bcndigo.
Solomons Pty. Ltd. Cnr. Moorabool and

Malop Streets, Geelong.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
J. Craven & Co. Ltd. Rundle Street,

Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Ahern s Pty. Ltd. Hay and Murray

Streets, Perth.

NEW ZEALAND.
George & George Ltd. 161 Cuba Street,

Wellington.
John Court Ltd. Queen Street, Auckland.
T. Armstrong & Co. Ltd. Victoria Square

and High Street, Christchurch.
Brown Ewing & Co. Ltd. 288-304

Princes Street, Dunedin.
Garners Departmental Store Broadway,

Palmerston North.

H. & J. Court Ltd. Hamilton.
Whites Ltd. Importers, New Plymouth.
Warnocks Drapery Ltd. Victoria Avenue,

Wanganui.

member of
Austrtilia

largest family

average...

one family in three
relies on the

The A.M.P. family is a special family. Not

bound by blood . . . they are bound by common
ties and common interests. They pool their

savings in the interests of each and all. They

mutually share in the benefits of their thrift, for

the A.M.P. has no shareholders, all surplus bein

returned to policyholders.

No wonder that in little more than a century the

A.M.P. has become the largest mutual life assur

ance office in the British Commonwealth, and far

and away the largest life assurance office of any

kind in its home country of Australia.

Your A.M.P. Agent will advise you with

(kill on your family finance so as to obtain

the maximum value of protection for you
and your family. His background and

training make him the ideal person to

assist you. The A.M. P. Agent is a &quot;Sur

Friend in Uncertain Timei&quot;.

Australian

Mutual Provident

Society

Branches throughout

Australia, New Zealand

and Great Britain.

The A.M. P. is thi

largest mutual

Life Assurance

in the Empire

Cetera! Manager: M. C. ButtfieK Heal Office: 87 Pitt Street,



with this

GRIT-FREE

Cleanser

A SUPER-SHINE AS YOU CLEAN
it s yours with Bon Ami Cleanser. Grit-free Bon Ami can t

scratch the shiny surfaces of your sinks, bath, pots and pans
. . . and it s kind to your hands, too. No wonder millions of

women won t use any other cleanser. Buy it. ... try it ...
and see for yourself!

The safe, speedy cleanser

BON AMI
;t

rrs SUCH A

RELIEF TO HAVE

NO TROUBLE

WITH TEETHING . .

&quot;

Try giving your baby
Ashton & Parsons Infants

Powders, which are wonder

fully soothing at teething
time. These Powders en

sure regular, easy motions,

promote restful sleep, and
are absolutely SAFE!

ASHTON & PARSONS
INFANTS POWDERS

NERVES.
LACK OF ENERGY.
FAILING MEMOKST ETC
TOTHKNIWI

HORMONE

PRODUCT
Science has proved
that our physical and
mental energy are de

pendent upon our

supplies of hormones,
and that any hormone
deficiency may be bal

anced by taking in

ternally a genuine hor
mone preparation.
Science has also ascer

tained that the taking
of such a preparation
will considerably stim
ulate the hormone for

mation in the body.We have a genuine hormone product
that renews energy, improves the
memory, restores nerves and over
comes general fatigue, restlessness,
irritability and revitalises the system.
Do not confuse this product with ordinary
patent medicines. It is something different

and carries a Money-Back Guarantee of

Complete Satisfaction in 10 days. Send

stamp with name and address, stating if

Mr., Mrs. or Miss, and a Free Sample will

be posttd under sealed cover.

Address: Australian Agents,
A. D. BALDWIN & CO.,

9 Kartin Place, Sydney.

who successfully experi-
mented with Hormones

YOUR
OPPORTUNITY !

STOTi 3 can prepare you in your OWN HOME
for a DEFINITE CAREER or (or PROMOTION in

your present sphere.

Shorthand/Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial
Accountancy and

1ml. of Secretaries

shire Clerk* Exanu
Story Writing
Journalism (Free anee
Showcard and

Ticket Writing
Dresscutling/ Design
AdTerlisemen. Wrtjr,.

Salesmanship
English, AnlhmelK
Dairy Farming
Liveiork Breeding

Soil/Farm Crops
Dairy Supervisor*
Testers. Graders
Farm Arilb., Surrey.

Handwriting
Nones Entrance
Police Entrance
Commercial Art

Drawing, Sketching
Caricature, Cartoon *
Backward Adult*
Radio (For Amateur* )

Motor Mechanics

Engineering (Diesel,

Mcch., Electrical)
Boiler Attendant*

Engin. Drivers

Dynamo Attendants

Building Construction

Estimating Tendeiiri&quot;

Draftsmanship
Stammerers
General Educal on
Un.vers tv Exams

Stolts Correspondence College

00 Kusaeli SI. Melbourne. 4? Casllereajjh St., Sydnet
290 Adelaide Si.. Brisbane 2 1 Grrnfe)i St.. Adelaide

254 Murray St.. Perth

- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON
-j

To STOTVS . Please send me. tree and without .

I obligation lull particulars ol vour Course/* in !

I
I

&quot;&quot;

I

I MY NAME -

|

I ADDRESS .... I

(A.M.! 1151!

After Dinner Strawberries.

Pile the strawberries in a dish, cover
them with brandy, then set alight in the

good old Christmas way. The blue flames

leap over the rich red berries, and the

sight is entrancing and the flavour is

delicious. Serve after dinner.
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DEFINITELY DIFFERENT
Now is the time to plan a new outfit but

we are all thinking more and more of

money-savers, so we ve designed this

jumper because we feel it s a winner! The

background is plain, and all the interest

is focused on the new fancy stitch. It s

easy to make and a joy to wear.
Materials: 5 ozs. of 3-ply wool or if de

sired same can be made in cotton; a pair
each of Nos. 11 and 9 knitting needles;
a No. 10 crochet hook; 2 press studs.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
23 ins. To fit 32-34-in. bust.

Tension: 7 sts. to 1 in. in st.-st.

Abbreviations: k., knit; p., purl; tog.,
together; sts., stitches; p.s.s.o., pass slip
stitch over; m., make; si., slip; rep., repeat;
s.t.-st., stocking-stitch; inc., increase or

increasing; cont., continue; ptn., pattern;
ins., inches.

The Front.

Begin at lower edge, using No. 11 needles,
cast on 110 sts. and work in a k. 1, p. 1

rib for 4 ins. Change to No. 9 needles and
work 6 rows in st.-st. **Cont. in fancy
ptn. thus:

Row 1 k. 1,
*

k. 1, m. 1, k. 4, si. 1,
k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 4, m. 1; rep. from *

until 1 st remains, k. 1.

Row 2 P.

Row 3 *
k. 3, m. 1, k. 3, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.s.o., k. 3, m. 1; rep. from * until 2 sts.

remain, k. 2.

Row 4 P.
Row 5 k. 1, k. 2 tog.,

* m. 1,. k. 1, m. 1,
k. 2, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 2, m. 1, k.

1, m. 1, si. 1, fc. 2 tog., p.s.s.o.; rep. from *

until 11 sts. remain,
m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, k. 2,

j
si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o.,
k. 2, m. 1, k. 1, m. 1,
si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.

Row 6 P.

Row 7 k. 1,
* m.

1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 2, m. 1, k. 1, si. 1,
k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k.

1, m. 1, k. 3; rep.
from * until 1 st.

remains, k. 1.

Row 8 P.

Row 9 k. 2,
* m.

1, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.s.o., m. 1, k. 1;

rep. from *
to end of

row.

Row 10 P.***

These 10 rows form
the fancy ptn. Work
6 rows in st.-st.**

Rep. from ** to **,
inc. 1 st. at each end
of every 8th row until

there are 126 sts. on
needle. Cont. until
6 fancy stripes have
been worked above

ribbing.

Shape for Sleeves:
Work 4 rows in st.-st.

Cast on 10 sts. at beg.
of next 2 rows. Now
cont. in st.-st. for 52
more rows. Work 4
rows of the fancy
ptn. Cont. in fancy
ptn. and shape
shoulders by casting
off 10 sts. at beg. next
6 rows. Cast off re

maining sts. loosely.
**

The Back.

Using No. 11
needles cast on 110
sts. and work in a
k. 1, p. 1 rib for 4
ins. Change to No. 9

needles and work 6

rows in st.-st. Cont.

fancy ptn. thus:

Row 1 k. 1,
*

k. 1, m. 1, k. 4, si. 1, k.
2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 4, m. 1; rep. from * until
1 st. remains, k. 1.

Row 2 P.

Row 3* k. 3, m. 1, k. 3, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,
p.s.s.o., k. 3, m. 1; rep. from *

until 2 sts.

remain, k. 2.

Row 4 P.
Row 6 k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 1,

m. 1, k. 2, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 2,
m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o,, rep.
from * until 11 sts. remain, m. 1, k. 1,
m. 1, k. 2, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 2,
m. 1, k. 1, m. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.
Row 6 P.

Row 7 k. 1,
* m. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,

k. 2, m. 1, k. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o.,
k. 1, m. 1, k. 3; rep. from * until 1 st.

remains, k. 1.

Row 8 P.

Row 9 k. 2,
* m. 1, si. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.s.o., m. 1, k. 1; rep. from *
to end of

row.

Row 10 P.

Now cont. from ***
to *** on front.

To Make Up.
Press work on wrong side with a hot

iron and damp cloth. Sew up side seams,
Sew up shoulder seam from armhole edge
for 6i ins. Work a row of double crochet
round sleeve edges.
Sew press stud to each shoulder to

fasten. Press seams.

Simple Boudoir Jacket.
What a lovely gift for a special friend,

and so simple and easy to make. Not
expensive to make as you need only 1J
yards of 36-inch material. There are so

many pretty floral voiles and even nylon
if you want something special.

Sketch A: Shows the jacket complete.
Sketch B: Shows back view. Sketch C:
Is a complete diagram showing exact size.

First, fold over the material as shown
in the sketch and cut neckline to the
fold. Join the side seams. Make a casing
for the neckline from bias strips of the
material or ribbon, then run a ribbon
through. Arrange fullness to the back and
front and leave shoulders fairly flat. Face
the front edges, sleeve and base of jacket
with ribbon. If you like you can add lace

edging.
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The hall-mark tells a story

Who, when and where ?

The hall-mark on this fine table-spoon denotes

that it is sterling silver (the lion), that it was made

by the famous silversmith, Paul Storr (initials), in

the year 1817 (letter b), in London (leopard s head).

The sovereign s head (George III) shows that duty
was paid on the spoon.

The hall-mark of silver polishes is the name
&quot;Goddard s&quot; famous throughout the world for more

than 110 years.

Goddard S Silver Polishes

RISKY drugs,
starvation diets and

exhausting exercises

are unnecessary in slim

ming. Excess weight is

usually caused by faulty
elimination of fat-forming
residues and toxic poisons.
Bile Beans, the purely vege
table family laxative, remove
the cause of fatness by keep
ing you regular.

EXCLUSIVE NEW INGREDIENT

Only in Bile Beans do you get
the benefit of this amazing new
ingredient that breaks up fatty
acids and aids digestion. Eat
what you like, live in comfort
and glowing health by taking

Medically tested and approved

BILE BEANS
I/-, 2/- and 4/- at all chemists

mt Colour
^ I I I | I / / / X

t I I M
in your nair

Follow the O.K.u. routine

SHAMPOO
Cami-

latone s deep-down
cleansing action is so

thorough ... so refreshing
to hair and scalp. It brings
out the lovely lustre of your hair . . . the rich

colours everyone admires. Camilatone shampoos
are available in shades to suit your individual

hair colouring.

RINSE
with Tonrinz to give a brighter

expression to dull or faded hair. (Tonnnz
is included in every packet of Camilatone.)

*fa Only an after-shampoo rinse restores

natural highlights.

SET
your hair with Lustrset, and then comb

the curls into place. It s easier than you
ever dreamed.

Your S.R.S. routine begins with

Atal! Chemists, Stores and Ladies Hairdressers

&amp;lt;xx&amp;gt;*&amp;gt;
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Materials: 2 balls (20 gram) or 4 balls

(10 gram) Coats Chain Mercer-Crttehet No.
40 selected colour; Milwarda Steel Crochet

Hook No. 4; (Slack workers could use a

No. 4$ hook and tight workers a No. 3j.)
Tension: One circle equals 7 ins. in dia

meter.

Measurement: Hi ins. by 17$ ins.

Abbreviations: ch., chain; ss., slip stitch;

dc., double crochet; tr., treble; dbl. tr.,

double treble; sp., space.

Doily is made of 2 circular sections.

First Section.

Commence at centre with 15 ch., join
with a ss. to form a ring.
Row 1 4 ch., 29 dbl. tr. into ring, 1 ss.

into 4th of 4 ch.

Row 2 4 ch., 1 dbl. tr. into each of next

1 dc. into tip of next cluster; repeat from
*

omitting 1 dc. at end of last repeat,
1 ss. into first dc.

Row 7 1 ss. into each of next 5 ch., 1

dc. into same loop,
*

7 ch., 1 dc. into next
1 ch. sp., (3 ch., 1 dc. into next 1 ch. sp.)
13 times, (7 ch., 1 dc. into next loop)

twice; repeat from *
omitting 1 dc. at

end of last repeat, 1 ss. into first dc.

Row 8 ss. to centre of first 3 ch. loop,
1 dc. into same loop,

*
(3 ch., 1 dc. into

next loop) 12 times, 7 ch., miss next 7

eh., into next 7 ch. loop work 2 tr., 2 ch.,
and 2 tr. (shell made), 7 cb., miss next
7 ch., 1 dc. into next 3 ch. loop; repeat
from *

joining last 7 ch. with ss. to first

dc.

Row 9 1 ss. into next ch., 1 de. into

same loop,
*

(3 ch., 1 dc. into next loop)

5 dbl. tr.,
* 7 ch., 1 dbl. tr. into each of

next 6 dbl. tr.; repeat from *
ending with

7 ch., 1 ss. into 4th of 4 ch.

Row 3 4 ch., 1 dbl. tr. into each of next
5 dbl. tr.,

* 1 dbl. tr. into next loop, 5 eh.,
into same loop work 3 dbl. tr. 3 ch and 3

dbl. tr., 5 ch., 1 dbl. tr. into same loop,
1 dbl tr. into each of next 6 dbl. tr.; repeat
from *

ending with 1 dbl. tr. in .o last loop,
1 ss. into 4th of 4 ch.

Row 4 4 ch., 1 dbl. tr. into each of
next 5 dbl. tr.,

* 5 eh., 1 dc. into next loop,
5 ch., into next 3 ch. sp. work 3 dbl. tr.

3 ch. and 3 dbl. tr., 5 ch., 1 dc. into next

loop, 5 ch., miss next dbl. tr., 1 dbl. tr.

into each of next 6 dbl. tr.; repeat from
*
omitting 6 dbl. tr. at end of last repeat,

1 ss. into 4th of 4 ch.

Row 5 4 ch., 1 dbl. tr. into each of next
5 dbl. tr. leaving the last loop of each
on hook, thread over and pull through all

loops on hook (a cluster made),
* 10 ch.,

15 dbl. tr. into 3 ch. sp. (between dbl. tr.),
10 ch., miss next two 5 ch loops, work a
6 dbl. tr. cluster over next 6 dbl. tr.;

repeat from *
omitting 1 cluster at end of

last repeat, 1 ss. into top of first cluster.
Row 6 1 dc. into same place as ss.,

* 10 ch., (1 tr. into next dbl. tr., 1 ch.)
14 times, 1 tr. into next dbl. tr., 10 ch.,

11 times, 7 ch., shell in sp. of next shell

(shell over shell), 7 ch., 1 dc. into next
3 ch. loop; repeat from *

joining last 7

ch. with ss. to first dc.

Row 10 1 ss. into next ch., 1 dc. into

same loop,
*

(3 Ch., 1 de. into next loop)
10 times, 7 ch., into sp. of next shell work
(2 tr., 2 ch.) twice and 2 tr., 7 ch., 1

dc. into next 3 ch. loop; repeat from *

joining last 7 ch. with ss. to first dc.

Row 11 1 ss. into next ch., 1 dc. into

same loop,
*

(3 ch., 1 dc. into next loop)
9 times, 7 ch., shell in next 2 ch. sp., 3 ch.,
shell in next 2 ch. sp., 7 eh., 1 dc. into
next 3 ch. loop; repeat from *

joining
last 7 ch. with ss. to first dc.

Kow 12 1 ss. into next ch., 1 dc. into
same loop,

*
(3 eh., 1 dc. into next loop)

8 times, 7 ch., shell over next shell, 5 ch.,
1 dc. into next 3 ch. loop, 5 ch., shell over
next shell, 7 ch., 1 dc. into next 3 ch. loop;
repeat from *

joining last 7 ch. with ss.

to first dc.

Row 13 1 ss. into next ch., 1 dc. into
same loop,

*
(3 ch., 1 dc. into next loop)

7 times, 7 ch., shell over shell, (5 ch., 1

dc. into next loop) twice, 5 ch., shell over
next shell, 7 ch., 1 dc. into next 3 ch. loop;

repeat from *
joining last 7 ch. with es.

to first dc.

Second Section.
Work as for first section until 12 rows

are completed.
Row 13 1 ss. into next ch., 1 dc. into

same loop, (3 ch, 1 dc. into next loop) 7

times, 7 ch., shell over shell, (5 ch., 1 dc. into
next loop) twice, 5 ch., 2 tr. into sp. of
next shell, 1 ch., 1 ss. into corresponding
sp. of shtfll on first section, 1 ch., 2 tr.

into same sp. on second section as last 2
tr. were made, 3 ch., 1 ss. into correspond
ing loop of first section, 3 ch., 1 dc. into
next 3 ch., loop on second section, (3 ch.,
1 de. into next loop) twice, (1 ch., 1 ss.&quot;

into corresponding loop on first section,
1 ch., 1 de. into next loop on second
section) 3 times, (3 ch., 1 dc. into next
loop) twice, 3 ch., 1 ss. into corresponding
loop of first section, 3 ch., 2 tr. into sp. of
next shell on second section, 1 ch., 1 ss.

into corresponding sp. of first section, 1

ch., 2 tr. into same sp. on second section
as last 2 tr. were made, (5 ch., 1 dc. into

next loop) twice, 5 eh.,
shell over shell, complete
as for 13th row of first

section (no more join
ings).
Row 14 This is

worked over outer edges
of the combined sections.
1 ss. into next ch., 1 dc.

into same loop, **(3 ch.,
1 dc. into same loop)
6 times, 7 ch. shell over

shell, 5 ch., 1 dc. into
next loop, 5 ch., insert

hook into next loop and
draw loop through, miss
next two 5 ch. loops,
insert hook into next

loop .
and draw loop

through, thread over and
draw through all loops
on hook, 5 ch., 1 dc.

into next loop,
* 5 ch.,

shell over shell, 7 ch.,

1 dc. into next 3 ch.

loop, (3 eh., 1 dc. into

next loop) 6 times, 7

ch., shell over shell, (5

ch., 1 dc. into next loop)
3 times; repeat from *

twice more,*5 ch., shell

over shell, 7 ch., 1 dc. into next 3 ch. loop;

repeat from **
all round, joining last 7 ch.

with ss. to first dc.

Row 15 1 ss. into next e-h., 1 dc. into

same loop,
*

(3 ch., 1 dc. into next loop)
5 times, 7 ch., shell over shell, (5 ch.,

1 dc. into next loop) 4 times, 5 ch., shell

over shell, 7 eh., 1 de. into next 3 ch. loop;

repeat from *
joining last 7 ch. with as.

to first dc.

Continue in this manner, having on

each row one 3 ch. loop less on each pine

apple and one 5 ch. loop more between

shells, always making shell over shell and
7 ch. over 7 ch., until one 3 ch. loop re-

remains on each pineapple.
Next row 1 ss. into next ch., 1 dc.

into same loop,
* 7 ch., shell over shell,

(5 ch., 1 dc. into next loop) 9 times, 5

ch., shell over shell, 7 ch., 1 dc. into next
3 ch. loop; repeat from *

joining last

7 ch. with ss. to first dc.

Next row ss. to centre of next shell, 3

ch., into same sp. work 1 tr. 2 ch. and
2 tr.,

*
(5 ch., 1 dc. into next loop) 10

times, 5 ch., shell over shell, 7 ch., shell

over shell; repeat from *
joining last

7 ch. with ss. to 3rd of 3 ch.

[Turn to page 0.]



HOLIDAY

As the last streamer* part and the ship

heads for the open sea, will you be locking
forward to the trip; to sunny days and moon

light nights; to gay companionship; to comfort

and carefree happiness; to a really perfect

holiday?

Or will your name be missing from the

passenger list while you fill in time at home?

Happy holidays depend largely on money.
The people who go away each year are those

who plan ahead.

A few shillings put each week into a

Commonwealth Savings Bank Account will

supply the money necessary for your annual

vacation. A few more shillings saved each

payday will help provide for any opportunity
or emergency.

The Commonwealth Savings Bank gives you
very encouragement and assistance to save

for sunny days or umbrella weather.

BANK
THERE S A BRANCH OR AGENCY IN YOUR DISTRICT

C.S.B.35 8J

SAFELY REDUCE YOUR
WAIST AND HIPS-
THERE S FIGURE BEAUTY

IN FIGURE CONTROL!
You will look and feel younger and smarter wearing a Figure Control
Corset, its gentle changing pressure wiH slim your hips and waist
line, and beautify your figure with every move you make. Gives
natural balanced support and soothing control. Made of superfine
fabrics, and is individually fashioned for every client.

Figure Control has these improvements : 1, Crossover pull-front
no busks or lacing. 2, Stretch-controlled elastic inserts. 3. Simpli

fied front fastening, instantly adjustable for reduction. 4, Spiral
boning for freedom, flexibility, figure loveliness.

/ L/3.yS
* rial . . . You can try the Figure Control

Corset for 7 days, AT MY RISK, to prove it will give comforting
support and uplift, and lovely, slim, youthful grace and energy to
your figure.

THE FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CAN BE SUPPLIED BY POST TO
COUNTRY AND INTERSTATE RESIDENTS. WRITE NOW FOR FREE
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE AND MEASUREMENT FORM. MENTION
THIS PAPER.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET CO.,

P.A. BUILDING,
243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY.

Res/dents of Sydney and
Suburbs are invited to

accept a free trial fitting

of the FIGURE CONTROL
CORSET. Call when in

town, or telephone MA5308.

Save Pounds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Bebariald-Bluebird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

quickly pav for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for.

less than Id. Features include drop-fed
which enables you to darn, speed control,

au+omatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete in C*\\lTf1\
maple-coloured carrying case L&amp;lt;JA w

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-typ*

Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars.

.CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON!*
BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

fj Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable

Machine

Q Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet
Machine

Also full details of your Specialised Easy Term*.

NAME. _.

ADDRESS....

AH II

BEBABFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

Hinds /cream
?HE MOST ECONOMICAL $ri

\^^.
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EVERY WOMAN SHOULD

READ THIS TABLE

HEIGHT



A M U S

Fhe most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s

a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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THREE PATTERNS ENCLOSED
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Question : Which are the undies that save you money because

their loveliness lasts so long?

Answer: Dream-Glo by BOND S-the winter-warm lightweights

that still look like new even after three seasons!

They re warm . . . they re light . . .

they wash like a dream . . .

They hold their shape for ages and come
in sizes right up to X.O.S.! Their soft, cosy
fabrics are luxury-pretty and best of all

they re priced within your budget. Bond s

Dream-Glo Undies!

Vests,

Slips,

Spencers,

Panties,

Nighties
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Popular Headlines.
A slick look in hats is the desired style

this season. Many small hats are popular
with discreet trimming, such as small jewel
ornamentation and smug veiling.
Sketched are a few real headlines. A:

The ever-popular pillbox, jewelled orna
ment and veiling. B: The small level tri-

corne style worn with eye veil. C: The

Spanish pillbox, with eye veil.

D: The jewelled cloche, narrow brim and
trimmed with rock garden jewels or pearls
on velvet ribbon or braid. E: The casual,
worn with swagger brim variations. F:
Close to the head cap style, trimmed with

jewels. G: A chic style of small hat which
gives a &quot;Medici&quot; look.

WINTER FASHIONS CATALOGUE
Our Catalogue of Fashions in which the

newest modes for Autumn and Winter are

depicted is now on sale. The changes in style
are considerable, and our artists have featured
the numerous fashions in beautiful colour
effects. The result is a complete Fashion
Guide for the Winter Season that is accepted
everywhere by dressmakers and dress designers
as a standard. The new fashions are bright
and attractive and are to be most colourful-
dominant shades being blue, pink and prim
rose, whilst checks and plaids still retain
their popularity.
Get a copy right away and see for yourself.

Price is 2/3d., which includes postage. Send
orders to &quot;Australian Home

Journal,&quot; 407-409
Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

Raindrop: &quot;This perfume is a little
number I dreamed up myself. It s made of
roses and chloroform.&quot;

Johnny Bond: &quot;What kind of a combina
tion do you call that?&quot;

Raindrop: &quot;Well, the roses make them
come in real close and the chloroform
makes sure they don t get away.&quot;

SOLD ONLY BY CHEMISTS

A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS



How to lose pounds

SAFEL Yl

If you are overweight and wish

to reduce to normal, get a flask

of Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids

from your chemist to-day and
take three each morning
before breakfast. Gut your
fluids to less than two pints

a day and follow the

Menthoids Diet Chart.

You 11 feel younger,
brighter more energetic

you slim to your healthy

weight.

Start Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS to-day!
Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids are

easy to take effective free

from harmful drugs and safe

for the

most
delicate

patients.

FREE
DIET CHART

Bend a stamped addressed

envelope to British Medical

Laboratories Pty. Limited,
Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney,
for FREE copy of the

Menthoids Diet Chart.

MN2

7/6 and 4/-

everywhere

D MACKENZIES MENTHOIDS
FAMOUS &quot;TREAtMfeST f.OR THE SLOOP

I m always happy with

EXTRA MONEY WEEKLY!

Learn to make French Flowers or Gloves

Earn 5 to 10 or more weekly at home !

It * the usual thing for LA PAULA students to start
earning big money while they are still learning.
And how easy it is to make French Flowers and Gloves
(there s a huge demand for them) by the LA PAULA
SPECIAL POSTAL COURSE. A complete working
outfit is supplied FREE to every student. Your work
is purchased under our Marketing Bond. Boxes are
supplied and postage paid on all orders. Distance
no object.

Learn the LA PAULA way - FRENCH FLOWERS,

GLOVES, MILLINERY, FLORAL ART, DRESSMAKING

! WRITE TODAY AND START NOW!
LA
ART

PAULA
ACADEMY

Sydney: 67 Castlereagh St. (near King St.)
Melbourne : 343 Little Collins St.,

Box 2262U, G.P.O., Melb.
Brisbane : Box 7I7K G.P.O., Brisbane
New Zealand: Box II60, Wellington

Please send me full details of your
&quot;

Extra Money
Plan.&quot; I enclose 6d. in stamps. I am interested in

_. _ Course.

(Please state clearly craft you desire)
Nome (Mr., Mrs., Miss)

Street

Town .... Stote. AHJ 6/52

Heart to Heart
Keep Away:
The boys seem to be a wild lot from what

you say. If you continue to associate with
them you will gradually reach the same
level as the rest of the

&quot;gang.&quot;
You are

judged by the company you keep and will

forfeit the good opinion of your other

friends. Cut away while you are able and
sever your friendship with them. You will

never regret it. Alice.

He Preferred a Blonde:

&quot;I am frightened to tell my fianee that

my blonde hair conies out of a bottle be

cause he told me he fell in love with my
beautiful blonde hair when he met me the

first time. The trouble is I am brunette

and only dyed my hair as an experiment
and am now caught in my own trap. I

could stay blonde, but it does not get away
from the fact that he told me he does not

like brunettes. Shall I let the matter drift

and trust to luck,&quot; Jean. Tell him the

truth straight away. This disproves his

dislike of brunettes because the peroxide
has not bleached your personality. If you
mean anything to him, and if his love is

genuine, a drop of bleach will not make
any difference. If you leave it until you
are married he might feel you did not play
the game; but even then he would not be
so silly and mid-Victorian as to kick up a
fuss about your &quot;blonde&quot; tresses. Tell him
how lucky he is you did not decide to turn

your hair blue or apricot.

Row in a Tea-cup:
&quot;We had a ding-dong row and he said

silly cruel things that hurt; we were both
worked up and said we did not want to see

each other again. That was six months ago
and to me it has been six years, and it is

getting more lonesome each day. If he

would only say he was sorry I would tumble
into his arms and forgive him because I

want him back. I have been told by some
of my friends that he is very miserable

also, but he is pig-headed and I don t think

he will make the first advances.&quot; Unhappy
Girl. You do not state what the row
was about and who was responsible. How
ever, you are faced with the impasse result

and two very silly people are eating out

their hearts when the solution is so simple.

Why not pocket some of your pride and

drop him a nice little note telling him how
hurt and unhappy you are and would he

call and discuss the matter, as you think

you have a solution. Odds on he will be
round before he has had time to read your
note the second time. Don t bungle it when
he does, but just look at him with tears in

your eyes, and all your troubles will be over.

It is very sweet making up these squabbles
but don t tempt providence more than once.

Keep Off the Grass.

&quot;I was lucky to obtain a very important

position as personal secretary to a high
executive in a big concern. His wife was,
and still is, a dear friend of mine, although

older;,she always looks exceptionally smart

and chic. Here is the problem: I, inadver

tently, came across a letter which disclosed

that the previous secretary and my boss

had been having an affair for some time.

She still rings him up. I know his wife

does not know of this, as she is as happy as

the day is long and thinks the world of her

husband. I thought him the answer to a

maiden s prayer, but I am not so certain

now. Should I speak to the wife, the

woman or the husband about this matter to

try and stop it?&quot; Typist. Your line of

attack would be to mind your own business.

You must be a bit of a busybody to pry
into a very private affair by reading a



letter never intended for you. Keep your
mind on the business side of your job and

let the others work out their own salvation;

it has nothing whatsoever to do with you,

so keep out of it, and keep your good

position. You can rest assured that the

other woman does not mean a thing to him,

otherwise his wife would be on to the trail

in double-quick time. Women have a never-

failing intuition to notice any change
in their husband s affection for them. You
will find this out when you are married, so

in the meantime stay on the side lines of

other people s problems and observe how

easily they sometimes solve themselves.

Distance Lends Charm:
&quot;We live so far apart, different States,

and do not see each other more than once a

year.. He writes such thrilling letters to

me that keep me alive, but I do not tell him

that I love him very dearly because it is so

hard to put on paper and it does seem so

cold. Do you think he will be content

going on like we have been?&quot; Miss A. M.

No, and you know it, too, otherwise

you would not have written this letter and
bared your heart. Having done so it shows

you have overcome a little of your inhibi

tions, so why not sit down now and write

him what is really in your heart. That is

what he wants to hear. Let your thoughts
flow warmly and naturally on to paper and

when he reads it it could be you speaking
to him. With modern air travel why not

suggest he spend his vacation with your
family and later you could visit his

family? Letter-writing can become so

frustrating for two people in love, so you
want to do something about it very soon.

Early Bird:

Possibly ten o clock is rather early, but

don t you think it better to obey your
parents and then you will be able to con
tinue this friendship. Probably they are

imposing the time limit to test your good
will. Try and come to a friendly arrange
ment with them; it will make everybody
happy then. After all, you do owe more to

your parents than to the boy-friend.

Impatience and disobedience are the corner

stones of unhappiness. Mary.
Be-Boop Girl:

If you adore dancing and your boy-friend
does not, then you will have to give it up
or he will have to learn the &quot;light fantas

tic,&quot; because no matter how much he asserts

his willingness to take you to dances, it is

never a success. It is embarrassing for you
to be dancing with a good partner to lilting
music whilst your escort is glowering from
the doorway and becomes bad-tempered
when you refuse to come home. In many
cases it is only shyness that prevents men
from dancing, so either try and teach him
at home or, better still, persuade him to

have private lessons from some good
teacher. If he is interested in you he will

be only too glatl to learn on the quiet and
then you both will be able to go out and

enjoy yourselves together. Miss Harper.
Worried:
Don t get worried and give him up if you

like him. Not every man is precipitate in

his love-making and you may be sure thai

he thinks a lot of you, otherwise he woulc
not want you to go out with him so often

)
You should be thankful that he is constant
as this type generally makes excellent hus
bands. To him this is a time of testing anc

finding out if you a&quot;re both suited to each
other. If you allow indiscriminate love

making to cloud the issue, you usually fim

that one or the other runs out of love before

long and then somebody is left with a part
ner totally unsuited in temperament to

make a happy lifelong marriage. Just go
along his way, with a certain time limit, o

course, and you will never regret it. Mis

Figit.

Luxurious

BATH SIZE

IT S ECONOMICAL . .

it s beauty-giving! Big, big

Bath Size Palmolive is perfect

for bath or shower. Just the

gentlest massage all over your

body with Palmolive creates

a rich beauty lather that

leaves your skin glowing with

fragrant loveliness, really

gives you such a lovely

complexion all over.

D M C
MERCER CROCHET

D M C
STRANDED AND PEARL

D M C
COTTONS AT ALL LEADING STORES

Four &quot;VAREX&quot; Applications

HEAL BAD LEG
W.D.R. states that an ulcer which had
given him pain for five years was com
pletely healed after four applications of
Varex. A simple, soothing home treat
ment for Varcose Ulcers at any stage of

development. No resting required. Per
manent results. Write to-day for free
booklet and all information to Ernest
Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 5th Floor,
St. James Building, 109 Elizabeth Street,

Sydney.



again

Ibulko-Fonn
Are you overweight? Then read this typical letter
taken from our files:

&quot;I am writing to tell you the amazing difference
Youth-o-Form has made to me. I was 12 stone 3 Ibs.

three months ago and looked terrible. Now I am
down to 9 stone 8 Ibs. feel well and look better
than I have for years!&quot;

If you are overweight, suffer from rheu
matism, indigestion or constipation, start the
Youth-o-Form treatment to-day! Effective, easy-
to-take Youth-o-Form globules take off excess
poundage fast give permanent results without
excessive dieting or strenuous exercises. Your
chemist has Youth-o-Form for only 5/8 for ten
days treatment, or 20/7 for six weeks treat
ment. Get Youth-o-Form to-day!
If you require advice on any health or
beauty problem, write to the Youth-o-Form
Advisory Bureau, Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

Y.53

YOUTH O FORM
Especially in Winter

N.8.1

SKIN NEEDS

The all-purpose creme

for the care of the skin.

Smooth, velvety NIVEA puts back into the skin

vital elements dried out by cold, wind and water
. . . keeps it soft, supple, youthful. The only

creme containing &quot;Eucerite,&quot; a substance

^^ff closely resembling the skin s natural oils,

^fift it nourishes, protects, beautifies.

Get NIVEA to-day . . .

use it every day.

&quot;Nivea&quot; and &quot;Eucerite&quot; are reg. trade marks.

In the familiar blue-and-white tin, at all

fhemists and stores also handy tubes.

HERTS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., WELWYN GARDEN CITY AND SYDNEY

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answer! to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help and
benefit to readers who desire information concerning
matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which will

never be published under any circumstances), correspond
ents are requested to tend a pen-name, to which the
answer may be addressed.]

PRUNING. &quot;Pruning is -done in the
month of June and applies to all decidu
ous fruit trees to keep them in shape and
to produce good fruit. Different fruit trees
demand different pruning methods. Necta
rines and peaches bear fruit on last year s

wood, so when pruning cut away the old
wood leaving the new. Orange and lemon
trees take little looking after and should
be pruned only if they get out of hand.
When pruning apple or pear trees you will
find that the new growth has all single
buds, denoting leaf growth, and if you
shorten these back to the double buds on
the spurs you will not be far out.&quot;

Bottled-Fruit.

DAXCI.XG FRED. Fred. Astaire has danced
his way into millions of feminine hearts
and his first dancing partner was his sister

Adele; he lost her in 1932 when she married
Lord Charles Cavendish of England. He
then danced alone for some time in &quot;The

Gay Divorcee,&quot; a stage show in New York.
His first picture contract was for a dance
number with Joan Crawford in &quot;Dancing

Lady,&quot; then in
&quot;.Flying Down to Rio.&quot;

Incidentally, saw- Joan recently in &quot;The

Damned Don t
Cry&quot; and she looked younger

than ever and beautifully groomed. The
outstanding partner he ever had was Ginger
Rogers and they appeared in

&quot;Roberta,&quot;

&quot;Top Hat&quot; and &quot;Follow the Fleet.&quot; Old-
timer.

GOOD HABITS. One of the most import
ant things with baby is daily action of the
bowels. And the best way is to hold him
out at the same time each day! It is sur

prising how soon good habits are estab
lished and soiled napkins become a thing of
the past. Train baby by having a small
chamber on your lap and hold him with his
back against your chest so that he just
touches the edge of the

&quot;pottie.&quot; This con
tact will remind him what is wanted and
after a few weeks you have an almost
model baby. Modern Mother.
BEAUTIFUL JEAN. The late Jean Harlow

did marry Paul Bern. They both fell in

love while she was acting in &quot;Red-headed

Woman&quot; for M-G-M and he was associate

producer of the picture. The marriage was
short-lived, however, as shortly afterwards
Paul was found dead. Platinum Blonde.

His BEST. Robert Burns was born in
1759 and died in 1796. He was certainly
the most famous of Scottish lyric poets. He
considered his &quot;Tarn o Shanter&quot; the best of
his poems. It is a dramatic story unsur

passed for the felicity, terseness and vivid
ness of its phrasing. Admirer.
DOUBLE CHIN. Massage is the best treat

ment for the preventing of double chin.

Firsf the face must be thoroughly cleansed
of all powder, cream and the usual face

make-up, and the best method is to bathe
the face with luke warm water; if it is too
hot you will reap large pores. Dry face

carefully and apply any good massage
cream to act as a lubricant during massag
ing. Massage should be lightly given with
the tips of the first three fingers of each
hand placed under the chin and gently but

firmly smoothing the skin away to the base
of the ears. Do this about fifteen times and
then remove all traces of cream and close

the pores by either cold water or astringent
lotion. Repeat this treatment each day.

Middle-aged.
GREASE SPOTS. Remove the grease spots

from your leather chairs with benzine
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cleansing fluid, then polish with a mixture
of one part vinegar and two parts linseed

oil on a soft cloth. Leather.
MOURNING. Six months is usually long

enough for a girl to wear mourning, even
for a parent. After that she can wear any
colour without causing comment. R.N.
CARUSO FACTS. Enrico Caruso, world-

famous tenor, was born in Naples, Italy, on

February 27, 1873. He made his official

singing debut in Naples in 1894 in

&quot;L Amico Francesco.&quot; New York debut
was made at the Metropolitan Opera House
in &quot;La Juive,&quot; on December 24, 1920. He
died in Naples at the Hotel Vesuvius on

August 2, 1921. Do-Si-Do.

PLUMS IN SYBUP. Half a pint of water,
4 to 6 ozs. of sugar, 1 Ib. of plums. Boil

the water with the sugar for 10 minutes.
Add the washed plums, and let them simmer
till tender but not broken. Lift them out

carefully and place in a glass dish, pouring
the syrup over them. Serve cold with ice

cream. -S.I.H.

How IT HAPPENED. Joan Crawford s

father ran a theatre, and little Joan was
always learning steps from the dancers.
Her father, however, was opposed to the

stage as a career for his daughter, for he
knew only too well what a strenuous life

it was. Yet, by sheer determination, Joan

managed to dance her way into the pro
fession, and thence to film work and star
dom. Nan.

STUFFED MUSHROOMS. Fry 4 large mush
room caps in butter, put on 4 thin circles

fried bread. Chop 4 mushrooms, fry 2

minutes. Add 8 sardines mashed, 2 tea

spoons horseradish, salt, onion juice, 2

drops tabasco sauce. Fill mushroom caps.
Noveau Riche.

BEAUTIFUL GOLDEN FRAME. Put a little

turps into a tin and stand in a pot of hot
water to heat, then rub the frames with a

cloth dipped in the turps. On no account

place the turps over a naked flame, as it is

inflammable. Maggie.
CRUMB FISH LOAF. 1 Ib. cooked fish, 4

ozs. breadcrumbs, 1 egg well beaten, 2

tablespoons chopped parsley, Worcester
shire or tomato sauce, salt and

pepj&amp;gt;er
to

taste. Grease tin or basin, and line with
browned breadcrumbs. Flake fish and mix
well with other ingredients. Place mixture
lightly in tin or basin and bake in a moder
ate oven for J to 1 hour. This loaf can be
served either cold with a salad or hot with
hot vegetables; if served hot, make parsley
sauce to pour over the fish loaf. Seaside
Maid.

WEIGHT FOR AGE. &quot;. . . There is nothing
wrong with baby but I would like to know
how much weight he should put on. He
does not seem to be putting on very much.
... I feed him and there is always suffi

cient.&quot; Anxious Mother. There should
not be any guess work about how baby
is progressing; find out from your
doctor if there is a clinic in your town
and go along each week on the same day
and if possible at the same time and have
baby in the same weight of clothes. What
might be frightening you is baby loses
about half a pound in the first three or four
days and takes about fourteen days to get
back to the same birth weight. During the
third and fourth weeks a healthy breast
fed baby boy should gain about 7 ounces a
week and keep this up. Baby girls average
about i Ib. less. The clinic will issue :i

weight card, so you will be able to follou
baby s progress.
PRAWN COCKTAIL. Mix together 2 table

spoons of lemon juice, 1 tablespoon tomato
ketchup and 1 teaspoon Worcestershire
sauce: add a pinch of salt and horseradish.
Add 12 shelled prawns and serve very cold
in cocktail glasses. Miss Anne.

a message

about

Meas
INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION
&quot;Is it really safe to use

Meds?&quot; Once this was a com
mon question from single girls.

To-day it is not so often asked

because more and yet more girls

know that the answer is yes!

Here are the facts: A recent

American national survey of

900 leading gynaecologists and
obstetricians indicates that

medical specialists overwhelm

ingly find Meds safe for normal
women. Medical literature

shows that when a single girl

wears Meds, there is absolutely
no change in physical struc

ture. Invented by a physician,

tampons are regularly worn by
thousands of registered nurses.

Meds completely do away with

the need for sanitary belts.

Chafing, uncomfortable bulk

and a revealing line are all

eliminated.

You, too, can have the new

freedom, the self-assurance, the

poise that only Meds can give.

&quot;Next time&quot; try Meds. In fact,

buy a packet now and be

ready!

Don t deprive yourself of
this wonderful Meds free

dom any longer. If you
want any further informa

tion, cut out and post the

coupon below to Nurse Reid,

Johnson Johnson, Box
3331, G.P.O., Sydney, for

this FREE Meds booklet

it will help you towards

greater comfort and tells

all about safe internal

sanitary protection.

Nurse Reid, Johnson & Johnson, Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney.

Please post me, in plain wrapper, the FREE Meds booklet.

Address

AHJ T/6/52A $8

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOWi Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drink. Eucrasy
has brought happiness to homes cursed

with misery and ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can be given

secretly in any food, or voluntarily.

State which required.

Send 30 - now, for 20 day Course.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guarantee! for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State
Shopping Block, Harket Street, Sydney.
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Three-way care

of Silverware

GODDARD S PLATE POWDER, world renowned

for more than 110 years as the finest polish

for silver. The choice of the connoisseur.

GODDARD S SILVER POLISH is liquid and consists

of the Plate Powder ready mixed with suitable

ingredients. A boon to the busy housewife.

*

GODDARD S SILVER CLOTH provides the

best one-process method of polishing

lightly tarnished silver. After washing

spoons and forks a rub with this cloth

will dry and polish them at the same time.

Goddard S Silver Polishes

NO DRUGS
NO DIETING

JUM f
COMFORT

Get rid of fat-forming residues

and toxic poisons that usually
cause excess weight, with Bile

Beans, the purely vegetable

family laxative. Only in Bile

Beans do you benefit by an

AMAZING NEW INGREDIENT
which not only increases the laxa
tive properties of Bile Beans but

acts as a liver stimulant, disposes
of fats, and is

a corrective for

flatulence and
indigestion.
Keep healthy
and slim the
Bile Beans way

just a couple
at bedtime.

Medically tested and approved

I/-, 2/- and 4/- at all chemists.

HE will

never guess

NO
one can tell when hair has

been tinted with Inecto . . .

it s a secret you keep as your,very
own. Inecto d hair has that natural

lustre and colour that means so

much to a woman ... it retains

that youthful, vital look that a man
admires. Bring back the rich natural

colour to your hair ... at the first

sign of dull or grey hair use Inecto

the accepted way to re-colour dull

or greying hair. Inecto is fast to

sun, wind and water. One of

Inecto s natural shades will match

your colouring perfectly.

Consult your hairdresser or buy
from chemists.

HAIR COLOURING
* For advice and information on hair colouring,
write to the Inecto Inquiry Bureau, Dept. DB.,
G.P.O. Box 980, Sydney

.H.I. IS/10,
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A HANDSOME COUPLE
Here s a weekend waistcoat he will love you to make. A matching one for you joins

up to make a successful partnership.

An easy-to-knit pyramid design makes up the unusual pattern of both these waist

coats. The ribbed borders are stitched on afterwards.

Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool for lady s

waistcoat and 9 OZB. for man s; 1 pair each

of No. 10 and No. 12 knitting needles; 6

buttons.
Measurements Lady s Waistcoat:

Length from shoulder to lower edge of

back, 17 ins.; to fit up to a 34-inch bust

measurement; sleeve seam, 17J inches.

4th row K. 2,
*

p. 3, k. 3; rep. from *

to last 5 sts., p. 3, k. 2.

5th row P. 3,
* k. 1, p. 5; rep. from *

to last 4 sts., k. 1, p. 3.

6th row K. 3,
*

p. 1, k. 5; rep. from *

to last 4 sts., p. 1, k. 3.

7th row As 6th. 8th row As 5th.

9th row As 4th. ICth row As 3rd.

4th row K. 3, p. 3, k. 3, work twice into

last st.

5th row K. 1, p. 5, k. 1, p. 4, cast on 3.

6th row K. 1, (p. 1, k. 5) tw4ce, work
twice into last st.

7th row K. 1, (p. 1, k. 5) twice, p. 1,

k. 1, cast on 3.

8th row P. 4, (k. 1, p. 5) twice, k. 1,

work twice into last st.

9th row K. 1, (p. 3, k. 3) 3 times, cast

on 3.

10th row (K. 3, p. 3) 3 times, k. 3, work
twice into last st.

llth row * K. 1, p. 5; rep. from * to last

5 sts., k. 1, p. 4, cast on 3.

12th row K. 1,
*

p. 1, k. 5; rep. from *

to last st., work twice into this st.

Man s Waistcoat: Length from shoulder to

lower edge of back, 18} inches; to fit up to

a 37-inch chest measurement; sleeve seam,
19 inches.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 inch.

Abbreviation: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; rep., repeat; patt., pattern; beg.,

beginning; tog., together; inc., increase;

dec., decrease; in., ins., inch, inches.

Lady s Waistcoat.
Back.

With No. 10 needles, cast on 109 sts. and
work in patt. as follows:

1st row (right side) P. 1,
*

k. 5, p. 1;

rep. from * to end.

2nd row K. 1,
*

p. 5, k. 1; rep. from *

to end.
3rd row P. 2,

*
k. 3, p. 3; rep. from *

to last 5 sts., k. 3, p. 2.

llth row As 2nd. 12th row As 1st.

These 12 rows form one patt. Continue
in patt. but inc. 1 st. at both ends of next
row and every following 6th row until

there are 133 sts., then continue without

shaping until work measures 8$ ins. from
beginning.
Armhole Shaping: Cast off 6 sts. at beg.

of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at both ends
of every row until 103 sts. remain. Con
tinue without shaping until work measures
16 ins. from beg.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 17 sts. at beg.
of next 4 rows. Cast off remainder.

Right Front.
** With No. 10 needles, cast on 3 sts.

1st row K. 1, p. 1, k. 1, cast on 3.

2nd row P. 4, k. 1, work twice into last

st.

3rd row K. 1, p. 3, k. 3, cast on 3.

Continue to work in patt. and inc. as
follows:

Next row Patt. to end, cast en 3 sts.

Next row Patt. to last st., work twice
into this st. Eep. last 2 rows 4 times
more.**

Next row Patt. to end, cast on 8. Work
1 row without shaping (55 sts.). Now work
in patt., beg. with the 1st patt. row and
work 12 rows without shaping, then inc.
1 st. at end of next row and at same edge
on every following 6th row until there are
67 sts. Continue without shaping until
work measures 8 ins. at side, ending at
side edge.

Armhole and Neck Shaping. Next row
Cast off 6, patt. to last 2 sts., take 2 tog.

[Turn to page 12.1
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BECAUSE OF BILL
By Joan Robertson.

For some time Peter Lord had been
conscious of the child standing beside him
in the crowd above the monkey pit. He
Avas a fidgety child and whenever he over
balanced he clung to Peter s new grey
flannels for support.
Now he looked up and said in a very

deep and solemn voice:
&quot;I go to school.&quot;

Peter smiled politely and replied: &quot;Do

you now? in incredulous tones.

&quot;I go to school,&quot; repeated the child

firmly, &quot;every morning. One, two, three,
four.&quot;

The monkeys swung lazily up and down
their grey sandstone home. Peter felt the

winter sunlight warm across his shoulders.

He shifted his weight and smiled down
at the tawny head level with his knee.

&quot;How old are you?&quot;

&quot;I m four o clock. Sue s six and a bit.

One, two, three, four.&quot;

Another head bobbed up and down
excitedly.

&quot;I m Sue. I m six and a half nearly.
I can tell the time.&quot;

&quot;Sue! Bill! You mustn t boast.&quot;

The voice was low pitched, half-laughing.
Apologetic brown eyes were raised to meet
Peter s smile. She was tall for a woman,
reaching way beyond his shoulder.

&quot;I m sorry if they bothered
you,&quot; she

said.

He raised his hat. &quot;Not at all. They re

much moie lively than the

monkeys.&quot;

She put her right hand on
Sue s wattle-

coloured dress

and with uncon-

&quot;It only ticks
small,&quot; she agreed. &quot;Not

like Daddy s watch.&quot;

&quot;I thought you wanted to teJi the time,&quot;

reminded Peter.
She considered the w:tt&amp;lt;-b gravely for

some moments. &quot;Quarter fast three.&quot;

&quot;Yes. And now thar wt.i no We ll go
and watch the seals being re&amp;lt;i.&quot; Once more
the supple fingers pieced on Sue s

shoulder.

&quot;Oh, yes. We ll go and see the seals
fed.&quot;

eye at the woman. She was just as excited
as the children leaning forward, her
brown eyes intent. Her neck was smooth
and fine textured. The sun raised reddish
tints in her hair.

He sighed.
She looked up enquiringly.
&quot;My feet ache,&quot; he said quickly.

&quot;Perhape we could have tea somewhere.&quot;

Bill clutched his hand. &quot;I ll have two
ice-creams,&quot; he said.

&quot;Big pink ones.&quot;

Over Bill s head their eyes smiled to one
another.

&quot;It s is very kind of you, Mr.
,
Mr. ?&quot;

&quot;Lord. Peter Lord.&quot;

&quot;Thank you. I a*n
Mrs. Smart. I confess

my feet ache too. I d

J

scious masculine |P
curiosity h e

glanced down at

her fingers. She
wore a narrow
gold wedding ring.
A handful of peanuts

rattled on to the stone be
neath them and a group of

monkeys, suddenly roused,
bounded from rock to rock
with outstretched tails. When l

their antics ceased Sue turned back to
him.

&quot;Shall I tell the time for you?&quot;

Smiling, he held out his wrist. Bill
seized it, raised himself on tiptoe and, with
the watch to his ear, held his breath.

&quot;It doesn t
tick,&quot; he said disdainfully.

&quot;Let me hear.&quot; Sue thrust him aside
and, eyes screwed in concentration,
listened.

I m Sue, I m six and a half

nearly.&quot;

Bill s hot fingers clasped Peter s hand.
They hurried down a flight of low, stone
steps and along a wide asphalt path to
the seal s pool. He lifted Bill up and sat
him on the balustrade. Sue, rushing up
and down like an excited puppy, found a
niche for her toes and hoisted herself

alongside. He took a firm grip on each
of their shoulders and was conscious of
the woman smiling beside him.
The seals slipped through the dark

water. Occasionally, with slow effort, one
raised himself on to a flat ledge of rock,
to loll there, black and shiny, waiting for
another fish to ,leave the keeper s hand.

Peter looked out of the corner of his

love a eup of tea. Come along,
Sue. Up to the kiosk.&quot; She
turned along the path and he
strolled beside her. &quot;Don t you
know the Zoo, Mr. Lord?&quot;

He shook his head. &quot;No. NOT
Sydney. This is my first week-end
here. I m a West Australian. Just
been transferred by my firm.&quot;

&quot;I hope you ll enjoy it.&quot;

&quot;Thajak you. If the rest of Sydney
proves as friendly as your two infants I m
sure I shall. Do you know the West at all?&quot;

&quot;Perth a little. I was married there.&quot;

She was married. He knew. He had
seen the ring. Married with two kids.
Most people of his age and hers were
married. He would be himself if only all

the nicest women didn t seem to be already
attached.

A dribble of pink ice cream ran down
Bill s chin. He wiped it away on his sleeve
and wriggled in his chair.

&quot;Eide the elephant?&quot; he suggested softly
to no one in particular.

Sue squealed with delight. &quot;Ooh, yes.
Let s ride the elephant.&quot;

Peter raised an enquiring eyebrow at
Mrs. Smart. &quot;Do we?&quot; he asked. &quot;I ve
never ridden an elephant.&quot;

She shook her head with a smile.

&quot;I m afraid your chance has passed. We
elders can only watch.&quot;

He paid the cashier. They walked out
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on to the asphalt and down the slope past
cages full of exotic birds fierce jungle
things that squabbled raucously as they
passed. The children ran ahead, scamper
ing across the tan track towards the high
green elephant stand.

Peter gestured towards a seat nearby.
&quot;If we are going to be spectators I

suggest we do it comfortably. Shall we
sit down?&quot;

She agreed, laughing. &quot;Your feet again?
I m surprised. You look so athletic.&quot;

He lowered his big frame down on the
bench. &quot;I am reasonably active.&quot; he assured

Sue had started the game. First a run
half way up the steps of the stand. Then
a hop to get one leg over the handrail, and
a quick slide backwards to the concrete

square below. Bill, his cheeks scarlet with

excitement, had to be hoisted on to the
rail and pushed before his chubbiness
would slide. Slowly he slithered down
wards, his arms hugging the wooden rail.

But instead of landing on his feet, he
stumbled over sideways, fell against the
bottom step and from there rolled on to

the concrete.

Peter crossed the grass in long strides.

Bill lay huddled on the ground, his head

&quot;Is he badly hurt?&quot;

&quot;No, I don t think so. It s his left
ankle.&quot;

He sat down on the bench, Mrs Smart
leant forward, carefully unlaced the child s

shoe and took off his sock.
&quot;I m afraid it s a bad sprain,&quot; she said.

She held Bill s small pink foot in her hand
and looked at Peter. &quot;I must get him
home. We don t live far away only a
few hundred yards from the entrance
gates. He can t walk &quot;

&quot;I ll carry him for you, of course,&quot; he
broke in quickly.

&quot;You re kind.&quot; She said it so simply and
fervently that he felt like a knight. He
bent over Bill.

&quot;How about a piggyback, old man? I ll

kneel down so that you can crawl oa my
back.&quot;

her. &quot;But

strangely
enough I find

strolling about
here much more
tiring than a
round of golf.&quot;

He stretched his

long legs and tilted

his hat slightly for
ward so that the blim
shaded his eyes.

They sat in silence, /
both gazing into

space. A band was
playing in the dis

tance. On the harbour below
a green and yellow ferry
slid silently past. Dull

green gum leaves hung
motionless against the blue

sky.
&quot;It s so.

nice,&quot; he said almost to

himself, &quot;just to sit and think of

nothing in particular. I can t re
member ever having done it before.&quot;

&quot;You re a busy man?&quot;

&quot;I suppose so. Neither boarding-
houses nor army camps are restful
and I ve had little experience of anything
else for a number of years.&quot;

He glanced down. Her hands were folded
across her handbag. The plain gold ring
glinted in the sunlight. He wondered
idly how old she was. The little girl was
six, so she must have been married very
young. The similarity between them was
astonishing. The smooth, soft skin, the
brown eyes, the lightly arched brows and
high cheek bones were all repeated in the
child.

&quot;Is young Bill like his father?&quot; he asked
abruptly.

&quot;Not very. Bill s a mixture.&quot;

She did not continue. He would have
liked to ask more questions about the
father. What sort of chap was he? Where
was he now? Why wasn t he minding his
kids? Instead he nodded towards the
elephant stand and said:

&quot;They seem to
be having a great time sliding down that
railing.&quot;

She smiled and the dimple
creased her cheek. &quot;Please

do,&quot; she said warmly.

half hidden in his arms. As Peter bent
over him he let his breath out in a shud
dering sigh and tears oozed from under
his half-closed lids.

&quot;I m not crying,&quot; he
. whispered. &quot;Ooh,

my ankle. Tell Sue I m not crying.&quot;

Peter picked him up very gently, so that
the tawny head rested against his

shoulder. He could feel the child s heart

quivering against his tweed coat.
&quot;You re all right, sou,&quot; he murmured

encouragingly.
Bill gulped and thrust his head harder

against Peter s shoulder.

They walked
quickly up the
hill and out of the
Zoo grounds. Sue

trotted silently in front of
them. Presently she turned
to the left, ran up to the
third gate and stood wait
ing-

Mrs. Smart unlocked the front door.
Peter grasped Bill securely with one hand
and removed his hat with the other.

&quot;Where s his bed?&quot; he asked.
&quot;In here.&quot;

He stooped and lifted the child from
his back.

&quot;Jean! What s the matter&quot; A man in

gardening slacks stood in the doorway.
&quot;Is Bill hurt?&quot;

Mrs. Smart glanced up. &quot;Not very badly.
Look after Mr. Lord, Jim, whilst I get
Bill into bed. I won t be long.&quot;

The man wiped his muddy hands on his
shirt and said to Peter: &quot;We d be better
out of the way.&quot;

In the lounge he grinned ruefully and
said: &quot;Thank heavens for a capable stater.
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Jean s been a brick looking after the kids

whilst my wife is in hospital.&quot;

Peter answered mechanically. &quot;Your Avife

in hospital? I m sorry.&quot;

&quot;She s on the mend now,&quot; the other ran
on. &quot;Jean s like a second mother to Sue
and Bill. She s lived with us almost since

they were born. Her husband was a Spit
fire pilot. Went overseas four days after

they were married and didn t come back,

poor lad. I never met him. They only
knew one another a month or so and then
it was all over.&quot;

Whilst he made a conventional reply
Peter sorted out his thoughts. Why had
he been so sure she was the children s

mother? She had never said so. Neither
Sue nor Bill had addressed her by any
particular name. Just because she wore
& wedding ring and was with the kids he

had imagined-
&quot;I d better

go,&quot;
he said and paused.

He didn t want to go. He wanted to

stay and see her again. Look at her

properly. Wateh for the dimple to pop out

on her cheek, making her look so absurdly
like her small niece.

Whilst he hesitated Jean came in. &quot;Bill

wants you,&quot;
she said to Peter. &quot;I ve

strapped his ankle and given him a powder.
He s worn out with pain and excitement.
He ll be asleep in a few minutes.&quot;

Bill looked very small and pale in bed.

He stared solemnly at Peter. &quot;I didn t cry,&quot;

toe challenged.
Peter gazed down - nt him and grinned.

This was a pact between men. &quot;No&quot; he
echoed. &quot;You didn t cry. Some chaps would
have done.&quot;

Sue swung on her father s arm. &quot;Is he
brave? As brave as a lion.&quot;

Peter let his deep voice down an octave
and said: &quot;Braver.&quot;

She wriggled in ecstacy. &quot;Braver than
a lion,&quot; she chanted. &quot;Braver than a lion.&quot;

Jean laid a restraining hand on her

shoulder and beckoned them outside.
Peter collected his hat from the hall

table and shook hands gravely with Sue.
Then he turned to Jean.

&quot;May I drop round tomorrow and see

}tow Bill is progressing? He ll have to stay
in bed for a few days with that ankle.

Perhaps I could help to amuse him?&quot;

She smiled and the dimple creased her
left cheek. &quot;Please

do,&quot;
she said warmly.

He was whistling as he turned the
coiner.

Once a woman reaches 35 years she can
not expect to retain a completely smooth,
nnwrinkled skin. But there is beauty in

every ape, so why worry! There s no need
for the skin to look uncared for; worry
will bring on the wrinkles, but care will

kelp keep that freshness which becomes
all ages. Cleanse the face and neck
with soap and water, avoiding too cold a
rinse. Massage the face and neck every
night with a good nourishing cream, to

strengthen and feed the muscles and tissues.

!&amp;gt;&amp;gt; not use a lot of make-up, for it clogs
the wrinkles and emphasises them most un
flattering!}-. Use more the pink-toned pow-
deis in preference to the yellows be dis
criminate with lipstick, avoiding too bright
a red. And remember that pastels look

charming on the not-so-young and that the

days of wearing drab colours once you
leach the 30 mark are now days of the past.

Don Wilson: &quot;But don t you writers ever
have serious moments?&quot;

Jack Benny: &quot;Never. Last week one of
them made out his will and it was so good
Le sold it to Bed Skelton.&quot;

A HANDSOME COUPLE
[From page 9.~\

Shape armhole by dec. 1 st. at end of next

row and at same edge on next 8 rows, but

at the same time dec. 1 st. at front edge
on every 4th row until 34 sts. remain.

Continue without shaping until work meas
ures 16 ins. at side, ending at armhole edge.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 17 sts. at beg.
of next row and next alternate row.

Left Front.
*** With No. 10 needles, cast on 3 sts.

1st row K. 1, p. 1, k. 1.

2nd row P. 1, k. 1, p. 1. cast on 3.

3rd row K. 3, p. 2, work twice into last

st.

4th row P. 1, k. 3, p. 3, cast on 3.

5th row P. 4. k. 1, p. 4, work twice into

last st.

6th row P. 1, k. 5, p. 1, k. 4, cast on 3.

7th row K. 1, (p. 1, k. 5) twice, work
twice into last st.

8th row P. 1, (k. 1, p. 5) twice, k. 1,

p. 1, cast on 3.

9th row (K. 3, p. 3) twice, k. 3, p. 2,

work twice into last st.

10th row P. 1, (k. 3, p. 3) 3 times, cast

on 3.

llth row P. 4, (k. 1, p. 5) twice, k. 1,

p. 4, work twice into last st.

12th row (P. 1, k. 5) 3 times, p. 1, k. 4,

cast on 3. Continue to work in patt. and
inc. as follows :

Next row Patt. to last st., work twice
into this st.

Next row Patt. to end, cast on 3. Rep.
these last 2 rows 4 times more.
Next row Patt. to last st., work twice

into this st.

*** Next row Patt. to end, cast on 8

(55 sts.). Continue in patt., beg. with 1st

patt. row and work 1 pattern, then inc.

1 st. at beg. of next row and at same edge
on every following 6th row until there are
67 sts. Complete as right front, with all

shapings at opposite edges.

Sleeves.

With No. 12 needles, cast on 61 sts. and
work 3 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to

No. 10 needles and work in patt. but inc. 1

st. at both ends of every 6th row until

there are 105 sts., then continue without

shaping until work measures 17 ins. from

beg
1

. Shape top by casting off 6 sts. at beg.
of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at both ends
of every alternate row until 65 sts. remain,
after which dec. 1 st. at both ends of every
row until 25 sts. remain. Cast off.

Borders.
With No. 12 needles, cast on 13 sts. and

work 12J ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib, then make a

corner as follows:
1st row Rib 10, turn.

2nd row Rib to end.
3rd row Rib 8, turn.

4th row Rib to end.

Continue to work 2 sts. less on every
alternate row until you are working on 2

sts., ending at outer edge.
Next row Rib 5, turn.
Next row Rib to end.
Next row Rib 7, turn.
Next row Rib to end.

Continue to work 2 sts. more on ever}
alternate row until you are working across
all sts., then work 3 ins. without shaping.
Next row Rib 5, cast off 3, rib to end.
Next row Rib 5, cast o*n 3, rib 5.

Continue to make buttonholes 1 ins.

apart until there are 6 in all, then continue
in rib until band measures 10^ ins. above
last buttonhole. Leave these sts. on a spare
needle. Work the other band in the same
way, but omit buttonholes.

Man s Waistcoat.
Back.

With No. 10 needles, cast on 121 sts. and
work as for lady s waistcoat until 1st patt.
hns been completed. Inc. 1 st. at both ends
of next row and every following 6th fovf

until there are 145 sts., then continue with
out shaping until work measures 9 ins.

from beg.
Armhole Shaping: Cast off 8 sts. at beg.

of next 2 rows, then dee. 1 st. at both ends
of every row until 109 sts. remain. Con
tinue without shaping until work measures
] 7 ins. from beg.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 18 sts. at beg.
of next 4 rows. Cast off remainder.

Right Front.
Work as given for right front of lady s

waistcoat from ** to **.

Next row Patt. to end, cast on 14 sts.

Work 1 row without shaping (61 sts.). Con
tinue in patt., beg. with the 1st patt. row
and work 1 pattern, then inc. 1 st. at end
of next row and at same edge on every
following 6th row until there are 73 sts.

Continue without shaping until work meas
ures 9 ins. at side, ending at side edge.
Armhole and Neck Shaping. Next row

Cast off 8, patt. to last 2 sts. take 2 tog.

Shape armhole by dec. 1 st. at end of next
row and at same edge on next 9 rows, but
at the same time dec. 1 st. at front edge
on every 4th row until 36 sts. remain. Con
tinue without shaping until work measures
17^ ins. at side, ending at armhole edge.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 18 sts. at beg.
of next row and next alternate row.

Left Front.
Work as given for left front of lady s

waistcoat from *** to ***.
Next row Patt. to end, cast on 14. Now

continue in patt., beg. with the 1st patt.
row and work 12 rows without shaping,
then inc. 1 st. at beg. of next row and at
same edge on every following 6th row until

there are 73 sts., then complete to match
right front, with all shapings at opposite

edges.
Sleeves.

With No. 12 needles, cast on 73 sts. and
work 3 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Change to

No. 10 needles and work in patt. but inc.

1 st. at both ends of every 6th row until

there are 125 sts., then continue without

shaping until work measures 19 ins. from

beg. Shape top by casting off 8 sts. at beg
of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. afr both ends
of every alternate row until 75 sts. remain,
after which dec. 1 st. at both ends of every
row until 35 sts. remain. Cast off.

Borders.
With No. 12 needles, cast on 13 sts. and

work 13 j ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib, then make a

corner as given for lady s waistcoat. Work
3 ins. in rib, then make the buttonholes 1J
ins. apart as given for lady s waistcont.

Continue in rib until band measures 11-5

ins. above last buttonhole. Leave these

sts. on a spare needle. Work another band
in the same way but omit buttonholes.

Making Up.
Press work lightly. Join shoulder seams,

sew in sleeves, then sew up side and sleeve

seams, backstitching in. from edge. Join
cast-on edges of borders, place join to

centre back, then sew on borders with
corners at front points. Graft sts. tog. at

centre back neck. Sew on buttons. Press

&quot;We emphasised youth for so long, were
so set on being pals with our children, it is

no wonder they find it difficult to accept us
in the traditional role of family oracle

the wise old woman who knows all the
answers.
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Floral Pram Cover
All embroidery on this Pram Cover is worked with ribbon.

Materials: 4 skeina
blanket wool (8 ozs.) by
omitting 1 pattern, 3 skeins
will be sufficient; pair No. 1

knitting needles; 4 yards
each of cream, pink and
blue baby ribbon; 5 yards
of green baby ribbon; bow
of wide ribbon; bodkin.

Measurements: Length,
21 inches; width, 19 inches.

Abbreviations; K., knit;

p., purl; rep., repeat; sts.,

stitches.

Tension: 3$ sts. to the
inch in width.

Using No. 1 needles, cast
on 70 sts.

Purl 5 rows.

Change to pattern.
1st row P. 4,

*
k. 2, p. 2;

rep. from * to last 6 sts.,

k. 2, p. 4.

2nd row P. 4,
*

p. 2, k.

2; rep. from * to last 6 sts.,

p. 6.

3rd row Same as 1st

row.
4th row Purl.
5th row Same as 2nd

row.
6th row Same as 1st

row.

7th row Samo as 2nd
row.

8th row Purl.

These 8 rows form the

pattern.
Repeat the pattern 11

times and then work first 4
rows of next pattern.

Purl o rows. Cast off.

To Make Up.
Press lightly with a warm

iron and damp cloth.

Draw a design (similar to

the one illustrated) om

paper. Tack this on to th

pram cover so that the de

sign may be followed.

Thread bodkin with rib

bon and embroider design,
Some flowers are worked in

lazy daisy design, others in

buttonhole, and others in

straight sts. The stems arc
worked in stem stitch and
the leaves in lazy daisy.
Pull out tacking. Tear off

paper.
Sew a bow where the

stems cross.

&quot;God send everyone their

heart s desire.&quot;

Shakespeare.

f

BAKING
POWDER
(IN THE NEW RED AND WHITE LABEL.)

Use Aunt Mary s Baking Powder according to instructions

in any recognised Recipe or Cookery Book.

Ask for AUNT MARY S Pure Food Products.
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Colour-packed for easy selection . . . complete with fitting instructions

To make home dressmaking easy!

GUARANTEED
SIDE FASTEN! RS

Now it s easy to choose the right slide fastener in the right

length and right tape shade from the &quot;Lightning&quot; Dis

penser at your favourite store or pattern counter. Simply
choose the length, type and shade you need from the blue,

red and purple packets . . . each complete with its own
fitting instructions.

In the BLUE pack &quot;Lightning&quot; No. featherweight for neck
and sleeve openings, lingerie, etc. ... in the RED pack
&quot;Lightning&quot; No. 3 lightweight for skirts, shorts, slacks and

general dress use ... in the PURPLE pack &quot;Lightning&quot; No.

featherweight with Bridge Top Stop for dress plackets only.
For smoothness of line that will delight you, choose
&quot;Lightning&quot; Slide Fasteners always. They re

guaranteed.

BUY

THE
&quot;LIGHTNING

DISPENSER

Look for the

name &quot;Lightning

on every pull.

AT YOUR FAVOURITE STORE
OR PATTERN COUNTER

if . tax. 550
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Evening Frock,
7718 3s. 3d.

7 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 38 ins. bust.

Evening Coat,
7932 2s. 3d.

Velvet: 4 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Evening Frock,
7931 3s. 3d.

7 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 38 ins. bust.

Evening Frock,
7912 3s. 3d.

7| yds. 36 ins. wide.
Velvet:

If yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 38 ins. bust.

Material quoted
is for a 36 inches

bust measure

ment. For other

sizes the material

required is stated

on each pattern

envelope.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. , Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Fi*om

_

to Grandchildren
of VI

I

says Aunt Jenny

When Aunt jenny called

on Mrs. E. Campbell the

grandmother of 14 children at 97

Holt Avenue, Cremorne, N.S.W.

she learned how Mrs. Campbell s fam

ily has always been able to save money by

passing on many of the children s things

Mrs. Campbell s daughter, Mrs. Wong
said to Aunt Jenny &quot;These baby clothes

have all been handed on to my son John,

ifter years of use. You d never know

it, would you . . . and thanks to Velvet

\hev

&quot; keep that fresh look lor

vears yet!&quot;

Pure, mild Velvet is so kind to your
hands so gentle to your clothes.

Here s why Velvet-washed clothes
last longer.

Tune in every week to
FRED & MAGGIE EVERYBODY&quot;

&quot;I bought this towel in 1928,&quot; smiles
Mrs. Campbell. &quot;And do you know,
my 7 children and most of my 14

grandchildren all used it when they
were babies. There s not a single
broken thread a real credit to Velvet

washing.&quot;

FABRICS WASHED
WITH ORDINARY

SOAPS seen under
magnifying jlass

look frayed and worn
out because hard-

rubbing is necessary
with skimpy, inferior
lather. And look how
those weary-willy
suds leave dirt in-

.- Drained in the weave.

FABRICS WASHED
WITH VELVET SOAP

seen under a mag
glass stay

strong as new wasl
after wash because
no hard rubbing
needed yet not :

trace of dirt is left

behind. Velvet s

extra soapy suds are
kind to the most
delicate skin and
f e n 1 1 e to your
clothes, too.

V 194.AHJ.FP
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Typical of Balmain s formal wool skirts which arc often fully

gathered or worn with swishing petticoats is one black tiered model

with treble rows of beaded lace trimming, according to a special

fashion review received by the Australian Wool Board. Jeanne

Lafaurie, who mounts all her skirts on canvas, shows them with

faille petticoats and suggests ring-

Coat, 7929 2s. 3d.

3| yds. 54 ins. wide.

Velvet: ] yd. 36 ins. wide.

Lining: 4 yds. 36 ins. wide

32 to 40 ins. bust.

ing the changes with tailored

bodices and strapless tops.

^
^x

For after-six wear, wide skirts billowing
over petticoats or crinoline hip padding
are given emphasis. A very lovely black

velvet frock we saw had a scalloped scoop
neckline faced with shrimp coloured

taffeta the swishing underskirt was also

of shrimp taffeta. Full skirts in taffeta,

faille, lace and net are destined to

be nation-wide best sellers.

u Blouse and Circular Skirt,

7153 2s. 3d.

Blouse: 2] yds. 36 ins. wide.

Skirt: 31 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Material quoted is for a 36

inches bust measurement. For

other sizes the material required
is stated on each pattern envelope.

Frock, 7914 2s. 3d.

2-J- yds. 54 ins. wide.

32, 34, 36 ins. bust.
Frock, 7910 2s. 3d.

3 yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will net be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,

&quot;

407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3a . extra ]
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Fuller skirts and jewel or velvet trims give a

dressier look to the new winter models. Soft

fabrics are chosen for the fuller skirts : sheer

woollens, heavy failles, light wool-de-chines and

wool jerseys. The fullness is obtained by means of

multiple gores, flares and various pleating treat

ments, including soft unpressed pleats falling from
the waistline, from stitched-down seams, from

^cluster box pleats and from double inverted centre

pleats.

Jewel and velvet trims often replace buttons

and in most cases they are used to accent any
particular line of the frock . Velvet centred buttons

are popular, especially when the velvet is used also

for collars, cuffs, pocket flaps, neck-bands or

sleeve bindings.
Coat dresses usually have interesting button,

stitching or braid trimmings.

Topper, 11508 2s. Od.

2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Lining: 2g yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Material quoted is for a 36

inches bust measurement. For

other sizes the material required

is stated on eaqh pattern envelope.

Jersey blouses with cuffed

I dolman sleeves, suitable to

wear with suits, skirts, and

matador slacks, are quite the
&quot;

thing
&quot;

at the moment.

They are styled with various

necklines mandarin, with frog

closing ; johnny collar with

back zipper ;
small boy collar

with rhinestone-fired buttons

down the front ; turtle necks,
with some slightly cowled to

give a different version ; tiny
round collars usually boasting

scallops or otherwise finished

edges.

Skirt and Bolero,
7900 2s. 3d.

2i yds. 54 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7903 2s. 3d.

2 f yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Matron s Frock,
7911 2s. 3d.

21 yds. 54 ins. wide.

34 to 48 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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No matter how elegant a frock, suit or coat

may be, it is the little things bras, corsets, slips,

shoes, stockings, in fact all accessories that give
that complete assurance of being well groomed.
Be sure the type of slip suits the particular style
of frock ; if a slim skirted frock, then a two-piece
or slightly gored slip is ideal ; if a bouffant skirt,

then wear a bouffant petticoat. In this way
nothing is detracted from the line or beauty of the

frock.

Nightdress,
10,605 2s. 3d.

4J yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Lady s Bloomers,

10,604 2s. Od.

\\ yds. 36 ins. wide,

s : SAV. to X.X.O.S.
Also Girls Sizes.

6, 8, 10, 12, 14 years.

Material quoted is for a 36

inches bust measurement.
For other sizes the matrnal

required is stated on each

pattern envelope.

Slip, 10,606 2s. Od.

\l yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace, | yd. 36 ins. wide
Lace edging, 3$- yds.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Evening Slip,

_
10,609 2s. 3d.

3 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust. Pyjamas, 10,607 2s. 3d.

44- yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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L

doing

any kind

of work

KRAFT CHEDDAR

SANDWICHES

Kraft Cheddar is a bargain in nutrition. And
delicious Kraft Cheddar sandwiches are a good,

satisfying meal for any man . . . doing any kind

of work.

Every mellow mouthful is rich in the same calories

and proteins as a meat meal but look at the

difference in cost! Plenty of the essential vitamins

A, B_&amp;gt; and D . . . and Kraft Cheddar actually gives

you eleven times more bone-building calcium than

cream! Processed and pasteurised for purity. No
rind no waste. Sold everywhere in the blue

8oz. packet or economical 51b. loaf.

KC21

for tasty, nourishing sandwiches.

KRAFT
CHEDDAR
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Junior Highlights.
The belted suit ... is amongst the pick of

the season. Accordian pleated or slim

skirted, with deep dolman cut mandarin

jacket and natural leather belt at the waist.

Hanging pockets . . . best effect when worn
with full skirts with pockets arranged to hang
at one side from the waist.

Scarves . . . although still a very minor

fashion, separate scarves and stoles have
increased in number for juniors this

season. Scarves are worn under the collar

and tied in a knot at the front, stoles are

mainly made to match tartan skirts, with a

pocket at each end.

Frock, 9187 2s. Od.

10 and 12 years.

2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast: \ yd. 36 ins. wide.

Material quoted is

for the biggest size.

For other sizes

material required
is stated on each

pattern envelope.

The shortie coat is the new
topper for the in-between-ages. It

has a semi flare at the back and
turn-back cuffs. The club collar

has a detachable button tab under
the centre front that makes it

possible to stand the collar up.
* * * *

Double collars are being worn
on the times winter frocks, the

upper collar being made de
tachable and from washable

material. A great idea where
winter frocks are concerned
as the collar may be washed
much more frequently than
the frock.

Coat, 9190 2s. Od
10, 12, 14 years.

24 yds. 54 ins. wide

Lining;
2| yds. 36 ins. wide

Evening Frock,
9189 3s. 3d.

16 to 18 years.
32 ins. bust.

5 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast :

If yds. 36 ins. wide.
Skirt width at base, 6 yds.

The &quot;

Crinoline Look &quot;

is

the new silhouette, but that

look is not always achieved by
the traditional crinoline. For
those who prefer a smoother
underskirt, starched white

shirting, organdie and taffeta

are materials that can be used
with success.

Frock, 9261 2s. Od.
12 and 14 years.

2 yds. 54 ins. wide.
Contrast: f yd. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. ^Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.}



Now you can save or earn

from 10 to 200 every year
Just Arrived A limited supply of

amazingly easy lesson

books to quickly teach you to make

fascinating Cuddly Toys and Gifts AT HOME. With these simple lesson

books it takes only 30 minutes to start making cuddly soft toys and almost

no time to make many beautiful toys and adult gifts and IT COSTS
ONLY 9d. A DAY TO LEARN.

Patterns for all Toys and Gifts included.

No matter where you live you can enrol and learn at home. No previous knowledge of toymaking
whatsoever is required before starting. The lessons show you how to make a host of balls, puppies,

pussies, giraffes, bears, penguins, rabbits and dolls and a variety of appealing adult gifts such as

pin and thimble cushions, cushion covers, book covers and artificial flowers.

IOOO FREE BOOKS on Toy and Gift Making
Mail the coupon to-day and get your

you can start making toys in 30

minutes and a fascinating variety

of toys and adult gifts in almost no

time. How you can learn at home
without the cost of visits to a

teacher, and how you can save or

earn from 10 to 200 each year
this wonderful new way. But

avoid delay there are only 1,000

free books, bound to go quickly.

Be in time mail the coupon

to-day.

copy don t delay. This fact-packed booklet tells how

FREE BOOK COUPON
The Perfection Toymaking School,

Dept. B3, 481 Kent St., Box 4184 G.P.O., Sydney.
Please forward full particulars and free book without obliga

tion. 1 enclose 3jd. postage stamp.

NAME _

ADDRESS ....

Save Pounds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Bebarfdd-Bluebird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

ai islr 1 oov for itself in savings on your own
ond the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for

lebi man id. Feaiures include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control.

automatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete in
ofTOf 4 AfQ

maple-coloured carrying case. dbO&amp;gt; lU Z

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous

&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-typ

Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars

--CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON! --

BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

fj Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable

Machine
O Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet

Machine
Also full details of your Specialised Easy Trrm.

NAME.

ADDRESS..

HJ 6

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

A Bright and Healthy Home
in every tin /

FISHER S WAX
The Quickest & Easiest Polish for Floors and Furniture

For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)
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From toddlers to teenagers, red is the favourite when it comes to the

mrchase of jumpers, skirts and such. In the spring and summer red

hared the spotlight with the pastels, but in winter it is the leader. Red

probably the most conspicuous of colours but its popularity is under-

tandable for youth. There are so many children who for some reason or

ther lack colour or sparkle : red builds them up and gives them a glow.
Led, too, combines with so many other colours that parents are especially
artial to it. For crawlers, overalls, coat and legging sets, the red family
reds and wines) again is the most popular.

# * * *

Two-way-wear garments are important this season. Pinafore frocks

lade from plaid, wide wale corduroy or velveteen, with a matching or

Dntrasting coat are being shown this gives the costume look. Yet

le pinafore may be worn as a separate with a jersey or hand knitted

imper. Low neckline either scalloped or squared is the suggestion
&amp;gt;r the pinafore. For toddlers there are pleated skirts with snug
tted velvet or jersey blouses very effective.

Frock, 9279 2s. Od.
2 and 4 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Material quoted
s for the biggest
ize. For other

izes material

equired is stat

ed on each
&amp;gt;atterrr envelope

College Frock,
9158 2s. 3d.

6, 8, 10, 12, and 14

years.

Blouse,

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Tunic,
2J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9286
2s. Od.

I to 2 years.

I yds. 36 ins. wide.

rock, 9210
2s. Od.

1 to 2 years.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast :

vd. 36 ins. wide.

Cape and Hood, 9977-

2s. Od.

2, 4, 6, and 8 years.

If yds. 54 ins. wide.
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9143

Overcoat, v
9987 2s. Od.

2 and 4 years. ?

j yds. 54 ins. wide.

Material quoted is for the

biggest size. For other sizes

material required is stated

on each pattern envelope.

Suit, 9143 2s. Od.

4
3 6, 8, 10, 12 years.

2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Lining :

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Corduroy Suit, 9282
2s. Od.

2 and 4 years. I

1^ yds. 36 ins. wide. I

Lining: ^ yd. 36 ins. wide.

v\

.Suit, 9211

&amp;gt;2s. Od,
N

l to 2 years.

Shut,
1 yd. 36 ins. wide

Pants,

1 yd. 36 ins. wide

AL

Overcoat,
9988 2s. Od.

1 to 2 years.
1 yd. 54 ins. wide.

.^&amp;gt;

J

Coat and Trousers, 9281 2s. Od.

11 to 2 years. 1 1 yds. 54 ins. wide

t Contrast : ] yd. 36 ins. wide.

l

Coat Lining : 1 yd. 36 ins. wide.

\

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal
&quot;

407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]



mo ahead
try it!

Make life happier on those &quot;bad

days&quot; of the month by using

Tampax. Worn internally, made
of highly absorbent surgical
cotton, each Tampax is com
pressed into its own dainty
individual applicator. Tampax is

easy to use, easy to dispose of,

doesn t show embarrassing edge
lines. When you use Tampax
there s no fuss with belts, pins or

pads. No odour and no chafing.
Give it a trial.

Send this coupon with Sid.

stamp for free Tampax sample
to World Agencies. Box 3725.

G.P.O., Sydney. A.H.J. 5.

TAMPAX
SANITARY PROTfCTION WORN

IttTCRHALLY.
Two absorbenctes: &quot;REGULAR&quot; & &quot;SUPER

each with Individual Applicator.

how to make

economy QUICKSET
and save s

The success of your Home Perm or

Hairdo is only as good as your
QL H KXKT Lotion.

To make the best and most fragrant
QUICKSET Lotion at home

(1) Get a tube of the new con
centrated Ctiriypet from your
nearest chemist or cosmetic
counter.

(2) Take a pint milk bottle, nearly
fuil of warm watr.

(3) Squeeze the concentrated new
Curlypet into it. and shake
till dissolvci:.

Now you ve (jot nearly a pint of the
best and most fragrant QUICKSET
Lotion.
Get concentrated New Cuflypct
to-day for 4/4 from your chemist or
cosmetic counter, and save
in your budget from now on.

QUICKSET WITH CURLYPE7

LOSE FAT SAFELY!
Shed up to 7 pounds of ugly fat in one week. No
laxatives, no exercises, no starvation. Guaranteed
non-Injurious and effective. SLIM-TABS KVM
Tablets are easy and pleasant to take. Free from
drugs, this delightful, natural treatment has
worked miracles for fat people everywhere.
Posted under plain sealed wrapper. Send only
30/- for 3 weeks course, or (special offer) full

9 weeks guaranteed course. 80/-. AclilreH*,
DEPT. HJ/2, AUSTRALIAN HEALTH
SERVICES, Box 888, G.P.O., Sydney.

The world s greatest literary figure
started life as a butcher. It was William

Shakespeare, who in his early teens was

apprenticed to the trade of butchery.
H. G. Wells, too. was apprenticed to a

butcher while in his teens.

STOP
YOUR

Try the new Roussel Appliance FREE. Enables you to do hard work with comfort and

security. Definitely holds, a condition absolutely necessary for improvement or recovery.

Recommended by Doctors and thousands of ui&amp;gt;ers throughout Australia. So sure are we
that you will find THE ROUSSEL a real boon that we are prepared to make an appliance
to suit your individual requirements and GIVE YOU A 14 DAYS TRIAL. You can try

it out in any way you wish, also show it to your Doctor, then if you are !iot satisfied return

it. Regardless of whether you are fitted personally or are supplied by post, we guaranty
satisfaction. Special all rubber Rupture Appliances for Bathing, Swimming and Surf

are now also available.

.tee

tin

14 DAYS FREE TRIAL
Call or send stamp lor illustrated details,

Self Measurement Form and 14 Dmy Free

Trial Otter.

You will be under no obligation.I OU Will DC unurr nu uuiigauuu* ^__ M

ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO., D-pt. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACK. SYDNEY, or 104 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE.

PERSIL SUDS CONTAIN OXYGEN !

THAT S WHY . . .

PERSIL Kfcshes KI/hHesf
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&quot;The Model and the Marriage Broker&quot; Mayfair.

The Play and Film

Made-to-order romance is the feature of
20th Century-Fox s warmly human romantic

comedy, The Model and the Marriage
Broker/ starring Jeanne Grain, Scott

Brady and Thelma Bitter. How a mar
riage broker operates, and her influence
on the lives of those who enlist her ser

vices, receive a thorough examination in
the drama, mirroring comedy, heart
break and pathos of lonely, rootless
creatures seeking aid in their romantic

perplexities. The picture is unusual and
will appeal because it is something Aus
tralian audiences know very little about,
if anything at. all. (Mayfair.)

*

&quot;The Belle of New York,&quot; that ever

green favourite, is with us again and is

at the St. James and Liberty. This time
it is a technicolor, and with Fred Astaire
and Vera-Ellen co-starring it is sufficient

to say it will have everything. Little

Vera-Ellen, in her solo, &quot;Naughty But
Nice,&quot; has a chance to show that even a

Bowery belle has a twinkle in her eye
which brings forth a whistle on the lips of
the boys. It s an opportunity for the

young star to appear in more than eight
?rro numbers with Astaire, more dances
tnan either star has ever done in a picture

before. Adding to the fun is the inimit
able Marjorie Main, as the straight-laced*
New York dowager and Astaire s rich

aunt, who puts her talents to provocative
use. The music score includes the old
numbers: &quot;Baby Doll,&quot; &quot;Naughty But
Nice&quot; and the theme song, &quot;The Belle of
New York.&quot; The picture will have parti
cular nostalgic memories for the &quot;old-

timers&quot; and the younger generation will

appreciate it for its beauty of settings, its

talent and music, and when they are &quot;old-

timers&quot; it will have nostalgic memories for
them also.

* * #

&quot;The Desert Fox,&quot; Regent, is the dramatic
story of the man who defied Hitler, Field
Marshal Erwin Rommel, and stars James
Mason in jthe title role. Based on the best-

selling biography, &quot;Rommel The Desert
Fox,&quot; by Brigadier Desmond Young, whirl)
won wide acclaim in Europe and the United
States during the past year, the screen play
traces the career of the commanding gen
eral of the Afrika Korps who became a

legend in his own lifetime, a man whose
exploits on the field of battle captured the

imagination of the entire world, friend
and foe alike. Here is the adventurous
account ef the fabulous Desert Fox who
chased his hunters back and forth across
North Africa as often as they chased him,
the wily Fox whose tricks and turns made
even the British Tommies chuckle. It is

also the story of a man who forfeited his
life in a plot to assassinate Hitler, and in

The Belle of New York,&quot; St. James.

&quot;The Desert Fox,&quot; Regent.

documenting his story Twentieth Century-
Fox pulls the curtain aside on the corrup
tion and duplicity of the entire Nazi
regime. &quot;The Desert Fox&quot; speaks
eloquently against totalitarianism, military
conquest and tyranny over the minds of men.

* * *

The impact of world condi
tions on an American family ia

shown in &quot;I Want You,&quot; with
Dana Andrews, Dorothy Mc-
Guire, Farley Granger and
Peggy Dow in the co-starred

leading roles. Andrews and
Granger portray brothers in a
small Eastern town, working
for their father s construction

company. Miss McGuire is ca it

as Andrews wife, and Miss Dow
as Granger s girl friend. When
Granger is drafted into the
Army and Andrews, a veteran
of the last war, is urged to re
turn to the service for an im
portant assignment overseas, the
resulting family complications
make for an absorbing modem
drama. Robert Keith, Mildred
Dunnock and Ray Collins head
the supporting cast. (Century.)

&quot;/ Want You,&quot; Century.

Opening at the Tivoli Theatre, Sydney,
towards the end of June, will be the most
lavish of all productions ever seen in Aus
tralia, the world-renowned &quot;Folies Bergere.&quot;

The models and show girls who are to be
imported with the company are all 5ft. lOin.

tall, and have had special training to fit

them for this particular type of work,
and Mr. David N. Martin, Managing
Director of the Tivoli Circuit, who
specially chose the girls, thinks they
will create a great deal of interest
when they arrive in this country as

they, besides having marvellous
figures, are naturally beautiful. The
girls have to stand motionless for sev
eral minutes during the various scenes,
and to do this they say is more
difficult than to learn the French dance
routines. Apart from beautiful girls
the production will be full of talent
and will include the show-stopping
dancers &quot;The Vallais.&quot;

* * *

From time to time there comes to
the screen a film that is outstanding in
its perfection and which takes its place

automatically amongst the acknowledged
masterpieces of filmcraft. Such a film is

&quot;The Browning Version&quot; (Embassy).
Polished performances by Michael Red
grave, Jean Kent and Nigel Patrick set
the seal on this drama of human emotions.
The story is pre-eminently concerned with
an exploration into the minds and hearts
of two characters, Andrew Crocker-Harris
(Michael Redgrave) and his wife, Millie

(Jean Kent), and with a detailed study of
the conflict inherent in the hidden facts of
their married life.

* * *

The story of
&quot;Rendezvous,&quot; Prince

Edward, traces the outlandish consequences
after an eavesdropping adolescent wrongly
infers that her mother is philandering.
Armed with a few facts of life and an
adult wardrobe spirited from her mother,
she sets out to woo the man in question,
thus removing temptation from her
mother s path. How this meddlesome Miss
Fixit brews a keg of trouble for mother
and dad, terrorises an eligible young
bachelor, and raises eyebrows and pulses
for miles around, makes some of the fresh
est and funniest comedy. Joan Fontaine
is cast as the attractive mother under filial

suspicion, while John Lund plays her flab

bergasted husband. Mona Freeman is seen
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Wally Boag, &quot;Peep Show&quot; Tivoli.

as the under-age adventuress trying to

educate her mother in the ways of the

world, and Peter Hanson portrays the

young doctor caught in the middle of a

merry muddle. A competent and featured
cast is headed by David Stollery,

Virginia Farmer and Angela Clarke.

Two new stars will be with the
Kiwi Eevue Company in its Sydney
season at the Empire Theatre. They
are Red Moore, impersonator extra

ordinary, and Bill Bain, the &quot;femme

comedian.&quot; When the Kiwis were
in Melbourne making their record
run of two years, Chico Marx, in

Australia to play a theatrical en

gagement, saw the show. He was
impressed particularly by the talents
of impressionist

- comedian, Eed
Moore. Marx said: &quot;Moore is ter

rific,&quot; and arranged an 18 months
tour of America. Moore rejoined the
Kiwis at the beginning of the recent

record-breaking tour of New Zea
land. Since Red Moore s visit to the
movie colony in Hollywood and
numerous other opportunities to

observe world-famous personalities, he has
been able to round out the characters he

impersonates by adding facets of personal
ity and mannerisms. Moore studied the

performances of Nat King Cole at the
Paramount Theatre in Times Square;
Danny Kaye at the Theatre Guild Hour
one of the biggest radio shows; the Ink

Spots at the gigantic Radio City Music
Hall. All these people are featured in his

act.
* * *

Brigadier Desmond Young, author of

&quot;Rommel,&quot; the story of the German gen
eral who turned against Hitler, met Rom
mel the hard way. He was captured by
Rommel during the African campaign,
later spent two years digging Up facts for
the biography which has been produced by
20th Century-Fox as &quot;The Desert Fox.&quot;

*

As the wife of a classics master at a

public school in &quot;The Browning Version,&quot;

Jean Kent wears an outfit for the school
cricket match in a colour scheme which
will be well to the fore next spring. Her
outfit consists of a grey and white after
noon dress in crepe-de-chine, teamed with
an intriguing picture hat in London straw.
The actress has four changes of clothing
throughout the film. She is first seen in a
day dress of cinnamon-brown shantung
with a pleated skirt and shirt-blouse top.

For a dinner party sequence Jean wears a

full-length black chiffon dinner dress, worn
over an apricot taffeta slip. The final

scenes show her in an &quot;easy-to-wear&quot; black,
brown and white check travel suit with tan
accessories and a tan felt cloche hat.

# * *

Hugh Hastings London hit comedy,
&quot;Seagulls Over Sorrento,&quot; had its Austra
lian premiere at the Comedy Theatre, Mel
bourne, on Saturday night, April 5. The
play was produced by John Casson and the
cast included William Hodge, Keneth Thor-

nett, Frank Taylor, Michael Anderson,
Brian James, Gordon Chater, Kenneth
Firth, Donald Crosby and Kevin Miles.

*

Some few years ago Mrs. W. E. Ardill

gathered around her a group of enthusiastic
lovers of the theatre, and these ladies met
from time to time, raised funds, and cre
ated a permanent memorial in the Botanic
Gardens to their favourite Australian
actress, Nellie Stewart. This loving task

accomplished, the members of the Play
goers Society turned their thoughts to the

objective of providing a home for two old
favourites of the theatre who desire to live
out a Darby-and-Joan existence in ideal

surroundings. The first part of this scheme

&quot;The Browning Version&quot; Embassy.
has been accomplished. In June this

gallant band of workers will have handed
over to them at Padstow a cottage ready
for occupancy by the fortunate couple
who will pay only a nominal rent for
the dwelling. This is not charity, but
is being done in appreciation of
the many happy hours these

playgoers have spent in the
theatre. A ballot will take rilace

early in May and the Sydney
Director of J. C. Williamson
Theatres Ltd., Mr. Harald Bow-
den, who is a Vice-President of
the Society, will report to the
Society the names of those old
favourites of the stage who are

deserving of this wonderful
opportunity. The Playgoers
Society, incidentally, is non-
sectarian.

* * #

This week saw the reunion of
Moira Shearer and James Mason.
The pair, who knew each other in

England, reported for a first re
hearsal on their co-starring film,
&quot;Jealous Lover,&quot; one of the
&quot;Three Love Stories.&quot; The film

marks Miss Shearer s first appear
ance in American films.

Maxine Marsh, Holies Bergere&quot; Tivoli.

One of the most feminine costumes of
the season is Ava Gardner s silk taffeta

skirt with white chiffon blouse. The
skirt, very full, is gathered at the
waistline. The blouse has the new
oval neckline with draped front and
dolman-type sleeves coming to tiny
points over the hands. Ava, starring
in M-G-M s forthcoming Western,
&quot;Lone Star,&quot; wears a gathered cum
merbund of black taffeta with a

large rhinestone pin at the side to

complete the outfit.
* * *

&quot;Olympic Elk&quot; will be Walt Dis

ney s fourth True-Life Adventure
film which will be released by RKO
Radio. Filmed in the fastness of
the Olympic Peninsula of western

Washington, it presents animal life

as it has existed time out of mind,
and depicts, in particular, the yearly
migration of a herd of elk.

* *

Screen star Peter Lawford came
close to losing the sight of his left

eye during a violent whip fight with
Richard Boone in &quot;Kangaroo.&quot; As it is he
will carry a scar above the eye for life.

* * *

June Haver, who is 5 feet 2 inches tall,

stood on a telephone book for most of her

[Turn to page 38.&quot;]

Rendezvous,&quot; Prince Edward.



Fresh Tricks

Mustard !

SUCH SUCCULENT

STEAKS

withYou can accomplish a lot

little Mustard: all sorts of unexpected graces!

When frying or grilling steaks, try dipping the

meat in a sauce made from cup salad oil, f

teaspoon Mustard, 1 teaspoon salt, \ teaspoon

pepper. Or simply rub the steak well with 1

teaspoon of Mustard. It s so appetising!

IT S CHEESY
To enhance both appetite and

flavour, add a trace of Mustard

to any hot cheese dish.

MUSTARD
..of course

Learn to Play a Tune
in 30 Minutes

on the

Hill-Billy Guitar
HAWAIIAN STEEL GUITAR,
SPANISH GUITAR, UKULELE,
BANJO-MANDOLIN.

Let Norm Scott, the Singing Stockman,
teach you!

You can learn to play your favourite melody
or accompaniment to your favourite cowboy
or popular song in 30 minutes. Be the most
popular member of your set play around the
camp-fire, at dances, parties or over the radio.
It costs only 2/6 weekly to learn in the com
fort of your own home, AND the Postal
Instruction Course is so simple the smallest
buckaroo can follow it.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
Don t forget there s a Money-Back Guarantee
if you are not satisfied. Decide to-day to
change your whole life through the magic and
popularity of real hill-billy music.

NORM SCOTT, the Singing Stockman,
GUITAR CLUB

P.O. Box 3514 RR, G.P.O., SYDNEY.
POST THIS COUPON TODAY

To THE GUITAR CLUB, I

Kembla Bldg., 58 Margaret St., Sydney. |

Please send me by return mail complete |
details of your Home Study Course, without i

obligation. Tell me how I can obtain a Hill- !

Billy Guitar, Hawaiian Guitar, Spanish Guitar. I

I

I

Ukulele, Banjo-Mandolin on a small deposit.

NAME
Address

This Offer obtainable ONLY from above
address. A.H.J. 6

LOOK DOWN
THIS LIST!

STOTT S can prepare you in your OWN HOME
for a SUCCESSFUL CAREER or for PROMOTION
in your present sphere. Mail the Coupon to-day.

Handwriting
Nurse* Entrance
Police Entrance
Commercial Art

Drawing, Sketching
Caricature, Cartoon g
Backward Adults
Radio (For Amateurs)
Motor Mechanic*
Engineering (Diesel,

Mech., Electrical)
Boiler Attendants

Engine Drivers

Dynamo Attendants

Building Construction

Estimating /Tendering
Draftsmanship
Stammerer*

Shorthand /Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial)
Accountancy and

Inst. of Secretaries

Shire Clerks Exam*.
Story Writing
Journalism (Freelance)
Showcard and

Ticket Writing
Dresscutting/ Design
Advertisement Wrtg.
Salesmanship
English, Arithmetic

Dairy Farming
Livestock Breeding
Soil/ Farm Crops
Dairy Su[ ervisor*

Testers, Graders
Farm Aritb. Surveyg.

General Education

University Exam*.

Stolts Correspondence College
100 Russell St., Melbourne ;

149 Castlereagh St., Sydney;
290 Adelaide St., Brisbane

;
21 Grenfell St., Adelaide

;

254 Murray St., Perth

- _._,Mi AND MAIL THIS ( OlTON ~_ _ _
To STOTT S : Please send me, free and without
obligation, full particulars of your Course/s in :

!

I MY NAME
I ADDRESS
! A.H.J. 752 AGE
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS] ^o*xx

BOLERO AND SKIRT, 7939.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Sleeve. Fold under portion below notches

of pattern provided and pin half-sleeve to
a large sheet of paper, and mark along
punchholes indicating underarm curve. Fold

paper along straight edge and
cut around armhole, underarm
and lower edge through both
thicknesses. Notch armhole,

open out the new pattern and
cut along the previously
marked underarm curve.

Cuffs and Collar. As
the shape for these
outlined on pattern
for bolero back and
lower portion of
sleeve (see dia

gram), pin folded

edges of paper to

centre back line and
lower edge of sleeve.

Mark from
notches through
all punchholes,
then cut out

along marks
through both
thicknesses of

paper.
Facings. Cut

facings for front
and lower edges of bolero from pattern
supplied and make these 1 inches wide.
Waist Band. Separate back from front by

cutting along side seam indicated by punch-
hole.

Skirt Back. Use pattern supplied for
front.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As pat
tern has been cut for the average 36-inch

figure it will be necessary to see whether
alterations are needed for the individual

figure. Pin pieces together, remembering
that seam and hem allowances are not in

cluded. Place pattern over figure and
observe fitting. If bodice front and back
are too long, shorten by folding between
armhole and waistline, and if too short cut
in same place and insert sufficient paper to

provide additional length required.

Shorten or lengthen skirt if necessary
just below hip line. To increase pattern
pin additional strips of paper along seam
edges where extra width is required, and
to decrease pattern trim away pattern
edges where additional width is not
needed. Remove pattern, take apart, press
Hat, even up all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Out Material: Pin pat
tern to material as shown in cutting guide.
Cut out with allowance of 2 inches for
skirt hem, 1 inch on underarm seams and

inch on all other edges. Before remov
ing pattern from material, mark clearly
with tailor s chalk or tacking exact seam
lines, notches and punchholes.

Step 4. Skirt: Join fronts together at
centre front in a plain seam, then join
hacks together in same way. Press both
seams open and neaten rnw edges. Fold
pleats in line with notches and tack
with first notch from centre over the
second, then third one over fourth.
Pin front and back together at sides
and leave an opening about 6 inches
below waistline on left side. Try skirt
on and observe fitting at waistline.
Let out or take in allowance if neces

sary. Machine both seams, press open
and neaten raw edges.

Step 5. Waist Band: Join front to
back on right side in a plain seam and

press open. Cut a facing for waist band of

self-material, also an interlining of soft
canvas. Join canvas together, then join
facing and press open seams. Tack canvas
to waist band on the inside. Turn under
seam allowance along front and back por
tion of skirt opening, tack and press in

place. Pin waist band to skirt with right
sides together and ma chine around entire
waistline.

Tie threads, cut; away canvas almost to

stitching line, then press allowance on skirt
and band together and upwards, and cut

away excess seam allowance with one edge
slightly wider than the other. Pin facing
to band with right sides together, machine
up front, across top and down back. Tie
threads securely, cut away excess seam
allowance on facing, turn right side out,
press well, then turn under raw edge of fac

ing, hem to stitching across waistline and
press again.

Step 6. Applying Zipper: Provide a zipper
equal in length to the side opening and of
a colour to match skirt. Pin front edge of
skirt to closed zipper, with edge just cover
ing metal portion. Tack through all thick
nesses, then machine on right side as close
as possible to the metal, using a cording
foot on machine if one is available. Draw
threads to inside and tie securely. Lap
front over back with seam lines together
and pin turned edge of back to zipper as
close as possible to metal portion. Tack
in place, then machine along edge through
nil thicknesses. Tie threads and press
again. Press open seam below opening and
neaten all raw edges.

Step 7. Hem: Allow skirt to hang over

night to give material an opportunity of

stretching. Try on and mark a becoming
length with chalk or pins, measuring up an
even distance from floor. Turn hem, secure

by hand and press.

Step 8. Shoulder Pads: Cut a pattern for
shoulder pads from a piece of paper 9J
inches long and 5 inches wide. Fold in

halves crosswise and cut in a curved line

from cut ends to fold.
, Open out pattern

and cut four pieces of material from it.

Provide a piece of cottonwool same size as

pad, omitting seam allowance. Pin this to
inside along longest side and draw padding
away from points and curved edges, taper
ing it to nothing about 1 inch in from these.
Tack padding in place and take all long

stitches on cottonwool side. Pin other pad
on top with right sides together and
machine along longest side. Turn right
side out, machine the two raw edges to

gether exactly on marked seam line and
again 1 inch in from first stitching. Neaten
raw edges by overcasting or pinking. Phi
pads in garment with each fitting to en
sure correct set of shoulders.

Step 9. Bolero: Pin darts on inside in line
with notches and punchhole. Pin fronts to
back at shoulders and underarms in plain
seams. Join sleeves at underarms in plain
seams, press open and neaten. Pin to arm-
holes with notches meeting and ease evenly
across tops.

Step 10. Fitting Bolero: Pin pads to
bolero with longest side extending about \
inch beyond shoulder seam into sleeve and
point in line with shoulder seam. Try on
while skirt is on and observe seams. Note
whether sleeves are of correct length,
shoulder width becoming and sleeves and
pads correctly set in. Make any necessary
adjustments.

Step 11. Stitching: Unpin pads, remove
sufficient pins from sleeves near seams to

enable seams to be stitched, pressed and
neatened. Machine darts, tapering stitching
gradually to nothing, tie threads and press
towards centre front. Machine shoulder
and underarm seams, press open and neaten
raw edges. Repin sleeves, machine in place,
press allowance open across upper half of
armhole. replace pads and tie-stitch these
to seam allowance around armholes.

Step 12. Buttonhole: Mark position and
size of buttonhole, which should be a trifle

larger than width of button, on the right-
hand side of bolero, and arrange for end of
buttonhole to be f inch from edge. Cut. two
binding strips g inch \\ide and f inch longer
than size of buttonhole. Fold strips in half

lengthwise, press, tack to garment with raw
edges meeting exactly over mark and ends
extending an even distance beyond mark.
Machine along centre of each strip and do
not take stitching beyond marked line. Tie
all ends securely on inside. Cut along
marked line to within J inch of each end
and then diagonally to ends of stitching.
Turn raw edges of binding strips to inside
and press with folded edges meeting- exactly
in centre. On the inside pin the triangular
piece at each end to binding strips, fold

garment back out of the way and machine
across each end through all thicknesses. Tie
threads and press again.

Step 13. Collar and Cuffs: Pin facings to
collar and cuffs with right sides together
and machine around outer edge. Cut away
excess seam allowance, turn right side out,
press and pin to bolero and sleeves on the

outside, placing ends of cuff s 1 inch to
wards front from centre of sleeve. Join
facing for fronts and lower edge at sides
in plain seams and press open. Pin to bolero
with right sides facing. Cut a self-material
bias facing strip for each sleeve and a fitted

[Turn to page 31,]
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I CUSTARD I

POWDER

K

FOSTER CLARKS

CUSTARD DISHES

These days when pennies
fly so quickly, you re on the
alert for really good sweets
at minimum cost. Your
whole family win be de_

lighted at the rich delicious
and economical sweets you
can so easily and quickly
make with Foster Clark s

Creamy Custard!

^BP ^tr^ker9

Clarks
CREAMY CUSTARD

Tutti-Fruitti Trifle (illustrated) is a delicious

iweet from the Foster Clark Recipe Book.

Write for your free copy, enclosing 3d.

stamp to Foster Clark (Aujt.) Ltd., Dept.

9B, Redfern, N.S.W.

SKIN TROUBLE
An upset of the system as shown by various

skin rashes, eczema, boils, etc., is usually

the result of an unbalanced ratio or, in other

words, a deficiency of certain types of the

Essential Nerve and Tissue Building Cell-Salts

or Vitamins.

If your skin is discoloured, blotchy, pimply, itchy

or unsightly some of these Cell-Salts are missing.

This may also be due to your nerves.

For Free Booklet giving details regarding our Treatment

write to Dept. B3

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
Box 1249L, G.P.O., Melbourne.

Office : 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE.
MU 1971

A certain producer was telling a chum
he d given his girl friend pearls for Christ
mas. &quot;Why didn t you give her a car?&quot;

asked the chum. &quot;Ever hear of a phoney
car?&quot; replied the producer.

There is nothing so strong or safe in
an emergency as the simple truth.

There is no perfect place to live. If you
live in the land of milk and honey there s

always the chance of being stung by a bee
or kicked by a cow.

Common sense is the knack of seeing
things as they are and doing things as they
ought to be done.

JURE UNTOLD PLEASURE
Friends invitations

outings!

LEARN AT HOME
Be playing oil your
.Favourite tunes and
Screen hits in a few

weeks with a

SAMPSON
POSTAL COURSE
costs nothing if

not satisfied.

IT S A
REVELATION
IN MUSIC

LEARN AT i

HOME FOR]

2 6
WEEKLY

No scales or exercises.

No need to b clever.

Beginners start playing
in 30 minutes.

LESSONS
INSTRUMENTS

From 2/6 weekly whrever

you live for either

if Banjo Mandolin

if Hill-billy Guitar

if Steel Guitar

fa Piano Accordion

if Button Accordion

fa Mouth Organ
if Piano * UkvkU

Banjo Ukulele

if Saxophone
if Violin if Clarinet

FREE. Wnta for int catalogs
and booklet (state instrument

favoured) to

SAMPSONS, Dept C
48 1 Korrt St.

Bo 4I84X. S.P.O., Sydney

Austrolia s

FORD PILLS have
reduced me trom 1 1

st. 2 Ibs. to 8 st. 13

Ibs., and I haven t

had Indigestion or

constipation since I

started taking them
each day. People

say I look too young
to be the mother of

3 children.

Ford Pills are mar
vellous for Indiges

tion, Constipation,

Stomach Trouble,

$|I Rheumatism and
:W Overweight.

Ford Pills contain

the concentrated ex

tracts that give you the

valuable laxative properties

of fruit to keep you well in

Nature s way.
Start a course of
Ford Pills to-day.

Get Ford Pills in the new
red and gold plastic tubes.

i
m

5/6 and 3/-
EVERYWHERE

FSB
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 29.]

facing for neck edge 1^ inches wide. Join
neck facing to front facings in plain seams
and press open. Tack over collar, then
machine around entire outer edge of bolero

and around neckline. Pin facing strips to

cuffs and machine through all thicknesses
in the same way. Cut away excess seam
allowance, turn facings to inside, press,
turn under raw edges, machine through
fold only and slip-stitch in place, taking
care to conceal all stitches on the right
side.

Step 14. Finishing: Cut an opening in

facing exactly under buttonhole, turn under
raw edges, hem to binding and press. Sew
button on left side to correspond with
buttonhole and complete with final pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust, 31-inch waist,

40-inch hips. Material: 2 yards 54 inches
wide.

[For 34-inch bust take $ inch off side
seams of front and back. For 38-inch bust
allow ^ inch on side seams of front and
back.]

Pattern may be obtained in sizes 32 and
40-inch bust. Price 2/3, plus postage.

GIRL S SLIP, 10,611.

Step 1. Completing Pattern and Cutting
Material: Cut a pattern for bodice back
from the front provided by folding under -J

inch at centre front line along waist
and taper to nothing at underarm seam,
then fold under the upper portion from
the notch at centre front to the

punchhole near the side, as shown
on cutting guide. Mark off one
width of material 36 inches wide
and 21 inches long, or the required
length, then another width 18
inches wide, same length. Pin
bodice front and back to material
as shown in cutting guide and cut
out with ^ inch seam allowance on
all edges.

Step 2. Making: Pin darts in
bodice front and back in line with
notch and punchhole, take up
inch of material at waistline and
taper each dart to nothing
about 4 inches above it. Pin
front and back together at

Machine each dart, tie threads and press
towards centre front and centre back.
Finish sides with narrow French seams,
then join skirt pieces together in same way.
Lengthen machine stitch a trifle and along
upper edge stitch on seam line, then on
seam allowance \ inch from first stitching.
Draw up both gathering threads to fit

lower edge of bodice, tie ends securely
and arrange fulness in even gathers.

Step 3. Finishing: Turn under allowance
on bodice, pin to gathered edge of skirt,

tack, machine as close as possible to seam
edge. Press and neaten raw edges by
overcasting. Finish upper and lower edge
with narrow hems, then apply the lace by
hand or machine. For shoulder straps
provide beading with lace frilling
attached to each side and secure this to
front and back in line with notches.
Insert ribbon through beading and finish
with bows, as shown in illustration.

Pattern is for girl 12 years, 29-inch
chest. Material: 1J yards 36 inches wide;
Lace Edging, 4 yards; Beading, 1 yard;
Ribbon, 1^ yards.

Pattern may be obtained in size 10

years, 28-inch chest. Price, 2/-, plus
postage.

\

PART OF SKIRT
ALLOW I WIDTH JS INti

sides, then try bodice on and let out or
take in darts and seams if necessary, re

membering that although a neat fit is

desired, waistline has to be sufficiently
roomy as to allow to be slipped over the
shoulders.

FROCK, 7940.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Sleeve. Follow suggestions given for

completing sleeve pattern in Step 1, Pat
tern 7939, but use full length sleeve and
mark in a dart at lower edge of back by
folding from the 1 notch to centre of sleeve
and taper to nothing about 9 inches above

lower edge.
Collar. Place shoulder seam of

bodice back to a fold of paper, mark
from notches through all punchholes
(see diagram), remove pattern and
cut through both thicknesses of paper

along marks.
Facing. Cut a facing 2$ inches

wide for right front edge of yoke
and use yoke pattern as a

guide when cutting out.

Step 2. Testing for Correct
Size: See Step 2, Pattern
7939.

Step 3. Cutting Out
Material: See Step 3. Pattern
7939.

Step 4. Shoulder Pads: See
Step 8, Pattern 7939.

Step 5. Preparing Bodice
for Fitting: Pin darts in front
and back on the inside. Join
fronts together at centre
front in a plain seam, press
open and neaten. Lap right-
hand side of yoke over left
with centre front lines over
each other, then lap lower
bodice front over yoke with

seam lines exactly over each other
and pin together temporarily for fit

ting. Pin front and back together at
shoulders and underarms, and leave
an opening -of 4 inches above waist
line on both right and left-hand sides.

Pin darts in sleeves on inside and
machine from lower edge, tapering
stitching gradually to nothing. Tie
threads and press towards back. Join
sleeves together at underarms in
plain seams and leave an opening of
3 inches at wrist end.

Step 6. Fitting Bodice: Pin pads to bodice
in the same way as suggested in Step 10,
Pattern 7939. Try bodice on and observe
fitting. Make any adjustments necessaryand mark each one carefully with chalk or

side.

pins. Unpin pads and sleeves, also pins
holding bodice to yoke.

Step 7. Stitching Bodice: Stitch shoulder

seams, press open and neaten, then each
dart, tie threads and press towards centre
front and centre back. Make buttonholes
on right-hand side of yoke in the same way
as suggested in Step 12, Pattern 7939. Pin

facing to collar with right
sides together, machine
around outer edge, cut away
excess seam allowance, turn

right side out, press and
tack to bodice on the out-

Cut a self-material
bias facing strip 1

inch wide, long
enough to extend
around neck line,

omitting portion cov
ered by the facing on
right-hand side.

Join end to facing
in a plain seam;

press open and pin
facing to bodice
with right sides to

gether. Machine
up front from
centre front on
right-hand side,
then around the
entire neck line.

allowance, turn

facing to inside,

press well and
catch-stitch in

place, taking
care to conceal
all stitches on
the right side.

Finish but
tonholes in same
way as de
scribed in Step
14, Pattern
7939. Then

[Turn to

page 37.]
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Listen to those golden

bubbles of flavour!

t&ao&ss RICEsudet&f

Every foe/ping
cJtockfu/ of

nourishment and
mother/

Try these on tfoe youngsters/j

Make These Luscious

Chocolate Crackles!
No Cooking Needed

Ingredients: 4 cups Kellogg s Rice Bubbles*;
1 cup fine Cocoanut; 8 oz. Icing Sugar; 3

tablespoons Bournville Cocoa; 8 oz. CopAa.

Method: Stir dry ingredients together, melt

Copha and pour over them. Mix thoroughly,

spoon into paper cups and allow to set.

Above quantity makes from 2j to 3 dozen
Chocolate Crackles.

if RICE BUBBLES is a registered trade mark of Kellogg (Aust.)
rty. Ltd., for its brand of oven-popped rice.

SHORTHAND

TYPEWRITING

BOOKKEEPING
Office Work offers excellent Opportuni

ties to those who have had a Sound
Practical Training in Shorthand. Touch-

Typewriting and Bookkeeping.

During their 68 years experience, STOTT S

COLLEGES have been renowned for reliable

and up-to-date tuition. You can readily master
these subjects in your own home, at your leisure.

Good positions are Plentiful. Naturally, the

Highest Positions &o to those who have had a
COMPLETE TRAINING.

For Prospectus and Pull Particulars of any of

these Courses. Mail (be Coupon.

Stotts Correspondence College

!00 Russell St. Melbourne; 149 Castlereagh St. Sydney;
290 Adelaide St. Brisbane; 21 Crenfell St. Adelaide;

254 Marrav St., Pertb

,.~,- l I &quot;I AND MAIL THIS COUPON

Tii STOTT S : Ple.ise send me, tree and without

obligation, your COMMERCIAL EDUCATION
Prospectus. I am interested in

I MY NAME

|
ADDRESS,..

I (A.H.J. 852) AGE.

BRAIN FAG?
Tired? Sleepless?
Build new Energy quickly.

If you re feeling below par,
suspect &quot;mineral starva
tion&quot;! Give your nerves,
brain and body the benefit
of extra food value concen
trated in Bidomak. The
seven vital mineral elements
Bidomak contains will re

build your energy, calm your
nerves, restore good health,
help build resistance to ill

ness! Thousands Of ex-
sufferers from &quot;nerves&quot; now say
they feel fine again Thanks to
Bidomak.&quot; It s as safe for children
as for adults. Start on a course_ now. Try it for 14 days and
R3 if you don t feel better your

;^ money will be refunded.

Build up on

Bidomak
&quot;The Tonic of the Century&quot;

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
EASI LY R E M OVE D
r ^..^m^ AT HOME

Hundreds o women
are overjoyed at the

easy way the famous
wedish Wax Pencils

remove unsightly hairs

without discomfort,
caving the skin clean,

velvety, baby-smooth
and lovely. Success-

fully removes stubborn

,..., ... seconds. The hair

comes right OUT not merely off

from face, arms, legs and back of

neck. Superior to all known methods.
No stubby regrowth, no

&quot;

shaved off
&quot;

look. Pure, safe, natural ingredients no

smelly chemicals. Positively non-irritating.

Sold on Money-back guarantee for only

IS/- post free. Sent under plain wrapper.
Send Postal Note to-day to

SOUTHERN GILBERT COY. PTY. LTD.
(Est. 1937) DEPT. B.

DE MESTRE PLACE, SYDNEY, N.S.W.
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NORFOLK JACKET
Material: 16 skeins 4-ply wool; 1 pair

No. 13 needles; 1 pair No. 11 needles; 1

spare needle No. 11; 5 buttons; 1 buckle;
1 yard petersham ribbon 1$ inches wide;
1 medium crochet needle.

Measurements Bust, 36 inches: length
from shoulder to sleeves underarm, 18

inches; end of basque, 23 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; beg., beginning; st., stitch; rep.,

repeat; patt., pattern; inc., increase; ea.,

each; con continue.

Back.

Using No. 11 needles cast on 1GO sts.

In all pieces work one row cf k. 1. p. 1

before commencing patt.

Shaping Armhole.
Cast off 8 sts. at beg. of next two rows.
Con. in patt., k. 2 tog. ea. end every

alternate row 8 times (136 sts. on needle).
When work measures 2 inches straight up

from armhole shaping and wrong side of
work facing up k. 1 row, p. 1 row, k. 1 row.

In last 3 rows reduce sts. to 112 sts. by
k. 2 tog. at even distances in ea. row.

Yoke.

Change to No. 13 needles. With right
side of work facing up:

1st row Inc. 1 st. in 1st st., p. 1, k. 1,

p. 1 to end of row.
2nd row K. 1. p. 1, k. 1, p. 2 tog. to end

of row.

Pattern.
1st row K. 2, p. 1, *k. 2, p. 6, k. 2, p. 1.

k. 4, p. 1. rep. from * until 13 sts. from end
of row, k. 2, p. 6, k. 2, p. 1, k. 2.

2nd row P. 2, k. 1,
*

p. 2, k. 6, p. 2, k. 1,

p. 4, k. 1, rep. from * until 13 sts. from end
of row, p. 2, k. 6. p. 2, k. 1, p. 2.

3rd row Same as 1st row.

4th row P. 2, k. 1,
*

p. 2, twist next 6
sts. (taking spare needle slip 3 sts. off
li ft-hand needle, let fall to front of work,
k. next 3 sts, off left-hand needle, k. 3 sts.

on spare needle), p. 2, k. 1, p. 4, k. 1.

repeat from * until 13 sts. from end of
row. p. 2, twist next 6 sts., p. 2, k. 1, p. 2.

Rep. last 4 rows until work measures C
inches from 1st row. Change to No. 13
inn-dies and con. in patt. for 1$ inches.

Change back to No. 11 needles, con. in

patt. until work measures 14 ins. from
1st row, inc. 1 st. ea. end of needle every
4th row four times, when there will be 16S
sts. on needle.

Rep. these two rows until yoke measures
4 inches.

Shape Shoulder.
Cast off 9 sts. ea. end of needle 4 times.

Cast off remaining 40 sts.

Right Front.

Using No. 11 needles cast on 89 sts.

Inc. 1 st. in 1st st., p. 1 (k. 1, p. 1. k. 1,

inc. 1 st. in next st.) twice, then k. 1, p. 1

to last st., k. 1.

1st row of Patt. K. 2.
*

p. 1, k. 2, p. 0.

k. 2, p. 1, k. 4, rep. from * until 11 sts.

from end of row, k. 2 (p. 2 tog., k. 1, p. 1,
k. 1) twice, p. 2 tog.

2nd row Inc. 1 st. in 1st st. (p. 1, k. 1.

p. 1, inc. 1 st. in next st.) twice, p. 2,
*

k. 1, p. 2. k. 6. p. 2, k. 1, p. 4, rep. from *

until 2 sts. from end of row, p. 2.

3rd row Same as 1st row.
4th row Inc. 1 st. in 1st st. (p. 1, k. 1,

p. 1, inc. 1 st. in next st.) twice, p. 2,
*

k. 1, p. 2, twist next 6 sts., p. 2, k. 1, p. 4,

rep. from * to last 2 sts., p. 2.

Rep. last 4 rows until work measures 5

inches from 1st row. Change to No. 13
needles, con. in patt. for 1 inches.

In the 10th row make first buttonhole
Inc. 1 st. in 1st st., p. 1, k. 1, cast off 3 sts.,

p. 1, inc. 1 st. in next st., finish row same
as 2nd row.
Next row Work same as 1st row until

buttonhole, turn, cast on 3 sts., turn and
finish row.
Next row Same as 4th row. After com

pleting 1^ inches change to No. 11 needles,
then con. in patt. until side seam measures
14 inches. Make a buttonhole every 2$
inches (5 in all), also inc. same as back
(only at side seam end) 93 sts.

Armhole Shaping.
Cast off 8 sts. Con. in patt., k. 2 tog.

every alternate row (armhole end) 8 times.
In 3rd decrease row start shaping neck

by k. 2 last sts. tog. in every alternate row
until 36 sts. remain on needle.
When work measures 2^ inches straight

up from armhole and wrong side of work
facing up k. 1 row, p. 1 row, k. 1 row.

In last three rows reduce sts. to 56 sts.

Yoke.

Change to No. 13 needles and work on
these 56 sts. same as back, k. 2 tog. every
alternate row neck end until 36 sts. remain
on needle.
When yoke measures 4 inches at armhole

end shape shoulder.

Shaping Shoulder.

Commencing at armhole end and con. in

patt. cast off 9 sts. every alternate row 4
times.

Left Front.
Work same as right front, reversing

shapings and border, omitting buttonholes.

Sleeves.

Using No. 13 needles cast on 64 sts. Work
the two rows of yoke patt. for 1 inches.

Change to No. 11 needles, p. 1 row, inc.
1 st. ea. end of needle. Commence patt.

1st row K. 6 (p. 1, k. 4, p. 1, k. 2, p. 6,
k. 2) 3 times, p. 1, k. 4, p. 1, k. 6.

2nd row P. 6 (k. 1, p. 4, k. 1, p. 2, k. 6,

p. 2) 3 times, k. 1, p. 4, k. 1, p. 6.

3rd row Same as 1st row.
4th row P. 6 (k. 1, p. 4, k. 1, p. 2, twist

next 6 sts., p. 2) 3 times, k. 1, p. 4, k. 1,

p. 6.

Rep. these four rows until there are 100
sts. on needle, inc. 1 st. ea. end of needle in

every alternate twist row. Continue with
out inc. for required length of sleeve.

Shape Top.
Cast off 8 sts. at beg. of next two rows,

then decrease 1 st. ea. end of every alternate
row until 54 sts. remain on needle. Now
decrease ea. end of every row until 26 sts.

remain. Cast off.

Revers.

Using No. 13 needles, cast on 4 sts. Work
in yoke patt. At the end of 1st row inc.
1 st. and in every alternate row until there
are 27 sts. on needle. Cast off in 2nd row
of patt. Join to right front. Work left front
rever to match.

Collar.

Using No. 13 needles, cast on 13 sts. Work
in yoke patt., inc. 1 st. in 1st and every
alternate row until there arc 32 sts. on
needle. Cont. in patt. without inc. for 5

ins. Decrease, corresponding with other
end. Cast off.

Pockets (2 large ones).

Using No. 11 needles, cast on 44 sts.

1st and 3rd rows (P. 1, k. 2. p. 6, k. 2,

p. 1, k. 4) twice, p. 1. k. 2, p. 6, k. 2, p. 1.

2nd row (K. 1, p. 2, k. 6, p. 2, k. 1, p. 4)
twice, k. 1, p. 2, k. 6, p. 2, k. 1.

[Turn to page 41.]
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C
SAYS

ome into the kitchen !

SOME SIMPLE IOEAS TO BUILO YOUR. gePUTATION AS A HOSTESS

noted Home Economist
of World Brands fty. Ltd.

There s many a small daughter, who has launched
her cooking career with crunchy (Jhocoiace

Crackles as her afternoon-tea recipe number one.

It s the magical touch of Copha
that lends a helping hand, turns

cookie-making into a job that anyone can
handle . . . and so very economically !

You need only five minutes to get the

ingredients together, and voila ! . . three

dozen of these crunchy taste-teasing
Chocolate Crackles.

CHOCOLATE CRACKLES

Ingredients: 8 ozs. Copha, 8 ozs. icing sugar, 3

tablespoons (heaped) Bournville cocoa, 1 cup
coconut, 4 cups Kellogg s Rice Bubbles.
Method: 1. Combine dry ingredients in a mixing
bowl.

2. Melt Copha in a saucepan, pour onto dry
ingredients and mix thoroughly.
3. Spoon into paper cup containers and allow to set.

Yield about 3 dozen.
Note: If icing sugar is unobtainable, rolled crystal

sugar or castor sugar may be substituted.

TH6 T5A YOU SERVE /STH6 MOST IMPORTANT ITEM
Tea parties make reputations as well as good neighbours
whenever you serve Lipton Tea. Small wonder . . . for,

Upton experts, following the standards laid down by Sir

Thomas Lipton himself, carefully blend fine teas to get that

one and only Brisk Lipton flavour. Change to Lipton Tea
and you ll say Ah! That s for me!

HOW TO BREW A BETTER CUP OF TEA
1. Warm the pot. (If you re using your best silver tea

service, be sure to scald the pot before making the tea.

Otherwise the tea may have a metallic taste).
2. Add one heaped teaspoon of tea for each person and
one extra for the pot. (Always use Brisk Lipton tea and
be sure you re serving the best).
3. Add just-boiled, bubbling hot water.
4. Stand for 5 minutes before pouring. This way the full-

bodied, satisfying flavour of Brisk Lipton tea is allowed
to &quot;draw&quot;.

SPECIAL APPUE TGA CAKfi
No other shortening cuts time and corners like Copha. Just melt the Copha,
mix with the dry ingredients no creaming no egg beating, and only
one mixing bowl used. P.S. Copha is more concentrated than ordinary
shortenings, you ll find it goes a lot further you need less.

and chop roughly. Melt over gentle heat,
it should be barely warm, not hot test

with your finger-tip. Add measured milk
to melted Copha.
And Mix: Pour Copha and milk onto
ingredients in basin and beat for 5 minutes.
Add remaining flour and beat 1 minute
longer. Pour into prepared cake pan and
cover top with thinly sliced raw apple.
Sprinkle with combined sugar and
cinnamon. Bake in a moderate to hot

oven, 375
c
r. 30-35 minutes. Serve

freshly baked.

COPHA APPLE TOPPED TEA CAKE

Ingredients: 1 ozs. Copha, 4 ozs. (T
cup ) sugar, 1 eg;;, grated lind 1 lemon or
few drops of lemon essence, 5 tablespoons
milk, 6 ozs. (14 cups) self-raising flour.

Topping: 1 cooking apple, 1 dessert-

spoor, sugar, 1 level teaspoon cinnamon.
Preparation: Grease a 7&quot; round layer
cake pan. Place sugar, egg, lemon flavour

ing and half the sifted flour and salt in

a basin.

Now Melt: Place Copha in a saucepan

You can be sure of the products recommended by Betty King

Address all correspondence to Betty King, Box 2652, G.P.O., Sydney.

YVB.16.XFP
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When Meat Is Costly
Curried Rabbit. (Illus.).

One large rabbit, 1 oz. seasoned flour, 2

tablespoons bacon or other dripping, 2

medium onions, 1 clove garlic, 2-3 tea

spoons curry powder, 1 small apple, 1

large tomato, i pint stock or water, 3 thin
slices lemon. (For stock, 1 carrot, 1

onion.)
Joint rabbit; for stock, put neck and

ribs in saucepan. Cover with water, add
seasonings to taste and carrot and onion.
Cook slowly for about 1 hour, then strain.

Blanch joints, then dry and coat lightly
with seasoned flour. Melt fat in large fry
ing-pan, add sliced onion and chopped
garlic, frying gently till pnion is golden
(about 10 minutes). Stir in curry powder
and cook for 2 minutes. Push onions to
side of pan; fry rabbit joints gently for
about 15 minutes, till the pan is almost

dry. Turn joints occasionally so that they
become lightly browned all over.
Remove joints and onion to the top of a

double boiler or to a saucepan over a pan
of boiling water. Put finely chopped peeled
apple and tomato in frying-pan, cook for a

minute, then add stock and stir well.
Add the lemon slices, rind, pith and

flesh, cut into small pieces, then stir in

any or all of the following: 1 tablespoon
sultanas, 1 tablespoon chopped peanuts or
cashew nuts, 1 tablespoon sweet chutney,
1 teaspoon treacle, 1 teaspoon syrup from
preserved ginger. Season with salt and
pepper and pour over rabbit joints.
Cover and cook over boiling water for

about 2 hours or till joints are tender.

Alternatively, joints can be cooked on
direct heat in the frying-pan, in a sauce
pan or a braising dish but this must be on
a very low heat in a heavy pan. On direct
heat, rabbit will need about 1$ hours. The
pan must be covered and it may be neces
sary to add a little more stock during
cooking.
When ready to serve, remove joints to

hot dish. Bring sauce to boil on direct

heat, then stir in about 2 tablespoons
desiccated coconut to thicken and flavour.
Sauce can be thickened with a little corn
flour mixed to a cream with cold water, or
can be left unthickened. If a rather dry
curry is preferred, use not more than pint
stock. Serve with boiled rice.

Baked Stuffed Rabbit.
One large unjointed rabbit, 4 ozs.

medium oatmeal, 1 small onion, 2 ozs. mar
garine or suet, 1 oz. lard or dripping.
Take out liver, kidneys and heart, and

chop. Wash rabbit well and blanch.
Stir into oatmeal minced onion, chopped

liver, heart and kidneys, then add melted
margarine or shredded suet. Season with
salt and pepper and a pinch of mixed
herbs or grating of lemon rind. Add enough
boiling water or stock to mix to a stiff

paste.

Sew up rabbit half-way with a needle
and strong thread; pack in stuffing, then
finish sewing. Truss into shape by bring
ing the hind legs forward and the fore legs
back, pressing both close to the body.
Skewer or tie the rabbit into a round.
Put in melted dripping, then baste. Lay

a rasher of fat bacon, snipped in several
places, down its back, cover with greased
paper.
Bake in a hot oven for about 15 min

utes, then reduce heat and cook in a mod
erate oven till tender, basting several

times. Cook for 1^-2 hours, time depending
on size of rabbit. Remove paper and bacon
for last 10 minutes and baste well.

When ready to serve, remove to a hot

dish, taking out skewers and thread. Gar
nish with baked or grilled tomatoes and
sprigs of parsley.

Hawaiian Rabbit.
One young rabbit, 2 tablespoons seasoned

flour, 1 tablespoon lard or dripping, pint
stock or water, pint milk, 1$ ozs. desic
cated coconut.

Joint rabbit, then blanch and dry. Coat
with seasoned flour. When fat is smoking
hot, add joints and fry till lightly browned
all over. Add stock or water and cover
and cook gently for 1-1$ hours till almost
tender.

Pour in milk, then stir in coconut and
seasoning to taste and simmer for hour

longer. Serve with corn fritters or pau-

A Meat Roly-poly.

Eight ozs. of plain flour, 2 ozs. of ground
rice, 4 ozs. of chopped suet, 1 teaspoon
baking powder, cold water or sour milk,
^ Ib. of sausage-meat or minced beef, 1

teacup of cooked peas or other vegetables,
2 teaspoons of chopped onion, seasoning.
Mix together the flour, rice, suet, baking

powder and a teaspoon of salt. Add enough
cold water or sour milk to make a stiffish

paste, and turn it on to a board and knead
it lightly. Then roll it out into an oblong
about | inch thick. Spread the sausage-
meat or minced beef over the paste, dust it

with seasoning and spread over it the

vegetables and onion. Dampen the edges
of the crust, then roll up, pressing the

edges well together. Tie the roll in a clean

pudding-cloth, put it in a saucepan of fast-

boiling water, and boil it steadily for two
to three hours. Turn on to a hot dish and
serve with well-flavoured brown or onion
sauce and peas or French beans.

Norwegian Meat Pudding.
One and a-half Ibs. finely minced beef,

3 cups mashed potatoes, 2 tablespoons flour,
1 small onion (minced), 1 egg (slightly

cakes made by adding drained, tinned,
corn to pancake or fritter batter and fry
ing spoonsful in hot fat.

Rabbit in Batter.
Choose a young rabbit and boil gently

in salted water till nicely cooked. When
done, cut up in&amp;gt; neat joints and dip in a
batter which has been prepared before

hand; fry a golden brown, and serve piping
hot.

Rabbit Roll.

Cut rabbit in joints and stew until
tender in stock to which has been added
a few onions, pepper and salt. Strain off

the meat and vegetables whilst hot, let

cool and remove all bones, and pass the
meat through the mincer, with the vege
tables. Form the mince into a nice roll,

adding a little flour and an egg, bake in a
moderate oven for half-an-hour, basting it

occasionally with dripping until it is nicely
browned. Drain well, and serve very hot
with some of the broth the rabbit waa
cooked in, made very hot and poured
round. This is also very tasty served cold.

beaten), 2 teaspoons salt, $ teaspoon pep
per, $ teaspoon nutmeg, 1 cup milk.

Combine meat and potatoes. Add flour,

onion, egg, salt, pepper and nutmeg. Gradu
ally work in milk, adding a tablespoon at
a time. Stir well.

Pgur in well greased deep casserole.
Bake in a slow oven 1J hours, or until
done. Test by inserting a sharp knife; if

it comes out clean, pudding is done. Cut
into individual servings and separate to
make portions easy to lift out.

Italian Steak.
One 4-oz. tin mushrooms or \ Ib. fresh

mushrooms, sliced; $ cup sliced onion; 2

tablespoons lard or dripping; J cup chili

sauce; cup water; 1 teaspoon salt; $ tea

spoon pepper; teaspoon garlic salt; \

teaspoon Worcestershire sauce; \\ Ibs.

undercut of bladebone steak, cut J inch
thick.

Add mushrooms and onions to melted
lard or dripping. Cook five minutes. Blend
in chili sauce, water, salt, pepper, garlic

[Turn to page 35.]
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From : cradle to radiant
womanhood Ingola Fabric

makes snuggly clothes for

baby; delightful kiddies play

clothes; durable $rhopl-

Junics; attractive skirts,

blouses, sports clothes.

WOOL
washable^ fadeless, jion-$hrink

COTTON

FABRICS
N.A JJ L E AT ALL LEADING S TO RE S

Avoid Embarrassment of

FALSE TEETH
Dropping or Slipping

Don t be embarrassed again by having

your false teeth slip or drop when you
eat, talk, laugh or sneeze. Just sprinkle
a little FASTEETH on your plates. This

new, fine powder gives a wonderful sense

of comfort and security. No gummy
gooey taste or feeling. Any chemist has

FASTEETH. Refuse substitutes.

BE POPULAR
Slim Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL TAB
LETS replace vital Glandular

secretions (endocrines), lack of

which causes formation of fat.

Weight reduction can now
be sc entifically controlled.

6 weeks treatment costs 12/6 ; or 3 weeks 6/6.
At all chemists postage 6d. extra.

NOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Uni.)
Chemist 245 King St., Newtown, Sydney.

When Meat Is Costly
[From page 35.&quot;]

salt and Worcestershire sauce. Place steak
in baking dish and pour sauce over it.

Cover and bake in a slow oven 1$ to 2

hours, or till tender.

Beef Olives.

Slices of left-over underdone beef, a
little chutney, seasoning, 1 teaspoon drip
ping, a gill of beef gravy, a teaspoon of
flour, 3 shallots.

Cut the meat in thin slices, lay them on
a board, spread eaeh with herb seasoning,
.sprinkle with chutney, roll up and secure
with string or tiny wooden skewers. Place
dripping in a saucepan with the beef olives
and the shallots finely shredded and cook
gently for 5 minutes, then add the gravy,
cover closely and cook very gently for 1

hour. Place the olives on a hot dish.

Sprinkle the flour into the pan. Stir until
it has boiled for 3 or 4 minutes. Pour
round the olives and serve.

Economy Meal.
One and a-half Ibs. minced topside steak,

1 teaspoons salt, J teaspoon pepper, ^ ten-

spoon mace, cup breadcrumbs, 2 table

spoons tomato sauce, 1 egg, 1 cup milk,
cooked string beans and creamed potatoes.
Combine steak, seasonings, crumbs,

sauce, egg and milk. Mix well and allow
to stand for 2 hours. Arrange beans in one
half of heated griller pan with potatoes or
a second cooked vegetable in other half.
Place griller rack over vegetables. Shape
meat into large patties and put on griller
rack. Arrange griller so that the top of
the meat will be about 3 inches from the
heat. Grill on one side until nicely
browned, about 20 minutes. Turn and grill
on second side, about 8 to 10 minutes.
Serve immediately on hot plates.

Timbales of Cold Meat.
Half Ib. of cold meat, 2 tablespoons of

breadcrumbs, ^ teaspoon of chopped onions,
2 teaspoons of chopped parsley, salt and
pepper, a little milk or stock, 1 fresh egg.

Grease some small moulds, then press cut

rings of cooked macaroni over the inside.

Chop the meat, mix with it the crumbs,
parsley, onion, and seasoning, and enough
milk or stock to make it rather moist. Beat
up the egg and add it. then fill the tins.

Put them in a shallow saucepan with boil

ing water to come half-way up them. Put
a piece of greased paper over the top and
steam them gently for 1 hour. Serve with
sauce.

Beefsteak en Casserole.

Cut into strips 1^ inches wide 1$ Ibs. of
round steak cut thin. Sprinkle each strip
with 1 teaspoon of minced onion, \ tea

spoon of flour, salt, pepper and paprika.
Roll like jelly roll and fasten with tooth

picks. Dredge Avith flour. Brown in drip

ping or fat and place in a casserole. To
the fat remaining in the pan add 2 table

spoons of flour. Brown well and add \

pint of boiling water, \ cupful of tomato
juice, salt, pepper and paprika to taste.

Pour over meat, cover closely, simmer in

moderate oven 1$ hours, or until very
tender. Serve in the casserole.

Savoury Meat Balls.

Half
&quot;cup rice, uncooked&quot; 1 Ib. minced

cube steak; 2 teaspoons onion, minced, 2

tablespoons chili sauce, 1^ teaspoons salt,
2 cups tomatoes and juice.
Mix uncooked rice, meat, onion, chili

sauce and salt. Shape into balls of medium
size. Place in casserole and cover with
tomatoes. Bake 60 to 80 minutes in mod
erately bot oven. Makes 12 balls.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.]

turn under allowance on lower edge of left

yoke and pin to upper edge of lower bodice
front. Tack, machine to centre front as

close as possible to seam edge. Attach right

yoke in same way, making sure to leave

right side of left yoke free and fasten this

under right yoke with press stud. Press
and neaten. Machine each side seam to

within 4 inches of waistline, press open
and neaten.

Step 8. Replacing Sleeves and Pads: Pin
sleeves to armholes, machine and press,
then secure pads and follow suggestions
previously given in Step 11, Pattern 7930.

Finish raw edges of sleeve openings with

matching bias binding or ribbon. Press
with front edges lapping over back and
neaten lower edge of sleeves with self-

material bias facings 1 inch wide. Machine
on the right side, turn to inside, press and
catch-stitch in place. Close openings with

tiny snap fasteners.

Step 9. Skirt: Join fronts together at

centre front in a plain seam, then backs

together at centre back in the same way,
press open and neaten. Fold pleats on

single punchholes and tack with edges
exactly over double ones. Press thoroughly,
then tack with edges over centre front and
centre back lines, and press again. Pin
front to back at sides, leave an opening 4

inches below waistline on left side, but
continue the pinning right to the end of

stitching on right-hand side.

Try on to observe fitting at waistline
and below it. Alter if necessary, machine
all seams, press and neaten.

Step 10. Side Opening: Attach a zipper
to side opening or finish with two facing
strips 1J inches wide and 1 inch longer
than opening, with one edge along selvedge.
Pin strips to front and back edges of open
ing with raw edges together and right sides
of material facing. Machine i inch from
raw edges, press seams open and fold strips
under so that selvedges are exactly under
seam lines.

Tack in place, machine \ inch from edge,
press front or upper-side under on searn
line, but allow back to extend under front.
Tie-stitch strips together at top and bot
tom. Sew a hook and bar to waistline and
snap fasteners above and below if zipper is

not used.

Step 11. Belt: Make a narrow belt of

self-material, finish with a buckle and
apply loops at sides to hold it in place.

Step 12. Finishing: Sew buttons to bodice
on the left side to correspond with button
holes. Allow frock to hang overnight to

give material an opportunity of stretching.
Try on and mark a becoming length with
chalk or pins, measuring up an even dis

tance from floor. Turn hem, secure by
hand and complete with final pressing.
Pattern is for 36-inch bust, 31 -inch waist,

40- inch hips. Material: 2f yards 54 inches
wide.

[For alterations to other sizes, see

description 7939.]
Pattern may be obtained in sizes 32 and

40 inches bust. Price 2/3, plus postage.

An enormously fat man struggled into a

standing bus and plumped down in a seat.

&quot;Look,&quot;
he said to a neighbour, &quot;see all

these people pushing in here! Look at
those men on the kerb shoving in ahead
of the women! It s outrageous!&quot;

&quot;You ve got a
seat,&quot; said the neighbour.

&quot;What are you complaining about?&quot;

&quot;But look!&quot; cried the fat man. &quot;They re
.nil crowding in ahead of my wife!&quot;

*?***
fat*

HOW? WHY?
DON T KEEP ME

IN THE DARK!
TELL ME WHAT S
ROCKING OUT?
DREAM BOAT?

NO, THANKS. PAN. YOU LL

HAVE TO ASK YOUR
DENTIST ABOUT...WELL.

BAD
jBREATH!

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM&quot;

CLEANS YOUR BREATH
WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR

TEETH AND THE COLGATE

LWAY OFBRUSHINGTEETH
RIGHTAFTER EATING

STOPS

rSINCE DAN DISCOVERED
.COLGATE CARE HE AND
KAY ARE A

DREAM -

BOAT
PAIR!

JT&amp;lt;^Orf

Tests Published in Authoritative Dental

Literature Show That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating With

amrwm mxa*. ^H cm mrrnirm &amp;lt;

CREAM STOPS TOOTH
Most thoroughly proved
and accepted home
method of oral hygiene
known today.

Yes, and two years
lesearch showed the
Colgate way stopped
more decay for more
people than ever before
reported in dentifrice

history! No otber
dentifrice offers such
proof the most con
clusive proof ever re

ported for a dentifrice
of any type.

AMERICA , LARGEST. AUSTRALIA S LARGEST,
THE WORLD S LARGEST SELLING DENTAL CREAM

V$ COLGATEDEWZL CRZAM
*S TO CLZAN V

\/ H/H/LE yOU CLEAN YOU* TTH
*/ AKD HELP STVf&amp;gt; TOOTH

DECAY $7

Buy f/&amp;gt;e

Big Family

Economy S/ie
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&quot;Johnson s soothes

my skin in seconds

. . .yet protects

us for hours

. . . say the lovely

SARA QUADS

For skins so soft and smooth

as the lovable Sara Quads, there could

be only one choice . . . Johnson s Baby
Products. Bring all this cool comfort,

all this tender skin care to your

baby by keeping them in

your nursery . . . always !

Baby Powder
soap, cream, oil

Best for Baby
Best for you!

PRODUCT OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR. Perfectly

harmless Guaranteed Send
stamped addressed envelope
for particulars Confidential.
Janet Glanville, 247H Eliza
beth Street. Sydney.

to Boys & Girls

Wrist Watches, Cameras. Ma -Ma Dolls.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prize* for

selling small parcels oftested garden seeds. Send

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money now. only name and address. Write to-dty,

John B. M urray , 661 K George St., Sydney

Leaky saucepans must last as long as

possible these days. Tiny holes can be
mended by using a press-stud, poking the
little dome through the hole and fastening.

Instead of discarding worn soeks save
them until you have several pairs. You will

find that they provide a good dry mop when
damped on the ends of the wet mop handle.

THE PLAY AND FILM
[From page 27.]

close-up kissing scenes with 6 feet 3 inch
William Lundigan in 20th Century-Fox s

&quot;Love Nest.&quot;
* * *

Maurice Evans was the cleanest actor in

Hollywood recently when he spent four

days in a Roman bath for his role of
Caesar in Gabriel Pascal s EKO Eadio

production of Bernard Shaw s &quot;Androcles

and the Lion.&quot; The actor was rubbed,
scrubbed, scraped, par-boiled, dipped and

perfumed. He was patted, buffed, rolled,

massaged, oiled and polished. He was
creamed, salted, curried, shampooed and
curled. Performing these ceremonies on
the royal person of Mr. Evans were eight
of the biggest, roughest, toughest muscle-

boys that could be found to enact the roles

of Caesar s bath attendants. Among these

physical specimens were two Nubians, two
Germans, two Egyptians and two Greeks,

making the- ceremonies sort of an inter
national clean-up.

* * *

Sammy Fuller is a director who likes

realism. He was explaining on the set of
&quot;Fixed Bayonets!&quot; to Gene. Evans how he
wanted him to take a 40-foot drop from a
mountain peak 20th Century-Fox had built.

Evans, a red-bearded giant, took one look
at the peak he was to fall from. &quot;You

mean I m to drop from up there?&quot; he asked
Fuller. &quot;Sure,&quot;

said Fuller. &quot;No mattresses
down there or anything?&quot; he asked.

&quot;No,&quot;

said Fuller. &quot;We want to give the audience
a shock.&quot; Evans considered that a moment..
&quot;The shock the audience is going to

get,&quot;

he drawled, &quot;isn t anything compared to

the shock I m going to
get.&quot;

He did it

though. He dropped three times before
Fuller was happy.

* * *

Marsha Hunt, who forsook Hollywood
four years ago to concentrate on the stage,
has arrived back in Movietown for the

important role of Charles Boyer s wife in

&quot;The Happy Time,&quot; next production for

Columbia.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.

29

FISHERS

PHQSPHERINE
THE GREAT NERVETONIC

A NURSE AT
PERTH WRITES:

&quot;A friend s wife would cry
at the least little thing ho

gave her Fisher s Phos-

pherine. It s a pleasure to

go home now! he says.&quot;

TAKE 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
OF WARM OR COLD WATER

EVERY MORNING.

IN ALL STATES EXCEPT N.S.W.

SOLD AS

FISHAPHOS
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PAPER PATTERN AGENTS.
Paper patterns for all designs illustrated

in the Australian Home Journal may b

obtained from the following agents :

QUEENSLAND.
Finney Isles & Co. Ltd. Queen Street,

Brisbane.
Overclls Pty. Ltd. The Valley, Brisbane.

E. S. Lucas Pty. Ltd. East Street, Roek-

hampton.
W. Boys & Sons 202 Adelaide Street,

Maryborough.
Misses Mercers & Windley Ruthven

Street, Toowoomba.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Farmer & Co. Ltd. Pitt, Market and

George Streets, Sydney.
The Hub Ltd. 393 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd. Broadway, Sydney.
Buckingham* Ltd. 97 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Pty. Ltd. 16 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Newcastle Ltd. 209 Hunter

Street, Newcastle.

VICTORIA.
Buckley & Nunn Ltd. 310 Bourke

Street, Melbourne.
R. O. Henderson Pty. Ltd. Hargreaves

Street, Bendigo.
Solomons Pty. Ltd. Cnr. Moorabool and

Malop Streets, Geelong.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
J. Craven & Co. Ltd. Rundle Street,

Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Ahern s Pty. Ltd. Hay and Murray

Streets, Perth.

NEW ZEALAND.
George & George Ltd. 161 Cuba Street,

Wellington.
John Court Ltd. Queen Street, Auckland.
T. Armstrong & Co. Ltd. Victoria Square

and High Street, Christchurch.

Brown Ewing & Co. Ltd. 288-304
Princes Street, Dunedin.

Garners Departmental Store Broadway,
Palmerston North.

H. & J. Court Ltd. Hamilton.
&quot;

Whites Ltd. Importers, New Plymouth.
Warnocks Drapery Ltd. Victoria Avenue,

Wanganui.

Underwater television may soon be used

by the U.S. Navy to protect as well as aid
human divers in their work. According to

the Chief of the Navy Bureau of Ships,
television cameras can explore undersea
areas to help the divers spot and prepare
for dangerous situations. In addition,
cameras may be used to observe the work
of divers, making possible shipboard co
ordination of underwater activities. The
new camera enables viewers to make obser
vations under conditions where cfiver opera
tion is not possible. A broad view of the
whole area in which the work is being done
is provided by a wide angle lens on the
camera. When desired, a close-up of details
can be provided simply by closing the
switch on shipboard and changing the
camera lens from wide angle to telephoto.

Sin has many tools, but a lie is the
handle which fits them all. Oliver Wendell
Holmes.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)
clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.

if * *
* * * r

FROM HOLLYWOOD . . .

for you. The most wonderful Bra

you ll ever wear

Bras for Daytime Bras for Evening

Bras for every occasion

&quot;Hollywood-Maxwell&quot; newest Whirlpool Strapless

Bra has been dreamed up for you by Hollywood s

cleverest designers! The new Whirlpool Strapless

is cleverly wired to stay comfortably in place
no matter how active you are. Tiny, soft, cun

ningly hidden foam-rubber pads protect you from

any pressure. Famous &quot;Hollywood
- Maxwell&quot;

whirlpool stitching gives truly natural shaping
and support . . . Dainty satin and lace (stretch

cloth back) make it the best-looking strapless bra

ever!

&quot;HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL&quot; . . America s most-asked-for Bra.

B94.I8
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Yes!

&**&amp;gt;

*&quot;

md

B.G.E. produces a complete range

of electrical home helps tested and proved

suitable for Australian conditions.

The B.G.E. Streamlined Iron is heavily chrome-

plated, finished in biack enamel, well-balanced

and smooth to use.

The B.C.E. Electric Jug is designed to supply,

if required, just 2 quick cupsful of boiling

water or up to 3] pints in a matter of moments.

Is made in cream porcelain with bakelite

tip-up lid (AC only l.

The B.G.E. Toaster, guaranteed for 12 months,

makes crisp brown toast, automatically turned,

in next to no time. What s more, there are no

scorched fingers, because handles don t get hot.

ELECTRIC
HOME HELPS

PS*.

REPRESENTING THE THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND

BRANCHES IN ACL

Carnation &quot;Boutonniere.&quot;

The fashion for a flower at the neckline-
has come to stay. The most popular is the
carnation. Why not make your own, as
sketches F and G? You will need stiff

organdie or silk which you can stiffen with
proper stiffening gum which is sold at any
millinery store.

Cut pattern out in paper first. Sketch H
shows size of half carnation, sketch I the
calex, sketch J the leaf.

Cut six circles of petals for each flower,
hold four or more thicknesses of petals be
tween the thumb and forefinger of the left
hand and with the blade of a knife make
pleats in each petal section from the outer
edge down about 1 inch, as shown in
sketch A.

EepeTt until all petals are creased.

Separate into single thicknesses, gather a
circle of petals together through the centre
to form a cluster of petals, as sketch B.
Hold six of these clusters together and

fasten tightly with a piece of spool wire
or stitching-; leave ends long enough to
attach the flower to two pieces of wire
about 4 inches long for stem, as sketch C.

Cut strips of green organdie 1^ inches
wide and 6 inches long. Double lengthwise
through the centre. Put a little paste on
base of flower and wind the strip tightly
round and round to form foundation for
calex. Secure with stitches.

Cut green organdie as sketches D and I

for calex. Paste or sew around the founda
tions so that the points will come up on to

flower and hide the padding.
Cut three or four pointed leaves as

sketches E and J; slit down centre to

within 1 inch of base.

Wrap the stem, beginning at base of
calex with a strip of green organdie 1 inch
wide. Place group of leaves as desired
down stem.

Stuffed Steak.

Half Ib. of stewing steak, J Ib. of bread
crumbs, about 2 ozs. of dripping, a tea

spoon of dried herbs, a tablespoon of

chopped parsley, 1 Ib. each of carrots and
potatoes, ^ Ib. each of turnip and onion,
seasoning.

Mix together the crumbs, half the drip
ping, the herbs, parsley, and seasoning.
Bind the mixture with a little milk, stock
or water, then either roll it up in the

steak, tying it securely round, or make a

pocket in the steak if it is a small, thick

piece, and put in the stuffing. Prepare and
slice the vegetables. Heat the rest of the
fat in a saucepan and fry the vegetables
lightly in it. Put half the potatoes on one
side while arranging the meat on a bed of
the rest of the vegetables. Add the rest of
the potatoes. Pour in stock or water to
about 2 inches deep, then simmer gently
for 2 hours. Arrange the meat on the

vegetables on a hot dish.
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Coat, ll,518-2s. Od.

32, 34, 36 ins. bust.

This jaunty little Pop Coat is quickly
becoming the short coat of the season. Its

very name tells its own story sufficient

to add that it hugs the waistline snugly
and has those wide armholes so necessary
for the well keeping of the frock under
neath. Make it from poodle cloth, cordu

roy, flannel or velvet, and wear it to busi

ness, sports, the theatre, or the dame.

NORFOLK JACKET
[From page 33.&quot;]

4th row (K. 1, p. 2, twist next 6 sts.,

p. 2, k. 1, p. 4) twice, k. 1, p. 2, twist next
6 sts., p. 2, k. 1.

Eep. these four rows until pocket meas
ures 4 ins. deep. Cast off.

Small Pocket (1).

Using No. 11 needles, cast on 38 sts.

1st and 3rd rows (P. 1, k. 4, p. 1, k. 2,

p. 6, k. 2) twice, p. 1, k. 4, p. 1.

2nd row (K. 1, p. 4, k. 1, p. 2, k. 6, p. 2)
twice, k. 1, p. 4, k. 1.

4th row (K. 1, p. 4, k. 1, p. 2, twist next
6 sts., p. 2) twice, k. 1, p. 4, k. 1.

Kep. these four rows until pocket meas
ures 3 ins. deep.

Flaps.
Using No. 13 needles, cnst on 12 sts.

and work in yoke patt. 2 lengths, 5 ins.;
1 length, 4 ins.

Belt.

Using No. 13 needles, cast on 13 sts. and
work in yoke patt. until length required.

Shoulder Pads.
Using No. 11 needles, cast on 4 sts. Work

in stocking-st., inc. 1 st. ea. end of every
row until 48 sts. are on needle. Work two
rows without inc., then dec. in every row
until 4 sts. remain. Cast off pad and join
ea. side.

Make Up.
Between thick towel and damp cloth

steam all parts with hot iron. Join should
ers, side seams, sew sleeves in; sew collar
to neck, commencing 1 in. in from rever
edge- sew pockets on to coat (be sure to
match patt.); sew flaps a little above
pockets; sew buttons on; mount belt on to

petersham ribbon and attach buckle. Work
1 row of double crochet across bottom of
cont; sew shoulder pads in.

II
&amp;gt;ES WHAT

IT CLAIMS!
Just one striking example:

EXPENSE NO BAR TO TRYING

EVERYTHING, YET HAS USED

ASPRO EVER SINCE IT

FIRST CAME OUT

Miss Jean Wark, of 313 -Pacific Highway, Charlestown,
Newcastle, writes (January 21, 1951) :

&quot; Dear Sirs. I am sure I can claim to have taken more
ASPRO tablets than anyone in Australia. When first

stricken down with chronic rheumatic pains I was only
in my teens, and in the 30-odd years since then I have been a
consistent ASPRO taker.

Expense has never been a bar to me in trying to find a cure I could
afford everything that was recommended. However, there is apparently
no cure for my trouble and so you may depend I have given a good trial
to everything in getting relief. I must say, all through the years ASPRO
tablets are the one and ONLY thing that truly stop the pain and makes
my life worth while.

Thousands of others have the same complaint as me, and it would give me
a lot of pleasure to know that they have tried ASPRO and got the same
relief; that is why I am writing this.&quot;

AND HERE ARE ASPRO CLAIMS
1. It stops headache in a few minutes.

2. It is a proven and quick relief from
colds and flu and reduces feverish-
ness.

3. It relieves nagging rheumatic pains.

4. It stops pain without harm to the
heart.

5. It relieves toothache and neuralgia.

6. It makes a splendid gargle for sore
throats.

7. It relieves muscular and nerve
pains, lumbago and sciatica.

8. It soothes away irritability and
removes causes of sleeplessness.

9. It is a wonderful help to women.

10. It is perfectly safe for ALL the
family.

11. It can be taken frequently without
causing a habit or creating a

craving.

12. It acts swiftly, with certainty and
safety, and can be taken anywhere,
any time.

A I/52
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MAKE THE MOST DELICIOUS

PLUM PUDDING EVER!

TOM PIPER

PL1 PUDDING

Ashton & Parsons Infants Powders are wonder

fully soothing at teething time. They ensure

regular, easy motions, cool the blood and are

absolutely safe. Try them next time baby is

fretful through teething. THEY ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE AND DO NOT
CONTAIN CALOMEL OR MERCURY
COMPOUNDS.

ASHTON & PARSONS
INFANTS POWDERS &quot;

To prevent the frost getting at your
young plants as they appear above the

ground, place a 2 Ib. glass jam jar over
each plant every night, but don t forget to
remove it during the day. This should be
continued until the plant is strong, and the
weather is warmer.

To add boiling water to the saucepan
when steaming a pudding, feed the water
through a funnel placed between the basin
and the inside of the saucepan. This pre
vents the water from coming in contact
with the top of the pudding, or scalding the
hands.

RHEUMATISM? NOT Ml!
Life is so rich so full now that my family is

growing up around me. That s why I ensuro
I m well enough to enjoy it by taking a daily
dose of Kruschen.

There was a time when Rheumatism threatened
to cripple me, but Kruschen Salts saved the

day. It did for me what it has done for millions

of others, gave me positive relief cleared away
the uric acid crystals that had settled in my
muscles and joints that were causing such

agonising pains.

Don t waste your life in needless suffering.
You owe it to yourself to keep well, as I do,
with a daily dose of Kruschen Salts.

Buy KRUSCHEN SALTS to-day

SMASH
THAT
COUGH
with

HllNIO
And Save Money, Too!
You can easily rid yourself of
that hacking cough, that painful
lore throat, or that irritating
cold. Simply take HEENZO,
that famous cough remedy ac
claimed by thousands for so many
years.

HEENZO is wift, ure, safe
. . . gives instant relief. It *

pleasant to take, making it first

favourite with children as well a*
adults.

AND HERE S WHY MOTHERS
PREFER HEENZO!
They know they are getting the
very best cough and cold mixture
for less money. For only 2/- you
can make one whole pint of
toothing cough remedy. Just add
iweetencd water to a 2 - bottU
of HEENZO Concentrate.

Be prepared! Order HEENZO
from your chemist or store today.

HllNIO
For Coughs and Colds
Still only 2/- . . . saves s

FHENC

CORN CURE
Cures&quot; Callouses and Corns

Available at

Anthony Horderns
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Girl s Vest and Pantie Set
For 6, 8 and 10 years.

Materials: 5 ozs. 3-ply wool for 1st and
2nd sizes; 6 ozs. for 3rd size; two No. 10

and two No. 12 knitting needles; a No. 2

crochet hook; 1 yard narrow ribbon; ^

yard elastic.

Measurements:

Vest Size!; Size 2; Size 3

Length 20in. 22in. 24in.

Chest 22in. 24in. 26in.

Panties

Waist to Crutch: lOin. llin. 12in.

Across Leg . . . . 6in. 7in. ?iin.

Tension: 7$ sts. to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; sts., stitches; rep., repeat; beg.,

beginning; tog*, together; cont., continue;

patt., pattern; si., slip; p.s.s.o., pass slipped
stitch over; m., make; ins., inches.; dec.,

decrease ; inc., in :

Work in patt. on last set of sts., dec. 1

st. at neck edge on every row until 14 (16-

18) sts. remain. Cont. without shaping
until work measures 20 (22-24) ins. Cast
off. Eejoin wool to remaining sts. at neck

edge and work as given for first side.

Back.

Work as given for front to end of arm-
hole shapings. Cont. straight until work
measures 18 (20^-22) ins., ending with a
row on wrong side.

Shape Neck as given for Front, then
cont. straight on 14 (16-18) sts. until work
measures 20 (22-24) ins., ending row on

wrong side. Cast off.

Make Up.
Press work very lightly with hot iron

over damp cloth. Join side and shoulder
seams. Now work shell edging round arm-

crease; d.c., double

crochet; tr., treble;

ch., chain.

For Size 1 work
as given.
For Size 2 work

as given but sub
stitute first number
of sts., rows or ins.

in brackets for

original number.
For Size 3 work

as given but sub
stitute second
number of sts.,

rows or ins. in

brackets for
original number.

The Vest.

Front.

Using No. 10

needles, cast on 82

(90-98) sts loosely
and p. 1 row. Work
in patt.

1st row P. 2,
*

si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
m. 1 purlwise, p. 2.

Rep. from * to end.
2nd row K. 2,

*
p. 2, k. 2. Rep.

from * to end.
3rd row P. 2,

*

keeping wool to
front of work to
take over needle to

make 1 st., si. 1, k.

1, p.s.s.o., p. 2. Eep.
from * to end.

4th row K. 2,

p. 2, k. 2. Rep.
from * to end.

These 4 rows form 1 patt. Now cont. to
work in k. 2, p. 2 rib to Bfit in with last
row of patt. until work measures 12 (13-
14) ins., ending with a row on wrong side.
Now cont. in patt., rep. patt. rows 1 to 4
inclusive, as given for lower edge, until
work measures 14 (15}-17) ins., ending
with a row on wrong side.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of
next 2 rows, then, keeping continuity of

patt., dec. 1 st. both ends of every row
until 66 (74-78) sts. remain. Cont. hi patt.
without shaping until work measures 15^
(17-18$) ins., ending with a row on wrong
side.

Shape Neck: Next row Patt. 24 (27-28),
fast off 18 (20-22) sts., fairly loosely, patt.
to end.

holes and neck thus: Begin at a seam and
work 1 d.e. into edge,

* miss about J inch
foundation edge, work 3 tr. into edge (all
into same place), miss about | inch founda
tion edge, 1 d.c. into edge. Rep. from * to
end. Thread ribbon through pattern holes
at neck.

The Panties.

Front.

Right Leg Using No. 10 needles cast on
50 (54-58) sts. and p. 1 row. Now work
the 4 rows of patt. as given for lower edge
of vest once. Leave sts. on a spare needle.

Left Leg Work as for right leg, then
join the legs and work for gusset.
Next row Patt. 50 (54-58) sts., cast on

24 (26-28) sts., patt. across sts. for other

leg.

Next row Patt. 50 (54-58), p. 24 (26-28),

patt. to end.

Shape gusset thus:

Next row Patt. to gusset, k. 1, si. 1,
k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. to last 3 sts. of gusset, k. 2

tog., k. 1, patt. to end.
Next row Patt. to gusset, p. gusset sts.,

patt. to end.

Rep. these two rows until 4 sts. remain
in gusset, ending row on wrong side.
Next row Patt. to gusset, (k. 2 tog.)

twice, patt. to end.
Next row Patt. to gusset, p. 2, patt. to

end.
Next row Patt. 49 (53-57), p. 2 tog., p.

2 tog., patt. to end.
Next row Patt. 48 (52-56), k. 4, patt. to

end.
Next row Patt. 48 (52-56), p. 2 tog., p.

2 tog., patt. to end.
Now work in patt. across all sts. to the

end of the 4th patt. row.
Shape as follows:
1st row Patt. 46 (50-54), si. 1, k. 1,

P.S.S.O., p. 2, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., patt to end.
2nd row Patt. 46 (50-54), p. 1, k. 2, p. 1,

patt. to end.
3rd row Patt. 46 (50-54), k. 1, p. 2, k. 1,

patt. to end.
4th row As 2nd row.
5th row Patt. 45 (49-53), k. 2 tog., p. 2,

si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., patt. to end.
6th row Patt. 45 (49-53), p. 1, k. 2, p. 1,

patt. to end.
7th row Patt. 45 (49-53), k. I, p. 2, k. 1,

patt. to end.
8th row As 6th row.
9th row Patt. 44 (48-52), p. 2 tog., p. 2,

p. 2 tog., patt. to end.
10th row Patt. 44 (48-52), k. 4, patt. to

end.
llth row Patt. 44 (48-52), p. 4, patt. to

end.
12th row As 10th row.
13th row Patt. 44 (48-52), p. 2 tog., p. 2

tog., patt. to end.
14th-16th rows Work in patt. across all

sts.

Now rep. these 16 rows twice more, work
ing 4 sts. less in patt before the dec. in
each rep. (74-82-90) sts. remain. If neces
sary, cont. without shaping until work
measures 9 ins. (10-11) ins. from cast-on
edge of gusset, ending row on wrong side.

Change to No. 12 needles and work j in. in
k. 2, p. 2 rib to fit in with patt., ending row
on wrong side.

Next row* Rib 2, m. 1, work 2 tog.
Rep. from * to last 2 sts., rib 2. Work ^
in. in rib. Cast off loosely in rib with a
No. 10 needle.

Back.
Work as given for front until work meas

ures 9-10-11 ins. from cast on gusset sts.,

ending row on wrong side.

Shape for back thus:
1st row Patt. 46 (50-54), turn.
2nd row Patt. 18, turn.
3rd row Patt. 26, turn.
4th row Patt. 34, turn..

5th row Patt. 42, turn.
6th row Patt. 50, turn.

Cont. in this way, taking up 8 sts. more
in patt. on every row until 4-8-4 sts. remain
unworked at each end of row.
Next 2 rows Work in patt. across all sts.

Change to No. 12 needles and work the
ribbing and elastic holes as given for front.

Make Up.
Press work lightly on wrong side with

hot iron and damp cloth. Join side and
gusset seams. Using crochet hook work the
row of shell edging round leg edges as
given for vest. Thread elastic through
holes at waist. Press seams.
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The one safe cleanser that

GETS DIRT FAST!

That s Bon Ami Cleanser

gets dirt, cuts grease,
but never dulls the shiny
surface of your sink, bath,

refrigerator, pots and

pans. Gives everything a

super-shine as you clean

with much less work.

Try it and see why millions

of women won t use any
other! Get Bon Ami
Cleanser to-dayl

TWO HANDY FORMS,
POWDER AND CAKE.

The safe, speedy c/eanser

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

No Need to Wear Glasses
Patients successfully treated include men.
women and children of all ages, also men
for the Navy and Air Force, and men
qualifying for all trades and professions:
Civil Aviators, Civil Servants, Clerks,

Motorists, Engineers, Policemen, Railway-
men, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try This

Simple Test for

ASTIGMATISM
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the

black bar* of all four

circles are uniform.
When astigmatism
exists there is varia

tion in the width and
depth of bars.

IF YOU
SUFFER
FROM

SHORT SIGHT,
LONG SIGHT,
ASTIGMATISM, !

FAILINO SIGHT, TURNED EYES, TIRED
EYES, EYE STRAIN, GLARE AND

EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except diseased
eyes). Just write (enclosing 3Jd. postage), or
call TO-DAY for FREE 32-page Booklet,
&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wearing
Glasses.&quot; This Includes testimonials from
happy people who have discarded glasses.
It will open up a new avenue of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Building,

185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA 5455.

For Free Consultation Ring MA 5455 Now!

_ &amp;gt;w

No prepara
tion needed. Take

a quarter teaspoonful
with food or a drink

regularly to restore health.

The Pleasant, Natural Way to
Health. Monastery Herbs are a mix

ture of curative herbs, barks, seeds and

flowers, finely ground, and blended in

the true tradition of the monks of old.

Take a quarter of a teaspoonful two or

three times a day with your food, or

dry on the tongue, washed down with

a drink. Taken regularly, t -ey will rouse

the liver, cleanse the stomach and

purify the blood.

^^^ FATHER w PIERRES*

fltotrasferjj Herbs
Nature s own treatment for CONSTIPA
TION, INDIGESTION, ACIDITY, RHEU
MATISM. BAD BLOOD, GOUT, LIVER

and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, SKIN DIS

EASES. Monastery Herbs are Nature s

own remedy. If you suffer from any
of the above complaints, Monastery
Herbs, taken regularly, will quickly
banish pains and other distressing

symptoms.
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBALISTS
LTD.. 52 Peru St., Salford. 3 Lanes., Enaland.

r SEND THIS COUPON NOW
|
Send 1/6 Postal Note for I 01. package

i of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will

! bring you by post an ample supply for a

i thorough-going test of the virtues of this

natural aid to good health. Send to-day.

8 01. she also available at IO/-, post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION
AGENCIES PTY. LTD., Box 2949, 6.P.O..

Sydney, N.S.W.

Name-

Address

&amp;lt;${

RELY ON HALF MEASURES
TAKE FOOLISH CHANCES

Get after your chest cold with moist heat a
time-proven treatment endorsed by many doctors
all over the world. Antlphlogistlne Poultice gives
you the benefits of moist heat right in your
own home. Just do these two simple things
recommended by many doctors:

1. Put an Antiphlogistine Poultice on back and
chest. Throat, too if It s sore.

2. Go to bed. Antiphlogistine Poultice works all

through the night. Helps you get a good night s

deep.

The soothing warmth of
Antiphlogistine Poultice relaxes
tense or aching muscles, stimulates
circulation, helps ease coughs due
to colds.
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PRAM OVERALL SUIT
Such, a cute little pram suit, trimmed

with pockets on both pieces, that you will

want more than one set in your infant s

wardrobe, and if you work the double

crochet edge in contrast the effect is out

standing. Our instructions also show how
to finish the legginettes with gaiter finish.

Materials: 7 ozs. 4-ply wool; two bone

knitting needles No. 9 and No. 10; medium
crochet hook; small length of elastic if

gaiters are to be made.

Next row Pattern over 41 sts., cast off

7 sts. in pattern, work over remaining 41

sts. On the last 41 sts. continue in pattern,

decreasing 1 st. at inside edge of leg every
2nd row until there are 20 sts. Continue
without shaping until work measures 18

inches from commencement. Work 3 rows
in a ribbing of k. 2, p. 2, then work the

row to make ribbon holes at top, then 3

more rows of the k. 2, p. 2 ribbing, decreas

ing 1 st. at end of last row. Change to

Measurements: Length of legginettes
from waist, 21 inches; length of coat, 12

inches; sleeve, 8 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; w.f., wool forward.
Cast on 72 sts. and work in a ribbing of

k. 2, p. 2 for 3 rows.
Row 4 * K. 2, w.f., k. 2 tog., repeat

from * to end of row.
Work 9 more rows in a ribbing of k. 2,

p. 2, increasing evenly along the last row
until there are 89 ets.

Continue now in moss stitch (k. 1, p. 1

alternately) until work is llj inches.

No. 10 needles and work on these in moss
st. until there are 24 rows. Cast on 10 sts.

on another needle and with this needle pick
up and work in moss st. 12 sts. along side

of flap, then across the 19 front sts., 12 sts.

along other side of flap and cast on 10 sts.

at end of row.
Work 10 rows in garter st. (4 rows if

you want the gaiter foot, and work the toe

shaping) ; then shape by decreasing 1 st. at
both ends of the needle and each side of toe
sts. once. Cast off. Beturn to remaining
sts. and work other leg the same.
Pick up 23. sts. across centre of front rib

bing from right side of work and continue
in moss stitch, increasing 1 st. at both ends
of the needle every 3rd row until front bib
is 3$ inches. Knit 9 rows and cast off.

Back.
Cast on 72 sts. and work exactly as given

for front until last row of ribbing at ankle.
Cast off ribwise. Press lightly and sew
front and back together inside leg seams
and outer side seams. Sew the cast on
sides of foot together and sew round back
Of leg; then sew foot seam together.

Right Pocket and Brace.
Cast on 19 sts. and knit 1 row, then in

crease 1 st. at beginning of every 2nd row
(work each row in garter st.) until there
are 25 sts. Continue until pocket is 3

inches, then cast off 6 sts. at opposite side
to one already shaped; then continue shap
ing this side by k. 2 tog. every alternate
row until there are 12 sts. Continue on
these 12 sts. until long enough to go along
side of bib and over shoulder to ribbing at
back (about 12 inches). Cast off.

Work other pocket the same. As it is

just garter stitch, they are reversible. Work
round the entire edge with self or contrast
wool 1 row of double crochet. Sew in

position as illustrated, crossing braces at
back. (Braces may be sewn or buttoned to

ribbing as desired. If button is made, push
a pencil through end of brace strap and
sew all round in loose buttonhole stitch.
Make a twisted cord and thread through
waist and ankles.

The Coat.

Right Front.
Cast on 41 sts. and work in moss stitch,

increasing 1 st. at beginning of every 2nd
row until there are 47 sts. Continue on
the 47 sts. until work is 4 inches from com
mencement. Decrease 1 st. at front edge
every 3rd row 16 times altogether. When
front is 8 inches cast off 8 sts. at armhole
edge and continue working the front in

creasing until there are 23 sts. Work with
out shaping until work is 12 inches and
then cast off.

Left Front.
Work this side the same, as moss st. is

reversible also.

Back.
Cast on 79 sts. and work in moss st. until

work is same as front to armhole. Cast off

8 sts. at beginning of next two rows and
continue on remaining sts. until same length
as front. Cast off.

Sew shoulder seams together.
Pockets and Collar.

Cast on 19 sts. and shape as pocket for

legginettes, making six increases at side

(25 sts.) and then work until you have 12

sts. Continue on the 12 sts. until long
enough to reach armhole, then increase 1 st.

at front edge every 6th row until long
enough to reach centre back; then decrease
1 st. every 6 rows until there are 12 sts.

Continue on the 12 sts. until top of pocket
is reached, then shape by increasing where

you decreased and decreasing where you
increased in pocket of other side. Cast off

and work a row of double crochet round
entire edge all round armholes.

Sleeve.

Cast on 40 sts. and knit 14 rows. Con
tinue in moss st., increasing in the first row
to 49 sts. Work two rows on these 49 sts.,

then increase at both ends of the needle

every alternate row until there are 61 sts.

Continue without shaping until sleeve is 8

inches, then shape top by casting off 2 sts.

at beginning of every row until there are
37 sts. Cast off loosely.
Make other sleeve the same. Press all

lightly and sew on pockets as illustrated.

Sew side seams and sleeve seams, then sew
in sleeves, placing sleeve at underarm.
Press. all seams lightly.
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DOUBLE-QUANTITY

Tomato

Rich and creamy with the
flavour you like prepared from
choice sunripened tomatoes fresh

off the vine.

Also:

VEGETABLE ASPARAGUS
CELERY PEA

builded a house of brick,

Twas as sound as sound could be.

But the builder himself was out of

repair,

&quot;

&quot;Tis a wooden suit I ll be wearing

soon,&quot;

Said he, and his face was dour,

But he beat the old Reaper in just

two hours

Witk

Woods9 Great Peppermint Cure.

A* person weighs more at noon, when the
sun is on the meridian, than at any other
time during the day. He weighs least at
the new moon, when the sun and moon are
both on the meridian all this according to
a recent discovery reported to the American
Philosophical Society.

If you are making meringues or a

meringue top for lemon-pie, try adding one

tablespoon of cold water to the white of

one egg. Beat together until stiff before

adding two tablespoons of sugar. This
makes almost double the usual amount for

one egg, and is very light and crisp.

Smothering your Scalp

and ruining your hair?

A few drops of Barry s

Tricopherous massaped

into the scalp each day, helps

to keep your hair free from

dandruff, cirvnes., or excessive

oiliness. Rarrv s Tricophe

rous is the proved wav, to

keep voiir hair clamorous

with a natural lustre.

naturally

lustrous hair

NOURISH THE SOOTS WITH

BARRY S

Tricopherous
Itl/lill

s/cream
THE MOST ECONOMICAL
SKIN BfcAUTIFIER YOU CAN BUY.
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THE TULIP JUMPER
Indoors or out, as a jumper or a cardigan, this is right for the occasion.

Materials: 10 ozs. of 3-ply wool; a pair
of No. 10 knitting needles; a No. 10
crochet hook.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
23^ ins.; sleeve seam, 18 ins.; bust, 36 ins.

(stretching to 38).
Tension: 7 sts. to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: Sts., stitches; k., knit;
p., purl; tog., together; rep., repeat; rem.,
remain; inc., increase; dec., decrease;
w.o.n., wool over needle; w.r.n., wool round
needle; si., slip; p.s.s.o., pass slipped stitch

over; ptn., pattern; ch., chain; d.c., double-
crochet.

The Back.
Cast on 117 sts. and work in moss-st. for

58 rows.

Inc. 1 st. at both ends of next
row, and every following 10th
row until there are 141 sts. Work
straight for 6 more rows.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 4 sts.

at beg. of next 8 rows, then dee.
1 st. at both ends of following
3 rows. (103 sts.).
Next row (wrong side of

work): K. Commence ptn. thus:
1st row P. 2nd row K.
3rd row P. 4th row K.
5th row P. 6,

*
w.o.n., k. 1,

w.r.n., p. 9, rep. from *, ending
p. 6 instead of p. 9.

6th row K. 6,
*

p. 3, k. 9,

rep. from *, ending p. 3, k. 6.

7th row P. 6,
*

k. 1, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 1, p. 9, rep. from
*, ending p. 6 instead of p. 9.

8th row K. 6,
*

p. 5, k. 9,

rep. from *, ending p. 5, k. 6.

9th row P. 6,
*

k. 2, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 2, p. 9, rep. from
*, ending p. 6 instead of p. 9.

10th row K. 6,
*

p. 7, k. 9,

rep. from *, ending p. 7, k. 6.

llth row P. 6,
*

k. 3, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 3, p. 9, rep. from
*, ending p. 6 instead of p. 9.

12th row K. 6,
*

p. 9, k. 9,

rep. from *, ending p. 9, k. 6.

13th row P. 6,
*

k. 4, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 4, p. 9, rep. from
*, ending p. 6 instead of p. 9.

14th row K. 6,
*

p. 11, k. 9,

rep. from *, ending p. 11, k. 6.

15th row P. 6,
*

si. 1, k. 1 and
p.s.s.o., k. 7, k. 2 tog., p. 9, rep.
from *, ending p. 6 instead of
p. 9.

16th row K. 6,
*

p. 9, k. 9, rep. from *,

ending p. 9, k. 6.

17th row P. 6,
*

si. 1, k. 1 and p.s.s.o.,
k. 5, k. 2 tog., p. 9, rep. from *, ending p. 6
instead of p. 9.

18th row As- 10th.
19th row P. 6,

*
si. 1, k. 1 and p.s.s.o.,

The Left Front.
Cast on 67 sts. and work 26 rows in moss-

st., then commence ptn.
1st row Moss-st. 17, p. 33, moss-st. 17.

2nd row Moss-st. 17, k. 33, moss-st. 17.

3rd row As 1st. 4th row As 2nd.
5th row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (w.o.n., k. 1,

w.r.n., p. 9) twice, w.o.n., k. 1, w.r.n., p. 6,
moss-st. 17.

6th row Moss-st. 17, k. 6, (p. 3, k. 9)
twice, p. 3, k. 6, moss-st. 17.

7th row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (k. 1, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 1, p. 9) twice, k. 1, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 1, p. 6, moss-st. 17.

8th row Moss-st. 17, k. 6, (p. 5, k. 9)
twice, p. 5, k. 6, moss-st. 17.

9th row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (k. 2, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 2, p. 9) twice, k. 2, w.o.n.,
k. 1. w.o.n., k. 2, p. 6, moss-st. 17.

10th row^-Moss-st. 17, k. 6, (p. 7, k. 9)
twice, p. 7, k. 6, moss-st. 17.

llth row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (k. 3, w.o.n.,.
, . , . ...., ,

k. 3, k. 2 tog., p. 9, rep. from *, ending p 6 ,

k * w -n
-&amp;gt;

k - 3
&amp;gt; P- 9

&amp;gt;

twice k - 3
&amp;gt;

w--n
-&amp;gt;

-instead of p. 9.

20th row As 8th.
21st row P. 6, si. 1, k. 1 and p.s.s.o.,

k. 1, k. 2 tog., p. 9, rep. from *, ending p. 6
instead of p. 9.

22nd row As 6th.
23rd row P. 6, si. 1, k. 2 tog., and

p.s.s.o., p. 9, rep. from *, ending p. 6 instead
of p. 9.

24th row K. 25th row P. 26th Row K.
. Cont. in moss-st., and work for 41 more
rows. Cast off.

The Pocket-Lining.
Cast on 33 sts. and work in st.st. for 55

rows. Leave on a spare needle for now.

k. 1, w.o.n., k. 3, p. 6, moss-st. 17.

12th row Moss-st. 17, k. 6, (p. 9, k. 9)
twice, p. 9, k. 6, moss-st. 17.

13th row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (k. 4, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 4, p. 9) twice, k. 4, w.o.n.,
k. 1, w.o.n., k. 4, p. 6, moss-st. 17.

14th row Moss-st. 17, k. 6, (p. 11, k. 9)
twice, p. 11, k. 6, moss-st. 17.

15th row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (si. 1, k. 1
and p.s.s.o., k. 7, k. 2 tog., p. 9) twice, si. 1,
k. 1 and p.s.s.o., k. 7, k. 2 tog., p. 6, moss-st
17.

16th row Moss-st. 17, k. 6, (p. 9, k. 9)
twice, p. 9, k. 6, moss-st. 17.

17th row Moss-st. 17, p. 6 (si. 1, k. 1 and
p.s.s.o., k. 5, k. 2 tog., p. 9) twice, si. 1,
k. 1 and p.s.s.o., k. 5, k. 2 tog., p. 6, moss-st.

17.

18th row As 10th.
19th row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (si. 1, k. 1

and p.s.s.o., k. 3, k. 2 tog., p. 9) twice, si. 1,
k. 1 and p.s.s.o., k. 3, k. 2 tog., p. 6, moss-st.
17.

20th row As 8th.
21st row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (si. 1, k. 1

and p.s.s.o., k. 1, k. 2 tog., p. 9) twice, si. 1,
k. 1 and p.s.s.o., k. 1, k. 2 tog., p. 6, moss-st.
17.

22nd row As 6th.

23rd row Moss-st. 17, p. 6, (si. 1, k. 2

tog. and p.s.s.o., p. 9) twice, si. 1, k. 2 tog.
and p.s.s.o., p. 6, moss-st. 17.

24th row Moss-st. 17, k. 33, moss-st. 17.

25th row Moss-st. 17, p. 33, moss-st. 17.
26th row Moss-st. 17, k. 33, moss-st. 17.

Cont. in moss-st., working 6 more rows.
Inc. 1 st. at beg. of next row
(armhole edge). Work 1 row
more.
Next row Moss-st. 18, loosely

cast off 33, moss-st. to end.

Next row Moss-st. 17, then p.
the 33 sts. of pocket-lining from

spare needle, moss-st. 18. Work
for 6 more rows.

Inc. 1 st. at the beginning of

the next row (armhole edge),
and on every following 10th row

(same edge), until there are 79

sts.

Work 5 more rows.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 4
sts. at the beginning of the next
row (armhole edge), and at same

edge every alternate row 4 times
in all. Work 1 more row, then
on the same edge dec. 1 st. every
row for 3 more rows (60 sts.).

12th row (wrong side of work)
K.
Now commence ptn. as follows:
1st row P.
2nd row K. Eep. these 2 rows

once (4 rows in all).
5th row P. 6, rep. from * in

5th row of ptn. of back, ending
p. 3. (instead of p. 9).

6th row P. 3, rep. from * in

6th row of ptn., end row by p. 3,

k. 6.

Continue to work in ptn. to

match the back, bearing in mind
that there will be 3 sts. in place
of 6, on the inner edge only.
When the 26 rows of ptn. have
been completed, continue in

moss-st., working for 23 more
rows, then:

,Shape Neck: Next row Cast off 11 sts.,

moss-st. to end. Now, on the neck edge
dec. 1 st. every row, until 33 sts. rem. Work
11 more rows. Cast off loosely.

The Bight Front.
First work a pocket-lining as for the left

front (55 rows), and leave on a spare needle
for the present.

Cast on 67 sts. and work for 6 rows in

moss-st.
7th row Moss-st. 4, cast off 3 sts., moss-

st. to end.
8th row Moss-st. until 4 sts. rem., cast

on 3, moss-st. 4. This completes the first

buttonhole. (N.B. There are 11 button
holes in all to be worked 9 before com
mencing the yoke ptn., at intervals of 20
rows between each.)
Now cont. in ptn. to correspond with left

front, but with all shapings at opposite
edges and making 2 buttonholes on the
voke -

[Turn to page 49]
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RAPID RELIEF
from the pain of

.RHEUMATISM
SCIATICA

NEURITIS
can be yours with

o

TRADE MARK

American discovery approved by Doctors

Dolcin has brought relief to countless sufferers from

rheumatic disorders in America, Canada, England and

now in Australia. Dolcin Tablets give prompt relief from

the painful symptoms of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuritis,

Lumbago, Fibrositis and Gout. Prolonged relief is also

given because Dolcin contains substances which improve
the supply of blood and oxygen to the affected tissues.

Many thousands of sufferers, relieved from

the misery of Rheumatism, including people
who had given up hope of ever getting relief,

are now active again able to work thanks

to the relief from pain Dolcin Tablets have

brought them.

HiuM&quot;&quot;
DOLCIN is easy to take in tablet form.

DOLCIN is obtainable from your Chemist.

DOLCI
Helpful and informative literature on Dolcin

100 TABLETS will be tent on request to Dolcin (Australia)
FOR 12/6 Fry. Ltd., Box 1552, G.P.O.. Sydney.

tf/fewZealand
From the crystal-clear streams of New Zealand come WHITEBAIT tiny

inch-long fish, the most delicately flavoured in the world. ST. GEORGE
retains the full freshness and unique flavour of Whitebait by quick

canning and provides you with a special treat for every occasion. Serve

St. George Whitebait to your guests and your family it s delightful.

At all leading
Australian Stores

Dunedin IRVINE STEVENSON S ST. GEORGE CO. LTD. New Zea |and

One of nature s biggest mistakes was
putting all the meat on the back of the shin
bone instead of out in front where it could
absorb the bumps.

Why argue about money? It goes with
out saying.

The years a woman subtracts from her

age are not lost. They are added to the

ages of other women.

No matter how high the cost of living
soars, most of us have decided that we will
continue to try to keep on living.

ilLACK OF ENERGY.
FAILING MEMORY ETC.

HORMONE
PRODUCT

Science has proved
that our physical and
mental energy are de

pendent upon our

supplies of hormones,
and that any hormone
deficiency may be bal

anced by taking in

ternally a genuine hor
mone preparation.
Science has also ascer-

tained that the taking
Of such a preparation

&quot;V&quot;

considerably stim-

ulate the hormone tor

mation in the body.
We have a genuine hormone product
that renews energy, improves the

memory, restores nerves and over
comes general fatigue, restlessness,

irritability and revitalises the system.
Do not confuse this product with ordinary

patent medicines. It is something different

and carries a Money-Back Guarantee of

Complete Satisfaction in 10 days. Send

stamp with name and address, stating if

Mr., Mrs. or Miss, and a Free Sample will

be posted under sealed cover.

Address: Australian Agents,
A. D. BALDWIN & CO.,

9 Martin Place, Sydney.

who successfully expert-
mented with Hormones

Outdoor Girl

keeps
lustrous hair

If you re the outdoor type,

you know how wind and sun

combine to leave your hair

dry . . . your scalp flaky.

KOKO refreshes the scalp and

brings back sparkling bril

liance to your hair. Keep
your hair glamorous use

KOKO and brush briskly

every day.

Ask your chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

SKIN DISEASES
* For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases

send 3d. stamp for Examination
Chart to

;

DERMOPATHIC INSTITUTE
., National Bank Building, H

g 271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822 |ammmttamimmmmmmmmm
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LITTLE SWISS MAID
Materials: 6 ozs. white and 2 ozs. blue

2-ply wool; zipp-fastener; knitting needles
No. 11; crochet hook No. 2.

Measurements: Length, 15f inches; round
underarm 31 inches; sleeve seam, 7$
inches.

Tension: 7$ sts. equal 1 inch; 12 rows
equal 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; ins.,

inches; tog., together; st., stitch; r,ep.,

repeat; eont., continue; inc., increase;
w.r.n., wool round needle; d.c., double

crochet; W., white; B., blue; pat., pattern.

Always purl or knit back between each
cast off.

Back.
Cast on 80 sts. in white and

work 2f inches in k. 1, p. 1

ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. 30 sts.

evenly across row (110 sts).
P. 1 row.

Cont. in stocking-st. (k. 1

row, p. 1 row). Inc. 1 st. at
both ends of every } inch 7

times (124 sts.).
Then inc. 1 st. at both ends

of row every $ inh 3 times

(130 sts.).
When work measures 10 ins.,

cast on 50 sts. at both ends of
row for sleeves (230 sts.).

Cont. on these 230 sts. until
total length is 1LJ ins. Then
cont. in st.-st., work pattern
thus:

Bow 10 *
P. 2 W., 2 B., 1 W.; rep. from

* to end of row.
Row 11* K. 1 W., 2 B., 2 W.; rep. from

* to end of row.
Row 12 Purl in white wool.

These 12 rows form the pattern.
When work measures 12 inches divide

sts. in two for neck opening and finish each

part separately. Cont. in pat. on 115 sts.

until 14J ins. long.

Starting at sleeve-edge cast off 3 sts.

once, 6 sts. 16 times in alternate rows. Cast
off remaining 16 sts. Finish other part in
reverse to correspond.

Front.
Work as for back until 11 inches long.

Cont. in pat. on all sts. until work measures

Row 1 Knit in white wool.
Row 2 Purl in blue wool.
Row 3 K. 1 W., k. 1 B; rep. from to

end of row.
Row 4 Purl in B.
Work two rows in stocking-st. with white

wool.
Row 7 K. 4 W., 1 B.; rep. from * to

end of row.
Row 8* P. 2 B., 3 W.; rep. from * to

end of row.
Row 9* K. 1 B., 1 W., 2 B., 1 W.; rep.

from *
to end of row.

14} ins. Cast off 3 sts. once and 6 sts. 16
times at both ends of alternate rows. When
14 J ins. long, cast off 10 sts. in centre for
neck and finish edch part separately. Cast off
at neck edge 4-3-2-2 sts., purling back
between each cast off. Continue casting
off at sleeve end until no sts. are left.

Work other part in reverse to correspond.

Finishing.
Pin on board to measure and press parts

lightly under damp cloth. Sew shoulder
seams. Pick up sts. round neck and, using
white wool, work ^ inch in k. 1, p. 1 rib

bing. Then work a row of beading: k. 1,
*

w.r.n., k. 2 tog.; rep. from *, ending k. 1.

Work another J inch in ribbing and cast off

loosely.
Turn collar on row of beading and sew

on outside. Pick up sts. along sleeve edge
and work 1 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing. Then
work a row of beading and another 2 ins. in

ribbing. Cast off loosely. Sew side seams.
Fold cuffs along beading and sew on out
side. Work 1 row d.c. along neck opening
and sew in zipp-fastener.

TULIP JUMPER
[From page 47.&quot;]

The Sleeves (both alike).
Cast on 45 sts. and work straight in moss-

st. for 32 rows.
Inc. 1 st. at both ends of the next and

every following 8th row until there are 55

sts., then inc. each end of every 6th row
until there are 71 sts., then inc. at both
ends of every 4th row until there are 99
sts. Continue straight for 18 ins. or the

length desired.

Shape Top: Dec. 1 st. at both ends of
each of the next 10 rows, then dec. 1 st. at
the end only of every row, until 20 sts.

rem. Cast off.

The Buttons (11 alike).
With the crochet hook work 4 ch., and

join with a slip-st. to form a ring, into
which work 10 d.c. for the first round.
2nd round 1 d.c., 2 d.c. in next 5 times.
3rd round Work d.c. over d.c., rep. last

2 rounds until there are 36 d.c., then insert
a tuft of cottonwool, and corer by working
d.c. in every alternate d.c. until closed.

Fasten off, leaving an end for sewing.
Shoulder Pads.

Cast on 30 sts. and work in stocking-
stitch for 34 rows. Cast off. Make another

piece in the same way.
Cut two squares of cottonwool slightly

smaller than the piece of knitting. Place

wadding to wrong side of one piece of knit

ting, fold cornerwise, thus forming a tri

angle and slip-stitch the edges of the knit

ting together. Make the other pad in the
same way.

To Make Up.
Seam up the shoulders and neatly set tops

of sleeves into the armholes. Carefully
press all pieces, while open, on the wrong
side under a damp cloth with a hot iron.

Sew up pocket linings and remaining seams.
Work 1 row d.c. along the top edges of

pockets and along the inner edges of both
fronts and neck opening; work a second
row d.c. around neck opening. Press all

seams. To reinforce the fronts, face each
front with 1 in. wide petersham ribbon,
stitching neatly on the wrong side and
being careful not to stretch the fronts. Cut
buttonholes in the ribbon and work round
each one with matching thread in button
hole-stitch.

Place the straight (folded) edge of the
shoulder pads to the sleeve seam and stitch

lightly, catching the point to the shoulder
seams.
Sew on the bifttons to left front.

Paste this in your cookery book; you ll

find it very useful:
1 large-size egg is equal to 2 ozs. of flour.

1 tablespoonful of butter equals 1 oz.

1 breakfastcupful of liquid is equal to $

pint.
3 pennies are equal to 1 oz.

1 heaped breakfastcupful of flour is equal
to * Ib.

1 tablespoonful of jam equals 2 ozs,

A halfpenny is equal to oz.
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KNIT THIS SMART JACKET
Materials: 13 ozs. 3-ply wool; a pair each

of Nos. 7 and 10 knitting needles two but
tons.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
24J inches. Width all round under arms,
36 inches. Sleeve seam, 7 inches.

Tension: About 9 sts. and 14 rows to 1

square inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; t.st., stocking-
stitch; si., slip; ptn., pattern; cont., con

tinue; inc., increase or increasing; dec., de-

i-rcase or decreasing; ins., inches; beg.

begin t
or beginning; rem., remain or re

maining.
The Back.

Using No. 7 needles cast on 136 sts. and
work in ptn. thus:

1st row * K. 1, wool forward, si. 1, wool
back : rep. from * to end.

2nd row * P. 1, wool back, si. 1, wool
forward; rep. from * to end (moss stitch
side of work is wrong side).

These two rows form the ptn. and are

repeated throughout.

Cont. in ptn. until work measures 3$ ins.

(46 rows). Now dec. 1 st. at each end of

every 6th row until 124 sts. rem., being
careful to keep the ptn. correct. Now inc.

1 st. at both ends of every following 8th
row until there are 154 sts. on needle.

Cont. quite straight in ptn. until work
measures 17^ ins. from beg., finishing after
a 2nd row of ptn.
Shape Armholes: Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of

next two rows, then dee. 1 st. at beg. of

every row until 138 sts. rem.
Work straight until armhole measures 7

ins. in depth,
finishing with
2nd row of ptn.
Shape Should

ers: Cast off 10

sts. at beg. of
next 10 rows.
Cast off.

The Eight
Front.

(Each front
is made of two
pieces and a
pocket, and a

facing in st.st.)

Using No. 7

needles, cast on
64 sts. and
work in ptn. for
3 ins. (46
rows).
Now dec. 1 st.

at end of next
and at same
edge on follow

ing 6th row
until 54 sts.

rem., then inc.

at same edge on

every follow

ing 8th row
until 64 sts. are
on needle.

Cont. in ptn.
quite straight
until work
measures 17J
ins. from beg.,

finishing after a
1st ptn. row.

Shape Ann-
hole: Cast off 4

sts. at beg. of
next row, then
dec. at this edge
on alternate
rows until 54
sts. rem.

Cont. quite
straight until

armhole meas
ures 7 ins. in

depth, finishing
at armhole
edge.

Shape Shoulder: Cast off 10 sts. at arm-
hole edge 4 times, cast off.

Right Front Panel.

Using No. 7 needles, cast on 50 sts. and
work in ptn. for 200 rows.
Next row Cast off 16 sts., ptn. to end.
Next row Ptn. 34, cast on 16 sts. Work

8 rows in ptn. Now make a buttonhole
thus: Ptn. 6, cast off 4 sts., ptn. to end.

Next row Ptn. to last 6 sts., cast on 4

sts., ptn. 6. Work 24 rows in ptn., then
make another buttonhole as before. Work
8 rows in ptn.

Now k. 3 tog. at front edge on next and
every alternate row until 12 sts. rem., then
k. 2 teg. on alternate rows until 6 sts. rem.
Cast off.

The Pockets.

Using No. 7 needles, cast on 64 sts. and
work in ptn. for 108 rows. Cast off.

The Right Front Facing.
Using No. 10 needles, cast on 40 sts. afld

work in st.st. for 15J ins., finishing with a
k. row.
Next row Cast off 16 sts., p. to end.
Next row K. 24, cast on 16 sts. Work

6 rows in st.st. Make a buttonhole thus:
9th row P. 6, cast off 4 sts., p. to end.

10th row K. to last 6 sts., cast on 4 sts.,
k. 6. Work 18 rows st.st., then make an
other buttonhole as before on next 2 rows.
Work 6 rows in st.st. Dec. 1 st. at button
hole edge on every row until 10 sts. rem.
Now dec. 1 st. at same edge on alternate

rows until 2 sts. rem. Cast off.

The Left Front.
Work as for right front, but with all

shapings at opposite edges and without
buttonholes.

The Left Front Panel.

Using No. 7 needles cast on 50 sts. and
work in ptn. for 245 rows. Now k. 3 tog.
at front edge on next and every alternate
row until 12 sts. rem., then k. 2 tog. on
alternate rows until 6 sts. rem. Cast off.

The Left Front Facing.
Using No. 10 needles, cast on 40 sts. and

work in st.st. for 182 rows.
Dec. 1 st. at beg. of next and at same

edge on every row until 10 sts. rem., then
on alternate rows until 2 sts. rem. Cast off.

The Sleeves.

Using No. 7 needles, cast on 102 sts. and
work in ptn. as for back, inc. 1 st. at each
end of the 5th and every following 6th row
until there are 126 sts. on seedle.

Cont. quite straight until sleeve measures
7 ins.

Shape Top: Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of
next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at each end of

every row until 42 sts. rem.
Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of next 4 rows.

Cast off.

Piping for Edge of Coat.

Using No. 10 needles, cast on 10 sts. and
work in st.st., inc. 1 st. at beg. and dee. 1

st. at end of every k. row until strip is

sufficiently long to go all round edge of

jacket (about 3 yds.), stretching slightly.
Cast off.

Piping for Edge of Sleeves.

Work as for piping for edge of coat for

about 11 ins. Cast off.

To Make Up.
Press. Make a 1 in. hem on the cast-off

edge of each pocket. Place one side edge
of pocket to front edge and tack. Now sew
on the front panel, stitching through pocket
edge. Stitch the straight edge of facing
along the seam of panel (knit side of work
on the wrong side), matching buttonholes.

Make up left front in the same way. Sew
up shoulder seams. Sew sleeves into arm-
holes. Sew up side and sleeve seams. Press

seams. Stitch the sides of pockets just

beyond side seams, and along the bottom.

Piping: Starting from top of left front

shaping, stitch the piping round the edge
of coat, easing at corners (knit side against
coat), stretching slightly. Join ends, roll

over facing, and stitch neatly on wrong
side. Stitch the piping to sleeves. Sew on
buttons.

Heels were added to the leather soles of
boots in the 15th century to keep the feet

of men travelling on horseback from slip

ping through the stirrups. *
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nit Lovely
1 1 n /

Follow the S.R.S. routine

SHAMPOO
with Camilatone Vitamin Shampoo

radiantly healthy hair and colour glamour
are your rewards. One of the shades of Camila

tone will suit your individual hair colouring.

RINSE
in Tonrinz. Removes all traces of

dulling film . . . puts the glint the sun

shine of natural highlights in every lovely wave.

fa Only an after-shampoo rinse restores

natural highlights.

SET
with Lustrset and watch the waves fall

into place under youi fingers. They stay
in place, too ! 1

Your S.R.S. routine begins with

At all Chemists. Stores and Ladies Hairdressers.
4XXXX
C.23/10

Regain REGULARITY
within 10 DAYS

(without purgatives)

VX

A little

over a week

and I was

regular again

It s Kelloggs

All-Bran every

morning notu

Mrs. M. BENNETT
114 Beach Sf.,

Coogee

COMPLETE SATISFACTION -

OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
This is all you need do ... enjoy tasty, toasty Kellogg s All-Bran for ten

days, and drink plenty of water. If, at the end of ten days you dorft

feel it has helped you, then just send the empty packet back to Kellogg s

and you ll get double your money back.

Never lose that wonderful feeling

of health and natural regularity

it brings.

BULK IS THE ANSWER!
Your daily health and regularity

depend on what you eat. Kellogg s

All-Bran is not a purgative. It

contains the bulk your system
needs to end constipation. The
vital bulk in this rich, nut-sweet

health-food helps prepare internal

wastes for easy, gentle elimination

... no purgatives needed this

natural way.
Ask your grocer for a packet

of Kellogg s All-Bran right away.
Within ten days you ll benefit.

After that keep on enjoying this

crisp, nut-sweet breakfast cereal.

WONDERFUL
3-IN-ONE
FOOD

Kellogg s All-limn is a natu
ral laxative, health-food and
blood tonic all in one! Rich
in Vitamin Bl, B2, Calcium,
Phosphorus, INiacin and Iron,

Kellogg s All-Bran builds up
your health. It gives you
vitality as it brings regularity
instead of purging the energy
out of you.

ALL-BRAN*
*

(Registered Trade Mark)

END IRREGULARITY the way NATURE intended AB5I-I1

Printed by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by the Proprietor at the Australian Home Journal Offices,
&quot;Home Journal&quot; Houae. 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.
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Qrrtotts

FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s

a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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with this

GRIT-FREE HANDY FORMS
POWDER AND CAKE

Cleanser

A SUPER-SHINE AS YOU CLEAN _
it s yours with Bon Ami Cleanser. Grit-free Bon Ami can t

scratch the shiny surfaces of your sinks, bath, pots and pans

... and it s kind to your hands, too. No wonder millions of

women won t use any other cleanser. Buy it. ... try it ...

and see for yourself I

The safe, speedy cleanser

BON AMI

and frayed.

His boots were down at heel.

He didn t run a bank account.

And he often lacked a meal.

But one thing that he ne er

forgot

In his pocket to carry secure,

Was that most excellent remedy

Woods9 Great Peppermint Cure*

Jut Colour
^

v /(in///.

hairn your

Follow the O.K.O. routine

OHAMPOO Cami-
O latone s deep-down

cleansing action is so

thorough ... so refreshing

to hair and scalp. It brings

out the lovely lustre of your hair ... the rich

colours everyone admires. Camilatone shampoos
are available in shades to suit your individual

hair colouring.

RINSE
with Tonrinz to give a brighter

expression to dull or faded hair. (Tonrinz

is included in every packet of Camilatone.)

JL- Only an after-shampoo rinse restores

natural highlights.

SET
your hair with Lustrset, and then comb

the curls into place. It s easier than you

ever dreamed.

Your S.R.S. routine begins with

At all Chemists, Stores and Ladles &quot;Hairdressers

*X3*ose*

C24/IO
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entirely of &quot;volleying&quot;; the shuttlecock

ceases to be in play once it touches tin

ground. The court is 44 feet long by 20

feet wide; top of net is 5 feet above ground
in centre, 5 feet 1 inch at the posts.
Deuce.
GROWING UP. The United States Mili

tary Academy at West Point celebrated
the 150th anniversary of its establishment
on March 16. The original enrolment of

10 cadets lias grown to 2.500 young men
who are receiving officer training to equip
them to help in the defence of their

country. Cadet.

MINIATURE HOSPITAL. The United States
Air Force has developed a 36- bed hospital,

complete with operating room and X-ray
equipment, that can be packed in less than
a 500-cubic feet

spar-&quot;
j

- C-54 transport
plane. The 10 | /

-

-v t loaded

For the side that fastens over (as sketch

E) you will notice the stitching is about
inch from edge OH the right side. Turn

seam allowance te wrong side along side
seam and stitch zipper in, attaching it so
that centre of zipper is | inch from edge, as
sketch II clearly shows.
The right side will then look as sketch

E. For the under-side, as sketch F, you
will need the folded piece (sketch D).
Stitch zipper to raw edges of folded piece,
then turn under seam allowance at side
seam J inch from original seam line to
wards front and stitch to zipper, as sketch
F.

Sketch G shows how the under part then
looks. Neaten at base of opening where
zipper joins, as sketch I. Turn to right
side and, after attaching waist hand, it

will look as sketch J.

If the handle on your suitcase fails at
the last moment before your holiday, get
a leather dog-collar and pass it through
the existing links on the top of the bag.
Fasten the buckle, and you will have a
good strong leather handle to grasp.

FREE BOOKS on DRESSMAKING!
LEARN DRESSMAKING AT HOME

THIS NEW EASY WAY!
Kj W you can test this really wonderful course of Dress

making in your own home, give it any trial you like,

and if it doesn t quickly make you an accomplished

dressmaker, capable of making the latest frocks,

suits, coats, etc., it won t COST YOU ONE PENNY !

But please hurry ! This offer may never be repeated.

It places you under no obligation. All you have

to do is post the coupon TO-DAY !

Lovely Dresses for Your
self and Clothes for the

Whole Family.
VOU do want smart, attractive

clothes, don t you ? Of course you
do things with style and originality
but when shopping for them you find

it practically impossible to get a frock

within your means, or one that isn t

duplicated at least a dozen times when

you walk down the street. But still

it is possible for YOU to be the smartest

dresser in your txrwn. It is possible for

you to make clothes for all yeur loved

ones and YOU RE SAVING MONEY
all the time. This is the opportunity
of a lifetime. Send for this splendidly
illustrated Free Beok.

&quot; How to Design,
Cut and Make Smarter Clothes.&quot; It

tells you bow. But you must hurry.

WHAT THIS SPLENDID
BOOK DISCUSSES.
How to Make Lovely Clothes.

How to Make Clothes for

the Family.

How to Make and Save Money
through Dressmaking.

How to Make Clothes to Suit

Your Personality.

Hew to Learn Everything
About Dressmaking this

New Easy Way.

Dressmaking as a Career, etc.,

etc.

PROOF !

&quot; SIMPLE TO FOLLOW&quot;
&quot;

1 must say how de

lighted I am, and how
simple your Course is to follow and
understand. 1 am more than satis

fied. I lave started to make my
clothes properly at last, thanks to

you for making this possible.&quot;

Airs. T. S., Vic.
&quot; NOW DESIGNS CLOTHES &quot;

&quot;

I am satisied with your Course.
I have made several blouses, skirts,
short coats, also two dresses. I

find the designing ol clothes most
pleasing.&quot; Misg w w w A
&quot; DELIGHTED WITH RESULTS &quot;

&quot;

1 must thank you tor your
Course. Although I have been

toliowtog it tor only a tew wet-Its.

I have gained iiiauy points and am
able to rr.ake lovely clothes for

myself.
&quot;

1 thank you once again, and
assure you I ana delighted with the
results.&quot; tUM p w N s w
&quot; WORTH A SHALL FORTUNE &quot;

&quot;

I received your Dressmaking
Course last week. I have had it a
week now, and have not spent a

great deal of time on it, and already
have discovered a small fortune in it.

I am absolutely amazed at the

Course, and how little I really did
know.&quot;

Mis* McC., P.M., N.S.W.
&quot; PREVIOUSLY SCARED TO CUT

MATERIAL &quot;

&quot; The Course shows me just where
I went wrong in the cutting-oat,
and why niv dresses didn t hang
just quite right. 1 am pleased I

sent ior
.
the Course, as I can go

straight ahead now where before I

would be scared I would spoil the
material.-

FREE

SEND

IF YOU

NOW!

Mfs N

POST COUPON THIS VERY MOMENT.
THE DUNRICH SCHOOL OF DRESSMAKING Dept. 8
1 Dcam Place, Sydney, N.S.W.

Dear Madame Sena me by return mail your FREE BOOK all about
Dressmaking and Designing, entitled

&quot; How to Design Cut and Make
Smarter Clothes.&quot; 1 enclose 3jd. in stamps.

NAME

ADDRESS

-A.H.J. 1/7/52



Im Slim and

again

Are you overweight? Then read this typical letter

taken from our files:

&quot;I am writing to tell you the amazing difference

Youth-o-Form has made to me. I was 12 stone 3 Ibs.

three months ago and looked terrible. Now I am
down to 9 stone 8 Ibs. feel well and look better

than I have for years!&quot;

If you are overweight, suffer from rheu

matism, indigestion or constipation, start the

Youth-o-Form treatment to-day! Effective, easy-

to-take Youth-o-Form globules take off excess

poundage fast give permanent results without

excessive dieting or strenuous exercises. Your
chemist has Youth-o-Form for only 5/8 for ten

days treatment, or 20/7 for six weeks treat

ment. Get Youth-o-Form to-day!

If you require advice on any health or

beauty problem, write to the Youth-o-Form

Advisory Bureau. Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.
Y.53

YOUTH O FORM
I m always happy with

EXTRA MONEY WEEKLY!

Learn to make French Flowers or Gloves

Earn 5 to 10 or more weekly at home !

It s the usual thing for LA PAULA students to start

earning big money while they are still learning.
And how easy it is to make French Flowers and Gioves
(there s a huge demand for them) by the LA PAULA
SPECIAL POSTAL COURSE. A complete working
outfit is supplied FREE to every student. Your work
is purchased under our Marketing Bond. Boxes are

supplied and postage paid on all orders. Distance
no object.

Learn the LA PAULA way - FRENCH FLOWERS,

GLOVES, MILLINERY, FLORAL ART, DRESSMAKING

SEND COUPON! WRITE TODAY AND START NOW!

LA PAULA
ART ACADEMY

Sydney: 67 Castlereagh St. (near King St.)
Melbourne : 343 Little Collins St.,

Box 2262U, G.P.O.. Melb.
Brisbane : Box 7I7K G.P.O., Brisbane
New Zealand: Box II60, Wellington
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entirely of
&quot;volleying&quot;; the shuttlecock

ceases to be in play once it touches th.

ground. The court is 44 feet long by 20
feet wide; top of net is 5 feet above groundm centre, 5 feet 1 inch at the posts.
Deuce.

(.1:0WING UP. The United States Mili
tary Academy at West Point celebrated
the 150th anniversary of its establishment,
on March 16. The original enrolment of

cadets has grown to 2.500 young mr;i
who are receiving officer training to eq.rpthem to help in the defence of their
country. Cadet.

MINIATURE HOSPITAL. The United States
Air Force has developed a 36-bed hospital
complete with operating room and X-ray
equipment, that can be packed in less than
a 500-cubic feet spacing ,H -54 transport
plane. The

10.&amp;lt;Mfd not lead yo& loaded
i a few Vd\v you can reorganise your life.
your past experiences helping you over the
difficult parts until you acquire tranquilitv
again. Miss F. G.

On the Outer:
&quot;I can honestly say that for the last tw,

years not one young man has asked me out
1 am quite good-looking, young, dress well
with a presentable appeara nce and have a
wide circle of friends of both sexes. What
started the drying up of male companywas they all seemed to want a good time
girl and I didn t fill their requirements
and so it got about that I was a sour
lemon, etc., and so now I am left with
plenty of time on my hands and wonder
what the outcome will be. Could you help

you are going and the right man will turn
up when you least expect him. You are
not the type of girl to appeal to frivolous
young men but to the more serious type of
a man, and that friendship is worth wait
ing for. Just continue on as you are
now by going out with your friends and
you will find romance before long. But
keep in &quot;circulation.&quot;

Please Help:
&quot;I fell in love with a man and Mother then

took an instant dislike to him. He went away
for two years and has now returned, and I
love him more than ever and he loves me.
I feel I am going bats what with Mother s
dislike of him and, on the other hand, Jim
wanting me to marry him. I don t want to
offend Mother but there seems only one
way out of the difficulty by going againsther wishes and marrying Jim. Do you
think this wise?&quot; Mary M. You have
had plenty of time to make up your mind
about Jim and as you say &quot;you are more
in love with him than ever&quot; gives the
answer to your selfish mother. Has she
ever given you any reason for refusing
your very natural wish? You are not a
child and are entitled to an answer. You
will find she only wants you to live with
s you look after her and satisfy all her

demands. Have the matter out with her
pointing to the fact that she will not onlv
have you but also Jim, and Inter on grand
children, to love her. But if she still
efuses marry Jim. take and enjov life

with both arms whilst you are able, and
you will find she will come round later onwhen you arrive with your first-born to
see her. There are far too manv dutiful
children who eat out their lives in sour
bachelor- or spinster-hoods just becauseMother was too selfish to part with unpaidervants or companions who would do allthe work without complaining. Do all voucan to win her over, because she will&quot; be
cry lonely and want your love again.

If only hope is in men, it is doomed to
disappointment.

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE
EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.

Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat^ u-
S-

,,

G &quot;aranteec for your LifetimeChico Earphones have enjoyed an un-
mterruptedsaleonthe Australian market
Si**!*

20
y&amp;lt;* Write for Free BookletHEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street Sidney

&quot;VAREX&quot; FOR BAD LEGS
NU RESTING REQUIRED
There s no need to lie up with a bad legOne man actually worked overtime wh.le
using Varex Treatment. 4 to 6 dressingsone a week usually suffice.Varex heals all ulcers, old or new.
Very soothing, and relieves pain quicklyand permanently. Easy and mrxpens.veWr, e for free booklet to-day to Ernt
Healey. Pharmaceutical Chem.st. 5th Floor,bt James Build.ng. 109 Elizabeth Street
Sydney.



How to lose pounds

SAFEL Y!
If you are overweight and wish
to reduce to normal, get a flask

of Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids
from your chemist to-day and
take three each morning
before breakfast. Cut your
fluids to less than two pints

a day and follow the

Menthoids Diet Chart.
You ll feel younger,

brighter more energetic
as you slim to your healthy

weight.

Start Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS to-day!
Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids are

easy to take effective free
from harmful drugs and safe
for the

most
delicate

patients.

Jut Colour

FREE
DIET CH4RT

Send a stamped addressed

envelope to Rritish Medical
Laboratories Pty. Limited.
Box 4155, G.P.O.. Sydney.
for FREE copy of the
Menthol* Diet Chart.

MN2

7/6 and 4/-

everywhere

MACK ENZIES M ENTHOIDS

Preparation for

MOTHERHOOD
jyjOST important is the health of the

Expectant Mother. Her diet should be W *;*;

well-balanced, providing adequate nourish-
jf $%

ment and including essential Vitamins and
Mineral Cell Salts. f ^jf
Bio-Chemic Treatment is daily proving of /

*

tremendous value to Mothers and Babies in i -
:

all parts of Australia The Twelve Bio-
Cbemic Nerve and Tissue Building Cell Salts provide those essential Vitamins and
Mineral Celi Salts required in the building of the child s frame strong healthy,
vigorous while for the Expectant Mother, they tone up the blood and entir.: system,
ensuring an abundant reserve of nerve force, a rich supply of natural mi!k, a more
comfortable confinement, and speedy recovery.

Consultation and advice fre? of charge or obligation; any distance.
BOOKLET FREE. Write to Dept. AHJ. BM 752.

Established 23 Years

B I O - C H EM I C I N S T Jt:0t E
BOX 1249 L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 Queen Street, Melbourne, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

Mil!///

hair

A new use for old lipstick holders. Wash
remains of lipstick, then fill up the

with soap. Carried in the handbag,
one of these would prove a boon as an

emergency &quot;stop&quot;
for laddered stockings.

A hint for a greasy sink. Dip a piece
of rag in a little kerosene and rub it well

over the sink which has previously been

sprinkled with salt. Rinse well, and all

grease will disappear as if by magic.

/ / / I

in your

Follow the O.K.O. routine

. old a,*

... v/x America skating &amp;lt;--^~*&amp;gt;
w^8jw,

1944. She turned professional a.iu

the Sonja Henie Show at Center Theatre,
New York, where she has appeared continu

ously for the past six years. Young Blade.
CROWNING GLORY. Tinting or dyeing is

the only permanent means of disguising
grey hairs. You would be weH advised to

seek the help of an expert, who would tell

you if your skin would be better with the
soft effect of grey hair. Remember alse it

is a rather expensive operation aad the
cost of upkeep is considerable, as you have
to keep retouching the roots. If you decide
to let your hair go grey there are plenty of
blue rinses that will kelp that delightful
silvery look when used in conjunction with
a good shampoo. Mrs. A. G. E.
HOLLYWOOD FAN. You cannot write to

Howard Keel at his private address only
through his studio. His address is Howard
Keel, e/o. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, California. Be sure you pnt
the right amount of stamps on letter, 7d-
for first oz., otherwise it might be returned.

Mies A. R.

TENNIS INTEREST. Tony Trabert did win
the Middle Atlantic Tennis Tournament last

August by defeating Gardnar Mulloy 9-7,

9-7, 0-6, 6-3. He also won the doubles
crown with Billy Talbert. Glorious Gussie.

STOXEY GROUND. &quot;When I am out at

friends for dinner I never know how to cope
with stones from fruit. I have seen some

people take peach stones from their mouths
with a spoon and smaller stones with their

fingers. Could you guide me in this

matter?&quot; Mrs. E. E. Fruit with large
stones, such as peaches, nectarines, phims,
etc., should be divided from the stone on
the plate. Smaller stones and pips may be
returned to your plate by means of a spoon.
MEASURED COURSE. &quot;Now the Olympic

Games are so much in the papers and there
is much talk of metres, exactly how many
yards are there in 100 metres? My girl
talks of 100 yards dash, but would like to
know what 100 metres are equal to.&quot;

Lucy J. 100 metres are equal to 10f&amp;gt;

yards, 1 foot, ] inch.

ASTHMA. The distressing condition of
asthma leaves the sufferer with sensations
of breathlessness and lack of air. The
attacks are caused by a spasmodic contrac
tion of all the small air passages of the

lung s, so that air cannot be freely expelled
from the lungs. There are several good
remedies that would help, particularly
amyl nitrite capsules which, when broken
and inhaled, acts by relaxing the small ail-

passages and thereby allowing free expul
sion of air. Mrs. X.
s BADMINTON. Badminton was first in

troduced into England from India about
1873. It is a game for two or four players
with racquets and shuttlecocks and consists
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entirely of &quot;volleying&quot;; the shuttlecock
ceases to be in play once it touches tht

ground. The court is 44 feet long by 20
feet wide; top of net is 5 feet above ground
in centre, 5 feet 1 inch at the posts.
Deuce.
GROWING UP. The United States Mili

tary Academy at West Point celebrated
the 150th anniversary of its establishment
on March 16. The original enrolment of
10 cadets has grown to 2,500 young men
who are receiving officer training to equip
them to help in the defence of their

country. Cadet.

MINIATURE HOSPITAL. The United States
Air Force has developed a 36- bed hospital,
complete with operating room and X-ray
equipment, that can be packed in less than
a 500-cubic feet space on a C-54 transport
plane. The 10,000-lb. unit can be loaded
in a few hours by four men. It includes

packing cases that convert into tables, un
breakable plastic pill bottles lighter than
glass, and beds that fold into a package
4 x 30 x 36 inches. Bedding and personal
belongings for patients are also carried in

compact kits. Nurse.

SCIENCE PHONES UP. An ingenious
method of providing expert X-ray diagnosis
to a small community which could not
afford a full-time technician is attracting
the attention of small towns and villages
in America. The new system called teleg-
nosis has been successfully established
between the office of a first-class radiolo

gist in the large enstera city of Phila
delphia and a health clinic in the small
seaside community of Ventnor, in New
Jersey, 60 miles away. The mechanics of
the plan are reported by the radiologist
and a doctor at the Ventnor Clinic in a
recent issue of the Journal of tke American
Medical Association. The diagnosis by
telephone is performed by a system similar
to that by which news pictures are sent by
wire. X-ray pictures takem at the clinic
are placed in a sending machine anfl sent
over a private telephone wire to the offices
of the radiologist in Philadelphia. The
X-ray expert in the city makes his diag
noses on the spot and transmits them
immediately by telephone. The system
makes the latest X-ray techniques avail
able to even the smallest community.
Electrocardiographs can also be sent to

large medical centres for diagnosis by this
method. Student.
BARF MFT \r. Iridium is a rare, heavy,

white, hard metal belonging to the group
of platinum metals. It is found in some
platinum ores in the form of osmiridium.
The separation of osmium and iridium is a

fairly easy matter, owing to the easy
oxidisability of the former metal. Iridium
is employed in the form of aa alloy witb
platinum (90%) for the manufacture of

tips for fountain pen nibs, and was used
for the construction of the standard metro
which is kept in Paris. Platinum Blonde.
ETON AND HVRBOW CRICKET. The annual

cricket match between Eton and Harrow,
played at Lord s, was instituted more
than a century ago. Byron, Sheridan
and Galsworthy, to mention a few famous
names, were educated at Harrow. School-
Tie.

BUMPS A DAISY..
&quot;My elbows and knees

are rough and red. Couid you suggest some
cream or exercise to make them less con
spicuous?&quot; Bathe thorn with warm water
and toilet vinetrar, and after drying, while-
the skin is still warm, massage with cir
cular sweeps with a mixture of lanoline
and rose water. Repeat this every nigrht.
JARRAH WOOD. Yos, the inrrah wood is

Australian, coming from the Eucalvntus
marginata. It is exported and usod for

piles, bridging, railway sleepers, and pav
ing blocks. Wood Heap.

FIRST AID

DRESSING FOR
ALL MINOR
INJURIES

Never neglect the
smallest injury! . . cut

finger, a scratch, a

graze ... all minor

injuries need the quick
first aid of Band-Aid
Adhesive Bandages,
the finest ready made
first aid dressing your

money can buy. Pro

tects, looks neat, pro
motes healing.

ADHESIVE BANDAGES

Carry several strips with you
everywhere . . . ready for

instant use , . . for every
sudden emergency.

B A N D - A I D
ADHESIVE BAN
DAGES are available
in packets of 12, 24
or the large economy
pack of 50 r,i-.-

for all the family. Ask
for and insist on Band-
Aid Adhesive Bandages,
plain, waterproof or
elastic at Chemists or

stores everywhere
I-BA2

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

D-M C
MERCER CROCHET

D M C
STRANDED AND PEARL

D M C
COTTONS AT ALL LEADING STORES

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOW! Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drinit. Eucrasy
has brought happiness to homes cursed
with misery and ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can be given
secretly in any food, or voluntarily.
State which required.

Send 30 - now, for 20 day Course.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney
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GUffft&quot;.

THATS A LOVELY GUITAR BILL.

AND YOU PLAY IT SO WELL, I

WISH I COULD

ITS EASY TO PLAY WITH THESE
ONDERFUL LESSONS. YOU GET THEM

WITH YOUR INSTRUMENT,SONGS AND
MUSIC TOO-ALL FOR 4A WEEKLY AND

NO DEPOSIT

ONLY 4/- WEEKLY AND NO
DEPOSIT FOR ALL THAT.

IM GOING TO JOIN

RIGHT AWAY

LOOK!
500 GUITARS, UKULELES,
BANJO MANDOLINS

Complete with Home-Study
LESSONS to teach you to play

Now available for

NO DEPOSIT
and payments as little as 4/- weekly while they last

Here s your chance to learn to play to win friends, fun and outings. Join the Sampson
Guitar Qub now. No matter where you live you can join get your instrument and lessons

sent freight free, and learn to play quickly. Absolute beginners start playing in 30 minutes

and play all popular tunes with the latest tricks and effects in a few weeks without previous

knowledge of music.

PAYMENTS ^ Deposit whatever no big payments! Just payments
from 4/- weekly and you own a beautiful instrument with

the world s easiest Home-study Lesson Course the chance of a lifetime to sing and

play.
MBM*__

HOW YOU LEARN wherever y u live y u Learn at

______^____~_^^_ Home. Perfectly illustrated and

simply worded Lesson books will be regularly mailed. You learn

quickly, without interruption or visits to a teacher. It s more than

easy it s simple. Each Lesson book becomes your property
as you receive it you can refer to it whenever you wish, and
it includes everything to show you how to play step by step.

It s foolproof.

THE SAMPSON GUITAR CLUB,
Dept. 5, 481 Kent St. Box 4184, G.P.O., Sydney.

Without obligation tell me how to join the club and

get my instrument with lessons on your No Deposit

plan. I enclose 3Jd. postage stamp.

NAME
ADDRESS..

Limited to 500 Members
As there are only 500 instruments bound to go quickly-

intending members are advised that it is expected that the

Club will be booked out in a few weeks. Delay should be

avoided.

WAW TO JOIN P st ^e couP n *or ful1 particulars. This

________ places you under no obligation whatever.

You will receive an illustrated brochure, explaining the instruments,

lessons, and payments. But don t delay there are only 500 instru

ments available. Send NOW. (Enclose 3id. stamp for postage.)
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DESIGNED TO FLATTER
This smart and attractive jumper will

Materials 8 ozs. 3-ply wool; a pair each
of Nos. 10 and 12 knitting needles; 14
buttons.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
21 ins.. To fit 38-in. bust. Sleeve seam,
14 ins. (J length).

Tension: 8 sts. to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; inc., increase; dec.,

decrease; beg., begin or beginning; ptn.,

pattern; rep., repeat; cont., continue;
ins., inches.

make a 38-inch bust look so much slimmer.

Cont. in ptn., inc. 1 st. at each end of the
next and every following 4th row until

there are 141 sts. on needle. Cont. with
out further shaping until work measures
13 ins. from lower edge.
Shape Armholes: Cast off 8 sts. at beg.

of next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. at both ends
of every row until 109 sts. remain. Cont.
without further shaping until armholos
measure 7 ins. in depth. %

Shape Shoulders: Cast off 8 sts. at beg.
of next 8 rows. Cast off.

The Back.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 116 sts.
and work in following ptn.

1st row K. 3,
*

p. 2, k. 2; rep. from *

to last at., k. 1.

2nd row K. 1,
*

p. 2, k. 2; rep. from *

to last 3 sts., p. 2, k. 1.

Eep. last 2 rows for 3} ins., inc. 1 st. at
end of last row (117 sts.).

Change to No. 10 needles and following
ptn.

1st row *
P. 1, k. 3; rep. from *

to last
st., p. 1.

2nd row P.
3rd row K. 2,

*
p. 1, k. 3; rep. from

to last 3 sts., p. 1, k. 2.

4th row P. These 4 rows form the ptu.
and are repeated throughout.

The Front.
Work the ribbing as for back (117 sts.).

Change to No. 10 needles and divide for
the fronts thus:

1st row (P. 1, k. 3) 14 times, cast on 5
sts. (61 sts.). Slip remaining 61 sts. to a
st.-holder for now. Con. in ptn : on the first
set sts., inc. 1 st. at side edge on every 4th
row until there are 77 sts. on needle. Cont.
without further shaping until work meas
ures 13 ins. from lower edge, finishing at
side edge.

Shape Armhole: Cast off 8 sts. at beg. of
of next row, then dec. 1 st. at this edge on
every row until 61 sts. remain. Work in

ptn. without shaping for 2| ins. Cont. in

ptn., dec. 1 st. at neck edge of next and
every alternate row until 37 sts. remain.

Cont. in ptn. without further shaping until

armhole measures 7^ ins., finishing at side

edge.
Shape Shoulder: Cast off 8 sts. at arm-

hole edge 4 times. Cast off remaining ets.

The Right Front.

Kejoin wool to the inside edge of the 61
sts. and work in ptn. for 1 in., finishing at
front edge. Make a buttonhole thus:

1st row Cast off 5 sts. ptn. to end.
2nd row Work in ptn., casting on 5 sts.

over those cast off. Now cont. in ptn. as

for left front, but with all shapings at

opposite edges, making buttonhole at front

edge at 2 in. intervals until there are six

in all.

The Sleeves.

Using No. 10 needles, cast on 109 sts. and
work 13 ins. in ptn.
Shape Top: Dec 1 st. at each end of

-next 4 p. rows. Now dec. 1 st. at both ends
of every row until 13 sts. remain. Cast off.

The Cuffs.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 12 sts,

Work in ptn. thus:
1st and 2nd rows * K. 2, p. 2; rep-

from * to end.
3rd and 4th rows * P. 2. k. 2; rep. from

* to end. These 4 rows form ptn. Cont. in

ptn. until work measures 10J ins. Make a

buttonhole thus:
1st row Ptn. 3 sts., cast off 6 sts., ptn.

to end. On next row, cast on 6 sts. to re

place those cast off. Work 2 rows in ptn.
Now dec. 1 st. at both ends of every row
until 6 sts. remain. Cast off.

The Collar.

With No. 12 needles, cast on 72 sts. and
work 4 rows in cuff ptn. Cont. in ptn..
dec. 1 st. at both ends of the next and
every 4th row following until 32 sts. re

main. Work 3 rows without shaping and
cont. as follows:

1st row K. 2 tog., work in ptn. to last

2 sts., k. 2 tog.
2nd row Work in ptn.
3rd row K. 2 tog., work in ptn. to end.
4th row Work in ptn.
Rep. last 4 rows until 2 sts. remain.

Cast off. Work other side of collar to

correspond.
The Front Borders.

With No. 12 needles, cast on 4 sts. ind
work 12^ ins. in garter-st. (plain knitting
in every row). Cast off.

To Make Up.
Press work on wrong side with a hot

iron and damp cloth. Sew up shoulder
seams. Sew sleeves into armholes, sew up
side and sleeve seams. Sew on front edg
ings. Sew collar to neck with longer
shaped edge to the outside. Sew on cuffs,

arranging fulness of sleeves evenly. Sew
buttons down front and on cuffs. Sew 3
buttons on each collar.

A useful cement for broken china: Mix
a teaspoonful of alurh in a teaspoonful of
hot water, then place it in a hot oven until
it is quite transparent. Wash the broken
pieces of china in hot water, wipe until

they are quite dry, and then place them in the
oven until they are warm. While still warm,
coat the broken edges sparingly with the
mixture and press them together. Do this

quickly, as the alum sticks instantly. This
cement will resist ordinary usage.

STAMPS NOT ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will

be accepted.
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THE ENGAGEMENT RING
By MARY JAMES.

A girl wore a ring that didn t belong to her ... a young man was mistaken for her

fiance . . and the two were caught up, irrevocably, in an old lady s romantic dream.

The Marshalls had known Clara Fitton

for years. She had popped in and oujt of

the family circle in periods of illness, crisis

and occasional festive events. Indeed,

association went so far back in the case of

the adults that Mother could remember
when Clara had been very pretty, recalling

with a tolerant smile the time when, on a

brief visit, Uncle Harry, the gay, the care

free, had announced that he wanted to

&quot;marry the girl!&quot;

If Clara was to be believed and

the young Marshalls wanted to be-
.

E;

lieve her she had passed through a
^|jjj|

life of sweet colourful romance, of

lace-bedecked Valentines, of

muted waltz-time, of frilled

gowns, of perfumed handker
chiefs. More than one hand
some gallant had proposed to

her, once she had been on the

verge of an elopement, one

young man had written a poen
to her. . . . And, of

course, there .was her

Engagement.
The little Marshall

girls, Linda and Carol,
would curl up on the

floor at the old lady s

feet and follow with

eager absorption the

wavering, half -

whispered quality of

Clara s voice as she ?

unfolded one exciting

picture after another.

&quot;She showed us

her engagement ring,
Linda told her
mother.

Mother smiled. &quot;Oh,

yes,&quot;
she answered

vaguely. And added:
&quot;Poor old thing!&quot;

Linda was curious.

&quot;What happened? Did

he the man, I mean
die or something?&quot;

But adult interest soon

.flickered out. &quot;I don t know.

Clara has never discussed

her engagement with me.

. I m not sure that I ever

really knew she had an engage
ment ring.&quot;

Clara belonged&quot; to childhood:

she became a little less important as

the girls grew older. ^aioi, two

years younger than Linda, was the

first to prick holes in the fragile magic of

Clara s personality. &quot;She gets a bit tire

some, all that rambling on and on,&quot; she

complained. With the thrilling awareness

of her developing beauty, and the excite

ment of having admirers of her own. Clara s

past loves were phantoms, rather stuffy

and pompous. &quot;I don t believe any young
man ever talked the way Clara s men
talked. I don t think any of it is true.

She makes it
up.&quot;

Linda stared down at her hands. &quot;Alas!&quot;

she moaned.

Carol demanded sharply, &quot;And what
exactly do you mean by that?&quot;

Her sister s face was pale, and her thick,
dark hair seemed too heavy to sit atop
such a small head. &quot;I mean that not long
ago we believed every word Clara told us.

They were lovely stories, Carol, you can t

deny it! Now we doubt . them because
we re getting older, and the older we get

&quot;I don t know why you think of such

things!&quot;

&quot;Neither do I.&quot; Linda was apologetic
and a little apprehensive. She felt that

deep within herself there was a reserve of

knowledge which she must have accumu
lated from Clara herself and which, from
time to time, must come to the surface and

betray itself embarrassingly in remarks
that were better confined to the privacy of

a diary. She had seen their effect on the

young men tentatively attracted towards
her dainty, wistful loveliness, the slight

surprise, the vague dismay. . . . &quot;If any
man falls in love with me,&quot; she replied, &quot;it

will have to be someone at least as old as

Father, someone who won t mind having a

wife prone to quaintness .&quot;

Once, after a dance, Carol said with un
intentional cruelty, &quot;I don t believe you ll

ever marry, Linda.&quot;

The same fear had haunted Linda. She
was trying hard to

accustom herself

to the awfulness
of the idea.

&quot;Well, it can t

be helped,&quot; she
said defiantly.
&quot;I shall try to

be an interest-

A darkdark young man,
r the water . . .&quot;

the less we shall believe in the romantic
fantasies that made being young so delight
ful,&quot; she said earnestly.

&quot;Nonsense!&quot; declared Carol.

&quot;Yes,&quot; meekly accepted Linda.

ing old maid, a favourite-aunt

type.&quot;

Carol crinkled her pretty nose.

&quot;Oh, you!&quot; Then she flopped on
to the bed beside her sister and
took her into her arms. &quot;It s a
secret you re the only one to

know,&quot; she whispered. &quot;Alan Web-

H| ster asked me to marry him to-night
* and I said yes !&quot;

They remained clasped together
and, as Linda thought of Alan tall, hand
some, always gay a strange loneliness, a

yearning, came over her. Lucky, lucky
Carol!

&quot;Oh, darling, I m so very glad! Mother
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was saying only yesterday how much she

liked Alan. ... I wish it &quot;was me! I would
like to be married or, at any rate, have
someone in lovo with me.&quot;

Carol regarded her tenderly.
&quot;You will one day, Lindy. I was really

only teasing just now. You re terribly

attractive, you know. Alan says . . .&quot; She

hesitated, and Linda waited with held
breath. &quot;He says if only you wouldn t say
quite such clever things!&quot;

Linda s eyes were huge with dismay,
&quot;But I don t! Truly, I don t!&quot;

&quot;Well, odd things then. It it makes
men feel sort of uncomfortable.&quot;

&quot;Alas!&quot; sighed Linda, using her favour
ite expression.

Carol shook her head at her.

&quot;He will have to be a special sort of
man who comes wooing you someone like

old Clara had in her heyday,&quot; she said.

Linda gave old Clara the news of Carol s

engagement a few days later when she
went round to have tea. Clara s little

sitting-room, crowded with furniture, orna

ments, photographs and innumerable
crochet mat a draped over choir-backs, arms
ard occasional tables, still held the same
cosy snugness for the girl that it had all the

years of her growing up.
&quot;Alan has given Carol a ring. Such a

pretty one. Carol says an engagement ring
does something to a

girl.&quot;

Linda hugged her knees, leaning towards
the leaping flames in the small, tidy grate.

Clara nodded, and the black lacy shawl
she wore over her white hair slipped a
little sideways. &quot;She s right, quite right.
I can remember! An engagement ring
gives a girl more poise, more confidence,
than anything else in the world. Next it

will be your turn, Linda.&quot;

In the heart of the flames the girl fol
lowed a narrow path, twisting and turning
towards a castle of fiery magnificence.
Then she shook herself hnlf-impatiently

cut of her dreams and asked eagerly,
&quot;Please, Clara, would you tell my for
tune?&quot;

Clara nodded, tying the ends of her
shawl beneath her chin and pulling in front
of her a small, oval-shaped table.

&quot;The cards are in the bottom draw of
the bureau,&quot; she said briefly.

&quot;She told Carol about Alan,&quot; Linda
thought, &quot;a dark, handsome young man
who would offer her happiness and affcv-
tion.&quot; She watched Clara s clawlike fingers
hovering over the cards, picking them up,
replacing them, hor thin, blucy-mauve lips
moving in a mumble. Linda hugged her
arms across her breasts, praying to be
lieve, to have faith, tense with the desire
to trust in the magic of prophecy which
she had for so many years believed Clara
to possess.

&quot;A dark young man from over the water,
bearing gifts and great happiness. . . .&quot;

Linda s anguish was such that she
scarcely heard. It was true, all true,
what everyone said about Clnra s fortune-
telling! There was no mysticism, no magic
guidance; it was simply a rigmarole of
nonsense memorised from a paper-covered
book.

&quot;There, what did I tell you!&quot; Clara s
voice was low with triumph, &quot;and her dark
eyes danced over the girl s face as she
gathered up the cards.

&quot;Thank you, Clara,&quot; said Linda. She
wondered what she had missed hearing, but
waa too polite to ask questions.
For the remainder of the visit Linda

told Clara about her job in the city. She
was a typist in a large office employing

twenty other typists, and all day long s!:o

sat in a high-ceilinged room in the shadows
of St. Paul s.

The work was monotonous, but she was
never bored. She liked talking to the
other girls, lingering with one or two of
tiicm in the cloakroom to enjoy a few
stolen moments of laughter and goseip. In
the long narrow corridors she passed young
men from other departments who smiled

faintly at her, muttered a greeting and
sometimes turned to look after her in sud
den appreciation.
There was no one

&quot;special.&quot; Sometimes
she had coffee with a reddish-haired young
man froii the top floor (advertising) with
an endearing sprinkle of freckles over the

bridge of his nose, but he gave her to

understand that he hoped to be married one

day to a girl who lived in Birmingham.
She was studying singing and her name
was Thclma.

Linda, who liked hearing about other

people, encouraged Peter Barlow to toll

her more, and he shyly and somewhat dif

fidently offered the barest scraps of infor

mation.
&quot;She s beautiful. Tall and slender, with

short, curly golden hair. Her parents are
well off. I couldn t offer to marry her for

years and years. . . .&quot;

&quot;But she ll wait. If she loves you she ll

wait.&quot;

He lowered his eyes and a faint shadow
chased away the former radiance. &quot;I m
not sure. She s she s elusive,&quot; he mur
mured.

&quot;Tli at must be quite, quite unsatisfac

tory,&quot; reflected Linda, but she kept tho

thought to herself. Already she had
formed the opinion that Thelma was pretty,
pampered, and slightly too sure of herself.

One evening Linda rushed into Clara s

to borrow an umbrella. She had just
had her hair set and it had come on to
rain. The old lady was sitting by the fire

with her jewel-box in her lap, turning out
its treasures. &quot;Stay and have a cup of
tea,&quot; she said eagerly. She held a narrow
gold pencil in her hand, and a string of
amber beads were draped from her fingers.

&quot;Look, Linda love, I want you to have
this!&quot; She poked among the crimson vel
vet and at last found the engagement ring.
&quot;You don t see anything quite like it these
days. Girls go in for diamonds. They &quot;say

pearls are for tears, but I loved pearls in
those days find Lawrence always gave in
to me. . . .&quot;

Taking the narrow gold ring set with
pearls, Linda thought in dismay, &quot;Oh,

dear, it was William last time I swear she
told us it was William who gave her this

ring!&quot; Aloud she said, &quot;But I couldn t

take it, Clara. I really couldn t.&quot;

&quot;Try it on. Third finger, left hand,&quot;

said Clara.
It was a very small ring and it scraped

Linda s knuckle a little. &quot;Now I ehall

have the devil of a job trying to get it

off!&quot; she exclaimed ruefully.
&quot;You can keep it,&quot;

Clara said briefly.
&quot;An engagement ring does something to

a
girl.&quot; Linda felt her cheeks warming

with excitement, her eyes sparkling. &quot;Why

Clara, I could pretend, with this ring on
my finger, and no one would ever know!&quot;,

she cried mischievously.
Clara s eyes were sly. &quot;No one would

ever know,&quot; she agreed. And with sudden
vehemence she tumbled back the rest of the
things into the box and closed the lid with
a snap.

Watching Linda s frantic efforts on the
following morning to remove the ring,
Carol remarked: &quot;It s no go, my dear.

You ve made your knuckle swell to twice
its normal size. You ll have to spend the
entire day explaining to everyone.&quot;

Linda grimaced. &quot;How humiliating&quot;
ehe exclaimed.

During the break for coffee, the girls
clamoured round her desk. &quot;I suppose you
thought we hadn t noticed, you sly thing,
you!&quot; cried jolly, red-haired Miss Dawes.
She had a loud, decisive way of speaking,
and any pronouncement she made was in
the nature of a proclamation. &quot;Congratula
tions! Is he anyone we know? Are you
having a long engagement . . .?&quot;

The questions, the delight, the giggling
rise of excitement, swept like a tide of

hysterical infection over the whole room.
Linda herself was caught up in a tangled
bewilderment of dismay and exhilaration.
Her murmured half-laughing protests were
easily mistaken for nervous shyness. The
girls, flushed, animated ir.to a spirit of
warm affection, toasted her -with cupa of
tea. The irrepressible Dawes shrieked a
speech of earnest well-wishing. When they
all returned to their desks the silence in
the room, broken by the rattle of the type
writers, still simmered with an atmosphere
of jubilation. Linda s &quot;engagement&quot; had
broken the even routine of an ordinary
morning, and all hearts were gratefully
inclined towards her.
She went down in the lift to the canteen

for lunch and sat in a corner by herself

hastily consuming a bun and scalding her

tongue with coffee. It was a relief to find
the office empty when she returned and to
reflect that, with luck, she would be alone
for another twenty minutes at least. She
spread out her hands on her typewriter
keys and regarded the engagement ring.
It had swept her into a situation of such
momentous importance that it was almost

terrifying to contemplate the courage of a
frank admission that she had &quot;taken them
in&quot;. . . . &quot;Oh, dear!&quot; moaned Linda, and
put her hands over her face.
A voice from the doorway inquired,

&quot;What s the matter?&quot; She looked op,
startled, to see Peter Barlow. &quot;I expect to
find a picture of girlish bliss. They told

me about your being engaged. You never
even hinted!&quot;

Linda s cheeks were red, but she met hi*

eyes steadily. &quot;Oh, it s not what you think
the whole thing is simply frightful,&quot; she

exclaimed tragically, putting out her hands
towards him in a gesture of helplessness
that was touching. Peter was very touched;
so much so that he came closer and took
her hands in his, holding them tightly.
&quot;Tell,&quot; he said.

She told, and there was nothing in the

calm, sympathetic attitude of Peter s

listening that made her feel silly and
embarrassed.

&quot;Couldn t you have shouted them down,
pointed out their mistake?&quot; he asked, but
before she could frame a reply he had
given her his own. &quot;I suppose not. Girls
in chorus are difficult to break through. It

would take a thunderbolt!&quot;

He locked at her hand, at the one on
which she wore the engagement ring. &quot;Hm.

You ll have to get it filed off,&quot; he com
mented. He bent over her hand. &quot;You ve

scraped your knuckles pretty badly. . . .&quot;

At that moment the door swung open
and the girls, headed by Dawes, came into
the room. Linda could visualise the pic
ture she and Peter presented to their
curious eyes, his stooped attitude, her
hands held in his. It must have locked aa
if at that precise second he was in the act
of kissing her!

&quot;So now we know!&quot; Dawes eves fastened
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on Peter. &quot;You re as bad as Linda for

keeping secrets.&quot;

In the tumultuous exchange of congratu
lations and merriment that followed,
Linda s glance met Peter s. Her expression
reminded him of his recent words: &quot;It

wonld take a thunderbolt!&quot;

That evening he was waiting for her out

side the building. He had a taxi ready.
&quot;Let s get as far away as possible,&quot; he said

rotigMy, helping Linda inside. &quot;I ve been

thinking it over; either we must make a

clean breast of it and look a couple of

darned idiots, or we ll have to brazen it

out for a few
weeks and then
announce that
we ve quar
relled and the
whole thing is

finished.&quot;

startled her coming- from the doorway. !S!:r

turned, and almost unconsciously her Lnmls
went out towards him. Again he held them
in his. &quot;I like that little mannerism you
have,&quot; he said. He searched her face, and
try as she would she coiild not keep the

happiness from leaping up inside her. &quot;I ve
never noticed before how extraordinarily
lovely you are,&quot; he murmured.
She wriggled her fingers free and stared

down at her feet. &quot;Is this part of the

engaged-couple act?&quot;

He was casual. &quot;We may as well make
a good job of it, don t you think?&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot; whispered Linda. She felt the

ifigic roing, the glow, the warmth.
Now she knew, certainly, that she
\vas in love with him, and her life

was swimming in an ocean of tears.
Alas!

It was some evenings after
wards that he suggested they

should call on Clara.
Linda looked frightened.

&quot;Oh, Peter, I didn t like to
tell you before, but Clara

thinks our engagement is

real!&quot; she faltered.

*1 suppose so.&quot; Her voice
was a little bleak. &quot;I m
sorry I got you into this,

you know. There s one,

thing, though&quot; she brightened
up &quot;if Thelma hears of it

she ll probably realise that
after all she doesn t want to lose you.
Thinking you ve fallen in love with
someone else will make you more
valuable.&quot;

He said, with a strange quietness
in bis voice, &quot;It s funny you should say
that.&quot; He laughed and leaned forward to
shout to the driver. &quot;Let s get out here.
We can walk through the Park to the
Underground.&quot;
On her desk the next morning there was

a vase of red roses. &quot;Your young man put
them there,&quot; said the office-boy with a
grin.

The roses affected Linda like a draught
of champagne. The bubbling sensation
lasted her till she was putting on her hat
in front of the office mirror that evening.

&quot;Can you ring your people up? I m tak-
3ug yon out to dinner.&quot; Peter s voice

&quot;Well, she s not the only one. I d like
to meet her,&quot; he retorted.
Linda prepared Clara for her own and

Peter s visit on the following evening in a
reserved little note. She was quite un
prepared for the lavishness of Clara s wel
come, the sandwiches and cakes and a
bottle of red wine. This was an occasion,
and Clara rose to it.

It was Clara who held the conversational
reins in her hands, heading it along a path
that led to the future. There was so much
infectious sincerity in the old lady s de

light that both Linda and Peter were car
ried away. . . . Then the lamp behind
Clara s chair suddenly went out.

&quot;It needs another shilling in the meter,&quot;

said Clara. Peter went out on to the land

ing with the necessary coin. When he re
turned he stood in the doorway blinking,
a little dazed in the bright light. The
make-believe had gone, the spell was broken,
lie looked atLinda,but she avoided his eyes.

&quot;We must be going now,&quot; she said.

Clara had exhausted herself. Her eye
lids drooped and her head nodded. She
held Linda s hand for a moment, turning it

&amp;lt;;\er to stare down at the ring. &quot;I m glad ix

brought you happiness. George told me it

v a.- .1
..a|ij&amp;gt;y ring when he gave it to me. . . .&quot;

Walking along the road Linda said.
&quot;Clara was never engaged. She she just
pretended. It was all so long ago th^t she
doesn t even remember the name of the
man she gave her heart to. . .

.&quot;

She clenched her fists deep down in the

pockets of her coat. &quot;Peter, there s some
thing I must ask you,&quot; she said desper
ately. &quot;I wouldn t like her to know the
truth about us. Would you mind very much
if I went on pretending to her for as loin?

ns. . . . She s a very old lady. It wou!-.i

please her so much. . . .&quot;

He stopped, jerking her round to

face him. &quot;I m sorry. I don t approve
of long engagements.&quot;

&quot;Of course, I had forgotten
Thelma,&quot; whispered Linda. &quot;You

could write and explain to her.&quot;

His face was so close to hers
that she could see how pale he
was. &quot;Listen, I fell out of love

with Thelma the very
moment I heard you were
wearing an engagement
ring. Maybe I never was in

love with Thelma. I don t

know. It was just the way
you said, though. Thinking
you belonged to someone
else made me realise juet
how much I was losing

&quot;

&quot;Oh. Peter!&quot; she
breathed.

&quot;We ll take a taxi,&quot; lie

said firmly.
&quot;But where,

Peter? What for?&quot;

&quot;To your parents
home, of course. We
must get there be-
fore they go to bed.
I have to speak to

your father, you
i know.&quot; He was
| hurrying now, pnll-

| ing her after him

| by the hand.
Oh, my goodness.

thought Linda, and
wanted to laugh
and cry. She said

breathlessly, &quot;Peter.

Avait! You ve never
even asked me to

marry you! I m en

gaged before I ve
baa a proposal!&quot;

A taxi came towards them and Peter
held up his hand. Then he took Linda s

face in his and said tenderly, &quot;I love you
with all my heart. Will you marry me?&quot;

The taxi-driver was grinning. &quot;Congratu
lations. Take your time, I m in no hurry.&quot;

he said cheerfully.

&quot;So now we know.

In Chicago Dolores McCrosse lost her

dog and asked the police to find it. As an

identifying mark she gave red nail polish
on its toenails.
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CHILD S GLOVES
Materials required: 1 oz. 3-ply wool in

grey; 2 i-oz. balls 3-ply wool in contrast

ing shade; 1 pair of No. 14 knitting
needles.
Measurements: Width hand, 2$ ins.;

depth, 2^ ins.

Abbreviations: E., raise; G., grey; C.,

contrast; st., stitch; k. knit; p., purl; inc.,

increase; rep., repeat pat., pattern; tog.,

together; st.st., stocking stitch.

Note: R.I (raise one by knitting into

back of loop between stitches).
Tension: 11 sts. and 13 rows 1 in.

To Make Right Glove.

Using G. wool, cast on 40 sts., and work
in k. 1, p. 1 rib for 25 rows.
Next row (wrong side facing):

* P. 1,

inc. in next st., p. 4: rep. from * to ending
p. 2 instead of 4 (47 sts.).

Commence chart pat. Note thumb
stitches in parenthesis ( ).

1st row: (Nots: Odd rows read right to

left): K. 22 G.; (r. 1, k. 3 G., r 1) 22 G.
2nd row: Join C. wool. P. as chart

(Note: even rows read from left to right)
for 22 sts. (p. 5 sts. G.), join 2nd ball of
0. wool, p. as chart for 22 sts.

3rd row: K. as chart 22 (k. 5 G), k. as

chart 22.

4th row: P. as chart 22, (r. 1, p. 5 G.,
r. 1), p. as chart 22.

6th row: K. as chart 22 (k. 7 G.), k. as
chart 22.

6th row: P. as chart 22, (p. 7 G.), p. as
chart 22.

7th row: K. as chart 22, (r. 1, in G.

ehade, k. 7 G., r. 1), k. as chart 22.

8th row: P. as chart 22, (p. 9 G.), p. aa
chart 22.

9th row: K. as chart 22, (k. 9 G.), k. as
chart 22.

10th row: P. 22 G., (r. 1, p. 9, r. 1), p.
22 G. (55 sts.).

Rep. last 10 pat. rows once, this time
increasing on 3rd and 6th rows for thumb
gusset (59 sts.).

The Thumb.
Next row (right side facing): Using G.

wool only, k. 37, (turn, cast on 4 sts., p.

19), turn; leaving 22 sts. at each side for

hand.
Next row: K. 17, k. 2 tog.
Work 17 rows of st.st. on these 18 sts.

Shape Top: K. 2, k. 2 tog. t ending,
k. 2.

2nd row: P.

3rd row: K. 2 tog. to end.
Break off wool, leaving sufficient to run

through remaining sts. Draw tog. and
sew up eeam.
Hand continued: With the needle holding

the first 22 sts. and using G. wool, knit up
6 sts. into the base of thumb, k. 22 (50
sts.) Join C. wool and, working aa 2nd
row, p. as chart 22 sts., p. 6 G., p. 22 sts.

as chart.

Continue likewise until 10th row of pat.
has been completed.

First Finger.
K. 32; using thumb method cast on 2

sts., turn; p. 16, turn; leaving IS sts. at

cither side.

Work 22 rows in st.st. on these 16 at^
then shape top as follows:

1st row: K. 2, k. 2 tog. to end.

Complete shaping as for thumb.

1 1 sTs. & 10 rovvs = I P
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fefcaions
solve your knitting problems

WOOLCRAFT
A Practical Guide to Knitting and Crochet

This isn t just another Knitting Book it is the Classic

of Knitting literature. It s indispensable to the family
knitter, and contains a carefully chosen and compre
hensive range of babies , children s and adults designs

(including socks and gloves) of that classic simplicity
wliich combines good style and easy knitting. Fall

chapters on how to knit aud how to crochet.

84 PAGES
* 192 GARMENTS

* SO DESIGNS

Price 2/-. From all Drapers and Stores. If unobtainable locally,

write, enclosing stamps for cost of Book, plus 3d. postage to

PAJONS

DEPT. 5, BOX 3718, SYDNEY.

Learn Dressmaking and Save Money
EXPERT TUITION IN DRESSCUTTING, DESIGNING

AND DRESSMAKING
Our schools are known everywhere for our successful graduates,
and our methods endorsed by leading Fashion Houses throughout
the British Empire. Be sure of the best tuition.

You may learn at home in your spare time ai! those little expert
touches which so sharply distinguish the well-made garment.

Call Write or Phone

for our FREE Booklet

Day-Evening or

Postal Tuition

~ M A I L THIS COUPON TO-DAY. ~&quot;

&quot;,
\

McCabs Academy :

Kindly mail me, without obligation, your free I

Booklet about Dressmaking, for which I enclose
3d. stem/).

Nome. ._..

Address...

- i

McCabe Academy of Dressmaking
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION

Canberra House, Manchester Unity Bidgs., Shell House, Pennsy s Buildings, National House, Shakespsara Houst,
95 Elizabeth St., 220 Coftins St., North Tarrace, Adelaide St., William St., Commissioner St.,

SYDNEY. MELBOURNE. ADELAIDE. BRISBANE. PERTH. JOHANNESBURG,
SOUTH AFRICA.
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MARGUERITE TWIN SET
Materials: 12 ozs. 3-ply wool in main

colour; 1 oz. 3-ply wool in contrast; 1 pair
each No. 10 and No. 12 knitting needles;
3 buttons; crochet hook.

Measurements: To fit 35-37-in. bust.

Length of jumper, 19 ins.; length of bolero,
16 ins.; length of sleeve seam (jumper),
5 ins. (bolero), 18 ins.

Tension: 8 sts. to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.st.,

stocking stitch; inc., increase,

dec., decrease; tog., together;
M., main colour; C., contrast;
alt., alternate; cont., continue;
si., slip; p.s.s.o., pass slip stitch

over; d.c., double crochet; beg.,

beginning.
Jumper.

Back: Using No. 12 needles,
cast on 113 sts. and k. 6 rows.

Change to No. 10 needles und
work 2 rows st.^t.

Introduce Fair Isle and work
13 rows thus:

Pattern.
Row 1* K. 6 M., 2 C., 1 M.,

2 C., 5 M. Repeat from * to last

st., k. 1 M
Row 2 P. 1 M.,

* 4 M.. 7 C.,
5 M. Repeat from * to ead of

row.
Row 3* K. 5 M., 7 C., 4 M.

Repent from * to last st., k. 1 M.
Row 4 P. 1 M.,

* 2 M., 2 C.,
1 M., 5 C., 1 M., 2 C.. 3 M.
Repeat from *

to end of row.
Row 5* K. 2 M., 4 C , (1 M.,

1 C.) twice, 1 M., 4 C. 1 M. Re
peat from * to last st., k. 1 M.
Row 6 P. 1 M..,

* 1 M., 5 C.,
1 M.. 1 C., 1 M., 5 C., 2 M.
Bepeat from * to end of row.
Row 7* K. 3 M., 3 C., (1 M.,

1 C.) twice, 1 M., 3 C.. 2 M.
Repeat from * to last st., k. 1 M.
Row 8 Repeat row 6.

Row 9 Repeat row 5.

Row 10 Repeat row 4.

Row 11 Repeat row 3.

Row 12 Repeat row 2.

Row 13 Repeat row 1.

Row 14 Purl in M.
Purl back. Cont. in st.st., dec.

each end of 1st and every fol

lowing 4th row until 103 ets. re

main.

Change to No. 12 needles and
work 2 ins. in st.st.

With right side facing, in^.:

K. 1, {k. 5, inc. in next st.) 16

times, k. 6.

Change to No. 10 needles and
inc. nt each end of every 10th
row until there are 129 sts. Cout.
until we-rk measures 12$ ins.

Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of next
4 rows, then dec, at each end of

every other row until 99 sts. re
main. Cont. until work measures
J~i ins. K. 50, turn, k. 1, p. 49.

Cont. in this manner on these
until work measures 19 ins.

Cast off 10 sts. at shoulder edge on next
3 alt. rows. Leave remaining 20 ets. on
pparo needle.

Join wool to 49 sts. at centre, cast on 1
*i and complete left back to correspond
with right.

Front: Using No. 12 needles, cast on 129
sts. Work as for back until there are 99

Cont. until front measures 14 ins. Intro
duce Fair Isle: K. 47 M., 2 C., 1 M. 3 2 C.,
47 M.

Cout. for 10 rows, working pattern on
centre sts.

llth row K. 36 M., 2 C., 1 M., 2 C.,
5 M., 7 CM 5 M., 2 C., 1 M., 2 C., 36 M.
Cout. until 3 flowers are complete. Pur!
back. K. 42, turn. Working on these 42
sta. dec. at neck edge on following 12 rows,

StB. then cont. on these 30 sts. until front
measures 19 ins. Cast off 10 sts. at shoulder
edge on next 3 alt. rows.

Slip 15 sts. at centre of ne k on to safety-
pin, and complete left side of neck to

correspond with right.
Sleeves (2 alike) : Using No. 12 needles,

cast on 81 sts. and k. 6 rows.

Change to No. 10 needles and work 2
rows of st.st. and 13 rows of pattern. Purl
back. Cont. in st.st., inc. at each end of

next and every 4th row until there are 95
sts. Work 3 rows. Cart off 4 sts. at beg;
of next 4 rows.

Dec. each end of every alt. row until 53

remain, then each end of every row until
19 sts. remain. Cast off.

Neck Edging: Join shoulder seams.

Using No. 12 needles, k. 20 along left back
neck, pick up and k. 26 along left front,
k. 15 from safety-pin, pick up and k. 26

along right front, and k. 20 along right
back. K. 6 rows on these 107 eta. Cast off.

Bolero.
Back: Using No. ]2 needles, cast on 113

sts. and k. 6 rows.

Change to No. 10 needles and
work 2 rowa st.st. and 33 rows
of patt. Cont. in yt.st., inc. at
each end of 2nd u.^d every f/-

lowing 4th row as follows: K. 7,

inc. in next st., k. to last 9 sts.,

inc. in next at., k. to ead.
Cont. in this manner nntil

there are 133 stg. and work
measures 8 ins.

Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of next
4 rows, then dec. at each end of

evt-ry alt. row until 103 sta. re
main. Cont. until work meas
ures 15$ ins. With right sido

facing:
1st row Cast off 11, k. to end.
2nd row Cast off 11, n. 17,

k. 47. p. 17.

3rd row Cast off 1.1, k. 70.

4th rowCast off 11, p. 6, k.

47, p. 6.

5th row Cast off 11. k. 48.
6th roT&amp;lt;r Cast off 11, k. 37.

Cast off.

Right Front: Using No. 12

needles, cast on 44 sts.

1st, 3rd and. 5th rows PI. 1

purlwise. k. 2., inc. in next at.,

k. to end.
2nd, 4th and 6th rovrs K. to

last 4 sts., inc. in next st., k. 3.

Change to No. 10 needle*:
1st row 81. 1, k. 2. inc. in

r.ext st., k. to end.
2nd row P. 47, inc. in next

st., k. 3. Introduce Fair Isle:

1st row SI. 1, k.
&quot;,

inc. in

next st., k. 5 M.. (2 C , 1 M.,
2 C., 11 M.) twice. 2 C.. 1 M.,
2 C., 6 M.

Cont. until first 10 rows of
Fair Isle are complete, still inc.

in every row, and retaining
border of 4 sts.

llth row SI. 1, k. 2. inc. in

next st., k. 4 M , 2 C., 1 M
,
2 C.,

5 M., (7 C., 9 M.) twice, 7 C.,
5 M.

Still inc., cont. until the 13
rowa of the lower border are

complete ami 3 rows of the front,

motif. The next row will read
as follows: SI. 1, k. 6 ?4., 2 C.,
1 M., 5 C., 1 M., 2 C., 46 M.

Cont. on these 64 sts. until

work measures 8 ins., working
3 rows between each Fair Isle

motif.
Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of next 2 purl

rows. Dec. at armhole end of every alt.

row until 49 sts. remain.
Still retaining Fair Isle border?, nlmpe

neck by dec. inside front border on next
and every 4th row following: SI. 1, k,

s!. 1, k. 1. p.s.8.0., k. to end. When 33 ?&amp;gt;*.

remain, cont. until work measures 15$ ins&amp;gt;.,

finishing after a Fair Isle motif is complete.
Cast off 11 at shoulder edge on 3 alt. ro.. s.

[Turn to poge 3S.]
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oJness-

Direct 2-Woy Relief

Helps Nose, Throat and Chest

ALL AT ONE TIME !

YOUR CHILD gets a worid of comfort when you
rub him with Vicks VapoRub at bedtime. Relief

comes quickly in two ways to all the places
where relief is needed!

Through the nose *

Through the skin

1. WITH EVERY BREATH, VapoRub s soothing,
medicinal vapours are inhaled and clear stuffy
nose, soothe sore throat, calm coughing, all at

the same time. And

2. BABY S CHEST feels

warm and comfortable, as

VapoRub works through
the skin and &quot;draws out&quot;

painful congestion.

CHILDREN LIKE being rubbed
with VapoRub, they like the

quick comfort, the swift double

relief. Next morning, often, the

worst of Baby s cold is over.
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Coat dresses are the surprise of the season.

Seen around are quite a few, with varied and

attractive lines. The full skirt with coachman

button front . . . the pleated skirt, with rouleau

trim . . . the flying panel style. All have high
soft necklines finished with curved effect or

with collars.

There is a strong trend in the millinery world for the Oriental

touch, especially in jewelled hats. Tight little helmets with peaked
pagoda-like crowns often topped with elaborate pearl and rhine-

stone clusters. There are others that sit well back on the head,

edged with two or three rows of pearls and gold beading. Some
of the cap styles are modified with two side scallops with rhinestones

set in the scallops.
There is much interest shown in draped and puckered velvet

berets, and in youthful velour rippled bonnets. Tones that are

taking prominent positions in these are deep wines, black and
coffee combinations and all-black with jewel accents. Victorian

feeling comes through in muted mauve and wine velour fedoras,
trimmed with matching ostrich plumes that drape over the front.

The ensemble
theme is promoted in

jewelled evening caps
and oriental helmets,
matched with
sequined and jewelled

stoles, cape stoles and

.elaborate overskirts.

Frock, 7716 2s. 3d
3 yds. 54 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Material quoted
is for a 36 inches

bust measure
ment. For other

sizes the material

required is stated

on each pattern

envelope.
Frock, 7_922

2s. 3d.
2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast, -| yd. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

I
7
rock, 7711 2s. 3d.
3 yds. 54 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Matron s Frock, 7913 2s. 3d.
3 yds. 54 ins. wide.
34 to 48 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,

&quot;

407-400 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Furs continue to maintain the tradition of fashion luxury. This

season quite a lot arc being worn . For those who prefer j
us t a suggestion

of this
&quot;

luxury line
&quot;

here are a few trimming ideas : Outline collars

and cuffs ;
have strips or panels on pockets ; edge yokes ; little cheeky

hats, and even complete collars and buttons. Then for those who revel

in fur, there are cutaway bolero styles, with the curving line of the

bolero continuing out to the short sleeves in one piece ; the stole, still a

favourite, with the stand-a-way neckline ; cape-jacket, with stand up

collar, and worn all lengths as becomes the figure and occasion.

The fur highlight of the season is the separate collar, small cape

style, that can be worn with a suit, frock or coat at will.

Australian Home Journal, July 1, 1952

Checks plus solids are being introduced

in some of the new season s suits. For
those who like the idea, our little \vaistcoat

suit illustrated on this page is ideal.

Waistcoats are such handy garments, so

comfy to slip on for extra warmth. Why
not make two waistcoats for the suit, one of

check or contrasting material and the other

to match the skirt. &amp;lt;

Frock, 7908 2s. 3d.

2
1- yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast: | yd. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Material quoted is for a 36

inches bust measurement.

For other sizes the material

required is stated on each

pattern envelope.

j Frock, 7905 2s. 3d.

yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 7920 2s. 3d.

2i yds. 54 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Three Piece Suit.

7918 2s.6d.|P
Blouse: 2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Suit;2f- yds. 54 ins. wide.

[W* s wiy Paper FatterM for uli &,:&amp;lt;&quot;* U1ustfate& Puvmcnt mmt be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 401 -*iiJ Kent Street, Sy**&amp;gt;y,
N.S.W. Postage 0,1 each Pattern, 3d. extra.}
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The &quot; small waist look
&quot;

and the &quot;

high waist look
&quot;

are

being mentioned by world famous designers, but they

always follow up with the phrase
&quot;

the natural waistline

will always be maintained.&quot; It is the effect of a higher
waistline that is being aimed at achieved through seaming,
shirring, tucking, etc. The smaller waist is accented by the

padding of the hips, firmer belts and bouffant skirts and

petti-skirts.

Blouse,

11,507 2s.

1 yds. 36 ins./

wide.

Lace, | yd. fa
36 ins. wide. l|

32 to 40 ins. bust. ,

Iridescent o shot
&quot;

silk taffeta
blouses have made a hit for evening
or after five wear. One of note was a
narrow shadow striped iridescent
taffeta with small wing collar and
velvet tie. Lace trimmed blouses are
also strong in fashion, the year-round
favourite being the type with jewellery

neckline and rows of vertical
insertion. This neckline is an

V^ordinary high round one, open
down the back, and is the one

^ most suitable with which to

wear pearls

}
or fancy
jewellery. ,

Blouse, 1 1 ,509

t-|- yds. 36 ins. wi
32 to 40 ins. bust.

BLOUSE //so?

Blouse,
1!

;504 2s&quot;

2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Lace, yd. 36 ins.

8 wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Blouse, 11,510 2s.

2} yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

SKIRT
/2SL05

Half Circular Skirt,
7654 2s. 3d.

T;i!ieta: 2J- yds. 42 ins. wide.
27 to 35 ins. waist.Vjt

1

Material quoted
is for a 36 inches
bust measure
ment. For other
sizes the material

required is stated

on each pattern

envelope.

Skirt, 12,205 2s.

2,] yds. 36 ins. wide.
25 to 35 ins. waist.

4
fSfcrt, 12,207 2s.
1 yd. 60 ins. wide.
25 to 35 ins. waist.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-400 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.}
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From ELIZABETH COOKE

A SAVOURY SUPPER FOR FOUR
&quot;Welsh Rarebits are

,, grand time and money
savers when you use

Kraft Cheddar,&quot; says Elizabeth

Cooke, Kraft Cookery and Nutrition

Expert. This latest recipe o mine

Las a new, savoury touch added.&quot;

KRAFT SAVOURY RAREBIT

Melt 8 ozs. of shredded Kraft

Cheddar, with 1 cup of tomato soup,
in top of a double boiler, stirring

constantly. Add l
/2 teaspoon Kraft

mustard, ^4 teaspoon salt, pinch

cayenne, ^ teaspoon Worcestershire

sauce, blend well till sauce begins to

thicken. Serve on crisp toast

decorating each portion with relish

or parsley. Serves 4.

Apart from the simple truth that

Kraft Cheddar being already

processed melts so evenly and

smoolhly, this mellow cheese always
has that true, appetising cheddar

flavour. Unlike ordinary cheese,

you cant cook ilie flavour out of
Kraft Cheddar. Never turns dry
and

&quot;oily&quot;
or crumbles when

shredding.

Every delicious mouthful of Kraft

Cheddar is rich in the same body
building proteins as meat
but ivhat a difference in price!
So start serving your family

pleniy of main-course dishes made
with Kraft Cheddar. Processed and

pasteurised for purity. Also, Kraft s

hygienic air-tight wrap keeps every
slice fresh and tasty. No rind, no
waste. Sold everywhere in the blue

8 oz. packet or economical 5 Ib. loaf.

A BARGAIN IN NUTRITION!
Kra.fi Cheddar is rich in the same

body-lntilding proteins as meat, plus
essential Vitamins A, B% and D.
Eleven times more bone-building
calcium than cream!

Best of ail for all* Cooking.
* Whenever a recipe says &quot;cheese&quot; use Kraft Cheddar. KC26
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Jewel tone velveteen and crisp black full

skirts are now featured for teenage and child

ren s designs. The velveteens place special

emphasis on weskit and skirt combinations,

flared skirts still retaining pride of place in

popularity. In one instance the wcskit-skirt

combination was displayed in a one-piece style,

with the two attached, and elastic fitted into the

back of the waistline for freedom of move- x^
ment. Some of the weskits seen were

trimmed with sequins, buttons or medal-

lions.

Skirt fulness was achieved by

impressed box pleats in various

groupings and by circular cuts.

Large pockets, gaily ornamented and

cuffed, highlighted the skirts and

imparted that difference between

the prosaic and the professional

finish which is so desirable.

fcd

Box jackets, with jersey and
flannel predominating, retain their

appeal, several straight-cut jack
ets being attractively displayed
over wool jersey blouses worked
in different colours and stripes.

Contrasting combinations
a beige top with a brown skirt,
and a pale blue blouse with a
black skirt were particularly

easy on the eye. Service-

becoming and cosy,
these jackets, which are

^equally suitable for town,

country or holiday
wear, have much to

commend them.

Frock, 9269 2s. 3d
16 to 18 years.

Bust, 32 inches.
2 yds. 54 ins. wide Three Piece Suit

9203 2s. 6d.

16 to 18 years.

Bdst, 32 inches.

Blouse: U yds. 36 ins.

Suit: 24 yds. 54 ins.

Jumper Frock,
9199 2s.

12 and 14 years.
Blouse: 1} yds. 36 ins. wide
Frock:

2jj- yds. 36 ins. wide
Material quoted is for the

biggest size. For other sizes

material required is stated

on each pattern envelope.

Frock, 9265 2s.

10 and 12 years.
14 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast: yd. 54 ins. wide

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment rmisi be in postal notes, stamps will not bj accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; -107-40J Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.V7. Postage en each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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JUST owe OF

FOSTER CLARK S

CUSTARD PISHES
I

FORD PILLS hav.
A reduced me from 1 1

st. 2 Ibs. to 3 st. 13

Ibs., and I haven t

;&amp;lt;

had indigestion or
&quot;

. constipation since I

I
started taking them

: each day. People

say I look too young
to be the mother of

3 children.

Ford Pills are mar-

: ;

:

:V vellous for Indiges
tion, Constipation,

s Stomach Trouble,
Rheumatism and

jf Overweight,

f Ford Pills contain

the concentrated ex
tracts that give you the

valuable laxative properties
of fruit to keep you well in

Nature s way.
Sfo,-/ o course of
Ford Pills /o-c/oy.

Get ForJ P;!ls i&amp;gt;i fhp rcw
red and tjoiJi p aili; tube*.

5/6 and 3/-
EVERYWHERE

F.SB

to Boys &G iris

Wrist Watches, Cameras. r^j-Ma Dells.

fotiriain Pens. M^fiy other Valuable Prizes for

selling iir.ali parcels oftested g^rcen seeds. Send

for parcel and big catai&amp;gt;?uc of presents. Send no

m-jity now, only name and address. Writ to-da/.

&amp;gt;nSn B. Murray r1 K Georee St.. Sydney

H Bright and Healthy Home
in every tin /

FISHER S WAX
The Qu/ckest 6- Eas/est Po//sh for F/oors and Furniture

For dark woods ksk for BSH^R S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)
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Wool and rayon mixtures for child

ren s and juniors coatings are gaining
in popularity. Designs emphasising
checks and plaids adapted for smaller

figures are well to the fore, whilst for

the more formal coats hound s-tooth

checks are outstandingly attractive.

Woollen skirts in delicate pastel

shades, temptingly alluring in their

soft tonings, are being much sought
after by teenagers. An unpressed

pleated skirt with wide belt, a gored
skirt with full pleated front, and a slim

skirt with petal pockets, are but a few

designs which are finding favour.

Predominating colours are tangerine,

yellow, lilac, gold and aqua. Horizon

tal stripes in all the softer tonings are

featured also.

Frock, 9287 2s.

1 to 2 years.

1|- yds. 36 ins. wide.

Material quoted is for

the biggest size. For
other sizes material re

quired is stated on each

pattern envelope.

if*

Frock, 9207 2s.

6 and 8 years.

21 yds. 36 ins. wide.

/vs

i

\.\

ft
m

Frock, 9197 2s. f
~!j 4, 6, 8 years. \

.If yds. 54 ins. wide.

Contrast: \ yd. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9136 2s.

2 and 4 years.

Hyds. 36 ins. wide.

Girl s Overalls, 92 1 7 2s .

-.; 1, 2, 4, 6 years.
r- li yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-400 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Smocked and hand embroidered gar
ments for babies are always in demand. It

is wonderful what a difference just a touch

of embroidery makes, a rosebud here and
there and a plain garment is transformed.

Babies are always associated with laces and
ribbons as well, so use a little imagination
when applying lace graduate rows of lace J//

to form a basket shape and embroider the / 7
handle and the bouquet gather lace into/ 7

circles and place at intervals &amp;lt;-J

round the hemline finishing&quot;;)

with a bow of ribbon or em- N A
broidered rosebuds in the

centre of each circle stitch

lace around the hemline

large scalloped effect, arranging
rows of lace in the point of each

scallop pin-tuck the skirt at

intervals and stitch insertion

&amp;gt;^

between each set of

i*N tucks.

Baby s Wrapper and

Jacket,
9171 2s.

Wrapper :

1J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Jacket :

| yd. 36 ins. wide

Baby s Nightdress,
10,582 2s.

H yds. 36 ins. wide.

Carrying Coat

9094 2s.

If yds. 36 ins. wide

Baby s Frock, 9284 2s.

1| yds.. 36 ins. wide.

Baby s Frock,
9219 2s. \

1 yds. 36 ins. wide

Foundation for Smocking.
The best method for smocking is by taking up

the material with short stitches under the dots. The
dots (either by pencil or transfer) should be placed
on the wrong side of material. Run threads along on

each line of dots until you have material all gathered,
then fasten the threads at each end, leaving the

material the correct fulness or width required. Each
line of gathering must have a separate thread, and

each thread should be started at right hand side with

double stitch to hold the knot, so that it will not

slip when thread is drawn up. The most im

portant thing in regard to smocking is the

evenness of the gathering. The side on
which the smocking is worked presents a

succession of folds. The smocking itself

should be commenced at left side and con

tinued to the right. Once the foundation

for the smocking is prepared the various

stitches may be worked, elaborate or plain

s
as desired. For every inch of smocking

required allow 3 inches of material.

jCoat, 9248 2s.

1 to 2 years.

1| yds. 36 ins. wide.

yd. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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QUICKLY
LEARN

TO

&amp;gt;-&amp;gt;- IANO
If you have ever wanted to be able to

opportunity to learn quickly by means
play the piano, then here is your
of a remarkable English System.

You may never have touched a piano
before. It makes no difference. No
matter how little you may know about
mus jc no matter if you do not know
one note from another you can

quickly learn to play by the new rapid

Graphonote System.
You need no knowledge whatever of

music or notes in order to be able to

read music by the Graphonote System
end to play it.

If you have already tried to learn the

piano in the ordinary way with weari

some scales, exercises and tedious

practice, the new Graphonote System
will come as a positive revelation to

you.
In England, where the Grcphonote
System originated, over ten thousand

people most of whom had no pre
vious knowledge of music have
learned to play by means of this

revolutionary system.

YOU LEARN AT HOME
By the Graphonote System, which
consists of a course of carefully

graded postal lessons, you learn pri

vately in your own home. It does not
matter where you live, you can learn

anywhere. You learn in your own time
at your own convenience, without

anyone present to embarrass you. If

you make a slip &quot;Graphonote&quot; shows

you at once where you are wrong.

PLAY STANDARD MUSIC
The Graphonote System provides the

most rapid and natural method of

mastering ordinary standard music.

When playing by the Graphcnote
System you read from real, standard
&quot;five-line&quot; music the sort that is

recognised by musicians all the world

over.

It should not in any way be confused
with &quot;patent,&quot; &quot;trick&quot; or &quot;number&quot;

systems or other similar &quot;dead end&quot;

makeshifts. Those who learn by such

systems never master the standard
musical notation and are lost when
later they are confronted with a
sheet of ordinary music.

The more you p!ay by the Graphonote
System, on the other hand, the more
familiar you become with standard
musical notation.

NO &quot;DRUDGERY&quot;

The Graphcnote System is indeed

revolutionary. In the past it took

years of practice to store the player s

mind with &quot;mental pictures&quot; of the
notes so that they could be easily
found on the keyboard. With the

Graphonote System the &quot;mental pic
tures&quot; of the notes are already pro
vided. They are clearly before your
eyes. Years of drudgery are thus at
one stroke eliminated.

You want to be able to play the
Piano well here is your oppor
tunity. What thousands of others
HAVE .DONE you too CAN DO.
The Graphonote System is de
scribed in a booklet entitled, &quot;A

New Way to Learn the Piano at
Home.&quot; This booklet is FREE.

Simp!y send your name and
address NOW and let us post you
a copy at once.

FREE
BOOK

ST. JAMES SCHOOL OF MUSIC
(DEPT. 133). 66 K.NG ST., SYDNEY.

Please send me a copy of your Free Book.

Name _ ._

Address ...

St. James School of Music (Dept. 133) 66 King St., Sydney
* ^ m* M&amp;gt; *M mmM
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The world-renowned revue, the &quot;Folies

Bergere,&quot; one of Paris greatest attractions,
will be brought to Australia by Mr. David
N. Martin, Managing Director of the Tivoli

Circuit, to open at the Sydney Tivoli early
in July.

Apart from the most lavish decor ever to

be presented on an Australan stage &quot;Folios

Bergere&quot; will consist of an artistic ming
ling of vocal themes, lively humour, gor

geous frocking, spectacular ballets and
talent of the highest standard, because

Mr. Martin is of the opinion that the

gorgeous trappings that surround this

presentation must also be enriched by a

wealth of talent of the highest standard,
so that &quot;Folies Bergere&quot; will lack nothing
in brightness, daring and entertainment.
The show girls travelling with the com

pany have been specially trained in the

type of work they are called upon to per
form, and needless to say are most decor

ative, so the entire production, produced
as it will be with every attention to detail,

splendour of mountings and excellence of

cast, should prove the greatest attraction

ever to reach these shores.
* * *

Returning to the screen after too long
an absence John Mills scores another great
6 ai cesa in the title role of &quot;Mr. Denning

&quot;Mr. Denning Drives North,&quot; Embassy.

Drives North,&quot; now at the Embassy. Play
ing opposite John Mills is lovely Phyllis

Calvert, who gives a sympathetic and

charming portrayal as Kay Denning. Build

ing up suspense with breathless speed. &quot;Mr.

Denning Drives North&quot; relates how in a

vortex of complications Tom Denning, suc

cessful aircraft manufacturer, is caught
entirely of his own creation. The acci

dental killer of his daughter s fiance, Tom
Denning hides the body of the dead man
in a country lane miles from anywhere
but later discovers that the corpse has

completely vanished. Aided by his devoted
wife Kay, he seeks a solution to

the mystery, knowing full well
that every step that he takes is

liable to reveal him as a murderer.
Into this scene steps Chick Eddowes
CSam Wanamaker), an American
Patents Lawyer and close friend

of Tom Denning. Chick, anxious
to help his friend, also commences
his own independent investigation
into the mystery and in go doing
becomes responsible for placing
Tom s life and social position in

constant jeopardy. To reveal the

surprise and thrill-packed climax
would spoil one of the year s most

exciting films, which is packed
with thrills guaranteed to bring
the calmest filmgoer to the edge
of his seat in tense excitement!

* * *

&quot;A Place In The Sun,&quot;
Prince

Edward, is one Of the most im

portant pictures to come out of

Hollywood in the past ten years.
Seldom has a film combined so many of

the most sought-after production values.

Its superb cast is headed by Montgomery
Clift, Elizabeth Taylor and Shelley Winters

three of Hollywood s most exciting young
stars. The story is a gripping, intensely

moving romantic drama that deals with
three young people and their desperate

struggle to find love and fulfilment. Their

triumphs, their failures, their anguish and
their ecstasies are compassionately re

corded in a celluloid narrative that will

undoubtedly rank among the great films.

The splendid isolation of the lakes and

the towering grandeur of the surrounding

peaks of Northern California s Lake Tahoe
area serve as a dazzling backdrop for some
of the picture s mo&t dramatic sequences.

* *

&quot;Inside the Walls of Folsom Prison,&quot;

Palace, exposes conditions in that California

institution prior to present reforms, and
was filmed under the eyes of 3,000 of the

severest critics ever gathered for a screen

production. The entire picture was shot
within the walls of Folsom, and
thousands of its inmates stood
audience as stars David Brian and
Steve Cochran and the large male
cast went through their paces.

During the scenes of fights and

attempted breaks in the prison
yard the prisoners alternately
cheered or jeered at the conclusion
of each action, depending upon
whether the &quot;actor-guards&quot; or

&quot;actor-convicts&quot; held the upper
hand. Philip Carey, Ted de Corsia,
Scott Forbes and Dorothy Hart
have featured roles.

* * *

&quot;Kangaroo,&quot; Regent, is an Aus
tralian picture made here by an

outstanding
1 cast headed by that

brilliant actress and actor
Maureen O Hara and Peter Law-
ford. The story is of a 60-years-old

blustering, sentimental Irishman, McGuirc,
a squatter, who is trying to find his son

Dennis, whom he abandoned as a child,
and placed in an orphanage. He gets into

a light with sailors in Sydney and is saved

by Richard Connor (Peter Lawford) and
McGuire (Finlay Currie) now pleasantly
drunk is lightly called &quot;Dad&quot; by Connor
who consoles him and puts him to bed.
McGuire now is convinced that Connor ia

his long lost son. Connor and a criminal
named Gamble (Richard Boone) rob and
shoot the gambling house keeper. McGuire
takes the two back to his ranch where hia

A Place In The Sun,&quot; Prince Edward.

daughter Doll (Maureen O Hara) is getting
anxious about her father. After a -lot of

exciting adventures the drought breaks.
McGuire is saved, Conner falls in love with

Dell, Gamble receives justice, and because
Connor saves the trooper s (Chips Rafferty)
life he is pardoned his part in the shooting
of the gambling house keeper. So he is

left with Dell and her father and no doubt
when he recovers from his wound will

receive his just reward. This picture
should be seen by every Australian as it

Inside the Walls of Folsom Prison&quot; Palace.
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&quot;

Kangaroo&quot; Regent.

is about the Australian bush ami life and
is more than interesting, it is gripping.

* * *

A fascinating chapter in the life of

Hollywood is preserved for posterity in

the technicolour musical &quot;Singin in the

Rain,&quot; St. James and Liberty. It is Holly
wood during the fabulous 20 s! Hollywood
during the great transition from silents to

talkies. The Hollywood of flappers, the

Charleston, the few who claimed that
&quot;talkies would never last&quot; and the many
who proved they were here to stay. One
of the most interesting musical casts ever
assembled joins forces to bring this top
entertainment to the screen. Gene Kelly
is the leading man who makes an easy
transition to talking films. The role affords

him a colourful characterization and ample
opportunity to score with his many talents.

He dances, sings and acts. Action of the
film takes place against the colourful back

ground of Hollywood in 1927. Several
scenes go into detail as to the manner in

which silent motion pictures were photo-

&quot;Singin In The Rain,&quot; St. James and Liberty.

graphed in one instance showing a stage
holding four companies simultaneously.
Early days of sound are also depicted, with

original microphones playing an important
part. One of the film s highlights is a

premiere, staged in the manner of the roar

ing CO s, with Grauman s Egyptian Theatre
as the locale.

* *

If any group of theatricals anywhere
can truly subscribe to Irving Berlin s

&quot;There s no business like show busi

ness,&quot; it surely must be The Kiwia
Itevue Company, Empire. The
troupe s career in professional
entertainment, now completing the
sixth year of its Australian and
New Zealand season, is the
Theatre s success story of all time
and a fantastic one at that. It all

began one hot dusty day in Egypt
in 1941. Lieut.-General Sir Bernard

(now Baron) Freyberg, famous
Commander of the New Zealand
Division in the Middle East, de
cided his men must have an Enter
tainment Unit. Raid Sir Bernard:
&quot;There must be men in the regi
ments who cau King and dance and

play musical instruments. 1 iud

them and form the troupe&quot; . . . and
so the Kiwis cracked the egg of

the shell and bowed in. Recruited from
front line soldiers and drilled into theatri

cal shape, the Kiwis played to members of

the Eighth Army in Egypt, Syria. Libya
and Italy. On formation, none of the &quot;con

cert party&quot;
had any professional theatre

training. Having played far and wide

under Army auspices from the bare

mountains of Syria to the sunny slopes of

Northern Italy when the war ended one

would have expected the Kiwis wandering
to be over. However, a tour of New Zea

land proved so successful that J. C. William

son Theatres Ltd. offered &quot;to show the

boys around&quot; Australia. In the Kiwi Com
pany there are no &quot;stars&quot; in the Hollywood
tradition. Orchestra members bob up on

stage and do a &quot;turn.&quot; Any one of the

top artists, such as sleight-of-hand man
Cecil Morris, dancer John Hunter, brilliant

impressionist Red Moore, and dead-pan
comic Stan Wineera, having presented their

&quot;act,&quot; step back into the chorus. The ex

planation is simple. The Kiwis are a

co-operative effort. The show is run as a

partnership, share and share alike. They
draw the same weekly salary, and an even

cut of the profits, in the one-for-all and

all-for-one spirit of the show. Female im

personators of the troupe, who originally
were shoved into skirts almost at the point
of the bayonet, are so amazingly clever that

they have broken down completely any

prejudices against that type of imperson
ation. And, to test their &quot;wingless flight,&quot;

the Kiwis are completing plans to visit

London after the present Australian season.

* *

&quot;Anne of the Indies,&quot; Plaza, is a thrill

ing romantic pirate melodrama, with its

picturesque Caribbean setting of the seven

teenth century enriched by Technicolour

photography. Packed with action and ex

citement, acted with gusto, it recounts the

adventures of a notorious and beautiful

woman pirate. Captain Providence, whose
love for a captured French naval officer

eventually leads to her death a fight to

the last aboard her ship. Jean Peters gives
a vigorous performance as the ruthless,

vengeful Anne and is excellently sup

ported by Louis Jourdan, Debra Paget,
Herbert Marshall, Thomas Gomez.

* *

Jean Simmons is announced for the

starring title role in &quot;Pilate s Wife.&quot; Bib
lical epic to be produced by Jerry Wald
and Norman Krasna on the actual locale

of the Clare Boothe Luce story in the Holy
Land. This is the first casting announced
for &quot;Pilate s Wife.&quot; At the same time that

she was named for this commanding part
Miss Simmons signed a contract which will

keep her at the RKO studio for another

four years. She has just completed a

Cecil Morris, &quot;Kiwis,&quot; Empire.

starring role in Gabriel Pascal s produc
tion &quot;Androcles and the Lion.&quot;

* * *

British film star Michael Wilding, who
married Elizabeth Taylor a few weeks ago,
lias just signed an M-G-M contract. He
will report to the Hollywood studio in

December, ..as soon as his British commit
ments are wound up. Elizabeth is set to
start work on her new film, &quot;The Girl Who
Had Everything

&quot; in the near future, and
she is hoping that it will be made in Eng
land, so that she and her husband don t

have to part even for the time it takes to

make one film.

* *

The international family of the Rev. and
Mrs. Carl Doss of Booneville, Calif., will

become the subject of a motion picture to

be made by The Kramer Company for
Columbia. With the visit of the Rev. and
Mrs. Doss to Hollywood, arrangements
have been completed with producer Stanley

[Turn to page 42J]

Anne of the Indies,&quot; Plaza.
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The hail-mark teils a story

Who, when and where ?

The hall-mark on this fine table-spoon denotes

that it is sterling silver (the lion), that it wa, made

by the famou&amp;gt; silversmith, Paul Storr (initials), in

the year 1817 (letter b), in London (leopard s head).
The sovereign s head (George III) shows that duty
\vas paid on the spoon.

The hall-mark of silver polis ies is the name
&quot;Goddard s, famous throughout the world for more
than 110 years.

Goddard S Sliver Polishes

in safefy and comfort.

The beach holds no terrors for the

woman who keeps slim and healthy
with Bile Beans.

Bile Beans correct the faulty elimi

nation of fat-forming residues and

toxic poisons that usually cause

excess weight. Only in Bile

Beans, the purely vegetable

family laxative, do you
benefit by an amazing

This not only in- *

creases the laxa- ^
tive properties of

Bile Beans, but acts

as a liver stimulant. :
:

disposes of fats and is a

corrective for flatulence

and indigestion. No need
for starving or risky

drugs keep slim the

Bile Beans way just a

couple at bedtime.

Medically tested and approved

BILE BEANS
I/-, 2/- and 4/- at all chemists.

Hind cream
THE MOST ECONOMICAL SKIM
BEAUTIFIES YOU CAN Ut.

CMMI ^esH.H. lo. A

FISHERS

PHOSPHERINE
THEGPEAT NEPVETONIC

A LADY AT R1NCWOOD,
VIC., WRITES:

&quot;My husband and I felt like

new baings after taking
Fisher s Phospherine. We
were run down and nervy.
Now life s worth living

again.&quot; ,

TKS 4 DROPS IN A TUMBLER
OF WARM OR COLD WATER

EVERY MORNING.

IN ALL STATES EXCEPT N.S.W.
SOLD AS

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
EASI LY R E M OVE D

AT HOME
3 Hundreds oi women

are overjoyed at the

easy way the famous
Swedish Wax Pencils

remove unsightty hairs

3 without discomfort,
yj leaving the skin clean,

j velvety, baby-smooth
fs and lovely. Sucress-

ij fully removes stubborn
icw seconds. The hair

comes right OUT not merely off

from face, arms, legs and bsck of

neck. Superior to all known methods.
No stubby regrowth, no

&quot;

shaved off
&quot;

look. Pure, safe, natural ingredients no
smelly chemicals. Positively non-irritating.
Sold on Money-back guarantee for only
IS/- post free. Sent under plain -wrapper
Send Postal Note to-day to

SOUTHERN GILBERT COY. PTY. LTD.
(Esf. 1937) DEPT. B.

DE MESTRE PLACE, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

Window cleaning is quicker and simpler
if vou add a little ammonia te the water.

hairs



OUR FREE PATTERNS
^TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]*

FROCK, 7941.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:
Sleeve and Trimming. Use pattern pro

vided, folding under portion below notches,
and pin the half-sleeve to a large sheet of

paper and mark along punchholes indicat

ing the underarm curve. Fold paper along
the straight edge and cut around the arm-

hole, underarm and lower edge through
both thicknesses. Notch armhole, open out
the new pattern and cut along the previ
ously marked underarm curve.
Cut a trimming band for lower

edge from sleeve pattern and
make this 2$ inches wide.

Facings. Cut a facing for
bodice front, following

- the
broken lines on cutting
guide; then cut one for

back neck line same
width as front facing at

shoulder.
Pocket. Cut a pattern

for this 12 inches deep

and 11 inches wide. Fold back 3 inches

along the top, then fold pattern in halves

lengthwise and cut from lower edge up to the
foW about i inch from the cut edges, thus

making upper edge of pocket 10 inches
wide.

Skirt Back. Use pattern provided for

front, and fold under 1^ inches along the
entire side. Pin to paper and cut out
around the entire outer edge.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As pat
tern has been cut for the average 30-inch

figure it will be necessary to see whether
alterations are needed for the individual

figure. Pin pieces together, remembering
that seam and hem allowances are not in

cluded. Place pattern over figure and
observe fitting. If bodice front and back
are too long shorten by folding between
armhole and waistline, and if too short cut
in same place and insert suflieient paper to

provide additional length required.
[Shorten or lengthen skirt if necessary

just below the hip line. To increase

pattern, pin additional strips of

paper along seam edges where extra
width is required, and to decrease

pattern trim away pattern edges
where additional width is not needed.
Take apart, press flat, then even up
all scam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Cut Material:
Pin pattern to material ;-s

shown in cutting guide. Cut
out with al ! o \vaiu- us of 2

inches for skirt hern, 1 inch
on underarm seams and i

inch on all other edges.
Betore removing pattern

from material, mark clearly
with tailor s chalk or tack

ing exact seam lines, notches and

punchholes.

Step 4. Shoulder Pads: Cut a pat
tern for shoulder pads from a piece
of paper 1H inches long and 5

inches wide. Fold in halves cross

wise and cut in a curved line from
cut ends to the fold. Open out pat
tern and cut four pieces of material
from it. If desired cut an inter

lining of canvas for each pad same
si/.e as pattern. Provide cotton

r-.ol same size and pin this to the

inside of the interlining, draw pad
ding away from points and curves
and build it up at the centre on the

straight side and taper to nothing
about 1 inch from points and
curved edges.

Tack padding in place and keen
all loiig stitches on the cottonwool
side. Pin material for pads to

gether and machine along; the long
est side. Tack the canvas side of

pad to one side of material, turn

pads right side out, then machine
all thicknesses together around
curved edges and again 1 inch in

from the first stitching. Cut away excess
seam allowance and neaten raw edges by
overcasting or pinking. Pin pads in gar
ment for each fitting to ensure correct set

of shoulders.

Step 5. Bodice and Buttonholes: Pin
darts in front and back in line with notches
and punchholes. Mark position and size of

buttonholes, which should be a trifle larger
than width of button, on the right-hand
side of bodice and ariange for end to be 3

inch from edge. Cut binding strips f inch

wide and J inch longer than size of button
hole. Fold strips in halves lengthwise,
press, then tack to garment with raw edges
meeting exactly over mark and ends ex

tending an even distance beyond mark.
Machine! along centre of each stnn and

do not take stitching beyond marked line.

Tie all ends securely on the inside. Cut

along marked lino to within 4 inch of each
end and then diagonally to ends of stitch

ing. Turn raw edges of binding strips to

the inside and press with folded edges
meeting exactly in centre. On the inside

pin the triangular piece a I e;i -h end to

binding strips, fold garment back out of
the way and machine across each end
through all thicknesses.

Step 6. Fitting Bodice and Sleeves:
Machine sleeves together at underarms in

plain seams, press open and neatea raw
edges. Pin bodice fronts and backs to

gether at shoulders and then at underarms
and leave openings 4 inches above waist
line on both the left and right-hand side.

Pin sleeves to armholes with notches meet
ing and ease evenly across tops.

Pin pads to bodice with the longest side

extending about $ inch beyond armhole
into sleeve and point in line with shoulder
seams. Try bodice on, lap right-hand side
over left with centre fronts together and
pin side seams together at waistline.

Observe shoulders first and let out or
take in allowance if necessary, then note
whether the width is becoming and sleeves
and pads correctly set in. Alter if neces

sary, also let out or take in darts and side
seams when required.

Step 7. Stitching Bodice: Unpin pads and
remove sufficient pins from sleeves to en
able scams to be stitched, pressed anrl

neatened. Machine shoulder seams, then
underarm i-eams to within 4 inches of waist
line. Press open and neaten all rav :

Machine darts, tapering these to nothing,
tie threads and press towards centre front
and centre back. Eepin sleeves, machine
in place, pi ess open seam allowance across

upper half of armholes, replace pads and
tic-stitch to seam allowance around arm-
holes.

Join front facings to back at shoulders
in plain seams, prtss open and pin to bodice
with right sides together. Machine up
front around back and down other front.
Cut away excess scam allowance, turn to

inside, press. t;;rn under raw edge, machine
through fold only, tie-stitch facing to

shoulder seams and tack in p\ace down
fronts. Cut openings in facing exactly
under each buttonhole, tarn under raw
edges, horn to binding and press again. Sew
buttons on left side to correspond with
buttonholes.

Step 8. Collar and Sleeve Trimming: Pin

facing to collar with right sides together
and machine around entire outer edge,
taking stitching } inch closer to raw edge
at neck line to .&quot;.How for turning. Leave
an opening of 2 inches at centre back neck

line, cut away excess seam allowance, turn

right side out. close opening at back by
slip-stitching, then press well. Pin collar

i inch inside back neck edge and } inch

beyond tnrn back line on fronts and secure
wit.ii invisible slip-si itches.

Join steeve trimming at underarms hi

plain scams, press open and pin right side

of trimming to inside of sleeve. Machine
in place, turn right side out. turn under
raw edge, press and slip-stitch to sleeve.

Fastm buttons on bodice, then tack right-
hand tide over left at waistline.

Step 9. Pockets: Make buttonholes on

packets in the same way as those on bodice,
Turn facing along upper edge to the out

side and machine down sides. Turn right
side out, press and complete the button
holes. Turn under allowance along sides

and lower edge of pockets, tack and press
well.

Step 10. Skirt: Turn under allowance on
skirt waistline and pin to bodice. Pin front
to back at underarms, leave an opening 4

inches above and below waistline on h ft

side, but continue pinning to end of stitch

ing on the right-hand side. Try frock on
to observe the fitting and make alterations

if necessary. Machine all seams, press and
neaten. Pin pockets to skirt with edge in

line with punchholes, secure by machine.
then sew on buttons.

[Turn to page .?/.]



AS WORN BY THE STARS

You ll know a new, exciting loveliness in a

&quot;Hollywood-Maxwell&quot; bra by Berlei . . . the

bra with the first . . . the genuine whirlpool

witching that ensures you beautiful, truly

natural shaping. There s a &quot;Hollywood-

Maxwell&quot; bra for every important occasion

in your life. Made in lovely, durable fabrics

(white, nude, black) ... so easy to launder.

Ask to see &quot;Hollywood-Maxwell&quot; bras by
Berlei at your favourite store they re the

most wonderful bras you ll ever wear!

B.96.2FC

AS WORN BY THE STARS

I do like a game of bowls and now I can enjoy
it again, thanks to a daily dose of Kru^chen.
For a time I had to give up bowls because of

Lumbago. The stooping got me it was sheer

agony to straighten up again. Then I started

taking Kruschen Salts, and in next to no tima
I was back at the club with my old mates.

Lumbago is caused by poisons in the blood
stream and Kruscheu helps to clear them away
giving sure, positive relief.

Don t let aches and pains spoil your enjoyment
of life. Take it from me, you can keep fit witk
a daily dose of Kruschen Salts.

Buy KRUSCHEN SALTS to-day
and take it every day.

ahead
try it!

Make life happier on those &quot;bad

days&quot; of the month by using
Tampax. Worn internally, made
of highly absorbent surgical
cotton, each Tampax is com
pressed into its own dainty
individual applicator. Tampax u
easy to use, easy to dispose of,
doesn t show embarrassing edge
lines. V/hen you use Tampax
there s no fuss with belts, pins or
pads. No odour and no chafing.
Give it a trial.

Send this coupon with
stamp for free Tampax sample
to World Agencies, Box 3725.
GJP.O., Sydney. A.H.J..

Nam*.___

Address..

TAMPAX
SANITARY PROTECTION WORN

INTffftfMUr.
*brt&amp;gt;enetc&amp;gt;: &quot;REGCLAB&quot; A &quot;8UPEB&quot;

*ch with Individual Applicator.

One critical look from a pretty girl will

send a boy running to the barber, tailor,
cleaner and bathtub, thereby accomplish
ing in a second what his mother s pleas
have failed to accomplish in fifteen years.
This is humiliating to mothers, but pleasing
to fathers.



OUR FJ?EE PATTERNS
[From page 29.]

Step 11. SMe Opening: If zipper is to be

used, ). ! sj.-j.e seam first, sew in zipper
and then pull out threads. This ensures

r.-i. tal of
;:ijip&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r

is hidden by fabric.

Or finish with two facing strips 1} in dies
wide and 1 inch longer than opening, with
one edge along selvedge. Pin strips to

front and back edges of opening with raw
edges

1

, together and right sides of material

facing.
Machine $ inch from raw cdge3,~ pross

Beams open and fold strips under ao that

selvedges are exactly under seam Imaa.
Tack in place, machine i incli from edge,
prosa front or upper-side under on seam line,
but allow back to extend under front. Tie-
stiich strips together at top and bottom.
Sew a hook and bur to waistline and an rip

fasteners above and below if zipper is u-.-t

used.

Step 12. Belt: Make the narrow belt of
self-material, finish with a buckle and eye
lets; then apply loops at sides to hold it in

place.
Step 13. Finishing: Allow frock to hang

overnight to give material an opportunity
of stretching. Try on and marl: length
with chalk or pins, me.-i curing up an evc-n
distance from floor. Turn the hem, secure

by hand and complete Avith final pressing.
Pattern is for 30-inch bust, 31-inch waist,

40-inch hips. Material: 2| yards 54 inchrs
wide.

[For .
&amp;gt; i-inch bust, take i inch off side

seams of front and back. For 38-inch bu&amp;gt;t.

allow ^ inch on side seams of front an.j

back.]
If required this pattern may be

obtained in sizes 32 and 40-inch
bust measurement. Price 2/3, plus
postage.

BOY S TROUSERS, 9289.
Step 1. Completing Pattern:

Pockat. Cut a pattern for this

1\ inches deep and 7 inches
wide. Fold in halves and cut a
notch about 4| inches from one,

end through both thicknesses
of paper, then open out pattern
before placing on material.

Fly. Cut a pattern for this 2
inches wide, following the

shape indicated by the broken
line on front portion; this
allows $ inch turnings.

r-JL!L-r: -- LINING
1 ) -J
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JUST
PUBLISHED

Beginner? Expert? You ll swear by this new Copha Cook Book

. . .with new recipes all tested and approved by

Amazing vsBue only I/

Unable to get your copy? Then write to Ee.tty King,
Eox 2625, G.P.O., Sydney Enclose full name and

Get

your copy
now!

nctec Home Economist o1

World Brands Pty. Ltd.

17 Sections 61 Recipes: Contains recipe for

1, 2 and 3 egg Cakes Cookless Specials Biscuits

Desserts Puddings Soups and many others.

48 Pages packed with recipes cooking information:

Betty King s time saving Mclt n Mix cooking
method hints and instructions to make cooking
so easy it s fun!

Lavishly illustrated in co!our. Dozens of full rolcur

pages suggest new serving and decorating ideas.

STRAIGHT from the press for you. Betty King s

brand new Cook Book is the result of months of
work* in carefully Kitchen-testing and asyr.-mbling
dozens of exciting new recipes. 48 pages packed
with bright, lively colour, full of informative hints

on how to make lighter biscuits cakes pastry
puddings, etc., etc.

Each recipe has been developed with utmost

care, streamlined by new simplified methods to

save you time. For example, Betty King s own
Melt n Mix recipes cut cake mixing time by half!

Betty King s Cook Book can
show a beginner easy ways to

successful cooking make good
cooks even better!

WB.17.XFP
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SOUPS YOU WILL LIKE
Prawn Chowder. (Ilius.).

Four tablespoons table margarine, |t;up
diced celery, 1 large onion (chopped), ^

cup chopped green pepper, 5 ozs. prawns
(shelled), 1 cup peas, 2 cups sliced toma
toes, \ teaspoon chili powder, 1 bay leaf, 2

cups hot cooked rice.

Melt butter or margarine iu saucepan.
Add celery, onion and green pepper; cook
until onion is tender but not brown. Add
Ij cups of water or stock to saucepan with
tomatoes, chili powder and bay leaf; cover
and cook over low heat 20 minutes. Add
prawns and peas, cover and simmer 30 min
utes or until slightly thickened. Serve in

soup bowls with mounds of rice in centre.

Tomato Soup.
Two Ibs. of tomatoes, 1 oz. of fat, 1 oz.

of! sago, ] carrot, 1 onion (or leek), 1 stick
of celery, a bunch of parsley and herbs,
a quart of stock or water, salt, pepper and
a little sugar.
Wash and prepare the vegetables and

ut them up small. Fry them in the fat
t or a few minutes. Next slice and add the

tomatoes, and also the herbs and stock. Put
the lid on lite saucepan and boil until the
contents are tender, then rub them through
a sieve. Kinse out the saucepan, put back
the soup and let it boil, then shake in the

sago and continue the boiling until the sago
is clear. Season it carefully with salt,

pepper and a sprinkling of sugar. Serve
with fried sippets of bread.

Carrot and Lentil Soup.
One and a half quarts of milk and water

or stock, Jt pint of lentils, ^ lb. of raw car
rot. 1 leok, 1 lettuce. 2 ozs. of cooked rice,
2 ozs. of dripping or margarine, salt and
pepper.
Soak the lentils overnight. Melt the

dripping in a saucepan, add the carrots and
leek cut in thin shreds, and also the lentils.

Toss them about in the fat until it has all

been absorbed, but do not let the vege
tables &quot;colour.&quot; Add the milk and water
or stock, and boil the soup gently until
lentils and carrots are soft. Hub the soup
through a sieve, bring it to the boil again,
then add the cooked rice and the lettuce

(washed and shredded). Season carefully
and serve.

Noodles.
One egg, | feaspoonful salt, flour.

Stir sufficient flour into a slightly beaten
egg to make a very stiff dough. Add salt,

knead, and roll ,is thin as possible. It
should be almost TIC

;
&quot;r-like thinness. Cover

with a towel and let remain untouched for
$ hour. Cut in small fancy shapes, and dry
them. When required, plnce in boMing
soup and cook rapidly for 15 minutes. This
dough may be relied into threads and used

!; macaroni in soup. Noodles can be
served with all types of soups as a varia
tion from croutons of toast, etc.

Italian Minestrone.
Half cup haricot beans, 8 cups beef

stoi-k, (&amp;gt; bacon bones, 1 medium onion
(chopped). 1 cup diced carrots, 4 clove gar
lic, (peeled), 5 cup chopped celery, tops and
stalk, 1 cup finely shredded cabbage. 2 cups
sliced tomatoes, salt and pepper to taste, 3

cup diced potatoes. \ cup peas, * cup
spaghetti broken in pieces, grated cheese.

Cover the beans with the cold water and
soak for several hours. Drain and place in

a saucepan with the stock. Add the bacon
bones and all the vegetables except the

spaghetti, potatoes and peas. Cook over
low heat for about 1 hours. Remove the
bacon bones. Add the spaghetti, potatoes,
peas, salt and pepper, and cook for | hour.
Serve with grated cheese.

Italian Soup.
Take 1 rabbit, 2 large onions, a few

bacon bones, 1 teacup tomato pulp, 1 dozen

peppercorns, 2 bay leaves, a sprig of pars
ley, a sprig of thyme, 2^ quarts of water,
a small piece each of carrot, turnip, and
celery, and salt and pepper to taste.

Prepare the rabbit, cut it into pieces, and
put into a saucepan with the water, which
has been brought to the boil, add the other

ingredients, and cook for about 2 hours.
Strain and season to taste. Return to the
saucepan and add 2 ozs. of vermicelli. Boil
for 10 minutes, and serve.

;u; 1 Uiuney. Fry all until brown. Then
add the stock and a little salt and simmer
the soup for about 2\ hours. Strain out
the solid parts, pound them to a paste, and
rub through a wire sieve. Now rinse out
the saucepan, pour in the liquid, mixing the
ilonr wilh a little of the liquid before heat
ing it. When the liquid boils add the mixed
flour, and stir till this also boils. Let it

cook for 10 minutes, skimming carefully,
then smoothly mix in the sieved meat and
add seasoning. Reheat the soup, without
actually boiling, and serve.

Breton Soup.
The heart of a small cabbage, 1 turnip,

1 oz. of pearl barley, a sprig of parsley, \\
pints of broth, 1 carrot, 1 onion, 1 leek, a
few sweet herbs, 1 oz. of butter.

Peel the onion and turnip, scrape the
carrot, wash the leek free from grit, divide
the cabbage into leaves and see they are
clean, tie the herbs into a bunch, and chop
the parsley. Cut the carrot and turnip into

fancy shapes with a vegetable cutter, chor
the onion, and shred the cabbage and leek.
Put the butter into a saucepan, and fry the
vegetables in it for a few minutes. Add

Curried Vegetable Setro.

One lb. of potatoes, ^ lb. each of onions
and apples, 1 lb. of mixed vegetables (car
rots, turnips, parsnips, celery), 2 ozs. of
raisins or sultanas, or 3 o/.s. of dates. 1

tablespoon of curry powder, a quart of
t-tock or water, seasoning, an oz. of fat.

Slice the onion thinly. Melt the fat in a
saucepan, put in the onions and fry them,
then add the curry powder and stir over the
heat for a few minutes. Prepare the vege
tables and cut them rather small, peel and
slice the apples. Put all the ingredients
into the saucepan and let them boil for
about half an hour, then simmer gentlv for
about 2 hours. When required for tWving,
rub the soup through a sieve, reheat it and
season it carefully, and serve. It can. if

you prefer, be served without sieving it.

Kidney Soup.
Half lb. of ox kidney, A lb. of beef. 3

pints of stock, scrapings from a ham bone.
1 tablespoon of chopped onion, 1 oz. of
flour. 1 oz. of dripping, salt and pepper.

Cut up the kidney and meat quite small.
Melt the dripping in a saucepan, add the
ram pie-es and onion and then the meat

the stock and the washed pearl barley, and
simmer all gently until the vegetables are
done. Take out the herbs, add the chopped
parsley, and serve.

Cheese Soup.
Two tablcspons marg-arine, 2 tablespoons

flour, 1 cup milk, L ( cups meat stock, tea
spoon Worcestershire sauce, { teaspoon salt,
few grains pepper, $ cup grated cheese,
croutons, ] :;prika.

Melt butter, add flour and mix until
smooth. Gradually add milk while stirring
constantly and cook until thick and smooth.
Add stock, Worcestershire sauce, salt and
pepper; heat thoroughly. Add cheese, stir
until melted. Serve with croutons and
sprinkle with paprika. Left-over peas and
carrots may be added if desired.

Tomato and Rice Puree.
Two tablespoons margarine, 1 Bmall

onion: l.\ cups thick tomato soup, 3

cups water, 1 cup cooked rice, 1 sprig pars
ley, 1 celery top, 1 teaspoon salt. $ teaspoon

er, few grains paprika, few grains
l ;

-
Vl nr 1 -

[Turn to page 36.]
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From a banker s diary

Monday : Mr. and Mrs.

They are going abroad for six
months so that Mr. R5KLSKJJ&! can
study latest developments in his
field &amp;gt;

World travellers start off on the right foot

Every year, the &quot;Wales&quot; gives thousands

of travellers specialized free travel service. So

I arranged for the Bank s travel department to

book my customer s passages and make their

hotel reservations. I also supplied them with

a circular letter of credit and travellers cheques.

These will save lliem the risk of carrying too

much money in cash. Wherever you go, you,

too, can ensure trouble-free

travel if von consult and use

BANK OF
NEW SOUTH WALES

FIRST BANK IN AUSTRALIA

( I NCOKPOHATED IN NEW SOI ITH LIMITED LIABILITY)

6 week*
At all

NOEL
Chtmiit

BE POPULAR
Slim Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL TAB-
LETS replace vita! Glandular
secretions (endocrines), lack of

which causes formation of fat.

Weight reduction can now
be scientifically controlled.

treatment costs 12/6 ; or 3 weeks 6/6.
chemists postage 6d. extra.

P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Uni.)
-245 King St.. Newtown, Sydney.

New Way to Hold Loose

TEETH
Firmly in Place

Do false teeth annoy and bother by
dropping and slipping when you eat,
talk or laugh? Just sprinkle on a little

FASTEETH. This new, tasteless powder
keeps teeth firm and comfortable. No
pummy, gooey, pasty taste. Make*
breath pleasant. Get FASTEETH to-day
at any chemist. Refuse substitutes.

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31J

space all f inch apart. Press with all tucks

extending in one direction, then pin pat
tern in place and cut out with the usual
seam allowances.

Step 8. Bodice: Join fronts together at
centre front, press open and neaten. Fold
trimmings in half with right sides together,
]i;; ciiine down sides. Cut a%vay excess seam
allowance, turn right side out, press and
pin to front yoke with
ail raw edges together
and trimming extend- i

ing upwards. ^]
Turn under lower P!

1

!

edge of yoke and pin gj
\

to upper edge of
| \

front. Tack, machine
|

i

as close ns possible to
j

seam edge, press and
neaten. Catch-stitch

I

trimming to yoke at i

interval:;. If liked,

trimming ruay be slip-
stitched in position
after joining yoke -(tal^, JC

and front together: oj ,-/*&quot; &quot;::

trimming would have _.j itta
(

to be completed and si/
&quot; *

V \i,-1
-. , ,-;! -- V J? .-Ineatened before

attaching.
Pin front to back

at shoulders and
underarms and leave

openings 4 inches
above waistline on
both sides.

Step 7. Shoulder
Parts: See Step 4-.,

Pattern 7941.

Step 8. Sleeves: Pin
darts in sleeves on
the inside and mach
ine from lower edge,
tapering stitching

E~:?J

1
gradually to nothing.
Tie threads and press
towards back. Join
sleeves together at

underarms in plain
seams and leave an

opening of 3 inches
at tho wrist end.

Step 9. Fitting
Bodice: Pin pads to
bodice in the same
way as suggested in

Step 6, Pattern 7941.

Try bodice on and ob
serve the fitting.
Make any adjustments necessary and mark
each one carefully with chalk or pins.
Eeniove bodice and unpin pads and sleevea.

Step 10. Stitching Bodice: Stitch shoulder
seams, then underarm seams, and leave fen

opening on left side. Join facings at
shoulders in plain seams, press open and
pin to bodice with right sides together.
Machine in place, cut away excess seam
allowance, turn to inside, press, turn under
raw edge, machine through fold only and
tie-stitch to seam allowance at shoulders
and yoke.

Kepin sleeves, stitch and apply pads
again as suggested in Step 7, Pattern 7941.
Finish raw edges of sleeve openings with

matching bias binding or ribbon. Press
with front edges lapping over the back and
nefiten lower edge of sleeves with self-

material bias facings 1 inch wide. Machine
on the right side, turn to inside, press and
catch-stitch in place. Close openings with

tiny snap fasteners.

Step 11. Skirt: Fold edges of pleats over
each other at the top to fit bodice waist
line after lower edge of bodice is gathered
to fit the Avaist. Tack along top, then join
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together at the side and leave an opening
4 inches below waistline. Pin skirt and
bodice together at waistline, try on and
observe lo\ver edge. Raise or lower skirt

:&amp;gt;t waistline it necessary for an even hem
line. Machine bodiee and skirt together,
tluiii finish the side opening in the same
way as suggested for Frock 7941.

Step 12. Belt: Make belt of self-material,
finish with eyelets and s buckle, then apply
loops at sides to hold it in place. Complete
with the final pressing and by attaching
j oral posy to left shoulder.

Pattern is for 36-ine,h bust, 31-inch waist,
40-inch hips. Material: 3g yards 54 inches
wide.

[For alteration of sixes, sea description
No. 7941.]

If required this pattern may be obtained
hi sir.es 32 and 40 inches bust measurement.
Price 2/3, plus postage.

Tailor s Dart.
A tailor s dart is a small triangle worked

to secure the ends of pleats in a tailored
Costume. They are very much to the fore
this season, being used for trimming on
blouses and frocks, as well as on skirts.

Four darts packed close together with the
centre one upside-down make a pretty
triangnilar ornament.
Make dart about * inch wide. The dart

should be worked in stout tightly-twisted
thread. Pencil the triangles in position
before commencing to work thcia.

&quot;Work as follows: Bring out tlfe thread
slightly to the right of the point, place the
needle in at the top left corner, bringing it

out at the right side close to the point, ana
on the line slightly above the last stitch.
Cross over the last stitch, putting the
needle in Mgaiu on the left on the top line
and bringing it out on the left side.
Each stitch after the first one makes the

needle go into the top lino on the same side,
so that it points out on the side line. When
the top line is full of stitches the dart is

complete and the thread is made to end off
on the reverse side. Sketch E gives you a

good idea how to work on dart.

Additions to Soup: Add 1 lemon cut in

very thin slices and 1 hard-cooked egg cut.

in slices to oxtail soup. Add several slices
of stuffed olives and 1 thin slice of lemo-i
to each serving of bouillon or consonun .:.

Add chopped pan-fried mushrooms to cream
of tomato soup.

When washing blankets or any other
pure-wool articles, such as a baby s shawl,
iidd ;! jMxid tablespoon of glycerine to the
lather. Tlii.i preserves the* softness and
fleecinesa of the wool.

Mrs. Duke is tiny and blonde with a

fascinating elfin charm that lights her face

adorably. You love to watch Mrs. Duke i

jt i Q undeniably lovlv

mm.
Mrs. Anthony Drexel Duke has the clear soft
skin that makes you wonder how she cares for
it. &quot;I use Pond

s,&quot; she says.

&quot;IVe never found a cream
I like better than

Pond s Cold Cream,&quot;
soys blonde, brown-eyed Mrg. Duke.

There is a beauty in your face that only you can reveal. And the lovelineu
you show can do more for you than you dream. Can bring you inward

happiness a social ease. That s why so much can depend on how
faithful you are to those daily beauty hab^s that can help

you look lovelier feel self-confident.

&quot;Outside-Inside&quot; Face
Treatment

Nothing quite equals good creaming for

giving complexions that soft-ancl-iresa

look. This special Pond s Cold Cream
treatment can do charming things for you.
Do this Pond s treatment always at bed
time (day cleansings, too). This is the

way:
Hot Stimulation give, your face a good
hot water splashing.
Cream Cleanse swirl light, fluffy Pond s

Cold Cream all over your face and throat

to soften, (-weep dirt and make-up from

pore openings. Tissue off.

Cream Rinse do another sofl Pond s

creaming to rinse of! last traces of dirt,

leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation a tonic cold water

splash.
This Pond s creaming acts on both sides

of your skin. From Outside PoniT*
Cold Cream softens sweeps away dirt as

you massage. From Inside every step
of this treatment stimulates circulation.

Lovely Mrs. Duke says: &quot;Pond s Cold
Cream has a way of making my face feel

particularly waked-up ever so clean.&quot;

Always remember beauty is a kind
of genius to be encouraged in everyone.
It is not vanity to develop the beauty of
your face. It makes you reflect a charm-
in?, happy confidence that brings yoa
friends wherever you go.

Get a jar or tube
of Pond $ Cold
Cream
today!

PC21



HOLD

you are not satisfied, return it. Regardless of whether you are fitted personally or are

Mipplied by post, we guarantee satisfaction. Special all rubber Rupture Appliances for Bathing, Swimming and
Surfing are now also available.

Call or send Stamp for illustrated details, Self Measurement
Form, and 14 Days Free Trial Offer.

* Von will be under 113 obligation.

ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO., Dept. 29, 9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY, or 104 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE.

Ti
i 1 rr l

he aiiierence between

W WDEFV
So silky soft, so cool, so

smooth! Johnson s Baby Powder
is such a pleasant way to chase

away prickles and chafes, keep baby
comfy and contented.

The famous SARA QUADS
Johnson s Raby Products are used exclusively
In the Sara nursery. Chosen above all others
for this most important care.

2BP2

SOUPS YOU WILL LIKE
[From page 33.&quot;]

Melt margarine, add onion (sliced) ;
cook

until lightly browned. Add tomato soup
and water. Add rice, parsley and celery
top and cook J hour. Strain, pressing rice

th rough sieve. Heat thoroughly, add
seasonings.

Soup a la Mayfair.
Five bouillon cubes, 4 cups boiling water.

2 cups tomato juice, 2 tablespoons shredded
onion, | cup shredded carrot, 2 tablespoons
shredded turnip, |- cup cooked cauliflower.
2 tablespoons cooked peas, 2 tablespoons
cooked string beans, \ cup cooked spaghetti,
salt and pepper to taste, grated cheese.
To the water aud tomato juice r,dd the

bovdllon cubes. In the meantime the vege
tables should have been cooked in a small
amount of water, then added liquid and all

to the soup, together with the spaghetti,
and the whole seasoned to taste. Sprinkle
a teaspoon of the cheese over erich serving.
This is an excellent way to use left-over

vegetables. By planning ahead its cost is

comparatively inexpensive.

Giblet Soup.
Two sots of giblets, 1 oz. of dripping, u

pincu of herbs, 2 cloves, 1 onion, a piece of

celery, a quart of brown stock, a toble-

spoou of tomato ketchup, 1 level table

spoon of flour kneaded with \ oz. of butt -;r

and 6 drops of browning.
Weli wash the giblets, cut them int-i

small pieces, put them into a saucepan with
the dripping. Fry gently for 5 minutes,
then add to them the herbs, cloves, onion,

celery and stock. Bring slowly to the boil,
then simmer gently for \\ hours. Strain
off the soup, add the colouring and the

ketchups. Simmer 20 minutes longer an-!

serve.

You never know what freedom of speech
really means until you hit 3

rour thumb with
a hammer.

A reader inquires as to what becomes of
all the labour that is saved by labour-saving
devices.

STOTT S can prepare voh
for a SUCCKSM-UL CAR.
in vour present sphere..

ShorlliHnd/Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Staliou, Commercial)
ArrouDtancv and

lest, of Secretaries

Shir? Clerks Exams.
Story Writing
Journalism (Freelance!

Showcard end
lickel Wril-ng

Dressculling/ Designing
Advertisement \V;;&amp;gt;-.

Salesmanship
English, Arithmetic

Dairy Farming
Livestock Breeding
Soil/ 1 1 arm Cicps
Uiiji-v Supervisors
Testers, Graders
Farm Arilb./Survcyg.

in yo .ir OWN HOME
iliR or tor PROMOTION
Mail the Coupon to-day.

HaiHwrt n
(Surges Kntrance
Police Entrance
Commercial Art

Diawing, Sketching
( i-iicaiiire. Cartooning
Backward Adults
Ksiiio (For Amateurs)
Motor Mechanics

Engineering (Diexrl,

Mech., Electrical)
Boiter Attendants

Engine Drivers

Dynamo Attendant*

Building Coi.struciion

Estimating/Tendering
Draftsmanship
Stammerers
General Education
LIniversil\ Exams.

- CO Russell Si., Melbourne ; i4!&amp;gt;las!lerenh Si., Sydney!
290 Adelaide St., Brisbane ?

21 Grenfel) St., Adelaide;
254 Murray St., Perth

!_..CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON. -

|
To STOTT S : Please send me, free and without

obligation, full particulars of your Course/s in :

I MY NAME
ADDRESS

! A.H.J. i&quot;52 Age..
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Exotic New Scarves.
Fashion s newest favourite, the glamor

ous and yet elegant scarf, beautifully de

signed in rich, luxurious stiff double-sided
satm.

Most flattering worn with suit or coat.
Sketch A gives you an idea; usually made
in soft shades of chartreuse, greys and

pinky mauves, the edge of the satin iu

fringed and. usually a light self-coloured

design printed on. _
Sketch B is another with all-over design.

C. . another style, the satin being three
different shades.

You could make one of these yourself,
using three lengths of shaded satin ribbon.

Fur Gloves.

Exciting, different and daring! These
&amp;lt; xotic fur gloves will bring giamour to

your winter ward
robe; not to men
tion the cosy
warmth of them

no move cold

hands.

I&amp;gt;

These gloves are usually fur-lined or

fleecy-lined and really are a boon. All
kinds of fur are used, even long hair, as
&quot;ketches A and B. Some are made in
imitation leopard skin and really do look

something, as sketch C.
Skelch D shows the palm of gloves in

ordinary leather, so in spite of bulk you
(in easily handle money and keys.

4f

a message

about

INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION
;

/5 it really saje to use
Mcds?&quot; Once this was a com
mon question from single girls.

To-dr.y it is not so often asked

because more and yet more girls

know that the answer is yes!

Here are the facts: A recent

American national survey of

900 leading gynecologists and

obstetricians indicates that

medical specialists overwhelm

ingly find Meds safe for normal

women. Medical literature

shows that when a single girl

wears Mcds, there is absolutely
no ch.inge in physical struc

ture. Invented by a physician,

tampons are regularly worn by
thousands of registered nurses.

Mcds completely do away with

the need for sanitary btl s.

Chafing, uncomfortable bulk

and a revealing line are all

eliminated.

You, too, can have the new

freedom, the self-assurance, the

poise that only Meds can give.

&quot;Next time&quot; try Meds. In fact,

buy a packet now and be

ready!

Don t deprive yourself of
this wonderful Meds free

dom any longer. If you
want any further informa
tion, cut out and post the

coupon below to Nurse Reid,
Johnson & Johnson, Box
3331, G.P.O., Sydney, for

this FREE Meds booklet
it will help you towards

greater comfort and tells

all about safe internal

sanitary protection.

Nurso Reid, Johnson & Jchnson, Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney.

Pli-jic por.t me, in plain uruppcr, the FRF.E Meih booklet.

Name

Address

mtdt
HJI///52E

White Soup.
One and a half Ibs. potatoes, 1 onion, 1

turnip, ] parsnip, 1 piece celery, 1 oz. but-

ter, . ! pints water, 1 teaspoon sa-lt, 1 tea

spoon sugar, 1 o?:. flour, 1 pint milk.
Peel or scrape the vegetables and cut

them up roughly. Melt the butter in a

saucepan. Add the vegetables and stir
them over a low flame until the fat is

absorbed. Add the salt, sugar and water,
and simmer until tender about 1 hour. Hub
through a sieve, and then return to the

saucepan. Mix the flour to a thin, smooth
paste, pour in. and stir until the soup boils.
Boil for 3 minutes. Add the milk, and
when heated sufficiently season to taste.
Serve with croutons of fried or toasted
bread.

Mulligatawny Soup.
Four pints stock, 1 apple, 1 onion, juice

$ lemon. 1 tablespoon flour, 1 tablespoon
curry powder, 1 tablespoon fat, 1 teaspoon
sugar, 4 ozs. boiled rice, salt to taste.

Peel the apple and onion, and cut ur

roughly. Fry in fat for 5 minutes without

browning. Add flour, curry powder, sugar
and lemon juice. Add the stock all at once,
stir till it boils and thickens. Simmer for

f hour. Eub through a sieve. Return te

clean saucepan. Add the boiled rice, and
salt, if necessary. Thoroughly reheat.
Serve at once in hot soup tureen.

&quot;Winter is a season when you keep the
house as hot as it was in summer when
von kicked about it.&quot;
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It takes more than SUDS ALONE

to get the whitest whites

PERSIL SUDS CONTAIN OXYGEN !

THAT S WHY...

PERSIL Hashes M/hM
ft7.AKJ.il.

SKIN DISEASES
For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases
*end 3d. stemp for Examination
Chart to

DERMOPATH1C INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

271-9 Collins St., Meib., C.I. F6822
saD raB cs SKI &amp;lt;gammmaam

LOSE FAT SAFELY:
Shed up to 7 pounds of ugiy fat in one week No
laxatives, no exercises, no starvation. Guaranteed
non-injurious and effective. SLIM-TABS KVM
Tablets are easy and pleasant to take. Free from
drugs, thig delightful, natural treatment h*
worked miracles for fat people everywhere.
Posted under plain sealed wrapper. Send only
SO/- for 3 weeks course, or (special offer) full
3 weeks guaranteed course. 80/-. Address

JPKJ T. HJ/2, AUSTUALIAN HEALTH
SERVICES, Box 888, O.l .O., Sydney.

Place lemons that have become dry into
a saucepan of hot (not boiling) water.
Leave the saucepan at the back of the stove
for two hours, then wipe the lemona and
they will be soft and full of juiee. Leave
until cold before using.

When making fruit pies dampen the
edges of the dish with milk instead of
water, and the juice will not boil oat.

Wash out a glass dye tube or a long
tablet bottle and keep your needles in it.

6 off

16.

CHILD S GLOVES
[From page 72.J

the cast-on edge of first finger, k.

other needle, cast on 2 sts., turn; p.
Work 22 rows of st.st., then shape top as

for first finger.

Fourth Finger.
Using needle holding G sts. at back, knit

up 3 sts. into cast-on edge of third finger,
k. 6 from other needle, turn, p. 15. Work
18 rows of st.st., then shape top as follows:

1st row: K. 1, k. 2 tog. to end.

_

Finish as for first finger, and seam down
side of hand.
Make left glove to pair.
Hand part and thumb work out exactly

f(S for right hand. When working finger&quot;*

j comraeiK e on a purl row. This .vill put
the seams of

finders
to front of hand out

of sight as on right hand.
Piuss well under a damp cloth and warm

iron.

MARGUERITE TWIN SET
[From page 75.]

Left Front: Using No. 12 needles, cast
on 44 sts.

1st, 3rd and 5th rows K. to last 4 sis..
inc. in next. k. 3.

2nd, 4th and 6th rows SI. 1, k. 2. -inc.
in next st., k. to end (50 sts.).

Change to No. 10 needles.
1st row K. to last 4 sts., inc. in next et

k. 3.

2nd row SI. 1, k. 2, inc. in next st., p.
to end (52 sts.).

Introduce Fair Isle: K. 6 il., 2 C , 1 M
2 C. (11 M., 2 C., 1 M., 2 C.) twice, k. 5 M.,
inc. in next st., k. 3.

Cont. for 10 rows of Fair Isle.
llth row K. 5 M., 7 C , (9 M.. 7 C )

twice, 5 M., 2 C., 1 M., 2 C., 4 M., inc in
next st., k. 3 M.

Cont. as for right front, reversing all

shapings. Neck shapings:
K. to last 22 sts., k. 2 tog., k. 20.

Sleeves: Using No. 12 needles, cast on 65
sts. and work border as described for lower
edge of hack.

Cont. in st.at. on No. 10 needles, inc. at
each end of 2nd and every 6th row follow
ing until there are 103 sts. and sleeve
measures 18 ins.

Shape top as juniper sleeve.

To Make Up.
Press all parts.

Jumper: Sew up side and sleeve seama,
and set in sleeves. Work a row of d.c.

along left aide of back opening and 3 but
ton loops along right side. Press seams.
Bew on buttons.

Bolero: Sew up side and sleeve seams;
set in sleeves. Press seams.

A thumbnail definition of political

philosophy:
Communism you have two cows, the

government takes both and gives yon the

milk; Fascism you have two cows, the

government takes both and sells you the
milk ; Nazism you have two cows, the

government takes both and shoots you;
New Dealism you have two cows, the

government takes both, shoots one, milks
the other and throws the milk away;
Socialism you have two cows, and give
one to your neighbour; Capitalism you
have two cowa, you sell one and buy a bull.

&quot;Piatt County Bepubliean.&quot;

&quot;The essence of true leadership consists
in humility. A true leader is one who loses
himself and everything that he is and has
in order that he may find himself in the

happiness and well-being of those who
follow him.&quot;



PAPER PATTERN AGENTS.
Paper patterns for all designs illustrated

in the Australian Home Journa! may be
obtained from the following agents :

QUEENSLAND.
Finney Fibs & Co. Ltd. Queen Street,

Brisbane.

Overelis Pty. Ltd. The Valley, Brisbane.

E. S. Lucas Pty. Ltd. East Street, Rock-

Sampton.
W. Boys & Sons 202 Adelaide Street,

Maryborough.
Misses Mercers & Windley Ruihven

Street, Toovcomoa.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Farmer & Co. Ltd. Pitt, Market and
George Streets, Sydney.

The Hub Ltd. 393 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd. Broadway, Sydney.
Buckinghams Ltd. 97 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winn Pty. Ltd. 16 O&amp;gt;ford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Newcastle LfrJ. 209 Hunter

Street, Newcastle.

VICTORIA.
Buckley & Nunn Ltd. 310 Bourke

Street, Melbourne.
R. O. Henderson Pty. Ltd. Hargreaves

Street, Bendigo.
Solomons Pfy. Ltd. Car. Moorabool and

Malop Streets, Geelong.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

J. Craven & Co. Ltd. Rundle Street,
Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Ahern s Pty. Ltd. Hay and Murray

Streets, PeriSi.

NEW ZEALAND.
George & George Ltd. 161 Cuba Street,

Wellington.
John Court Ltd. Queen Street, Auckland.
T. Armstrong & Co. Ltd. Victoria Square

and High Street, Christchurch.
Brown Ewing & Co. Ltd. 288-304

Princes Street, Dunedin.
Garners Departmental Store Broadway,

Palmerston North.

H. & J. Court Ltd. Hamilton.
Whites Ltd. Importers, New Plymouth.
Warnocks Drapery Ltd. Victoria Avenue,

Wnganui.

&quot;NERVY&quot;?
Run down? Depressed?

Rebuild starved nerve eellsl

Jumpy nerves are a sign
that you re suffering from
&quot;mineral starvation&quot; that
your system needs the extra
food for nerves and brain
found in Bidomak. Weak,
nervy, underweight people
have gained new health and
energy better appetite
more endurance from a
course of Bidomak. It con
tains the vital minerals that
doctors recommend tones
up every part of the system
makes you feel brighter after

the first few doses. Get Bidomak
now. try it for 14 days. It
you are not satisfied your
money will be refunded.

Build up on

&quot;ThL Tonic of the Century&quot;

Drains needs regular &quot;flushing&quot; with dis
infectant and soda. Clear the outside grat
ing of old leaves, then make a small cover
of wood to fit exactly. This will prevent
any leaves collecting there in the future.

m

B.G.E. produces a complete ran&

of electrical home helps tested and proved

suitable for Australian conditions.

The B.G.E. Streamlined Iron is heavily chrome-

plated, finished in black enamel, well-balanced

and smooth to use.

The B.G.E. Electric Jug is designed to supply,

if required, just 2 quick cupsful of boiling

water or up to 3} pints in a matter of moments,

Js made in cream porcelain with bakrlite

tip-up lid (AC only).

The B.G.E. Toaster, guaranteed for 12 rroruha,

makes crisp brown toast, automatically turned,

in next to no time. What s more, there are n-&amp;gt;

scorched fingers, because handles don t get hoc

ELECTRIC
HOME HELPS

jStdkrf Seitetot G&cfac Cc $/. %tt.
/?JCVD ^

REPRESENTING THE X O.C THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND

BRAN C H E S IN ALL

B.G. 39.
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MOW? WHY?
DON T KEEP ME

IN THE DARK!
YELL ME WHAT S
ROCKING OUR
DREAM BOAT?

NO. THANKS. DAN. YOU LL

HAVE TO ASK YOUR
DENTIST ABOUT-WELL.

BAD
BREATH!

SINCE DAN DISCOVERED
COLGATE CARE HE AND
KAY ARE A

PtfEAM-^

PAIR!

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
CLEANS YOUR BREATH
WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR

TEETH AND THE COLGATE
&amp;lt;d

WAY OF BRUSH ING TEETH
RIGHT AFTER EATING

STOPS
.TOOTH
DECAY

Tests Published in Authoritative Dental
Literature Show That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating With

CREAM STOPS TOOTH
P1CAY BEST

Most thoroughly proved
and accepted home
method of oral hygiene
known today.

Yes, and two years
research showed the
Colgate way stopped
more decay for more
people than ever before
reported in dentifrice
history! No other
dentifrice offers such
proof the most con
clusive proof ever re
ported for a dentifrice
of any type.

AMERICA
1

. LARGEST, AUSTRALIA S LARGEST,
THE WORLD S LARGEST SELLING DENTAL CREAM

USE COLGATEDEVTAL

/&quot; TO CLEAN VOUK BREATH
WHILE YOU CLEANVOW TEETH

j

&amp;gt;SAND HELP STOP TOOTH

DECAY BEST

Buy the

Big Family

Economy Size

The Swag Bag.
These swag bags, which have come into

fashion news lately, are really getting a
good hold. They are a multi-purpose bag,
usually big enough to take many parcels,
shoes, accessories and packing overflow.

Some have an extra
pochette on one side
which will hold your
purse or cosmetic kit.

Some can be worn over shoulder and
others just slung over wrist. They also
make a good overnight bag, as some are

quite big and roomy.
A: The gathered round style with long

handle. B: The neat zipper closed effect.

0: The wrist bag with extra pocket on Bide.

D: Another smart wrist style.

The Lantern Sleeve.
The lantern or lampshade sleeve is Paris-

inspired. Fashion up your sleeve, now big
and beautiful for after-five wear; this drop
shoulder style that pushes up to a massive
fulness! You will probably see quite a few
about town, and once seen you realise what
a charming effect

it has.

Sketched are a feu-. A: Showing the
lantern style on drop shouJder fashion.
C: The hmtcrn style on shoulder line.

B: The lampshade style shown on drop
shoulder, easy to make yourself on a blouse
or frock, as it only needs a straight piece of
material gathered.
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The Luxury of Fur.

A good fur coat is a very expensive item.

Pur trimming 13 an indication of luxury
and can be used with glamorous effect. If

you are willing to buy real fur for trim

ming be sure that the material it is to go
with is the best quality. Even a minimum
of real fur on a garment can give a

&quot;girl

on the budget&quot; the feeling and appearance
of great elegance.

Smooth furs are best for trimming mar
mot, dyed lamb, persian lamb, musquash
and even a well-treated dyed rabbit.

Sketched are a few suggestions. A and
B: Cap, collar and muff of ocelet (imitation
tiger skin).

C: Pockets of persian lamb. D: Pocket
trimmed with soft marmot or dyed squirrel.
E: Collar of soft fur. F: Collar effect with
soft fur trimming on collar part of rever.
G: Coat edged with persian lamb.

Better Soup Hints.
Slow cooking makes good soup. If boiled

quickly, half the goodness is lost in the
steam.
Shred meat finely. Chop bones, exposing

the marrow.
Do not over-season, for salt can be added,

but not taken away.
Serve soups very hot-

Bouquet garni is a bunch of herbs, con
sisting of 3 sprigs parsley, 2 sprigs thyme,
1 marjoram, 1 bay leaf all tied together
and used for flavouring soups and sauces.
Caramel is a browning used for colouring

soups, sauces, and gravies.
Croutons are small squares of fried or

toasted bread. Serve as a garnish for thick

aoups.

Chili Cracker Balls.

Beat ] egg thoroughly and add G table

spoons wheatmeal flour, 2 tablespoons melted
shortening, 1 tablespoon milk, 1 teaspoon
chili powder, and salt to taste. Blend and
then roll in tiny balls. Let stand 10 min
utes or several hours. Drop in hot con
somme and cook 6 to 10 minutes, depending
on the size of balls. Serve several in each
^ up of soup. Curry powder may be sub
stituted for the chili.

Have daily

REGULARITY
within 10 DAYS

(wifihout

purgatives)

1 started eatinqV

yourAII-Bran

every morning
-

got back to

regularify-havent

neded anything

eke since,&quot;

Mr. /. DURHAM,
Jamieson Street*

City.

COMPLETE S&TiSFACTION -
OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BHCIi

This is all you need do . . . enjoy tasty, toasty Kellcgg** All-Bran for ten

days, and drink plenty of tenter. If, at the end of ten days you do:^t f

feel it has helped you, then just send the empty packet back to Kellogg
and you ll get double your money back.

BULK IS THE ANSWER!
Your daily health and regularity

depend on what you eat. Keliogg s

All-Bran is not a purgative. It

contains the bulk your system
needs to end constipation. The
vital bulk in this rich, nut-sweet

health-food helps prepare internal

wastes for easy, gentle elimination

... no purgatives needed this

natural way.
Ask your grocer for a packet

of Keliogg s All-Bran right away.
Within ten days you ll benefit.

After that keep on enjoying this

crisp, nut-sweet breakfast cereal. !

Never lose that wonderful feeling

of health and natural regularity

it brings.

WONDERFUL
3-IN-ONE
FOOD

Keliogg s All-Bran is a iialu-

ral laxative, health-food and
blood tonic all in one! Rich
in Vitamin Bl, B2, Calcium,
Phosphorus, Niacin and Iron,

Kcllogs s All-Bran builds up
your health. It gives you
vitality as it brings regularity
instead of purging the energy
out of you.

ALL-BRAN*
*

(Registered Trade Mark)

END IRREGULARITY the way NATURE Intended AB5I-I2



HE other girls were always won-

Sdering where Betty went each

pay day. One day ihey asked her.

She laughed.

have a date with a bank
teller.&quot;

&quot;What s he like?&quot; they wanted
to know.

&quot;Oh! It isn t always the same
ens.&quot;

&quot;Just a minute, what s going on?&quot;

they demanded.

So Beffy told thorn that each pay day she put something
into her COMMONWEALTH SAVINGS BAN.&amp;lt; ACCOUNT;
that [hat was how she had saved for all the wonderful

hUdys she had to!J them about; and tiiat was how she
was collecting such a lovely trousseau.

Now the othar giris go with her each pay day. Why don t

you go. too? You and your account are welcome at the

CLQJvfMOISTWEAI/TH

C.S. 8X2-62

H.J./I/7/52.

THIS WILL SAVE
YOU POUNDS!

Mix Your Own
Cough Remedy

You can easily save on winter
medicine bills by making up yourown coughs and colds mixture
la your own home.

Just do tliis! Simply add sweet
ened water to a 3/- bottle of
HEENZO Concentrate. This
will make the equal of eight
bottles of the finest ready-mixed
medicine for coughs, colds and
sore throats.

Famous for many years, HEENZO
is a Family Remedy. Kiddies
love us pleasant taste.

HEENZO is guaranteed safe for
young and old alike, and brines
INSTANT RELIEF.

So save pounds this winter ...
e your chemist or store now,
ad have your stock of HEENZO

ready.

HfENZO
For Coughs and Colds

Costs shillings . . . saves $

Life CAN

begin at 40
No need to feel depressed,
nervy and &quot;down-in-the
mouth&quot; your life can go on
without a sign of flagging
energy if you take WINCARNIS
regularly. WINCARNIS is a
marvellous blend of choice
wines with added nerve-and-
body-building ingredients. Juat
try WINCARNIS from the
very first glass you ll find your
system toning up, your nerve*
calming, and life taking- on a
new meaning-. WTNCARNIS ha*
l*n recommended by thou-
anda of medical men that s

positive evidence of its higrh
tonic value. Get a bottle to

day . . . WINCARNIS .... the
Wine of Life.

THE PLAY AND FILM
{From page 27.]

Kramer for filming the story of their nine

adopted children of various races, which
has received wide national attention. This
domestic &quot;United Nations&quot; is soon to be

augmented by three more adoptions, bring
ing the total to twelve. The additions will
become part of the picture story, which
will be based mainly on the book which
Mrs. Doss is now writing.

* *

Maria Tallchief, prima ballerina of the
Xew York City Centre Ballet, has been
signed to play the role of the great Anna
Pavlova in the Technicolour production
&quot;One Piece Bathing Suit.&quot; Miss Tallchief,
who in the film will dance the famoua
&quot;Dying Swan,&quot; revealed on the set that
this is her second appearance on the M-G-M
lot. She danced there once before as a
member of the chorus of the Judy Garland
film &quot;For Me and My Gal.&quot;

Everything is funny, as long as it ia

happening to somebody else.
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Argyll Waistcoat and Socks

Waistcoat Materials: 10 ozs. 4-ply wool
in main colour (dark grey), 2 ozs. 4-ply
wool in dark colour (maroon), 2 ozs. 4-ply
wool in light colour (light grey), two No.
13 and two No. 12 knitting needles, 4

buttons.

Measurements: Length, 21 ins.; chest, 40

ins.

Tension: Using No. 12 needles, 8 sts. to

1 inch.

Abbreviations (for both garments): K.,

knit; p., purl; sts.. stitches; st., stitch/ rep.,

repeat; beg., beginning; dec., decrease;

Row 2 P.

Row 3 K
Lt.
Row 4 P.

-Lt.

Row 5 K
Lt.

How 6 P.

6 Lt.
Row 7 K

7 Lt.

Row 8 P.

8 Lt.

inc., increase; patt., pattern; st.st., stock

ing stitch (1 row k., 1 row p.); cont., con
tinue; tot*., together; ins., inches; M., main;
Dk., dark; Lt., light; col., colour; si., slip;

p.s.s.o., pass slipped stitch over.

N.B. When working in diamond pattern
use a small ball of wool for each diamond
and always twist wools at back of work
when changing colour to avoid a gap.

Diamond Pattern
Row 1 K. 1 Lt., 34 M., l Dk., 34 M.,

1 Lt., slip last 8 sts. on safety pin.

Dk., 18 M., 17

Row 45 K
10 Dk.

Row 46 P.
11 Dk.

Row 47 K
12 Dk.

Row 48 P.

13 Dk.
Row 49 K.

14 Dk.

2 Lt., 32 M., 3 Dk., 32 M., 2 Lt.

.. 3 Lt., 30 M., 5 Dk., 30 M., 3

4 Lt., 28 M., 7 Dk., 28 M., 4

. 5 Lt., 26 M., 9 Dk., 26 M., 5

. 6 Lt., 24 AI., 11 Dk., 24 M.,

7 Lt,, 22 M., 13 Dk., 22 M.,

8 Lt., 20 M., 15 Dk., 20 M.,

Row 9 K. 9

Lt., 18 M., 17

Dk., 18 M., 9 Lt.

Row 10 P. 10

Lt., 16 M., JD

Dk., 16 M
,
10 Lt.

Row 11 K. 11

Lt., 14 M., 21

Dk., 14 M., 11 Lt.

Row 12 P. 12

Lt., 12 M., 23

Dk., 12 M., 12 Lt.

Row 13 K. 13

Lt., 10 M., 25

Dk
,
10 M., 13 Lt.

Row 14 P. 14

Lt,, 8 M., 27 Dk.,
8 M., 14 Lt.

Row 15 K. 15

Lt., 6 M., 29 Dk.,
6 M., 15 Lt.

Row 16 P. 16

Lt., 4 M., 31 Dk.,

4 M
,
16 Lt.

Row 17 K. 17

Lt., 2 M., 33 Dk.,
2 M., 17 Lt.

Row 18 P. 18

Lt., 35 M., 18 Lt.

Repeat rows 17

to 1 once.
Row 36 P. 1

Dk., 34 M., 1 Lt.,
34 M., 1 Dk.
Row 37 K. 2

Dk., 32 M., 3 Lt.,
32 M., 2 Dk.
Row 38 P 3

Dk., 30 M., 5 Lt.,

30 M., 3 Dk.
Row 39 K. 4

Dk., 28 M., 7 Lt.,
28 M

,
4 Dk.

Row 40 P. 5

Dk., 26 M., 9 Lt.,
26 M., 5 Dk.
Row 41 K. 6

Dk., 24 M., 11

Lt., 24 M.. 6 Dk.
Row 42-- P. 7

Dk., 22 M., 13

Lt., 22 M., 7 Dk.
Row 43 K. 8

Dk.. 20 M., 15
Lt.. 20 M., 8 Dk.
Row 44 P. 9

Lt., 18 M., &amp;lt;) Dk.

10 Dk., 16 M., 19 Lt., 16 M.,

11 Dk., 14 M., 21 Lt., 14 M.,

12 Dk v 12 M., 23 Lt., 12 M.,

13 Dk., 10 M., 25 Lt., 10 M.,

14 Dk., 8 M., 27 Lt., 8 M.,

Row 50 P. 15 Dk., 6 M., 29 Lt., 6 M.,
15 Dk.
How 51 K. 16 Dk., 4 M., 31 Lt., 4 M.,

16 Dk.
Row 52 P. 17 Dk., 2 M., 33 Lt

,
2 M..

17 Dk.
Row 53 K 18 Dk., 35 M., 18 Dk.

Ilopeat row 52 to 36 once.

These 70 rows form the pattern.
Left Front.

Using No. 13 needles and main colour,
cast on 78 sts. and work 1 inch in k. 1, p. 1

rib, inc. 1 st. at end of last row. Now coot,
in diamond patt.
When the first 35 patt. rows are com

pleted change to No. 12 needles and cont.
in patt. .as above, inc. 1 st. at side edge on
next row and on every following 6th row
until there are 76 sts. on needle, working
extra sts. into patt. Cont. without shaping
until work measures 11 ins., ending at side

edge.

Snape Armhole: Keeping continuity of
diamond patt. cast off 8 sts. at beg. of next
:o,\, tiien dec. 1 st. at this same edge on
(\u-li of the next 10 rows.

Begin Front Shaping.
Nert row Work in patt.., dec. 1 st. at

front edge.
Next row Work in patt., dee. 1 st. at

armhole edge.
Next row Work in patt.
Next row Work in patt., dec. 1 st. at

armhole edge.
Rep. these four rows once more. This com

pletes armhole shaping. Now work with
armhole edge straight, continuing to dec.
at front edg e on next row and on every

[Turn to page 45.]
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AMERICAN

DISCOVERY

BBMv APPROVED

BY DOCTORS FOR RAPID RELIEF FROM
Dolcin has brought relief to

countless sufferers from rheumatic

disorders in America, Canada,

England and now in Australia.

Dolcin Tablets give prompt relief

from the painful symptoms of

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuritis,

Fibrositis, Lumbago and Gout.

Prolonged relief is also given

because Dolcin contains substances

which improve the supply of blood

and oxygen to the affected tissues.

Many thousands of sufferers,

relieved from the misery of Rheu

matism, including people who had

given up hope of ever getting

relief, are now active again able

to work thanks to the relief from

pain Dolcin has brought them.

DOLCIN is easy to take in tablet

form.

DOLCIN is obtainable from your
Chemist.

RHEUMATISM

SCIATICA

NEURITIS

FIBROSITIS

LUMBAGO

GOUT
1 00 TABLETS FOR 1 2/4

DOLCIN
Informative literature on Dolcin

will be tent on request to &quot;Volcin

(Australia) Piy. Ltd.. Sox 1SS2

G.P.O., Sydney.

CUMMER
HIPS, WAIST

With gentle changing pressure, the
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET slim*
your hips and waisMine. It keeps you
UP and keeps you IN. with balanced
control and support. It has an ex
clusive fold-over front, and is indivi

dually fashioned to fit perfectly. No
busks or lacing; no back opening.

7 DAYS TRIAL

Fry the FIGURE CONTROL CORSE!
for 7 days, AT MY RISK. Prove it

gives comforting support, with slim
mer smartness. Call for a free
trial fitting, or write for free illus

trated Brochure and Measurement
Form Mention this paper.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW
5th FLOOR, P. A. BUILDING.

243 ELIZABETH STREET. SYDNEY.

Corns and callouses on feet mean holes
and thin places in stockings, too. Use of
the emery board and occasional visits to a
chiropodist will prevent havoc, but watch
those heels! they so often become rough
and tough.

Many housewives save oddments of soap to
melt down and use in the kitchen, and it is

a good idea to stir into this some cleaning
powder, and mix until fairly stiff. This is

excellent for cleaning sinks, baths, pans,
and paintwork.

LACK OF ENERGY.
FAILING MEMORY ETC.

TRY THISMBV

HORMONE
PRODUCT

I MEMORY ETC.

THM?
FREE
Science has proved
that our physical and
mental energy are de

pendent upon our
supplies of hormones,
and that any hormone
deficiency may be bal

anced by taking in

ternally a genuine hor
mone preparation.
Science has also ascer
tained that the taking
of such a preparation
wili Considerably stim-

ulate the hormone for-

mation in the body.We have a genuine hormone product
that renews energy, improves the
memory, restores nerves and over
comes general fatigue, restlessness,
irritability and revitalises the system.
Do not confuse this product with ordinary
patent medicines. It is something different
and carries a Money-Back Guarantee of

Complete Satisfaction in 10 days. Send
stamp with name and address, stating if

Mr., Mrs. or Miss, and a Free Sample will

be posted under sealed cover.

Address: Australian Agents,
A. D. BALDWIN & CO.,_9 Martin Place, Sydney.

who successfully expert-
memed with Hormones

to make

economy QUICKSET
and save s

The success of your Home Perm or

Hairdo is only as good as your
QVICKSET Lotion.

To make the best and most fragrant
QUICKSET Lotion at home

(1) Get a tube of the new con
centrated Curlypet from your
nearest chemist or cosmetic
counter.

(2) Take a pint milk bottle, nearly
full of warm water.

(3) Squeeze the concentrated new
Curlypet into it. and shake
tilt dissolved.

Now you ve got nearly a p.nt of the
best and most fragrant QUICKSET
Lotion.
Get concentrated New Curlypet
to-t ay for 4/4 from your chemist or
cosmetic counter, and savs s

in your budget from now on.

QUICKSET WITH CURLYPE7

to Boys & Girls

Wrist Watches, Cameras. Ma -Ma DO//J.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

se//ing small parcels of tested garden seeds. Send

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money no*. only name aI address. Write to-day.

John B.Murray. 6, IK George St.. Sydney
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ZIG-ZAG JUMPER
Materials: 9 ozs. 3-ply crepe wool; two

knitting needles No. 11; matching crochet

hook; a 5-inch zip fastener.

Measurements: Length, 15 ins.; at under

arm, 29 ins.; sleefe seam, 14^ ins.

Unless otherwise stated pattern back
between each cast off.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; ins.,

inches; rem., remain; st., stitch; pat., pat
tern; cont., continue; inc., increase; st.st.,

stocking stitch; beg., beginning; d.c.,

double crochet.
Tension: 8 sts. equals 1 inch across pat

tern.

Front.
Cast on 96 sts. and

work 2J ins. in k. 1,

p. 1 ribbing.
Next row K. and

inc. 15 sts. evenly
across row (111 sts ).

P. 1 row.
Cont. in pat. thus:
Row 1* P. 2, k.

3, p. 3, k. 3
3 p. 1, k. 3.

p. 3, k. 3, p. 1; repeat
from * to last st.,

P. I-

Row 2 K. 1,
*

k.

1, p. 3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 1,

p. 3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 2;

repeat from * to end
of row.
Row 3* P. 1, k.

3, p. 3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 3,

p. 3, k. 3; repeat from
*

to last st., p. 1.

Row 4r K. 1,
*

p.

3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 3, p. 3,

k. 3, p. 3, k. 1; repeat
from * to end of row.
Row 5* K. 3, p.

3, k. 3, p. 5, k. 3, p. 3,
k. 2; repeat from *

to last st., k. 1.

Row 6 P. 1,
*

p.

2, k. 3, p. 3, k. 5, p. ;
&amp;lt;,

k. 3, p. 3; repeat from
* to end of row.
Row 7* P. 1, k.

3, p. 3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 3,

p. 3, k. 3; repeat from
* to last st., p. 1.

Row 8 * K. 1, p.

3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 3, p. 3,

k. 3, p. 3; repeat from
* to last st., k. 1.

Row 9 *
P. 2, k.

3, p. 3, k. 3, p. 1, k. 3,

p. 3, k. 3, p. 1; repeat
from *

to last st.. p. 1.

Row 10* K. 2, p.

3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 1, p. 3,

k. 3, p. 3, k. 1; repeat from *
to last st., k. 1

Row 11* P. 3, k. 3, p. 3, k. 5, p. 3, k. 3,

p. 2; repeat from * to last st., p. 1.

Row 12* K. 3, p. 3, k. 3, p. 5, k. 3, p. ?&amp;gt;,

k. 2; repeat from * to last et., k. 1.

These 12 rows form the pattern; repeti t

them throughout.
When work measures 9$ ins., shape arm-

holes.

Cast off 5-2-2-1 sts. for each. Cont.
straight on rem. 91 sts. until work measures
13 ins.

Shape neck. Cast off 9 sts. in centre and
finish each part separately. Cast off at
neck edge 4-3-2-2 sts.

Cont. straight on rem. 30 sts. until work
measures 15 ins. Cast off.

Join wool at side edge and finish other
part in reverse to correspond.

Back.
Work as for front as far as armhol?

shaping. Cont. on 91 sts. until work meas
ures 10i ins.

Divide sts. in two by casting off centre
st. arid finish each part separately.

Cont. straight on 45 sts. until work
measures 15 ins. Cast off.

Sleeves.

Cast on 44 sts. and work 2 ins. in k. 1,

p. 1 ribbing.

Next row K. and inc. 23 sts. evenly
across row (67 sts.).

Cont. in pat. and inc. 1 st. at both ends
of row every J in. until there are 89 sts..

keeping pat. and working inc. st. in st.-st.

When 14$ ins. long, shape top. Cast oil

3 sts. at beg. of following 4 rows, further
1st. at beg. of every row until 37 sts. re-

ma in.
&quot;

Cast off 2 sts. at beg. of next 12 rows
and cast off rein. 15 sts.

Finishing.
Press parts lightly under damp cloth.

Sew shoulder seams. Pick up sts. around
neck rind work 2 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing.
Fold nock border and hem on outside. Join
seams and sew in sleeves. Work ] row of
d.c. round neck opening and sew in zipper.

When storing a half-used tin of paint,
turn the tin upside down to prevent &quot;skin.&quot;

Argyll Waistcoat and Socks

[From page 43.&quot;]

following 4th row until 37 sts. remain.
Cont. without shaping until work measures
21 ins., ending armhole edge.

Shape Shoulder.
Next row Cast off 12, patt. to end.
Next row Patt. to end.

Rep. last two rows once. Cast off remain
ing sts.

Right Front.

Using No. 13 needles and main colour,
cast on 78 sts. and work 1 inch in k. 1.

p. 1 rib, inc. 1 st. at beg. of last row. Now
cont. in diamond patt.

1st row Eib 8 M. col., and leave on

safety pin.
Now work exactly as given for left front,

shaping to match.
Back.

Using No. 13 needles and main colour,
cast on 14G sts. and work 1 inch in k. 1,

p. 1 rib. Cont. in st.st. until work measures

(approx.) 4 ins., ending p. row (36 rows
st.st.). Change to No. 12 needles. Now
inc. 1 st. both ends of next row and of

every following 6th row until there are 156
sts. on needle, then cont. without shaping
until work measures 11 ins., ending p. row.
Shape Armholes: Cast off 8 sts. at beg. of

next 2 rows, then dec. 1 st. both ends of
each of the next 10 rows, then dec. each end
of every alternate row until 112 sts. remain.
Cont. without shaping until work measures
21 ins., ending p. row.

Shape Shoulders: Cast off 12 sts. at beg.
of next 4 rows, then cast off 13 sts. at beg.
of next 2 rows. Cast off remaining fits.

Right Front Border.
Slip the 8 sts. from safety pin on to No.

13 needles and, using main colour, work in
k. 1, p. 1 rib until border is right length to
fit round front edge to centre back of neck
when slurhtly stretched. Leave sts. on a

spare needle.
Left Front Border.

Slip the 8 sts. from safety pin on to No.
13 needles and, using main colour, work in
rib until border measures 4 ins. from cast-
on edge.
Next row Eib 2, cast off 4 sts. for a but

tonhole, rib to end.
Next row Rib 2, cast on 4, rib 2.

*Work 2$ ins. in rib, then make another
buttonhole in next 2 rows.

*Rep. from * to * twice more. Cont. in
rib after the 4th buttonhole until border is
same length as right front border. Now
place the two sets of border sts. tog. and
graft neatly.

Armhole Borders.
Join shoulders with narrow backstitched

seams. With right side of work facing, and
using No. 13 needles and main colour, k. up
188 sts. evenly round armhole edge. Work
1 inch in k. 1, p. 1 rib. Cast off loosely in
rib. (N.B. If preferred, armhole borders
can be worked separately for front and
back by knitting up 94 sts. along armhole
edge of front and back pieces and working
1 inch in rib before joining shoulder seams.)

Make Up.
Press work lightly on wrong side with

hot iron over a damp cloth. Join side seams.
Sew front borders round front edges and
along back of neck edge. Sew on buttons
to match with buttonholes. Press seams.

Socks.
Measurements: Length of leg to ankle,

104 ins.; length of foot, 11 ins.
Tension: 8$ sts. to 1 inch.

Using main colour and No. 13 needles,
cast on 70 sts. and work 3 ins. in k. 1, p. 1
rib, inc. 1 st. at end of last row (71 sts.).

[Turn to page 47.]
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Mustard !

SO TASTY TO THE TONGUE
Try this delicious way of making the best of

roast beef! Before cooking, rub a teaspoon of

Mustard into the roast. It makes such a zestful

difference! The same bright thought applies

equally well if you re grilling or frying a steak.

When you cook the Mustard flavour in, it makes

the meat so enticing. Keen s Mustard, naturally!

AFTER FISHY GOINGS-ON
When washing the dishes after serving fish,

add a little Mustard to the water to cut

that clinging odour.

I

KEENS
MUSTARD
..of coarse

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

Patients successfully treated include men,
women and children of all ages, also men
for the Navy and Air Force, and men
qualifying for all trades and professions:
Civil Aviators, Civil Servants, Clerks.
Motorists, Engineers, Policemen, Railway-
men, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try This

Simple Tet for

ASTIGMATISM
To ttoe normal eye
the width and deyUi
of colour in the
black bare of all four

circles are uniform.
When asUgmatiuu
exists there is varia
tion in the width and
dtpth of bars.

IF YOU
SUFFER
FROM

SHORT SIGHT, ...

LONG SIGHT, &S
AS T I GltfAT I SM, x**

FAILING SIttHT, TURNED EYES, TIRED
EYES, EYE STRAIN, GLARE AND

EYE HJEADACHES
er any other eye weakness (except diseased
eyes), just write (enclosing 3|d. postage), or
call TO-DAY fer FREE 32-page Booklet,
&quot;Better Nataral Sigrht Without Wearing
Ghisses.&quot; This includes testimonials from
happy people who have discarded glasses.
It will open up a new avejiue of hope for you

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Building,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA 54S5.
For Free Consultation Ring MA 5455 Nowl

Save Founds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Eehnriald-Bluebird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

aui&amp;lt;&quot;Wv pov for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for
le^i man a Features include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control.
nti ooKitic bobbin winder, sewincj light, stitch

adjuster, tc. Complete &quot;

maple-coloured carrying case

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-type
Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars

CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON!
BESARfALDS LTD
Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

Q Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable
Machine

Q Bebcrfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet
Machine

Also full derails ot your Specialised Easy Terms

NAME ............................................______..........________

ADDRESS

HJ7

BEBABFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

If your electric iron has become stained
with wear, try this idea: While the iron is

cooling, rub the surface with a little kitchen
soap and leave for a few seconds. Scrape
off with a knife, then polish with a soft

duster, and your iron will now look as good
as new.

Dripping Instead of Butter.

Dripping can be used in cakes instead of
butter, but it must be good and clarified.
Beef dripping is the best. To make drip
ping as good as butter, beat dripping till

soft and creamy, add lemon juice, and
beat; add more lemon iuice if necessary

After Baby s

Bath
Brush KOKO gently into the

hair and see how shiny those
little curls become. Use KOKO
night and Jay that s the way
to kee

t
&amp;gt; the hair lustrous and

healthy In the years to come.
KOKO a clear, liquid, non-

greasy U-nic for the hair,

AsJe your chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR



BOY S JUMPER
ogj - o-o-SS-o-o

Materials: CJ oze. fawn 3-ply crepe wool;
| oz. bright blue 3-ply crepe wool; 4 but
tons; knitting needles No. 11; matching
crochet hook.
Measurements: 13 ins. length; at under

arm 23/24 ins., sleeve seam 12 ins.

Abbreviations: F., fawn; B., blue; k.,

knit; p., purl; ins., inches; st., stitch; pat.,

pattern; inc., increase; rep., repeat; d.c.,

double crochet; rem., remaining; beg., be

ginning.
Tension: 6 sts. equal 1 inch;. 7 rows

equal 1 inch.

Yoke Pattern.
with B.
1 P., 1 B. 3 F., 1 B. Repeat

Row 1 K
Row S P.

from * to end of row.
Row 3 K. 2 F.,

*

1 B., 3 F. Repeat from
* to end of row.
Row 4 P. with B.
Row 5 K. with F.
Row 6 P. with B.
Row 7 K. with B.
Row 8 P. 1 B.,

* 6

F., 2 B. Repeat from
* to last St., 1 F.

Row 9* K. 2 F.,
2 B. Repeat from *

to last 2 sts., 2 F.
Row 10 *

P. 1 F.,
2 B., 1 F. Repeat from
* to last 2 sts., 1 F.,
1 B.
Row 11* K. 2 B.,

2 F. Repeat from *

to last 2 sts., 2 B.
Row 12 P. 1 B.,

*

2 F., 2 B. Repeat from
* to last st., 1 F.
Row 13 * K. 2 F..

2 B. Repeat from *

to last 2 sts., 2 F.
Row 14* P. 1 F.,

2 B., 1 F. Repeat from
* to last 2 bts., 1 F..

1 B.
Row 16* K. 2 B.,

6 F. Repeat from *

to last 2 8ts.3 2 B.
Row 16 P. with B.
Row 17 K. with B.
Row 18 P. with F.
Row J.9 K. with B.
Row 20 * P. 3 F.,

1 B. Repeat from *

to last 2 sts., 2 F.
Row 21* K 1 B.,

3 F. Repeat from *

to last 2 sts., 2 B.
Row 22 P. with blue.
This completes the pattern.

Back.
Cast on 70 sts. in fawn and work 2 ins.

in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. 6 sts. evenly

across rw (76 sts.) P. 1 row. Cont. in

pat.
Row 1 P. 1,

*
k. 2, p. 1, k. 1, p. 1; rep.

from *.

Rows 2, 3 4 K. on k.
;

Row 5 K. 1,
*

p. 2, k
from *.

Rows 6, 7. 8 K. on k.,

Rep. these 8 rows for pat. When work
measures 8J ins., shape armholes: Cast off
2-2-1 sts. for each (66 sts.).

Cont. straight until 13 ins. long. Cast off.

Front.
Work as far as armhole shaping (66 sts.).
Work yoke pattern once on these 66 sts.

Cont. in body pat. and when 11^ ins. long
cast off 10 sts. in centre for neck.

Finish each part separately. Cast off at

neck edge 3-2-1-1 bts. and work on rem. 22
sts. for shoulder until front measures 13
ins. Cast off.

Finish other part in reverse to correspond.
Sleeves.

Cast on 42 sts. in fawn and work 2 ins.

in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing.

Next row K. and inc. 24 sts. evenly
across row (66 sts.).

P. 1 row. Cont. in pat. until 12 ins. long.

Shape, top. Cast off 2 sts. at beg&quot;, of

every row until 10 sts. remain. Cast off.

Finishing.
Press parts lightly under damp cloth.

Sew seams and sew in sleeves, except left

shoulder seam. Pick up sts. along neck
and work 2 ins. in k, 1, p. ] ribbing. Fold
nock border and hem on right side of work.
Work 1 row d.c. along left shoulder open
ing, fastening neck border at the same
time and having four loons along front
shoulder for buttonholes. Sow on buttons.

p.

1.P

on p.

1, k. 1; rep.

p. on p.

A few simple exercises will help the
contours of the Heck and take care of the
chin-line at the san;e time. These can
be done in the bath. Straighten the

shoulders, stick the chin out, and slowly
turn the head as far as it will go over the
left shoulder. Bring it back to the starting
point and relax. Noiv, begin again, cir

cling to the right this tiire. Repeat several
times.

Argyll Waistcoat and Socks

[From page 45.,]

Cont. in diamond patt. for 44 rows, then
dec. 1 st. both ends of next row and of

every following 6th row until 61 sts. re
main. Now cont. straight in patt. to the
end of the 88th row.

Shape for Instep
Next row K. 14 M., 33 Dk., turn.
Next row SI. 1 Dk. on to right-hand

needle and leave these 15 sts. on a spare
needle for heel, p. 31 Dk., leave remaining
15 sts. on a spare needle for heel.

Now cont. on these 31 sts. in pattern for

instep to the end of the 35th row in Dk.
col., then change to Lt. wool for diamond
and?work to the 50th patt. row. Now using
Lt. wool only, work across all sts. for 5

rows, then cont. again from the 56th patt.
row to the end of the 70th row to complete
the diamond.
Now change to Dk. col. from Lt. col. for

diamond, and work rows 1 to 15 inclusive
for centre diamond, then work 5 rows

straight in Dk. col., then cont. again from
the 21st row of patt. to the end of the 35th

patt. row. This completes the diamond.
Break off Dk. wool and p. 1 row in M. col.,

dec. 1 st. at end of last row.

Shape Toe.

Using M. col.:

Next row K. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. to

last 3 sts., k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Next row P. to end.

Rep. last two rows until 10 sts. remain.
Leave sts. on a spare needle. SI. the two
sets of heel sts. on to one needle with side

edges to centre to form the back seam.

Using M. wool and with right side of work
facing, proceed as follows:

1st row *
SI. 1, k. 1. Rep. from * to end.

2nd row P. to end.

Rep. these two rows 16 times.
Tum Heel thus:
1st row K. 18, k. 2

tog&quot;.,
turn.

2nd row P. 7, p. 2 tog., turn.
3rd row K. 8, k. 2 tog., turn.
4th row P. 9, p. 2 tog., turn.
5th row K. across sts. of previous row,

k. 2 tog., turn.

6th row P. across sts. of previous row,
p. 2 tog., turn.

Rep. last two rows until all side sts. are
worked on to one needle, ending with a p.
row (18 sts.).
Next row K. to end, then k. up 20 sts.

along side edge of heel flap.
Next row P. to end, then pick up and p.

20 sts. along other side edge of heel flap.

Shape Instep.
Next row K. 1, si. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. to

last 3 sts., k. 2 tog., k. 1.

Next row P. to end.

Rep. last two rows until 32 sts. remain.
Now eont. straight in st.st. until work

measures same as top part of foot to begin
ning of toe shaping, ending with a p. row,
and dee. 1 st. both ends of last row (30
sts.).

Shape Toe as given for top part of foot,
then graft the two sets of sts. neatly
together.

Press work lightly with hot iron over a

damp cloth.
- *

&quot;One great joy of winter is that it

affords you a chance to wear out your old
clothes.&quot;

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)
clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.



to please
nith

Nourishing Spaghetti with long tasty

strands, ready cooked to simply heat

and serve.

You will thoroughly enjoy Rosella

cooked Spaghetti for breakfast, lunch
or dinner the ideal quick meal.

Spaghetti

BABY S

TEETHING
need give you
no anxieties

There need be no restless nights,
no tears, no baby disorders, if

you have Ashton &c Parsons
Infants Powders handy. Mothers
all over the world have found
them soothing and cooling when
baby is fretful through teething, and
best of all, they are ABSOLUTELY
SAFE, DO NOT CONTAIN
CALOMEL OR MERCURY
COMPOUNDS.

ASHTON & PARSONS
INFANTS POWDERS

All the greatest things in human life are
one syllable things love, joy, hope, home,
child, wife, trust, faith, God. All great
things are simple things.

A jest unfortunately does not improve
with age as brandy does.

Remember to rinse stockings through
after each wearing. It may seem a bother,
but it preserves the elasticity and con
sequently the life of precious hosiery.

The thing generally raised on city land is
taxes.

;
&amp;gt;&amp;gt;\

No brewing.

*2j^ v no tua. no preparatiz
of any kind required

Just

1/4 tea-

spoonful two
three

times a day
health.

NATURE S WAY \
\

TO HEALTH . . . f I

Monastery Herbs are Nature s own medicine
a mixture of herbs, seeds, barks and flowers,

finely ground and bler.ded in the true tradition
of the monks of old.

A quarter of a teaspoon taken regularly with
meals wi.il make you gloriously well.

m w PIERRESAA A

litooasferif Herbs

Nature s own treatment for CONSTIPATION,
INDIGESTION. *CIDITY, RHEUMATISM. BAD
BLOOD. GOUT, LIVER and KIDNEY
COMPLAINTS, SKIN DISEASES.

Taken regularly, Monastery Herbs will quickly
cleanse your system of the poisons that caus*
painful symptoms. Joint and muscle pair.*

vanish, stomach and intestines are cleansed,
the blood purified. BoiJs and blemishes dis

appear in no time. Send for your supply of
nature s own medicine. NOW!
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBALIST
LTD. ,52 Pera Street, Salford, 3 Lanes.. England.

SEND THIS COUPON NOW
Send 1/4 Postal Note for loz package of

Monastery Herbs, post free. This will bring
you by post an ample supply for a thorough
going test of the virtues cf this natural aid
D good health. Send today.
3oz size also available at IO/-. Post Free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION
i
AGENCIES PTY. LTD.
Box 2949, G.P.O.. SYDNEY, N.S.W.

Name ..

Address
HI 7

RELY ON HALF MEASURES
TAKE FOOLISH CHANCES

Get after your chest cold w th moist heat a
time-proven treatment endorsed by many doctors
01 over the world. Antiphlogistine Poultice gives
you the benefits of moist heat rig it in yourown home. Just do these two simple things
recommended by many doctors:
1. Put an Antiphlogistine Poultice on back and
chest. Throat, too if it s sore.

. Go to bed. Antiphlogistine Poultice works all
through the night. Helps you get a good night s
sleep.

iglStffiB
The soothing warmth of
Antiphlogistine Poultice relaxes
Unse or aching muscles, stimulates
circulation, helps ease coughs due
to colds.
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VIVIEN JUMPER
Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool in white;

$ oz. each same in red and green : knitting
needles No. 10 and 12; press studs. Colour
scheme may be varied to suit wearer. Pair
isle may be omitted and jumper worked in

one colour or in Angora wool.
Measurements: Length from shoulder, 21

ins.; bust, 35 ins.; sleeve seam, 20 ins.

Tension; 1\ sts. to the inch over st.st.

worked with No. 10 needles.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; St.,

stitch; rep., repeat: inc., increase by knit

ting or purling twice into same st.; dec.,

decrease by taking 2 sts. together; beg.,

beginning; tog., together; k. 2 tog. B., knit

2 sts. together through the backs of the

loops; W., white; K., red; G., green.
The Front.

Using No. 12 needles and W. cast on
on 116 sts. and work in k.

1, p. 1 for 3 ins. Change to

No. 10 needles and continue
in st.st. inc. at each end of

every 8th row for 7 times.

(130 sts.).

Continue without further

shaping until work meas
ures 12 ins. from the cast

on edge, then shape armhole

by casting off 4 sts. at the

beg. of the next 2 rows.

(122 sts.).

Work in fair-isle inser

tion thus:
Row 1 (right side of

work) K. Dec. in B., K.

1, W. 1, R. 1, W. 5,
* W. 1,

R. 4, W. 1, R. 2, W. 1, R 1,

W. 3, G. 3, W. 1, G. 2, W. 1,
G. 4, W. 1, R. 2, W. 1, R. 1,
W. 5; rep. from * to last

10, W. 1, R. 4, W. 1, R. 2,
dec. in W. (120 sts.).
Row 2 P. Dec. in R., R.

5, W. 2,
* W. 5, R. 2, W. 1,

R. 1, W. 6, G. 6, W. 4, R. 7,

W. 2; rep. from *
to last 9,

W. 5, R. 2, dec. in W. (118
sts.).
Row 3 K. Dec. in W., R.

1, W. 2, G. 1, W. 2,
* W. 2,

R. 2, W. 2, R. 3, W. 4, G. 7,

W. 6, R. 1, W. 1, R. 1, W. 2,
G. 1, W. 2; rep. from * to
last 8 sts., W. 2, R. 2, W. 2,
dec. in R. (116 sts.).
Row 4 P. Dec. in R., R

1, W. 1, R. 2, W. 1,
* G. 5,

W. 1, R. 3, W. 4, R. 1, W. 2,

G. 2, W. 1, G. 1, W. 2, G 3,
W. 1, R. 1, (W. ], R. 2)

twice, W. 1; rep. from *
to

last 7, G. 5, dec. in G. (114
sts.)

Row 5 K. Dec. in W., W. 4,
- K. 3,

(W. 1, R. 2) twice, W. 3, G. 4, W. 5, R. 1,

W. 12; rep. from * to last 6 sts., R. 3, W. 1,
dec. in R. (112 sts.).
Row 6 P. Dec. in R., R. 3,

* W. 11, R. 3,
W. 3, G. 5, W. 3, R, 3, W. 2, R. 4; rep. from
*

to last 5sts., W. 3, dec. in W. (110 sts.).
Row 7 K. Dec. in G., G. 2,

* W. 3, R 3,

W. 1, R. 2, W. 4, G. 4, W. 3, R. 3, W. 1,
R. 2, W. 5. G. 3; rep. from *

to last 4 sts.,
W. 2, dec, in W. (108 sts.).
Row 81 . Dec. in W., W. 1,

* G. 4, W. 4,
R. 3. W. 2, R. 4, W. 11, R. 3, W. 3; rep.
from * to last 3 sts., G. 1, dec. in G. (106
sts.)
Row 9 K. Dec. in W.,

* W. 4, R. 1,

W. 12. R. 3, W. 1, R. 2, W. 1, R 2, W. 4,
G. 4; rep. from * to last 2 sts, dec. in W.
(104 sts.).

Row 10 P. Dec. in G.,
* G. 1. W. 2,

G, 4, W. 1, R. 1, (W. 1, R. 2) twice, W. 1,

G. 5, W. 1, R. 3, W. 4, R. 1, W. 2,
** G. 1,

W. 1: rep. from * to last 34 sts.; rep. from
* to **, dec. in W. (102 sts.).
Row 11 K. Dec in G., G. , 1,

* W. 6,
R. 1, W. 1, R. 1, W. 2, G. 1, W. 4, R. 2,

W. 2, R. 3, W. 5,
** G. 6; rep. from *

to
last 31 sts.; rep. from * to **, G. 1, dec.
in G. (100 sts.j.

Row 12 P. Dec. in G
,

* W. 5, R. 7,

W. 7, R. 2, W. 1, R. 1,
** W. 6, G. 5; rep.

from * to last 30 sts.; rep. from *
to **,

W. 5, dec. in W. (98 sts.).
Row 13 K. Dec. in G.. G. 1,

* W 1,

R. 2, W. 1, R. 1, W. 6, R. 4, W. 1, R. 2,

W. 1, R. 1, W. 4,
** G. 5. W. 1, G. 4;

rep. from * to last 27 sts; rep. from * to

**, G. 1, dec, in G. (96 sts.).

.uow 14 P. in W.
Break off R. and G. wools and continue

in all W. st.st., dec. on every alternate row
thus:

Row 1 K. 2, k. 2 tog. B., k. to last 4 sts.,
k. 2 tog., K. 2.

Row 2 P.

Rep. the last 2 rows until 60 sts. remain.

Wo^k should measure approx. 18 ins. Shape
neck thus:

Row 1 (right side of work) K. 2, k. 2

tog. B., k. 14. Cast off 24 (loop on needle),
k. 13, k. 2 tog., k. 2.

Row 2 P. to last 2, p. 2 tog. (16 sts.).

Row 3 K. 2 tog., k. to last 4 sts., k. 2

tog., k. 2 (14 sts.).

Row 4 P. to last 2 sts., p. 2 tog. (13
sts.).

Row 5 K. to last 4 sts., k. 2 tog., k. 2.

Row 6 P.

Rep. the last 2 rows 7 times. (5 sts.).
Row 21 K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1. (3 sts.).
Row 22 P. 3 tog. Fasten off.

Rejoin wool at neck edge of remaining
sts.

Row 1 P. 2 tog., p. to end. (16 sts.).
Row 2 K. 2, k. 2 tog. B., k. to last 2.

k. 2 tog. (14 sts.).
Row 3 P. 2 tog., p. to end. (13 sts.).
Row 4 K. 2, k. 2 tog. B., k to end.
Row 5 P.

Rep. the last 2 rows 7 times. (5 sts.).
Row 21 K. 1, k. 3 tog., k. 1. (3 sts ).
Row 22 P. 3 tog. Fasten off.

The Back.
Work as for front until 96 sts. remain at

end of row 14.

Continue in all W. st.st. thus:
Row 1 K. 2, k. 2 tog. B., k. to last 4,

k. 2 tog., k. 2.

Row 2 P.

Rep. the last 2 rows until
30 sts.

_ remain. Cast off.

The Sleeves.

Using No. 12 needles and
W. cast on 72 sts. and work
in k. 1, p. 1 for 3 ins.

Change to No. 10 needles
and continue in st.st., inc.
at each end of every 8th
row until 96 sts. are on
needles. Continue without
further shaping until work
measures 20 ins. from cast
on edge, then cast off 4 sts.

at the beg. of the next 2

rows. (88 sts.).

Work 14 rows of fair-isle

insertion as on body (62
sts.). Now continue in all

W. st.st. shaping thus:
Row 1 K. 2, k. 2 tog. B.,

k. to last 4. k. 2 tog., k. 2.

Row 2 P.

Rep. the last 2 rows until
6 sts. remain.
Next row K 2, k 2 tog.

B.. k. 2. (5 sts.).
Next row P. 1, p. 3 tog.,

p. 1. (3 sts.).
Next row K. 3 tog.

Fasten off.

Work another sleeve to

match.

Making Up.
Press all parts except

ribbing. Join shaped edges
of sleeves to corresponding
shaped edges of body, leav

ing about 5 ins. open at top
of one shoulder. Join side
seams.

Now, holding the right
side of work towards you
and using No. 12 needles

and W., pick up and k. 100 sts. round nec-k,
and work in k. 1, p. 1 for 1 inch. Cast off

in rib. Work a row of double crochet along
opening and fasten same with press studs.

Pastry s Heavy Because

Damp flour or rancid fat is used. . . . Soft
fat and tepid water are used, whereas fat
should be as cold as possible. . . . Mixing
is carelessly done, too much or too little

water being added. . . . There is too much
and too heavy handling when rubbing in

the fat. . . . The rolling is heavy and un
even. ... A pastry containing baking-
powder is not baked at once. . . . The oven
is too cool, making the pastry lose its

shape; the fat oozes out, and the crust
hardens before it is browned.
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COSY-BYE FOR BABY
-o-o5S&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-o

Mothers will appreciate this cosy-bye for baby. The arms are free, and the cosy-bye
is roomy enough for baby to kick and be comfortable.

Materials: 11 ozs. baby wool; 1 y,ard
white ribbon; knitting needles No. 10;
matching crochet hook; one 18-inch zip
fastener.

Measurements: Length from shoulder to
lower edge, 26 ins.; at underarm, 20 ins.;
sleeve seam, 9 ins.

Tension: 7 sts. equal 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; si., slip; w.r.n., wool round needle;
p.s.s.o., pass slip-stitch over; rep., repeat;
ins., inches: dec., decrease; pat., pattern;
inc., increase; d.c., double crochet.

Pattern A.
Bow 1 K. 2,

*
k. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n.,

k. 1, pass sl.-st. over; rep. from *, ending
k. 3.

Row 2 and alternate rows K. 2, p. to 2
sts. from end of row, k. 2.

Row 3 K. 4,
*

k. 1, slip 1, k. 1. w.r.n.,
k. 1, p.s.s.o.; rep. from *, ending k. 5.

Row 4 As row 2.

Start at lower edge and east on 225 sts.

P. 1 row. Cont. in pat. A until 20 ins. long.
Work waist.
Next row K. and dec. 84 sts. evenly

across row (141 sts). P. 1 row.
Work $ inch in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing, then

work a row of beading:
*
K. 1, k. 2 tog.,

w.r.n., p. 1: rep. from *.

Work another $ inch of ribbing. Cont.
in pat. B.
When work measures 1 inch above waist

border divide sts. in three: 71 sts. in centre
for back and 35 sts. for each front.

Cont. in pat. B on sts. for back until
work measures 5 ins. above waist border.
Cast off.

Fronts.
For each- front join wool at nrmhole edgy.
Work 33 sts. in pat. B, ending row with

k. 2.

Now pick up sts. round lower edge of
hood and work 2 rows in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing.

Finishing.
Press parts lightly under damp cloth. Sew

shoulder seams.

Pick up sts. along neckline and work i
inch in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing, a row of beading,
another i inch in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing. Cast off.

Sew hood to this border. Join sleeve
seams and sew in sleeves.

Sew lower edge. Sew front seam for 6

ins., starting at lower edge.
Work 1 row d.c. round remainder of open

ing. Sew in zipper. Twist cord, run
through beading at waist, then make tassels
at ends. Run ribbon through beading at
neck.

Knitting Renovations.
It is usually the cuffs of knitted garments

that are worn out first. It is quite simple
to replace the cuff. Unpick the seam and
cut the first and last stitch of the first row
of the plain fabric above the cuff, remove
the thread and the cuff will come away
from the sleeve. Place the stitches of the

Row &amp;gt; ix. 2,
*

k. 1, siip 1, k. 1, w.r.n.,
k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 5, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1, p.s.s.o.; rep.
from *, ending k. 3. All even rows are
worked as row 2.

Row 7 K. 4,
*

k. 1. slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n.,
k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 9, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o.. k. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1, p.s.s.o.;

rep. from *, ending k. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n.,
k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 9, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 5.

Row 9 K. 2.
*

k. 1, slip 1. k. 1, w.r.n.,
k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 13, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o.; rep. from *, ending k. 3.

How 11 As row 7.

Row 13 As row 5.

Row 15 As row 3.

Eepeat these 16 rows.
Pattern B.

Row 1 K. 2,
*

k. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w/r.n.,
k. 1. p.s.s.o.; rep. from *, ending k. 3
Row 2 K. 2, p. to 2 sts. from end of TOW,

k. 2.

Row 3 K. 5,
*

k. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n.,
k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1; rep. from *, ending k. 4.

Always work k. 2 at this edge for front
border. Cont. straight until front measures
4 ins. above waist border.

Shape neck. Starting at border edge,
cast off 3 sts. (2 sts. of border plus 1 st.),
finish row.

Cast off 3 sts. at beg. of next 3 rows that
start at border edge. Cont. straight and
when front measures 5 ins. above waist
border cast off.

Sleeves.
Cast on 36 sts. and work f inch in k. 1,

p. 1 ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. 25 sts. evenly

across row (61 sts.). P. 1 row.
Cont. in pat. B until work measures 9

ins. Shape top. Cast off 4 sts. at beg. of
every row until 21 sts. remain. Cast oil.

Hood.
Cast on 105 sts. P. 1 row. Cont. in

pat. B until 5$ ins. long.
Next row, on right side of work Knit.

P. 1 row, k. 5 rows, p. 1 row, k. 1 row.
Work 1 inch in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing. Cast off.

Fold cast-on edge and sew seam (back).

sleeve on a small needle and rekuit the cuff.

Cast off loosely in pattern.
This method can also be used for welts of

jumpers that have become stretched in

wear.
Garments which are old-fashioned and

worn can be unpicked and the wool used
again and made up in a modern style.
Remove all press studs and buttons very

carefully. Unpick the seams, using a blunt
needle to remove the stitching. Unravel
the garment very carefully. If the joins
have been knotted, cut these and wind each
ounce separately.
Wind the wool over the back of a chair

to make it into skeins. When a skein is

made, tie threads round it in four places to

keep the wool in place.
Wash the skeins in lukewarm, soapy

water until quite clean, then rinse thor

oughly in water of the same temperature.
Place a length of clean string through the
skeins and peg the other side of the string
to a clothes line and leave to dry. When
dry, the wool should be very carefully
wound into soft balls.



Greying

Hair?

DRING back the rich natural
** colour to your hair with Inecto

Hair Colouring. Greying hair can

be hidden beneath the glowing
shades of Inecto ... the natural

colour magically restored and en

hanced with the vital look of youth.
At the first sign of grey hair use

Inecto the accepted way to re-

colour dull or greying hair. Inecto

is unaffected by sun, wind, water

or permanent waving . . . Inecto s

natural shades are made to stay on
not to come off ! !

Consult your hairdresser or buy from chemists.

RAPID

HAIR COLOURING
JtFor advice and information on hair colouring,

write to the Inecto Inquiry Bureau, Dept. D9,
G.P.O. Box 980. Sydney.

.H.I. 17/10,

SOLD ONLY BY CHEMISTS
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CLrnotts

F A M O U

TTUJLk. CLrximx&amp;gt;t
The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the schoo) lunch. There s
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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Take nourishing

KRAFT CHEDDAR
sandwiches to

your office!

Save money every week on lunches!

Kraft Cheddar is a bargain in nutrition. Every delicious mouthful

is rich in the same calories and proteins as a meat meal but

what a difference in cost! Plenty of the essential vitamins A, B^
and D . . . and Kraft Cheddar gives you eleven times more

calcium than cream!

Mothers! Help your daughter save money! Give her Kraft

Cheddar sandwiches for the office. Kraft Cheddar is

processed and pasteurised for purity. No rind no

waste. Sold everywhere in the blue 8 oz. packet or

economical 5 lb. loaf.

KRAFT CHEDDAR
KC22
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Spotlight on Glitter Pins.

Naturally, the jewels are frankly fake,
but still a girl s best friend. You will wear
them on all your suits and dresses, whether
tweed or taffeta; on your coats, too. They
just give that touch of exciting glamour.
You can see by the sketches they are not

worn as before, in a conventional way at

the neckline, but just anywhere you fancy.

Sketch A: Worn under collar; B, on the

pocket; C at coat fastening; D, neckline or

sleeve,; E, one on your cuff or a set of 3, if

you are lucky enough to have 3; F, on

pocket flap; G, on skirt.

The glitter pin is really your most useful

piece of costume jewellery.

A man in New Zealand specified in his
will that his body be cremated and the
ashes put to Work in an hour-glass.

The other day a man stopped by a

jewellery store to pick up the watch he
had left there for repairs in 1930.

Summer Catalogue
READY AUGUST llth.
The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata

logue of Spring and Summer Fashions will

be ready on August llth. Its forty pages
contain the very latest and most carefully
chosen fashion designs for the coming sea
son. Our readers will be pleased with this

publication, which depicts artistically, in
different colour effects, the various styles
for all departments of dressmaking. For
the adult there is a wide range of styles
sun frocks, sports wear, blouses, frocks for
all occasions, maternity and matrons
frocks, undies, etc. The boys and girl*
and babies have a special section to them
selves. Price 2/3 (postal note 2/- and 3d.

stamps). &quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot;

407-409 Kent Street, Sydney.

A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

BM15A-51



How to lose pounds

SATO. Y!
If you are overweight and. wish
to reduce to normal, get a flask

of Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids
from your chemist to-day and
take three each morning
before breakfast. Cut your
fluids to less than two pints

a day and follow the

Menthoids Diet Chart.

Ml? You 11 feel younger,
&quot;^^^

brighter more energetic
as you slim to your healthy

weight.

Start Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS to-day!
Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids are

easy to take effective free
from harmful drugs and safe
for the

most
delicate

patients.

FREE
DIET CHART

Send a stamped addressed

envelope to British Medical
Laboratories Pty. Limited,
Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney,
for FREE copy of the
Mentboids Diet Chart.

MN2

7/6 and 4f-

everywhere

D MACKENZIES MENTHOIDS
FAMOUS TREATMENT FOR THE Bt-OO D&quot;

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

No Need to Wear Glasses
Patients successfully treated include men,
women and children of all ages, also men
for the Navy and Air Force, and men
qualifying for all trades and professions:
Civil Aviators, Civil Servants, Clerks,
Motorists, Engineers, Policemen, Railway-
men, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try This

Simple Test for

ASTIGMATISM
To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bars of all four

circles are uniform.
When astigmatism
exists there is varia
tion in the width and
depth of bars.

IF YOU
SUFFER
FROM

SHORT SIGHT, S3
LONG SIGHT, 8;

ASTIGMATISM, 5*

FAILING SIGHT, TURNED EYES, TIRED
EYES, EYE STRAIN, GLARE AND

EYE HEADACHES
or any other eye weakness (except diseased
eyes), just write (enclosing 3|d. postage), or
call TO-DAY for FREE 32-page Booklet,
&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wearing
Glasses.&quot; This includes testimonials from
happy people who have

&quot;

discarded glasses.
It will open up a new avenue of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Building,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA 5455.
For Free Consultation Ring MA 5455 Now!

Natural gas was first put to practical
use by the Chinese, who piped it through
bamboo tubes and used it for boiling
brine in the fourteenth century.

A tuck in the lining is the quick way
to take up the sleeves of a child s coat.

&quot;The true leader is he who perceives,
elicits, guides and supports the full abili
ties of his colleagues.&quot;

William D. Coolidge.

Boiling small garments in a towel, after

washing, cuts drying time.

Heart to Heart
To Be or Not To Be!

I have been keeping company with a

very nice man for about a month. How
ever, for no apparent reason he failed to
make any further arrangements. I am
heart-broken. I had planned to attend
several balls with him this year. Our
friendship seemed deep-rooted and funda
mentally sound. Is it that I lack person
ality and sex appeal, or do you think he
is just a flippant heart-breaker ? I am
deeply depressed and am even considering
turning widgie to forget my Borrows.
Could you help me? Widgie-To-Be.-
You have been keeping company with thia

chap for a whole month! And on the

strength of this long-standing friendship
you immediately involve him into taking
you to several balls during the coming
year. Now, isn t that dandy and just
what you wanted. But he was a wake-up
and has sheered off and now you are left.

The only thing worrying you is the fact

you have been stood up and you have only
yourself to blame. How could you make
such rash statements that your friendship
seemed deep-rooted and fundamentally
sound only after a month elapsed. You
must be a fast worker to have accom
plished so much in so little time, or is it

that your imagination worked over-time
and galloped miles ahead of the situation.

You are not depressed or heart-broken,

only deeply annoyed at the failure .of

your plot. Don t feel so sorry for your
self and for goodness sake don t inflict

such a dreadful punishment on yourself
by sacrificing yourself to the widgie cult;
if you do you will certainly be more than
heart-broken.

West is West:

I am an Australian teenager, but I attend
New Australian dances. I enjoy these
dances very much but am embarrassed by
the over-amorous conduct of my partners.
They all want to take me home. If I

consent I find they all say the same
things. Can you explain their attitude?

Distraught. You must remember they
are new Australians who have been separ
ated from their own women folk for

possibly years. Isn t it only natural they
will become emotional when they hold a

girl in their arms when dancing? You just

happen to be the girl. As they are mostly
Latin races they are so much more
emotional than our English race. Why do

you go to these dances, anyway? Can t

you go with Australian boys to their

dances?

Kiss and Tell, Girl:

I am very worried. I have been going
out with a very nice chap, aged 24, for
the last six months. He takes me to

good places, but is very different from
other boys I have known. I don t dare
to tell my girl friends, but he has not
once kissed me good-night, and has not

passed the hand-holding stage. Hasn t he
a heart, or have I lost all my appeal ?

Can you explain his attitude? &quot;Getting

On in Years&quot;.-Why do you worry
about this chap not kissing you? He is

not of the emotional class and is weigh
ing you up before he makes other
advances. Don t you prefer him to the
other types you have known? Ones who
are always mauling you and wanting to

kiss you? You can rest assured he has
a heart, and when he is ready to make a
move that heart will be constant and
faithful through thick and thin. Why
would you want to discuss your love

affairs with your girl friends? Don t you



think this cheapens something that should

be sacred between you and the man?
Probably one of your girl friends has
warned him you are a &quot;kiss and tell&quot; girl.

But it is a button to a buzz saw he

thinks a lot of you, otherwise he would
not take you out to all those good places.
Let him take his own time; you will not

be the loser.

Signing Off:

&quot;We had been very happy in our friend

ship for over twelve months, seeing each
other two and three times a week. For
some unknown reason our meetings have
dwindled, until now he does not ring up at

all. If we see each other in the street or

anywhere else he goes out of his way to be

nice to me. &quot;What could be the cause, and
should I ask him why?&quot; Agnes. No,
this happens to all young people. You do
not seem to be unduly upset emotionally,
rather taking it as a slight blow to your
pride that you were unable to hold him.

The fact that he is so nice means he is still

fond of you and would Ifke you as a friend.

Accept this basis and before long you will

be able to return his smiles of pleasure
when you meet and laugh over the good
times you had together. Alice.

Happy Time, Gal:

&quot;My mother is always picking on me and

harping on the number of nights I go out;
all my girl friends go out every night in the
week and as I only go out five I cannot see

what mother has to growl about. I work in

a city store and buy all my own clothes;
there is not much left of my salary at the
end of the week. My boy friends pay for

my outings and amusements and as I am a

good looker, dance and dress well, I am
always in great demand. I think mother is

only jealous that I am having a better time
than she had and if she is not careful I

will leave. Don t you think I would be

justified?&quot; Nancy. What you really
mean is wouldn t your mother be justified
in throwing you out. You have made a

travesty of home life, something that
should be warm and comfortable, and
turned your home into a boarding-house to
suit your own selfish and wilful ends. You
just use it to sleep in and, perhaps, eat
there sometimes. Apparently you do not
even contribute to the housekeeping. As
for the two nights you so graciously
&quot;spend&quot;

at home, a button to a buzz saw
one would be Sunday night no dancing,
and the other you are so tired you would
fall flat on your face if you did go out. Your
stupid crack about mother being jealous is

unworthy and unfounded, as you have no
sense of values and therefore no means of

comparison. &quot;Good-time girls&quot; don t last

long; they soon lose their looks and owing
to the continual loss of sleep, inadequate
food, excessive smoking and drinking, are
in grave danger of early contraction of
T.B. They seldom make good wives owing
to acquired frustrations. Break the habit
now by going out only four nights a week
until you can reduce them to three, then
two a week. If you are sensible you will
nttf-nd night classes for business training
in shorthand and typing and so improve
your status. If you do this you will find

happiness and contentment and regain the
love and respect of your mother, which
after all are the most precious things in

the world.

Suspenders can do deadly damage to

stockings. But it s sometimes impossible
to make the fasteners grip properly ajid,

&quot;pop,&quot; the stocking slowly collapses! Avoid
such calamities by placing a small piece of
cottonwool over the button of the fastener

this allows it to grip and, at the same
time, prevents it wearing or cutting
through the stocking-top.

CHANGE TO

You ll find confidence and

peace of mind go hand in

hand with the extra absorb-

ency and safety of Kotex.

Those flat pressed ends show no

revealing outlines and you can

trust with perfect assurance to the

exclusive Kotex safety centre ,

designed for your greater protection.

research to

dUco

ity ,
and to perfect

Kot.xd..gn

CHOOSE IMPROVED

1/1042

FOR GREATER COMFORT AND SECURITY
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Im Slim and

again

\outhoForm
Are you overweight? Then read this typical letter

taken from our files:

&quot;I am writing to tell you the amazing difference
Youth-o-Form has made to me. I was 12 stone 3 Ibs.

three months ago and looked terrible. Now I am
down to 9 stone 8 Ibs. feel well and look better
than I have for years!&quot;

If you are overweight, suffer from rheu
matism, indigestion or constipation, start the
Youth-o-Form treatment to-day! Effective, easy-
to-take Youth-o-Form globules take off excess

poundage fast give permanent results without
excessive dieting or strenuous exercises. Your
chemist has Youth-o-Form for only 5/8 for ten
days treatment, or 20/7 for six weeks treat
ment. Get Youth-o-Form to-day!

If you require advice on any health or

beauty problem, write to the Youth-o-Form
Advisory Bureau, Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

Y.53

YOUTH Q FORM

should be well balanced and should include essential Vitamins and
Mineral Salts, for these play a vital part in the building of a strong,

healthy, well-developed baby.
BIO-CHEM1C TREATMENT now will supply these essential Vitamins
and Mineral Salts by natural means through the Twelve Bio-Chemic
Nerve and Tissue building Cell Salts. They will also safeguard your
own system to meet the added strain, and ensure a rich supply of
natural milk, a more comfortable confinement and a speedy recovery.

Consultations and expert advice free of charge no obligation.
Write to Dept. BM 8 for FREE BOOKLET.

Established 25 years.

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
BOX 1249 L, G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

Office: 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE, C.I. Phone: MU 1971.

Slip a little rubber door-mat under the

sewing machine when using it on a polished
table. It will prevent the machine from
sliding about.

Good tip for hemming put a double
stitch every now and then to save the
stitches coming out if you happen to catch

your heel in the hem.

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answers to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help and
benefit to readers who desire information concerning
matters of dr-ess, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which will

never be published under any circumstances), correspond
ents are requested to send a pen-name, to which the

answer may be addressed.]

PUMPKIN SOWING. &quot;Pumpkins can be
sown in coastal and early inland districts

in September. August if frost free dist

ricts. The seed should be sown in hills

10 feet apart and allowed to trail over
a fence, or along the ground if not wanted
for other gardening space. Triamble,
crown and Queensland blue are all suitable
varieties. Squash and marrow can be sown
at the same time; they are early maturing,
so are available before pumpkins.&quot;

Economy.
BALLET TREND. Unfortunately the ballet

completed its Sydney season with the

magnificent programme of &quot;Les Sylphides,&quot;

&quot;The Black Swan&quot; and &quot;La Boutique Fan-

tasque&quot; on April 9th, and will then delight
audiences in Brisbane, after which they fly
to Perth. West Australians will take &quot;The

Black Swan&quot; to their hearts in no mean
manner. &quot;The Black Swan&quot; is o-utstanding
and compares more than favourably with

any overseas work. It is purely Australian,
depicting the warm Australian haze and
the black swans of Western Australia.
At the end, Edna Busse was sick and
unable to dance the title role, but Peggy
Sager more than made up for the missing
ballerina, giving grace and classicism to

the part. Edouard Borovansky is to be

complimented on this work, as he is respons
ible for the choreography, and we feel that
it will be a classic in the years to come;
there are many good judges of ballet who
would give a lot to be in London when it

is presented, and if danced by the present
company. Ballet Hound.
HARTEBEEST is a large ungainly antelope

found in Africa and related to the gnus r

but differing in having no mane on the

throat or nape, a long narrow face, and
horn erect and curved, or strongly hooked.
Two of the South African species, the
blessbok and bontebok, both now rare, are
remarkable for having a white blaze on
the face when adult. S. African.

POWDER BASE ADVICE. &quot;Could you give
me some advice on powder bases? I don t

have any luck with my make-up and the

powder blotches after a while. &quot;Gorgeous

Gus.&quot; The advisability of using powder
base comes in for much discussion

t&amp;gt;y
the

beauty-conscious, but individual discretion

must be exercised in each case. Some com

plexions are more partial to the cream base,
while others react more kindly to lotion.

Then, of course, there are numerous colours

and textures to take into consideration.

Make-up experts recommend cream base for

the oily skin but caution that it must be
used discreetly. If the application is not

smooth it will cause unsightly blotches

when covered by the powder, and if too

much is used it will seep through the pores
in no time and give an ugly shiny effect.

As a matter of fact, cream base is about

the hardest beauty preparation to deal

with, as well as being one of the most im

portant, for without a perfect base it is

impossible to expect a flawless make-up.
Therefore, the wise young lady will take
careful stock of her features and study the

texture of the skin, dryiiess, etc., before

attempting to purchase foundation cream.

Eita Hayworth prefers lotion, as she has
what may be termed a medium type skin

not too oily and not too dry and she be-
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lieves the lotion is a much easier way to

obtain an even powdering. If applied with

restraint, this method will never cause any
&quot;clogging&quot;

of the pores, either. Miss Hay-
worth, who is a vivid brunette with a lus

cious suntan, always makes a point of pur
chasing foundation liquid to match her

powder in colouring and this is a point
whicji may well be noted by Australian

girls who spend so many months of the year
out-of-doors.
UNETHICAL: It would be most unethical

of us to discuss the ingredients, no matter
how innocent they might be, in the pre
scription submitted by you, without the
written authority of the doctor attending
the patient. You will appreciate this fact
that we do not know who you are or what
relation to the patient and, in many cases,
what harm would result if you were a

stranger. For the information you require
we would refer you to the medical man ifi

charge of the case, as he is the only person
who would be in a position to satisfy your
curiosity. Curious.
MONTANA SLIM: Can you please tell

me about the hill-billy singer Wilf Carter?
How old is he, where does he live and is

he married ? Has he ever been to Aus
tralia or is he likely to be coming-?
Orchid. Wilf Carter, known as &quot;Mon

tana Slim&quot;, lived in Guysborough, Nova
Scotia, where he yodelled from early
morning to night. - He moved out to Cal

gary, where he learned to become a cow
boy. Unfortunately we have no informa
tion regarding his age, if he is married or
if he is likely to be coming to Australia.
OLD HANDS. Dirt is the worst enemy of

all hands because once it becomes ingrained
into the skin a rough, coarse condition is

set up which is difficult to overcome. Per
haps at your work you could wear an old

pair of gloves; if this is not practicable
there are plenty of preparations on the
market to rub into the hands that give
suitable protection, . depending on the in

dustry you work in. Failing all these, run
the nails along a bar of soap and work
round the quicks; this will keep dirt out
from your nails. Miss Oily.
ENDOWMENT. Johann Sebastian Bach,

one of the greatest composers in his

tory, was known as &quot; the father of
modern music.&quot; He was also famous as
another kind of father, as he had two very
large families. When his first wife died
he was left with six children, but he mar
ried, a year later, a young girl, and by this
union he had another 13 children. Several
of his children naturally tried to emulate
their father but only one, Karl Emanuel
Bach, his third son, became known and
was an eminent musician of his time, and
was largely responsible for the establish
ment of the sonata form. Music in the
Family.
BALLET. In 1908 &quot;Les Sylphides&quot; became

the suite of dances as we know to-day, but
Diaghileff altered its original title of

&quot;Chopiniana&quot; to that of &quot;Les Sylphides&quot;
for presentation during his Western
European season, Paris, 1909. Student at
the Barre.
THE FATHER OF HISTORY Herodotus

(484-410? B.C.), the Greek historian, was
known as the &quot;Father of History&quot; and was
born at Halicarnassus, but lived mostly in

Athens, where his work was deeply appre
ciated. His history deals with the rise of
Greece and Persia, and the great Persian
wars of invasion (490 and 480 B.C.); he
supplements facts with much interesting
but unsubstantiated information concern
ing geography and customs, gathered on his
wide travels. Miss A. M.

within 10 DAYS !

(without
purgatives)

hoped i

All-lfar? got

me requ\ar ii?

one week

Mrs. E. Brooks, Bradley St.

Randivick

COMPLETE SATISFACTION-
OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK

This is all you need do ... enjoy tasty, toasty Kellogg s All-Bran for ten

days, and drink plenty -of water. If, at the end of ten days you don t feel it

has helped you, then just send the empty packet back to Kellogg s and you ll

get double your money back.

BULK IS THE ANSWER!

Your daily health and regularity depend on what

you eat. Kellogg s All-Bran is not a purgative.

It contains the bulk your system needs to end

constipation. The vital bulk in this rich, nut-

sweet health-food helps prepare internal wastes

fer easy, gentle elimination ... no purgatives

needed this natural way. Ask your grocer for a

packet of Kellogg s All-Bran right away. Within

ten days you ll benefit. After that keep on

enjoying this crisp, nut-sweet breakfast cereal.

Never lose that wonderful feeling of health and

natural regularity it brings.

WONDERFUL
3-IN-ONE
FOOD

Kellogg s All-Bran is a natural

laxative, health-food and blood

tonic all in one! Rich in

Vitamin Bl, B2, Calcium, Phos

phorus, Niacin and Iron, Kel

logg s All-Bran builds up your
health. It gives you vitality as

it brings regularity instead of

purging the energy out of you.

ALL-BRAN
*(Registered Trade Mark)

END IRREGULARITY fhe way NATURE Intended AB5I-7



Be SAUCY
with

Mustard !

TANGY SAUCE FOR FRIED FISH

Mustard, versatile Mustard,

goes with all the good things of life!

Try this with fish! Melt 1 tablespoon

butter, stir in 1 teaspoon Mustard and 1 dessert

spoon flour. Add 1 small cup boiling water,

stirring to keep the sauce smooth. Then add 1

teaspoon malt vinegar. Season to taste. Delicious!

FRENCH SALAD DRESSING :

Place in a glass jar $ cup
salad oil, i cup vinegar, I

teaspoon salt, i teaspoon

pepper, \ teaspoon Mus
tard. Shake briskly before

erving, and you ll be

charmed with results.

CREAM CHEESE DRESSING:

Blend well 2/3 cup of

condensed milk with i
cup vinegar, f teaspoon

Mustard, and teaspoon
each of salt and paprika.

Force a 3 02. packet of

cream cheese through a

sieve, and add to mixture,

\ jf* beating until smooth.

MUSTARD
..of course

H.J. 1/8/52

Save Pounds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Bebarfald-BluebiriT

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

quickly pay for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for

leu than id. Features include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control,
automatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete n rro( -
&amp;lt;v r&amp;gt;

maple-coloured carrying case dwOO lO Z

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-type
Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars.

-CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON! --
BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

n Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable
Machine

fj Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet
Machine

Also full details of your Specialised Easy Terms.

NAME...

ADDRESS....

HJ 8

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

how to make

economy QUICKSET
and save

(

s

The success of your Home Perm or

Hairdo is only as good as your
QVICKSET Lotion.

To make the best and most fragrant
QUWKSBT Lotion at home

(1) Get a tube of the new con
centrated Curlypet from your
nearest chemist or cosmetic
counter.

(2) Take a pint milk bottle, nearly
full of warm water.

(3) Squeeze the concentrated new
Curlypet into it, and shake
till dissolved.

Now you ve got nearly a pint of the
best and most fragrant QUICKSET
Lotion.
Get concentrated New Curlypet
to-day for 4/4 from your chemist or
cosmetic counter, and save s

In your budget from now on.

QUICKSET WITH CURLYPE7
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COOLIE NECK CARDIGAN
Wear it with a scarf and open neckline,

pearl

Materials: 8 ozs. 3-ply wool; a pair each
of Nos. 10 and 12 knitting needles and a

spare needle pointed both ends; 9 buttons.
Measurements: Bust, 35 ins.; length, 20

ins.; sleeve seam, 20 ins.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 square
in.

Abbreviations: St., stitch; k., knit; p.,

purl; tog., together; inc., increase (by
working twice into 1 st.); dec., decrease

(by working 2 sts. tog.); twist 4 front

(place next 2 sts. on spare needle in front
of work, p. next 2 sts., k. 2 sts. from spare
needle); twist 4 behind (place next 2 sts.

on spare needle behind work, k. next 2 sts.,

p. 2 sts. from spare needle) ; cont., con

tinue; rep., repeat; beg., begin or begin
ning; ins., inches.

The Back.

Using No. 12 needles,
cast on 95 sts. and
work 3 ins. in k. 1, p.
1 rib, starting alter

nate rows with p. 1 to

keep the rib. On the
next row inc. as fol

lows: P. 3,
*

inc., p.

1, repeat from *, end
ing inc., p. 3. (140
sts.). Change to No.
10 needles and pat
tern as follows:

1st row K. 2,
*

p.

16, k. 4, rep. from *,

ending p. 16, k. 2.

2nd row P. 2,
* k.

16, p. 4, rep. from *,

ending k. 16, p. 2.

3rd row * Twist 4

front, p. 12, twist 4

behind, rep. from * to

end.
4th row K. 2,

*
p.

2, k. 12, p. 2, k. 4. rep.
from *, ending p. 2,

k. 12, p. 2, k. 2.

5th row P. 2,
* k.

2, p. 12, k. 2, p. 4,

rep. from *, ending k.

2, p. 12, k. 2, p. 2.

6th row As 4th

row.
7th row P. 2,

*

twist 4 front, p. 8,
twist 4 behind, p. 4, rep. from *, ending
p. 2, instead of p. 4.

8th row K. 4,
*

p. 2, k. 8, rep. from *,

ending p. 2, k. 4.

9th row P. 4,
*

k. 2, p. 8, rep. from *,

ending k. 2, p. 4.

10th row As 8th row.
llth row P. 4,

* twist 4 front, p. 4,
twist 4 behind, p. 8, rep. from *, ending
p. 4, instead of p. 8.

12th row K. 6,
*

p. 2, k. 4, p. 2, k. 12,

rep. from *, ending k. 6 instead of k. 12.
13th row P. 6,

* k. 2, p. 4, k. 2, p. 12,

rep. from *, ending p. 6 instead of p. 12.
14th row As 12th row.
15th row P. 6,

* twist 4 front, twist 4
behind, p. 12, rep. from *, ending p. 6,
instead of p. 12.

16th row K. 8,
*

p. 4, k. 16, rep. from
*, ending p. 4. k. 8.

17th row P. 8,
*

k. 4, p. 16, rep. from *,

ending k. 4, p. 8.

18th row As 16th row.
19th row P. 6,

* twist 4 behind, twist 4

front, p. 12, rep. from *, ending p. 6 instead
of p. 12.

or with a pearl choker and trimmed with
buttons.

20th-22nd rows As I2th-14th rows.
23rd row P. 4,

* twist 4 behind, p. 4,
twist 4 front, p. 8, rep. from *, ending p. 4

instead of p. 8.

24th-26th rows As 8th-10th rows.
27th row P. 2,

* twist 4 behind, p. 8,

twist 4 front, p. 4, rep. from *, ending p. 2

instead of p. 4.

28th-30th rows As 4th-6th rows.

31st row * Twist 4 behind,, p. 12, twist
4 front, rep. from * to end.
32nd row As 2nd row.

Rep. these 32 rows for the pattern and
work straight until back measures 12 ins.

Shape armholes by casting off 5 sts. at beg.
of next 4 rows, then dec. at both ends of

following 10 rows. (100 sts.). Cont. in ptn.

without further shaping until back meas
ures 19J ins. Shape shoulders by casting
off 10 sts. at beg. of next 6 rows. Cast off.

The Right Front.

Using No. 12 needles cast on 55 sts. and
work 2 rows in k. 1, p. 1 rib. On next row
make a buttonhole: Eib 3, cast off 3, rib to
end. On following row cast on 3 sts. to
take the place of those cast off. Make a
second buttonhole 2} ins. above first, but
when welt measures 3 ins. finish with a row
ending at side edge. Inc. as follows:
Next row *

P. 1, inc., rep. from * to last
9 sts., k. 1, turn, then place remaining 8
sts. on a safety pin and leave for border.
Change to No. 10 needles and pattern oii

the 70 sts., but note that there is a half
pattern at the centre front so that odd-
numbered pattern rows will start 10 sts. in,
and even-numbered pattern rows end with
10 sts. short of the pattern set out for back.

(1st row will be p. 8, k. 4,
*

p. 16, k. 4,
rep. from *, ending p. 16, k. 2. 2nd row
will be p. 2,

*
k. 16, p. 4, rep. from *, end-

K. o. )

Work straight until front measures 12

ins. Shape armhole by casting off 5 sts. at
side edge of next 2 alternate rows and dec.
at same edge of following 10 rows. (50 sts.)
Cont. in pattern without further shaping
until front measures 18f ins. Shape neck.

^Cast off 12 sts. at beg. of next row which
starts at front edge and dec. at same edge
of next 4 rows and following 4 alternate
rows. At the same time, when front meas
ures 19$ ins., shape shoulder by casting off

10 sts. at armhole edge on each of next
alternate rows.

Eeturn to the 8 border sts. and with No.
12 needles continue in k. 1, p. 1 rib, work
ing buttonholes every 2 ins. until there
are 9 in all (including the two in waist
welt). Cast off.

The Left Front.
Work to match right front, omitting the

buttonholes and with the border and all

shapings at opposite edges.
The Sleeves.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 50 sts. and
work 3 ins. in k. 1, p. 1 rib, inc. in every
5th st. on the last row. (60 sts.). Change
to No. 10 needles and the pattern, inc. both
ends of every 6th row until there are 100
sts. on needle, then work straight until side
edge measures 20 ins. Shape top by casting
off 5 sts. at beg. of next 4 rows and dec.
both ends of the following 10 rows. Dec.
both ends of every 3rd row until 40 sts.

remain, then dec. both ends of the next 10
rows. Cast off.

Section of knitting showing stitch.

The Collar.
First join the ribbing borders to the

fronts. Join the shoulder seams. With
right side of the work facing and using
No. 10 needles pick up 100 sts. round the
neck, starting from the right front border
and working round to left front. Work the
first 16 rows of the pattern, then change to
No. 12 needles and st.-st. (alternate rows k.
and p.) and work 17 rows. Cast off with a
No. 10 needle.

To Make Up.
Press the pieces on the wrong side with a

hot iron over a damp cloth, avoiding the
fine ribbing. Sew the tops of the sleeves
into armholes. Fold the st.-st. part of the
collar to the inside and sew the cast-off

edge to the line where sts. were picked up.
Press lightly. Join and press the side and

i ooQms RPW on buttons. .

It seemed to him that Juauu instantly
ithdrew from him, as if she had closed
door between them. He knew that he
ust at all costs prevent it.

&quot;I do want your advice and your help
you will give it.&quot; He glanced round the

iaceful room. &quot;This %vas what I hoped
&amp;gt;r the other evening, to be able to talk
) you quietly.&quot;

She countered swiftly, &quot;I thought you
ould enjoy a party. Pamela &quot;

He said: &quot;What we liked in the old dayg
one thing. What we like now is another,
ow am I to know what Pamela likes now
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JOURNEY TO PAMELA
By Philippa Russell.

He hated the bitter waste of those years but they would make up for it now .

Commander Hugh Winters stood by the

door of the ballroom and wondered how
soon he could leave. He had been away
for so long that he felt like a stranger.

Last time he had been to a dance at. this

house he had been with Pamela, and they

had just become engaged.
Six months after he had gone to sea

Pamela had written breaking off their

engagement. Since then he had spent his

leaves abroad. He heard that Pamela was

married and that she had been widowed,
but he had never seen her again.

In his pocket was a letter from her,

received that morning, greeting him on

his return and asking him to come and see

her.

I ll go, he promised himself, but not yet.

Hugh had never been able to forget

her, but he wondered sometimes if it were

the real Pamela he remembered, or only

a dream he had made of her. He had

known, even when they were engaged,
that she did not love him as he loved her.

He had taught himself not to mind when she

flirted with other people and enjoyed the

admiration of other men.

Sometimes he had thought her a little

selfish and unkind, but she was beautiful

and he loved her, so he made excuses for

her. She was young and thoughtless;

she had been spoilt.

He sighed, and was
aware that a girl, whose
face seemed faintly fami

liar to him, had just come
into the ballroom and was

standing near him.

He admired the grace
ful line of her head and
the smooth hair drawn
towards the nape of her

neck. He liked her formal

gown of black taffeta,

which cantrasted vividly

with the lighter colours of

the debutantes dresses.

As if she felt his gaze,
she turned her head, and
for a moment seemed
startled.

Hugh said. &quot;Would you care

to dance?&quot;

S-he smiled. &quot;I was to have

been in Mrs. Winters party.
I must find her first to apolo

gise for being late. My ear

broke down.&quot;

&quot;We re in the same party, then, because

I m . Hugh Winters, and my aunt com

manded me to be here to-night to partner

my cousin and her friends.&quot;

She seemed amused. &quot;You didn t appear
to be doing your duty very faithfully when

&quot;That s very comforting. I was feeling

lonely. I would so much like to know your
name.&quot;

&quot;Judith Selkirk.&quot; For a moment she

looked up at him.

He wrinkled his brow. &quot;That rings a
bell.&quot;

She said quietly: &quot;I m Pame]a s cousin.&quot;

Hugh remembered that she had seemed
startled for - a moment as their eyes met

&quot;Trains and veils and bouquets, and a

guard of honour!&quot;

&quot;And so she had the decorative effects,
with a different bridegroom an unim
portant alteration.&quot;

She looked distressed. &quot;Please don t be
bitter. Though you have every right to be.&quot;

&quot;I m not really at least, not with
Pamela. She was at liberty to marry
whom she chose. I m angry with myself
because I can t forget her.&quot;

She paused before she asked: &quot;Have you
seen her yet?&quot;

&quot;I only heard from her this morning.
I m going to see her soon. I haven t any
pride, I m afraid.&quot;

&quot;I think you have.&quot;

He glanced at her sharply. &quot;What do

you mean by that?&quot;

Swift Australian Com

when they stood by the ball

room doorway. &quot;I believe you
knew who I was before I intro

duced myself.&quot;

&quot;I believe I did.&quot; |;
He said slowly: &quot;Then you

know all about Pkmela and
me that we were engaged,, and that it

was broken off?&quot;

&quot;I was invited to be her bridesmaid at

your wedding.&quot;

&quot;And were you a bridesmaid at the

other wedding?&quot;

She shook her head. &quot;No I made my
excuses.&quot;

Hugh said: &quot;Pamela wouldn t marry me
before I went to sea. I got my appoint
ment rather suddenly, and there wouldn t

have been time to arrange a wedding in

the style she wanted.&quot;

&quot;Then you know all

about Pamela and me,&quot;

he said slowly.

But she only smiled.
&quot;I think you had
better dance with
some other of your
aunt s guests. She
won t be pleased with
me if I monopolise
you.&quot;

Before he released
her he asked, &quot;May

I see you again?
After this evening?
I would so much like

to talk to you.&quot;

&quot;About Pamela, of
course.&quot;

&quot;Yes. I think you
3. could help me, if you

would.&quot;

She smiled. &quot;Per

haps. Perhaps not. I m
not often in town. I live mostly in the

country. But you could ring up.&quot;

He thought, damn it! I don t believe she
wants to see me again, and he wondered
why the fact should annoy him.

* * *

The first time Hugh telephoned, Judith
was out, and the second time she was away.
On the third occasion she came to the

telephone.

He invited her to dine with him, or to

go to a theatre and supper.
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&quot;I m afraid I can t manage it this

evening, and I go away again to-morrow.
IJut come and see me about half-past six,

and we ll have a cocktail and a chat before
I go out.&quot;

There were a good many cars near her

parents house, but he continued to hope
that he would be the only guest. .He was
iiot prepared for the crowd in the room to

which 4 he was admitted.
Judith smiled at him over the shoulders

of those surrounding her before she finally

disengaged herself and greeted him. &quot;I m
HO glad you could come.&quot;

Hugh said regretfully: &quot;I had no idea
it was to be a party.&quot;

&quot;It wasn t meant to be. They just seemed
fo collect. Is there anyone here whom you
know?&quot;

He stayed for half an hour, and talked
ro six people whorfe names he failed to

.atch, and whose faces he would have had
aimculty in recognising twenty-four hours
later.

The only opportunity he had of talking
to Judith was when he arrived and when
he left. She apologised prettily then for
not having had more than a moment s

&quot;onversation with him, and he received her

apologies ironically.
So that was all the interest he had for

her! There was no reason, of course, why
*be should think of him at all, and it was
little comfort to know that she appeared to
take no deeper interest in anyone else.

May I write and invite myself as soon as
I can get away?&quot;

, Though his heart ached when he thought
of her, he had sufficient pride to keep her
at a distance for a little longer. He decided-

to go down and take rooms at an inn, and to

call and see her before he actually accepted
an invitation to stay in her home.

If
. only he could be certain what she

felt about him. Did she still love him?
Was she all that he had thought her in

the old days, or was she only part of his

dream!
He had thought that

he might find out some
thing about her from
Judith, and instead he
had landed in that, non- %

;

sensical party.

changelessness when Judith came into the
room. For a moment he stared at her.
She seemed to have hurried, because she

she was breathing unevenly. &quot;Chivers told
me you were here.&quot;

&quot;And you I never expected to find you
here.&quot;

&quot;The Canes are old friends of my father.
When I came out of the Wrens I wanted
something to do. so I ve been acting as

secretary to tho admiral.&quot;

She was wearing a cherry-coloured drea,
and with her heightened colour and tin-

lamplight on her hair she looked even
lovelier than she had the other day.

&quot;About that man, the one
rou say overlooked you, do

you stilt love him?&quot;

He had watched her carefully as she moved
among her guests, and she appeared to
Teat them all with the same friendly
detachment.
That was what she was! Detached.
The most impersonal person he had ever

met. He wondered if he must be very
v.-iin to be so piqued because a young
woman he liked had taken so very little
uotice of him.

* * *

After all, he was on his way to Pamela.
&amp;gt;&amp;lt;he had written to him again:

&quot;My dear Hugh, Are you having such
wonderful time in town, meeting all your

old loves, that you haven t been to see
met I m staying with Mother for the
next three weeks. Please come down. We ll

!&amp;gt;oth be awfully pleased to see you. Yours
ever, Pam.&quot;

He smiled over that &quot;Yours ever,&quot;

because the terms people used were so
meaningless. She had not continued to be
&quot;his&quot; for more than six months after he
was out of England.
He replied, &quot;I should very much like to

come, but I have several duty visits to pay.

Ten days later he set out to make tbf

discovery for himself. With his suitcases
in the back of the car, he was on the road
to Pamela when he saw a turning he
remembered, and the name of a village
where old friends lived. He would not

acknowledge to himself that he was stav
ing off a little longer his meeting with
Pamela.

The elderly butler greeted him. &quot;Why,

Commander Winter, sir! We did not know
you were back.&quot;

&quot;I haven t been here very long. Is Mrs.
Cane in, Chivers? Or the admiral?&quot;

&quot;I m afraid not, sir. The family are
away.&quot;

&quot;Oh, well!&quot; Hugh smiled. &quot; I was passing
and couldn t resist coming out of my way
when I saw the signpost. I should have
written. Are they away for long?&quot;

&quot;It is a little uncertain, but if you would
come in, I ll inquire.&quot; He showed Hugh
into tho library, with its old familiar
warmth of firelight and turkey carpet and
mellowed wood. He was savouring its

&quot;Won t you
sit down?
Chivers i a

bringing sherry.
I am BO sorry
everyone i

away, and that

you should hav*
had a journey for

nothing.&quot;

&quot;As a matter of

fact,&quot; Hugh gaid,
&quot;I was on my way
to see Pamela.&quot;

It seemed to him that Judith instantly
withdrew from him, as if she had closed
a door between them. He knew that he
must at all costs prevent it.

&quot;I do want your advice and your help
if you will give it.&quot; He glanced round thu
peaceful room. &quot;This was what I hoped
for the other evening, to be able to talk
to you quietly.&quot;

She countered swiftly, &quot;I thought yon
would enjoy a party. Pamela &quot;

He said: &quot;What we liked in the old days
is one thing. What we like now is another.
How am I to know what Pamela likes now
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until I have seen her, and how am I to

know that when I do I shall see her clearly.
I haven t your detachment.&quot;

She seemed to look at him in surprise,
s

sini ho smiled. &quot;Aren t you detached? You
stem to me to look at life from a distance.
Vs if you had seen your dream and had
]sf it, or had no expectation of attaining
it. But that isn t possible, unless &quot; He
broke off. &quot;I ve no right to be prying like

this, but all along I felt that we had
feno .vn each other for a long time.&quot;

rthc smiled faintly. &quot;We have.&quot;

&quot;I must have been blind, then not to

have known you. I only wanted Pamela
then, and now &quot;

&quot;And now &quot; she echoed.
&quot;I don t know. I only know that I want

Pamela to be someone like you, and I m
afraid she isn t.&quot;

She was silent so long that he was sure

he had offended her.

&quot;In the old days we used to racket
around everywhere, dance every night, go
away to the same house-parties. Now I

want to settle down. I want peace and

quietness. If you were Pamela I d like

to come and sit at your feet and watch
the firelight, and know that you were there

beside me. Fd touch your hand, and know
that we needn t talk in order to make our
. houghts understood to each other. Will
it be like that?&quot;

SLe had put her hand up to her face,
to shield it from the fire, and he could not

guess at her expression. Her voice sounded

vc?ry far away as she said: &quot;I can t tell

you, or even guess. You will have to go
and luid out for yourself.&quot;

&quot;And you?&quot; he asked gently. &quot;Is that
what you want? Why did you lose your
ilre;j!? Why do you look so widowed?&quot;

&quot;Gowl heavens!&quot; She made an obvious
effort to be light. &quot;What does that mean?&quot;

&quot;Tbat you look at life without eagerness
or speculation. You re shut up into a
dream which is past. I suppose he was
a casualty.&quot;

&quot;Oh, no.&quot; She shook her head wearily.
&quot;Nothing so face-saving. He overlooked

me, tha.t was all.&quot;

&quot;I ean t believe it possible.&quot;

She smiled suddenly. &quot;We ve talked long
enough about me.&quot;

&quot;A-ivd I should be going. But may I come
and see you again? I should like very much
to feei that we were friends.&quot;

&quot;Of course.&quot;

But he knew that he had lost her again.
She was a million miles away from him
Tm afraid I ve been unpardonably inquisi

tive, but I wanted so much to know about

you- why you were so happy and unhappy
at the same time.&quot;

:shf&amp;gt; said: &quot;You re very observant. If

you are aa perceptive when you meet
Pamela you will know how she feels with
out iifiy advice from me.&quot;

flf rather thought she was laughing at

him. &quot;Oh Pamela,&quot; he said, as if he had
forgotten that she was the sole purpose
of bis journey.

* *

Hugh received an invitation to stay with
Admiral and Mrs. Cane, and he drove down
ff^rfully, wondering if Judith would be
tfter*-. 3he made no appearance at dinner,
i f&amp;gt;J h&amp;gt; would not ask where she was. But
it ht- had ever doubted what his feelinga
WITC he would have known then by the
bitterMUSS of his disappointment.
WWn she arrived just before lunch on

tbe following day the cloud on his heart
lifted.

They -were Bent off for a walk together
after lunch. They took the Canes two

spaniels, and tramped through the lanes.

It had been raining, and the air was cool

and sweet, and the leaves were wet in the
sunshine.
Judith said: &quot; How much lovelier every

thing is after a storm.&quot;

He agreed. &quot;That s life, isn t it? Some
times it s worth being unhappy for a time,
if only because you appreciate the good
days when they come.&quot;

She turned her head away. &quot;Then you
have settled everything, I expect, with
Pamela?&quot;

Hugh said slowly: &quot;I think you might call

it that. We know where we are.&quot;

&quot;I m so pleased. Am I to offer my con

gratulations?&quot;
&quot;I hope you are, but not in the way

you mean. Judith &quot; He stood still and
turned to face her. &quot;I love you, Judith. I

think I ve loved you from the moment I

saw you that night at the dance. I was so

caught up with Pamela, or with the idea
of Pamela, that I didn t know. But I

know now. I want you to marry me.&quot;

He stopped her when she would have

spoken. &quot;Wait a little. I should have put
that question later. About that other man,
the one you say overlooked you, do you
still love him?&quot;

&quot;Yes, I still love him.&quot;

He could not understand why she was
smiling. He said: &quot;I know I can t hope to

come first, but I d be content with your
friendship if, after a while, you think you
might come to love me.&quot;

Judith was looking at him with a kind of

wonder. &quot;Oh, my dear! How beautifully
without vanity you are. You shouldn t be
so humble. You were always too humble
with Pamela. I used to hate it for you when
she treated you so lightly. She never
valued you enough.&quot;

Hugh said: &quot;It s grand to hear you say
that, because it means that you valued
me a little even then.&quot;

She caught her breath. &quot;I ve loved you
for eight years.&quot;

He was so amazed that he could not

speak. He took her hand and held it

against his cheek. The bitter waste of those

years was more than he could bear. &quot;If I

hadn t been so blind
Judith said gently: &quot;Journey end, you

know. And it has been worth the waiting.&quot;

Hugh asked: &quot;Can we tell them, when
we go back, that we re engaged? and would

you rnind very much if I kissed you now?
It s a frightfully public place t make a

proposal of marriage, but it seemed the

only chance of our being alone.&quot;

Judith said gravely: &quot;I don t see anyone
within two miles, and we might take a

chance on the driver of that tractor two
fields away.&quot;

He could scarcely believe it was true,
even when she was in his arms. He thought
she was part of a dream.
She turned her face to his. &quot;Tell me,

Hugh, did you know when.you saw Pamela
that you no longer loved her, or -

&quot;I haven t seen her. I wrote to her
instead.&quot;

She looked at him in amazement. &quot;But

you were going to see her, in order to find

out what you really felt.&quot;

&quot;I know. But after I d seen you well&quot;

he laughed like a small boy caught out
&quot;I didn t think that journey was really

necessary.&quot;

Pearls in the Limelight.
Pearls are once again in fashion and they

are not limited to members of the Royal
family. You, too, can feel like a princess
if you wear your pearls, so be dazzling and
be-jewelled.
Most of you have a long string of pearle

and perhaps you are a bit tired of them or

maybe they are broken. Why not make fa

choker necklet and bracelet to mutch, as
sketches A and B? Just cut a round or

square piece of cardboard, or buckram for

preference, cover with silk or velvet and
trim with pearls and beads, making a sort

of brooch, as D, E and F. Sew rows of

pearls on to each and add two patent
fasteners.

Another smart idea is to catch your row
of pearls with a brilliant brooch. Bracelets
of pearls, many coloured, are smart, anc!

the latest is a bracelet of pearls with gilt

charm hanging.

Small pictures can be turned into delight
ful trays if handles are screwed into the

ends. The picture itself can sometimes
be used, or it can be replaced with a

better one; or with a strip of pretty

patterned material. Most old pictures
have a solid wooden back; if not, ply
wood can be used for backing and painted
to match the rest of the frame.

For perspiration stains on such things
as georgette moisten the stained part with

warm water, cover with a little borax,
then pour hot Avater through. This treat

ment will not restore the colour to the

dress if the perspiration has faded the

material, of course. But if the inark

are treated soon enough this should not

happen. Always remember to tett tht-

material first.

Let s try to look at life with a little

humour, a lot of pity, a love of beauty and

work, a sense of comradeship with all

with whom we come in contact. Harden
ing of the heart makes one grow old
faster than hardening of the arteries.

Try not to leave any clues to your
identity by smearing lipstick over your
tea-cup, table-napkin and cutlery. Careful

blotting .with a tissue will remove surface
stickiness from your lips.
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THE SYLVIA BOLERO
Materials: 4 skeins of blanket wool; 1

pair No. 4 knitting needles; spare needle

pointed at both ends.
Measurements: Length from shoulder,

12 inches; width around underarm, 24

inches; length of sleeve seam, 3 inches.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; rep., repeat.
The back and front of this bolero are

knitted in one piece.

Using No. 4 knitting needles, cast on 104
sts.

Purl 5 rows and then change to pattern:
Row 1 P. 4,

*
p. 1, k. 4, p. 1; rep. from

* to last 4 sts., p. 4.

2nd and alternate rows PurL
Row 3 P. 4,

*
p. 2, k. 8, p. 2; repeat

from * to last 4 sts., p. 4.

Row 5 P. 4,
*

p. 2, slip next 4 sts. on to

spare needle and hold at back of work,
k. 4, k. the 4 sts. from the spare needle, p. 2;

repeat from * to last 4 gts., p. 4.

Row 7 Same as row 3.

Row 9 Same as row 1.

Row 11 P. 4, k. 4, p. 4, It. 8? repent
from * to last 12 sts., p. 4, k. 4, p. *,

Row 13 P. 4, k. 4,
*

p. 4, slip next 4 at*

on to spare needle and hold at front of

work, k. 4, k. the 4 sts. from thf spar*
needle; repeat from * to last 12 t . p. i,

k. 4, p. 4.

Row 15 Same as row 11.

Row 16 Purl.

These 16 rows form the patter*.
Repeat the pattern till work measure*

Of inches.

Next row Work 26 sts. in pattern, east
off 4 sts., work 44 sts. in pattern, cast off 4

sts., work 26 sts. in ,pattern.
Work in pattern on these last 36 st.,

knitting 2 together on the armhcl&quot; edge
every 2nd row 3 times.
Then k. 2 together on the neck edg?

(inside border) every 3rd row till decreased
to 12 sts. When armhole measure! 5f inrhes,
shape as follows:

Row 1 Work in pattern to lait 6 sta^
turn [from neck edge].
Row 2 Work to end of row.
Row S P. 4, cast off 8.

Work 3 more inches on purl stitch border.
Return to the 44 sts. across the back.

[Turn to page 33.]

t

uCtJDttO/

and your baking results will be delicious too when

you use only pure Aunt Mary s Baking Powder. Aunt

Mary s gives that &quot;even-rising&quot; action the secret of

all good baking.

ALWAYS USE

Ask for all the Aunt Mary s Pure Food Products
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Now I know! Even problem floors

will come up shiny-bright with

VELVET soap
says MRS. S. HARP of WOOLLAHRA, N.S.W.

to

Scrubbing a kitchen floor can be the housewife s hardest

task, but when Aunt Jenny visited Mrs. Harp at her

modern home she found her making light work of this

chore. Mrs. Harp uses mild extra-soapy Velvet for all

the rubbing and scrubbing, and her hands tell her how

gentle Velvet is.

&quot;I used to find floor scrubbing and polishing a frightful
chore until I used Velvet. This rubber floor seemed
to get dirty quicker than any in the house,&quot; Mrs.

Harp told Aunt Jenny.
&quot;I can see how quickly you re doing the job !&quot;

exclaims Aunt Jenny.
&quot;Yes ! And without polishing, Velvet brings back

the brand-new lustre to my rubber floor&quot;.

111

m:
&quot;*.-. .

ii

&quot;This beautiful cloth carne from Singapore.
It s one of my prized possessions, I wouldn t

dream of washing it with anything but
Velvet&quot;.

&quot;Yes,&quot; adds Aunt Jenny, &quot;you can trust

the finest things to Velvet, and isn t it

wonderful the way Velvet-washed linens last!&quot;

Pure mild Velvet is so kind to your
hands so gentle to your clothes.

Here s why Velvet-

washed clothes

last longer.

FABRICS WASHEO
WITH ORDINARY

SOAPS seen under
a magnifying glass
look frayed and worn
out because hard-

rubbing is necessary
with skimpy, inferior

lather. And look how
those weary-willy
suds leave dirt in

grained in the weave

FABRICS WASHED
WITH VELVET SOAP
seen under a m -

nifying glass s

strong as new w
after wash beca
no hard rubbing
needed yet no
trace of dirt is

behind. Velv
extra soapy suds are

kind to the most
delicate skin and

gentle to your
clothes, too!

V.199.AHJNIFP
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Strapless rops for evening
gowns are still first favourites.

Detachable diamente straps are a

good idea and quite the thing
these days. Wear the gown strap
less one evening with a necklet or
a velvet ribbon tied round the
neck and ornament with a rose ;

next time wear the frock with
diamente straps, you ll be sur

prised how different it looks.

Concerning Jewellery.
The flash and sparkle of i

ball is emphasised to a greatei

degree with jewellery this sea

son. The Flying Saucer:

Mode is well in evidence, clip:
and brooches being worr

larger in style and placed higt
on the shoulder of
a full bodiced style ;

or slipped on a

chain or necklet for

strapless gowns.

Blouse, 11,511 2s

I
jj yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.
Jacket, 11,502 2s.

1 1 yds. 54 ins. wide
32 to 40 ins. bust.

\

Material quoted is for

a 36-ins. bust measure
ment. For other sizes

the material required
is stated on each pat
tern envelope.

livening Frock,
- 7525 3s. 3d.

11 yds. 36 ins. wide
32 to 38 ins. bust.

Blouse, 11,503 2s.

yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Evening Frock,
7921 3s. 3d.

8] vds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast, 4
!

yd. 36 ins. wide.&quot;

32 to 38 ins. bust.

(We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will notAustrahan Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
P
Postage on S Pattern,

be accepted.
3d. extra.]
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Material quoted is for a 36 inches

bust measurement. For other sizes

the material required is stated on each

pattern envelope.

An early preview of Spring designs indicates that*

prints in all their variety of colour will again be favourites

for the coming season. High necklines and elbow-length
sleeves are prominently featured for the more formal

frocks, whilst skirts vary in treatment from the very slim

to the multi gored flaring designs. The wider hemline,
with its additional freedom and

comfort, has the greater appeal
for us.

4?

IU s&quot;

II
1*1
M

&quot;8,

V

Frock, 8006 2s. 3d.
4 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock with Circular Skirt,
8000 2s. 3d.

41 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Matron s Frock,
7927 2s. 3d.

2 1 yds. 54 ins. wide.

34 to 48 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]

Three Piece Suit,
7901 2s. 6d.

Blouse: 1| yds 36 ins. wide.
Weskit: f yd. 54 ins. wide.
Skirt: 2 yds. 54 ins. wide.



fanuiip
Checks of varying size and colours of every

conceivable hue have been fashioned so ex

quisitely that this Spring will lose nothing of
the colour associated with former seasons.
Pastel shades of green, yellow, beige and pink
predominate, and the ever-popular navy blue
and black are much in evidence.

19

*J@*I

\

Coat, 7845 2s. 3d.

5 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins bust.

Material quoted is

for a 36 inches bust

measurement. For
other sizes the
material required is

stated on each pat
tern envelope.

Frock, 8001 Is 3d

4^ yds. 36 ins. wide /&,
32 to 40 ins. bust

7 /

:

rock, 3 2s. 3d.

2 1 yds. 54 ins. wide.|
/ 32 to 40 ins. bust. if

Frock, 8003 2s. 3d.

;3| yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust

London fashion designers have produced some strikingnew Spring models in fine wool fabrics. These include
tweeds and worsteds in any shade of grey, blended with
yellows and pinks. Black is popular, too, often with soft pink
for contrast. Fine wool day dresses depicting full pleated
skirts over stiff petticoats are cut with flattering bodices. One
version of the bolero very full and cut short shown over an
evening gown was most attractive. A smart day dress in beige
worsted with black and white embroidery on the neckline
featured a detachable basque. Another design illustrated a
detachable panel in the skirt, with the bodice opening out into
a wide envelope neckline.

onHome Journal
P yment must b* &amp;lt;&quot; Postal &amp;lt;es

&amp;gt; *J % not be accepted.Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.}
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Dresscutting, Dressmaking Made Easy
and Inexpensive

You need no previous experience to
be able to follow this simple course
of lessons. McCabe Academy s new
postal course enables you to cut and
make perfect fitting clothes for every
figure in only a very short time.

Our schools are known everywhere
for our successful graduates, and our
methods endorsed by leading Fashion
Houses throughout the British
Empire. Be sure of the best tuition.

SAVE MONEY AND ENJOY WEARING PERFECT FITTING CLOTHES

LEARN AT HOME
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

To cut and make attractive

clothes for any figure

Call, Write or Phone for

our FREE Booklet.

&quot;MAIL THIS COUPON TO-DAY&quot;

McCabe Academy :

Kindly mail me, without obligation, your Free
Booklet about Dressmaking, for which I enclose
3d. stomp.

Nome ...

Address

McCabe Academy of Dressmaking
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION

Canberra House,
295 Elizabeth St..

SYDNEY.

Manchester Unity Bldgs..
220 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Shell House,
North Terrace,
ADELAIDE.

Penney s Buildings.
Adelaide St.,

BRISBANE.

National House
William St..

PERTH.

Shakespeare House,
Commissioner St.,

JOHANNESBURG.

A Bright and Healthy Home
in every tin /

FISHER S WAX
The Quickest 6- Easiest Po//sh for Floors and Furniture

For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)
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Frock, 9236 2s. 3d.

16 to 18 years.

Bust, 32 inches.
4 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Cottons in spring versions
are now on display at most
of the stores. Glazed cottons
whether plain or embossed
are already catching shop
pers eyes. The ideal style
for these materials is the
sleeveless shirtmaker style,
with a neat bow tie or flowing
artist s bow at neck, and full

skirt. For girls and teen

agers the general fashion

tip is: bow tied at neck, high
waist, sleeveless bodice
and full skirt.

\

.,y-*v;

Jerkin Frock, 9271 2s. 3d
16 to 18 years.

Bust, 32 inches.

Blouse: 2 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock: 2] yds. 54 ins. wide.

Sun-back convertible dresses are to be strong
favourites this season. And what a boon to the
harassed mother with a family of girls, trying to
cope with wardrobes which must have sun frocks,
special school day dresses, going out frocks, party
irocks and for the teenager little business frocks
Waist length fitted jackets, cape collars, tie-on-capes,
button-on collars, all types of boleros vary the
cover-up suggestions. Make the sun frocks and
their cover-ups from different types of materials that
will mix well and make smart interchanges.

\r

\ \

Frock, 9 188 2s.

12 and 14 years.

&quot;

Ij

, 2] yds. 54 ins. wide. / /j

^Contrast: yd. 36 ins. wide,
v

Material quoted
is for the biggest
size. For other

sizes the material

required is stated

on each pattern

envelope.

. :/

Frock, 9262 2s.

10 and 12 years.
2 yds. 54 ins. wide.

Jj
Frock, 9299 2s.

12 and 14 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Arn /&quot;

- T?nt mUSt S n P Std teS
&amp;gt;

St PS Wil1 n0t b& acc*PtedAustralian Home Journal, 40, -409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra]



AS WORN BY THE STARS

You ll know a new, exciting loveliness in a

&quot;Hollywood-Maxwell&quot; bra by Berlei . . . the

bra with the first . . . the genuine whirlpool

stitching that ensures you beautiful, truly

natural shaping. There s a &quot;Hollywood-

Maxwell&quot; bra for every important occasion

in your life. Made in lovely, durable fabrics

(white, nude, black) ... so easy to launder.

Ask to see &quot;Hollywood-Maxwell&quot; bras by
Berlei at your favourite store they re the

most wonderful bras you ll ever wear!

8.96.2FC

Put eliusive

in vournair

Follow the S.R.S. routine

#W*fri*f y-t.

SHAMPOO
with Camila-

tone not only cleanses,

nourishes and strengthens the hair,

but restores life and colour to dull, faded hair.

There is a special Camilatone shade for your
individual hair colour.

RINSE
in Tonrinz (incl. in every packet of

Camilatone) and get that glamorous

sparkle in your hair that everyone admires.

J^- Only an after-shampoo rinse restores

natural highlights.

SET
with Lustrset. It makes hair easy to

manage . . . keeps it wonderfully soft and

natural looking.

Your S.R.S. routine begins tcith

AS WORN-BY THE STARS
At All Chemists, Stores and Ladies Hairdressers

vOOvSX^
C.2I/IO
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Smooth shoulders and deep dolman sleeves

are seen in many gowns and nightdresses, both

for the teenager and the adult. Especially
novel was one gown we saw with shawl

collar effect and push-up sleeves. The only

trimming was a narrow piping between the

facings down the front and on the collar

cuffs the colouring was very effective, slate

gray and coral . . . Collars are always

news, the latest being a double strip of

swami gathered around a self collar

either on a gown or nightdress .

Gown, 9241 2s.

6,8, 10, 12, 14 years.

3J yds. 36 ins. wide.

Tailored and cover-bra slips arc
the latest addition to feminine lin

gerie. Rightly so, too, for we often
see bras and slips showing at

different angles on an otherwise well
dressed woman. When making
your bras and slips make sure you

choose tops that match both
in shape and trimming, so
that when you wear your
sheer frock all will look well.

The Empire look, decollete

necklines and all-lace

bodices mark the new
season .

Material quoted
is for the biggest
size. For other
sizes the material

required is stated

on each pattern

envelope.

Pyjamas, 10,575 2s.

2 and 4 years.
1 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

&quot;Pyjamas, 10,577 2s.

4,6,8, 10, 12, 14 years
3 1 yds. 36 ins wide

&amp;gt;-~&quot;-~~ -----*&quot;
--5? -^ &quot;

^

13,131 2s. 6d.

$ yds. 54 ms wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Gorgeous GussiesT387 2s.

yd. 36 ins. wide.

Lace, | yd. 36 ins. wide
Lace edging, 1 yds.
25 to 35 ins. waist.

Also sizes 2 to 12 vears.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.}



Mint and lilac supplement the pinks, blues and lemons
which are expected to rank important for early spring and
summer wear. The two first-named colours have top impor
tance now, and the general feeling is that their popularity will

continue. In addition to pastels, there is some interest in

brighter colours used alone and in combinations. Bright

stripes, checks, plaids and Hawaiian and Eastern prints are

included in these. Pastel tones are coming into their own, for

they are again cited for sports wear green, lilac and

yellow being the important big three For beach wear,

terry cloth and denim will again be favourites, for they
both lend themselves readily to the rough and
tumble of the kiddies

Material quoted is for

the biggest size. For

other sizes material re

quired is stated on each

pattern envelope.

Pinafore Frock,
9273 2s.

6 and 8 years .

Blouse 1| yds 36 ins wide.

Frock 1| yds 54 ins wide

Quilted trimmings are being
introduced this spring, but

v hether they will take or not

remains to be seen. So far

the manufacturers have only
ventured to make collars, cuffs

and pocket tops (and these from
broderie anglaise, embossed or

gandie, etc.) Actually they
are very effective even if they
do appear a little heavy . .

Gibson girl styles are being
revived again, and for the

junior there is the full, full

skirt, worn with a little fitted

bodice which is finished with a

Peter Pan collar and lantern

sleeves.

hlastic shirred swim
aits will be in again this

season, so don t discard
that old one. Perhaps it is

a little faded, but this can

easily be overcome by
using a dye to suit the

main colour of the

suit. These elastic

suits are marvellous

really, for they
stretch with the

growing child.

1

Frock, 9216 2s.

1 to 2 years. |*

yds 36 ins. wide.

Contrast :

Frock, 9294 2s

6 and 8 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide,

yd. 36 ins. wide.

Pleated Skin, 92142
2 and 4 yearsX

1 yd. 54 ins. wide.

Lining: | yd. 36 ins. wide

Frock, 9301 2s.

2 and 4 years.
U yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast: } yd. 36 ins. wide

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Reduced

FORD PILLS have
reduced me trom I I

$t. 2 Ibs. to 8 $t. 13

Ibs., and I haven t

had indigestion or

constipation since I

started taking them
each . day. People

say I look too young
to be the mother of

3 children.

Ford Pills are mar
vellous for Indiges

tion, Constipation,

Stomach Trouble,
Rheumatism and
Overweight.
Ford Pills contain

the concentrated ex-

tracts that give you the

valuable laxative properties

of fruit to keep you well in

Nature s way.
Start a course of

Ford Pills to-day.

Get Ford Pills in the new
red and gold plastic tubes.

5/6 and 3/-
EVERYWHERE

F.5B

Healthy Hair

Smart Appearance

Rub KOKO briskly into your
sca p each morning you?

scalp will feel fresher and

your hair look better a l day.
KOKO checks dandruff and

dry scalp is free from oil,

grease and dye. Get a bottle

to-day.

Ask your chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

&quot;To be honest, to be kind, to earn a little

and to spend a little less, to make a family
happier for his presence . . . here is a task
for all that a man has of fortitude and
delicacy.&quot;

TO ENJOY FREEDOM FROM

Head Noises and Catarrhal Deafness . . .

Accept This Free Offer!

If your answer to any TWO of
these questions IB &quot;yes,&quot; accept
this offer of free treatment NOW.
Nose stoppf-d- up ? Losing your
BCIJSP of siwllV .Mucus drop Into

your tliroatV Xoises in the head V

Hearing failing? Catch cold
easily / Throat sore? Kyes
watery V Short of breath V Tick
ling in your throat? Memory
poor? Do you get tired easily?
To clear stopped-up nostrils and
remove post-nasal congestion ;

ensure easy, natural breathing ;

minimise head noises and improve
bearing, sleep soundly and take
a new interest in life, you should
use Aircrs SOLVENT a new
English discovery by David liur
ton, of London. YOU MAY DO
TIJIS FREE OF CHARGE.
Simply cut out coupon, send with
name and address, and you will, in

return, receive under, sealed cover
a OENBEOUS SfPTLY of this
scientific dru^r-fee Therapeutic
combination, without cost or obli
gation

\

----------------
1ROBINSON LABORATORIES
{

T.CRRAMURRA, N.8.W.
I Please send the supply of MUCTTS
|
SOLVENT promise), free of charge I

and obligation. A.H.J. 1-8-52 I

i

INDICATIONS OF
CATARRH

1. Frontal Headaches.
2. Heaviness and Depres

sion.

S. Stopped-up Nostrifa.
4. Head Noises and Deaf

ness.
5. Antrum Congestion.

|
Name

j
Address

APPRECIATION
&quot;Head Noises have dl-
uppeared.&quot; A.L., Haher-
fleld, Sydney.
&quot;Your treatment has
banished my Catarrh.&quot;

T.B., Bankstowii, N.S.W.
&quot;My hearing is ijuitc re
stored.&quot; K.E., Wallera-
wang, N.S.W.
Am now completely fre
from Catarrh.&quot; M.N..
Parramatta, N.S.W.

Baby s skin too

needs

NIVEA
The all-purpose creme

for the core of the skin

&quot;Nivea in the

nursery&quot; is a good

rule to follow. Sooth

ing, snow-white Nivea, ,

*JK
and only Nivea, contains ^f

&quot;Eucerite,&quot; a substance closely

resembling the skin s natural oils.

Use Nivea regularly for baby s

tender skin . . . and your own.

In the familiar blue-and-white tin

at all chemists and stores. Alto In

handy tube*.
Nitea&quot; and &quot;Kucerite&quot; r

read, trade mark*

Herts Pharmaceuticals Limited, Welwyn Garden City and Sydney. N.8.1

&quot;Dear Milkman: We don t want milk
every day. We want milk like this. To
day we want milk. To-morrow we Mon t.

And the next day will be just like the day
before and the day after to-morrow.&quot;

Remove stubborn wallpaper from a waU
by sandpapering the surface of the papo-
hefore soaking the old paper with water.
To remove a waterproof paper from a wall
before painting, try the above method.
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&quot;Street Car Named Desire,&quot; Regent.

THE PLAY AND FILM
In &quot;Street Car Named Desire,&quot; at the

Regent, Vivien Leigh (as the luckless
Blanche Dubois) gives a gripping portrayal
of the once attractive girl who in vain
seeks refuge, from a stormy past in her
Bister s shabby home, and pretends to

hare kept her refinements and
friends. When her last chance of a
return to a respectable life had been

destroyed and her brutal brother-in-
law had shattered her innermost
belief in human decency, dark
shadows overshadow he/ unbalanced
mind. The inevitable tragic ending
is breathless and deeply moving.
Picturegoers will not recognise
Vivien Leigh in her blonde wig,
which gives her just that touch of

pathetic decay required by her char
acter. Adding to the confusion is her
American accent, neutral enough not
to sound artificial and genuine enough
to fit convincingly into the slangy
language of her partners. Marlon
Brando as Stanley Kowalski, with
his kind-hearted toughness but with
sadden outbursts of frightening tem
per, is outstanding, as is Kim Hunter,
his wife, and Karl Maiden as Miteh,
Blanche s honest and unsuspecting admirer.
To some people this picture will be great,
but to others it will just be sordid, depend
ing on the way your mind looks at it. To
me it is the combination of the two, with
unnecessary emphasis on the sordid section.
It is a doubtful picture even for mature
adults.

&quot;Seagulls over Sorrento,&quot; a comedy writ
ten by New South Welshman, Hugh Hast
ings, opened at the J. C. Williamson s

Comedy Theatre, Melbourne, during April.
This play is one of the biggest &quot;straight&quot;

theatre successes in London, where it is

still running in the West End &quot;Apollo

Theatre.&quot;
&quot;Seagulls&quot; tells the story of a

group of Naval volunteers in a disused war
time naval fortress where top secret peace
time radar experiments are being carried
ont. The play has many serious moments,
but it is undoubtedly for its rich comedy
that it has achieved such an outstanding
success. No women appear on the scene,
although, naturally, they are referred to

very often in the conversation. The play
has been acclaimed as &quot;The Navy s Answer
to Worm s Eye VieV.&quot; The film rights to

&quot;Seagulls over Sorrento&quot; have been sold
for an undisclosed amount and the rights

tu tuc olay have also been sold. The &quot;book&quot;

is now in process of being translated into

seven different languages. Hastings has

achieved quite a reputation as a play

wright. His latest effort, &quot;The Ked Dragon,&quot;

was tried out recently and sold for produc
tion in England. He also has another play
on tour, &quot;The Inner Circle.&quot;

* *

Mystery and romance ride the rails in

&quot;Strangers on a Train,&quot; at the Mayfair. It

is a drama full of suspense and action, with
an unusual story and ending. Starring Far

ley Granger, Ruth Roman and Robert

Walker, the story takes into account the

meeting of two strangers aboard a Wash-

ington-to-New York train who form a

sinister contract in murder. Leo G. Carroll

and Patricia Hitchcock head the featured
cast.

* *

James Stewart plays one of the most
dramatic roles of his career in &quot;Carbine

Williams.&quot; This is the stirring story of
David Marshall Williams, the man who was
instrumental in the invention of the United
States Army carbine rifle. He built his

first rifle, which was to help revolutionise

gun-making, while serving a sentence for
second degree murder in a Southern prison!
It since has been said of him: &quot;No gamer
man ever lived!&quot; Starring with Stewart

Kiwis, Empire.

in the picture of this man s life and the
romance that inspired him throughout
adversity are Jean Hagen and Wendell
Corey. Noted character actors Carl Ben-
ton Reid, Paul Stewart, Otto Hulett and
Rhys Williams appear in other important
roles. On hand throughout the

writing of the script and the
actual filming was David Marshall
Williams, lending his aid as
technical adviser and watching
his life being re-enacted before
his eyes. (St. James.)

* *

&quot;Singin in the Rain&quot; is M-G-M s

latest Technicolor musical, at the

Liberty, starring Gene Kelly. The
story is a chapter from the movies
during the fabulous 1920 s, when
the screen was silent. Appear
ing opposite Kelly are Debbie
Reynolds, Jean Hagen and Cyd
Charisse. With Miss Charisse, who
is dancing with the star for the
first time, a spectacular ballet,
created by Kelly and employing
100 other dancers, is offered as
one of the high spots of the
musical. Donald O Connor makes

&quot;Strangers on a Train,&quot; Mayfair.
his debut in a new type of role, offering &

fresh outlet for his comedy, dancing and

singing talents. Others in the supporting
cast include Millard Mitchell, Rita Moreno,
Douglas Fowley, Madge Blake, Pat Con-

way and &quot;Snub&quot; Pollard. The picture s

action takes places against the colourful

background of Hollywood in 1927. Among
the sequences is a movie premiere held at a

famed old film theatre during the silent

days. Song numbers include: &quot;All I Do IP

Dream of You,&quot; sung by Kelly; &quot;You

Are My Lucky Star,&quot; sung by Kelly
and Debbie Reynolds, and &quot;Make Em
Laugh,&quot; sung by Kelly and Donald
O Connor.

A compelling drama of romance.
&quot;Close to My Heart,&quot; Century, teams
Ray Millaud and Gene Tierney, t&amp;gt;

couple happily married until they
realise the void in their life. It is

when they decide to do something
about it that a series of dramatic
events follow which involve them
with court officials, shady charkcters

and, finally, in a stirring climactic

sequence, Milland finds himself face
to face with a condemned killer at
San Quentin s death house. The third

principal member of the cast is Fay
Bainter, who returns to the screen
after a three-year absence during
which time she travelled extensively
in Europe, South America and

Mexico. Howard St. John, Mary Beth
Hughes and James Seay round out the fea
tured players.

*

&quot;The Folies Bergere&quot; production at pre
sent in season at the Tivoli Theatre ia the

biggest show ever to be exported from

Carbine JFilliams,&quot; St. James.
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England, and the costumes and scenery are

extremely costly. One of the most glitter

ing of the scenes is a solid grey and silver

sequinned curtain measuring 48 ft. wide

by 24 ft. deep, and this is only one of the

fifteen most gorgeous production numbers
included in the &quot;Folies.&quot; The cost of pro
ducing the show in London was 35,000,
and the entire settings and costumes were

shipped to Australia. Needless to say, the

nhow has proven to be one of the greatest
successes to have played Sydney and should

be in for a very long season.

Three bright stars, David Niven, Vera-
Ellen and Cesar Koinero, are teamed in a

gay, light-hearted Technicolor musical,
&quot;Happy Go Lovely,&quot; Embassy. Lavishly set

against the colourful background of the

Edinburgh Festival, &quot;Happy Go Lovely&quot;

tells a sparkling story of showman Cesar
Romero s struggles to stage a musical

revue, at the same time keeping his credi

tors at bay. Debonair David Niven plays
a prim millionaire who unwittingly becomes
involved in the frequent back-stage crises.

In the theatre he meets lovely, fleet-footed

Vera-Ellen, the show s dancing star, with
whom he finally finds romance. The light,

laugh-packed plot gives Vera-Ellen every
opportunity to show her abilities. Mischa
Spoliansky wrote the lilting music, which
includes &quot;Would You-Could You?&quot; &quot;One-

Two-Three,&quot; &quot;Macintosh s Wedding&quot;

and the sensational modernistic ballet,

&quot;Piccadilly.&quot; Featured roles are taken

by diminutive funster Bobby Howes,
newcomer Diane Hart, Sandra Dome
and Gordon Jackson plus a ballet

troupe of 25 dancers and a hand-picked
chorus-line of lovelies.

&quot;South Pacific.&quot; For three years
The Firm has had a steady stream of

enquiries as to when Australia might
expect this radiant success the un

disputed crowning achievement of the

Bodgers-Hammerstein duo. At regular
intervals, too, the press has published
overseas cabled reports of its pheno
menal drawing powers in New York
and London simultaneously and specu
lations as to who will star in it here.
We are informed that this brilliantly
written play, with its extremely fine

musical score, will be presented in

His Majesty s Theatre, Melbourne, during
next September, with principals of an
international standing.

* *

It was indeed a gala homecoming for
Deborah Kerr at M-G-M this week when
she started her first role at her home studio

in three years, playing the lovely Princess
Flavia in &quot;Prisoner of Zenda.&quot; Her dress

ing-room was filled with flowers, and many
of her friends had assembled to greet her.

Miss Kerr s more recent films were &quot;King

Solomon s Mines,&quot; filmed in Africa, and
&quot;Quo Vadis,&quot; filmed in Rome, followed by
a loan-out to another studio. After that
the actress retired to await the birth of her
second daughter, Francesca Ann, born last

December.

The sensational success of the &quot;Ivanhoe&quot;

preview has led M-G-M to acquire the
screen rights of &quot;Prince Valiant,&quot; popular
cartoon serial. The story of gallant knights,
their romances and battles will be pro
duced in Technicolor with an all-star cast.

Jane Powell is preparing for her forth

coming M-G-M film, &quot;Small Town Girl,&quot; on
which production will start almost immedi
ately. On completion of the film the sing
ing star will temporarily retire to await the
arrival of her second child, expected late

this year. Jane, who is Mrs. Geary Steffan
in private life, has a baby son who will be
one year old next July.

* *

Lewis Stone is very pleased with hia

recent roles. He has just been announced

&quot;Close to My Heart,&quot; Century.

for the cast of &quot;Prisoner of Zenda,&quot; a role

that reunites him with Stewart Granger.
Both actors recently completed the new
Technicolor version of M-G-M s &quot;Scara-

mouche.&quot; These two films revive old
memories in Stone. Back in the silent days
he played the Marquis de Mayne in &quot;Scara-

mouche,&quot; a role now portrayed by Mel
Ferrer, aud one of the key roles

in the &quot;Prisoner.&quot; In both films

his co-star was Ramon Novarro.
# * *

It s Lanza and Blyth again!
M-G-M has decided to team again
the sweethearts of the sensation

ally successful Technicolor film,
&quot;The Great Caruso.&quot; This time it

is &quot;The Student Prince,&quot; in Tech
nicolor, with Mario Lanza in the
title role and Ann Blyth as the

lovely Kathie who falls in love
with the prince. The actress,
whose singing talents generally
have been overlooked in h ;&amp;gt;r

romantic roles, will have full

opportunity to display her lovely
voice. She will have several solos,
as well as a number of duets with
Lanza.

Ivy Gibbs, &quot;Folies Bergere,&quot; Tivoli.

Tommy Rettig, the nine-year-old child

star who currently holds the spotlight in

The Kramer Company s &quot;The 5000 Fingers
of Dr. T.,&quot;

has been handed a top featured
role with Mary Pickford in &quot;The Library.&quot;

Tommy, whose Hollywood success story
during the past two years has been

phenomenal, won the key role of
Freddie Slater in &quot;The Library&quot; on
the strength of an outstanding test he
did with Miss Pickford several weeks
ago. In his most recent picture, Colum
bia s &quot;Paula,&quot; starring Loretta Young,
Tommy is promising in his perform
ance as a boy suffering from motor
aphasia.

* *

Civic and organisational support of
The Kramer Company film, &quot;The

Sniper,&quot; is giving sharp impetus to the
film s current run in San Francisco.
This is the first major Hollywood film

to deal with the increasing national

problem of the sex maniac, and has
been seen in special screenings for

psychiatric clinics, club groups and
other civic organisations. Most un
usual request came from San Fran
cisco Police Chief, Michael Gaffey, who

selected key officers to see the film. Gaffey
directed all police recruits to attend the

showing because of its authentic handling
of police methods and procedures in sex
cases.

[Turn to page 40.]

*Singin* in the Rain,&quot; Liberty. Happy Go Lovely&quot; Embassy.
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500 TRIAL TREATMENTS TO
&quot;HOME JOURNAL&quot; READERS!

(USE COUPON)

8emtf/Mwawas
BULGEHERE/

1/7
DDUBL CHIN AND VCLY NECK

OVEKSIZE BVST

&quot;SPAKE T/KE&quot;WAIST

&quot;MIDDLEAM &quot;SPREAD

1,000 Guarantee
! guarantee that thee tenti-

inoniai-. are true exlracU from
unsolicited tetters received, and
are opeu (or inspection at my
offices.

(Sgd.) Joan Powell Slinirainp
Systems.

REDUCE UGLY FAT QUICKLY!
^OW you can actually reduce those

unnatural bulging hips and that

huge, unlovely waist by a NEW
simple method. Without dangerous
drugs, very strenuous exercise, or starva
tion diets. Secretly in your own room
you can really watch those bulging hips
disappearing. An over-prominent sag
ging bust, fat arms and legs, thick ankles,
and double chin can be quickiy banished
with this marvellous new reducing
treatment it s something entirely differ

ent.

TRY IT NOW ! USE COUPON
rpEST this wonderful method in your own
*

home, and if it doesn t reduce those hips
and that waist, and every part of your body
that carries excessive tat it costs you nothing !

I want you to try it I want you to prove,
as hundreds of other women have proved, that
to reduce this way is marvellous.

Lost 3 Stone in Weight.
&quot;

My measurements before I

started your treatment were :

bust 47 in. now 37 in., hip
49 in. now 42 in. I was 16

stone and now am less than
13 f*tone. and I am Btill losing

weight, also I look and feel

years younger. People
hardly believe the difference

in me, as already I am looking

quite slim and shapely, and
am very pleased with myself.
I have told everybody who
wants to get thin about you.
Mrs. A. J. ., M.P., via&quot; T.,

Q ld.

SENT FREE
If you send me the coupon
now, I will send you some

thing that will amaze you,
at no cost or obligation
to yourself but hurry.

LIMITED TRfALOFFER-

I enclose

JOAN POWELL SLIMMING SYSTEMS,
Sales Dept. A.EL 1 Dean Place, Sydney, N.S.W.

J
Please send me, with no obligation, your amazing

&quot;

SOMETHING.&quot;
I 3jd. in stamps for postage.

I Name _ _

| Address

\ -_ H.J. 1/8/62.

UNUSUAL... DISTINCTIVE
delicious New Zealand

WHITEBAIT
From the sparkling crystal -clear streams of New
Zealand, and New Zealand only, come tiny inch-

long fish delicious Whitebait.
Their flavour is delicately unique for an unusual
treat you cannot find their equal.

Irvine and

Stevenson s

St. George Co.

Ltd.,

Dunedin,
.view Zealand.

AT ALL LEAD NG AUSTRALIAN STORES.

Tannin stains can be removed from the
inside of silver teapots by filling the pot
with &quot;soda&quot; water and allowing to stand
overnight. Next day, brush the inside
of the pot, rinse, drain, and dry.

When a bottling jar won t unscrew, hold
the jar sideways and run hot water over
the metal screw top only. Or turn the

jar upside down and bump the top gently
but firmly on the floor.

People say to me,
&quot; You re so active for your

age,&quot; but why shouldn t I be, when I keep
Rheumatism at bay with a daily dose of
Kruschen.

The first twinge of Rheumatism made me decide
to follow the lead of millions of others and get
sure and positive relief with Kruschen Salts.

Rheumatism is the result of an accumulation of
excess acids and poisons in the system, and
Kruschen gets at the root of the trouble by
correcting faulty elimination.

You know, one is only as old as one feels, and

you ll feel as young as I do when you keep fit

with a daily dose of Kruschen Salts.

Buy KRUSCHEN SALTS to-day
and take it every day.

STOPvoupRupture
Worries/

Try the new Rous:

Appliance ree. En
ables you to do hard
work with comfort and

security. Definitely

holds, a condition abso

lutely necessary for

improvement Recom
mended by Doctors and
thousands of satisfied

~

OMfl throughout Australia.

So sure are we that you will find THE ROUSSEL
a real boon that we are prepared to make an

appliance to suit your individual requirements and
GIVE YOU A 14 DAYS TRIAL. You can iry
it out in any way you wish, also show it to your
Doctor, then, if you are not satisfied, return it.

Regardless of whether you are fitted personally
or are supplied bv post, we guarantee satisfaction.

Snecial all rubber Rupture Appliances for Bathing,
Swimmins and Surting are now also available.

Mark tttcaHon
of YOUR RUPTURE

Call or send tor illustrated details, Self

Measurement Form and 14 Days Free Trial
Offer. You will be under no obligation.

ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO., Dept. 29,
9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY,

or

104 QUEEN ST.. MELBOURNE.

When a shoe pinches unbearably, lay a
cloth wrung out in hot water over the area
for several minutes. The warm moisture
causes the leather to stretch and eases the
discomfort.



OUR FREE PATTERNS
^TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]*

FROCK, 8050.

Step 1. Completing Pattem:
Skirt Back. Use pattern provided for

front and fold under 1 inches along the
entire side. Then fold under the portion
beyond notches at waistline and lower edge,
and use this folded edge for the centre
hack line.

Trimming. Cut a pattern for this from a

strip of paper 10
inches long and 4

inches wide. Draw a

diagonal line from
f

one corner to a point
2$ inches from the
corner below, then an-

PLEASE READ
DIRECTIONSCAREFULLY
BEFORE CUTTING

OUT.

r

FOLD MATERIAL

other from the same corner to a

point 1} inches from the opposite
end, as shown on cutting guide,
thus making the pattern 5 inches

long at the wider end, 2$ inches
at the other end and 7J inches

along one side.

Sleeve. Pin the half-sleeve to a

large sheet of paper and mark along punch-
holes indicating the underarm curve. Mark
in the dart from notches up to punchhole.
Fold paper along straight edge and cut
around armhole, underarm and lower edge
through both thicknesses. Notch armhole,
mark the dart on back of sleeve, open out
new pattern and cut along the previously
marked underarm curve.

Facing. Use bodice front and cut a fac

ing, following the broken lines indicated on
the cutting guide, making facing 2\ inches
wide at shoulder and 5 inches from centre
front at waistline.

Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As this

puttern haa been cut for the average 36-

inch figure it will be necessary to see

whether alterations are needed for the
individual figure. Pin pieces together,
remembering that seam and hem allow
ances are not included. Place pattern
over figure and observe fitting. If bodice
front and back are too long shorten by

folding between armhole and waistline,
and if too short cut in the same place and
insert sufficient paper to provide additional

length required. Shorten or lengthen skirt
if necessary just below the hip line.

To increase pattern pin additional strips
of paper along seam edges where extra
width is required, and to decrease pattern
trim away pattern edges where additional
width is not needed. Kemove pattern, take
apart, press flat, even up all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Out Material: Pin pattern
to material as shown in cutting guide. Cut
out with allowances of 2 inches for skirt

hem, 1 inch on underarm seams and \ inch
on all other edges. Before removing pat
tern from material mark clearly with
tailor s chalk or tacking the exact seam
lines, notches and punchholes. This will
ensure accuracy when joining the various
pieces together.

Etep 4. Shoulder Pads: Cut a pattern for
shoulder pads from a piece of paper 9J
inches long and 5 inches wide. Fold in
halves crosswise and cut in a curved line
from cut ends to the fold. Open out pat
tern and cut four pieces of material from
it. Cut an interlining of canvas for each
shoulder pad same size as pattern. Provide
cottonwool same size and pin this to inside
of interlining, draw padding avyay from
points and curves and build it up at the
centre on the straight side and taper to

nothing about 1 inch from points and
curved edges. Tack padding in place and keep all

long stitches on the cottonwool side. Pin material
for pads together and machine along the longest
side. Tack the canvas side of pad to one side of
material, turn pads right side out, then machine all
thicknesses together around curved edges and again
1 inch in from the first stitching. Cut away excess
seam allowance and neaten raw edges by overcast
ing or pinking. Pin pads in frock for each fitting
to ensure correct set of shoulders.

Step 5. Preparing Bodice for Fitting: Pin darts at
shoulders on the inside by folding over | inch from
notch on shoulder to neck edge of collar. Machine
in a straight line from shoulder down to double
punchholes. then graduate to nothing at lower punch-
hole. Tie threads and press towards armhole. Pin
darts in back and lower front on the inside. Cut
diagonally across seam allowance into the corner of
collar and shoulder seams and pin fronts to back at
shoulders and underarm seams. Pin collar together
at centre b;ick, then pin neck edge of collar to neck
edge of bodice.

Join sleeves at underarms in plain seams, press
open and neaten raw edges. Pin to bodice with

notches together and ease evenly across tops.
Pin shoulder pads to bodice with centre in
line with shoulder scams and the longest
side extending about i inch beyond normal
length of shoulder seam. Try bodice on
and lap right side over left with centre
front lines exactly over each other.

Observe fitting at shoulders and note
whether length is becoming and sleeves and
pads correctly set in. Alter if necessary,
let out or take in side seams if advisable.

Step 6. Stitching Bodice: Unpin shoulder
pads and sufficient pins near seams o*a

sleeves to enable seams to be stitched,
pressed and neatened. Unpin neck edges
at centre back and machine centre back seam
on collar and press open. Repin neck edges
and machine across shoulders and neck edge
in one continuous seam. Press shoulder
seams open and neaten raw edges, but press
neck edges together and upwards. Machine
darts in front and back, tie threads and
press front darts downwards and those in
back towards centre back. Stitch under
arm seams to within 4 indies of waistline
on both right and left-hand sides.

Step 7. Buttonhole: Mark position and
size of buttonhole, which should be a trifle

larger than width of buttons, on right-
hand side of bodice, and arrange for end
of buttonhole to be 1 inch from edge. Cut
two binding strips f inch wide and J inch
longer than size of buttonhole. Fold strips
in halves lengthwise, press, tack to gar
ment with raw edges meeting exactly over
mark and ends extending an even distance
beyond mark. Machine along centre of
each strip and do not take stitching be
yond marked line.

Tie all ends securely on the inaide. Cut
along marked line to within \ inch of each
end and then diagonally to ends of stitch

ing. Turn raw edges of binding strips to
inside and press with folded edges meeting
exactly in centre. On the inside pin the
triangular piece at each end to binding
strips, fold garment back out of the way
and machine across each end through all
thicknesses. Tie threads, press.

Step 8. Facings: Join facings together at
centre back in a plain seam, press open and
pin facing to bodice with right sides to

gether. Machine up front, around collar
and down front on the other side. Cut away
excess seam allowance turn facing to in

side, press, clip diagonally into corners at
shoulders, turn under all raw edges and
machine through fold only. Secure neck
edge of facing to back neck line, then
secure facing along shoulder seams.

Cut an opening in the facing exactly
under the buttonhole, turn under raw edges,
hem to binding and press again. Machine
^ incli around the outer edge as shown in
the illustration.. Sew the button on left
side to correspond with buttonhole, and
another on right-hand side for the double-
breasted effect. Sew a snap fastener under
neath, fasten the buttonhole, tack the
right-hand side over left at waistline.

Step 9. Sleeves: Machine darts on the
inside, tie threads and press. Cut a self-
material fitted facing 1$ inches wide. Tack
to the outside of sleeve, machine, cut away
excess seam allowance, turn to inside, press,
turn under raw edge, machine through fold

only, then slip-stitch in place. Eepin sleeves
to armholes, machine, press open seam
allowance across upper half of armholes,
replace shoulder pads and tie-stitch to seam
allowance around armholes.

Step 10. Skirt Trimmings: Cut a facing
for each trimming same size as trimming.
Pin togetherWith right sides facing. Machine
across ends and along the longest side. Turn

[Turn to page 31.]
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&quot;EXPLAIN&quot;

Biessed New Relief for Girls who Suffer Every Month

When pain, headache and
muscular cramps are so bad
that you can hardly drag
your legs along . . . and you
feel that all you want to do
is sit down and cry . . .

why don t you try a couple
of Myzone tablets with water
or a cup of lea.

They bring complete, immedi
ate, safe relief from period

pain, backache and sick-feeling
without the slightest

&quot;doping.&quot; Nurses who used
to suffer the most exhausting,

dragging pain every month

MYZONE
FOR POISE INSTEAD OF PAIN

M.10.12

and business girls who dreaded

making mistakes because of

&quot;foggy&quot;
mind say Myzone

relief is quicker, more lasting
than anything else they ve
known.

The secret is Ulyzone s amaz
ing Actevin (anti-spasm)
compound. Try Myzone with

your next &quot;pain.&quot; All chemista.

DISTRIBUTED
Y CLINTON-WILLIAM*

rou&amp;gt; KJNG GOIE
was a monarch most droll,

And his frolics were fast and free;

The goal of his soul was a flowing

bowl,

Which he d share with his fiddlers

three.

A gallon of punch with his dinner
or lunch

Was the only draught he d endure;

But if sore throat should hap, the

cunning old chap

Took

Woods Great Peppermint Cure.

A young friend says he loves the very
ground his girl walks on. Well, a glimpse
at the tax records reveals that the ground

Use layers of cheese-cloth instead of cot
tonwool for padding when making quilted
bonne f

s, matinee jackets, pram and cot-

owned by his girl s dad is worth 20 a covers j;or baby. They can then be washed
foot. without losing their &quot;plumpness.&quot;

Bind This New
Comfort Yourself

No more fuss with belts and plna
and pads on those days each
month when you use Tampax
Internal Sanitary Protection.
Tampax Is high-absorbency cot
ton, compressed into slender, one
time-use applicators. Invented by
a doctor, Tampax brings new
freedom . . . with Tampax there s
no odour, no chafing no uncom
fortable external bulk that shows
under clothing.

Send this coupon with 31d.
stamp for free Tampax sample
to World Agencies, Box 3725,
G.P.O.. Sydney. A H^

Name

Address.

TAMPAX
SANITARY PROTECTION WORM

INTERNALS.
Two absorbenclei: &quot;REGULAB&quot; & &quot;8UPEB&quot;

each with Individual Applicator.

STOTT S can prepare yon in yr OWN HOME
for a SUCCESSFUL CAREER or for PROMOTION
in your present sphere. Mail the Coupon to-day.

Shorthand/Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial)
Accountancy and

Inst. of Secretaries

Shire Clerks Exams.

Story Writing
Journalism (Freelance)
Showcard and

Ticket Writing
Dressculting/Design
Advertisement Wrtg.
Salesmanship
English, Arithmetic

Dairy Farming
Livestock Breeding
Soil /Farm Crops
Dairy Supervisors
Testers, Graders
Farm Arith./Surveyg.

Handwriting
Nurses Entrance
Police Entrance
Commercial Art

Drawing, Sketching
Caricature, Cartooi g
Backward Adults
Radio (For Amateurs)
Motor Mechanic*
Engineering (Diesel,

Mech., Electrical)
Boiler Attendants
Engine Drivers

Dynamo Attendants

Building Construction

Estimating/Tendering
Draftsmanship
Stammerers
General Education

University Exams.

Stotls Correspondence College
100 Rnssell St., Melbourne ?

149 Castlereagh St., Sydneyi
290 Adelaide St., Brisbane ;

21 Grenfell St.. Adelaide; |

254 Murray St., Perth

&amp;lt;-......,. CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON- !

To STOTT S: Please send me, fre and without

obligation, full particulars of your Course/sin:

MY NAME
ADDRESS
A.H.J. 1152

It is dreadful to lie, hour after hour, toss

ing and turning, unable to sleep. The ability
to completely relax is the secret to the

solution, but how many of us can success

fully do this? If you can t sleep try this

method of relaxing; it may help to do the

trick: Lie on the bed on your back. Place
one pillow under the head, one under the

knees, and one under each elbow. Sounds a

lot of pillow, doesn t it, but it has been
known to give restful nights of sleep to

those who have been suffering from Bleep-
lessness and jittery aching muscles.
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OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 29.1

right side out and press. Machine \ ine.h

around the outer edge as shown in the illus

tration. Pin to skirt fronts iii the position
shown in illustration with finish^ i edge
extending upwards. Machine through ah

thicknesses, tie ends of thread securely,

press trimmings downwards and tie-stitch

in place at sides.

Step 11. Skirt: Join fronts together at

centre front, press open and neaten raw
;dges. Fold pleats on lines indicated by
notches and press with edges exactly over
centre front lino. Machine -J

inch from

tdge and taper to a point about 6 inches
below waistline, as shown. Turn under
allowance on skirt waistline and pin to

bodice. Pin front to back at underarms,
leave an opening 4 inches above and below
ivaistline on left side, but continue pinning
to end of stitching on the right-hand side.

Try frock on to observe fitting and make
alterations if necessary. Machine all seams,

press and neaten.
Step 12. Side Opening: Pin the turned

edge of bodice and skirt opening to a closed

iipper and tack carefully so that the edges
meet exactly over fhe centre of zipper
without any gaping. Machine through all

thicknesses as close as possible to the metal

portion, usin-g a cording foot on machine if

one is available. Tie threads on the inside
and press again. Or finish with two facing
strips 1J inches wide and 1 inch longer
than opening, with one edge along selvedge.
Pin strips to front and back edges of open
ing with raw edges together and right sides
of materia-1 facing. Machine \ inch from
raw edges, press seams open and fold strips
uuder so that selvedges are exactly under
seam lines.

Tack in place, machine \ inch from edge,
press front or upper-side under on seam
line, but allow back to extend under front.
Tie-stitch strips together at top and bot
tom. Sew a hook and bar to waistline and
snap fasteners above and below if zipper
is not used.

Step 13. Belt: Make the belt of self-

oaterial and apply loops at sides to hold it

in place.
Step 14. Finishing: Allow frock to hang

overnight to give material an opportunity
of stretching. Try on and mark a becom
ing length with chalk or pins, measuring
up an even distance from floor. Turn the
hem, secure by hand and, to help retain
the shape of pleats, machine along folded

edges on the inside. Complete with final

pressing. Pattern is for 36-inch bust, 31-
inch waist, 40-inch hips. Material: 4J
yards 36 inches wide.

[For 38-inch bust allow ^ inch on side
seams of front and back. For 34-inch bust
take \ inch off side seams of front and
back.]

If required this pattern may be obtained
in sizes 32 and 40 inches bust measurement.
Price 2/3, plus postage.

BABY S CHRISTENINa ROBE, 9290.

Step 1. Completing Pattern and Cutting
Out Material: Separate the back yoke from
the front by cutting along shoulder seam
indicated by punchholes. Pin pattern to
material and mark off a piece for front and
back each 22 inches wide and 10 inches
long. These measurements allow for turn

ings. Shape the underarm curve by draw
ing a curved line from a point \ inch below
the corner up to a point 1 inch from the
corner, as shown in cutting guide.
Cut out front and back yokes and sleeves

with seam allowances of \ inch on all edges.

Provide four rows of lace 2 inches wide
and lace beading f inch wide. The first

row 66 inches long, the second 76 inches,
the third 86 inches and the fourth 96 inches

long; also sufficient beading to trim the

yoke, as shown in illustration.

Step 2. Making the Skirt: Join front to
back along one side in a narrow French
seam and press carefully. Do 6 pintucks,
commencing \ inch from lower edge, taking
up \ inch of material and space
each one i inch apart. Join lace
to beading and attach the top row
to lower edge Of skirt. Ease
the second row to fit lower

edge of top row and join

together. Ease each row to

fit the previous row until

the four pieces are applied.
Join front to back along the
side in a narrow French

inch
skirt

Step 3. Skirt Opening
Fold in a flat pleat
wide at the centre

back, with outside
towards the left side.

Cut along the inside
folded edge for a dis

tance of 4 inches from
the upper edge,
then cut across the
inside of the pleat
in line with the
lower edge of
the opening.
Turn raw edge
under for | inch

along both cut edges,
then make another
turn on the left or 9290

Draw up both threads to fit lower edge of

yoke. Tie ends securely and arrange the
fulness m even gathers.

Step 4. Yoke: Join backs to front in nar
row French seams, then cut facings for the
centre back from self-material f inch wide.
Pin to backs with right sides together,
machine, turn to inside, turn under raw
edge, hem in place. Do three pintucks at

the centre front, then secure the beading
in the vertical position
each side as shown.

Join gathered edge
of skirt to yoke in a

plain seam, tack
\ the beading on top

and machine
through all thick
nesses. Finish neck
edge with a bias

facing strip \ inch
wide. Machine on
the right side, tarn
to inside, slip-
stitch in place and
sew frilled laee

edging to outer

edge. Work but
tonholes on the right-
hand side of opening
and sew buttons on
left side to cor

respond.

Step 5. Sleeve*:

Join together at under
arms in French seams,
then do two rows of

gathering inch apart
across the top between

punchholes and across
lower edge. Draw up
both threads to fit the

PLEASE READ DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY
BEFORE CUTTING OUT.

PLEASE READ DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY
BEFORE CUTTING OUT.

- INCH 10 INCHES
I ~~J~ GATHER TO f II YOKE
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terence between

and

this...

is often this.;!

POWDER
So silky soft, so coul, so

smooth! Johnson s Baby Powder
is such a pleasant way to chase

nrio.kles and chafes, keep baby
rnmfv and

3BP2

The famous SARA QUADS
Johnson * Ualiy HroOutli. IVimier. Snap.
Cream and Oil ;ire used exclushfly IP the
Sara nursery Chosen .ibove all ntheri for
this most uiiDorum care

DEAF?
&quot;CHI CO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteec for your Lifetime
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet
MEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State

Shopping Block, Market Street Sydney.

D-M C
MERCER CROCHET

D M-C
) PEAl

C
STRANDED AND PEARL

COTTONS AT ALL LEADING STORES

fl/4 UTIFIES
SKIN

cream
THE MOST ECONOMICAL SKIN
BEAUTIFIER YOU CAN BUY.

......H.H. Q. 4.

MIDDLE-ACE...

the best age
. . . but is it? Do you seem to
be slowing up, losing your
punch, nervy, depressed and
feeling quite fatigued, both
mentally and physically? Then
what you need is WINCARNIS.
This condition is common in
middle-aged people these days,
due to the strain of modern
living, and is easily remedied
with a good tonic . . .

WINCARNIS. This world-re
nowned tonic is made of the
choicest full - bodied wines
medicinally blended with added
basic fortifying food elements
which are essential in main
taining a healthy body and
calm nerves. WINCARNIS is
the most natural, recuperative
tonic ever produced . . . doctors
recommend it. Chemists have
WINCARNIS, the Wine of Life

Cheese in Hiding.
Combine and beat until well mixed 1

well-beaten egg, 1 tablespoon chopped pars
ley, | teaspoon salt, teaspoon pepper and
2 cups hot mashed potatoes.

Divide into four portions. Using a fork
and spatula, shape into thick patties on an
oiled shallow baking dish. Make a depres
sion in centre of each patty. Place in the

depressions j Ib. processed cheese, cut in

four slices.

Cover with slice from 1 large tomato
cut in four slices.

Build potatoes up and around sides of the
tomato and roughen top edges. Brush with
melted butter. If desired, sprinkle tomato
with additional salt and pepper. Bake in
moderate oven for 30 minutes or until
browned. Garnish with watercress or pars
ley and serve hot with buttered young peas.

Let every father and /mother understand
that when the child is three years old they
have done more than half they will ever do
for his character.
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CHEESE MAKES A CHANGE
Cheese Souffle. (Jllus.).

One cup uncooked macaroni, 1 teaspoon
salt, 3 cups boiling water, 1$ cups soft

breadcrumbs, 1$ cups milk, 3 eggs, 1J cups
grated cheese (about 4 ounces), 1 teaspoon
salt, i cup diced pimento, ^ cup chopped
almonds, few sprigs parsley, 5 small pieces
pimento.
Add macaroni and 1 teaspoon salt to the

boiling water and cook for about 20 min
utes or until macaroni is done. Drain
macaroni. Souk breadcrumbs in milk while
macaroni is cooking. Separate eggs. Mix
together beaten egg yolks, cooked macaroni,
breadcrumbs soaked in milk, grated cheese,
1 teaspoon salt, diced pimento and al

monds. Beat egg whites until stiff but not

dry. Fold beaten egg whites into macaroni
mixture. Pour mixture into a well-greased
heat-resistant glass open baking dish. Bake
in moderate oven for 1 hour. Garnish with

parsley and pieces of pimento.

Tomato-Cheese Souffle.

Three cups tomato puree, 3 tablespoons
quick-cooking tapioca, 1 cup grated cheese,
! teaspoon sugar, 1 teaspoon salt, dash
in- prier, 1 tablespoon butter, 3 eggs (separ
ated;.

Boil tomato puree and tapioca for 1 min
ute, stirring constantly. Add cheese, sea-

fouinga and butter. Stir until cheese is

wolfed. Remove from fire and cool slightly.
Stir in wfil-beaten egg yolks and foil in

stiffly-beaten whites. Turn into grensed
aaeerole and set in dish of water. Bake

for 50 minutes in a moderate oven.

Cheese Bubble Bread.
Two cup& plain flour, J cup butter or mar

garine. J cup cheese (very finely shredded),
i teaspoon salt, sprinkle of pepper, a cup
nf boiling water.
Mix flour, cheese, salt and pepper. Dis

solve butter in boiling water and mix flour
to make a dough. Pinch off pieces the size
vf walnuts and roll out on a floured board
as thinly as possible. Bake quickly in hot
oven. They should be slightly brown and
form large bubbles.

Cheese Pikelets.
One cup of s.r. flour, } teaspoon salt,

pinch of cayenne (if desired), 1 dessert

spoon sugar, J cup finely shredded cheese
(tasty cheese), 1 egg, f cup of milk.

Sift flour, salt and cayenne into a basin,
*dd sugar, then cheese; gradually add epsr,
well beaten, then milk; fold with woodeu
spoon. Drop dessertspoonful on to greased
heated girdle iron -or frying pan. Turn
with knife when browned on one side. Cool
on cake cooler covered with a clean towel.
rt&amp;gt;rve with butter or any savoury spread.

Cheese Scones.
Sift 2 cups s.r. flour, $ teaspoon salt

into a basin, rub in with fingertips a
level tablespoon of butter, then add f cup
f grated tasty cheese: mix to a soft dough

with a small cup of milk. Turn on to a
floored board, press with knife to about $
inch thick and cut with scone cutter. Place
*m greased slide and glaze with milk;
oprinkle with grated cheese.
Bake in hot oven 12 to 15 minutes.

Cheese and Vegetable Casserole.
Two cups cooked spaghetti, 2 cups

cooked peas, 1 onion (chopped), 2 teaspoons
Chopped parsley, 3 tomatoes, 1 cup bread
crumbs, salt and pepper, 1 cup shredded
processed cheese.

Place half the spaghetti in a greased
baking dish- Mix the peas with the chopped
onion and parsley and place half of it into
the spaghetti, following this with half the
sliced tomatoes, breadcrumbs and season

ings. Repeat with the remaining ingredi
ents, except the cheese. Cover the dish and
bake in a moderate oven about half an
hour. Uncover, sprinkle with shredded
cheese and return to the oven for 10
minutes.

Cauliflower a la Cheese.
Place a whole cooked cauliflower on a

dish for serving. Pour over and around
the cauliflower 2 cups of cheese sauce:
2 tablespoons butter, 4 tablespoons flour, 2

cups milk, ^ teaspoon salt, few shakes pop
per, 1$ cups cheese (shredded).

Baked Potatoes and Cheese.
Six large baked potatoes, 2 cups shredded

cheese, i cup hot milk, 1 teaspoon salt, a
few shakes pepper.

Cut potatoes in half lengthwise and scoop
out the centres. Mash thoroughly. Add
cheese to hot milk and beat with rotary
beater till smooth, Mix with the potatoes,
add seasoning and whip until light and
creamy. Refill the potato shells, return to
a hot oven and bake until brown on top.

Macaroni Cheese Timbales.
One cup of shredded cheese, 1$ caps

milk, 2 eggs, $ teaspoon Worcestershire
sauce, salt and pepper, 1} cups cooked
macaroni (broken), 6 mushrooms.

Blend well the shredded cheese, milk,
well-beaten eggs and seasonings. Divide
the macaroni equally among 6 buttered cus
tard cups and fill cups with cheese mixture.
Stand in a dish of water and bake in *
moderate oven until firm (about 20 min
utes). Unmould on to a plate, garnish each

Alelt butter in saucepan, add flour and
stir until well blended, pour on the milk
and stir constantly, cooking until thick.
Then add seasoning and cheese and cook
slowly until the cheese is melted. Additional
cheese shredded and sprinkled on the cauli
flower makes an attractive dish.

timbale with a mushroom cap and serve
with a sauce made with cheese, milk and
seasonings cooked in a double boiler until

cheese is melted.
If mushrooms are not available garnish

with slices of tomato or pickled gherkin.

August Casserole.

Eight small new potatoes. 8 baby carrots,
1 small cauliflower, 1 cup fresh peas, ^ Ib.

pricket cheese, 2 cups medium cream sauce,
parsley.
Cook the vegetables (cauliflower broken

into small pieces) and drain well. Place in
a casserole. Add sliced cheese to the hot
cream sauce, and stir until it is melted.
Pour sauce over vegetables and place cas
serole in a moderate oven until thoroughly
heated. Garnish with parsley.

Cheese Boast.
One Ib. cooked haricot beans or split

peas, ^ Ib. cheese, 1 cup of breadcrumbs,
salt, pepper to taste, 1 onion (grated), a

tablespoon butter.

Eun the beans and cheese through a meat
mincer. Cook onion in butter with very
small amount of water. Combine the in

gredients, add seasonings and mix thor

oughly; then mould into loaf or roll. Brush
over with melted butter and water and
roll in breadcrumbs. Bake in a moderate

[Turn to page 41^



It s more convenient
1 find it s more

convenient to pay household bills by Bank of Ne&amp;gt;

South Wales cheque. I draw my cheque for the

exact amount and never have to worry about having
the right small change. A properly drawn cheque
is a receipt in itself, too. for it is held by the

&quot;Wales&quot; for years attei payment. So I know that

if I mislay a receipt, I can still produce evidence

of payment from my cheque account, if necessary.

You, too, should enjoy the con
\ venience of a cheque account with

&quot; *
the

BANK OF
NEW SOUTH WALES

MRSI BANK IN AUSTRALIA

tmit I.1ABILJTI)

LEG ULCER DISAPPEARS

Another &quot;VAREX&quot; Success
&quot;Just a line to tell you that Varex Treat
ment has been quite a success in my case,&quot;

writes one grateful user. &quot;The ulcer, with
its consequent pain and swelling, has en
tirely disappeared, and the leg is qjuite
normal.&quot; &quot;Varex&quot; is a simple, inexpen
sive home treatment. No resting required.
Only one dressing per week. Write for
free booklet. Ernest Healey, Pharma
ceutical Chemist. 5th Floor, St. James
Building, 109 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOW! Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drinlf. Eucrasy
has brought happiness to homes cursd
with misery and ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can be given
secretly in any food, or voluntarily.
State v/hich required.

Send 30, - now, for 20 day Course.

DEPT. 8, EUCRASY
297 Elirabeth Street. Sydney

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.&quot;]

French seams; run the ribbon through all

the beading and finish with a bow, as
shown. Complete with the final pressing.
After the frock has fulfilled its purpose
one row of lace and beading could be re

moved, then when baby is walking two
more rows could also be removed.

Material: f yard 36 inches wide. Lace,
9 yards 2 inches wide. Lace beading, 10

yards f inch wide. Lace edging, 1$ yards.
Bebe ribbon, 12 yards.

BABY S SLIP.
Follow suggestions given for cutting the

skirt portion for the frock, but in this

instance make the front and back 26 inches
wide and 17$ inches long. Use yoke pat
tern supplied for robe. Pin yoke pattern
to material and cut out without seam allow
ances. Join the yoke front to backs and
finish the opening at centre back, being
guided by suggestions given in Step 4.

Fold pleat in back skirt and cut and
finish the opening at centre back in the
same way as described in Step 3. Join

together at sides, gather upper edge to fit

yoke. Join skirt to yoke, then neaten the
armhole and neck edges with narrow bias

facings and apply in same way as for robe.
Turn the hem at lower edge, attach lace

edging to neck, armholes and lower edge a*&amp;gt;

shown. Work buttonholes on the right-
hand side of opening down the back and
sew buttons on the left side to correspond.

Material: 1 yard 36 inches wide. Lae
edging, 1$ yards.

FROCK, 8051.

Step 1. Completing Pattern:

Skirt. Mark off three widths
of material 36 inches wide and
25} inches long, plus the
usual hem and seam
allowances.

Sleeve. Follow sugges
tions given for complet
ing sleeve for Pattern

8050, but first fold

under the porti
below notches. Cut

pattern for the

trimming from
lower edge and
make this 1,1

inches wide, as

shown on cutting
guide.

Front and Back
Kip Yokes. To ob
tain pattern for

hip yokes, use
skirt pattern sup
plied for No. 8050
and place to a
double thickness
of paper. Mark
from notch, along
waistline down to

notch on side seam
through all punch -

holes and back to

first notch. Cut out
on marked line._

Use one piece of

pattern for front

hip yoke. For back

yoke cut off 1^

along the side seam. See

shape outlined on cutting
guide No. 8050.

Stop 2. Testing for Cor
rect Size: See Step 2, Pat
tern 8050.

Step 3. Cutting Out Material: i /

See Step 3, Pattern 8050.

8051
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PLEASE READ
DIRECTIONSCAREFULLY
BEPORE CUTTING

OUT.

r

Step 4. Shoulder Pads: As Step 4, Pat
tern 8050.

Step 5. Preparing Bodice for Fitting:
Join fronts together at centre front from
notch down in a plain seam, press open and
neaten all raw edges. Lengthen machine
stitch a trifle and along edges marked
&quot;Gather,

1 machine on seam line, then on
the allowance i inch from the first stitch

ing. Draw up both threads to fit the spaces
between notches on lower front. Tie threads

and arrange fulness in

even gathers.
Turn under peam allow

ance along upper edge
of lower front, pin to

gathered edge, tack,
machine as close as pos
sible to seam edge, press
and neaten. Pin front to

back at shoulders and
underarm seams and leave
an opening of 4 inches on
left side. Join sleeves at
underarms in plain seains,

press open and neaten.
Pin sleeves to armhotes,

matching notches, then

pin pads to sleeves. Pin
darts in back and try
bodice on, being guided
by suggestions given iu

Step 5, Pattern 8050. After
any adjustments are made
switch darts and seams,
press, neaten all raw edges
and replace sleeves and
pads, following closely
directions given in Steps
4 and 9, Pattern 8050.

. t~_~
~

PART Of SKIRT

PART Of SKIRT

AOSW i WIHi or S6

L . J
FOLD OF MATERIAL

Step 6. Collar and Facing: Cut
a fitted facing for each side of
front opening 2 inches wide and 2

inches longer than the opening,
and use bodice pattern as a guide
when cutting out. Pin collar to
neck edge with right sides facing
and machine in place. Join collar

facing to front facing in the same
way. Cut away excess seam allow
ance and press with edges together
and extending upwards. Pin fao-

ing to collar and bodice with right
tiides together, machine from bottom of

opening, up front, around collar and down
on the other side.

Tie ends of thread securely, turn facings
to inside, press, turn under raw edges of

[Turn to page 38.&quot;]

Now, at last, it is possible to

Take your HEARING AID
out of your ear for ever

This

hard-of-hearing
man is wearing
a new invention.

He now hears

again, yei there

is no device
of any kind In

either ear.

Providing you have sjme

form of bone conduction this

wonderful new Acousticon may

bring a new world of hearing

to YOU

Think of it ! Absolutely nothing
in your ear, no head-band, no

pressure of any kind yet you
hear even better than when you
were wearing an ordinary,
visible receiver.

Whether you wear a hearing aid

or not try it and see for your

self. Call in to-day for a demon

stration and a test of your

hearing FREE and without

obligation.

Angus & Coote
SYDNEY: Angus & Coote Pty. Ltd., 500 George Street .. . MA 6771
NEWCASTLE: Merino House, 62 Scott Street B 3423
MELBOURNE: Wentworth, House, 203 Collins Street Cent. 1165
ADELAIDE: Liberal Club Building, 175 North Terrace LA 4976
BRISBANE: 134 Elizabeth Street - B 8537
HCBART: 76 Harrington Street 5332
PERTH: Angus & Coote Pty. Ltd., 254 Murray Street .&quot;BA4050

CALL, PHONE OR SEND COUPON TO YOUR NEAREST
ANGUS & COOTE BRANCH

Please send me full information about this wonderful new Acousticon

Hearing Aid.

NAME

ADDRESS

HA-4



a message

about

INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION
&quot;Ii it really safe to ute

Meds?&quot; Once this was a com
mon question from single girls.

To-day it is not so often asked

because more and yet more girls

know that the answer is yes!

Here are the facts: A recent

American national survey of

900 leading gynecologists and

obstetricians indicates that

medical specialists overwhelm

ingly find Meds safe for normal

women. Medical literature

shows that when a single girl

wears Meds, there is absolutely
no change in physical struc

ture. Invented by a physician,

tampons are regularly worn by
thousands of registered nurses.

Meds completely do away with

the need for sanitary belts.

Chafing, uncomfortable bulk

and a revealing line are all

eliminated.

You, too, can have the new

freedom, the self-assurance, the

poise that only Meds can give.

&quot;Next time&quot; try Meds. In fact,

buy a packet now and be

ready!

Don t deprive yourself of
this wonderful Meds free

dom any longer. If you
want any further informa

tion, cut out and post the

coupon below to Nurse Reid,

Johnson 8i Johnson, Box
3331, G.P.O., Sydney, for

this FREE Meds booklet
it will help you towards

vjreater comfort and tells

all about safe internal

sanitary protection.

Nurse Reid, Johnson & Johnson, Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney.

Please post me, in plain wrapper, the FREE Meds booklet.

Name-.-.

Address _

HJI/8/52E.

BE POPULAR
Slim Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL TAB-
LETS replace vital Glandular

secretions (endocrinet), lack of

which causes formation of fat.

Weight reduction can now
be scientifically controlled.

6 weeks treatment costs 12/6 ; or 3 week* 6/6.

At all chemists pottage 6d. extra.

NOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Uni.)

Chmist 245 King St.. Newtown, Sydney.

Don t Endure Slipping

FALSE TEETH
Do your false teeth drop or slip when

you talk, eat, laugh or sneeze ? Don t

be annoyed and embarrassed a minute

longer. FASTEETH, a new powder
to sprinkle on your plates, keeps teeth

firm. Gives fine feeling of security and
comfort. No gummy, gooey, pasty
taste. Get FASTEETH to-day at any
chemist.

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 37.]

collar facing and hem to previous row of

stitching on the inside. Slip-stitch facing
edges together below the opening arrd tic

stitch to seam allowance. Join sleeve triu:

mings at ends in plain seams, press open
and pin to inside of sleeves. Machine in

place, turn to outside, turn under raw edge
and machine to sleeves as close as possibh
to edges.

Step 7. Skirt: Join pieces together in one
continuous strip and leave an opening o\&amp;gt;

one seam of 3$ inches below upper edgt
Remove all selvedges to prevent puckering
of seams and neaten raw edges. Gather

upper edge of skirt with two rows of

stitching and draw up both threads to fl1

hip yokes. Pin skirt yokes together at

right-hand aide seam only, leaving left sid

free for opening. Try on and observe fit

ting. Make any adjustments necessary
Machine right-hand side. Press open anri

neaten. Turn under allowance on lower

edge and pin to gathered edge of skirt

Machine as close as possible to edge.
Pin skirt to bodice with right sides to

gether and try on again and make alters

tions if necessary. Machine together, pres*
and neaten raw edges and finish tbe sid&quot;

opening, following suggestions given in

Step 12, Pattern 8050.

Step 8. Belt: Make the belt, finish with

eyelets and a buckle, and apply loops at

sides to hold it in place.
Step 9. Finishing: Sew buttons on bodice,

then turn and finish the hem as described
in Step 14, Pattern 8050.

Pattern is for 36-in. bust, 31-iu. waier.

40-in. hips. Material: 3f yds. 36 ins. wid&amp;lt;

[For alterations to other sizes se^

description 8050.]
Pattern may be obtained in sises 32 and

40 inches bust. Price 2/3, plus postage.

Petticoat Whims.
The latest whim of fashion is that you*

full skirt, pleated or gathered, should b
worn with a stiff petticoat. It makes ali

the difference and gives a charming!
romantic silhouette. Sketches C and F

show the &quot;rounded look.&quot; For further ful

ness at the hips, see sketch A just a piece
of stiff millinery inuslin pleated or gathered
on to a band. We can supply pattern for

gathered and gored crinoline slips. Price,

2/3 each.
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PAPER PATTERN AGENTS.
Paper patterns for all designs illustrated

in the Australian Home Journal may be

obtained from the following agents :

QUEENSLAND.
Finney Isles & Co. Ltd. Queen Street,

Brisbane.

Overells Pty. Ltd. The Valley, Brisbane.

E. S. Lucas Pty. Ltd. East Street, Rock-

hampton.
W. Boys & Sons 202 Adelaide Street,

Maryborough.
Misses Mercers & Windley Ruthven

Street, Toowoomba.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Farmer & Co. Ltd. Pitt, Market and

George Streets, Sydney.
The Hub Ltd. 393 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd. Broadway, Sydney.
Buckinghams Ltd. 97 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Pry. Ltd. 16 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Newcastle Ltd. 209 Hunter

Street, Newcastle.

VICTORIA.
Buckley & Nunn Ltd. 310 Bourke

Street, Melbourne.
R. O. Henderson Pty. Ltd. Hargreaves

Street, Bendigo.
Solomons Pty. Ltd. Cnr. Moorabool and

Malop Streets, Geelong.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
J. Craven & Co. Ltd. Rundle Street,

Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Ahern s Pty. Ltd. Hay and Murray

Streets, Perth.

NEW ZEALAND.
George & George Ltd. 161 Cuba Street,

Wellington.
John Court Ltd. Queen Street, Auckland.
T. Armstrong & Co. Ltd. Victoria Square

and High Street, Christchurch.
Brown Ewing & Co. Ltd. 288-304

Princes Street, Dunedin.
Garners Departmental Store Broadway,

Palmerston North.

H. & J. Court Ltd. Hamilton.
Whites Ltd. Importers, New Plymouth.
Warnocks Drapery Ltd. Victoria Avenue,

Wangonui.

And About Present!.

Brides should be businesslike about their

wedding presents.
Make a list of what you need, and

give copies to both sets of parents, to the

bridesmaids, and to the best man. These
are the people of whom advice is asked.

Keep it up to date by ticking off items as

they are given.
Make another list of presents received,

and thank immediately. Don t write three

days later saying, &quot;I d have written be
fore only I ve had such a lot of people
to thank.&quot;

Cheques require two letters: Thanks by
return, and later thanks for the &quot;lovely

carpet I bought.&quot;

Be sure to note down on your list what
you buy (or said you bought) with cheque
money. When displaying presents, write
out a card saying &quot;Mr. and Mrs. Blogg:
Cheque.&quot; But not how much.
The present list must not be thrown away

when all is over. You need it for remem
bering what things to have tactfully
placed when their donors come to see you.

If you confer a benefit, never remember
it; if you receive cue, never forget it.

NO, THANKS. DAW.YOU LL 1

HAVE TO ASK YOUR.
DENTIST ABOUT-WELL.

BAD
BREATH!

HOW? WHY?
DON T KEEP

IN THE DARK!
TELL ME WHAT S

ROCKING OUR
DREAM BOAT?

SINCE DAN DISCOVERED
COLGATE CAKE HE AND
KAY ARE A

DT?EAM-
BOAT

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
CLEANS YOUR BREATH
WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR

TEETH AND THE COLGATE
AY OF BRUSHING TEETH
RIGHT AETER EATING

Tests Published in Authoritative Dental

Literature Show That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating With

COLGATE DENTAL
CREAM STOPS TOOTH

DECAY BEST
Most thoroughly proved
and accepted home
method of oral hygiene
known today.

Yes, and two years
research showed the

Colgate way stopped
more decay for more
people than ever before

reported in dentifrice

history! No other
dentifrice offers such
proof the most con
clusive proof ever re

ported for a dentifrice
of any type.

AMERICA S LARGEST, AUSTRALIA S LARGEST,

THE WORLD S LARGEST SELLING DENTAL CREAM

USE COLGATEDMM CREAM

^ TO CLBAN YOUR 8*ATH
WHILE YOU CLEAN YOUR TEETH

\

*SAND HELP STOP TOOTH

DECAY BEST

Buy the

Big Family

Economy S/z
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THE PLAY AND FILM
[From page 27.]

Dale Evans, glamorous movie cowgirl,who
stars opposite her husband, Roy Rogers, in

Republic s outdoor-action drama, &quot;South of

Caliente,&quot; doesn t confine her western cos
tumes to the screen. She wears similar
clothes away from the cameras and even
decorated her home with a western motif.
Jean Peters was presented with a prized

whip that the late Douglas Fairbanks, Snr.,
used to crack in many of his swashbuckling
movie roles of the silent screen. The gold-
handled Australian bull whip was given to

rue actress by Dave Krashner, leading
Hollywood whip expert who worked with
Fairbanks in &quot;Don

Q&quot;
in 1925. Krashner,

after spending three weeks instructing
Jean to manipulate a whip for scenes in

20th Century-Fox s &quot;Anne of the Indies,
1

told her: &quot;I ve taught dozens of stars how

to handle a whip for pictures in the past
27 years but you were the best pupil of
them all. That s why I want you to have
this whip.&quot; The actress has taken up the

sport seriously and already is proficient

enough to snuff out a candle flame with a

15-foot whip.
* *

An unprecendented total of 24 original
songs has been completed by Frederick
-Hollander and Ted Geisel for &quot;The 5000

Fingers of Dr. T.&quot; The score includes two
ballet numbers of unusual harmonies, the

Butterfly Ballet and the Schlim-Schlam
Ballet. Vocal solos for Peter Lind Hayes
include &quot;The Money Song,&quot; &quot;I Will Not
Get Involved,&quot; &quot;Grindstone,&quot; and &quot;Freckle

on a Pigmy.&quot; With his wife and co-star,

Mary Healy, Hayes sings &quot;You Opened My
Eyes,&quot; and &quot;Get Together Weather,&quot; and
with Tommy Rettig, &quot;Dream Stuff.&quot; Miss
Healy solos in &quot;Many Questions Have No

Answers.&quot; Hans Conried, as Dr. Terwilliker,
has five solo numbers: &quot;The Dressing Song,&quot;

&quot;Do Re Me,&quot; &quot;Hypnotic Chant,&quot; &quot;Massage

Opera,&quot; and &quot;The Hypnotic Duel.&quot; Other
numbers, both vocal and instrumental, in

clude &quot;Ten Happy Fingers,&quot; &quot;The Happy
Fingers Fugue,&quot; &quot;Roller-skating Waltz.&quot;

&quot;Victory Procession,&quot; &quot;Dungeon Elevator,&quot;

and &quot;Chopsticks Fantasy.&quot;
* * *

John Wayne has received the Grand Prix
Film de Francais Award as the most popu
lar foreign star in France. The nation *

No. 1 box office star received notification
from Maurice Bessy, leading fan and trade

magazine publisher at Republic Studios,
where he is starring with Maureen O Hara
in John Ford s &quot;The Quiet Man.&quot; The
award, comparable to the Academy s

&quot;Oscar,&quot;
was the result of final tabulated

votes by the exhibitors and fan magazines
of France.

Put pep in your step by

starting your day right

by taking four drops of

Fishaphos in a glass of

water first thing when

you wake up in the

morning. You will feel the benefit of this easy health

treatment from the very first day. Thousands of people,
both young and old, take Fishaphos every morning to

keep themselves bright and alert all day. Get a bottle

to-day.

FISHAPHOS
THE GREAT NERVE TONIC

In a glass of water
every morninq.

Asthma Sufferers! Take Hope!
Remarkable New Treatment Brings Quick Relief.

if you live in constant dread of Asthma or Hay Fever, if coughing, wheezing and gasping
make your days miserable and rob you of sleep, even if you believe you ve tried every
thing without benefit, don t despair.
Fill In and post the Coupon below. You will receive a book telling you all about a new.
unusual treatment that brings amazing relief from Asthma and Hay Fever. If you like,
how the book to your doctor and be guided by his advice.

Send for this FREE BOOK NOW ! It carries a welcome message to every ASTHMA nd
HAY FEVER SUFFERER.

CHARLTON SINCLAIR LTD. (Dept. A),
P.O. Box 48, NEWTOWN, N.S.W.

I enclose threepence in stamps to cover postage
ASTHMA BOOK.
Name _

Address ....

Please send ma your FREE I

j; A.H.J.

STORY
WRITING PAYS

If YOU have the urge to Write, it will

PAY YOU to gam a complete and thorough
Training in Story Writing and Freelance

Journalism w\th STOTT S School of

Authorship.

Read these extracts from Students Letters:
&quot;

My earnings from my writing total almost 70.&quot;

(Les H.)
&quot;

During the past six months my acceptances
have returned me over 200.&quot;

&quot;

I tist hereunder my acceptances to the amount
of 106/10/9.&quot;

&quot;

I have had &quot;three articles accepted by 3LO and
broadcast by the A. B.C.&quot;

&quot; Walkabout accepted my article Modern
Crocoriilf Hunting. The amount I shall receive

for this article alone will almost p.iy for my Course.&quot;

&quot;

T had four stories in the Daily Mirror and
one in the Sun last week.&quot;

Stolts Correspondence College

100 Rusrll Si., Melbourne ; 149 Cagtlerrngh St., Sydney!
290 Adelaide St., Br-sbnn*; 21 Grrnfell St., Adelaide)

254 Murray St., Perth.

.....-.- CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON -,

To STOTT S : Please send me, free and without

obligation, your Prospectus and full particulars ol

your Literary Courses.

MY NAME |

A.H.J. 1252 _.

IJ

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
EAS I LY R E M OVE D

AT HOME
Hundreds ol women
are overjoyed ac th

easy way the famous
Swedish Wax Pencils

remove unsightly hairs

without discomfort.
leaving the skin clean,

/elvety, baby-smooth
and lovely. Success

fully removes stubborn
N seconds. The hair

comes right OUT not merely off

from face, arms, legs and back of

neck. Superior to all known methodi.
No stubby regrowth, no

&quot;

shaved off
&quot;

look. Pure, safe, natural ingredients no
smelly chemicals. Positive! non-irritating.
Sold on Money-back guarantee for only
IS/- post free. Sent under plain wrapper.
Send Postal Note to-da/ to

SOUTHERN GILBERT COY. PTY. LTD.
(Est. 1937) DEPT. B.

DE MESTRE PLACE, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

&quot;For I desired mercy, and not sacrifiee:

and the knowledge of God more than burnt

offerings.&quot; Hosea, G, 6.



CHEESE MAKES A CHANGE
[From page 35.&quot;]

oven until nearly brown, basting occasion

ally with melted butter or dripping. Serve

with tomato sauce and garnish with

parsley.

Cheese Lemon Cream.
Half oz. butter, 2 tablespoons milk, sea

soning, 4 slices bread, 3$ ozs. grated chee.se,

1 dessertspoon lemon juice, cayenne.
Melt butter in saucepan. Add cheese

and stir till it melts. Put in seasoning,

cayenne and milk. Cook for a few minutes
and then stir in lemon juice. Toast bread
on one side. Spread mixture between slices.

Do not let the mixture boil after adding
the lemon juice.

Cheese Corn Pudding.
Blend 2 cups of scraped corn with 2

lightly beaten eggs, J cup milk, 4 table

spoons liquid shortening, salt and paprika
to taste. Turn half this mixture in a

greased baking dish, cover wrth sliced

cheese, add the remaining corn, cover with
cheese and bake in a slow oven for 40
minutes.

Broiled Oysters.
Drain and roll large oysters in fine bread

crumbs. Dip in melted butter and roll in

crumbs again. Broil oysters on both sides

under low heat, until done and lightly
browned. Place 2 oysters on each serving
of toast and pour over them cheese sauce
made this easy way: In a double boiler

slowly melt Ib. of grated cheese; add J

cup of milk, stirring until sauce is smooth;
add a dash of Worcestershire sauce.

Sprinkle each serving with paprika, garnish
with parsley.

Italian Spaghetti with Meat Sauce.
Four ozs. spaghetti, 1 tablespoon mar

garine, 1 large onion (sliced), to f Ib.

steak (minced), f Ib. tomatoes, 1 teaspoon
salt, teaspoon pepper, cup stock, 1 cup
cheese (grated).
Cook the spaghetti, leaving it in long

strips. Fry the onion in the heated butter
or dripping till lightly brown, add the
sliced tomatoes, minced steak and season

ings. Simmer 25 minutes. Add cheese and
spaghetti, heat thoroughly and serve with
grated cheese. Left-over minced meat may
be used but should not be added till the

vegetables are cooked.

Cheese Fritters.

A smnll pkt. of cheese, 2 ozs. of plain
flour, 3 tablespoons of tepid water, a table

spoon of olive oil or melted butter, 1 egg.
Put the flour and a few grains of salt in

a basin; put the water and oil in a cup.
Make a well in the centre of the flour, stir

the water and oil slowly into it, then beat
all well together. Next, carefully separate
the yolk and white of the egg.

&quot;

Beat the
yolk into the flour, etc., and beat the white
to a stiff froth. Cut each piece of cheese
so that you have two slices from each por
tion. Have ready a pan of frying fat. Add
the white of egg to the batter, stirring it

in very lightly. With a skewer, dip the
pieces of cheese into the batter, coat them
well with it, then drop them iu-to the pan
of fat when a blue smoke rises from it.

When done, drain them on paper and serve.

Cheese Biscuits.
Mix together 2 o/.s. of grated cheese. 2

(izs. of butter, 2 ozs. of flour, a little salt
and a pinch of cayenne.
Work all these ingredients together with

the hands to a smooth paste. Roll out and
cut into 2-inch rounds with a cake-cutter.
Bake to a light brown colour and serve hot.

DOCTORS PROVE Palmolive Soap

can bringYOU...

in 14 days!

YOU tOO CAN LOOK

FOR THESE COMPLEXION

IMPROVEMENTS IN 14 DAYS

y
Fewer tiny blemishes

and incipient black

heads!

V Complexion clearer,
||

more radiant! gljj

Not just a promise
but a proved plan!
THIS IS ALI, YOU DO:

Wash your face with Palm-
olive soap. Then for 60
seconds massayre your clean
face with Palmolive s soft,
lovely lather. Rinse! Do
this twice a day for 14
days. This cleansing mas
sage will bring your skin
Palmolive s full beautify
ing: effect.

REGULAR SIZE

ECONOMY BATH SIZE

P2-I4!

\
&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;ASES

j
For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases 3

stamp for Examination H| send 3d.

Chart to

DERMOPATH1C INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

j 271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822 |

LOSE FAT SAFELY!
Shed up to 7 pounds of ugly fat in one week. No
laxatives, no exercises, no starvation. Guaranteed
non-injurious and effective. SLIM-TABS KVM
Tablets are easy and pleasant to take. Free from
drugs, this delightful, natural treatment has
worked miracles for fat people everywhere.
Posted under plain sealed wrapper. Send only
SO/- for 3 weeks course, or (special offer) full
9 weeks guaranteed course, 80/-. Address,

DEPT. H.I/2, AUSTRALIAN HEALTH
SERVICES. Box 888. G.P.O., Sydney.

Cheese Bails.

One cup grated cheese, i cup bread

crumbs, -J teaspoon salt, 1 teaspoon Wor
cestershire sauce, 1 tablespoon top milk, 1

egg, ^ teaspoon mustard.
Mix together, form into balls. Dip in

beaten egg, roll in crumbs and fry in hot
fat. Drain and serve hot with salad.

If you use buttonhole-stitch for
on those snap fasteners they will be
more secure and lie flatter on the material.

Never stitch lockuit material without

using tissue-paper underneath. You d be

surprised at the difference it makes to the
work.
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Remove

FRECKLES PIMPLES
BLACKHEADS AND ALL
SKIN IMPERFECTIONS
QUICKLY BY NEW
HOME METHOD

FOR years I was worried to death with unsightly Freckles
and abominable Pimples and Blackheads. Other girls
would avoid me. It was impossible for me to attend

parties and dances, because both sexes would shun my
company.
Whenever I went out I was actually dressed better and
looked smarter than most other girls, nevertheless I

always felt miserable. Every cream and powder and
lotion that I saw advertised I would try in the hope of

removing hose distressing blemishes, but one and all

proved failures.

Eventually I learnt of a simple home treatment from a

Parisian Beauty Specialist which brought a remarkable
change and within a month my Friends were remarking

&quot; how well you look I would never have known you.&quot;

Realising that there must be thousands of
mmDCC women, both young and old, who are to-day
|\Ci suffering as I did, you will not be surprised^^^^i to learn that I am anxious to place my secret

before them. If you will, therefore, send your name and
address, with stamp to, cover outlay for postage, I will

send you free, in a plain sealed envelope, full information
so that you may remove all traces of Freckles, Pimples,
Blackheads, and any other blemishes, by the wonderful
method that overcame my troubles.

Remember, it is different to any that you have adopted in

the past. It does not consist of cosmetics, creams, lotions

salves, soaps, ointment, plasters, bandages, masks, mas
sage rqliers or other implements. No diet no fasting

nothing to take, and cannot injure the most delicate skin.

CUT OUT AND POST COUPON NOW

Know the happiness of a radiant,
smooth, young skin, as do the
thankful thousands who have
used my method. Write NOW,
TO-DAY, while you think of it,

to MISS ALMA F. CHALMERS,
9 Martin Place, Sydney.

Miss ALMA F. CHALMERS,
9 Martin Place, Sydney. Box 3727, G.P.O.

Please send full details of your method for remoYtng
Freckles, Pimples, Blackheads, etc. I enclose stamp for

postage.

NAME (Mrs., Miss) .

ADDRESS

H.J. Aug./ 52.

-STAT

(Print Please)

REDUCE HIPS, WAIST
Look Slimmer, Younger, Smarter

With gentl* changing pressure, the
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET silnu hipsand waistline, and beautifies vonr
figure

Ihe FIGURE CONTROL CORSET teeps
you UP and keeps you IN. with
oalanced support and control in-
lividuallv fashioned to fit perfectly, it
has an exclusive fold-over front which
instantly tightens to any decree No
busts or lacing; no back opening

7 DAYS TRIAL!
fry the FIGURE CONTROL CORSET
for 7 days, AT MY RISK, to prove it
gives eomtertte* support and control
with slim, youthful grace and smart
ness Supplied direct, or gent by post
to country ?nd Interstate residents
Call for a free trial fitting, or write

r free lUostnted Brochure and Mea
surement Form Mention t.hts paper.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW
5th FLOOR, P.A. BUILDING,

US ELIZABETH ST., SYDNEY.

Perhaps parents would enjoy their chil
dren more if they stopped to realise that
the film of childhood can never be run
through for a second showing.

Everyone who dressmakes should re
member that even the simplest garment is

made more easily if you press as you finish
each stage.

No one

knows

my

secret . . .

NOT
even my husband has

guessed that I owe the appear
ance of my youthful looking hair to

Inecto. I know my secret will

.always be safe because its rich

shades look so natural, so true-to-

life. Inecto colours your hair the

same way as nature. It penetrates

into the hair itself right to the very
cells which give your hair its colour.

What could be more natural . . .

closer to nature ?

HAIR COLOURING
Consult your hairdresser or buy from chemists.

$ For advice and information on hair colouring,
write to the Inecto Inquiry Bureau, Dept. DID
G.P.O. Box 980, Sydney.

.H.I. 16/10,
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Waistcoat in Diagonal Stripe Pattern

Materials: 4 ozs. 2-ply wool in red (dark) ;

1 oz. 3-ply wool in white (light) ;
2 No. 10,

2 No. 12, and 2 No. 14 knitting needles; 7

buttons.

Measurements: Length from shoulder to

lower edge of back, 17^ inches. Bust size,

35 inches.

Tension: 8 sts. to 1 inch over two-colour

pattern on No. 10 needles.

Abbreviations: K., kni{; p., purl; st.,

stitch; sts., stitches; rep., repeat;

beg., beginning; dec., decrease;
ins., inches; inc., increase; tog.,

together; cont., continue; patt.,

pattern; dk., dark; It., light;

st.st., stocking stitch.

Back.

Using No. 12 needles and dk.

wool, cast on 116 sts. and work
3J ins. in k. 2, p. 2 rib. Cont. in

rib, inc. 1 st. both ends of next
row and of every following 4th

row until .there are &amp;lt; 140 sts. on
needle.

Cont. without shaping until

work measures 8^ ins.

Shape Armholes: Cast off 6

ets. at beg. of next 2 rows, then
dec. 1 st. both ends of every row
ufltil 112 sts. remain, then dec.

both ends of every alternate row
until 100 sts. remain. Cont. with
out shaping until work measures

17* ins.

Shape Shoulders: Cast off 8

sts. at beg. of next 8 rows. Cast
off remaining sts.

Left Front.

Using No. 10 needles, cast on
1 dk., 1 It. sts. Work in patt.:

1st row Cast on 3 dk., k. 1

dk., 2 It., 1 dk., (1 dk., 1 It.)

into last st.

2nd row With It., p. twice
into first st., p. 2 dk., 2 It., p. 2

dk., into last st.

3rd row With It., cast on 3

sts.,
* k. 2 It., 2 dk. Bep. from *

to last 3 sts., k. 2 It., k. 2 dk.,
into last st.

4th row (P. 1 It., 1 dk.) into
first st., p. 1 dk.,

* 2 It., 2 dk.

Eep. from *
to last 2 sts., p. 1

It., (1 It., 1 dk.) into last st.

5th row Cast on 3 It., k. 1

It.,
* 2 dk., 2 It. Bep. from *

to end, working (1 It., 1 dk.)
into last st.

6th row With dk., p. twice
into first st.,

*
p. 2 It., 2 dk.

Eep. from * to last st., p. 2 It.

into last st.

7th row Cast on 3 dk.,
*

k. 2

dk., 2 It. Eep. from * to last 3

sts., k. 2 dk., k. 2 It. into last st.

8th row (P. 1 dk., 1 It.) into first st.,
1 It.,

*
p. 2 dk., 2 It. Bep. from * to last 2

sts., p. 1 dk., (1 dk., 1 It.) into last st.

9th row Cast on 3 dk., k. 1 dk.,
* 2 It.,

2 dk. Bep. from * to end, working (1 dk.,
1 It.) into last st.

10th row With It., p. twice into first st.,

p. 2 dk., 2 It. Bep. from * to last st., p. 2
dk. into last st.

llth to 18th rows Bep. rows 3 to 10
inclusive (50 sts.). This completes shaping.

Cont. straight in patt.
1st row K. 1 dk., 2 It., 2 dk. Eep.

from to last 3 sts., 2 It., 1 dk.

2nd row P. 1 dk.,
* 2 It., 2 dk. Eep.

from * to last 3 sts., 2 It., 1 dk.

3rd row * K. 2 It., 2 dk. Eep. from
to end.

4th row *
P. 2 dk., 2 It. Eep. from *.

to end.

5th row K. 1 It.,
* 2 dk., 2 It. Eep.

from * to last 3 sts., 2 dk., 1 It.

6th row P. 1 It.,
* 2 dk., 2 It. Eep.

from * to last 3 sts., 2 dk., 1 It.

7th row * K. 2 dk., 2 It. Eep. from *

to end.
8th row* P. 2 It., 2 dk. Ep. from *

to end.

Eep. these 8 rows until work measures
3 ins. straight in patt. from end of shaping,
finishing with a p. row.

Keeping continuity of patt., inc. 1 st. at

beg. of next row and of every following
4th row until there are 68 sts. on needle,
working extra sts. into patt. Cont. with
out shaping until work measures 7| ins.
from end of front point shaping, ending at
side edge with a p. row.

Shape Armhole: Cast off 6 sts. at beg. of
next row, then dec. 1 st. at this same edge
on every row until 54 sts. remain, then dec.
at same edge on every alternate row until
48 sts. remain. Now work with armhole
edge straight, but dec. 1 st. at front edge
on next row and or every following 4th
row until 32 sts. remain. Cont. without
shaping until work measures 16f ins. from
end of front point shaping, ending at arm-
hole edge.

Shape Shoulder:
Next row Cast off 8, patt. to end.
Next row Patt. to end.

Bep. last 2 rows twice. Cast off remain
ing sts.

Right Front.

Using No. 10 needles, cast on
1 It., 1 dk. sts.

Work in patt.:
1st row K. (1 It., 1 dk.) into

first st., (1 dk., 1 It.) into last st.

2nd row Cast on 3 dk., p. 2

dk., 2 It., 2 dk., 2 It. into List st.
3rd row K. 2 dk. into first at,.*
k. 2 It., 2 dk. Eep. from * to

last 3 sts., 2 It., 2 dk. into last st.

4th row Cast on 3 sts. dk.,
p. 1 dk.,

* 2 It., 2 dk. Bep. from
* to end, finishing with (1 dk.,
1 It.) into last st.

5th row K. (1 dk., 1 It.) into
first st., 1 It.,

* 2 dk., 2 It. Bep.
from *

to end, finishing with
(1 It., 1 dk.) in last st.

6th row Cast on 3 sts. It,
*

p. 2 It., 2 dk. Eep. from *
to last

3 sts., 2 It., p.. 2 dk. into last st.
7th row K. 2 It. into first st.,*
k. 2 dk., 2 It. Eep. from *

to
last 3 sts., 2 dk., k. 2 It. into last
st.

8th row Cast on 3 sts It., p.
1 It.,

* 2 dk., 2 It. Eep. from *

to end, finishing with (1 It., 1

dk.) into last st.

9th row K. (1 It., 1 dk.) into
first St., 1 dk.,

* 2 It., 2 dk. Eep.
from * to end, finishing with (1
dk., 1 It.) into last st.

10th row Cast on 3 sts dk.,*
p. 2 dk., 2 It. Bep. from * to

last 3 sts., p. 2 dk., 2 It. into
last st.

llth to 18th rows Eep. rows
3 to 10 inclusive (56 sts.). This
completes the shaping. Cont.
straight in patt.:

1st row K. 1 dk.,
* 2 It., 2

dk. Bep. from * to last 3 sts.,
2 It., 1 dk.
2nd row P. 1 dk.,

* 2 It., 2 dk.

Bep. from * to last 3 sts., 2 It.,

1 dk.
3rd row* K. 2 dk., 2 It. Eep.

from * to end.
4th row* P. 2 It., 2 dk. Eep.

from * to end.
5th row K. 1 It.,

* 2 dk., 2 It.

Eep. from * to last 3 sts., 2 dk.,
1 It.

6th row P. 1 It.,
* 2 dk., 2 It. Eep. from

* to last 3 sts., 2 dk., 1 It.

7th row* K. 2 It., 2 dk. Eep. from *

to end.
8th row* P. 2 dk., 2 It. Eep. from *

to end.

Bep. these 8 rows until work measures
3 ins. straight in patt., from end of shap
ing, ending with a p. row. Keeping con
tinuity of patt. inc. 1 st. at end of next
row and of every following 4th row until
these are 68 sts. on needle, working extra
sts. into patt.

[Turn to page 45.]
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BOY S CARDIGAN
Materials: 3 ozs. grey 2-ply wool; -J oz.

of each of the following colours: white,

yellow, light purple and bright blue; knit

ting needles No. 11; matching crochet

hook; 6 buttons.

Measurements: Length, 13 ins.; at under

arm, 22 ins.; sleeve seam, 11 ins.

Purl back between each cast off.

Abbreviations: G., grey; B., blue; k.,

knit; p., purl; in., inch; at., stitch; inc.,

increase; cont., continue; tog., together;
w.r.n., wool raund needle; rep., repeat;
dec., decrease; st.st., stocking stitch; rem.,
remain.

Tension: 9 sts. equal 1 inch, 12 rows

equal 1 inch.

Fancy Coloured Pattern.
Work 4 rows in st.st. with blue wool, 4

rows grey, 4 rows purple, 4 rows grey, 4
rows white, 4 rows

grey, 4 rows yellow,
and 4 rows grey.
Row 33* K. 2 G.,

7 B; repeat from * to

last 2 sts., 2 G.
Row 34* P. 2 G.,

7 B; repeat from *

to last 2 sts., 2 G.
Row 35* K. 3 G.,

5 B, 1 G; repeat from
* to last 2 sts., 2 G.

Row 36 P. 2 G *,
1 G., 5 B., 3 G.; re

peat from * to end of
row.
Row 37* K. 4 G.,

3 B., 2 G.; repeat
from * to last 2 sts.,

2 G.

Row 38 P. 2 G.,
*

2 G., 3 B., 4 G.; re

peat from * to end of
row.

Row 39 * K. 5 G.,
1 B., 3 G.; repeat
from * to last 2 sts.,
2 G.
Row 40 P. 2 G.,

*

3 G., 1 B., 5 G; repeat
from * to end of row.

This completes the
pattern.

Back.
Cast on 76 sts. in

grey and work 2^ ins.
in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. 16 sts, evenly

across row (92 sts.). P. 1 row.
Cont. in st.st. Then work two rows in

G. Work pattern once and continue in
G. only.
When work measures 8 ins., shape arm-

holes. Cast off 3-2-2-2 sts. for each (74
sts.).

Cont. straight until back measures 13
ms. Cast off.

Right Front.
Cast on 49 sts. in G.
Work a border of 9 sts. in plain st. and
k k- lj P 1 ribbin

? on the other 40 sts
When border is 1 inch long, make first

buttonhole. Starting on border sts k 3
k. 2 tog., w.r.n., k. 4, finish row.
When border measures 2$ ins., work next

row, starting at border edge as follows-
k. 2 k. 2 tog., w.r.n., k. 4 (second button
hole),

*
k. 2, inc. in next st.; rep. from *

10 times more, k. to end of row (60 sts )
Next row P. 51, k. 9.

-O-O-SSOO-

Next row K. 9 and put these border eta.

on a safety pin, k. to end of row. P. 1 row.
Work pat. once, then continue in grey

only. -When front measures 8 ins., start
armhole and neckline shaping in next row
on wrong side of work: cast off 3, p. to 2

sts. from end of row, p. 2 tog.

Further cast off for armhole 3-2-1 sts.

more and rep. dec. for neckline 12 times
more every J inch.

Cont. straight on 30 sts. until front
measures 13 ins. Cast off.

Pick up border sts. from safety pin.
Cont. in plain st. and make four more but

tonholes, 1 ins. between each. When
border measures 14^ ins. cast off.

Left Front.
Work in reverse to correspond to right

front, omitting buttonholes.

Sleeves.
Cast on 50 sts. and work 2 ins. in k. 1,

p. 1 ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. 24 sts. evenly

across row (74 sts.). P. 1 row.
Now work pattern once, but work two

rows of each colour instead of 4. Cont. in

grey only and inc. 1 st. at both ends of
row every inch until there are 88 sts.

Cont. straight until sleeve measures 11 ins.

Shape top.
Cast off at both sides 2 sts

7 times, 1 at. 6 times, 2 sts. 7 times. Cast
off rem. 16 sts.

Finishing.
Press parts lightly under damp cloth,

avoiding ribbing. Join seams and sew in
sleeves. Sew borders along each front and
jilong back neck, weaving ends of border
together at centre back neck. Work em
broidery: Herringbone-st. in blue over two
grey sts. between each triangle down to tJiu

border (as illustrated). Sew on buttons.

Waistcoat in Diagonal Stripe Pattern

[From page 43.]

Cont. without shaping until work meas
ures 7J ins. from end of front point shap
ing, ending with a k. row at side edge.
Shape armhole and complete front and
shoulder shapings as given for left front.

Left Front Border.

Using No. 14 needles and dk. wool, cast
on 14 sts. and work in st.st. for a sufficient

length to go from centre back of neck,
down to lower edge of waist and along to
side edge. Cast off.

Now place 7 pins down front edge to
mark positions for buttonholes, the top one
at commencement of front shaping, with
the others at regular intervals of about 1
to 1$ inches, the last one being about 1
inch up from end of lower front shaping.

Right Front Border.

Using No. 14 needles and dk. wool, cast
on 14 sts. and work in st.st. until first but
tonhole is reached at indicated point on
left front border. Work thus:

1st row K. 3, cast off 2, k. 3, cast off 2,
k. 2.

In the next row cast on 2 sts. twice, in

place of those cast off. (When border is

folded in two, the two buttonholes will

correspond, making one final buttonhole.)
Make 7 buttonholes in all, then work to
match left front border.

Armhole Borders.

Using No. 14 needles and dk. wool, cast
on 14 sts. and work in st.st. until border is

right length to fit round armhole edge when
slightly stretched. Cast off.

Make Up.
Press work on wrong side with a warm

iron and damp cloth. Sew shoulders to

gether, then sew up side seams, leaving
first | in. of back free at lower edge. Sew
on armhole borders, folding st.st. in two,
and carefully stitching the two edges to
armholes of waistcoat. Sew on front
borders, sewing centre back seam neatly.
Sew side border edges to f in. left at back
lower edge. Oversew the pairs of button
holes to strengthen, then sew on buttons to

correspond with buttonholes. Press all

The waistline of a jersey dress always
needs reinforcing to prevent stretch and
sag. Stitch twilled cotton tape or bind
ing along the waistline seam. Shirt-waist-

type dresses also need to have collars,
cuffs and front edges reinforced to hold
their shape. Use thin, lightweight cotton
fabric between the two layers of jersey.
Bound or two-piece buttonholes are best

for jersey. Worked buttonholes are likely
to stretch or even ravel. Jersey dresses
often stretch while hanging in the ward
robe. Much of this stretch may be pre
vented by hanging on a hanger from the
waistline instead of the shoulders.

Because of its cling, jersey is most attrac
tive in dresses with plenty of fulness.
Choose patterns that feature gathers or un-

pressed pleats. Be sure the fulness is about
equal in the back and front. Heavy ful
ness in one place, such as the front of the
akirt, will make the dresa sag. Avoid
straight &quot;pencil-alim&quot; akirta or a snug fit.

Such skirts soon take on a stretched, baggy
look in the back. Because jersey does not
hold a press, avoid pressed pleats.

Press jersey lightly on the wrong side,

lifting the iron from place to place rather
than pushing it along. This helps prevent
stretching seams.
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CUSTARD
DISHES
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nd save your

Nursery Shortcake

(illustrated) is a
delicious sweet
from the Foster

Clark Recipe
Book. Write for

your free copy,
enclosing 3jd.

stamp to
Foster Clark
(Aust.) Ltd..

Dept. 2 C.,
R e d f e r n.

N.S.W.

irs SUCH A

RELIEF TO HAVE

NO TROUBLE

WITH TEETHING

NOT CONTAIN
COMPOUNDS.

Try giving your baby
Ashton & Parsons Infants

Powders, which are won
derfully soothing at teeth

ing time. These Powders en
sure regular, easy motions,
promote restful sleep, and
are absolutely SAFE, DO

CALOMEL OR MERCURY

After you ve heard two eye-witnesses
to an accident testi-fy, it makes you
wonder about history.

Money as a medium of commerce is first

mentioned in Genesis xxiii 9, when
Abraham purchased a field.

TORE UNTOLD PLEASURE
Friends invitations

outings!

LEARN AT HOME
Be playing all your
Favourite tunes and
Screen hits in a few

weeks with a

SAMPSON
POSTAL COURSE
costs nothing if

not satisfied.

LEARN AT
HOME FOR

2 6
WEEKLV

No scales or exercises.

No need to be clever.

Beginners start playing
in 30 minutes.

LESSONS
INSTRUMENTS

From 2/6 weekly wherever

you live for either

if Banjo Mandolin

if HilUbitfy Surto/

if Steel Guitar

if Piano Accordion

if Button Accordion

if Mouth Organ
if Piano if Ukuiete

if Banjo Ukulele

if Saxophone
if Violin if Clarinet

FREE. Write for free catalogue
osvd booklet (tcrte instrument

favoured) to

SAMPSONS, Dept C
4*1 KMtSt

Ban 4 1 MX, 6.P.O., Sydney

Australia s FOREMQS& Sthoo!

NERVES&quot;
getting you down?

End mineral starvation NOW!
If your nerves are always
&quot;on edge,&quot; if you re tired,
listless, with poor appetite
your system needs the

extra help of Bidomak to
end &quot;mineral starvation.&quot;

Bidomak is a balanced, scien
tific compound of ferrum,
calcium, potassium, sodium,
phosphates, glycero-
phosphates, and sucrose.
It restores health and energy
builds resistance, banishes that
depressed feeling. Many have
been amazed at the difference
In their health after taking
Bidomak. Start on a course

to-day! It will do you
El good or your money will
Jm. be refunded.

Build up on

Bidomak
&quot;The Tonic of the Century&quot;

to Boys & Girls

Wrist Watches, Cameras, Ma -Ma DO//S.

fountain Pens. Many other Vafuab/e Prizes for

selling small parcels oftested garden seeds, jend

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money now, only name and address. Write to-day.

lohn B. Murray. 6A1 K GeorEe St.. Sydney

A man risks his life to cross the street

against a red light and then stops on
the other side to light a cigarette.
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Knit a Dolman-sleeved Jumper
Fashionable, Becoming and Comfortable to Wear is this well-shaped Jumper with its

Striped Yoke and Cuffs.

Jumper may be knitted all in the one shade if desired.

Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool in main
shade. 1 oz. 3-ply knitting wool in contrast

ing shade. One pair each No. 10 and No. 12

knitting needles; a No. 10 crochet hook.
Six buttons.
Measurements: To fit 34-36-inch bust.

Length, 20 inches.
Tension: 1\ sts. and 10 rows to 1 inch.
Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; st.-st., stocking-stitch; dec., de

crease; inc., increase; tog., together; t.b.l.,

through the backs of
the loops; d.c., double

crochet; ptn.* pattern;
cont., continue; beg.,

beginning.
Welts (Back and Front

b6th alike).

Using No. 12 needles
and main colour, cast
on 102 sts. and work
5 ins. in k. 2, p. 2 rib.

Continue in rib, dec. 1

st. at each end of

every row until 2 sts.

remain. K. 2 tog.
Side, Back and Front.

(Worked in one piece
as far as sleeve.)

Using No. 10 needles
and main colour, cast
on 144 sts. and work in

ptn. as follows:

Commencing with
right side facing, work
5 rows in st.-st.

With wrong side fac

ing, knit 1 row.

Repeat these 6 rows
10 times.
Work 72, turn. Cont.

on these 72 sts. for one
side, leaving the re

maining 72 sts. on a

spare needle.

Keep the centre edge
straight and work the
sleeve thus: Inc. at the
underarm edge (i.e.,

the centre of the work)
on every row, until
there are 126 sts.

Shape Shoulder and
Lower Sleeve Edge:
Cast off 4 sts. at upper
shoulder edge at beg.
of every alternate row,
while dec. 1 st. at lower
sleeve edge on every 3rd row, until all sts.

are worked off.

Join wool to remaining 72 sts., apd com
plete the other side to correspond, revers

ing all shapings and matching stripes.

Work another piece in the same manner.

Front Yoke.
This is worked in stripes as follows :-*-

Beginning with main colour, k. 2 rows,
then work 4 rows in st.-st. in contrasting
colour.

These 6 rows form the pattern.

Using No. 10 needles and main colour,
cast on 172 sts. and k. 2 rows. Change to

contrasting colour and dec. as follows:

1st row K. 2 tog., k. 82, k. 2 tog., t.b.l.;
k. 2 tog., k. 82, k. 2 tog.

2nd row P. 82, p. 2 tog., p. 2 tog., t.b.l.:

p. 82.

3rd row K. 2 tog., k. 79, k. 2 tog., t.b.l.;

k. 2 tog., k. 79, k. 2 tog.
4th row P. 79, p. 2 tog., p. 2 tog., t.b.l.;

p. 79.

5th row In main colour: k. 2 tog., k. 76,
k. 2 tog., t.b.l.; k. 2 tog., k. 76, k. 2 tog.

6th row K. 76, k. 2 tog., t.b.l.; k. 2 tog.,
k. 76.

Continue in this manner, dec. 2 sts. at

centre of every row and 1 st. at each end
of every other row until 82 sts. remain.

Work 15, and leave on a safety-pin, work
to end, and slip last 15 on to safety-pin.
Break off wool and rejoin to sts. on

needle.

Cont. to dec. 2 sts. at centre of every
row, while dec. 1 st. at each end of every
row until 4 sts. remain. Leave 4 sts. on a

safety-pin.
Back Yoke.

Using No. 10 needles, cast on 172 sts. and
work as for front yoke, until 82 sts. remain.

Cont. to dec. 2 sts. at centre of every
row, and at the same time dec. at each end
of every row until 2 sts. remain. K. 2 tog.

Neck Edging.
Back: With right side facing, using con-*

trast wool and No. 12 needles, pick up and
k. 18 sts. along right side of yoke, 2 sts. at
centre and 18 along left side. Work 8
rows in k. 2, p. 2 rib on these 38 sts. Cast
off in rib.

Front: With right side facing, using con
trast wool and No. 12 needles, knit the 15
sts. on safety-pin at left front neck. Pick
up and knit 16 along neck edge, knit the 4
sts. on safety-pin at centre, pick up and
knit 16 along right neck edge and knit the

remaining 15 on safety-pin.
Work 8 rows in k. 2, p. 2 rib on these 66

sts. Cast off in rib.

Cuffs.

Using main colour and No. 10 needles,
cast on 90 sts. and k. 2 rows. Change to
contrast colour.

1st row K. 2 tog., k. 41, k. 2 tog. t.b.l.;
k. 2 tog., k. 41, k. 2 tog.
2nd row P. 2 tog., p. 39, p. 2 tog., p. 2

tog. t.b.l.; p. 39, p. 2 tog.
Continue in this manner, in stripes as for

yoke, until all sts. are worked off.

Work another cuff in
the same manner.

Shoulder Pads.
Cast on 2 sts. on No.

10 needles and work in

st.-st., inc. 1 gt. at each
end of k. row until
there are 30 sts on
needle. Cast off.

Cast on 2 sts. on No.
10 needles and work in

st.-st., inc. 1 st. at end
of every k. row until
there are 15 sts. on
needle. Cast off.

Make another piece
in the same way, but
inc. at beginning of k.

rows instead of at the
end.
Cut a piece of cotton

wool slightly smaller
than the large triangle.
Work a row of double

crochet along the side

edge (straight edge)
of one small triangle.
Fasten off. Work 2
rows along the straight
edge of the other small

piece.
Place the two small

pieces (crochet edges to

centre) on the large
triangle (right side in

side) and stitch to

gether along the shaped
and straight edges.

Slip the piece of cot
tonwool inside and
tuck the double row of
crochet over the single
row.

When the garment is

washed the cottonwool
can be removed with
out removing the pad.

To Make Up.
Sew yokes to side pieces, back and front.

Sew in welts and join side seams.
Join shoulder seams of yoke for 2 ins.

To complete cuffs, place cuffs over

sleeves, cuff point to upper sleeve seam,
and with right side facing, using a No. 12

needle and contrast wool, pick up and knit
10 sts. along free edge of sleeve, 60 along
edge of cuff and sleeve together, and 10

along other side of sleeve.

Work S rows in k. 2, p. 2 rib on these 80

sts. Cast off in rib.

Join lower sleeve seams.

Work a row of d.c. along shoulder open
ings and work 3 button loops along front
of openings.

Press seams lightly, and sew on buttons
to correspond with loops.
Sew in shoulder pads.



There s no need to deny yourself

those favourite foods, nor weaken

yourself with exercises and drugs,

you can slim naturally and safely

with Bile Beans. More than a laxat

ive, Bile Beans contain an

AMAZING NEW INGREDIENT

that disposes of the fat - forming

residues and toxic poisons that cause

excess weight, indigestion and loss

of energy. You gain in health as

you lose in weight you look and

feel better in fact you are much

bener with Bile Beans. Don t delay,

start taking medically tested

Bile Beans tonight.

Slim with

&quot;All praise to Bile Beans. Ifeel

fine. I eat all before me, sleep

splendidly and I m slimmer,
tool&quot; Mrs. B. Adelaide

BILE BEANS
more than a laxative

Three-way care

F of Silverware

GODDARD S PLATE POWDER, world renowned

for more than 110 years as the finest polish

for silver. The choice of the connoisseur.

GODDARD S SILVER POLISH is liquid and consists

of the Plate Powder ready mixed with suitable

ingredients. A boon to the busy housewife.

#

GODDARD S SILVER CLOTH provides the

best one-process method of polishing

lightly tarnished silver. After washing

spoons and forks a rub with this cloth

will dry nd polish them at the same time.

Goddards Silver Polishes

LACK OF ENERGY.
FAILING MEMORY ETC.

TKfTHKNlW 1

HORMONE
PRODUCT

&amp;gt; MEMORY ETC

Mlinui
Science has proved
that our physical and
mental energy are de

pendent upon our

supplies of hormones,
and that any hormone
deficiency may be bal

anced by taking in

ternally a genuine hor
mone preparation.
Science has also ascer

tained that the taking
of such a preparation
will considerably stim
ulate the hormone for

mation in the body.We have a genuine hormone product
that renews energy, improves the
memory, restores nerves and over
comes general fatigue, restlessness,
irritability and revitalises the system.
Do not confuse this product with ordinary
patent medicines. It is something different
and carries a Money-Back Guarantee of

Complete Satisfaction in 10 days. Send

stamp with name and address, stating if

Mr., Mrs. or Miss, and a Free Sample will

be posted under sealed cover.

Address: Australian Agents,
A. D. BALDWIN & CO.,

9 Martin Place, Sydney.

who successfully expert-
mented with Hormones

WHY SUFFER

COUGHS & COLDS?
Smash Them With

HEENZO
Famous Family Remedy
You can quickly ease that cough,
sore throat or cold with HEENZO.
HEENZO gives instant relief.

This time - tested remedy u
guaranteed absolutely safe for

young and old.

Kiddies love its easy-lasting
flavour.

YOU CAN MAKE ONE
WHOLE PINT FOR 3/-.

Here s how thousands of mothers
are saving pounds now. They
are taking a 3/- bottle of
Concentrated HEENZO, adding
sweetened water, and making one
whole pint of the finest cough
remedy, more than enough for
the whole family.

Don t suffer another day! See
your nearest chemist or store and
get your HEENZO now!

HEENZO
For Coughs and Colds

Costs shillings . . . saves s

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR/ Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed Send
stamped addressed envelope
for particulars Confidential.
Janet Glanville, 247H Eliza-
beth Street, Sydney.
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Girl s Diamond Cardigan
Materials: 9 ozs. blue 3-ply wool; a 12-

inch zip fastener; knitting needles No. 11;

matching crochet hook.

Measurements: Length, 16 ins.: round
underarm, 28 ins.; sleeve seam, 15 ins.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; rep.,

repeat; ins., inches; si., slip; w.r.n., wool
round needle; p.s.s.o., pass slip stitch over;
inc., increase; patt., pattern; cont., con
tinue; d.c., double crochet; beg., beginning.

Always purl or knit back in pattern be
tween each cast off.

Tension: 11 rows and 7 sts. equal 1 inch.

Row 15 P. 1,
*

Blip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o., p. 9, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o., p. 1; rep. from * to end.
Row 17 K. 2,

*
p. 13, k. 3; rep. from *,

ending k. 2.

Row 19 K. 2,
*

p. 13, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n.,
k. 1, p.s.s.o.; rep. from *, ending k. 2.

Row 21 As row 13.

Row 23 As row 15.

Row 25 As row 9.

Row 27 As row 11.

Row 29 As row 5.

Row 31 As row 7.

Repeat 32 rows for pattern.

Pattern.
Row 1 P. 7,

*
k. 3, p. 13; rep. from *,

ending k. 3, p. 7.

Row 2 and all even rows K. on k, p.
on p.
Row 3 P. 7, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o., p. 13; repeat from *, ending p. 7.

Row 5 P. 5,
*

k. 3, p. 1, k. 3, p. 9. Rep.
from *, ending p. 5.

Row 7 P. 5,
*

slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o., p. 1, slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o., p. 9; rep. from *, ending p. 5.

Row 9 P. 3,
*

k. 3, p. 5; rep. from *,

ending p. 3.

Row 11 P. 3,
*

slip 1, k. 1, w.r.n., k. 1,

p.s.s.o., p. 5; rep. from *
ending p. 3.

Row 13 P. 1,
*

k. 3, p. 9, k. 3, p. 1;
rep. from *

to end.

Back.
Cast on 80 sts. and work 2J ins. in k. 1,

p. 1 ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. 17 sts. evenly

across row. (97 sts.).
P. 1 row. Cont. in patt.
When 10 ins. long, shape armholes. Cast

off 3-2-2-1 sts. each side (81 sts.).
Cont. straight until 16 ins. long, cast off.

Fronts.
Cast on 40 sts. and work 2J ins. in rib

bing. ,

Next row K. and inc. 11 sts. evenly
across row. (51 sts.).

P. 1 row.
Work 2 sts. in plain st. at centre edge

for border and cont. in patt. oil all other
sts.

When 10 ins. long, cast off: 3-3-2-2-1 sts.

for armhole, and cont. straight on 41 sts.

When 15^ ins. long, shape neck.
Cast off 5-3-3-2-2-1 sts. at centre edge

and cont. on 25 sts. until 16 ins. long. Cast
off. Make other front in reverse to cor

respond.
Sleeves.

Cast on 40 sts. and work 3 ins. in k. 1,

p. 1 ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. 15 sts. evenly

across row.
P. 1 row.
Cont. in patt. and inc. 1 st. at both ends

of row every in. 12 times (89 sts.).
Cont. straight until 15 ins. long. Shape

top.
Cast off at both ends of alternate rows 2

sts. 7 times, 1 st. 4 times, 2 sts. 9 times.
Cast off rem. 17 sts.

Finishing.
Press lightly under damp cloth. Join

seams and sew in sleeves. Pick up sts.

round neck and work $ in. in k. 1, p. 1

ribbing.
Next row K. and inc. in every 6th st.

Further work 16 rows of patt. but k. 3 sts.

at beg. and end of every row, inc. 1 st.

next to these border sts. at beg. and end
of every 4th row.
Wr

ork 10 rows in plain st. and cast off.

Work 2 rows d.c. along each front edge and
sew in zipper.

*--

Fashion Touches.
What s new in fashion is what we are all

looking for. The clever girl with not much
money can always use ideas that will
modernise her
wardrobe.

Such ideas that &quot;catch on&quot; are: A: The
Italian style of double ring linked and

pearl drop. B: Georgette or smart check
ribbon bow on hair. C: Your whirl skirt

trimmed with saucy silken tassels. D: A
toucli of spring at your wrist.

E: A smart splash o^ colour on collar or

rever. F: Satin scarf as sash. G: The
newest sheath pin is so useful for frock or

hat trimming. H: Ribbon used as trim

ming for a plain frock.
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FOR AN AFTERNOON
Knit a jersey as graceful as a

Materials: 12 ozs. 3-ply wool; a pair each
of Nos. 10 and 12 needles; a No. 4 steel

crochet hook; 23 buttons.

Measurements: To fit 36-38-in. bust.

Length from shoulder, 20 ins. Sleeve seam,
18 ins.

Tension: 7 sts. to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; inc., increase or

increasing; dec., decrease or decreasing;
cont., continue; beg., begin or beginning;
d.c., double crochet; ch., chain; rep., re

peat; ins., inches.; si., slip; m.st., moss-
stitch.

blouse, add a row of buttons,

on next row as follows: K. 4, (k. twice into

next st., rib 6) 6 times, rib 4 (56 sts.).

Change to No. 10 needles and work in moss

st., keeping 4 sts. at front edge in garter
st. until 12 rows have been worked.

Shape Front as follows:

1st row K. 4, moss st. 8, turn, si. 1,

moss st. 7, turn, moss st. to end.

2nd row Moss st. to last 4 sts., k. 4.

3rd row K. 4, moss st. 16, turn, si. 1,

moss st. 15, turn, moss st. to end.

4th row As 2nd row.

5th row As 1st.

The Back.
Cast on 100 sts. on No. 12 needles and

work in a k. 1, p. 1 rib for 4 ins. Inc. in
next row thus: (Eib 7, k. twice into next
st.) 12 times, rib 4. (112 sts.). Change to
No. 10 needles and work 19 rows in moss
st. Cont. in moss st., inc. at each end of
next and every following 8th row until
there are 128 sts. Cont. in moss st. with
out shaping until work measures 12 ins.
from beg.

Shape Annholes: Cast off 3 sts. at beg.
of next 6 rows, then k. 2 tog. at each end
of every alternate row until 98 sts. remain.
Cont. without shaping until work measures
19^ ins. from beg.

Shape Shoulders: Cast off 10 sts. at beg.
of next 6 rows. Cast off.

The Fronts (both alike).

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 50 sts.

1st row K. 4; k. 1. p. 1 to end.
2nd row Eib to last 4 sts., k. 4. Eep.

last 2 rows until work measures 4 ins. Inc.

6th row As 2nd.
7th row K. 4, moss st. 17, turn. si. 1,

moss st. 17, turn, moss st. to end.
8th row Inc. in first st., moss st. to last

4 sts., k. 4.

9th and 10th rows As 1st and 2nd rows.
llth row K. 4, moss st. 18, turn, si. 1,

moss st. 17, turn, moss st. to end.
12th row As 2nd.
13th row As 1st.

14th row As 2nd.
15th row K. 4, moss st. 19, turn, si. 1,

moss st. 18, turn, si. 1, moss st. to end.
16th row As 8th.

Cont. in this manner, working garter st.

border and working one more st. at beg.
of every alternate row and working 8 sts.

only in remaining gathers. At the same
time inc. 1 st. at side edge on every 8th
row until there are 64 sts. on needle. Cont.
without side shaping, but still making
gathers and working 1 st. more in every
alternate gather until work measures 12^

ins. Now omit gathers, but cont. working
front border.

Shape Armhole: Cast off 3 sts. at arm-
hole edge on next 3 alternate rows, then
k. 2 tog. at this edge on every alternate
row until 49 sts. remain. Cont. without
further shaping until work measures 17 ins.

Shape Neck: Cast off 8 sts. at neck edge
on next row, then k. 2 tog. at this edge on
every row until 30 sts. rem. Cont. w-ithout

shaping until work measures 19^ ins.

Shape Shoulder by casting off 10 sts. at
armhole edge 3 times.

The Sleeves (both alike).

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 52 sts. and
work 2 ins. in garter-st. Inc. as follows:
K. 4, inc. in each st. to last 4 sts., k. 4 (96
sts.). Change to No. 10 needles and work
in moss-st. until sleeve measures 18 ins .

Shape Top: Cast off 3 sts. at beg. of next
6 rows. Now k. 2 tog. at each end of every
other row until 50 sts. remain. K. 2 tog.
at each end of every row until 20 sts.

remain. Cast off.

The Collar.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 130 sts.

and work 5 rows in garter st. Dec. on fol

lowing 6 rows thus:
6th row K. 19 (k. 2 tog., k. 16), 6 times,

k. 3.

12th row K. 18 (k. 2 tog., k. 15), 3

times, k. 1 (k. 2 tog., k. 15), 3 times, k. 3.

18th row K. 17 (k. 2 tog., k. 14), 3

times, k. 2 (k. 2 tog., k. 14), 3 times, k. 3.

24th row K. 16 (k. 2 tog., k. 13), 3

times, k. 3 (k. 2 tog., k. 13), 3 times, k. 3.

30th row K. 15 (k. 2 tog., k. 12), 3

times, k. 4 (k. 2 tog., k. 12), 3 times, k. 3.

Cast off.

To Make Up.
Sew up all seams. Work a row of d.e.

along each front, then work buttonholes

along right front thus: 1 d.e. into d.c. (5
ch., miss 2 d.c., 1 d.c. into each of next 3

d.c.) to end. Work a row of d.c. round
each cuff, then make 2 buttonholes. Sew
on collar. Sew on buttons.

Cream of Lima Bean Soup.
One cup dried lima beans, 1 medium-sized

onion, 1 cup sliced celery, 2 small carrots

(sliced), \\ teaspoons salt, 5 tablespoons
fat, 4 tablespoons flour, 1 cup milk, \ tea

spoon pepper, grated cheese, f teaspoon
Worcestershire sauce.
Soak beans several hours or overnight in

6 cups cold water. Cook in the soaking
water until partly soft; add onion, celery,

carrot, 1 teaspoon salt and cook until all

the vegetables are tender. Eub through a
strainer there sh6uld be 4 cups. Combine
with the milk. Melt the b-utter, stirring in

flour mixed with*i teaspoon salt and the

pepper. Add the liquir (which is the com
bined milk and vegetable puree) ; bring to

a boil and add Worcestershire sauce. To
serve, put about a tablespoon of grated
cheese into the soup bowl, pour over the
hot soup. ,

*--

&quot;Taxation time is when you have to

answer the Government s quiz programme;
a costly little game played by mail. The
only difference between this and other quiz
programmes is that you don t get paid for

giving the right answer. But you do take
the consequences for giving the wrong
replies.&quot; Groucho Marx.

SUBSCRIBERS! PLEASE NOTE.
When renewing subscriptions kindly

state month of commencement. PRINT
name and address (including State)

clearly. Always quote receipt number
when corresponding.
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Colour-packed for easy selection . . . complete with fitting instructions

To make home dressmaking easy!

CUARAN1 :ED

SI DE FAS1 MRS
Now it s easy to choose the right slide fastener in the right
length and right tape shade from the &quot;Lightning&quot; Dis

penser at your favourite store or pattern counter. Simply
choose the length, type and shade you need from the blue,

red and purple packets . . . each complete with its own
fitting instructions.

n the BLUE pack &quot;Lightning&quot; No. featherweight for neck
Q&quot; sleeve openings, lingerie, etc. ... in the RED pack
Ji^htning&quot; No. 3 lightweight for skirts, shorts, slacks and

seneral dress use ... in the PURPLE pack &quot;Lightning&quot; No.

atherweight with Bridge Top Stop for dress plackets only.
For smoothness of line that will delight you, choose
&quot;Lightning&quot; Slide Fasteners a/ways. They re

guaranteed.

BUY

THE
&quot;LIGHTNING

Look for the

name &quot;Lightning&quot;

on every pull.

AT YOUR FAVOURITE STORE
OR PATTERN COUNTER

IF. tax. sso

rinted by John Sands Pty. Ltd., Druitt St., Sydney, and Published by the Proprietors at the Australian Home Journal Offices,

&quot;Home Journal&quot; House, 407-409 Kent St., Sydney.
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s

a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott s.

There is no Substitute for Quality !
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Mustard !
SPARK UP YOUR SANDWICHES

From hearty lunchtime sandwiches to dainty

savouries for parties improve them all with

the magic of Mustard! Try cold meat minced

and mixed with chopped celery and olives,

seasoned with mixed Mustard. Or butter 12

plain biscuits with 2 oz. cream cheese, pinch

salt, teaspoon mixed Mustard, beaten

together. Spread with 3 bananas, thinly

sliced. It s new and nice!

SAUCY DOES IT

When making creamy sauces or hot
brown gravy add mustard . . . just
a pinch. Mustard gives that added
zest and piquancy of flavour.

MUSTARD
. . of coarse

Save Pounds on Frocks
WITH THE

&quot;Bebarfald-Bluebird&quot;

Portable Electric Machine

This marvellously-efficient electric machine will

quickly pay for itself in savings on your own
and the Kiddies clothes. Runs for hours for

less than Id. Features include drop-feed
which enables you to darn, speed control,
automatic bobbin winder, sewing light, stitch

adjuster, etc. Complete n
r&amp;gt;r Of 1 Af O

maple-coloured carrying case X&amp;gt;Oo lO Z

The Bebarfald-Bluebird
Cabinet Treadle Machine
Limited numbers available. With the famous
&quot;Bluebird&quot; features, and in the latest-type
Bureau Cabinet. Write for particulars

--CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPONl
BEBARFALDS LTD.

Opposite the Town Hall, Sydney
Please forward me full particulars of

G Bebarfald-Bluebird Electric Portable
Machine

fj Bebarfald-Bluebird Treadle Cabinet
Machine

Also full details of your Specialised Easy Terms.

NAME

ADDRESS..

HJ 9

BEBARFALDS
OPPOSITE THE SYDNEY TOWN HALL

A Bright and Healthy Home
in every tin /

FISHER S WAX
The Quickest & Easiest Polish for Floors and Furniture

For dark woods ask for FISHER S DARK STAIN (WAXTANE)



&quot;Old&quot; New Fashion Metal Belts.

Newest and different jewellery is the

latest silver metal craze. Styles are demand
ing something dramatic and one revival

that has definitely caught on is the old-

fashioned silver metal belt, as sketch A,

caught with links, easy and smart to wear.

B: The chain belt with loop and orna
ment. C: The heavy metal bracelet and
earrings. D: Another style of heavy metal

bracelet, most popular at the moment in

Italian silver.

E: The earrings which are in silver, and
F the old-fashioned type brooch to match.

Summer Catalogue
NOW READY

The &quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; Cata

logue of Spring and Summer Fashion* is

now on sale. Its forty pages contain the

very latest and most carefully chosen
fashion designs for the coming season.
Our readers will be pleased with this

publication, which depicts artistically, in

different colour effects, the various styles
for all departments of dressmaking. For
the adult there is a wide range of styles
sun frocks, sports wear, blouses, frocks for
all occasions, maternity and matrons
frocks, undies, etc. The boys and girls
and babies have a special section to them
selves. Price 2/3 (postal note 2/- and 3d.

stamps). &quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot;

407-409 Kent Street, Sydney.

Out of Date.

After seeing his patient the doctor had
a talk with the husband. &quot;Have you any
idea how your wife caught such a terrible
cold?&quot; he asked.

&quot;I ve a pretty good idea,&quot; said the
harassed husband. &quot;I think it was her
coat.&quot;

The medical man nodded understand-
ingly. &quot;Too thin, I suppose?&quot; he replied.

&quot;No,
I don t think so, doctor,&quot; said the

other. &quot;It was last winter s coat, and sb
|

wouldn t wear it.&quot;

FIRST AID

DRESSING FOR
ALL MINOR
INJURIES

Never neglect the
smallest injury! A cut

finger, a scratch, a

graze ... all minor

injuries need the quick
first aid of Band-Aid
Adhesive Bandages,
the finest ready made
first aid dressing your

money can buy. Pro-

tects looks neat Pr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-

n

ADHESIVE BANDAGES

Carry several strips with you
everywhere . . . ready for

instant use . . . for every
sudden emergency,

B A N D - A I D
ADHESIVE BAN
DAGES are available

in packets of 12, 24
or the large economy
pack of 50 plenty
for all the family. Ask
for and insist on Band-
Aid Adhesive Bandages,
plain, waterproof or
elastic at Chemists or

stores everywhere!
I-BA2

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

DEAF?
&quot;CHICO&quot; INVISIBLE

EARPHONES, 2I/- Pr.
Worn inside your ears, no cords or bat
teries. Guaranteed for your Lifetime.
&quot;Chico&quot; Earphones have enjoyed an un
interrupted sale on the Australian market
for over 20 years. Write for Free Booklet.
HEARS EARPHONE CO., No. 30 State
Shopping Block, Market Street, Sydney.

DRINK HABIT
DESTROYED

ACT NOW! Don t wish that your
Husband or Son did not drink. Eucrasy
has brought happiness to homes cursed

with misery and ruin through drink.

Harmless, tasteless, can be given

secretly in any food, or voluntarily.
State which required.

Send 30 - now, for 20 day Course.

DEPT. B, EUCRASY
297 Elizabeth Street, Sydney
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IbiithoFonn
Are you overweight? Then read this typical letter

taken from our files:

&quot;I am writing to tell you the amazing difference
Youth-o-Form has made to me. I was 12 stone 3 Ibs.

three months ago and looked terrible. Now I am
down to 9 stone 8 Ibs. feel well and look better
than I have for years!&quot;

If you are overweight, suffer from rheu
matism, indigestion or constipation, start the
Youth-o-Form treatment to-day! Effective, easy-
to-take Youth-o-Form globules take off excess

poundage fast give permanent results without
excessive dieting or strenuous exercises. Your
chemist has Youth-o-Form for only 5/8 for ten
days treatment, or 20/7 for six weeks treat
ment. Get Youth-o-Form to-day!

If you require advice on any health or

beauty problem, write to the Youth-o-Form
Advisory Bureau, Box 4155, G.P.O., Sydney.

Y.53

YOUTH O-FORM
I m always happy with

EXTRA MONEY WEEKLY!

r

Learn to make French Flowers or Gloves

Earn 5 to 10 or more weekly at home !

It s the usual thing for LA PAULA students to start
earning big money white they are still learning.
And how easy it is to make French Flowers and Gloves
(there s a huge demand for them) by the LA PAULA
SPECIAL POSTAL COURSE. A complete working
outfit is supplied FREE to every student. Your work
is purchased under our Marketing Bond. Boxes are
supplied and postage paid on all orders. Distance
no object.

Learn the LA PAULA way - FRENCH FLOWERS,

GLOVES, MILLINERY, FLORAL ART, DRESSMAKING

SEND COUPON! WRITE TODAY AND START NOW!
LA PAULA
ART ACADEMY

Sydney: 67 Castlereagh St. (near King St.)
Me/bourne : 343 Little Collins St.,

Box 2262U, G.P.O., Melb.
Brisbane : Box 7I7K G.P.O., Brisbane
New Zealand: Box 1160, Wellington
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we were both falling in love he said we
must part. I feel I would never love any
other man. What should we do?&quot; Anne.

You know in your own heart he is right
and the only solution is a quick and clean
break. Get right away and start afresh;
you will never regret it when you think of
the utter waste of perhaps fifteen precious
years waiting for a man who is unable to

marry you. Don t be unhappy over this

matter but face it frankly and ask yourself
&quot;would he want to marry me when I am
forty-three?&quot; If you are wise and break

away now your future can and will hold
the happiness you now think is wrapped up
in this man.

Appreciation:

&quot;I have just recovered from a long and

painful illness, and feel that it was entirely
due to the tireless efforts of my doctor, both

by his medical and personal understandings
of my particular case. I would like to make
him a little presentation as a mark of my
appreciation, but as he is not a married
man would he be likely to misunderstand

my motive?&quot; Miss A. D. There is no

necessity to make any presentation and
more oftenxthan not it is embarrassing to

both parties. You could, however, drop
him a few lines of thanks, but make them
simple and sincere. When his account
arrives pay it promptly. That and the

knowledge that he successfully brought
you through your sickness will be enough
thanks for him.

Doubtful Dora: If he has not declared
his feeling for you, but you think he is in

love with you but you are not with him,
why not let it work itself out? From what
you say, it will not be long before your
feelings will be different and you will be
come very fond of him. Let it go until
then and see if your fondness turns to love.

Dora.

Frustrated: You will have to have this

matter out with your mother. You will be
an idiot before long if you allow her to

treat you in such a selfish manner. You are
well able to leave home and put up in

lodgings. Anyhow, go out and meet and
have other friends. Don t brood over your
mother s arbitrary and selfish treatment
any longer, but d something drastic that
will do you an immense lot of good and
show her you mean what you say. Don t

weaken, otherwise she will have you in an
asylum and you can rest assured she would
be too selfish to even visit you. Miss M. A.

Marriage Problem:
&quot;I have been engaged to a man for some

years who now confesses he no longer loves
me but said he would go through with the

marriage to please me and do his best to

make me happy. I am getting on for thirty,
so my chances of another marriage seem
remote, indeed. I am still madly in love
with him. What do you advise?&quot;

Unhappy. If he marries you because he
thinks he owes it to you, neither of you
will be happy. He because he resents you
for forcing him into something against his
will and you will become positively distaste
ful to him before long. As for yourself, it

would be torture to be so near the man you
love and yet so far, as he does not love you.
If you do become his wife what kind of a

marriage would it be for you. Besides, he
may not be attracted by any other woman
yet, but he could just as easily fall in love
with some other girl to-morrow, and what a
mess you would be in then. Take my advice
and let him go. The kind of marriage he is

offering you is not worth it. So, kiss him
fondly and thank him for his offer and
make a clean break and, who knows, you
both might soon find the happiness you
could not give each other.

The hall-mark tells a story

Who, when and where ?

The hall-mark on this fine table-spoon denotes
that it is sterling silver (the lion), that it was made
by the famous silversmith, Paul Storr (initials), in

the year 1817 (letter b), in London (leopard s head).
The sovereign s head (George III) shows that duty
was paid on the spoon.

The hall-mark of silver polishes is the name
&quot;Goddard s&quot; famous throughout the worldfor more
than 110 years.

Goddard S Silver Polishes

NO DRUGS
NO DIETING

UIM?lf\
COMFORT

Get rid of fat-forming residues
and toxic poisons that usually
cause excess weight, with Bile

Beans, the purely vegetable
family laxative. Only in Bile
Beans do you benefit by an

AMAZING NEW INGREDIENT
which not only increases the laxa
tive properties of Bile Beans but
acts as a liver stimulant, disposes
of fats, and is

a corrective for
flatulence and
indigestion.
Keep healthy
and slim the
Bile Beans way

just a couple
at bedtime.

Medically tested and approved

BILE BEANS
I/-, 2/- and 4/- at all chemists.
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How to lose pounds

SAFELY!
If you are overweight and wish
to reduce to normal, get a flask

of Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids
from your chemist to-day and
take three each morning
before breakfast. Cut your
fluids to less than two pinta

a day and follow the
Menthoids Diet Chart.

^ggfYou ll feel younger,
brighter more energetic

as you slim to your healthy
weight.

Start Dr. Mackenzie s

MENTHOIDS to-day!
Dr. Mackenzie s Menthoids are

easy to take effective free
from harmful drugs and safe
for the
most
delicate

patients.

FREE
DIET CHART

Bend a stamped addressed

nrelope to British Medical
Laboratories Pty. Limited.
Box 4155. O.P.O., Sydnej,
tor FREE copy of the
Mentbolds Diet Chart.

MN2

7/6 and 4/-

everywhere

D MACKENZIES MENTHOIDS
PAMOUS TREATMENT FOR THE BLOOD

Wonderful FREE BOOK proves there is

No Need to Wear Glasses
Patients successfully treated include men,
women and children of all ages, also men
for the Navy and Air Force, and men
qualifying for all trades and professions:
Civil Aviators, Civil Servants, Clerks,
Motorists, Engineers, Policemen, Railway-
men, Engine Drivers people whose
careers depend upon their eyes.

Try This

Simple Test for
ASTIGMATISM

To the normal eye
the width and depth
of colour in the
black bare of all four

circles are uniform.
When astigmatism
exists there is varia
tion in the width and
depth of bars.

IF YOU
SUFFER
FROM

SHORT SIGHT,
LONG SIGHT,
AS T IGMAT I SM,
FALLING SIGHT, TURNED EYES, TIRKD

EYES, EYE STRAIN, GLARE AND
EYE HEADACHES

or any other eye weakness (except diseased
eyes), just write (enclosing 3d. postage), r
call TO-DAY for FREE 32-page Booklet,
&quot;Better Natural Sight Without Wearing
Glasses.&quot; This includes testimonials from
happy people who have discarded glasses.
It will open up a new avenue of hope for you.

EYESIGHT TRAINING
(Ferguson System)

Room 604H, Manchester Unity Building,
185 Elizabeth St., Sydney. MA 5455.
For Free Consultation Ring MA 5455 Now!

Zip up the zippers in your washables
before tossing them into the laundry bag.
A closed zipper will not catch on other
articles in the bag and cause snags.

A man parked his car outside the police
station while he went inside to buy two
tickets to the policemen s ball. On return

ing he found a parking tag on the car.

To Correspondents
[The columns of this department for the answer* to

correspondents are designed to prove of genuine help and
benefit to readers who desire information concerning
matters of dress, housekeeping, etiquette, the toilet, or

hygiene. In addition to the proper signature (which wM
never be published under any circumstances), correspond
ents are requested to send a pen-name, to which the
answer may be addressed.]

QUEEN OF THE WILIS. &quot;We saw Dorothy
Stevenson dancing the title role in
Gizelle recently and, in the second act,

Gizelle s tomb in the forest, Peggy Sager
was Queen of the Wilis. After the ballet
was over we were discussing Gizelle and
in particular the Wilis. Nobody seemed to
know what they were or what they repre
sented. Could you supply some informa
tion, please?&quot; Tickle-Toe. Briefly, the
Wilis are maidens who died before their

wedding day and who come out of the
graves at night dressed in bridal dress to
dance until dawn. If any man should be

caught in the woods when they are dancing
he is doomed to also dance until he dies
from exhaustion. Gautier found it a fas

cinating legend and visualised a romantic
theme of beautiful women, snowy white
gauze and ghostly moonlight. Together
with V. de Saint George, the legend was
turned into one of the most enduring of

ballets, lasting from 1841. Incidentally, it

is one of the hardest tests for a ballerina
to successfully interpret and dance Gizelle;
if she does she is really a ballerina.

EOMAN INFLUENCE. The Eumanians are
descendants of Dacian shepherds, Eoman
soldiers and Italian settlers. They were
conquered by the Eomans who ruled them
for two centuries. Later they were domi
nated in turn by Goths, Vandals, Huns,
Avars, Hungarians and Turks, yet, strange
to say, only the Eomans left a decisive

imprint on their language, culture and life.

CONSPICUOUS NOSE. &quot;I always seem to
have trouble with my nose; it never seems
to be a part of my face when made up/ I

can t explain other than that, so could you
help me to make it less conspicuous?&quot;

Snoozle. Is it too large, too small, too

narrow, or too broad? There are hundreds
of girls who find themselves in difficulties

with this feature, and very few know how
to rectify the matter. You apparently have
not been endowed with a perfect nose,
which, by the way, very few people are;
it is up to you to take the limelight away
from this part of the face and concentrate
it on your eyes. Now, this may sound im

possible, but it really can be done. For
instance, a light shade of powder will

always bring a feature into prominence, so
if you are wise you will use a slightly
darker shade on your nose and give your
attention to the careful application of

rouge, mascara and eye-shadow, etc. With
skilful application you may make your
eyes your redeeming feature. Now, when
I say &quot;skilful&quot; I mean just that. There
is nothing worse than lashes dripping with
mascara and lids heavily laden with moist
shadow. Just use enough to separate the

lashes, and pluck the brows to a neat line,

finishing them off with a light line of pencil
and a slight &quot;touch&quot; of shadow on the lids,

fading away at the corners. It is a good
idea to pluck the brows wide apart and

keep shadow away from the nose if it hap
pens to be long and thin; and if the nose is

too broad or too flat it may appear more

shapely if the eye-shadow is brought to

wards the nostrils from the inner corners
of the eyes. Be careful with lipstick. Don t

use too much, and blend it as closely as

possible to your own natural colouring. See
that it follows the contour of you* mouth



and is applied freshly every few hours.

Eouge, of course, must definitely match the

lipstick and should be applied according to

the bonal structure of the face.
FILM STARS NAMES. The names men

tioned were changed as follows: Emma
Matzos became Lizabeth Scott, Luis An
tonio Damaso Alonso became Gilbert Rol

and, Marguerita Carmen Cansino became
Rita Hayworth, Lucille LeSeuer became
Joan Crawford, Archibald Leach became
Gary Grant. Flicker Fan.
WHO SUPPLIES?: &quot;I am soon to be married

and would be pleased if you would answer
my questions in your correspondents
column. I will be living on a farm and
will not be leading a high life. Could you
supply me with the following information?
Number of sheets, towels, underclothing.
Who supplies bedspreads and blankets, cur
tains?&quot; Miss N. H. Bedroom linen for
a double-bed, half a dozen sheets, a dozen
pillow-slips. If you are supplying the

blankets, this is often considered the bride

groom s duty, you will need two heavy and
two light blankets. Towels for the bath
room. Twelve bath towels, hand towels if

you use them, four bath mats. Naturally
you would have more or less, according to

your needs and tastes. Your underclothing
is again according to your purse. All that
is necessary is sufficient to see you over
the first season or a year. Bedspreads and
curtains are matters between the two of

you.
DIET AND MEDICINE: &quot;Good for nothin &quot;

should see a doctor&quot; who will advise a diet
and corrective medicine.

CUBLING: &quot;Could you tell me what curl

ing is?&quot; Curling is a Scottish sport
played on ice and is a cross between bowl
ing and shuffleboard.
DIBTY WALLS: &quot;I was wondering if you

could tell me how to remove marks from
plaster-sheeting walls, painted cream, that
have dirty marks on them left by furniture
marking them and brooms leaning against
them. If they are wiped with a damp
cloth the paint comes off, leaving the walls
white. We don t want to paint them yet,
as they are not very old, and most of them
are quite clean still.&quot; Miss C. The
paint you refer to would be water paint.
Oil paint would not wash off as yeu state.
There are many reputable water paints on
the market that would repair the job for
you as long as you buy the same coloured
cream. Lightly wash the dirty areas and
then apply the water paint as directed. To
avoid further marks keep furniture away
from the walls by nailing a thin lathe to
the floor about two inches from the wall,
thus preventing the chair, etc., from touch
ing the wall. Have a cabinet built outside
in the laundry or, if possible, in the kitchen,
that will take brooms, etc., and keep them
there when not in use.
SALLOW SKIN: A sallow skin requires

plenty of friction to bring the blood to the
surface, so do not be afraid to give your
face a gentle scrub with a soft nail-brush
and a bland super-fatted soap when wash
ing at night. Work the lather well into the
skin and then rinse several times in luke
warm water, finishing with a cold splash to
close the pores. Make up, if well chosen
and applied, can do wonders to a sallow
skin. Try using a pink-tinted foundation
lotion instead of a colourless one, as it will
give some binding value and add tone and
warmth to your skin. Sallow Sal.

STAMPS NOT* ACCEPTED.
Readers are again reminded that

we do not take postage stamps in

payment of pattern orders. Only
postal notes or money orders will
be accepted.

INTERNAL SANITARY PROTECTION
&quot;Is it really safe to use

Meds?&quot; Once this was a com
mon question from single girls.

To-day it is not so often asked

because more and yet more girls

know that the answer is yes!

Here are the facts: A recent

American national survey of

900 leading gynaecologists and
obstetricians indicates that

medical specialists overwhelm

ingly find Meds safe for normal
women. Medical literature

shows that when a single girl

wears Meds, there is absolutely
no change in physical struc

ture. Invented by a physician,

tampons are regularly worn by
thousands of registered nurses.

Meds completely do away with

the need for sanitary belts.

Chafing, uncomfortable bulk

and a revealing line are all

eliminated.

You, too, can have the new

freedom, the self-assurance, the

poise that only Meds can give.

&quot;Next time&quot; try Meds. In fact,

buy a packet now and be

ready!

Don t deprive yourself of
this wonderful Meds free

dom any longer. If you
want any further informa

tion, cut out and post the

coupon below to Nurse Reid,

Johnson & Johnson, Box
3331, G.P.O., Sydney, for

this FREE Meds booklet
it will help you towards

greater comfort and tells

all about safe internal

sanitary protection.

Nurse Reid, Johnson & Johnson, Box 3331, G.P.O., Sydney.

Please post me, in plain wrapper, the FREE Meds booklet.

Name i

Address.

HJ 1/9/52E

D-M-C
MERCER CROCHET

D-M-C
STRANDED AND PEARL

D-M-C
COTTONS AT ALL LEADING STORES

MAN WORKED OVERTIME

WHILE LEG HEALED
Varex Treatment has been quite suc

cessful on that bad leg of mine a miracle
in fact. In five weeks the wound healed
up completely and I never lost an hour s

work from the first day. In fact, 1 have
been working overtime on it three days a
week. 1 have not failed to tell people of

your simple and cheap cure.&quot; Write
to-day for free Varex Booklet. Erne**
Healey, Pharmaceutical Chemist, 5th Floor,
St. James Building, 109 Elizabeth Street,

Sydney.
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Save or Earn from
10 to 200 every year.

Earn

Just arrived A limited supply*- of amazingly easy

leuon books to quickly teach you to make fascinating Cuddly Toys and Gifts

AT HOME. With these simple lesson books it takes only 30 minutes to start

making Cuddly Soft Toys and almost no time to make many beautiful Toys and

adult Gifts and IT COSTS ONLY 9d. A DAY TO LEARN.

Patterns for all Toys and Gifts included
No matter where you live you can enrol and learn at home. No

previous knowledge of toymaking whatever is required before starting.

The lessons show you everything.

HERE S WHAT YOU GET...
10 beautifully produced simple lesson books that literally SHOW YOU HOW TO MAKE EACH TOY AND GIFT step by step. Attached

in them (in the order required) are more than 45,,
- worth of beautifully printed and clearly marked PATTERNS on heavy paper. These

perfect lesson books so easy to follow are as good as having a teacher beside you telling you what to do and how to

do it. Yon simply can t go wrong they re foolproof, and include:

140 step-by-step illustrations showing all the stages of cutting, stitching, assembling and finishing. Also

explanations of how to make Toys for Sale and HOW TO SELL THEM quickly and easily.

18 master cuddly toy patterns to make a host of fascinating Balls, Puppies, Pussies, Giraffes, Bears,

Penguins, Rabbits and Dolls with step by step instructions for making.

12 delightful adult gift patterns with instructions for making Pin and Thimble Cushions, Ash Tray
Holders, Pot Holders, Cushion Covers, Book Marks, Artificial Flowers, Book Covers and other pleasing gifts.

1000 FREE BOOKS
on Toy and Gift making
POST COUPON FOR YOUR COPY NOW
Mail the coupon today and get your copy don t delay. This fact

packed booklet tells how you can start making toys in 30 minutes

and a fascinating variety of toys and adult gifts in almost no time.

How you can learn at home without the cost of visits to a teacher,

and how you can save or earn from 10 to 200 each year this wonderful

new way. But avoid delay there are only 1000 free books bound to go

quickly. Be in time mail the coupon today.

/tt w easy
a childcando it

RUSH COUPON FOR FREE BOOK
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you.&quot;
The front door slammed behind her.

It was very quiet. Madeleine dragged
herself to her feet, forced energy into her

body and hurried around the house, making
her bed, and tidying up so that it did not
look too much like a pigsty when they re

turned later. If only she hadn t over

slept. . . .

The sun was shining as Madeleine walked
down the wide avenue to John Trent s, the

big shop where she had a job she had built

up from practically nothing. Now she was
chief buyer for the women s department,
being sent to dress shows, even being
quoted in the local paper as a famous
career woman.

Usually, the thought of the battle that

lay ahead exhilarated her, for she had a new
under-buyer a slim, audacious girl with
red hair with whom she was constantly
warring. Madeleine always won the vic

tory, but the fight stimulated her and she
liked Bene none the less because she knew
the girl wanted her job. Let her try to get
it! Madeleine usually chuckled to herself,
but to-day she felt absurdly nervous.

Suddenly she stopped staring at a soli

tary blouse shown provocatively in the
entre of a small shop-window. She went

closer and felt inexpressibly stirred. It

was adorable. White crepe-de-Chine, with
small puff sleeves and a round collar em
broidered with sprays of wild roses.

She went in and asked the price, her
hand on the soft material.

&quot;Eighty-five and six . . .&quot; she repeated
slowly, her eyes smiling at the assistant
whose face seemed vaguely familiar. &quot;Yes,

I ll have it. It s a darling blouse . . .&quot;

The girl carefully folded the blouse with
tissue paper, took the money and smiled at
Madeleine.

&quot;Cherry will look adorable in
it,&quot; she

said. &quot;It could only be worn by someone
very young.&quot;

Madeleine took a deep breath.

&quot;Yes, she wilL, won t she?&quot;

She hoped her face was expressionless.
She was filled with the most devastating
emotions. Cherry youth again. Now she

recognised the assistant. Cherry had
brought her home the other week after the

dancing club session.

&quot;She s sweet, isn t shef&quot; the girl went on
eagerly. &quot;So adorably young and unspoiled.
You must be proud of her, Mrs. Hampton.&quot;
Madeleine swallowed, and tried to give a

gracious smile, but to her it felt like a
clown s grimace.

&quot;Thank you, my dear, I am.&quot; She sailed
out of the shop majestically, feeling sud
denly old.

*

It was an odd feeling and one which Boon
vanished as she entered the warm hurly-
burly of the women s floor at John Trent s.

80 many things to attend to, quarrelling
assistants, irate customers, intricate letters
about goods arriving late, a discussion
about the window-dressing the following
week, another discussion about a possible
mid-season sale . . . and, all the time Made
leine was conscious of the red-headed girl
moving about lightlyl
To be taken out to lunch by Max Franks,

the underwear salesman, was a relief. He
was always so gallant and seemed so de
lighted to be with her that she felt the
weariness slipping away as they sat over
their coffee.

Max smiled at her parcel.
&quot;Shopping?&quot;

&quot;A blouse for my daughter,&quot; she told
him.

His dark brows lifted.

&quot;How old is she? Seven?&quot;

Madeleine flushed with pleasure. She
told him Cherry s age, and preened herself
at his amazement.

&quot;You must have married out of the
cradle!&quot; he told her. &quot;What were you
seventeen?&quot;

Her smile gave assent. There was no
need to tell him she was twenty-four the

year Cherry was born, which made her

forty-two now.
This was the first time she had really

faced it. The year she was thirty-nine had
been bitter, and so she had put her age
right away. Now it mocked her. Forty-
two about the age of that &quot;old fogey,&quot;

the new doctor.
&quot;It must be wonderful to have such a

young mother,&quot; Max leant closer. &quot;And

such a lovely one . . .&quot;

Smiling at him through her lashes, she
saw over his shoulder a reflection in the

glass behind him ... a thin, slightly hag
gard woman with shadowed eyes and a

pinched mouth; a woman wearing a pink
be-feathered hat and an elegant linen suit.

It was a shock to realise that it was herself.

She gaped at the reflection a little, her
mouth open, and, turning quickly, surprised
a mocking smile on Max s face. In that
second the pleasant illusion of her youth
vanished, and she knew that he only flat

tered her to get a good order. That every
one was laughing at her mutton dressed
as lamb.
Somehow she managed to hide her

ashamed panic managed to bid him a gay
farewell and return to her small office

tucked away beind the mackintosh depart
ment.

Sitting at her desk, staring blindly at the

pile of letters awaiting her attention, she

put her hands up to her burning face. How
had it happened? She had not consciously
striven to stay young ... it was just that
she didn t feel old. She was young at

heart, she told herself fiercely; too young
to be relegated to a rocking-chair by the

fire, watching the world go by. . . .

One of the younger assistants came to

tell her that Mr. Trent wanted to see her.
The summons did not surprise her, for it

was nearly time to discuss her visit to
Paris to see the fashion shows.
John Trent was a tall, forceful man who

ran his business without sentiment but
with unexpected quirks of generosity.

His office was small and, as she entered
it, she was surprised to find him walking
round it almost as if agitated. He swung
round to face her, his face pale.

&quot;Please sit down, Mrs. Hampton.&quot; That,
in itself, startled her. At work she was
called Miss Hampton, and John Trent him
self always used her Christian name.

She obeyed, waiting patiently, her

thoughts far away. Had she made herself
a figure of fun? Were her clothes so
well -cut, so carefully chosen too young
for her!
John Trent was talking, but it was diffi

cult to follow what he was saying. Then
suddenly, as he paused for her reply, she
understood. She was s6 shocked, she

jumped to her feet.

They were proposing to send Eene Dun-
ton to Paris instead of her.
John Trent went on explaining, his voice

expressionless.
&quot;We feel that a younger approach at the

moment . . . want to push teen-agers . . .

must discover the correct reaction. . . .

Words . . . just words.
The blood left her face. There were odd

tingly pains in the back of her neck. She
fixed her eyes on the open window and
the three tall chimneys of the power station
seemed to be dancing madly.

Words . . . words.

Hadn t she, herself, buHt up the teen-age
sales from nil to an almost fantastic figure?
Hadn t she been praised again and again
for knowing the right approach to the
difficult adolescent mind? Hadn t she. . . .

From somewhere she found a smile.
&quot;I think that s an excellent idea, Mr.

Trent.&quot; She held her head very high.
&quot;Rene is an intelligent, hard-working girl
and deserves encouragement. I shall be
interested to hear her views, and if I can
give her any help. . .&quot;

She saw the admiration in his eyes.

&quot;I knew we could count on
you.&quot;

She sailed out of the room on a cloud of

glory. But alone, in her cubby-hole, her
face quivered so that she had to press the
back of her hand against her mouth.
The beginning of the end . . .

Well, she would forestall the end and
not wait for it to overtake her. She would
look around immediately and seek another

post; not wait for Rene to step over her
head.
A noise at the door made her turn. Eene

stood there, an oddly nervous smile on her
face.

&quot;Mrs. Hampton . . .&quot;

For a moment anger tore at Madeleine s

heart. This scheming minx. . . . The next
moment she was honest with herself. At
Eene s age she would have done the same.
And why not? Wasn t the whole of life

merely a fight for the survival of the
fittest?

&quot;Come in, Eene.&quot; She forced a smile to

her lips. &quot;I hear you re going to Paris.
You must be excited. I always remember
my first visit. The silly things I did . . .

you ll never believe. . . . Come and sit

down.&quot; She patted the chair by her side,
and went on talking in a bright, friendly
voice so that in a few moments Eene was
laughing naturally and Madeleine knew
there need be no unpleasantness between
them.

It wasn t so easy, though, to face the pity
ing eyes of the assistants. They must all

see it as she saw it: youth ousting age.

Age. . . .

The word left a sour taste in her month
and she cleared up her work quickly so that
she might leave earlier than usual.
She almost ran home, feeling that the

flat was a sanctuary. There she could sort

out this strange, frightening thing that
was happening to her the acknowledg
ment being forced on her that she was
middle-aged.
Cherry s gay laughter met her as she

opened the door. She had forgotten Cherry
was coming home early.

She went into the kitchen and filled the
kettle. A nice hot cup of tea would make
her feel better. Her mouth twisted bitterly;
that was the panacea for all middle-aged
ills.

&quot;Mrs. Hampton.&quot;

The sound of Katie s eager voice made
her swing round. Katie was Cherry s best

friend, a round, chubby girl who looked
nearer fifteen than seventeen, and who
idolised Cherry.

&quot;Mrs. Hampton, do make Cherry wear
the frock she s got on. She says it s yours,
but . . .&quot;

Madeleine shivered, then smiled, and fol

lowed the girl obediently.
Cherry swung round, a strange, ashamed

look on her face.
&quot;I hope you don t mind my trying it on.&quot;

Her mother took a deep breath.
&quot;You look lovely.&quot;

It was true. Cherry was the right person
to wear that new, perfectly-cut lime-green
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silk frock with its off-the-shoulder bodice

and sweeping skirt.

Madeleine swallowed. It was a darling
frock. She had fallen in love with it at

one of the dress shows, had spent far more

than she. could afford on it, and had kept it

hidden away for the &quot;great occasion&quot; she

always felt might one day turn up. It was
a frock for a special day . . . and suddenly.

looking at Cherry s oddly apologetic eyea,

she remembered some

thing.

Wasn t it to-day
that the Masons
cousin Don Patter-

sou was arriving
from America? He d

been gone eighteen
months and before he

left hud spent a lot

of time at their flat.

Madeleine remem
bered him as a charm

ing, intelligent boy
and had been sur

prised to find how
mur-h Cherry disliked ||
him. Because he

&quot;

teased her so much,
no doubt seeing her

as a schoolgirl of six

teen, and not the

elegant young lady

poor Cherry had yearned
to be.

In those days Cherry
had been plump and had
worn braces on her front

teeth. What would he

think of her now, in her

lovely slimness, with
that

&quot;

radiant, excited

look on her face?

Looking at Cherry, a

strange, unpleasant
thought came to Made
leine. Could Cherry want
to meet Don away from her

mother s presence? Could
it be that Cherry resented
her mother s easy flow of

conversation, her almost
famous charm with young
men?

&quot;Of course Cherry must wear
the frock, Katie. I bought it

for her. I was keeping it as a

surprise.&quot; Madeleine s voice was

steady. &quot;You look lovely in it.

Cherry. I ve bought you a new
blouse, too, darling . . .&quot;

She stood back a little while
the two girls enthused over the

white embroidered blouse.

&quot;It s sweet!&quot; Cherry s eyes
were bright.

&quot;Oh,
Mrs. Hampton,&quot; Katie s

smile was adoring. &quot;Cherry is

lucky to have an understanding
mother like you.&quot;

A chill slid down Madeleine s

spine. Somehow she laughed,
and managed to wave good-bye
to the two excited girls as they went off.

Madeleine stood at the window, staring

blindly at the street. Remembering again
Cherry s hurried return for a last kiss and
her murnmred: &quot;I ll try not to be too late,

Mummy.&quot;
How many years was it since Cherry last

used that word: &quot;Mummy.&quot; And wasn t it

a much sweeter word than the abbreviated

&quot;Maddy&quot;!

The flat was quiet. The long evening
stretched ahead; the first one she had spent
alone for . . . how long?

And quite suddenly she knew that now
she could relax. She almost ran to the

bathroom, turning on the taps and reck

lessly throwing an outsize handful of bath
salts in the water. She brushed her care

fully coiffured hair up loosely from her

face, looking at herself in the glass and

liking what she saw.
&quot;It makes you look years older, though,

Madeleine Hamp
ton,&quot;

she told

herself; and was
surprised to find

she did not care.
* *

She was sitting
curled up on the

couch, her face
free from make
up, her cheeks
flushed, reading
the evening
papers and
drinking coffee

made with milk
. . . when the
door-bell rang.

He looked nervous.

&quot;Actually, I m afraid you won t like it,

but it was suggested that you might help
me organise a first-aid class for the youth
club. I was told you did something of the

sort during the war, but . . .&quot;

Madeleine smiled at him.

&quot;But you didn t believe it?&quot;

He smiled back. It was surprising how
much younger he looked in that moment.

&quot;Quite honestly, no. When I met you.

you were so sophisticated; so elegant:
so . . .&quot;

&quot;So . . .
?&quot; she urged gently.

A dull red flush covered his cheeks.

&quot;Forgive me, but . / . so indifferent.&quot;

She looked at him, a faint line puckering
her forehead.

&quot;Is that how I appeared?&quot; She opened
the door wider still. &quot;Do come in. I ve

just made some coffee.&quot; She gave an imp
ish grin. &quot;All milk. I ve always drunk it

black until now, but . . .&quot;

It was oddly companionable to sit in the

small lounge, watching him sip his coffee

appreciatively and telling her of the short

comings of his

housekeeper. He
went on to tell

her of his wife s

death; of MB
twin boys at

boarding
school: of the

difficulties of

getting really
hot water for

his morning
bath.

It seemed

very strange
to Madeleine,

She opened it and stared in surprise at

the burly man who stood there. A man
with grave eyes and a short, dark beard.

&quot;Is Mrs. Hampton . . .&quot; he began. Then
he blinked a little, and smiled. &quot;I beg
your pardon, I didn t recognise you. We ve

only met once. I don t suppose you re

member me.&quot;

&quot;Doctor Southfield, isn t it?&quot; Madeleine

opened the door wider. &quot;Can I help you?&quot;

He studied her gravel;
and looked up with I

smile. &quot;She s a lovelj
child.&quot;

curled up on the couch, that
such mundane topics could
be of so much interest. Or

was it the charm of this man s assurance?
She. had grown so used to Cherry s boyish
friends; it was years since she had talked
to an adult man, and it was pleasant.

In turn, she found herself confiding in

him her disappointment of that day; de

scribing Rene s young pushfulness; her own
shock in realising she was middle-aged.

&quot;You can laugh,&quot; she told him, laughing
a little herself. &quot;But it s a frightful shock
for a woman to wake up and know she s

middle-aged.&quot;

&quot;Believe me,&quot;
he grinned back. &quot;Anno
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Domini shakes a man as well. My twina

expect me to have the same energy as their

fifteen-year-old friends. I feel quite ancient

when they re about, but when I m alone

There was a little silence while they
looked at one another, and it seemed to

Madeleine that the room throbbed with un

spoken words. Excitement began to beat
inside her. She stood up quickly, half-

frightened, half-eager, and went over to

pick up a photograph of her daughter and
show it to the doctor.

He studied it gravely, and looked up
with a smile.

&quot;She s a lovely child.&quot;

&quot;Oh, she is.&quot; Madeleine sat down again,

clasping her knees, her face bright. &quot;And

such a darling. Do you know, when she
was only six years. . . .&quot;

*

A long time later it was the doctor s

turn to talk about his family, and Made
leine listened eagerly to a recitation of

the twins different good qualities and the

odd way one always developed the same

pains as the other.

A very long time later the doctor looked
at the clock and jumped up.

&quot;&quot;I am sorry. I quite forgot the time . . .&quot;

&quot;So did
I,&quot;

Madeleine said honestly,

standing by his side and noting -with an
odd sense of joy that she reached as high
as his heart.

&quot;And we haven t discussed the first-aid

cla8ses.&quot; He looked down at her, his eyes
twinkling.

&quot;Perhaps you can come another even

ing. . . .&quot;
Madeleine began.

The front door opened noisily and sud

denly Cherry and a tall, attractive young
man came into the room.

&quot;Mummy,&quot; Cherry said eagerly, not noti

cing for a moment that her mother was not

alone, &quot;I hoped you d be awake. Don
wanted to see you ... to ... to say do

you mind if we drive up to Town to dance ?

It s quite early yet, only just ten and . . .&quot;

&quot;Mrs. Hampton&quot; Don s voice had a very
faint American accent which added to its

attractiveness &quot;you
will let us?&quot;

He looked at Cherry, and she smiled at

him; and Madeleine looked at the doctor,
who raised his eyebrows in mutual under

standing.
&quot;Of course you can, darlings,&quot; Madeleine

said. &quot;As you say, the night is young.&quot;

With a flurry of kisses, they were gone,
Cherry merely glancing at the doctor with
a faint look of surprise.

&quot;Oh, the energy of the young!&quot; Madeleine

frankly yawned and stretched luxuriously.
&quot;It s wonderful to be young, isn t it?&quot;

They were standing on the front step,
under the blaze of a street lamp. The doctor
smiled down at her, and something iii his

eyes made her cheeks flush.

&quot;I suppose so, but do you know, I ve an
idea I m going to find middle-age mucb
more exciting.&quot;

She stared at him suddenly, her heart

beating fast.

&quot;Perhaps you re right . . .&quot; Her voice
shook a little.

He touched her hand gently.
&quot;I know I am,&quot; he told her.
And as she watched him go down the

street, with his slow walk, Madeleine
agreed with him.

Belt Hits.

W.-dst-hugging belts give you the tiniest

midillc ever! Teenagers and mothers will

all love the slim and trim look that points
up the spring or summer new swoop skirta.

A: Wide black velvet waist-belt studded
with gay colour beads, pearls and jewels.
B: Another up-to-the-minute idea in to kuot

your plaid or striped scarf through your
belt.

R /

V: Make a corselet waist piece of contrant
material similar to sketch, making wide
folded piece with ends long enough to

l&amp;gt;ring
round to front and tie.

4

Aunt Mary s is a concentrate of

juicy sun-ripened, red tomatoes

only a little is needed to give a

new rich appetising flavour to

even the plainest foods.

Serve Aunt Mary s with soups,

stews, co!d meats and fish dishes.

You ll love Aunt Mary s Tomato

Sauce.

AUNT MARY S Tomato Sauce
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(3&amp;gt;me
into the kitchen ... a

lPPf&!;f Betty King Noted Home Economist of World Brands Pty. Ltd.

!

JUST MELT N HIX with COPHA

to male this CARAMEL BANANA CAKE

This generous-sized, lusciously flavoured

cake is made with just one-egg. And Copha is

the most economical shortening you can use

because less Copha is needed than other

shortenings and that alone saves money.
You can t go wrong when you &quot;Me t n Mix&quot;

with pure, white Copha.

1 EGG CARAMEL BANANA CAKE

* No egg-beating * Only one mixing bowl

* No creaming * Simply Melt n Mix with Copha

Ingredients: 3-ozs. Copho, 5-ozs. brown sugar. f $$%

6-azs. self-raising flour, i level teasooon salt. 1 egg,

4 tob/espoons milk, pu/p of 1 mashed banana.

Preparation: Grease and flour a 9 x 4 x 2^&quot;

loaf pan. Weigh and measure all ingredienis -.

carefully. Place in a mixing bowl brown sugar,

gg, salt and half the sifted flour. ^
Now Melt: Place Copha in a

saucepan, chop roughly and melt
over gentle heat. It should be

barely warm, not hot (test with
|

your fingertip). Add milk to

melted Copha.

And Mix: 1. Add milk and Copha ;

to ingredients in mixing bowl, and
beat with a rotary beater for 5 i

minutes. Add remaining flour and
beat for 1 minute longer. Fold in

mashed banana.
2. Pour into prepared tin and bake
moderate oven 350F. gas, for 40-45 minutes.

Frosting: Make your favourite white Icing
Colour half pink. Frost as illustrated.

NO COOKING TO MAKE THESE COPHA CHOCOLATE CRACKLES

Take a bowl, a few ingredients, pure white Copha shortening, and no
more than 5 minutes. Result? These crisp, crunchy and delicious

Chocolate Crackles so popular with the Kiddies and the grown-ups, too.

Ingredients: 8-ozs. Copha 8-ozs. icing

sugar, 3 tablespoons (heaped) Bournville

Cocoa, 1 cup coconut, 4 cups Kelloggs Rice
Bubbles.

1. Combine dry ingredients in a bowl.
2. Melt Copha in a saucepan, pour onto
dry ingredients and mix thoroughly.
3. Spoon into paper cup containers and
allow to set. Yield about 3 dozen.

THE TEA YOU SERVE IS A MOST

IMPORTANT ITEM THIS WEATHER

When the weather s chilly and
your spirits are low, there s noth

ing so cheering as Brisk Lipton
Tea. Lipton tea is blended to the

high standards laid down over 70

years ago by Sir Thomas Lipton.
Tea experts call that lively Lipton
flavour Brisk. Why be satisfied

with dull-tasting teas change to

Brisk Lipton Tea and you ll say,
&quot;Ah! That s for Me!&quot;

a copy
at your
grocenBetty King s

OOK RflflK Pages o7rec,pMjWJl. UVwJl. tested and approved
by Betty King

i S
:,imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiimmiimimmiiiiiiiimmmimiiimmmmiimmiiiiiiimiic

/dress all correspondence to Betty King, C/- Box 2625, GJP.O., Sydney.

the oroducts recommended bv /^M.ttet,You can be sure of the products recommended by

WB.20.XFP
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Afternoon Tea Suggestions
Daisy Cake. (Illus.).

(Makes 3 8-inch layers.)
Sift together once and return to sifter:

If cups sifted cake flour, 1 cup sugar, $

teaspoon salt, } teaspoon baking soda, i

teaspoon baking powder.
In mixing bowl put 1 cup chocolate bits.

Pour over chocolate f cup boiling water.
Stir briskly until chocolate is melted and
smooth. Blend in 1 teaspoon vanilla.

Sift dry ingredients over chocolate; do
not mix. Add to the bowl $ cup shortening.
Beat thoroughly. Add to batter 2 eggs
(beaten), J cup sour milk or buttermilk.
Beat again. Bake in three greased and
floured tins in moderate oven for 30 to 35
minutes.

When cool, frost top of one layer thickly
with a vanilla butter cream icing; sprinkle
over the icing cup chocolate bits. Cover
with second layer of cake and repeat. Cover
with third layer and frost sides and top.

If desired, frosting may be tinted a pale
yellow. To make &quot;daisies&quot; snip fresh
marshmallows with scissors into petal
shapes; arrange on cake. Make stems with
chocolate bits, tinted coconut, or shreds of
angelica.

Rose-Marie Cakes.
One-third cup margarine, i cup sugar, 1

egg, 1$ cups flour, $ teaspoon salt, 2 tea
spoons baking powder, cup milk, ^ tea
spoon vanilla, 1 cup currant jelly, 1$ cups
moist shredded coconut.
Beat margarine with sugar and then add

beaten egg. Beat again. Sift flour, salt
arid baking powder. Add alternately with
milk to mixture. Add vanilla. Bake in
small greased cup-cake tins in moderately
hot oven 15 to 20 minutes. Cool. Beat jelly
until frothy. Spread all over cakes. Roll in
coconut.

Marmalade Coffee Cake.
Two cups flour, 2 teaspoons baking pow

der, i teaspoon salt, J cup sugar, J cup
shortening, 1 egg (beaten), J cup milk.
Topping: $ cup flour, $ cup brown sugar, 2

tablespoons melted butter, 1 tablespoon
cream, i cup orange marmalade.

Sift flour, baking powder, salt and sugar;
cut in shortening. Combine egg and milk
and add to dry ingredients. Mix lightly
but thoroughly. Add a little more milk if
needed in order to make a soft dough.
Spread evenly in greased cake tins, brush
with melted butter and spread with marma
lade topping ingredients, mixed together.
Bake in a hot oven about 25 minutes.

Rich, but Without Eggs.
Half Ib. flour, $ lb. rice flour, lb. castor

sugar, 6 ozs. currants, 6 ozs. sultanas, 6 ozs.

margarine rubbed in, 4 ozs. mixed peel or
cherries, 1 teaspoon carbonate of soda.
Mix all ingredients with } pint boiling

milk. Lastly add soda dissolved in a little
hot milk. Line a deep tin with grease
proof paper and bake in a moderate oven.
When cold cut into squares.

Gingerbread.
(Without Eggs.)

One cupful of golden syrup, | cupful of
sour milk, 1 teaspoon powdered ginger, $
teaspoon powdered mace, teaspoon salt,
1 teaspoon bicarbonate of soda, 2 cups of
flour. 4 tablespoons powdered chocolate and
i cup sultanas.

Mix together the syrup, ginger, milk,

mace, salt and the soda dissolved in a little

water. Stir in gradually the flour with
which has been mixed the chocolate and
the sultanas. Work quickly and pour the
mixture into a Yorkshire pudding tin which
has been lined with greased paper. Bake
in a moderate oven. Be careful not to
move the tin during baking.

Banana Cream Cake.
Half cup margarine, 1 cup sugar, 2 egg?,

i cup milk, 1 cup mashed bananas, 1 cups
flour, 1} teaspoons baking powder, 1 tea

spoon vanilla, J teaspoon salt.

the dough thin and cut with your favourite

cutter, and bake till golden brown. If in a

hurry the ingredients can be mixed and
baked immediately, sifting, of course, both
soda and baking powder with the flour.

Soda Cake (without Eggs).
One and a half Ibs. flour, 6 ozs. shortening.

$ lb. sugar, $ lb. raisins, \ lb. currants. 2

ozs. peel, 1$ ozs. carraway seed (if liked).
1 teaspoon ground cloves, ^ teaspoon car
bonate of soda, 1 tablespoon vinegar, J

pint milk.
Eub the margarine into the flour till it

is like fine breadcrumbs; wash and thor

oughly dry the currants; stone and chop
the raisins; cut the peel into dice; mix tin-

dry ingredients all together; add the viL

gar and enough milk to form mixture into
stiff consistency; place in a greased c.ikf

Sift Hour, baking powder, soda and salt
three times. Beat margarine and sugar thor

oughly, add beaten eggs gradually, and
mix till smooth. Blend in mashed banauas.
Add milk, dry ingredients, and vanilla.
Mix thoroughly. Bake in two sandwich tins
in moderate oven for 30 minutes.
Put layers together with lemon, or van

ilia cream filling, top with whipped cream
and sprinkle with nuts.

tin, and hake in a moderate oven 2 loui-
Test by skewer; if perfectly clean the cakt
.is baked.

Walnut Loaf.
Four cups flour, J cup sugar, 1 cup milk,

1 egg., 4 teaspoons baking powder, pinch of

salt, $ cup minced walnuts. Mix as for

ordinary nut loaf, and bake in nut loaf tiu.

Old-fashioned Gingersnaps.
One cup sugar, 1 cup treacle, 1 cup sour

cream, $ lb. butter (or other shortening),
2 teaspoons cinnamon, 1 teaspoon cloves, 1

teaspoon ginger, 1 teaspoon bicarbonate of

soda, 2 teaspoons baking powder, 5} cups
flour.

Mix all the ingredients, except the sugar
and baking powder, and let stand overnight
in a cool place. Then add these and roll

Fairy Shortbread.
Half lb. shortening, 2 tablespoons sifted

iein^ sugar, 2 tablespoons cornflour, 7 tabl&quot;

spoons plain flour, few drops of essence (if

desired).
Cream butter and sugar and beat weJi

Add cornflour and, lastly, plain flonr and
essence, mixing very well. Put mixture
into a bag with a large rose pipe attached,
and force on to a buttered slide, leaving :&amp;gt;

space between. Put in a cool place to

[Turn to page 34.]
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BEAT THE HIGH COST

OF MEAT

&quot;This man-sized meal is

richer than sirloiii beef
in nourishing protein!&quot;

says

Kraft Cookery and Nutrition Expert.
&quot;Kraft Cheddar is richer than sirloin beef in nourishing
protein and it gives you additional food values you
won t find in meat!&quot; says Elizabeth Cooke.

&quot;Every deli

cious mouthful is loaded with the essential Vitamins A,
82 and D, plus calories and the valuable milk minerals,
calcium and phosphates. What a bargain in nutrition!&quot;

Kraft Cheddar is best for cooking because it is already

processed that true Cheddar flavour never varies and
never cooks out! Melts smoothly, never goes &quot;stringy&quot;.

No rind no waste. Pasteurized for purity. Sold every
where in the blue 8 oz. packet or economical 5 Ib. loaf.

KRAFT
CHEDDAR

For HIGH PROTEIN LOW-COST meals!

to save you shillings!
V
N

&quot;CHEESE AND MACARONI ROAST&quot;

8 ozs. Kraft Cheddar, shredded

6 ozs. Macaroni
3 4 cup coarse breadcrumbs
2 level tablespoon! flour

1 ; cups milk

Satt, pinch cayenne
3 level tablespoons shortening
4-6 medium onions

Boil onions until tender but firm. Boil macaroni with 1 tablespoon
salt about 15 minutes, drain, rinse through with hot water, place
in ovenproof dish. Melt half shortening over low heat, add flour,

cayenne and salt. Stir until smooth, remove from heat, and

gradually stir in milk. Return to heat, stir until mixture boils and
thickens. Add shredded Cheddar, continue stirring until sauce is

thick and smooth. Place onions on macaroni, pour on sauce, top
with crumbs, dot with butter, and bake 20-25 minutes until well

heated and crust is golden-brown. A fully-satisfying meal for four

people and a real money-saver.

Remember! Use only Kraft Cheddar for this recipe. Kraft Cheddar

gives you the kind of protein that helps build sound muscles,

strengthens resistance to infection and nourishes tissues and nerves.

KC31
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This season a departure has been made from the traditional

shirt-waist design by the introduction of the empire waistline.

Fashioned to elevate the natural waist, this style lends itself to a

variety of interpretations, and is both attractive and adaptable.

Designed to keep the eye high, it is somewhat paradoxical that

some frocks should incorporate this treatment, whilst others

feature the hip-yoke style, which tends to attract attention in the

opposite direction.

Frock, 8018 2s. 3d.
4 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.
1 32 to 40 ins. bust.

Material quoted
is for a 36 inches

bust measure
ment. For other

sizes the material

required is stated

on each pattern

envelope.

Matron s Frock,
7806 2s. 3d.

yds. 36 ins. wide.
34 to 48 ins. bust.

Frock, 7835 2s. 3d.
,

3f yds. 36 ins. wide. IjV
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Frock, 8005 2s. 3d.

Half Circle Skirt,

yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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The Coat Dress so flattering to all

figures has gained in popularity, and

in the currently prevailing princess

lines is both winsome and winning.

Easy to slip on or off, allowing

complete freedom, attractive and

smart in appearance, it has much to

commend it.

Reminiscent of the Victorian era are the

crinolines and billowing skirts and petti

coats, which are so prominently displayed.

Emphasis is on soft lines, in contrast to the

masculine styles of not so long ago, and
no longer is it necessary to sacrifice one s

femininity to the dictates of fashion.

Frock, 7804 2s. 3d.

yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Matron s Frock,
8040 2s. 3d.

4| yds. 36 ins. wide.
34 to 48 ins. bust.

oat Dress, 8030 2s. 3d.

5 yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

I

Frock, 8022 2s. 3d

3i yds. 36 ins. wide
Skirt on bias.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Material quoted is for a

36 inches bust measure
ment. For other sizes the

material required is stated

on each pattern envelope.

[ We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Syd.iey, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]
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Frock, 8012 2s. 3d.-

With Circular Skirt.

5 yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

Sun Frock and Bolero,

8035 2s. 3d.

3 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast,

]{ yds. 36 ins. wide.

32 to 40 ins. bust.

If

A &amp;lt;a

.

Frock, 7846 2s. 3d.

| yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

Material quoted is for a
36 inches bust measure
ment. For other sizes the
material required is stated

on each pattern envelope.

A

6 1(5

Some of the more noticeable features of
the Spring dresses are their soft silhouettes,

with the bodice fitting close to the figure, and the
&quot;

nipped in
&quot;

waist. Skirts are flared and full, and are worn over stiffened

petticoats. Puffed sleeves, deep collars and boleros are much in

evidence. An interesting variation from the completely bare-top
frocks are the low-cut necklines. Comfortable and cool, they
provide refreshing variety and may be worn either on or off the
shoulder. Low-cut squares, low scoop necklines, those which

open at the front or the back, are all equally becoming and attrac

tive. Frock, 8636 2s. 3d.
4i yds. 36 ins. wide.
32 to 40 ins. bust.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be m postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;

Australian Home Journal,&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]



There s a

&quot;Youthlyne&quot; to fit

you true-to-type ... in length

and shape as well as in size. So

comfortable at ease or in action . . . &quot;Youthlyne&quot;

in lovely supple fabrics, most elasticised, streng

thened where necessary to preserve its shape

and yours.

In &quot;Youthlyne&quot; you ll be fashion-right . . .

figure perfect always. The Berlei-trained

Corsetiere will take your measurements, dial

them on the exclusive Figure Type Indicator

... fit you in a flash, with the one and only

&quot;Youthlyne&quot; that s perfect for you.

Be Fitted . . . Be sure you look your best

B.98.2FC

mo ahead-
try it!

Make life happier on those &quot;bad

days&quot; of the month by using

Tampax. Worn internally, made
of highly absorbent surgical
cotton, each Tampax is com
pressed into its own dainty
individual applicator. Tampax is

easy to use, easy to dispose of,

doesn t show embarrassing edge
lines. When you use Tampax
there s no fuss with belts, pins or

pads. No odour and no chafing.
Give it a trial.

Send this coupon with 3d.
stamp for free Tampax sample
to World Agencies, Box 3725.

G.P.O., Sydney. A.H.J. .

Name....

Address.

TAMPAX
SAHirAKY PROTECTION WORM

INTtRHALLY.
Two absorbenelesi: &quot;REGULAR&quot; It &quot;SUPER&quot;

each with Individual Applicator.

STOPvoURRupture
Worries.

Try the new Roussei

Appliance free. En
ables you to do hard
work with comfort and

security. Definitely
holds a condition abso

lutely necessary tor

improvement. Recom
mended bv Doctors am!
by thousands of &quot;satis

fied users throughout Australia. So sure are we
that vou will find THE ROUSSEL a real boon
that we are prepared to make an appliance to suit

your individual requirements and GIVE YOU
A 14-DAYS TRIAL. You can try it out in any
way you wish, also show it to your doctor, then.

ii you are not satisfied, return it. Regardless ol

whether you are fitted personally or are supplied
bv post we guarantee satisfaction. Specia.
all-rubber Rupturt Appliances or Bathing,
Swimming, etc. ElautK Mcvkings. etc., also

available Open Saturdays

Mark lo&amp;lt;aHort

ofYQUttflfUPTURE

Cai or send to, illustrateu details, Se l Measure-
mem Form, and 14 days Free Trial Offer. You
will bf under no obligation.

THE ROUSSEL APPLIANCE CO., Dept. 29,
9 MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY,

or
104 QUEEN ST.. MELBOURNE.

The Witness Chance.

A young man had been in the witness-

box a long while, bearing as best he could

with the nagging and prodding of a flip

pant barrister, who aimed shafts of wi-t

mercilessly at the unfortunate youth.
&quot;So,&quot;

exclaimed the barrister, sarcasti

cally, &quot;you really do not believe that y u

could rout an army of Philistines with the

jawbone of an ass?&quot;

&quot;Well,&quot; replied the exasperated country
man, &quot;I might have a try with the article

when you ve done with it.&quot;



The revival of interest in the jacket as a

fashion separate results in a wealth of new jacket

types. Brief and boxy, fitted to the waist, long

middy and barrel jackets are all important types.

Fitted waist- length styles with deep scoop neck

lines offer a dressy air for teenagers. A tapered
skirt worn with a long boxy jacket gives the
&quot;

middy
&quot;

silhouette but it is definitely better to

wear the little waist-length styles with full or

pleated skirts-

Skirts go fuller and fuller. Even the all-

around pleated skirt has a new look, via extra

yardage. Many accordian pleated skirts are

designed to accommodate petticoats and crino

lines for dress-up wear, or just whirl by them
selves for ordinary wear. Full pleats or

shirring from a smooth hip yoke give many
full skirts a middy look. At the

other extreme, high-waists and
wide cummerbunds are

Frock, 9329 2s.

12 and 14 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Material quoted is for the

biggest size. For other sizes

material required is stated

on each pattern envelope.

Frock, 9303 2s. 3d.

16 to 18 years.
Bust 32 inches.

3 ^ yds. 36 ins. wide.

Trimming, li yds.

Frock, 9236 2s. 3d
16 to 18 years.
Bust 32 inches.

4 yds. 36 ins. wide

Frock, 9320 2s.

12 and 14 years.

3J yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
Australian Home Journal,

&quot;

407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]



Learn Dressmaking and Save Money
EXPERT TUITION IN DRESSCUTTING, DESIGNING

AND DRESSMAKING
Our schools are known everywhere for our successful graduates,
and our methods endorsed by leading Fashion Houses throughout
the British Empire. Be sure of the best tuition.

You may learn at home in your spare time all those little expert
touches which so sharply distinguish the well-made garment.

Call Write or Phone

for our FREE Booklet

Day-Evening or

Postal Tuition

MAIL THIS COUPON TO-DAY. &quot;

^

McCabe Academy :

Kindly mail me, without obligation, your Free
Booklet about Dressmaking, for which I enclose
3d. stomp.

Nome ..

Address

McCabe Academy of Dressmaking
THE FOREMOST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF FASHION

Canberra House, Manchester Unity Bldgs., Shell House, Penney s Buildings, National House, Shakespeare House,

295 Elizabeth St., 220 Collins St., North Terrace, Adelaide St., William St., Commissioner St.,

SYDNEY. MELBOURNE. ADELAIDE. BRISBANE, PERTH. JOHANNESBURG,
SOUTH AFRICA.

a Pleasure

to know/&quot;

THANKS TO
FISHER S
TEETHING
POWDERS

Teething time usually starts

bout baby s fourth month. *
f ,,.

Restlessness, fright in sleep. /i:;; Htwx;. &amp;gt;;::.: :;.;

fvr, hot, swollen and tender gums, Indigestion, vomiting, diarrhoea,
and constipation are some of the symptoms which may occur.
FISHER S TEETHING POWDERS give immediate and soothing
relief and enable baby to gain natural, refreshing sleep, and
rmmber when baby sleeps Mother does too.
FISHER S TEETHING POWDERS have been proved safe and
effective by thousands of Australian Mothers for over half a

century.

FISHERS
TEETHING POWDERS

All chemists and stores.

Fisher & Co., 554 George St., Sydney.
TP.I

Outdoor Girl

keeps
lustrous hair

If you re the outdoor type,
you know how wind and sun

combine to leave your hair

dry . . . your scalp flaky.
KOKO refreshes the scalp and

brings back sparkling bril

liance to your hair. Keep
your hair glamorous use

KOKO and brush briskly

every day.

Ask your chemist for

KOKO
FOR THE HAIR

Here is a useful hint for using up odd
lengths of string: Knot all the lengths to

gether and knit or crochet into a square,
and you will find it very handy for a pot-
ei.-ourer.

The simplest way to make a creamy apple
puree or sauce is to stew the apples in the

ordinary way until they are very soft and
then whisk with a wire whisk until quite
free from lumps.

When making jam, the jars often crack
when you pour the boiling jam into them.
Stand the jars on a damp cloth^ and then

they ll survive. But the cloth may need
frequent damping.



New fashions in pants add variety to the usually

staple trouser category. A Far Eastern look is the big
news for young pants fashions, especially Siamese

trousers, often paired with mandarin jackets and blouses.

New romper types, tapered pedal pushers and jeans
cuffed with gay tartans and checks complete the pants

fashion story. Bare, cool, summer party
dresses for the nursery-school set follow

important adult fashion trends Cuffed

scooped necklines on little Kate Greenaway
dresses Shoe-string straps cover bare shoul

ders on little full skirted styles Halter necks

with cotton eyelet for the collar and pockets ;

Cape collars lined with flower sprigged
cotton with piping and perky hanky
to match.

Frock, 9224 2s.

6 and 8 years.

| yds. 36 ins. wide.

Material quoted
is for the biggest
size. For other

sizes material

required is sta

ted on each

pattern envelope.

Blouse and Circular Skirt,
9313 2s. JJ

S4, 6, 8 years.^jgfl
Blouse, I yd. 36 ins.

wide.]
Skirt, 1 1 yds. 36 ins. wide.

if Frock, 9232 2s.

Jr
10 and 12 years.

|T2f yds. 36 ins. wide.

Contrast, ] yd. 36 ins.

Frock, 9296 2s.

6 and 8 years.

I yds. 36 ins. wide.

Frock, 9325 2s.

10 and 12 years.
3 yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.
&quot;Australian Home Journal,&quot; -107-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]



iian i tunic j &amp;lt;_ui uui,

Suit, 9235 2s.

1 to 2 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Tunic Suit, 9229 2s

1 to 2 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

Tunic Suit, 9318 2s.

1 to 2 years.

. \\ yds. 36 ins. wide.

Material quoted is for the

biggest size. For other sizes

material required is stated

on each pattern envelope.

Frock, 9305 2s

2 and 4 years.

\\ yds. 36 ins. wi

XT,-

Frock, 9323 2s.

1 to 2 years,

yds. 36 ins. wide.

Trimming, 2| yds.
Lace edging, 2]- yds.

Frock, 9309 2s.

2 and 4 years.

If yds. 36 ins. wide.

[We supply Paper Patterns for all designs illustrated. Payment must be in postal notes, stamps will not be accepted.

&quot;Australian Home Journal&quot; 407-409 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Postage on each Pattern, 3d. extra.]



HE will

never guess

NO
one can tell when hair has

been tinted with Iriecto . .

it s a secret you keep as your very
own. Inecto d hair has that natural

lustre and xolcur that rru-ans so

much to a woman ... it retains

that youthful, vitai look that a man
admires. Bring back the rich natural

colour to your hair ... at the first

sign of dull or grey hair use Iri:cto

the accepted way to re-coiour dull

or greying hair. Inecto ;s fast to

sun, wind and water. One of

Inecto s natural shades will match

your colouring perfectly.

Consult your hairdresser or buy
from chemists.

RAPID

HAIR COLOURING
ror advice ana mormation on hair colouring,
write to the Inecto Inquiry Bureau, Dept. ~m I

G.P.O. Box 980 Sydne,

.H.I. 15/10,

B.G.E. produces a complete range

of electrical home helps tested and proved

suitable for Australian conditions.

The B.G.E. Streamlined Jron is heavily chrome

plated, finished in black enamel, well-balanced

and smooth to use.

The B.G.E. Electric Jug is designed to supply,

if required, just 2 quick cupsful of bi!&amp;lt;ng

waler or up to 31 pints in a matter of moments.

Is made in cream porcelain with bakelitr

tip-up lid (AC only*.

The B.G.E Toaster, guaranteed for 12 months,

makes crisp brown toast, automatically turned,

in next to no time. What s more, there are no

scorched fingers, because handles don t get hot.

ELECTRIC
HOME HELPS

. $h. %tit.*
REPRESENTING THE THE GENERA! ! ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND

BRANCHES IN ALL
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&quot;Kiss Me, Kate,&quot; Royal.

THE PLAY AND FILM
&quot;Ivanhoe,&quot; Sir Walter Scott s immortal

classic of romance, adventure and
pageanty during the conflict be
tween the Norman invaders and
Britain s Saxons in the 12th century,
may be seen at St. James and Liberty
theatres. The story was written in
1819 and has remained a favourite
for all ages ever since. The cast was
selected with care and Joan Fontaine
has the role of the beautiful Lady
Eowena, who is won by Robert Tay
lor, as Ivanhoe. George Sanders and
Elizabeth Taylor also play leading
roles in the action-adventure drama.
Further additions to the cast are Guy
Eolfe, who plays the role of the vil
lainous Prince John; Patrick Holt,
as Phillip de Malvoisin; Francis de
Wolff, as Front de Boeuf; Michael
Brennan, as Bladwin; Sebastian
Gabot, as the Friar, and Roderick
Lovell, as Ralph de Vipont.

* *

In &quot;Happy Go Lovely,&quot; Embassy, a gay,
colourful, back-stage musical, David Niven
plays a millionaire who unwittingly be

comes involved with a revue produced by
Cesar Romero, but finds romance with the
show s star, Vera-Ellen. Bobby Howes,
Diane Hart, Sandra Dome and Gordon
Jackson are in the cast. Petite dancing
star Vera-Ellen wore out five pairs of ballet

shoes during the filming of the big-scale
&quot;Macintosh s Wedding&quot; dance number. In

addition, she ruined three pairs of special

nylon-mesh stockings.
* * *

A mysterious diamond theft and a murder
keynote the tense drama in &quot;The Las Vegas
Story,&quot; in which Jane Russell, Victor
Mature and Vincent Price are starred. The
encounter of these three people in a luxuri
ous gambling palace in Nevada brings to

life old loves, unmasks an embezzler posing
as a rich broker and fastens a murder on an
innocent man. The result provides a series
of exciting episodes that end in a smash
climax when the real killer is unmasked.
Musical renditions by Miss Russell and
Hoagy Carmichael provide entertaining in-

terlqdes. These include &quot;My Resistance is

Low,&quot; &quot;I Get Along Without You Very
Well&quot; and &quot;The Monkey Song.&quot; (Mayfair.)

* * *

&quot;Come Fill the
Cup&quot; is a realistic melo

drama of &quot;The Lost Weekend&quot; vintage,
showing the long and painful drunkard s

road back to regeneration, via the delirium
of the alcoholics ward in hospital, and
exhausting physical labour to kill the crav
ing, while it stresses the perpetual need
for tough moral fibre to resist unexpected
temptation. Told with ironic humour, it

never overdoes the sordid or sensational.

&quot;Phone Call from a Stranger&quot; Century.

&quot;Come Fill the Cup&quot; Plaza.

James Cagney gives a good performance in

it as a newspaper man who sinks to the

gutter, makes a come-back and then gives
understanding aid to the composer his lost

girl friend has married. Cast: James Cag
ney, Phyllis Thaxter, Raymond Massey,
James Gleason, Gig Young, Selena Royle
and Larry Keating. (Plaza.)

# # #

&quot;Kiss Me, Kate,&quot; Cole Porter s top-flight
musical comedy, now at the Royal, abounds
with gay songs and witty lyrics. Many of
the songs are based on quotations from
Shakespeare and others. Some of the song
titles from this musical are: &quot;Kiss Me,
Kate,&quot; &quot;I Hate Men.&quot; &quot;Too Darn Hot,&quot;

&quot;Why Can t You Behave?&quot; &quot;Where is the
Life that Late I Led?&quot; &quot;I am Ashamed that
Women are so Simple,&quot; &quot;Were Thine that

Special Face,&quot; &quot;Brush Up on Your Shake
speare,&quot; &quot;Wunderbar,&quot; &quot;So in Love Am I,&quot;

&quot;Always True to You (In My Fashion),&quot;

and many others. The style of the music

ranges from Tin Pan Alley to Pueeini. All
the tunes are fun to hear and one gets the

impression that Cole Porter thoroughly
enjoyed writing them. Without a doubt,

the score of &quot;Kiss Me, Kate&quot; is Porter ?

best.
* *

J. C. Williamson s line-up of musicals
and plays for the present season will pro
vide Sydney theatre-goers with fine enter
tainment. Many of the productions art-

current or recent smash-hits in New York
and London. Coming theatre events include-

New South Welshman, Hugh Hastings
London comedy success, &quot;Seagulls Over
Sorrento,&quot; which commenced its Australian
season at the Comedy Theatre, Melbourne
&quot;Seagulls&quot;

has been referred to as the

Navy s answer to &quot;Worm s Eye View ;

&quot;Kiss Me, Kate,&quot; Cole Porter s spectacula&quot;

musical, which played almost three years
on Broadway and a year in London (&quot;Kate

is now at the Theatre Royal) ; later in tht

year the sensational musical of Rodger**
and Hammerstein, &quot;South Pacific.&quot; Rodgers
and Hammerstein brought you &quot;Okla

homa!&quot;, and &quot;South Pacific&quot; promises to be
even more popular. In New York the run
has lasted three years, and bookings extend
for months to come, and, finally, the Lon
don hit mystery play by Agatha Christie.

&quot;The Hollow.&quot;

* *

In &quot;With a Song in My Heart&quot; (Regent &amp;gt;

the stranger-than-fiction saga of beautiful

Jane Froman, America s No. 1 singer, has

been turned into a film of greatness beeauyit

the story is filled with every ingredient for

greatness. Those of you who remember the

story of the young University of Missouri

co-ed who rocketed to singing fame over

night and, at the height of her fame, wa.

the first artist to accept the late

President Franklin Roosevelt s call

for talent to entertain servicemen
overseas during World War II. ED
route to that assignment she
crashed in the tragic plane accident
in the Tagus River, off Lisbon, Por

tugal, in February, 1943, miracu

lously becoming one of the 15 sur

vivors of the crash, but leaving her
with practically every bone in her

body fractured; the gallant fight to

recover the use of her legs through
25 agonising operations and th&amp;lt;

amazing comeback to her singing
career, in order to pay for further

operations, make one of the out

standing poignant and tender
stories filmed for a long time. The
romantic angle is also authentic, as
the co-pilot, John Burn, who helped

to support her in the icy waters of the
river Tagus, is now her husband and needs
no embellishment. Susan Hayward portrays

&quot;Ivanhoe&quot; St. James-Liberty.
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Guy Nelson, &quot;Folies Bergere&quot; Tivoli.

her in the film, but Miss Froman records
the 30 songs.

* #

A quartet of stars, Shelley Winters,
Gary Merrill, Michael Eennie and Bette

Davis, combine their talents in &quot;Phone Call
from a Stranger,&quot; at the Century. It is

a story of four strangers thrown to

gether in a cross-country plane flight,
tossed like their craft into stormy
intimacy against their wills. The plane
crashes and a man running away from
a wife whose infidelity he cannot for-

.give finds himself trying to console
the surviving families of three fellow

passengers whose lives had reached a
.crisis similar to his. And through
ifbeir problems he learns the lesson of

rfoffgiveness. Gary Merrill, as David
Tcaak, a lawyer, is the man, and his
th Pfce companions who are killed when
the plane crashes are Shelly Winters,
a strap-tease singer who has failed to
)make good on Broadway; Michael
Eennie, as Dr. Fortness, who has
jabandsaaed his wife and son; and
iKeenan Wynn, as Eddie Hoke, a brash,
vulgar (travelling salesman. It is

through Bette Davis, as Mra. Hoke,
-that Men-ill straightens out his tangled life
.and reveals the life stories of the other
three protagonists.

* #

&quot;Folies Bergere&quot; is a name known
throughout the world, and since the frO g no
visitor to Paris has dared return hfme
without having paid a

pisit to the theatre;
the show has become more or less legend
ary, and there grew a belief that tire
&quot;Folies&quot; and Paris were inseparable, but.
in 1949 the show was transplanted to1

England, ami was staged at the London
Hippodrome in September, 1949, where it
ran for 17 months, and was immediately
followed by another Folies show, which
ran for a year, until February, 1952; now
the production has been brought in its en
tirety to the Tivoli Theatre, Sydney, and
with its lavish production effects it can be
termed the most spectacular show ever
Been in Sydney. Apart from the sumptu-
ousness of the presentation, &quot;Folies&quot; is full
of talent, with such outstanding artists ;is

Lowe and Ladd, who keep the comedy goinw
throughout the show; red-haired green&quot;-

eyed dancer Kenita Kramer, who makes her
arms look like many zoological specimens;
dancer-musician Key Overbury, assisted by

his French wife, Suzette; the delightful
dancing of the French trio Daresco, who
has insured her legs for 50,000 Swiss
francs,; the novel tapping feet of Bert
Duke Trio; the sensational spins and lifts

of Mara and Maurice; the contortions of

Bouna, and the musical nonsense of Nor
man Vaughan, not to speak of the delight
ful captivating French leading lady,
Sonya Corbeau, and the handsome leading
man, Guy Nelson.

*

With the castings of Marlon Brando as
Mark Antony, Greer Garson as Calpernia
and John Gielgud as Cassius, the main
roles are filled for the production of

Shakespeare s &quot;Julius Caesar.&quot; Previous
names announced were Louis Calhern as

Caesar, Deborah Kerr as Portia (Brutus
wife), and James Mason as Brutus.

* * *

An Australian cockatoo talked himself

right out of a movie job. The white bird,
a super-savvy creature named Cocky, was
to have appeared in a jungle sequence of
20th Century-Fox s &quot;Lydia Bailey,&quot; drama
based on Kenneth Koberts best selling
novel. But when screen newcomers Dale
Eobertson and Anne Francis, human stars
of the Technicolor swashbuckler, began
emoting the bird drowned their dialogue
by hollering, &quot;Lydia Bailey! Lydia Bailey!
Lydia Bailey!&quot; Director Jean Negulesco

&quot;The Las yogas Story,&quot; Mayfair.

stopped the action and called for animal
trainer Barnard Fuller, who promptly re
trieved the loud-yakking cockatoo. &quot;Don t

know where he picked up that expression,&quot;
said Fuller. &quot;He must have overhead people
talking about the picture while he was in
hia cage.&quot; The bird s stand-in, another
white cockatoo named Lucian, took Cocky s

place and played the scene to perfection,
mainly because he can t talk. Which, as
one of the workmen on the set opined, is

living proof that silence is golden!
* * *

Elizabeth Taylor s new summer hnt was
inspired by a 13th century pillbox hat she
wears in M-G-M s &quot;Ivanhoe.&quot; tie actress
had British designer Eobert Ftwse, who
created the hat aa well as the other ward
robe for the picture, make a modera ver
sion for her to wear with suits and drawls.
Instead of being vertical on the sides Sfes
most pill boxes, the ew hat, which is lilatf-

coloured faille embroidered in gold, slants
out slightly at the top. Attached to the
crown around the bark of the hat is a
lilac chiffon scarf whicfc ties- in a knot at
the left side.

*

Zsa Zsa Gabor and Low/i& Calhwn were

&quot;Happy Go Lovely,
1

Embassy.

rehearsing a scene for 20th Century-Fox s

&quot;We re Not Married,&quot; with director
Edmund Goulding explaining to the glamor
ous Zsa Zsa that the reaction to Calhern
should be that of a woman who has just
taken a man for all his money. &quot;You

know, Zsa, Zsa,&quot; said Goulding, &quot;smile as

though you were gloating.&quot; &quot;Of course,&quot;

said la Gabor, &quot;I will act like the cat who
swallowed what do you call it the

cannery.&quot;
* * *

&quot;The Narrow Margin,&quot; EKO Eadio s

melodrama mystery, most of whose
fast action accelerates on a speeding
streamliner, emerges as year s first

film
&quot;sleeper.&quot;

In film parlance, a
&quot;sleeper&quot;

is a picture that comes with
out fanfare or ballyhoo, and goes on
to success. Movie critics are comparing
it with such spine-thrillers as Alfred
Hitchcock s &quot;The Lady Vanishes&quot; and
Carol Eeed s &quot;Night Train.&quot; It s about
a duel of wits between gunmen and a

wily detective guarding a gangster s

widow on a Chicago-to-Los Angeles
train.

* # *

Susan Hayward was wearing a stun
ning black velvet evening gown with
floor-sweeping skirt lined with stif
fened lace ruffles during her &quot;Great

[Turn to page 36.1

&quot;With a Song in My Heart&quot; Regent.



ASTHMA AND HAY FEVER
New method of treatment brings Quick Relief

in many cases of Bronchial Asthma, Hay Fever,

Spasmodic Asthma, Heart Asthma.
FREE BOOK : Send for Interesting Book written for both Physician and Layman.

Many different theories have been advanced regarding the causes of Asthma and Hay
Fever and the treatment most likely to allay their attacks. Yet the value of even the

newer &quot;

miracle
&quot;

drugs is still in doubt.

ARRESTING NEW THEORY : Research workers now say that Asthma is the outward

effect of an internal cause. The Free Book now offered tells of relief to be obtained

without adrenalin, drugs, inhalants or injections.

FILL IN THIS COUPON AND POST IT NOW!
CHARLTON SINCLAIR LTD. (Dept. B),

P.O. Box 48, NEWTOWN, N.S.W.

I enclose threepence in stamps to cover postage. Please send me your FREE
ASTHMA BOOK.

Nome ...

Address

A.H.J. I

SHE HAD TO TELL A &quot;WHITE LIE&quot;

MEN CAN T REALISE
and it s so hard to &quot;&quot;xrjlain&quot;

when dragging, exhausting
muscular cramps mean
broken anpointments ami
&quot;time off.&quot;

On those days every monlh
when yon would give anythins
to be ahl&quot; to shake off thai

terrible feeling of weakness
try a couple of Myzone
tablets.

Thousands of women and girls
are blessing this wonderful
new pain-relief. For Myzone s

special Actevin (anti-spasm)
compound brings immediate
more complete and lasting

MYZONE
TOM POISE INSTEAD OF PAIN

relief from severe period
pain, headache and sick feel

ing than anything else you ve
ever known.

Just take two Myzone tablets
with water or cup of tea. Find
blessed relief ami new, bright
comfort . . . absolutely safe
notice how there is no
&quot;doping.&quot; Try Myzone with
your very next

&quot;pain.&quot; All
chemists.

Might Be Worse.
A visitor to a seaside town was making

a tour of the district with his host.
&quot;What do these people eat?&quot; he asked,

indicating a number of local loungers.
&quot;Fish, mostly,&quot; said his host.

The visitor gave him a look of surprise.

&quot;But I thought fish was supposed to be
brain

food,&quot; he said. &quot;These people are
some of the most unintelligent specimens
of humanity I have ever seen.&quot;

&quot;Well,&quot; returned the host, with a shrug
of his shoulders, &quot;just

think what they
would look like if they didn t eat fish.&quot;

Hinds /cream
THE MOST ECONOMICAL SKIN
BEAUTIFIER Y O (. CAN BUY
g^MIMMMMMMUMaMHBMWaaH.H. 9. 4.

MMma
If you suffer from Rheumatism, Neuritis,

Sciatica, Lumbago Spondyhtis, you should try
the modern vaccine method o) counteracting the

germs which cause the rheumatic inflammation
Ask your Chemist lor the ora. vaccine Lantigen
C It starts act.ng from the first dose to

reinforce the body s natura healing powers
(1) to kill the rheumatic germs, (2) to neutralise

their po.sons which have circulated through the

system. Thus the cause of inflammation is

corrected, pain is relieved, sweliing reducecU
You sleep better and Ireedom ot movement
returns. Reliei often lasts, say users, for years.
Costs only a lew pence daily. roved successful
when all else failed.

Ask your Chemist for Lantigen *C*

BRAIN FAG?
Tired? Sleepless?
Build new Energy quickly.

If you re feeling below par,
suspect &quot;mineral starva
tion&quot;! Give your nerves,
brain and body the benefit
of extra food value concen
trated in Bidomak. The
seven vital mineral elements
Bidomak contains will re
build your energy, calm your
nerves, restore good hea th,
help build resistance to ill

ness! Thousands of ex-

aauus. ecari on a course
now. Try it for 14 days and
if you don t feel better your
money will be refunded.

Build up on

Bidomak
&quot;The Tonic of tht Century&quot;



OUR FREE PATTERNS
-[TURNINGS MUST BE ALLOWED FOR ON ALL PATTERNS]*

SKIRT, 12,213.

Step 1. Cutting Out the Material: Pin

pattern provided to material as shown in

cutting guide, and cut out with a hem
allowance of 1 inch, also a seam allowance
of 1 inch at the sides and i inch at the
waistline. Join gores to front and back in

plain seams, press open, then clip the selv

edges.
Step 2. Pleating: Send the material to a

store which specialises in machine pleating
and have the two pieces pleated with Sun-

Bay pleats.

Step 3. Side Seams
and Opening: Join
front to back at sides

in plain seams and
leave an opening of 8

inches on the left side.

Pin the turned edge of

skirt opening to a

closed zipper and tack

carefully so that the

edges meet exactly
over the centre of zip

per without any gap
ing. Machine through
all thicknesses as close

as possible to the metal

portion, using a cord

ing foot on machine if

one is available. Tie
threads on the inside

and press again,
or finish with two
facing strips of
self - material 1}
inches wide and 1

inch longer than
the opening, with
one edge along the

12,213
READ DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY

BEFORE CUTTING OUT.

FOLD OF MATERIAL

selvedge. Pin strips to front and back
edges of opening with raw edges together
and the right sides of material facing.
Machine $ inch from raw edge, press

seams open and fold strips under so that
selvedges are exactly under seam lines.
Tack in place, press front or upper-side
under on seam line but allow back or under
side to extend under front. Tie-stitch

strips together at the bottom.
Step 4. Waist Band: Cut a self-material

waist band 3 inches wide and 2 inches
longer than close waist measurement. This
size provides an overlap of 1 inch and $
inch seam allowance on all edges. Pin out

side of waist band to inside of skirt and
machine in place. Turn under seam allow
ance along the top and across the ends, and
fold over to the outside so that the edges
are exactly over the previous row of stitch

ing. Machine round entire band through
all thicknesses of material. Sew hooks and
bars to band and close the side opening
with snap fasteners.

Step 5. Hem: Allow skirt to hang at
least 48 hours. Try on and mark a becom
ing length with chalk or pins, measuring
up an even distance from the floor. Turn
the hem, cut away the excess width to

within $ inch of the lower edge and catch-
stitch in place, or finish with three rows of
machine stitching $ inch apart. Complete
skirt by pressing pleats in place again at

the lower edge.
Pattern is cut for a 31-inch waist.

Material: 2 yards 36 inches wide.
Pattern may be obtained in 27 and 35

inches -waist. Price 2/-, plus postage.
For size 29 inch waist add f inch around

waist. For size 33 inch waist mark off

inch around waist and add to base of
skirt.

FROCK, 8052.

Step 1. Completing the Pattern:
Skirt. Cut off inch from top of pat

tern provided and use same pattern for
front and back.

Sleeve. Pin the half-sleeve to a large
sheet of paper and mark along the punch-
holes indicating underarm curve. Fold
paper along the straight edge and cut
around armhole, underarm and lower edge
through both thicknesses. Notch armhole,
open out new pattern and cut along previ
ously marked underarm curve. Mark the

scallop on the front by drawing a curved
line to the punchhole, as shown in the cut

ting guide.

Facings. Cut a facing for yoke and collar
from the pattern and make it 1 inch wide
at lower edge and at shoulder seam. Cut
also a facing for the front by drawing a

straight line from notch at the upper edge
to first notch on lower edge from front line.

(See cutting guide.)
Step 2. Testing for Correct Size: As this

pattern has been cut for the average 36-
inch figure it will be necessary to see
whether alterations are needed for the
individual figure. Pin pieces together, re

membering that seam and hem allowances
are not included. Place pattern over figure
and observe fitting. If bodice front and
back are too long, shorten by folding be
tween armhole and waistline, and if too
short, cut in the same place and insert suf
ficient paper to provide additional length
required.

Shorten or lengthen skirt if necessary
just below the hip line. To increase pat
tern, pin additional strips of paper along
seam edges where extra width is required,
and to decrease pattern trim away pattern
edges where additional width is not needed.
Kemove pattern, take apart, press flat, even
up all seam edges.

Step 3. Cutting Out Material: Pin pat
tern to material as shown in cutting guide.
Cut out with allowance of 2 inches for skirt

hem, 1 inch on underarm seams and ^ inch
on all other edges. Before removing pat
tern from material, mark clearly with
tailor s chalk or tacking the exact seam
lines, notches and punchholes.

Step 4. Shoulder Pads: Cut a pattern for

shoulder pads from a piece of
paper&quot; 9$

inches long and 5 inches wide. Fold in

halves crosswise and cut in a curved line
from cut ends to the fold. Open out pat
tern and cut four pieces of material from
it. Cut an inter

lining of canvas
for each shoul
der pad same
size as pattern.
Provide cotton
wool same size and
pin this to the in

side of interlining,
draw padding
away from points
and curves and
build it up at the

centre on the

straight side and

taper to nothing
about 1 inch from
points and curved
edges.

Tack padding in

place and keep
all long stitches

on the cotton
wool side. Pin
material for
pads together
and machine
along the long
est side. Tack
the canvas side
of pad to one
side of material,

READ DIRECTIONS
CAREFULLY BEFORE
CUTTING OUT.

FOLD OF MATERIAL

turn pads right side out, then machine all

thicknesses together around curved edges
and again 1 inch in from first stitching.

[Tarn to page 31.]
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FREE!
Dedicated to Australian girls, this booklet by Kotex tells in simple,

friendly language the complete story of the adventure of growing up.

From it you will learn how to manage your social life . . . how to feel

secure and comfortable every day of the month . . . what to do about

dancing, swimming, bathing, sports. In it you will find all the little

things that make such a big difference in your everyday life and it is

truly a book that every girl needs. Just clip the attached coupon, fill

in name and address, and send with a 3d. stamp. Your copy will be

sent in a plain sealed envelope by return mail.

Australian Cellucotton Products Pty. Ltd.

Dept.AK, Box 3931, G.P.O., Sydney, N.S.W.

Please send me a FREE copj of booklet &quot;As One Girl to

Another&quot;. 1 enclose ^ju.. stamp to cover postage.

NAME-

ADDRESS

OUR FREE PATTERNS
[From page 31.]

Join neck facing to back facing in plain
seams, then join to front facing in the
same way. Press open and pin facing to
bodice with right sides together, machine
exactly on marked seani line, cut awa..
excess allowance, clip to stitching at

corners, turn to inside, press, turn under
raw edge and slip-stitch in place.

Step 3. Finishing: Work ljittonholes on
the right-hand side and sew buttons on the
left to correspond. Lap right-hand side over
left with centre back lines together and
tack together at waistline. Turn under the
allowance on bodice waistline, pin in posi
tion over skirt, tack, machine as close as

possible to seam edge, press and neaten.
Back opening may be continued into skirt
for 2 inches, if desired. Make a small

placket for opening before joining skirt to

bodice. Turn up lower edge while frock is&amp;gt;

on the wearer, then secure the hem by hand
and complete with the final pressing.

Pattern is for child 4 years, 24-inch
chest. Material: 1J yards 36 inches wide.
Pattern may be obtained in size, 2 years,
22-inch chest. Price 2/-, plus postage.

The Gibson Girl Touch.
Most fashion-minded girls are very in

trigued with the Gibson Girl style it is

once again revived. It just has that &quot;some

thing&quot; about it. If you watch the latest
fashion trends you can pick out smart
little ways of making last year s wardrobe
this year s up-to-the-minute fashion success.

Sketched are a few suggestions: The
simple sailor hat, as sketch A, is very
smart. Sometimes worn straight and some
times on the slant. B: The bunch of daisies-

give a modest look. C: The full sleeve and
the leg o mutton sleeve are both very
popular.

D: The watch or locket on long chain
tucked in waistline. E: The little collar

and black bow. F: Small clipped earrings,
and last. Tint not least, the chain bracelet

with bunch of keys and odds and ends.

Overhauling a car is an expensive job
when it s done by a traffic officer.
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ATTRACTIVE JUMPER
This charming jumper, knitted in wool or

which can be drawn together with a

Materials: 7 ozs. 3-ply wool, or the

equivalent in knitting cotton. A pair each
of Nos. 11 and 12 knitting needles.

Measurements: Length, 20J inches. To
fit 34-inch bust.
Tension: 8J sts. and 11 rows to 1 inch.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; tog.,

together; sts., stitches; m., make; t.b.l.,

knit through backs of sts.: rep., repeat;

cont., continue;

ptn., pattern;
beginning; inc.,

beg., begin or

increase; dec.,

decrease ; in*.,

inches; g.-st.,

garter-stitch.
The Front.

Using No. 12

needles, cast on
110 sts. and work
in a k. 1, p. 1 rib

for 4$ inches.

Inc. on next row
thus: P. 2,

*

work twice into

next st., p. &amp;lt;i;

rep. from * to

last 3 sts., p.
twice into next

st., p. 2 (126
sts.).

Change to No.
11 needles and
cont. in follow

ing ptn.:
1st row K. 3,

* m. 1, k. 2 tog.,

t.b.l., k. .4, k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 0;

rep. from *
7

times, m. 1, k. 2

tog., t.b.l., k. 4.

k. 2 tog., m. 1.

k. 3.

2nd row P.

These 2 rows
form the ptn. and
are repeated
throughout. Cont.
in ptn. until 2^
ins. have been
worked above

ribbing.
Now inc. 1 st.

at each end of
the next and

every following
6th row until

there are 134 sts.

on needle. Inc..

for the sleeves
thus: Inc. at
each end of next
5 alternate rows.

Next row Cast
on 3 sts., patt. to end.
Next row Cast on 3 sts., p. 65, k. 20, p.

to end of row.
Work 10 rows in ptn., casting on 3 sts.

at beg. of every row and working centre
20 sts. in g.-st.
Next row Cast on 3 ets., ptn. to centre

panel, k. 10, turn. Put remaining sts. on a
spare needle for now. Cont. in ptn., cast

ing on 3 sts. at beg. of next 2 k. rows.
Work 6 rows without shaping. Now inc.
1 st. at sleeve edge on next and every fol-

cotton, has the popular deep-plunge neckline

necklace, as shown here,

lowing 6th row until 10 incs. have been
made at this edge, and work measures 18

ins., finishing at sleeve edge.
Shape shoulder and neck thus:
1st row Cast off 6 sts., ptn. to border

sts., put these on a safety-pin for now, turn
and work back to sleeve edge. Cont. in

ptn., casting off 6 sts. at sleeve edge and
2 sts. at neck edge on next 5 alternate rows,

then 1 st. on following row. Now keep this

edge straight, but still casting off 6 sts. at
sleeve edge until 10 sts. remain. Cast off.

Join wool to remaining sts. and work
up this side to correspond.

The Back.

Work as for front until there are 144 sts.

on needle. Cont. in ptn., casting on 3 sts.
at beg. of next 18 rows. Work C rows with
out shaping.
Now inc. 1 st. at each end of the next

and every following 6th row until the work
measures 18 ins. Shape shoulders: Cast off

6 sts. at beg. of next 26 rows, then 10 sts.

at beg. of next 2 rows. Cast off remaining
sts.

To Make Up.
Press work on wrong side. Join shoulder

seams. Using No. 11 needles, pick up and
k. 10 ets. of front border, 27 sts. up right
front, 42 sts. across back, 27 sts. down left

front, then the 10 border sts. Work in

g.-st. for 3 ins. Cast off.

With right side of work towards you and
using No. 12 needles, pick up and k. 82 sts.

round each sleeve edge and work in g.-st.
for 1$ ins. Cast off. Sew up side seams.

Bridal Moccasins.

Dainty satin slippers are a welcome gift
for a bride s trousseau. Why not give her
a pair as illustrated? Made of satin, or.

better still, from left-overs of her trousseau

set, they would be more useful and sub
stantial if pale coloured felt were used a

lining instead of stiffening.
We have given measurements, but it

would be a good idea to cut out in paper
first to get your required size. B is the

slipper and C the tongue. We have quilted
the tongue to give a more luxurious effect.

D shows slipper part. Cut out in material
at the base; you cut out round the
dotted line. Join the back as sketch E,

leaving the little cap piece; then sew up
cap piece, as sketch F.

G shows where you gather from X to X,
to join on to tongue. H sketch shows how
to attach ribbons and embroider front
with beads, if preferred.

So widespread is the habit of fans in

addressing letters to stars, with tricks, that
the Hollywood branch of the post-office
now has several men who have become
experts at deciphering. Easiest in Holly
wood but troublesome at place of sending
are pictures of the Gables and Crawford s

on envelopes. Others are drawings, such
as a gun going &quot;Bing,&quot;

a cross and a bee
to signify Bing Crosby.
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HOW? WHV?
DON T KEEP ME

IN THE DARK!
rELL ME WHAT S
ROCKING OUR
DREAM BOAT?

NO. THANKS, PAN.YOU LL

HAVE TO ASK YOUR
DENTIST ABOUT...WELL.

BAD
BREATH!

COLGflTE DENTAL CREAM
CLEANS YOOR BREATH
WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR

TEtTH AMD THE COLGATE
WAY OF BRUSHING TEETH
RIGHTAFTET? EATING

STOPS
TOOTH J7&quot;&quot; Ai^
ECAY

SINCE DAN DISCOVERED
COLGATE CARE HE AND
KAY ARE A

DT?EAM-

Tests Published in Authoritative Dental
Literature Show That Brushing Teeth Right After Eating With

COLGATE DENTAL
CREAM STOPS TOOTH

DECAY BEST
Most thoroughly proved
and accepted home
method of oral hygiene
known today.

Yes, and two years
research showed the
Colgate way stopped
more decay for. more
people than ever before
reported in dentifrice
history! No other
dentifrice offers such
proof the most con
clusive proof ever re
ported for a dentifrice
of any type.

AMERICA - LARGEST. AUSTRALIA S LARGEST,
THE WORLD S LARGEST SELLING DENTAL CREAM

VS COLGATEDEHTAL CREAM
^ TO CLEAN YOUR BREATH

WHILE yOU CLEAN VOW TEETH
^AND HELP STOP TOOTH

DECAY BEST

Buy the

B;g Family

Economy Size

Afternoon Tea Suggestions
[From page 7-5.]

harden about 10 minutes, then bake 10 min
utes in a quick oven. Stick biscuits to

gether in pairs with jam or filling, an&amp;lt;]

decorate top with cherries or nuts. Mixture
may be coloured with cochineal if desired.

Orange Blossom Butterhorns.
Threequarter cup scalded milk, \ cup

shortening, i cup sugar, 1 teaspoon salt, 1

cup ready-to-eat bran, 1 cake compressed
or 1 packet granular yeast, $ cup luke
warm water, 2 eggs (well-beaten), 3| cups
sifted flour.

Combine milk, shortening, sugar, salt and
bran; cool to hike-warm. Soften yeast in
luke-warm water. Add to milk mixture.
Add eggs, beat thoroughly. Add flour; mix
to soft dough. Cover; let stand 10 minutes.
Knead on lightly floured surface. Place in

greased bowl; let rise in warm place until
double in bulk. Push dough down. Divide
dough in thirds: roll into circles 9 inches
in diameter. Cut in triangles and roll to
form butter-horns. Arrange on greased
baking-slide. Cover. Let rise until double
in bulk. Bake in moderately hot oven
about 15 minutes. Fill with orange, cream.
or as desired.

Sunbeams.
One tablespoon butter, 1 tablespoon

sugar, 1 egg; mix well, then add 1 cup
flour, 1^ teaspoons baking powder. Boll out

very thinly and spread with raspberry jam.
Boll up again and cut in slices about 1 inch.
Bake a golden brown in a moderate oven.

Monte Carlos.

Quarter Ib. margarine, $ cup sugar, 1

egg, ^ cup desiccated coconut, 2 teaspoons
golden syrup, $ teaspoon baking soda, 2

cups flour. Mix in the order given, break
small pieces off with fork. Bake on greased
trays in moderate oven. When cooked
fasten two together with raspberry jam
and soft icing.

Doughnuts.
When mixing the flour the utmost care

should be taken to handle it as lightly as

possible. The fat is at the correct temper
ature for cooking the doughnuts when a

faint blue smoke is rising from it. Care
should be taken not to place too many
doughnuts in the fat at one time, as this

decreases the temperature of the fat,
and tends to make the doughnuts greasy.
Bernove the doughnuts with a perforated
spoon, drain on kitchen paper and sprinkle
with sugar mixed with spice.
Put 1 oz. of castor sugar and \ oz. of

compressed yeast into a small basin and
mix until they become liquid, add J pint
of tepid milk. Sift \ Ib. flour with a pinch
of salt into a basin, make a hole in centre,

pour in the yeast and milk, gradually
mixing all into a smooth dough. Cover the

basin with a cloth, place in a warm
place, and let the dough rise for 20 minutes.
Melt 1 oz. butter and beat it and the

yolks of two eggs into the mixture. Let
the dough stand in a warm place for 1^
hours. Divide it into 12 pieces, shape them
into flat rounds, put a little jam in

the middle of each, wet the edges,
and shape them into neat balls. Or mixture

may be cut into shapes with a doughnut
cutter. Have a pan of deep fat hot. Pat
in the doughnuts. They will sink first,

then rise to the top, and keep them basted
with fat until they are brown. Drain them
well on kitchen paper and roll them in

castor sugar with a little spice mixed in

(if liked).
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Her Best Summer Jumper
This little jumper may be made from wool or cotton and is ideal

to wear with pleated skirts, and, as you know, these are much in

evidence this season.

Materials required: 3 ozs. for short, or 4 ozs. for long sleeves of

3-ply wool in white: and $ oz. each of red and green. Jumper
may be made in knitting cotton. One pair knitting needles size 12

and one pair size 10. 3 small buttons for shoulder fastenings.
We can supply a suitable skirt pattern, No. 9055, in 4, 6 and 8

years. Price 2/-.

Measurements: Chest, 26 inches. Length, 14$ inches. Long
sleeve, 8$ inches without ribbed cuff. Short sleeve, 3$ inches
with ribbing.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows equal 1 inch.

Abbreviations: G., green; E., red; W., white; k., knit; p., purl;

pat., pattern; tog., together; st.st., stocking-stitch; rep., repeat;

beg., beginning: dec., decrease; inc., increase.

To Make the Back.

Using the No. 12 needles and the white wool, east on 103 sts.

arid rib. as follows:
1st row P. 1, k. 1 to ending p. 1.

2nd row K. 1, p. 1 to ending k. 1.

]{cp. these 2 rows 11 times.

Change -to No. 10 needles and work as follows:
1st pat. row Join G. wool and k. 1 G., 1 W. to ending 1 G.
2nd row P., 1 W., 1 G. to ending 1 W.
3rd row K. in W. 4th row P. in W.
5th row K. 6 W., 3 G. (leave a few yards of G. wool here) ;

then k. 13 W., join another length of G., and k. 3 G. (leave a few-

yards of G. here), k. 24 W., join a larger length of the G. (about
i oz.) and k. 5 G. (leave the green wool here), then k. 24 W., join
G., k. 3 G., k. 13 W., join G., k. 3 G., k. 6 W. (leaving separate

[Turn to page 41.&quot;}

and specially

made for

Australian conditions

BEAR
CELLULOSETAPE

Made by
Behr-Manning

former manufacturers of

&quot;LOREX

When you buy this new improved &quot;BEAR

TAPE&quot; in its bright blue and gold packaging,

you buy a tape that has been tested against

extremes of heat and humidity. You can have

&quot;BEAR TAPE&quot; as clear as glass or in gaily

coloured gift tapes. When you want a better

tape, ask for &quot;BEAK TAPE!&quot;

Tests prove BEAR TAPE
IAMB

has these advantages

1 GREATER ADHESION 4 MORE MOISTURE

2 BETTER BOND INS

3 STRONGER 5 NO TELESCOPINB

S&tt tighter
--H00S tester*-MEWS better/

BEAR CELLULOSE TAPE
BRAND

MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRALIA BY BEHR-MANNINS (AUSTRALIA)

PTY. LTD., SYDNEY.
92/6 __^______^^^_
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It takes more than SUDS ALONE

to get the whitest whites

PERSIL SUDS CONTAIN OXYGEN !

THAT S WHY . . .

PBBII Mfete MJhffesf

LOSE FAT SAFELY! ^
Shed up to 7 po-jtvls of ugly fat in one week. No
laxatives, no exercises, no starvation. Guaranteed
non-injurious and effective. SLIM-TABS KVM
Tablets are easy and pleasant to take. Free from
drugs, this delightful, natural treatment has
worked miracles for fat people everywhere.
Posted under plain sealed wrapper. Send only
SO/- for 3 weeks course, or (special offer) full

9 weeks guaranteed course. 80/-. Address,
DEPT. IIJ/2, AUSTRALIAN HEALTH
SERVICES, Box 888, G.P.O.. Sydney.

to Boys & Girls

Wrist Watches, Cameras. M.,-A1a Dolls.

Fountain Pens. Many other Valuable Prizes for

felling small parcels of tested garcen seeds. Send

for parcel and big catalogue of presents. Send no

money now, only name and address. Wr it? to-day.

John B. Murray, 661 K George St., Sydney

An easy way to refill salt cellars: Ee-
move the screw-top and replace it in the
reverse position so that it acts as a funnel.

To keep the pleats in place in a frock or
skirt after it has been ironed, slip a bobby
pin up from the hem over each pleat.

The Play and Film
[From page 27.&quot;]

White Way&quot; song and dance number for
20th Century-Fox s &quot;With a Song in My
Heart.&quot; As she danced, the gown, which
Academy Award winner Charles Le Maire
designed after a Boldini portrait, kept
tripping Susan. The lace ruffles kept catch

ing in her heels. Director Walter Lang
suggested removing them. Susan protested:
&quot;But the ruffles are what ripple the skirt po

beautifully!&quot; Replied Lang: &quot;If it s a

toss-up between rippling a skirt and break
ing your neck, we ll skip the ripples.&quot; So
Susan sat still while the ruffles were snipped
off, then went into her dance again with
out tripping. This time Lang professed to

he happy. An electrician remarked: &quot;The

way she ripples her hips who s going to

notice a skirt ripple anyway?&quot;
* *

liex Allen, the Arizona cowboy, has risen
to great heights in the movies. Already ht

has been acclaimed as one of the ten most

popular western stars in the authentic
exhibitor poll conducted by the Motion Pic
ture Herald, a film trade journal generally
considered to be the most accurate courier
of motion picture opinion in the industry.
He has also twice received the Laurel
Award of Excellence by the Exhibitor

Magazine. Eex s newest Eepublic hit is

&quot;Old Oklahoma Plains.&quot;

* *

The entire cast of 20th Century-Fox *

Technicolor, &quot;Belles on Their Toes,&quot; the

sequel to &quot;Cheaper by the Dozen,&quot; had a

fully-paid holiday on the beach at Paradise

Cove, California, during the filming of the

picture. When the fog failed to lift enough
for Director Henry Levin to get a single

shot, Myrna Loy and her 11 film children

had a picnic lunch, played baseball and
handball and went for swims, and generally
had a fine time without doing a lick of

work.
* *

Ann Miller s outstanding characterisation
as a night club entertainer in M-G-M s

&quot;Lovely to Look At&quot; has netted her another

top comedy role at the studio. She has been
selected to portray a glamorous night club

singer in &quot;Small Town Girl,&quot;
in which she

will star with Jane Powell.
* * *

The unusual French underwater camera,
tlift Aquaflex, gets its second use to date by
20th Century-Fox in swimming sequencer
of &quot;Phone Call from a Stranger,&quot; drama

starring Shelly Winters, Gary Merrill.

Michael Eennie and Bette Davis. Independ
ent of both air supply and electric cables-

linking it with the surface, the camera,
first employed in photographing &quot;The Frog
men,&quot; was used to film an underwater
accident involving Miss Davis.

* * *

The Borovansky Ballet Company will

tour New Zealand at the conclusion of the

Melbourne season, opening in Auckland on

September 17.
* * *

&quot;Although I was away from Australia for

only two and a half months, I managed to

view 70 s.tage shows in America, England
and Europe,&quot; Mr. Claude Kingston, a dir

ector of J. C. Williamson Theatres Ltd..

said on his return to Australia last month.

&quot;And, what s more, the prices ranged
from three dollars to 25 dollars a seat.&quot; Mr.

Kingston said that in &quot;South Pacific,&quot;

Williamson s great musical production
scheduled to open at His Majesty s

Theatre, Melbourne, during September,
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PAPER PATTERN AGENTS.
Paper patterns for all designs illustrated

in the Australian Home Journal may ba

obtained from the following agents :

QUEENSLAND.
Finney Isles & Co. Ltd. Queen Street,

Brisbane.

Overells Pty. Ltd. The Valley, Brisbane.

E. S. Lucas Pty. Ltd. East Street, Rock-

hampton.
W. Boys fir Sons 202 Adelaide Street,

Maryborough.
Misses Mercers & Windley Ruthven

Street, Toowoomba.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Farmer & Co. Ltd. Pitt, Market and
George Streets, Sydney.

The Hub Ltd. 393 Pitt Street, Sydney.
Grace Bros. Pty. Ltd. Broadway, Sydney.
Buckinghams Ltd. 97 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winnt Pty. Ltd. 16 Oxford Street,

Sydney.
Winns Newcastle Ltd. 209 Hunter

Street, Newcastle.

VICTORIA.
Buckley & Nunn Ltd. 310 Bourke

Street, Melbourne.
R. O. Henderson Pty. Ltd. Hargreaves

Street, Bendigo.
Solomons Pty. Ltd. Cnr. Moorabool and

Malop Streets, Geelong.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

J. Craven & Co. Ltd. Rundle Street,
Adelaide.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Ahern s Pty. Ltd. Hay and Murray

Streets, Perth. ,

NEW ZEALAND.
Georqe & George Ltd. 161 Cuba Street,

Wellington.
John Court Ltd. Queen Street, Auckland.
T. Armstrong fir Co. Ltd. Victoria Square

nd High Street, Christchurch.
Brown Ewing fir Co. Ltd. 288-304

Princes Street, Dunedin.
Garners Departmental Store Broadway,

Palmerston North.
H. fir J. Court Ltd. Hamilton.
Whites Ltd. Importers, New Plymouth.
Warnocks Drapery Ltd. Victoria Avenue,

Wanganui.

The Play and Film
Australians could look forward to superb
entertainment. The local product will be

right up to the standard of the American
and English versions in every way, he
added. &quot;The overseas principals are out

standing. The; include Eichard Collett,
Sweden s foremost baritone, who will play
the French planter, Emile; Mary La Roche,
attractive American star, as Nellie For-
hush; together with Virginia Paris, a

coloured singer, who will play the import
ant role of Bloody Mary ; Leonard Stone,
an American comedian, who will play
Billis; and the English operatic artist,
David Welch. Charles Atkin, of the
Rodgers-IIammerstein staff, will leave for
Australia on August 7 to direct the

&quot;pro

duction in association with the Firm s

producer, John Casson. Atkin has been
associated with the New York South
Pacific for the past three years.&quot;

*

Virgil, world-famous magician, and com
pany, will come to the Empire Theatre,
Sydney, on September 8.

Doctors Prove Paimolive Soap

can bring YOU...

in 14 days!

YOU tOO CAN LOOK

FOR THESE COMPLEXION

IMPROVEMENTS IN U DAYS

V Complexion clearer

more radiant!

Not just a promise
but a proved plan!
THIS IS ALL YOU DO:

Wash your face with Palm-
ollve soap. Then for 60
seconds massage your clean
face with Palmolive s soft,
lovely lather. Rinse! Do
his twice a day for 14
days. This cleansing mas
sage will bring your skin
Palmolive s full beautify
ing- ^ff^^t.

REGULAR SIZE

ECONOMY BATH SIZE

Unsettling.
Father came home from work and after

a consultation with his wife he called his
son.

&quot;Take off your jacket and come upstairs
with me, my lad.&quot; he said grimly.

&quot;But, dad,&quot; whimpered the boy, &quot;you
re

not going to lick me, are you?&quot;

&quot;I m certainly going to,&quot; said the angry
parent. &quot;Didn t I tell you I would settle
with you if you misbehaved yourself?&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot; said the boy. &quot;But I thought it

was only a joke, like when you told the

grocer you were going to settle with him.&quot;

Nails will go into hard wood more easily
and accurately if touched with grease at
the end. But they often split deal boards.
To avoid this, hold the nail upside down on
the ground and blunt the point slightly
with a hammer tap.
To prevent wood splitting when you

draw nails with a claw hammer put pad
ding under the head before levering.

Rusty nails draw better if tapped sharply
first. But when driving a nail in, short,

sharp taps usually send it in the wrong
direction. Grip the end of the haft, get a

swing on it, and give firm blows.



&quot;Mail orders accepted
99

Many women order by mail. Some because

distance prevents them from visiting shops.
Some because commitments will not permit a

trip to town at the time. But whatever the

reason, wise women will enclose a &quot;not

negotiable&quot; Bank of New South Wales cheque
with the order for paying by &quot;Wales&quot;

cheque can ensure that the money is avail

able only to the store concerned. Ask the

Manager of your local &quot;Wales&quot; branch: he

will be glad to tell you how the &quot;Wales&quot; can

help you in this and many other ways.

It is more convenient to pay by &quot;Wales&quot;

cheque.

BANK OF
NEW SOUTH WALES

FIRST BANK IN AUSTRALIA

(IMCOBPOBATBD IN NEW SOUTH WAI.W8 *JTH LIMITED T,IABIT,ITT y

A5207C

BE POPULAR
Slim Scientifically

FORD S CORPOREAL TAB
LETS replace vital Glandular

secretions (endocrinti), lack of

which causes formation of fat.

Weight reduction can now

be scientifically controlled.

6 weeks treatment costs 12/6 ; or 3 weeks /.
At all chemists pottage id. extra.

NOEL P. FORD, M.P.S. (Syd. Uai.)

Chtmist 245 King St., Newtown, Sydney.

With Real Comfort

FASTEETH, a new, pleasant powder,
keeps teeth firmly set. Deodorizes.

No gummy, gooey, pasty taste or

feeling. To eat and laugh in comfort,

just sprinkle a little FASTEETH on

your plates. Get it to-day at any
chemist. Refuse substitutes.

The Lampshade Silhouette
*&amp;gt;::&amp;lt;=

*&amp;gt;\\&amp;lt;o

Take your choice there s a lampshade here
for every type of room and furnishing.
Raffia shades look well with the new

furniture, the lovely honey colour blending
with dark or light wood. Choose the ne-.v

&quot;coolie&quot; shade, wide angled to give thi-

maximum light reflection. Bind frame up
rights with raffia. Knot strands of raffia
to the frame at top and bottom as closely
together as possible and stretched tightly.
Tirim knotted ends into a neat fringe.

Pleated paper shades, like the striped
one, are made in a few minutes. If you
can t lay your hands on striped wallpaper,
then glue coloured strips of paper to white
cartridge paper. Width of paper should
be H in. more than frame height and twice
the measurement of the widest part of
frame in length. Screen fold paper, with
folds i in. to J in. deep.

Paper joins should come inside a fold;
use paste or transparent adhesive tape.
Punch row of holes about 2 in. from top; a

knitting needle will do if you haven t a

puncher. Slot cord, slip shade over frame
and tie.

Softly pleated fabric shades, like the on*&amp;gt;

in the centre, suit all rooms and furnish
ings. Bind framework with white Map
binding. Cut white lining and coloured

covering material into strips the height of
frame plus narrow turnings and twice the
circumference of frame. Join lining strips,
also covering strips and seam ends. PreH.
seams.

Turn down narrow hems along all raw
rdges, pressing with an iron instead of

stitching. Place covering and lining
material together, gather top and bottom.
Pin to frame, arrange gathers evenly. Catcli
shade to frame, stitching through bias

binding. Finish edges with trimming.
Frilled and be-ribboned this bedside shade

resembles glamorous window drapes. In

nylon it tubs and needs no ironing. Cover
frame with bias binding. Cut nylon thi&amp;gt;

height of frame plus 1 in. deep herns top
and bottom these make frills. The length
of nylon should be not less than one and a
half times all round the base of the shade.

Cut second piece of nylon the same
length as first but depth of frame only. Cut
into six panels.
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Make narrow hems round each of the

panels. Join sides of large piece and turn

down 1$ in. deep hems top and bottom.

Pin panels to main piece along hem lines

and tack. Gather along hem lines top and

bottom, joining panels to main piece at the

same time. Pin shade to frame, adjust

gathers, then sew to frame. Tie each panel
with a length of ribbon finished in a bow.

Tailored shades take half a yard of 36-in.

material for all frames up to 12 in. in dia

meter. Cover framework with bias bind

ing. Using white lining material on cross,
stretch and pin to one half of shade get
material taut. Cut away surplus and use

this half as pattern for cutting second piece
of lining and outer covering all on cross.

Stitch sides of lining and covering. Press
seams. Fit lining inside shade, getting it

tight and smooth, pin and stitch. Draw on
outer covering, pull tight and stitch. Over
sew raw edges top and bottom and cover
with frill frill is made from 2-in. strips,

joined, folded into tube and stitched. Pull
tube through to right side and press with
Beam down back, then gather down centre.

Quilted Glamour.
She ll thrill to the luxury look of it!

A swoosh of skirt, a coy collar, add dashing
cavalier cuffs and pocket trimming. It s

so wearable and can be used for almost

everything, and most popular this season.

Sketch A shows how individual a frock
can look trimmed with quilting. It need
not be heavy silk, but even floral organdie,
as shown in collar and cuffs (sketch D).
It is also sold by the yard and can be made
into smart skirts, as sketch B; so useful for
the hostess.

For trimmings it is easy to quilt material

yourself: just a criss-cross of machine
stitching, as sketch C clearly shows, using,
of course, double material.

A &quot;not quite tall enough&quot; man taking
the physical examination for the police
force raised his height by plastering his
hair back over a section of coconut shell.

The ruse was detected.

-HAVE DAILY

REGULARITY
WITHIN

10 DAYS
(without purgatives)

Mr. J. G. SHELPER, 12 Rutland Av.
r Castlecrag.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION

OR DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
This is all you need do . . . enjoy tasty, toasty Kellogg s All-Bran

for ten days., and drink plenty of water. If, at the end of ten day
you don t feel it has helped you, then just send the empty packet

back to Kellogg s and you // get double your money ~back.

BULK IS THE ANSWER!

Your daily health and regularity

depend on what you eat.

Kellogg s All-Bran is not a

purgative. It contains the bulk

your system needs to end consti

pation. The vital bulk in this

rich, nut-sweet health-food helps

prepare internal wastes for easy,

gentle elimination ... no purga
tives needed this natural way.

Ask your grocer for a packet
of Kellogg s All-Bran right away.
Within ten days you ll benefit.

After that, keep on enjoying this

crisp nut-sweet breakfast cereal.

Never lose that wonderful feeling
of health and natural regularity

it brings.

YOU BENEFIT

3 WAYS
Kellogg s All - Bran is a natural

laxative, health-food and blood tonic

all in one! Rich in Vitamin Bl. B2,

Calcium, Phosphorus, Niacin and

Iron, Kellogg s All-Bran builds up
your health. It gives you vitality ai

it brings regularity instead of purgin*
the energy out of you.

ALL-BRAN*
Registered Trade Mark

END IRREGULARITY the way NATURE Intended
AB52-4
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Spots and Bows.

Exciting and charming are the newest
ways of wearing bows. Bows of all types
will be worn this season, combined with
small and coin spots which will also feature

highly. Most bows are worn at neckline
and give that special feminine grace to

any frock.

Introduce yourself to Kleenex tissues

and you ll find you just wouldn t be

without them! Such comfort when

you have a cold, so kind to tender

noses and such a save when it comes

to washing and ironing. For you,

for babv and for the children, you

will rind Kleenex invaluable.

Large economical boxes ere

a/so ova//ob(e for 3/7d.
II

SOFT -STRONG
DOUBLY ABSORBENT
KXI4-2

&quot;GROWING UP I N I N G O L A &quot;

Teddy Koala is so soft

just like my

A man s style in writing should be like

his dress: attract as little attention as

possible.

Definition of a politician: &quot;A man who,
upon being asked his favourite colour, re

plies, Plaid .&quot;

Watch for them, as sketch 0. Taken
from the neckline and worn on the hair
for a party effect, as A. A lovely style for

evening wear is the large bow and long
ends, giving the back line a special prin
cess look, as sketch B.

Is it possible to sleep too much? Actually
some people sleep more than is healthy for

them; but often the error lies in the

opposite direction. A great many people
don t get sufficient sleep, and this affects

them, both mentally and physically. Sleep
is essential in health and sickness; in fact,

more sleep is necessary during illness so

that the body can put up a better fight

against infection.

During sleep, when the body is relaxed,

repair and growth take place. That s why
it s especially important for young children

to have a resting period during the day.
The younger the child, the more sleep id

necessary during the first year, about 20

hours a day; during the second year, 14 to

16 hours; from the second to the fourth

year, 12 to 14 hours; from the fourth to the

sixth year, 10 to 12 hours; from tEe sixth

to, the 12th year, about 10 hours; and for

the older children about 9 hours. Indivi
duals vary but these amounts may be taken
as a good average rule.

Should you have the misfortune to burn a

cake, the simplest way to remove the out
side burnt part without spoiling the appear
ance of the cake is to grate it gently with
a grater when the cake is cold.
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Her Best Summer Jumper
[From page 35.&quot;]

amounts of green for each pat. to save

carrying thread across so much of the W.).
6th row P., 4 W., 7 G., 11 W., 3 G.,

25 W., 3 G., 25 W., 3 G., 11 W., 7 G., 4 W.
Row 7 K. 7 W., 1 G., 12 W., 7 G., 23 W.,

3 G., 23 W., 7 G., 12 W., 1 G., 7 W.
Row 8 P. 6 W., 3 G., 14 W., 1 G., 25 W.,

5 G., 25 W., 1 G., 14 W., 3 G., 6 W.
Row 9 K. 4 W., 1 R., 1 G., 3 W., 1 G.,

1 R., 10 W., 5 G., 23 W., 5 G., 23 W., 5 G.,

10 W., 1 R., 1 G., 3 W., 1 G., 1 R., 4 W.
Row 10 P. 5 W., 1 G., 3 W., 1 G., 8 W.,

1 R., 2 G., 1 W., 3 G.. 1 W., 2 G., 1 R.,

19 W., 7 G., 19 W., 1 R., 2 G., 1 W., 3 G.,

1 W., 2 G., 1 R., 8 W., 1 G., 3 W.. 1 G., 5 W.
Row 11 K. 5 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 R., 13 W.,

1 G., 24 W., 7 G., 24 W., 1 G., 13 W., 1 R.,
3 G., 1 R., 5 W.
Row 12 P. 7 W., 1 G., 12 W., 1 R., 5 G.,

1 R., 22 W., 5 G., 22 W., 1 R., 5 G., 1 R.,
12 W., 1 G., 7 W.
Row 13 K. 7 W., 1 R., 15 W., 1 G., 18 W.,

I R., 5 G., 1 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 R., 1 W., 5 G.,
1 R., 18 W., 1 G., 15 W., 1 R., 7 W.
Row 14 P. 21 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 R., 13 W.,

1 R., 5 G., 1 W., 4 G., 1 W., 1 G., 1 W., 4 G.,
1 W., 5 G., 1 R., 13 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 R.,
21 W.
Row 15 K. 23 W.,.l G., 20 W., 1 R., 1 G.,

2 W., 1 R., 1 G., 1 R., 1 G., 1 R., 1 G., 1 R.,
2 W., 1 G., 1 R., 20 W., 1 G., 23 W.
Row 16 P. 23 W., 1 R., 17 W., 1 R., 1 G.,

2 W.. 4 G., 1 W., 3 G., 1 W., 4 G., 2 W., 1 G.,
1 R., 17 W., 1 R., 23 W.
Row 17 K. 42 W., 1 R., 7 G., 1 W., 1 G.,

1 W., 7 G., 1 R., 42 W.
Row 18 P. 46 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 W., 1 G.,

1 W., 3 G., 1 R., 46 W.
Row 19 K. 48 W., 1 R., 5 G., 1 R., 48 W.
Row 20 P. 42 W., 1 R., 2 G., 1 W., 2 G.,

1 W., 5 G., 1 W., 2 G., 1 W., 2 G., 1 R., 42 W.
Row 21 K. 44 W.,-1 R., 4 G., 2 W., 1 G.,

2 W., 4 G., 1 R., 44 W.
Row 22 P. 45 W., 1 R., 11 G., 1 R., 45 W.
Row 23 K. 49 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 R., 49 W.
Row 24 P. 46 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 W., 1 G.,

1 W., 3 G., 1 R., 46 W.
Row 25 K. 48 W., 1 R., 5 G., 1 R., 48 W.
Row 26 P. 49 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 R., 49 W.
Row 27 K. 47 W., 1 R., 2 G., 1 W., 1 G.,

1 W., 2 G., 1 R., 47 W.
Row 28 P. 48 W., 1 R., 5 G., 1 R., 48 W.
Row 29 K. 51 W., 1 G., 51 W.
Row 30 P. 49 W., 1 R., 3 G., 1 R., 49 W.
Row 31 K. 51 W., 1 G., 51 W.
Row 32 P. 51 W., 1 R., 51 W.
This completes the pattern.

Continue all in W. and st.st. until 10 ins.

completed.
Next row (right side facing) : Cast off 4

sts., k. 7 W., join R. wool and k. 1 R., then
*

k. 7 W., 1 R., rep. from * to ending k.
11 W.
Next row Cast off 4 sts., then p. in W.

to end.
Work next 4 rows in st.st. and k. 2 tog.

at both ends of each row.

Next row K. 2 tog. to dec., then k. 5

W. (equals 6 W. at beg).,
* then 1 R., 7 W.,

rep. from * to last 8 sts., 1 R., 5 W., k. 2

tog. W.
Next 5 rows in st.st. and dec. at beg. and

end of each, as before. (This leaves 75 sts.

on the needle.)
***Next row K. 5 W.,

* then 1 R., 7 W.,
rep. from * to ending 1 R., 5 W.
Next 5 rows in st.st.

Next row K. 1 W.,
* then 1 R., 7 W.,

rep. from * to ending 1 R., 1 W. ***

Next 5 rows in st.st.

[Turn to page 42.]

THROW OFF THE MASK!
PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS are UGLY FEATURES

Refined Folk Avoid Your Acquaintance
I tell readers of this Journal free how to remove blemishes in ten days
Stubborn cases that baffled physicians and beauty
specialists have been cured. You have never used or
heard of anything like it Makes muddy complexions.
red spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions. vanish
almost like magic. No cream, lotion, en.imel, salve
plaster, bandage, mask, message, diet or apparatus,
nothing to swallow. It doesn t matter if your com
plexion is a &quot;fright,&quot; whether your face is full of muddy
spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing pimples and
eruptions or if your skin is rough and &quot;porey,&quot; and
you ve tried almost everything under the sun to get
rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just
ten days, positively removes every blemish, and beau
tifies your skin in a marvellous way You look vears
vounger. It gives the skin the bloom, tint and purity
of a freshly blown rose In ten days you can be the
subject of wild admiration by your friends, no matter
what your age,

ALL METHODS NOW KNOWN ARE CAST ASIDE
There is nothing to wear, nothing to take internally Your face, even arms, hands, shoulders ar
beautified beyond your fondest dreams All this I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes
In your mirror in ten days. This treatment is absolutelv harmless to the most delicate skin, and
very pleasant to use No change in vour mode of living necessary A few minutes daily aoe it
To every reader of this Journal I will give full details of this really astounding treatment. Let m
show you. You risk nothing. Send me 5d. in stamps, your name and address, and 1 will giv
you full details.

MISS GRACE DUNCAN (Suite H), BOX 4138 G.P.O., SYDNEY
491 PITT STREET. SYDNEY

SLIM YOUR
HIPS, WAIST
With gentle changing pressure the
FIGURE CONTROL CORSET slims your
hips and waistline. Instantly tightens
to any degree and is instantly released.
It keeps you UP and keeps you IN
with balanced support and control.
Has an exclusive foldover

f&amp;lt;-ont, and is

individually fashioned to fit perfectly.
No busks or lacing; no back opening.

7 DAYS TRIAL
Try the FIGURE CONTROL CORSET
for 7 days, AT MY RISK. Prove it

gives comforting support and control,
with slimmer smartness. Supplied
direct, or sent by post. Call for a
free trial fitting, or write for free
illustrated Brochure and Measurement
Form. Mention this paper.

MISS FLORENCE BRADSHAW,
5th FLOOR, P.A. BUILDING,

243 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY

Dramatic Reliefand Long Immunity

Mrs. M. L. says ...... &quot;I At&amp;lt;-

bfen a victim af Catarrh ever
since I can remcmher. Am
happy lo testify thai Lantigen
B benefited me {rum about
the firtt dote.&quot;

Don t put up with Catarrh
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asrhma
Sinus or Antrum infection

Recurrent Colds. Many ex

ufferers in Australia, and in

many other parts of the world
say that after talcinp Lantigen
B they have been freed from
lufferinu, in many cases, for

years. Lantigen B gives such

great benefit because it is an
oral vaccine which stimulates

the natural heating power of

the system to produce whai
re called antibodies These

antibodies are the natural

antidotes to germ infection

They neutralise the germ
poisons, reduce inflammation,
ease congestion, end catarrhal

headaches, clear stuffy nasai

passages and thereby restore

sound sleep and food health

generally La?itii;en B start!

working with the first dose
costs on y a few ponce pet

day. Proved successful when
all else has faiicd.

Ask your Chemist for

DISSOLVED ORAL V4CC(NE

2IB
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FREE BOOKS on DRESSMAKING!
LEARN DRESSMAKING AT HOME

THIS NEW EASY WAY!

KJ W you can test this really wonderful course of Dress

making in your own home, give it any trial you like,

and if it doesn t quickly make you an accomplished

dressmaker, capable of making the latest frocks,

suits, coats, etc., it won t COST YOU ONE PENNY !

But please hurry ! This offer may never be repeated.

It places you under ^no obligation. All you have

to do is post the coupon TO-DAY !

Lovely Dresses for Your
self and Clothes for the

Whole Family.
VOU do want smart, attractive

clothes, don t you ? Of course you
do things with style and originality

but when shopping for them you find

it practically impossible to get a frock

within your means, or one that isn t

duplicated at least a dozen times when

you walk down the street. But still

it is possible for YOU to be the smartest

dresser in your town. It is possible for

you to make clothes for all your loved

ones and YOb RE SAVING MONEY
all the time. This is the opportunity
of a lifetime. Send for this splendidly
illustrated Free Book.

&quot; How to Design.
Cut and Make Smarter Clothes.&quot; It

tells you how. But you must hurry.

WHAT THIS SPLENDID
BOOK DISCUSSES.
ITcw to Make Lovely Clothes.

O How to Make Clothes for

the Family.

How lo Make and Save Money
Through Dressmaking.

How to Make Clothes to Suit

\ our Personality.

Hew to Learn Everything
About Dressmaking this

New Easy Way.

Diessniaking as a Career, etc.,

etc.

PROOF!
&quot;SIMPLE TO FOLLOW

&quot;

I must say how de

lighted I am, and how

simple your Course is to follow arrl

understand. 1 am more than satis

fied. 1 have started to make my
clothes properly at last, thanks to

you tor making this possible.&quot;

Mrs. T. S., Vic.

&quot;NOW DESIGNS CLOTHES
&quot;

1 am satisfied with vour Course.

I have made several blouses, skirts,

short coats, also wo dresses. I

find the designing ol clothe* most

pleasing.&quot; M)ss w w w A
&quot;DELIGHTED WITH RESULTS&quot;

&quot;

1 must thank you tor your
Course. Although 1 have been

following it tor only a tew weeks,
I have gained maiiy points and am
able to n.ake lovelv clothes tor

myselt.
&quot;

I thank you once agam, and
assure you I am delighted with the

results.&quot; Miss p w N s w
&quot; WORTH A SMALL FORTUNE &quot;

&quot;

1 received your Dressmaking
Course last week. 1 have had it a

week now, and have not spent a

great deal ot time en it, and alreadv
have discovered a small fortune in it.

I am absolutely amazed at the

Course, and how Little 1 really did

know.&quot;

Miss McC., P.M., N.S.W.
&quot; PREVIOUSLY 3CARED TO CUT

MATERIAL &quot;

&quot; The Course shows me just where
1 went wrong in the cutting-out,
and why m\ dresses didn t hang
just quite right. I am pleased I

sent for the Course, as 1 can go
straight ahead now where beiore 1

would be scared I would spoil the

material.&quot;

FREE IF YOU

SEND NOW!

Mrs Qld

POST COUPON THIS VERY MOMENT.
THE DU1VRICH SCHOOL OF DRESSMAKING Dept. 3

1 Dean Place, Sydney, N.S.W.

Dear Madame :

Dressmaking and
Smarter Clothes.&quot;

.end me by return mail vour FREE BOOK all about

Designing, entitled
&quot; How to Design Cut and Make

I enclose 3Jd. in stamps.

L.

NAME __...

ADDRESS

1/9/52

Her Best Summer Jumper
[From page 41.]

Now rep. from *** to *** once.
Next 3 rows in st.st.

Shape Shoulders: Cast off 8 sts. at the

beg. of the next 6 rows, keeping to pat.
Cast off the remaining 27 sts.

To Make the Front.
Work exactly as for the back to the 5th

row of B. sts. in yoke.
Next 4 rows st.st.

Shape Neck: Pat. to centre 11 sts., cast
these off. Continue in pat. on the shoulder
sts. for 8 rows, dec. at neck edge on each
row, and keeping to the pat.
Shape Shoulder: Cast off 8 sts. at the

beg. of the next 3 rows, starting from the
arinliole end, and fasten off.

Work other side to correspond.
To Make Long Sleeves.

Using the No. 12 needles, cast on with
W. wool 49 sts. and rib as follows:

1st row P. 1, k. 1 to ending p. 1.

2nd row K. 1, p. 1 to ending k. 1.

Eep. these 2 rows for 12 rows in alL

Change to the No. 10 needles and work
in pattern to match yoke.

1st row will read K. 1, E., then 7 W.,
1 R. to end as pat.
2nd row P. in W.
Continuing in pat., inc. at each end of

the 3rd, then every 4th row until 14 incs.

completed (77 sts. on needle).
Complete 8^ ins. of pat., or more if re

quired.
Shape Top: Cast off 4 sts. at the beg. of

the next 2 rows, then dec. at each end of

every row until 25 sts. remain. Cast off.

Work another sleeve likewise.

To Make Short Sleeves.

Using the No. 12 needles, cast on 65 sts.

and rib for the 12 rows as for long sleeve.

Change to the pat. st. as for the long
sleeve and continue inc. at each end of the
next then every other row until the 77 sts.

on needle.

Complete length required.

Shape top as for long sleeve.

Graft right, and half of left shoulder
seams.
Neck Edging: Using the No. 12 needles,

pick up the sts. around front of neck

shaping, 1 st. into every st. on neck edge,
then 1 into each across the back.

Bib in k. 1, p. 1 in rows as follows: 1

W., 2 E., 2 W., 2 G., 2 W., 2 B., 1 W.
Cast off on next row in rib.

To Make Up.
Join side and sleeve seams. Set in sleeves.

Press lightly under a damp cloth and
warm iron.

Make 3 small loops to front of opening
and sew on the buttons at back to cor

respond, after first turning over the neck

ribbing in half. Press well on wrong side

under a damp cloth and warm iron.

Broad Hint.

A business man who had just become en

gaged to be married is a good-hearted fellow

and popular with his staff, hia only draw
back from their point of view being that

he has no idea of time, dictating letters

just as everybody is packing up to go home.
As a wedding present they bought him a

clock.

It was a fine clock, but it had one defect.

It had no hands. In thanking them for the

gift, he called attention to this fact.

&quot;Oh,&quot;
said the man who was making the

presentation, &quot;you
never look at the time,

so we got the jeweller to remove them.

They were gold, so he made a reduction in

the price.&quot;
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TWO MATINEE COATS
(These little pets of matinee coats create

the other

CROCHETED MATINEE COAT.
Materials: 2$ ozs. 2-ply wool; a No. 13,

crochet hook; 1^ yds. narrow ribbon.

Measurements: Length, 9 ins. All round
lower edge, about 23 ins.

Tension: One complete patt. (shell and

loop) measures 1 in.; 4 rows measure 1 in.

Abbreviations: Ch., chain; s.c., single

crochet; d.c., double crochet; tr., treble;

patt., pattern; rep., repeat; cont., continue;
ins., inches.

Begin at front edge. Make 49 ch. and
work in patt. thus:

1st row Tr. into 4th ch. from hook, 3

more tr. in same ch., miss 2 ch., (1 tr., 2 ch.,

1 tr.) into next ch. (this will be called a 2

a double attraction, for one is knitted and
crocheted.)

Sleeves (both alike).
Make 46 ch. for top of sleeve and work

in patt. of shells and 2 ch. loops (i.e., as

for main part of coat but omitting the
5 &quot;eh. bar) for 25 rows (or just over 6 ins.).
Fasten off.

Back Yoke.
Make 60 ch., d.c. into 3rd ch. from hook,

then d.c. in each ch. to end, turn with
2 ch. Work 8 more rows d.c. turning with

only 1 ch. instead of 2 on last row.
10th row S.c. in each of first 10 d.c.,

d.c. in d.c. until last 11 d.c., s.c. into next

d.c., 1 ch., turn.

llth row As 10th row, fastening off

after the last s.c.

Work the same edging along fronts and
sleeve edges, working a shell into the

centre of each shell and into the loop be
tween. Thread ribbon through edging at

neck and through pattern about 1 inch
above sleeve edges.

KNITTED MATINEE COAT.
Materials: 2 ozs. 3-ply wool; 2 No. 8 and

2 No. 12 knitting needles; 1 yards ribbon;
a small ball of wool or silk in contrasting
colour.

Measurements: Length, 9 ins. All round
lower edge, about 22 inches. Sleeve seam,
5 inches.

Tension: 6^ sts. to 1 inch.
Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; st.,

stitch; tog., together; rep., repeat; patt.,

pattern; beg., beginning; cont., continue;
g.st., garter stitch.

Main Part.

Begin at right front edge. Using No. 8
needles cast on 51 sts. and work as follows:

ch. loop), miss 2 ch., 5 tr., into next ch.,

(this will be called a shell), 5 ch., miss 5

ch.,
*

shell in next ch., miss 2 ch., 2 ch. loop
in next ch., miss 2 ch. Eep. from *, ending
with loop into last ch., 3 ch., turn.
2nd row Work shell into 2 ch. loop, and

2 ch. loop into centre tr. of shell all along
row as far as 5 ch. bar, then 3 ch., d.c.

into centre of 5 ch., 3 ch., then loop into
shell and shell into loop to end of row.

3rd row As 2nd row but working 5 ch.
over the 5 ch. bar.

These two rows form the patt. Kep.
them until 22 rows have been worked in
all (or about 5 ins.).

23rd row After the 5 ch. bar work 4
shells and 4 loops, then 3 ch., turn (to form
armhole).

24th row Patt. to end.
26th row Patt. as far as armhole, then

make 15 eh. for other side of armhole.
26th row Shell in 4th ch. from hook,

patt. to end of row.
Oont. in patt. for 44 rows (about 11

ins.), then work armhole as before and
finish with 5$ ins. in patt. to match first
front.

Front Yoke.
Make 31 ch., d.c. into 3rd ch. from hook,

then d.c. into each ch. to end. Work 1

more row d.c.

3rd row S.c. into each of 1st 5 d.c., d.c.

in d.c. to end, turn with 2 ch.
4th row D.c. in d.c. to last d.c., miss

last d.c., turn.
5th row D.c s. to end, turn with 2 ch.

6th row As 4th row.
Work 4 rows d.c. without shaping.
Next row 10 d.c., s.c. in next d.c., 1 ch.,

turn.

Next row S.c. to end. Fasten off.

Work another piece in the same way, as
fabric is reversible.

Make Up.
Press work lightly with a hot iron and

a damp cloth. Gather top of coat to fit

yoke edges and stitch in position. Join
shoulder seams. Join sleeve seams and sew
in sleeves.
Work a shell edging round neck thus:

1 s.c. into edge,
* miss one loop of edge, 5

tr. into edge (working all 5 into the same
place), miss one loop of edge, 1 s.c. into

edge. Eep. from *.

Work 6 rows in g.st. (every row k.).
7th row K. 2,

*
k. 3 times into next st.,

(front, back and front again) k. 1. Eep.
from * to last st., k. 1.

8th row K. 1,
*

k. 1, p. 3 tog. Rep. from
* to last 2 sts., k. 2.

Rows 9 to 12 Eep. last 2 rows twice
more.

Eep. these 12 rows 3 times more.
.Shape Armhole

**Next row Cast off 13, k. to end.
Work 4 rows in g.st.
Next row K. to end, cast on 13.**
Work rows 7 to 12 inclusive once.
Now rep. the 12 patt. rows 7 times.

Shape Armhole
Eep. from ** to **.

Work rows 7 to 12 inclusive once.
Now rep. the 12 patt. rows 3 times, then

the 6 rows of g.st. Cast off.

Back Yoke.
With right side of work facing and using

No. 12 needles pick up and k. 64 sts. across

top of back and work in g.st. for 1 inch.

Shape Shoulder
Cast off 7 sts. at beg. of next 6 rows.
Cast off remaining sts.

[Turn to page 45.]



Hay at Parties. Dances -anywhere

An Anting
/VEW METHOD

JUST ARRIVED. A limited supply of amazing n
lesson books that will quickly teach you to pi
AT HOME.

NEW SIMPLE LESSON BOOKS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

Steel Guitar Banjo Mandolin Hill-billy Guitar Saxophone Piano Accordion Clarinet
Piano Violin Mouth Organ Ukulele. Now you can start playing in 30 minutes and play

all popular tunes in a few weeks without previous knowledge of music.

HOW YOU LEARN: You learn at home, privately, just you and your instrument nobody
else, and no other teacher. The lesson books show you everything. You can pay as you learn
just a few pence weekly but there s no charge at all if you re not satisfied. Each student receives
our special

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS
If you ever wanted to learn, this is your chance. These simple lesson books
are your passport to a new and fascinating hobby to friends, fun, outings,
extra money perhaps a career.

INSTRUMENTS: You can get your instrument for a few pence weekly,
too sent Freight Free to wherever you live. Ask for our illustrated catalogue
when writing.

1000FRBUs-IK
----FREE COUPON BOOK----1

THE SAMPSON SCHOOL OF MUS,C,
Dept. K, 481 Kent St.. Box 4184. G.P.O., Sydney.

|
,unes in a few weeks_how to learn at home

Please send Free book and particulars.
Si/id, stamp.
NAME
ADDRESS ...

Enclose

I IniInstrument Favoured.

without visits to a teacher, and how to

banish nervousness and play at parties

evenings. But post the coupon today there

are only 1000. Don t delay. Enclose SVad.

postage stamp and mention the instrument

you favour.

Ashton & Parsons Infants Powders are wonder
fully soothing at teething time. They ensure
regular, easy motions, cool the blood and are
absolutely safe. Try them next time baby is
fretful through teething. THEY ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE AND DO NOT
CONTAIN CALOMEL OR MERCURY
COMPOUNDS.

A returned traveller reports the follow

ing notice in a Swiss hotel: &quot;The wine sold
in this hotel is highly recommended. It
leaves the customer nothing to hope for.&quot;

A good press agent is never at a loss.

The advance notice preceding the lecture
of a noted evangelist read: &quot;Come early if

you want a back seat.&quot;

No prepara
tion needed. Take

a quarter teaspoonful
with food or a drink

regularly to restore health.

The Pleasant, Natural Way to

Monastery Herbs are a mix

ture of curative herbs, barks, seeds and

flowers, finely ground, and blended in

the true tradition of the monks of old.

Take a quarter of a teaspoonful two or

three times a day with your food, or

dry on the tongue, washed down with

a drink. Taken regularly, t
u
ey will rouse

the liver, cleanse the sromach and

purify the blood.

AtA FATHER w PIERRESAA

Monastery Herte
Nature s own treatment for CONSTIPA
TION, INDIGESTION, ACIDITY, RHEU
MATISM, BAD BLOOD, GOUT, LIVER
and KIDNEY COMPLAINTS, SKIN DIS

EASES. Monastery Herbs are Nature s

own remedy. If you suffer from any
of the above complaints, Monastery
Herbs, taken regularly, will quickly
banish pains and other distressing

symptoms.
Sole Proprietors: MONKSEATON HERBALISTS
LTD., 52 Peru St., Salford, 3 Lanes., England.

........ SEND THIS COUPON NOW ------
f

Send 1/6 Postal Note for I 01. package }

of Monastery Herbs. Post free. This will t

bring you by post an ample supply for a
j

thorough-going test of the virtues of this

natural aid to good health. Send to-day.
8 01. size also available at IO/-, post free.

COMMONWEALTH & DOMINION
AGENCIES PTY. LTD.. Box 2949. G.P.O..

Sydney, N.S.W

Name-

Address

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
EASI LY R E M OVE D

AT HOME
Hundreds ot women
are overjoyed at the

easy way the famous
Swedish Wax Pencils

remove unsightly hairs

without discomfort,
leaving the skin clean,

velvety, baby-smooth
and lovely. Success-

fully removes stubborn

hairs In a few seconds. The hair

comes right OUT not merely off

from face, arms, legs and back of

ntck. Superior to all known methods.

No stubby regrowth, no
&quot; shaved off

&quot;

look. Pure, safe, natural ingredients no

smelly chemicals. Positively non-irritating.

Sold on Money-back guarantee for only

IS/- post free. Sent under plain wrapper.
Send Postal Note to-day to

SOUTHERN GILBERT COY. PTY. LTD.
(Est. 1937) DEPT. B.

DE MESTRE PLACE, SYDNEY, N.S.W.



A Sleeveless Cardigan for You
Materials: 6 ozs. 3-ply wool. One pair

each of Noa. 10 and 11 knitting needles.

6 buttons.

Measurements: Length from shoulder to

lower edge, 22 ins. To fit a 34-36-inch bust.

Tension: 7 sts. to 1 inch worked on
No. 10 needles.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; at.,

stitch; sts., stitches; beg., begin or begin
ning; alt., alternate or alternately; ptn.,

pattern; cont., continue; tog.,

together; inc., increase or in

creasing; dec., decrease or de

creasing; rep., repeat; in. or

ins., inch or inches; st.-st.,

stocking-stitch (k. on the right
side and p. on the wrong) ;

m.st., moss-stitch (k. 1, p. 1

alt. to end of row; always beg.

following rows with the same
st. as last row finished).

The Back.

Using No. 11 needles cast on
131 sts. Work in m.st. for 12

rows. Change to No. 10 needles.

1st row K.
2nd row P.
3rd row K. 2 tog., k. to last

2 sts., k. 2 tog.
Work 5 rows in st.-st., beg.

with a p. row. Eep. last 6 rows
until 115 sts. remain. Work
without shaping until there are

57 rows from top of m.st.

border.
58th row P. tog. each 6th

and 7th st. (99 sts.).

Change to No. 11 needles and
work in k. 1, p. 1 rib, beg. alt.

rows with
&quot;p.

1&quot; to keep the

rib, for 35 rows.

Change to No. 10 needles.

With wrong side facing p.,

inc. in 9th St., and each follow

ing 3rd st. to last 9 sts., p. 9 .

(127 sts.).

Cont. in ptn. as follows:
1st ptn. row M.st. 8, k. to

last 8 sts., m.st. 8.

2nd ptn. row M.st. 8, p. to

last 8 sts., m.st. 8. Eep. these
2 rows, shaping in next and
each following 14th row until

109 sts. remain, decreasing as
follows:

Dec. row M.st. 8, k. 2 tog.,
k. to last 10 sts., k. 2 tog.,
m.st. 8.

Shape Shoulders.
Cast off 12 sts. at beg. of

next 4 rows. Then cast off 13
sts. at beg*, of next 2 rows,
then dec. 6 sts. across final

row of neck. Cast off.

Two Pocket Linings.

Using No. 10 needles, cast on 39 sts., and
work in st.-st. with k. 3 edges for 5 ins.,

ending on a p. row. Leave for now.
The Left Front.

Using No. 11 needles, cast on 72 sts.

1st row Work in m.st. to end of row.
Rep. this row until 12 rows are worked.
Change to No. 10 needles.

1st row K. to last 8 sts., m.st. 8.

2nd row M.st. 8, p. to end. Rep. last 2

rows, but dec. at side edge in next row and
each following 6th row until 64 sts. remain,
but work pocket border on the 55th row
from cast-on edge as follows: With right
side facing k. 8, (p. 1, k. 1) over 39 sts.,

k. 10, m.st. 8. Cont. as before, but ribbing
pocket border until 10 rows of rib are
worked. Then k. to pocket border, cast off

39 sts., break wool and k. pocket lining in

place of ribbed sts., work to end. Cont.

basque until 56 ptn. rows are complete from
top of border to match basque of back.

Change to No. 11 needles and work the
waist in k. 1, p. 1 ribbing, keeping the 8

sts. at front edge in m.st. for 35 rows.

Change back to No. 10 needles. With wrong
side facing m.st. 8, p., inc. in each 6th st.

to last 8 sts., m.st. 8 (72 sts.). Proceed in

ptn.

1st pattern row M.st. 8, k to last 8 sts.,
m.st. 8.

2nd pattern row M.st. 8, p. to last 8 sts.,

m.st. 8. Rep. last 2 rows, but dec. at seam
edge (after m.st. 8) in next and every fol

lowing 14th row until 9 decs, are made,
and at front edge (before last 8 m.st.) in
next and eve-ry following 6th row until 45
sts. remain.

Shape Shoulder.

*Beg. at armhole edge, cast off 12 sts.,
work to neck and back again. Rep. from

* once more. Then cast off 13 sts., and
cont. on the remaining 8 sts. in m.st. for 1

ins. Cast off.

The Eight Front.

Using No. 11 needles, cast on 72 sts., and
work 12 rows in m.st. Make a buttonhole
in the next and every following 15th and
16th rows up basque until 6 holes have
been made. Change to No. 10 needles.

Buttonholes.
1st row M.st. 3, cast off 3, m.st. 2, k.

to end.
2nd row P. to last 5 sts., m.st. 2, cast on

3, m.st. 3. Now cont. in ptn. to correspond
with left front, but with all shapings at

opposite edges.

To Make Up.
Press. Join shoulders, join basque and

about 2 ins. above ribbing at waist. Sew
pocket linings in place. Join neck border
seams. Sew on buttons.

TWO MATINEE COATS
{From page 43.&quot;]

Front Yoke.
With right side of work facing and using

No. 12 needles pick up and k. 30 sts. across

top of one front, leaving ^ inch free at
front edge.
Work 3 rows in g.st.

Now dec. 1 st. at neck edge on the next
9 rows.

Cont. in g.st. on these sts. until yoke
measures 1 inch, ending at armhole edge.

Shape Shoulder
Next row Cast off 7, k. to end.
Next row K. to end.

Rep. these two rows once.
Cast off remaining sts.

Work a second front to match.

Sleeves.

Begin at seam edge of sleeve. Using
No. 8 needles east on 33 sts. and rep. the
12 rows of patt. 5 times, then work 6 rows
g.st.

Cast off.

Work a second sleeve in the same way.
Make Up.

Press work lightly on wrong side with a
warm iron and a damp cloth.

Join shoulder and sleeve seams and sew
in sleeves. Work a crochet border all

round neck and down fronts thus: Work a
row of double crochet in main colour round
all edges, then using contrasting colour
work a shell edge thus: 1 single crochet
into edge

* 3 chain, 3 treble into double
crochet, miss i inch, 1 single crochet into
double crochet. Rep. from *

to end.

Thread ribbon through holes at neck and
wrists.

Too Busy to Grow.
Percy, the rather small office-boy, had

worked for over a year at the same job,
and during that time his salary had
not risen. One day he plucked up courage
to ask his employer for a rise.

&quot;How much would you like?&quot; asked his

employer.

&quot;Well,&quot; .pondered Percy, &quot;I don t think
another five shillings would break the
firm.&quot;

&quot;But, my dear boy,&quot; laughed the other,
&quot;you re rather a small person to be earning
nearly four pounds a week.&quot;

&quot;Yes, I suppose I am, sir,&quot; replied Percy.
&quot;I know I m small for my age, but since
I ve been here I ve been so busy I haven t

had time to grow.&quot;

He got the rise!
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A tasty treat Cream

Style Sweet Corn, grown
exclusively for Rosella,
and so easy to heat and
serve on toast or wjth grills

any time.

Sweet

When Crippled With

RHEUMATISM OR SCIATICA

Deficiencies of essential cell salts or vitamins in

the system must be built up to secure relief and

resist further attacks.

The 12 Bio-Chemic Cell Salts assure a correct balanced

ratio, and make up deficiencies for relief from

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, etc.

Our experts are ready to advise simply write for

free booklet describing details regarding treatment

to Dept. B4,

BIO-CHEMIC INSTITUTE
Box 1249L, G.P.O., Melbourne.

Office : 108 QUEEN STREET, MELBOURNE.
Phone : MU 1971.

Look into any man s heart you please,
and you will always find, in every one, at
least one black spot which he has to keep
concealed.

Wear your gloves when giving them a
tub. It s much easier to clean the finger
tips this way almost like washing your
hands.

TRY &quot;VITOGLAN&quot;

THE NEW SCIENTIFIC

HORMONE C D C C
PRODUCT r i\ c c

Science ha* proved that our physical and
mental energy are dependent upon our supplies
of hormones, or the internal secretions of cer
tain glands in the blood system, and that any
hormone deficiency may be balanced by taking
internally a genuine hormone preparation.
Science has also ascertained that the taking of
such a prrparation will considerably stimulate
the hormone formation in the body.

&quot;Vitoglan&quot; is a genuine hormone product that
renews energy, improves the memory, restores
nerves and overcomes general fatigue, restless
ness, irritability, and revitalises the system.

It is something different and carries a Money-
Back Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction in 10
days. Send name and address, stating if Mr.,
Mrs., or Miss, and stamp for free sample.

A. D. BALDWIN & CO.,
9 Martin Place, Sydney.

15 hairsets for#4
QUICKSET WITH CURLYPET

Give YOTJE hair new
silky loveliness and
save pounds on your
hair-do s.

Get a tube of con
centrated Curfypef
squeeze Cur/ypet into

a pint milk bottle of

warm water shake till

mixed now you have
a pint of the best,
most fragrant quickset
lotion you ve ever used.

Get concentrated
Cur/ypef for 4/4 from
your chemist or store.

QUICKSET WITH CURLYPET
CN.3

Success is easy to applaud. Let s offer a
few cheers for the rugged ones who failed
more than once, but couldn t be counted
out.
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YOUR SUMMER JUMPER
&amp;gt;yi^o o-&amp;gt;n&amp;lt;x=

&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;3*iinH

It s just what you want for warmer days, with its lattice-patterned yoke, edged with
bobbles.

Materials: 10 ozs. 3-ply wool or knitting
cotton. A pair each of Nos. 9 and 11 knit

ting needles.

Measurements: to fit 34-in. bust. Length
from shoulder, 21$ ins.

Tension: 7$ sts. to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches
; ins., inches; inc., increase; dec.,

decrease; ptn., pattern; rep., repeat; rem.,

remain; wl.fwd., wool forward; tog., to

gether; st.-st., stocking stitch; cont., con
tinue; knot (knit a stitch and slip the
made st. on to the left-hand needle; then
knit the made stitch again and slip off the
needle) six times, then knit once again into
same stitch and drop the stitch from the
left-hand needle, turn; p. 7 tog., turn; knit
this stitch, thus completing the &quot;knot.&quot;

The Back.
Using No. 9 needles, cast on 118 sts. and

work 1 in. in st.-st. Using a spare needle,
pick up the 118 cast-on sts., then k. tog.,
st. for st., those on needle with those picked
up, thus forming a hem. Continue in st.-st.,
dec. at both ends of 6th row and every 8th
row until there are 108 sts. on needle. Cont.
without shaping until work measures 6 ins.

Change to No. 11 needles and work 2 ins.

Change to No. 9 needles and inc. 1 st. at
each, end of next and every following 6th
row until there are 128 sts. on needle; then
inc. at each end of every 4th row until
there are 138 sts. on needle.
Next row P.
Commence yoke ptn.:
1st row K. 1,

*
knot, k. 2, rep. from *

to last 2 sts.,

knot, k. 1.

2nd and alter

nate rows P.

3rd row Inc.
in first st.,

*

wl. fwd., k. 2

tog., rep. from
* until 1 st. re

mains, inc. in

last st.

5th row K.
I, knot * k. 2

tog., wl. fwd.,

rep. from * to

last 2 sts., knot,
k. 1.

6th row P.

The last 4

rows (3-6) form
the main ptn.
Kep. them 10

times, then 3rd
row once. (162
sts.).

1st row Cast
off 12, p. to end.
2nd row Cast

off 12, k. 1,
*

k. 2 tog., wl.

fwd., rep. from
* to last 2 sts.,

k 2

&quot;3rd, 5th, 7th,
9th and llth
rows Cast off

II, p. to end.
4th. row Cast

off 11, k. 1,
*

wl. fwd., k. 2

tog., rep. from
* to end.
6th row Cast

off 11,
*

k. 2

tog., wl. fwd.,

rep. from *,

ending k. 1.

8th row Cast
off 11,

* wl.

fwd., k. 2 tog.,

rep. from * to
last st k 1

10th row Cast off 11, k. 1,
*

k. 2 tog.,
wl. fwd., rep. from *

to last 2 sts., k. 2.

12th row Cast off 11, k. 1,
* wl. fwd.,

k. 2 tog., rep. from * to end.
13th row P.
14th row *

Knot, k. 2, &quot;rep.
from * to

last st., knot. Cast off.

The Front.
Work as given for back until first 6 rows

of yoke have been worked. Rep. rows 3-6
nine times (158 sts.).

Next row Inc. in first st. (wl. fwd.. k. 2

tog.) 31 times, wl. fwd. (knot, k. 2) 10
times, knot, k. 1 (wl. fwd., k. 2 tog.) 31
times, inc. in last st.

Next row P. 63, inc. in next st., p. 1,
cast off 31, inc. in next st., p. 63.

Work on last 66 sts. thus:
1st row As 5th row of ptn.
2nd row and every alternate row P.
3rd row As 3rd row of ptn., ending k.

1 (omitting inc.).

5th row Cast off 12, k. 1,
* k. 2 tog.,

wl. fwd., rep. from *
to last 3 sts., k. 1,

knot, k. 1.

7th row Cast off 11, k. 1,
*

wl. fwd.,
k. 2 tog., rep. from * to last 2 sts., k. 2.

9th row Cast off 11,
*

k. 2 tog., wl.

fwd., rep. from * to last 2 sts., knot, k 1.

llth i?ow Cast off 11,
*

wl. fwd., k. 2

tog., rep. from *
to last St., k. 1.

13th row Cast off 11, k. 1 (k. 2 tog., wl.

fwd.) 3 times, k. 1, knot, k. 1.

14th row P. Cast off rem. 11 sts.

Join wool to centre front of 66 sts. on
other shoulder, and work as follows:

1st row As 5th row of ptn.
2nd row P.
3rd row K. 1,

*
wl. fwd., k. 2 tog., rep.

from * until 1 st. rem., inc. in last st.

4th row Cast off 12, p. to end.
5th row K. 1, knot, k. 1,

*
k. 2 tog., wl.

fwd., rep. from *
until 2 sts. rem., k. 2.

6th, 8th, 10th and 12th rows Cast off 11,
p. to end.

7th row K. 2,
*

wl. fwd., k. 2 tog., rep.
from * to end.

9th row K. 1, knot,
*

k. 2 tog., wl. fwd.,
rep. from * to last st., k. 1.

llth row K. 1,
* wl. fwd., k. 2 tog., rep.

from * to last st., k. 1.

13th row K. 1, knot, k. 1 (k. 2 tog., wl.

fwd.) 3 times, k. 2.

Cast off rem. 11 sts.

To Make Up.
Press. Join side seams to within 1 inch

of yoke; join shoulder seams.

&quot;Waist Nippers.&quot;

Worn beneath your frock, either day or

evening wear, this magic little corselette
takes inches off your waist. Most modern
girls will want to own one. They really
are called &quot;waist nippers&quot; and can be
bought at most large stores. It s surprising
how very much they help your waistline
and are very comfortable to wear; they cer

tainly eliminate that bulge between one s
bra and step-ins.

It s as sketch A: A straight piece of wide
elastic about 5 or 6 inches wide. Ends an&amp;gt;

bound with satin and fasteners put on.

They can be fastened front or back. You
could make one with wide elastic, provid
ing you coui d bone it carefully, bending the
bones outward at each side of elastic, as
sketch B.

An orator s virtue is to speak the truth.

Plato.



Grit-free Bon Ami

STOPS

SCRATCH

Give your sink, bath,

pots and pans a super- DfQpE**
sheen as YOU clean.

Bon Ami Cleanser will

do it. It s grit-free.

Gets dirt fast, cuts

the grease, but never,

never scratches. Try
this better cleanser!

TWO HANDY
PACKAGES

POWDER & CAKETHE ONE FAST

CLEANSER THAT &quot;hasnt scratched yet/&quot;

A WATCHDOG
who gives bite for bite,

A dog who seldom barks at night,

Who comes when called and goes
when told.

Is more than worth his weight in

gold.

The remedy for coughs and chills,

That every expectation fills,

Must be efficient, fresh and pure,

And that is

Wood** Great Peppermint Care.

Exercises for relaxation before bedtime
may help a nervous highly-strung child to

&quot;drop off.&quot; A dimly lit bedroom and warm,
but never heavy, bed-clothes, ample ven
tilation, and finally a quiet, happy story to
round off the day, will all induce a con
tented and relaxed frame of mind, making
it easier for a child to sleep healthily.

Whistle
stop&quot; is an American vernacu

lar expression, meaning a small town where
through trains stop only on special signal.A &quot;whistle

stop&quot; campaign is one in which
the candidate has* his campaign train stop
at small communities as well as large cities,
to give him a chance to talk to rural and
village audiences.

ACHIEVE
SUCCESS !

STOTT S can prepare yon in your OWN HOME
for a SUCCESSFUL CAREER or for PROMOTION
in your present sphere. Mail the Coupon to-day.

Short-hand/Typewriting
Bookkeeping (Farm,

Station, Commercial)
Accountancy and

Inxt. of Secretaries

Shire Clerks Exams.
Story Writing
Journalism (Freelance)
Showcard and

Ticket Writing
Dressc utting/ Design
Advertisement Wrtg.
Salesmanship
English, Arithmetic

Dairy Farming
Livestock Breeding
Soil/Farm Crops
Dairy Supervisors
Testers, Graders
Farm Arith./Surveyg.

Handwriting
Nurses Entrance
Police Entrance
Commercial Art

Drawing, Sketching
Caricature, Cartoon (
Backward Adults
Radio (For Amateurs)
Motor Mechanics
Engineering (Diesel,

Mech., Electrical)
Boiler Attendants

Engine Drivers

Dynamo Attendants

Building Construction

Estimating/Tendering
Draftsmanship
Stammerers
General Education

University Exams.

Sfotts Correspondence College
100 Russell St., Melbourne ; 149 ta.tlereagh St., Sydney i

290 Adelaide St., Brisbane , 21 GrenfeU St., Adelaide,
254 Murray St., Perth

i - - CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON- -
To STOTT S : Please send me, free and without

p obligation, full particulars of your Course/f in:

|

I

I

MY NAME
ADDRESS
A.H.J. 1352 Age...

The 40 s needn t

get you down!
You can have the &quot;pep&quot; joy of
living you had years ago.
There s no need to put up with
jumpy nerves, lack of energy
and those awful spells of de
pression. Get a bottle of
WINCARNIS from your chemist
to-day. The amazing tonic pro
perties of WINCARNIS will
bring you renewed health, poise
and confidence. WINCARNIS is

blended from the very choicest
wines, with beneficial nerve-
and-body-building ingredients
added. Medical men by the
thousand have recommended
WINCARNIS and it can help
&amp;gt;-ou! Get WINCARNIS uow.
You ll start feeling better after
the very first glass. There is
no substitute for WINCARNIS
. . . the Wine of Life.

The moist heat of an
Antiphloglstine poultice relieves
pains, reduces swelling, limbers
up stiff, aching muscles due to
simple sprains, bruises or similar
conditions. Used by many
doctors all over the world.
It s easy to get the
benefits of moist
heat. Just apply
Antiphlogistine poultice
hot enough to be
comfortable then feel
the moist heat go right
to work on sore, aching
parts.

POULTICE
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MASCULINE APPEAL
Your menfolk will appreciate this neat pullover for weekend jaunts or leisure hours

at borne.

Materials: 6 ozs. of 3-ply wool; 1 pair
each of No. 10 and No. 12 knitting needles.

Measurements: Length from shoulder,
21$ ins.; to fit up to a 39-in. chest measure
ment.

Tension: 8 sts. and 10 rows to 1 in.

Abbreviations: K., knit; p., purl; sts.,

stitches; rep., repeat; beg., beginning; patt.,

pattern; tog., together; inc., increase; dee.,

decrease; in., ins., inch, inches.

Back.
**With No. 12

needles, cast on
122 sts. and work
3 ins. in k. 1, p. 1

rib.

Change to No.
10 needles and
work in patt. as

follows:

1st row (right
side)* P. 8, k. 1,

p. 8, k. 1, p. 2, k. 1;

rep. from * to last

17 sts., p. 8, k. 1,

p. 8.

2nd row *
K.7,

p. 3, k. 7, p. 1, k. 2,

p. 1; rep. from *

to last 17 sts., k. 7,

p. 3, k. 7.

3rd row * P. 6,

k. 5, p. 6, k. 1, p. 2,

k. 1; rep. from *

to last 17 sts., p. 6,

k. 5, p. 6.

4th row * K. 5,

p. 7, k. 5, p. 1, k. 2,

p. 1; rep. from *

to last 17 sts., k. 5,

p. 7, k. 5.

5th row * P. 4,

k. 9, p. 4, k. 1, p. 2,

k. 1; rep. from *

to last 17 sts., p. 4,
k. 9, p. 4.

6th row* K. 3,

p. 11, k. 3, p. .1,
k. 2, p. 1; rep.
from * to last 17
sts., k. 3, p. 11,
k. 3.

7th row* P. 2,

k. 13, (p. 2, k. 1)

twice; rep. from *

to last 17 sts., p. 2,

k. 13, p. 2.

8th row As 6th.
9th row As 5th.
10th row As 4th.
llth row As 3rd.
12th row As 2nd.
13th row As 1st.

14th row* K. 17, p. 1, k. 2, p. 1; rep.
from * to last 17 sts., k. 17.
These 14 rows form one patt.
Continue in patt. but inc. 1 st. at both

ends of next row and every following 4th
row until there are 156 sts., keeping extra
sts. at sides in p. 2, k. 1 rib, then continue
without shaping until work measures 12
ins. from beg., ending with a wrong side
row.**
Armhole Shaping: Cast off 6 sts. at beg.

of next 4 rows, then dec. 1 st. at both ends
of next 5 rows (122 sts.). Continue with
out shaping until work measures 21 ins.
from beg.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 10 sts. at beg.
of next 4 rows, then cast off 9 sts. at beg.
of next 4 rows. Leave remaining 46 sts.

on a spare needle.

Front.

Work as given for back from **
to **.

Armhole and Neck Shaping: Next row
Cast off 6, patt. until there are 72 sts. on

right-hand needle, turn, leaving remaining

sts. on a spare needle. Continue on first

set of sts. as follows:
Next row Take 2 tog., patt. to end.
Next row Cast off 6, patt. to end. Com

plete armhole shaping by dec. 1 st. at this

edge on next 5 rows, but at the same time

shape neck edge by dec. 1 st. at this edge
on 3rd row and every following 4th row
until 38 sts. remain. Continue without
shaping until work measures 21$ ins. from
beg., ending at armhole edge.

Shoulder Shaping: Cast off 10 sts. at beg.
of next row and next alternate row, then
cast off 9 sts. at beg. of next 2 alternate
rows. With right side of work facing you,
join wool to inner edge of remaining sts.,

patt. to end.
Next row Cast off 6, patt. to last 2 sts.,

take 2 tog. Now cast off 6 sts. at armhole
edge on next alternate row, then dec. 1 st.

at same edge on next 5 rows, but at the
same time dec. 1 st. at neck edge on every
4th row until 38 sts. remain. Now work
this side to match first.

Neckband.
Join right shoulder seam, then with right

side of work facing you and using No. 12

needles, pick up and k. 74 ats. down left

side of neck, 1 st. in centre, 74 sts. up right
side of neck, and k. across 46 sts. at back
neck (195 sts.). Work 1 in. in k. 1, p. 1

rib, but dec. 1 st. at each side of centre
front st. on every row. Cast off ribwise.

Armbands.
Join left shoulder seam, then with right

side of work facing you and using No. 12

needles, pick up and k. 168 sts. round arm-
hole edge. Work 1 in. in k. 1, p. 1 rib, but
dec. 1 st. at both ends of every alternate
row. Cast off ribwise.

Making Up.
Press work lightly on wrong side with a

warm iron and damp cloth. Join side seams,
backstitching in. from edge. Press seams.

Fashion Note for &quot;Pop.&quot;

Usually in fashion notes Pop is forgotten;
rather a pity, as they are also fashion-
minded. The latest vogue for men are the

fancy waistcoats, and
they really are popu
lar. The big stores
are making quite a
feature of them.

Many suits now are made without waist

coats, so the men can wear something fancy
for a change. You will find all colours and
all styles, from checks to spots and paisley.
Just tell your menfolk. Even a knitted

fancy waistcoat is easy to make and very
popular.

Why Worry?
A Jew who had borrowed money from a

friend used to walk up and down his bed
room night after night, till he nearly dreve
his wife crazy.

After he had been at it about a week his

wife said to him: &quot;Moses, vy do you valk

up and down, de room all night?&quot;

&quot;I valk up and down de room, Rebecca,&quot;

replied Moses, &quot;because I am vorried. I

owe Isaacs ten pounds and I cannot pay
him.&quot;

&quot;Veil,&quot; said his wife, &quot;if I vos you, I

should go back to bed and let Isaacs valk

up and down his room. It s his vorry, ain t

it?&quot;

Sign in a florist shop: &quot;Special Bouquets
to Accompany Weak Alibis.&quot;
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MATRONLY CHARM
Be proud of this classic cardigan. It s so light to wear and very slimming,

diamond pattern is repeated down the centre of each sleeve.

The

Materials: 6 ozs. 2-ply wool; a pair each
of Nos. 10 and 12 knitting needles; 6 but
tons.

Measurements: To fit a 42-in. bust.

Length, 20 ins. Sleeve seam, 20 ins.

Tension: 7 sts. and 10 rows to 1 square
in.

Abbreviations: St., stitch; k., knit; p.,

purl; st.-st., stocking-stitch, which is k. 1

row, p. 1 row alternately; tog., together;

inc., increase by working twice into 1 st.;

dec., decrease by working 2 sts. tog.; s., slip,

p.s.s.o., pass slipped st. over;

rep., repeat; m., make.
The Back.

With No. 12 needles cast on 122
sts. and work 3 ins. in k. 2, p. 2

rib, starting alternate rows with

p. 2 to keep the rib and inc. in

every 10th st. on the last row
(134 sts.). Change to No. 10

needles and patte-rn as follows:

1st row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 5, m. 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog.,

p.s.s.o., m. 1, k. 11, m. 1, s. 1, k. 2

tog., p.s.s.o., m. 1, k. 5, k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *, ending
k. 15 instead of k. 42.

2nd and alternate rows P.

3rd row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 3, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3,

m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 7, k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 3, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 3, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42;
rep. from *, ending k. 15 instead
of k. 42.

5th row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 2, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 5,
m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 5, k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 5, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 2, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42;
rep. from *, ending k. 15 instead
of k. 42.

7th row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7,
m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 3, k. 2

tog., m. 1, k. 7, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k.

42; rep. from *, ending k. 15
instead of k. 42.

9th row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2

tog., k. 3, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 3, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1,

p.s.s.o., k. 3, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3, k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *, ending k. 15 instead
of k. 42.

llth row K. 15,
*
m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 4,

m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1,
k. 9, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1, k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 4, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *,

ending k. 15 instead of k. 42.

13th row As 1st row.

15th row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 12,

m. 1, s. 1, k. 2 tog., p.s.s.o., k. 12, k. 2 tog.,
m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *, ending k. 15 in
stead of k. 42.

17th row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 10,

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 3, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 10, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *,

ending k. 15 instead of k. 42.

19th row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 9,

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 5, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,
k. 9, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *, end
ing k. 15 instead of k. 42.

21st row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 8,

k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 7, m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o.,

k. 8, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *, end

ing k. 15 instead of k. 42. i

23rd row K. 15.
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 10,

m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 3, k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 10, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *, end
ing k. 15 instead of k. 42.

25th row K. 15,
* m. 1, k. 2 tog., k. 11,

m. 1, s. 1, k. 1, p.s.s.o., k. 1, k. 2 tog., m. 1,

k. 11, k. 2 tog., m. 1, k. 42; rep. from *, end

ing k. 15 instead of k. 42.

27th row As loth row.
28th row P.

following 11 rows, but at the same time
start front shaping by dec. on the 3rd of
these 11 rows and following 4th rows until
17 sts. have been dee. at this edge 32 sts.

remain. Shape the shoulder by casting off

8 sts. at the beginning of the next 4 p. rows.

The Left Front.

Work to match the right front, with
front border and all shapings at opposite

These 28 rows form ptn. Cont. in ptn.
but inc. 1 st. at both ends of the next row
and following 5th rows until there are 158
sts. on the needle. Proceed straight until
back measures 12 ins. Shape armholes by
casting off 5 sts. at the beginning of the
next 6 rows, then dee. 1 st. at both ends of
the following 11 rows. (106 sts.). Proceed
straight until back measures 19^ ins. Shape
shoulders by casting off 8 sts. at the begin
ning of the next 8 rows. Cast off the re

maining 42 sts.

The Right Front.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 56 sts. and
work 3 ins. in rib as back waist welt and
inc. in the 1st st. and every following 9th
st. on the last row. (63 sts.). Change to
No. 10 needles and work in ptn., but work
17 sts. before beginning the 31 st. band of

ptn. Inc. at the side edge of the 29th row
and following 5th rows until there are 87
sts. Proceed straight until front measures
12 ins. from beg. Shape the armhole by
casting off 5 sts. at the beginning of next
3 p. rows and dee. at the same edge of the

The Sleeves.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on 54 sts. and
work 3 ins. in rib as for waist welt, inc. in
the 1st st. and every 9th st. on the last row.
(61 sts.) Change to No. 10 needles and
ptn. (15 sts. each end and centre 31 st. pat
tern band) and inc. both ends of every 8th
row until there are 97 sts. on needle.

Proceed straight until side

edge measures 20 ins., then shape
the top by casting off 5 sts. at
the beginning of the next 6 rows,
then dec. both ends of every 3rd
row until 31 sts. remain. K. 2

tog., then k. 3 tog. 9 times, k. 2

tog. Cast off.

The Front Border.

Using No. 12 needles, cast on
12 sts. and work 2 rows in k. 1,

p. 1 rib. On the next row make
a buttonhole: Bib 4, cast off 4,
rib to end.

On the following row cast on
4 sts. to take the place of those
cast off. Work similar button
holes every 2^ ins. until there
are 6 in all, then proceed
straight in rib until border ia

long enough, when slightly
stretched to edge front and neck
edges. Cast off.

To Make Up.
Press pattern and st.-st. parts

of work only on wrong side with
a hot iron over a damp cloth.
Join the shoulder seams and sew
front border in place. Sew the

tops of the sleeves into the arm-
holes and press seams. Join and
press the side and sleeve seams.
Sew on buttons.

He Remembered.
A clergyman, who at times

has a rather defective memory,
was making the announcements
for the coming week. He wanted
to intimate that he would not be

the preacher on the following Sunday, and
that the pulpit would be occupied by his

son-in-law, but at the last moment his

memory went astray.
&quot;In addition to the notices jusfr read,&quot; he

said, &quot;I desire to say I shall not be preach
ing here next Sabbath. The pulpit will be

occupied by by the pulpit will be

occupied by by
&quot;

He faltered for a few seconds, then tried

again.
&quot;The preacher will be &quot;

breaking off

in exasperation. &quot;Why, I know him quite
well. You all know him. He married my
daughter.&quot;

Then a smile broke over his face.

&quot;Oh, I remember,&quot; he said, then went on

gravely, &quot;Tom will preach here next

Sunday.&quot;

&quot;Dear Milkman: Leave Johnson a bottle
of milk to-day. He may forget to put his
bottle out. He will pay you to-morrow. He
is still celebrating but will have a thirst
for milk to-morrow morning.&quot;
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Reduced

5/6 and 3/-
EVERYWHERE

FORD PILLS have
reduced me trom I I

st. 2 Ibs. to 8 st. 13

| Ibs., and I haven t

I had indigestion or
:

constipation since I

started taking them
each day. People

.; say I look too young
S to be the mother of

3 children.

Ford Pills are mar
vellous for Indiges
tion, Constipation,
Stomach Trouble,
Rheumatism and
Overweight.
Ford Pills contain

the concentrated ex-

that give you the

Swf valuable laxative properties

;j?
of fruit to keep you well in

sit Nature s way.
Start o course o/
Ford Pills to-day.

Get Ford Pills in the new
; red and gold plastic tubes.

MAKE YOUR OWN

COUGH REMEDY!

Save Money and

Get Quick Relief!

Here s all you dot Make a syrup

When cold, pour into a large,
clean empty bottle, add one 3/-
bottle of HEENZO Concentrate,
cork, shake well and attach large
label with directions enclosed
with each bottle of HEENZO.

This is equal to eight bottles of
the best ready-mixed cough and
cold medicine*.

HEENZO ACTS QUICKLY.
SAFELY. EFFECTIVELY. It s

nice to take . . . kiddies love it.

Save on medicine bills now I See
your chemist or store right away,
and get your HEENZO.

HEENIO
For Coughs and Colds

Costs shillings . . . saves s

The very best thing about a real wood-
fire is its power of drawing friends around
it.

lie difference between

is often this..

POWDER
So silky soft, so cool, so

smooth! Johnson s Baby Powder
is such a pleasant way to chase

away prickles and chafes, keep baby
comfy and contented.

famous SARA QUADS
(&quot; )isUohnson s Baby Products, Powder, Soa

&quot;

mi Oil are used exclusively in the Sara

Chosen above a ll others for thi

Cream
ursery.

st important care.

Superfluous Hair

Killed Quickly
By &quot;EXHAIR. Perfectly

harmless. Guaranteed. Send
tamped addressed envelope

(or particulars Confidential.
Janet Glanville, 247H Eliza

beth Street Sydney.

j
SKI N DISEASES !

For Free Advice on all Skin Diseases

| send 3d stamp for Examination I

Chart to

DERMOPATH1C INSTITUTE
National Bank Building,

271-9 Collins St., Melb., C.I. F6822 |

Create in me a clean heart, O God; and
renew a right spirit within me.

Psalms 51, 10.

The phcne book is the one book you can

l;iy down any time without wondering
what happens next.
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FAMOUS

The most pleasant break in every school day is playtime and the school lunch. There s
a tasty snack then to be enjoyed, so make that snack Arnott s Milk Arrowroot Biscuits.

In buying for your children, be sure you get Arnott a.

There it no Substitute for Quality I






